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“As apothecaries, we make new mixtures every day, pour out of one vessel into another; 
(and as those old Romans rob’d all the cities of the world, to set out their bad sited Rome,) 
we skim off the cream of other mens’ wits, pick the choice flowers of other mens’ gardens 
to lay out our own sterile plots. So they lard their lean books with the fat of others works. A 
fault which every writer finds, as do I now, and yet faulty themselves, all thieves; they pilfer 
out of old writers to stuff up their new comments, scrape Ennius’ dunghill, and out of a 
Democritus pit, as I have done.” 

 

Address of Democritus to the reader, from page 6 of, The Anatomy of Melancholy: What it Is, with All the Kinds, 
Causes, Symptomes, Prognostics and Several Cures of it. In three partitions. With their several sections, 
members and subsections, Philosphically, Medicinally, Historically Opened and Cut Up. By Democritus Junior. 
Robert Burton. The sixteenth edition. Printed from the Authorised Copy of 1651, B. Blake, London, 1838. 

 

 

“Her gün şifacılar gibi yeni karışımlar yaparız. Bir kaptan alır bir diğerine boşaltırız. 
(Tıpkı eski Romalıların kendi kötü konuşlanmış Romalarını sergilemek için dünyadaki 
bütün kentleri soyup soğana çevirdiği gibi). Sütün kaymağını sıyırır gibi diğer insanların 
nüktedanlığını çeker alırız. Diğerlerinin bahçelerine ektikleri kendilerine has “tercih” 
çiçeklerini kendi kıraç topraklarımıza sermek için dereriz. Böylece onlar sıska kitaplarını 
başkalarına ait eserlerin yağı ile semirtirler. Şu an benim de yaptığım gibi her yazarın 
farkında olduğu bir kusur bu ve fakat kendileri de kusurlu, hırsız hepsi. Kendi yeni 
yorumlarını uydurmak için yazarların yazdıklarını aşırırlar; Ennius’un çöplüğünü 
eşelerler ve tıpkı benim yaptığım gibi Demokritos’un çukurunu kazarlar.  

 

Demokritos’un okura hitabı. sayfa 6.  The Anatomy of Melancholy: What it Is, with All the Kinds, Causes, 
Symptomes, Prognostics and Several Cures of it. In three partitions. With their several sections, members and 
subsections, Philosphically, Medicinally, Historically Opened and Cut Up. By Democritus Junior. Robert 
Burton. The sixteenth edition. Printed from the Authorised Copy of 1651, B. Blake, London, 1838.
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Preface 

I first came to Antalya more than 30 years ago, aged 29 in the summer of 1987, stepping off 
the intercity bus by the clock tower in the city centre, it was then the terminal stop above the 
harbour, and I walked through the city in December 1988 and January and then stayed for a 
month in February 1989, and did some drawings in kaleiçi, waiting for the snow to melt on 
the plateau, a lengthy stop on my way walking in 1988-1989 from Pella, Alexander III., the 
Great of Macedon’s birthplace and capital, today in Northern Greece, to Memphis outside of 
Cairo, approximating to the route taken by Alexander the Great in 334-333 B.C. I came back 
to the port-city of Antalya in 1990 and have spent most of the last 28 years in Antalya, 
painting, drawing, reading and writing, the last five as a lecturer at the Mediterranean 
Civilisations Reasearch Institute (MCRI) at Akdeniz University, Antalya. 

I have found over time that the city of Antalya, its history and its historical remains and its 
craftsmen with their skills, quite simply fascinating. It is the case that the degree of change the 
city’s population has experienced over the past 30 years, was an experience spread over a 
couple of centuries in western Europe and, given the timespan in which this change has 
occurred, been a revolutionary and at times a disorientating process, but one can still read, 
piece together, re-imagine and remember.  

Much, in terms of the built infrastructure, the Ottoman and early Republican buildings that 
were visible more than two decades ago has been lost, pulled down for high-rise and other 
developments, and often the texture given to the fabric of the remaining examples by time has 
been lost, through so-called restorations. The exteriors of mosques and hamams and houses 
have been stripped of the coats of plaster and paint they wore since they were first built, they 
stand today naked in their bare facades of re-used stones. In the market by the clock tower and 
nearby, just beyond the city walls, there were saddle-makers, eiderdown-like quilt makers 
(minderci), makers of yellow half boots (yemenici) and of peasant shoes (çarik), there were 
horseshoe makers and tinsmiths-platers, but the traditional craftsmen have largely been lost 
from life in the city centre, swept away in the course of rapid modernisation and rises in the 
rent on workplaces, the changes brought about by so-called development, external rather than 
internal. 

Time was when shop owners would pull up a stool, wooden four legged, hand made, seat 
covered in straw, to talk and drink a tea sitting on the empty street, İşiklar Cad. The line of 
fayton stood outside the Park Otel in the evening. The main street carried the scent of citrus 
blossom by day and jasmine in the evening, streets which are today swarming with people as 
the city has grown enormously in its varied immigrant populations and numbers of transitory 
tourists and holiday makers over the last three decades. In 1990 horses and carts and 
motorised three wheeler carts brought much of the produce to the street markets of the city, 
together with painted trucks loaded with watermelons. The horses were tied to the railings 
around the stadium for the weekly market. Crates and sacks of fruit and vegetables, harvested 
from the market gardens around the city and brought by their growers to be sold, were 
unloaded and displayed, amidst flowers and fish and fungi and cheeses in goatskins of black 
and shiny hair. There were still looms on balconies off İşiklar Cad. where carpets were 
woven... 
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But there are the mountains, the bay and the wide horizon of the sea, remaining much the 
same as that seen by the inhabitants and travellers to the city in antiquity, in the middle ages, 
as likewise a century ago…A stupendous view, as the fleeting shadows from the clouds re-
fashioned in the sunlight, the mountains across the bay and westwards to Kemer. The fishing 
boats undulating on the swell in the harbour, the cats along the foreshore and the smell from 
the wood shaving and paint from boat repairs and the grids of shadows from the fishing nets, 
and ropes and cables, mixing with the shadows of the spreading banana leaves and the white 
and pink Datura flowers, dancers on the breeze…  

This book is about more than simply the collection of more than 400 years of recorded 
memories and mentions of this city in print, in publications in English dating from the 15th 
century and William Caxton’s 1476 printing of Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales which 
mentions the city’s name, down to the end of the 19th century. It is both a collection of texts, 
and an opportunity to reflect on the city as it was understood in the English speaking world, as 
the city of Antalya has had an impact over the centuries on the thoughts of people in distant 
places, due to historical events in which it played a part, an acknowledged importance far 
greater than one might expect from a city of its former size and populations. 
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Önsöz 

Antalya’ya ilk defa bundan 30 yıl önce 29 yaşındayken, 1987 yılı yazında geldim. O zamanlar 
limanın yukarısında bir otobüs durağı olan yerde, şehir merkezindeki saat kulesinin yanında 
şehirlerarası otobüsten inip kente adım attım. 1988 yılı Aralık ayında ve ardından Ocak 
ayında kenti gezdim ve 1989 Şubatında burada bir ay daha kalarak, platonun karlarının 
erimesini beklerken Kaleiçinde çizimler yaptım. Bu bekleyiş 1988-1989 yıllarında 
Makedonyalı Büyük İskender’in (III. Aleksandros) doğum yeri olan bugün Kuzey 
Yunanistan’da yer alan Pella’dan yola çıkarak aşağı yukarı Büyük İskender’in İ.Ö. 334-333 
yıllarında kat ettiği yolu yürüyerek Kahire dışında bulunan Memfis’e yaptığım yolculuk 
esnasında verdiğim uzun bir molaydı. Daha sonra 1990 yılında Antalya limanına/kentine geri 
döndüm ve 28 yılımı resim ve çizim yaparak; okuyup yazarak son beş yılını da Akdeniz 
Üniversitesi bünyesinde yer alan Akdeniz Uygarlıkları Araştırma Enstitüsünde (MCRI) 
öğretim görevlisi olarak, Antalya’da geçirdim. Bu süre içinde Antaya’nın tarihi, kalıntıları, 
yetenekli zanaatkârları ile tek kelimeyle büyüleyici olduğunu gördüm.  

Son 30 yıldır kent nüfusunun tecrübe ettiği değişimin boyutu Batı Avrupa’da birkaç yüzyıldır 
yaşanan türdendir ve gerçekleştiği süre göz önüne alındığında bu değişim devrimsel 
niteliktedir. Bu şirazesi bozuk sürece rağmen insan hala okuyup, parçaları bir araya getirip 
eskiyi tekrar hayal edebilir ve hatırlayabilir.  

Yapılı çevre açısından bakıldığında yirmi yıl öncesinde görülebilir vaziyette olan Osmanlı ve 
Erken Cumhuriyet Dönemi yapılarının çoğu kayboldu, kentin geliştirilmesi adına yıkıldı. 
Genellikle kalan örneklerin dokuya has nitelikleri restorasyon adı altında yok oldu. Camilerin, 
hamamların, evlerin dış cephelerinde bulunan sıva ve boya soyuldu. Bu yapılar bugün 
devşirme taşların kullanıldığı çıplak cepheleri ile ayakta durmakta. Saat kulesinin yanındaki 
çarşıda, sur duvarlarının hemen ilerisinde eyer ustaları, minderciler, yemenciler ve çarık 
yapan ustalar, nalbantlar ve kalaycılar vardı. Ancak bu geleneksel zanaatkârlık uğraşları kent 
merkezinden büyük oranda silindi ve hızlı modernleşme sürecinde dükkan kiralarındaki artış 
ve dâhilîden ziyade harici olarak meydana gelen “gelişme” adı altındaki değişiklikler ile yok 
olup gitti.  

O zamanlar dükkân sahipleri dört ayaklı, oturağı samanla örülü, el yapımı, tahta bir sandalye 
üzerinde boş Işıklar Caddesinde oturup çay içer; laflarlardı. Akşamları Park Otelin önünde 
faytonar sıralanıp beklerdi. Son 30 yıldır kentin büyük ölçüde büyümesi dolayısıyla bugün 
çeşitli göçmen gruplarından insanın ve sayısız turist ile tatilcinin doluştuğu ana caddede 
gündüzleri turunç ağaçları ve yasemin kokusu yayılırdı. 1990 yılında atlar, at arabaları ve 
üçtekerli motorlar ürünlerin çoğunu kentteki her hafta kurulan pazarlara getirirlerdi; boyalı 
kamyonlar karpuz taşırlardı arkalarında. Bu ürünleri getiren atlar, stadyumun etrafını 
çevreleyen korkuluklara bağlanırdı. Kasalar ve çuvallar dolusu meyve ve sebze kent civarında 
yer alan bostanlardan toplanıp yetiştiricileri tarafından satılmak üzere pazarda sergilenirdi. 
Çiçekler vardı pazarda ve balıklar, mantarlar, siyah parlak tüylü keçi postlarının içinde 
peynirler… Halıların hala dokunduğu Işıklar caddesindeki balkonlarda yün çileleri asılı 
olurdu.  

Bununa birlikte, buranın sakinleri ve kente gelen gezginler için dağlar, körfez ve denizin geniş 
ufku antikçağda ve ortaçağda tıpkı yüzyıl önce olduğu gibiydi.... Bulutların güneş ışınlarını 
şekillendiren anlık gölgeleri ve körfez boyunca Kemer’e batıya doğru uzanan dağlar ile 
harikulade bir manzara… Limandaki dalgacıklar üzerinde salınan balıkçı tekneleri, kıyı 
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boyunca gezinen kediler, odun yongalarından yayılan koku, tekne bakımından yayılan boya 
kokusu, ağların, halatların, tellerin gölgesine karşan muz yaprakları ile meltemde dansçılar 
misali salınan beyaz pembe boru çiçeklerinin gölgelerinin oluşturduğu desenler …  

Bu kitap 400 yıldan uzun bir süre boyunca, 15. yüzyılda kentin adını ilk kez zikredildiği 
Goeffrey Chaucery’nin Canterbury Hikâyeleri’nin 1476William Caxton baskısından itibaren 
19. yüzyılın sonuna kadar, İngilizce yazılmış bu kente ilişkin anı ve anlatımların bir 
derlemesinden ibaret değildir. Aynı zamanda bu metinlerin bir derlemesi ve İngilizce 
konuşulan dünyada kentin nasıl algılandığının anlaşılmasına dair bir fırsattır. Nitekim 
Antalya, içerisinde yer aldığı tarihi olaylar dolayısıyla yüzyıllar boyunca uzak bölgelerdeki 
insanların düşüncelerinde eski boyutuna ve nüfusuna bakıldığında tahmin edilebileceğinden 
çok daha önemli bir etki bırakmıştır. 
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Introduction 

The aim of this volume is to present the reader with a reasonably broad selection of the 
published accounts, notices, mentions and references, in chronological order, in terms of 
references to the city and accounts of visitors to the city which is today called Antalya, and 
largely, but not entirely, in date of publication order, concerning, or referring, to the city by 
name, that were printed in English over the course of the 19th c. in the First Section of this 
book. Together with the references that were published in English from the 15th to the 19th c., 
mentioning the city, its recorded history and some noteworthy people from the city, in the 
Second Section of this work. The intention being to present the reader with the varied and 
changing record and perceptions of the city that had accumulated in a variety of publications 
in English over the course of the centuries until the end of the 19th century.  

It is a fact that the name of the city most well known over this half millennium to the English 
public, literate and illiterate, was that employed in the Bible, the toponyms Attalia and 
Attaleia, and it can be noted that only a limited number of examples of works that simply cite 
the verse from the New Testament, Acts xiv, v. 25, mentioning the city, are given, of the 
many hundreds of publications that simply repeat this verse, in the 19th c., as earlier. Likewise 
in this compilation, representative examples, not every single edition of Sir John Mandeville’s 
Travels, nor every edition of the Prologue to Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, nor every edition of 
Froissart’s Chronicle, all of which mention the city by name, in lines of text and poetry that 
were published in English editions over the course of these 500 years, are given. 

With the exception of the varieties of “Piloting Directions for Navigation,” frequently 
published from 1826 onwards and the volumes of traveller-tourist guides: “A Handbook for 
Travellers,” printed from 1840 onwards by John Murray, Bradshaw’s Monthly Continental, 
and Baedeckers, the references that were made to the city were in works that were published 
for the vast majority of literate people who never came to the city, nor ever left their own 
countries. However, the toponym Attalia/Attaleia was known from the New Testament of the 
Bible, from Pliny the Elder, Cicero, Plutarch, Ptolemy and Strabon. The city was mentioned, 
transcribed as Antaliyah, by the polymath, al Balkhi in the 9th century. It was known from the 
chronicles and histories of the Crusades, in the descriptions of the events of 1148, of 1361, 
and of 1472, when it was often named, Attalia/Satalia. But the city is mentioned by Abu 
Abdullah Muhammad al-Idrīsī as Antāliya, in his Geography of 1154; by the chronicler 
Walter Map (Gualterius Mappus) at the end of the 12th c. as Satalie1, by Roger de Hoveden as 
Satalia, and by Yakāt in the 13th c., transcribed as Antaliyah. In the 14th c. by Ibn Batutah, 
transcribed as Antaliyah, by Jean Froissart as Satalia, by Geoffrey Chaucer as, Sataly and as 
Satalie, and the city and its bay, in the publication of the variant and various handwritten 
copies of Sir John Mandeville’s Voyage and Travels, as: Catala, Sathalay, Sathalie, Chatalie, 

                                                             
1  “Gouffre de Satalie,” in Walter Map’s, De Nugis Curialium, (Courtier’s trifles) xii, “Because the name of the 

maid was Satalia, the whirlpool, which is shunned by all, is called Satalie, or in the vernacular Gouffre de 
Satalie,” the Gulf of Satalie. Buried at sea, it was the head that generated the “Gouffre de Satalie,” a 
whirlpool. 
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Cataillie, Cattalie, Cathaliya, Cathaillye, Salate, Satalie, and, Sataliya,2 and, all of these 
toponyms for the city were published and/or were re-published in the 19th c.  

The city was mentioned by the chronicler John Bromton in the 15th c. as Satalia; and in the 
16th c. the name of the city was recorded by the Renaissance man, Leonardo da Vinci, as 
Atalia, by Ludovico Ariosto as Satalia, and as Satalie in Raphaell Holinshed’s Chronicles II 
of 1586. It was in the 17th c. a city mentioned by name as Satalia by Francis Rabelais, as 
likewise by Thomas de Fougasses; and in the 18th c., by the historian, Abbé Vertot as, Attalia 
and Satalia, likewise by Richard Pococke as both, Satalia and Attalia,  and by the historian 
Edward Gibbon as, Satalia, Adalia and Attalia. In Samuel Johnson’s A Dictionary of the 
English Language, the name of the city, Attalia, finds a place, associated with the word Ship, 
and the Ottoman transport of timber to Egypt. It was mentioned in the 19th c. by the novelists, 
Sir Walter Scott as Attalia, and late in the 19th century by G. A. Henty as, Adalia. It was a city 
that was recorded under a variety of names by the numerous compilers of gazetteers of the 
“known world” published in quantity from the 17th c. onwards, as also by geographers, 
historians, translators, and by all manner of writers of a lesser degrees of fame under a variety 
of names, these referencing respectively, the city in antiquity, the city in the middle ages, in 
the early modern period, and the contemporary city in the 19th c. It was largely recorded by 
English travellers and residents in the city in the 19th c. as Satalia and/or Adalia.  

The ‘town,’ ‘sea-port,’ or ‘city’ had been briefly described a century earlier, in a gazetteer 
published in London in 1701, recording four different toponyms for the city and gulf: Attalia, 
Satalia, Saetalia, and Satalyah:  

“The principal Towns of Pamphylia were: Attalia, call’d Satalia by the Italians, and Satalyah 
by the Turks, on the sinus Attalicus3 or Gulph of Saetalia, of dangerous passage to Mariners, 
by reason of the frequent Storms and Shipwrecks: However its Harbour and Castle are 
reckon’d amongst the chiefest of this country.”4 And it was recorded by the single toponym, 
Satalia, in another gazetteer entry for the city published in 1703: “Satalia, a well-fortified 
Sea-port of Pamphylia, an Abp’s See, and Capital of the Prov.5 It has a commodious 
Harbour, and is much frequented by the European Merchants.”6 

                                                             
2  Many of these are recorded in, The voiage and travaile of Sir John Maundevile, Kt., which treateth of the 

Way to Hierusalem; and of Marvayles of INDE, with other Ilands and Countryes, printed for Woodman, and 
Lyon, London, 1727, p. 32, footnote s. 

3  The Crusader chronicler William of Tyre in his Historia Rerum in Partibus Transmarinis Gestarum - History 
of Deeds done beyond the Sea, 1094-1184, refers to the sinus Attalicus, as “the Attalic sea,” that extends 
from Lissidona (meaning, Cape Gelidonya, Hieron Pr.- Sacrum Pr.-C. Kelidoni=Silden Burnu/Kırlangıç 
Burnu/Gelidonya, today, Taşlık Burnu) to Cyprus, and that it is known in common parlance as the “Satalian 
gulf”. 

4  A System of Geography: or, a New and Accurate Description of the Earth; In all its Empires, Kingdoms, and 
States. Part the Second, containing the Description of Asia, Africa, and America. Written in Latin by Joan. 
Luyts, Englished, Illustrated with Maps, fairly engraven on Copper, according to the Modern Discoveries 
and Corrections by Hermann Moll, Printed for Tim. Childe, London, 1701, s.v. Natolia, p. 10. 

5  It can be noted it was not the capital of an Ottoman province-eyalet until 1914. Although Attaleia had been 
the capital of the Kibyrrhaiotai theme, and was the seat of the Seljuk emir-i sevahil in the 13th c. responsible 
for a similar extent of Mediterranean coastline, and the city was in the 14th c. the capital of the Teke Beylik, 
which was an independant state, with it own foreign policy, rather than a province; it seems probable that the 
association of the port-city as capital of a province in published English texts from the 17th c. onwards, in 
1703, 1793, 1808, 1810, 1827, etc., stemmed, at least in part, from knowledge of Ptolemy’s text in Latin, 
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However, the most common toponym for the post-antique port-city in English language 
publications during the second half of the 19th c. became Adalia, the name employed in most 
diplomatic and official communications, although until mid-century, rather than Adalia, the 
toponym Satalia, employed from the middle ages onwards, was still the toponym most 
frequently found in official and other publications. The toponym, Satalia seems to have last 
been recorded in British Parliamentary publications in 1841 and 1843, while an example of 
the toponym Atalia for the city occurs once, published in 1850, but otherwise, from 1842 
onwards, with the appointment of a Britsh vice-consul to Adalia, Adalia become the official 
norm. In John Macgregor’s Commercial tariffs and regulations, published on behalf of the 
British Parliament in London in 1843, in chapter VIII. Ottoman Empire, the port-city is to be 
found listed in different sections under four different names: Anthalia, Satalia, Antalia and 
Adalia. Although the current toponym of the city, Antalya, is found occasionally in English 
language publications from the middle of the 19th c. onwards, it only became the norm, 
replacing Adalia for the city in English language publications from the 1930’s onwards, 
although Antalia, with an ‘i’ rather than a ‘y,’was employed from the 18th c., an alternative to 
Ἀττάλεια, Attaleia and Adalia, in the 19th c.  

That said however, over the course of the nineteenth century the toponyms for the city 
recorded in English language publications exhibited considerable variety, together with those 
recorded from antiquity and the middle-ages, which were employed in a variety of 19th 
century publications, both scholarly and popular, together with the variant orthographies and 
including the published typographical errors7.  

                                                                                                                                                                                              
where the entry for Attalia in Chapter V, Tabula I. Asiae., of the Geographicae, was often glossed, “Satalia 
regia,” and it was the recorded Roman practice that formed the mental construct, the expected “reality,” of 
the writer, and so Satalia was recorded as the capital of the province. 

6  An Universal, Historical, Geographical, Chronological and Poetical Dictionary, Exactly Describing The 
Situation, Extent, Customs, Laws, Manners, Commodities, etc. of all Kingdoms, Commonwealths, Provinces, 
Islans and Cities in the known World. Containing Likewise the Lives of the Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, 
and Primitive Fathers; Emperors, Kings, Princes, Popes, Cardinals, Bishops and other Eminent Persons;… 
Vol. II, J. Hartley, London, 1703, s.v. “Satalia”.  

7  A rich variety in the writing of these toponyms has been employed over the past 700 years to record the name 
of this port city (and its supposed former locations) in manuscripts, on portolan charts, on maps and in 
publications. They include the following more than two-hundred example variant toponyms: Adal, Adalea, 
Adalia, Adália, Adalie, Adalija, Adaliya, Addalya, Adalea, Adalta, Adalya, Adalyah, Adaulia, Adauliah, 
Adulia,Andaliyye, ‘Adâlyiah,Adelia, Aftalia, Altatia, Andalia, Andaliye, Andalye, Andaleyeh, Andaliyeh, 
Andaliyye, Antaliyah, Antalia, Antalia vêtus , Antalia recens, Antalia l’incendiée, Antalia la Brûlée, Antalia 
la neuve, Antaliya, Antaliyah, Antallia, Antâlyah, Antaliyya, Antaliyye, Antälija, Antallya, Antalya, Antālī, 
Antali, Antalia, Antalīa, Anṭālya, Anthalïah, Antaliasa, Aratalia, Artalia, Artalie, Assatalia, Atalia, Atália, 
Atalie, Ataliya, Atalyali, Atolbia, Anthalïah, Attalea, Attaleias, Attaleia, Attalya, Attalia, Attaliah, Attaliyeh, 
Attalico, Attalée, Attalie, Attallia, Attalo, Attelia, Audalia, Ayenbite (Ayenbite presumably derived from 
Attalia’s fiord, the Norse Atals-fiord, “There lies a gulf that Norse-men call Atalsfiord, but the Greeks call 
Gullus [recte Gulfus] Satalie”). Bataliah, a typo for Sataliah, Català, Catalya, Catalea, Cathaly, Cathalya, 
Cathailye, Cathaillye, Cataillie, Cattalia, Cattalie, Cetelia,Chatalie, Corycus, Enthali, Enthália, Entelia, Idalia, 
Idhalia, Italah, Italia, Italya, Natalia, Natalie, Nouvelle Satalia. Obbia, Olbia, Odalia, Old Satalia, Palaia 
Antalia, Scacalia, Sachala, Sadalia, Sadalla, Sakara, Salalia, Salate, Salatia, Salatrie, Salatree, Salantree, 
Salteleya, Saltheya, Sandalion, Saptalie, Sartalee, Sartalea, Satala, Satalay, Satalaya, Sàtala, Satalea, Satalee, 
Sataillie, Satali, Satalia, Satalia Vecchia, Satalia antiqua, Satalia veia, Sataliae, Satalin, Satalia Nova, 
Sataliae, Satalías, Sataliam, Sataliam Novam, Satali, Sataliae, Satalie, Satalié, Satalieh, Satalies, Sataliam, 
Satalias, Satallie, Satallia, Satallies, Satalea, Satallea, Satallia, Satallye, Satelee, Sateliah, Satelliae, Satellie, 
Saternie, Sathalay, Sathalia, Sathaliae, Sathalie, Sathenie, Sathalièh, Sathalien, Satilia, Satalich, Satallch, 
Satalya, Satalye, Satalyali, Sataliensis, Satalieyeh, Sataliyah, Satalyia, Satalib, Satafia, Satallye, Satallia, 
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Published toponyms for the city found in English language publications dating from the 15th 
to the end of the 19th c. include the following: Attalia, Attália, Artalia, A:talia, Attalea, 
Attaléa, Attaliyeh, Attaleya, Attaleia, Attallia, Atalia, Atália, Ataleia, Atalieh, Atalbia, Adalia, 
Adália, Adalya, Adalyah, Addalya, Adaulia, Adauliah,Adaliah, Adala, Adal, Adulia, Andalia, 
Andália, Andaliyeh, Andaleyeh, Audalia, Antalia, Antali, Antalie, Antalya, Antalyah, 
Antaliyeh, Antaliyah, Antáliyah, Anthalia, Cathailye, Cathaillye, Catala, Chatalie, Cataillie, 
Cattalie, Cattalia, Catalia, Corycus, Corycos, Italah, Laara, Natalia, Olbia, Obbia, Palaia-
Antalia, Palia-Antalia, Satalia, Salalia, Sotalia, Salatia, New Satalia, Nova Satalia, Sattalia, 
Sattaliah, Sattalieh, Salteleya, Sattali, Satali, Satalian, Satalieh, Sataliah, Satáliah, Sataleia, 
Sataliyah, Satalayah, Suttuleia, Satalie, Satalye, Satalle, Satalaya, Satalyah, Satalyali, 
Sathalie, Satalyad, Sathalia, Sathaliae, Sathalay, Sattala, Satala, Sataly, Satalay, Satyllye, 
Sadalia, Santalia, Satalee, Satellia, Satelia, Saetalia, Setalia, Settalia, Sateleia, Sattalea, 
Satallia, Satteleia, Satteleya, Sattalje, Statalia, Satalia Vecchia, Terra-Nuova. 

 

Table of the toponyms given to the city and some of the dates when these toponyms 
appear in English language publications8. 

Attalia, 1526, 1535, 1570, 1582, 1600, 1611, 1637, 1652, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1665, 
1667, 1668, 1677, 1677, 1677, 1678, 1680, 1682, 1685, 1688, 1689, 1693, 1700, 1701, 1702, 
1704, 1708, 1709, 1711, 1712, 1712, 1718, 1718, 1721, 1732, 1732, 1736, 1756, 1819, 1722, 
1724, 1726, 1726, 1734, 1735, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1745, 1749, 1749, 1756, 1757, 1759, 1759, 
1759, 1773, 1759, 1760, 1761, 1761, 1761, 1764, 1765, 1769, 1769, 1769, 1773, 1775, 1775, 
1776, 1777, 1777, 1779, 1780, 1780, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1784, 1784, 1785, 1786, 
1787, 1789, 1791, 1792, 1792, 1792, 1794, 1794, 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798, 1798, 1800, 1800, 
1801,1801, 1802, 1803, 1803, 1803, 1806, 1806, 1807, 1807, 1809, 1810, 1810,1810, 1812, 
1812, 1812, 1812, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1814, 1814, 1814, 
1814,1815, 1816, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1818, 1818, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 
1820, 1820, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824,1825, 1825, 1827, 1827, 1828, 1828, 1829, 1829, 
1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1831, 1831, 1831, 1832, 1832, 
1832, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 
1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1836, 1836, 1836, 
1837, 1837, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1840, 1840, 
1841, 1841, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 
1845, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1847, 1847, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1849, 
1849, 1849, 1849, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 
1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 
1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 
1854, 1854, 1855, 1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 
1857, 1858, 1858, 1858, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1860, 1860, 
                                                                                                                                                                                              

Satellia, Saterea, Saternie, Satiliae, Satilia, Satiliach, Satilija, Satolla, Satyllye, Statalia, Sattalia, Sattalje, 
Satteleia, Satteleya, Sattelia, Sattaliae, Sattalea, Sattaliah, Satyliaeh, S’atalia, Scacalia, Seccella, Sectaliae, 
Sectalie, Septalia, Ssatallea, Ssatalie, Setalia, Setalia Vechio, Settelia, Settelie, Sotatie, Ssatalia, Suatilie, 
Suttuleia, Sutalia, and, Zattalia. 

8  The dates given in this table do not include the dates of all the editions and reprints of a volume. 
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1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1862,1862, 1862, 
1863, 1863, 1864, 1864, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 
1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1868, 1868, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1870, 
1870, 1870, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1873, 
1873, 1873, 1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1876, 1876, 1876, 
1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1876, 1876, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1878, 
1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1880,1880,1881, 1881, 1882,  1882, 1882, 1882, 1883, 1883, 1883, 
1883, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1885, 1885, 1886, 1886, 1886, 1887, 1887, 1887, 
1888, 1889, 1889, 1889, 1889, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1892, 1892, 1894, 
1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1897, 1897, 
1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 
1898, 1898, 1899 1899, 1899, 1899.(493) 
Attália, 1679, 1742, 1861 
Artalia, 1583, probable typo of Attalia. 
A:talia, 1742, probable typo of Attalia. 
Atalia, 1704, 1721, 1730, 1737, 1774, 1795, 1839, 1849, 1850, 1869, 1870, 1873, 1877, 
1877, 1880, 1880, 1897, 1898, 1899 
Atália, 1839 
Attaléa, 1773 
Atalieh, 1855 
Attalea, 1785, 1805, 1813, 1830, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1841, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1847, 
1848, 1848, 1849, 1849, 1849, 1852, 1852, 1854,  1855, 1857, 1868, 1869, 1872, 1876, 1882, 
1884, 1885, 1890, 
Attaliyeh, 1856, 1856, 1859, 1859, 1866, 1872, 1880, 1880, 1880, 1893, 1895, 1895, 1898, 
1898, 1899, 1899. 
Attallia, 1856  
Attaleya, 1889  
Attaleia, 1820, 1824, 1832, 1832, 1835, 1840, 1845,1847, 1849, 1851, 1851, 1854, 1854, 
1854, 1854, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 
1859, 1861, 1861, 1862,1866, 1867, 1869,1870,  1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 
1873, 1874, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1877, 1877, 1878, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1882, 1882, 1882, 
1884,1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1892, 
1892, 1893, 1893, 1894, 1984, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896 , 
1896, 1896, 1896, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1902,  
Ataleia, 1859, 1859 
Attallia, 1856  
Attalie, 1830 
Atalbia, 1868, probable typo of Ataleia. 
Italah, 1844, 1850, 1856, 1861, 1871, Given in error, to Attalia-Attaleia in Pamphylia. The 
name given to the Attalia in Lydia, which is also recorded as Sattalia by F. V. J. Arundell, not 
to the Attalea in Pamphylia. 
Adalia, 1789, 1815, 1818, 1817, 1817, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1820, 1820, 
1820, 1822, 1823, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1826, 1826, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1828, 1829, 
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1829, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1831, 1831, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 
1833, 1833, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1836, 1836, 
1836, 1837, 1837, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1840, 1841, 1841, 1841, 1841, 
1841, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 
1843, 1843, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845,1845, 
1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1848, 
1848, 1849, 1849, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851,1851, 1851, 
1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 
1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 
1855, 1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1857, 
1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1858, 1858, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 
1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1862, 
1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1863, 1863, 1863, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1865, 1866, 1866, 1866, 
1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1868, 1868, 1868, 
1868, 1868, 1868, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1870, 1870, 1870, 1870, 1870, 1870, 
1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 
1873, 1873, 1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 
1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 
1876, 1876, 1876, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1878, 
1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1879, 1879, 1879, 1880, 1880, 1880, 1880, 
1880, 1880, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1882, 1882, 1882, 1882, 1882, 
1882, 1882, 1882, 1883, 1883, 1883, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1885, 1885, 1885, 1885, 1885, 1885, 
1885, 1886, 1886, 1886, 1886, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1888, 
1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1889, 1889, 1889, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1890, 
1890, 1890, 1890, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 
1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1893, 1893, 1893, 1893, 1894, 
1894, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 
1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1897, 
1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 
1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899  
Adália, 1820, 1824, 1845, 1876 
Adalya, 1833 
Adalyah, 1835 
Adauliah, 1821 
Adaulia, 1821 
Addalya, 1800 
Adaliah, 1841, 1850, 1851, 1856, 1863, 1871, 1872, 1874, 1895 
Adala, 1870 
Adal, 1895, 1896, 1897   
Andalia, 1734, 1759 
Andália, 1845 
Andaliyeh, 1875, 1875, 1888, 1891, 1892, 1894, 1897, 1899, 1899, 1899 
Andaleyeh, 1878 
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Audalia, 1859 
Antalia, 1700, 1754, 1759, 1787, 1798, 1801, 1803, 1805, 1807, 1809, 1810, 1810, 1812, 
1812,1814, 1814, 1814, 1814,  1817, 1817, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1824, 
1825, 1825, 1825, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1832, 1832, 1833, 1833, 
1833, 1834, 1834, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1845,1846, 
1846,  1847,1848, 1849, 1849,  1850, 1850, 1851, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1856, 1856, 1857, 
1860, 1867, 1867,1868, 1871, 1872, 1875, 1876, 1878, 1882, 1895, 1897  
Antali, 1679, 1742, 1737, 1742, 1848, 1859, 1866, 1895 
Antalie 1803, 1814, 1814, 1814 
Antalya, 1857 
Antalyah, 1859 
Antaliyeh, 1895, 1897 
Antaliyah, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1845, 1856, 1856, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1881 
Antáliyah, 1838, 1845 
Anthalia, 1843, 1850, 1888 
Satalia, 1612, 1677, 1677, 1688, 1692, 1693, 1700, 1701, 1703, 1704, 1704, 1706, 1711, 
1712, 1718, 1718, 1720, 1721, 1723, 1723, 1724, 1737, 1738, 1745, 1749, 1751, 1754, 1757, 
1761, 1761, 1761, 1766, 1769, 1770, 1773, 1777, 1777, 1779, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 
1783, 1789, 1792, 1794, 1795, 1795, 1795, 1797, 1797, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1800, 1801, 1801, 
1801, 1802, 1803, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1806, 1806, 1806, 1807, 1807, 1807, 1807,1807, 
1808, 1808, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1812, 1812, 1813, 1813, 1813, 
1813, 1813, 1814, 1814, 1815, 1815, 1815, 1815, 1816, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1818, 
1818, 1818, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 
1820, 1820, 1820, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1822, 1822, 1823, 1823, 1824, 1824, 1824, 1824, 1825, 
1825, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 
1828, 1828, 1828, 1828, 1828, 1829, 1829, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 
1831, 1831, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 
1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1836, 1837, 
1837, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1840, 
1841, 1841, 1841, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 
1844, 1845, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1849, 1850, 
1850, 1850, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 
1852, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 
1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 
1859, 1861, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1864, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1867, 
1867, 1867, 1868, 1868, 1868, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1870, 1870, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 
1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1873, 1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 
1875, 1875, 1877, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1879, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1882, 1882, 1883, 1883, 
1883, 1884, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1886, 1897, 1887, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1893, 1894, 1895, 
1896, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1898, 1899, 1899 
Salalia, 1793, probable typo of Satalia. 
Sotalia 1725, 1883, probable typo of Satalia. 
Salatia, 1872 
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New Satalia, 1853 
Nova Satalia, 1191, 1870  
Sattalia, 1652, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1665, 1667, 1668, 1677, 1708, 1712, 1718, 1748, 1759, 
1764, 1774, 1782, 1794, 1798, 1800, 1800, 1807, 1807, 1810, 1812, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 
1816, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1820, 1823, 1824, 1828, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1838, 
1838, 1838, 1838, 1840, 1841, 1845, 1847, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1854, 1859, 1863, 
1866, 1871, 1878, 1891 
Sattaliah, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1873 
Sattalieh, 1877, 1878, 1892  
Salteleya, 1835, 1837, 1848, 1848, 
Sattali, 1759, 1759 
Satali, 1853, 1859, 1875, 1885, 1888, 1891, 1892, 1894, 1895, 1897, 1897, 1899, 1899,1899 
Satalee, 1525, 1804 
Satalian, 1819, 1820 
Satalieh, 1709, 1769, 1777, 1782, 1794, 1795, 1797, 1844, 1845, 1846, 1846, 1849, 1850, 
1852, 1854, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1864, 1866, 
1866, 1866, 1867, 1868, 1869, 1870, 1871, 1872, 1875, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1879, 1879, 1880, 
1880, 1880, 1887, 1890, 1891, 1893, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1899 
Sataliah, 1806, 1813, 1820, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1824, 1835, 1840, 1846, 1853, 1853, 1855, 
1856, 1857, 1857, 1859, 1859, 1860, 1868, 1868, 1874, 1875,1876, 1878, 1878, 1880, 1880, 
1881, 1882, 1882, 1887, 1891, 1893, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1899, 1899 
Satáliah, 1876 
Sataleia, 1896 
Sataliyah, 1859  
Satalayah, 1701 
Suttuleia, 1883, probable typo of Sattaleia 
Satalie,  1586, 1747, 1773, 1782, 1794, 1795, 1805, 1807, 1815, 1816, 1827, 1834, 1834, 
1839, 1841, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1846, 1846, 1848, 1849, 1849, 1850, 1851, 1852, 1852, 
1852, 1854, 1854, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1860, 1860, 1861, 1864, 1867, 1868, 1870, 1871, 1875, 
1875, 1875, 1876, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1889, 1889, 1895, 1897 
Satalye, 1871, 1889,1896 
Satalle, 1882 
Satallia, 1788 
Satalaya, 1855 
Satalyah, 1688, 1693 
Satalyali, 1704, 1793 
Sathalie, 1725, 1883, 1891 
Satalyad, 1709 
Sathalia, 1612 
Sathaliae, 1870 
Sathalay, 1725, 1883 
Sattala, 1829 
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Satala, 1860 
Sataly, 1476, 1721, 1738, 1755, 1773, 1774, 1784, 1816, 1825, 1828, 1832, 1870, 1877 
Stataly, 1738, 1784 
Satalay, 1496 
Satyllye, 1895 
Sadalia, 1873 
Santalia, 1810, 1814, 1844, 1850, 1856, 1861, 1871 
Satellia, 1682, 1685, 1888 
Satelia, 1837, 1848, 1848 
Saetalia, 1701 
Setalia, 1688, 1693 
Settalia, 1698, 1704, 1818  
Sateleia, 1882 
Sattalea, 1885 
Sattalje, 1885, probable typo of Sattalie. 
Statalia, 1765, 1796, 1833, 1859 
Cathailye, 1895, 1898, 1899 
Cathaillye, 1725, 1883 
Catala, 1725, 1883 
Chatalie, 1725, 1883 
Cataillie, 1725, 1883 
Cattalie, 1725, 1883 
Cattalia, 1812 
Catalia, 1693 
Corycus, 1832 
Corycos, 1856, 1857, 1872, 1876, 1889, 1892. 
Palaia-Antalia, 1791, 1810, 1813, 1832, 1832, 1833, 1838, 1840, 1847, 1851, 1853, 1856, 
1867, 1867, 1890 
Palia-Antalia, 1810, 1814. Palia is a typo for Palaia. 
Olbia, 1817, 1823, 1825, 1832, 1832,1832, 1833,  1834, 1838,1838, 1840, 1843, 1844, 1847, 
1847, 1848, 1848, 1850, 1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1860, 
1861, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1869, 1869, 1871, 1872,1876,  1877, 1888, 1890 
Obbia, 1817, a published typo of Olbia. 
Natalia, 1826 
Laara, 1854, 1854, 1860 
Terra Nuova, 1817 
 

Few cities have this many published variants of their name(s). Of this rich variety of 
toponyms associated with the city over the course of these 500 years through publication, the 
most frequently employed were:  

1. Attalia-Attália: 16th c. 4; 17th c. 22; 18th c. 77; 19th c. 398; Total 501. 
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2. Attaleia-Attalea-Attalea-Attaléa-Attaleya-Attaliyeh: 18th c. 3; 19th c. 181; Total 184. 
3. Adalia-Adália-Adalya: 18th c., 1; 19th c. 474; Total 4759. 
4. Sataly-Satalay-Satalie: 15th c. 2, 16th c. 1; 17th c. 0; 18th c. 11; 19th c. 53; Total 67. 
5. Satalia-Sattalia: 17th c. 13; 18th c. 60; 19th c. 355; Total 428. 
6. Satalieh-Sataliah-Satáliah-Satalayah-Sataliyah-Sataleia: 18th c. 8; 19th c. 97; Total 105. 
7. Antáliyah-Antalyah-Antalyah-Antalia: 18th c. 5; 19th c. 85; Total 90. 
 

It is noteworthy that as the number of publications that mention the city by name greatly 
increased over the centuries, the variety of toponyms and the variants thereof, likewise greatly 
increased, through variants in transcriptions from the spoken toponym, from transcriptions, 
and through the translations of texts from French and Spanish-Portuguese and Italian into 
English, as well as from numerous typographical errors. The published varieties and variant 
topomyms increased from two for the city in the 15th c. and three in the 16th c., to nine in the 
17th c., to twenty-six in the 18th c., to more than 60 additional toponym variants for the city 
recorded in 19th c. publications in English. There was at times, the exchange of the letter‘c’ 
for ‘s’, and of,‘a’ for ‘e’; of,‘d’ for ‘t’, or for, ‘th’; of the letters‘i’ and ‘y’, and of –yeh, rather 
than –yah, of -ea, for -eia, etc, employed in writing the name the city over the course of this 
history. There was no standardisation in the orthography for the name of the city, except 
concerning those names found in Greek and Latin ancient texts, and even with these, Attalea 
was often published rather than Attaleia. In the Arabic from the 9th c. A.D./3rd c. A.H., and in 
Persian, and some of the Turkish/Ottoman toponyms for the city, before the toponym Adalia 
became widely adopted, the letter ‘n’ was introduced into the name,10 while the doubled letter 
‘t’ was dropped, as in: Antāliya, Antaliyye-Antaliyya, Antaliah, Antâlyâ, and Andaliyye.  

In the contemporary chronicle in Latin entitled, Gesta Henrici Regis Secundi11, the entry 
under the year 1191 records both the city and the Gulf as named Sathaliae, and it also names 
the city, Nova Satalia, its walls having been renovated by the Emperor Manuel Comnenus 
(1143–1180), and, if one excludes the toponyms associated with the ancient texts, including 
the Latin and Greek versions in the Bible, during the period from the 12th century until the 
                                                             
9  There appears to be no evidence to support John Freely’s statement that the Attaleia was known as Adalia in 

Europe in the Byzantine era, The Western Shores of Turkey: Discovering the Aegean and Mediterranean 
Coast, John Freely, Tauris Parke Paperbacks, 2004, p. 313, “Attaleia was the principal port of Pamphylia 
throughout antiquity and on into the Byzantine era, when it was known in Europe as Adalia.” Rather, the 
evidence presented here suggests it was largely known and recorded as Satalia, Sataly, Stataly, Satalay, 
Satalie, Satalia, Sattalia, Settalia, Sattalia, or variants thereof  in Europe, while in the Islamic world with 
which it dealt on a regular basis in terms of trade, the toponym for the port-city was Antāliya throughout the 
“Byzantine era.” In Europe the toponym Adalia seems only to have become widely known and employed in 
the period from the late 18th into the early 20th centuries, doubtless the Modern period of history remains 
byzantine, but for historian the “Byzantine era” had ended somewhat earlier. 

10  It is unclear if the Arabic toponym for the city, Antāliya, with Attaleia taken and held in Arab Muslim hands 
for a significant period in the 9th century, and with whom the city had centuries of lucrative commercial 
relations had an impact on the subsequent change in name; or if it was the case, as was suggested in the 
1930’s, that in medieval Greek the name was deformed to Adalia, but as the Greeks of the later Byzantine 
period had no sign to express the sound “d” (delta having taken the function of a soft sibilant), the sound “d” 
had to be transliterated by “nt” giving Antalia, with the suggestion that this spelling, rather than the Arabic 
toponym, Antāliya, as was used by al Balkhi in the 9th century, by al-Idrīsī in the 12th c., by Yakāt in the 13th 
c., by Ibn Bibi writing in Persian in the 13th c., and by Ibn Batutah in the 14th c., was the primary factor in the 
14th c. Muslim Turkish use of the Antalia toponym, amongst other factors. 

11  In the past erroneously associated with Benedict Abbot of Peterborough, Benedictus Abbas, it chronicles the 
period from 1169 to 1192. VIT. ET GEST. HEN. Et RIC, ii. p. 680. 
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start of the 19th century, and the increasing use of the Ottoman toponyms Andaliyeh-Adalia 
for the city in English language publications, it was the case that for 800 years, into the 19th c., 
the name of the city employed by contemporaries and that transcribed by merchants and 
visitors as the name of the city, the name of the town inhabited and recorded as such by 
French Consuls in the 17th and 18th centuries, and recorded on numerous “modern” rather than 
ancient, maps published throughout Europe from the 16th c. onwards, largely revolved around 
the group of toponyms for the city beginning with ‘S’ as the initial letter: Sataly, Stataly, 
Satalay, Satalie, Satalia, Sattalia, Settalia, Sattalia, Satalieh, Sataliah, Satáliah, Satalayah, 
Sataliyah, Sataleia, Satalya, Sandalia, etc. William Martin Leake early in the 19th c. wrote, 
“In regard to the names Adalia and Sattalia, applied to the place by the Turks and the Italians 
respectively, it may not be unworthy of observation that they are both taken immediately from 
the Greek,” although, more than a century earlier, in 1703, it was recorded in, A System of 
Geography: or, a New and Accurate Description of the Earth, that, at that time, that is at the 
end of the 17th c., both the Italians and the Turks used the ‘S’ toponyms for the city, “Attalia, 
call’d Satalia by the Italians, and Satalyah by the Turks.”, even though Edmund Bohun in 
1688 related it was called “by the Italians Catalia.”, but he probably meant Spaniards from 
Spanish territories in Italy when he wrote Italians, as the Spaniards and Portuguese, unlike the 
Italians, termed the city, Catalia, and variants thereof, replacing the initial letter ‘S’ with the 
published letter‘C.’ 

A question that seems worth asking, even if there is no ready-made off-the shelf answer to it, 
is who, when, and most importantly, why, was this initial letter S added to the ancient 
topomym of the city, producing a new toponym for the same place, one that was different 
from the name which was recorded in the Christian New Testament in Greek and in Latin? 
Why was the name changed for the port-city from that which is recorded in Christian scripture 
as the place of embarkation of the Apostles Paul and Barnabas, for a city with its basilica that 
contained one of the three most important icons of the Virgin Mary, said to have been painted 
by St. Luke, an icon of protection and object of pilgrimage, until its removal from the city in 
1373? When did this change happen, and, why was the initial letter ‘S’then dropped from the 
name of the city during the 19th c., when the city became widely known as, Adalia-Antalia-
Antaliyah? 

Surviving chronicles and itineraries indicate this change from an ‘A’ to an ‘S’ initial letter had 
already occurred before the start of the 12th c. The chronicler of Richard I. in his 1191 entry 
recorded the name Nova Satalia for the city - Old Satalia, Vetus Satalia, being Side, - a city 
which had been destroyed by pirates (presumably Muslim raiders from the Emirate of 
Tarsus), so the Emperor Manuel Comnenus had the population removed to Nova Satalia, the 
chronicler also termed both the gulf and the city, Sathaliae. The chronicler of the Gesta Regis 
Ricardi, employed for the gulph, the name, Gulfum Sataliae-Sathaliae, and the toponyms 
Sathalia – Satalia -nova Satalia, for the city: “Et cum rex Franciae recessisset ab Antiochet, 
statim intravitgulfum Sathaliae. Gulfus dicitur ubi aqua protenditur inter duas terras et sinum 
facit. Sathalia castellum est optimum, unde gulfus ille nomen accepit; et super gulfum illum 
sunt duo castella et villae, et utrumque dicitur Satalia. Sed unum illorum est desertum et 
dicitur vetus Satalia, quod piratae destruxerunt; et alterum nova Satalia dicitur, quod Manuel 
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imperator Constantinopolis firmavit.”12 Likewise, Abu Abdullah Muhammad al-Idrīsī (d. 
1165) seems to relate this same event, but records it not in terms of Old Sattalia-(Side) and 
New Sattalia (Attalia); but of Old and New Antāliya, in his Geography of 1154, giving the 
toponyms, the New Antalya, Antāliya al-ğadīda (for Attalia), and the Old-sacrificed-given up, 
Antāliya al-muhraqa (given to the abandoned port city of Side). The chronicler Roger of 
Hoveden (d. 1201) employed the toponym for the gulf, and, implicitly for the city, Sattalia, 
recording of the 1st of May 1191, King Richard the Lionheart, on his way to Cyprus and 
Palestine, “was again driven northward into the gulf of Sattalia, and did not succeed in 
working his way to Limasol or Limisso in the island of Cyprus till the 6th May.” William of 
Tyre (d. 1186) wrote:“Hanc nostri, idiomatis Graeci non habentes peritiam, corrupto 
vocabulo Sataliam appellant; unde et totus ille maris sinus, a promontorio Lissidona, usque 
in insulam Cyprum. Attalicus dicitur, qui vulgari appellatione Gulfus Satalie nuncupatur.”,13 
in his entry concerning 1146 (a passage that has also been published with the toponym, 
Atalicus rather than Attalicus, concerning the Gulf of Attalia), recording that the educated 
termed the gulf, Gulphus Attalicus, while the vulgar termed it the Gulphus Sataliae14. There is 
recorded in Genovese diplomatic correspondence in 1174 of a dux Satalie;15 while, in a 
surviving mid-12th c. Icelandic pilgrimage itinerary it is noteworthy that the Norse retained 
part of the ancient name of the city, Atal, combined with word, fiord, while it is clearly stated 
that the Greeks use the new name for the gulf, and, implicitly for the city: “There lies a gulf 
that Norse-men call Atalsfiord, but the Greeks call Gullus [recte Gulfus] Satalie.”16 The 
earliest surviving records of an ‘S’ initial letter toponym for the city were made by an 
Orthodox Russian pilgrim to Jerusalem, Abbot-Archimandrite, Daniel in 1106, who had some 
knowledge of Greek, and who surprisingly recorded the city’s name, not as Attalia, or as 
Attaleia, but as Satalia-Satilia; and the Anglo-Saxon pilgrim Saewulf in 1103, who records 
Satalia as the name of the Gulf, and implicitly of the city: “we with difficulty reached the 
island of Rhodes on the eve of St. John the Baptist, after a narrow escape from wreck in the 
bay of Satalia”17. 
 
In consequence, rather than Italian, as had been suggested by W. M. Leake, as by others, it 
seems that the change in name for the city derived from the medieval Greek vernacular name 
for the city, which, for some specific reason, and apparently beginning in the 11thc., if not 
                                                             
12  Rerum Britannicarum medii aevi scriptores; or Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland 

During the Middle Ages, Gesta Regis Henrici Secundi Benedicti Abbatis. The Chronicle of the Reigns of 
Henry II. and Richard I. A.D. 1169-1192; known commonly under the name of Benedict of Peterborough., 
Edited from the Cotton Mss. by William Stubbs. Vol. II, Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer, London, 1867, 
p. 195. 

13  Arnulfi Lexoviensis episcopi epistolæ (Arnulfi opera quæ extant omnia), ed. J. A. Giles, p. 669, Hist. Rerum 
Transmarin.-Lib. XVI. Balduinus RI REX, Caput XXVI. Sathaliae 

14  Book XVI, “Hanc nostri, idiomatis Graeci non habentes peritiam, corrupto vocabulo Sataliam appellant; 
unde et totus ille maris sinus, a promontorio Lissidona, usque in insulam Cyprum. Atalicus dicitur, qui 
vulgari appellatione Gulfus Satalie nuncupatur.” (Willel. Tyrius, XVI, 26) It is worth noting in respect to this 
relationship that, “After 932, an Arab source estimates that the commercia paid at Attalia in the Cibyrrhaeot 
Theme, where all trading ships from Syria had to dock and pay duty, were 300 pounds of gold (21,600 
nomismata), though earlier they had been somewhat less.” Warren T. Treadgold, The Byzantine state 
finances in the eighth and ninth centuries, East European monographs: Byzantine series 2, New York, 1982, 
p. 59. 

15  Lykien und Pamphylien, I. Hild and Hellenkemper, 2004, p. 305, fn. 119. 
16  Jerusalem Pilgrimage, 1099–1185, John Wilkinson, Joyce Hill, W. F. Ryan, Hakluyt Society, London, 1988, 

216. “par gengr hafsbotn, er Nordmenn kalla Atalsfiord, enn Grickirkalla Gullus Satalie.” And he also 
relates in his, A History of Deeds Done Beyond the Sea, that, “Our soldiers, unacquainted with the Greek 
language, corrupted the name of this city to Satalia.” 

17  Early Travels in Palestine, Arculf, Willibald, Bernard, Saewulf, Sigurd, Benjamin of Tudela, Sir John 
Maundeville,De La Broquiére, and Maundrell, Thomas Wright, Henry G. Bohn, London, 1848, p. 49. 
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earlier, placed the letter ‘S’ before the earlier name for the city, Attalia, Attaleia, Atalia, 
resulting in toponyms for both the city and the gulf such as: Sattalia-Satalia, Sattaleia-
Sataliea-Σατάλειας, Satalea, and Satalie. The abundant variety in the published toponyms for 
the city really began with this addition of the initial letter ‘S,’which, over the next 700 years, 
produced more than 50 published English variants, the most popular being that used by the 
Anglo-Saxon Saewulf at the start of the 12th c., Satalia, while the French influenced writers in 
English preferred Satalie18, Golfe de Satalie and the –alie variant endings, rather than the later 
French, and at times German toponyms, Enthali-Enthália-Entelia, Entaliah-Korfusi, derived 
from the Arabic-Ottoman-Turkish toponym, Antāliya. 

Although Attalia became known amongst the Greek populace and to European pilgrims, 
traders and crusaders, by the names, Sathalia-Satalia-nova Satalia, and variants thereof, yet, 
at the same time, the Orthodox see, formed in 1084 of the united Metropolis of Myra, Pisidia, 
Attaleia and Side, was held by the Metropolitan of Attalia-Attaleia. The ‘S’ toponyms for the 
city, although used by Greek members of the population of the city were unrecognised by the 
Orthodox Church and there was no Metropolitan of Sattaleia or Sattalia in Pamphylia. Nor 
does the toponym Sattalia occur in the mid-12th c. Alexiad of Anna Comnena, where the name 
of the city is recorded three times as Attalia; nor is it found in the itinerary of 1576-1577 of 
the Protonotary of the Patriarchate, Theodsius Zygolamas, where the city is likewise recorded, 
twice, as Attalia;19 while Ikavos Miloïtis in 1584 recorded the name of the city as Atalia20. 
However, in 1585, Michael Herberer von Bretten, who visited the city, recorded its name as 
Sattalien,21 and, Hans Ludwig von Lichtenstein in 1587 recorded the name Satelia22 and in 
1595 the Spaniard, Juan Ceverio de Vera recorded the toponym Cetelia23. There are however, 
some variant Greek toponyms recorded in the surviving literature, an inscription on an 11th-
12th c.  New Roman seal reads, Dioikētēs Antaliasa, which may reflect the Arabic toponym 
for the city Antāliya; and a chrysobull of 1198 to Venice records the name, provincia 
Attalie.24 

After the passage of more than 600 years, like al-Idrīsī in the 12th c. and Pîrî Reis in his 16th c. 
Kitâb-ı Bahriyye, who records both Andalîyye and Eski Andalîyye-i harâb (Old Antalya’s 
ruins, which were the ruins at, and of Side), Captain William Martin Leake in 180025, and 
Captain Francis Beaufort in 1812, with some irritation26, recorded that at that time the 
uninhabited ruins of Side were then known as Esky Adalia -(Old Adalia)27; and Side was still 

                                                             
18  Napoléon Landais still in 1853 records, “Auj. Satalie,” in respect to the entry for “Olbia,” as well as the 

toponyms, “Satalieh,…On l’appelle aussi Adalia,” in his, Supplement: Complément du Grand dictionnaire 
des dictionnaires francais. Paris, Didier, 1853, pp. 1081, 1251. 

19  Les Yoyageurs dans L’Empire Ottoman (XIV-XVI siècles) S. Yerasimos, TTK, Ankara,1991, 314. 
20  Yerasimos 1991, p. 367. Ikavos-Ikaros 
21  Yerasimos 1991, p. 372. 
22  Yerasimos 1991, p. 384. 
23  Yerasimos 1991, p. 421. 
24  Lykien und Pamphylien, Hild and Hellenkemper, 2004, I. p. 303, fn. 96; fn. 99. 
25  Leake 1824, p. 195. 
26  “as the place is utterly deserted (It was mid-May and so any inhabitants of Side had already left for the 

mountains to escape the heat, humidity and malaria), it seems more reasonable to restore the antient name 
under which it long flourished, than to continue the absurd misnomer of Esky Adalia,” Karamania, Beaufort, 
1817, p. 139-140. 

27  Karamania, Beaufort, 1817, p. 139, 140. 
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known as Old Antalya-Eski Antalya in the 1950’s28 and on, into the 1970’s. Yet the actual 
ancient name for these ruins had not been forgotten, the Metropolitan of Ephesus, Daniel in 
the late 15th century, while recording Attaleia as the name of the city, also recorded Sidhi for 
Side,29 while, as noted above, the Protonotary of the Patriarchate, Theodsius Zygolamas, 
recorded the name of city as Attalia, and he likewise recorded Side as Sidhi, not as, Palaia 
Attalia, Palia Attaleia, nor yet Palaia Sattalia. Leake also noted that Hadji Khalfa had recorded 
the name Side for these ruins 150 years earlier.30 Further, Captain Leake in 1800 recorded that 
the “Greeks give the name παλαιὰ Ἀττάλεια (Palaia Attaleia, Old Attaleia) to the ruins of 
Perge.”31, and so, in 1800 the inhabitants knew there was the city of Adalia-Attaleia-Antalia 
(Antalya), and there were the ruins of Old Adalia (Side), and there were also the ruins of Old 
Attaleia (at Perge), which was presumably the location of the Palaia Attalia, or perhaps 
Sillyon, mistakenly suggested by D’Anville, probably on the basis of information supplied by 
the French Consul at Satalie; while Laara (Magydus) was an alternative suggested in 1817 by 
Captain Beaufort for the site of Palaia Attalia32.  

It seems evident from the somewhat detailed exegesis of the various toponyms given above, 
both those given to the city itself, and those related to it through being described as: Palaia, 
Vetus, al-muhraqa, Esky, Eski, combined with a toponym for the city, thereby implying that 
this was the former location of the city, that a number of factors concerning toponyms were in 
operation at the same time. 

 Firstly, it seems evident that major ruins in the vicinity of the city, visible from the sea, or on 
the land, respectively, Side (as also Myndus-Laara for Beaufort) and Perge, were termed at 
times by the inhabitants, as also by mariners, the former site of the city. This was based on 
two factors, the relative proximity to the inhabited city of the ruins of a large abandoned 
ancient city, combined with the logical expectation that the former residents of these places 
moved to the remaining major inhabited town-city in the region. 

Secondly, that the well educated Ottoman, Rum-Greek and Muslim knew, not only the several 
contemporary names of the city, but, that some also knew the actual ancient names of these 
cities and their locations, Perga and Sidhi– Side, many centuries after these cities had been 
abandoned. 

Thirdly, that the city was known by several different names at the same time. In antiquity as 
both Attalia and Attaleia, and this remained the case, with the number of toponyms in use at 
the same time increasing for the subsequent two millennium into the 20th century. Leake in his 
1856 publication noted that Attaleia, Ἀττάλεια, “preserves its ancient name unchanged either 
in sound or writing,”33; but he also recognised that the city was also called at the same time 
not only and exclusively Attaleia, but also Attália and Adalia, and philatelic evidence shows 
mail was sent to addresses in Ottoman Attalia, Attaleia, Adalia, Antalia, Antaliyya and 
Andaliyya into the 20th century. 
                                                             
28  Antalya: Pamphylian, Pisidian, Cilician and Lycian Cities, Cemil Toksöz, Ayyıldız Matbaası, 1959, p. 49. 
29  Yerasimos 117-118 
30  Leake 1824, 196. 
31  Leake 1824, p. 196. 
32  Karamania, Beaufort, 1817, p. 136-137. 
33  Numismata Hellenica: W. M. Leake, John Murray, 1856, p. 30. 
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Fourthly, to speculate, it may be that the letter ‘S’that became added to the ancient name of 
the city by the end of the 12thc. by its Greek inhabitants, may have been derived from eis 
Attaleia, eis Attalia, to Attaleia, to Attalia, the letter ‘s’ remaining, the initial s reflecting the 
survival of a Greek preposition, attached to the ancient name, the ei redundant, resulting in the 
appearance of the group of toponyms with ‘S’ as the initial letter, resembling the change from 
Istanbul to Stamboul34. In consequence Sathalia is eis Attalia as in the form employed in Acts 
xiv. 25. Further, it seems to be the case that the subsequent change in the 19th c. to a toponym 
for the city without the initial “S,” in part at least, seems to have reflected the reduction in the 
total number of Greek speaking inhabitants, as a percentage of the city’s total population. 

The name(s) and the contexts that were associated in the travellers’ mind, approaching the 
city, as in the reader’s mind focussed upon this place, were dependent upon access to a 
particular selection of the published texts mentioning the city under a particular toponym or 
group of toponyms, in addition to the published accounts of near contemporary travellers, as 
well as what lay before the eyes of traveller and that which was mentioned in conversation 
with the traveller before his or her arrival. In consequence, through reading these published 
passages mentioning the city from a variety of contexts, it can be understood that the city to 
the nineteenth century English reader, although certainly fashioned to some degree by several 
key early 19th c. published travellers’ accounts, that provided information and textual images 
that were repeatedly reused in other publications and were themselves important; there was a 
large variety of other publications that mentioned the city under a variety of names that had 
importance for the way that the city was interpreted and understood by readers of English 
elsewhere in the 19th c. This, because perceptions of the city, for both the 19th century 
traveller - a visitor in actualité, as also for the far greater number of vicarious but interested 
readers elsewhere in the English reading world in the 19th c., were also fashioned by the 
known references to the city contained in the Bible, as by references to it in published 
theological, antiquarian and historical sources and chronicles, in geographies, in literature and 
belle lettres, and also, in the second half of the century, through a number of school and 
Sunday School textbooks. All of these formed a part of the construction and the fabrication of 
contexts and particular perspectives on the city, as of any other noteworthy place, which has 
been an ongoing multifarious human project for several millennia, the production and 
circulation of knowledge of the “known world,” and, because of this, examples of this 
background of repetitions from various historical contexts concerning the city, that are echoed 
in English publications throughout the course of the nineteenth century, as earlier, are given in 
the second part of this work. 

Over the last century of scholarly research a few of the accounts of the town/city presented 
here, or parts thereof, have been cited in brief or in extensio in a variety of publications, and 
there has been the recent translation into Turkish of Captain Francis Beaufort’s Karamania, 
AKMED Yay. Antalya, (1818) 2005, of Rev. E. J. Davis’s Anatolica, Arkeoloji ve Sanat Yay. 
(1874) 2006, and of Lt. T. A. B. Spratt and E. Forbes, Travels in Lycia, Milyas, and the 

                                                             
34  On this see: Rev. Edward Jacob Boyce, An Etymological Glossary of nearly 2500 English Words in Common 

Use derived from the Greek, 1878, p. 182; Edward G. Bourne, “The Derivation of Stamboul,” p. 78-82, in, 
American Journal of Philology, Ed. Basil L. Gildersleeve, Vol. VIII, Baltimore, Macmillan and Co., New 
York and London, F. A. Brockhaus, Leipsic, 1887, p. 82. 
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Cibyratis, AKMED Yay. Antalya, (1847) 2008. However, the range of material, references 
and dated accounts mentioning the city in English in publications to the end of the 19th c. 
including the re-publications of earlier works, that are presented in this volume, provide us 
with a rather more extensive and a richer tapestry of references to a single place published 
over the course of the centuries; of varieties of information, as incomplete, as accurate, 
contradictory, or inaccurate, as they may have been, that circulated in the minds of English 
readers from the 19th c. onwards. This enables the study of the various ways in which the city, 
and aspects of it, were, over the course of time described, by whom, and, at times, written for 
which audience, and suggests how these relations and accounts were to be understood by 
English readers. It thereby presents the reader with a more complete, if a far more disparate 
and complex collection of published materials and contexts, than is recorded in any single 19th 
century volume or text mentioning the city and, at times enables a degree of relative 
proportion in respect to a particular subject over time across this range of publications to be 
established.  

689 individual references to, and accounts of, the city made in the 19th c. in publications are 
given in the first section, and these can be compared to the more than 619 mentions, 
references, literary and historical accounts relating to the city that were published in the 
period from the 16th century to 1899, 41 to 1700, 135 in the 18th c. and 563 in the 19th c., with 
the large number of those in the Second Section that reference the Apostles of Christianity 
and the various Crusades, to see how aspects of the published record concerning the city 
changed over the course of time, not just in the far greater quantity of published references to 
the place in the 19th c., but in the changes in focus concerning the types of subject that were 
repeatedly addressed, and those aspects that were barely mentioned or left unmentioned over 
particular periods of time.  

In the past there has been little, if any, effort made to reference and/or to correlate the 
accounts of the city presented during the 19th century in English language publications with 
any contemporary Ottoman archival record. Yet how accurate were the accounts and notices 
provided, presented in English language publications concerning or mentioning the city of 
Adalia-Antalya in an age of Orientalism and the Muslim Turkish “other”? How different were 
the Ottoman accounts, records and perspectives regarding the city and its inhabitants? 

How close, for example, were the various published estimates made at different times of the 
city’s population? In May 1812, less than 8,000; 1813, 10,000; 1815, 30,000; 1822, 30,000; 
1823, 30,000; 1827, 30,000; 1830, 30,000; 1835, 20,000; 1838, 15,000; April 1842, 13,000; 
1848, 30,000 or 8,000; 1850, 20,000; December 1853, 14,000; 1855, 8,000; 1872, 10,000 to 
12,000; 1873, 12,000; 1875, about 9,000; in 1880, 8,000 and 13,000; 1890, 13,000; 1895, 
13,000 and 30,000, and in 1897, 25,00035, and also in 1897, 13,000, approximately half the 
number published as the population of the city in the same year. These estimates for a city 
that was at times during the century, besieged for 10 months (1813-1814), was struck by 
outbreaks of the plague,36 in 1809, again in 1831-35, and which was reported to have been 

                                                             
35  By 1913 Adalia had a winter population of 27,000 to 30,000. 
36  “Turkey, both in Europe and Asia, is often visited by the plague, dreadful scourge of mankind wherever it 

takes place, but here doubly destructive, from the native indolence of the Turks, and their superstitious belief 
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killing between 18 and 30 persons per day in February 1831, and 50 people per day in 1833; 
by outbreaks of cholera, with endemic malaria, by dengue fever in 1898, and at times by near-
famine, as from 1874-75 into 1880, due to locust swarms37. It can be suggested that the 
population was subject to quite dramatic fluctuations and that the Ottoman census figures 
spread a decade apart, provide us simply with a snapshot within a particular year taken 
decades apart of the city’s population, rather than presenting evidence of, or clear support for 
population trends, with the exception of an increase over the course of the century from a 
population estimated in May 1812 at less than 8,000, to one by census of about 30,000 at the 
end of the century, with the arrival of refugees that maintained and increased the size of the 
population inhabiting the city; while there were also for example, seasonal migrants for work 
in Adalia from Paphos, Cyprus,38 as also from Alexandria, and elsewhere. Due to disease, 
including outbreaks of plague, cholera, and endemic malaria39, it remained the case into the 
third decade of the 20th century that deaths still outnumbered births in the city, and the size of 
the population of the city could only be sustained, or increased, through continuing 
immigration into the city from elsewhere.  

                                                                                                                                                                                              
in that kind of predestination which prevents them from using the proper precautions to defend themselves 
against this calamity.” A New System of Modern Geography: Or, A Geographical, Historical, ... Guthrie, 
1788, p. 578; Vol. II, Philadelphia, 1795, p. 35; S. Russel, Manchester, 1803, p. 331; 1806, p. 620; 1819 p. 
593; Ed. R. A. Davenport, 1843, p. 490. 

37  Seconded from the military, the Consular official, Captain John Donald Hamill Stewart, reported in January 
1880, “Adalia. The whole of the west of this vilayet has suffered greatly for the last five or six years (from 
1874-1875) from locusts. The people are greatly impoverished, and many of the poorer classes are obliged to 
eke out an existence on a little maize, to which they add mashed-up grass or herbs.” British Documents on 
Foreign Affairs-Reports and Papers from the Foreign Office, Confidential Print: The Ottoman Empire in 
Asia, 1860-1880, Part I. Series B. Vol. 6, University Publications of America, 1984, 371; citing from: BNA 
FO 222/2, Letter from Captain Stewart, Adalia (Antalya) Vilayet, 13 January 1880. It may be the famine in 
Adalia was in part exacerbated by harvested crops sent elsewhere, as the U.S. Consular report relates that: 
“During the years 1878 to 1881, crops having failed, owing to the havoc occasioned by swarms of locusts, 
the grain-growing districts of Roumlia, Syria, Caramania, Egypt, and the Black Sea ports supplied the 
deficiency.” See, United States Consular reports. Commerce, manufactures, etc. ...No. 53. –June 1885. 
Vol.16, (1885), p. 699. 

38  “it was usual for villagers from the Paphos district to go to Adalia (Antalya), on the Turkish mainland 
opposite, at certain seasons in search of work,” Salâhi Ramadan Sonyel, Cyprus Turkish Association (Great 
Britain), Settlers and Refugees in Cyprus, 1991, p. 12; while D. G. Hogarth notes in his 1902 publication 
based on his observations made in 1887, “The southern coast of the Peninsular, as we have seen, is very 
thinly inhabited in its western part. The great harbours of Marmaris and Kekova can show no habitations but 
a few Greek hovels and Yuruk booths; and what considerable longshore settlements are found now in Lycia 
seem to have grown in modern times from a very humble state, thanks to colonists attracted from the Greek 
islands of Rhodes and Casteloryzo to become orange-growers in the little warm deltas, and woodcutters and 
charcoal-burners on the shaggy shoreward slopes. The warmth and fertility of the littoral from Adalia to 
Alaia have caused it to be re-peopled by successive bodies of refugees, mainly Greeks, formerly drawn from 
the Morea, but latterly from Crete, who may there develop their natural bent for tillage;” D. G. Hogarth, The 
Nearer East,  William Heinemann, London, 1902, p. 245. Güven Dinç, The social and economic status of the 
Rum (Greeks) of Antalya in the first half of the 19th century, 449-486, Adalya, XX, 2017,  fn. 39, notes of 
the Rum population of the city that “According to the registration journal dated 1840, there were 21 Cypriots 
and 7 people from Alaiye. There were also Rums from Damascus, Isparta, Jaffa, Kastellorizo and Chios.” 

39  Frank G. Clemow, M.D., British Delegate to the Ottoman Board of Health, in his volume entitled: The 
Geography of Disease, Cambridge University Press, 1903, writes, “In many parts of Asia Minor malaria is 
common. In the neigbourhood of Trebizond there are many marshes and all forms of the disease are seen. At 
Adalia, and on the islands of Mitylene and Samos it is a source of much illness. It is particularly prevalent 
along the shores of both the Black and the Mediterranean Seas,...”   
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Further, there is the important matter of the month of the year in which the number of 
inhabitants were estimated, or when an Ottoman census was taken. This is because the 
majority of the city’s inhabitants left the city during the summer months, to escape the heat 
and diseases. In 1872 E. J. Davis records the population of Adalia (Antalya) in May as 
between 10,000 to 12,000, but he also notes that: “Like the Campagna also, it is fearfully 
unhealthy during a large portion of the year, though habitable in the winter season.  

From the end of May it becomes a very dangerous residence, in consequence of the deadly 
malaria which prevails in it, and in nearly all the lower plains and valleys along the coast of 
Anatolia and Caramania.  

The people, therefore, who in winter time live in the villages on the plain, always pass the 
summer in the purer and cooler air of the mountains; and we were told that the emigration 
had already begun, so that we should find most of the villages deserted, even this early.”40 

Consequently, there were in any year two distinct population figures for settlements on this 
coastline, a relatively small or no population from May to the end of October and the much 
greater population from November to April. It seems probable that the population of the city 
in summer was only a third or less of its total winter population. This reduced summer 
population, combined with the weather, can, in part, be understood to underlay the choice of 
June for the assault and conquest of Satalia in 1361 and for the Papal-Venetian assault on the 
city in the June of 1472; while W. H. Bartlett, sick with malaria found the khan in Adalia in 
which he lay in fever, quite deserted in late August 1836, and likewise his account suggests a 
much reduced population.  

At times in the 19th c. the city absorbed hundreds, at times thousands of muhajir, refugees/ 
immigrants, for vaying lengths of time:- those temporarily from Castel-Rosso/Castel Oryzo/ 
Meis before 1828, and the nearly 3,000 Moreates/Morcates, the “Arnaouts of Adalia,” who 
left Greece after the rebellion from 1821-1832, and who, with the exception of their religion, 
became Turks in manners and customs, recorded as still living on the edge of town in 1842; as 
also refugee Circassians from the Caucasus, some brought by the steam ship Silurian in 
187841, and, in 1898 alone, 5,500 to 6,000 refugees from Crete, many for re-settlement in the 
coastal area extending from Adalia to Alanya. As the United States Consular official, former 

                                                             
40  E. J. Davis, Anatolica: Or, The Journal of a Visit to Some of the Ancient Ruined cities of Caria, Phrygia, 

Lycia, and Pisidia, Grant and Co., London, 1874, p. 202-203. 
41  “In March 1878 it was proposed to send 600 (Circassians) to Cyprus. The Orthodox population was in a 

panic at the prospect of an addition to the Moslem element of a body with a reputation for brigandage and 
robbery. Meetings of protest were held in all the towns. The European Consuls were asked (by the Orthodox 
Population) to bring pressure to bear at the Porte. The excitement was not diminished when 3000 
Circassians were actually landed at Karpass. They had mutinied, and the captain of the ship which was 
carrying them to Latakia ran her on the rocks (in Vokolida Bay). The protests were effective; these accidental 
intruders were removed, and the 600 destined for Cyprus were sent to Adalia.” G. Hill, A History of Cyprus, 
Vol. IV, The Ottoman Province The British Colony 1571-1948, Ed. Sir H. Luke, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1952,  p. 262. As earlier  Sir. H. Luke, Cyprus Under the Turks, 1571-1878: A Record Based on 
the Archives of the English Consulate in Cyprus Under the Levant Company and After, Oxford University 
Press, 1921 p. 259, “In the midst of the excitement a steamer conveying 3,000 Circassians destined for 
Latakia ran aground on the Karpass peninsula, and the landing of these people in the island aroused such 
agitation among the Christians that not only were they speedily removed, but the colony intended for Cyprus 
was diverted to Adalia.” 
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Consul in Smyrna in 1906, Ernest L. Harris42, in his article in the National Geographic 
Magazine of 1916, was to note, amongst the population of the city, “There were also a large 
number of genuine African negroes who lived and intermarried with the Turks for generations 
past. They were all Moslems in religion and there was absolutely no distinction made among 
them as far as race and color were concerned.”43 They, together with the Arabs, were noted 
briefly by Charles Fellows in 1838, but both the Negro and the Arab inhabitants of the city 
passed by largely un-noticed and unrecorded in the 19th c. published English accounts of the 
port-city and its inhabitants, although the name of the river, Arab Soo/Arab su, is repeatedly 
recorded. 

The number of the reported Rum/Greek inhabitants ranges from one third of a total population 
which was estimated at less than 8,000 in 1812, to “the greater half of the population” in 
1819, dropping to 1,500 in 1831, this lowest figure was provided by the Orthodox 
Metropolitan and was presumably just the male population, which is a figure reasonably close 
to the Ottoman 1831 census results that record a male population of 1,09344; while there were 
3,000, of an estimated 13,000 population in 1842, the Ottoman census results from 1841 
record 1,263 males, indicating there was a Rum population at this time of around 2,52645. In a 
population estimated at 12,000 in 1873, 3,000, a quarter of the population were thought to be 
Rum/Greeks. While Ottoman figures for the population of Tekke (Adalia-Antalya) give a total 
population of 30,580 by 1890, Moslems: 28,085; Christians: 2,08546; Yuruks and Gypsies: 
41547, indicating that at the end of the 19th c. the proportion of Christians in the city had 
dropped to one in fourteen of the total population and indicating that the Jewish members of 
the population, recorded in the 19th c. by travellers were no longer present, or were not 
counted, while the small number of Armenian inhabitants, also recorded in the city in 
travellers’ accounts, were recorded within the total Christian Ottoman population48. Several 
                                                             
42  United States of America, Consul, Chemnitz: 1905-1906. Consul Smyrna 1906, Consul-General 1908 at 

Stockholm 1911, Resigned from the Foreign Service in 1916 to accept a position with the National City Bank 
of New York, and was in Russia in the employ of that institution when the Department appointed him consul-
general and ordered him to Irkutsk, 1918, Consul-General, Singapore, 1921. 

43  The National Geographic Magazine, National Geographic Society, Vol. 28, 1916, p. 251. 
44  Güven Dinç, The social and economic status of the Rum (Greeks) of Antalya in the first half of the 19th 

century, 449-486, Adalya, XX, 2017, 459. 
45  Güven Dinç, The social and economic status of the Rum (Greeks) of Antalya in the first half of the 19th 

century, 449-486, Adalya, XX, 2017, 460. 
46  John F. Kolars, “Tradition, season, and change in a Turkish village”, in,The NAS-NRC Foreign Field 

Research Program, University of Chicago, Issue 15, 1963, p. 19, states: “The Rumlar were most often the 
artisans of the Antalya region, and the technological gap left at the village level by their deportation has not 
yet been completely filled by the Turks who remain. Their exact numbers before World War I are difficult to 
determine.One estimate for 1913 gives a total of 27,000 Orthodox Greeks living within the sancak of Adalia 
(i. e. Antalya Vilayet) out of a total population of 224,000 which included 182,000 sedentary Muslims and 
13,000 Yürükler and Aleviler.” The city of Antalya, which at that time had an estimated population of 
25,000, accounted for approximately 9,000 of these Rumlar.” That the Rum population of the city of Adalia 
increased from 2,000 in 1890, to 9,000 in 1913, over the course of 22 years, while the total population of the 
city remained about 30,000-25,000, seems to be rather astounding, and may simply reflect and repeat in this 
1913 estimate the early 19th c. ratio of 1 Rum to 2 Muslim inhabitants given by Captain Beaufort, as the 
relative proportion in the city by 1890 was 1 Rum : 14 Muslims. No reason for this change in population is 
suggested.  

47  Bilâl N. Şimşir, British Documents on Ottoman Armenians, 1880-1890, Turkish Historical Society, T.T.K. 
Ankara, 1983, Vol. II, p. 422. 

48  For an indication of the change over time in the size of the Rumi population of the sanjak, see: William Eton, 
Esq., Many years resident in Turkey and Russia, A survey of the Turkish Empire, In which are considered, I. 
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publications from later in the century, repeat Beaufort’s estimated proportion of one-third to 
two-thirds dating from his 1812 visit, in 1822, 1824, 1826, 1827, 1830, 1831, 1834, 1837, 
1837, 1838, 1842, 1846, 1848, 1854, 1856, 1861, and 1866, when the proportion of “Greeks”-
Rum of the population to Muslims was certainly different from that estimated in 1812. 

Where possible, some of the relevant related references to Ottoman archival documents are 
cited, in respect to the people and events mentioned in these relations, confirming, nuancing, 
denying, omitting, or presenting us with the possibility at times of relevant alternative 
interpretations.  

There is some repetition, as also direct quotations, often unsourced, and these quotations are 
sometimes inaccurate49, or an earlier text has been so summarised when subsequently 
published as to change its meaning; or it was republished decades later when the data was no 
longer accurate. An example being Beaufort’s estimated population figure for the city of less 
than 8,000 in 1812, which was then cited in various publications as the population of the city, 
in books which were published in: 1827, 1834, 1837, 1845, 1846, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 
1859, 1869, 1871, 1873, 1879, 1880, 1882, 1883, and 1898, when the actual population of the 
city between 1879 and 1898 in winter was around 30,000. One example, presumably 
originating from a citation of Beaufort’s 8000 population figure dating from 1812, was 
published in 1898, in Pear’s Shilling Cyclopaedia, as 5000, presumably a typo for 8000, 
when the population of the city in 1898 was about 30,000. Likewise, there is the figure of 
30,000 inhabitants cited in publications of 1815, 1822, 1827 and 1848, which stem from 
Conrad Malte-Brun’s Précis de la géographie universelle, Paris, 1810. It is unclear at what 
date and month the number 30,000 for the population of the city published by Conrad Malte-
Brun dates from, but it was presumably sourced from the French Consul in Satalie-Antalya in 
the last decade of the 18th or in the first decade of the 19th c.50 It may well be that the figure of 
30,000 was accurate for the winter population of the city at that time, and Beaufort’s May 
estimate of less than 8,000 provides us with an idea of the approximate size of the summer 
population of the city. 

Some quotations, largely taken from Captain Francis Beaufort’s and William Martin Leake’s 
volumes from the start of the century, acknowledged or unacknowledged at the time of their 
subsequent publication, are frequently found amongst these 19th century ‘Excerpta Adalia,’ 
quotations that became, “published truisms” that in part defined the city for the reader of 
English. These included from Captain Beaufort’s Karamania of 1817: “Adalia is beautifully 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Its government ... II. The state of the provinces ... III. The causes of the decline of Turkey ... IV. The British 
commerce with Turkey ... T. Cadell Jnr., W. Davis, London, 1798, p. 44, Chapter II., Turkish Finances, 
Revenue (1776) Karach (capitation tax on non-Muslims) of Anatolia. The government of Teké… Purses 
Rumi…27. (This is one of smallest amounts of karach tax raised from the sanjaks of Anatolia, indicating the 
small number of non-Muslims within the small population of the Teke Sanjak in 1776. The province of 
Kiatahie (Kütahya) paid 480 and Caramania (the Ottoman Province of Caraman, Capital Konya) paid 200 
purses.) 

49  As when Beaufort’s estimated population of 8,000 is incorrectly quoted as “eight to ten thousand” in 1836, in 
the, “Trade and Consular Establishments of the Levant,” p. 305-334 in, The British and Foreign Review; or, 
European Quarterly Journal, No. VI, James Ridgeway and Sons, London, 1836, Article I., p. 328. 

50  This figure of 30,000 inhabitants is likewise recorded by the French Consul General, at the start of the 19th c. 
Louis-Alexandre-Olivier de Corancez, Itinéraire d’une partie peu connue de l’Asie Mineure, Chez J.-M. 
Ebehrard, Paris, 1816. 
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situated round a small harbour; the streets appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a 
theatre; and on the level summit of the hill, the city is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and 
a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder.”51 And: “The gardens round the town are 
beautiful52; the trees are loaded with fruit; every kind of vegetable seemed to be exuberant; 
and the inhabitants spoke of their corn grounds as more than commonly productive. The soil 
is deep, and everywhere intersected by streams loaded with calcareous matter, which, after 
fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn-mills in their descent to the sea53.” 
And: “Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; for the daily sea-breeze 
sweeps up the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night, the great 
northern valley, which appears to traverse the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the land wind 
from the cold mountains of the interior.”54 While Lieut. Col. Leake’s identification of Satalia-
Adalia with ancient Attalia-Attaleia published in 1820 and 1824, was repeated cited,55 as 
authoritative identification of the site of the ancient city with the contemporary city, even 
though Edmund Bohun in the 17th c. had already recorded in his Geographical Dictionary 
some of the variant toponyms, Attalia, Satalia, Satalyah and Settalia for the city, indicating 
that Satalia occupied the site of ancient-Biblical, Attalia. Likewise the analogy drawn by 
Charles Fellows in 1838 between the appearance of the mountains by Adalia and “seeing 
something of the same effect in those of Carrara from the Spezia road,” was subsequently 
repeated in publications in, 1840, 1845 and 1854. 

To generalise, there had been a rather different emphasis in the published record of the city in 
the eighteenth century, as earlier, and into the first decades of the 19th century56, when the line 
taken in describing the city was: “It is divided into three towns (quarters), and has a superb 
mosque57, formerly a church.”, which was repeated, and which had emphasised that the city 
was divided into quarters, (originally, each quarter, of which there were five rather than three, 
was inhabited by people of different faith, Rum, Jewish, Muslim, Frank and the Ruler’s 
separate castle and palace, as had earlier been recorded in Latin, as in Arabic58 medieval and 
later texts59), and in the noting of the conversion of the basilical church into a “superb 
                                                             
51  1817, 1818, 1819, 1845. 
52  1817, 1818, 1825, 1829, 1845. 
53  1817, 1818, 1822, 1827, 1838, 1845. 
54  1817, 1818, 1818, 1824, 1826, 1827, 1830, 1831, 1834, 1838, 1842, 1845, 1856, 1863, 1869, 1874, 1875. 
55  1837, 1838, 1841, 1845, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1850, 1854, 1859, 1866, 1871, 1872, 1876, 1877, 1883, 1891. 
56  1801, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1812, 1813, (part repeated in 1815), 1816, 1818, 1833, 1850. 
57  In part, reflecting Paul Lucas’s 17th c. account, and from the interior with Ottoman ceramic tiles and fresco 

painting, O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archaeology, Dover, 1911, p. 268, records, “In Pamphylia, the 
Church of the Panagia (Djumanin-Djamissi)(=Friday Mosque) at Adalia has frescoes of about the thirteenth 
century, recalling in style those of Suwasa in Cappadocia; but for the most part they have been covered by 
Turkish whitewash.” 

58  “In the great city of Antalia he (Ibn Batutah) notes that each group of inhabitants lived separately from the 
others. Foreign Christian merchants resided in the harbour quarter encircled by a wall, the gates being shut 
at night and during the Muslim Friday congregational prayers. The ancient Greek Christian community lived 
in another quarter enclosed also by a wall, the Jews the same. The local Muslim ruler, his government 
officers and troops occupied a walled township set apart from Antalia itself.” Implicit in this, although 
unmentioned, is that there was a Muslim quarter, likewise surrounded by a wall. A city with a total of five 
separate quarters.  

59  See for example Paul Lucas’s remarks on this from his visit on the 8th of November, 1706, “Cette Ville, située 
au bout d’un Golfe qui porte son nom, est encore aujourd’hui assez grande. Elle est separée en trois parties, 
qui composent çomme trois differentes Villes: du moins voit-on a chacune ses murailles de separation, et de 
bonnes portes de fer capables d’empecher la communication de l’une a l’autre. Tout les Vendredis on ferme 
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mosque;” while the castle and the upkeep of the city walls was also emphasised. The first 
observation, that the city was divided into three quarters was repeated into the mid-19th c., in: 
1817, 1818, 1823, 1825, 1826, 1832, 1833 and 1847, but the “extremely fine” - “superb 
mosque” only reappears in print after 1820 in the 1890’s, and the observation that attention 
was paid to the upkeep of the city walls passed unrecorded in English texts in the first half of 
the 19th c., even though the repairs made, and the resurfacing of the city walls 
(badanalatma60) and the wages and staff employed for this work was recorded in the 19th c. in 
Ottoman documents61 and a large noteworthy repair inscription dated A.H.1233, 1817-1818 
A.D., carrying the tugra of Sultan Mahmud II. from the city walls, from the subsequently 
demolished city gate, is today in the Antalya Archaeological Museum62. It was not that the 
inner city walls dividing the city into its quarters had been removed, some parts still remain in 
situ today; nor that the Orthodox basilica, converted into a Latin Cathedral, then after 1373 
back into the Orthodox basilica, and then into an Ottoman mosque at the end of the 15th c., 
had been destroyed (it did not become a ruin until the great fire in 1896 which destroyed it 
and buildings over a wide area within the city walls); nor that the city walls were left 
unrepaired in the first half of the 19th c., both official documentation including record of 
payment for these workers and inscriptions recording this repair work survive, but rather, that 
the nineteenth century visitors themselves, saw and described the city from different 
viewpoints, with different emphasis and in different ways, different from that which had been 
the case a century earlier; while for example in the 19th c. the streets-houses rising like the 
seats of a theatre-amphitheatre around the harbour was recorded in publications more than 45 
times as such, not only, or simply through the sudden emphasis upon the surviving Roman 
remains themselves, but because the city was seen in terms of antiquity and so the comparison 
made by Captain Francis Beaufort, or, rather more probably by the architect Charles Robert 
Cockerell in 1812, that “Adalia is beautifully situated round a small harbour; the streets 
appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre;” seemed the appropriate 
description to use, streets of Ottoman houses, described as resembling the seats of a Greek 
theatre or amphitheatre. It seems today perhaps somewhat odd to repeatedly describe Ottoman 
two storey houses as Greek theatre seats. The association made was presumably referring to 
the windows and balconies of these houses overlooking the semi-circular harbour below. 

The repeated mention in 19th c. texts of Hadrian’s Gate in the city walls, was not simply a 
consequence of antiquarian interest in a Roman city gate. It was also due to its association in 
Christian minds with St Paul and St. Barnabas, as beneath its arches almost certainly, it was 
thought, (even if chronologically anachronistic in terms of the date of the edifice, Hadrian’s 
visit coming more than half a century after the visit of the apostles) the apostles walked on 
                                                                                                                                                                                              

toutes les portes de Satalie depuis migi jusqu’a une heure.” Voyage du sieur Paul Lucas fait par ordre du roy 
dans la Grèce, l'Asie Mineure, la Macédoine et l'Afrique... (publ. par Etienne Fourmont, cartes par G. de 
l'Isle) Nicholas Simart, Paris, 1712, Tome I., p. 312-313. 

60 “Venedik tehlikesine karşı basilica icraati, düşman donanmasının Çanakkale Boğazı’nı geçerek İstanbul’a 
gelmesi ihtimaline karşı İstanbul surlarının deniz tarafindakilerini sağlam ve bakımlı göstermek için 
badanalatmak oldu.” TDV Islam Ansiklopedisi, 6 cilt, Ist. 1992, s. 316 

61  The responsibility for renewing the plaster work, as well as repairing any damage to the masonry of the city 
walls and the citadel, belonged to the divarci and his workers. For the archive record of this in the 19th c. 
including payments made,  see Hassan Moğol, Antalya Tarihi, Mehter Yayınları, Ankara, 1997, p. 123-4. 
Documented repairs in: 1815, 1820-21, 1825-1826, 1826-27, 1835-36, p. 126-128. 

62  Hassan Moğol, Antalya Tarihi, Mehter Yayınları, Ankara, 1997, p. 307, Ek. 13, Ek. 14 with transcription. 
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their arrival at Attalia-Antalya from Perge at the end of their first missionary journey, as 
recorded in Acts xiv, v. 25. In consequence of the importance given to this Perge-Antalya 
association, the main city gate (Kale kapisi)63 and the sea gate (liman ova kapisi) to the city, 
both of which were reconstructed in the 14th c. during the Cypriot Lusignan occupation of the 
city from 1361-1372, and both of which were standing in the 19th c., are almost entirely 
ignored in the published accounts of the city presented by 19th c. visitors to the city. The 
Roman city gate at the end of the road from Perga, which had been concealed, blocked behind 
the city wall for more than a millennia, still stands today, the two important medieval gates to 
the city, embellished and in part, rebuilt during the 14th c. Latin Crusader Lusignan 
occupation, do not.  

Also noteworthy today, since the evidence on the ground has been almost entirely built over 
and lost through the subsequent re-use of its constructional material, is the record of the rapid 
construction by the Bey of Adalia in 1813 of an outer city wall, surrounding the city on its 
landward side, but at a considerable distance from the established fortifications, parts of 
which remain in situ today. This was, “a slight wall with towers at the intervals of a musquet-
shot distance, hastily thrown up by the Bey, who inclosed within them a space of two hours 
and a half (seven miles and a half,) round the city.” It was this today lost outermost city wall 
with towers approximately every 300 meters, which enabled the city to hold out against the 
besieging Ottoman forces for much longer, for ten months, than was initally expected in the 
autumn of 1813. Beaufort who records the main city wall, and a lower wall on either side of 
the ditch surrounding the city on its landward side, three walls, did not see, or note this fourth, 
the outermost city wall, as construction did not begin until late in 1812 or 1813, after H.M.S. 
Fredericksteen had sailed, and, by the time the Rev. Joseph D. Wolff visited the city in 1831 
any remaining evidence of this outermost city wall passed un-noticed and was in part, if not 
largely, demolished during the siege of the city. However, some surviving remains of this 
outermost 19th c. land wall around the city seem to have been noted by the Rev. John 
Cunningham Geikie in the early 1890’s, in his description of the city’s fortifications at that 
time: “A lofty wall, battlemented at the top, and flanked by rectangular towers, protected the 
city on its sea face in the Venetian (sic. Lusignan) days. A similar one encloses it on the land 
side; and remains of other walls here and there among the houses, indicate the frequent 
enlargement of the area thought worth defending.”64 
 

The changes made to Captain Francis Beaufort’s Karamania between the first edition of 1817 
and the second edition of 1818 are noted, as the tenor of the 1817 text was in places changed 
in the second edition. As likewise both versions of Captain Leake’s Journal, first published as 
an article in 1820, and then in book form in 1824, as they differ in places, not least in the 
toponyms, Satalia, being largely replaced by Adalia, in 1824. These two being the most 
important of the early 19th c. English texts describing the city. 

                                                             
63  The Lusignan reliefs and inscriptions on the city landward gate are depicted in the vignettes but the gate is 

not described by Beaufort in 1817, or is it described in any later 19th traveller’s account in English. Cockerell 
may have drawn it from the exterior in 1812, as he almost certainly drew the reliefs and inscription on it that 
was published by Beaufort, but if so, the whereabouts of the drawing of the exterior face of Satalia-Adalia 
City Gate-Kale Kapısı seems to be unknown. 

64  Rev. John Cunningham Geikie, New Testament Hours: The Apostles, Their Lives and Letters, Vol. II, James 
Nisbet and Co., London, 1895, p. 240. 
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Yet, over the course of the nineteenth century, the number and the range of observations 
made, of events, experiences, structures, facts, statistic and details that are related in a variety 
of English language publications, ranging from Gazeteers and Navigational Guides, Shipping 
Newsletters and Biblical Guides, Parliamentary Papers, official reports, Gazette and 
Quarantine Notices, as also travellers’ accounts published in articles and volumes, that 
mention this port-city during this period is quite simply, remarkable, extensive, and, 
unsurprisingly, reflected both the varied interests of these educated visitors to the city and also 
of the, at times recorded, noteworthy changes to the city and in its inhabitants over the course 
of the 19th century; as well as, repeatedly reminding of its heritage as an ancient, and a 
medieval, and an early modern city, and of a city mentioned in the Bible as visited by the 
Apostles, Paul and Barnabas.  

Almost the same number of those travellers who left accounts that were published in English, 
arrived in the port-city from the sea, disembarking at the sea-gate in the harbour, as those who 
arrived in Adalia overland at the city gate (Kale Kapısı); some arrived overland and departed 
from the harbour and others arrived at the harbour and departed from Adalia overland. One, 
having left the city, returned overland from Selge past the swamp by Aspendos where he 
seems to have been reinfected with recurrent malaria, and died and was buried in the city, the 
Rev. E. T. Daniell65. Some visits were brief, some extended for a week or more, some 
extended over a number of years, and an official account is provided by a long term levantine 
resident in the city at the end of the century, the British and Italian vice-consul at Adalia, Mr. 
Gustave Arthur Keun. 

Those who visited the city and left published accounts of the city, or whose visits to the city in 
the 19th century are referred to by name in contemporary English language publications were:  

1. 1800, March 17th-18th Captain William Martin Leake, artilleryman, returning from a 
diplomatic mission to Cyprus, arrived overland and left from the harbour for the Lycian coast 
and Smyrna-Izmir. 

2. 1809, June 19th – 23rd missionary, Johann Ludwig Burckhardt arrived in Adalia, 
during a plague outbreak, by boat from Malta and left in the same vessel for Mersin. 

3. 1812, May 1st-7th Captain Francis Beaufort, British Admiralty hydrographer, and his 
guest, Charles Robert Cockerell, antiquarian and architect, arrived and left Satalia-Adalia by 
sea on H.M.S. Frederichsteen. 

4. 1831, February 21st-27th missionary, Rev. Joseph D. Wolff. Arrived by sea from 
Alexandria, left overland.  
                                                             
65  Fakenham, Norfolk, Nov. 14th. 1842, “My attention has been directed to a paragraph in your last number, 

expressive of surprise at “an announcement in the papers of the death of the Rev. E. T. Daniell.” And of 
“hope that the statement may be an error.” I regret to inform you, that the announcement is too certainly 
true; that Mr. Daniell’s friends in England are in possession of a letter from Mr. John Purdie, H.B.M. V.-
Consul at Adalia, communicating the mournful intelligence of Mr. Daniell’s death, at that gentleman’s 
house, on the 24th of September last, after a protracted illness of (with intervals of convalescence) more than 
two months, during which lengthened period of suffering, it is but justice to Her Majesty's Vice Consul to say, 
that all concur in stating that the deceased received from that gentleman the most unremitting kindness and 
attention. I am, etc. Robert Campbell, letter from the brother in law of the deceased, published in the 
Athenaeum, No. 786, Nov. 19th, 1842, p. 993. 
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5. 1834, Autumn, Charles Texier, French antiquarian, arrived overland, left by sea to 
Smyrna-Izmir  

6. 1835, Charles Texier, French antiquarian 

7. 1835, Alexander William Kinglake, “Grand Tourist-Traveller,” arrived by sea in an 
Ionian brigantine from Syria, during a plague outbreak, and left overland. 

8. 1836, late August-early September, William Henry Bartlett, artist, arrived by local 
boat with a Turkish crew from Alayah-Alanya, Bartlett recovering from malarial fever, left by 
sea in a cutter for Rhodes.  

9. 1838, April 3rd-14th Charles Fellows, antiquarian, arrived overland and left in a local 
boat manned by Arabs for Phaselis. 

10. 1842 April 21st – 25th Lt. Thomas Abel Brimage Spratt, Prof. Edward Forbes, Rev. 
Edward Thomas Daniell, arrived overland. Lt. T. A. B. Spratt and Prof. E. Forbes, left the city 
on the 25th overland, Rev. E. T. Daniell, left the city later, overland after his meeting with the 
Pasha. 

11. 1842 September 20th-24th, Rev. Edward Thomas Daniell, arrived from Side overland, 
died of recurrent malaria and was buried in Adalia. 

12.       1843, August, H.M.S. L’Aigle, captained by the Right Hon. Lord Clarence Paget. 

13.       1844, May 4th artist, musician, and sometime U.S. Diplomatic courier, Miner 
Kilbourne Kellogg. 

14.        1845-1846, the son of the British Consul, Mr John Purdie, Henry Augustus Purdie, 
spent part of his fourth and fifth years in Adalia, and some of his memories of that time were 
recorded, these were published in 1912. 

15.  1853, Dec. 11th-12th, George William Frederick Howard Carlisle (Earl of), arrived 
from Constantinople in the steamship H.M.S. Wasp and departed in it for Alexandria. 

16. Captain T. A. B. Spratt in H.M.S. Medina paid a second visit to Adalia at some point 
between 1850 and Nov. 1863. 

17.  1860’s Alexander Hill Gray, traveller and subsequently famous rose breeder, visited 
and briefly described the city, arriving and departing overland. 

18.        1867, the colporteur Anastasis came and sold copies of the Bible in Turkish in Adalia, 
whose account was related by Isaac G. Bliss of the American Bible Society. He arrived and 
departed by sea. 

19.        1869, April, Missionary, Rev. T. F. Wolters, arrived by sea from Smyrna-Izmir, left 
overland. 

20.         1872, May 10th -11th, Rev. Edwin John Davis, H.B.M.’s Epis. Consular Chaplain, at 
Alexandria, and the civil engineer, Julius Seiff, together arrived and left the city overland. 
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21.         1874, November 21st, the U.S. Consul at Tripoli, Mr. Vidal, arrived from Alexandria, 
was shipwrecked by the harbour, and subsequently left Adalia by sea for Beirut. 

22.         1874 December the naturalist Mr Charles G. Danford was in Adalia and left a brief 
account. 

23.         1879 Late September-early October, Miss I. Wirry, visited Adalia from Smyrna on 
the steamship Bellona at the time of British Ambassador, Sir Austen Henry Layard’s visit. 

24.          1880, An officer on the ironclad H.M.S. Monarch made sketches from the mooring 
beyond the harbour, near the place where Miner Kilbourne Kellogg made his panorama from 
another moored ship in 1844, sketches of the city and the vice-consul Arthur Davm Keun’s 
house, published in The Graphic. 

25.         1885, Felix von Luschan, conducted work on the skull types and sizes of the Greek 
population of the city, both living and deceased.  

26. The research mission led by K. Lanckoronski, with E. Petersen and G. Niemann, in 
October 1885 visited the city and produced an extensive published account. Stadte 
Pamphyliens und Pisidiens, i: Pamphylien 1890, as well as an extensive artistic and 
photographic record produced by Jacek Malcewzki and George Niemann. The mission arrived 
and, after its investigations inland, departed from the city, by sea in December 1884. 

27.         1885, Dr. Tietze briefly described the city and investigated the geology of the area. 

28.         1880’s, (before 1887), C. W. Wilson spent some time among the Rum community of 
Adalia. 

29.         1888, August, James Whittall, merchant, was resident in Adalia with his family for a 
number of years who not only gave an account, but was also probably the author of the letter 
to The Spectator, signed, A. G. M. Dicissois, of 1893. 

30.          There is a detailed impressionistic account of the city which was made on an 
undated visit to Adalia, sometime in the late 1880’s or early 1890’s, by the Rev. John 
Cunningham Geikie, which was published in 1895. 

31.         1898, The resident British Vice-Consul Mr. Gustave Arthur Keun’s report from 
Adalia of 1899 on the Trade and Commerce of Adalia in the Consular District of Smyrna 
(Izmir) in 1898 

There is also an anonymous account of a business visit on behalf of a firm of merchants of the 
City of London (Crutched Friars), trading amongst other products in valonea shipped from 
Adaliah. A visit to Smyrna, Rhodes, including mention of the leper colony, and to this 
coastline and Adaliah, written in the form of a short story, published in 1863, which seems to 
record, from the suggestion that the journey was made about half a century earlier, a journey 
made in the second decade, who arrived from Rhodes and departed again to Rhodes by sea.  

A wide range of subjects are mentioned, alluded to, and, or, directly addressed in these 
account dating from every decade of the 19th c. pertaining to Satalia-Adalia-Antalya. They 
include religious, biblical and confessional matters, references to the topography, antiquities, 
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to political, diplomatic and military matters; to the population, economics, linguistic, 
historical, trade and maritime matters. Reference was made amongst other subjects to: the port 
and the roadstead, the fortifications, the administration, the Seray-palace, mosques and 
churches, housing and khans, the vessels using the port, to grain smuggling, population 
movements, refugees, to dress, geology, hydrology, drought, locusts66, storms, plague, 
malaria, cholera, famine, slavery, both black and white, to the Assassins in 1192, to forest 
fires, an earthquake, cotton, sugar-cane, water-mills, taxation, extortion, several revolts and an 
invasion, news of appointments, of piracy and shipwrecks, the establishment of the modern 
lighthouse at Bababurnu, trade and trade connections, climate, roads, horticulture, livestock 
and shipments of livestock, as also of troops by sea, of fallow deer seen within a mile of the 
city, of a rabid wolf, as also of miracles and the first sighting of a meteor, etc.  

The range of trade goods noted as passing through the port during the 19th c. included: wool, 
raw wool, cotton, camel hair, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, liquid storax, opium, scammony, 
white slaves, textiles called “Satalia cloth” woven with camel hair, brocaded cloth, Satalia 
Crapes, timber, firewood, and charcoal, pine bark and valonea cups for tanning, liquorice 
root, galls, salep and bees wax; illegal, and later legal exports of wheat and barley and sacks 
of milled flour, maize, bran, kidney beans, chick-peas, olive oil, sesame seed, silk eggs-
cocoons, cotton, cattle, goats, sheep, mares and mules, leeches and goat-skins. There were 
recorded imports of: rice, Mocha coffee, salt, tobacco, drugs, sugar, black slaves, machinery, 
hardware, glassware and sundry goods. 

Unsurprisingly, if only and unfortunately for but brief moments in time during the course of 
the 19th century, the travellers’ published accounts provide much illumination; concerning the 
texture of life in the city, of its inhabitants, recording both personal interactions and 
observations and more general appraisals and comment, than those recorded in official 
documents, in notices, in newspapers and in the record provided by the Ottoman archives. 
And, as always, the individual’s recorded interactions, descriptions and observations of a 
place and its inhabitants, differ from the record provided by the more impersonal subjects and 
observations provided by documents that comprise the official record, and likewise differ 
from those provided by other travellers. 

It is the case that any spoken, written, drawn, painted or photographic record or account, 
public or private, is, and was, fashioned, explicitly through publication and implicitly through 
the act of making a record itself. A record is made, an account is rendered, a view taken, 
amidst the totality, a record which was, and is, made to serve some number of purposes, a 
conscious position was taken, which was influenced to varying degrees by shared 
preconceived perceptions, understandings and assumptions, reinforced through repetition, 
concerning the “object,” the “other” and the “elsewhere,” “in these” supposedly“unchanging 
regions.”67 Accounts were structured and edited, and like other kinds of records, archival or 
otherwise, suffer from exclusions, lacuna, of happenstance and, amidst the constant 
background of the un-noticed, of errors in understanding and in recording, as well as 
                                                             
66  For an account of a locust plague around Adalia in 1809, see Louis-Alexandre-Olivier de Corancez, 

Itinéraire d’une partie peu connue de l’Asie Mineure, Chez J.-M. Ebehrard, Paris, 1816, 238. 
67  A phrase employed by the Rev. John Cunningham Geikie in his description of the city at the end of the 

century. 
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doubtless deliberate, conscious and subconscious exclusions, mistakes, errors of both 
omission and commission, as also in interpretation.  

Both some of the primary published historical accounts, notices and reports, and some of the 
secondary 19th century references are given; including those in school text books, where, in 
works concerning geography in particular, Adalia becomes more frequently recorded from the 
mid-century onwards, in 1840, 1851, 1852, 1856, 1861, 1869, 1872, 1876, and, by 1878 The 
Collegiate School Examination Series, has an examination question requiring the student to 
provided a written answer concerning the position of the place-name, Adalia, while in 1895 
students were required to mark the location in Asia Minor of 50 ancient cities including, 
Attalia, on a map they had drawn. This increase in awareness of the city was, perhaps in part, 
due to the appointment from 1842 onwards of a British vice-consul in Adalia, but there 
certainly was increasing familiarity with both the name and place; as the name also appeared 
in works of fiction, in which the city is described or mentioned, as Adalia in 1823, 1861, 
1875, 1893, as Attalia in 1899, and as Attaleia in a poem by the Rev. E. H. Plumptre of 1864 
entitled “Thoughts of a Galatian Convert. A.D. 57.”, works familiarising the reader with both 
its name and place, its location and attached to a particular time and version of history. These 
were works in which previously published accounts of the city were reworked and reused, but 
reused as “historical” fiction, employing the historical imagination to build for the reader an 
imaginative picture and these works are included here with the aim of showing, not only the 
wide range of subjects addressed concerning the city, but also the published repetitions, of 
lines and paragraphs and of subjects, as of themes, that were repeatedly treated; as also those 
that present the reader with summarised and abstracted versions of earlier published accounts. 
This, because the perception in the English reading world in the nineteenth and into the early 
20th century of Attalia-Satalia-Adalia was undoubtedly influenced, not only by the Bible and 
by antique and medieval histories, including its place in the Crusades, but also shaped by the 
repetition through publication of key texts, some repeating without change in their entries 
material concerning the city that was first recorded in eighteenth century publications: others 
repeating texts from antiquity, and others, texts, opinions and observations that were first 
published forty or fifty years earlier. Further, earlier established subjects and points 
concerning the city were elaborated upon, accounts written by visitors to the city addressed 
earlier texts about the city, and so, the place, as it was at the time, at least to the visitor, and 
that which was written about it diverged 

Attalia, Satalia, or Adalia, was a city much visited, contested and explained in the mind, the 
place itself fashioned by a variety of texts and images, a place that became visited, was widely 
“known,” to the extent that the city became “understood” by the reader elsewhere. And, of 
course, in some ways, the city, today called Antalya, was known, forming a part of the 
recorded, the “known world” of the 19th century reader of English. It was in the gazetteers, 
and, in the 19th century placed accurately on maps of the Mediterranean and on world maps. 
For the first time its geographical location was precisely recorded, transfixed by the cross-
hairs of latitude and longitude on Captain Francis Beaufort’s charts, and one could easily look 
the place up, on maps, charts and in numerous volumes, and, from mid-century onwards, one 
could take the regular fortnightly, and later more frequent, steamer from Smyrna-Izmir, but, 
of course, it was a place, a walled harbour city, that did not exist just, or only, in the ways it 
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had been recorded in published travellers accounts in English, and it never had, nor ever could 
be recorded the way it was and remains, subject of change, both from nature and through the 
actions of people, year after year, alive.  

For an example of an echo from the past of the city subsequently repeated68, John Macgregor, 
late Secretary of the Board of Trade, in his work entitled, Commercial Tariffs and Regulations 
of the Several States of Europe and America: Together With the Commercial Treaties 
Between England and Foreign Countries, published in London by Charles Whiting in 1841, 
reads on page 240, “There is also a considerable trade carried on at Rosetta in white slaves, 
brought fromConstantinople and Satalia; and in black ones sent to those cities in return. All 
the eunuchs in the Grand Seignior’s palace come from Egypt.”, and these same lines were 
then repeated in the author’s, Commercial Statistics: A digest of the productive resources, 
commercial legislation, customs tariffs, of all nations. Including all British commercial 
treaties with foreign states – published in London in 1850, on page 242, “There is also a 
considerable trade carried on at Rosetta in white slaves, brought from Constantinople and 
Satalia; and in black ones sent to those cities in return.” Yet, we can read almost the same 
lines in the Lex Mercatoria Rediviva: Or, the Merchant’s Directory. Being a Complete Guide 
to All Men in Business, by Wyndham Beawes Esq., His Britannick Majesty’s Consul at 
Seville and St. Lucar, published in London in 1761, on page 719: “There is also carried on at 
Rosetta, a very considerable Trade from Constantinople and Satalia, in white Slaves, brought 
from those two Cities, and in black ones, remitted there in return from Egypt: All the Eunuchs 
in the Grand Seignior’s Seraglio, and in private ones, as well as almost all the other Negroes, 
that are in Turkey, both Men and Women, come from Egypt, where an Infinity of white young 
Persons of both Sexes are brought in Exchange for them; the white Slaves are very dear, 
when they are well made, being worth at least from 40 to 50l. sterling, and some Girls have 
been sold for more than ten times as much.” This text was reprinted in 1773, on page 621, and 
again in the 1792 and 1813 edition of Wyndham Beawes’s work which was then entitled, Lex 
Mercatoria: Or, A Complete Code of Commercial Law; Being a General Guide to All Men in 
Business, on page 166. Was this near duplication of the same lines over the course of nearly a 
century, a deliberate reflection in the later text of this same trafficing continuing over a 
century, as may well have been the case; or was it used perhaps, to indicate and to remind the 
reader of the supposedly unchanging nature of oriental ways; or, was this extract from the 
interesting and accessible earlier text simply interpolated into the mid 19th c. text to remind 
the reader of the slave trade, or to add for the reader some titillation to a work entitled, 
Commercial Tariffs and Regulations, as likewise to, Commercial Statistics? 

In consequence, this volume provides something more than simply a collection of 19th c. 
travellers’ accounts of the city. With the varied entries, from gazetteers to articles, book 
                                                             
68  The Cretan-Venetian subject and merchant resident in Alexandria for years, Emmanuele Piloti, in his 

Tractatus Piloti, of 1420 concerning the recovery of the Holy Land, refers to Alexandria as a center of the 
slave trade and he notes, “From Sathalia (Adalia-Antalya) and Candilore (Alaya-Alanya), which are part of 
Turkey and border with the land of Syria” came “male and female slaves.” While, Alexander Hill Gray in 
his 1925 volume entitled, Sixty Years Ago: Wanderings of a Stonyhurst Boy in Many Lands, Being the 
Relation of some of the Travels and Adventures of Alexander Hill Gray, John Murray, London, 1925, p. 102, 
relates: “The undoubted existence of slavery at that time explains a statement made to Billiotti that a Greek 
Bishop had only shortly before sold two girls for twenty-five pounds! Leaving Adalia, I now journeyed 
towards the Plains of Tarsus, notorious for fever,…” 
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excerpts and notices, to translations of contemporary and earlier texts and historical accounts, 
available in public libraries, and published or republished in English during the course of the 
nineteenth century, together with a part of the pictorial record made of the city, material is 
provided to better understand the varied contexts and perspectives within which the city was 
seen, and within which contexts the accounts that were written by travellers to the city were 
read, and how the distant readers’ interests and expectations over the course of the nineteenth 
century were perhaps directed, reinforced and satisfied. 

The pre 19th c. historical and literary texts dating from Antiquity into the Early Modern period 
that describe or mention the city, which were published or republished in translation in 
English in the 19th c. and earlier, form a separate section at the end of this book, to provide, in 
part at least, the “informed and learned” context within which the 19th c. city was seen by 
some of its 19th c. visitors - the context of “the known,” as published and so could be referred 
to, and investigated, disputed and contested, and, in this process, establishing “the 
understood,” even if, inevitably incomplete, if not entirely incorrect, context within which, 
some of the published 19th c. accounts of the city were both written and were read.   
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Giriş 

Bu eserin amacı, bugün Antalya olarak anılan kente ilişkin 19. yüzyıl boyunca İngilizce 
olarak yayınlanmış anlatılar, bilgiler, ifadeler ve atıflardan kronolojik olarak hazırlanmş 
oldukça geniş bir seçkiyi ve kentin ziyaretçilerinin kente ve kent tarihine ilişkin ve büyük 
oranda yayınlanma tarihine göre sıralanmış anlatıları okur ile buluşturmaktır. Ayrıca, 
referansları ile birlikte 15. yüzyıldan 19. yüzyıla kadar geçen sürede İngilizce olarak 
yayınlanan kente dair anlatılar, tarihi kayıtlar ve kentin önde gelen bazı kişileri de eserin 
ikinci bölümünde yer almaktadır. Burada asıl amaçlanan yüzlerce yıldan fazla bir süre 
İngilizce olarak yayınlanmış eserlerde birikmiş şehre ait farklı mecralardaki kayıtların ve 
değişen kent algısının okuyucuya sunulmasıdır.  

Beş yüz yıldan fazla bir süre okuryazar olsun olmasın İngiliz halkı tarafından kentin en iyi 
bilinen isimleri İncil’de geçen Attalia ve Attaleia idi.19. yüzyıl ve öncesinde kentten bahseden 
Yeni Ahit’teki ayeti (Elçilerin işleri, xiv, 25)  alıntılayan yüzlerce eserden yalnızca bir kaç 
tanesine burada yer verildiğini de belirtmek gerekir. Aynı şekilde, her birinde kentin bahsinin 
geçtiği Sir John Mandeville’in Travels adlı eserinin, Chaucer’in Canterbury Hikayeleri 
Prologunun veya Froissart’ın Kroniğinin bu beş yüz yıl boyunca İngilizce yapılan 
edisyonlarına da bu derlemede yer verilmemiştir.   

1826’dan itibaren sık sık yayınlanmaya başlayan “Piloting Directions for Navigation” (Seyr ü 
Sefer Kılavuzu)” ve “A Handbook for Travellers (Gezginler İçin El Kitabı)” gibi kitaplar ve 
1840 yılı itibariyle John Murray tarafından neşredilen Bradshaw’s Monthly Continental ve 
Baedeckers gibi eserler dışında; kente atıfta bulunan kitapların pek çoğu kente daha önce hiç 
gelmemiş hatta kendi ülkelerinin dışına bile çıkmamış eğitimli insanlar tarafından kaleme 
alınmıştır. Ancak kentin isimlerinden Attalia/Attaleia, Yaşlı Plinius, Cicero, Plutharkos ve 
Strabon sayesinde ve Yeni Ahit’te geçtiği için biliniyordu. 9. yüzyılda yaşamış olan alim 
Belhî kentten Antaliyah şeklinde bahseder. 1148, 1361 ve 1472 yılına dair olayları kaydeden 
Haçlı tarih ve kroniklerinde kent sıklıkla Attalia/Satalia adıyla kaydedilmiştir. Öte yandan, 
Ebu Abdullah Muhammed el-İdrîsî 1154 tarihli Coğrafyasında kentten Attalia/Satalia 
şeklinde bahseder. 12. yüzyıl sonunda kronik yazarı Walter Map (Gualterius Mappus) kenti 
Satalie69, Roger de Hoveden Satalia, Yâkut el-Hamevi 13. yüzyılda Antaliyah olarak 
zikretmektedir. İbn Battuta 14. yüzyılda kentten Antaliyah, Jean Froissart Satalia, Geoffrey 
Chaucer Sataly ve Satalie şeklinde bahseder. Kent ve körfezi Sir John Mandeville’in Voyage 
and Travels adlı eserinin çeşitli el yazma nüshalarında farklı isimlerle geçmektedir: Catala, 
Sathalay, Sathalie, Chatalie, Cataillie, Cattalie, Cathaliya, Cathaillye, Salate, Satalie ve 
Sataliya70. Kent için kullanılan bu yer isimleri 19. yüzyılda ilk defa basılan veya yeniden 
yayınlanan eserlerde de yer almıştır.  

15. yüzyılda kent kronik yazarı John Brompton tarafından Satalia olarak anılır. 16. yüzyılda 
Rönesans döneminde yaşayan Leonardo da Vinci kenti Atalia adıyla, Ludovico Ariosto 
Satalia, Raphaell Holinshed 1586 tarihli Kroniklerinin II. cildinde Satalia olarak kaydeder.  
                                                             
69  Walter Map’in De Nugis Curialium (Courtier’s trifles) eserinde xii, Gouffre de Satalie şeklinde geçer: 

“Çünkü bakirenin adı Satalia idi. Herkesin uzak durduğu girdaba Satalie veya halk dilinde Gouffre de 
Satalie (Satalie Körfezi) denirdi. Denize gömülen baş “Gouffre de Satalie”yi girdabı meydana getiriyordu.”  

70  Bu isimlerin pek çoğu şu eserde yer almaktadır: The voiage and travaile of Sir John Maundevile, K., which 
treateth of the Way to Hierusalem; and of Marvayles of INDE, with other Ilands and Countryes, printed for 
Woodman and Lyon, London, 1727, s. 32, dipnotlar.  
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17. yüzyılda Francis Rabelais ve Thomas de Fougasses Satalia adlı bir kentten bahsederken 
18. yüzyılda tarihçi Abbé Vertot Attalia ve Satalia, tarihçi Richard Pococke Satalia ve 
Attalia, tarihçi Edward Gibbon ise Satalia, Adalia ve Attalia isimlerini kullanır. Samuel 
Johnson’a ait A Dictionary of the English Language’da kentin adı Attalia gemi terminolojisi 
ve Osmanlının Mısır’a kereste taşımacılığı ile ilişkili konular bağlamında yer alır. 19. 
yüzyılda romancı Sir Walter Scott Attalia adını kullanırken, diğer bir romancı G. A. Henty 19. 
yüzyıl sonunda Adalia ismine yer verir. Kent 17. yüzyılın akabinde yayınlanan “bilinen 
dünyaya” ait pek çok atlas derleyicisi, coğrafyacı, tarihçi, çevirmen ve daha az tanınan her 
türden yazar tarafından, kentin Antikçağ, Ortaçağ, Erken Modern ve 19. yüzyılda Modern 
Dönem’deki isimlerine işaret edecek şekilde 19 yüzyıl İngiliz seyyahları ve yerleşimcileri 
tarafından büyük oranda Satalia ve/veya Adalia olarak çok farklı isimlerle kayıt altına 
alınmıştır.    

“Belde”, “liman” veya “kent” bir yüzyıl önce, 1701 yılında Londra’da yayınlanan bir atlasta 
dört farklı ismiyle kısaca betimlenmiştir: Attalia, Satalia, Saetalia ve Satalyah: 
““Pamphylia’nın başlıca limanları şunlardır: İtalyanlar tarafından Satalia, Türkler 
tarafından Satalyah olarak anılan Attalia. Attalicus71 boşluğunda veya Saetalia Körfezinde 
yer alan kent sık fırtınalar ve gemi kazaları dolayısıyla denizciler için tehlikeli bir geçiş 
noktasıdır. Ancak limanı ve kalesi bu ülkenin en önde gelenleri arasında kabul 
edilmektedir.”72 1703 yılında yayınlanan bir başka atlasta ise yalnızca Satalia adıyla anılır: 
“Satalia, Pamphylia’nın iyi tahkim edilmiş bir liman kenti, bir piskoposluk bölgesi ve eyaletin 
başkenti.73 Kullanışlı bir limanı vardır ve Avrupalı tüccarlar buraya sık uğrarlar.”74    

Bununla birlikte antik dönem sonrası liman kentini ifade etmek için 19. yüzyılın ikinci 
yarısında İngilizce yayınlarda en yaygın kullanılan isim Adalia’dır. Ortaçağ’dan itibaren 
kullanılan Satalia adına resmi ve diğer yayınlarda hala karşılaşılsa da Adalia diplomatik ve 
resmi münasebetlerde en çok kullanılan formdur. Satalia adına en son 1841 ve 1843 tarihli 
Britanya Parlamentosu yayınlarında rastlanmaktadır. Öte yandan 1850 yılında kent için bir 
kereye mahsus Atalia adının kullanılmasına rağmen 1842 yılından itibaren İngiltere Konsolos 

                                                             
71  Haçlı kronik yazarı William of Tyre, Historia Rerum in Partibus Transmarinis Gestarum - History of Deeds 

done beyond the Sea, 1094-1184 adlı eserinde Attalicus körfezinden, Attalos Denizi (Attalic Sea) şeklinde 
bahseder. Burası Lissidonia’dan (Gelidonya Burnu, Hieron Pr.- Sacrum Pr.-C. Kelidoni=Silden 
Burnu/Kırlangıç Burnu/Gelidonya, bugün, Taşlık Burnu) Kıbrıs’a kadar uzanmaktadır ve genel olarak 
“Satalia Körfezi” (Satalian Gulf) olarak bilinmektedir.  

72  A System of Geography: or, a New and Accurate Description of the Earth; In all its Empires, Kingdoms, and 
States. Part the Second, containing the Description of Asia, Africa, and America. Written in Latin by Joan. 
Luyts, Englished, Illustrated with Maps, fairly engraven on Copper, according to the Modern Discoveries 
and Corrections by Hermann Moll, Tim. Childe için baskı, Londra, 1701, Natolia başlığı altında, s. 10. 

73  Kent hiçbir zaman bir eyalet başkenti olmamıştır. Attaleia Kibyrrhaiotai temasının başkenti, 13. yüzyılda 
Akdeniz kıyı kesiminin benzer bir bölümünden sorumlu Selçuklu emir’üs-sevâhilinin merkezi ve 14. 
yüzyılda bağımsız bir yapı olup bir eyalet olmaktan ziyade bağımsız bir dış politikası olan Teke Beyliğinin 
başkenti olmakla birlikte 17. yüzyıldan itibaren (1703, 1793, 1808, 1810, 1827 vs.) İngilizce kaleme alınmış 
metinlerde liman kentinin bir eyaletin başketi olduğuna yönelik algı muhtemelen kısmen Ptolemaios’un 
Latince metninde yer alan bilgiden kaynaklanmaktadır. Geographicae, Tabula I. Asiae’da Attalia başlığı 
sıklıkla Satalia regia   şeklinde açıklanır ve bu Roma geleğine ilişkin kayıt, zihni ve yazarın düşsel 
“gerçekliğini” şekillendirmiştir. Dolayısıyla Satalia eyaletin başkenti olarak kayda geçmiştir.   

74  An Universal, Historical, Geographical, Chronological and Poetical Dictionary, Exactly Describing The 
Situation, Extent, Customs, Laws, Manners, Commodities, etc. of all Kingdoms, Commonwealths, Provinces, 
Islans and Cities in the known World. Containing Likewise the Lives of the Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, 
and Primitive Fathers; Emperors, Kings, Princes, Popes, Cardinals, Bishops and other Eminent Persons;… 
Vol. II, J. Hartley, Londra, 1703, “Satalia” başlığı altında.   
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Yardımcısının Adalia’ya atanmasının ardından Adalia resmi bir kullanıma dönüşmüştür.  
1843 yılında Britantya Parlamentosu adına Lonra’da yayınlanan John Macgregor’un 
Commercial tariffs and regulations adlı eserinin VII. Bölümünde (Ottoman Empire), liman-
kentin dört farklı kısımda dört farklı isimle anıldığı görülmektedir: Anthalia, Satalia, Antalia 
ve Adalia. Kentin bugünkü adı olan Antalya ile 19. yüzyılın ortalarından itibaren İngilizce 
yayınlarda ara sıra karşılarşılır. Bu ismin İngilizcede 19. yüzyılda kullanılan Ἀττάλεια,  
Attaleia ve Adalia isimlerine bir alternatif olarak, “y” yerine “i” harfi ile yazılan Antalia 19. 
yüzyıldan itibaren kullanılmakla birlikte Adalia’nın yerini alması 1930’lardan sonra 
gerçekleşmiştir.  

Bununla birlikte 19. yüzyıl boyunca İngilizce yayınlarda kentin adı antikçağdan ortaçağa 
kadar farklı dönemlerde kullanılan şekilleriyle çok farklı formlarda yazılmıştır. Kentin ismi 
hem akademik hem de popüler 19. yüzyıl yayınlarında, farklı yazım şekilleri ve yazım hataları 
da dâhil olmak üzere büyük çeşitlilik göstermiştir75.  

Kentin 15. yüzyıl ile 19. yüzyıl arasında İngilizce yayınlarda kulanılan farklı isimlerinin sayısı 
yüz dört: Attalia, Attália, Artalia, A:talia, Attalea, Attaléa, Attaliyeh, Attaleya, Attaleia, 
Atalia, Atália, Ataleia, Italah, Atalieh, Atalbia, Adalia, Adália, Adalya, Adalyah, Addalya, 
Adaulia, Adauliah,Adaliah, Adala, Adal, Adulia, Andalia, Andália, Andaliyeh, Andaleyeh, 
Audalia, Antalia, Antali, Antalie, Antalya, Antalyah, Antaliyeh, Antaliyah, Antáliyah, 
Anthalia, Satalia, Salalia, Sotalia, Salatia, New Satalia, Nova Satalia, Sattalia, Sattaliah, 
Sattalieh, Salteleya, Sattali, Satali, Satalian, Satalieh, Sataliah, Satáliah, Sataleia, Sataliyah, 
Satalayah, Suttuleia, Satalie, Satalye, Satalle, Satalaya, Satalyah, Satalyali, Sathalie, 
Satalyad, Sathalia, Sathaliae, Sathalay, Sattala, Satala, Sataly, Satalay, Satyllye, Sadalia, 
Santalia, Satalee, Satellia, Satelia, Saetalia, Setalia, Settalia, Satallia, Sateleia, Sattalea, 
Satteleia, Satteleya, Sattalje, Statalia, Satalia Vecchia, Cathailye, Cathaillye, Catala, 

                                                             
75  Bu isimler 700 yıldan fazla bir süre boyunca el yazmalarında, portolan haritalarında, harita ve kitaplarda bu 

liman kenti ve kentin öcülleri olduğu düşünülen diğer yerleşimler için kullanılmıştır. 200’den fazla farklı 
yazılış şekli mevcuttur: Adal, Adalea, Adulia, Adalia, Adália, Adalie, Adalija, Adaliya, Addalya, Adalea, 
Adalta, Adalya, Adalyah, Andaliyye, ‘Adâlyiah, Adelia, Aftalia, Altatia, Andalia, Andaliye, Andalye, 
Andaleyeh, Andaliyeh, Andaliyye, Antaliyah, Antalia, Antalia vêtus, Antalia recens, Antalia l’incendiée, 
Antalia la Brûlée, Antalia la neuve, Antaliya, Antaliyah, Antâlyah, Antaliyya, Antaliyye, Antälija, Antallya, 
Antalya, Antālī, Antali, Antalīa, Antalia, Anṭālya, Antallia, Anthalïah, Antaliasa, Aratalia, Artalia, Artalie, 
Assatalia, Atalia, Atália, Atalie, Ataliya, Atalyali, Atolbia, Anthalïah, Attalea, Attalée, Attaleias, Attaleia, 
Attalya, Attalia, Attaliae, Attallia, Attaliah, Attaliyeh, Attalico, Attalie, Attelia, Audalia, Ayenbite (Ayenbite 
muhtemelen İskandinav dilinde geçen  Atals-fiord, Attalia fiyordundan türemiştir: “Burada İskandinavların 
Atalsfiord dedikleri Yunanların ise Gullus[recte Gulfus]Satalie  olarak adlandırıkları  bir körfez bulunur. ) 
Sataliah’ın yanlış bir yazımı olarak Bataliah, Català, Catalya, Catalea, Cathaly, Cathalya, Cathailye, 
Cathaillye, Cataillie, Cattalia, Cattalie, Cetelia, Chatalie, Corycus, Corycos, Enthali, Enthália, Entelia, Idalia, 
Italah, Italia, Italya, Natalia, Natalie, Nouvelle Satalia. Obbia, Olbia, Odalia, Palaia Antalia, Scacalia, 
Sachala, Sadalia, Sadalla, Sakara, Salalia, Salate, Salatia, Salatrie, Salatree, Salantree, Salteleya, Sandalion, 
Santalia, Saptalie, Sartalea, Sartalee, Satalee, Satala, Satalay, Satalaya, Satalea, Sataillie, Satalee, Satali, 
Satalia, Satalia antiqua, Satalia veia, Sataliae, Satalin, Satalia Nova, Sataliae, Satalías, Sataliam, Sataliam 
Novam, Satali, Sataliae, Satalie, Satalié, Satalieh, Satalies, Satalias, Satallie, Satallia, Satallies, Satalea, 
Satallea, Satallye, Satelee, Satelliae, Satteleia, Satteleya, Satellie, Saternie, Sathalia, Sathaliae, Sathalie, 
Sathenie, Sathalièh, Sathalien, Sathalay, Satalich, Satallch, Satalya, Satalye, Satalyali, Sataliensis, Satalieyeh, 
Sataliyah, Satalyia, Satalib, Satafia, Satallye, Satallia, Sateliah, Satellia, Saterea, Saternie, Satilia, Satiliach, 
Satilija, Satolla, Satyllye, Statalia, Sattalia, Satalia Vecchia, Sattalje, Sattelia, Sattalea, Sattaliah, Satteleia, 
Satteleya, Satyliaeh, S’atalia, Scacalia, Seccella, Sectaliae, Sectalie, Septalia, Setalia, Settelia, Settelie, 
Sotatie, Ssatallea, Ssatalie, Ssatalia, Suatilie, Suttuleia, Sutalia and Zattalia. 
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Chatalie, Cataillie, Cattalie, Cattalia, Catalia, Corycus, Corycos, Palaia-Antalia, Palia-
Antalia, Olbia, Obbia, Natalia, Laara, Terra-Nuova. 

 

Kente verilen isimler ve bu isimlerin İngilizce yayınlarda geçtiği bazı tarihler76 

Attalia, 1526, 1535, 1570, 1582, 1600, 1611, 1637, 1652, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1658, 1665, 
1667, 1668, 1677, 1677, 1677, 1678, 1680, 1682, 1685, 1688, 1689, 1693, 1700, 1701, 1702, 
1704, 1708, 1709, 1711, 1712, 1712, 1718, 1718, 1721, 1732, 1732, 1736, 1756, 1819, 1722, 
1724, 1726, 1726, 1734, 1735, 1737, 1738, 1739, 1745, 1749, 1749, 1756, 1757, 1759, 1759, 
1759, 1773, 1759, 1760, 1761, 1761, 1761, 1764, 1765, 1769, 1769, 1769, 1773, 1775, 1775, 
1776, 1777, 1777, 1779, 1780, 1780, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1784, 1784, 1785, 1786, 
1787, 1789, 1791, 1792, 1792, 1792, 1794, 1794, 1795, 1796, 1797, 1798, 1798, 1800, 1800, 
1801, 1801, 1802, 1803, 1803, 1803, 1806, 1806, 1807, 1807, 1809, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1812, 
1812, 1812, 1812, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1814, 1814, 1814, 
1814,1815, 1816, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1818, 1818, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 
1820, 1820, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1825, 1827, 1827, 1828, 1828, 1829, 1829, 
1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1831, 1831, 1831, 1832, 1832, 
1832, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 
1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1836, 1836, 1836, 
1837, 1837, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1840, 1840, 
1841, 1841, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 
1845, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1847, 1847, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1849, 
1849, 1849, 1849, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 
1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 
1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 
1854, 1854, 1855, 1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 
1857, 1858, 1858, 1858, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1860, 1860, 
1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1862, 1862, 1862, 
1863, 1863, 1864, 1864, 1864, 1865, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 
1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1868, 1868, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1870, 
1870, 1870, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1873, 
1873, 1873, 1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1876, 1876, 1876, 
1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1876, 1876, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1878, 
1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1880, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1882,  1882, 1882, 1882, 1883, 1883, 1883, 
1883, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1885, 1885, 1886, 1886, 1886, 1887, 1887, 1887, 
1888, 1889, 1889, 1889, 1889, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1892, 1892, 1894, 
1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1897, 1897, 
1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 
1898, 1898, 1899 1899, 1899, 1899. (493) 
Attália, 1679, 1742, 1861 
Artalia, 1583, muhtemelen Attalia’nın hatalı yazımı. 

                                                             
76 Bu tabloda verilen tarihler eserin bütün edisyon ve yeniden basım tarihlerini içermemektedir.  
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A:talia, 1742, muhtemelen Attalia’nın hatalı yazımı. 
Atalia, 1704, 1721, 1730, 1737, 1774, 1795, 1839, 1849, 1850, 1869, 1870, 1873, 1877, 
1877, 1880, 1880, 1897, 1898, 1899  
Atália, 1839  
Attaléa, 1773  
Atalieh, 1855  
Attalea, 1785, 1805, 1813, 1830, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1841, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1847, 
1848, 1848, 1849, 1849, 1849, 1852, 1852, 1854,  1855, 1857, 1868, 1869, 1872, 1876, 1882, 
1884, 1885, 1890,  
Attaliyeh, 1856, 1856, 1859, 1859, 1866, 1872, 1880, 1880, 1880, 1893, 1895, 1895, 1898, 
1898, 1899, 1899. 
Attaleya, 1889  
Attallia, 1856 
Attaleia, 1820, 1824, 1832, 1832, 1835, 1840, 1845, 1847, 1849, 1851, 1851, 1854, 1854, 
1854, 1854, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 
1859, 1861, 1861, 1862, 1866, 1867, 1869, 1870,  1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 
1873, 1874, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1877, 1877, 1878, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1882, 1882, 1882, 
1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1892, 
1892, 1893, 1893, 1894, 1984, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 
1896, 1896, 1896, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1902  
Ataleia, 1859, 1859 
Attalie, 1830 
Atalbia, 1868, muhtemelen Ataleia’nın hatalı yazımı.  
Italah, 1844, 1850, 1856, 1861, 1871,  Pamphylia’daki Attalia-Attaleia’ya dair hatalı bir 
yazım. F. V. J. tarafından da Sattalia olarak kaydedilen Pamphylia Attalea için değil, Lydia 
Attalia için kullanılan isim.  
Adalia, 1789, 1815, 1818, 1817, 1817, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1820, 1820, 
1820, 1822, 1823, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1826, 1826, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1828, 1829, 
1829, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1831, 1831, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 
1833, 1833, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1836, 1836, 
1836, 1837, 1837, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1840, 1841, 1841, 1841, 1841, 
1841, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 
1843, 1843, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 1845, 
1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1848, 
1848, 1849, 1849, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 
1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 
1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 1855, 
1855, 1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1857, 
1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1858, 1858, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 
1859, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1860, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1861, 1862, 
1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1863, 1863, 1863, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1865, 1866, 1866, 1866, 
1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1867, 1868, 1868, 1868, 
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1868, 1868, 1868, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1870, 1870, 1870, 1870, 1870, 1870, 
1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 
1873, 1873, 1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 
1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 1876, 
1876, 1876, 1876, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1877, 1878, 
1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1879, 1879, 1879, 1880, 1880, 1880, 1880, 
1880, 1880, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1882, 1882, 1882, 1882, 1882, 
1882, 1882, 1882, 1883, 1883, 1883, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1885, 1885, 1885, 1885, 1885, 1885, 
1885, 1886, 1886, 1886, 1886, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1887, 1888, 
1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1888, 1889, 1889, 1889, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1890, 1890, 
1890, 1890, 1890, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 1891, 
1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1892, 1893, 1893, 1893, 1893, 1894, 
1894, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 
1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1896, 1897, 
1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 
1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1898, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899, 1899   
Adália, 1820, 1824, 1845, 1876 
Adalya, 1833 
Adalyah, 1835 
Addalya, 1800 
Adaliah, 1841, 1850, 1851, 1856, 1863, 1871, 1872, 1874, 1895 
Adala, 1870 
Adal, 1895, 1896, 1897   
Andalia, 1734, 1759 
Andália, 1845 
Andaliyeh, 1875, 1875, 1888, 1891, 1892, 1894, 1897, 1899, 1899, 1899 
Andaleyeh, 1878 
Audalia, 1859 
Antalia, 1700, 1754, 1759, 1787, 1798, 1801, 1803, 1805, 1807, 1809, 1810, 1810, 1812, 
1812, 1814, 1814, 1814, 1814,  1817, 1817, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1822, 1823, 1824, 1824, 
1825, 1825, 1825, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1832, 1832, 1833, 1833, 
1833, 1834, 1834, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1846, 
1846,  1847, 1848, 1849, 1849,  1850, 1850, 1851, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1856, 1856, 1857, 
1860, 1867, 1867, 1868, 1871, 1872, 1875, 1876, 1878, 1882, 1895, 1897  
Antali, 1679, 1742, 1737, 1742, 1848, 1859, 1866, 1895 
Antalie 1803, 1814, 1814, 1814 
Antalya, 1857 
Antalyah, 1859 
Antaliyeh, 1895, 1897 
Antaliyah, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1845, 1856, 1856, 1859, 1859, 1859, 1881 
Antáliyah, 1838, 1845 
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Anthalia, 1843, 1850, 1888 
Satalia 1612, 1677, 1677, 1688, 1692, 1693, 1700, 1701, 1703, 1704, 1704, 1706, 1711, 
1712, 1718, 1718, 1720, 1721, 1723, 1723, 1724, 1737, 1738, 1745, 1749, 1751, 1754, 1757, 
1761, 1761, 1761, 1766, 1769, 1770, 1773, 1777, 1777, 1779, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 1782, 
1783, 1789, 1792, 1794, 1795, 1795, 1795, 1797, 1797, 1797, 1798, 1800, 1800, 1801, 1801, 
1801, 1802, 1803, 1803, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1806, 1806, 1806, 1807, 1807, 1807, 1807, 1807, 
1808, 1808, 1808, 1809, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1810, 1812, 1812, 1813, 1813, 1813, 
1813, 1813, 1814, 1814, 1815, 1815, 1815, 1815, 1816, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1817, 1818, 
1818, 1818, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1819, 
1820, 1820, 1820, 1820, 1821, 1822, 1822, 1822, 1823, 1823, 1824, 1824, 1824, 1824, 1825, 
1825, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 1827, 
1828, 1828, 1828, 1828, 1828, 1829, 1829, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 1830, 
1831, 1831, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1832, 
1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1833, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1836, 1837, 
1837, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1838, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1839, 1840, 1840, 1840, 
1841, 1841, 1841, 1842, 1842, 1842, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1844, 1844, 
1844, 1845, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1846, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1847, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1849, 1850, 
1850, 1850, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 
1852, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 
1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1859, 1859, 
1859, 1861, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1862, 1864, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1867, 
1867, 1867, 1868, 1868, 1868, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1869, 1870, 1870, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1871, 
1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1872, 1873, 1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 
1875, 1875, 1877, 1878, 1878, 1878, 1879, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1882, 1882, 1883, 1883, 
1883, 1884, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1886, 1897, 1887, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1893, 1894, 1895, 
1896, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1898, 1899, 1899 
Salalia, 1793, muhtemelen Satalia’nın hatalı yazımı. 
Sotalia 1725, 1883, muhtemelen Satalia’nın hatalı yazımı. 
Salatia, 1872 
New Satalia, 1853 
Nova Satalia, 1191, 1870  
Sattalia, 1652, 1655, 1656, 1657, 1665, 1667, 1668, 1677, 1708, 1712, 1718, 1748, 1759, 
1764, 1774, 1782, 1794, 1798, 1800, 1800, 1807, 1807, 1810, 1812, 1813, 1813, 1813, 1813, 
1816, 1818, 1818, 1819, 1819, 1819, 1820, 1823, 1824, 1828, 1835, 1835, 1835, 1836, 1838, 
1838, 1838, 1838, 1840, 1841, 1845, 1847, 1850, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1854, 1859, 1863, 
1866, 1871, 1878, 1891 
Sattaliah, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1834, 1835, 1835, 1848, 1848, 1848, 1873 
Sattalieh, 1877, 1878, 1892  
Salteleya, 1835, 1837, 1848, 1848 
Sattali, 1759, 1759  
Satali, 1853, 1859, 1875, 1885, 1888, 1891, 1892, 1894, 1895, 1897, 1897, 1899, 1899, 1899,  
Satallia, 1788 
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Satalee, 1525, 1804 
Satalian, 1819, 1820 
Sattalea, 1885  
Sattalje, 1885, muhtemelen Sattalie’nin hatalı yazımı.  
Statalia, 1765, 1796, 1833, 1859 
Cathailye, 1895, 1898, 1899 
Cathaillye, 1725, 1883 
Catala, 1725, 1883 
Chatalie, 1725, 1883 
Cataillie, 1725, 1883 
Cattalie, 1725, 1883 
Cattalia, 1812 
Catalia, 1693 
Corycus, 1832 
Palaia-Antalia, 1791, 1810, 1813, 1832, 1832, 1833, 1838, 1840, 1847, 1851, 1853, 1856, 
1867, 1867, 1890 
Palia-Antalia, 1810, 1814. Palia, Palaia’nın hatalı yazımıdır.  
Olbia, 1817, 1823, 1825, 1832, 1832, 1832, 1833,  1834, 1838, 1838, 1840, 1843, 1844, 
1847, 1847, 1848, 1848, 1850, 1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1856, 1856, 1856, 
1860, 1861, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1869, 1869, 1871, 1872, 1876,  1877, 1888, 1890  
Obbia, 1817, Olbia’nın hatalı bir yazımı.  
Natalia, 1826 
Laara, 1854, 1854, 1860 
Terra Nuova, 1817 
 

Çok az kentin adı bu kadar sık değişkenlik göstererek yayınlarda yer alır. Beş yüz yıldan uzun 
bir süre kente ilişkin olarak kaynaklarda geçen yer isimlerinden en çok karşılaşılanlar 
şunladır:  

1. Attalia-Attália: 16. yüzyıl, 4 tane; 17. yüzyıl 22 tane; 18. yüzyıl, 77 tane; 19 yüzyıl 
398 tane; Toplam 501. 

2. Attaleia-Attalea-Attalea-Attaléa-Attaleya-Attaliyeh: 18 yüzyıl 3 tane; 19 yüzyıl 181 
tane; Toplam 184. 

3. Adalia-Adália-Adalya: 18 yüzyıl 1tane; 19 yüzyıl 474 tane; Toplam 47577. 

                                                             
77  John Freely’in Bizans döneminde Attaleia’nın Avrupa’da Adalia olarak bilindiğine dair ifadesini destekler 

nitelikte bir kanıt yok gibi görünmektedir. The Western Shores of Turkey: Discovering the Aegean and 
Mediterranean Coast, John Freely, Tauris Parke Paperbacks, 2004, s. 313, “Attaleia Antik Çağ boyunca ve 
Avrupalıların kenti Adalia olarak bildikleri Bizans dönemi boyunca Pamphylia’nın başkentiydi.” Nitekim 
burada ileri sürülen kanıt İslam dünyasında ticaret dolayısıyla “Bizans Dönemi” boyunca liman kentinin 
düzenli olarak Antāliya; Avrupa’da çoğunlukla Satalia, Sataly, Stataly, Satalay, Satalie, Satalia, Sattalia, 
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1. Sataly-Satalay-Satalie: 15 yüzyıl 2 tane, 16 yüzyıl 1 tane; 17 yüzyıl 0; 18 yüzyıl 11 
tane; 19 yüzyıl 53 tane; Toplam 67.   

2. Satalia-Sattalia: 17 yüzyıl 13 tane; 18 yüzyıl 60 tane; 19 yüzyıl 355 tane; Toplam 428. 

3. Satalieh-Sataliah-Satáliah-Satalayah-Sataliyah-Sataleia: 18 yüzyıl 8 tane; 19 yüzyıl 97 
tane; Toplam 105.   

4. Antáliyah-Antalyah-Antalyah-Antalia: 18 yüzyıl 5 tane; 19 yüzyıl 85 tane; Toplam 90.  

 
Yüzyıllar boyu kentin isminin geçtiği yayınların sayısı arttıkça, konuşma dilinden yazıya 
aktarılırken veya Fransızca, İspanyolca, Portekizce ve İtalyancadan İngilizceye çeviriler veya 
yazım yanlışları aracılığıyla ismin değişik formlarının da büyük oranda artması kayda 
değerdir. Yayınlarda kullanılan farklı isimler ve ismin değişik formları 15. yüzyılda ikiye, 16. 
yüzyılda üçe, 17. yüzyılda dokuza, 18. yüzyılda yirmi altıya yükselmiş ve 19. yüzyılda 
İngilizce yayınlarda atmıştan fazla isim kayda geçmiştir.    Bazen “c yerine s”,”a yerine e”, “d 
yerine t ya da th”, “i yerine y”, “yeh yerine yah”, “eia yerine ea” kullanılması gibi farklı harf 
kombinasyonları ile tarih boyunca kentin adı farklı şekillerde kaydedilmiştir. Yunanca ve 
Latince metinler dışında kentin adının yazımına ilişkin bir standart yoktu. Hatta Yunanca ve 
Latince metinlerde de genellikle Attaleia yerine Attalea kullanılıyordu. Farsçada, 
Osmanlıcada, miladi 9. yüzyıldan sonra (H. 3) Adalia adı genel kabul görünceye kadar “n” 
harfi isme girdi,78 “t” harflerinden biri düştü ve isim şu formları aldı:  Antāliya, Antaliyye-
Antaliyya, Antaliah, Antâlyâ, Andaliyye.  

Gesta Henrici Regis Secundi79 adlı döneminin çağdaşı olan Latince kronikte 1191 yılında hem 
kent hem de körfez Sathaliae şeklinde geçer. Ayrıca surları İmparator Manuel Komnenos 
(1143-1180) tarafından yenilendiğinden dolayı kentten Nova Satalia olarak da bahsedilir.  
Eğer İncil’in Latince ve Yunanca versiyonları da dâhil olmak üzere 12. yüzyıldan 19. yüzyıl 
başına kadar olan antik metinler ve İngilizce yayınlarda Osmanlıca Andaliyeh-Adalia 
kullanımının artışı göz ardı edilirse,  19. yüzyıla gelindiğinde kentin adı 800 yıldır dönemin 
kaynaklarında, tüccar ve ziyaretçilerin yazdıklarında yer almaktaydı.  17. ve 18. yüzyıllarda 
kentte yaşayan Fransız konsoloslar tarafından ve dönem haritalarında kent adı bir tür değişime 
uğrayarak başa gelen bir “s” harfi ile çeşitli varyasyonlarla kaydedilmeye başladı: Sataly, 
Stataly, Satalay, Satalie, Satalia, Sattalia, Settalia, Sattalia, Satalieh, Sataliah, Satáliah, 
Satalayah, Sataliyah, Sataleia, Satalya, Sandalia gibi. 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Settalia, Sattalia, gibi isimlerle bilindiğini ve kaydedildiğini ileri sürer niteliktedir.  Adalia ismi Avrupa’da 
18. yüzyılın sonu ile 20. yüzyılın başlarında yaygın olarak tanınıp kullanlmaya başlanmış gibi görünmektedir. 
Hiç şüphesiz bazıları için tarihin Modern dönemi Bizanstır, ancak tarihçiler için “Bizans Dönemi” biraz daha 
erken sona ermiştir. 

78  Attaleia ile birlikte kentin Arapçada kulanılan ismi Antāliya’nın 9. yüzyılda kenti ele geçirip önemli bir 
müddet hakimiyet altına alan ve yüzyıllar boyu kent ile karlı ticari ilişkiler içerisinde bulunan Müslüman 
Arapların etkisi ile mi değiştiği yoksa 1930’larda belirtildiği üzere Ortaçağ Grekçesinde ismin deforme 
olarak Adalia’ya dönüştüğü ancak daha sonra geç dönem Bizans Greklerinin “d” harfini ifade eden bir sese 
sahip olmadıkları için (delta harfi ıslıksı bir ses çıkartır) “d” harfini “nt” harfleri ile değiştirmek zorunda kalıp  
bu sesletime dönüştürdükleri meselesi kesin değildir. Antalia adının 9. yüzyılda el-Belhî, 12. yüzyılda el-
İdrîsî, 13. yüzyılda Farsça yazan İbn Bîbî 14. yüzyılda İbn Battuta tarafından kullanılması bu adın Müslüman 
Türkler tarafından kullanılmasında etkili olan faktörlerdendir.    

79  Eskiden hatalı bir şekilde kroniğinde 1169-1192 tarihleri arasını anlatan Benedict Abbot of Peterborough, 
Benedictus Abbas ile ilişkilendrilmekteydi, VIT. ET GEST. HEN. Et RIC, ii. s. 680. 
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19. yüzyıl başlarında William Martin Leake şöyle yazar: “Sırasıyla İtalyanlar ve Türkler 
tarafından kullanılan Adalia ve Satalia isimlerine ilişkin olarak, her iki formunda Greklerden 
alındığını belirtmek kayda değerdir.” Bununla birlikte bir yüzyıl önce 1703 yılında A System 
of Geography: or, a New and Accurate Description of the Earth’te hem İtalyanların hem de 
Türklerin “s” harfi ile yazılan şekli kullandıkları belirtilmektedir: “İtalyanların Satalia, 
Türklerin ise Satalyah olarak adlandırdıkları Attalia..”. Edmund Bohun 1688 yılında kentin 
İtalyanlar tarafından Catalia olarak anıldığını ifade etmektedir. Fakat muhtemelen İtalyanlar 
derken kenti Catalia veya diğer versiyonlarındaki s yerine c koyarak adlandıran İtalya’daki 
İspanyol bölgesinde yaşayan İspanyolları kastediyordu.   

Kim tarafından, ne zaman ve en önemlisi neden kentin adının önüne “s” harfi getirildiğine 
dair soruların net bir cevabı olmamakla birlikte mesele üzerinde düşünmeye değerdir. 
Özellikle bu ekleme ile neden Latince ve Grekçe Yeni Ahit’te yer alan formdan başka bir 
form üretildiği sorusu önemlidir.  Hristiyanlığa ait kutsal kitaplarda Havariler Paul ve 
Barnabas’ın karaya çıktığı liman olarak kaydedilen, aynı zamanda Aziz Lukas tarafından 
yapıldığına inanılan ve 1373’de Kıbrıs’a götürülene kadar kentin koruduğuna inanılan 
Hz.Meryem ikonasına ev sahipliği yapan bir haç kilisesi olan bir şehrin adı neden değişmiştir?  
Bu değişiklik ne zaman meydana geldi? 19. yüzyılda neden baştaki s harfi düştü ve kent 
tekrar Adalia-Antalia-Antaliyah isimleri ile anılmaya başladı ve? 
 
Günümüze ulaşan kronikler ve seyahatnamelerin göstediği üzere bu başharf değişikliği 12. 
yüzyıl başından önceye dayanmaktadır. I. Richard’ın kronik yazarı 1191 yılına ilişkin tuttuğu 
kayıtta kentin adını Nova Satalia olarak yazar. Muhtemelen Tarsus Emiri tarafından 
gönderilen Müslüman denizciler tarafından tahrip edilen Eski Satalia (Vetus Satalia, Side) 
sakinleri İmparator Manuel Komnenos’un emri üzerine Nova Satalia’ya taşınmıştı. Kronik 
yazarı ayrıca hem kent hem de körfezden Sathaliae adı ile de bahsetmektedir. The chronicler 
of the Gesta Regis Ricardi adlı kroniğin yazarı körfez için Gulfum Sataliae-Sathaliae adlarını 
kullanırken, kentten Sathalia-Satalia-nova Satalia isimleri ile bahsetmektedir: “Et cum rex 
Franciae recessisset ab Antiochet, statim intravit gulfum Sathaliae. Gulfus dicitur ubi aqua 
protenditur inter duas terras et sinum facit. Sathalia castellum est optimum, unde gulfus ille 
nomen accepit; et super gulfum illum sunt duo castella et villae, et utrumque dicitur Satalia. 
Sed unum illorum est desertum et dicitur vetus Satalia, quod piratae destruxerunt; et alterum 
nova Satalia dicitur, quod Manuel imperator Constantinopolis firmavit.” 80 Benzer şekilde 
Ebu Abdullah Muhammed el-İdrîsî (ö. 1165) muhtemelen aynı olaydan bahsederken Old-
Sattalia (Side) ve New Sattalis (Attalia) şeklinde değil 1154 tarihli Coğrafyasında kullandığı 
üzere Eski ve Yeni Antaliya isimlerini (Antaliya el-cedidu, Antalya, Antaliya el-muhraka, 
terkedilmiş liman kenti Side) kullanmıştır.  Kronik yazarı Roger of Hoveden (ö. 1201) Kral 
Richard’ın 1 Mayıs 1191 tarihli Kıbrıs ve Filistin’e seyahatini anlattığı bölümde körfezden ve 
üstü kapalı şekilde kentten bahsederken Sattalia adını kullanır: “..ve tekrar kuzeye, Sattalia 
Körfezine doğru sürüklendi ve 6 Mayıs’a kadar Kıbrıs Limasol veya Limisso’ya varamadı.” 
William of Tyre (ö. 1186) 1146 yılına ait bir kayıtta Attalia körfezine ilişkin olarak Attalicus 
ismi yerine Atalicus’u kullandığı bir pasajda şöyle yazar: Hanc nostri, idiomatis Graeci non 
habentes peritiam, corrupto vocabulo Sataliam appellant; unde et totus ille maris sinus, a 
promontorio Lissidona, usque in insulam Cyprum. Attalicus dicitur, qui vulgari appellatione 

                                                             
80  Rerum Britannicarum medii aevi scriptores; or Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain and Ireland 

During the Middle Ages, Gesta Regis Henrici Secundi Benedicti Abbatis. The Chronicle of the Reigns of 
Henry II. and Richard I. A.D. 1169-1192; known commonly under the name of Benedict of 
Peterborough.,Edited from the Cotton Mss. by William Stubbs. Vol. II, Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer, 
London, 1867, s. 195. 
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Gulfus Satalie nuncupatur.”,81 William, eğitimli kesimin körfezi Gulphus Attalicus olarak 
adlandırdığını, halk dilinde ise Gulphus Sataliae olarak bilindiğini belirtir82. 1174 yılında 
Cenevizliler tarafından dux Satalie’yle83 yapılan diplomatik bir yazışmadan bahsedilirken 12. 
yüzyıl ortalarından kalan bir İzlanda hacı seyahatnamesinde görüldüğü üzere İskandinav 
dilinde kentin antik adına ilişkn Atal kısmı fiord kelimesi ile birleşerek kullanıldığını 
belirtilirken, Greklerin körfez ve üstü kapalı olarak kent için yeni ismi kullandıkları açıkça 
ifade edilmektedir: “Burada İskandinavların Atalsfiord, Greklerin ise Gullus [recte Gulfus] 
Satalie şeklinde adlandırdıkları bir körfez bulunmaktadır.”84 Kentin “s” harfi ile başlayan 
adına dair en erken kayıtlardan biri 1106 yılına ait olup Kudüs’e hac ziyaretine giden 
Ortodoks Rus Hacı Başrahip Daniel’e aittir. Biraz Yunanca bilen başrahip şaşırtıcı bir şekilde 
kentin adını Attalia veya Attalia değil Satali- Satilia olarak kayda geçmiştir. Aynı şekilde 
Anglo-Saxon Hacı Saewulf 1103 yılında körfezin – muhtemelen kentin adına da gönderme 
yaparak – adını Satalia olarak belirtir: “ Satalia körfezinde batmaktan zor kurtulduk ve 
Vaftizci Yahya Yortusu arifesinde zar zor Rhodos’a varabildik”85. 
 
Sonuç olarak W. M. Leake ve başka yazarların belirttiği gibi kentin adındaki değişiklik 
İtalyancadan ziyade, belli nedenlerden dolayı Ortaçağ halk Grekçesinden kaynaklanmaktadır 
ve görünüşe göre en geç 11. yüzyılın başında “s” harfi kelimenin başında yerini almıştır, 
körfez ve kenti tanımlayan Attalia, Attaleia, Atalia isimlerinin yerini Sattalia-Satalia, 
Sattaleia-Sataliea- Σατάλειας, Satalea ve Satalie almıştır. Aslında kentin isminin yazılışının 
bu denli değişik versiyonunun olması bu”s” harfinin ismin başına eklenmesiyle başlamıştır. 
700 yıl içerisinde İngilizce yayınlarda kentin adının elliden fazla farklı yazılışı kullanımıştır. 
Bunlar arasında en popüler olanı 12. yüzyıl başında Anglo-Saxon Saewulf tarafından 
kullanılan Sataliadır. Yine İngilizce yazan bazı yazarlar Fransızcanın etkisiyle –alie son 
ekinin farklı formları ile Satalie86, Golfe de Satalie isimlerini kullanmışlardır. Daha geç 
dönemde Fransızca ve Almanca yer isimleri arasında Arapça-Osmanlıca- Türkçe Antāliya 
adından türeyen Enthali-Enthália-Entelia, Entaliah-Korfusi (Antalya Körfezi) isimleri tercih 
edilmemiştir.     

Kentin adı Grek toplumu ve Avrupalı hacılar, tüccarlar ve haçlılar arasında Sathalia-Satalia-
nova Satalia adları ile bilinmekle birlikte 1084 tarihlinde kurulan Myra, Pisidia, Attaleia ve 
Side Birleşik Ortodoks Psikoposluk Bölgesi Attalia-Attaleia metropolitinin yetkisi altındaydı. 
Rum nüfus tarafından kullanılsa da ismin “s” harfli formu Ortodoks kilisesi tarafından kabul 
görmemişti ve Pamphylia’da Sattaleia veya Sattalia adlı bir metropol yoktu. Bu form 12. 
yüzyıl ortasına tarihlenen Anna Komnena’nın Alexiad’ında da yer almaz. Kentten üç kez 
Attalia şeklinde bahsedilir. Patriklik Başkatibi Theodosius Zygolamas 1576-77 yılına ait 
                                                             
81  Arnulfi Lexoviensis episcopi epistolæ (Arnulfi opera quæ extant omnia), ed. J. A. Giles, p. 669, Hist. Rerum 

Transmarin.-Lib. XVI. Balduinus RI REX, Caput XXVI. Sathaliae 
82  Book XVI, “Hanc nostri, idiomatis Graeci non habentes peritiam, corrupto vocabulo Sataliam appellant; 

unde et totus ille maris sinus, a promontorio Lissidona, usque in insulam Cyprum. Atalicus dicitur, qui 
vulgari appellatione Gulfus Satalie nuncupatur.” (Willel. Tyrius, XVI, 26) 

83  Lykien und Pamphylien, I. Hild and Hellenkemper, 2004, p. 305, dipnot. 119. 
84  Jerusalem Pilgrimage, 1099–1185, John Wilkinson, Joyce Hill, W. F. Ryan, Hakluyt Society, London, 1988, 

216. “par gengr hafsbotn, er Nordmenn kalla Atalsfiord, enn Grickirkalla Gullus Satalie.” 
85  Early Travels in Palestine, Arculf, Willibald, Bernard, Saewulf, Sigurd, Benjamin of Tudela, Sir John 

Maundeville, De La Broquiére, and Maundrell, Thomas Wright, Henry G. Bohn, London, 1848, s. 49. 
86  Napoléon Landais 1853 yılında “Olbia” maddesine ilişkin olarak, “Auj. Satalie,” ifadesini kullanır.  “Olbia,” 

as well as the toponyms, “Supplement: Complément du Grand dictionnaire des dictionnaires francais. (Paris, 
Didier, 1853, ss. 1081, 1251) adlı eserinde  Satalieh,…On l’appelle aussi Adalia,”örneğinde görüleceği gibi 
diğer formalara da yer vermektedir.  
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Seyatnamesinde kentten iki kez Attalia olarak bahseder;87 1584 yılında Ikavos Miloïtis de 
kenti Atalia şeklinde kayda geçer88 . Ancak 1585 yılında kenti ziyaret eden Michael Herberer 
von Bretten kentten Sattalien,89 şeklinde bahseder. Hans Ludwig von Lichtenstein 1587 
yılında Satelia90 1595 yılında İspanyol Juan Ceverio de Vera Cetelia91 adını kullanır. Bununla 
birlikte günümüze ulaşan literatürde ismin bazı Grekçe varyasyonları mevcuttur. 11.-12. 
yüzyıla ait bir Yeni Roma (Bizans) mühründe Dioikētēs Antaliasa yazar. Bu adlandırmanın 
Arapçadaki Antāliya formunu yansıtıyor olması muhtemeldir. 1198 yılında Venedik’e 
gönderilen bir mektupta (chrysobull) ise provincia Attalie92 olarak yer alır.  

12. yüzyılda yazan el-İdrîsî ve 16. yüzyılda Kitâb-ı Bahriyye adlı eserini kaleme alan Pîrî Reis 
örnekleri gibi Hem Andalîyye hem de Eski Andalîyye-i harâb (Eski Antalya ve Side 
yıkıntıları) isimlerine yer veren kaynaklardan 600 yıldan uzun bir sürenin sonra, 1800 yılında 
Kaptan William Martin Leake93 ve 181294, yılında biraz da duyduğu rahatsızlığı dile getirerek 
Kaptan Francis Beaufort o zamanlar ıssız Side harabelerinin Esky-Adalia olarak bilindiğini95 
kaydederler. Side 195096 ve 1970’lerde hala Eski Antalya olarak biliniyordu. Ancak bu 
kalıntıların orijinal antik ismi unutulduğu anlamına gelmemektedir. 15. yüzyılda Attaleia’dan 
bahseden Efes Metropoliti Daniel Side için de Sidhi adını kullanır97. Yukarıda bahsedildiği 
üzere Patriklik Başkatibi Theodsius Zygolamas kenti Attalia, Palia, Attalia, Palia veya palia 
Satalia olarak zikretmek yerine Attalia olarak zikretmekte ve Side’yi Sidhi şeklinde 
kaydetmektedir. Ayrıca Leake’in belirttiği üzere 150 yıl önce Hacı Kalfa bu harabelerden 
Side şeklinde bahsetmektedir98. Ayrıca Kaptan Leake 1800 yılında şöyle yazmaktadır: 
“Grekler Perge kalıntılarına παλαιὰ Ἀττάλεια (Palaia Attaleia, Eski Attaleia) adını verirler”99. 
Dolayısıyla 1800 yılında bölge halkı Adalia-Attaleia-Antalia (Antalya) adlı kentten ayrı 
olarak Eski Antalya (Perge) harabelerinden haberdardır. Bu nedenle D’Anville muhtemelen 
Satalie’de yerleşik Fransız Konsolosun yanlış verdiği bilgiye dayanarak Palaia Attalia‘nın 
Perge olduğunu önerirken bir diğer öneri de 1817 yılında Kaptan Beaufort’un Palaia 
Attalia’nın Laara (Magydus) olduğu önerisidir. 100.   

Hem bizzat kente hem de Palaia, Vetus, al-muhraqa, Esky, Eski şeklinde tanımlanan kentle 
ilgili diğer yerleşimlere verilen isimlerin çokluğu tekrar düşünüldüğünde, kentin birden fazla 
ismi olması ve bunlardan türemiş toponimlerin oluşması arkasında birden fazla etmen olduğu 
anlaşılmaktadır. Öncelikle hem denizden hem de karadan görülebilen kentin yakınında 
bulunan Side (ve Beaufort’un belirttiği şekilde Myndus-Laara) ve Perge gibi yerleşimlerin bu 
                                                             
87  Les Yoyageurs dans L’Empire Ottoman (XIV-XVI siècles) S. Yerasimos, TTK, Ankara, 1991, 314. 
88  Yerasimos 1991, 367. Ikavos-Ikaros 
89  Yerasimos 1991, 372. 
90  Yerasimos 1991, 384. 
91  Yerasimos 1991, 421. 
92  Lykien und Pamphylien, Hild and Hellenkemper, 2004, I. s. 303, dn. 96; dn. 99. 
93  Leake 1824, s. 195. 
94 “zira burası tamamen terk edilmişti” (Mayıs ayı ortasıydı ve Side sakinleri sıtmadan korunmak için çoktan 

yaylaya çıkmıştı), Esky Adalia şeklindeki absürt yanlış isimden ziyade uzun yıllar boyunca büyüyüp 
gelişirken sahip olduğu antik ismi kullanmak daha mantıklı görünüyor,” Karamania, Beaufort, 1817, ss. 139-
140. 

95  Karamania, Beaufort, 1817, ss. 139, 140. 
96  Antalya: Pamphylian, Pisidian, Cilician and Lycian Cities, Cemil Toksöz, Ayyıldız Matbaası, 1959, s. 49. 
97  Yerasimos 117-118.  
98  Leake 1824, 196. 
99  Leake 1824, s. 196. 
100  Karamania, Beaufort, 1817, ss. 136-137. 
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bölge sakinleri ve ayrıca denizciler tarafından adlandırıldığı aşikârdır. Bu varsayımın iki 
dayanağı vardır: Meskûn kentin büyük ölçekli ve terk edilmiş kente olan yakınlığı ve bu 
yerlerin eski yerleşimcilerinin bölgedeki büyük iskâna açık olan kente taşınmış olmalarının 
makul bir öneri olaması. Eğitimli Osmanlı, Rum ve Müslüman teba yalnızca kentin birkaç 
modern ismini değil aynı zmanada bu kentlerin orijinal antik isimlerini ve Perge ile Sidhi – 
Side’nin lokasyonunu yüzyıllar önce terk edilmiş olmalarına rağmen biliyorlardı. Öte yandan, 
kent aynı anda birden fazla isimle biliniyordu. Antik dönemde kent hem Attalia hem de 
Attaleia olarak adlandırılıyordu. Bu durum zaman içinde de devam etti ve 20 yüzyıla 
gelinceye kadar iki bin yıl boyunca kent için kullanılan farklı kent isimleri giderek arttı. 
Leake’in 1856 yılında belirttiği üzere Attaleia, Ἀττάλεια, “ya yazı ya da konuşma dilinde 
antik ismini değişmeden korumuştur”101. Leake aynı zamanda yalnızca Attaleia değil Attália 
ve Adalia adlarının da kullanıldığının farkındadır. Ayrıca pulların sunduğu verinin gösterdiği 
üzere 20. yüzyılda Osmanlıposta sisteminde Attalia, Attaleia, Adalia, Antalia, Antaliyya ve 
Andaliyya’ya gönderilen mektuplar aynı kente ulaşmaktaydı. Bir diğer etmen kentin antik 
ismine 12. yüzyılda eis Attaleia, eis Attalia’da türeyerek 12. yüzyılda Grekler tarafından s 
harfinin eklenmiş olmasıdır. Fazla ei takısı düşmüş; İstanbul-Stanbul örneğinde olduğu gibi 
baştaki s harfi korunmuş olmalıdır. 102. Dolayısıyla, Havarilerin İşleri (xiv.25)’nde kaydedilen 
Sathalia ismi de eis Attalia’dan türemiş olsa gerektir. Dahası, 19. yüzyılda kentin ismindeki S 
yi içeren bu değişiklik Yunanca konuşan nüfusun genel nüfusa oranında bir azalmaya da 
işaret edebilir.  

Seyyahların, ve okurların, zihninde yer eden isim(ler) ve çağrışımlar, kentten bahseden bir 
dizi yayınlanmış metinden hangilerine eriştikleri ile de alakalıydı. Çağdaş seyyahların 
anlatılarında ek olarak hem seyyahların bizzat gördükleri hem de kendilerinden önce kente 
gelen seyyahların anlatıları da mevcuttu. 19. yüzyıl İngiliz okurunun, bazı belli başlı 19. 
yüzyıl seyyahlarının anlatılarıyla şekillenmiş olmakla birlikte diğer yayınlarda sürekli sunulan 
bilgi ve görsel malzeme ile de kente aşina olduğu anlaşılmaktadır. 19. yüzyılda İngiliz 
okurların kenti algılama ve tanıması açısından önem arz eden ve kenti çeşitli isimlerle 
zikreden çok sayıda yayın mevcuttu. Hem kenti bizzat ziyaret etmiş olan 19. yüzyıl seyyahı, 
hem de kentten dolaylı olarak haberdar olan 19. yüzyılın ilgili İngilizce okurları için bu 
isimlere aşinalık İncil’de kente ilişkin olarak yer alan atıflardan da kaynaklanıyordu. Nitekim 
bu atıflar yayınlanmış teolojik, antiküryen ve tarihi kaynak ve kroniklerde; coğrafya, edebiyat 
ve güzel sanat eserlerinde ve ayıca yüzyılın ikinci yarısından itibaren bir dizi ders kitabı ile 
Pazar ayinleri metinlerinde yer alıyordu. Tüm bunlar, binlerce yıl insanlıkla ilgili çeşitli 
projelerin ve “bilinen dünyada” bilgi üretiminin ve dağıtımının devam ettiği ve tüm diğer 
önemli yerler gibi, şehirle ilgili bağlam ve belirli bakış açılarının yapılandırılması ve 
uydurulmasının bir parçasını oluşturmuştur. Bundan dolayı da şehirle ilgili çeşitli tarihi 
bağlamlardan alınan ve 19. yüzyıl boyunca ve öncesinde İngilizce yayınlarda tekrarlanan 
unsurlardan örnekler bu çalışmanın ikinci bölümünde sunulmuştur. 

Geçtiğimiz yüzyılı aşkın bir süredir yapılan akademik çalışmalar doğrultusunda kentten 
bahsettiği için burada yer verilen bazı anlatılar çeşitli yayınlarda kısaca veya etraflıca 
                                                             
101  Numismata Hellenica: W. M. Leake, John Murray, 1856, s. 30. 
102  Bu konuda bkz.: Rev. Edward Jacob Boyce, An Etymological Glossary of nearly 2500 English Words in 

Common Use derived from the Greek, 1878, p. 182; Edward G. Bourne, “The Derivation of Stamboul,” p. 
78-82, in, American Journal of Philology, Ed. Basil L. Gildersleeve, Vol. VIII, Baltimore, Macmillan and 
Co., New York and London, F. A. Brockhaus, Leipsic, 1887, p. 82. 
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zikredilmiştir. Bazı eserler Türkçe’ye tercüme edilmiştir: Francis Beaufort, Karamanya, Çev.: 
A. Neyzi – D. Türker, AKMED Yay. İstanbul, 2002;   E. J. Davis, XIX. yüzyılda Karya, 
Frigya, Likya, ve Pisidya Antik Kentlerine Yapılan Bir Gezinin Öyküsü, Çev.: F. Yılmaz, 
Arkeoloji ve Sanat Yay, İstanbul, 2006. (1874),  T. A. B. Spratt ve E. Forbes, Milyas, 
Kibyratis ve Likya'da yolculuklar, Çev.: D. Türker, AKMED Yay. Antalya, 2008. Ancak bu 
ciltte yer verilen 19. yüzyılın sonuna kadar İngilizce yayınlarda ve yeniden basımlardaki kente 
ilişkin malzeme, atıf ve tarihli anlatılar bize yüzyıllar boyu neşredilen çok daha kapsamlı ve 
daha zengin bir atıf dizisi sunacaktır. Nitekim 19. yüzyıldan itibaren İngilizce okurlarının 
zihinlerinde, eksik, tam, çelişkili veya yanlış pek çok bilginin yer etmiş olması muhtemeldir. 
Bu noktada kent ve kente ilişkin unsurların zaman içerisinde kim tarafından, hangi okur 
kitlesine hitap ederek tasvir edildiğinin ve bu anlatıların İngilizce okurlar tarafından nasıl 
algılandığının incelenmesi gerekmektedir. Dolayısıyla, bu çalışma okura, kente atıfta bulunan 
tüm diğer 19. yüzyıl yayınlarından daha kapsamlı, daha farklı ve daha karmaşık bir 
yayınlanmış materyal ve kaynak koleksiyonu sunmakta, bu da çeşitli yayınlar arasında belirli 
bir konuyla ilgili, süreç içerisinde, belirli derecede göreceli bir karşılaştırma kurulmasına 
olanak vermektedir. 

İlk bölümde verilen 19. yüzyıl yayınlarında şehir ile ilgili yapılan 689 ayrı alıntı ve anlatım, 
Havariler ve çeşitli Haçlı seferlerine de değinildiği İkinci Bölümde yer alan 16. yüzyıldan 
1899 yılına kadar olan dönemde şehirle ilgili yayınlanan 619, 1700 yılına kadar olan dönemde 
yayınlanan 41, 18. yüzyılda yayınlanan 135 ve 19. yüzyılda yayınlanan 563 alıntı ile edebi ve 
tarihi anlatımlar ile kıyaslanabilir. Böylece, zamanla şehirle ilgili yayınlanan kayıtlarda bakış 
açılarının nasıl değiştiği görülebilir. Bu karşılaştırma 19. yüzyılda yayınlanan alıntıların sayısı 
ile değil, aynı zamanda üzerinde tekrarla durulan konularda ve odak noktalarındaki 
değişiklikler, kaynaklardaki bilgi ve anlatılar ne kadar doğruydu? Osmanlı kaynakları kente 
dair anlatılar, kayıtlar ve kent sakinleri hakkında farklı neler söylüyordu?    

Örneğin, kentin nüfusuna dair çeşitli zamanlarda sunulan veriler ne ölçüde doğrudur? Mayıs 
1812: 8,000’den az; 1813: 10,000; 1815: 30,000; 1822: 30,000; 1823: 30,000; 1827: 30,000; 
1830: 30,000; 1835: 20,000; 1838: 15,000; Nisan 1842: 13,000; 1848: 30,000 ya da 8,000; 
1850: 20,000; Aralık 1853: 14.000; 1855: 8,000; 1872: 10,000 ila 12,000 arası; 1873: 12,000; 
1875: yaklaşık 9,000; 1880 : 8,000 ve 13,000; 1890: 30,000; 1895: 13,000 ve 30,000 ve 1897: 
25,000103, ve aynı yıl kentin nüfusuna dair sunulan rakamın yaklaşık olarak yarısına tekabül 
eden 13,000. Bu tahminler kentin 10 ay süren kuşatma altında olduğu  (1813-1814), 1809, 
1831-1835 yılları arasında görülen ve Şubat 1831 tarihinde her gün 18 ila 30 kişinin, 1833 
yılında 50 kişinin öldüğü kaydedilen veba salgınları yaşandığı104,  kolera, sıtma ve dang 
hummasının (1899) baş gösterdiği, 1874-75 yılından 1880 yılına kadar devam eden çekirge 
istilaları nedeniyle açlık sınırına yaklaşıldığı yılları da kapsamaktadır105. Dolayısıyla 
                                                             
103  1913 yılına gelindiğinde Adalia’nın kışlık nüfusu 27,000 ilâ 30,000 arasında değişmekteydi.  
104  “Türkiye hem Avrupa hem de Asya kıtasında sık sık veba salgınıyla karşı karşıya kalır. İnsanlığın başında bir 

musibet olarak gittiği her yerde yıkıcı etkileri olmakla birlikte burada yerli Türklerin miskinliği ile iki kat 
tahrip edicidir. Alınyazısı olarak karşıladıkları bu felaket karşısında gereken önlemleri almazlar.”A New 
System of Modern Geography: Or, A Geographical, Historical, ... Guthrie, 1788, p. 578; Vol. II, 
Philadelphia, 1795, s. 35; S. Russel, Manchester, 1803, s. 331; 1806, s. 620; 1819 s. 593; Ed. R. A. 
Davenport, 1843, s. 490. 

105  Konsolosluk memuru Kaptan John Donald Hamill Stewart’ın Ocak 1880 tarihli raporu ile de 
desteklenmektedir: “Adalia. Bu vilayetin batı kısmının tamamı son beş altı yıldır (1784-1875 itibariyle) 
şiddetli bir çekirge istilası ile karşı karşıyadır. İnsanlar büyük ölçüde fakirleşmişlerdir. Fakir insanlar tek bir 
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denilebilir ki kent ciddi nüfus dalgalanmalarına maruz kalmaktadır. Osmanlı nüfus 
sayımlarının sadece on yılda bir gerçek sayıyı yansıttığı ve bize genel nüfus eğiliminden 
ziyade Mayıs 1812’de 8,000’den az; yüzyıl sonunda yapılan bir nüfus sayımında mültecilerin 
gelmesi ile yaklaşık 30,000’i bulan anlık durumu bildirdiği unutulmamalıdır. Oysa bu 
kaynaklar bize Kıbrıs Baf’tan106 ve İskenderiye’den çalışmak üzere mevsimlik işçiler gelmesi 
gibi anlık enstantaneler sunmaktadır. Öte yandan, veba, kolera ve endemik sıtma107 dâhil 
olmak üzere hastalıklardan dolayı, 20. yüzyılın üçüncü on yıllık dönemine kadar şehirde ölüm 
vakaları halen doğum vakalarından fazlaydı ve kentin nüfusu sadece diğer yerlerden göç 
alınarak korunabilmekte ya da arttırılabilmekteydi. 

Dahası, nüfus tahmininin ya da Osmanlı nüfus sayımının hangi ayda yapıldığı da önemli bir 
etmendir. Kent nüfusunun çoğunluğu, sıcak ve hastalıklardan kaçmak için yaz aylarında kenti 
terk ettiği için bu önem arz etmekteydi. 1872 yılında, E.J. Davis, Antalya nüfusunun Mayıs 
ayında 10.000 – 12.000 arasında olduğunu, ancak kentin, “Campagna gibi, yılın büyük bir 
bölümünde sağlıksız ve sadece kış sezonunda yaşanabilir” olduğunu kaydetmişti. 

“Kentte ve Anadolu ve Karaman bölgesinin sahilindeki neredeyse tüm ova ve vadiler var olan 
ölümcül sıtmadan dolayı, Mayıs ayının sonundan itibaren çok tehlikeli bir ikamet yeri 
olmaktadır.Bu yüzden, kış aylarında ovalardaki köylerde ikamet eden insanlar, yaz aylarını 
dağların daha saf ve serin havasında geçiriyorlardı. Bize, kentten göçün şimdiden başladığı  
söylendi. Bu yüzden, bu kadar erken bir zamanda bile köylerin çoğunun boşalmış olabileceği 
söylendi.”108  

                                                                                                                                                                                              
mısır koçanını ot ve bitkilerle karıştırıp yiyerek kıt kanaat geçinmek zorunda kalmışlardır.  British 
Documents on Foreign Affairs-Reports and Papers from the Foreign Office, Confidential Print: The Ottoman 
Empire in Asia, 1860-1880, Part I. Series B. Vol. 6, University Publications of America, 1984, 371;: BNA 
FO 222/2’den alınmıştır. Kaptan Stewart’ın Adalia (Antalya) Vilayetinden 13 Ocak 1880 tarihli mektubu. 
Adalia’daki kıtlık ürünlerin başka bölgelere gönderilmesi dolayısıyla da şiddetlenmiş olabilir. Amerika 
konsolosunun raporunda şöyle geçmektedir: “1878-1881 yılları arasında çekirge sürüleri dolayısıyla ürünler 
telef oldu. Rumeli, Suriye, Karamanya, Mısır’da tahıl üreten bölgeler ve Karadeniz Limanları tahıl tedarik 
etti.”  Bkz, Birleşik Devletler Konsolosluk Raporları. Ticaret, ürünler vs. No. 53 – Haziran 1885. Vol. 16 
(1885), s. 699.  

106  “Köylüler mevsimlik iş aramak için Baf’tan karşı kıyıda yer alan Adaila’ya giderlerdi.” Salâhi Ramadan 
Sonyel, Cyprus Turkish Association (Great Britain), Settlers and Refugees in Cyprus, 1991, s. 12s. 12. 

azarHogart ise 1887 yılında yaptığı gözlemlerine dayanarak 1992 yılında yayınladığı notlarında şöyle y :
“Gördüğümüz üzere yarımadanın güney kıyısının batı kesimi oldukça seyrek nüfusludur. Büyük Marmaris ve 
Kekokva limanlarında birkaç Rum evi ve Yörük gruplardan başka yerleşim yoktur. Lykia’da yer alan kıyı 
boyunca uzanan yerleşimler oldukça mütevazı bir durumdan Rodos’un Yunan adalarından ve Castelryzo’dan 
küçük sıcak deltalarda portakal yetiştiricileri; ağaç kesiciler, kıyıya doğru eğilen tepelerde kömürcü olmak 
için gelen kolonistler sayesinde modern zamanlarda gelişmiştir. Adalia’dan Alaia’ya kadar uzanan kıyının 
sıcaklığı ve verimliliği çoğu, önceleri Mora’dan daha sonra Girit’ten gelen Rumlar olmak üzere buraya arka 
arkaya pek çok göçün gerçekeşmesine sebep olmuştur. Bu insanlar burada kendi toprak işleme tarzlarını 
geliştirmişlerdir.” D. G. Hogarth, The Nearer East,  William Heinemann, London, 1902, s. 245. Güven Dinç, 
The social and economic status of the Rum (Greeks) of Antalya in the first half of the 19th century, 449-486, 
Adalya, XX, 2017,  dn. 39’da kentin Rum nüfusu hakkında şu bilgiye yer verilmektedir: “ 1840 tarihli nüfus 
sayım defterine göre kentte 21 Kıbrıslı 7 tane de Alaiye’li vardı. Bunun dışında Şam, Isparta, Yafa, 
Kastellorizo ve Kios’tan Rumlar da mevcuttu.” 

107  Frank G. Clemow, M.D., Osmanlı Sağlık Kurulu’na atanan Britanyalı Delege, The Geography of Disease 
(Hsatalığın Coğrafyası), Cambridge University Press, 1903, adlı çalışmasında, “Anadolu’nun birçok yerinde 
sıtma yaygındır. Trabzon mahallesinde birçok bataklık bulunmakta ve hastalığın tüm formları görülmektedir. 
Adalia’da ve Midilli ve Sisam adalarında birçok hastalığın nedenidir. Özellikle hem Karadeniz, hem de 
Akdeniz kıyılarında yaygındır…” demiştir. 

108  E. J. Davis, Anatolica: Ya da, Karia, Frigya, Likya ve Pisidya (Burdur) bölgelerinin Belirli Antik Yıkılmış 
Kentlerine Ziyaret, Grant and Co., London, 1874, s. 202-203. 
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Bu yüzden, bu sahil şeridinde, yıl boyunca iki farklı nüfus rakamı mevcuttu – Mayıs ayından 
Ekim ayının sonuna kadar nispeten düşük bir nüfus, hatta bazı yerleşimlerde hiç kimse 
bulunmazken, Kasım ayından Nisan ayına kadar çok daha yüksek bir nüfus vardı. 
Muhtemelen kentin yaz aylarındaki nüfusu, kış aylarındaki toplam nüfusunun sadece üçte 
biriydi. W.H. Bartlett, 1836 yılının Ağustos ayında Adalia’da sıtma nedeniyle ateş içinde 
yattığı handa kimsenin olmadığını kaydetmektedir. Bu da nüfusun ciddi derecede azaldığını 
işaret etmektedir.Hava şartları ile birlikte, bu düşük yaz nüfusu, Satalia’ya yapılan saldırı ve 
işgal için 1361 yılında Haziran ayının seçilmesi ve 1472 yılı yazında kente Papalık–Venedik 
güçleri tarafından saldırı düzenlenmesinin nedenini kısmen açıklayabilir.   

19. yüzyıl boyunca bazı dönemlerde kent yüzler, hatta binlerce muhacir mülteci / göçmene ev 
sahipliği yapmıştı. Bu mülteci / göçmenler farklı sürelerle kentte kaldılar. 1828 yılı öncesinde 
geçici süre için Castel-Rosso / Castel Oryzo / Meis’den göç alan kent, 1831-1832 yıllarındaki 
isyan sonrasında Yunanistan’dan kaçan neredeyse 3.000 kadar Maronit’i kabul etti. Bunlar, 
dinleri hariç, tavır ve adetleri itibariyle Türk oldular. 1842 yılında halen kentin kenar 
noktalarında ikamet ettikleri ve Anadolu’lu Arnavutlar olarak adlandırıldıkları kaydedilmiştir. 
Mülteci olarak ayrıca Kafkaslardan Çerkezler gelmiştir. Bunlardan bazıları, 1878 yılında 
Silurian adlı buharlı gemi ile getirilmiştir 109. Sadece 1898 yılında Girit’ten 5.500 – 6.000 
mülteci gelmiş ve bunların birçoğu Adalia – Alanya arasındaki sahil şeridine yerleşmiştir. 
1916 yılında National Geographic dergisinde yazdığı yazıda, Birleşik Devletler Konsolosluk 
katibi ve daha önce 1906 yılında İzmir Konsolosu olan Ernest L. Harris110, kentin nüfusu 
arasında, “Gerçek Afrikalı zenciler bulunduğunu ve bunların önceki nesillerden Türklerle 
evlendiğini ve beraber yaşadığını” belirtmiştir. “Bunların hepsi Müslümandı ve ırk ya da 
renk olarak herhangi bir ayrım yapılmamaktaydı.”.111 Siyahi nüfus ve Araplar, 1838 yılında 
Charles Fellows tarafından da kaydedilmişse de, kentin hem siyahi hem de Arap nüfusu, 
kentin nüfusu ile ilgili 19. yüzyılda İngilizce yayınlanan yazılarda çoğunlukla dikkate 
alınmamıştır. Ancak, bu yazılarda, Arapsuyu nehrinin adı tekrar tekrar yer almaktaydı. 

Belirtilen Rum nüfusun sayısı ise, 1812 yılında 8.000 olarak belirtilen toplam nüfusun üçte 
biri, 1819 yılında “nüfusun yarısından fazlası” ve 1831 yılında sadece 1.500 olarak kayıtlara 

                                                             
109  “Mart 1878’de 600 (Çerkezin) Kıbrıs’a gönderilmesi istenmiştir. Ortodoks nüfus, haydutluk ve eşkıyalıkları 

ile bilinen bir takım Müslümanların nüfusa eklenmesi konusunda panik içindeydi. Tüm kentlerde protesto 
toplantıları düzenlendi. Ortodokslar, Avrupalı Konsoloslara, baskı uygulamalarını istediler. Toplamda 3000 
Çerkezin Karpaz’a ulaşması bu heyecanı dindirmedi. Ayaklanmışlardı ve kendilerini Latakia’ya (Lazkiye) 
götüren gemi kaptanı gemiyi kayaya oturttu (Vokolida Koyunda). Protestolar etkili oldu. Kazayla gelen bu 
davetsiz misafirler sınırdışı edildi ve Kıbrıs’a gelecek olan 600 Çerkez de Adalia’ya gönderildi. G. Hill, A 
History of Cyprus (Kıbrıs Tarihi), Vol. IV, The Ottoman Province The British Colony 1571-1948 (Osmanlı 
Bölgesi – Britanya Kolonisi 1571-1948), Ed. Sir H. Luke, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1952, s. 
262. Daha önce de belirtildiği gibi, Sir. H. Luke, Cyprus Under the Turks, 1571-1878: A Record Based on the 
Archives of the English Consulate in Cyprus Under the Levant Company and After (Türklerin Kontrolünde 
Kıbrıs, 1571-1878: Levant Şirketi ve Sonrasında Kıbrıs ile ilgili İngiliz Konsolosluk Arşivleri), Oxford 
University Press, 1921 s. 259, “Bu heyecanın ortasında, Latakia’ya gidecek olan ve 3.000 Çerkez taşıyan bir 
buhar gemisi Karpaz yarımadasında kayaya oturdu. Bu kişilerin adaya çıkması Hristiyanları o kadar rahtsız 
etti ki, hem onlar hızlı bir şekilde adadan çıkarıldı, hem de Kıbrıs’a gönderimekte olan diğerleri Adalia’ya 
yönlendirildi.” 

110  Amerika Birleşik Devletleri Konsolosu, Chemnitz: 1905-1906. İzmir Konsolosu 1906, Başkonsolos 1908 - 
Stokholm 1911, Dışişlerinden 1916 yılında istifa ederek, New York National City Bank’ta görevlendirme 
kabul etti. Bu kurum için Rusya’da çalışırken, Dışişleri kendisini Başkonsolosluğa atadı ve Irkutsk’ta 
görevlendirdi, 1918, Başkonsolos, Singapur, 1921. 

111  The National Geographic Magazine, National Geographic Society, Vol. 28, 1916, s. 251. 
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geçmiştir. Bu en son düşük rakam Ortodoks Metropolit tarafından verilen rakamdı ve 
muhtemelen sadece erkek nüfusu kapsamaktaydı. Bu rakam, ayrıca, 1831 yılı Osmanlı nüfus 
sayımında 1.093 olarak belirtilen erkek nüfus rakamı ile de oldukça yakındır112. 1842 yılında 
ise tahmini 13.000 kişilik nüfusun 3.000’i Rum olarak belirtilmekteydi. 1841 yılı Osmanlı 
nüfus sayımında 1.841 erkek kaydedildi. Bu da, bu dönemdeki Rum nüfusun yaklaşık 
2.526113 olduğunu işaret etmektedir. 1872 yılında tahmini 12.000 kişilik nüfus arasında 3.000 
kişinin (toplam nüfusun yaklaşık dörtte birinin) Rum olduğu düşünülmekteydi. Tekke (Adalia 
– Antalya) için Osmanlı toplam nüfus rakamları 1890 yılı için 30.580 olurken, bu rakamın 
dağılımı, Müslümanlar 28.085, Hristiyanlar 2.085114 ve Yörük ve Romanlar 415’idi115. Buna 
göre, 19. yüzyılın sonunda kentteki Hristiyan nüfus toplam nüfusun on-dörtte birine 
düşmüştü. Ayrıca, 19. yüzyılda seyyahlar tarafından kaydedilen Musevi nüfusun da artık 
kentte bulunmadığı, ya da sayılmadığı görülmektedir. Seyyahlar tarafından kentin nüfusu 
arasında mevcut olduğu belirtilen düşük sayıda Ermeni ise toplam Hristiyan Osmanlı 
nüfusunun bir parçası olarak kaydedilmişti.116 19 yüzyılda yayınlanan eserler de (1822, 1824, 
1826, 1827, 1830, 1831, 1834, 1837, 1837, 1838, 1842, 1846, 1848, 1854, 1856, 1861 ve 
1866), Beaufort’un 1812 yılında bildirdiği nüfusun üçte bir ile üçte iki arasındaki Rum nüfusu 
verisini tekrarlar ancak bu oranın doğru olmadığı açıkça görülmektedir. 
 
Burada değinilen olay ve kişilerle ilgili Osmanlı arşiv belgelerine de mümkün olduğu 
kadarıyla, atıfta bulunulmuştur. Bunlar yer yer burada verilen kaynakları teyit etmekle 
birlikte, bazen de yanlışlar, detaylandırır, yer vermez ya da farklı yorumlar sunar.  

Bazı yerlerde tekrarlar bulunmakla birlikte, çoğu zaman kaynağı belli olmayan doğrudan 
alıntılar da bulunmaktadır. Bu alıntılar zaman zaman hatalıdır117 ya da önceki bir metin 
önemli bir derecede özetlenmiş ve anlamı değişmiş halleridir; ya da verilerin artık geçerli 
olmadığı onlarca yıl sonra yayınlanmıştır. Bunun bir örneği, Beaufort’un, 1812 yılı için kentin 
                                                             
112  Güven Dinç, 19. Yüzyılın ilk yarısında Antalya Rumlarının sosyal ve ekonomik konumu, 449-486, Adalya, 

XX, 2017, 459. 
113  Güven Dinç, Yüzyılın ilk yarısında Antalya Rumlarının sosyal ve ekonomik konumu, 449-486, Adalya, XX, 

2017, 460. 
114  John F. Kolars “Bir Türk köyünde gelenek, sezon ve değişim” - The NAS-NRC Yabancı Saha Araştırma 

Programı, Chicago Üniversitesi, Sayı 15, 1963, s. 19: “Rumlar çoğu zaman Antalya bölgesinin esnaflarıydı 
ve ayrılmalarından sonra köylerde meydana gelen teknolojik boşluk, arkada kalan Türkler tarafından henüz 
tümüyle doldurulamadı. Birinci Dünya Savaşından önceki tam sayılarını belirlemek zor. Bir tahmine göre, 
toplamda 224.000 kişiden 27.000 Ortodoks Rum Antalya Vilayetinde ikamet etmekteydi. Geriye kalanların 
182.000’i Müslüman, 13.000 ise Yörük ve Aleviydi. Antalya şehrinin ise toplamda 25.000 nüfusu varken, 
bunların 9.000’i Rumdu.” Kentin nüfusu 30.000-25.000 civarında sabit kalırken, 1890-1913 yılları arasındaki 
22 yılda Rum nüfusun yaklaşık 1.800’den 9.000’e yükselmesi pek inandırıcı gelmiyor, ve belki de Kaptan 
Beaufort’un verdiği 1 Rum’a 2 Müslüman oranını tekrarlıyor. Ancak, 1890 yılında bu oran 1 Rum’a 14 
Müslüman’dı. Bu değişiklik için herhang bir neden belirtilmemiştir. 

115  Bilâl N. Şimşir, Osmanlı Ermenileri ile ilgili Britanya Belgeleri, 1880-1890, Türk Tarih Kurumu, T.T.K. 
Ankara, 1983, Vol. II, s. 422. 

116  Sacaktaki Rum nüfusun değişimine dair bir kayıt için Türkiye ve Rusya’da uzun yıllar yaşamış olan William 
Eton, Esq bkz., A survey of the Turkish Empire, In which are considered, I. Its government ... II. The state of 
the provinces ... III. The causes of the decline of Turkey ... IV. The British commerce with Turkey ... T. Cadell 
Jnr., W. Davis, London, 1798, p. 44, Chapter II., Turkish Finances, Revenue (1776) Karach (capitation tax 
on non-Muslims) of Anatolia. “Teke Vilayeti … Purses Rumi…27”. (Bu sancaklardan toplanan haraçlar 
(Karach) içinde en küçük olanlardan biridir ve 1776 yılında zaten az bir nüfusu olan Teke Sancağı’nda az 
sayıda gayrimüslüm bulunduğuna işaret eder. Karşılaştırma için: Kütahya (kiatahie) Sancağı haracı 480, 
Karamania (Burada Osmanlı döneminde başkenti Konya olan Karaman Eyaleti kasdedilmektedir, bu 
dönemde Karamania isimli bir eyalet yoktur) 200 purse ödemiştir..) 

117  “Levant Ticari ve Konsolosluk Kuruluşları”, s. 305-334 – Britanya ve Yabancı Değerlendirmeleri; ya da 
Avrupa Üç Aylık Dergi, No. VI, James Ridgeway and Sons, London, 1836, Makale I., s. 328’de Beaufort’un 
tahmini 8.000 kişilik nüfusunun 1836 yılında yanlış bir şekilde, sekiz – on bin” olarak belirtilmitir. 
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nüfusunun 8.000’in altında olduğu tahminidir. Bu rakam, 1827, 1834, 1837, 1845, 1846, 
1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1859, 1869, 1871, 1873, 1879, 1880, 1882, 1883 ve 1898 yıllarında 
yayınlanan çeşitli kitaplarda da kentin nüfusu olarak belirtilmiştir ki; 1879 – 1898 kış ayları 
arasında kentin gerçek nüfusu yaklaşık 30.000 kişi idi. Hatta, bunlardan birinde – 1898 
yılında yayınlanan Pear’s Shilling Encyclopedia – Beaufort’un 1812 yılındaki verdiği nüfus 
olan 8000, olasılıkla bir baskı hatası sonucu 5000 olarak yazılmıştır. Benzer bir şekilde, 
Conrad Malte-Brun’un 1810 yılında yayınlana Précis de la géographie universelle, (Paris)‘de 
yer alan 30.000 kişilik nüfus, 1815, 1822, 1827 ve 1848 yıllarındaki çeşitli yayınlarda da yer 
almıştır. Conrad Malte-Brun’un belirttiği 30.000 sayısının hangi tarih ve hangi aya ait olduğu 
bilinmemektedir, ancak 18. yüzyılın son ya da 19. yüzyılın ilk on yıllık döneminde Fransa 
Antalya Konsolosluğundan alınan bir rakam olabilir118. 30.000 kişinin kentin o dönemde kış 
ayları nüfusu olma ihtimali bulunmaktadır ve Beaufort’un, 8.000’in altındaki sayısı ise kentin 
yaz aylarındaki nüfusunu işaret edebilir. 

Çoğu yüzyılın başında yayınlanan, Kaptan Francis Beaufort ve William Martin Leake’in 
kitaplarından aktarılan bazı alıntılar (ki bunlar bazen referans göstermeden yayınlanmışlardır) 
İngilizce okuyanlar için kenti kısmen tanımlayan “yayınlanmış gerçekler” olarak 19. yüzyıl 
“Excerpta Adalia” baskıları arasında sıkça bulunabilir. Bunların arasında, Kaptan Beaufort’un 
1817 yılı yayını Karamania’da yer alan şu bölümler en öne çıkanlarıdır.: 

“Adalia, küçük bir limanın etrafında çok güzel konumlanmıştır; caddeler, bir tiyatro 
salonunun koltukları gibi, sanki bir birilerinin arkasında yükselmektedir; ve tepenin en üst 
noktasında kentin etrafında bir hendek, çifte duvar ve araları yaklaşık elli yarda olan bir 
takım kare şekline kuleler bulunmaktadır.”119  

 
“Kentin bahçeleri çok güzel120; ağaçlar meyve dolu; her türlü sebzeden bolca var; ve kent 
sakinleri mısır tarlalarının genel olarak verimli olduğunu söylüyor. Toprak derin ve her yerde 
kalsiyum içeren akarsular tarafından kesilmekte. Bu sular ovaları aşıladıktan sonra 
falezlerden akıyor ya da, denize akarken mısır değirmenlerini döndürüyor.121  

“Dönüşümlü rüzgârlar havayı olağanüstü bir şekilde ferahlatıyor; geceleri, Toros 
Sıradağlarını boydan boya kat eden büyük kuzey vadi, iç kısımlardaki dağlardan soğuk 
rüzgârları yönlendiriyor.”122 

Bezer şekilde Charles Fellows tarafından 1838 yılında yapılan Carrara ile Adalia yakınındaki 
dağlar arasında kurulan benzerlik “Spezia yolundan görülen Carrara’ya benzer bir etki”, daha 
sonra 1840, 1845 and 1854 yılları baskılarında da yer almıştır. Yarbay Leake ise, Satali – 
Adalia’yı, 1820 ve 1824 yıllarında, antik Attalia – Attaleia ile tanımlıyor123. 17. yüzyılda ise, 
Edmund Bohun, Geographical Dictionary de (Coğrafik Sözlük), kentin çeşitli isimlerini 
vererek (Attalia, Satalia, Satalyah ve Settalia) Satalia’nın antik İncil Dönemi Attalia ile aynı 
yerde olduğunu belirtmişti.  

                                                             
118  30.000 kişlik bu sayı 19. yüzyıl dönümünde Fransız Başkonsolosu olan Louis-Alexandre-Olivier de Corancez 

tarafından da kaydedilmiştir. Itinéraire d’une partie peu connue de l’Asie Mineure, Chez J.-M. Ebehrard, 
Paris, 1816 

119  1817, 1818, 1819, 1845. 
120  1817, 1818, 1825, 1829, 1845. 
121  1817, 1818, 1822, 1827, 1838, 1845. 
122  1817, 1818, 1818, 1824, 1826, 1827, 1830, 1831, 1834, 1838, 1842, 1845, 1856, 1863, 1869, 1874, 1875. 
123  1837, 1838, 1841, 1845, 1845, 1846, 1847, 1850, 1854, 1859, 1866, 1871, 1872, 1876, 1877, 1883, 1891. 
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Genel olarak özetleyecek olursak, on-sekizinci yüzyıl boyunca ve 19. yüzyılın başlarında, 
kentin yayınlanmış kayıtlarında124, öncekilere göre, farklı bir vurgu bulunmaktaydı. Kent şu 
şekilde tanımlanmaktaydı: “Üç kent (mahalleye) bölünmüştür ve önceden kilise olan, 
muhteşem bir camiye sahiptir.125” Bu tanım tekrar tekrar belirtilmiş ve kentin mahallelere 
bölünmüş olduğu vurgulanmıştır (ilk başta, her bir mahallede ki bunların sayısı üç değil 
beştir, ayrı inanç sahibi kişiler ikamet etmekteydi – Rumlar, Museviler, Müslümanlar, 
Frenkler ve Hükümdarın ayrı kale ve sarayına ait bölüm). Bu bilgi Latince ve Arapça 126 
ortaçağ ve sonraki metinlerde127 de belirtilmekteydi. Ayrıca, büyük kilisenin “muhteşem bir 
camiye” dönüştürüldüğü ve kale ve surların muhafaza edildiği de vurgulanmıştır. Şehrin üç 
bölegeye bölünmüş olduğu bilgisi 19 yüzyıl ortasına kadar olan yayınlarda tekrarlanmışsa da 
(1817, 1818, 1823, 1825, 1826, 1832, 1833 and 1847) “son derece iyi durumda muhteşem bir 
cami” ancak 1890’lara ait yayınlarda tekrar ortaya çıkar. Öte yandan, onarımlarına ve bu 
onarım için maaş ve işçi kayıtlarının olduğuna dair Osmanlı arşiv kayıtları olmasına,128 ve 
Sultan II. Mahmut’un tuğrasını da taşıyan bir onarım kitabesinin kent kapısı yıkıldıktan sonra 
taşındığı yer olan müzede bulunmasına rağmen129, surların bakımına dair bir veri İngilizce 
yayınlarda yer almaz.  

Bu gözlemlerden ilk ikisi ancak 1890’lı yıllardaki yayınlarda tekrarlanmaktadır. Bunun 
nedeni, kenti mahallelere ayıran iç surların yıkılması (ki bazıları bugün hala görülmektedir), 
ya da, önce Latin Katedraline dönüştürülüp, 1373 yılından sonra yeniden büyük Ortodoks 
kilisesine geri dönüştürülen, daha sonra da 15. yüzyılın sonunda Osmanlı camisine 
dönüştürülen büyük Ortodoks kilisesinin yıkılmasından (ki surlar içinde büyük bir alanda 
birçok binayı yıkan 1896 yılının büyük yangınına kadar ayaktaydı) ziyade, on-dokuzuncu 
yüzyılda gelen ziyaretçilerin kenti farklı bakış açılarından görüp anlatması, ve bir önceki 
yüzyıla göre, farklı unsurlara vurgu yapmasıdır. Örneğin, kenti antik terminoloji ile 
tanımlamayı tercih eden Beaufort ya da Cockerell’in 1812’de yaptığı “Adalia, küçük bir 
limanın etrafında çok güzel konumlanmıştır; caddeler, bir tiyatro salonunun koltukları gibi, 
                                                             
124  1801, 1806, 1807, 1808, 1809, 1812, 1813, (bir bölümü 1815 baskısında tekrar yayınlanır), 1816, 1818, 1833, 

1850. 
125  Paul Lukas’ın Osmanlı seramikleri ve duvar resimlerini kaydettiği 17. Yüzyıl yayınını destekler şekilde 

Dalton da şu yorumda bulunur: “Pamphilia Adalia’da Panagia Kilisesi (Djumanin Djamissi)’nde bulunan 13 
yüzyıl duvar resimleri Kapadokya Suwasa’da gördüklerimize benzer and büyük bölümü Türk dönemi sıvası 
ile kapatılmıştır”. O. M. Dalton, Byzantine Art and Archaeology, Dover, 1911, p. 268, 

126  “Büyük Antalya kentinde, o (İbn Battuta), orada yaşayan her bir grubun diğerlerinden ayrı yaşadığını 
belirtmiştir. Yabancı Hristiyan tüccarlar liman mahallesinde ikamet etmekteydi. Etrafları bir duvar ile 
çevriliydi ve kapısı geceleri ve Müslümanların Cuma namazı sırasında kapalı tutulurdu. Antik Rum Hristiyan 
topluluk ise, yine duvarlarla çevrilmiş başka bir mahallede ikamet ederdi. Museviler de aynı şekilde. Yerel 
Müslüman hükümdar, hükümet görevlileri ve askerleri, Antalya’dan ayrılmış ve yine etrafı duvarlarla 
çevrilmiş bir kasabada ikamet ederdi.” Söylenmese bile, burada dolaylı yoldan, bir Müslüman mahallesi 
olduğu da belirtilmektedir. Burası da aynı şekilde bir duvar ile çevrelenmiştir. 1361 yılı öncesinde kentin 
toplamda beş mahallesi bulunmaktaydı. 

127  Örneğin, bkz., Paul Lucas’ın 8 Kasım 1706 tarihindeki ziyaretinden açıklamaları: “Cette Ville, située au bout 
d’un Golfe qui porte son nom, est encore aujourd’hui assez grande. Elle est separée en trois parties, qui 
composent çömme trois differentes Villes: du moins voit-on a chacune ses murailles de separation, et de 
bonnes portes de fer capables d’empecher la communication de l’une a l’autre. Tout les Vendredis on ferme 
toutes les portes de Satalie depuis migi jusqu’a une heure.” Voyage du sieur Paul Lucas fait par ordre du roy 
dans la Grèce, l'Asie Mineure, la Macédoine et l'Afrique... (publ. par Etienne Fourmont, cartes par G. de 
l'Isle) Nicholas Simart, Paris, 1712, Tome I., s. 312-313. 

128  Badana işinin yanı sıra surların diğer onarımları duvarcı ve işçilerine aitti. Bu ve ödemelerle ilgili arşiv 
belgesi için bkz. Hassan Mogol, Antalya Tarihi Mehter Yayınları, Ankara, 1997, p. 123-4. 

129  Hassan Moğol, Antalya Tarihi, Mehter Yayınları, Ankara, 1997, p. 307, Ek. 13, Ek. 14 transkripsiyonu ile  
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sanki bir birilerinin arkasında yükselmektedir.” tasviri 19. yüzyıl yayınlarında 45 kereden 
fazla tekrarlanmıştır. Bu tanım, kentte bulunan Roma kalıntıları üzerine yapılan vurgu 
nedeniyle de tercih edilmiştir. Osmanlı konutlarının tanımladığı sokakların Yunan tiyatrosu 
ile benzerleştirilmesi günümüzde belki de uygunsuz gelebilir ancak yazarlar olasılıkla alttaki 
yarımdaire şeklindeki limana bakan evlerin pencere ve balkonlarını bu şekilde 
tanımlamaktadır.   

19. yüzyıl metinlerinde, surlardaki Hadrianus Kapısına tekrar tekrar yapılan atıflar sadece 
antik yapılara olan ilgiden kaynaklanmıyordu. Bunun bir nedeni de, Hristiyanlar için bu yerin 
Aziz Pavlus ve Aziz Barnabas’la olan ilişkisiydi. Tarih sırası yanlış olsa da (Hadrianus’un 
ziyareti havarilerinkinden neredeyse yarım yüzyıl sonra gerçekleşmiştir), havarilerin ilk 
misyoner seyahatleri sonunda Perge’den yürüyerek Attalia – Antalya’ya geldiklerinde 
(Elçilerin İşleri, xiv, v.) bu kapının kemerleri altından geçerek kente girdikleri hayal 
ediliyordu. Nitekim, her ikisi de Kıbrıslı Lusignaların 1361-1372 yılları arasında kente hâkim 
oldukları sırada, 14. yüzyılda yapılan ve 19. yüzyılda halen var olan kentin ana kapısı (Kale 
Kapısı)130 ve deniz kapısı (Liman ova kapısı), 19. yüzyılda kente gelen ziyaretçiler tarafından 
sunulan anlatımlarda neredeyse hiç yer almamıştır. Bin yıldan fazla bir süredir ortaçağ 
surların arkasında gizlenen Perge yolunun sonundaki Roma kapısı bugün halen yerinde 
durmaktayken, bu surlara bağlı olarak inşa edilenve Latin Haçlıları olan Lusignanlar 
tarafından 14. yüzyılda yeniden elden geçirilen iki önemli kapı bugün yoktur. 

Üzeri neredeyse tamamen inşaat ile kaplanmış olan ve malzemesinin yeni yapılarda 
kullanılmasından dolayı günümüzde tamamen kaybolmuş olan Adalia Beyi tarafından 1813 
yılında yaptırılan dış surların da kaydedilmiş olması dikkat çeken bir önemli bir veridir. 
Bunlar kenti, kara tarafında çevrelemektedir, ancak, bir kısmı bugün halen yerinde duran 
önceki surlardan oldukça uzak bir mesafededir. Bu duvar, “Bey tarafından hızlı bir şekilde 
yaptırılan ve tüfek atışı mesafesi aralıklarında içinde kuleler bulunan, küçük bir duvardı ve 
kentin etrafını yaklaşık iki buçuk saatlik (yedi buçuk millik) bir mesafede çevrelemekteydi.” 
Kent, kendisini kuşatan Osmanlı güçlerine, içerisinde yaklaşık 300 metrede bir kule bulunan 
bu dış surlar sayesinde, 1813 yılının sonbahar aylarında ilk tahmin edilenden çok daha uzun 
bir süre (on ay) dayanabilmiştir. Beaufort üç ayrı sur kaydetmiştir – ana sur ve kenti 
çevreleyen hendeğin her iki tarafında daha küçük duvarlar, ancak bu dördüncü – en dıştaki 
surları – görmemiştir. Bunun nedeni, surların inşaatının olasılıkla H.M.S. Fredericksteen’in 
ayrılmasından sonra, 1812’nin son aylarında ya da 1813’te başlamış olmasıdır. 1831 yılında 
Rev. Joseph D. Wolff kenti ziyaret ettiğinde, olasılıkla kuşatma sırasında önemli ölçüde 
yıkılmış olan bu dış surlardan kalan kanıtlar artık fark edilemeyecek durumdaydı. Yine de 
bazı kalıntılar 1890’ların başında Rahip John Cunningham Geike tarafından kaydedilmiş 
görünmektedir: “Venedik (Lusignan) döneminde üst tarafı mazgallarla güçlendirilmiş ve 
dörtgen kulelerle berkiltilimiş azametli bir sur kenti deniz tarafından korumaktaydı. Benzer 
bir başkası kendi kara tarafından kapatır, evlerin arasında parça parça görülen diğer duvar 

                                                             
130  Lusignan kabartmaları ve kentin kıyı tarafındaki yazıtlar örneklerde anlatılmıştır, ancak, ne 1817 yılında 

Beaufort tarafından, ne de 19. Yüzyılın ilerleyen dönemlerinde İngilizce seyyah anlatımlarında 
belirtilmemektedir. Cockerell 1812 yılında bunları dışarıdan çizmiş olabilir, çünkü Beaufort tarafından 
yayınlanan yazıtları biliyordu. Ancak, Satalia – Adalia Şehir Kapısı – Kale Kapısı çiziminin bugün nerede 
olduğu bilinmiyor. 
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kalıntıları savunulmaya değer görülen alanlar için surların sıklıkla genişletildiğinin 
göstergesidir.”131 

Kaptan Francis Beaufort’un ‘Karamania’ adlı kitabının 1817 yılında yayınlanan ilk baskı ile 
1818 yılında yayınlanan ikinci baskı arasında yapılan değişiklikler, metnin dilinde 
gözlenebilen değişiklik nedeniyle belirtilmiştir. Aynı şekilde, Kaptan Leake’in gezi yazısının 
iki ayrı baskısı da (ilk olarak 1820’de bir makale olarak yayınlanmış sonra 1824’de kitap 
olarak basılmıştır) çeşitli yerlerde farklılıklar (örneğin ilk baskıda yer adı olarak Satalia 
kullanılırken, 1824 yılındaki baskıda Adalia kullanılmıştır) nedeniyle kitaba dahil edilmiştir. 
Bu yayınlar, kenti anlatan en önemli erken dönem 19. yüzyıl İngilizce yayınlardır. 

19. yüzyıl boyunca bu liman kentine atıfta bulunan çok çeşitli İngilizce yayınlar (Gazete ve 
Seyrüsefer Rehberlerinden, Bülten ve İncil’e ait Rehberler, Meclis Belgeleri, resmi raporlar, 
Karantina Bildirimleri ve metin ve cilt olarak yayınlanan gezgin anlatımları), olağanüstü bir 
sayıda ve kapsamlı bir şekilde olmak üzere, gözlemlenen olay, deneyim, yapı, olgu, istatistik 
ve detayları anlatmaktadır. Bunlar elbette kenti ziyaret eden eğitimli kişilerin çeşitli ilgi 
alanlarını yansıtmakla birlikte, zaman zaman, 19. yüzyıl içinde kentteki ve kent halkındaki 
değişiklikleri de kaydetmiş ve Havariler Pavlus ve Barnabas tarafından da ziyaret edildiği 
İncil’de yazılan, antik, ortaçağ ve erken çağdaş bir kent olarak mirasını da tekrar tekrar 
hatırlatmıştır. 

Kentle ilgili İngilizce anlatımlar yayınlayan ziyaretçiler arasında, kente deniz yolu ile ulaşan 
ve deniz kapısından kente giren ile Adalia’ya karadan ulaşıp Kale Kapısından kente giren 
ziyaretçi sayıları neredeyse aynıdır. Bazıları karadan gelmiş ve deniz yolu ile gitmiş, bazıları 
ise deniz yolu ile gelmiş ve kara yolu ile ayrılmıştır. Bir tanesi, Rev. E.T. Daniell132 kentten 
ayrıldıktan sonra, Aspendos’un yanındaki bataklık üzerinden, Selge’den karayolu ile kente 
geri gelmiş, ancak burada tekrarlayan sıtma hastalığına yakalanmış, vefat etmiş ve kentte 
defnedilmiştir. Bazı ziyaretler çok kısa iken, bazıları bir hafta ya da daha uzun, bazıları ise 
birkaç yıl sürmüştür. Kentte uzun süre ikamet eden bir Levanten olan Britanya ve İtalya’nın 
Adalia Konsolosu Bay Gustave Arthur Keun ise yüzyılın sonunda resmi bir anlatım 
sunmuştur. 

Kenti ziyaret edip, kentle ilgili yayınlanmış anlatımlar sunan, ya da 19. yüzyıldaki 
ziyaretlerine çağdaş İngilizce dilinde adları ile atıfta bulunulan yayınlar aşağıda sıralanmıştır: 

1. 17 – 18 Mart 1800, Kaptan William Martin Leake, Topçu. Kıbrıs’a gerçekleştirdiği 
diplomatik misyondan dönerken karayolu ile kente gelmiş ve Likya sahilinden ve 
İzmir’den ayrılmıştır. 
 

2. 19 – 23 Haziran 1809, misyoner Johann Ludwig Burckhardt. Bir veba salgını sırasında 
gemi ile Malta’dan Adalia’ya gelerek, aynı gemi ile Mersin’e gitmiştir. 

                                                             
131  Rev. John Cunningham Geikie, New Testament Hours: The Apostles, their lives and letters, Vol. II, James 

Nisbet and Co., London, 1895, p. 240 
132  Fakenham, Norfolk, 14 Kasım 1842, “Dikkatimi son yazındaki bir paragraf çekti. “Gazetelerde Rev. E.T. 

Daniell’in ölümüne dair açıklama” sürpriz olmuş ve “umut ederim ki bu bir hatadır” demiştin. Üzülerek 
belirtmeliyim ki, bu açıklama doğru; Bay Daniell’in İngiltere’deki arkadaşlarına, Adalia Muavin Konsolosu, 
Bay John Purdie, H.B.M. tarafından bir mektup gönderilerek, Bay Daniell’in, 24 Eylül’de, kendi evinde 
üzücü vefatını iletti. Kendisi iki aydan uuzn bir süredir hastaymış (zaman zaman daha iyi olmakla birlikte). 
Kraliyet Muavin Konsolosu elbette kendisine çok destek olmuş. Robert Campbell – merhumun 
kayınbiraderinden mektup, Athenaeum, No. 786, 19 Kasım 1842, s. 993. 
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3. 1 – 7 Mayıs 1812, Kaptan Francis Beaufort, Britanya Deniz Kuvvetleri Komutanlığı 

Hidrografi uzmanı ve misafiri Charles Robert Cockerell, antiquarian ve mimar. 
H.M.S. Frederichsteen gemisi ile gelmiş ve ayrılmışlardır. 
 

4. 21 – 27 Şubat 1831, Rev. Joseph D. Wolff (din adamı). İskenderiye’den deniz yolu ile 
gelmiş ve karayolu ile ayrılmıştır. 
 

5. 1834 Sonbaharı, Charles Texier, Fransız antiquarian. Karayolu ile gelmiş, deniz yolu 
ile İzmir’e gitmiştir. 
 

6. 1835, Charles Texier, Fransız antiquarian.  
 

7. 1835, Alexander William Kinglake, “Büyük Turist – Gezgin”. Bir veba salgını 
sırasında Suriye’den İyonyalı gulet ile deniz yoluyla gelmiş ve karayolu ile ayrılmıştır. 
 

8. Ağustos sonu – Eylül başı, 1836, William Henry Bartlett, ressam. Türk mürettebat ile 
birlikte Alayah – Alanya’dan, yerel gemi ile geldi. Ateşli sıtma hastalığından iyileşen 
Bartlett, bir kotra ile ile Rodos’a gitti. 
 

9. 3 – 14 Nisan 1838, Charles Fellows, antiquarian. Karayolu ile gelip, mürettebatını 
Arapların oluşturduğu bir yerel gemi ile Phaselis’e gitti. 
 

10. 21 – 25 Nisan 1842, Teğmen Thomas Abel Brimage Spratt, Prof. Edward Forbes, Rev. 
Edward Thomas Daniell. Karayolu ile geldiler. Teğmen Spratt ile Prof. Forbes 25 
Nisan’da karayolu ile ayrılırken, Rev. Daniell, Paşa ile görüştükten sonra karayolu ile 
ayrıldı. 
 

11. 20 – 24 Eylül 1842, Rev. Edward Thomas Daniell. Karayolu ile Side’den geldi ve 
tekrarlayan sıtma hastalığından dolayı vefat etti. Adalia’da defnedildi. 
 

12. Ağustos 1853, Lord Clarence Paget kaptanlığında, H.M.S. L’Aigle gemisi. 
 

13. 4 Mayıs 1844, Miner Kilbourne Kellogg, ressam, müziksen ve bir dönem A.B.D. 
Diplomatik Kuryesi 
 

14. 1845 – 1846, Britanya Konsolosu Bay John Purdie’nin oğlu Henry Augustus Purdie. 
Dört ve beş yaşlarını Adalia’da geçirdi ve o dönemden bazı hatıraları kaydedilerek, 
1912 yılında yayınlandı. 
 

15. 11 – 12 Aralık 1853, George William Frederick Howard Carlisle (Carlisle Kontu). 
Buhar gemisi H.M.S. Wasp ile İstanbul’dan geldi ve İskenderiye’ye gitti. 
 

16. Kaptan T.A.B. Spratt H.M.S. Medina gemisi ile 1851-1863 arasında Adalia’ya bir kez 
daha geldi 
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17. 1860’lı yıllar, Alexander Hill Gray, seyyah ve gül yetiştiricisi. Kısa bir süre için kenti 
ziyaret etti, karyolu ile geldi ve ayrıldı. 
 

18. 1867, gezici kitapçı Anastasis. Adalia’da Türkçe İncil sattı. Anastasis’in anlattıkları 
Amerikan İncil Derneğinden Isaac G. Bliss tarafından aktarılmıştır. Deniz yolu ile 
gelip ayrılmıştır. 
 

19. Nisan 1869, Misyoner Rev. T. F. Wolters. İzmir’den deniz yolu ile gelip, karayolu ile 
ayrılmıştır. 
 

20. 10 – 11 Mayıs 1872, H.B.M. Epis. Rev. Edwin John Davis, İskenderiye’de 
Konsolosluk Vaizi ve Julius Seiff, inşaat mühendisi. İkisi birlikte gelerek, kentten 
karayolu ile ayrıldı. 
 

21. 21 Kasım 1874, Bay Vidal Trablus A.B.D. Konsolosu. İskenderiye’den gelirken, 
liman yakınlarında battı. Daha sonra deniz yolu ile Adalia’dan ayrılarak, Beyrut’a 
gitti. 
 

22. Aralık 1874, biolog Bay Charles G. Danford Adalia’daydı ve kısa bir anlatım 
yayınladı. 

23. 1879, Eylül sonu – Ekim başı, Bayan I. Wirry İngiliz Büyükelçisi Sir Austen Henry 
Layard ziyareti sırasında Buharlı gemi Bellona ile İzmir’den gelerek Adalia’yı ziyaret 
etti. 

 
24. 1880. Zıhırlı gemi H.M.S. Monarch’da bir subay limanın ötesinde demirledikleri 

yerde kentin eskizlerini yaptı. Aynı yerde demirleyen bir gemide, 1844 yılında Miner 
Kilbourne Kellogg da, kentin bir panaromasının ve Muavin Konsolos Arthur Davm 
Keun’un evinin çizimlerini yapmıştı. Bu eskizler “The Graphic” dergisinde 
yayınlandı. 

 
25. 1885, Felix von Luschan. Kentte hem yaşayan, hem de ölmüş olan Yunan nüfusun 

kafatası tür ve boyutları üzerinde bir çalışma yaptı. 
 

26. 1885, K. Lankronsky başkanlığında E. Petesen ve G. Niemann’dan oluşan bir 
araştırma ekibi Ekim ayında şehre geldi ve kapsamlı bir yayını hazırladı. Stadte 
Pamphyliens und Pisidiens, i: Pamphylien Jacek Malcewzki ve George Niemann’ın 
resimleri ve fotografları ile zenginleşmiş olarak 1890 yılında yayınlandı. Ekip kente 
deniz yoluyla geldi, iç bölgelerde araştırmalarını tamamladıktan sonra deniz yoluyla 
Aralık’da ayrıldı.  

 
27. 1885, Dr. Tietze. Kentle ilgili kısa bir anlatım yaptı ve bölgenin jeolojisini araştırdı. 
 

28. 1880’li yıllar (1887 öncesi), C. W. Wilson. Adalia’nın Rum toplumu arasında vakit 
geçirdi. 
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29. Ağustos 1888, James Whittall, tüccar. Birkaç yıl boyunca ailesi ile birlikte Adalia’da 
ikamet etti. Anlatımlarının yanı sıra, muhtemelen, 1893 yılında The Spectator 
dergisine yazılan ve A.G.M. Dicissois imzalı mektubu yazan kişiydi. 

 
30. 1880’li yılların sonunda ya da 1890’lı yılların başında, tarihi tam belli olmayan bir 

ziyaret sırasında, Rev. John Cunningham Geike tarafından Adalia’nın izlenimciliğe 
dayanan bir anlatımı bulunmaktadır. Bu anlatım 1895 yılında yayınlanmıştır. 

 
31. 1898, Britanya Konsolos Yardımcısı Bay Gustave Arthur Keun’un, 1899 yılı Adalia 

raporu. Bu rapor, 1898 yılında, İzmir Konsolosluk Bölgesine bağlı olan Adalia’daki 
Ticaret ile ilgiliydi.  

Ayrıca, Londra Crutched Friars bölgesinde bulunan bir ticaret şirketi adına gerçekleştirilen bir 
iş ziyareti ile ilgili anonim bir anlatım bulunmaktadır. Bu şirket, diğer ürünlerin yanı sıra, 
Adaliah’dan sevk edilen palamut ticareti yapmaktaydı. Bu anlatım, kısa bir hikâye şeklinde 
yazılmış ve 1863 yılında yayınlanmıştır. İzmir, Rodos (bir cüzzam hastanesi dâhil) ve 
Adaliah’nın bu sahil şeridine yapılan ziyareti anlatmaktadır. Ancak, anlatımdan ve 
bilgilerden, seyahatin yaklaşık elli yıl önce (yüzyılın ikinci on yıllık döneminde) 
gerçekleştirildiği izlenimini uyanmaktadır. Deniz yolu ile Rodos’tan gelinip, yine deniz yolu 
ile Rodos’a gidilmiştir. 

Satalia – Adalia – Antalya ile ilgili bu 19. yüzyılın her bir on yıllık döneminden alınan 
anlatımlarda çok çeşitli konulardan bahsedilmekte, ya da çok çeşitli konular doğrudan ya da 
dolaylı yollardan işlenmektedir. Bunların arasında, dini unsurlar, İncil ve günah çıkartma gibi 
konular, topografya ve antikalar ile ilgili bilgiler, siyasi, diplomatik ve askeri konular, nüfus, 
ekonomi, dil, tarih, ticaret ve denizcilik ile ilgili konular bulunmaktaydı. Diğer hususların 
yanı sıra, liman, liman ağzı, surlar, kentin idaresi, Saray, camiler ve kiliseler, evler ve hanlar, 
limanı kullanan deniz araçları, tahıl kaçakçılığı, nüfus hareketleri, mülteciler, kıyafetler, 
jeoloji, hidroloji, kuraklık, çekirgeler133, fırtınalar, veba, kolera, kıtlık, kölelik (hem siyahi 
hem beyaz insan ticareti), 1192 yılındaki suikastçılar, orman yangınları, deprem, pamuk, 
şeker kamışı, su değirmenleri, vergiler, şantaj, çeşitli halk ayaklanmaları ve bir istila ve 
atama, korsanlık ve karaya oturan gemilerle ilgili haberler, Bababurnun’da modern bir fenerin 
yapılması, ticaret ve ticaret bağlantıları, hava durumu, yollar, bahçıvanlık, besi hayvanları e 
besi hayvanlarını sevkiyatları, deniz yolu ile askeri sevkiyatlar, kentten bir mil uzaklıkta 
görülen alageyikler, kuduz hastalığı taşıyan bir kurt, mucizeler ve bir gök taşının ilk defa 
görülmesi vs. gibi unsurlardan bahsedilmişti. 

19. yüzyıl boyunca limandan geçtiği kaydedilen ticari ürünler arasında yün, ham yün, pamuk, 
devetüyü, keçi kılı, katranköpüğü, geven, sıvı ayıfındığı, afyon, mahmude otu, beyaz köleler, 
“Satalia kumaşı” denilen tekstil ürünleri (keçi kılı ile yapılan), sırmalı kumaş, Satalia krepon  
kumaş, kereste, yakmalık odun ve kömür, kızılçam kabuğu, mayan kökü, ağaç urları, sahlep 
ve balmumu; yasadışı ve daha sonra yasal buğday ve arpa ihracatı, öğütülmüş un, mısır, 
kepek, fasulye, nohut, zeytinyağı, susam, ipek böceği yumurtaları, pamuk, büyükbaş hayvan, 
keçi, koyun, kısrak ve katır, sülük ve keçi derisi bulunmaktaydı. İthal edilen ürünler arasında 

                                                             
133  1809 yılında Adalia’daki çekirge istilası için, bkz., Louis-Alexandre-Olivier de Corancez, Itinéraire d’une 

partie peu connue de l’Asie Mineure, Chez J.-M. Ebehrard, Paris, 1816, 238. 
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ise pirinç, Moka kahve, tuz, tütün, ilaç, şeker, siyahi köleler, makine, teçhizat, cam eşya ve 
muhtelif diğer ürünler bulunmaktaydı. 

19. yüzyıl boyunca sadece kısa dönemleri kapsamakla birlikte, seyyahlar tarafından 
yayınlanan anlatımlar, kentteki hayatın yapısı ve orada yaşayan halk ile ilgili konularda ışık 
tutucu olmuştur. Bunlar resmi belgeler, bildirimler, gazeteler ve Osmanlı arşivlerinde bulunan 
belgelerden aksine hem kişilerarası etkileşim ve izlenimleri, hem de değerlendirme ve 
yorumları kaydetmiştir. Her zaman olduğu gibi, bir kişinin, bir yer ve orada yaşayanlarla ilgili 
kaydettiği etkileşimler, açıklamalar ve izlenimler, resmi kayıtları oluşturan, daha az kişisel 
olan belgelerde sunulan gayri şahsi konu ve izlenimlerden farklıdır ve aynı şekilde, diğer 
seyyahların anlatımlarından da farklıdır. 

Tüm kayıt ya da anlatımlar (sözlü, yazılı, çizilmiş ya da fotoğraflanmış olduğuna ve özel olup 
olmadığına bakılmaksızın), yayınlama yoluyla açık bir şekilde, ve kaydedilme yoluyla dolaylı 
olarak şekillendirilmiştir. Bir toplam içinde kayıtlar ve anlatımlar yapılmış ve bir fikir 
edinilmiştir. Bu şekilde belli bir pozisyon alınmış ve bu da, çeşitli derecelere kadar, ön yargı, 
kavrama ve varsayımlarla oluşturulmuş ve “nesne”, “öteki” ve “diğer yer” ile ilgili tekrarlar 
yapılarak kuvvetlendirilmiştir. Bunların hepsi de, bu – sözüm ona – değişmeyen bölgelerde” 
gerçekleştirilmiştir.134 Anlatımlar oluşturulmuş ve düzenlenmiş ve tüm diğer tür kayıtlar gibi 
(arşivlerde olup olmadığına bakılmaksızın), hariç bırakılma, eksiklik, tesadüf, gözardı edilme, 
yanlış anlama, yanlış kayıt ve şüphesiz isteyerek, bilerek ya da bilmeyerek yapılan hariç 
bırakma, kayıt ve yorum hatalarına maruz kalmıştır. 

Okul kitapları dâhil, hem başlıca yayınlanmış tarihi anlatımlar, bildirimler ve raporlar, hem de 
19. yüzyıla ait bazı ikincil referanslar da sunulmuştur. Bunlarda (özellikle coğrafya ile ilgili 
çalışmalarda), Adalia’dan, yüzyılın ortasından sonra daha sık bahsedildiği görülmektedir 
(özellikle 1840, 1851, 1852, 1856, 1861, 1869, 1872, 1876 ve 1878 – Kolej Sınav Serisi 
tarafından – bu seride, öğrencilere Adalia adlı yerin konumu ile ilgili soru sorulmuştur; 
1895’de ise, öğrencilerin, çizdikleri harita üzerinde, Attalia dâhil, Anadolu’daki 50 antik kenti 
işaretlemeleri istenmiştir). Kentin bu şekilde fazla tanınmasının bir nedeni belki de 1842 
yılından itibaren Adalia’da bir Britanya Muavin Konsolosunun görevlendirmiş olmasıdır. 
Ancak kentin bilinilirliğinde bir başka etmen de kentin adının romanlarda da (1823, 1861, 
1875, 1893 de Adalia, 1899’da Attalia ve Rev. E. H. Plumptre’nin 1864 yılında yayınladığı, 
“İnancını Değiştiren Bir Galatyalının Düşnceleri, M.S. 57” adlı şiirinde, Attaleia olarak) 
geçmesidir. Bu çalışmalar, okuyucuya, tarihte belirli bir zaman diliminde, kentin hem yerini, 
hem adını, hem de konumunu daha iyi tanıtmıştır. Bu çalışmalarda, kentin daha önce 
yayınlanmış anlatımları yeniden kullanılmış ve şekillendirilmiştir, ancak bu yeniden kullanım, 
“tarihi” bir kurgunun bir parçası olarak gerçekleştirilmiştir ve okuyucu için hayali bir resim 
inşa etmek için, tarihi tasavvur kullanılmıştır. Burada kaydedilen çalışmalar, kent ile ilgili ele 
alınan konuların ne kadar çeşitli olduğunu göstermenin yanı sıra, daha önce yayınlanan 
anlatımlardan çıkarılan özet ve alıntıları içeren konular, satırlar, paragraflar ve temaların da 
tekrar yayınlandığını da ortaya çıkarmaktadır. 19. yüzyıl ve 20. yüzyılın erken dönemlerinde 
Attalia-Satalia-Adalia ile ilgili, İngilizce konuşan dünyadaki algı, hiç şüphesiz, hem İncil, 
hem de antik ve ortaçağ tarihinden (Haçlı seferlerdeki yeri dâhil) etkilenmiştir. Ayrıca, kentle 
ilgili, bazıları hiçbir şekilde değiştirilmeden tekrarlanan önemli metinlerin yayınlanmasıyla 
şekillenmiştir (ki bunların ilki on-sekizinci yüzyıldadır). Hatta bazıları antik dönemlerden 
metinleri, bazıları ise ilk olarak kırk ya da elli yıl önce yayınlanan metin, düşünce ve 
                                                             
134  Yüzyılın sonunda kenti anlatırken Rev. John Cunningham Geikie tarafından kullanılan bir ifade. 
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izlenimleri tekrarlamıştır. Bunun yanı sıra, kentle ilgili erken dönem yayınlarında yerleşmiş 
konular daha detaylı ele alınmış, ziyaretçiler tarafından kent ile ilgili yazılan anlatımlar önceki 
metinlere atıfta bulunmuş ve böylece, en azından ziyaretçi açısından, yazılanlarla kentin 
gerçekleri arasında farklılıklar oluşmuştur. 

Çokça ziyaret edilen, çokça tartışılan ve anlatılan bir kent olan Attalia, Satalia,  ya da Adalia, 
çeşitli metin ve görüntülerle şekillendirilmiştir. Çok iyi “tanınan” bir kent olarak, hiç ziyaret 
etmeyen okuyucular tarafından bile “anlaşılmıştır”. Elbette, bazı yönleriyle, bugün Antalya 
olarak bilinen kent, 19. yüzyılda İngilizce okurlar için “bilinen dünyanın” bir parçası olmuştu. 
Dergilerde yer almaktaydı. 19. yüzyılda Akdeniz ve dünya haritalarında doğru olarak 
konumlandırılmıştı. Kaptan Francis Beaufort’un haritalarında, enlem ve boylam çizgileri 
arasında, ilk defa, coğrafik konumu doğru olarak kayıtlara geçmişti. Haritalarda ve çeşitli 
kitaplarda, yüzyılın ortasından itibaren kent artık kolayca bulunabilmekteydi. İzmir’den 
düzenli olarak her iki haftada bir, zamanla daha sık, yola çıkan buhar gemisi ile kente ulaşmak 
mümkündü. Ancak, aynı zamanda, surlarla çevrilmiş bir liman kentiydi ve sadece seyyahların 
İngilizce anlatımlarında var olan bir kent değildi. Canlı bir kentti ve doğasıyla ve orada 
yaşayan insanların yaptıklarıyla, değişikliğe her zaman açıktı. Bu yüzden de, belirli bir zaman 
diliminde yapılan anlatımların, tam olarak diğer bir zaman diliminde kenti yansıtması 
mümkün değildi. 

Kentle ilgili yayınlarda geçmişten bir yankının tekrarlanmasının güzel bir örneği135, Ticaret 
Kurulu Genel Sekreteri John Macgregor’un çalışması olan, 1841 yılında Charles Whiting 
tarafından Londra’da yayınlanan, Commercial Tariffs and Regulations of the Several States of 
Europe and America: Together With the Commercial Treaties Between England and Foreign 
Countries (Avrupa ve Amerikanın Çeşitli Devletlerinin Ticari Vergi ve Düzenlemeleri ve 
İngiltere ile Yabancı Ülkeler Arasındaki Ticari Anlaşmalar) kitabında görülebilir. Kitabın 
240. sayfasında, “Rosetta’da, ayrıca, İstanbul ve Satalia’dan getirilen beyaz köleler ve 
karşılığında o kentlere gönderilen siyahi köleler ile ilgili oldukça büyük bir ticari faaliyet 
bulunmaktadır. Büyük Derebeyinin sarayındaki tüm harem ağaları Mısır’dan gelmektedir.” 
Bu aynı satırlar daha sonra yazarın, 1850 yılında, Londra’da yayınlanan, Commercial 
Statistics: A digest of the productive resources, commercial legislation, customs tariffs, of all 
nations. Including all British commercial treaties with foreign states (Ticari İstatistikler: tüm 
ülkelerin verimli kaynakları, ticaret kanunları ve gümrük vergilerinin özeti (Britanya’nın 
yabancı ülkelerle olan tüm ticari anlaşmaları dâhil), tekrarlanmıştır (sayfa 242: “Rosetta’da, 
ayrıca, İstanbul ve Satalia’dan getirilen beyaz köleler ve karşılığında o kentlere gönderilen 
siyahi köleler ile ilgili oldukça büyük bir ticari faaliyet bulunmaktadır.”) Neredeyse aynı 
satırları, Britanya Kralının Sevilla ve St. Lucar Konsolosu Wyndham Beaves Esq.’nin, 1761 
yılında Londra’da yayınlanan Lex Mercatoria Rediviva: Or, the Merchant’s Directory. Being 
a Complete Guide to All Men in Business (Tüccar’ın Rehberi: Ticaret YapanHerkes İçin 

                                                             
135  Emanuele Piloti, tıllarca İskenderiye’de ikamet eden Girit – Venedik vatandaşı ve tüccar. 1420 tarihli eseri,  

Tractatus Piloti ile, Kutsal Toprakların geri alınmasını konu ederken, İskenderiye’ye köle ticaretinin merkezi 
olarak atıfta bulunuri ve, “Türkiye’nin bir parçası olan ve Suriye ile sınırı olan Antalya ve Alanya’dan erkek 
ve kadın köleler gelmektedir,” demiştir. 1925 tarihli eseri, “Atmış Yıl Önce: Bir Stonyhurst Çocuğunun 
Çeşitli Topraklarda Gezintisi – Alexander Hill Gray’in bazı Seyahat ve Maceraları”, John Murray, London, 
1925, s. 102, de Alexander Hill Gray, “O dönemde şüphesiz bir şekilde köleliğin var olması, Billiotti 
tarafından bir Rum Papazın kısa zaman önce iki kızı yirmi-beş pound’a sattığına dair ifadeyi açıklamaktadır. 
Adalia’dan ayrılarak, şimdi, humma ile meşhur Tarsus ovalarına doğru gidiyorum…” 
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Kapsamlı Bir Rehber), kitabında da okuyabiliriz (sayfa 719: “Rosetta’da, ayrıca, İstanbul ve 
Satalia’dan getirilen beyaz köleler ve karşılığında o kentlere Mısır’dan gönderilen siyahi 
köleler ile ilgili oldukça büyük bir ticari faaliyet bulunmaktadır. Büyük Derebeyi Sraglio’nun 
sarayındaki ve özel saraylardaki tüm harem ağaları ve Türkiye’de bulunan neredeyse tüm 
Siyahiler – her erkek hem de kadın - Mısır’dan gelmektedir. Orada, onların karşılığında, her 
iki cinsiyetten sayısız genç beyaz kişi satın alınmaktadır. Beyaz köleler çok pahalıdır – iyi 
yapıda olanlar en az 40 – 50l sterlin değerindedir. Bazı kızlar ise bunun on katından fazla 
rakamlara satılmıştır.”) Aynı metin, Wyndham Beaves’in, 1773 yılında yayınlanan, Lex 
Mercatoria: Or, A Complete Code of Commercial Law; Being a General Guide to All Men in 
Business (Tam Kapsamlı Ticaret Kanunu: Ticaret Yapan Herkes İçin Genel Bir Rehber) adlı 
çalışmasının 621. sayfasında ve aynı çalışmanın 1792 ve 1813 baskılarının 166. sayfasında da 
tekrarlanmıştır. Bu veriler bize neredeyse yüz yıllık bir zaman diliminde bu insan ticaretinin 
devam ettiğini mi düşündürmelidir? Bu elbette böyle olmuş olabilir, ya da doğudaki 
geleneklerin değişmediği kabulünü okuyuculara göstermek ya da hatırlatmak için de yapılmış 
olabilir. Ya da, aynı metin, 19. yüzyılın ortalarında, Ticari Vergi ve Düzenlemeler ve Ticari 
İstatistiklere eklenerek, okuyuculara köle ticaretini hatırlatmak ve okuyucuların duygularını 
uyarmak da istenmiş olabilir. 

Sonuç olarak, bu kitap, sadece kenti ziyaret eden 19. yüzyıl seyyahlarının anlatımlarından 
oluşan basit bir seçkiden fazlasını sunmaktadır. Kamu kütüphanelerinde bulunan ve on-
dokuzuncu yüzyıl boyunca İngilizce olarak yayınlanan gazetelerden metinlere, kitap 
alıntılarından bildirimlere, önceki dönemlere ait metinlerin ve tarihi alıntıların çevirileriyle 
birlikte, kentle ilgili resimsel kayıtların bir kısmı, kentin algılandığı çeşitli bağlam ve bakış 
açılarının daha iyi anlaşılabilmesi için sunulmuştur. Kenti ziyaret eden seyyahların 
anlatımlarında, on-dokuzuncu yüzyılda uzak yörelerde yaşayan okuyucuların ilgi alanları ve 
beklentilerinin de ne şekilde yönlendirildiğini, pekiştirildiğini ve tatmin edildiğini de görmek 
mümkündür. 

19. yüzyıl ve öncesi dönemde yayınlanan ya da İngilizce tercüme olarak yeniden yayınlanan, 
şehre atıfta bulunan ya da kenti anlatan, Antik dönemden Erken Çağdaş döneme kadar, 19. 
yüzyıl öncesi tarihi ve edebi metinler, bu kitabın sonunda ayrı bir bölümü oluşturmaktadır ve 
en azından, 19. yüzyılda kentin “okumuş” ziyaretçileri tarafından nasıl göründüğüne dair bilgi 
sunmaktadır. Bu şekilde, yayınlanmış olup, “bilinen” ile ilgili atıfta bulunulabilir, 
araştırılabilir ve karşı iddialarda bulunulabilirdi. Böylece, sonuç olarak tam ya da tamamen 
doğru olmasa bile, 19. yüzyılda kentle ilgili hem yazılan hem okunan anlatımlarla, 
“anlaşılanlar” oluşturulabilmekteydi. 
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It is hoped that further volumes of this form will appear, forming a series; consisting of the 
published Latin, French, Italian, and German texts concerning or mentioning the city in the 
period from the late Middle Ages to 1900 (the German volume is in preparation). This would 
enable comparison to be more easily drawn between both the accounts and the references to 
the city published in Europe, and aid in the perception of, and the understanding of the place 
of this city in the mind of readers and speakers of different languages, with their differing 
views and interests over the course of time.  

 
Bu formatta, Ortaçağların sonlarından 1900 yılına kadar olan dönemde kentle ilgili Latince, 
Fransızca, İtalyanca ve Almanca olarak yayınlanmış metinlerden oluşan daha fazla çalışmalar 
ile bir seri oluşturmak ümit edilmektedir (Almanca cilt halen hazırlanmaktadır). Böylece, 
kentle ilgili Avrupa’da yayınlanan anlatım ve alıntılar arasında kıyaslama yapmak mümkün 
olacaktır ve kentin çeşitli dil okurları arasındaki algı ve anlaşılmasına, farklı bakış açıları ve 
ilgi alanları itibariyle, katkıda bulunulabilir 
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There are two kinds of numbered entries, those that give a date in the first line and those that 
give a name or names of the city employed in the cited text in the first line: 

 

1. The entry for a visitor to the city, in the first line gives the year, month, day, and period of 
stay when known. This is followed by the name(s) for the city employed, followed by the 
author, title, publisher, place, date and page number(s), followed by any comment. This is 
followed by the relevant passage of text, or texts, quoted in full. In this category are also 
newspaper notices, published telegrams, quarantine notices etc. 

2. The second type of entry, a secondary source, such as a Biblical or geographical gazetteer, 
the first line gives the name(s) for the city employed in the text, followed in the second line by 
the author, title, publisher, place, date, and page number(s), followed within brackets by any 
comment. This is followed by the relevant text in full within quotation marks. 

Where a text was subsequently repeated in another edition or publication, if the text has been 
changed, through omission or addition, it is given in full, otherwise it may be noted, “as above 
1832”.  

Later notices and reviews of a book are listed, not under their respective date of publication, 
but, like the book, are listed under the date of a particular visit to the city, i.e. under 1812, one 
finds the accounts of Adalia by Captain Beaufort and by C. R. S. Cockerell and some of the 
numerous reviews and notices of Beaufort’s Karamania which was first published in English 
in 1817, while Cockerell’s account made in 1812, did not see publication until 1903 is also 
given under 1812. 

The quotations are in italics and retain the original spelling and capitalisation. Where in 
consequence the meaning may, to the modern reader, be unclear, the text within round 
brackets without italics, provides the modern equivalent, e.g. “…extending westward from 
Scandiroon (İskendurun-Alexandretta) to the magnificent bay of Macri (Fethiye),…”. More 
lengthy explanations, additions, notes, etc., are placed in the footnotes. Where the letter s was 
originally printed as ‘f,’ as in fuccefsfully=successfully, caftle=castle, encrefing =increasing, 
fense=sense, ufed=used, horfes=horses, fea=sea etc., etc., these are given as, successfully, 
castle,etc., thereby gaining in legibility, while loosing in part, the characteristic appearance of 
an 18th c. as earlier, English published text.  
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Bu derlemede iki farklı tür numaralandırılmış kayıt bulunmaktadır : 
 
 
 
1. Kente gelen ziyaretçi ile ilgili kayıt, ilk satırda, bilindiği takdirde, ziyaretin yılı, ayı ve 
günü ve kentte kalış süresini vermektedir. Bundan sonra, kentin kullanılan ismi ya da isimleri, 
yazarın adı, unvan, yayıncı, yer, tarih ve sayfa numaraları yazılmaktadır. Daha sonra ise 
herhangi bir yorum yapılmışsa, o yazılmaktadır. En son ise, metinlerin ilgili yerleri ya da 
tamamı yazılmaktadır. Gazete bildirimleri, yayınlanmış telgraflar, karantina bildirimleri, vs. 
de bu sınıftadır. 
 
2. İkinci tür kayıtlar ikincil bir kaynaktan alınan kayıtlardır (örneğin, İncil, coğrafik 
dergi). İlk satırda metinde kentin kullanılan adı ya da adları verilmekte, ikinci satırda ise 
yazar, unvan, yayıncı, yer, tarih ve sayfa numaraları yazılmaktadır. Daha sonra ise, parantez 
içinde, yorumlar (varsa) yazılmaktadır. En son ise, tırnak işaretleri içinde, ilgili metnin 
tamamı yer almaktadır.  
 
 
Herhangi bir metnin daha sonra başka bir baskı ya da yayında tekrarlanmış olması halinde, 
metin değiştirilmişse (herhangi bir şey çıkararak ya da ekleyerek), tümüyle sunulmuş, aksi 
durumlarda ise, “yukarıdaki gibi, 1832” olarak belirtilmiştir. 
 
Bir kitabın daha sonraki bildirim ve değerlendirmeleri, kendi yayınlanma tarihleri olarak 
değil, kitaptaki gibi, kentin ziyaret edildiği tarihle sıralanmıştır (örneğin, 1812 yılı altında 
Kaptan Beafort’un ve C.R.S. Cockerell’in Adalia ile ilgili anlatımları ve Beaufort’un 
Karamania’sı ile ilgili sayısız değerlendirme ve bildirimler bulunabilir. Bunlar ilk olarak, 
İngilizce dilinde, 1817 yılında yayınlanmıştır. Cockerell’in anlatımı da 1812 kaydedilse de, 
1903 yılında yayınlanmıştır, ancak 1812 yılı altında sunulmaktadır. 
 
Alıntılar italik olarak yazılmış olup, orijinal yazım ve kullanılan büyük – küçük harflere 
uygun olarak yazılmıştır. Anlamın, günümüz okuyucusu için açık olmadığı durumlarda, 
parantezler içinde, italik olmayan metinler bugünkü karşılığını sunmaktadır – örneğin, “… 
Scandroon’dan (İskenderun) batıya doğru, olağanüstü Macri (Fethiye) koyuna kadar…” Daha 
uzun açıklamalar, ilaveler, notlar, vs., dipnotlarda verilmektedir. İngilizce metinlerde “s” 
harfi” orijinalde “f” olarak verildiği durumlarda (fuccefsfully = successfully, caftle = castle, 
encrefing = increasing, fense = sense, ufed = used, horfes = horses, fea = sea, vs.), bunlar 
modern dilde olduğu gibi (successfully, castle, vs.) olarak yazılmıştır. 18. yüzyıl ve daha önce 
yayınlanan İngilizce metinlerin özel görünümünden bir parça kaybedilmiş olsa da metinler 
daha anlaşılabilir hale gelmiştir. 
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Part I. :Mention and Accounts concerning the Port-City which is today called Antalya, 
published in English in the 19th century, including translations into English. Nos. 1-689. 

Bölüm I: 19. yüzyılda İngilizce olarak yayınlanan (İngilizce çeviriler dâhil), bugün 
Antalya olarak bilinen liman kent ile ilgili atıf ve alıntılar. 1-689 arası. 

 

1. Attalia 
The Holy Bible, containing The Old Testament and The New: Translated out of the 
Original Tongues: and with the Former Translations diligently compared and 
revised, By His Majesty’s Special Command. Appointed To Be Read In Churches. 
Oxford, Printed at the Clarendon Press, by Dawson, Bensley, and Cooke, Printers 
to the University; and Sold by W. Dawson, Oxford Bible Warehouse, Paternoster-
Row, London, 1800. 

“The Acts: Ch. 14, v. 24-26: 

24 And after they had passed throughout Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia. 

25 And when they had preached the word at Perga, they went down into Attalia: 

26 And thence sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace of 
God for the work which they fulfilled.” 

 
 

2. Attalia 
Cruden’s Complete Concordance to the Old and New Testaments, by Alexander 
Crudden, with the New Translation, Revision, and Extension, of the Proper Names 
of the Old and New Testaments, with their Meanings in the Original Languages: by 
Rev. Alfred Jones, Morgan and Scott, London, 1800, p. 709. 

 

A Concordance to the Proper Names of the Old and New Testaments. 

“Attalia, mild, Acts 14. 25.” p. 709.  

  

3. Satalia, Antalia 
Rev. Clement Cruttwell, The Universal Gazetteer; or, Geographical Dictionary: 
Containing A Description of all the Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, 
Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Capes, etc. in The Known 
World, John Stockdale, Dublin, 1800, p. 793. 

“Satalia, or Antalia, a sea-port of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Caraman (sic. Eyalet 
Anadolu), situated at the bottom of a gulf of the Mediterranean, to which it gives name. It is 
strong, large, and divided into three towns (quarters)136; the environs are exceedingly fertile; 

                                                             
136 Ludolph Von Suchem c. 1341 related of Satalia, “the city is divided by walls and fosses into three parts: in 

the first dwell the Greeks, who keep holy the Lord’s day; in the second dwell the Jews, who kept holy the 
Sabbath day; and in the third dwell the Turks, who keep Friday holy.” In a similar way, John Purdy relates 
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the citrons (lemons137) and oranges are particularly fine. The inhabitants carry on a 
considerable trade in wool138, cotton139, goat’s hair140, agaric141, gum-tragacanth142, 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
the port of Papho on Cyprus was divided into three quarters: “Papho or Baffo, the antient Paphos, lies on the 
north side of a harbour, at about 7 leagues to the S.S.E. from Cape Salizano. This town, inconsiderable as it 
now is, is divided into three quarters; the Metropolis, where live the Turks, which contains about 150 houses; 
the Greek quarter, called Ktenna, with about 50 houses; and the Marina, retaining the antient name Papho 
or Baffo, with about 80 families, Greeks and Turks.” J. Purdy, The New Sailing Directory for the Strait of 
Gibraltar and the Western Division of the Mediterranean Sea: Comprehending the Coasts of Spain, France, 
and Italy, from Cape Trafalgar to Cape Spartivento; the Balearic Isles, Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, and the 
Maltese Islands; with the African Coast, from Tangier to Tripoli, R. H. Laurie, London, 1832, p. 251. Cities 
were often divided into walled quarters on confessional and other grounds, with walls separating rival 
communities within a walled city existing in 10th c. Bagdad. In the Latin west by 1084 the walled free 
imperial city of Speyer had a walled Jewish quarter beyond the city walls. Constantinople-İstanbul had a 
walled Venetian quarter from around the time of the Chrysobull, or Golden Bull, of 1084 (it was burnt out in 
1261) with a separate anchorage, and its own government. Likewise there was the walled Genoese quarter of 
Galata (Pera) granted in 1273 by Emperor Michael VIII Palaiologos to the Republic of Genoa with its Tower 
of Christ (Galata Tower 1348); as well as the earlier 9th-10th c. much smaller walled complexes of the Dar al-
Balat and the Syrian mitaton, and there was a walled quarter for 500 Jewish Karaite families, who lived 
separated by a wall from the 2000 other Rabbanite Jewish familes resident in the city. The Muslim city of 
Cordoba was divided into 21 arrabales walled quarters.  Pre-Crusader Muslim Jerusalem had a walled 
quarter for Christians from 1060’s onwards, see, F. E. Peters, The Monotheists: Jews, Christians, and 
Muslims in Conflict and Competition, Princeton University Press, 2005, p. 187. The city of Gaza was 
formerly divided into three walled quarters, Al-Zaytun, Tuffah and al-Daraj; as likewise Akko, Acre, was 
divided into its walled quarters, one-quarter Genoan, Pisan, Venetian and those of the Templars and 
Hospitallers. Damascus, as later Bagdad and Cairo had walled quarters within the city, Sana town was 
divided into three walled quarters, the whole being surrounded by one continuous wall of stone and brick. 
There was a Karaite congregation in Satalia-Attaleia in 1028 and indications that the Jewish population, with 
its own walled quarter, was the second largest population in the city of Satalia until 1361. Likewise Fez has a 
walled quarter termed mallah, or Jewish quarter. Into the 19th c. all the quarters of Cairo (within the city 
walls) “are separately walled in, and entered by gates which are regularly shut at eight o’clock at night.” 
Robert Richardson,  Travels Along the Mediterranean and Parts Adjacent: In Company with The Earl of 
Belmore, During the Years 1816-17-18, 1822, Vol. I., p. 161. The idea of walled quarters of a walled city in 
the Mediterranean predates the new walled quarter, containing many fine temples, which was added on the 
east side of Antioch-Antiochea-Antakya by its founder’s son Antiochus I Soter in the 3rd c. B.C. J. Preiser-
Kapellar, “Liquid Frontiers,” in, Islam and Christianity in Medieval Anatolia, Ashgate 2015, p. 125, fn 42, 
cites Scott Redford, who “harbors doubts” about these confessional quarters in Satalia-Antalya, this, even 
though the several accounts of the city from the 14th c., on into the 19th c., Ibn Batutah, Ludolph von 
Sudheim, Anon 1667, Paul Lucas, Karl Lanckoroński, Städte Pamphyliens und Pisidiens (Band 1): 
Pamphylien - Wien, 1890 and Charles Wilson 1895, state this was, and into the 19th c. remained, the case - 
together with the physical remains of these internal divisions today that confirm this was the case together 
with the associated religious buildings, in the case of the Muslims and the Orthodox. A. C. S. Peacock is also 
cited, who suggests a confusion between Antalya and Antakya, but this suggestion is meaningless in the 
context of Ibn Batutah’s account, given Ibn Batutah’s itinerary, passing from Alanya, west to Antalya and 
then to Burdur, which is firmly established, and his visit to Antalya is not in doubt in modern scholarly 
literature. 

137  The export to Egypt of large quantities of lemons from Adalia resulted in the Egyptian Arabic term for citron 
lemons of this type being called “laymoon Adalia”, see for the term, “European laymoon Adalia kind,” Sir 
John Gardner Wilkinson, Handbook for Travellers in Egypt Including Descriptions of the Course of the Nile 
to the Second Cataract, Alexandria, Cairo, the Pyramids, and Thebes, the Overland Transit to India, the 
Peninsula of Mount Sinai, the Oases, etc. John Murray, London, 1847, p. 58. Common Acid Lemon (Arabic 
Limoon Adalia Hamid) and Bound Lemon (Arabic Adalia hidawar), Citrus limoma Osbeck. The Round 
Lemon (Ar. Limoon Adalia medawar). The tree of this variety resembles that of the ordinary Italian lemon in 
leaf, size, and habit of growth. The fruit varies in shape, but is usually more globular than in the case of the 
common Adalia. 

138  John Smith’s  Chronicon Rusticum-commerciale: Or, Memoirs of Wool, &c. Being a Collection of History 
and Argument, Concerning the Woolen Manufacture and Woolen Trade in General ... Also an Account of the 
Several Laws, from Time to Time Made, and of Many Schemes Offered, for Preventing the Exportation of 
Raw Wool ... With Occasional Notes, Dissertations, and Reflections Upon the Whole, T. Osborne, London, 
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opium143, and bees-wax144. The navigation of the gulf is considered as dangerous: 134 miles 
S. Kiutaja, Long. 48. 25. E. Ferro. Lat. 37. N.” 

4. 1800 March 17th -18th 
Satalia, Satalia (River of), Adália, Attaleia, Attalia, Adalia 
Captain W. M. Leake, “Journey through Some Provinces of Asia Minor in the 
Year 1800,” p. 185-238  in, Rev. Robert Walpole, M.A.: Travels in Various 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Vol. II., 1747, p. 422, which, in respect to wool from the Levant records the export of a wool textile 
described as, “Chevrons reddish and white, fine and common, of Smyrna, of Satalia.” 

139  On Dec. 15, 1865, p. 398, The Engineer, reported from the Manchester Cotton Supply Association that, “The 
(cotton) crop for Adalia, Tarsous, Adana, Messina, &c., is estimated at 80,000 bales.” 

140  “Innumerable herds of goats are likewise kept here, especially in Pamphylia, the hair of this animal being 
also of infinite use in the manufacture of their fine camblets, and great quantities of it are exported to 
Europe.” Guthrie 1806, 331. There was a duty of 2 pence per lb. (1lb.=0.453 kg.) on imports into England of 
goat-hair from Turkey in 1809.  

141  A fungi, in particular, Polyphorus officinalis – Polyporus igmarius (or Boletus laricis), growing on larch, oak 
etc. Formerly used in dyeing and in medicine. Agaric styptic for cuts and wounds and medicated agaric for 
rheumatism, and other similar complaints, and for the linings of trousers, comforters, travelling caps, 
bandages, &c.There was a duty of two-pence hapenny per 1lb. on agaric imports into England in 1809. 

142  Tragacanth-Adraganth-Dragant-Draganti-Traganth-Gum Dragon. “This article is of great use in medicine, 
being, from its smooth and emollient quality, well calculated for abating the acrimony of the humours. 
Skinners and curriers likewise use considerable quantities of it in the preparation of their leather, and prefer 
a Brown or blackish sort; although for all other purposes the white gum is best.”, s.v. Gum Dragon, T. 
Mortimer, A General Dictionary of Commerce, Trade, and Manufactures: Exhibiting Their Present State in 
Every Part of the World; and Carefully Comp. from the Latest and Best Authorities, Richard Phillips, 
London, 1810, npn. There was a duty of three shillings per cwt on imports into England. On Tragacanth and 
its Adulteration and on the Caramania gum used for adulteration, see: S. H. Maltass, 18-21 in, Ed J. Bell, 
Pharmaceutical Journal and Transactions, A Weekly Record of Pharmacy and Allied Sciences, Vol. XV., 
1855-56, John Churchill, London, No. 1, July 1st 1855. Also: British and Foreign Medico-chirurgical 
Review, or Quarterly Journal of Practical Medicine and Surgery, Vol. XVII. Jan.-April, New York, 1856, 
192, Jan. 1856: “Tragacanth is adulterated with Mossul and Caramania gum, collected principally, as Mr. 
Maltass is informed, from the wild almond and plum. As, however, neither Mossul gum (which is used to 
adulterate the better kinds of tragacanth) nor the Caramania gum occurs in flaky pieces, and as they are of a 
dark colour, especially the latter, the Caramania gum is broken into small irregular pieces, and whitened 
with white lead, and mixed with leaf gum to the extent of fifty per cent. To adulterate sorts or common gum, 
the caramania gum is prepared in a similar manner, but the pieces are left larger; the proportion added is 
frequently 100 per cent. Mr. Hanbury has readily detected lead in the adulterated “Small Tragacanth,” 
imported into the London market. The botanical source of the Mossul and Caramania gums requires further 
investigation.” It was widely used in the pharmacy and in perfumery. 

143  S.v. ‘Opium,’ T. Mortimer, A General Dictionary of Commerce, Trade, and Manufactures: Exhibiting Their 
Present State in Every Part of the World; and Carefully Comp. from the Latest and Best Authorities, Richard 
Phillips, London, 1810, npn,“It is the most sovereign remedy for easing pain, and very efficacious in 
procuring sleep…It has been alleged, that opium, in considerable quantities, has been used by some 
avaricious and unprincipled persons concerned in the porter-breweries; whether this be so or not, it has 
been proved from the custom-house list, and other sources of information, that a larger quantity of opium is 
annually consumed in Great Britain, than in all the other states of Europe collectively.” There was a duty of 
nine shillings per 100 lb., on opium imports into England in 1809. Opium put into solution in wine, 
laudanum,was termed‘East-Indian’ or ‘Turky juice’: much opium being brought from Smyrna, Aleppo and 
Satalia, Charles Alston, Lectures on the Materia Medica: Containing the Natural History of Drugs, Their 
Virtues and Doses: Also Directions for the Study of the Materia Medica; and an Appendix on the Method of 
Prescribing, Vol. II,1770,  p. 461.Walter Graham Blackie in, The Imperial Gazetteer: A General Dictionary 
of Geography, Physical, Political, Statistical and Descriptive with a Supplement Bringing the Geographical 
Information Down to the Latest Dates, Blackie and Son, Glasgow, Vol. I, of 1855, p. 142, noted: “The poppy 
also is grown in very large quantities, with a view to the opium trade, which, however, is strictly a 
government sinecure: the preparation of the opium requires great care, and is chiefly conducted by females.” 
Likewise in the 1874 edition. 

144  There was a duty of £2 per cwt. (1 cwt=112 lb.= 50.8 kg.) on the import into England of bee’s wax from 
Turkey in 1809. 
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Countries of the East: Being a Continuation of Memoirs Relating to European and 
Asiatic Turkey, Longmans, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, London 1820, pp. 216-
217, 248, 257-258, 271-272. 

 

“At Bulwudun (Bolvadin) we had to make a choice of two roads to the coast; one leading to 
Satalia, the other, by Konia and Karaman, to Kelenderi. We prefer the latter on account of 
the uncertainty of the long passage by sea from Satalia to Cyprus at this season of the year (in 
February); and we are informed that all the Grand Vizier’s Tartars (couriers) now take the 
Konia road.”p. 216-217. 

“March 2. –After having remained several days at Larnaka and Lefkosia, we arrive today at 
Tzerina (Girne), on our return to Constantinople. The purity of the air on the north coast of 
Cyprus is very sensibly perceived, after leaving the interior plains and the unhealthy situation 
of Larnaka. The Turkish troops are already arriving in large bodies, on their way home, in 
the faith that the war of Egypt is concluded. 

We set sail at eight this morning, in a three-masted covered vessel, with latine sails, for 
Satalia. A halo round the moon last night, and a turbid atmosphere this morning, portend a 
change of weather. At two or three miles from the port, the land-wind which carried us out 
falls and leaves us becalmed, but a breeze soon springs up from the eastward, and we steer N. 
by W. Having come in sight of the coast, we soon perceive the point of Anamur, five or six 
leagues to leeward of us. As we approach the shore, the wind coming from the westward, and 
freshening, we are unable to weather Cape Selenti (by Gazipasha), and are obliged to make 
for a small cove, called Kalandra  by the Turks, and Kharadra (its antient name) by the 
Greeks.” p. 248. 

March 17th“Satalia, called Adália by the Turks, is a large and populous town, which, 
although governed only by a Motsellim, is considered as one of the best governments in 
Anatolia, the district being large and fertile, and the maritime commerce extensive. The town 
is situated around a circular port; behind it on a height, is a castle, built with battlements and 
square towers. In the suburbs, the houses are dispersed amidst orange groves and gardens, 
and thus occupy a large space of ground. Granite columns, and a great variety of fragments 
of ancient sculpture, found about the place, attest its former importance as a Greek city. 
Among other remains are those of an aqueduct, extending the whole length of the suburbs, but 
now quite ruined and overgrown with bushes. These different objects, with the sea, and the 
stupendous ridge of rugged mountains on the west side of the gulf, render the place extremely 
picturesque. 

March 18th - Halt at Adália. 

March 19th – From Adalia to Bidgikli, seven hours, due North. The road passes over a region 
of rugged rocks, intersected with hollows full of water. No cultivation is in sight; to the left 
the same kind of ground which seems to extend as far as the ridge of rocky mountains, which 
borders the West side of the gulf, and to the right as far as the Duden, or river of Satalia.” p. 
257-258. 
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“(11) The position of Olbia is still uncertain, but when it is considered that Attalia, like the 
other foundations of the successors of Alexander, was probably only a renovation of a town, 
which stood upon the most advantageous position of this part of the coast, and that Strabo’s 
expression μέγα ἔρυμα, applied to Olbia, will not easily suit any other than the fine situation 
which Satalia now occupies, it may be conjectured that Attalus built his new town on the site 
of Olbia. This conjecture is in some measure confirmed by the author of the Anonymous 
Periplus, and by Pliny; the former of whom makes no mention of Olbia, nor the latter of 
Attalia. Strabo indeed mentions both, but it may easily be believed that his text is incorrect; 
for in placing Attalia to the eastwards of the Catarractes, he is equally at variance with 
Ptolemy, with the evidence of the modern name of Satalia, and with the author of the 
anonymous Periplus, whose description of the coast between Coracesium and Attalia is as 
follows: 

Απὸ Κορακησίου εἰς Αὔνησιν ἐπὶ χωρίον Ἁμαξίον στάδ.π. (80.) 

Απὸ Ἀναξίων εἰς χωρίον καλούμενον Αὐγὰς στάδ. õ (70.) 

ἈπὸΑὐγῶν ἐπὶ ἀκρωτήριον Λευκόθειον στάδ. ν. (50.)  

Απὸ Λευκοθείου εἰς Κύβερναν στάδ. ν. (50.) 

Απὸ Κυβέρνης ἐπὶ Ἀρτέμιδος ναοῦ στάδι. ν. (50.)  

Απὸ Ἀρτέμιδος ναοῦ ἐπὶ ποταμὸν πλωτὸν Μέλανον στάδ. θ. (9.)  

∗    ∗   ∗ 
Λοιπον Παμφυλία. 

Απὸ τοῦ Μέλανος ποταμοῦ εἰς Σίδην στάδ. ν. (50.) 

∗   ∗  ∗ 
Ἀπὸ Σίδης εἰς Σελεύκειαν στάδ. π. (80.) 

Απὸ Σελευκείας εἰς ποταμὸν πλωτὸν καλούμενον Εὐρυμέδοντα σταδ. ϙ. (100.) 

Απὸ Κυνοσαρίου ἐπὶ ποταμὸν καλούμενον Κέστρον στάδ. ξ. (60.)  ἀναπλεύσαντι τὸν 
ποταμὸν πόλις ἐστὶ Πέργη τοῦ Κέστρου ἐπὶ Ῥουσκόποδα. 

Απὸ Ῥουσκόποδος ἐπὶ Μάσουραν καὶ τοὺς Καταρράκτας στάδ. ν. (50.)  

Απὸ Μασούρας εἰς Μυγδάλην στάδ. ô (70.) 

Απὸ Μυγδάλων εἰς Ἀτταλείαν στάδ. ῖ. (10) 

 

(12) Pomponius Mela gives a similar description of the Catarractes:- “Deinde duo 
validissimi fluvii, Cestros et Catarractes: Cestros navigari facilis; hic quia se praecipitat ita 
dictus. Inter eos, Perga est oppidum. The Anonymous Periplus affords a still more accurate 
allusion to its present state, by using the plural τοῦς καταρράκτας,the Cataracts. The river on 
approaching the coast divides itself into several branches, which in falling over the cliffs that 
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border the coast from Laara to Adalia, form upon their upper part a mass of calcareous 
deposition, projecting considerably beyond the perpendicular line of cliffs. Through the 
calcareous crust, the water makes its way to the sea, and being thus separated into several 
streams by a natural process which has been rapidly increasing in its operation in the course 
of time, the river now has no determinate embouchure (as it may perhaps have had in former 
ages,) excepting after heavy rains, when, as I saw it in passing along the coast, it precipitates 
itself over the cliffs near the most projecting point of the coast a little to the west of Laara. 
Beside the natural phenomena which divides the Catarractes into separate streams, its main 
stream is further diminished by the derivations which turn the mills and supply water to the 
gardens and town of Satalia.” p. 271-272. 

 
 

5. 1800 March 17th-18th 
Adália, Satalia, Attaleia, Satalia (Gulf of)  
Captain William Martin Leake, Journal of a tour in Asia Minor, with comparative 
remarks on the ancient and modern geography of that country ... Accompanied by a 
map, John Murray, London, 1824, pp. 122-123, 132-133, 191-193. 

“March 2. –After having remained several days at Larnaka and Lefkosia, we arrived to-day 
at Tzerina145, on our return to Constantinople. The purity of the air on the North coast of 
Cyprus is very sensibly perceived, after leaving the interior plains and the unhealthy situation 
of Larnaka. The Turkish troops are already arriving in large bodies, on their way home, in 
the faith that the war of Egypt is concluded.  

We set sail at eight this morning, in a three-masted covered vessel, with latine sails, for 
Adália. A halo round the moon last night, and a turbid atmosphere this morning, portend a 
change of weather. At two or three miles from the port, the land-wind which carried us out 
falls and leaves us becalmed, but a breeze soon springs up from the eastward, and we steer N. 
by W. Having come in sight of the coast, we soon perceive the point of Anamur, five or six 
leagues to leeward of us. As we approach the shore, the wind coming from the westward, and 
freshening, we are unable to weather Cape Selenti (by Gazipaşa), and are obliged to make for 
a small cove, called Kalandra146 by the Turks, and Kharadra (its antient name) by the 
Greeks.” p. 122-123. 

“Satalia, called Adália by the Turks, is a large and populous town, which, although governed 
only by a Motsellim, is considered as one of the best governments in Anatolia, the district 
being large and fertile, and the maritime commerce extensive. The town is situated around a 
circular port; behind it on a height, is a castle, built with battlements and square towers. In 
the suburbs, the houses are dispersed amidst orange groves and gardens, and thus occupy a 
large space of ground. Granite columns, and a great variety of fragments of ancient 
sculpture, found about the place, attest its former importance as a Greek city. Among other 
remains are those of an aqueduct, extending the whole length of the suburbs, but now quite 
ruined and overgrown with bushes. These different objects, with the sea, and the stupendous 

                                                             
145  Called by the Italians, Cerina, Ceryneia, and by the Turks, Ghirne-Girne. 
146  Also called, Gulnar, Kelenderi, Celenderis. 
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ridge of rugged mountains on the west side of the gulf, render the place extremely 
picturesque.” p. 132-133. 

“The river on approaching the coast divides itself into several branches, which in falling over 
the cliffs that border the coast from Laara to Adália, form upon their upper part a mass of 
calcareous deposition, projecting considerably beyond the perpendicular line of the cliffs. 
Through the calcareous crust, the water makes its way to the sea; and being thus separated 
into several streams by a natural process, which has been rapidly increasing in its operation 
in the course of time, the river has now no determinate mouth (as it may have had in former 
ages), unless it be after heavy rains, when, as I saw it in passing along the coast, it 
precipitates itself copiously over the cliffs near the most projecting point of the coast a little to 
the west of Laara. Besides this natural peculiarity which divides the Catarrhactes into many 
branches; its main stream is further diminished by the derivations which turn the mills and 
supply water to the gardens and town of Adália…Adália possesses all the natural advantages 
likely to have made it the chief settlement of the adjacent country, when the power of Asia 
became embodied under the successors of Alexander. The walls and other fortifications - the 
magnificent gate or triumphal arch, bearing an inscription in honour of Hadrian - the 
aqueduct - the numerous fragments of sculpture and architecture - the inscribed marbles 
found in many parts of the town - the Episcopal church, now converted into a mosque - the 
European coats of arms seen upon this church and upon the city walls - and lastly, the 
bishopric of Attaleia (τῆς Ἀτταλείας), of which Adália is still the see - appear to me 
incontrovertible evidence of identity. In regard to the names Adália and Satalia applied to the 
place by the Turks and Italians respectively, it may not be unworthy of observation that they 
are both taken immediately from the Greek; the former from the nominative or accusative 
case (ἡ Ἀττάλεια, or στὴν Ἀττάλειαν), which were the forms most frequently used by the 
Greeks in speaking of the town itself; the latter from the genitive case (τῆς Ἀτταλείας), this 
being perhaps the case which the Italian navigators are chiefly in the habit of hearing the 
Greeks employ in speaking of the gulf or port (of the κόρφος or πόρτος τῆς Ἀτταλείας). The 
great difference of sound in the two modern words has been the necessary consequence of the 
difference between the accent of the gen. case of the Greek word, and that of the nom. or acc. 
The Turkish name Adália is precisely the Greek, except that the Turks have hardened the tt 
into d.”  p. 191-193. 

It should be noted that in the first publication of this account by Lieut. Col. W. M. Leake, 
entitled, Journey through Some Provinces of Asia Minor in the Year 1800, which was 
communicated to the Rev. Robert Walpole and which appeared in the volume edited by the 
Rev. Robert Walpole, M.A.:Travels in Various Countries of the East: Being a Continuation 
of Memoirs Relating to European and Asiatic Turkey, Longmans, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and 
Brown, London 1820, 185-238 (above), the toponym in the text largely reads, Satalia, not 
Adália,as appeared in the 1824 publication.However, in the 1824 publication on page 37, the 
toponym remained unchanged, “At Bulwudun (Bolvadin) we had to make a choice of two 
roads to the coast; one leading to Satalia, the other, by Konia and Karaman, to Kelenderi. We 
prefer the latter on account of the uncertainty of the long passage by sea from Satalia to 
Cyprus at this season of the year (in February); and we are informed that all the Grand 
Vizier’s Tartars (couriers) now take the Konia road.”, The text remained largely, although not 
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entirely, the same text in respect to Satalia/Adalia in 1824, as in the first publication of 
Leake’s Journey by Walpole in 1820, p. 216-217. 

 
6. Satalia, Sattalia 

Rev. W. M. Johnson and Thomas Exley, The Imperial Encyclopaedia, or, 
Dictionary of the Sciences and Arts: comprehending also the whole circle of 
miscellaneous literature ..., In Four Volumes, Vol. IV, J. and J. Cundee, London, 
1800, p. 527. 

 
“Satalia, or Sattalia, an ancient, large, and strong, sea-port-town of Asiatic Turkey, in 
Natolia; 150 miles W. by S. of Cogni, and 265 S. by E. of Constantinople, Lon. 32. 31. E. Lat. 
37. 1. N.” p. 527. 
 
 

7. Satalia 
Edward Daniel Clarke, Travels in Various Counties of Europe, Asia and Africa, 
Part The Second, Greece, Egypt and the Holy Land, Section the Third, T. Cadwell 
and W. Davis, London, 1818, Vol. VII., fn. p. 465-466. (In Turkey in 1800.) 

 

(fn.)“The exportation of tobacco made to Alexandria, on the average of different years, was 
15,000 bales; the quantity exported to Satalia by Albanian and Bosniac supercargoes, who 
bring money to make their purchases, was 3,000 bales; and the quantity exported every year 
to different parts of Europe was 20,000 bales. The annual sum in circulation for the first 
purchas, and other charges of this article, amounted to 1,661,519 Turkish piasters.” fn. p. 
465-466. 

 
 

8. 19th of January 1801 
Satalia (Bay) 
“State of Public Affairs in March, 1801.” April 1., The Monthly Magazine or, 
British Register, R. Phillips, London, Vol. XI. (1801) p. 264. (Repeated in, Walker’s 
Hibernian Magazine, or, Compendium of Entertaining Knowledge for the Year 
1801, Part I, p. 248.) (The dated report may indicate that Bay of Marmorice 
(Marmaris) where the invasion fleet was assembled was understood to be within the 
geography of Satalia Bay at this time.) 

 

April 1801. Foreign Intelligence: “Intelligence has arrived from an English officer of rank in 
the expedition against Egypt, dated Satalia Bay (in the country (eyalet) of Natolia), the 19th 
of January, that numberless delays had occurred in necessary preparations for landing; that 
ten days have been lost in waiting for the Turkish gun boats, which had at length arrived, but 
were scarcely fit for service. It states that the enemy had 14,000 effective troops, but it does 
not notice whether they were all French, or partly natives. There was reason to suppose that 
some trifling reinforcements had reached Alexandria in small vessels that had escaped the 
vigilance of our cruizers, by running close in shore.” p. 264. 
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9. 1801 
Satalia (Gulf of) 
Anne-Jean-Marie-René Savary, duc de Rovigo, Memoirs of the Duke of Rovigo, 
(M. Savary) written by himself: illustrative of the History of the Emperor Napoleon, 
Henry Colburn, London, 1828, Vol. I., Parts I. and II., p. 244. 

 
“The British army, under the orders of Abercromby, after the lapse of several months 
consumed in forming and organising it in the Gulf of Satalia, at the extremity of the 
Mediterranean, came at last in sight of Alexandria, the access to which would have been 
perfectly free to our squadrons (meaning French Republican) during two entire months, 
without being interrupted by a single cruiser.” Vol. I., p. 244. 

 
 

10. Satalia 
Richard Brookes, Brookes’s General Gazetteer Improved: Or, A New and 
Compendious Geographical Dictionary: Containing a Description of the Empires, 
Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, 
Mountains, Capes, etc. in the Known World, With the Government, Customs, 
Manners, and Religion of the Inhabitants, the Extent, Boundaries, and Natural 
Productions of Each Country; the Trade, Manufactures, and vcuriosities of the 
Cities and Towns ..., and the Various Events by which They Have Been 
Distinguished, Including An Account of the Counties, Cities, Boroughs, Market-
towns, and Principal Villages, in Great Britain and Ireland, Illustrated with Maps, 
Originally written By R. Brookes M.D., The Twelfth Edition, D. Buchanan, 
Montrose, 1801, npn 

s.v. Satalia:“Satalia, a strong seaport of Turkey in Asia, and in Natolia, on the coast of 
Caramania. It is divided into three towns (quarters), and has a superb mosque, which was 
formerly a church. The surrounding country is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are 
extremely fine. It is 150 miles S by E of Constantinople147. Lon. 32 21 E, lat. 37 1 N.” 

 
 

11. Satalia, Antalia 
John Walker. Revised, considerably enlarged, and improved, by Arthur Kershaw, 
The Universal Gazetteer; being a Concise Description, Alphabetically Arranged, of 
the Nations, Kingdoms, States, Towns, Empires, Provinces, Cities, Oceans, Seas, 
Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Canals, Mountains, Capes, etc. in The Known World; The 
Government, Manners, and Religion of the Inhabitants,…, Third Edition, Vernor 
and Hood, London,1801, npn. s.v. ‘Satalia’ (Unchanged in the 1807 and 1810 
editions) 

“Satalia, or Antalia, a sea-port of Caramania, large, strong, and divided into three towns 
(quarters). Here is a superb mosque, which was formerly a Christian church. The country 
about it is fertile; and the citrons and oranges are excellent. The inhabitants trade in wool, 
cotton, goat’s-hair, agaric, gum tragacanth, opium, and bees-wax. It is 134 miles S. of 
Kiutaja, and 265, S. by E. of Constantinople. Lat. 57. 1. N. lon. 32. 21. E.” 

                                                             
147 The distance given is from Cogni-Cunio-Cunyo-Konya, not from Constantinople to Satalia. The entry should 

read: It is 150 miles W. by S. of Cogni and 265, S. by E. of Constantinople. 
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It should be noted that the Second Edition of John Walker’s The Universal Gazetteer;…of 
1798, Part II, has the identical entry (See Part II). 

 
 

12. Satalia, Attalia, (Gulf of Satalia) 
Charles Sigisbert Sonnini148, Travels in Greece and Turkey: Undertaken by Order of 
Louis XVI, and with the Authority of the Ottoman Court, in two volumes illustrated 
by engravings and A Map of Those Countries, Translated from the French, T. M. 
Longman and O. Rees, London, 1801, Vol. I., p. 111. 

“The most eastern cape of the Gulf of Satalia, anciently Attalia, from the name of Attalus 
Philadelphus, King of Pergamus, who had there founded a colony, lay ahead of our vessel.” 
p. 111. 

 
 

13. Satalia 
The improved practical navigator; containing all necessary instruction for 
determining the latitude by various methods, and for the ascertaining the longitude 
by lunar observations, in a complete epitome of navigation. To which is added a 
number of new tables, Originally written and calculated by Nathaniel Bowditch, 
Thomas Kirby, Printed for David Steel, London, 1802, npn. 

Table XXVIII. Latitudes And Longitudes: “Satalia…Lat. 36 58…Long. 30 29.” 

 
 

14. Satalia (Gulf of) 
John Pinkerton, Modern Geography: A Description of the Empires, Kingdoms, 
States, and Colonies, with the Oceans, Seas, and Isles in All Parts of the World, 
including the most recent discoveries and political alterations, digested on a new 
plan by John Pinkerton; the astronomical introduction by the Rev. S. Vince, With 
numerous Maps, drawn under the direction, and with the latest improvements, of 
Arrowsmith, and Engraved by Lowry, In Two Volumes, T. Cadell Jun., W. 
Davies; T. N. Longman and O. Rees, London, 1802, Vol. II., p. 12. 

 

Asia “…the Taurus, now known by various names in different countries, was by the ancients 
regarded as a range of great length, reaching from cape Kelidoni on the west of the gulph of 
Satalia, through Armenia, even to India; but this last chain has not impressed modern 
travellers with the same idea of its extent.* 

*See Pliny, lib. V. C. 27, who says that the Imaus, the Emodus, and the mountains running 
through the centre of Persia, including the Niphates of Armenia, and even the Caucasus itself 
are all parts of the Taurian chain. which thence spreads S.W. along the Mediterranean. But 
this great southern chain is unknown to Modern geography, and seems rather theoretical in 
reducing mountains of various directions to one series. The northern chain of Natolia was 
called Anti-Taurus by the ancients.” p. 12. 
                                                             
148  Charles Nicolas Sigisbert Sonnini de Manoncourt 
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15. Satalia 
Jedidiah Morse and Rev. Elijah Parish, A New Gazetteer of the Eastern Continent: 
or, A Geographical Dictionary; containing, in alphabetical order, a description of all 
the countries, kingdoms, states, cities, towns, principal rivers, lakes, harbours, 
mountains, &c. &c., in Europe, Asia, Africa, and their adjacent islands, carefully 
compiled from the best authorities; illustrated with eighteen maps; designed as a 
second volume, to the American Gazetteer, Samuel Etheridge, Charleston, 1802, 
npn. 

 

s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, a strong seaport of Natolia, on the coast of Caramania. It is divided 
into three towns, and has a superb mosque, which was formerly a church. The country around 
is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are excellent: 150 miles W by S Cogni, and 265 S 
by E Constantinople, lon. 32 21 E, lat. 37 1 N.” 

 
 

16. Satalia 
Alexander Gillespie, An Historical Review of the Royal Marine Corps, from its 
original institution down to the present era, 1803, Dedicated to H.R.H. The Duke of 
Clarence, M. Swinney, Birmingham, 1803, p. 372. (Satalia was not the capital of 
Caramania Province, no province of this name existed under the Ottoman 
administration. Satalia was the capital of Teke sanjak in the Ottoman eyelet-Province 
of Anadolu-Natolia) 

 

“*Caramania is a Province of Turkey, in Asia, in the South part of Natolia. - Satalia is its 
Capital.” p. 372. 

 
 

17. Satalia 
John William Norie, A Complete Set of Nautical Tables, containing all that are 
requisite, with the Nautical Almanac, in Keeping a ship’s reckoning at sea, and in 
ascertaining the latitude and longitude by celestial observations, For the author, 
London, 1803, p. 224. 

 

Table XL. Latitudes and Longitudes: “Turkey in Asia…Satalia…37 3 0…31 0 0.” p. 224. 

 
 

18. Satalia, Attalia 
Charles Pye, A New Dictionary of Ancient Geography: exhibiting the modern in 
addition to the ancient names of places: Designed for the use of schools, and of 
those who are reading The Classics or Other Ancient Authors, T. Longman and O. 
Rees, London, 1803, npn. (Satalia is listed twice, both as Attalia in Pamphylia, and as 
a maritime town of the Province of Natolia.) 

 

s.v. ATT: “Attalia. See Satalia.” 
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s.v. SAT: “Satalia (Attalia), a city of Pamphylia.  

Satalia, a maritime town of Natolia, in Asiatic Turkey.” 

 
 

19. Satalia 
A System of Geography; or, A Descriptive, Historical, and Philosophical View of the 
several quarters of the World, and of the various Empires, Kingdoms, and Republics 
which they contain: particularly, detailing those alterations which have been 
introduced by the Recent Revolutions. With An Appendix ... In Four Volumes, By a 
Literary Society, W. and D. Brownlie, Glasgow, 1805, Vol. III, p. 125. 

 

Turkish Empire:  

“Great Divisions…Turkey in Asia,… 

Subdivision…Natolia, … 

Chief Cities: Ajazzo (sic. Aladusia Prov. not Natolia), Marat (sic. Aladusia Prov., not Natolia), 
Satalia, Terasso (Tarsus).” p. 125.  

 
 

20. Satalia 
Richard Brookes, Brookes’s General Gazetteer Improved: Or, A New and 
Compendious Geographical Dictionary: Containing a Description of the Empires, 
Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, 
Mountains, Capes,&c. in the Known World. With the Government, Customs, 
Manners, and Religion of the Inhabitants, the Extent, Boundaries, and Natural 
Productions of Each Country; the Trade, Manufactures, and vcuriosities of the 
Cities and Towns ... and the Various Events by which They Have Been 
Distinguished. Including a Detail of the Counties, Cities, Boroughs, Market-towns, 
and Principal Villages, in Great Britain and Ireland: Together with a Succinct 
Account Of, at Least, Seven Hundred Cities, Towns, and Villages in the United 
States, Jacob Johnson, Philadelphia, 1806, npn. 

s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, a strong seaport of Turkey in Asia, and in Natolia, on the coast of 
Caramania. It is divided into three towns (quarters), and has a superb mosque, which was 
formerly a church. The surrounding country is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are 
extremely fine. It is 150 miles (sic.) S by E of Constantinople. Lon. 32 21 E, lat. 37 1 N.” 

 
 

21. Satalia, Sataliah, Attalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
William Guthrie149, A New Historical and Commercial System of Geography: 
Containing a Comprehensive History and Description of the Present State of All the 
Kingdoms of the World: Including the Most Recent Discoveries of the Latest 

                                                             
149  1708-1770. Posthumous edition, probably James Ferguson, with contrib. by John Knox, the cartography by 

the 40 year resident in London, Cornelius Paas. 
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Voyagers and Travellers, the Whole Forming a Complete Guide to Geography, 
Astronomy, the Use of Globes, Maps, etc., to which are Added a New and Copious 
Geographical Index, and a Genealogical Table of All the Sovereigns of the World: 
the Whole Compiled from the Best Authorities, S. Russell, Manchester, 1806, p. 331, 
345. 

“Natolia Proper: whose chief towns are Bursa, Nice, Smyrna, and Ephesus.  

2. Amasia; chief towns, Amasia, Trapesond, and Tocat.  

3. Aladusia; chief towns, Ajazzo and Marat.  

4. Caramania (sic. Natolia-Anadolu); chief towns, Satalia and Terasio (Tarsus).” p. 331. 

“The principal town (of Caramania, Caraman-Ili (sic.)) is, 

Satalia, anciently called Attalia, and by the Turks Sataliah. It was formerly an important city 
in Pamphylia, at the bottom of the gulph of its name, in 36 deg. 45 min. north lat. and 31 deg. 
20 min. east long. It is the strongest place the Turks have upon this coast. The harbour would 
be commodious, if the entrance was not difficult and dangerous. This is one of the most 
singular places in the universe, being divided into three distinct towns (quarters), each divided 
from the others by its own strong walls, and the gates are shut up precisely at noon every 
Friday till one o’clock, from a pretended prophecy, that on such an hour the Christians are to 
surprise it150. The whole is about six miles in circumference; the buildings are good, the place 
populous, and the trade considerable. The castle, which commands the town, is a very good 
one. The neighbouring country is very fertile and delightful, being covered with citron and 
orange trees, which afford an exquisite fragrancy. The summers are so hot, that they who can 
afford it retire towards the mountains, where there is more air and shade.” 

It should be noted that this same text first appeared in Chapter V, on Turkey, entitled, 
“Natolia, or the Lesser Asia, in the West. Chief Towns, Inhabitants, Buildings, Rivers etc.,” in 
the section entitled “Caramania,” in, The New Royal Geographical Magazine; Or, A Modern, 
Complete, Authentic, and Copious System of Universal Geography…Written and Compiled 
by Michael Adams Esq., Alexander Hoggat, London, 1794. p. 181, (See Part II). 

 
 

22. Satalia, 1807 
Jacques Peuchet, Campaigns of the armies of France, in Prussia, Saxony, and 
Poland under the command of His Majesty The Emperor and King, in MDCCCVI 

                                                             
150  The city was taken from the Seljuks in an uprising by the Christian population on 6 safar 608, Wednesday 

20th July 1211, and it was taken on the 21 Şevval 762, Tuesday 24th August 1361 by the Lusignan 
Crusaders; while the harbour quarter was sacked on 10 Muharrem 877, Wednesday the 17th of June 1472. 
This prophecy of an attack made during Friday prayers, offering a reason for the closure of the gates between 
the quarters at the time of Friday prayers, See for example Paul Lucas’s remarks on this from his visit on the 
8th of November, 1706, “Tout les Vendredis on ferme toutes les portes de Satalie depuis migi jusqu’a une 
heure.” Voyage du sieur Paul Lucas fait par ordre du roy dans la Grèce, l’Asie Mineure, la Macédoine et 
l’Afrique... (publ. par Etienne Fourmont, cartes par G. de l’Isle) Nicholas Simart, Paris, 1712, Tome I., p. 
312-313, and indicates the threat of a surprise attack on the city by the Christians was taken seriously. The 
same threat had been expressed, at least from the middle of the 16th c. in respect to Constantinople-İstanbul 
and in respect to Ottoman Rhodes. 
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and VII, In Four Volumes, Translated from the French by Samuel Mackay, Vol. 
III-IV, Farrand, Mallory and Co., Boston, 1808, Volume IV., p. 275. 

“B, No. 3. 

Translation of an Index of the circular imperial commands, issued by the Porte, throughout 
the Ottoman empire, respecting the Russians and the English. 

“An imperial command, stating, that in consequence of the acts of hostility lately committed 
against the Sublime Porte, by England, as ally of the Muscovites, against whom alone war 
had been declared by the Sublime Porte, the latter had forbidden English commerce in its 
dominions, said the command containing besides other dispositions, among which is to be 
found the preliminary and subsequent directions contained in the command destined to the 
city of Smyrna, has been addressed to the….Another command, containing the same 
arrangements, and ordering the defence of Caramania, was sent to the moutsellim of Teké 
and Satalia…” Vol. IV., p. 275.  
 
 

23. Satalia, Sattalia, Attalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
The New Encyclopaedia; or, Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences. In which The different 
Sciences and Arts are digested into the form of distinct Treatises or Systems; Including the Latest 
Discoveries and Improvements… Encyclopaedia Perthensis, In Twenty Three Volumes, Vernor 
Hood and Sharpe, London, 1807, Vol. XIX, p. 686. (Reprinted unchanged, 1816, p. 686.) 

 

“Satalia, or Sattalia, an ancient, large, and strong sea port town of Asiatic Turkey, in Natolia; seated on 
the coast of Caramania, and divided into three towns; seated at the bottom of a gulf of the Mediterranean, 
to which it gives name. It was anciently called Attalia. It has a superb mosque, formerly a church. The 
environs are fertile, and abound with fine citrons, oranges and other fruits. The inhabitants carry on a 
great trade in wool, cotton, goats hair, agaric, opium, honey, bees wax and gum tragacanth. It is 150 miles 
W. by S. of Cogni, and 265 S. by E. of Constantinople. Lon. 32.21. E. Lat. 37. 1. N.” 

 
24. Attalia, Sattalia  

Rev. John Brown, A Dictionary of the Holy Bible: Containing an Historical Account of the 
Persons: a Geographical and Historical account of the Places : a literal, critical, and 
systematical description of other objects ... and the explication of the appellative terms, 
mentioned in the writings of the Old and New Testament: The whole comprising whatever 
important is known concerning the antiquities of the Hebrew nation and church of God: forming 
a sacred commentary, a body of Scripture history, chronology, and divinity, and serving in a 
great measure as a concordance to the Bible,... To which are added for the first time notes, 
historical, literary, and theological, Illustrated with elegant maps and plates. ... Zodak Cramer, 
Pittsburgh, 1807, Vol. I., p. 131. (Reprint, Vol. I., J. and R. Childs, Bungay, 1823, p. 114.) 

“Attalia, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia, situate on a fair bay of the Mediterranean sea; or a city of 
Lycia (sic. Lydia); both of which were probably founded by Attalus king of Pergamus. Here Paul and 
Barnabas preached the gospel151, about 16 or 17 years after our Saviour’s death, Acts xiv. 25; but we read 
no more of its Christianity, save that the inhabitants had a bishop in the 5th and 6th centuries.” Vol. I., p. 
131. 

 
 
                                                             
151  Evidence for this is lacking in the sources. 
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25. Satalia 
A System of Geography; or, A Descriptive, Historical, And Philosophical View of the several 
quarters of the World, and of the various Empires, Kingdoms, And Republics which they 
contain: particularly, detailing those alterations which have been introduced by the Recent 
Revolutions. With an appendix ..., In Four Volumes, By a Literary Society, W. and D. 
Brownlie, Glasgow, 1807, Vol. III., p. 125. 

Turkish Empire:  

“Great Division…Turkey in Asia,  

Subdivisions…Natolia,  

Chief Cities…Ajazzo (sic.), Marat (sic.), Satalia, Terasso.” p. 125. 

 
 

26. Satalia 
William Guthrie, Esq., A New Geographical, Historical, and Commercial 
Grammar; exhibiting the present state of the several kingdoms of the world ... The 
astronomical part by James Ferguson, FRS. to which have been added, the late 
discoveries of Dr. Herschel, and other eminent astronomers, illustrated with A 
Correct Set of Maps…A New and Enlarged Edition, Brought down to the present 
time, C. Mitchel and Co. Perth, Edinburgh and Williams and Smith, Edinburgh, 
1807, p. 557. 

 

Turkey in Asia. Situation and Extent:  

“Divisions…Natolia, or the Lesser Asia on the West.  

Subdivisions…4. Caramania (sic).  

Chief Towns…Satalia and Terasso.” p. 557. 

 
 

27. Satalia 
John Hamilton Moore, The New Practical Navigator, being a Complete Epitome of 
Navigation: to which are added all the Tables Requiste for determining the Latitude 
and Londitude at sea,   containing, The different Kinds of Sailing, and necessary 
corrections for lee-way, variation, etc. examplified In A Journal At Sea ... …The 
Seventeenth Edition; Greatly Enlarged and Improved …, F. J. Johnson; W. J. and 
J. Richardson, F. and C. Rivington; G. Wilkie and J. Robinson…, London, 1807, 
npn.  

Table XXVII.  

Of Latitudes and Longitudes.  

“Satalia…Lat. D.M. S. 37 2 30 N,…Long. D. M. S. 30 310 E.” 
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28. Satalia (Gulf of) 
Joseph Wilson, A History of Mountains, Geographical and Mineralogical, Accompanied by A 
Picturesque View of the Principal Mountains Of The World, in their respective proportions of 
height above the level of the sea, by Robert Andrew Riddell, In Three Volumes, Nicol, White, 
Faulders, Asperne, London, 1807, Vol., I., p. 276. 

Mountains of Asia: 

“Names…Taurus, Chain of the. Topographical Position… Turkey in Asia. This chain commences with 
Cape Chelidoni, to the west of the gulph of Satalia on the shores of the Mediterranean on the south, and 
runs at first due north to the banks of the Maeander, detaching in this part of its course several ridges 
towards the west.” p. 276. 

 
 

29. Satalia 
Jedidiah Morse, Elijah Parish, A New Gazetteer of the Eastern Continent: Or, A 
Geographical Dictionary: Containing, in Alphabetical Order, a Description of All the 
Countries, Kingdoms, States, Cities, Towns, Principal Rivers, Lakes, Harbors, 
Mountains, etc., etc., in Europe, Asia, and Africa, with Their Adjacent Islands, T. J. 
Buckingham, Boston, 1808, npn. 

 

s.v. “Caramania152, a province of Turkey in Asia in the S. part of Natolia. Most of the houses 
have turrets to cool the rooms in summer153. Satalia is the capital.” 

s.v. “Smyrna, now Ismyr, …It is 8 days journey from Constantinople by land, 25 from Aleppo, 
by the caravans, 6 from Cogni (Konya), 7 from Cataya (Koutaìéh), and 6 from Satalia.” 

s.v. “Satalia, a strong seaport of Natolia, on the coast of Caramania. It is divided into three 
towns (quarters), and has a superb mosque, formerly a church. The country round is fertile; 
the citrons and oranges are excellent: 150 miles W by S. Cogni, and 260 S. by E. 
Constantinople, lon. 33 21 E, lat. 37 1 N.” 

 
 
 

                                                             
152  On the European imagined “Province of Caramania-Karamania,” at this time see: John Heaviside Clark, The 

Military Costume of Turkey: Illustrated by a Series of Engravings, from Drawings made on the Spot, 1818,  
Thomas McLean, London, Jan. 1, 1818, Caption to Plate XXVIII, “Caramania is a considerable province of 
Asiatic Turkey; its civil and military jurisdiction is administered by Waiwods, or officers, who purchase the 
right to oppress the commonalty. The bad effects of such a system, is no where more conspicuous than in 
Caramania, where immense districts exhibit the consequences attendant on bad government, ruin and 
depopulation. The spirit of the inhabitants, being subdued by the precarious nature of their existence, they 
have neither interest or pride, in opposing the inroads which time is ever making on the works of ancient art 
and grandeur, by which they are surrounded: they quit their dwellings at that time of the year when the sun 
becomes oppressive, leaving them open to all intruders, and journey towards the mountains, where they 
remain until the fertility of their old neighbourhood induces them to return. The accompanying print 
represents one of the guards of the Waiwod, he is armed with a handjar, pistols, and a club of hardened 
wood, jagged, or serrated, at the weighty end. The back-ground shows the style in which the hovels in 
Caramania are constructed.” 

153  The presence of ‘wind towers’ on houses in Adalia seems otherwise unattested, although çardak, roofed 
wooden platforms raised on poles above the ground to take the air and view, some rising many meters from 
the ground, were recorded inside the city walls of Adalia from the 17th c. onwards. 
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30. Satalia 
William Harris, Outlines of Geography, Natural, Civil and Political: concisely 
stating the natural divisions of the terraqueous globe, with its principal mountains, 
rivers, lakes, gulphs, bays and islands: the boundaries of empires, kingdoms, and 
states, their chief cities and principal towns, their institutions, civil, political and 
religious: together with a brief account of their productions, commerce and 
manufactures: arranged under proper heads, and condensed into a narrow compass, 
with the double view, of making it a book of first principles to the beginner, and a 
manual to the more experienced geographer: to which is added, a Brief view of the 
solar system, according to the latest discoveries, by Dr. Herschell, and others, 
Compiled from the best authorities, Alexander and Phillips, Carlisle, 1808, p. 88. 

 

Turkey in Asia, “Chief Towns are: Bassora and Bagdad, Diarbec, Orfa, Erzerum, Teflis, 
Amarchia (Amasia), Bursa, Smyrna, Tarpesond (Trabzon), Satalia, Aleppo, Tyre, Sidon, 
Tripoli, Jerusalem.” p. 88. 

 
 

31. Satalia (Gulf of) 
Lord Valentia154’s Travels to India, Arabia and Egypt, between 1802 and 1806, in, A 
General Collection of Voyages and Travels, from The Discovery of America to the 
commencement of the Nineteenth Century, In twenty-eight Volumes, Richard 
Phillips, London, 1810, Vol. XXVIII., p. 354. 

23rd of June 1806 

“The bay (Finica-Finike) is a good one, and was much frequented by the Russians during 
their last war with the Porte, in consequence of the facility with which water could be 
procured from a small stream, running into the sea, with a rapid and deep current. It is 
distinguishable, at a great distance, in consequence of the lofty hills which rise above it, the 
centre one having a sugar loaf point, rising out of a gradual swell. This marks the centre of 
the bay, and had still snow on its summit. To the eastward are some lofty rocky islands, 
apparently two, which separate it from the gulf of Satalia: these, lie more south of Cape 
Cheledoni than Heather155 has placed them in his chart of the Mediterranean. Acccording to 
our traveller’s observation, he has also laid down the bay twelve miles (19 km.) too far north, 

                                                             
154  George Annesley, Earl of Mountnorris, 1769-1844. 
155  William Heather (1764-1812) chart-maker, engraver and publisher,  who worked from the Navigation 

Warehouse at 157 Leadenhall Street, at ‘The Sign of the Little Midshipman’ in the City of London. The 
comment probably refers to Heather’s “The new Mediterranean pilot: Containing Two Hundred and Twenty-
four Accurate Plans of the Principal Harbours, Bays, Roadsteads, and Islands in the Mediterranean Sea, 
Including Those in the Gulf of Venice, Archipelago, Sea of Marmora, and the Levant, Drawn from the 
French & Italian Surveys of Michelot, Bremond, & Ayrouard; and from Those of Mess. John Wilson and 
Joseph Foss Dessiou, Masters in the Royal Navy,” which he published in 1802.  
It is worth noting that although from Finike bay the two largest islands are visible, there are in fact five, 
hence the modern name beş adaları. Capt. Beaufort marked the five Is. on his chart, published in Karamania 
of 1817, Chelidoniae Is. and they are recorded in his text (p.35). Yet later, on the c. 1826-1827, William 
Henry Smyth, Richard Holmes Laurie, A New Chart of the Mediterranean Sea Comprehending the Coasts 
from Cape St. Mary: in Portugal to Constantinopel; and from Rabat, In Africa, to Alexandretto or 
Iskenderoon, in Asia, &c. With the Recent Surveys of Capt. Wm. Hy. Symth, R.N., Capt. F. Beaufort, R.N. and 
other British Officers, London, six islands are marked off the tip of the headland. 
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and the anchoring ground too near the islands, from which, in fact, it is distant about twelve 
miles156…Early in the morning of the 24th they began to take in water, which was done by 
floating the casks over the bar at the entrance to the river, and there filling them. p. 354. 

 

32.      Satalia, Antalia 
R. Brookes, The General Gazetteer; or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary. 
Containing A Description of the Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, 
Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Capes, etc., in The 
Known World, etc., 14th Edition, London, 1809, npn. (And reprinted again 
unchanged in 1812) 

s.v. “Satalia, or Antalia, a strong seaport of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania (sic.). It is divided 
into three towns (quarters), and has a superb mosque, which was formerly a church. The 
country around is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are extremely fine. The chief trade 
is in, wool, cotton, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, and bees wax. It is seated on a gulf 
of the Mediterranean, to which it gives its name, 150 miles SW of Cogni. Lon. 31 21 E, lat. 37 
1 N.” 

 
 

33. 1809 June 19th – 23rd 
Satalia, Satalia (Bay of) 
Johann Ludwig Burckhardt157, Travels in Nubia, John Murray, London, 1819, p. 
xi-xiv. 

“However, no sooner were we out of sight of the island (Malta), than it was made known to 
me that the real destination of the ship was the coast of Caramania, that the captain had 
orders to first touch at the port of Satalia, then at that of Tarsus; and that if grain could not 
be purchased at an advantageous price at either of these places, in that case only was he to 
proceed to Acre.” p. xi. 

“I had taken but scanty provision of eatables on board, consisting of bread, rice, oil, dates, 
vegetables and coffee. After the second day the wealthy Moor would not allow me to mess by 
myself; he insisted upon my joining his mess, which was plentifully supplied with all sorts of 
Barbary danties. In return for his hospitality, I was not backward with my manual labour 
whenever he wanted it. One day we cleared one of his coffee bags of its rotten beans, to 
prepare it for being shewn at Satalia to the buyers as a sample of the whole stock: another 
day we killed a sheep, and made Barbary sausages and Kuskusey; and amongst other things, 
                                                             
156  12 m. /19 km. 
157  Johann Ludwig Burckhardt, Sheikh Ibrāhīm Ibn ʿabd Allāh (1784-1817) Born in Basle Switzerland, he 

learned some Arabic at Cambridge University and then travelled east in 1809 with the support of Sir Joseph 
Banks of the Royal Society and the British African Association, to learn more Arabic at Aleppo, and then to 
explore North Africa. He discovered for Europeans the city of Petra in Ottoman Syria, the monuments of 
Abu Simbel in Egypt, making discoveries in geography, geology, botany and zoology, and made the Muslim 
pilgrimage to Makka and Medina in 1815. Author of invaluable accounts, including: Travels in Nubia, of 
1819, Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, of 1822, Arabic Proverbs, Or The Manners and Customs of the 
Modern Egyptians, of 1830, of his pilgrimage published posthumously in two volumes in 1829, Travels in 
Arabia, and, Notes on the Bedouins and Wahábys, in two volumes in 1831, he died of dysentery aged 37 in 
Cairo before any of these works were published. 
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we refitted the foremast, which had been carried away off Candia. Provided there was 
something to divert the passengers’ thoughts from my person and affairs, I was content. We 
made Candia on the 15th; sailed on the 16th along the southern coast, about ten leagues 
distant from it158: saw on the 17th Rhodes, at a great distance: entered the next day the bay of 
Satalia, and anchored on the 19th in the port of Satalia. 

 The bay is an inlet into the mountains of Caramania, which surround it on the east and west 
side. Towards the north, where the cliff is about fifty feet high overhangs the bay, the country 
is level. The port of Satalia is at the foot of the cliff, in the bottom of the bay. The mountains 
on the western side, which we passed very near, are of considerable height. Their highest 
ridge was on the top covered with snow. I observed one of those mountains apparently higher 
than the rest159, whose foot touched the sea, on the sides of which the snow was sparingly 
spread down to one third of the mountain’s height; and this was on the 18th of June. They are 
all barren; their shape and whole appearance is much the same as that of the African 
mountains in the Straits of Gibraltar. The town of Satalia is built partly upon the cliff, partly 
in the plain which the cliff terminates; its gardens extend to about three or four miles along 
the rocky shore. The town is separated from the port and the few buildings that surround the 
landing place, by a wall constructed on the top of the cliff; a narrow passage leads from the 
beach up to the town, the gate of which is regularly shut at sunset. The entrance of the 
harbour seems to have been defended formerly by two towers, the ruins of which are still 
extant. The inner harbour is small, a Turkish guard ship, four Arab vessels from Damiat, five 
or six small country sailing boats, and our good ship, crowded the whole space between the 
two ruined towers. There is good anchorage in the larger outer bay, but no shelter against the 
southerly winds. Two fine streams of spring water descend the cliff on both sides of the 
landing place. As soon as we approached the harbour a Turkish police boat came alongside 
of us, and the Tripoline immediately went with the officer on shore. After we had come to 
anchor we were informed the plague was in the town, and that the watch ship moored near us 
had two sick on board; and though nobody had died in the town in the last fortnight, yet all 
the principal Christian and Turkish merchants had left their town houses, and were still living 
in their gardens. Of course our captain would not allow any body to go on shore, and pressed 
the Tripoline to return on board; but the latter having already recovered once from the 
plague, thought himself quite secure from any second attack, and treated the captain’s 
remonstrances very lightly. He remained four days on shore, trading all the while for his own 
account, without finding grain to purchase for the ship’s cargo. During that time I went once 
on shore to see two bullocks killed and weighed, which had been bought for the ship’s 
company; we purchased besides some other fresh provisions, the whole at very low prices: 
two bullocks at fifty-five piasters, fowls at eight paras, or about two-pence halfpenny each; 
seven eggs for one penny, etc. etc. The Turks laughed much at the captain’s continually 
warning them off from our persons, (yet it seems that both at Satalia, and here at Aleppo, the 
more prudent amongst them adopt measures of precaution against the plague. I am told that 
at Smyrna also they have followed the Frank’s example). On the evening of the 23rd, having 

                                                             
158  10 nautical leagues = 55.6 km. 
159  Tahtalı Dağı, by Phaselis-Tekirova (2,366 m.). ‘Takhtalu Mt., Solyma Mt.,’ Estimated in 1812 by Capt. 

Beaufort as 7,800 ft.=2,400 m. 
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sold for his private account all the merchandise he had on board, the Tripoline, accompanied 
by several Turks, made his re-appearance along side our ship, and demanded forthwith to be 
taken on board. A very ridiculous scene then took place. The captain required that he should 
undress and wash himself in the sea, and his clothes should undergo a similar operation; the 
Moor, on his side, insisted on washing only part of his clothes and his body; and all his 
Turkish friends were of the same opinion; (an aged Musselman thinks it a great shame to 
expose his body naked except in the bath.) The contention lasted upwards of half an hour: it 
now being dark he was at last prevailed upon to jump into the sea, but nothing could 
persuade him to allow his clothes to be washed, for fear of having them spoiled; they were 
afterwards suspended from the rigging of the foremast, that the air might purify them, and he 
recovered them after a three days quarantine. Our captain thought he had now done his duty. 
He told me that upon his return to Malta he should think himself justified in taking the usual 
oath, that he had had no communication with any infected place; and instead of a three 
months quarantine, which the ship ought properly to undergo, he will only have to perform a 
quarantine of forty days, like all other ships which come from healthy parts of the Levant. We 
left Satalia the same evening. Satalia is governed by a Pasha: the greater half of the 
population consists of Greeks, who have got almost all the commerce in their hands. Till three 
or four years ago there was a French Consul resident in the town; in consequence of an 
avanie160 practiced upon a merchant under his protection he left it, and no European power 
has since appointed a Consul at this place. The export trade consists chiefly in corn, oil, and 
cotton. The country boats trade to Cyprus and the coast of Syria. The Arabs of Damiat and 
Alexandria bring rice, Mocha coffee, and sugar; those who were then lying in the harbour 
purchased from us with great eagerness some coarse English pocket handkerchiefs. 

After we had left Satalia, we sailed for three days along the coast of Caramania, and kept our 
course constantly ten leagues161 distant from the shore. The chain of snowy mountains seems 
to continue in a direction parallel with the shore. At the foot of these mountains I observed 
every evening thunder clouds and lightning; during our stay in the port of Satalia we were 
twice refreshed by heavy showers, though it is now the season when it very seldom rains in 
other parts of the Levant. I suppose the vicinity of the snowy mountains, which rapidly 
condense the copious vapours arising from the heated earth, give rise to these clouds. On the 
26th, late at night, we anchored in the roads of Mersin, a collection of villages so called, 
situated to the west of Tarsus, about fourteen miles162 distant from it.” p. xii-xiv. 

 
 
 

                                                             
160  An arbitrary tax that European merchants found imposed upon them when obliged to send their ships into 

Turkish ports, and submit to all the vexatious “avanie,” or imposts of a most arbitrary kind, which a corrupt 
and avaricious, as well as fanatical government chose to impose. – “Avanie (so the Italians call the fraudulent  
tricks of the Turks).” John Van Kootwyck, “Travels,” 1599. Hence from the Italian, the Turkish, “avanta”, 
TDK “Bir kimsenin emek vermeden sağladığı kazanç.” 

161  10 nautical leagues = 55.6 km. The reason for sailing at such a distance from the coast was to avoid the very 
variable winds, proximate to the coast, due to the mountains and the narrow valleys in them, including at 
times the production of waterspouts etc. which established the bay of Satalia in the minds of mariners as 
dangerous. 

162  14 miles is 22.5 km. Mersin to Tarsus is about 26 km. 
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34. Satalia 
James August St. John, The National Library No. XIII, The Lives of Celebrated 
Travelers, Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, London, Edinburgh, Dublin, 
1832, Vol. III, p. 188. (Summary of Burckhard’s account, as repeated in the New York 
edition, James August St. John, The Lives of Celebrated Travelers, J. & J. Harper, New 
York, Vol. III, 1832, p. 173; and in the New York, Harper and Brothers edition of 
1839, p. 173.) 

 
“They sailed along the southern coast of Candia, saw Rhodes at a great distance, and arrived 
in a few days at Satalia, in Caramania. Here the plague, it was found, was raging in the town; 
but this circumstance did not prevent the Tripoline merchant from landing and disposing of 
his merchandise, nor the captain from receiving him again on board. When their business 
with this town was completed, they again set sail, and after coasting for three days along the 
shore of Caramania, arrived in the roads of Mersin, from whence Burckhardt and several of 
his companions proceeded by land on an excursion to Tarsus.” Vol. III, p. 188. 

 
 

35. Satalia 
John Lewis Burckhardt, p. 72-75 in, The Georgian Era: Memoirs of the Most 
Eminent Persons Who Have Flourished in Great Britain, From the Accession of 
George the First to the Demise of George the Fourth, in Four Volumes, Vizetelly, 
Branston and Co., London, 1834, Vol. III., p. 72. (Reprinted, “John Lewis 
Burckhardt,” p. 955-958, Thomas H. Prescott, A.M. (pseud. for William O. Blake), The 
American Encyclopedia of History, Biography and Travel, comprising Ancient And 
Modern History: the biography of eminent men of Europe and America, and the lives 
of distinguished  travelers...,  T. W. Carpenter and Bros., Baltimore, MD, 1860, p. 
956.) 

 

“Being unable to procure a vessel bound for Cyprus, he embarked in one sailing to the coast 
of Caramania. “I introduced myself,” he says, “to the passengers, who were Tripolines, as an 
Indian Mohammedan merchant, who had been, from early years, in England, and was now on 
his way home; and I had the good fortune to make my story credible. During the course of our 
voyage, numerous questions were put to me relative to India, which I answered as well as I 
could; and when I was asked for a specimen of the Hindoo language, I answered in the worst 
dialogue of the Swiss German.” Having landed at Satalia, he made an excursion to Tarsus, 
where, finding a vessel bound for Syria, he embarked for that country, and entered it at the 
point where the Aasi, the Ancient Orontis, falls into the sea.” Vol. III, p. 72. 

 
 

36. Satalia 
Bayard Taylor, Cyclopaedia of Modern Travel: a record of adventure, exploration 
and discovery, for the past fifty years: comprising narratives of the most 
distinguished travelers since the beginning of this century; prepared and arranged by 
Bayard Taylor, Moore, Wilstach, Keys and Co., Cincinnati, 1856, p. 200. (As 
above, James August St. John, 1832, summary of Burckhard’s account) 
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37. Satalia 
The Great and Eccentric Characters of the World, Their Lives and their Deeds, 
representing all ages and all countries, Comprising heroes, conquerors, 
statesmen, authors, artists, humorists, misers, mountebanks, kings, queens, 
jugglers, etc., etc. and other curiosities of human nature, The whole Compiled 
from the most Authentic Sources, Illus. with nearly 300 engravings, Hurst and 
Co., New York, 1877, p. 585. 

 
John Lewis Burckardt, p. 584-588. 
 
“Being unable to procure a vessel bound for Cyprus, he embarked on one sailing to the coast 
of Caramania …Having landed at Satalia, he made an excursion to Tarsus, where, finding a 
vessel bound for the coast of Syria, he embarked for that country, and entered it at the point 
where the Aasi, the Ancient Orontis, falls into the sea.” p. 585. 

 
 

38. Satalia 
The Naval Chronicle, Vol. XXIV, Joyce Gold, London, 1810, “Hydrography, 
Levant Seas,” p. 43; Philo-Navt. “Hydrography, Levant Seas,” p. 417. 

 
“Memorandum given to Lord Keith by Captain Louis, 1801 
A rock lies between Cyprus and Candia in the latitude 35 deg. 10 min. about 25 leagues163 W. 
Of Cyprus. 
 
Query, whether the same (is) laid down in some charts farther to the N. under the name of 
Kephali-tis-Atalias (Satalia head)?” p. 43. 
 
“Name…Satalia   Lat…37  0.   Long… 30  30. Caramania.” p. 417. 
 
 

39. Satalia 
J. W. Norie, A Complete Set of Nautical Tables, containing all that are Requisite, 
with the Nautical Almanac, in keeping a ship’s reckoning At Sea, and in 
ascertaining the latitude and longitude by Celestial Observations; including a new, 
accurate, and extensive table of the latitudes and longitudes of the principal ports, 
harbours, capes, etc. in the world, with several other New And Improved Tables, to 
which is prefixed, a copious explanation of the tables; likewise Astronomical 
Problems for finding the Latitude ... and the longitude ...,   For the Author and 
William Heather, London, 1810, p. 229. 

 

Turkey in Asia. “Satalia…37 0 0 N., 30 40 0 E.” p. 229. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
163  25 nautical miles = 139 km. 
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40. Satalia 
Thomas Mortimer (Vice-Consul for the Austrian Netherlands), A General Dictionary 
of Commerce, Trade, and Manufactures: Exhibiting Their Present State in Every 
Part of the World; and Carefully Comp. from the Latest and Best Authorities, 
Richard Phillips, London, 1810, npn. 

 
s.v. “Turkey in Asia—The chief ports are Bussora (Basra), Trebisond, Sinope, Smyrna, and 
Satalia.” 

 
 

41. Satalia 
Encyclopaedia Britannica; or, a Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Miscellaneous 
Literature; Enlarged and Improved, Archibald Constable and Co., Edinburgh, 
Vernor, Hood, and Sharpe, London, 1810, Vol. V., p. 172. 

 
s.v. “Caramania, a considerable province (sic.) of Turkey in Asia, in the fourth part of 
Natolia. Bajazet united this province to his empire about the year 1488, and since that time it 
has continued in the posession of the Turks. Satalia was the capital city, but is now much 
decayed.” Vol. V., p. 172. 
 
 

42. Satalia 
The Modern Gazetteer: being A Copious Geographical Dictionary of all the nations, 
empires, kingdoms, republics, states, departments, provinces, counties, cities, towns, 
forts, oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, canals, harbours, hills, mountains, etc. in The 
World ... brought down to the present time and illustrated with thirty-two new and 
correct maps, William Anderson, Edinburgh, 1810, Vol. II., pp. 544, 592. 

 
“Satalia, a large and strong sea-port of Turkey in Asia, in Natolia, situated on the coast of 
Caramania, and divided into three towns. It has a superb mosque, which was formerly a 
church. The country around is fertile; and the citrons and oranges are extremely fine. It is 
150 miles W. by. S. of Cogni, and 255 S. By E. of Constantinople. Lon. 32. 21. E. Lat. 37. 1. 
N.” p. 544. 
 
Smyrna: “It is 8 days journey from Constantinople by land, 25 from Aleppo, by the caravans, 
6 from Cogna, 7 from Cataya (Kütahya), and 6 from Satalia.” p. 592. 

 
 

43. Satalia 
The Cyclopaedia; or, Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Literature, by 
Abraham Rees ... with the assistance of eminent professional gentlemen ... in Forty-
One Volumes, First American Edition, Samuel F. Bradford, and, Murray, 
Fairman and Co., Philadelphia, Peter A. Mesier, New-York; Blake and 
Cunningham, Boston; Cushing and Appleton, Salem; Hezekiah Howe, New-
Haven…, 1810-1824, Vol. VII., CAP-CHA, npn.  

 
s.v. Caramania, “Caramania, in geography, one of the divisions of Asia Minor, now a 
province of Turkey in Asia (sic.), situate on the southernmost part, and extending from North 
to South along the Mediterranean coast, which is its southern boundary. It formerly 
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comprehended the ancient countries of Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Lycaonia, Isauria, Cilicia, 
part of Phrygia, Galatia, and Cappadocia. The Turks call the whole province Caraman-Ili 
(sic). Its capital is Satalia (sic.). This province anciently belonged to the Caramanian princes, 
and was the last that submitted to the arms of the Ottomans, about the year 1488. Caramania 
may be divided into Greater and Lesser; the former comprehending all that part which lies to 
the north of mount Taurus, and the latter that part which lies southward along the coast. The 
coast of Caramania is for the most part mountainous, and above these high mountains it is 
not uncommon to see, in clear weather, a very small black cloud, no bigger than a bird. This 
globe of vapours is subject to great agitation; at first it is very small, then suddenly spreads, 
contracts, appears and disappears at intervals above the mountain, and changes its form 
every instant. How calm soever the atmosphere may be, a sudden and violent squall may be 
expected at the sight of these insulated clouds, which discharge the wind with so much 
rapidity and vehemence, that if a ship be not prepared to be overtaken by it, she runs a great 
risk of losing part of her sails, and even her masts and yards. During the calm which precedes 
the storm, a numerous shoal of fishes, cleaving the water level with its surface, and even 
darting above it, moves with great rapidity; and the agitation of these inhabitants of the 
depths of the sea is always a certain presage of an approaching and violent agitation in the 
atmosphere and waters.” 
 
 

44. Attalia, Sattalia 
Rev. John Brown, A Dictionary of the Holy Bible, containing An Historical account 
of the Persons: A Geographical and Historical Account of the Places: A Literal, 
Critical, and Systematical Description of other Objects, whether Natural, Artificial, 
Civil, Relgious, or Military: and An Explanation of the Appellative Terms mentioned 
in the Old And New Testaments, W. Gracie, Berwick, 1810, p. 120. 

 
“Attalia, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia, situate on a fair bay of the Mediterranean sea; or 
a city of Lycia (sic. Lydia); both of which were probably founded by Attalus, king of 
Pergamus. Here Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel (sic.), about 16 or 17 years after our 
Saviour’s death. Acts xiv. 25.;but we read no more of its Christianity, save that the 
inhabitants had a bishop in the 5thand 6th centuries.” p. 120. 

 
 

45. Satalia, Kephalitis Attalias 
Laurie and Whittle’s New Sailing Directions for the Mediterranean Sea; containing 
Instructions for Navigating on its different Coasts, and into its Bays and Harbours: 
including, also, Directions for the Strait of Bonifacio, and also for the Coast Without 
the Strait of Gibraltar, from Cape St. Mary Into Cadiz. Etc. …, Robert Laurie and 
James Whittle, London, 1811, p. 100.  

 

“The Town of Satalia stands on the western banks of a river in the north-west part of the 
extensive Gulf of Satalia, at the distance of 14 leagues N. by E. from Cape Chelidoni…S.E.1/4 
S. 13 leagues from Cape Chelidoni, and W.N.W. 23 leagues from Cape St. Epiphanes in the 
island of Cyprus, lies a dangerous shoal, called Kephalitis Attalias; fourteen leagues S. by W. 
¼ W. from this shoal, S. by E. ½ E. from Cape Chelidoni, and E. by S. Southerly from Cape 
St. Epiphanes, is another sunken rock, of which you must beware, when navigating these 
seas.” p. 100. 
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46. 1811, August 
Adalia 
Captain F. Beaufort, Karamania, Or, A Brief Description of the South Coast of 
Asia-Minor and of the Remains of Antiquity: With Plans, Views, &c. Collected 
During a Survey of that Coast, Under the Orders of the Lords Commissioners of the 
Admiralty, in the Years 1811 & 1812, R. Hunter, (successor to Mr. Johnson), 
London, 1817. p. 65-74;75-76; 78-83. (re the events of Adalia in 1811.) 

“It has already been observed, that this coast is covered with woods of pine, except where 
they have been partially cut for fuel, or cleared away in some valleys for cultivation. The trees 
are generally coarse and stunted, but between Phaselis and Cape Avova (Kemer), a belt of 
large and handsome pines borders the shore for some miles. We felled several which squared 
twenty-two inches (56cms); and found the timber tough and close grained. 

While tranquilly employed there, surveying, wooding, and watering, we were astonished by 
the report of some heavy guns. No ships were in sight, there was no appearance of forts or 
castles on this almost uninhabited coast, and we began to think the angel of Takhtulu was 
anticipating his autumnal summons. A small vessel, which soon after anchored in a 
neighbouring creek, put an end to our conjectures. She brought intelligence that the city of 
Adalia had been lately surprised by a rival Bey, and that the firing which had been heard was 
occasioned by an attempt of the former governor to retake it. 

An approaching occulation of a star, and a lunar eclipse, were shortly to take place; and the 
island of Rashat (today Sıçan Adası), which is but a few miles from Adalia, seemed to be a 
desirable place for our little observatory. It would have been satisfactory to have obtained 
these observations near the principal city of the whole coast, but it was of more importance to 
our pursuits to avoid being entangled in the feuds of those turbulent chieftains. This news 
therefore determined me to remain where we then were, off Cape Avova (Kemer). The 
distance of Adalia, from thence is eighteen miles; and though we had distinctly heard the 
guns, we flattered ourselves that we might continue there, unperceived and undisturbed. 

But vain were our hopes. The city was recaptured by the former Pasha, and the unsuccessful 
party were flying in all directions. The following day, a large body of them came down to the 
beach abreast the ship, and begged of our watering party to protect them from the fury of 
their pursuers. This was of course refused: we had no right to interfere in their disputes; and I 
determined neither to involve His Majesty’s flag, nor to expose our operations to interruption 
or failure, through the resentment of the Pasha, whose government extends along so large a 
portion of the coast. Exhausted, however, as the fugitives were by fatigue, hunger, wounds, I 
could not resist their importunity for a little bread, and for surgical assistance. But the 
refreshments that we sent were accompanied with advice, to escape while there was yet time, 
into the woods, where cavalry could not pursue them; and in that case, with an offer of 
sufficient bread to carry them out of the province. They replied, that to escape would be 
impossible; that there were no roads open to their retreat; a price was set upon their heads; 
the want of success had now rendered all the inferior Aghas hostile; and that their religion 
taught them to rely upon God for their deliverance, or to submit without repining to their fate. 
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Some hours after, a large sailing launch was seen drifting out to sea, without any person on 
board: our boats towed her along side, and as the horse-patroles of the victorious party were 
already descending into the plain, I proposed to these poor wretches to victual that vessel, to 
repair the oars and sails, and to embark them in her, ready for the land-breeze at night. 

This they also declined – none of them were seamen; they knew not how or where to steer: 
and if their hour was come, they preferred dying like men, with arms in their hands on shore, 
to being murdered by the cannon of the Pasha’s cruisers, by whom they must ultimately be 
overtaken. 

Things remained in this state till the next morning, when one of the Pasha’s armed ships was 
seen rounding the cape; and the party of cavalry, which had, till then, been checked by the 
appearance of our frigate, now crossed the river, and surrounding at some distance that part 
of the beach which was occupied by the fugitives, seemed only to await the approach of the 
above vessel to close upon their victims. This was the crisis of their fate. That fate depended 
upon me. Cold and calculating prudence forbade me to interfere; but, I could not stand by 
and see them butchered in cold blood! 

My decision once made, there was not a moment to be lost. Our boats were dispatched, and in 
a few minutes I had the satisfaction of rescuing sixty fellow creatures from immediate 
slaughter. 

Since the rejection of their entreaties on the preceding day, they had betrayed no signs of 
despair or impatience: they had neither reproached our obduracy, nor murmured at their 
fate; and when our boats landed, they were found sitting under the shade of neighbouring 
trees, with an air of resignation that bordered on indifference. They now displayed neither 
exultation nor joy; they came on the quarter deck with manly composure; they were perhaps 
grateful, but their gratitude did not seem to be addressed to us; in their eyes, we were still 
infidels; and though the immediate preservers of their lives, we were but tools in the hands of 
their protecting prophet. 

The armed vessel had by this time approached us; and two Turks of somewhat superior rank, 
after a short consultation with their comrades on shore, came on board the frigate. Secretly 
enraged at having been foiled of their prey, they yet addressed me with the most courteous 
respect: menaces indeed, they were not in any condition to offer; persuasion gave them the 
only chance of success. 

Though illiterate and ignorant, the Turks are profoundly artful; accustomed to meditation and 
reserve, their countenance rarely betrays their feelings; and equally suspicious of neighbours 
and of strangers, they possess the most wary dissimulation, and acute subtlety.  

The conversation that took place with these ambassadors from the Pasha, as they styled 
themselves, was characteristic and amusing. Coffee, the precursor of all business, being over, 
they began by representing, that their master’s entire ignorance of the object of the frigate’s 
appearance on the coast, had alone prevented his earlier offers of assistance; and they 
adroitly hinted, that it would have been more grateful to his feelings, if we had made our first 
visit at his capital. Then, gradually introducing their more immediate business, they 
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disclaimed, they said, as an offensive idea, the possibility that we could condescend to be 
interested in their local quarrels; and affected not to be aware that the fugitives were on 
board, they expressed their conviction that I knew nothing “of the remnant of the band of 
robbers, of whom they were in pursuit.” However little they were encouraged by the dry 
manner in which I listened to this grimace, they proceeded step by step to unfold their 
mission: the whole affair was of course coloured in their own way; sometimes they obliquely 
alluded to the displeasure of the Porte, and sometimes glanced at the magnificent presents 
that might be expected from the Pasha, if on the other hand, we should accede to his wishes; 
till at length, intimating that they could guess where the runaways were, they made a formal 
demand of their persons. Thus far they had been suffered to proceed, in the hope that some 
terms might be obtained: but, perceiving that unconditional surrender was the sole object of 
their instructions, and that nothing but indiscriminate slaughter would satisfy their vindictive 
master, I here put an end to the conference, and civilly dismissed them from the ship. 

In departing, they offered my interpreter a large sum if he could induce me to give up, at 
least, the Bin Bashy164, or chief; they also tried to sound him with respect to our future 
intentions: but, disappointed in all their intrigues, they at last begged for a small stock of 
coffee and rum165, as their embarkation had been so sudden, that they were wholly 
unprovided; and in this point alone they succeeded. 

After quitting us, they returned to the shore, again consulted with the land party, and then 
made sail to the westward in quest of a vessel, in which they said, the plunder of the treasury 
had been carried off. We remained at anchor to conclude our business.” p. 63-74 

“It had been my intention to land our cargo of Turks at this place (Makry-Fethiye): but 
finding that it was, in some measure, dependent on the pashalik of Adalia, it became 
necessary to alter our plan; so, having some public affairs to transact with Hassan Bey, the 
governor of Rhodes, we next touched at that island. There we found our late adventure well 
known; and Hassan too much in the interests of the Pasha of Adalia, to trust our passengers 
to his clutches. The island of Kos seemed, for various reasons, to be the safest place in which 
they could be put on shore, and whither we proceeded. In our way, a calm obliged us to 
anchor off Cape Krio; where many of them, tired of the restraints of the ship, and anxious to 
get on shore for the fast of Ramazan (that began on the 19th of September 1226-1811), were 
landed at their own request.” p. 75-76. 

“The next evening we reached the island of Kos, and anchored off the town. This place being 
a general resort for ships sailing along the east side of the Archipelago, our Bin Bashy found 
no difficulty in hiring a small vessel to convey the remainder of his companions and himself to 
the town of Scala Nuova (=Kuşadasi), from whence he had begun his inauspicious voyage. 
They parted from us with general demonstrations of gratitude, and I believe they felt as much 
as Mohammedans could feel towards Ghiaoors. 

                                                             
164  “A Bin Bashy means the commander of a thousand men, and may answer to our rank of colonel.” 
165  “The Turks drink rum without compunction: they pretend that the law prohibits only spirits distilled from the 

juice of the grape.” 
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We had identified ourselves too much with these people not to feel anxious to discover the 
real nature of an affair in which we had been so materially involved. But their account of it 
varied so essentially from that of the Pasha’s messengers; the thirst of vengeance of the one 
party, the ruined hopes of the other, and the habitual dissimulation of both, so distorted every 
circumstance, that it was no easy matter to elicit a coherent story. Each part called the other 
rebels, and each hinted to us, a promise or a threat of the approbation or resentment of the 
Porte, according as they imagined that we wavered in our decision. 

The reader knows that the Turkish dominions are divided into a number of provinces, which 
are governed by Pashas, or Beys, according to their extent. These officers dearly purchase 
their appointments from the Porte, but they soon indemnify themselves for that expense, by 
selling the lesser districts to the subordinate Aghas, who again reimburse themselves by 
progressive extortion. The authority of the superior Pashas is almost unlimited, and in the 
remote provinces, their allegiance is very equivocal. One of their principal obligations, is to 
furnish a certain proportion of troops, and when summoned, to accompany them in person to 
the imperial camp. 

Mehemmet, the Pasha of Adalia, for a long time had not only evaded this summons, but had 
even refused to send his quota. The incensed Porte at first could only menace; being too fully 
occupied by the war with Russia either to depose or punish him. Ahmed, his brother, and 
avowed enemy, at that time living under the protection of Kara Osman Ogloo, the Pasha166 of 
Magnesia (from 1811 centred at Aydin), and perhaps the most powerful chieftain of Anatolia. 
Through his influence, Ahmed secretly purchased at Constantinople, a ferman of appointment 
to his brother’s pashalik; for which he was to pay, if ultimately successful, 150,000 
piasters167. The Porte, however, seldom goes farther than to grant the ferman: there it is; get 
possession of it if you can. Ahmed therefore, accompanied by our passenger, the Bin Bashy, 
proceeded to Scala Nuova; and with the assistance of the Pasha168 of Magnesia, embarked 
about three hundred well armed volunteers in small vessels, giving out there, that they were a 
reinforcement for the Pasha of Egypt. 

In a few days they reached Adalia, where, pretending that they were trading vessels returning 
from Alexandria, and in want of provisions, they entered the harbour without exciting 
suspicion. After dusk, the confederates, who had till then been concealed, under apparent 
merchandise, suddenly landed, and seizing on the gates of the city, and on the palace, they 
proclaimed their leader to be the lawful Pasha. The next day Ahmed rifled Mehemmet’s 
treasury, wherein, it is said, a million of piasters169 were found; and which, for fear of a 
reverse of fortune, were instantly embarked, and consigned to the care of his patron at Scala 
Nuova. 

Mehemmet, fortunately for himself, was in the country when the city had been surprised: he 
speedily exerted the resources yet left to him; the best of which were the affections of his 
people; and these he undoubtedly possessed, for though his capital was taken, his treasure 

                                                             
166  In the 1818 edition, Pasha is replaced by Moosellim (the governor of a large city). 
167  About 7,500 sterling 
168  In the 1818 edition, Pasha is replaced by Moosellim. 
169  About 50,000l. sterling 
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gone, and himself declared a rebel by the Porte, he was enabled to present himself before the 
walls of the city on the fourth day, with six thousand faithful adherents. During two days, the 
conflict was doubtful, but at length, victory crowned his efforts. Two thirds of his antagonists 
payed for their termerity with their lives; and the rest, including Ahmed, our Bin Bashy, and 
about a hundred of their followers, threw themselves into boats, and escaped to sea in various 
directions. 

We afterwards learned the Ahmed with a few attendants, had taken refuge in the barren 
island of Rashat, where he was soon discovered and strangled; and also, that the vessel 
containing the treasure, had been seized by the Bey of Rhodes, and honourably restored.” p. 
78-83. 

 
 

47. 1811, August 
Adalia 
Francis Beaufort, F.R.S. Captain of His Majesty’s Ship Frederiksteen, Karamania, 

or, A Brief Description of the South Coast of Asia-Minor and of the Remains of 
Antiquity: with Plans, Views, &c. Collected During a Survey of that Coast, Under the 
Orders of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, in the Years 1811 & 1812, 
Second Edition, R. Hunter, (successor to Mr. Johnson), London, 1818. p. 70-79; 
80-81; 83-88 (re the events of Adalia in 1811) 

 

“It has already been observed, that this coast is covered with woods of pine170, except where 
they have been partially cut for fuel, or cleared away in some valleys for cultivation. The trees 
are generally coarse and stunted, but between Phaselis and Cape Avova (Kemer), a belt of 
large and handsome pines borders the shore for some miles. We felled several which squared 
twenty-two inches; and found the timber tough and close grained. 

While tranquilly employed there, surveying, wooding, and watering, we were astonished by 
the report of some heavy guns. No ships were in sight, there was no appearance of forts or 
castles on this almost uninhabited coast, and we began to think the angel of Takhtulu was 
anticipating his autumnal summons.: but aAsmall vessel, which soon after anchored in a 
neighbouring creek, put an end to our conjectures. She brought intelligence that the city of 
Adalia had been lately surprised by a rival Bey, and that the firing which had been heard was 
occasioned by an attempt of the former governor to retake it. 

An approaching occulation of a star, and a lunar eclipse, were shortly to take place; and the 
island of Rashat (today Sıçan Adası), which is but a few miles from Adalia, seemed to be a 
desirable place for our little observatory. It would have been satisfactory to have obtained 
these observations near the principal city of the whole coast, but it was of more importance to 
our pursuits to avoid being entangled in the feuds of those turbulent chieftains. This news 
therefore determined me to remain where we then were, off Cape Avova.: tThe distance of 
                                                             
170  It can be noted that in 1902-3, Pine trees, “In the Sandjak of Adalia they cover nearly 900,000 acres (60 sq. 

km.), the pine being here the Pinus maritimus, which occurs up to 1500 feet. The forests are, however, in 
general little worked, and the Smyrna timber market is mainly supplied from abroad. The Geographical 
Journal, Vol. 22. Royal Geographical Society, 1903, 457.  
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Adalia, from thence, is eighteen miles; and though we had distinctly heard the guns had been 
distinctly heard, we flattered ourselves that we might continue there, unperceived and 
undisturbed. 

But vain were our hopes. The city was recaptured by the former Pasha, and the unsuccessful 
party were flying in all directions. The following day, a large body of them came down to the 
beach abreast the ship, and begged of our watering party to protect them from the fury of 
their pursuers. This was of course refused: we had no right to interfere in their disputes; and I 
determined neither to involve His Majesty’s flag, nor to expose our operations to interruption 
or failure, through the resentment of the Pasha, whose government extends along so large a 
portion of the coast. Exhausted, however, as the fugitives were by fatigue, hunger, wounds, I 
could not resist their importunity for a little bread, and for surgical assistance. But the 
refreshments that we sent were accompanied with advice to escape, while there was yet time, 
into the woods, where cavalry could not pursue them; and in that case, with an offer of 
sufficient bread to carry them out of the province. They replied, that to escape would be 
impossible; that there were no roads open to their retreat; a price was set upon their heads;-
and the want of success had now rendered all the inferior Aghas hostile; and that their: 
besides, their religion taught them to rely upon God for their deliverance,- or to submit 
without repining to their fate. 

Some hours after, a large sailing launch was seen drifting out to sea, without any person on 
board: our boats towed her along side, and as the horse-patroles of the victorious party were 
already descending into the plain, I proposed to these poor wretches to victual that vessel, to 
repair the oars and sails, and to embark them in her, ready for the land-breeze at night. 

This they also declined -: none of them were seamen; they knew not how or where to steer:- 
and if their hour was come, they preferred dying like men, with arms in their hands on shore, 
to being murdered by the cannon of the Pasha’s cruisers, by whom they must ultimately be 
overtaken. 

Things remained in this state till the next morning, when one of the Pasha’s armed ships was 
seen rounding the cape; and the party of cavalry, which had, till then, been checked by the 
appearance of our frigate, now crossed the river, and surrounding at some distance that part 
of the beach which was occupied by the fugitives, seemed only to await the approach of the 
above vessel to close upon their victims. This was the crisis of their fate. That fate depended 
upon me. Cold and calculating prudence forbade me to interfere;: but, - I could not stand by, 
and see them butchered in cold blood! 

My decision once made, there was not a moment to be lost. Our boats were dispatched, and in 
a few minutes I had the satisfaction of rescuing sixty fellow-creatures from immediate 
slaughter. 

Since the rejection of their entreaties on the preceding day, they had betrayed no signs of 
despair or impatience: they had neither reproached our obduracy, nor murmured at their 
fate; and when our boats landed, they were found sitting under the shade of the neighbouring 
trees, with an air of resignation that bordered on indifference. They now displayed neither 
exultation nor joy; they came on the quarter-deck with manly composure; they were perhaps 
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grateful, but their gratitude did not seem to be addressed to us; in their eyes, we were still 
infidels; and though the immediate preservers of their lives, we were but tools in the hands of 
their protecting prophet. 

The armed vessel had by this time approached us; and two Turks of somewhat superior rank, 
after a short consultation with their comrades on shore, came on board the frigate. 
Thoughsecretly enraged at having been foiled of their prey, they yet addressed me with the 
most courteous respect: menaces, indeed, they were not in anya condition to offer; but to 
persuasion and flattery gave them the only chance of they trusted for success. 

Though illiterate and ignorant, the Turks are profoundly artful; accustomed to meditation and 
reserve, their countenance rarely betrays their feelings; and equally suspicious of neighbours 
and of strangers, they possess the most wary dissimulation, and acute subtlety.  

The conversation that took place with these ambassadors from the Pasha, as they styled 
themselves, was characteristic and amusing. Coffee, the precursor of all business, being over, 
they began by representing, that their master’s entire ignorance of the object of the frigate’s 
appearance on the coast, had alone prevented his earlier offers of assistance; and they 
adroitly hinted, insinuated, that it would have been more grateful to his feelings,our conduct 
would have been less ambiguous in appearance, as well as more grateful to his feelings, if 
we had made our first visit at his capital. Then, gradually introducing their more immediate 
business, they disclaimed, they said, as an offensive idea, the possibility that we could 
condescend to be interested in their local quarrels; and affecteding not to be aware that the 
fugitives were on board, they expressed their conviction, that I knew nothing “of the remnant 
of the band of robbers, of whom they were in pursuit.” However little they were encouraged 
by the dry manner in which I listened to this grimace, they proceeded step by step to unfold 
their mission: the whole affair was of course coloured in their own way; sometimes they 
obliquely alluded to the displeasure of the Porte, if we should persist in giving countenance 
to its rebellious subjects; and sometimes they glanced at the magnificent presents that might 
be expected from the Pasha, if on the other hand, we should accede to his wishes; till at 
length, intimating that they could guess where the runaways were, they made a formal 
demand of their persons. Thus far they had been suffered to proceed, in the hope that some 
terms might be obtained: but, perceiving that unconditional surrender was the sole object of 
their instructions, and that nothing but indiscriminate slaughter would satisfy their vindictive 
master, I here put an end to the conference, and civilly dismissed them from the ship. 

In departing, they offered my interpreter a large sum if he could induce me to give up, at 
least, the Bin Bashy171, or chief; they also tried to sound him with respect to our future 
intentions: but, disappointed in all their intrigues, they at last begged for a small stock of 
coffee and rum172, as their embarkation had been so sudden, that they were wholly 
unprovided; and in this point alone they succeeded. 

                                                             
171  A Bin Bashy means the commander of a thousand men, and may answer to our rank of colonel. 
172  “The Turks drink rum without compunction: they pretend that the law prohibits only spirits distilled from the 

juice of the grape.” 
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After quitting us, they returnedwent back to the shore, again consulted with the land party, 
and then made sail to the westward in quest of a vessel, in which they said, the plunder of the 
treasury had been carried off. We remained at anchor to conclude our business.” p. 70-79 

“It had been my intention to land our cargo of Turks at this place (Makry-Fethiye): but 
finding that it was, in some measure, dependent on the pashalik of Adalia, it became 
necessary to alter our plan;.so,Having some public affairs to transact with Hassan Bey, the 
governor of Rhodes, we next touched at that island.: but therealso, we found our late 
adventure well known; and Hassan too much in the interests of the Pasha of Adalia, to trust 
our passengers to his clutches. The island of Kos seemed, for various reasons, to be the safest 
place in which they could be put on shore, and wthither we proceeded. In our way, a calm 
obliged us to anchor off Cape Krio; where many of them, tired of the restraints of thea ship, 
and anxious to get on shore for the fast of Ramazan (that began on the 19th of September 
1226-1811), were landed at their own request.” p. 80-81. 

“The next evening we reached the island of Kos, and anchored off the town. This place being 
a general resort for ships sailing along the east side of the Archipelago, our Bin Bashy found 
no difficulty in hiring a small vessel to convey the remainder of his companions and himself to 
the town of Scala Nuova (=Kuşadasi), from whence he had begun his inauspicious voyage. 
They parted from us with general demonstrations of gratitude, and I believe they felt as much 
as Mohammedans could feel towards Ghiaoors. 

We had identified ourselves too much with these people not to feel anxious to discover the 
real nature of an affair in which we had been so materially involved. But their account of it 
varied so essentially from that of the Pasha’s messengers; the thirst of vengeance of the one 
party, the ruined hopes of the other, and the habitual dissimulation of both, so distorted every 
circumstance, that it was no easy matter to elicit a coherent story. Each part called the other 
rebels, and each had hinted to us, a promise or a threat of the approbation or resentment of 
the Porte, according as they imagined that we wavered in our decision. 

The reader knows that the Turkish dominions are divided into a number of provinces, which 
are governed by Pashas, or Beys, etc. according to their extent. These officers dearly 
purchase their appointments from the Porte, but they soon indemnify themselves for that 
expense, by selling the lesser districts to the subordinate Aghas, who again reimburse 
themselves by progressive extortion. The authority of the superior Pashas is almost unlimited, 
and in the remote provinces, their allegiance is very equivocal. One of their principal 
obligations is, to furnish a certain proportioncontingent of troops, and, when summoned, to 
accompany them in person to the imperial camp. 

Mehemmet, the old Pasha of Adalia, for a long time had not only evaded this summons, but 
had even refused to send his quota. The incensed Porte at first could only menace; being too 
fully occupied by the war with Russia either to depose or punish him. Ahmed, his brother, 
andbut avowed enemy, at that time livinged under the protection of Kara Osman Ogloo, the 
PashaMoosellim of Magnesia (Aydin), and perhaps, from his extensive possessions, the most 
powerful chieftain of Anatolia. Through his influence, Ahmed secretly purchased at 
Constantinople, a ferman of appointment to his brother’s pashalik; for which he was to pay, if 
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ultimately successful, 150,000 piasters173. The Porte, however, seldom goes farther than to 
grant the ferman:-Tthere it is;- get possession of it ifas you can. Ahmed therefore, 
accompanied by our passenger, the Bin Bashy, proceeded to Scala Nuova; and with the 
assistance of the Mooselim of Magnesia, embarked about three hundred well armed 
volunteers in small vessels, giving out there, that they were a reinforcement for the Pasha of 
Egypt. 

In a few days they reached Adalia, where, pretending that they wereto be trading vessels 
returningon their return from Alexandria, and in want of provisions, they entered the 
harbour without exciting suspicion. After dusk, the confederates, who had till then been 
concealed, under apparent merchandise, suddenly landed, and seizing on the gates of the city, 
and on the palace, they proclaimed their leader to be the lawful Pasha. The next day Ahmed 
rifled Mehemmet’s treasury, wherein, it is said, a million of piasters174 were found; and 
whichthese, for fear of a reverse of fortune, were instantly embarked, and consigned to the 
care of his patron at Scala Nuova. 

Mehemmet, fortunately for himself, was in the country when the city had been surprised: he 
speedily exerted the resources yet left to him; the best of which were the affections of his 
people; and these he undoubtedly possessed -, for though his capital was taken, his treasure 
gone, and himself declared a rebel by the Porte, he was enabled to present himself before the 
walls of the city on the fourth day, with six thousand faithful adherents. During two days, the 
conflict was doubtful, but at length, victory crowned his efforts. Two thirds of his antagonists 
payed,for their termerity with their lives for the rashness of their enterprise; and the rest, 
including Ahmed, our Bin Bashy, and about a hundred of their followers, threw themselves 
into boats, and escaped to sea in various directions. 

We afterwards learned the Ahmed with a few attendants, had taken refuge in the barren 
island of Rashat, where he was soon discovered, dragged from under some ruined buildings, 
and immediately strangled; and we alsoheard, that the vessel containing the 
plunderedtreasure, had been seized by the Bey of Rhodes, and honourably restored.” p. 83-
88. 

 
 

48. 1812, May 1st-7th 
Adalia, Satalia, Antalia, Attalia 
Captain F. Beaufort, Karamania, Or, A Brief Description of the South Coast of 
Asia-Minor and of the Remains of Antiquity: With Plans, Views, &c. Collected 
During a Survey of that Coast, Under the Orders of the Lords Commissioners of the 
Admiralty, in the Years 1811 & 1812, R. Hunter, (successor to Mr. Johnson), 
London, 1817, p. 110-131. 

 

“The small uninhabited island called Rashat, is separated from the shore by a narrow 
channel; to the eastward it presents a perpendicular face, 350 feet high; the other side slopes 

                                                             
173  About £7,500. An inflation rate of 2.08% per year means £100 in 1812 is worth £6758.68 in 2017. 
174  About £50,000. 
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down to the water, and was formerly defended by a wall, part of which remains. This was the 
scene of that catastrophe which closed the attempt on Adalia the preceding year; the 
unfortunate Ahmed was dragged from under the ruined wall, where he had endeavoured to 
hide from his pursuers, and was immediately strangled. Rashat was probably the Atelebusa of 
Ptolemy; for though is position widely differs from the place assigned to it by his latitude and 
longitude, yet it corresponds with the order of his names. 

We proceded to the city of Adalia, and anchored at a little distance outside of the harbour. A 
boat immediately came on board with a complimentary message from the Governor. It was 
conveyed by one of the same Turks, who had been deputed the preceeding autumn to obtain 
the surrender of the fugitives. 

We learned from him that the old Pasha, who had so gallantly retaken his capital last year, 
was dead; and that his Greek physician had managed matters so well, that the eldest son, 
Hadgi Mehemmet, had time to arrive and to seize on the reins of government before the 
decease of his father was announced. Things were, however, in a very unsettled state until the 
decision of the Porte was known, to whom the son had made immediate overtures, and large 
offers in order to obtain the appointment, and to be invested with the three tails of a Pasha175. 
The messenger drank my coffee with distrust, looked around him with suspicion, and spoke 
with a cautious humility, not very usual for a Turk. Having expressed a desire to see the ship, 
he was shewn around the decks; and I understood he peeped into the storerooms and cabins 
with amusing anxiety, as if apprehensive at every door, that a new Pasha would step out; or, 
perhaps, the fatal Kapoojy Bashy176. 

A lieutenant was sent to the young Bey, with a civil reply, and with the customary offer of 
saluting the fortress, on the assurance of an equal number of guns being returned. He 
appeared flattered by the proposal, and promised gun for gun, but requested that the number 
might not exceed eleven: probably eleven guns were all he had on that side of the city. 

The Bey then dispatched his messenger to ask permission to send on board a present. The 
exchange, or rather traffic of presents is such an established custom in all parts of the East, 
that to avoid it without giving offence, is extremely difficult. When possible, however, I 
endeavoured to elude this practice, for it was not always convenient to make a suitable 
return; and still more, because that in every present from a Turk to a Christian, there is 
something insulting implied. When a foreign minister is to be introduced at the Ottoman 
court, the embassy is stopped in the outer apartments of the Seray; and when announced to 
the Despot, his literal expression is:-“Feed and clothe those Christian dogs, and then bring 
them into my presence.” Such is the real meaning of the dinner and pelisses given to 
ambassadors and their suites; and something similar, though more or less covered according 
to circumstance, is blended with every present. At Adalia, however, many considerations 
rendered me more than ordinarily reluctant to shock the prejudices of the people: indeed the 
success of our future labours, might, perhaps, materially depend on our leaving favourable 
impressions. The present was, therefore, accepted; it consisted of bullocks, goats, fowls, and 
vegetables, and was attended by two officers of rank. Having ascertained the tastes and wants 
                                                             
175  Report said he had offered 500 purses, about £12,000. 
176  The Sultan’s executioner.  
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of the Bey, I presented him, on the following day, with a small cask of gunpowder, some 
dozens of ales and porter, and a few trifling articles of English manufacture: the cask and the 
baskets were ornamented with green, the sacred colour of the Turks (Muslims); and were 
carried on poles, by ten of the most athletic and handsome of our crew: small circumstances 
in themselves, but calculated to enhance the value of our little present, and to excite respect 
for a nation, of which we were the first individuals seen on these coasts177. 

Having been informed that I purposed waiting on him, the Bey sent down his gaudily 
caparisoned horses to the landing place; and we mounted, under a salute from the batteries. 
In passing through the streets, a disquiet curiosity was visible in every countenance; and in 
the crowds which thronged the antichambers of the Seray, we remarked a jealous and 
impatient ferocity, as if in expectation of some sinister event. 

The young Bey was tall, but not stout; his face sallow and rather intelligent: we were received 
with sufficient politeness, though he helped himself first to coffee; a prerogative seldom 
assumed but by the superior Pashas. After some formal conversation, I told him that we were 
desirous of examining the antiquities and ruins of the country. With some hesitation he named 
several in the interior, and offered to supply us with horses and guides to visit them. This, 
however was incompatible with our plans but I thanked him, and soon after took my leave, to 
his no small relief: his mind was evidently ill at ease while I remained on his sofa; he seemed 
to imagine that I had a ferman in my pocket for his deposition, and every time I moved, 
significant looks were exchanged between him and his attendants. 

The sailors and marines of my suite who had remained in the outer court of the Seray, had 
been offered a bag of sequins, which they rejected; not less to their own honour than to the 
utter surprise of the Turks, who cannot comprehend on what principle gold can be refused. 

The Bey was invited to visit His Majesty’s frigate, but he excused himself with some 
embarrassment; and, notwithstanding the curiosity of the Turks, the whole time we remained 
at anchor, not a single person ventured on board, except the officer who had already been 
there, and he, came two or three times a day on some trifling pretexts. Our officers who went 
on shore were followed; no boat put off from the ship without being watched; and we 
perceived that some telescopes in a house on the beach were continually directed towards us: 
so strongly were the inhabitants impressed with the idea, the our re-appearance on the coast 
at that critical juncture, was connected with some stratagem. For, the attempt of last year to 
displace the old Pasha having failed, and the exertions he had made to prepare for a more 
serious attack being notorious, they thought it probable that the next expedient of the Sublime 
Porte would be the common and summary one of assassination. Every precaution was, 
therefore, taken to prevent a second surprise, and every stranger was the object of suspicion. 
Whatever cause the father had for alarm, the apprehensions of the son were still better 
grounded: he had, indeed, humbled himself to the Porte, and bid high for its favour: but it 
was known that he had formerly supported his refractory father, he now openly claimed the 
succession as a right, and above all, he had taken possession of his father’s riches. In this 
anxious posture of affairs, while in doubt whether to expect the tails or the bow-string, we had 

                                                             
177  He was unaware of earlier English visitors to Adalia, including one in the 17th c. 
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arrived; the part we had taken in the former transactions, was fresh in every one’s 
recollection; and they had also heard that we had latterly been in Smyrna, in the 
neighbourhood of Kara Osman Ogloo, who had been Ahmed’s chief supporter; and in this 
remote corner of the world, they were probably not aware of the impossibility of a British 
man of war being concerned in any sort of treachery. It was, therefore, not very surprising 
that considerable agitation should have been excited; yet it prevailed even in a greater degree 
that we had at first supposed; for the pilot learned in conversation, that, when we were about 
to anchor, the troops had been called out, the gates secured, and the guns trained and primed. 
These suspicions, however, were somewhat dispelled by our frank and unreserved conduct; 
and at our last visit to the Bey, his increased serenity was apparent; yet, even then, he could 
scarcely repress his joy when the day of departure was announced. 

Adalia is beautifully situated round a small harbour; the streets appear to rise behind each 
other like the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of the hill, the city is enclosed by a 
ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder. We 
endeavoured to obtain permission to pass along the inside of the walls, and to examine them 
and the towers; but the Bey reminded us of the rigid laws of the empire on that subject, and 
without absolutely refusing, put it to my feelings whether, circumstanced as he was with 
regard to the Porte, I would urge him to do, what his enemies would not fail to distort into a 
grave offence. There was no answering this appeal, and we contented ourselves with an 
external view. 

In one part of the surrounding wall, we observed that there had formerly been an opening 
between two of the towers; it is now walled up, but appears to have once been a splendid 
gateway. There are still the remains of fourteen columns; the upper rank of which are of the 
Corinthian order. Four of larger dimensions stand in a line with the outer face of the towers; 
on their entablature are some large stones with inscriptions, which are now mis-placed and 
inverted, but they appear to have belonged to a complete course along the whole front. The 
ditch and the outer wall intervening, we could only decipher them by the assistance of a 
pocket telescope. The following fragment seems to point to the age of Hadrian for the date of 
the building:-  

**ΚΑΙΣΑΡΙΘΕΟΥΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΑΡΘΙΚΟΥΥΙΩ 

ΣΤΩΟΛΥΜ**ΩΙΑΡ*Χ***ΜΕΠΖ*ΩΙΔΗΜΑΡΧΙΚΗ 

*ΩΤΗΡΙΤΗΣΟΙΚΟΥΜΕ**** 

      ΝΗΣ                     ΗΒΟΥΛΗ 

The inside walls and towers appear to have been substantial and well built, the quoin stones 
are neatly chiselled, and the whole has a look of finish: but the two outer walls, which inclose 
the ditch, seem to be of inferior workmanship. High up, in the face of a square tower, through 
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which there is a gateway, we remarked two coats of arms, and on a small adjacent tablet, 
some barbarous Latin characters of the middle ages178. 

 

To avoid giving unnecessary umbrage, we abstained from all examination of the town, though 
we learned from an intelligent Greek that it contained many remains of antiquity. He said 
there were also several moskes, but that most of them were paltry buildings: from the ship 
however, we perceived five lofty minarehs, one of which is fluted from the base up to the 
gallery that surrounds the head of the shaft. 

The port is inclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the extremities; but they 
are now in a ruinous state, and the inroads of the sea unite with the neglect of their present 
possessors to insure their destruction. 

The gardens round the town are beautiful; the trees are loaded with fruit; every kind of 
vegetable seemed to be exuberant; and the inhabitants spoke of their corn grounds as more 
than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where intersected by streams loaded 
with calcareous matter, which, after fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn-
mills in their descent to the sea. 

Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; for the daily sea-breeze sweeps up 
the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night, the great northern valley, 
which appears to traverse the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the land wind from the cold 
mountains of the interior. Upon the whole, it would be difficult to select a more charming spot 
for a city. 

The population of Adalia probably does not exceed 8000, two thirds of which, I understand to 
be Mohammedans, the other third Greek. These Greeks are acquainted with no other 

                                                             
178  See the vignette to the chapter Adalia. p. 106, of the Lusignan 14th c. reliefs and inscription. It may have been 

drawn by Charles Cockerell but signed as though drawn by Beaufort, “F. B. delt.”. 
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language than the Turkish; yet, though some of their prayers are translated into that tongue, 
the principal part of the liturgy is repeated in Greek by the Papas, or priests, of whom the 
greater number are as ignorant of the meaning, as their congregation. Chandler mentions a 
similar circumstance at Philadelphia: and in some of the other inland towns of Asia Minor, 
where the proportion of Greeks is but small, the language of their masters prevails as it does 
here. It is a singular fact, however, that at Scala Nuova (today Kuşadasi), a considerable sea-
port near Ephesus, the contrary takes place; few Turks there speak Turkish fluently; even the 
Agha and the Janissaries conversed with each other in Greek, and explained themselves 
imperfectly to our Turkish interpreter. 

The influence of commerce on this coast has been but felt little till lately; but the immense 
demand for wheat in the British garrisons of the Mediterranean during the war, and the 
failure of a supply from that once plenteous granary, Sicily (now hardly adequate to its own 
consumption) had given such a spur to the enterprising islanders of Psara and Hydra, that in 
search of it they ransack the whole surrounding coast of that sea. With dollars in their hands, 
every creek was explored; and a few quarters gleaned from each valley soon completed a 
cargo. The exportation of corn is prohibited throughout the Turkish dominions, under penalty 
of confiscation and slavery179; but this extreme severity only serves to give fresh activity to the 
traffic: for, the Aghas, being exorbitantly paid for their connivance, have a direct interest in 
promoting it; and no Agha in the empire is proof against self-interest. In populous countries, 
and in poor soils, it may be a slow and difficult process, to push the sudden culture of corn 
beyond its accustomed limits, or to divert the necessary capital from other pursuits; but in the 
rich and thinly inhabited valleys of these countries, a single year is sufficient to produce 
exertions, which the stimulus of free trade is alone wanting to perpetuate. The great plain of 
Adalia had begun to feel the effects of this impulse; and even from distant parts of the 
interior, camels, horses, and asses, were daily bringing in their separate ventures, to load the 
Greek180 vessels which lay in the port. 

In the Bazaar, or market, we saw cloth, hardware, and many specimens of English and 
German manufacture; but they had mostly been conveyed by the regular caravans from 
Smyrna. Few articles for barter, are yet bought by the Greek corn traders: ready money is 
their staple, and every vessel we examined on its way up from Malta and Messina to these 
coasts, had many thousands of dollars on board. If this demand continues, both parties will 
find their advantage in a mutual exchange of goods; as cultivation extends, and affluence 
increases, new wants will be generated, new markets for European manufactures will be 

                                                             
179  “…it is well known that the British army in Spain and Portugal, in 1812, derived the largest part of its 

supplies from corn exports encouraged by Turkey - from the rich corn plains of Nicosia in Cyprus, and those 
of Asia Minor, which extend from Tarsus to the Gulph of Satalia. These exports were the chief source of 
profit during that long period to the merchants of Larnaki; and it is notorious that our present consul for 
Cyprus, Vondiziano (Antonio Vondiziano British vice-consul 1796-1839 of Cephallonian origin, whose son-
in-law, P. Paul Vondiziano, became Vice-Consul in 1839), made his large fortune entirely from dealing in 
exports of corn from Turkey. There is, we know, a monopoly in some parts of the Turkish empire with regard 
to opium and silk; but these monopolies are neither universal nor permanent; nor can they continue to co-
exist with the free trade principle of the Turkish code.”, The British and Foreign Review: Or, European 
Quarterly Journal, Vol. III, July-December, James Ridgeway and Sons, London, 1836, 317-318. 

180  Not meaning vessels from Greece, but vessels owned and manned by the Rum subjects of the Porte. 
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gradually opened, and civilisation and industry may one day triumph over the ignorance and 
sloth that now pervade these semi-barbarous regions. 

There seems to be no foundation for the names Satalia, and Antalia, which have crept into the 
modern maps; the inhabitants call both the province and town Adalia, which was evidently 
derived from the antient Attalia; but, as already observed, much reliance cannot be placed on 
the tradition of names in countries which have so often changed their masters. According to 
M. D’Anville, the modern city of Adalia was the antient Olbia, and there are many 
circumstances that confirm the opinion of that eminent geographer.” 

 

View of the Adalia harbour entrance from the sea, facing p. 114-115, engraving, entitled 
“View of the city of Adalia,” published in Beaufort’s Karamania in 1817 and 1818, records 
the drawing as by F. Beaufort delt.181. C. R. R. Cockerell’s more accurate drawing, taken from 
the same position on the deck of H.M.S. Fredericksteen in May 1812, today in the British 
Museum Collection No. 2012,5001.27, differs at many points of detail from that taken by 
Captain Beaufort, not least the 5 minarets visible, Beaufort has missed out the Yivli Minaret, 
the different way that Mermerli köşkü and Hıdırlık are treated, and the different vessels at the 
harbour entrance, etc., and, unlike for example the published engraving of the drawing of the 
Theatre at Side, this was, I think, both signed and was drawn by Beaufort. 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
181  It is worth noting that William Martin Leake in his Journal of a Tour in Asia Minor of 1824, 320, observes in 

respect to the drawing of the Side theatre published by F. Beaufort in 1817, “For the details of the theatre of 
Side, from the drawings of Mr. Cockerell, see the Karamania of Captain Beaufort.” The plate of the Side 
theatre and section, between p. 142-143 of Karamania is signed, F. Beaufort delt. but it was not drawn by F. 
Beaufort 
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49. Adalia,Satalia, Antalia, Attalia 
Francis Beaufort, F.R.S. Captain of His Majesty’s Ship Frederiksteen, Karamania, 
or, A Brief Description of the South Coast of Asia-Minor and of the Remains of 
Antiquity: with Plans, Views, &c. Collected During a Survey of that Coast, Under the 
Orders of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, in the Years 1811 & 1812, 
Second Edition, R. Hunter, (successor to Mr. Johnson), London, 1818, 117-134. 

 

 
“The small uninhabited island called Rashat, is separated from the shore by a narrow 
channel; to the eastward it presents a perpendicular face, 350 feet high; the other side slopes 
down to the water, and was formerly defended by a wall, part of which remains. This was the 
scene of that catastrophe which closed the attempt on Adalia, and the life of the unfortunate 
Ahmed the preceding year; was dragged from under the ruined wall, where he had 
endeavoured to hide from his pursuers, and was immediately strangled. Rashat was probably 
the Atelebusa of Ptolemy; for though is position widely differs from the place assigned to it by 
his latitude and longitude, yet it corresponds with the order of his names. 

We proceeded to the city of Adalia, and anchored at a little distance outside of the harbour. A 
boat immediately came on board with a complimentary message from the Governor. It was 
conveyed by one of the same Turks, who had been deputed the preceding autumn to obtain the 
surrender of the fugitives. 

We learned from him that the old Pasha, who had so gallantly retaken his capital last year, 
was dead; and that his Greek physician had managed matters so well, that the eldest son, 
Hadgi Mehemmet, had time to arrive and to seize on the reins of government before the 
decease of his father was announced. Things were, however, in a very unsettled state;until the 
decision of the Porte was knownanxiously expected by all parties, for though to whom the son 
had made immediate overtures, and large offers182, in order to obtain the appointment, and to 
be invested with the three tails of a Pasha, he had to contend with powerful influence. The 
messenger drank my coffee with distrust, looked around him with suspicion, and spoke with a 
cautious humility, not very usual infor a Turk. Having expressed a desire to see the ship, he 
was shewn round the decks; and I understood that he peeped into the storerooms and cabins 
with amusing anxiety, as if apprehensive, at every door, that a new Pasha would step out;- or, 
perhaps, the fatal Kapoojy Bashy183. 

A lieutenant was sent to the young Bey, with a civil reply, and with the customary offer of 
saluting the fortress, on the assurance of an equal number of guns being returned. He 
appeared flattered by the proposal, and promised gun for gun, but requested that the number 
might not exceed eleven: probably eleven guns were all he had on that side of the city. 

The Bey then dispatched his messenger to ask permission to send on board a present. The 
exchange, or rather traffic of presents is such an established custom in all parts of the East, 
that to avoid it without giving offence, is extremely difficult. When possible, however, I 
endeavoured to elude this practice, for it was not always convenient to make a suitable 

                                                             
182  Report said he had offered 500 purses, about 12,000l. 
183  Executioner.  
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return; and still more, because that in every present from a Turk to a Christian, there is 
something insulting implied. When a foreign minister is to be introduced at the Ottoman 
court, the embassy is stopped in the outer apartments of the Seray; and when announced to 
the Despot, his literal expression is:-“Feed and clothe those Christian dogs, and then bring 
them into my presence.” Such is the real meaning of the dinner and pelisses given to 
ambassadors and their suites; and something similar, though more or less covered according 
to circumstance, is blended with every present. At Adalia, however, many considerations 
rendered me more than ordinarily reluctant to shock the prejudices of the people: indeed the 
success of our future labours, might, perhaps, materially depend on our leaving there 
favourable impressions. The present was, therefore, accepted; it consisted of bullocks, goats, 
fowls, and vegetables, and was attended by two officers of rank. Having ascertained the tastes 
and wants of the Bey, I presented him, on the following day, with a small cask of gunpowder, 
some dozens of ale and porter, and a few trifling articles of English manufacture: the cask 
and the baskets were ornamented with green, the sacred colour of the Turks (Muslims); and 
were carried on poles, by ten of the most athletic and handsome men of our crew: small 
circumstances in themselves, but calculated to enhance the value of our little present, and to 
excite respect for a nation, of which we were the first individuals seen on these coasts184. 

Having been informed that I purposed waiting on him, the Bey sent down his gaudily 
caparisoned horses to the landing place; and we mounted, under a salute from the batteries. 
In passing through the streets, a disquiet curiosity was visible in every countenance; and in 
the crowds which thronged the anti-chambers of the Seray, we remarked a jealous and 
impatient ferocity, as if in expectation of some sinister event. 

The young Bey was tall, but not stoutand slender; his face sallow, and rather intelligent: we 
were received with sufficient politeness, though he helped himself first to coffee; - a 
prerogative seldom assumed but by the superior Pashas. After some formal conversation, I 
told him that we were desirous of examining the antiquities and ruins of the country. 
Withsome hesitation heHe appeared to doubt that this was our real object, but named several 
in the interior, and coldly offered to supply us with horses and guides to visit them. This, 
however, was incompatible with our plans: but I thanked him, and soon after took my leave, 
to his no small relief: his mind was evidently ill at ease while I remained on his sofa; he 
seemed to imagine that I had a ferman in my pocket for his deposition, and every time I 
moved, significant looks were exchanged between him and his attendants. 

The sailors and marines of my suite who had remained in the outer court of the Seray, had 
been offered a bag of sequins, which they rejected; - not less to their own honour than to the 
utter surprise of the Turks, who cannot comprehend on what principle gold can be refused. 

The Bey was invited to visit His Majesty’s frigate, but he excused himself with some 
embarrassment; and, notwithstanding the curiosity of the Turks, the whole time we remained 
at anchor, not a single person ventured on board, except the officer who had already been 
there, and he, under various trifling pretexts, came two or three times a day on some trifling 
pretexts. Our officers who went on shore were followed: no boat put off from the ship without 
                                                             
184  He was unaware of earlier English visitors to Adalia, including one in the 17th c. See Section II below under 

the date 1667. 
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being watched; and we perceived that some telescopes in a house on the beach were 
continually directed towards us: so strongly were the inhabitants impressed with the idea, the 
our re-appearance on the coast at that critical juncture, was connected with some stratagem. 
For, tThe attempt of last year to displace the old Pasha having failed, and the exertions he 
had made to prepare for a more serious attack being notorious, they thought it probable that 
the next expedient of the Sublime Porte would be the common and summary one of 
assassination. Every precaution was, therefore, taken to prevent a second surprise, and every 
stranger was thean object of suspicion. Whatever cause the father had for alarm, the 
apprehensions of the son were still better grounded: he had, indeed, humbled himself to the 
Porte, and bid high for its favour: but it was known that he had formerly supported his 
refractory fatherparent, he now openly claimed the succession as a right, and above all, he 
had taken possession of his father’s riches. In this anxious posture of affairs,- while in doubt 
whether to expect the Tails or the bow-string, - we had arrived; the part we had taken in the 
former transactions, was fresh in every one’s recollection; and they had also heard that we 
had latterlylately been inat Smyrna, in the neighbourhood of Kara Osman Ogloo, who had 
been Ahmed’s chief supporter; and in this remote corner of the world, they were probably not 
aware of the impossibility of a British man of war being concerned in any sort of treachery. It 
was, therefore, not very surprising that considerable agitation should have been excited; 
yetbut it prevailed even in a greater degree thatthan we had at first supposed; for the pilot 
learned in conversation, that, when we were about to anchor, the troops had been called out, 
the gates secured, and the guns trained and primed. These suspicions, however, were 
somewhat dispelled by our frank and unreserved conduct; and at our last visit to the Bey, his 
increased serenity was apparent; yet, even then, he could he scarcely repress his joy when the 
day of departure was announced. 

Adalia is beautifully situated round a small harbour; the streets appear to rise behind each 
other like the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of the hill, the city is enclosed by a 
ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder. We 
endeavoured to obtain permission to pass along the inside of the walls, and to examine them 
and the towers; but the Bey reminded us of the rigid laws of the empire on that subject, and 
without absolutely refusing, put it to my feelings whether, circumstanced as he was with 
regard to the Porte, I would urge him to do, what his enemies would not fail to distort into a 
grave offence. There was no answering this appeal, and we contented ourselves with an 
external view. 

In one part of the surrounding wall, we observed that there had formerly been an opening 
between two of the towers; it is now walled up, but appears to have been once been a 
splendid gateway. There are still the remains of fourteen columns; the upper rank of which 
are of the Corinthian order. Four of larger dimensions stand in a line with the outer face of 
the towers; on their entablature are some large stones with inscriptions, which are now 
misplaced and inverted, but they appear to have belonged originally to a complete course 
along the whole front. The ditch and the outer wall intervening, we could only decypher them 
by the assistance of a pocket telescope. The following fragment seems to point to the age of 
Hadrian for the date of the building:-  
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**ΚΑΙΣΑΡΙΘΕΟΥΤΡΑΙΑΝΟΥΠΑΡΘΙΚΟΥΥΙΩ 

ΣΤΩΟΛΥΜ**ΩΙΑΡ*Χ***ΜΕΠΖ*ΩΙΔΗΜΑΡΧΙΚΗ 

*ΩΤΗΡΙΤΗΣΟΙΚΟΥΜΕ**** 

      ΝΗΣ                     ΗΒΟΥΛΗ 

The inside walls and towers appear to have been substantial and well built, the quoin stones 
are neatly chiselled, and the whole has a look of finish: but the two outer walls, which enclose 
the ditch, areseem to be of inferior workmanship. In another part of the town, and hHigh up, 
in the face of a square tower, through which there is a gateway, we remarked two coats of 
arms, ; and on a small adjacent tablet, some barbarous Latin characters of the middle 
ages185. 

To avoid giving unnecessary umbrage, we abstained from all examination of the town, though 
we learned from an intelligent Greek that it contained many remains of antiquity. He said 
there were also several moskes, but that most of them were paltry buildings: from the ship, 
however, we perceived five lofty minarehs, one of which is fluted from the base up to the 
gallery that surrounds the head of the shaft. 

The port is inclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the extremities; but they 
are now in a ruinous state, and the inroads of the sea unite with the neglect of their present 
possessors to insure their destruction. 

The gardens round the town are beautiful; the trees arewere loaded with fruit; every kind of 
vegetable seemed to be exuberant; and the inhabitants spoke of their corn grounds as more 
than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where intersected by streams loaded 
with calcareous matter, which, after fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn-
mills in their descent to the sea. 

Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; for the daily sea-breeze sweeps up 
the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night, the great northern valley, 
which appears to traverse the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the land wind from the cold 
mountains of the interior. Upon the whole, it would be difficult to select a more charming spot 
for a city. 

The population of Adalia probably does not exceed 8000, two thirds of which, I 
understandunderstood to be Mohammedans, the other third Greek. These Greeks are 
acquainted with no other language than the Turkish; yet, though some of their prayers are 
translated into that tongue, the principal part of the liturgy is repeated in Greek by the Papas, 
or priests, of whom the greater number are as ignorant of the meaning, as their congregation. 
Chandler mentions a similar circumstance at Philadelphia: and in some of the other inland 
towns of Asia Minor, where the proportion of Greeks is but small, the language of their 
masters prevails as it does here. It is equallya singular fact, however, that at Scala Nuova, a 
considerable sea-port near Ephesus, the contrary takes place; few Turks there speak Turkish 

                                                             
185  See the vignette, above. 
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fluently; even the Agha and the Janissaries conversed with each other in Greek, and 
explained themselves imperfectly to our Turkish interpreter. 

The influence of commerce on this coast has been littlebut felt little till lately; but the immense 
demand for wheat in the British garrisons of the Mediterranean during the war, and the 
failure of a supply from that once plenteous granary, Sicily (now hardly adequate to its own 
consumption) had given such a spur to the enterprising islanders of Psara and Hydra, that in 
search of it they ransacked the whole surrounding coast of that sea. With dollars in their 
hands, every creek was explored; and a few quarters gleaned from each valley soon 
completed a cargo. The exportation of corn is prohibited throughout the Turkish dominions, 
under penalty of confiscation and slavery; but this extreme severity only serves to give fresh 
activity to the traffic: for, the Aghas, being exorbitantly paid for their connivance, have a 
direct interest in promoting it; and no Agha in the empire is proof against self-interest. In 
populous countries, and in poor soils, it may be a slow and difficult process, to push the 
sudden culture of corn beyond its accustomed limits, or to divert the necessary capital from 
other pursuits; but in the rich and thinly inhabited valleys of these countries, a single year is 
sufficient to produce exertions, which the stimulus of free trade is alone wanting to 
perpetuate. The great plain of Adalia had begun to feel the effects of this impulse; and even 
from distant parts of the interior, camels, horses, and asses, were daily bringing in their 
separate ventures, to load the Greek vessels which lay in the port. 

In the Bazaar, or market, we saw cloth, hardware, and many specimens of English and 
German manufacture; but they had mostly been conveyed by the regular caravans from 
Smyrna. Few articles for barter, were are yet bought by the Greek corn traders: ready money 
is their staple, and every vessel we examined on its way up from Malta and Messina to these 
coasts, had many thousands of dollars on board. If this demand continues, both parties will 
find their advantage in a mutual exchange of goods; as cultivation extends, and affluence 
increases, new wants will be generated, new markets for European manufactures will be 
gradually opened, and civilisation and industry may one day triumph over the ignorance and 
sloth that now pervade these semi-barbarous regions. 

There seems to be no foundation for the names Satalia, and Antalia, which have crept into the 
modern maps; the inhabitants call both the province and town Adalia, which was evidently 
derived from the antient Attalia; but, as already observed, much reliance cannot be placed on 
the tradition of names in countries which have so often changed their masters. According to 
M. D’Anville, the modern city of Adalia was the antient Olbia, and there are many 
circumstances that confirm the opinion of that eminent geographer.” 

 
50. 1812 

Adalia 
“Karamania, or A Brief Description of the South Coast of Asia Minor, and of the 
Remains of Antiquity”, p. 577- 585 in, The Monthly Magazine, or, British Register, 
XLIII, Part I for 1817, No. 300, July 31, Supplementary Number, R. Phillips, 
London, 1817, p. 380-381. 
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“Adalia is beautifully situated round a small harbour; the streets appear to rise behind each 
other like the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of the hill, the city is enclosed by a 
ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder. We 
endeavoured to obtain permission to pass along the inside of the walls, and to examine them 
and the towers; but the Bey reminded us of the rigid laws of the empire on that subject, and 
without absolutely refusing, put it to my feelings whether, circumstanced as he was with 
regard to the Porte, I would urge him to do, what his enemies would not fail to distort into a 
grave offence. There was no answering this appeal, and we contented ourselves with an 
external view. 

The inside walls and towers appear to have been substantial and well built, the quoin stones 
are neatly chiselled, and the whole has a look of finish: but the two outer walls, which inclose 
the ditch, seem to be of inferior workmanship. High up, in the face of a square tower, through 
which there is a gateway, we remarked two coats of arms, and on a small adjacent tablet, 
some barbarous Latin characters of the middle ages.   

The port is inclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the extremities; but they 
are now in a ruinous state, and the inroads of the sea unite with the neglect of their present 
possessors to insure their destruction. 

The gardens round the town are beautiful; the trees are loaded with fruit; every kind of 
vegetable seemed to be exuberant; and the inhabitants spoke of their corn grounds as more 
than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where intersected by streams loaded 
with calcareous matter, which, after fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn-
mills in their descent to the sea. 

Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; for the daily sea-breeze sweeps up 
the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night, the great northern valley, 
which appears to traverse the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the land wind from the cold 
mountains of the interior. Upon the whole, it would be difficult to select a more charming spot 
for a city. 

The population of Adalia probably does not exceed 8000, two thirds of which, I understand to 
be Mohammedans, the other third Greek. These Greeks are acquainted with no other 
language than the Turkish; yet, though some of their prayers are translated into that tongue, 
the principal part of the liturgy is repeated in Greek by the Papas, or priests, of whom the 
greater number are as ignorant of the meaning, as their congregation. Chandler mentions a 
similar circumstance at Philadelphia: and in some of the other inland towns of Asia Minor, 
where the proportion of Greeks is but small, the language of their masters prevails as it does 
here. It is a singular fact, however, that at Scala Nuova(today Kuşadasi), a considerable sea-
port near Ephesus, the contrary takes place; few Turks there speak Turkish fluently; even the 
Agha and the Janissaries conversed with each other in Greek, and explained themselves 
imperfectly to our Turkish interpreter. 

In the Bazaar, or market, we saw cloth, hardware, and many specimens of English and 
German manufacture; but they had mostly been conveyed by the regular caravans from 
Smyrna. Few articles for barter, are yet bought by the Greek corn traders: ready money is 
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their staple, and every vessel we examined on its way up from Malta and Messina to these 
coasts, had many thousands of dollars on board. If this demand continues, both parties will 
find their advantage in a mutual exchange of goods; as cultivation extends, and affluence 
increases, new wants will be generated, new markets for European manufactures will be 
gradually opened, and civilisation and industry may one day triumph over the ignorance and 
sloth that now pervade these semi-barbarous regions.” p. 380-381. 

 
 
 

51. 1812 
Adalia 
Art. V. “Karamania; or a brief description of the South Coast of Asia Minor and of 
the Remains of Antiquity,” p. 387-392, in, The Monthly Review; or Literary Journal 
Enlarged: From January to April, inclusive 1819, Vol. LXXXVIII., Strahan and 
Spottiswoode, London, p. 386. 

“The situation of Adalia is described as beautiful; the streets rising one above another from a 
small harbour, like the steps of a theatre. It is much to be regretted that the British officers 
were prevented from examining the antiquities which the place contained, and of which report 
spoke highly: but the jealousy of the Pasha, and his fears of offending the Porte under existing 
circumstances, by infringing any of its ordinances, rendered such an inspection 
impracticable. Some mutilated inscriptions seem to place the date of the walls, at least where 
they had been adorned with Corinthian columns near one of the old gates, in the time of 
Adrian.” p. 386. 

 
 

52. 1812 
Adalia 
Review of Karamania; or a brief description of the South Coast of Asia Minor and 
of the Remains of Antiquity, pp. 145-150; 177-183, in, The Weekly Repertory, or 
Literary Gazette, Being An Impartial Account of all the Works relative to Literature, 
Arts, Sciences, History, Biography, Agriculture, Commerce, Chemistry, Physics, 
Medicine, Poetry, The Drama, etc. etc., Together With Memoirs and Correspondence 
of Distinguished Persons; Anecdotes etc.; Sketches of Society and Manners; 
Proceedings of Public and Literary Societies; Literary and Philosophical 
Intelligence, Etc.; Patents for new Discoveries; Original Poetry, Etc. Forming a 
Valuable Selection from The Most Esteemed English Reviews and Magazines. 
Galignani’s Repertory, or Literary Gazette, and Journal Of The Belle Lettres, No. 
60. June, 1819, Second Series, Vol. V. Paris, Galignani, 1819, pp. 145-150; 177-
183. (As cited above in, The Monthly Review; or Literary Journal Enlarged: From 
January to April, inclusive 1819, Vol. LXXXVIII. p. 386). 
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53. 1812 
Adalia 
The Eclectic Review, 1819 January-June, New Series Vol. XI, London, 1819 
Review of Karamania; or a brief description of the South Coast of Asia Minor and 
of the Remains of Antiquity, 1818, Second Edition, p. 546-555, p. 552 

“When the ship reached Adalia, they found the old Pasha, whose enemies they had rescued 
the year before, dead, and his eldest son in possession of the government. He had not, 
however, yet obtained the confirmation of his title, and was waiting in anxious expectation for 
the answer to his application, when the frigate anchored in his port. The visit was so critically 
timed, as to awaken a suspicion that the messenger of government might be on board; and 
this apprehension, in his utter uncertainty whether the bowstring, or a governor’s 
commission, awaited him, gave to the behaviour of the young bey, a singular mixture of 
jealousy, fear, and courtesy.” p. 552. 

 
 

54. 1812 
Adalia, Olbia, antient Adalia, Eski Adalia 
“Karamania; or a Brief Description of the South Coast of Asia Minor, and of the 
Remanins of Antiquity…By Francis Beaufort, …R. Hunter, London, 1817,” p. 
401-413, in, The Literary Panorama, and National Register: A Review of Books, A 
Register of Events, A Magazine of Varieties: comprising Interesting Intelligence 
from the various districts of the United Kingdom; the British Connexions in 
America, Africa, the East Indies, the West Indies, Western Asia &c. and from all 
parts of the world ...New Series, Volume the Seventh, Simpkin and Marshall, 
London, 1818, p. 409-410. 

 

“Of Adalia (the antient Olbia) which had been the scene of contention between the rival 
Pashas, our author has given us ample and interesting account; although, to avoid giving 
unnecessary umbrage, he refrained from investigating the various remains of antiquity which 
it still contains. 

The port is inclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the extremities; but they 
are now in a ruinous state, and the inroads of the sea unite with the neglect of their present 
possessors to insure their destruction. 

The gardens round the town are beautiful; the trees are loaded with fruit; every kind of 
vegetable seemed to be exuberant; and the inhabitants spoke of their corn grounds as more 
than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where intersected by streams loaded 
with calcareous matter: (missing text) for the daily sea-breeze sweeps up the western side of 
the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night, the great northern valley, which appears to 
traverse the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the land wind from the cold mountains of the 
interior. Upon the whole, it would be difficult to select a more charming spot for a city. 

The population of Adalia probably does not exceed 8000, two thirds of which, I understand to 
be Mohammedans, the other third Greek. These Greeks are acquainted with no other 
language than the Turkish; yet, though some of their prayers are translated into that tongue, 
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the principal part of the liturgy is repeated in Greek by the Papas, or priests, of whom the 
greater number are as ignorant of the meaning, as their congregation. Chandler mentions a 
similar circumstance at Philadelphia: and in some of the other inland towns of Asia Minor, 
where the proportion of Greeks is but small, the language of their masters prevails as it does 
here. It is a singular fact, however, that at Scala Nuova (today Kuşadasi), a considerable sea-
port near Ephesus, the contrary takes place; few Turks there speak Turkish fluently; even the 
Agha and the Janissaries conversed with each other in Greek, and explained themselves 
imperfectly to our Turkish interpreter. 

The influence of commerce on this coast has been little but felt little till lately; but the 
immense demand for wheat in the British garrisons of the Mediterranean during the war, and 
the failure of a supply from that once plenteous granary, Sicily (now hardly adequate to its 
own consumption) had given such a spur to the enterprising islanders of Patara (sic. Psara) 
and Hydra, that in search of it they ransacked the whole surrounding coast of that sea. With 
dollars in their hands, every creek was explored; and a few quarters gleaned from each valley 
soon completed a cargo. The exportation of corn is prohibited throughout the Turkish 
dominions, under penalty of confiscation and slavery; but this extreme severity only serves to 
give fresh activity to the traffic: for, the Aghas, being exorbitantly paid for their connivance, 
have a direct interest in promoting it; and no Agha in the empire is proof against self-interest. 
In populous countries, and in poor soils, it may be a slow and difficult process, to push the 
sudden culture of corn beyond its accustomed limits, or to divert the necessary capital from 
other pursuits; but in the rich and thinly inhabited valleys of these countries, a single year is 
sufficient to produce exertions, which the stimulus of free trade is alone wanting to 
perpetuate. The great plain of Adalia had begun to feel the effects of this impulse; and even 
from distant parts of the interior, camels, horses, and asses, were daily bringing in their 
separate ventures, to load the Greek vessels which lay in the port. 

Five miles from Adalia stands the ruins of Laara, (in all probability the antient Attalia), now 
wholly abandoned: passing these in an easterly direction and leaving behind him the antient 
Cestrus and Eurymedon, two considerable rivers, Capt. B. at length arrived at Esky (old) 
Adalia, the antient Sidé; of which a superb collection of ruins still remains. These are 
described at considerable length and illustrated with two very neat plans.” p. 409-410. 

 
 

55. 1812 
Adalia 
The abridgement of Beaufort’s text by the Rev. T. Clark, A Tour of Asia, Abridged 
from the most popular modern voyages and travels; with introductory remarks on the 
character and manners of various Asiatic nations, Adapted for Schools and Young 
People, J. Souter, London, 1820, 2ed., p. 387. 

“In the spring of 1812 the survey was resumed; and the frigate shortly after anchored off the 
harbour of Adalia. This city is beautifully situated around the harbour, the streets appearing 
to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre: on the level summit of the hill, it is 
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enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers about fifty yards asunder186. 
An endeavour was made to obtain permission to pass along the inside of the walls, and to 
examine both them and the towers; but the bey, by whom our author had been treated with 
much civility and respect, reminded him of the rigid laws of the empire on that subject, and, 
without absolutely refusing, out it to his feelings, whether, circumstanced as he then was with 
regard to the Porte, he would urge him (the bey) to do what his enemies would not fail to 
distort into a grave offence. There was no answering this appeal; and the captain and his 
party contended themselves with an external view. In one part of the wall there appears to 
have once been a splendid gateway: there are still the remains of fourteen columns, the upper 
rank of which are in the corinthian order. Four of larger dimensions stand in line with the 
outer face of the towers. 

The gardens which surround the town are beautiful: the trees were loaded with fruit; all kinds 
of vegetation seemed to be exuberant; and the inhabitants spoke of their corn-grounds as 
more than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every-where intersected by streams 
loaded with calcareous matter, which, after fertilzing the plain falls over the cliffs, or turn the 
corn-mills in their descent to the sea. It would be difficult to select a more charming spot for a 
city: alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; for the daily sea-breeze sweep 
up the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night, the great northern 
valley which appears to traverse the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the landwind from the 
cold mountains of the interior. The population of Adalia is estimated at about 8,000, two-
thirds of whom are Mahometans, and the other third Greeks. The latter are acquainted with 
no other language than the Turkish; notwithstanding which, although some of their prayers 
are translated into that tongue, the principal part of the liturgy continues to be repeated in 
Greek by the papas or priests, of whom the greater number are as ignorant of its meaning as 
their congregation.” p. 387. 

 
 

56. 1812, May 1st-7th 
Adalia, Satalia 
C. R. Cockerell187, (Travels in Southern Europe and the Levant, 1810-17, The 
Journal of C. R. Cockerell, R.A., Ed. S. P. Cockerell, Longman and Co., London, 
1903) pp. 173-175, 180. 

“On the 1st of May we reached Adalia (or Satalia). It stands on a plain which breaks abruptly 
into the sea and looks very rich and Oriental from a distance. Considering the way Captain 
Beaufort had given protection to certain fugitive rebels last year, he was rather uncertain 

                                                             
186  Beaufort describes three walls, an inner wall with towers, and two outer walls on either side of the ditch, 

“The inside walls and towers appear to have been substantial and well built, the quoin stones are neatly 
chiselled, and the whole has a look of finish: but the two outer walls, which enclose the ditch,” 

187  Charles Robert Cockerell (1788-1863) Born in London, the son of an architect, he trained as an architect and 
travelled in the Levant from 1810 to 1812. He was a member of the Society of Friends responsible for the 
discovery, removal and sale of the Aegina marbles and the Bassae frieze. Having met by chance Captain 
Francis Beaufort on HMS Frederiksteen at Phaselis in 1812, they visited Satalia-Adalia and both drew the 
city. He came to Malta with the injured Beaufort and then visited Sicily and Italy, before returning to London 
and a successful career as an architect, becoming the first President of the Royal Institute of Architects. 
Obituary, The Builder, Sept. 26, 1863, Vol. XXI, 683-685. 
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what sort of reception to expect. It turned out to be a very cordial one, for the old pasha 
having just died and his son not yet firmly set in place, he could not deal with the high hand 
as Turks like to do. He expressed himself as pleased at the Captain’s offer to salute the 
fortress, but begged the guns might not be more than eleven, probably because he had only 
eleven guns to answer with. It was clear, however, that the appearance of the vessel had 
excited no small apprehension in the town. No Turks came to look at her, as usually happens 
in a port, and we could see that the few miserable guns in the fort had been trained to bear on 
us. At the same time a handsome present was sent to the ship, consisting of bullocks, goats, 
fowls, vegetables, and a very magnificent dress for the captain. The dress was refused, but the 
eatables were accepted and a suitable return made. This included English ale and porter, and 
a big barrel of gunpowder, which, slung on a pole carried by two seamen, looked imposing. 
The captain and his boat’s crew and guard of marines, all in their best, and my humble self, 
then landed and went up to pay a visit of ceremony to the pasha. Captain Beaufort in the 
course of the interview very kindly asked, on my behalf, leave for the captain of my caique-
which had come on to Adalia with us-to load his boat with flour, a profitable cargo which 
would indemnify him for being discharged by me. The export of flour is really contraband, but 
as there is an immense trade quite openly carried on in it by Greek ships188, they need not 
have made such a great favour of it as they did. However, they gave permission, and I was 
indignant that my late captain never came and thanked me. During our stay we rode one day 
through the town and out into the country beyond, which is very rich and well cultivated. 
There are two interesting gates to the town - one on the land side, of Roman architecture, very 
rich and much injured, and the other towards the sea (the Liman Ova Kapısı), of Frankish 
(Lusignan) work, with mutilated arms and inscriptions on it. We set sail on the 7th, without 
doubt to the great relief of the people of Adalia, and cast anchor again at Lara. Here there 
are considerable ruins, but none of them very interesting.” p. 173-175. 

Charles Cockerell also notes in respect to the nature of the lime water and an aqueduct: “Our 
next stoppage was at Selinty, originally Selinus, and afterwards changed, on the death of 
Trajan within its walls, to Trajanopolis. It stands on a remarkable rock, the Cragus, 
absolutely precipitous on one side and very steep on the other, with a river, sixty feet or so 
wide, at the bottom of the slope. It struck one as curious that with such a river there should be 
an aqueduct to carry water across it into the town. One could only suppose that the water of 
the river, like that of the cataracts near Adalia, was unwholesome because it contained a 
chalky sediment.” p. 180. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
188  Not meaning vessels from Greece, but vessels owned and manned by the Rum subjects of the Porte. 
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BM London. important Drawings from 1812 by C. R. Cockerell of Satalia 

  

AN01128462_001_l bm. london 2012,5001.29 Hidirlik 

AN01128450_001_l bm. London, Cockerell drawing of Satalya harbour 

  

2012,5001.28 View of the harbour interior, Satalia (Antalya) Verso: sketch of buildings harbour interior 
Graphite. 

britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details/collection_image_gallery.aspx?ass
etId=1128456001&objectId=3440428&partId=1 

 
57. Statalia189 

Elisa Rogers, The Lives of the Twelve Caesars, In Five Volumes, For the Author, 
Barry, Bristol, Cruttwell, Bath, and Hatchard, London, 1811, Vol. IV., p. 148. 

                                                             
189  A repeatedly published error, stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New 

Testament, a work of reference. It should presumably have read Sattalia, other editions of Well’s work have 
the toponym, Satalia. 
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“Smyrna is eight days journey from Constantinople by land, six days from Statalia, and 
twenty-five days from Aleppo, which is the great emporium of this part of the world,...” p. 
148. 

 
 

58. Attalia, Satalia, Adalia 
John Lemprière, William Park, Bibliotheca Classica, or, A Classical Dictionary, 
containing A Copious Account of all the Proper Names Mentioned In Ancient 
Authors, A New Edition, Thomas Tegg, London, Richard Griffin and Co., 
Glasgow; Tegg and Co., Dublin, Also, J and S. A. Tegg, Sydney and Hobart Town, 
1811, pp. 115, 164. 

“Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, south-west of Perga, built by king Attalus. It was visited by St. 
Paul during his labours in Asia Minor. It is now Adalia, or Satalia. Strab.” p.115. 

“Cataractes, a river of Pamphylia, discharging its waters into the sea near Attalia. It derived 
its name from its impetuosity. Now, the Duden.” p. 164. 

 
 

59. 1812  
Satalia 
William Turner190, Journal of a Tour of the Levant, John Murray, London, Vol. 
III., 1820, pp. 420-421, 423-424. 
 

“When Signor Massa (The English Consul at Rhodes) was physician to the Musselim of 
Satalia, his (the Musellim’s) mother was very ill with the hydrothorax191; knowing the 
unwarrantable expectations the Turks entertain from a European physician, he was unwilling 
to risk an operation on her; there came an Arab physician who, on the Musellim promising 
him fifty piasters for the cure, examined the patient and said it would be easy to cure her as 
she had only a cold in the breast. He gave her decotations of violet flowers and sirop of honey 
and vinegar; she died in three days, and the physician escaped unpaid the night before her 
death, when he saw her at extremity.” p. 420-421. 

“The master of a caravan going to Satalia from Smyrna, had, amongst other merchandise he 
was to carry, some small boxes of nails, and two of money. On the way he was robbed, and 
among other things lost one of the boxes of nails; he pretended it was one of those in which 
there was money, and made loud lamentations that he was ruined, and should lose his credit; 
the robbers who were concealed near him, hearing this, called out to the other people of the 
caravan that their Caravangee was more dishonest than they were, for they had taken only a 

                                                             
190  Diplomat, William Turner, at the British Embassy in Constantinople from 1811 to 1816 and then Minister 

Plenipotentiary from 1824-1825. DNB. British diplomat and author (1792-1867). Born in Royal Leamington 
Spa in Warwickshire. As a young member of the embassy staff at Constantinople-İstanbul from 1811-1816 
travelled extensively in Ottoman territory, and then wrote his three volume Journal of a Tour of the Levant, 
published in 1820. He was appointed British ambassador to Columbia in 1829, a post he held until 1838. 

191  A condition most likely to develop secondary to congestive heart failure, following an increase in hydrostatic 
pressure within the lungs. 
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box of nails, which he would supply, and secrete one of the boxes of money for his own 
profit.- 1812.” p. 423-424 

 
 

60. Attalia 
“Letter From the same (Sir William Gell192) to the Same (Miss Berry). Cnidos, 
July 3, 1812.” Extracts from the Journals and Correspondence of Miss Berry193: 
From the Year 1783 to 1852, Ed. Lady Theresa Lewis, in Three Volumes, Longman, 
Green and Co., London, 1866, Vol. II., p. 517. 

 

“This letter ought to be addressed to all lovers of retirement, for there is not a soul except our 
own party or its adherents within three hours, which may indeed be all the better for us, as 
the whole country has the plague, from Pergamo to Attalia…but that is not all: the Asiatic 
terra firma is plagued, the islands will not receive you for fear of the plague, you have French 
privateers in all the gulphs, and behind every rock you are in danger of pouncing upon the 
Mainiote pirates, - so I don’t know whether it will be possible to avoid such a series of 
plagues, or jockey such a variety of thieves.” Vol. II., p. 517. 

 
 

61. Satalia 1812 
“Recollections of Turkey-No. IV.,” The New Monthly Magazine and Literary 
Journal, Vol. XX, Part II. Original Papers, Henry Colburn, London, 1827, p. 93. 
(Reprinted as, “Mahmoud II. The Reigning Sultan of Turkey.” p. 412-414 in, 
Supplement to the Connecticut Courant, September 17, 1827, p. 413-414.)  

“In 1812, having judged it expedient that a late Vizier, exiled to Cyprus, should be put to 
death, and wishing to spare the feelings of one of his ministers, who was the Vizier’s 
relation and friend, and through whose hand the order was to pass, or to prevent perhaps 
the possibility of notice being transmitted to the intended victim of what was in 
preparation, the Sultan (Mahmud II.) wrote a Ferman with his own hand, forged it in the 
names of the Grand Vizier and other ministers by whom mandates of this kind are signed 
in his name, confided it into the hands of one of his Capigee-Bashees, who are usually sent 
upon such errands, and addressed another letter in the actual Vizier’s name to the Pasha 
of the Island, ordering him, on the part of the Sultan, to assist the Capigee in the execution 
of this commission. The business was soon done, and the Pasha addressed to the Porte an 
official account of it, which, coming by sea conveyance, arrived at Constantinople before 
the Capigee, who had landed at Satalia, and was returning on horseback. On the receipt of 
this despatch, the Grand Vizier and the other ministers were filled with consternation ;- 
and as the nature of its contents required that the Sultan should be informed of them 

                                                             
192  Sir William Gell (1777-1836), chamberlain to the former Princess of Wales, the exiled Queen Caroline 

antiquarian, water-colour painter, Member of the Dilettanti Society from 1807, head of the Society of 
Dilettanti Mission to Ionia of 1811-13, author of, Pompeiana: The Topography, Edifices, and Ornaments of 
Pompeii, 81 plates on 77 leaves, Engravings from Drawings made on the spot, 1821, and, The Topography of 
Rome and its Vicinity, London, 1834, 

193  Miss Mary Berry 1763-1853, diarist, writer and playwright, knew Horace Walpole, was a close friend of the 
Duchess of Devonshire and, with her younger sister, held a famous London literary salon. 
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immediately, they made up their minds for the worst, should the Sovereign’s wrath not be 
directed to the perpetrator of what appeared to them an unauthorised act. The Grand 
Vizier approached tremblingly, and to his great relief was told not to trouble himself about 
it. He was left to guess at the rest.” p. 413-414. 

 
 

62. Attalia, Sattalia 
Thomas Browne, A Dictionary of Ancient Classical and Scriptural Proper Names: 
in which will be found A Correct Epitome of the history, biography, and religion of 
the Jews, the Greeks, and the Romans; together with the fables and mythology of the 
classical writers. Each name being accurately accented according to the authority of 
Mr. Walker, David Allinson and Co., Burlington N.J., 1812, p. 77. 

 
“Attali’a, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia where Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel194. 
Acts.” p. 77. 
 

 
 
 

63. Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Richard Brookes, Brookes’s General Gazetteer Improved: Or, A New and 
Compendious Geographical Dictionary: Containing a Description of the Empires, 
Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, 
Mountains, Capes, &c. in the Known World. With the Government, Customs, 
Manners, and Religion of the Inhabitants, the Extent, Boundaries, and Natural 
Productions of Each Country; the Trade, Manufactures, and vcuriosities of the 
Cities and Towns ... and the Various Events by which They Have Been 
Distinguished. Including An Account of the Counties, Cities, Boroughs, Market-
towns, and Principal Villages, in Great Britain and Ireland. Illustrated with Maps, 
Originally written By R. Brookes, F. C. and J. Rivington, London, 1812, npn. 

 

s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, or Antalia, a strong seaport of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania. It is 
divided into three towns, and has a superb mosque, which was formerly a church. The country 
around is very fertile; and the citions and oranges are extremely fine. The chief trade is in 
wool, cotton, goats hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, and bees wax. It is seated on a gulf of the 
Mediterranean, to which it gives its name, 150 miles SW of Cogni. Lon. 31 21 E, lat. 37 1 N.” 

 
 

64. Attalia, Cattalia 
Elizabeth Sandham, The Travels of St. Paul. In letters supposed to be written from a 
mother to her daughter, J. Harris, London, 1812, p. 28. 

“21. In the year 47 they passed through Pisidia, and came again to Perga, in Pamphylia; and 
from thence to Attalia, which was 26 miles (sic.) from Perga, and 332 north of Jerusalem. 
This was a town of Pamphylia, and situated on the sea coast, with an excellent harbour. It 

                                                             
194  There is no firm evidence for this statement in Acts, it is supposed. 
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was once a flourishing city for trade, and much noticed for the tapestry (embroideries) made 
there. It is still standing, though not of such note as in ancient times, and is now called 
Cattalia. From this place, in the year 48, our travellers went by sea to Antioch in Syria;” p. 
28. 

 
 

65. Attalia, Sattalia 
(Richard S. Coxe), A New Critical Pronouncing Dictionary of the English 
Language, containing, All The Words In General Use, with their significations 
accurately explained... To which will be prefixed, Mr. Walker’s principles of English 
pronunciation ... Compiled from authors of the most approved reputation: with 
considerable additions. By an American gentleman ..., D. Allinson and Co., 
Burlington, N.J., 1813 p. 616. (Text as in, A Dictionary of Ancient Classical and 
Scriptural Proper Names: 1812, above) 

 

“Attali’a, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia where Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel 
(sic. supposedly). Acts.” p. 616. 

 
 
 

66. Attalia, Attalea, Satalia, Palaia-Antalia  
James Playfair, A System of Geography, Ancient and Modern; containing…in Six 
Volumes, Vol.V., P. Hill, Edinburgh, 1813, pp. 38; 156. 

 

Towns, etc. in Pamphylia. “Attalia, Satalia, or Palaia-Antalia, a town founded by Atalus 
Philadelphus, in a pleasant and fruitful territory, at the bottom of a gulf encumbered with 
islets (sic.).” p. 38. 

Caramania: “Attalea, or Satalia, a considerable, walled town, defended by a castle, with a 
harbour for small vessels, in a fruitful and agreeable tract, at the bottom of a gulf on the coast 
of Pamphylia.” p. 156. 

 
 

67. Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
John Mason Good, Olinthus Gregory, Mr. Newton Bosworth, Pantologia: A New 
Cyclopaedia, Comprehending a Complete Series of Essays, Treatises, and Systems, 
Alphabetically Arranged; with a General Dictionary of Arts, Sciencesand Words: 
The Whole Presenting A Distinct Survey of Human Genius, Learning and Industry, 
Illustrated with Elegant Engravings, Those on History Being from Original 
Drawings by Edwards and Others, and Beautifully Coloured after Nature, G. 
Kearsley, J. Walker, J. Stockdale, R. Lea, London, 1813, Vol. X, Q-Soy, npn. 

s.v. “Satalia, or Antalia, a strong seaport of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania. It is divided into 
three towns (quarters), and has a superb mosque, which was formerly a church. The country 
around is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are extremely fine. The chief trade is in 
wool, cotton, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, and bees wax. It is seated on a gulf of 
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the Mediterranean, to which it gives its name, 150 miles sw of Cogni (Konya). Lon. 31 21E. 
Lat. 37. 1 N.” 

 
 

68. Attalia, Sattalia 
Elijah Parish, Sacred Geography: Or, A Gazetteer of the Bible. Containing, in 
Alphabetical Order, a Geographical Description of All the Countries, Kingdoms, 
Nations and Tribes of Men, with All the Villages, Towns, Cities, Provinces, Hills, 
Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, Seas, and Islands, Mentioned in the Sacred Scriptures, Or 
Apocrypha, Including an Account of the Religion, Government, Population, 
Fulfilment of Prophecies, and Present Condition of the Most Important Places, 
Embellished with a new map of the principal countries mentioned in the Sacred 
Scriptures, S. T. Armstrong, Boston, 1813, npn. 

 

“Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, situated on a fair bay, whither St. Paul and Barnabus, Acts xiv, 
25, went to preach in the year of Christ 45. The place is now called Sattalia; being well 
situated for trade, the Turks keep the fortifications and castle in repair. The city is supposed 
to be nearer the sea than formerly195. Lat. 36, 50.” 

 
 

69. 1813 
Satalia 
W. Beawes, Lex Mercatoria: Or, A Complete Code of Commercial Law; Being a 
General Guide to All Men in Business ... With an Account of Our Mercantile 
Companies; of Our Colonies and Factories Abroad; of Our Commercial Treaties 
with Foreign Powers; of the Duty of Consuls, and of the Laws Concerning Aliens, 
Naturalization, and Denization. To which is Added, an Account of the Commerceof 
the Whole World; Describing the Manufactures and Products of Each Country, with 
Tables of Correspondence and Agreement of Their Respective Coins, Weights and 
Measures. The Whole Equally Calculated for the Information and Service of the 
Merchant, Lawyer, Member of Parliament, and Private Gentleman, F. C. and J. 
Rivington, 6th Ed. London, 1813, Vol. II., p. 166. 

“There is also carried on at Rosetta, a very considerable trade from Constantinople and 
Satalia, in white slaves, brought from those two cities, and in black ones, remitted there in 
return from Egypt: all the eunuchs in the Grand Signior’s seraglio, and in private ones, as 
well as almost all the other negroes, that are in Turkey, both men and women, come from 
Egypt, where an infinity of white young persons of both sexes are brought in exchange for 
them; the white slaves are very dear, when they are well made, being worth at least from 40 
to 45l. sterling196, and some girls have been sold for ten times as much.” Vol. II., p. 166. 

 
                                                             
195  This remark stems from the confusion brought about by the idea that Old Antalia was located at Perge (and 

that Syllaion, Siluum, Sillyon-Asarköy-Yanköy was Perge), the ancient Perge-old Attalia being situated 
further away from the coast, “inland.” This is the reason why some of the distances in miles from Perge to 
Attalia recorded are far greater than the actual distance. 

196  40 to 45l. sterling in 1813 is worth the equivalent of about £3,000 in 2018. 
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70. 1813  
Satalia 
W. Turner, Journal of a tour of the Levant, John Murray, London, 1820, Vol. III., 
pp. 7; 386-7. 

“Signior Massa told me that in Satalia and Anatolia he had seen many of these Balls (stone 
cannon balls) with the marks of the Cross on them ; this proves that those which he saw were 
made either by Byzantines, or Genoese, or Venetians, …”197 p.7. 

“In the autumn of 1813, an expedition was taken against the Bey of Satalia, under these 
circumstances: Ibrahim Bey, of that place being dead, the sultan sent to his son for the 
father’s treasure; the son said he had but 800 purses, which he was ready to send; this, 
though true, did not content the Sultan, and an expedition under the Captain-Pasha was sent 
against Satalia; the amount and ill-success of this force will  give a good idea of Turkish 
warfare; Satalia is an ill-built Turkish town containing but 10,000 inhabitants, of whom not 
3,000 were fighting men; it was without any other fortifications than a fosse six feet wide, and 
a slight wall with towers at the intervals of a musquet-shot distance, hastily thrown up by the 
Bey, who inclosed within them a space of two hours and a half (seven miles and a half,) round 
the city: the reduction of the place cost the Porte two years’ operations, carried on by 66,000 
men and all the Turkish fleet, consisting of thirty-four vessels, of which eight or nine were 
ships of the line, and nine were constructed on purpose for the siege, with a cover on the deck 
to protect the crews from the musquetry of the besieged; these were called the sloops of 
Satalia ; all these ships fired cannon-shot and bombs, (of which not one in a hundred hit,) 
while the inhabitants had nothing but muskets to answer with: so intent was the Sultan on the 
reduction of the town, that when the Captain Pasha wrote that it would be impossible to take 
it before the winter, when the fleet usually returned to Constantinople, he replied that he had 
no intention the Captain Pasha should return to port before he had completed the service he 
was sent on; and accordingly he rode out the winter before the place, a thing unheard of for 
many years: Despotism is a bad calculator; beside the expenses of the expedition, which were 
enormous, and weighed heavily on the poverty of the Porte, the islands of Cyprus and Rhodes 
and all the ports near Satalia were ruined by the merciless exactions of provisions, cattle, 
etc., which they were forced to send gratis to the fleet, and after taking the place and 
beheading the young Bey, aged 34, who was so blockaded both by land and sea, that he had 
no means of escape, the Sultan did not gain near so much as if he had accepted the original 
offer, for the Bey had really no more than 800 purses (4000,000 piastres, -about 
(£)20,000l.198) and he had during the siege expended above half of this in paying his troops, 
being forced to encourage them by throwing them handfuls of dollars constantly: after all, the 
place was taken by starvation, as may be seen from the following statement of the prices of 
provisions towards the close of the siege, - meat, one dollar an oke, when found (being stolen 
at night from the besiegers); corn, 250 piastres the kilo; coffee, 250 piastres the oke; sugar 
(little used by the Turks) forty piasters the oke; eggs, three for a dollar; honey, twelve dollars 
an oke; rackee (Turkish brandy) ten dollars an oke; butter (of the country) fourteen dollars an 
                                                             
197  For hundreds of these stone shot found in the cliff-top at Adalia, see below, 1879, Miss I. Wirry, “Notes 

From A Far Corner.” 
198  An inflation rate of 2.95% per year means £100 in 1812 is worth £6,907.37 in 2018, and £20,000 then, is 

worth roughly £1,400,000 of today’s money. 
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oke; a small onion, three dollars; these latter are much prized by the Turks, who think that 
when opened and smelt to, they are a sovereign remedy for faintness etc. It was given out at 
Constantinople that the Sultan got from the Bey 3,000,000 piastres, but this was an 
exaggeration, as I was told by our Vice-Consul at Rhodes, Signor Massa, who was the 
physician both of the old and the young Bey, and was present at the siege; most of the money 
was buried by the troops till quieter times: and I remember Massa was very ernest with me to 
get him a travelling firman to go into Asia, to bring away some antiquities he wanted to buy 
there; I sent it to him, and afterwards heard his object was to go to Satalia, and bring away 
the money he had buried during the siege: Reggeb Aga, an Asiatick Chief, who had done good 
service in conducting the siege, came to Constantinople after it, and was rewarded with 
presents and a pelisse of honour; he left the capital to return to his command in Asia Minor, 
but had scarcely advanced two posts on his way back, when a messenger overtook him, and 
brought his head back to Constantinople; he had been talking too freely of the government, 
whose measures he derided in the coffee-houses.” p. 386-7. 

 
 

71. Satalia 
James Ellsworth De Kay, Sketches of Turkey in 1831 and 1832, J. & J. Harper, 
New York, 1833, p. 205-206. 

“The pacha pays a certain sum to the government for his office, and in case of his death, all 
his property, like that of every other officer of the crown, reverts to the sultan. An anecdote is 
related by a modern traveller199, which demonstrates the miserable policy of this government 
in the collection of its revenue. In 1813 the Bey of Satalia having died, a requisition was made 
for his property. His son replied, that it consisted of 800 purses, at that time equivalent to 
$40,000, which he was ready to give up immediately. Whether this statement was true or 
false, it did not satisfy the sultan; and an expedition was sent against Satalia under the 
captain pacha. Satalia is a little insignificant place, without any cannon; but nevertheless it 
defended itself with so much vigour that it required an army of 60,000 men, and the whole 
Turkish fleet of 34 vessels, among which were 9 ships of the line, for the space of two years, 
before it was finally reduced. “Despotism,” as the author from whom I borrow this anecdote 
observes, “is a bad calculator.” The whole of the revenue of this district was unpaid for two 
years; the expenses of the siege were enormous; and the islands of Cyprus and Rhodes, and 
all the ports near Satalia, were ruined by the merciless exactions for the support of the fleet 
and army; and after all, the only satisfaction which the government obtained was the head of 
the gallant young bey; for not a vestige of the 800 purses200 could be found, and all the money 
within the city was buried under its ruins.” p. 205-206. 

 
72. Satalia, Attalia, Sataliah 

George Alexander Cooke, Modern and Authentic System of Universal 
Geography.Containing An Accurate And Entertaining Description of Europe, Asia, 

                                                             
199  Citing from the diplomat, Captain William Turner. Journal of a tour of the Levant, John Murray, London, 

Vol. 2, 1820, p. 39, as cited above. 
200  1 purse = 25 dollars. 
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Africa, And America being a complete and universal history and description of the 
whole world, as divided into empires, kingdoms, states, republics, etc…in Two 
Volumes, C. Cooke, London, 1813, Vol., I., p. 534. 

 

Sect. IV. –Caramania: “The principal places are: 

Satalia, the ancient Attalia, is called by the Turks Sataliah. It was formerly an important city 
in Pamphylia. It is the strongest the Turks have upon this coast. The harbour would be 
commodious, if the entrance was not difficult and dangerous. It is one of the most singular 
places in the universe, being divided into three distinct towns, each of which is divided from 
the others by its own strong walls; and the gates are shut up precisely at noon every Friday 
till one o’clock, from a pretended prophecy, that on such an hour the Christians are to 
surprise it. The whole is about six miles in circumference. The buildings are good, the place 
populous, and the trade considerable. The summers are so hot, that they who can afford it 
retire towards the mountains, where there is more air and shade.The castle, which commands 
the place is a very good one. The Christians had formerly a fine church in one of the towns, 
but it is at present converted into a Turkish mosque. The neighbouring country is very fertile 
and delightful, being covered with citron and orange-trees, which afford an exquisite 
fragrancy.” p. 534. 

 
 

73. Attalia, Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Second American edition of the New Edinburgh Encyclopædia, continued by David 
Brewster ..., assisted by upwards of one hundred gentlemen in Europe, most eminent 
in science and literature, now improved for the greater satisfaction and better 
information of the people of the United States ... Samuel Whiting and John L. 
Tiffany, New-York, 1813, Vol. V., Part I., p. 333. 

 

s.v. Caramania, “There are several lakes in Caramania which are well stored with fish, and 
furnish salt in abundance. A great deal of silk is also produced here. Attalia, or Satalia, 
situated upon a gulf of the same name, is the capital of the province (sic.). See Sonnoni's 
Travels in Greece and Turkey, Eng. edit. 4to. 1801, p. 73—119; Chateaubriand’s Travels in 
Greece, Palestine, etc. vol. ii. p. 227; and Views in Palestine and Caramania, from the 
original drawings of Luigi Mayer, with a historical and descriptive account of the country, 
etc. London, 1804.” p. 333. 

 
 

74. Attalia, Sattalia 
Rev. John Brown, A Dictionary of the Holy Bible, Containing An Historical 
Account of the Persons, A Geographical and Historical account of the Places, A 
Literal, Critical and Systematical Description of other Objects, whether Natural, 
Artificial, Civil, Religious, or Military,… Richard Evans, London, 1813, p. 67. 

“Attalia, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia, situate on a fair bay of the Mediterranean sea; or 
a city of Lycia (sic. Lydia); both of which were probably founded by Attalus king of 
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Pergamus. Here Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel (sic.), about 16 or 17 years after our 
Saviour’s death, Acts xiv. 25.; but we read no more of its Christianity, save that the 
inhabitants had a bishop in the 5th and 6th centuries.” p. 67. 

 
 

75. Attalia, Sattalia 
James Wood, A Dictionary of the Holy Bible: Containing an Historical Account of 
the Persons: a Geographical Account of the Places: a Literal, Critical, and 
Systematical Description of other objects ... an explication of the applelative terms ... 
the whole ... serving in a great measure, as a concordance to the Bible. Extracted 
chiefly from Calmet and others. Collated with other works of the kind, with 
numerous additions from various authors, and a considerable quantity of original 
matter, In Two Volumes, Griffin and Rudd, New York, 1813, Vol. I., p. 121. 
(Presumably copied from the Rev. John Brown’s 1813 volume entry above) 

 

“Attalia, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia, situate on a fair bay of the Mediterranean sea; or 
a city of Lycia (sic. Lydia); both of which were probably founded by Attalus, king of 
Pergamos. Here Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel (sic.), about 16 or 17 years after our 
Saviour’s death, Acts xiv. 25. but we read no more of its Christianity, save that the inhabitants 
had a bishop in the 5th and 6th centuries.” Vol. I., p. 121. 

 
 

76. Satalia 
Jedidiah Morse, Geography Made Easy: Being an Abridgement of The American 
Universal Geography, To which are Prefixed, Elements of Geography, For the use of 
Schools and Academies in the United States of America, Thomas and Andrews, 
Boston, 1813, pp. 317, 319. 

 
Asiatic Turkey, Natolia, or the Lesser Asia, on the west, contains the provinces of:  
“4. Caramania (sic.), Chief Towns, Satalia and Taresso (Tarsus).” p. 317. 
 
“Provinces and Cities.  
Caramania (sic.) includes part of ancient Phrygia. Satalia is the capital (sic.).” p. 319.  

 
 

77. Satalia, Olbia 
Robert Mayo, A View of Ancient Geography and Ancient History: Accompanied 
with an Atlas of Ten Select Maps, calculated for the use of seminaries, etc., Two 
Volumes in One, John F. Watson, Philadelphia, 1813, p. 101. 

View of Ancient Geography: 

“Ancient: Pamphylia: Pam’a 2a (Secunda)….1. Olbia, Modern: 1. Satalia” p.101. 
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78. 1814 
Satalia 
Foreign Intelligence, The Examiner, London, Sunday 11th September, 1814, p. 3. 

“The Captain Pacha, who will return immediately from his expedition against Satalia, has, by 
order of the Grand Seignor, beheaded the Pacha of Tekke, whose head has been exposed for 
three days on the gate.” 

 
 

79. 1814 
Satalia 
“From the French Papers,” The Morning Post, London, Friday, 21st October, 
1814, p. 2. 

“The Captain Pacha returned yesterday with the fleet, after his successful expedition against 
the rebels of Satalia. He has been most favourably received. The plague has greatly 
diminished its ravages for the last fortnight.” 

80. Satalia 
“Foreign Intelligence,” The European Magazine, and London Review: containing 
Portraits and Views; Biography and Anecdotes, Literature, History, State Papers, 
Parliamentary Journal, Gazettes, Politics, Arts, Manners, and Amusements of the 
Age, Intelligence, Forign and Domestic, and Literary; State of the Navy, Births, 
Marriages and Obituary, James Asperne, London, Vol. 66, July to December, 1814, 
September, p. 264. 

 

Paris Aug. 31-A letter from Constantinople, of the 25th July informs us,…“The Captain 
Pasha, who will return immediately from his expedition against Satalia, has, by order of the 
Grand Seignor, beheaded the Pacha of Tekko (sic.), whose head has been exposed for three 
days on the gate of the Seraglio. Last week the head of the rebel Bey of Beylan (who has so 
long rendered the neighbourhood of Alexandria a resort for banditti) was also exposed.” p. 
264. 

 
 

81. Satalia 
John Hamilton Moore, The New Practical Navigator: being a complete Epitome of 
Navigation, to which are added all the Tables Requisite for determining the latitude 
and longitude at sea: containing the different kinds of sailing and necessary 
corrections for lee-way, variation, etc., exemplified in A Journal At Sea;…, the 
Nineteenth Edition Enlarged and Carefully Improved by Joseph Dessiou, F. C. and 
J. Rivington, London, 1814, npn. 

 

Table XXVIII. Of Longitude and Latitude 

South Coast of the Mediterranean Sea: “Satalia . . . .37  2 30 N., 30 31 0 E.” 
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82. 1815, Monday March 6thand Friday March 17th 

Satalia 
W. Turner, Journal of a Tour of the Levant, John Murray, London, Vol. II., 1820, 
pp. 29, 39. (“Notice Of , Journal of a Tour of the Levant, by W. Turner, Esq. Part II.,” 
p. 146-153, in, The Classical Journal, London, Vol. XXVII. For January and March, 
1823, p. 146, quote, p. 39, below) 

In March 1815 the diplomat, William Turner, at the British Embassy in Constantinople from 
1811 to 1816, on his coastal voyage relates that he and his companions were stuck in the 
harbour at Castel Rosso-Rosa Island201-Cistene-Kastoicino-Megiste-Meis: “We then proposed 
taking a row-boat, or going by land, but all our plans proved impracticable: there was no 
row-boat, and bodies of the Turkish army lately acting against Satalia were scattered about 
the country, plundering and assassinating: we had, therefore, nothing for it but patience.” p. 
29. 

On Cyprus on the 17th of March, William Turner reported, “The Consul (on Cyprus202) tells 
me, that its whole trade now does not clear it above two million of piasters. It diminishes 
yearly, because the population is yearly diminishing. And it (Cyprus) was lately, like Rhodes, 
or even more, because nearer, ruined by the Turkish fleet and army off Satalia, the Captain 
Pasha who commanded, forcing the island not only to furnish him gratis with all sorts of 
provisions and fruits, and even to pay the freight of them, but to buy the ships he took at his 
own price.” p. 39. 

 
 

83. Satalia, Olbia 
James Hingston Tuckey, A Commander in the Royal Navy, Maritime Geography 
and Statistics, Or a Description of the Ocean and Its Coasts, Maritime Commerce, 
Navigation Etc., In 4 Volumes, Black, Parry and Co., London, 1815, Vol. II.,  p. 
283. 

“Satalia, on the site of ancient Olbia and on the Duden-sooui (Cataractes) has 30,000203 
inhabitants, and a considerable trade with the archipelago.”  Vol. II.,  p. 283. 

 
 

84. Satalia, Satalie 
Louis Chambaud, Jean-Thomas Hérissant Des Carrières, A New Dictionary, 
English and French, and French and English, Vol. II., Part II, containing the 
English before the French, Cadell and Davis, London, 1815, p. 144. 

“Satalia, s. [a sea-port of Natolia; lat. 37°-1' N. lon. 32°-21'E.] Satalie, f.” Vol. II., Part II., 
p. 144. 
                                                             
201  The name given to it by John W. Norie in his “A complete set of nautical tables:…” of 1803, p. 224. 
202  Antonio Vondiziano H.B.M. Vice-Consul, Larnaca, Cyprus, 1799-1841. 
203  The city is recorded as noted above with this population by Malte-Brun, presumably its winter population. It 

also it is said, had this recorded population of 30,000 (Moslems, 24,000; Christians, 6,000) in 1912, Frank 
Moore Colby, George Sandeman , Nelson’s Encyclopaedia: Everybody’s Book of Reference, Thomas Nelson, 
New York, 1913, p. 56. 
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85. Attalia, Satalia 
Thomas Bourn, A Gazetter of the most remarkable places in the World: with brief 
notices of the principal Historical Events, and of the most celebrated persons 
connected with them: to which are annexed references to book of history, voyages, 
travels, and etc. intented to promote the improvement of Youth in Geography, 
History and Biography, Printed for the Author, London, 1815, p. 40. 

“Attalia, an ancient seaport of Pamphylia, whence Paul sailed to Antioch, after having 
preached through many cities of Asia. It is now called Satalia. - Acts xiv.25.” p. 40. 

 
 

86. Satalia 
A Complete and Universal English Dictionary; including not only an explanation of 
difficult words and technical terms in all faculties and professions ... but also a 
pronouncing dictionary ... To which are added a chronological series of remarkable 
events from the creation of the world to the present period; a sketch of the 
constitution, government, and trade, of Great Britain; a free inquiry into the origin 
and antiquity of letters; a short essay on the origin and antiquity of the English 
tongue; with a brief list of some of the most eminent men of learning and genius. 
The whole ...By Rev. James Barclay revised ... by William Shorton, Caxton Press, 
Liverpool, 1816, p. 144. 

“Carama’nia, a province (sic.) in the S. Part of Natolia. It comprehends the ancient 
Pamphylia, and a great part of Cilicia, Pisidia, and Cappadocia. It contains several lakes, 
which abound with fish, and furnish great quantities of salt. Satalia is the capital (sic.).” p. 
144. 

 
 

87. Adalia 
J. P. Hardy, Travels in South Western Asia, Dublin, 1823, p. 148. 

This account by J. P. Hardy of a visit to Adalia, possibly in 1817 or 1818  by Captain Blisset 
R.N., a passenger from Tripoli in Syria to Constantinople on board an Admiralty convoy of 
three vessels under the flag of a Commodore204, tasked to take the British Ambassador to the 
Porte from Constantinople to London, provides a somewhat confused account, with the 
Roman theatre of Esky-Adalia, Sidé, placed in Adalia,205 and is a work of contemporary travel 
fiction, a work of compilation and fabrication, based in this section, upon the combination, 
but out of order if sailing from Esky-Adalia/Sidé to Adalia, of selected passages from Captain 
Beaufort’s Karamania of 1817. 

                                                             
204  Hardy 1823, 143, “There lay before him an English 74, and two 20 gun ships… These vessels had been sent 

into the Mediterranean to protect English merchantmen from pirates, and had come into the harbour of 
Tripoli the preceding night for the purpose of watering.” 

205  The line, “Here are remains of various antiquities, particularly part of a spacious theatre, containing 419 
rows of white marble seats, admirably wrought, and calculated to accommodate 13,370 spectators.”, is in, 
The London General Gazetteer, or Geographical Dictionary, of 1825, s.v. Esky-Adalia, p. 124; citing from 
Beaufort 1817. 
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“Such was the country, along the coast of which our travellers were now sailing; nor was it 
without considerable vigilance that the seamen steered their course under the high cliffs that 
towered above their heads, expecting every moment to descry a pirate close under the land. 
They passed, however, without success, although they searched every creek in the course of 
their survey, and shortly after anchored off the harbour of Adalia, the principle town in the 
province. This city is beautifully situated around the harbour, the streets appearing to rise 
behind each other like the seats of a theatre; on the level summit of the hill it is enclosed by a 
fosse, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder206. In one part of 
the wall, there appeared to have been once a splendid gateway, and there are still the remains 
of a cluster of fourteen pillars which formed a magnificent portico. 

The gardens, which surrounded the town, were beautiful, the trees loaded with fruit, and all 
kinds of vegetation seemed to be very luxuriant; but the object, which awakened most interest 
in our travellers, was the remains of a spacious theatre, containing four hundred and nineteen 
rows of marble seats, admirably wrought, which, it is calculated, might have accommodated 
about fourteen thousand spectators. A great part of this building is still in good preservation, 
but many hundred years have rolled away since those who exhibited their talents there, for 
the amusement of others, as well as the multitudes who applauded, have been numbered with 
the dead. Our travellers were not accustomed to pass over these scenes without thought, and, 
therefore, it is not surprising that they should have moralized upon the scene. Every step they 
made, brought them within sight of some relic of ancient architecture, but every trace of the 
period at which they were erected is lost.” p. 147-148. 

 
 

88. Satalia, Satalia (Great Gulf of) 
John William Norie, Hydrographer, The New Mediterranean Pilot, containing 
Sailing Directions for the coasts of France, Spain and Portugal, From Ushant to 
Gibraltar; also instructions for navigating the various coasts, islands, bays, and 
harbours in the Mediterranean Sea, Gulf of Venice, Archipelago, and part of the 
Black Sea, Compiled chiefly from the surveys of Bretonniere, Mechain, Tofino, 
Zannoni, Galiano, etc., Made by order of the French, Spanish and Italian 
Governments, and greatly improved by the Observations And Surveys of Several 
Officers ın the Royal Navy, and Commanders of Merchant Vessels, J. W. Norie and 
Co.,  London, 1817, p. 170. 

 

Rhodes to the Gulf of Alexandretta 

“Further East, you will open the Great Gulf of Satalia, having in its northern part a town of 
the same name on the western banks of a river. There are supposed to be several good ports 

                                                             
206  The 1820 abridgement of Beaufort’s text by the Rev. T. Clark, A Tour of Asia. Abridged from the most 

popular modern voyages and travels; with introductory remarks on the character and manners of various 
Asiatic nations Adapted for Schools and Young People, J. Souter, London, 1820, 2ed., p. 387, citing from 
Beaufort reads, “This city is beautifully situated around the harbour, the streets appearing to rise behind 
each other like the seats of a theatre: on the level summit of the hill, it is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, 
and a series of square towers about fifty yards asunder.” 
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along the coast of Caramania, but between Satalia and Alexandretta they are neither known 
nor frequented207; we shall therefore proceed to the Island of Cyprus.” p. 170. 

 
 

89. Satalia 
Encyclopaedia Perthensis, or, Universal Dictionary of the Arts, Sciences, Literature, 
etc., intended to supersede the use of other books of reference, in Twenty-Three 
Volumes, John Brown, Edinburgh, Vol. VII, 1817, p. 550. 

 

“(1.) Duden, a town of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Caramania (sic.), 10 miles (sic.) N. 
of Satalia. 

(2.) Duden, a river of Asiatic Turkey, which runs into the sea, near Satalia.” 

 
 
 
 

90. Satalia, Antalia, Attalia, Obbia, Olbia, Terra Nuova, Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia 
(Gulf of) 
Joseph Emerson Worcester, A Geographical Dictionary: Or Universal Gazetteer, 
Ancient and Modern, in Two Volumes, Vol. II., Flagg and Gould, Andover, 1817, 
npn. s.v. Olbia; Satalia 

s.v. “Olbia, now Terra Nuova and Satalia.” 

s.v. “Satalia, or Antalia, (an. Attalia, & Obbia (sic.),) s-p. A. Turkey, in Caramania; 134 S. 
Kiutaja. Lon. 30. 55. E.  Lat. 37. 3. N. It is situated at the bottom of the gulf in the 
Mediterranean, to which it gives its name. It is strong, large, and divided into three towns; the 
environs are exceedingly fertile; the citrons and oranges are particularly fine. The inhabitants 
carry on a considerable trade in wool, cotton, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, and 
bees’ wax. The navigation of the gulf is considered as dangerous.” 

 
 

91. Satalia 
Nathaniel Bowditch, The New American Practical Navigator: Being an Epitome of 
Navigation; containing all the tables necessary to be used with the Nautical 
Almanac, in determining The Latitude, and The Longitude by Lunar Observations: 
... With an Appendix containing methods of calculating eclipses of the sun and 
moon, Edmund M. Blunt and Samuel A. Burtus, New York, 1817, p. 266. 

 
Table XLVI. Latitudes and Longitudes, Turkey: “Satalia…37 3…30 55.” p. 266. 

 
 
 

                                                             
207  This volume of J. W. Norie’s sailing directions was published the same year that the first edition of Capt. 

Francis Beaufort’s Karamania was published. 
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92. Satalia 
J. A. Cummings, An Introduction to Ancient and Modern Geography on the plan of 
Goldsmith and Guy: comprising rules for projecting maps: with an atlas, Cummings 
and Hilliard, Boston, 1817, p. 101. 

 

Turkey in Asia 

“Natolia, or Asia Minor:  

Provinces…Caramania (sic.)… 

Principal Towns…Satalia, Terasso, Konia.” p. 101. 

 
 

93. Attalia, Satalia 
Rev. William Shepherd, Rev. J. Joyce, Rev. Lant Carpenter, Systematic Education, 
or, Elementary Instruction in The Various Departments of Literature And Science:  
with Practical Rules for studying Each Branch of Useful Knowledge, Second edition 
in Two Volumes, Vol. I., Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, London, 1817, 
p. 345. 

 

Ancient Geography 

“Eastwards of Perga was Aspendus, on the Eurymedon, at the mouth of which Cimon 
destroyed the Persian fleet and army. In the West, on the sea coast, Attalia, now Satalia.” p. 
345. 

 
 

94. Satalia 
Captain John Macdonald Kinneir, Journey Through Asia Minor, Armenia, and 
Koordistan in the Years 1813 and 1814 with remarks on the Marches of Alexander 
and the retreat of The Ten Thousand, John Murray, London, 1818, p. 334.  

Entry of June 4th. 1813. “The castle of Satalia, on the Mediterranean, had lately, in like 
manner, bid defiance to the whole power of the Porte, who, after a siege and blockade of ten 
months, were at length compelled to come to terms with its rebellious defender.” p. 334. 

 
 

95. Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Rev. Archibald Forbes, A General Gazetteer; or, Compendius Geographical 
Dictionary. Containing A Description of the Nations, Empires, Kingdoms, States, 
Provinces, Cities, Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Canals, Mountains, 
Capes, etc. In the Known World with the Extent, Boundaries, and Natural 
Productions of each Country; the Government, Customs, Manners, and Religion of 
the Inhabitants; the Trade, Manufactures, and Curiosities, of the Cities and Towns, 
with their Longitude and Latitude, Bearing and Distance in Emgish Miles, from 
remarkable Places; and the various Historical Events, by which they have been 
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distinguished. Illustrated With maps, etc., R. Tegg, London, 1818, p. 608. (as in R.
 Brookes, The General Gazetteer; or, Compendious, 14th Edition, London, 1809, npn. 
except for the Longitude and Latitude given) 

 

“Satalia, or Antalia, a strong seaport of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania. It is divided into three 
towns (quarters), and has a superb mosque, which was formerly a church. The country 
around is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are extremely fine. The chief trade is in 
wool, cotton, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, and bees wax. It is seated on a gulf of 
the Mediterranean, to which it gives its name, 150 miles sw of Cogni (Konya). Lon. 31 21E, 
lat. 37 1 N.” 

 
 

96. Satalia 
(William Dickinson) Universal Commerce, or, The Commerce of all the Mercantile 
Cities and Towns of The World: containing a Geographical Description of Each 
Place; Its Weights, Measures, Monies; Course and Operation of Exchange; Imports 
and Exports, etc., with Proforma Sales of Merchandize from Antwerp, Bremen, 
Hamburg, Rotterdam, etc. The Net Duties payable in Great Britain on Importation 
and the Drawbacks on Exportation of Foreign Merchandize, By The Editor of 
Mortimer’s Commercial Dictionary, Boosey and Sons, and, Law and Whittaker, 
London, 1818, p. 243. 

“It (Smyrna-İzmir) is eight days journey from Constantinople by land, twenty-five days from 
Aleppo by the caravans, six from Cogni, seven from Cataya, and six from Satalia.” p. 243. 

97. Attalia, Sattalia 
The Holy Bible: With Notes, Explanatory and Practical... Together with Appropriate 
Introductions, Tables, Indexes, Maps, and Plans Prepared and Arranged by George 
D’Oyly and Richard Mant, Under the Direction of the Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, Vol. II., Pt. II., at the Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1818, Acts, 
Chap. XV, note 25. (repeated unchanged in, The New Testament, According to the 
Authorized Version: With Notes, Explanatory and Practical; Taken Principally from 
the Most Eminent Writers of the United Church of England and Ireland: Together with 
Appropriate Introductions, Tables, Indexes, and Maps, SPCK, London, 1838, Acts, 
Chap. XV, note 25.) 

 

“Attalia was a seaport with a good haven in Pamphylia; it is said to have derived its name 
from king Attalus, its founder; it still retains its name with a slight variation, being now called 
Sattalia. Dr. Wells. (However, Dr. Wells, 1706, gives the toponym as Satalia, not Sattalia.)” 

 
 

98. Sattalia, Attalia 
Thomas Heming, A Complete Survey of Scripture Geography: Containing an 
Historical Account or Primitive Nations ... to which is prefixed an introductory essay 
concerning the origin, occasion, character, and meaning of each book or writing in 
the Holy Bible ... also the most difficult subjects of the Mosaic history, are clearly 
and fully confirmed ... with a list of texts, versions, paraphrases and targums ..., the 
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whole illustrated by a superb and accurate set of maps. S. Leigh, London, 1818, p. 
150. 

 

“…they came to Pamphylia; and when they had preached again at Perga, they came down to 
Attalia, which is a sea-port, and was formerly the chief residence of the Prefect, as Strabo 
tells us. It is said to take its name from King Attalus its founder, which it still retains with a 
small variation, being called Sattalia. It stands on a very fair bay; and is commodiously 
seated for trade, having a good haven; which has been the occasion of its being preserved 
from ruin by the Turks, who are said to be very careful to keep its fortifications and castle in 
repair. The city is supposed to stand at present nearer to the sea than it did formerly208. 

From Attalia the Apostles set sail for Antioch in Syria.” p. 150. 

 
 

99. c. 1813-1819 
Adaliah 
“An Adventure in Rhodes” by An Old Wanderer, published in, Once a Week, Vol. 
IX, Aug. 1st, 1863, 141-152. 

“A good many years ago it was my lot to visit Rhodes. It seems odd to me now, it seemed very 
odd then, that I of all people should come to be so circumstanced. It is over an interval of 
some fifty years that I am taking my retrospect. As matters stand at the present moment I 
should scarcely by surprised at having to visit any part of the habitable globe. I am quite 
aware that for all that has come and gone, I may turn up some fine day as ambassador at the 
court of Dahomey. But as all the world knows, things were not so ordered fifty years ago, 
when travelling, pur et simple, was the luxury of the few, and, so far as commercial purposes 
were concerned, the demand for individuals as agents abroad was very limited. 

My start in life was as a clerk in the great mercantile firm of Robson and Dick, of Crutched 
Friars. Robson, the senior partner, was some sort of Scotch cousin to my aunt Priscilla. It 
was a very far-fetched relationship, and did not authorise anything like familiarity between 
my employers and myself; but it was worth something, for it procured me my situation in the 
house, which was the first step in that very tolerable prosperous career which has eventually 
conducted me to this pretty villa at Ball’s Pond, and the comforts generally of my retirement. 
I remember, as if it were yesterday, all about my coming to town. There was the letter from 
my Aunt Priscy; there was the anxiety of feeling that we were at the moment which was to 
decide whether or not her grand relation would notice her petition; and then came my 
mother’s tears and my father’s hearty congratulations. I saw the question was settled in my 
favour, before I heard a word of the letter itself; and I never shall forget the exultation of the 
moment. With many a warning from my parents as to my conduct, I started for London. It was 
particularly enjoined on me that I must avoid anything like forwardness or familiarity with 
Mr. Robson, and I was made to get by rote the precise formula in which my thanks were to be 
returned. My poor parents gave themselves a deal of unnecessary trouble. They knew little of 

                                                             
208  Presumably a reference to “eski Attalia”, meaning Perge, when Sillyon-Karahisar-Teke, yanköy, was 

wrongly understood to be the site of Perge.  
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the economy of one of our large houses. There was little fear of my troubling the senior 
member of the firm, for this good reason, I never had the opportunity. I will not say that he 
was otherwise than cognisant of the fact of my occupying a stool in his counting-house; but he 
certainly gave no outward token of having observed me, at least not for many months, and 
then it seemed to come about quite in the way of business. We had large dealings with the 
Levant, and at certain seasons were in the habit of making direct shipments there, to various 
foreign ports, chiefly South America, round the Horn. We had a duly accredited local agent, 
who resided pricipally in one of the towns on the Dardanelles. It was his business to collect 
produce from the surrounding district, and to have it brought in from the various islands and 
points of the coast. This service was performed in country boats, so that at times he would 
have a veritable fleet under his orders.Of course these proceedings necessitated an enormous 
amount of correspondence, which correspondence was apt to be of a most polyglot character. 
Signor Litti (so was our agent named) was an Italian who had dwelt so long in the East, that 
he was able to deal with all likely requirements of this kind. He could converse and write in 
Turkish, Greek, Spanish or Dutch. But he did not understand a word of English. This may 
seem strange in a commercial agent for an English house, but so it was. His communications 
with us were carried on in French, and it was but rarely we had to call into requisition any 
other language. Sometimes complications on the spot would arise, rendering it necessary to 
transmit to us vouchers or applications from the native merchants. We had no one in our 
establishment capable of dealing with the documents, and, therefore, on such rare occasions, 
were obliged to have recourse to the services of an old Armenian, we called John, though, of 
course, that was not his real name. He was a bill-broker in the City, and a very honest man, 
and for many years his assistance had been found most valuable. 

In preparing me for commerce, my parents had the forethought to make me pay particular 
attention to the French language while at school, and this qualification of mine had been 
quoted by my aunt Priscy in her letter of application. She was not likely, good old soul, to lose 
any opportunity of singing my praises. I only wish (if its worthwhile wishing about such old 
bygones) that she would have learned to spare my blushes, on occasions when I was a present 
auditor. Perhaps, however, this once her praises may have been of real sterling value, and 
turned the scale in my favour at the critical moment. 

I was yet raw in the Office when I became acquainted with Signor Litti’s calligraphy. I 
remember the dismal sense of incompetence that came over me when brought to this test. It 
was the most detestable scrawl, quite illegible at first sight which was the top and which the 
bottom I could not have confidently asserted, save for the broken line which marked the 
beginning. Truly, they had taught us at school to read French, but not to decipher the scrawl 
with which foreigners are apt to express their intentions. I think it would be a good thing if 
commercial schoolmasters would be at the pains to provide themselves with autograph 
specimens for their pupils, as preliminary exercises for their ingenuity. As this had not been 
done in my case, I was at first and for a long time all abroad in the exercise of my speciality. 
But perseverance overcomes most difficulties; and so, at last, after infinite trouble, I proved 
myself equal to the demand on my faculties, and pretty nearly the entire foreign 
correspondence of the house passed through my hands. I thus came, in due course of things, 
to be thoroughly trusted, and was recognised as a confidential person on probation for 
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advancement. So matters pursued their even tenor; I, the while, mounting up in the world, and 
thinking of taking a house, perhaps a wife – of anything, indeed, rather than of travelling 
among Greeks and Mahometans. 

One fine summer’s day - it rises before me now as though it were yesterday! – I had scarcely 
arrived in the Office before I was summoned into Mr. Robson’s room. I felt sure that 
something uncommon must be in the wind to have brought our senior partner to the City so 
early. I knew indeed that things had not been going smoothly in the Levant. We had had of 
late an unusual influx of those vernacular documents of which I have already spoken, and our 
interpreter, John, had been in constant request. From him I received only occasional and 
partial intimations of what was going on within his field of observations, and felt that I had no 
right to make particular enquiries. My business was with Litti’s letters, and they appeared to 
me to be satisfactory. So, while I could takea wild guess as to the whereabouts of a likely 
hitch, I was all in the dark as to its precise nature. 

I will spare the details of this, to me, most interesting interview. It will be enough to say that 
the House had been rendered uneasy by apparent discrepancies in Litti’s accounts, which had 
not been explained away on further inquiry. The imbroglio had been thickened by the papers 
which had been sent home, professedly for elucidation’s sake; and at the then present 
speaking there had cropped up to the surface disputes about insurance dues, customs, and, in 
one case, even about an entire cargo of valonea209, which might, could, should, and certainly 
ought, to have found its way from Adaliah on the Karamanian coast to Vourlah, there to be 
transshipped for exportation. With our customs, and dock system, such mystification could not 
take place, nor could there be room for such counter-statements. I know there was room for 
any amount of confusion under the old Turkish régime, and only hope that all I now hear of 
their ammended ways may be true. I dare say, if the truth were known, they go on much in 
their old style. Well, our people felt themselves in a fix. Many a time had they accomodated 
themselves to circumstances, and taken for granted what they could not understand. But this 
was a question seriously affecting the trustworthiness of their agents. The matter had to be 
looked to. Correspondence seemed only to render confusion more confounded. Somebody 
must intervene personally; and on the spot, bring individuals face to face, and make 
authoritative inquisition. That somebody was to be your humble servant. 
                                                             
209  See H. J. Elwes, “Notes From The Levant,” The Garden, August 1, 1874, p.93, “Large quantities of the 

Valonia Oak (Quercus Aegilops) are found in the valley of the Xanthus, and many other parts of Asia Minor. 
The cup of its acorn form some of the principal articles of trade, and is exported for tanning purposes to an 
enormous extent.” And in an article entitled, “Tanning Materials and Hides of Asia,” in the Furniture Gazette, 
Vol. XXI, April, 1884, p. 298, “The Valonea Oak grows wild all along the west coast of Asia Minor from the 
Dardanelles to Adalia, and for about 200 miles inland. The cup is used for tanning, and its quality depends 
on its being thick and heavy, and of a light ash-colour. There are three different growths—first, that of Nazli, 
Davas, and Ghiunda; second, that of Aidia, Demirjik, Borlo, Budrum, and the Dardanelles; and third, that of 
Ushak.” See also on valonia, W. Allen, Vol. I, 1855, 90, at Makri-Fethiye, “Nicolo (Baharri) is usually 
occupied as agent for merchants here, who collect for exportation the acorns(rather acorn cups) of the 
Valonia oak, now so extensively used in dyeing. He demurred at first to making any engagement with us, as 
he had transactions of this kind, which would require him to go to Smyrna; but when he found that was to be 
our ultimate object, after visiting Lycia and Adalia, he agreed to furnish us with horses, at the rate of 300 
piastres per month each. Spratt and Forbes had paid 240 only; but he of course declared that things were 
now dearer.” In 1880 shipments of valonia from Adana, Adalia and Alexandretta reached a value of USD 
100,000, Reports from the Consuls of the United States, United States. Bureau of Foreign Commerce, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington 1881, p. 311. 
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“You are young,” said Mr. Robson, “but you possess our confidence. You are fully 
acquainted with Litti’s representations, and, with the help of the dragoman on the spot, will 
be able to communicate with all the parties concerned. We shall send you with full powers to 
act on our behalf, and have every confidence that it is for our best interests so to do.” 

This was all satisfactory. I was of course delighted to receive a proof of the esteem in which I 
was held by my superiors. But it was rather overwhelming, too. A fine barque, chartered by 
the firm, was about to sail for Smyrna in some ten days or a fortnight, and in her I was to 
have a berth. This gave me plenty of time to get ready all my traps. I wrote an affectionate 
farewell to my parents, said goodbye to my landlady, and at the appointed hour took a 
hackney coach down to the London docks, and so I set off on my travels. 

I pass by everything connected with the voyage, (though it was interesting enough to me at the 
time), and also with the mercantile part of the business. It will be enough for my purpose to 
have it understood that I conducted the required investigations satisfactorily, and that Signor 
Litti came out of the inquisition blameless in the main, and chargeable only with a slight lack 
of discretion. Moreover, I am proud to say, little or no loss accrued to the firm. 

But it is quite necessary that I should explain that it became my duty in the course of these 
proceedings to visit Mitylene, and one or two other islands, and then go to a certain point of 
the Karamanian coast, much frequented as an entrepôt (meaning Adaliah). This could only be 
done for the most part in country boats at a great cost of discomfort.” p. 141-142. 

 
 

100.Satalia 
Ed. Sir Richard Phillips, New Voyages and Travels: Consisting of Originals, 
Translations, and Abridgments; with Index and Historical Preface, 1819, Vol. IV., p. 
134. 

“The Sultan Mahmoud appears to have descended from Sulieman the Great, and developing, 
like him, a great character, an immoveable will, supported by the most enterprising spirit. 
The Sultan Mahmoud was engaged in a number of wars, and reduced to obedience, the Pasha 
of Bagdad, Damas, the Bey of Egypt, and the Governor of Satalia. He made some 
considerable improvements in the discipline of the Janissaries, which hitherto had been very 
licentious. He also introduced mechanical professions. One of the qualities which very 
particularly distinguishes the Sultan Mahmoud, is his discernment in the choice of his 
ministers or friends, and his dismissal of them.” p. 134. 

 
 

101.Attalia, Sattalia 
Edward Wells, An Historical Geography of the Old and New Testament: In Two 
Volumes, Clarendon Press, Oxford, Vol. II., p. 254. 

“they came to Pamphylia; and when they had preached again at Perga, they came down to 
Attalia, which is a sea-port, and was formerly the chief residence of the Prefect, as Strabo 
tells us. It is said it takes its name from King Attalus its founder, which it still retains with a 
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small variation, being now-a-days called Sattalia. It stands on a very fair bay; and so is 
commodiously seated for trade, having a good haven; which likely has been the occasion of 
its being preserved from ruin by the Turks, who are said to be at this day very careful to keep 
its fortifications and castle in repair. The city is supposed to stand at present nearer to the sea 
than it did formerly.” Vol. II., p. 254. 

 
 

102.Satalia, Attalia 
Joseph E. Worcester, Elements of Geography, Ancient and Modern with an Atlas, 
Timothy Swan, Boston, 1819, p. 263. 

 

Cities and Towns: “At-ta’li-a…Pamphylia…Satalia.” p. 263. 

 
 

103.Adalia (Gulf of), Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia (Gulf of) 
W. A. Cadell, A Journey in Carniola, Italy and France in the years 1817, 1818, 
containing remarks relating to language, geography, history, antiquities, natural 
history, science, painting, sculpture, architecture, agriculture, the mechanical arts 
and manufactures, in Two Volumes, Archibald Constable and Co., Edinburgh, 
and Hurst, Robinson and Co., London, 1820, Vol. II., p. 333. 

 

Alphabetical Table of Contents containing some additions and explanations:  

“Adalia, (Gulf of,) this name is written also Satalia and Antalia, on the coast of Lycia (sic.) in 
Asia Minor; blower of inflammable gas210, issuing from the surface of a mountain near the 
shore of that gulf, 149.” p. 333. 

 
 

104.Sataliah 
The Missionary Register for MDCCCXX. Containing the Principal Transactions of 
the various Institutions For Propogating The Gospel: Church Missionary Society, R. 
Watts, London, 1820, pp. 29-30; 167-168; 524. (p. 167-168 were reprinted in The 
American Missionary Register. Embracing the principal transactions of the Various 
Institutions for the Promulgation of Christian Knowledge: with the proceedings, at 
large of the United Foreign Missionary Society, by Z. Lewis, (1820/1821) New York, 
1821, Vol. I., p. 185. Also reprinted in, Christian Researches in the Mediterranean, 
from MDCCCXV to MDCCCXX, In furtherance of the objects of the Church 
Missionary Society, by the Rev. William Jowett, With an appendix, containing the 
journal of the Rev. James Connor, chiefly in Syria and Palestine, R. Watts, London, 
1822, p. 416-417. (Reprinted R. Watts, London, 1824, p. 416-417.) 

 

Survey of Missionary Stations, Constantinople: “Mr Connor has since been greatly refreshed 
and encouraged by the arrival of Dr. Pinkerton. After much consultation together, it was 

                                                             
210  The Chimera-yanartaş 
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determined that he should undertake a journey of investigation. His intention was to proceed, 
by the first vessel, to Smyrna, thence to Candia, Rhodes, and Cyprus – along the Southern 
Shores of Caramania, by Sataliah and Anemur, to Tarsus, - thence to Antioch, Aleppo, 
Damasus, Mount Lebanon and Jerusalem. His ulterior steps would depend on circumstances. 
He was to take Introductory Letters from the highest Ecclesiastical Authorities in 
Constantinople. His object would be, To disperse the Scriptures – to open channels for their 
wider circulation – to distribute Tracts – and to investigate the state of those countries. He 
hoped that his visit to the Syrian Archbishop would tend to further his plans for the good of 
his people. His aim was to spend the Passover at Jerusalem.” p. 29-30. 

Mediterranean, Church Missionary Society, Proceedings of the Rev. James Connor, Rhodes, 
Dec. 31, 1819, Mr. Connor writes -“I left Constantinople with the intention of proceeding 
from Rhodes to Sataliah in Caramania, and thence to Cyprus; but my progress has been much 
impeded by unavoidable delays: the consideration, therefore, that the Passover is fast 
approaching, and that before I arrive at Jerusalem I have the whole of Syria to traverse, has 
brought me to the resolution of renouncing Caramania for the present. I shall proceed, 
therefore, direct to Larnica, in Cyprus; and probably in the same vessel that brought me 
hither from Canae. 

I heard, yesterday, that the Archbishop of Sataliah is gone to Constantinople; and without his 
sanction, I could do little there. Signor Masse has resided six years in Sataliah: he tells me 
the Greeks there speak nothing but Turkish, which they write in the Greek Character: the 
Testament, therefore, now in progress at Constantinople, will be the very thing for them.  

I shall write again from Cyprus. We shall sail as soon as the wind permits.” p. 167-168. 

 

Mediterranean. Church Missionary Society, Proceedings of the Rev. James Connor: “On the 
5th August (1819) we left Cyprus for Rhodes; where we arrived after a fortnight’s rough 
passage, adverse winds prevailing. The Plague has been in Rhodes the whole of the summer; 
which has, in a great measure, prevented our Consul and the Archbishop from exerting 
themselves in our cause. The Consul had sent off some books to the Islands and to Sataliah.” 
p. 524. 

 
 

105.Attalia, Sattalia 
Edward Wells, An Historical Geography of the Old and New Testament in Two 
Volumes, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1819, Vol. II., p. 254. 

 
“and when they had preached again at Perga, they came down to Attalia, which is a sea-port, 
and was formerly the chief residence of the Prefect, as Strabo tells us. It is said to take its 
name from King Attalus its founder, which it still retains with a small variation, being now-a-
days called Sattalia. It stands on a very fair bay; and so is commodiously seated for trade, 
having a good haven; which likely has been the occasion of its being preserved from ruin by 
the Turks, who are said to be at this day very careful to keep its fortifications and castle in 
repair. The city is supposed to stand at present nearer to the sea than it did formerly (sic.). 
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From Attalia the Apostles set sail for Antioch in Syria.” p. 254. 

 
 

106.1819 
Satalia 
Advertisment by the famous mercers, “Layton and Shears” at Bedford House, No. 
11, Henrietta-street, Covent-Garden, London, in The Morning Chronicle, London, 
Monday, 15th November, 1819, p. 1. 

“I have also an entirely new TURKISH SATALIA CLOTH211, being woven with Camel’s 
hair212 in elegant flowers, on a diamond ground, surprisingly admired by Ladies of Rank and 
Quality.” 

 
 

107.1819 
Satalia 
Advertisment by the famous mercers, “Layton and Shears” at Bedford House, No. 
11, Henrietta-street, Covent-Garden, London, in The Times, 20th October, 1819, p. 
1. As also in, The Morning Chronicle, London, Saturday, 30th October, p. 1. As 
likewise London Star, Nov. 2nd1819, p. 1. 

“Satalia Crapes213, articles of superior excellence, though not expensive, are pronounced by 
ladies of distinction to be more pleasant, elegant and durable than any produced in British 
manufacture, only of the inventor, A. Shears, Bedford House, No. 11, Henrietta Street, Covent 
Garden.” 

 
 

                                                             
211  Satalia was known for its textiles. “Satalian,” textile from Satalia, a native product which was then imitated 

in England for export to the East. Satalian.- Dyed waste plain weave cotton fabric, fine warp yarns. It is 
worth noting that King Attalus, the founder-refounder of the city, from whom it was named Attalia, was 
recorded as the first to weave with threads of gold and hence, “From him all rich and costly Arras Hangings 
are called Attalia.” Thomas Heywood, Gynaikeiōn: or, Nine bookes of various history concerninge women, 
inscribed by ye names of ye nine muses, Adam Lslip, London, 1624, p. 351. Likewise the terms, Attalic 
Thread made with flat gold strip wound around a wool or linen core and, Attalic Stuffs, meaning of Asiatic 
origin during the Middle Ages; woven of gold thread mixed with other fibers. 
It is unknown what connection, if any, there was between Attalia-Adalia and the collections of Attalia Twills, 
best quality, advertised for sale in London newspapers including the Illustrated London News, 1879; H. 
DAKIN IS NOW SHOWING NEW IN GALATEAS AND ATTALIA TWILLS, NEW IN ARMURE, 
CASHMERE, AND MATELLASSE, &c. Norwood News, London,, 17th February, 24th February, 3rd 
March, 10th March, 17th March, 24th March, 7th April, 26th April 1877, p. 8,, during 1878-79. Likewise R. 
D. Yule and Co. Tay St., Invercargill advertised the arrival of a shipment including Attalia twills for the 
Season 1881-2, Southland Times, Issue 4131, 26 September 1881, p. 4, column 5. 

212  “Camels are generally made use of for travelling and carrying burdens; that animal, besides the advantage 
of strength, being formed by nature to travel a considerable time without either provender or water. Their 
manufacture, known by the name of camblets, was originally made by a mixture of camels-hair with silk, 
though it is now often made with wool and silk,” Guthrie 1806, 331. The British Vice-Consul Mr. Keun’s 
report for the Antalya consular area, at the end of the 19th c., in 1898 records there were 28,000 camels and 
60,000 sheep, roughly one camel for every two sheep in the area, as also, roughly one camel for every 
inhabitant of the city of Adalia. 

213  Wholly or chiefly, of silk or floss silk (viz., crepe) 
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108.1819 
Satalia 
Advertisment by the famous mercers,“Layton and Shears” at Bedford House, No. 
11, Henrietta-street, Covent-Garden, London, in The Morning Post, London, p. 1. 

“…and the Satalia Brocaded Cloths, manufactured in Turkey, to be had nowhere else.”  
 
 

109.Adalia, Satalia 
A Narrative of the Expedition to Algiers in the year 1816, under the command of the 
Right Hon. Admiral Lord Viscount Exmouth, by Mr. A. Salamé, a Native of 
Alexandria, in Egypt, interpreter in His Britannic Majesty’s Service for the Oriental 
Languages, who accompanied his Lordship for the subsequent Negotiations with the 
Dey, Published by Permission, John Murray, London, 1819, p. cxxxix. 

 

“…my voyage to Constantinople, on some official business, by sea and by land from Adalia, 
or Satalia, through Asia Minor as far as Scutteri; the siege of Satalia by the Captain Pasha, 
in 1814;” 

 
 

110.Adalia, Attalia, Satalia, Antalia, Olbia 
Henry Alexander Scammell Dearborn, A Memoir on the Commerce and Navigation 
of the Black Sea and the Trade and Maritime Geography of Turkey and Egypt in two 
volumes illustrated with charts, Wells and Lilly, Boston, 1819, Vol. II., p. 109-111. 
(Largely citing from F. Beaufort’s Karamania) 

“Adalia.  

There seems to be no foundation for the names Satalia and Antalia, which have been 
introduced into the modern maps and geographical works; the inhabitants call both the 
province and town Adalia, which is evidently derived from the ancient Attalia214. According to 
M. D’Anville, the modern city of Adalia was the ancient fortress of Olbia, and not Attalia; 
which is confirmed by the researches of Beaufort. 

Adalia is beautifully situated round a small harbour; the streets appear to rise behind each 
other like the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of the hill, the city is enclosed by a 
ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder. 

The port is enclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the extremities; but they 
are now in a ruinous state, and the inroads of the sea, unite with the neglect of their present 
possessors, to insure their destruction. 

The gardens round the town, are beautiful. A great varity of fruit trees are cultivated, and 
considerable corn is raised. The soil is deep, andevery where intersected by streams, loaded 
with calcareous matter, which, after fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn mills in 
their descent to the sea. Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; for the 
daily sea-breeze sweeps up the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at 
                                                             
214  Quoting from Beaufort, 1817. 
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night, the great northern valley, which traverses the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the 
land wind from the cold mountains of the interior.  

The population of Adalia is about eight thousand, two thirds of which are Mahometans, the 
other third Greek. These Greeks are acquainted with no other language than the Turkish. The 
influence of commerce on this coast has been but little felt till lately; but the immense demand 
for wheat in the British garrisons of the Mediterranean, during the war which terminated with 
the abdication of Napoleon, and the failure of a supply from that once plenteous granary, 
Sicily, had given such a spur to the enterprising islanders of Psara and Hydra, that in search 
of it they ransacked the whole surrounding coast of that sea. The great plain of Adalia felt the 
effects of this impulse; and even from distant parts of the interior, camels, horses, and asses, 
daily brought in their separate ventures, to load the Greek vessels which visited the port. 

“In the Bazar, cloth, hardware, and many specimens of English and German manufacture are 
exhibited, which are mostly conveyed by the regular caravans from Smyrna.  

Five miles (8 km.) from Adalia, are the ruins of Attalia. (i.e. Eski Attalia, probably meaning 
as citing from Beaufort, Laara, the port of Myndos-)” p. 109-111. 

 
 

111.Attalia, Satalia, Attalia (Gulf of), Satalia (Gulf of) 
The Cyclopædia; or, Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Literature. by 
Abraham Rees, with the assistance of eminent professional gentlemen, Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, London, 1819, Vol. III., Artery-Battersea, npn. 

 

s.v. Attalia: “Attalia, in Ancient Geography, a town of Asia, in Pamphylia, on the coast of the 
sea, which there formed a gulf of the same name, now called gulf of Satalia. Strabo (1. xiv. p. 
459.) says, that it was built by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, who founded a colony 
there, and that it was the chief residence of the prefect. St. Paul proceeded from Perga to this 
town. Acts xiv. 25.” 

 
 

112.Attalia, Sattalia (Gulf of) 
James Wyld, Geographia Sacra; Or Scripture Atlas, Comprising a Complete Set of 
Maps Adapted to Elucidate the Events of Sacred History which points out the 
Situation of every place mentioned in The Old and New Testaments, Pinnock and 
Maunder, London, 1819, pp. 3, 15.  

 

Index to Geographica Sacra, s.v. Attalia: “Attalia, Map. 2 27, Lat. 36 50, Long. 30 40, Acts, 
14, 25” p. 3. 

Index to Geographica Sacra, s.v. Sattalia: “Sattalia, Gulf of, Map. 2, Lat. 36 30, Long. 31 0.” 
p. 15. 
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113.Satalia 
Advertisment by the famous mercers, The Morning Chronicle, No. 16,107., 
Monday, December, 11th 1820, p. 1. 

 

“…also the new Norwich and Satalia crapes, articles of superior excellence though not 
expensive, are pronounced by ladies of distinction to be more pleasant, elegant and durable 
than any article ever produced in British manufacture. —A. Shears, Bedford House, No. 11, 
Henrietta Street, Covent-garden. – The business conducted for ready money only.” 

 
 

114.Satalia 
“Account of the French Trade in Various Parts of the Levant,” p. 111-114 in, The 
Monthly Magazine, March, 1st 1820, p. 112. 

“The Coast of Caramania and Satalia. 

During the French revolution, our traders had no establishments there. They were attempted 
many times at Satalia, but unsuccessfully: for the expense absorbed the profit. 

Since this time, the trade has been carried on by our ship-masters, who bargain on the spot 
for the articles they want, consisting of silk and cotton: these they pay for with specie, taken 
up at Smyrna or Cyprus, or sometimes put on-board at Marseilles. As to the merchandize 
shipped for this trade annually, it would be rating it high at one hundred thousand livres. We 
had formerly a French agent there; but, being frequently exposed to the insults of the 
inhabitants, the employment was suppressed.” p. 112. 

 
 

115.Sataliah 
“Religious Intelligence-Church Missionary Society, Rev. Mr. Connor’s Visit to 
Jerusalem,” p. 648-653 in, The Christian Spectator, Conducted by an Association of 
Gentlemen. For the year 1820, Vol. II, No. XII, December, 1820, Howe and 
Spalding, New-Haven, Conn., 1820, p. 649. 

“I left Constantinople with the intention of proceeding from Rhodes to Sataliah, in 
Caramania, and thence to Cyprus; but my progress has been much impeded by unavoidable 
delays: the consideration, therefore, that the Passover is fast approaching, and that before I 
arrive at Jerusalem I have the whole of Syria to traverse, has brought me to the resolution of 
renouncing Caramania for the present. I shall proceed, therefore, direct to Larnica, in 
Cyprus; and probably in the same vessel that brought me hither from Canca.…(On Rhodes 
28th Dec. 1819) I heard, yesterday, that the Archbishop of Sataliah is gone to Constantinople: 
and without his sanction I could do little there. (Consul215) Signor (Stephana) Massa has 
resided six years in Sataliah: he tells me that the Greeks there speak nothing but Turkish, 
which they write in the Greek character: the Testament, therefore, now in progress at 
Constantinople, will be the very thing for them.” p. 649. 

                                                             
215  Consul of Britain, as also of the Republic of the United States of America, as also physician. 
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116.Satalia-Adalia-Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf of) 
R. Brookes, The General Gazetteer: Or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary: 
Containing a Description of the Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, 
Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Capes, etc. in the Known 
World: with the Government, Customs, Manners, and Religion of the Inhabitants. 
The Extent, Boundaries, and Natural Productions of Each Country; the Trades, 
Manufactures, and Curiosities of the Cities and Towns; their Longitude, Latitude, 
Bearings and Distances in English Miles from remarkable places; and the various 
events by which they have been distinguished…17th edition, F. C. & J. Rivington, 
W. Lowndes, London, 1820. (description as in R. Brookes, 1809 and Rev. Archibald 
Forbes, 1815, except for “Adalia,” and the Longitude and Latitude given for the city.) 

s.v. “Antalia, or Adalia, see; Satalia.” 

s.v. “Satalia, or Adalia, a strong city of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania. It extends around a 
small harbour, and has a superb mosque, which was formerly a church. It is governed by a 
pashaw, and contains many remains of antiquity. The country around is fertile; and the 
citrons and oranges are extremely fine. The chief trade is in wool, cotton, goats’ hair, agaric, 
tragacanth, opium, and bees wax. It is seated on a gulf of the Mediterranean, to which it gives 
name. 150 m. SW Cogni (Konya). Lon. 30 46 E, lat. 36 52 N.” 

 
 

117.Satalia 
“Monthly Register. Commercial Report.-9th April, 1821,” Blackwood’s Edinburgh 
Magazine, Vol. IX, April-August, William Blackwood, Edinburgh, T. Cadell and 
W. Davis, London, No. XLIX, April, 1821, p. 112. 

Before the revolutionary war French trade in the Mediterranean was: “Caramania and 
Satalia … Exports 100,000 francs….. Imports, surplus.” p. 112. 

 
 

118.Satalia 
M. Malte-Brun, Universal Geography: Or A Description of All Parts of the World, 
on a New Plan, According to the Great Natural Divisions of the Globe; Accompanied 
with Analytical, Synoptical, and Elementary Tables., Vol. II. Containing the 
Description of Asia, with the Exception of India, Adam Black, Edinburgh; and 
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, London, 1822, pp. 80, 408-409. 

“The pasha of Kutaiah (Kütahya) reigns over the Tekieh, or the coasts of the ancient 
Pamphylia and Lycia. Satalia, situated upon a dangerous gulf, below a forest of lemon and 
orange trees, has a flourishing trade, and reckons more than 30,000 inhabitants.” p. 80. 

“According to Mariti, the whole of the south coast of the island of Cyprus frequently 
experiences an unwholesome state of the atmosphere; brackish waters are in abundance 
there, and the country is very unhealthy. The same observations hold true as to the coasts of 
Caramania, or ancient Cilicia. At Satalia, at Agas (Ayaş), and at Adana, the bad air compels 
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the inhabitants, during summer, to retire towards the mountains216. And why is the southern 
exposure of these countries so unwholesome? Strabo and Quintus Curtius tell us the reason. 
‘Because Cilicia is a narrow plain, bounded on the north by the chain of Mount Taurus: and 
the winds which flow from the south being reflected by the mountains, cause suffocating heat; 
besides, there are marshes and stagnant ponds on the coast.’ (Strab. Georg. XIV. 260. 
Casaub. Atreb. Quint. Curt. III. C.9-11)” p. 408-409. (Paragraph repeated unchanged in the 
1827 edition, p. 192; in the 1834 edition, A System of Universal Geography: Or A Description 
of All the Parts…, p. 146; Malte-Brun, Principles of Mathematical, Physical and Political 
Geography, 1834, p. 413.) 

 
 

119.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia, Olbia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
The Edinburgh Gazetteer, Or Geographical Dictionary…Accompanied by an Atlas, 
constructed by A. Arrowsmith, In Six Volumes, Archibald Constable and Co., 
Edinburgh, Hurst Robinson and Co., London, Thomas Wardle, Philadelphia, 
1822, Vol., I., p. 203; Vol. V., p. 444-445. (See reprint, Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, 
and Green, London, 1827, Vol., I., p. 203). 

“Antalia. See Satalia.” Vol. I, p. 203. 

“Satalia, Antalia, or, according to captain Beaufort, more properly Adalia, a city of 
Caramania, in Asia Minor, situated at the head of a gulf to which it gives name. The place is 
beautifully situated round a small harbour: the streets appear to rise behind each other like 
the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of the hill the city is inclosed by a ditch, a 
double wall, and a series of square towers, about 50 yards asunder. In an opening, now 
closed up, between two of the towers, appear the remains of a splendid gateway, exhibiting 14 
columns, the upper parts of which are of the Corinthian order. The inside walls and towers 
appear to have been substantially and well built. The port is inclosed by two stone piers, whch 
once had towers on the extremities; but they are now in a ruinous state, and the inroads of the 
sea unite with the neglect of the present possessors, to insure their destruction. The gardens 
around the town are beautiful, the trees loaded with fruit, and the corn grounds more than 
usually productive. The soil is deep, and everywhere intersected by streams loaded with 
calcareous matter, which, after fertilising the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn mills 
in their descent to the sea. Alternate breezes from the sea and the chain of Mount Taurus, 
                                                             
216  These remarks are repeated in respect to the area east of the Orontes: “On the approach of hot weather they 

retire with their flocks and herds to the eastern mountains in search of pasture, and to escape the swarms of 
flies and gnats which infest the Ghab at that season.”, Malte-Brun, System of Universal Geography, Founded 
on the Works of Malte-Brun and Balbi…Edinburgh, 1842,  p. 640. These same observations were earlier 
expressed by Joseph Randall, but in respect to the Caspian Coast of Persia in 1744, “On the contrary, the flat 
Countries, which lie upon the Caspian Sea, are very damp, full of stinking Morasses, and unhealthful; 
insomuch that the Inhabitants in the Summer retire into the Mountains, all the water they have being foul and 
corrupted in the hot Season; and here, ‘tis said, Earthquakes are very common.” This same concern about 
Mal-aria, bad air, informed the travellers on the 12th of July, 1818, “We embarked on board an imperial brig 
belonging to Venice for Constantinople, as the consuls on the coast, the merchants, and both Mr. Bankes and 
Mr. Leigh agreed in opinion, that it would have been madness to have gone to the coast of Asia Minor at this 
season of the year, when the pestilential air forces all the inhabitants of the coast to quit their habitations, 
and retire to the mountains during the summer. We have, therefore, deferred this part of the tour for a short 
time.” Charles Leonard Irby, James Mangles, Travels in Egypt and Nubia, Syria and Asia Minor, During the 
Years 1817 and 1818, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, (1823) 2015, Letter V., p. 486.  
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refersh the air in a remarkable manner. The population probably does not exceed 8000, two-
thirds of which are understood to be Mahometan, and the other third Greek. It is supposed to 
be on the site of the ancient Olbia. Long. 30. 45. E. Lat. 36. 50. N.” Vol. V., p. 444-445. 

 
 

120.Satalia 
Biography of the principal sovereigns of Europe who have reigned since the French 
Revolution; adorned with portraits of Their Majesties, the King of Great Britain, the 
Emperors and Empresses of Austria and Russia, the Kings of Bavaria, Denmark, 
France, Netherlands, Portugal, Prussia, Sardinia, Saxony, Spain, Sweden, Two 
Sicilies, Wurtemberg, and the Grand Signior, Ogle, Duncan and Co., London, 1822, 
p. 162. 
  

 

Turkey, Mahmoud II.  “Constrained at first by the misfortunes of the war to conclude a 
disadvantageous peace, on the 28th of May, 1812 he ably took occasion from it to have the 
chiefs of the rebels executed, and successively reduced to obedience the Pachas of Romelia, 
Widdin, Bagdad, and Damascus; the Beys of Egypt, the Governor of Satalia, and the 
Servians: the delivery of Mecca, and the almost total submission of the sect of Wahabites, also 
proved the talents of this monarch.” p. 162. 

 
 

121.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Jedidiah Morse and Richard C. Morse, A New Universal Gazetteer, or 
Geographical Dictionary, Containing, A Description of the Various Countries, 
Provinces, Cities, Towns, Seas, Lakes, Rivers, Mountains, Capes, etc., in the Known 
World, with an Appendix,... Accompanied with an Atlas, New Haven, 1823, pp. 44, 
695. (Adalia has no separate entry) 

 
“Antalia, see Satalia” p. 44. 
 
“Satalia, Antalia, or Adalia, a city of Caramania, in Asia Minor, at the head of a gulf to 
which it gives name. It has a good harbour and considerable trade. Pop. 8,000, two-thirds of 
whom are Mahometans and the other third Greeks. Lon. 30 45' E. Lat. 36 50' N.” p. 695. 

 
 

122.Satalia 
A. Picquot, The General Gazetteer, or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary, In 
Miniature: containing a description of the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, 
cities, towns, ports, seas, harbours, rivers, mountains, lakes, &c. in the known world 
with the government, customs, manners, and religion of its inhabitants, abridged 
from Brookes, G. And W. B. Whittaker; Longman, Hust, Rees, Orme, and Brown; 
Sherwood and Jones…London, 1823, p. 300. 

“Satalia, a strong seaport of Turkey in Asia, and in Natolia, on the coast of Caramania. It is 
265 miles S by E of Constantinople.” p. 300. 
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123.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia, Olbia, Attalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Joseph Emerson Worcester, A Geographical Dictionary: Or Universal Gazetteer, 
Ancient and Modern, in Two Volumes, Cummings and Hilliard, Boston, 1823, Vol. 
I., p. 68; Vol. II., p. 548. 

 

“Antalia, see Satalia” p. 68. 

“Satalia, or Antalia, or Adalia s-p. A. Turkey, in Caramania; 134 S. Kiutaja. Lon. 30. 55. E.  
Lat. 37. 3. N. Pop. 8,000; two thirds Turks, one-third Greeks; according to Malte-Brun, more 
than 30,000. It is beautifully situated at the bottom of a gulf of the Mediterranean, to which it 
gives its name. It is strong, and divided into 3 towns; the environs are exceedingly fertile; the 
citrons and oranges are particularly fine. The inhabitants carry on a considerable trade in 
wool, cotton, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, and bees’ wax. The navigation of the 
gulf is considered as dangerous. It is supposed to be built on the site of the ancient fortress of 
Olbia, and 5 miles distant are the ruins of Attalia217.” p. 548. 

 
 

124.Adalia, Antalia, Satalia, Sea of Pamphylia 
J. Condor, The Modern Traveller: A Description, Geographical, Historical, and 
Topographical, of the Various Countries of the Globe, Syria and Asia Minor, Vol. II, 
James Duncan - J. Moyes, London, 1824, 249-252. (Largely citing from Captain 
Beaufort’s account of 1812. Reprinted unchanged in Vol. III, 1830.) 

“Adalia. The large Gulf which takes its modern name from this city, is the ancient Sea of 
Pamphylia. Adalia is beautifully situated round a small circular harbour: the streets rise 
behind each other in tiers, like the seats of a theatre, and on the level summit of the hill ; the 
city is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers about fifty yards 
asunder. In the suburbs, the houses are dispersed amid orange-groves and gardens, and thus 
occupy a large space of ground. Amongst other, a magnificent gate, or triumphal arch, bears 
an inscription in honour of Hadrian. It is still a large and populous town, and is considered 
as one of the best governments in Anatolia, the district being large and fertile, and the 
maritime commerce extensive. The population is estimated by Captain Beaufort at 8,000, two 
thirds Mahammedans, and a third Greeks218, who speak, however, no language but the 
Turkish. Five lofty minarets are seen from the sea, one of which is fluted from the base up to 
the gallery that surrounds the head of the shaft. The gardens are beautiful, and the cornlands 
are more than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where intersected by streams 
loaded with calcareous matter, which, after fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the 
corn-mills in their descent to the sea. Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable 
manner: by day, a sea breeze sweeps up the western side of the Gulf with accumulated 
strength: and at night, the great northern valley which traverses Mount Taurus, conducts the 
land wind from the cold mountains of the interior. “Upon the whole,” says Captain Beaufort, 
“it would be difficult to select a more charming spot for a city.” It stands in long. 30 45 E. lat. 

                                                             
217  See above re Eski Attalia=the ruins at Laara-Magydos, then identified by Beaufort as Attalia. 
218  It is reported in 1661 that was a Metropolitan and a nation, in number about three hundred, in the city of 

Sattalia-Addalya=Antalya. See Section II below under the date 1667. 
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36 50 N. In the bazar, Capt. B. saw cloth, hardware, and various specimens of English and 
German manufactures, brought chiefly by the regular caravans from Smyrna; and the demand 
for wheat, occasioned by the British garrisons of the Mediterranean during the war, had 
recently produced a considerable revival of commerce….Adalia (as the Turks pronounce the 
ancient name) still retains the honour of being an episcopal see, though the episcopal church 
is converted into a mosque. It is governed by a pasha, and is the chief place in the district or 
sanjiakat of Tekieh, which includes the coast of Pamphylia and Lycia. It derived its name 
from its founder, Attalus Philadelphus, to whom Philadelphia also owes its origin.” p. 249-
252. 

 
 

125.Attalia, Satalia 
Joseph E. Worcester, Elements of Geography, Ancient and Modern: with an Atlas, 
Cummings, Hilliard and Co., Boston, 1824, p. 248. (Unchanged text, Cummings, 
Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins, Boston, 1828, p. 248.) 

 

“Ancient…At-ta’li-a,  

Country…Pamphylia, 

Modern…Satalia” p. 248. 

 
 

126.Satalia, Antalia 
The Cyclopaedia; or, Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Literature... by 
Abraham Rees, with the assistance of eminent professional gentlemen, First 
American Edition, In Forty-one Volumes, Vol. XXXII., ROS-SAT, Samuel F. 
Bradford, Philadelphia, 1824, npn. 

 

s.v. Satalia, “Satalia, or Antalia, a sea-port town of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania, at the 
bottom of a gulf of the Mediterranean, to which it gives name. It is large, and contains three 
towns: the environs are very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are very fine. The 
inhabitants carry on a considerable trade in wool, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, 
and bees’ wax. The navigation of the gulf is dangerous; 134 miles S. of Kiutaja. N. lat. 37. E. 
Long. 30. 20.” 

 
 

127.Attalia, Sattalia 
Rev. John Brown, A Dictionary of the Holy Bible, containing An Historical and 
Geographical Account of the Persons and Places: A Literal, Critical, and 
Systematical Description of Other Objects, whether Natural, Artificial, Civil, 
Relgious, or Military: and An Explanation of the Appellative Terms mentioned in the 
Old And New Testaments, Thomas Tegg, London, 1824, p. 65. 
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“At-ta’li-a, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia, situated on a fair bay of the Mediterranean 
sea; or a city of Lycia (sic. Lydia); both of which were probably founded by Attalus, king of 
Pergamus. Here Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel, about sixteen or seventeen years 
after our Saviour’s death. Acts xiv. 25219. We read no more of its Christianity, except that the 
city had a bishop in the fifth and sixth centuries.” p. 65. 
 
 

128.Adalia 1825 September 
Galignani’s Messenger, No. 3289, Paris, Wednesday, October 5, 1825, from the 
Augsburg Gazette. 

“The Viceroy of Egypt, who was at Alexandria, sent off the same evening the Vice-governor in 
pursuit of the brulotiers (the Greek fire-ships), and the following day dispatched the Governor 
and the Inspector of the Navy on the same errand. A heavy firing was heard during the night, 
because the Greek corsairs having met at Damietta a convoy of small Turkish merchant 
vessels coming from Adalia, had an action with the escort; but in the morning it was 
rumoured that the Vice-governor, instead of steering in the direction from whence the firing 
proceeded, took the opposite course. The Viceroy, enraged at this conduct, went on board the 
corvette lately built at Genoa, and set off in pursuit of the Greeks, after entrusting the 
government to the hands of several individuals subject to the Council of Bogdos Jussuf.”220 

 
 

129.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia, Olbia 
The London General Gazetteer, or Geographical Dictionary: containing a 
description of the various countries, Kingdoms, States, Cities, Towns etc. of the 
Known World.. In Three Volumes, William Baynes and Son. London, 1825, Vol. I., 
p. 391; Vol. III., p. 239. 

 
s.v. Caramania: “Copious harvests are reaped from a rich deep soil, and during the late war, 
contributed to supply the wants of the British troops stationed in the Mediterranean. The 
plant from which opium is obtained, is extensively cultivated. Among the principal cities 
known to Europeans are enumerated Konieh, the residence of the pacha; Aphion, or 
Carahissar, and Adalia, containing about 8000 inhabitants; which last occupies a beautiful 
situation on the shore, environed by gardens. Throughout the province, the houses are 
                                                             
219  There is simply no record of Paul and Barnabus preaching the gospel at Attalia. It is possible but, from the 

surviving record, unrecorded and is not a fact but an assumption, frequently made. 
220  The event was later described: “Nor did they (the Greeks) seem able to use their superiority at sea. The one 

notable attempt which they made was a raid on Alexandria where they tried to burn the Egyptian ships lying 
in the harbour. In the afternoon of August 10th a vessel ran in under Russian colours, and as she was nearing 
one of the men-of-war, she was fired, and the crew dropped into a boat astern and rowed off in safety to 
another vessel near the entrance of the port. The attempt wholly miscarried. The sails of the fireship taking 
fire, she fell off her course and drifted safely away from the anchored vessels. Muhammad ’Ali chanced to be 
sitting in the Ras-al-tin Palace, overlooking the harbour. He at once jumped upon his mule and rode to the 
battery at the point, hoping to be able to catch the enemy before they got out of range. Failing in this, he 
ordered several vessels to proceed in chase of the Greeks, and one which was unlucky enough to be ready for 
sea was obliged to sail at once alone. Next day three more sailed. On the 12th news came that the Greeks had 
burnt a boat bringing wood from Sataliah, within sight of the ship that had put out on the 10th. This was too 
much for the pasha. In unbearable anger, he hurried aboard a corvette on the first boat he could find at the 
water-side and immediately put to sea, where he remained for a week, seeking in vain both the Greek vessels 
and his own.” H. Dodwell, The Founder of Modern Egypt, A Study of Muhammad ‘Ali, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 1931, p. 75. 
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constructed of earth, or of bricks baked in the sun. Many of these are miserable dwellings; but 
the climate is so genial, that the Caramanians can pass three quarters of the year under the 
shade of the trees.” Vol. I., p. 391. 
 
s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, Antalia, or Adalia, a city of Asia Minor, in Caramania, at the head of a 
gulf to which it gives name. It is delight-fully situated round a small harbour; the streets 
appear to rise behind each other like an amphitheatre; and on the level summit of the hill the 
city is inclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about 50 yards apart. 
The port is inclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the extremities; but they 
are now in a ruinous state. The gardens round the town are beautiful, and the corn grounds 
uncommonly productive. Satalia is supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Olbia. 
Population about 8000. Long. 30. 45. E. Lat. 36. 50. N.” Vol. III. p. 239. 
 
 

130.Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia (Gulf of) 
Abraham Rees, The Cyclopædia; or, Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and 
Literature, First American Edition, Revised, Corrected, Enlarged, and Adapted to 
this Country, in Forty-One Volumes, Vol. XXXII, ROS-SAT, Samuel F. Bradford, 
Philadelphia,…, 1825, npn. 

 

s.v. “Satalia”: “Satalia, or Antalia, a sea-port town of Asiatic Turkey, in Caramania, at the 
bottom of a gulf of the Mediterranean, to which it gives name. It is large, and contains three 
towns: the environs are very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are very fine. The 
inhabitants carry on a considerable trade in wool, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, 
and bees’ wax. The navigation of the gulf is dangerous: 134 miles S. of Kiutaja. N. Lat. 37. E. 
Long. 30, 20.” 

 
 

131.Adalia, Natalia 
“Disturbed State of Turkey” Belfast Commercial Chronicle, Monday, 21st March, 
1826, p. 1. 

“pronounced by the Chiefs of the Janissaries, has doubtless made the Porte uneasy.— It is 
reported that Halet Pacha will go to Adalia or Natalia (an ill-omened place for exiles), unless 
means are previously employed to get rid of him, as some accounts would have it.” p. 1. 

 
 

132.Adalia, Olbia 
John Purdy221, New Sailing Directory for the Mediterranean Sea, the Adriatic Sea, 
Or Gulf of Venice, the Archipelago and Levant, the Sea of Marmara, and the Black 

                                                             
221  John Purdy, Hydrographer (1773–1843). Born in Norwich, the son of a bookseller. He worked in London and 

became the foremost chart-maker of his age and was responsible for numerous sailing directories and charts: 
of the Eastern coasts of North America, The Colombian Navigator; or, Sailing Directory for the American 
Coasts and the West-Indies, for the Mediterranean, and for their regular publication and updating. The text 
concerning Adalia given in his sailing directions for the Mediterranean is in essence a summary of the 
account presented by the Admiralty hydrographer Captain Francis Beaufort from his observations made in 
1812. 
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Sea, R. H. Laurie, London, 1826, p. 302-303. Citing and summarising Beaufort 1817. 
Reprinted unchanged London, 1827, p. 302-303. 

“Gulf of Adalia 

Adalia, the antient Olbia.- This little port lies at the distance of seven miles NE by E (N.E.) 
from the isle Rashat. The shore between is mostly a steep gravel beach. The plan of Adalia is 
given by Captain Beaufort as a mere eye-sketch, circumstances not permitting of any attempt 
to survey the port; this, however, he says, is of the less consequence as the space that is clear 
of rocks, is too small for general use; three polacres occupied the whole harbour, and their 
anchors were laid outside of the pier-heads. In summer the outer road presents excellent 
anchorage in 15222 and 20 fathoms of water, the south pier-head bearing about N.E. by N. 
from one quarter to three quarters of a mile distant; the ground is so tough as to have broken 
the messenger223. Latitude of the South Pier-head, 36-52-15, Longitude 30-45-3. 

Adalia is the largest city on this coast, and is the residence of the Pasha (sic.) of the province: 
it is beautifully situated round a small harbour: the streets appear to rise behind each other 
like the seats of a theatre, and on the level summit of the hill; the city is enclosed by a ditch, a 
double wall, and a series of square towers about fifty yards asunder: but these fortifications 
are much out of repair, and, appear to very sparingly supplied with cannon. The population is 
estimated at about 8,000, of which about two-thirds are Mahammedan, and the other third 
Greek; but the Turkish language is universally spoken. The French have a consul here224. 

Water, and other refreshments, except wine, may here be procured with facility; and there is a 
bazaar, or collection of shops, which display many articles of European manufacture. The 
gardens around the town are beautiful, and fruit is abundant. Every kind of vegetable seems 
                                                             
222  1 fathom = 1.83 m., 15 to 20 fathoms = 27.5 to 37m. deep 
223  A “messenger” is a rope or chain made into an endless belt to pull on an anchor cable or to drive machinery 

from some power source, such as a capstan or winch. 
224  The first French consul at Satalia-Satalieh-Antalya, was in the seventeenth century (Les Origines du consulat 

de France de Satalie de Caramanie (1607): par Jean Reynaud 1829)  but then, the port not being thought 
considerable enough to entertain one, the consulship was re-united to that of Aleppo, by an order of council 
of July 1691, see, Malachy Postlethwayt, The Universal Dictionary of Trade and Commerce, with Large 
Additions and Improvements, Adapting the Same to the Present State of British Affairs in America Since the 
Last Treaty of Peace Made in the Year 1763; with Great Variety of New Remarks and Illustrations 
Incorporated Throughout the Whole: Together with Every Thing Essential that is Contained in Savary’s 
Dictionary: Also, All the Material Laws of Trade and Navigation Relating to These Kingdoms and the 
Customs and Usages to which All Traders are Subject, W. Strahan, London, 1774, npn, s.v. “Consuls”. 
Subsequently Ambroise Carreau, was appointed in July 1717. As Thomas Salmon noted in the middle of the 
18th c. “there is a particular company of merchants at Marseilles, who trade to Satalia, a sea-port of 
Pamphylia in the Lesser Asia, who carry only silver thither, and bring back wool, goats hair, wax, cotton-
thread, gum-dragant, opium, and corinths or currants.”, T. Salmon, Modern History or the Present State of 
All Nations.., Longman, London, 1745, 469. But as noted by Johann Ludwig Burckhardt in 1809, there had 
been no resident French consul after 1805-1806, although, see, Julien Pillaut, Les consulats du levant: 
Smyrne (1610-1900) Satalie de Caramanie (1607-1814), Impr. Berger-Levrault, 1902, who records the last 
consul as in 1814, at the end of the Napoleonic wars. The Almanach imperial: annuaire, Sieur Testu, Paris, 
1812, “Des Relations Extérieures: Consuls et Vice-Consuls de France dans les Villes et Ports des Nations 
Etrangéres,” p. 203, records the French Consul at Satalie as Majastre, and Arazi, as vice-Cons.-Chancelier. 
Later in the 19th c. a French Consular agent was appointed, see: The Bulletin Consulaire  Français: recueil des 
rapports commerciaux, Direction du Commerce Extérieur, for 1875, records the consular agent, p. 
539,“Adalia ou Satalie… Agent consulaire …M. Biliotti.”  As likewise that for 1877 records p. 26, for, 
“Adalia ou Satalie… Agent consulaire …M. Biliotti.” Being under the French Consul in Aleppo, not that at 
Smyrna-İzmir.  
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to be exuberant, and the corn grounds as more than commonly productive. Alternate breezes 
refresh the air in a remarkable manner, for the daily sea breeze sweeps up the western side of 
the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night the great northern valley conducts the land 
wind from the cold mountains of the interior to the sea. 

Five miles southeastward from Adalia are the remains of an artificial harbour called Laara; 
but of the town to which it belonged, the antient Attalia, there are few vestiges. The harbour 
was formed of two piers, of which, the inner or northern one has not materially suffered; the 
southern is only a few feet underwater; and in the enclosed space there are 2 fathoms, with a 
sandy bottom, so that a small vessel, with the aid of the Harbour-plan, might, perhaps, still 
find shelter here in case of emergency. 

Between Adalia and Laara several streams fall from the cliffs into the sea; they are employed 
in turning mills; but the inhabitants do not use the water for domestic purposes, from the 
large proportion of calcareous sediment that it contains. 

At Sidé or Eskı, (Old) Adalia, as it is erroneously called by the Turks, there is no water, and 
therefore there are no inhabitants; no fire-wood is to be had in the immediate vicinity, and the 
harbours are now choked up; but as the multitude of ruins, and particularly its stupendous 
theatre, which is in good preservation, may induce the visits of future voyagers, a plan of it 
has been given by Captain Beaufort. The large gap in the mountains through which the river 
Manavgat (ant. Melas) passes, will serve as a leading mark for making this place. The theatre 
at Sidé is in latitude 36. 45. 37, longitude 31. 25. 47.” p. 302-304. 

 
 

133.Satalia 
72. “Unpublished Manuscripts of a Traveller in The East. Commerce of Smyrna,” 
p. 71-88 in, The Oriental Herald, and Journal of General Literature, Vol. X. July-
September, No. 31, London, 1826, p. 87. 

 
“The Gulph of Salonica, the coasts of Caramania, Satalia, and Syria, also export large 
quantities of grain; but Egypt is the chief granary of the East, whose harvests are scattered 
over all the Mediterranean. At all those places grain must invariably be purchased with cash, 
and for that pupose, Spanish dollars225 are found to be most generally accepable.” 
 
 

134.Attalia 
Researches in Greece and the Levant. by the Rev. John Hartley, Missionary in the 
Mediterranean, in connection with the Church Missionary Society. R. B. Seeley 
and W. Burnside, London, 1833, p. 274. 

 
April 12th 1826 
“Isbarta is in the Diocese of Pisidia, the Bishop having his residence at Lisi near Attalia.” p. 
274. 
 

                                                             
225  The Spanish dollar, or silver piece of eight, minted since the 16th c., upon which the silver U.S. dollar was 

based. There were roughly 4 spanish dollars to £1 at the start of the 19th c. 
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135.Satalia 
Nathaniel Bowditch, The New American Practical Navigator: Being an Epitome of 
Navigation; containing all the tables necessary to be used with the Nautical 
Almanac, in determining The Latitude, and The Longitude by Lunar Observations: 
... With an Appendix containing methods of calculating eclipses of the sun and 
moon, Edmund M. Blunt, New York, 1826, p. 267. 

 
Table XLVI. Latitudes and Longitudes, Turkey:“Satalia…37 3…30 55.” p. 267. 
 
 

136.Satalia, Antalia, Attalia,Satalia (Gulf of) 
The New London Universal Gazetteer, Or Alphabetical Geography; in which are 
described the Natural and Political Divisions and Remarkable Places on the Globe: 
under A Geographical Nomenclature, more copious than any yet extant;  
interspersed with Authentic Notices of the inhabitants, Climates, Soils, Productions, 
Manufactures, Commerce, Hydrography of Seaports, and Other Topics, Showing the 
Present State of the Earth, Illustrated by Maps and Engravings, Compiled From The 
Best English And Foreign Modern Authorities, George Virtue, London, 1827, p. 
776. 

 
 

“Satalia, or Antalia, the ancient Attalia, a city of Caramania, beautifully situated at the head 
of a gulf to which it gives name, round a small harbour. It is inclosed by a ditch, a double 
wall, and a series of square towers, about 50 yards asunder. Pop.8000. Lon. 30, 45 E, lat, 17, 
50 N.” p. 776. 
 
 

137.Satalia 
M. Malte-Brun, Universal Geography: Or A Description of All Parts of the World, 
on a New Plan, According to the Great Natural Divisions of the Globe; Accompanied 
with Analytical, Synoptical, and Elementary Tables, A. Finley, Philadelphia, 1827, 
Vol. I., p. 323-324. (Text as above, Satalia, M. Malte-Brun, Universal Geography:… 
Vol. II. Containing the Description of Asia, with the Exception of India, Adam Black, 
Edinburgh; and Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown, London, 1822, p. 80.) 

 
 

138.Satalia 
P. Hawkes, The American Companion, or, A Brief sketch of Geography: which 
points out the climate, latitude, and longitude, bearing per compass, and distance in 
geographical miles of each place, from the city of Washington: together with the 
length of the longest days and nights, and conversely, the whole compiled and 
carefully calculated by P. Hawkes, R. Desilver and R. H. Small, Philadelphia, 1827, 
p. 171. 

“Satalia, a port of Asiatic Turkey, - Cl. 6…Lat. 37 1…Long.108 40…Bearing (from 
Washington) S 88.45 E. Distance. 5143…D. 14…N. 33.” p. 171. 
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139.Satalia, Adalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Darby’s Universal Gazetteer, Or, A New Geographical Dictionary: Containing a 
description of the Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, Towns, Forts, Seas, 
Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Caves, etc. In The Known World; ... Second 
Edition, with Ample Additions and Impovements, By William Darby, Bennett & 
Walton, Philadelphia, 1827, pp. 217, 248, 251, 713. (It is unclear if the compiler of 
this Gazetter knew that Satalia and Adalia were names for the same place. Satalia was 
not the capital of Caramania, there was no Ottoman province of Caramania and, 
unfortunately, there seems to be no evidence of wind towers (turrets) in the surviving 
architectural record for the city.) 

 

“Caramania, province (sic.) of Turkey in Asia, in the S. part of Natolia. Most of the houses 
have turrets so contrived as to cool the rooms in summer. Satalia is the capital.” p. 217. 

“Fionda, ancient Phaselis, city of Asia Minor, on the W. coast of the Gulf of Satalia, 36 ms. S. 
from Adalia.” p. 248. 

“Fochia (Foça), Nova, ancient Phocea, town of Natolia, on the Gulf of Satalia, with a good 
harbour” p. 251 (Phocea, neither New, or Old Foca, are in the Gulf of Satalia, but on the 
Aegean coast.)  

“Satalia, strong seaport of Turkey, in Asia, and Natolia, on the coast of Caramania. It is 
divided into 3 towns. The surrounding country is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges are 
extremely fine. It is 150 ms. W. by S. of Cogni, and 265 S. by E. of Constantinople. Lon. 32° 
21' E. lat. 37° 1' N.” p. 713. 

 
 

140.Adalia 
John Purdy, New Sailing Directory for the Mediterranean Sea, the Adriatic Sea, or 
Gulf of Venice, the Archipelago and Levant, the Sea of Marmara, and the Black Sea, 
R. H. Laurie, London, 1827, p. 302-303. (repeated unchanged as above) 

 
 

141.Satalia 
Conrad Malte-Brun, Universal Geography: Or A Description of All Parts of the 
World, on a New Plan, According to the Great Natural Divisions of the Globe, Vol. 
1-2. Bks. XVII, XXVI, Anthony Finley, Philadelphia, 1827, pp. 193; 323. 

 
“According to Mariti, the whole of the south coast of the island of Cyprus frequently 
experiences an unwholesome state of the atmosphere; brackish waters are in abundance 
there, and the country is very unhealthy. The same observations hold true as to the coasts of 
Caramania, or ancient Cilicia. At Satalia, at Agas (Ayaş-Yumurtalik), and at Adana, the bad 
air compels the inhabitants, during summer, to retire towards the mountains. And why is the 
southern exposure of these countries so unwholesome? Strabo and Quintus Curtius tell us the 
reason. “Because Cilicia is a narrow plain, bounded to the north by the chain of Mount 
Taurus; and the winds which flow from the South being reflected by the mountains, cause 
suffocating heat; besides, there are marshes and stagnant ponds on the coast.”* 
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*Strab Georg. XIV. 260. Casaub. Atreb. Quint. Curt. III. c. 9-11.” p. 193. 
 
“The pasha of Kutaieh (Kütahya) reigns over the Tekieh, or the coasts of ancient Pamphylia 
and Lycia. Satalia, situated upon a dangerous gulf, below a forest of lemon and orange trees, 
has a flourishing trade, and recons more than 30,000 inhabitants.” p. 323-324. 
 
 

142.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia, Olbia 
Encyclopaedia Londinensis, Or, Universal Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and 
Literature,…London, 1827, Vol. XXII, p. 686. 

 

“Satalia, Antalia, or, according to Captain Beaufort, more properly Adalia, a city of 
Caramania, in Asia Minor, situated at the head of a gulf to which it gives name. The place is 
beautifully situated round a small harbour: the streets appear to rise behind each other like 
the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of the hill the city is inclosed by a ditch, a 
double wall, and a series of square towers, about 50 yards asunder. In an opening, now 
closed up, between two of the towers, appear the remains of a splendid gateway, exhibiting 14 
columns, the upper parts of which are of the Corinthian order. The inside walls and towers 
appear to have been substantially and well built. The port is inclosed by two stone piers, 
which once had towers on the extremities; but they are now in a ruinous state, and the 
inroads of the sea unite with the neglect of the present possessors, to insure their destruction. 
The gardens around the town are beautiful, the trees loaded with fruit, and the corn grounds 
more than usually productive. The soil is deep, and everywhere intersected by streams loaded 
with calcareous matter, which, after fertilising the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn 
mills in their descent to the sea. Alternate breezes from the sea and the chain of Mount 
Taurus, refresh the air in a remarkable manner. The population probably does not exceed 
8000, two-thirds of which are understood to be Mahometan, and the other third Greek. It is 
supposed to be on the site of the ancient Olbia. Long. 30. 45. E. Lat. 36. 50. N.”p. 686. 

 
 

143.Satalia 
P. Hawkes, The American Companion, or, A brief sketch of geography: which points 
out the climate, latitude, and longitude, bearing per compass, and distance in 
geographical miles of each place, from the city of Washington: together with the 
length of the longest days and nights, and conversely the whole compiled and 
carefully calculated by P. Hawkes, R. Desilver and R. H. Small, Philadelphia, 1827, 
p. 171. 

 

“Satalia, a port of Asiatic Turkey, - Cl. 6…Lat. 37 1…Long.108 40…Bearing S 88.45 E. 
Distance.5143…D. 14…N. 33.” p. 171. 
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144.1828 
Adalia, Satalia 
Sir James Emerson Tennent, Letters from the Ægean,Vol. II, Henry Colburn, 
London, 1829, 37-74, p. 41; J. & J. Harper, New York, 1829, Letter VIII, 146-147. 
(First published as, “Letters from the Levant, No. VIII. Castelorizo, Antiphellus, etc.”, 
New Monthly Magazine, or Literary Journal, Part II, Vol. 23, Henry Colburn, London, 
(1828), 313–23). 

Regarding the population of the Island of Kastelorizo/Castell Russ/Mais/Megiste. “Of about 
500 houses, of which it consists, we saw none that did not bear the traces of abject poverty, 
and numbers were totally in ruins and uninhabited, their late occupants having fled to 
Adalia226 and other towns, on the Karamanian coast, in order to avoid the grinding exactions 
of the present Aga, whose term of tenure being of very uncertain continuance, he is forced to 
lose no time in reimbursing himself by sedulous extortion for the sums he has expended in the 
purchase of his government from the Pacha of Rhodes. The few remaining inhabitants are 
miserably poor, and subsist, almost exclusively, by piloting vessels to the different ports of 
Syria and of Egypt, by dealing in fire-wood from the opposite coast, or in wine from the 
Cyclades, and provisions from Adalia, with which they supply the seamen who may enter the 
harbour.” p. 41. 

 
 

145.1828 
Satalia 
Bell’s Weekly Messenger, London, Sunday, 19th October, 1828, p. 4 

“It was affirmed in Alexandria, that by the Pacha’s orders 200 vessels were building in his 
arsenal on the coast of Satalia, destined to be the medium of his future commercial 
speculations,“with Europe and other part of the world.” p. 4. 

                                                             
226  fn. “Now, Satalia”.  

It is noteworthy in respect to population movements that Captain William Allen would write in April 1850 
only twenty two years after James Emerson Tennent, that: “The island of Castel Rosso is without cultivation, 
being utterly barren, though containing a population in the town of 8,000 souls. These are supported entirely 
by the profits from ship-building, and the sponge-fisheries on the coast of Syria and among the Greek 
islands, in which all the young men are engaged.” The Dead Sea, a New Route to India: Vol. I, 1855, p. 136. 
In two decades, there was the change in the number of the population on Castel Rosso from, “the few 
remaining inhabitants,” to 8,000; it had a population of 4,000 in 1860. There was previously the arrival in 
1789 of Russian privateers who killed all the Muslim inhabitants and burnt half the houses on the island, 
followed by the killing of the Muslim pilgrims and some recent Muslim inhabitants in the Greek revolt in 
1821, only seven years before James Emerson Tennent reached the island, and, when he blamed the 
population loss on the exactions of the local Ottoman administation, he was, perhaps, unaware of the recent 
history of the island, or was perhaps, casting blame where he wished it to belong. The slaughter of the 
Muslims in 1789 by Russian privateers including an Englishman (see, George Finlay, The History of Greece 
under Othoman and Venetian Domination: (1453 - 1821), William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and 
London, 1856, p. 329-334), and in the Greek revolt by Greek islanders, is unmentioned by Tennent.  
An important point concerning rapid change in population was made by Captain William Allen in respect to 
the recorded growth in population of Antiphellus-Kaş in less than two decades. There was a customs house 
and three houses in 1838, in 1842, eight houses, by 1850 there were thirty two houses and 300 inhabitants, 
W. Allen, 1855, Vol. I, p. 127. Settlers at times were attracted to the coastline from the islands of Rhodes and 
Casteloryzo to become orange-growers in the deltas, and woodcutters and charcoal-burners on the shaggy 
shoreward slopes. 
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146.1828 
Sattalia 
“Foreign Intelligence,” The Morning Post, Monday, 17th November, 1828, p. 3. 

“the mission which he has so happily accomplished in Egypt. Not being well able to bear the 
voyage by sea, he landed at Sattalia, and continued his journey hither by way of Brusa. It is 
supposed that a man of Pertew Effendi’s talents and experience...” 

 
 

147.1828 
Satalia 
The Morning Post, Wednesday, 8th December, 1828, p. 4. 

“Alisch Pacha (Beglerbeg and in 1832, Governor of Caraman eyalet), celebrated for several 
bold enterprises, the same who took much booty at Bazardjik (Pazarjik), has received the rich 
Pachalik of Satalia.” 

 
 

148.Satalia 
Documents relating to the Recall of Vice-Admiral Sir Edward Codrington, From the 
Mediterranean Command in June 1828, J. Cowell, London, 1830, p. 60-64. 

 

Letter from John Barker, Consul & Acting Consul General in Egypt to Earl Dudley, dated 
Alexandria, 17th May 1828, concerning the demand (made) of the Viceroy (for) the liberty of 
the Greek slaves who have been brought here from the Morea since the battle of Navarino (20 
October 1827):  

“My Lord, 

…The slaves belonging to Ibrahim and his officers were immediately sent off to await in the 
Harems of Cairo, the return of their masters from the campaign in Greece, and the most 
distinguished of the virgins were destined to people the Harems of the Viceroy. A few were 
disposed of in this place, and the rest carried to Cairo and Satalia. Those under ten, have 
generally embraced the Mahometan faith: of those of maturer years, a few have been 
ransomed by charitable persons among the Europeans and the native Christians, and some 
have voluntarily renounced the religion of their fathers... The late Consul General227 
expostulated with the Viceroy on the barbarity of the proceeding, but without obtaining their 
release, or the slightest mitigation in the extreme severity of their treatment. They are, I 
suppose, considered as prisoners of war, but may be more properly called galley slaves… 

I have the honour to be, etc. etc. 

John Barker,  

Consul & Acting Consul General in Egypt” 

                                                             
227  Edward Missett 1815-1827 
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149.Satalia 
“A Glance at the Internal State of the Turkish Empire,” p. 436-442 in, The Asiatic 
Journal and Monthly Register for British India and its Dependencies, Vol. XXVI, 
July to Dec. 1828, Parbury Allen and Co., London, October 1828, p. 437. 

 

“The beys of Caramania, Payas, and Beylan, who openly defied Mahmud, and robbed the 
caravans which proceeded from Smyrna and Aleppo to Constantinople, were so struck with 
the terrific punishment of their neighbour and ally, the Aga of Satalia, that they hastened to 
submit also.” (Re: the beheading of the Teke Bey in 1814.) 

 
 

150.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia, Olbia 
A London Encyclopaedia, or, Universal dictionary of science, art, literature, and 
practical mechanics, comprising a popular view of the present state of knowledge. 
Illustrated by numerous engravings, a general atlas, and appropriate diagrams By 
the original editor of the Encyclopaedia metropolitana (Thomas Curtis) assisted by 
eminent professional and other gentlemen., T. Tegg, London,  Vol. XIX., Rom-Sed. 
1829, p. 322. 

“Satalia, Antalia, or Adalia, a city of Caramania, on the site of the ancient Olbia, and 
beautifully situated round a small harbour: on the level summit of the hill the city is enclosed 
by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder. Between 
two of the towers appear the remains of a splendid gateway, exhibiting fourteen columns, the 
upper parts of which are of the Corinthian order. The inside walls and towers appear to have 
been well built. The port is enclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the 
extremities: but they are now in a ruinous state. The gardens round the town are beautiful. 
Population 8000.” p. 322. 

 
 

151.Satalia 
Rev. Alexander Stewart, A Compendium of Modern Geography with Remarks on 
the physical peculiarities, productions, commerce, and government of the various 
countries; Questions For Examination at the end of Each Division; and Descriptive 
Tables in which are given the pronunciation and a concise account of all the places 
that occur in the work, Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, 1828, p. 164. 

 

Turkey in Asia “Divisions –  

Asia Minor,  

comprehending Anatolia, Caramania (sic), and Roum; Syria….  

Towns. – 1. Smyrna, Aiosaluc (Hagios Theologos, Ayasoluğ-Ayasoluk-today Selçuk), 
Magnisa, Bursa, Angora, Tocat, Amasia, Satalia; 2. Aleppo...” p. 164. 
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152.Satalia 
James Charlton, An Introduction to Geography and The Use Of The Globes: For 
the Use of Schools, T. and J. Hodgson, Newcastle, and, James Booker, London, 
1829, p. 147. 

3. Divisions.-Asiatic Turkey is divided into the following provinces:  

“Provinces…Caramania (sic.). 

Chief Towns…Satalia,  

Populat. of Chief Towns…8,000.” p. 147. 

 
 

153.Attalia, Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
The Edinburgh Encyclopaedia; conducted by David Brewster, with the assistance of 
Gentlemen Eminent In Science and Literature, In Eighteen Volumes, William 
Blackwood, Edinburgh, 1830, Vol. V., p. 437. 

 

s.v. Caramania, or Caraman-ili228,“There are several lakes in Caramania which are well 
stored with fish, and furnish salt in abundance. A great deal of silk is also produced here. 
Attalia, or Satalia, situated upon a gulf of the same name, is the capital of the province (sic.). 
See Sonnini’s Travels in Greece and Turkey, Eng: edit. 4to. 1801, 73-119; Chateaubriand's 
Travels in Greece, Palestine, etc. vol. ii.p. 227; and Views in Palestine and Caramania, from 
the original drawings of L. Mayer, with an Historical and Descriptive Account of the 
Country, etc. London, 1804.” p. 437. 

 
 

154.Attalia, Adalia, Satalia, Pamphylian Sea, Adalia (Gulf of), Satalia (Gulf of) 
Peter Edmund Laurent, An Introduction To The Study of Ancient Geography, 
with Copious Indexes, Henry Slatter, Oxford, 1830, p. 185-186. 

 
Asia Minor, Pamphylia:“Pamphylia is bounded, east, by Cilicia; north by Pisidia; west by 
Lycia; south, by that part of the Mediterranean called the Pamphylian sea, now the gulf of 
Adalia, or Satalia…Attalia, more to the west (of Perga); founded by Attalus II. of Pergamus; 
mentioned in Acts of the Apostles; and flourishing in the time of the Crusades; now Adalia, or 
Satalia, the most important town in those parts.” p. 185-186. 

 
 

155.Adalia, Attalia, Satalia, Antalia, Laara 
Josiah Conder, The Modern Traveller, A Description, Geographical, Historical, and 
Topographical of the Various Countries of the Globe, In Thirty Volumes, Volume 
the Third, Syria and Asia Minor, James Duncan, London, 1830, Vol. II., p. 249-251. 

“ADALIA. Adalia is beautifully situated round a small circular harbour: the streets rise 
behind each other in tiers, like the seats of a theatre, and on the level summit of the hill ; the 
                                                             
228  The Ottoman Caraman-ili did not included Satalia-Adalia, which was in Natolia-Anadolu, eyalet-Province, 

beglerbeglık. 
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city is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers about fifty yards 
asunder. In the suburbs, the houses are dispersed amid orange-groves and gardens, and thus 
occupy a large space of ground. Amongst other, a magnificent gate, or triumphal arch, bears 
an inscription in honour of Hadrian. It is still a large and populous town, and is considered 
as one of the best governments in Anatolia, the district being large and fertile, and the 
maritime commerce extensive. The population is estimated by Captain Beaufort at 8,000, two 
thirds Mahommedans, and a third Greeks, who speak, however, no language but the 
Turkish.* Five lofty minarets are seen from the sea, one of which is fluted from the base up to 
the gallery that surrounds the head of the shaft. The gardens are beautiful, and the cornlands 
are more than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where intersected by streams 
loaded with calcareous matter, which, after fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the 
corn-mills in their descent to the sea. Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable 
manner: by day, a sea breeze sweeps up the western side of the Gulf with accumulated 
strength: and at night, the great northern valley which traverses Mount Taurus, conducts the 
land wind from the cold mountains of the interior. “Upon the whole,” says Capt. Beaufort, “it 
would be difficult to select a more charming spot for a city.” It stands in long. 30 45 E. lat. 36 
50 N. In the bazar, Capt. B. saw cloth, hardware, and various specimens of English and 
German manufactures, brought chiefly by the regular caravans from Smyrna; and the demand 
for wheat, occasioned by the British garrisons of the Mediterranean during the war, had 
recently produced a considerable revival of commerce. 

Adalia (as the Turks pronounce the ancient name**) still retains the honour of being an 
episcopal see, though the episcopal church is converted into a mosque.*** It is governed by a 
pasha (sic.), and is the chief place in the district or sanjiakat of Tekieh, which includes the 
coast of Pamphylia and Lycia. It derived its name from its founder, Attalus Philadelphus, to 
whom Philadelphia also owes its origin. 

* More than 30,000 inhabitants, according to Malte Brun. 

** By the Italians corrupted into Satalia, from the Greek genitive, τῆς Ατταλειας, - by some it 
has been improperly written Antalia. D’Anville, following Strabo, supposes Adalia to occupy 
the site of Olbia, “a great fortress at the beginning of Pamphylia,” to the east of which that 
geographer places the Catarrhactes, and, next to this, Attaleia. Captain Beaufort, adopting 
this opinion, supposes Laara to be Attalia. But there is reason to believe, that Strabo has 
misplaced those towns, as Ptolemy gives the names in a reversed order: Phaseis, Olbia, 
Attalia, the mouth of the Catarractes, Magydos.” Its position, ruins, and modern name, all 
concur, as Colonel Leake justly remarks, to prove its identity. 

*** Paul Lucas describes this as a very grand edifice, dedicated to the Virgin, and says, that 
on all the doors and walls there still appear the escutcheons of the Christians; in particular 
that of Godfrey of Bouillon (meaning the Frankish armorials of Jerusalem as employed by the 
Lusignan dynasty of Cyprus and titular rulers of Jerusalem). In this mosque, he adds, is a 
chapel which the Turks keep shut up, there being a tradition, that when attempts have been 
made to open it, and one of their religion has entered, he has been struck dead; a 
circumstance which they attributed to the spells of the Christians, and the Christians ascribe 
to the number of saintly relics concealed there. This traveller also states, that the gates of the 
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city were always closed on a Friday between twelve and one, on account of a prophecy, that 
the Christians should take the city at that hour on a Friday. (For the same prophecy but in 
regard to Rhodes see, Christian researches in the Mediterranean, from MDCCCXV to 
MDCCCXX. in furtherance of the objects of the Church Missionary Society, by the Rev. 
William Jowett. London, 1824, p. 416). The heat he represents as excessive, and says, that the 
greater part of the inhabitants retire in the summer up the country, as at Smyrna.” Vol. II., p. 
249-251. 

 
 

156.Satalia, Adalia 
Samuel Maunder, Maunder’s Treasury of Knowledge, and Library of Reference, 
Pts. 1-2., London, 1830, p. 145. (Entry unchanged in, Samuel Maunder, The 
Treasury of Knowledge, Part II., comprising A New Universal Gazeteer,…, 16th ed., 
Longman and Co., London, Vol. II., p. 199.) 

 

A Compendious Universal Gazetteer:  

“Satalia, or Adalia, a strong city of Asiatic Turkey. Lon. 30.46 E., Lat. 35 52 N.” p. 145. 

 
 

157.Attalia, Adalia, Satalia 
Peter Edmund Laurent, An Introduction to The Study of Ancient Geography with 
Copious Indexes, Henry Slatter, Oxford, 1830, p. 186. 

“Attalia, more to the West; founded by Attalus II. of Pergamus; mentioned in the Acts of the 
Apostles; and flourishing in the time of the crusades; now Adalia, or Satalia, the most 
important town in those parts.” p. 186. 

 
 

158.1831, February 21st-27th 
Adalyah, Sataliah, Sattaliah, Attalia 
Rev. J. D. Wolff, Researches and Missionary Labours among the Jews, 

Mohammedans, and other sects, by the Rev. Joseph Wolff, during his travels 
between the years 1831 and 1834, from Malta to Egypt, Constantinople, etc. 
[With a map.], J. Nesbit, London, 1835, pp. 4-5, 7-9. 

“January 19, 1831. – It was my intention at first, to have proceeded by sea from Damiat to 
Adalyah, called also Sataliah; but when I arrived at Damiat, I found no ship there; I stopped, 
therefore, a few days at Damiat, and proclaimed the Gospel to Jews and Mohammedans.” p. 
4-5. 

“Departure from Alexandria for Sattaliah 

February 12, 1831. – Accompanied by Mr. Gliddon229, on board a Turkish vessel, which was 
bound to Sattaliah, commonly called Adalyah, I left Alexandria with my black servant. A 
dervish from Bokhara was on board as a passenger. As he spoke Persian, I was able to 
                                                             
229  Later, American Consul, Cairo 
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converse with him. He had gone from Bokhara to Khorossaun, Sheeras, Busheer, Juddah, 
Mecca, and Egypt, and is now returning to Bokhara (“by the help of God,”as he expressed 
himself) by way of Erzeroom:…The ship was filled with pilgrims and their slaves, returning 
from Mecca to Constantinople. We arrived safely at Adalyah on 

Feb. 21. – I took up my abode with the Greek Archbishop, who has the title of Archbishop of 
Pisidia; his name is Hierasymus, he was born at Enos. In the time of the Greek revolution, he 
was exiled from his cathedral. He was formerly married, and has one son, who pursued his 
medical studies in Italy. Hierasymus, after the death of his wife, entered as a monk in a 
convent dependant on Mount Sinai, and was then made Archbishop of Adalyah, Castel Oroso, 
and Buldur, which comprise the province of Pisidia: he is very actively engaged in the study 
of the Ecclesiastical Law, (ΝόμοςΒασίλικος) or the Laws of the Greek Emperors, which 
are contained in a book called ΚωνσταντίνουἈρμενοπόλουΚρίτου. The Greeks of Adalyah 
always brought their disputes before their Diocesan, whom they likewise call Κρίτης, i.e. 
Judge. Nations oppressed, as are the Jews and Greeks, do not like to bring the disputes they 
have among themselves, before their oppressors; they prefer having them settled by their 
spiritual guide; agreeable to 1 Cor. vi. 6. It is edifying to see the confidence placed in him. 
His whole diocese consists of 11,150 Greeks, who speak the Turkish language, but write it 
with Greek characters. 

One day, this amiable Archbishop became angry with his servants, and exclaimed, “When I 
had a wife, all things were in order; but now all is in confusion. St. Paul was in the right 
when he said, a Bishop should be the husband of one wife.” 

There are at Adalyah 1500 Greeks, and 150 Armenians. Adalyah is the Attalia mentioned in 
Acts xiv. 25, and Pisidia is mentioned Acts xiv. 24. In the whole province of Pisidia, the 
greatest ignorance prevails among the Christians. In those places which have not been visited 
by Roman Cathoic missionaries, great barbarity exists; this may be said of the whole of the 
provinces of Pisidia and Pamphylia: they are ignorant of their religion, and ignorant of their 
history. I distributed some Testaments and tracts among these who were able to read them. 
The plague was raging at this time among the Turks; the cases of plague were rare among the 
Greeks. On asking them the reason, they replied, “We go twice to church every day to hear 
the Holy Liturgy, and are sprinkled all over with holy water! It is the Cross that preserves 
us.” Kyrie Eleison! Kyrie Eleison! I heard every day. Though prayer may be made as well in 
a private room as in the church, it is a holy custom of the Eastern nations, and of Catholics, 
to go daily to church. 

Feb. 27. — I left the house of my kind Archbishop, and arrived on the following day at the 
place called Bultur or Burdur. A person may travel from Adalyah to this place, unmolested by 
the Turks: they are kind and hospitable.” p. 7-9. 

 
 

159.1831, February 21st-27th 
Adalya, Attalia 
“Rev. J. Wolff’s Journal, 1831,” in, The Morning Watch: Or Quarterly Journal on 
Prophecy, and Theological Review, J. Nisbit, 1833, Vol. VI., p. 13-15. 

 

“Feb. 21. – We arrived at Adalya, the Attalia of Acts xiv. 25. The Archbishop of this place, 
though I had no letters for him, received me hospitably in his house, though the plague raged 
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at Attalia in a terrible rate; eighteen to thirty persons dying daily. The name of that 
Archbishop is Hierasymus, and he is Archbishop of the province Pisidia, Acts xiv. 24.  

Archbishop Hierasymus was married, and after he had begotten sons and daughters his wife 
died. Hierasymus took the vow, and became Monk of Mount Sinai, and soon after Archbishop 
of Pisidia and Metropolitan of Attalia. In the time of the Greek Revolution he was exiled to 
Cyprus, and soon after to Constantinople; and only a few months ago he was restored by an 
Imperial firman to his office. The Greeks of his province speak the Turkish tongue, but write 
the Turkish with such Greek characters as we meet with in ancient Greek manuscripts; and 
thus they do throughout the land of Anatolia. There are at Attalia six priests and one deacon. 
They celebrate to-day the feast of Saint (Aytoc) Garalambos. There are at Attalia 15,000 
Turks, with one Mutsellim, Cadi, and Mufti. I met a Turkish merchant who got Arabic tracts 
from Mr. Lieder when in Egypt. I met here with the Greek, Giorgius Dugghiali, to whom I 
gave a Greek Testament in Chigo in Cyprus: he invited me to dinner. I gave away Greek 
books, which I received from Mr. Wilson at Malta, to the Archbishop and his priests. 

Feb. 23. –The plague is raging to-day in an awful manner; the Archbishop intends, therefore, 
to fly to Cassel Orasso (Castel Orizo,Castello Rosso, Castellorizzo, meis ada). 

The Archbishop here is daily engaged in the study of the ecclesiastical law, or Nomas 
Basilicos, the laws of the Greek Emperors, which are in the compendium called 
ΚωνσταντινουΑρμενοπολουΚριτου, κριτουΘεσσαλονικης, in which all the laws respecting 
matrimony, divorces, and the rights of bishops are contained: it is printed at Venice. Several 
women came to the Archbishop to hear his judgement about a certain case. It reminded me at 
the time when I saw Jewish ladies calling on my father. The deeper one enters the East, the 
more one perceives that the Jewish religion is, as well in her purity as corruption, the mother 
of the Christian religion in her purity and corruption. I do not wish, however, to believe that I 
consider the consulting a bishop a work of corruption of the Christian religion: it is rather 
edifying to see a woman humbly standing at a modest distance, her hands upon her breast, 
and her head bowed before her spiritual father, waiting for his advice. 

“The Archbishop became angry with his servants, and said, ‘When I was married, and had a 
wife and children around me, all things were in order: since I am a Metropolite, every thing is 
in confusion in my house.’ He is a simple hearted and upright man. 

“When a woman stands before the bishop while he is searching the law, the Greeks call it, 
‘She stands before the Judge.’ The Jews call it ץכ, ‘judge.’ 

“There are here Turkish disciplined troops dressed like Russians, sent from Constantinople, 
but unprovided with arms. 

“O Lord Jesus Christ, the plague is now raging around me: I am very uncomfortable about it; 
but Thy will be done. O Lord, give me only Thy grace, that when I die I may die as a sincere 
believer in the efficacy of Thy blood, in the sufficientcy of Thy blood, for the remission of sins. 
And grant that my labours may not be in vain among Jews and among Gentiles. Christ, O 
Lord! Hear this prayer! 
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Feb. 25.-I asked Papas Kyrillos the reason for which the Greeks are less exposed to the 
plague than the Turks? He replied, ‘They go twice to church every day, and in the night time 
to hear the holy Liturgy, and are sprinkled all over with holy water. The cross it is that 
preserves them Kyrie Eleison!’  

“Feb. 26.- I heard at midnight the Kyrie Eleison of the Greeks assembled in the church. Let 
us hope that these night assemblies, existing throughout the East among all denominations, 
may not be mere forms. ‘I cry in the night season, and am not silent; and in the night his song 
shall be with me.  

“The Archbishop has furnished me with letters of introduction for his vicar at Bultur (Burdur) 
(I have hired two mules for thirty-six piasters) which is seventy-two miles from Attalia, for no 
ship was to be found either for Alexandretta or any other port; and in a little boat, with 
impestated Turks, and in the winter time, it would be dangerous. I determined, therefore to go 
to Constantinople, and from thence to Persia etc.” 

“Feb. 27.-Left Attalia, and slept in a khan230-i.e. lodging-house built by the Sultan for 
strangers-eighteen miles distant from Attalia.” Vol. VI., p. 13-15. 

 
 

160.Attalia, Sataliah 
Joseph Wolff, Alfred Gatty, Travels and Adventures of the Rev. Joseph Wolff, Late 
Missionary to the Jews and Muhammadans in Persia, Bokhara, Cashmeer, Etc., 
Second Edition, Saunders, Otley, and Co., London, 1860, Vol. I., p. 442-443. 

 

“Sir John Malcolm provided him with letters for the British Ambassador in Persia, Colonel 
Campbell; and then Wolff set out in a miserable Turkish boat for Sataliah, the ancient Attalia 
in Pisidia (sic.), which is mentioned in the Acts of the Apostles. He took with him from 
Alexandria a black servant, a thorough negro, of the Shuluk tribe, who was always drunk, 
and, when drunk, got into a furious rage. And as the Shuluk tribe are believed to be 
cannibals, Wolff had a few misgivings about this man; so he was glad to dismiss him on their 
arrival at Constantinople. 

At Attalia, Wolff resided in the house of Demetrius231, the bishop of the place, who had the 
title, Demetrios Pisidia, an energetic and active man. He had been married, but, after the 
death of his wife, he became a monk on Mount Sinai, and was then made Bishop of Attalia. 
The bishops of Anatolia have the title, Krites, id est, “Judges;” speaking of which, Demetrius 
said, “Does not the Apostle Paul say, the saints shall judge the earth?”… 

From Attalia Wolff went to Buldur (Burdur). These are Greek Christians, who only speak the 
Turkish language, and are like buffaloes.” Vol. I., p. 442-443.  
 
 

                                                             
230  Probably, given a distance of 18 miles-29 km., towards Burdur, Kirkğöz han at 34 km. by the modern road, 

rather than Evdir han at 20 km.  
231  Given above as Hierasymus, Demetrius Hierasymus. 
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161.Adalia, Side Esky, Old Adalia-Side Esky 
John William Norie, New Piloting Directions for the Mediterranean Sea, the 
Adriatic, Or Gulf of Venice, the Black Sea, Grecian Archipelago ...: Containing 
Instructions for Navigating the Various Coasts, Islands, Bays, Ports, and Harbours, 
and for Avoiding the Numerous Rocks, Shoals, and Other Dangers in Those Seas, 
comp. from the celebrated Scientific and Modern Surveys, Voyages, and Travels, of 
Captains Smyth, Beaufort, Lyon, Frankland, Irby, Mangles, Wilson, Tofino, 
Gauttier and Zannoni; Messers. Kencrick, Holland, Turner, Carne, Galt, and other 
distinguished Navigators and Travellers, Written to accompany and illustrate The 
New Large Chart of the Mediterranean Sea, etc., J. W. Norie, London, 1831, p. 310-
311. 

“Adalia. From Rashat Island a steep gravelly shore continues all the way to Adalia. Two little 
rivers empty themselves into the bay; the one named Sary, the other Arab: they are small 
streams and not navigable. Adalia lies in Latitude 36-52-10 N., Longitude 30-45-0 E., and is 
the largest city on the coast, being the residence of the reigning Pasha (sic.). It is very 
pleasantly situated, being built circularly round the harbour: the streets appear to rise behind 
each other like the seats of a theatre, and on the level summit of the hill. The city is 
surrounded by a ditch, and has a rampart with numerous towers; but in 1811, when Captain 
Smyth232 was there, these fortifications were much out of repair, and appeared to be very 
sparingly supplied with cannon. The population is estimated at about 8,000, two-thirds of 
these are Mahammedans, the remainder Greeks; but the Turkish is the predominating 
language. The French have a consul at this place (sic.). 

In summer the outer road presents excellent anchorage, in from 20 to 15 fathoms water, the 
south pier-head bearing N. by E. (NNE), distant from three quarters to one quarter of a mile; 
the ground is tough, and holds well.  The port itself is small, and three polacres would occupy 
the whole space, their anchors lying outside the pier-heads; the space, therefore, which is 
clear from rocks, is too small for general use. 

Water, and most other refreshments, wine excepted, may be obtained with much facility; and 
there is a bazaar, or collection of shops, where divers articles of European manufacture are 
displayed. The gardens, which encompass the city, have a beautiful appearance, and fruits 
are abundant. Every kind of vegetable seems to be exuberant, and the plantations of corn are 
more than usually productive. Alternate breezes refresh the air in a singular manner, for the 

                                                             
232 There seems to be no evidence that Capt. W. H. Smyth (who was employed in the Mediterranean from the 

summer of 1810 to October 1824; Gun-boat commander at the defence of Cadiz 1810-11, made the 
commencement of his survey of Sicily in 1814, when in command of a Sicilian gunboat around the coast of 
Sicily, surveyed the Maltese islands, the coasts of north-western Italy, Greece, HMS Adventure, Libya and 
Egypt) visited Adalia in 1811 (J. Allen, The New Navy List and General Record of the Services of Officers of 
the Royal Navy and Royal Marines, London, 1849, 53; see also Capt. W. H. Smyth, Sicily and its Islands, 
John Murray, London, 1824) visited Adalia in 1811. He was in the western Mediterranean in 1811. It seems 
rather the case that Capt. F. Beaufort was confused with Capt. W. H. Smyth, both admiralty hydrographers, 
and Beaufort visited the town of Adalia in 1812, not in 1811. The passage on Side seems largely taken from 
Beaufort’s Karamania but Beaufort’s distinction between Side and the local toponym for the ruins at Side, 
Esky Adalia, Old Adalia, has been confused in Norie’s publication, to produce the entirely new toponym, 
“Side Esky” = Old Adalia. 
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daily sea breeze sweeps up the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at 
night the great northern valley conducts the land wind from the cold mountains of the interior 
to the sea. On the western side of the city is a water mill; and to the south-east are other 
water mills, situated on the banks of a river, which here falls into the gulf, with many outlets: 
these are most probably the branches of the ancient Cataractes. The inhabitants do not use 
the water of this river for domestic purposes, on account of the large portion of calcareous 
sediment that it produces.” p. 310. 

“Side Esky, or, Old Adalia, as erroneously the Turks distinguish it, is about 8 miles to the E. 
S.E. (S. E. by E.) of the river (Manavgat) just described. There are no inhabitants at this 
place, and no fresh water or fire-wood to be had in its vicinity; for whatever harbours it may 
have formerly possessed, they are now completely choked up. But there are abundant ruins 
scattered about in every direction: of these the most remarkable is its theatre, one of the 
largest and most perfect of the remains of antiquity in Asia Minor. It contains seats of white 
marble, calculated to be capable of holding 15,000 spectators. There are also the vestiges of 
two harbours, formed by moles of rocks, and an aqueduct of very extensive dimension. 
Numerous other ruins, both within and outside of the walls, still remain; but these are now so 
overgrown with thorns and brambles, that they are only to be discovered with difficulty. The 
Theatre of Side is in latitude 36 45 37 N., longitude 31 25 47 E., and may be known, as you 
approach from seaward by a large gap in the mountains, through which the River Manavgat 
passes; and this will serve as a good leading-mark for making this place.” p. 310-311. 

 
 

162.Attalia, Adalia, Satalia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylium 
Aaron Arrowsmith, Hydrographer to the King and Member of the Royal 
Geographical Society, A Compendium of Ancient and Modern Geography: For the 
use of Eton School, Published for the author, London, 1831, p. 491. 

 

“To the E. of it (M. Climax) were Olbia and Attalia, Adalia, or Satalia; the latter, which was 
a much frequented port, derived it’s name from being built by Attalus the 2nd., king of 
Pergamus, this city was situated at the mouth of Catarrhactes fl. Duden, the only river of any 
consequence in the province (sic.): this city has given name to the G. of Adalia, the ancient 
Mare Pamphylium, which extended from Sacrum Pr. in Lycia, to Anemurium Pr., the 
Southern extremity of Cilicia, and of the whole peninsula.” p. 491. 

 
 

163.Satalia 
James Thomson, An Introduction to Modern Geography with an Appendix, 
Containing an Outline of Astronomy and the Use of the Globes, Simms and 
M’intyre, Belfast, 1831, p. 122. 

 

Asiatic Turkey 
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1. Divisions and Chief Towns: “Anatolia or Natolia. Smyrna, Kara-Hissar, Kutaia 
(Kütahya), Kastamouni, Boorsa, Scutari, Satalia, Angora.” 

2. Seaports.-“The chief ports for trade are Smyrna or Ismir, Scala Nova (Kuşadası), 
Satalia, Tripoli, and Acre, on the Mediterranean;…” p. 122. 

 
 

164.Satalia 
Nathaniel Bowditch, The New American Practical Navigator: being an epitome of 
navigation; containing all the tables necessary to be used with the Nautical almanac, 
in determining the latitude and the longitude by lunar observations; and keeping a 
complete reckoning at sea ..., The whole exemplified in a journal kept from Boston to 
Madeira ..., With an appendix, containing methods of calculating eclipses of the sun 
and moon, and occultations of the fixed stars…, E. and G. W. Blunt, New York, 
1832, p. 268. 

Table XLVI, Latitudes and Longitudes, Turkey. “Satalia …Lat. 37. 3, …Long. 30. 55.” p. 
268. 

 
 

165.Attaleia, Olbia, Corycus, Adalia, Satalia, Palaia Attalia, Laara, Old Adalia 
John Anthony Cramer, A Geographical and Historical Description of Asia Minor: 
With a Map, In Two Volumes, Oxford, 1832, Vol. II., p. 275-278. 

 

“Strabo then proceeds to notice the Catarrhactes, a considerable river so called from its 
precipitating its waters over a high rock, with a thundering noise. (Cf. Plin. V. 26. P. Mel. I. 
14) Beyond was Attaleia, which owed its name and foundation to Attalus Philadelphus. This 
statement of the Greek geographer is precise, but it contains considerable difficulties in 
regard to the present topography of the coast. It seems reasonable to suppose, on the one 
hand, that the modern Adalia, or Satalia, which possesses numerous vestiges betokening a 
large and flourishing city, should represent Attaleia; while, on the other, it is found 
impracticable to identify the Catarrhactes with any river discharging its waters into the sea 
westwards of Attaleia. This has led the judicious D’Anville, and also Captain Beaufort, who, 
from his accurate knowledge of the coast, brings great weight along with him, to suppose that 
Adalia occupies, in fact, the site of Olbia; and that the ancient Attaleia stood more to the east, 
at a place called Palaia Attalia, according to the French geographer (in fact the ruins of 
Perge or Sillyon); but Laara (Magydos), as reported by the English navigator. Captain 
Beaufort’s account of the Catarrhactes is so satisfactory, that I shall insert it here in his own 
words. “The principal difficulty is to ascertain the position of the river Cataractes, which 
Strabo places between the cities of Olbia and Attalia, and which, he says, precipitates itself 
from a lofty rock, with a tremendous din: he does not expressly state that this fall is into the 
sea, but this seems to be implied by the context. Were the present Adalia and the ancient 
Attaliea the same, the river should therefore be found to the westwards of the town; yet on 
that side of it there are only two small rivers, both of which glide quietly into the sea through 
the sandy beach, and by no means answer the description of the Cataractes. On the eastern 
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side of Adalia, however, no great river is to be met with till we come to the ancient Cestrus; 
but it has already been noticed, that a number of small rivers, which fertilize the gardens, and 
turn the mills, near the town, rush directly over the cliff into the sea; and if these rivulets had 
ever been united, they must have formed a considerable body of water. The water of those 
streams is so highly impregnated with calcareous particles, as to be reasoned unfit for man or 
beast; and near some of the mills we observed large masses of stalactites and petrifactions. 
Now the broad and high plain, which stretches to the eastward of the city, terminates in 
abrupt cliffs along the shore: these cliffs are above 100 feet high, and considerably overhang 
the sea; not in consequence of their base having crumbled away, but from their summit 
projecting in a lip, which consists of parallel laminae, each jutting out beyond its inferior 
layer; as if water had been continually flowing over them, and continually forming fresh 
accretions. It is therefore not impossible that this accumulation may have gradually impeded 
the course of that body of water which had once formed here a magnificent fall, and may thus 
have forced it to divide into various channels*.” Col. Leake however, whose opinion is also 
entitled to great consideration, is much disposed to think that Adalia really occupies the site 
of ancient Attaleia; and he supposes “that Olbia may be found in some part of the plain, 
which extends for seven miles from the modern Adalia to the foot of mount Solyma.” This 
opinion, however, seems to rest principally on the erroneous statement of Stephanus Byz. *; 
and though the question remains still uncertain, I feel rather disposed to adhere to the 
hypothesis of D’Anville and Captain Beaufort. I would not, however place Attalia so far as 
Laara, but suppose it to have stood on the left bank of the river, and gradually to have 
extended itself to the right shore, and finally to have included also Olbia within its circuit. Of 
the latter place there is no distinct mention subsequent to Ptolemy. The Stadiasmus, which 
appears to be a later document, takes no notice of it, and places Attaleia west of the 
Catarrhactes. Scylax, on the other hand, who wrote before the foundation of the latter city, 
names only Olbia. (p. 39.) It appears, by comparing Strabo with Stephanus, that Attaleia 
stood on a spot originally called Corycus, and which must not be confounded with the 
Cilician site of the same. The appellation of Corycus seems to have belonged to a tract of 
coast or portion of the Gulf. Attaleia was a sea-port town, since we are told in the Acts of the 
Apostles, that Paul and Barnabas sailed from thence to Antioch. (xiv. 25). Its church attained 
to episcopal rank, being recorded as such in the Ecclesiastical Notices***. The remains of 
antiquity, consisting of city walls, triumphal arches, aqueducts, and inscriptions, attest its 
former consequence****.”  

* Karamania, p. 134 - 136. Col. Leake states that after heavy rains, the river precipitates 
itself copiously over the cliffs, near the most projecting point of the coast, a little to the west 
of Laara. Asia Minor, p. 192. 

** Asia Minor, p. 190. 

*** Geogr. Sacr. p. 250. 

**** Karamania, p. 126-129. Leake’s Asia Minor, p. 193. There are imperial coins of this 
city from Augustus to Salonina: legend ΑΤΤΑΛΕΩΝ. Sestini, p. 93.” Vol. II., p. 275-278. 
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166.Attalia, Satalia 

The Holy Bible: Containing the Old and New Testaments: Translated out of the 
Original Tongues; and with the former translations diligently compared and 
revised…, Hervey Wilbur, N. and J. White, New York, 1832, npn.  

Geographical Vocabulary:  

“At-ta-li’a, now Satalia, s-p. A. M. in Pamphylia, on a bay of the Med.; 20 (m.) (sic.) W. of 
Perga.” 

 
 

167.Attalia 
Rev. Thomas Milner, History of the Seven Churches of Asia; their Rise, Progress, 
and Decline; with notices of the Churches of Tralles, Magnesia, Colosse, Hierapolis, 
Lyons and Vienne; designed to show the Fulfilment of Scripture Prophecy, Simpkin 
and Marshall, London, 1833, p. 380. 

“Attalia. Paul and Barnabas were here “preaching the word,”233 and from this seaport they 
embarked for the Syrian Antioch: Acts, xiv. 25. It is still a large and populous town, and ruins 
and inscriptions attest its former consequence.” p. 380. 

 
 

168.Adalia 
John Purdy, New Sailing Directory for the Mediterranean Sea, the Adriatic Sea, or 
Gulf of Venice, the Archipelago and Levant, the Sea of Marmara, and the Black Sea, 
R. H. Laurie, London, 1832, p. 243. (Entry Unchanged from 1826 and 1827 above.). 

 
 

169.Adalia 
John Purdy, New Sailing Directory for the Mediterranean Sea, the Adriatic Sea, Or 
Gulf of Venice, the Archipelago and Levant, the Sea of Marmara, and the Black Sea, 
R. H. Laurie, London, 1832, p. 238, citing from Sir James Emerson Tennent, 
Letters from the Aegean, J. & J. Harper, New York, 1829, Letter VIII, p. 146-147 
(see above) but here edited-truncated. 

Regarding the population of the Island of Kastelorizo/Mais/Megiste. “Of about 500 houses, of 
which it consists, we saw none that did not bear the traces of abject poverty, and numbers 
were totally in ruins and uninhabited, their late occupants having fled to Adalia and other 
towns, on the Karamanian coast, in order to avoid the grinding exactions of the agha. The 
few remaining inhabitants are miserably poor, and subsist, almost exclusively, by piloting 
vessels to the different ports of Syria and of Egypt, by dealing in fire-wood from the opposite 
coast, or in wine from the Cyclades, and provisions from Adalia, with which they supply the 
seamen who may enter the harbour.” p. 238. The following has been omitted from the 
citation,“in order to avoid the grinding exactions of the present Aga, whose term of tenure 
being of very uncertain continuance, he is forced to lose no time in reimbursing himself by 

                                                             
233  There is no recorded evidence of this. 
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sedulous extortion for the sums he has expended in the purchase of his government from 
the Pacha of Rhodes.” 

 
 

170.Satalia, Attalia, Olbia 
Major James Rennell, A Treatise on the Comparative Geography of Western Asia, 
In Two Vols., C. J. G. and F. Rivington, London, 1831, Vol. II., p. 60, 63, 231. 

 
“Strabo enters into much detail, respecting the sea-coast of Lycia (p. 664). He recons its 
extent, from opposite Daedala, to be 1720 stades, (of 700 to a degree ?) which distance 
reaches to near Attalea, or Satalia. But he says that Olbia of Pamphylia begins at Phaselis, 
which place is at least 250 stadia short of Olbia; therefore 1.500 would have been nearer. In 
another place (p. 666) he allows 367 stades, between the Sacrum promontory and Olbia. If 
this be meant of the beginning of the territory of Olbia, it would agree: but not less than 600 
would reach to the city itself. One may conclude that the commencement of the territory of 
Olbia, that is of Pamphylia, was intended, in both cases.” Vol. II., p. 60. 
 
“The caravan road from Satalia to Smyrna, of which, that from the ancient Attalia, Perge, 
and Phaselis to Phrygia, made a part, is well known, by the observations of Paul Lucas, in the 
last century; but still more accurately by those of General Koehler and Captain Leake, during 
the present war, on their return from Egypt. Alexander, who came from Perge, in Pamphylia, 
fell into the same road; perhaps, the most practicable one, across the wide base of Taurus, in 
this quarter. 
 
At the distance of 9 hours travelling, northward from Satalia, chiefly through a plain country, 
called the valley of Duden, the road leads to the foot of the southernmost range of Taurus.” 
Vol. II., p. 63. 
 
Another Roman road (recorded in the Theodosian Tables) then led, “round the head of the 
gulf of Telimissus to Patara, on the SW. side of the peninsula of Lycia; Antiphellos and 
Corydalla on the south; and Phaselis on the eastern coast of the same country. And finally, 
Attalea (Satalia) in Pamphylia. Here this road appears to end, or rather, perhaps, at 
Phaselis; for Perge, Aspendus, Side, &c. along the coast, belong to the continuation of the 
road from Ephesus and Pergamus to Laodicea ad Lycum.” Vol. II., p. 231. 
 
 

171.1832 
Satalia 
Edinburgh Evening Courant, Scotland, Monday, 17th September, on the Campaign 
in Syria  

 
“From a French brig of war, arrived yesterday, we learn that the Turkish fleet was on the 9th, 
at Castel Rosso, near Rhodes, on its way to Satalia, where it was to embark a division of 
irregular troops for Scanderoon. Either of these places would be very favourable for an 
attack by the Egyptian squadron. Letters from Syria, dated 18th August, received at Trieste, 
report an action between the Turkish and Egyptian fleets, in which the former was almost 
wholly destroyed.” 
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172.1832 October 
Satalia 
The Morning Advertiser, London, Saturday, 3rd November 1832, p. 3. 

 
“He (Ibrahim Pasha) had pushed his conquests to Marsah, Madin (sic.), Caesaria, Adana, 
Tarsus, and, it was believed, Satalia.” 
 
 

173.1832 
Satalia 
The Morning Post, London, Monday, 5th November 1832, p. 2. (Likewise “Egypt,” 
The Asiatic Journal and Monthly Miscellany, Series II, Vol. IX, December, 1832, p. 
18.) 

 
“In Alexandria it was announced that the Egyptian army is in possession of Marasch, Madin, 
Cesaria, Adana, and Tarsus, and is on its march to Satalia. An English frigate has sailed from 
Alexandria to Constantinople, having on board Envoys from the Pacha commissioned to 
negociate.” 
 
 

174. 1832-1833?  
Satalia, Bay of Satalia 
Three Weeks in Palestine and Lebanon. (Probably written by Rev. Frederick Le 
Grice, Curate of Hillingdon234, Middlesex (1827-32)), The Committee of General 
Literature and Education, Appointed for the Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge, London, 1844, p. 146-147. (Edition of 1833 pub. by John W. Parker, 
London.) 

 
“From Cape Epifanio, the western extremity of Cyprus, we bore up for Cape Chelidonia, of 
the coast of Asia Minor, the Sacrum Promontorium of the ancients; a fine bold headland at 
the entrance of the Bay of Satalia, behind which rose majestically the snow-capped heights of 
Mount Taurus. Coasting along thence, a gale of wind drove us for shelter into the harbour of 
Castel Rosso, the ancient Megisthe, a beautiful circular basin formed by the rocky and lofty 
island of that name and the mainland, having sufficient depth of water for a line-of-battle 
ship. Two or three vessels, crowded with our old acquaintances, the Jerusalem pilgrims, were 
lying there…We here met a jolly Turk, who had once commanded a corvette belonging to the 
Sultan235, in which he had made a voyage to London, of which he talked in raptures as the 

                                                             
234  See: The London Literary Gazette and Journal of Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, No. 877, Nov. 9, 1833, 708-

709. 
235  The “jolly Turk” was presumably, Ismail Gibraltar (of Rhodes) the captain of the refitted Ottoman naval 

sloop, “The Africa”, of 24 guns which left Britain in November 1811, which brought the members of the 
Society of Dilettanti Mission to Ionia of 1811-13 led by William Gell, to Ottoman territory, Cust 1914, 151. 
L. Cust, Ed. S. Colvin, History of the Society of the Dilettanti, Macmillan and Co. London, 1914. In 1820 the 
Baroness Von Minutoli (Minutoli Wolfradine (von der Schulenburg) von Watzdorf), also met Ismail 
Gibraltar at Alexandria, and relates: “It is quite a miracle that neither ourselves nor any of our servants were 
attacked (by the plague), though we were constantly coming in contact with Turks, and dined every day with 
Ismael Gibraltar, who inspected the fleet in which the plague was raging, as well as in the city, and who, like 
all Turks, placed little faith in the precautions which are generally taken to avoid it.” Baroness Von Minutoli, 
Recollections of Egypt, Carey, Lea and Carey, Philadelphia, 1827, p. 231. He commanded a frigate and 
fought in Ottoman fleet engagements with the Greek insurgents, see for example, Thomas Gordon, History of 
the Greek revolution, W. Blackwood, Edinburgh, Vol. II, 1832. p. 154.  
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finest place in the world. Accustomed to the tideless Mediterranean (sic.), the ebb and flow of 
the Thames had particularly struck him; but he insisted, in defiance of all we could say, that 
the river always ran upwards before mid-day, and downwards after. He was going to Satalia, 
where the plague was carrying off fifty a day236, to look after his wife and children; but the 
expectation of finding them also swept away did not seem in the least to affect his spirits.” p. 
146-147. 
 
 

175.Adalia 
“Cholera Morbus. – No. 11. Europe in the Winter of 1831-32,” in, The Imperial 
Magazine, and, Monthly Record of Religious, Philosophical, Historical, 
Biographical, Topographical, and General Knowledge; embracing Literature, 
Science, and Art, Ed. Samuel Drew, Second Series, Vol. II., No. XIV., H. Fisher, R. 
Fisher and P. Jackson, London, 1832, p. 84. 

 
“The pacha of Egypt, it appears, is in open rebellion, and, by sea and land, is hying forward 
to Acre and Damascus, intent on adding these provinces of the grand signor to Egypt. Vizier 
Selim Pacha, late governor of Damascus237, has been assassinated; and an imperial firman 
has been sent from Constantinople to the judges, notables, officers, etc. of each of the islands 
of Chios, Rhodes, Mytelene, Stancho, and Cyprus; to those of the cities of Smyrna, Bodroun, 
and Adalia, on the coast of Asia; of the pachalics of Aleppo, Seide, Damascus, Acre, and 
Tripoli, in Syria, and Alexandria, in Egypt; of the sandiaks of Jerusalem, Naplous, Adaria, 
Tareus, and the dependent districts, stating as follows: “In our character of head and 
protector of the Mussulman religion, and, according to the Koran, every one is bound fully 
and implicitly to obey our commands. All of you, intendants, judges, etc. who now know our 
supreme will, with respect to what is passing, or may pass in the cities of Damascus and 
Alexandria, we send you this present firman, that you may execute our commands without 
delay, and not take on yourselves to act in any other manner; but cause Ali Pacha of Egypt 
immediately to withdraw his troops, and make them return to Alexandria; and cause Abdallah 
Pacha of St. Jean d’Acre not to meddle with things which concern only the government of 
Alexandria.” Thus, “tidings out of the east, and out of the North, trouble him; therefore, he 
goes forth with great fury to destroy, and utterly to make away many,” Dan. Xi. Will the 
prophesied catastrophe follow?” p. 84. 
 
 

176.Satalia (Gulf of) 
“Mustapha the Philanthropist, A Tale of Asia Minor,” p. 91-134 in, Friendship’s 
Offering and Winter’s Wreath: A Christmas and New Year’s Present, for 
MDCCCXXXV., Smith, Elder and Co., London, 1835, p. 113. 

 
“All was wild, fantastic, and vivid. The marble range of the Gulf of Macri was followed by the 
promontories that girdle the great Gulf of Satalia. Mustapha, without the consciousness of a 
poet, felt the creative thoughts of poetry; and compared the summits of the mountains, as they 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
For his portrait drawn by Johan Gustaf Sandberg,   
http://www.hatt.se/prospekt/Sandberg%20Johan%20Gustaf%20Ismail%20Gibraltar%202933.pdf 

236  The outbreak of plague in Karamania, probably brought from Egypt via Cyprus, began in 1831 and continued 
into 1840 with a great mortality. Perhaps the best English account of this outbreak is provided in 1836 in the 
diary of William John Hamilton, Researches in Asia Minor, Pontus and Armenia, with some account of their 
antiquities and geology, Vol. II. London, 1847, 351-361. 

237  Mehmed Selim Pasha, governor of Damascus, 1831–1832. 
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sparkled with incessant radiance, to crowns of living jewels dropped on them from the skies; 
or to the thrones of spirits that stoop from the stars to keep watch over the world.” p.113. 
 
 

177.Attalia, Adalia, Satalia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylium 
Aaron Arrowsmith, Hydrographer to the King, A Grammar of Ancient Geography: 
Compiled for the Use of King’s College School, London, 1832, p. 185. 

 
“To the E. of it (Climax M.) were Olbia, and Attalia, Adalia or Satalia; the latter, which was 
a much frequented port, was situated at the mouth of Catarrhactes fl. Duden, the only river of 
any consequence in the province (sic. Cestrus fl., Eurymedon fl.,): this city has given name to 
the G. of Adalia, the ancient Mare Pamphylium.” p. 185. 
 
 

178.Satalia, Adalia 
Samuel G. Goodrich, A New Universal Pocket Gazetteer: Containing Descriptions 
of the Most Remarkable Empires, Kingdoms, Nations, States, Tribes, Cities, Towns, 
Villages, Mountains, Islands, Rivers, Seas, Lakes, Cataracts, Canals and Railroads 
in the Known World, with Notices of Manners, Customs, Religion, Governments, 
Laws, Arts, Commerce, Manufactures, and Population, Carter, Hendee and Co., 
Boston, 1832, p. 225. 

 
“Satalia, or Adalia, a strong city of Asiatic Turkey. Lon. 30 46 E., lat. 36 52 N.” p. 225. 

 
 

179.Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia (Gulf of) 
Originally compiled by R. Brookes, A New Universal Gazetteer: Containing a 
Description of the Principal Nations, Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, 
Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Canals, Mountains, Volcanoes, Capes, 
Caverns, Cateracts and Grottoes of the Known World…, The whole re-modelled and 
the historical and statistical department brought down to the present period, by John 
Marshall, esq., illustrated with two hundred engravings, W. E. Reed and Co., New 
York, 1832, p. 658. (Reprinted by Joseph P. Mott, Albany, Mass. 1833, p. 658 and 
reprinted, text of entry unchanged, by Phillips & Sampson, Boston, 1847, p. 658; 
likewise, Boston, 1850, p. 658.) 

 
“Satalia, or Antalia, a strong sea-port of Asia Minor, in Caramania. It is divided into three 
towns (quarters), and is so situate that from the harbour the streets appear to rise behind each 
other like an amphitheatre. The country around is very fertile; and the citrons and oranges 
are extremely fine. The chief trade is in, wool, cotton, goat’s hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, 
and bee’s wax. It is seated on a gulf of the Mediterranean, to which it gives name, 150 miles 
S. W. of Cogni. Long. 31. 21. E., lat. 37. 1. N.” p. 658. 

 
 

180.Satalia, Olbia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
James Bell, A System of Geography, Popular and Scientific; or A Physical, Political, 
and Statistical Account of the World and its Various Divisions, Archibald Fullerton 
and Co., Glasgow, W. Tait, Edinburgh, W. Curry and Co., Dublin, Simpkin and 
Marshall, and W. S. Orr, London, 1832, Vol. IV. Asia, p. 121. 
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“Beyond this is the coast of ancient Pamphylia. Of this Satalia, the ancient Olbia, is the chief 
city, having a population of 30,000 souls, according to some, and but 8,000, according to 
others. It is delightfully situated at the head of a gulf to which it gives name, below a forest of 
orange and lemon-trees, and surrounds a small harbour. The streets appear from the sea as 
rising behind each other like the rows of an amphitheatre. On the level summit of the hill the 
city is inclosed with a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers 50 yards apart. The 
stone piers which once inclosed the harbour on both sides are now ruinous... From Satalia 
the coast runs almost straight S. forming the eastern shore of the Lycian peninsula, and runs 
N.W. to the gulf of Macri, thus rounding the peninsula the whole way. No cities of importance 
occur on this coast of the 60 which Lycia once contained.” Vol. IV. Asia, p. 121. 
 
 

181.Satalia 
Joseph Guy, Guy’s School Geography, on a new and easy plan: comprising not only 
a complete general description, but much topographical information, expressly 
adapted to every age and capacity, and to every class of learners, both in ladies’ and 
gentlemen’s schools, Printed for Baldwin and Cradock, London, 1833, p. 85. 

 
“Turkey in Asia 

 
Asia Minor, Comprehending 
Anatolia… 
Caramania (sic.) …Satalia, Barasso (sic. Tarasso-Tarso-Tarsus). 
Amasia… 
Aladulia…” p. 85. 

 
 

182.Adalia, “Satalia” 
Hants Telegraph. “Nautical Miscellany-Varieties,” The Nautical Magazine: A 
Journal of Papers on Subjects Connected with Maritime Affairs, Brown, Son and 
Ferguson, December 1833, Vol. II., p. 748. 

 
“Alexandria May 22 1833, I send this list of the Pacha’s fleet, as I thought it might interest 
you. — The advancement this great man has made towards improvement in Egypt is really 
wonderful…”  
 
This list records two vessels were built at Adalia, the ‘Fouch’ of 20 guns and 200 men, and 
the brig ‘Satalia’238, Captain Osman, of 20 guns and 200 men. Both were constructed in 
Adalia after 1828 and one was named after the city. 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
238  However, it can be noted that in the, Memoir of the life of Admiral Sir Edward Codrington. with selections 

from his public and private correspondence, Ed. by Lady Bourchier, Vol. II, Longmans, Green and Co. 
London, 1873, p. 600-601, it is recorded that the Ottoman Navarin Fleet Sailed from Alexandria, August 5, 
1827, and that in the list of the Ottoman Fleet After Navarino, No 41, 6. Brig. ‘Satalia’ 22 guns, 120 men, 
had returned to Alexandria, Dec. 1827. This Ottoman brig of the same name, ‘Satalia,’ was not the same brig 
as that constructed for M. Ali Pasha’s fleet at Adalia. 
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183.1833 
Satalia (Gulf of) 
Alphonse de Lamartine, A Pilgrimage to The Holy Land; Comprising Recollections, 
Sketches, And Reflections, made During A Tour in The East, in Two Volumes, D. 
Appleton and Co., New York, and, Geo. S. Appleton, Philadelphia, 1848, Vol. II., 
p. 182-183. 
 

“May 3, 1833. 
This morning descried the most prominent heights of Caramania; mount Taurus in the 
distance; its ridges rugged and covered with snow like the Alps seen from Lyons; wind mild 
and variable, nights splendidly starlight. During the night made the Gulf of Satalia, which 
resembles an inland sea. The wind falls; the ship slumbers as upon a lake. The eye encounters 
on every side the mountainous amphitheatres which coast this and the neighboring bays. 
Ridges of mountains of all shapes and heights run one behind the other, leaving sometimes, 
between their unequal summits, high valleys through which the moonbeams shed their white 
vapors over the mountains’ sides, and crown their crests in a pale purple haze. Behind these 
nearer eminences arise the angular and snowy summits of Mount Taurus. Some low and 
woody capes stretch themselves to a great distance in the sea; and little islands, like vessels at 
anchor, are detatched here and there from the shore. A profound silence reigned upon the sea 
and upon the land; no noise was to be heard except that of the dolphins springing continually 
out of the bosom of the flood, as a kid bounds on the greensward. The waves, edged and 
marbled with silver and gold, seemed fluted like Ionic columns recumbent upon the earth; the 
brig was perfectly becalmed. At midnight a land breeze arose, which carried us gently out of 
the Gulf of Satalia, and along the Coast of Asia Minor as far as Castelrozzo. We entered all 
the bays, and almost touched the land. The ruins of this country which formed several 
kingdoms —Pontus, Cappadocia, and Bithynia, now desolate and solitary, are stretched out 
upon the promontories; the valleys and plains are covered with forests; the Turcomans come 
here to plant their tents during the winter; in the summer all is desert, except a few points of 
the coast, as Tarsus, Satalia, Castelrozzo and Marmorizza, in the Gulf of Macri (sic. 
Marmaris is not in the Gulf of Macri-Fethiye).  
 
May, 1833.  
The current which prevails along the Caramanian coast impelled us towards the extremity of 
that country and towards the entrance of the Gulf of Macri; during the night we pursued our 
course direct for the Island of Rhodes, but the captain fearing the vicinity of the Asiatic coast, 
on account of the westerly wind which had arisen, stood again towards the open sea, and we 
awoke scarcely within sight of Rhodes…” Vol. II., p. 182-183. 

 
 

184.Attalia, Satalia, Statalia 
The Life and Travels of the Apostle Paul, Smith Elder and Co., London, 1833, p. 
90. 

 
“Leaving Perga, he next bent his steps to Attalia, another city of Pamphylia, founded by 
Attalus, king of Pergamus, from whom it derived its name. It is situated in a fine bay in the 
Mediterranean sea, about thirty miles239 (sic.) south-west of Perga. There, Paul, according to 
his invariable practice, preached the Gospel, and held forth the tidings of salvation to the 
                                                             
239  30 miles=48 km. the distance between Perge and Antalya is 17 km., and so it seems that Sillyon 34 km. by 

the modern road from Antalya was understood as being the location of Perge, by the souces employed by this 
compiler and from Sillyon Antalya is South West, from Perge, west. 
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inhabitants, but with what success we are not informed; nor, indeed, do we know more of the 
Christianity of this place, than that the inhabitants, during the fifth and sixth centuries, had a 
bishop. It is now known by the name of Satalia or Statalia240, and is still a place of some 
consequence, having been preserved from ruin by the Turks, who are careful to keep its 
fortifications and castle in repair, as a protection to their trade.” p. 90. 
 
 

185.Attalia, Settalia 
“Scripture Gazetteer,” The Christian’s Penny Magazine; A Weekly Miscellany 
conducted upon the Principles of the Protestant Reformation, and suited to Every 
Denomination of Christians, Charles Wood and Sons, London, Vol. II., No. 56, 
Saturday June 29, 1833, p. 207. (quoting largely from Edward Wells,1819, Vol. II., p. 
254, or other edition of the same.) 

 
“Attalia (that increases or sends), a seaport of Pamphylia, formerly the chief residence of the 
prefect. It is said to take its name from King Attalus, its founder, which it still retains with a 
small variation, being now called Settalia. It stands on a very fine bay, and is commodiously 
seated for trade, having a good haven; which probably has been the occasion of its being 
preserved from ruin by the Turks, who even at this day are said to be very careful to keep its 
fortifications and castle in repair. The city is supposed to stand at present nearer the sea than 
it did formerly.” p. 207. 
 
 

186.Adalia, Olbia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Rev. G. N. Wright, A New and Comprehensive Gazeteer; being a deliniation of the 
Present State of the World, from the Most Recent Authorities, Arranged in 
alphabetical order, and constituting a systematic Dictionary of Geography, In Four 
Volumes, Thomas Kelly, London, 1834, Vol. I., p. 40. 

 
Adalia, (anc. Olbia,) sea-port in Asiatic Turkey, prov. Anadolia, dist. Tekieh, at the mouth of 
a river of the same name, which here empties its waters into a large bay of the 
Mediterranean, called the Gulf of Adalia, lat. 36. 52. 15. N. long. 30.45. 3. E. Pop. about 
8000, of which one third is Greek, the remainder Mohammedan241. Adalia, the largest city on 
this coast, and the residence of a pacha (sic.), is beautifully seated round a small harbour: the 
streets appear to rise behind each other, like the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of 
the hill, the city is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about 
fifty yards asunder.In the town is a bazaar, or collection of shops, where many articles of 
European manufacture are displayed for sale. The gardens about the town are beautiful, fruit 
is abundant; every kind of vegetable is exuberant, and the corn fields are more than usually 
productive. Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; so that the place is 
healthy. The French have a consul here (sic.).242” Vol. I., p. 40. 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
240  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

have read, and so read Sattalia. 
241  Two thirds of the population of the city are here interestingly described as, “the remainder.” 
242  There was no French Consul in Adalia in 1833-1834, and, as noted by Johann Ludwig Burckhardt in 1809 

(above and footnote) there was no French consul in the city after 1805-1806. 
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187.Attalia 
The Morning Chronicle, London, Wednesday 23rd July 1834, p. 4. 

Report on the Rev. Wolff, “Mr. Wolff set out for this journey from Malta in December, 1830, 
went to Egypt, crossed over to Attalia, thence to Constantinople, Persia, Khorassaun, 
Toorkestaun, and arrived at Bokhara in the month of March, 1832,” 

 
 

188.Attalia, Sattaliah 
Manchester Courier and Lancashire General Advertiser, Saturday 6th September 
1834, p. 4, and, Southern Reporter and Cork Commercial Courier, Saturday 6th 
September 1834, p. 1, and, York Herald, Yorkshire, Saturday 6th September 1834, 
p. 4. (Likewise in John Bull, London, Sunday 31st August, 1834, p. 7. And mention in 
the article, For Promoting Christianity Among The Jews, in the Londonderry Sentinel, 
Saturday 5th September 1835, p. 2,“Bethlehem, Thessalonica, and Malta, where left his 
wife and son. He then again proceeded Alexandria, Sattaliah, (the ancient Attalia,) 
Kutayah (Kütahya), (the ancient Phrygia,) Brusu, (the ancient Bithynia,) 
Constantinople, Angora, (in Galatia,) Tokat, Trebzond,…” Likewise in, “Dr. Wolff at 
Worcester,” Worcester Chronicle, Wednesday, 12th January, 1848, p. 6, “At Malta, 
Doctor Wolff left his lady with Sir Frederick and Lady Emily Ponsonby, and set out 
through Egypt, Attalia, Broosa, Constantinople, Angora, Tokat, Trebisonde, Erzroom, 
Tabriz, Teheran, and Khorassan.” Repeated in, The Staffordshire Advertiser, Saturday 
22 January, 1848, p. 3.) 

 

On Rev. Dr. Wolff: “to preach the tidings of Salvation at Gibraltar, Malta, Egypt, Jerusalem, 
Cyprus, Thessalonica, Smyrna, Constantinople, Bythinia, Attalia, Galatia, Tokat, Erzeroom, 
Persia, Korassaun, even in the city of Meshed, Toorkistaun, Bochara, Samarcand, Balkh, 
Cabuol, Cashmeer,” 

 
 

189.1834 
Adalia 
“Arts and Sciences: R. G. E., Discovery of Ancient Towns, etc., in Asia Minor,” 
The Literary Gazette, and The Journal of Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, etc., 
Saturday, December 27, 1834, Vol. XVIII, No. 936, p. 867-870. 

 

Mr Charles Texier “On leaving this spot, I proceeded by Cappadocia, Caesarea, Koniah, and 
Isauria, through Pisidia, and having reached the sea-shore at Adalia, exhausted with fatigue 
and illness.  

In crossing Mount Taurus, and in the midst of the arid and desert plains it contains, M. Texier 
was siezed by the cholera. In this state he was forced to be his own physician, and to ride 
fifteen leagues a day in order to procure a night’s lodging and water. His pecuniary 
resources were exhausted, and he threw himself half-dead at the door of the Pacha (sic.) of 
Adalia. That generous man gave him the best house in the place, supplied him with every 
thing he wanted, and called every day to see him, and have proper care bestowed on him. 
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Upon his recovery he proceeded to Smyrna, thence wrote these interesting accounts, dated the 
25th October ult.”  

 

The above was edited and reprinted in,“The Journal of Belles Lettres,” The Waldie’s 
Select Circulating Library. Furnishing the best popular literature-memoirs, biography, 
novels, tales, voyages etc., Adam Waldie, Philadelphia, Part I, Vol. 5-6, 1835, p. 5. 
(Noteworthy is the phrase, “That generous man,” in respect to the Pasha of Adalia, was 
removed from the Philadelphia published version.) 

“In this journey made some very curious discoveries. Thence he passed through Cappadocia, 
Caria, Konieh, and Pisidia, and arrived upon the sea-shore at Adalia, exhausted by fatigue 
and disease. In crossing Tauros among the desert and parched plains which it encloses, M. 
Texier was attacked by the cholera, forced to be his own doctor, and to pass each day fifteen 
leagues on horseback, in this state, to find lodging and water. His pecuniary resources were 
exhausted, and he fell almost dead at the gate of the Pacha (sic.) of Adalia, who gave him the 
best house in the town, all the care his situation demanded, and came every day to see and 
take care of him. From thence he repaired by sea to Smyrna, whence he has written us these 
facts dated the 25th October 1834.” p. 5. 

 
 

190.1834 August 
Satalia 
The Present State of the Turkish Empire, by Marshal Marmont, Duc de Raguse, 
Translated with Notes and Observations, on the Relations of England with Turkey 
and Russia by Lt. Col. Sir Frederick Smith, K.H., of the Royal Corps of Engineers, 
John Ollivier, London, 1839, p. 221. Together with a description of sponge diving, 
based in part at Rhodes and Castel-Rosso and at times exported from Satalia, the 
passage records the unrealized intent to visit Satalia for its antiquities expressed by 
Auguste Frédéric Louis Viesse de Marmont (the Duc de Raguse). 

 

“I went to the sponge fishery (at Rhodes), which is curious and interesting. It is a laborious 
and dangerous employment, but so lucrative, that five or six successful days afford those 
engaged in it the means of support for an entire year. The sponge is attached to rocks at the 
bottom of the sea, serving as a retreat to myriads of small crustaceous animals, which occupy 
its cavities. The fishermen dive for it to a depth of even a hundred feet, and sometimes 
continue for five of six minutes under water, unless the quantity of sponge they may have 
collected beomes inconvenient or unmanageable, when they are hauled to the surface, by the 
crew of the boat to which they belong. The divers occasionally fall victims to sharks that 
attack them under water. 

The sponge is prepared for the market by being pressed to dislodge the animalculse it 
contains, and afterwards washed in lye to deprive it of mucilaginous matter.  

On the 26th of August we again got under way, and directed our course towards Syria. I was 
desirous of anchoring in the Gulf of Makri, one of the finest road-steads on this coast, and of 
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remaining at Satalia, to visit the southern shore of Asia Minor, which is rich in antiquities; 
but the short time I had to spare, and other circumstances connected with the voyage, not 
admitting this delay, we continued our course to Beyrout, where we arrived on the evening of 
the 29th.” p. 221. 

 
 

191.Adalia, Attalia, Satalia 
Hugh Murray, An Encyclopaedia of Geography: comprising a Complete Description 
of The Earth, Physical, Statistical, Civil, and Political; Exhibiting its Relation to the 
Heavenly Bodies, Its physical Structure, The Natural History of Each Country, and 
the Industry, Commerce, Political Institutions, and Civil and Social State of All 
Nations, Book II, Turkey in Asia, Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, and 
Longman, London, 1834, p. 901. 

 

“3791 Passing Lara, the ancient Magydos, Dashashchr, and some smaller places, we come to 
Attalia, called by the Turks Adalia, and by the Italians Satalia, the principal town in this 
quarter. Attalus Philadelphus, by whom it was founded, made it his capital, and spared no 
cost in adorning it. The situation is peculiarly beautiful, along the side of a rising hill which 
fronts the sea, and upon which the streets are arranged like the seats of a theatre. Its ancient 
importance is attested by numerous granite columns and fragments of sculpture, particularly 
of a magnificent gateway of the Corinthian order. The gardens behind, interspersed with 
country houses, are filled with finest fruit trees, and refreshed by the breezes from Mount 
Taurus. The population is estimated at 8000, of whom two thirds are Mahometan, and the 
remainder Greek. A considerable trade has of late been carried on in grain, which is 
copiously produced in the surrounding fields, watered by streams that are loaded with 
calcareous deposits. 

3792. The coast now takes a southerly direction, forming a side of the deep bay at the bottom 
of which Attalia is situated.” Book II., p. 901. 

 
 

192.Attalia, Antalia, Satalie  
The Cottage Bible and Family Expositor: containing the Old and New 
Testaments, with practical expositions and explanatory notes, by Thomas 
Williams ... To which are added, the references and marginal readings of the 
Polyglott Bible, together with original notes, and selections from Bagster’s 
Comprehensive Bible, and other standard works ... and A Valuable Chronological 
Index, The whole carefully revised, and adapted to the use of Sunday Schools, 
Bible classes, and Christians generally. Embellished with maps and engravings. 
Edited by Rev. William Patton., Complete in Two Volumes, D. F. Robinson and 
H. F. Sumner, Hartford, 1834, Vol. II., p. 1212. 

 

Acts 14: “Ver. 25. Attalia, now Antalia, or Satalie, was a maritime city of Pamphylia, the 
chief residence of the prefect.)— Bagster.” Vol. II., p. 1212. 
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193.Attalia, Sattalia 
Thomas Hartwell Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of 
the Holy Scriptures, T. Cadell, London and, W. Blackwood, Edinburgh, and R. 
Milliken, Dublin, 1834, Vol. III., p. 553. 

 
“Attalia, a maritime city of Pamphylia, and the chief residence of the prefect. It derived its 
name from king Attalus, its founder. Hither Saint Paul went from Perga in Pamphylia. (Acts 
xiv. 25.) It still subsists under the name Sattalia.” Vol. III., p. 553. 
 
 

194.Attalia 
James Wylde, Wyld’s Scripture Atlas: in which, on maps of a large scale, are 
exhibited, not only the places of well defined situation, but, according to the 
supposition of the best authors, every other locality of historic interest mentioned 
throughout the sacred scriptures, Republished Samuel Bagster and Sons, London, 
1834, p. 3. 

 

“Attalia… Maps: Nos. 2, 27…Lat. 36 50, Long. 30 40… Acts, 14, 25” p. 3. 

 
 

195.Adalia, Esky Adalia 
A New and Comprehensive Gazetteer. By the Rev. George N. Wright, in Four 
Volumes, Thomas Kelly, London, 1834, Vol. II., p. 310. (Reprinted unchanged 
Thomas Kelly, London, 1835, Vol. II.) 

 

Caramania: “An extensive prov. of Asiatic Turkey, so called by European geographers, but 
the name is unknown to the Turks. The inhabitants are idle and lawless. It is bounded on the 
N. and W. by the prov. of Anadolia, on the s. by the Mediterranean; the E. boundary is not 
accurately ascertained. The coast presents a series of promontories of 5 or 600 feet in height, 
and in many parts the sea is overhung by vast projections, formed possibly of calcareous 
depositions, carried down by the streams, and flowing over the cliffs for successive ages. 
Immediately to the W. of Esky Adalia the rocks contain a portion of broken tiles of different 
colours, shells, and such rubbish as is likely to occur in the vicinity of a town. The rivers in 
general are shallow, and unfit for navigation, but there are here many streams and lakes well 
stored with fish; advantages neglected by the inhabitants, who are too indolent to build or 
make use of boats. A large portion of this prov. is mountainous, and covered with pine wood, 
which grows to the height of 100 feet; also the vine, fig-tree, laurel, and clematis, with 
numerous odiferous shrubs, flourish in profusion. The soil is extremely fertile, produces 
abundance of corn, and during the long war contributed to supply the British troops in the 
Mediterranean. The plant from which opium is extracted is extensively cultivated. The 
principal towns are Konieh, the residence of the pacha, Aphiom, or Karahissar, and Adalia 
(containing 8000 inhabitants). The dwelling-houses are miserable, but the climate is so mild 
that the inhabitants pass a great portion of the year under the shade of the trees. Some of the 
shepherds’ cots are built on poles, 9 or 10 feet from the ground (çardak).” Vol. II., p. 310. 
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196.Satalia, Adalia 
The Treasury of Knowledge, and Library of Reference: Containing An English 
Grammar, English Dictionary, Universal Gazetteer, Chronology and History, 
Classical Dictionary, Law Dictionary, with Various Other Useful Information, Vol. 
I., Parts I., II., and III., Connor and Cooke, New York, 1834, p. 304. 

 

“Satalia, or Adalia, a strong city of Asiatick Turkey. Lon. 30 46 E., lat. 36.52 N.” Vol. I., p. 
304. 

 
 

197.Satalia 
James G. Percival, A System of Universal Geography, or, A Description of All The 
Parts of the World, on a new plan, according to the great natural divisions of the 
globe: accompanied with analytical, synoptical, and elementary tables, by M. Malte-
Brun; with additions and corrections, embellished with a complete atlas, and a series 
of beautiful engravings, In Three Volumes, Samual Walker, Boston, 1834, Vol. I., 
pp. 146, 240. 

 
“According to Mariti, the whole of the southern coast of the island of Cyprus frequently 
experiences an unwholesome state of the atmosphere; brackish waters are in abundance 
there, and the country is very unhealthy. The same observations hold true as to the coasts of 
Caramania, or ancient Cilicia. At Satalia, at Agas, and at Adana, the bad air compels the 
inhabitants, during summer, to retire towards the mountains. And why is the southern 
exposure of these countries so unwholesome? Strabo and Quintus Curtius tell us the reason. 
“Because Cilicia is a narrow plain, bounded on the north by the chain of Mount Taurus; and 
the winds which flow from the south being reflected from the mountains, cause suffocating 
heat; besides, there are marshes and stagnant ponds on the coast.* 
 
*Strab. Geog. XIV. 260. Casaub. Atreb. Quint. Curt. III. C. 9-11.” Vol. I., p. 146. 
 
“Satalia, situated upon a dangerous gulf, below a forest of lemon and orange trees, has a 
flourishing trade, and reckons more than 30,000 inhabitants.* 
 
*M. Corancez, consul general, Itineraire manuscript.” Vol. I., p. 240. 
 
 

198.Attalia, Sattalia 
Thomas Hartwell Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of 
the Holy Scriptures, Desilver, Thomas and Co., Philadelphia, 1835, Vol. II., p. 411. 
(Likewise re-published as is, in 1836, 1840, 1847, 1851, 1854, 1863, p. 411.) 

 
“Attalia, a maritime city of Pamphylia, and the chief residence of the prefect. It derived its 
name from king Attalus, its founder. Hither Saint Paul went from Perga in Pamphylia. (Acts 
xiv. 25.) It still subsists under the name Sattalia.” Vol. II., p. 411. 
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199.Attalia, Adalia 
Matthew La Rue Perrine, Abstract of Biblical Geography; to which is added, A 
Compendious View of the Modern Geography of Europe, Asia, and Africa, H. Ivison 
and Co., Auburn, 1835, p. 169. 

 
“The following cities belonged to Pamphylia. 
 Attalia, Act. xiv. 25. Now Adalia. - This was situated on the coast of the Mediterranean Sea, 
in the southwestern part of the district.” p. 169. 

 
 

200.1835 
Adalia 
The Zodiac, Devoted to Science, Literature and the Arts, Vol. I., January, 1836, No. 
7., p. 102. 

 

“The following notice of a recent voyage of discovery under the direction of the French 
government, communicated to us by a literary gentleman residing in Paris, will be new and 
interesting to our readers…The city of Perga, in Pamphylia, situate on the banks of the river 
Cestrus, had not yet been visited. Its theatre, of which only a very small part was destroyed, is 
the largest ancient monument of the kind extant. The scene, the halls of the actors and the 
attendants’ galleries are entire. The ornaments and sculptures have suffered little from the 
injuries of time. The most remarkable is a large pilaster, forming one of the supporters of the 
stage, on which are sculpted Apollo and the muses, entwined in crowns of laurel. This group 
is exquisitely finished. The ruins of the city are so complete that one walks amongst public 
edifices and streets adorned with porticos. Trees are now beginning to grow in the place,-
Osman, the pasha (sic.) of Adalia, who last year made those ruins known to M. Texier, 
afforded him every facility to visit them.” p. 102. 

 
 

201.1835  
Satalieh, Satalieh (Bay of) 
Alexander William Kinglake, Eothen: Traces of Travel Bought Home from the East, 

J. Ollivier, London, (1844), Edition 1845, p. 411-423, 1846, 1849, 1850, 1852, 
1854, 1858, 1864, 1870, 1871, 1876, 1891, 1896, 1898. 

“SURPRISE OF SATALIEH.  

Whilst I was remaining upon the coast of Syria I had the good fortune to become acquainted 
with the Russian Sataliefsky243, a General Officer, who in his youth had fought and bled at 

                                                             
243  A pseudonym given by Kinglake to the Russian General, the footnote records it as a title signifying the 

Transcender or Conqueror of Satalieh. Robert Harrison writes, “Here I first saw the hero of Satalieh, whom 
Mr. Kingslake has immortalised in the last chapter of Eothen, and who, bellicose as is his aspect there, now 
exercises the most peaceable functions as one of the imperial ministers at St. Petersburg. When Eothen was 
published, he was all the more shocked at the work, as it contrasted so strongly with his own “Pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem,” published shortly after, wherein his Excellency does not fail to invest the holy city with Russo-
Greek robes of sanctity, and to claim the keeping of the too famous key for the Orthodox priests.” R. 
Harrison, Notes of a nine year's residence in Russia, from 1844 to 1853, With Notices of the Tzars Nicholas I. 
and Alexander II, T. Cautley Newby, London, 1855, p. 9. 
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Borodino, but was now better known among Diplomats by the important trust committed to 
him at a period highly critical for the affairs of Eastern Europe. I must not tell you his family 
name; my mention of his title can do him no harm, for it is I, and I only, who have conferred 
it, in consideration of the military and diplomatic services performed under my own eyes.  

The General, as well as I, was bound for Smyrna, and we agreed to sail together in an Ionian 
Brigantine. We did not charter the vessel, but we made our arrangement with the Captain 
upon such terms that we could be put ashore upon any part of the coast that we might think 
proper. We sailed, and day after day the vessel lay dawdling on the sea with calms and feeble 
breezes for her portion. I myself was well repaid for the painful restlessness which such 
weather occasions, because I gained from my companion a little of that vast fund of 
interesting knowledge with which he was stored – knowledge, a thousand times more highly 
prized, since it was not of the sort that is to be gathered from books, but only from the lips of 
those who have acted a part in the world. 

When after nine days of sailing or trying to sail, we found ourselves still hanging by the 
mainland to the north of the Isle of Cyprus, we determined to disembark at Satalieh, and to go 
on thence by land. A light breeze favoured our purpose, and it was with great delight that we 
neared the fragrant land, and saw our anchor go down in the bay of Satalieh within two or 
three hundred yards of the shore.  

The town of Satalieh is the chief place of the Pashalik in which it is situate, and its citadel is 
the residence of the Pasha. We had scarcely dropped our anchor when a boat from the shore 
came alongside, with officers on board, who announced that the strictest orders had been 
received for maintaining a quarantine of three weeks against all vessels coming from Syria, 
and directed accordingly that no one from the vessel should disembark244. In reply we sent a 
message to the Pasha, setting forth the rank and titles of the General, and requiring 
permission to go ashore. After a while the boat came again alongside, and the officers 
declaring that the orders received from Constantinople were imperative and unexceptional, 
formally enjoined us in the name of the Pasha to abstain from any attempt to land. I had been 
hitherto much less impatient of our slow voyage than my gallant friend, but this opposition 
made the smooth sea seem to me like a prison from which I must and would break out. I had 
an unbounded faith in the feebleness of Asiatic Potentates, and I proposed that we should set 
the Pasha at defiance. The General had been worked up to a state of most painful agitation by 
the idea of being driven from the shore which smiled so pleasantly before his eyes, and he 
adopted my suggestion with rapture. 

We determined to land. 

                                                             
244  On British regulations concerning quarantine at this time, and the considerable penalties for breaking 

quarantine, see the extensive entry, s.v. “Quarantine” in, The Cyclopædia of Commerce; Comprising a Code 
of Commercial Law, Practice, Customs, & Information, and Exhibiting the Present State of Commerce, 
Home, Foreign, and Colonial; with the Shipping, Manufactures and Products, Both Natural and Artificial, of 
the various Commercial Nations of the World: to which is Added, an Appendix, Containing an Analytical 
Digest of the Laws and Practice of the Customs; with Copious Tables ... The Commercial Department 
Conducted by Samuel Clarke Esq., and the Legal Department by John Williams, Esq., of the Inner Temple, J. 
M. Richardson, London, 1819. 
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To approach the sweet shore after a tedious voyage, and then to be suddenly and 
unexpectedly prohibited from landing, this is so maddening to the temper that no one who had 
ever experienced the trial would say that even the most violent impatience of such restraint is 
wholly inexcusable. I am not going to pretend, however, that the course which we chose to 
adopt on this occasion can be perfectly justified.The impropriety of a traveller’s setting at 
naught the regulations of a foreign state is clear enough, and the bad taste of compassing 
such a purpose by mere gasconading, is still more glaringly plain. I knew perfectly well that if 
the Pasha understood his duty, and had energy enough to perform it, he would order out a file 
of soldiers the moment we landed, and cause us both to be shot upon the beach, without 
allowing more contact than might be absolutely necessary for the purpose of making us stand 
fire, but I also firmly believed that the Pasha would not see the line of conduct which he ought 
to adopt nearly so well as I did, and that even if he did know his duty he would never be able 
to find resolution enough to perform it.  

We ordered the boat to be got in readiness, and the officers on shore seeing these 
preparations, gathered together a number of guards; these assembled upon the sands; we saw 
that great excitement prevailed, and that messengers were continually going to and fro 
between the shore and the citadel. Our Captain, out of compliment to his Excellency, had 
provided the vessel with a Russian war flag, and during our voyage he had been in the habit 
of hoisting it alternately with the Union Jack. We agreed that we would attempt our 
disembarkation under this the Russian standard. I was glad to have it so resolved, for I should 
have been sorry to engage the honored flag of England in an affair like this. The Russian 
ensign was therefore committed to one of the sailors, and the man honoured with this charge 
took his station at the stern of the boat. We gave particular instructions to the Captain of the 
Brigantine, and when all was ready, the General and I, with our respective servants, got into 
the boat, and were slowly rowed towards the shore. The guards gathered together at the point 
for which we were making, but when they saw that our boat went on without altering her 
course, they ceased to stand very still; none of them ran away, or even shrank back, but they 
looked as if the pack were being shuffled, every man seeming desirous to change places with 
his neighbour. They were still at their post, however, when our oars went in, and the bow of 
our boat ran up—well up upon the beach.  

The General was lame by an honorable wound which he had gained at Borodino, and 
required some assistance in getting out of the boat; I, therefore, landed the first. My 
instructions to the Captain were attended to with the most perfect accuracy, for scarcely had 
my foot indented the sand, when the four six-pounders of the Brigantine sublimely rolled out 
their brute thunder. Precisely as I had expected, the guards, and all the people who had 
gathered about them, gave way under the shock produced by the mere sound of guns, and we 
were all allowed to disembark without the least molestation.  

We immediately formed a little column, or rather, as I should have called it, a procession, for 
we had no fighting aptitude in us, and were only trying, as it were, how far we could go in 
frightening fullgrown children. First marched the sailor with the Russian flag of war bravely 
flying in the breeze, then came the General and I, then our servants, and lastly, if I rightly 
recollect, two more of the brigantine’s crew. Our flagbearer so exulted in his honourable 
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office, and bore the colours aloft with so much of pomp and dignity, that I found it 
exceedingly hard to keep a grave countenance. We advanced towards the castle, but the 
people had now had time to recover from the effect of the six-pounders, (only, of course, 
loaded with powder,) and they could not help seeing, not only the numerical weakness of our 
party, but the very slight amount of wealth and resource which it seemed to imply; they began 
to hang round us more closely, and just as this reaction was beginning, the General, who was 
perfectly unacquainted with the Asiatic character, thoughtlessly turned round, in order to 
speak to one of the servants; the effect of this slight move was magical; the people thought we 
were going to give way, and instantly closed round us. In two words, and with one touch, I 
showed my comrade the danger he was running, and in the next instant we were both 
advancing more pompously than ever. Some minutes afterwards there was a second 
appearance of reaction, followed again by wavering and indecision on the part of the Pasha's 
people, but at length it seemed to be understood that we should go unmolested into the 
audience hall.  

Constant communication had been going on between the receding crowd and the Pasha, and 
so when we reached the gates of the citadel we saw that preparations were made for giving us 
an awe-striking reception. Parting at once from the sailors and our servants, the General and 
I were conducted into the audience hall; and there at least I suppose the Pasha hoped that he 
would confound us by his greatness. The hall was nothing more than a large white-washed 
room; Oriental potentates have a pride in that sort of simplicity when they can contrast it with 
the exhibition of power, and this the Pasha was able to do, for the lower end of the hall was 
filled with his officers; these men, of whom I thought there were about fifty or sixty, were all 
handsomely though plainly dressed in the military frock-coats of Europe; they stood in mass 
and so as to present a hollow, semicircular front towards the upper end of the hall at which 
the pasha sat; they opened a narrow lane for us when we entered, and as soon as we had 
passed they again closed up their ranks. An attempt was made to induce us to remain at a 
respectful distance from his mightiness; to have yielded in this point would have been fatal to 
our success, perhaps to our lives; but the General and I had already determined upon the 
place which we should take, and we rudely pushed on towards the upper end of the hall. 

Upon the divan and close up against the right hand corner of the room there sat the Pasha – 
his limbs gathered in – the whole creature coiled up like an adder. His cheeks were deadly 
pale, and his lips perhaps had turned white, for without moving a muscle the man impressed 
me with an immense idea of wrath within him. He kept his eyes inexorably fixed, as if upon 
vacancy, and with the look of a man accustomed to refuse the prayers of those who sue for 
life. We soon decomposed him, however, from this studied fixity of feature, for we marched 
straight up to the divan and sat down, the Russian close to the Pasha, and I by the side of the 
Russian. This act astonished the attendants and plainly disconcerted the Pasha; he could no 
longer maintain the glassy stillness of the eyes which he had affected, and evidently became 
much agitated. At the feet of the satrap there stood a trembling Italian; this man was a sort of 
medico in the potentate’s service, and now, in the absence of our attendants, he was to act as 
interpreter. The Pasha caused him to tell us that we had openly defied his authority, and had 
forced our way upon shore in the teeth of his own officers. 
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Up to this time I had been the planner of the enterprise, but now that the moment had come 
when all would depend upon able and ernest speechifying, I felt at once the immense 
superiority of my gallant friend, and gladly left to him the whole conduct of the discussion; 
indeed he had vast advantages over me, not only by his superior command of language, and 
his far more spirited style of address, but also in his consciousness of a good cause, for whilst 
I felt myself completely in the wrong, his Excellency had really worked himself up to believe 
that the Pasha’s refusal to permit us our landing was a gross outrage and insult. Therefore, 
without begining to defend our conduct, he at once commenced a spirited attack upon the 
Pasha. The poor Italian Doctor translated one or two sentences to the Pasha, but he evidently 
mitigated their import; the Russian, growing warm, insisted upon his attack with redoubled 
enery and spirit; but the medico, instead of translating, began to shake violently with terror, 
and at last he came out with his “non ardisco,” and fairly confessed that he dared not 
interpret fierce words to his master. 

Now then, at a time when everything seemed to depend upon the effect of speech, we were left 
without an interpreter. 

But this very circumstance, which at first appeared so unfavourable, turned out to be 
advantageous. The General, finding that he could not have his words translated, ceased to 
speak in Italian, and recurred to his accustomed French; he became eloquent; no one present, 
except myself, understood one syllable of what he was saying, but he had drawn forth his 
passport, and the energy and violence with which, as he spoke, he pointed to the graven Eagle 
of Russia, began to make an impression; the Pasha saw at his side a man, who not only 
seemed to be entirely without fear, but to be raging with just indignation, and thence forward 
he plainly began to think that in some way or other (he could not tell how), he must certainly 
have been in the wrong. In a little time he was so much shaken, that the Italian ventured to 
resume his interpretation, and my comrade had again the opportunity of pressing his attack 
upon the Pasha; his argument, if I rightly recollect its import, was to this effect – “If the vilest 
Jews were to come into the harbour, you would but forbid them to land, and force them to 
perform quarantine, yet this is the very course, O Pasha, which your rash officers dared to 
think of adopting with us! – those mad and reckless men would have actually dealt towards a 
Russian General Officer and an English Gentleman as if they had been wretched Israelites! 
Never, never, will we submit to such an indignity. His Imperial Majesty knows how to protect 
his nobles from insult, and would never endure that a General of his army should be treated 
in manner of quarantine, as though he was a mere Eastern Jew!” This argument told with 
great effect; the Pasha fairly admitted that he felt its weight, and he now only struggled to 
obtain a compromise, which might save his dignity; he wanted us to perform a quarantine of 
one day for form’s sake, and in order to show his people that he was not utterly defied, but 
finding that we were inexorable, he not only abandoned his attempt, but promised to supply 
us with horses. 

When the discussion had arrived at this happy conclusion, tchibouques and coffee were 
brought, and we passed, I think, nearly an hour in friendly conversation. The Pascha, it now 
appeared, had once been a prisoner of war in Russia, and the conviction of the Emperor’s 
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power, which he must have acquired during his captivity, probably rendered him more alive 
than an untravelled Turk would have been to the force of my comrade’s eloquence. 

The Pasha now gave us a generous feast; our promised horses were brought without much 
delay; I gained my loved saddle once more, and when the moon got up and touched the 
heights of Taurus, we were joyfully winding our way through one of his rugged defiles.” p. 
411-423. 

 
 

202.Attalia, Sattalia 
Thomas T. Smiley, Scripture Geography; or, A Companion to the Bible: Being a 
Geographical Account of the Places Mentioned in the Holy Scriptures, In Two Parts. 
Part I. Geographical and Historical:…Part II., A Geographical Dictionary of the 
Bible…, John C. Clark, Philadelphia, 1835, p. 97. 

 
“Attalia, a city on the coast of Pamphylia, in Asia Minor, visited by Paul and Barnabus. (Acts 
xiv) It was named from Attalus, its founder; and is now called Sattalia. Being well situated for 
trade, the Turks keep the fortifications in repair. 

 
A medal of Attalia, on one side of which is Neptune, with his trident, denoting this to be a sea-
port town: the figure on the other side is uncertain, —possibly Pluto.” p. 97. 

 
 

203.Attalia, Adalia 
William Sime, Sacred Geography; or a Dictionary, Historical and Descriptive, of 
Every Place Mentioned In The Bible, William Oliphant and Son, Edinburgh, 1835, 
p. 425-426. (Uncited quote from Beaufort. Termessos was in Pisidia, not in Pamphylia) 

 
“At the commencement of the Christian era, a number of populous cities and towns were 
situate within its (Pamphylia) bounds, among which were those of Perga, Termessus (sic. 
Pisidia), Attalia, and Aspendus…A number of Greek Christians still remain in the province, 
chiefly in Adalia. This district is in general fertile; orange groves and gardens presenting 
themselves to the traveller in various places, more especially in the neighbourhood of Adalia. 
“The gardens in the vicinity of that town are beautiful, and the corn lands are more than 
commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where intersected by streams loaded with 
calcareous matter, which, after fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn-mills 
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in their descent to the sea.”245 About Adalia, a flat but elevated country extends a 
considerable distance inland; and beyond it, a belt of sand hills skirts the beach, behind 
which, broad swampy plains, with groups of low hills, intervene between the distant 
mountains. These plains are apparently alluvial; and, though covered with coarse grass, 
supporting numerous herds of cattle, have every appearance of being overflowed in winter. A 
great portion of the interior of this province is mountainous, and comparatively barren.” p. 
425-426. 
 

 
204.Satalia, Adalia, and Gulf of Satalia 

Thomas G. Bradford, Comprehensive Atlas: Geographical and Commercial, 
William D. Ticknor, Boston, Wiley and Long, New York, T. T. Ash, Philadelphia, 
1835, npn.  

 
Map of Turkey in Asia, Pl. 118, marks “Satalia” and “Gulf of Satalia.” 

 
Turkey in Asia, Towns:  
“Satalia or Adalia, 20,000.” 
 
 

205.1836, August-September  
Adalia 
Syria, the Holy Land, Asia Minor, &c. Illustrated: In a Series of views drawn from 
nature by W. H. Bartlett246, William Purser, etc. With Descripions of the Plates by 
John Carne, Esq., First (Volume), Fisher, Son and Co., London, Paris, New York, 
1836, p. 23-24. 

 
“An open boat was hired (at Castel Ubaldo-‘Alāyā (properly ‘Alā’iyya)-Alaya-Alanya), to 
coast Asia Minor as far as Adalia, intending thence to go overland to Smyrna, not above six 
days’ journey, passing Ephesus on the way. We got out to sea early in the morning with a 
slight breeze, and were becalmed the greater part of the day: it was the month of August, 
sultry in the extreme, in an open boat, whose only shade was a blanket, which served also to 
keep off the dews by night. We had two Turkish sailors and a boy; they behaved with the 
greatest attention. Next morning we got to Soli, and crept along the shore. Here the artist (W. 
H. Bartlett) fell ill … At length he left Alanya, its old castle, and its picturesque Turkish 
houses.  
 
He (the artist W. H. Bartlett) was carried out of the boat on shore, and reposed a moment 
under the gate, where is a beautiful spring, from which he drank copiously: this spring is the 
very life of Adalia and its population; a large cup, according to Turkish usage throughout the 
East, is suspended by a chain; and many are the draughts that are taken daily and hourly of 
its cool and limpid water. A room in an empty khan was appropriated for a lodging and he 
repaired thither; it was quite empty and as quiet as the grave. Here he suffered exquisitely 
from weakness and depression; no one to speak to but a servant – no one to render the 
                                                             
245  Quoting from Beaufort 1817. 
246  William Henry Bartlett (1809-1854) Born in London was a prolific draughtsman-illustrator employing at 

times a camera-lucida, as also a telescope. He drew views in Britain, North America, the Middle East, Malta, 
and parts of Europe including the Balkans, France, Italy and Switzerland. He provided numerous drawings 
that were then steel engraved for publication, many by George Virtue and Co. He died near Malta in a French 
ship on his return journey from a sketching tour in Turkey and Greece, probably of cholera, on September 
13th 1854, and was buried at sea, aged 45. 
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smallest kindness required by his reduced condition; unable to sleep all night for the 
mosquitoes, or to go out for more than a hundred yards all day from weakness. He begged his 
servant to find some garden where he could go in the day, to break the horrible solitude of the 
empty khan. When en route in good health and spirits, even to be the sole tenant of the 
caravanserai is a small misery; with the morrow we leave it for ever, for fresh excitements: 
and when its floor is peopled with many a group, and fire, and costume – it is a romantic and 
welcome home. But when even the voice is feint, and there is no other voice; when the 
wearied limbs can hardly drag themselves from one desolate pillow to another – this is real 
loneliness, real agony. The servant came to say he had found a garden. Oh, it was a most 
delicious spot, as if it was made on purpose for the repose of an invalid; it was enclosed by 
the old walls of the castle, which rose above with their mouldering Moorish battlements, that 
were pierced for large cannon on the side next the sea, which dashed against the rocks below. 
 

 
 
The garden was a citron grove, with palms and vines, it was one continuous shade, with the 
sea-breeze and the perfume of blossoms: nor was it all lonely, there was a poor woman, 
evidently fast sinking, to whom a friend was trying to offer consolation: she came here also to 
breath the fresh air in the cool garden. On the following day some of the officers of an 
Egyptian corvette in the roads also came to enjoy the shade, and to sing and play the 
melancholy music of the East. Here, every day, the hours were lounged away to sun-set.  Thus 
passed eight days, when a cutter parted for Rhodes; he gladly took passage in her, and, 
descending the steep hill, left for ever Adalia, its castle, and its mournful khan.” Vol. I., p. 23-
24. 
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206.Attalia, Sea of Pamphylia 
William Henry Bartlett, Footsteps of Our Lord and His apostles in Syria, Greece, 
and Italy: A Succession of Visits to the scenes of New Testament Narrative. Second 
Edition, Arthur Hall, Virtue and Co. London, 1852, p. 91-93. 

 
“From hence, disregarding their previous ill-usage, we find that they again visited the same 
cities, confirming and establishing in the faith the numerous converts they had succeeded in 
making; embarking at Attalia for Antioch, where they “abode long time with the disciples,” 
rehearsing to them how God had opened “a door of faith unto the Gentiles.  

 
Such was the first missionary voyage ever undertaken to propagate Christianity beyond the 
limits of Syria. On leaving Tarsus, it had been my original design to proceed overland to 
Constantinople, by way of Konieh, and other places connected with the travels of St. Paul. A 
journey so long and fatiguing was judged, however, to be unsuitable in my weakened state of 
health; and, by Mr. Gillet’s advice247, I resolved on coasting Asia Minor, as far as, a distance 
of about a hundred and fifty miles, and thence proceeding overland to Smyrna.  

 
Taking leave of my excellent host, who begged me “to bear in mind sometimes the poor exiles 
of Tarsus,” I rode down to the port, where I found a small open boat, which had already been 
hired for me by M. Gillet, but which to my dismay I found if possible, more wretched even 
than those I had already become familiar with. Its crew was easily mustered; it consisted of 
but two, one a good old Turk, the other his son, a robust fellow, about thirty. Getting our 
luggage and provisions on board, we took up the great stone, which served as anchor, hoisted 
our sail and began to move gradually along the coast in the direction of Attalia. 

 
That night I was siezed with fever; I soon became delirious. For fifteen days I struggled 
between life and death, until at length we reached our destination. I spare the reader a detail 
of the incidents of this voyage, of which, indeed, I retain but an indistinct recollection. By the 
time we reached Attalia, the fever had entirely spent itself, but it left me so weak that they 
were obliged to carry me ashore. 

 
Woe to the wretched traveller who is siezed with sickness in these forlorn and remote places, 
without anyone to sympathise with him, or show him the slightest attention; compelled to 
sojourn in an empty khan, devoured with vermin, and tormented with musquitoes! Attalia has 
since proved the grave of a talented and valuable countryman, (Rev. E. T. Daniell) and I fully 
expected to leave my bones in it, to be picked by the Turkish dogs. Fresh difficulties arose 
also. I was here in the dominions of the Sultan; and the governor refused, on account of my 
Egyptian firman, to let me proceed by land. This was of little consequence, however, as I 
could not have borne the fatigue of the journey. On the seventh day of my stay, my servant ran 
in with a joyful countenance; a cutter bound for Rhodes had just come to anchor. It seemed as 
if expessly sent by Providence for our deliverance. In less than an hour we were on board; 
and in the evening the melancholy Attalia faded on the distant horizon. 

 

                                                             
247 M. Gillet, was the French consul at Tarsus 1836–39. At the time of William Henry Bartlett’s visit in 1836 

there was no British consulate at Tarsus. B. R. Jones was Vice-Consul from 1838-1839 and from Sep 1839-
1852, the Vice Consul was John Clapperton. In 1840 William Burckhardt Barker (1810-1856) (godson of the 
explorer J. L. Buckhardt) was possibly appointed in an official capacity at the British Vice-Consul at Tarsus. 
By 1850 there were English, French, Russian, Dutch, and Neapolitan consulates at Tarsus. 
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Since leaving Tarsus, we had sailed across the sea of Cilicia and Pamphylia, more than once 
traversed by St. Paul, who had also landed at Attalia248.” p. 93. 
 
 

207.1836 
Adalia 
William Beattie, Brief Memoir of the Late William Henry Bartlett, Published by 
Subscription, London, 1855, p. 21. 

 
“In his passage (in 1836), by an open boat, of fifteen days along the coast of Asia Minor, to 
Adalia, he was again seized with a dangerous fever, from which he narrowly escaped. The 
stirring incidents of this perilous journey are all detailed with graffic effect in his subsequent 
works -“Syria,” and the “Footsteps.” p. 21. 

 
 

208.1836 
Adalia 
William R. (sic. John) Hamilton249, Researches in Asia Minor, Pontus and 
Armenia, with some account of their antiquities and geology, John Murray, 
London, 1847, Vol. II., p. 354. 

William John Hamilton on Friday, August 18th, 1836, by Yalvaç, wrote, “The accounts which 
I received of the state of the country towards the sea coast and Adalia were not more 
satisfactory: the plague was raging violently throughout the whole district.” Vol. II., p. 354. 

 
 

209.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Article I., Trade and Consular Establishments of the Levant, p. 305-334, in, The 
British and Foreign Review: Or, European Quarterly Journal, Vol. III., July-
December 1836, James Ridgeway and Sons, London, 1836, pp. 324-325, 328-329. 

“If the large portion of these shores from Jaffa to Scandiroon, including Cyprus, has been 
consigned to the guardianship of aliens, another large portion of equal or greater 
importance, extending westward from Scandiroon (İskendurun-Alexandretta) to the 
magnificent bay of Macri (Fethiye), and even the commodious station of the island of Cos, at 
the extreme angle of the south-western shore of Anatolia, has been left without any consular 
guardianship whatever. Although Captain Beaufort’s official report had pressed upon the 
government the importance of the whole line to the interests of British commerce, it was left 
without one consul, during the time when Ibrahim Pacha was advancing from Adalia to 
Constantinople along the great road through Konieh and Kutaieh (Kütahya), which crosses 
Asia Minor in a diagonal direction from south-east to north-west. From Tarsus two roads 
communicated with his direct line of march, one on the east towards Adana, a distance of a 
very few miles; the other through the “Cilician Gates,” which Alexander passed in his march 

                                                             
248  There is no evidence that Paul landed at Attalia. He departed from the port city. 
249  The first edition was published in 1842 with the author’s name correct, William John Hamilton, secretary to 

the Geological Society, Secretary 1832-1836, 1838-1854, 1863-1864 and President of the Society, 1854-1856 
and 1864-1866. See, G. L. Herries Davis, Whatever is Under the Earth the Geological Society of London 
1807-2007, Geological Society of London, 2007, p. 317, 318. 
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upon Issus in the bay of Scandiroon. Again, a road leads from Kelendri, a Caramanian sea 
port thirty miles north of Cyprus, and from Anemour, a trading town, in a direct line to 
Konieh. Other roads communicate with Kutaieh (Kütahya), from Adalia, a large and 
populous trading town in the gulph of that name, and from Macri. The last road is that by 
which the government messengers proceed from Constantinople to Cyprus and to Egypt. All 
these important stations were without consular or political agents at the time we notice, and 
we believe still remain so. A Venetian merchant named Castilliani, who made his fortune 
during the late war by exporting corn from the rich plains of Tarsus, Anemour and Adalia, 
acted some few years ago as our consular agent at Tarsus; but whether he did so at the time 
we name we cannot say. At all these points we recommend agents to be appointed under the 
new bill, uniting the political and commercial character. A consular circle, or jurisdiction, 
should embrace the Caramanian coast, and have its centre of authority in Cyprus, under a 
British resident or consul general.” p. 324-325. 

“The town of Adalia,” we learn from the same authority, (Beaufort) “is beautifully situated 
round a convenient harbour, in the “great bay of Adalia; the population is from eight to ten 
thousand.250” The country is described as as superb, the climate being rendered delightful by 
alternate sea breezes. The production of corn and fruit is profuse. Large supplies of wheat, 
from the neighbouring districts, were exported to Spain and Portugal during the Peninsular 
War.” p. 328-329. 

 
 

210.Satalia 
Nathaniel Bowditch, The New American Practical Navigator: being an epitome of 
navigation; containing all the tables necessary to be used with the Nautical almanac, 
in determining the latitude and the longitude by lunar observations; and keeping a 
complete reckoning at sea ... the whole exemplified in a journal, kept from Boston to 
Madeira ... With an appendix containing methods of calculating eclipses of the sun 
and moon, and occultations of the fixed stars ...,  E. & G. W. Blunt, New-York, 
1836, p. 268. 

 
Table XLVI. Latitudes and Longitudes, Turkey: 
“Satalia….37 3 N. 30 55 E.” p. 268. 
 
 
 

211.Satalia 
Michael Walsh, The Mercantile Arithmetic, Adapted to the Commerce of the United 
States, in its Domestic and Foreign Relations; Charles J. Hendee, Boston, 1836, p. 
218. (Reprinted unchanged, 1838, p. 218.) 

 
“The Gulf of Salonica, the coast of Caramania, Satalia, and Syria, also export large 
quantities of grain; but Egypt is the chief granary of the East, whose harvests are scattered 
over all the Meditterranean.” p. 218. 
 
                                                             
250  It can be noted that Beaufort is misquoted, he wrote, “The population of Adalia probably does not exceed 

8000,” not that the population, “is from eight to ten thousand.” 
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212.Attalia, Sattalia, Adalia, Laara, Sattalia (Gulf of) 
William Fleming, The Scripture Gazetteer: A Geographical, Historical, and 
Statistical Account of the Empires, Kingdoms, Countries, Provinces, Cities, Towns, 
Villages, Mountains, Valleys, Seas, Lakes, Rivers, etc., Mentioned in the Old and 
New Testaments: Their Ancient History, Natural Productions, and Present State: 
with an Essay on the Importance and Advantage of the Study of Sacred Geography, 
Edinburgh Printing and Publishing, Edinburgh, 1837, Vol. 1., p. 242. (Citing W. 
M. Leake.) Repeated in W. Flemming, A Gazetteer of the Old and New 
Testaments: to which is added the Natural History of the Bible, in two vols., 
Edinburgh Printing and Publ. Co., Edinburgh 1838, Vol. I., p. 242; as likewise in John 
Parker Lawson, The Bible Cyclopedia: Containing the Biography, Geography 
and Natural History...of 1850 p. 242, as likewise the 1866 edition, see below;  

“Attalia, now called Sattalia, or Adalia, a sea-port city of Asia-Minor, on the coast of 
Pamphylia, situated on a very fine bay of a gulf called the Gulf of Sattalia, about thirty miles 
(sic.) south-west of Perga. It was built or enlarged by Attalus Philadelphus, king of 
Pergamus, from whom it received its name, and was the chief residence of the prefect. On 
account of its advantageous position the Turks preserved it from decay, and it is still a place 
of considerable trade. St Paul proceeded from Perga to this city, and preached the gospel 
(sic.), A.D. 46, Acts xiv. 25. The bishopric of Attalia was in existence in the fifth and sixth 
centuries. Some geographers have alleged that a place called Laara is the ancient Attalia, but 
the authority of Colonel Leake on this conjecture is quite conclusive: “Adalia possesses all 
the natural advantages likely to have made it the chief settlement of the adjacent country, 
when the power of Asia became embodied under the successors of Alexander. The walls and 
other fortifications, the magnificent gate or triumphal arch, bearing an inscription in honour 
of Hadrian, the aquaduct, the numerous fragments of sculpture and architecture, the 
inscribed marbles found in many parts of the town, the Episcopal church now converted into 
a mosque, the European coats of arms seen upon this church and upon the city walls, and 
lastly the bishopric of Attalia, of which Adalia is still the see, appear to me incontrovertible 
evidences of identity.” Vol. I., p. 242. 

 

 

213.Atáliyah, Adalia 
W. I. (sic. J.251) Hamilton, “Extracts from Notes Made on a Journey in Asia 
Minor in 1836,” pp. 34-61, The Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of 
London, Vol. VII., 1837, p. 59. 

 

“Before reaching Egerdir we had to pass round the southern end of the lake, in which 
direction a narrow richly cultivated plain, about two miles wide, extends as far as the 
horizon, bounded on each side by high wooded mountains. No hills appear to the south. A 
large, deep, and clear blue stream flows out of the lake at this end, and I was told that four 
hours off, the river falls into another very large lake, thirty-five or forty miles in 

                                                             
251  William John Hamilton, not William I. Hamilton. 
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circumference, which has no visible outlet; and that from thence the water flowed under 
ground, till it nearly reaches Atáliyah.* 

 

*Pronounced Adalia, whence the modern Greek name Ἀνἄλεια (Adália).-F. S.” p. 57. 

 
 

214.Adalia, Satalia, Attalia 
Hugh Murray, F.R.S.E., The Encyclopaedia of Geography: Compring a Complete 
Description of the Earth, Physical, Statistical, Civil and Political;…Revised with 
additions by Thomas G. Bradford. In Three Volumes, Carey, Lea, and Blanchard, 
Philadelphia, 1837, Vol. II, Part III, Turkey in Asia, p. 270. 

“Passing Laara, the ancient Magydos, Dashashehr, and some smaller places, we come to 
Attalia, called by the Turks Adalia, and by the Italians Satalia, the principal town in this 
quarter. Attalus Philadelphus, by whom it was founded, made it his capital, and spared no 
cost in adorning it. The situation is peculiarly beautiful, along the side of a rising hill which 
fronts the sea, and upon which the streets are arranged like the seats of a theatre. Its ancient 
importance is attested by numerous granite columns and fragments of sculpture, particularly 
of a magnificent gateway of the Corinthian order. The gardens behind, interspersed with 
country houses, are filled with the finest fruit trees, and refreshed by the breezes from Mount 
Taurus. The population is estimated at 8000, of whom two-thirds are Mahometan, and the 
remainder Greek. A considerable trade has of late been carried on in grain, which is 
copiously produced in the surrounding fields, watered by streams that are loaded with 
calcareous deposits.” Vol. II., p. 270. 

 
 

215.Satalia, Satalia (Gulf) 
Samuel Augustus Mitchell, An Accompaniment to Mitchell’s Map of The World: 
on Mercator's projection: containing An Index to various countries, cities, towns, 
islands, &c., represented on the map and so connected therewith that the position of 
any place exhibited on it may be readily ascertained: also a general description of 
the five great divisions of America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Oceanica, Hinman 
and Dutton, Philadelphia, 1837, p. 95. 

 
Consulting Index:  
“Names of places, etc…Satalia, Class Cy. (City), Position…Asiatic Turkey…Ref. Lets…Oe. 
Names of places, etc…Satalia, Class… G. (Gulf), Position…Asiatic Turkey…Ref. Lets…Oe.” 
p. 95. 

 
 

216.Attalia-su (Attalia River), Attalia, Adaliah, Olbia, Laara, Eski Adalia, Side. 
Francis Rawdon Chesney, The Expedition for the survey of the rivers Euphrates 
and Tigris: carried on by order of the British Government in the years 1835, 1836, 
and 1837; preceded by geographical and historical notices of the regions situated 
between the rivers Nile and Indus, Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 
London, 1850, pp. 338, 339, 364. 
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“(The sanjak of) Tekéh is watered by the river Duden or Attalia-su (ancient Catarractes), the 
Ak-su (Cestrus), the Kapri-su (Euremedon), and the Menavgat-su or Melas,…” p. 338. 
 
“Attalia, the residence of the Pasha and the seat of government (of the Tekéh Sanjak), is the 
next place along the coast; it contains about 8000 inhabitants, and the city is beautifully 
situated at the extremity of a bay round a small harbour, from which the houses and gardens 
rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. This place probably represents Olbia, being 
about the same distance from the sacred promontory. Laara Attalia follows, with the remnant 
of an ancient port, and Side, or the Eski Adalia of the Turks, where there remains a mole, an 
aqueduct, and a theatre of 409 feet in diameter.” p. 339. 
 
“Again, a route strikes into the interior from the harbour of Kelendri (Kelenderis), passing 
through Mout (Mut) and Koniyeh; and a little further there is another going northward from 
the well-known commercial port of Adaliah, through the opium districts, to Kutahiyah 
(Kütahya).” p. 364. 
 
 

217.Satalia, Olbia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Ebenezer Miller, A Companion to the Atlas, Or, A Series of Geographical Tables on a 

New Plan: Forming a Complete System of Geography, Jackson and Walford, 
London, 1838, Geographical Table, No. XII.  

“Countries and Provinces…1. Asia Minor, 3. Karamania (sic.), “Satalia or Olbia, 15,000 
people. Delightful site on Gulf of Satalia252. The streets rise behind each other like an 
amphitheatre.” 

 
 

218.Attalia, Sattalia, Sattalia (Gulf of), Adalia, Laara 
William Fleming, A Gazetteer of the Old and New Testaments: to which is added 
the Natural History of the Bible, Edinburgh printing and Publishing, Edinburgh, 
1838, Vol. I., p. 242. (Citing W. M. Leake) 

“Attalia, a maritime city of Pamphylia, in Asia Minor, situated on a bay of a gulf called the 
Gulf of Sattalia, about thirty miles253 (sic.) south-west of Perga. It was built or enlarged by 
Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, from whom it received its name, and under the 
Romans was the chief residence of the Prefect of Asia. St Paul proceeded from Perga to this 
city, and preached the gospel (sic.), A.D. 46, Acts xiv. 25. It is now called Sattalia or Adalia. 
 
Some geographers have alleged that a place called Laara is the ancient Attalia, but the 
opinion of Colonel Leake on this conjecture is quite conclusive: “Adalia possesses all the 
natural advantages likely to have made it the chief settlement of the adjacent country, when 
the power of Asia became embodied under the successors of Alexander. The walls and other 
fortifications, the magnificent gate or triumphal arch, bearing an inscription in honour of 
                                                             
252  By 1829 as an alternative to the Gulf of Satalia one finds it described as the “Adalian Gulf”, e.g., James 

Emerson Esq., Letters from the Aegean, by Henry Colburn London, 1829, p. 81, “Our view from the summit 
of the hill was really splendid: beneath us lay the barren, rocky island, with scarce a tree to diversify its 
monotonous cliffs, and beyond it the broad expands of the Adalian Gulf, with its countless islands (sic.) and 
glittering silvery waves; while on either side extended the towering shores of Karamania.” 

253  30 miles = 48 km. The distance is about 17 km. from Perge to Antalya. 
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Hadrian, the aquaduct, the numerous fragments of sculpture and architecture, the inscribed 
marbles found in many parts of the town, the Episcopal church now converted into a mosque, 
the European coats of arms seen upon this church and upon the city walls, and lastly the 
bishopric of Attalia, of which Adalia is still the see, appear to me incontrovertible evidences 
of identity.” Vol. I., p. 242. 

 
 

219.Adalia 
Thomas Kerigan, The Complete Mathematical And General Navigation Tables, 
including every table required with the nautical almanac in finding the Latitude and 
Longitude: with an explanation of the construction, use, and application to 
Navigation And Nautical Astronomy, Trigonometry, Dialling, Gunnery, etc., etc., in 
Two Volumes, Simpkin, Marshall and Co., London, 1838, Vol. II., p. 619. 

 
Table LVIII. Latitudes and Longitudes 
South Coast of the Mediterranean 
“(Name of Place) Adalia, Pier Head... (Lat.) 36.52. 16 (Long.) 30.45. 3 3.” Vol. II., p. 619. 
 
 

220.Attalia, Sattalia 
The New Testament, according to the Authorized Version: With Notes, Explanatory 
and Practical; Taken Principally from the Most Eminent Writers of the United 
Church of England and Ireland: Together with Appropriate Introductions, Tables, 
Indexes, and Maps, Ed. G. D’Oyly, R. Mant, Society for the Promoting of 
Christian Knowledge, London, 1838. 

 
Acts 
XIV: 25. into Attalia…“Attalia was a seaport with a good haven in Pamphylia; it is said to 
have derived its name from king Attalus, its founder; it still retains its name with a slight 
variation, being now called Sattalia. Dr. Wells.” 
 
 

221.Adalia 
Syria, the Holy Land and Asia Minor, Illustrated: In a Series of one hundred and 
twenty views, drawn from nature by W. H. Bartlett, William Purser, and Thomas 
Allom, With Descriptions of the Plates by John Carne, Esq., Author of “Letters from 
the East,” In Three Volumes, Fisher, Son and Co. London, Paris, 1838, Vol. III., 
p. 8-10. 

 
“This whole coast, so auspicious for commerce, may, under the rule of Ibrahim Pasha, once 
more be the scene of enterprise, industry, and wealth: the soil still resembles that of the times 
of old, when Jacob said, in his last blessing to his children, “his border shall be unto Sidon ; 
out of Asher his bread shall be fat, and he shall yield royal dainties — the blessings of heaven 
above, and of the deep that lieth under, even to the utmost bounds of the everlasting hills.” 

Adalia  

The situation of this town is bold and beautiful; of that kind of beauty, however, that does not 
last long on the traveller: he feels here remote, unfriended; with few chosen associations: 
beyond the immediate neighbourhood, and to the east, a broad and uncultivated plain 

https://books.google.com.tr/books?id=0ctDAQAAMAAJ&q=Sattaliya&dq=Sattaliya&hl=tr&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwigrYGk3MPZAhVP6qQKHUvqA3E4ggEQ6wEIVDAH
https://books.google.com.tr/books?id=0ctDAQAAMAAJ&q=Sattaliya&dq=Sattaliya&hl=tr&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwigrYGk3MPZAhVP6qQKHUvqA3E4ggEQ6wEIVDAH
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terminates in abrupt cliffs, above a hundred feet high; and about Adalia, a flat but elevated 
country extends a considerable distance inland; and beyond it a belt of sand-hills skirts the 
beach, behind which, broad swampy plains, with groups of low hills, intervene between the 
shore and the distant mountains: these plains are covered with coarse grass, which supports 
numerous herds of cattle, and have every appearance of being overflowed in winter. The 
people are not kind or civil to the stranger; and, were Adalia a very oasis of beauty in the 
wilderness, this circumstance alone would induce us not to linger within its gate. The 
accomodations are very bad: the khan a dismal home; if no caravan is recently arrived from 
Smyrna, the stranger will probably find himself its only tenant, and he will miss bitterly even 
the companionship, poor as it is, of the merchants, pedlars, or even the vagabond dervise 
(dervish). There is something so sad in being by one’s self in a khan! The hollow rooms and 
passages – the sun struggling through the tiled roof, and falling in broken gleams on the dim 
interior, on pillar, wall, and floor – the dull sound of the fountain, of which he alone drinks, 
and sits alone, for relief, on its bank: even in the splash and movement of its waters there is 
life. The old castle, with its mouldering Moorish battlements254, frowns over the sea, which 
bathes the rocks at its base: the heat is intolerable here in the summer, in spite of the elevated 
position of the town, and the sea-breezes: somewhat like Algiers, the streets rise behind each 
other in tiers, like the seats of a theatre; and they are continued also on the level summit of 
the hill: during the rainy season, these narrow streets are wretchedly dirty and comfortless. 
Indeed, during the rains that visit most Turkish towns, the traveller had better remain within 
doors for days, or even weeks: unpaved and streaming streets, down which the water pours 
without a channel: the latticed windows all closed to keep out the showers: the turbans and 
robes of the few passengers dripping miserably: the coffee-houses filled with a dense 
population, who flock there for refuge from the clouds, and the monotony of their own 
homes…Beneath the gate of Adalia there is a beautiful spring, which is the very life of its 
population: a large cup, according to Turkish usage throughout the East, is suspended by a 
chain; and many are the draughts that are taken daily and hourly of its cold and clear water. 
When the Smyrna caravan arrives and enters here, with what eagerness its people of every 
rank drink of this spring, after their long and sultry travel! It is an interesting sight, as they 
wind up and along the bold hill, and among it ruinous places. The city may be said to be still 
fortified, and even strongly so, being enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of 
square towers about fifty yards asunder255. In the suburbs, the houses are dispersed amid 
orange groves and gardens, and thus occupy a large space of ground. Granite columns, and a 
great variety of ancient pieces of sculpture, attest its former importance as a Greek city: 
amongst others, a magnificent gate, or triumphal arch, bears an inscription in honour of 
Adrian.256 

Adalia is still a large and populous town, and is considered as one of the best governments in 
Anatolia, the district being large and in many parts fertile, and the maritime commerce 
                                                             
254  The merlons of the battlements are not “Moorish,” but were in places Latin 14th c. Lusignan and others 

Ottoman in form. 
255  Quoting Beaufort 1817. 
256  Much of this text has been taken, with few additions, from J. Condor, The Modern Traveller: A Description, 

Geographical, Historical, and Topographical, of the Various Countries of the Globe, Syria and Asia Minor, 
Vol. II,  James Duncan - J. Moyes, London, 1824, 249-252, taken from Captain W. M. Leake’s observations 
of 1800, quoted above. 
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extensive. The population is estimated at eight thousand; two-thirds Mahamedans, and one-
third Greeks, who speak chiefly the Turkish language. Five lofty minarets are seen from the 
sea; and the first view of Adalia, on entering its little harbour, is striking in a remarkable 
degree – its massive old walls and towers, its few columns and fragments of ruins, its slender 
minarets, and its castle: were the interior of Eastern towns often as captivating as their 
exterior, what delightful places they would be! One of the minarets is fluted from the base up 
to the gallery that surrounds the head of the shaft. The gardens are very pretty, with citrons, 
palms, and vines, shady, and fragrant with the perfume of blossoms: the corn-lands in the 
neighbourhood are very productive. The soil is deep, and often intersected by streams, which, 
after fertilising the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn-mills in their descent to the sea. 
During the greater part of the year, alternate breezes refresh the air: by day, a sea-breeze 
sweeps strongly up the western side of the gulf; and at night, the great northern valley which 
traverses Mount Taurus conducts the land wind from the cold mountains of the interior. In the 
bazaar, there is cloth, hardware, and various specimens of English and German 
manufactures, brought chiefly by the regular caravans from Smyrna. Adalia is governed by a 
pasha (sic.), and is the chief place in the district of Tekieh, which includes the coast of 
Pamphylia and Lycia. It derives its name from its founder, Attalus Philadelphus, to whom 
Philadelphia also owes its origin. It was once a bishop’s see, though the Episcopal church is 
now converted into a mosque. The church had once a beautiful and wealthy empire in this 
land: a mitre, and a domain to support it in power and luxury, was a delicious luxury in those 
days, along this splendid coast: not the Greek seigneur or merchant, but the ecclesiastic, has 
the richest source of tears over the fallen sees of Adalia, Lara, and many other sites of 
singular attraction.” Vol. III., p. 8-10. 

 

Plate of Adalia, p. 8, 1838. 
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222. 1838, April 3rd-14th 
Adalia, Atália, Atalia, Antaliyah, Gulf of Pamphylia 
C. Fellows, A Journal Written During an Excursion in Asia Minor, John Murray, 
London, 1839, pp. 179-190; 209-210; 220-221; 345. 

 

“The bare marble rocks soon appeared on the surface, and for the next thirty miles, extending 
to Adalia, not an acre of land is cultivated, the whole being bare rock and stone, scarcely 
concealed by the small shrubs and brushwood. Goats and camels alone find food, and they 
are seen browsing over the whole distance.  

April 3rd. Adalia, which is called by the Turks Atália, I prefer to any Turkish town that I have 
yet visited; every house has its garden, and consequently the town has the appearance of a 
wood,- and of what? Orange, lemon, fig, vine and mulberry, all cultivated with the artificial 
care of a town garden, and now in fresh spring beauty. I see in the bazaar small green 
almonds, and among the fruit trees barley is coming into ear: this was the case two months 
ago in Syra, which shows how greatly the climate is influenced by local causes. 

My first visit was to the Governor, and greatly to my annoyance he sent my servant (who had 
as usual presented the firman to ask a lodging) to request me to walk up and take coffee with 
him, until a house was appointed for me. As I could not avoid the interview, I was compelled 
to present myself in my travelling dress, amidst all the servile attendants upon this eastern 
court, and I alone (in my dirty boots) was admitted to the raised floor. An European chair 
was placed for me, and I was welcomed with pipe and coffee: the first I ventured to refuse; the 
latter, fearing to give offence, I reluctantly tasted. The servant, on approaching to take the 
coffee-cup from me, when at arm’s-length, placed over it a beautifully embroidered napkin 
about six inches square, worked with various colours mixed with gold; this was done to avoid 
the sight of any dregs that might be left in the cup, - one of the many customs which I have 
noticed amongst this people indicating excessive delicacy of manners. All who approached 
the Governor kissed the ground at his feet, and saluted me in the eastern form. I counted the 
minutes during which I thus sat to be gazed at. But soon a person appeared, to accompany 
me, and I was conducted to a perfect palace, belonging to a Greek, whose riches far exceeded 
those of the Pasha, and in which I have possession of a very large room, surrounded with 
ottomans and cushions placed against the walls. Here luxuries are indulged in to a great 
extent, though the arts have not kept pace with them; while in our country luxuries tardily 
follow the advances of art. The painting on the walls of my room is a most ludicrous attempt 
at landscape and figures. 

I had not been long in my apartment before I was waited upon by two messengers from the 
Pasha, his physician and a friend, who sat nearly two hours talking Italian; they particularly 
requested that the Pasha might have my card, and that I would call upon him during my stay. 
I pleaded as an excuse that I had no proper dress; but it would not avail, as the Pasha was, 
they said, most anxious to pay attention to Europeans: he had begged them inquire if I had 
every comfort provided for me, adding, that if I had not, he desired I come to his palace. In 
the evening I received a note from the Pasha, written in Italian, requesting an audience, and 
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naming three o’clock (Turk-time – meaning nine o’clock) the following morning for the 
interview. I would have sacrificed much to have avoided the ceremony of this visit, but I could 
not; so I hastily gave a verbal answer, saying that I would send a reply in the morning, 
thinking it an invitation to a three o’clock dinner. 

April 4th. – By eight o’clock in the morning (two o’clock, Turkish time) the Doctor called 
again, to know if I intended to accept the invitation of the Pasha, and offering from him the 
use of his kitchen, as he feared I might not like the food of the country. At nine o’clock I went 
with Demetrius, who acted as my interpreter, and was shown into the private house of the 
Pasha, who was prepared to receive me. I spent two hours with him in a very interesting 
manner. He is handsome, and much such a moving spirit as the Sultan. His name is Nedgib 
Pasha. It fortunately happened that we had many subjects of interest in common, owing to my 
having travelled at the same time with him through the same line of country, for it was his 
cavalcade that had required the supply of horses which had inconvenienced me on my 
journey. He seemed tolerably well acquainted with the points of interest in the country as to 
antiquities. I spoke of the great hospitality I had received, and expressed my wish that, as the 
Turks imitated our costume, we should copy their kindness to strangers. This pleased him, 
and he was evidently as proud of the European character of his own costume and those 
around him, as he was gratified by the compliment to his country. We then spoke of the 
natural history of the country, and he told me of the volcanic or burning mountain near 
Adalia. On my mentioning how much I had been interested by the peculiarities of the 
mountains, he became all animation, and asked if I understood minerals, and if I thought the 
country I had seen contained any; my slight geological knowledge served me so well in 
replying to this inquiry, that the people about him though me a prophet. I told him that there 
could be no coal in the country through which I had passed, and that if found anywhere it 
would be above the marble mountains, perhaps on those towards the north-west, and not in 
pits as with us. This pleased the Pasha, who gave a nod to one of his attendants, and 
immediately servants appeared bearing baskets, pans, a candle and stove, and one lump of 
coal, which I fortunately recognised as English. The Pasha said that it was so, and that he 
brought it with him from Constantinople. In each of the baskets was a piece of slaty stone-
coal, which he ordered to be put in the fire, and also burnt in a candle, that I might examine 
it; and this he said was found high in the mountains above the marble, and just in the 
direction which I had suggested. Then a piece of pyrites was shown me as a supposed 
treasure; I told him that this substance was with us considered almost valueless, although 
used in some chemical manufactures, but that he would probably find much more and 
perhaps better coal in the same neighbourhood. Next was handed to me a large metal vase 
containing some sand of decomposed granite. I picked out the little crystallized quartz, but he 
directed my attention to the shining particles of mica. I told him whence he had obtained the 
granite, and what it was, and suggested that the discovery of the coal would be the most 
valuable; he said they had so much wood that coal would not be required by them, but that he 
was extremely anxious to find iron or copper, and was sure the country contained both. I said 
that the metallic veins were so capricious that I could not venture an opinion, but that I hoped 
his researches might prove as successful as his great undertaking of roads through the 
country, which I understood he proposed to carry to Constantinople. He then offered me a 
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guard or servants to travel with me, who would procure me more comforts, and offered me 
introductions to other Pashas; but I was not about to visit the countries they governed. He 
then insisted upon my using his stable, in which I should find good horses, and asked my 
servant if it was true that I had all that I desired at the house where I was, which was his 
banker’s, adding, “Now do not tell me a lie, for if you have not what you require, I will send 
dinners and sweets from my own table.” On my thanking him, he expressed his hope that I 
would call upon him again, and, instead of staying two days, would remain a month, assuring 
me that he would make me comfortable. He rose from his seat and accompanied me towards 
the door when I came away, which is quite contrary to eastern etiquette, and Demetrius says 
he never saw it done before by a Pasha. 

I withdrew and rambled home, where I had not long arrived before the Doctor was sent to 
offer to be my cicerone in the town, which I declined; preferring to remain at home all day, 
resting and writing, and spending some time on a high stage erected257 on top of the house, 
from where there is a splendid view. With my map I can study the whole line of coast of the 
bay. The town around me is seen inclosed within a double wall; but even here, in the centre, it 
has almost the appearance of houses in pleasure-grounds rather than of a town; perhaps the 
greater part is built without the walls. Scarcely a ship rides in the ancient harbour, a few 
boats occupying a port which has in early ages contained its fleet258; the ruined towers still 
stand in the clearest of water. 

A curious effect is produced by strong springs of fresh water rising in the sea at the distance 
of a few yards from the shore, causing an appearance like that seen on mixing syrup or spirit 
with water; the sea being so clear that the bursting of the fresh water from among the stones 
at the bottom, although at great depth, is distinctly visible. I have already mentioned that the 
country at the back of Adalia is composed for thirty or forty miles of a mass of incrusted or 
petrified vegetable matter, lying embosomed, as it were, in the side of the high range of 
marble mountains, which must originally have formed the coast of this country. As the 
streams, and indeed large rivers, which flow from the mountains enter the country formed of 
this porous mass, they almost wholly disappear beneath it; a few little streams only are kept 
on the surface by artificial means, for the purpose of supplying aqueducts and mills, and 
being carried along the plain fall over the cliffs into the sea. One of these is supposed to have 
been the ancient Catarractus. The course of the rivers beneath these deposited plains is 
continued to their termination at a short distance out at sea, where the waters of the rivers 
rise abundantly all along the coast, sometimes at the distance of a quarter of a mile from the 
shore. The bottom of the sea beyond this deposit is of marble rock, the foundations of the 
splendid range of the Taurus. 

Friday, April 6th. – I am detained here by the illness of my servant, and am enjoying a rest in 
this delightful climate. I find the town is small, but clean, and more agreeable as a residence 
than any that I have before seen in this country. The town stands on a cliff rising sixty or 
eighty feet above the sea, which has no beach, but breaks against the overhanging rocks; 
                                                             
257  A çardak or roofed platform on poles, to take the air and the view. 
258  The harbour did no contain the ancient fleet, a physical impossibility given its small size, and unprotected 

roadstead anchorage from winds from the South-West, and likewise the reason why the Thema Kibyrrhaiotōn 
fleet  in the middle ages was stationed at Phaselis in the South harbour and roadstead, not at Attalia. 
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these are apparently formed of, or incrusterd by, a stalactitic deposit of lime. I have returned 
from a walk ladened with flowers, and I now inflict upon myself the penalty of ignorance by 
drawing those which I am unacquainted; it is a severe one, for their varieties are numerous, 
many of them being hothouse plants in England259. Amongst them is a shub in growth and leaf 
exactly like the heath, and standing six or eight feet high, but with the flower of the cistus260. A 
common shrub here is a very pretty tree with blossom resembling the lemon tree261. There is a 
great variety of the iris, the most common being a luxuriant white one, generally with three 
very sweet-scented flowers on one stalk; there are also the orchis, and beautiful varieties of 
the chick-weed, and of the garlic, whose silvery flower contrasts elegantly with the green 
around. The plants found in this country must be indigenous, for none are cultivated. I have 
not seen gardens, except in the town, during my whole journey; and here they are only for the 
orange, fig, and vine, which are cultivated more for the shade they afford to the seats beneath 
them than for their beauty or fruit. The little land which is in cultivation immediately around 
the town seems at this season to teem with produce. I have seen here two palm-trees, but they 
were pointed out to me as being uncommon. I have given half a farthing for a sugar-cane 
which was for sale in the market, with other vegetables grown in the immediate 
neighbourhood of the town, for the whole cultivation lies within a mile of the walls; it is most 
luxuriant, the climate being all that could be wished: but beyond this limit soil is wanting. The 
sugar-cane is grown here as a vegetable, and is stewed by the Turks in many of their sweet 
dishes. 

In the town of Adalia are numerous fragments of ancient buildings, columns, inscriptions, and 
statues, which are generally built into the walls of the town with care and some taste262. In the 
court-yard of the house in which I resided there were eighteen wooden pillars supporting the 
building above, and each of these had for its base an inverted capital of a Corinthian column. 

I was much pleased by witnessing the mode of life and domestic happiness of one of the first 
persons amongst the Greeks in this country. The master of the family, my host, would rank as 
a gentleman in any country, and his wife was very ladylike. I saw five sons and two daughters, 
three men - and four maid-servants, and two slaves, besides one servant provided expressly to 
attend on me. It was a strict fast with them, and they expressed their regret that this prevented 
them from inviting me to join their meals, but I had my dinner from their kitchen at any hour 
that I wished. The wife, who was very handsome, looked far too young to be the mother of 
grown up children. The dresses of Europe would ill bear comparison with their unstudied 
costume, which was beautiful in its negligence, each dress differing from the others in taste, 
but all gaily coloured and loose, falling in the natural folds of drapery. The use of starch or 
the smoothing-iron is unknown in the country. The display of wealth in the dresses may in 
                                                             
259  The Anagallis coerulea, Gladiolus communis, Pyrethrum, Astragalus, Salvia Horminum, Fumaria capreolata, 

Muscari comosum, Scilla maritima, Muscari botryodes, and Ornithogalum umbellatum. 
260  Cistus Fumana. 
261  Styrax officinale, the Gum Storax. Pliny notes it also comes from Pamphylia, but that it is more arid and not 

so full of juice as that from Cilicia, Sidon, Lattakia, Crete, Cyprus and Pisidia. The price of best quality 
Storax was then seventeen denarii per pound. 

262  For an example, see the engraving made from a photograph, published in, Ed. Karl Lanckoroński, Städte 
Pamphyliens und Pisidiens (Band 1): Pamphylien — Wien, 1890, p. 17, Fig. 7, “Relief; Eros, Priamos und 
Achill.” where an ancient relief has been re-used, built into the wall of the Tophane and which has been 
given a frame, also of spolia, around the Roman relief carving. 
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description appear ridiculous, but the effect was classical The cap of the mother was formed 
of Turkish gold coins, the intrinsic value of which must have been at least £150263; it partially 
covered the forehead and hung down the sides of the face: the coins were arranged as scales 
of fish or armour, and long chains or a négligé of the same hung from the neck down to the 
waist with a larger coin in the centre. The children had the same display of rich ornaments; 
even the one in arms had almost a helmet of gold coins. 

The two slaves, who formed part of the establishment had only arrived the day before, and 
were not yet appointed to their duties; they were lying about all day in the sun. The Doctor 
during one of his calls asked if I wanted an Arab slave, as there were some very cheap ones in 
town for sale, telling me that for £6 or £8 I might have a very handsome fellow. On taking my 
departure, I found that in my bags had been placed two or three large loaves of excellent 
household bread, baked expressly for me; and indeed every kind attention was paid me in so 
delicate a manner that I am distressed to have no opportunity of making any return for such 
hospitality. The obligation is painful to me; and to the surprise of Demetrius, who says that 
the Turks are always glad to oblige Europeans, I have persisted in preferring my former mode 
of rambling, to travelling under an escort from the Pasha. I however accepted the Pasha’s 
firman, called a Be-u-tee, a written order for all I might require, and with this we started 
eastwards at about ten o’clock. 

It is impossible to find points at a distance from which to see Adalia, as its walls hide it, and 
these are completely concealed by its rich growth of trees; but the situation of the town is 
beautiful, - a cliff, whose top is an extensive plain, backed by another cliff at some miles 
distance; and this has also its plain of many miles, reaching to the foot of the mountains. 
These cliffs much diminish the effect of the view of the mountain range from the sea; but in 
front of the town the bay is bounded by the continued chain of mountains which rise proudly 
from the sea. I have never seen mountains so beautiful, so poetically beautiful. I remember 
seeing something of the same effect in those of Carrara from the Spezia road, and again in 
Greece; and in each case they were, as here, of marble. These mountains have a craggy, 
broken form, and a grey silvery colour which gives them a delicacy of beauty quite in contrast 
to the bold grandeur of the granite peaks of Switzerland, or the rich beauty of the sandy rocks 
of England. The mountains forming the western side of the Gulf of Pamphylia rise from the 
sea, until they are piled up to the height of Mount Climax, whose summit is now capped with 
snow. 

Travelling due east over the plain, I saw nothing remarkable except masses of gravel united 
by the deposit of lime from the mountain streams, which frequently formed rocks of pudding-
stone on each side of the way. There were many wild-fowl of various kinds; the most striking 
were the ibis, and the black and white herons with their elegant necks and crests. There were 
snipes, ducks, and water-fowl in hundreds along our path; we killed some, but are reserving 
our shot and powder for rarer birds. Leeches are found in such abundance in this 

                                                             
263  £100 in 1838 is worth £10,170 in 2016. 
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neighbourhood, that they are an important article of trade to all parts of Europe264, and still 
more so to America.” p. 179-190. 

“The people in the district of this country south of the Taurus are in the peculiar state of 
having no settled residence, and their manners take their character from this mode of life. I 
have not seen a village, or even a mosque except in the city of Adalia, - the people all living in 
tents; and from this circumstance they are less capable of paying the prompt attention to the 
rites of hospitality which I have met with elsewhere, although they have the same hospitable 
disposition. Here the firman has lost its power, and I seldom mention it. The only difficulty 
however that I have had is in obtaining corn for the horses, which generally have to fare like 
the cattle of the district and eat grass. I have the authority to demand corn, but, living in their 
tents, the peasants do not require it, and at this season they have none for their own horses. 
Barley is the only corn grown for the horses in Asia Minor, I have never seen oats in the 
country. 

April 12th. – When I returned to my hospitable entertainer at Adalia, his family were all going 
to their church, but they bade me welcome, and I felt myself at home again. The house gave 
every proof of the goodness of its inhabitants. In a bakehouse were five large tubs of flour, 
sufficient to furnish bread for a barrack, in process of being made into loaves, which were, 
according to the custom in this season (Passion-week), to be given away to the poor, - a 
practice followed in this house to a great extent. Seeing in one of the numerous store-rooms 
the large stocks of oranges, lemons, dried fruits, seeds and corn of various kinds, I was half 
disposed to think my host kept a bazaar; but these were his provident winter stores still 
unexhausted. Over my door was an ornament formed of palm leaves, which for this week were 
placed conspicuously in all Greek houses. Some little children dressed up were acting the 
portion of the life of our Saviour which is commemorated at this season. The Greek Church 
still dates by the old style; therefore this, as well as all other festivals, is kept by them twelve 
days later than the date in our calendar. 

April 13th. – On returning from a walk of four hours I saw passing my room ten or twelve 
visitors, among whom were several priests, and was astonished and afflicted to hear that one 
of the children of my host, who was well when I left the house, had died in a choking fit, and 
was actually buried; the persons whom I had noticed were friends come to offer consolation. 
The family were in such great affliction that I at once ordered my baggage to the boat, and set 
out on my voyage to Tekrova (Tekirova-Phaselis).” p. 206-208. 

In Adalia harbour at 6 pm. to leave for “Tekrova” 13th– 14thApril 1838: 

“I am sitting in my boat in the harbour of Adalia waiting for the be-u-tee, or local firman, 
from the Pasha; it was to meet me on the opposite side of the port, about two hundred yards 
from the place whence I started, but the boatman say they dare not go further, and my 
Friday’s voyage is at an end. 

                                                             
264  “Anatomical Society, Meeting of December 5th, 1845,” The Medical Times, Vol. XIII, 1846, p. 225, “The 

extent of the trade may be judged of by the statement of the fact that, from the year 1827 to 1844, no less than 
500 millions of leeches have been imported into France; and, at the same time, the price of leeches has 
increased from fifteen to forty centimes a-piece.” 
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Saturday April 14th. “The sun having set, the city gates were closed, and I therefore had to 
sleep in the guard-room. This morning at three o’clock I was fairly afloat. 

The boat is well built, and has the picturesque latteen sails; the crew are four Arabs, speaking 
a language wholly Arabic, which appears made up of r’s, a’s, and h’s, very guttural and 
peculiar; the name of Hassan reminded me of Eastern tales, As sailors these men are very 
well in a fair wind, or when once out at sea, but they were arrant cowards…In  five hours, 
before eight o’clock in the morning, we were at Tekerova, the ancient Phaselis.” p. 209-211. 

 

Antalya boat illustrated. p. 210. 

“When I was at Adalia, taking Arrowsmith’s map, which is the best, for my guide, I hired a 
boat to Meis, the only place of that name mentioned in any of the maps or guide-books, and 
marked as the port of Mácry (Fethiye), the town I sought; but to my surprise I find that the 
important Island and town now under me are called by all the people here - Turks, Greeks, 
and Arabs-Mais (Europeans call it Castello Rosso, or Castellorizzo); and this Mais, the most 
important place on the coast, the residence of European Consuls265, is more than one hundred 
miles to the south of the only Meis given in the maps.” p. 220-221. 

 
Names of Places mentioned in the Journal, As Pronounced by the People, and as written by 
the Royal Geographical Society.       “Atalia, Antaliyah.” p. 345. 
 
 
 
                                                             
265  Captain Allen in April 1849, “Signor (Fortunato) Bigliotti (sic. Biliotti), brother of the Vice-Consul at Makri 

(Macry-Macri-Telmessus-Fethiye), Charles Bigliotti (sic. Biliotti, Vice-Consul, Makri 1848-58, Vice-Consul 
Scio 1858), who is consular agent on this island for several nations.” Allen 1855, 131. Fortunato Biliotti, 
Vice-Consul from 1852-1856; followed by D. Conidari, Vice-Consul from 1856 to 1857. See: The Foreign 
Office List and Diplomatic and Consular Year Books. 
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223.Antáliyah  
The Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London. Vol. VIII., (1838) p. 429. 

 
The R.G.S. Journal editor’s note at the end of “VII-Brief Notice of the Gulfs of Kos and 
Symi,” by Lieutenants Graves and Brock, R.N. communicated by Captain Beaufort, F.R.S., 
concerns notice of Charles Fellows’ 1838 route, where the toponym, Antáliyah is found rather 
than either Adalia or, Atália, the toponyms that were employed by Fellows in his own 
publication. Antaliyah was also the toponym recorded by Fellows in his paper to the R.G.S. 
read on the 8th of April, 1839, see below. 
 
 

224.Satalia 
Rev. Joseph Sutcliffe, A Commentary on the Old and New Testament, in which the 
Sacred Text is Illustrated With Copious Notes, Theological, Historical, and Critical; 
with improvements and reflections at the end of each chapter ..., John Mason, 
London, 1838, Vol. II., p. 426. 

 
“Acts: Chapter XXI. Verse I.: From thence to Patara; a maritime city of Lycia, thirteen miles 
south-west of Satalia266.” Vol. II., p. 426. 

 
 

225.Attalia, Satalia, Statalia, 
The Comprehensive Commentary on the Holy Bible; containing the text according to 

the authorised version; Scott’s marginal references; Matthew Henry’s commentary, 
condensed, but retaining every useful thought: the practical observations of Rev. 
Thomas Scott, D. D. with extensive explanatory, critical, and philological notes, 
selected from Scott, Doddridge ... and many other writers on the Scriptures, The 
whole designed to be a digest ... of the best Bible commentaries ..., Edited by Rev. 
William Jenks ... Brattleboro’, Vermont, 1838, Vol. 5, Acts-Revelations, p. 167. 
(Passage reprinted unchanged, J. B. Lippincott and Co., Philadelphia, 1859, Vol. 
5, p. 167; and, 1866, Vol. 5, p. 167.) 

 
“Attalia, another city of Pamphylia, founded by Attalus, k. of Pergamus, whence its name. It 
is situated in a fine bay in the Mediterranean, about 30 miles (sic.) S.W. of Perge. ‘It is now 
known by the name of Satalia, or Statalia267, and is still a place of some consequence, having 
been preserved from ruin by the Turks, who are careful to keep its fortifications and castle in 
repair, as a protection to their trade.’ Here they embarked for Antioch in Syria, and arrived 
there again,…” Vol. 5, p. 167. 
 
 

226.Attalia, Palaia Antalia, Antalia, Satalia, Olbia 
Bibliotheca Classica: or, A Dictionary of all The Principal Names and Terms 
relating to the geography, topography, history, literature, and mythology of the 
antiquity and of the ancients, with a chronological table by J. Lemprière. Tenth 
American Edition, Greatly Enlarged in the Historical Department by Lorenzo L. Da 
Ponte, W. E. Dean, New York, 1838, p. 46. (unchanged Fifteenth American Edition, 

                                                             
266  The distance of 13 miles is quite incorrect. The shortest distance overland, not the coast road, is 139 miles, 

223 km. 
267  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

read Sattalia. 
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William E. Dean, New York, 1853, s.v. Attalia.) (The actual location of the modern 
site mentioned, called Palaia Antalia, D’Anville terms it, Palaia Antalia, rather than 
Palaia Attalia, as given in the English translation of D’Anville, remains obscure) 

 
“Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, built by king Attalus. The modern site is called Palaia Antalia. 
The present city of Antalia, or, as it is commonly called, Satalia, corresponds with the ancient 
Olbia. D’Anville.” p. 46. 
 
 
 
 

227.Between 1835 and 1839 
Adalia, Attalia 
John W. Barber, Patmos, and the Seven Churches of Asia: Together with Places in 
the Vicinity From the Earliest Records to the Year 1850, Compiled Principally from 
the Ms. Journals of Rev. Josiah Brewer, Missionary to Asia Minor, Bradley and 
Peck, Bridgeport, CT., 1851, p. 238-239. 

 
“A similar mode of welcoming friends on their approach, the missionary (Josiah Brewer) had 
afterwards an opportunity of witnessing here. The occasion was the return of the annual 
company of pilgrims from Jerusalem, whom more peaceful times had permitted to take their 
wonted course. They had probably gone by sea from Smyrna in the pilgrim vessels. These lie 
for weeks in the harbour, with the well-known peculiar banner of the crusade - several small 
colored crosses, on a white ground, flying at the mast-head. On their way back they had 
landed, men, women, and children, on the southern coast of Asia Minor, at Adalia, originally 
Attalia, mentioned in Paul’s journeying in the Acts of the Apostles. We had fallen in with them 
while returning from a visit from beyond Laodicea and Colosse, and traveled a while in 
company. On the last day before reaching Philadelphia, one mounted party after another 
came out to meet them at different, and some of them at long distances. At length, by the time 
we entered the gates, a great concourse of their townsmen were gathered, to congratulate 
them on their safe return, and conduct them home in triumph.” p. 238-239. 

 
 

228.Antaliyah, Antaliyah (Gulf of) 
“Royal Geographical Society, April 8”, p. 233-235, in, The Literary Gazette; and 
Journal of Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, etc. No. 1160, London, Saturday, April 13, 
1839, Vol. XXIII., p. 234. 

 
2. Mr Charles Fellows gave an account of his ‘Travels in Asia Minor in the spring of 1838. 
“…The whole, on each side, was bounded by lofty ranges of mountains, enclosing the gulf of 
Antaliyah. On the right rose the jagged limestone peaks, by degrees, to Mount Climax. About 
twenty miles before arriving at Antaliyah, the river had almost disappeared, and the level 
plain was formed of a conglomerate of pebbles and of encrusted vegetable matter. This 
porous substance received almost all the water of the river, which was artificially carried 
over the surface for the supply of mills and aqueducts. The reappearance of the fresh water 
from under the matter embosomed in the Taurus, is perceptible along the coast for some 
distance at sea.” p. 234. 
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229.1839 Satalia 
The Morning Post, London, Monday, 18th November, 1839, p. 4. 
 

“Negib Pacha, the Governor of Satalia, was also recalled, to be replaced by Hassan Pacha.”  
 
 

230.Anecdote from before 1836 
Adalia  
“Anecdote of Sultan Mahmoud” (r.1808 - 1839). Republished in, The Cork 
Examiner, Friday, 26th November, 1841, p. 4; and in, The New World, A Weekly 
Journal of Popular Literature, Science, Music and the Arts. Ed. Park Benjamin and 
James Aldrich, Vol. IV, January-July, J. Winchester, New York, January 15, 
1842, p. 40. 

 
“His Highness was some years ago going in state to a mosque, and had proceeded as far as 
the tomb of his father, Abdul Hamid Khan, at Baktchi Kapsi (Istanbul), when an old 
Mossulman, of mild but serious aspect, suddenly seized his stirrup, and said, “It is the will of 
God: I have a suit against you - accompany me to the Makhemme – (Hall of Justice.) The 
sultan, without evincing the least surprise, replied, “It is well - I will go, but it will be by 
deputy.” Then turning to the Stamboul Effendessi (mayor) he added, “I constitute you my 
representative - let two gentlemen go with you to certify your identity, and do you see that 
justice takes its course.” The man quitted his hold of the stirrup - the procession moved on - 
and the others went straight to the Mekhemme. It turned out that the plaintiff, having a piece 
of land which adjoined that of the government of Adalia, the governor had, on some pretext or 
other, taken possession of it twenty–seven years before, notwithstanding that the owner had 
the title deeds. These documents were now produced, examined, and found to be in order, and 
the Sultan was condemed, not only to restore the property, but to pay the propritor the rent of 
it for twenty-seven years. All was done without a remark, and the man in a few days set out 
for Adalia. Previous to leaving the capital, however, Mahmoud sent for him, complimented 
him on his spirited determination, and loaded him with presents. He then dismissed his 
fortunate subject with words to this effect, “Return home, and should any man wrong you, if 
the authorities fail to do you justice, recollect I am here!” 

 
 

231.Attalia, Satalia 
Joseph E. Worcester, Elements of Ancient Classical and Scripture Geography; with 
an Atlas, David H. Williams, Boston, 1839, p. 71. (Reprinted, Phillips & Sampson, 
Boston, 1846, p. 71) 

 
“(Ancient) At-ta-li’a        (Modern) Satalia” p. 71. 
 
 

232.Antaliyah 
Mr. William R. (sic. not R., but J. John) Hamilton’s Anniversary Address, The 
Journal of the Royal Geographical Society of London, Vol. IX, (1839), p. ixii. 

 
“Between Selge and Antaliyah, upon the south coast, Mr. Fellows followed in part the track 
of an ancient Greek or Roman road, paved with large irregularly-shaped stones, and 
retaining in many places the marks worn by the wheels of chariots. This precipitous road 
conducted him along the banks of the Catarrhactes, almost all the waters of which were lost, 
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before they could reach the sea, in a porous substance formed, he says, of a conglomerate of 
pebbles and a mass of encrusted vegetable matter.” p. ixii. 
 
 
 

233.1840 May 20th 
Adalia 
Charles Fellows, Travels and researches in Asia Minor, more particularly in the 
province of Lycia, John Murray, London, 1852, p. 406-407. A passage earlier 
reprinted in, “Review of New Books, An Account of Discoveries in Lycia” p. 337-
340 in, The Literary Gazette and Journal of the Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, etc. 
No. 1271, London, Sat. May 29, 1841, p. 339. 

 
May 20th 1840 “Our European costume was not here the novelty I expected; in the fair (held 
at Carreeuke) were two or three Greeks similarly attired; they were dealers in leeches, and 
the singularity of their trade deserves notice. The introduction of strangers, and especially of 
intelligent Greeks, may hereafter add to our knowledge of these hitherto unvisited parts. 
Three or four years ago the trade in leeches was scarcely known, except for the use of the 
village; this inhabitant of the swamp has now become an important contributor to the revenue 
of the Sultan. Two years ago I met an Italian collecting and shipping them from Adalia, 
undisturbed by any law: from that time the privilege of buying them from the peasants has 
been farmed out by the Sultan, and several companies of merchants in Constantinople 
purchase certain districts for the year, and send agents round to buy up the collections at 
such prices as he may agree upon with the people. The agent here said that his employers had 
given a sum equal to fifteen thousand pounds for this district268, which I found extended over 
almost the whole track we had traversed. How strange that two such important trades as that 
in leeches and gall-nuts269 should have their origins in such minute productions of the animal 
world! Many vessels are freighted to America and all parts of Europe with leeches only, and 
in almost every steam-boat I have observed that a great part of its cargo consisted of these 
animals, which are the constant care of the merchants accompanying them, as they frequently 
require ventilation in the hold of the vessel. The trade is a great speculation, and the 
calculation is made upon the loss of an immense proportion of the stock. The capture, 
transport, and calculated mortality, bring to my mind the treatment of the Negroes.” p. 339. 
 
 

234.Satalia (Gulf of) 
Sarah Rogers Haight, Letters from the Old World by A Lady of New York, in Two 

Volumes, Harper and Bros., New York, 1840, Vol. II., p. 192. 

“We were now standing across the mouth of the great Gulf of Satalia, steering directly for 
Cape Celidonia. This gulf is one of the most tempestuous places in all the Mediterranean 
seas, and it is very rare that any vessel comes into its waters without being overtaken by a 
storm. The immense ravines of the Taurus pour down gusts of wind from various points of the 
                                                             
268  £100 in 1838 is worth £10,170 in 2016, indicating a very large amount was said to have been paid for the 

concession. 
269  Found on the Turkey Oak; or Quercus Infectoria. Quercus Infectoria, the Nut-gall Tree-Quercus Cerris of 

Linnaeus. They are considered the strongest astringent in the vegetable kingdom; but are not much used as a 
medicine, though said to be beneficial in intermittents, and in fact, in every case for which oak bark is 
prescribed. They are largely employed in tanning leather. Gall-nuts are excrescences produced by the attacks 
of a small insect Diplolepis Gallaa tinctoriae on the shoots of Quercua infectoria, exhibiting on the branches 
of Quercus infectoria. 
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compass at the same moment, all of which, converging at one point, blow out of the mouth of 
the gulf like the blast of a giant air-furnace, and wo (sic.) betide the luckless voyagers that 
come within the reach of this devastating breath of Boreas. Our captain held on to his tack as 
long as his canvass would stand it, our little vessel all the while falling into the trough of each 
heavy sea as it came rolling out of the gulf.” Vol. II., p. 192. 

 
 

235.Adalia 
The Athenæum: A Journal of Literature, Science, the Fine Arts, No. 662, July 4., 
1840, p. 536. 

Scientific and Literary: Geological Society, April 29. “On a few detached localities along the 
coasts of Ionia and Caria, and on the Island of Rhodes,” by Mr (William John) Hamilton, 

“Nummulites270 have been found near Adalia; and near Deenair (Dinar), a species occurs 
similar to that in the scaglia271 of the Ionian Islands.” p. 536. 

 
 

236.Satalia 
Report on Egypt and Candia: addressed to the Right Hon. Lord Viscount 
Palmerston, Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, etc. etc. 
etc. by John Bowring, Presented to both Houses of Parliament by Command of 
Her Majesty, For Her Majesty’s Stationary Office, London, 1840, p. 112. 

 

Cases of Plague in the Alexandria Lazzaret, 1836, 1837.  

“No… 52… Sex…Male, Names…Haggi Nemisei, Condition…Passenger, Arrived 
From…Satalia, Captain’s Name…Salik, Captain.” p. 112. 

 
 

237.Adalia 
A Handbook For Travellers in the Ionian Islands, Greece, Turkey, Asia Minor and 
Constantinople, John Murray, London, 1840, p. 323. 

Route 101 

“Adalia, is a pleasant town surrounded by a wood of orange, lemon, fig, vine, and mulberry 
trees. The town stands on a cliff rising 60 or 80 feet above the sea. It contains numerous 
fragments of ancient buildings, columns, inscriptions and statues. In front of the town the bay 
is bounded by a continued chain of mountains extremely beautiful, having something of the 
same effect, though superior to those of Carrara, from the Spezia road (quoting C. Fellows 
remarks).” 

 
                                                             
270  The fossilised shells of the present-day marine protozoan Nummulites, a type of foraminiferan, which are 

most commonly found in limestones of the Eocene Epoch, 55.8 million to 33.9 million years ago. 
271  Upper Cretaceous Limestone, pink, red, white, variegated, etc. with fossilised shells. 
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238.Attalia, Adalia, Satalia 
Peter Edmund Laurent, A Manual of Ancient Geography: or, The Student his own 
Instructor, with copious indexes of ancient and modern names, and an analysis of 
the work, A New Edition with Questions For Self-Examination, Henry Slatter, 
Oxford, 1840, p. 186. 

“Attalia, more to the West; founded by Attalus II. of Pergamus; mentioned in the Acts of the 
Apostles; and flourishing in the time of the crusades; now Adalia, or Satalia, the most 
important town in those parts.” p. 186. 

 
 

239.Satalia 
“Missions of the Levant. Notice on Smyrna. Extract of a Letter addressed to the 
Secretary of the Central Committee of Lyons.” p. 57-65 in, Annals of the 
propagation of the Faith. A Periodic Collection of Letters from the Bishops and 
Missionaries Employed in the Missions of the Old and New World: and all of the 
Documents Relating to those Missions and the Institution for the Propogation of the 
Faith, Vol. II. For the Year 1841, Published for the Institution by Burns & Oates, 
London, p. 64. 

 

“To the archdiocese of Smyrna is attached the vicarate apostolic of Asia Minor, which 
includes a great extent of country. It comprises, besides, the coast of the Mediterranean, from 
ancient Troy to the confines of Cilicia, all the country which is from East to West between 
Smyrna and Kaisarick, and from the North to the South between Ancyra and Satalia. The 
archbishop is also charged with the island of Metelin, as delegate to the Holy See, and with 
the island of Samos, which properly belongs to the diocess of Scio, but which, according to an 
ancient arrangement, is subject to his jurisdiction; whilst Tchesmé, which forms part of the 
vicariate apostolic, is entrusted to the Bishop of Scio, because of its proximity to that island.” 
Vol. II, p. 64. 

 
 

240.Adaliah 
William Jackson, The Christian’s Legacy: with an appendix, containing a 
commendium of the Holy Bible:…, by the author, Providence, 1841, p. 392. 
(Reprinted 1872, 1895) 

 
“Adaliah, ad-a-ly’ah.” p. 392. 
 
 

241.Attalia (Our Lady of) 
Rev. Charles Rockwell, Sketches of Foreign Travel: And Life at Sea; Including a 
Cruise on Board a Man-of-war, as Also a Visit to Spain, Portugal, the South of 
France, Italy, Sicily, Malta, The Ionian Islands, continental Greece, Liberia and 
Brazil; and a treatise on the Navy of the United States, in two volumes, Tappan and 
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Dennet, New York, 1842, Vol. I., p. 251. (Reference to the Cult of Our Lady of 
Attalia-Satalia, in Lisbon, St. Adalia, in Damascus, as elsewhere, derives from the 
wonder-working image of the Virgin, reputed to have been painted by St. Luke, an icon 
that was reportedly covered by a himation donated by the wife of Emperor Theodosius 
the Great 379-395. It was kept in the Panaghia, the Orthodox Basilica dedicated to the 
Virgin Mary, (today’s Kesik Minare) in Attalia-Antalya. It made the city a centre of 
pilgrimage and, during the Crusades, the cult spread, until the icon was removed from 
the basilica. Ludolph Von Suchem on his pilgrimage between 1336 and 1341 to 
Jerusalem related, “In the Greek quarter there is a figure of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
painted upon a tablet, of which tablets there are three in the world - to wit, one at 
Rome, one at Constantinople, and the third at Satalia; they are all of the samesize, 
shape and appearance. It is believed that St. Luke painted these three pictures from the 
Blessed Mary’s own person, and out of respect for this painting God works many 
miracles there.”272 It was taken when the Lusignan forces, and many of the Greek 
population left Attalia-Satalia in 1373, at the end of their 12 year occupation from the 
Tuesday the 24th August 1361273. It was taken to Latin Lusignan Cyprus, probably to a 
church in Kyrenia, from where it vanished, was hidden, destroyed or otherwise 
removed.) 

Lisbon, Our Lady of Attalia. “Our little vessel, as is common in these countries, was decked 
with diverse emblems of the Catholic faith. To say nothing of pictures of the saints, and rudely 
painted figures of groups of ballet dancers, tossing themselves in the air in no very decent 
manner, there was, also, near the stern, the following inscription, — “May our Lady of 
Attalia assist and accompany us.” This lady is the Virgin Mary, or rather one of the 
thousands of images of that saint, each one of which has its peculiar merits, its distinct 
miracles, ascribed to it, and its separate train of worshippers; yet we are gravely told, that 
this is not idolatry. Of “our Lady of Attalia ” I know nothing, save that the next day a chapel 
devoted to her was pointed out to me on an eminence at some distance from the road, while, 
by the wayside, there was a strong iron-bound box, secured by a large padlock, and fastened 
to a post, having, on the top, a small hole, through which such devout travellers as might wish 
a special interest in her favour, might drop the money necessary to pay for her kindness.” 
Vol. I., p. 251. 

                                                             
272  Ludolph Von Suchem’s Description of the Holy Land, and of the Way Thither: Written in the Year A.D. 1350, 

Ed. And Trans. A. Stewart, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2013, p. 45. See also on this icon the 
13th c. text translated by, V. Kalas, “The Miraculous Icon of the Virgin Mary in Antalya; a section from the 
Life of Barnabus and Sophronios by Akakios Sabaites,” Appendix 2, 143-144, in S. Redford-G. Leiser, 
Victory Inscribed: The Seljuk Fetihname on the Citadel Walls of Antalya, Turkey, AKMED, 2008. A variant 
of the evangelist Luke’s biography, relates he had spent the last part of his life as a monk in the Egyptian 
deserts, from where he had sent the image to Attalia as a gift, see, Maria Vassilaki, Mother of 
God:Representations of the Virgin in Byzantine Art, 2000, p. 87-89. 

273  Sir Thomas Gray’s Scalacronica, records of 1361: “On Saint Bartholemew’s day, in August of the same 
season, the King of Cyprus took by storm the town of Satalie, in Turkey, and garrisoned it with Christians.” 
The dated inscription of the Lusignan conquest is in the Antalya Archaeolgical Museum, “+ Le puisant Roy 
Piere par la grase (sic) d(e) Di- eu Roy d(e) Ierusalem e(t) de Chipre vint (et) prist par 5 sa puisance Satalie 
le Mardi a XXIIII iors d’Aoust le ior d(e) la feste d(e) S. B(arto)lemc de Tan (de) MCCCLXI d(e) Crist.” 
Published by F. W. Hasluck, A French Inscription at Adalia. İn, B.S.A. xvi. London, 1909-10, p. 185. 
https://archive.org/.../2015.56329.Annual-Of-The-British-Sc.. “The inscription is written on a slab of white 
marble about 1.20 m.square, in letters about 0.08 m. high, built into the wall in the back yard of a shop about 
100  yards S.E. of the Bazaar gate. A transcription cannot easily be made, as the stone is high up and 
weathered in the lower part. The proximity of a baker’s oven aggravated these difficulties in June for Mr. 
Woodward.” 

https://archive.org/.../2015.56329.Annual-Of-The-British-Sc
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242.1841 
Satalia 
Parliamentary Papers, Affairs of the Levant: State Papers: Index etc. 19 August-7 
October, 1841, London, 1841, Vol. VIII., p 17. 

 Attachment to Consul R. W. Brant’s Report as to the working of the Commercial Treaty of 
August 16, 1838, in the Consulate of Smyrna.  

“The Undersigned has been credibly informed, that Hassan Pasha, the Governor of Satalia, 
acting in concert with the Mouhassil of that place, exacts a duty of 1 piastre per oke on coffee. 
A Turkish trader with this place, who ventured to remonstrate against this arbitrary impost, 
was bastinadoed by order of the Pasha, and compelled to pay it.  

The Pasha will not allow indigo to be sold to anybody but himself, at his own price, and he 
levies a duty of 1 piastre per oke on wax.  

Hitherto silk has been monoplized by him, and the producers have been given to understand 
that the same system will be pursued this year. 

As the Military and Civil Governors of Satalia act in concert, there is no check upon their 
conduct, however arbitrary it may be, and consequently they do what they please. 

This Hassan Pasha was appointed to the post which he so unworthily fills by Tahir Pasha, 
late of Aydin, in whose steps he appears to have been treading, and whose fate he deserves to 
share. 

No other instances of the contravention of the Treaty, in this part of Asia Minor, have come to 
the knowledge of the undersigned.” Vol. VIII., p. 17. 

 
 

243.Adalia 
J. W. Norie’s New Piloting Directions for the Mediterranean Sea…Charles Wilson, 
London, 1841, p. 323. 

 

“Adalia. From Rashat Island a steep gravelly shore continues all the way to Adalia. Two little 
rivers empty themselves into the bay. In summer the outer road presents excellent anchorage, 
in from 20 to 15 fathoms water, the south pier-head bearing N. by E. (N.N.E.), distant from 
three-quarters to one quarter of a mile: the ground is tough, and holds well. The port is too 
small for general use; but water and most other refreshments, wine excepted, may be obtained 
with much facility. On the western side of the city of Adalia is a water-mill; and to the south-
east are other water-mills, situated on the banks of a river which here falls into the gulf, with 
many outlets.” p. 323. 

 
 

244.Attalia, Sattalia, Adalia, Sattalia (Gulf of), Laara 
Ed. William Goodhugh, William Cooke Taylor, The Bible Cyclopædia: or, 
Illustrations of the civil and natural history of the Sacred Writings, By Reference to 
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the Manners, Customs, Rites, Traditions, Antiquities and Literature of Eastern 
Nations, John W. Parker, London, 1841, Vol. I., p. 145, (Citing W. M. Leake. 
Repeated unchanged in Ed. William Goodhugh, The Pictorial Dictionary of the Holy 
Bible: Or A Cyclopaedia of Illustrations, Graphic, Historical, and Descriptive, of the 
Sacred Writings, by Reference to the Manners, Customs, Rites, Traditions, Antiquities, 
and Literature of Eastern Nations, H. G. Bohn, London, 1845, Vol. II., p. 145). 

“Attalia,a maritime city of Pamphylia, in Asia Minor, situated on a bay of a gulf called the 
Gulf of Sattalia, about thirty miles (sic.) south-west of Perga. It was built or enlarged by 
Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, from whom it received its name, and under the 
Romans was the chief residence of the Prefect of Asia. St Paul proceeded from Perga to this 
city, and preached the gospel (sic.), A.D. 46, Acts xiv. 25. It is now called Sattalia or Adalia. 
 
Some geographers have alleged that a place called Laara is the ancient Attalia, but the 
opinion of Colonel Leake on this conjecture is quite conclusive: “Adalia possesses all the 
natural advantages likely to have made it the chief settlement of the adjacent country, when 
the power of Asia became embodied under the successors of Alexander. The walls and other 
fortifications, the magnificent gate or triumphal arch, bearing an inscription in honour of 
Hadrian, the aquaduct, the numerous fragments of sculpture and architecture, the inscribed 
marbles found in many parts of the town, the Episcopal church now converted into a mosque, 
the European coats of arms seen upon this church and upon the city walls, and lastly the 
bishopric of Attalia, of which Adalia is still the see, appear to me incontrovertible evidences 
of identity. In regard to the names Adalia and Sattalia, applied to the place by the Turks and 
the Italians respectively, it may not be unworthy of observation that they are both taken 
immediately from the Greek.” Vol. I., p. 145. 
 
 

245.1842 
Adalia 
Lloyd’s List, London, Tuesday, 29th March, 1842, p. 3. 

“Smyrna, 26th Feb. The Isabel, Warel, from Adalia, (Coast of Caramania) to London, is 
reported to be totally wrecked on the Island of Stampalia (in the Archipelago); Crew saved.” 

 
 

246.Adalia 
Syria, the Holy Land and Asia Minor, Illustrated: In a Series of one hundred and 

twenty views, drawn from nature by W. H. Bartlett, William Purser, and Thomas 
Allom, With Descripions of the Plates by John Carne, Esq. Author of “Letters from 
the East,” In Three Volumes, Fisher, Son and Co., London, Paris, 1842, Vol. II., p. 
23-24. (The same text as in Volume I. of 1836 and of Volume II. of 1842 given 
above.) 

 
 

247. Adalia, Satalia, Adalia (Gulf of), Satalia (Gulf of) 
James Laurie, System of Universal Geography: Founded on the Works of Malte-

Brun and Balbi: Embracing a Historical Sketch of the Progress of Geographical 
Discovery, the Principles of Mathematical and Physical Geography, and A complete 
description, from the most recent sources, of the political and social conditions of 
All the Countries of the World, with Numerous statistical Tables, and an 
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Alphabetical Index of 12,000 Names, Adam and Charles Black, Edinburgh, 1842, 
p. 647. 

“Adalia or Satalia, a large and flourishing commercial town, with a magnificent triumphal 
arch, erected in honour of the Emperor Adrian, at the north-west corner of the gulf to which it 
gives its name.” p. 647. 

 
 

248.Satalia, Adalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf of), Eski-Adalia 
Ed. James Laurie, System of Universal Geography, founded on the works of Malte-

Brun and Balbi; embracing a Historical Sketch of the Progress of Geographical 
Discovery, the principles of mathematical and physical geography, and a complete 
description from the most recent sources, of the political and social condition of All 
the Countries in the World, with numerous statistical tables and An Alphabetical 
Index of 12,000 Names, Adam and Charles Black, Edinburgh, Longman, Brown, 
Green and Longmans, London, 1842, pp. 641, 650. 

 

Gulfs, Bays, Straits: “…in the Mediterranean, the Gulfs of Marmorici, Macri, Satalia or 
Adalia, Iskenderoon or Scanderoon, and the Bay of Acre.” p. 641. 

Descriptive Geography, Turkey: “Adalia or Satalia, a large and flourishing commercial 
town, with a magnificent triumphal arch, erected in honour of the Emperor Adrian, at the 
north-west corner of the gulf to which it gives its name. At Eski-Adalia, the name given by the 
Turks to the magnificent ruins of the ancient Side, there is a theatre, the largest and best 
preserved of all on this coast.” p. 650. 

 
 

249.April 21st– 25th1842 
Attaleia, Adalia, Olbia 
Lt. T. A. B. Spratt and Prof. E. Forbes, Travels in Lycia, Milyas, and the Cibyratis, 
John Van Voorst, London, 1847, Vol. I., p. xiv-xv, 208-214, 221-222, 224, 286; Vol. 
II., p. 74, 188. 

“Mr Daniell alone visited Selge, Syllium, Marmora, Perge, and Lyrbe, and some other better-
known sites in Pamphylia, during a journey which was terminated by his premature death at 
Adalia, whither he had accompanied Mr Purdie, the newly appointed consul, after parting 
from us at Rhodes274, and returning to Lycia. He fell a victim to the malignant malaria fever 
of the country, contracted by lingering too long among the unhealthy marshes of the 
Pamphylian coast275, when too anxious to complete his researches. His last days were spent 
                                                             
274  At Rhodes on HMS Beacon the Rev. Daniell met Mr John Purdie, the newly-appointed first British vice-

consul at Adalia and he decided to travel in his company back to Asia Minor via Cyprus. 
275  He seems to have contracted malaria on his last journey from Antalya past the marshy lowlands of the Aksu 

Çayı and Kopru Çayi (Eurymedon), including circumventing the great marsh (called in antiquity, Lake 
Capria and “Capru” by the Turkish inhabitants, beside the Kopru Cayi), as he traveled inland to the antique 
city of Selge and then to Side and back again to Antalya, where he died. In his account he records that he 
over-nighted close to this vast malarial swamp in late July and suffered fever when he reached Side. It can be 
noted that W. M. Ramsay reasonably suggested that the Apostle Paul also suffered an attack of malaria, at 
Perga, resulting in the mission going to into the highlands of Phrygia, to Pisidian Antioch, W. M. Ramsay, 
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in the house of his friend Mr. Purdie, who tended him with unremitting care and kindness 
during his sad illness. His remains were buried beneath an ancient granite column in the 
court of a Greek Church in the centre of the town of Adalia. A tablet to his memory has been 
erected near his tomb by his affectionate and grieving relatives.” Vol. I., p. xiv-xv. Rev. E. T. 
Daniel died from recurrent malaria or its combination with sunstroke276, at the residence of the 
British consul, Mr Purdie, in Adalia-Antalya, on the 24th of September 1842277. 

“April 21st. From this point the road continues along the sea-shore to Adalia, a distance of 
about two hours. The minarets and walls of the city are seen rising above the plain. We 
crossed the mouths of three considerable streams, passing over two, which are deep and have 
high banks, by means of wooden bridges, and wading through the third. The two former gush 
out from the bases of the mountains in large streams, like those in the plain of Phineka; the 
latter, named the Arab Tchy, is a broad torrent, varying according to the season and flowing 
over a shingle bed. When we passed it, a number of Turks were wading in the middle of the 
stream, arresting the progress of blocks of timber, floated down from the Tchandeer Valley. 
Near it was a Turkish cemetery, containing many ancient architectural fragments; and in a 
cliff hard by there was a plain rock-tomb. Here commence a line of ancient sea-cliffs, which 
stand three or four hundred yards within the present line of shore, forming an abrupt 
boundary to the rocky plain of Adalia. The town is built on the edge of them, by that part over 
which anciently fell the Catarrhactes. The whole of this plain is formed of travertine and the 
streams flowing over it being charged with carbonate of lime, build up natural aqueducts 
until they overflow and take a new course. Hence arises the discrepancy between the ancient 
and modern accounts of the river-courses of this part of Pamphylia. Before entering the town, 
we passed through a suburb of huts and cottages, for the most part inhabited by Mussulman 
Arnaouts, a colony from the Morea, expatriated during the Greek revolution, and numbering 
nearly three thousand. Through it the Duden Soo flows, depositing much calcareous matter in 
its course. We next entered a denser suburb, containing the principal bazaars and khans, in 
one of which, the Yani han, we put up and found pretty fair quarters. It was a large inn in 
good condition, the galleries of the great court being occupied by travellers, mostly 
merchants, whose wares hung over the balconies. The under portion was partly occupied by 
stables and partly by a small bazaar, a farrier’s shop, a fountain and a coffee-house. The 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Mansfield College Lectures, 1892, The Church in the Roman Empire before A.D. 170, Hodder and 
Stoughton, London, 1894, p. 61-66. 

276  In a letter by Lady Eastlake, she writes that rather than malaria, sunstroke was the immediate cause of his 
death, Letter to F. R. Beecheno, 15-03-1891, “As to the immediate cause of his death, Sir Chas has told me 
that on his going to sleep on his balcony the sun was allowed to reach him, wh: acted fatally.” Ed. J. 
Sheldon, The Letters of Elizabeth Rigby, Lady Eastlake, Liverpool University Press, 2009, 617. The 
Athenaeum No.3236, Nov. 2, 1889, p. 603, implies this combination of malaria and sun-stroke, “While 
employed in this fashion he was rash enough to sleep in the open air at Adalia, was struck down by malaria, 
and died there September 24th, 1842.” 

277  Richard Smail, ‘Daniell, Edward Thomas (1804–1842)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford 
University Press, 2004 [http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/7123, accessed 25 Feb 2017. The son of a 
former Attorney-General of Dominica, he was born in London and brought up at the family’s Norfolk home. 
Many of his water-colours of 1840-1842, from Greece, Egypt, Nubia, Syria, Palestine and Asia Minor, are in 
the Colman Collection; and sixty-four of his water-colour sketches from Asia Minor are in the British 
Museum. 
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innkeeper was civil and obliging, and after carpeting our little chamber, and lighting a bright 
fire, we found ourselves very comfortably at rest in Adalia. 

Adalia is the largest and most important city on the southern coast of Asia Minor. Although 
the seat of considerable trade, at the period of our visit it had no representative of any 
European state, nor was there a single European merchant dwelling in the town. The trade 
was monopolised by a few rich Asiatic Greeks, subjects of the Porte, who enjoyed their 
affluence undisturbed, and had houses and establishments proportionate to their wealth. The 
population of Adalia is about thirteen thousand, of whom three thousand are Greeks. There 
are ten mosques and seven churches, several of them interesting, on account of their antiquity 
or beauty. The houses and walls contain many fragments of sculpture, columns, and inscribed 
blocks, indicative of the ancient extent and importance of the site. The cemeteries without the 
city, are also more than usually filled with marble fragments and columns, remains of 
substantial and costly edifices. The style of these relics is invariably Roman, and of a date 
agreeing with that of the foundation of Attaleia. From all these evidences, we are disposed to 
adopt the opinion of Colonel Leake, who supposes Adalia to represent in both name and 
place, the city founded by Attalus Philadelphus; and we feel satisfied that Captain Beaufort 
could not have regarded it as Olbia, (in which opinion he has been followed by Dr. Cramer) 
had he been permitted to make as close and extensive examination of the city as we were 
enabled to do, instead of a cursory glance, under the watchfulness of the jealous Bey in power 
at the time of his visit. 

The walls surrounding the town are mostly of modern erection, and in excellent condition. 
Except on one or two towers, they are not surmounted with guns loaded towards the land; the 
gardens or courts of the houses in the town touch the inner face of the wall, but the 
fortifications may be examined from the rampart or parapet, open to the public as a 
promenade, from whence there is an excellent view of the city and suburbs. Externally, the 
walls are surrounded by a wet and a dry ditch; by the side of the former we were told, might 
be seen several inscriptions. Hoping to find among these, verbal evidences of the site, we 
made several efforts to get admission to them, but without success, till almost the moment of 
our departure, when we gained our wishes through an unexpected aid. Having sent our 
baggage out of the town, as a last chance, we sought for the chief gunner of the fortifications. 
An artillery-man conducted us through a small saluting battery of four brass guns, 
commanding the port, to his office or guard-room. The officer, however, was absent in 
attendance on the Pacha. We were returning disappointed to our khan, when our guide was 
recalled by a voice demanding our errand from a latticed window in the harem of the house of 
the military governor, overlooking the battery. It was the lady of the governor who spoke, 
and, by her orders, our wish, which the Pacha had hesitated to grant during two days of 
supplication, was gratified in a moment. The conjugal sceptre is wielded by its rightful holder 
in Turkey, as well as at home. Turning towards the lattice, we endeavoured to express our 
gratitude by making as respectful and graceful a salaam as western awkwardness could 
accomplish. The information respecting the existence of inscriptions proved correct. We found 
fourteen, not one of which made mention of place; we had time to copy only the more legible, 
and apparently more interesting. An inscription we had previously found in the wet ditch is of 
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interest from the mention it contains of a lady of the same name as the city.” Vol. I., p. 208-
14. 

“The Pashalic of Adalia includes the whole of Lycia east of the river Xanthus, the Yailas of 
Almalee and Stenez278 (Korkuteli), and the western portion of Pamphylia. The Turkish name 
of this Pasalic, is Tekair Sanjak: it is divided into nine districts; first Adalia (Antalya), 
containing sixty-five villages; second Almalee (Elmali), with forty-four villages; third Gagea 
with twenty-eight; fourth Koonik (Kınık-Xanthus), with eighteen; fifth Phineka (Finike), with 
thirteen; sixth Avova (Kemer), with sixteen; seventh Boudjak (Bucak), with twenty-four; 
eighth Kazil Khiar, with eleven; ninth Sereek (Serik), with thirty-six: in all two hundred and 
sixty villages, and about a hundred thousand inhabitants, six or eight thousand of whom are 
Urooks279. 

The late Pacha, Nedgib, appears to have been an enlightened and energetic man, anxious for 
the improvement of the province he governed. Adalia is approached by three broad carriage 
roads, each four or five miles long, projected, and in part constructed, under his 
superintendence. These he proposed to continue into the heart of the country, but 
unfortunately died before his plans could be carried into effect; he left a bequest towards the 
completion of the works then in progress. These roads, rarities of their kind in Turkey, remain 
honourable monuments of the public spirit of the Pacha, who had the reputation of being a 
good engineer. The skill and wisdom he displayed in the construction of them, are scarcely 
appreciated by his successor. Nedgib, at the time of our visit, had been dead for two years, 
and his roads were already suffering from neglect. 

When we were at Adalia, a rumour was current in the town, that an English consul was 
appointed: it proved true, and an Englishman, Mr Purdie, is now resident as consul in that 
town280. Adalia thus becomes an important station to the traveller who wishes to explore the 
southern part of Asia Minor. It is easily reached from Rhodes, where steamers call twice a 
month on their way from Smyrna to Syria.” Vol. I., p. 220-222. 

                                                             
278  The change from Istanoz to Stenez, resembles the change from Attalia to Sattalia 
279  Information communicated by J. Purdie, Esq. H.B.M. Consul at Adalia. 
280  John Purdie was appointed Her Brittanic Majesty’s Vice-Consul in Adalia, 19 Feb. 1842 and he died in 

Adalia in October 1856. John Purdie was Scotch, although born (in 1803) in London, and reared there, his 
father being employed in the Bank of England. After his marriage to Eleanor (Pratt) Purdie, who was 
descended from old New England stock and born in Charlestown, Massachusetts, in 1808, he served as 
British Consul at Adalia on the southeast coast of Asia Minor, where he died. Subsequent Vice-Consuls in 
Adalia were: Edmund Calvert, Acting Consul Nov. 1856 to Nov. 1857; Edward Frederick Gadaleta, Vice-
Consul Feb. 1857 to Feb. 1860; Alfred Sandison, Acting Vice-Consul Adalia 1859-60; (the fourth paid 
attaché at Constantinople, William Brodie, was sent on a Mission to Adalia and Rhodes, in September, 1859, 
with the First Dragoman of the Consulate at Smyrna from May 1859, Nassif Mallouf, which resulted in the 
removal of Adalia’s vice-consul, Frederick Gadaleta in 1859); Douca was Acting Vice-Consul in Adalia in 
1860; William Wilkins was unpaid Vice-Consul from14 April 1875-1879; Arthur Davm Keun, Vice-Consul 
at Adalia, Turkey in Asia, from May 6, 1879, to December 28, 1882. Col. J. D. H. Stewart, C.M.G., 9th 
Hussars was seconded from 18th May, 1881, for service as a Vice-Consul in Asia Minor, Military Vice-
Consul at Konia, Anatolia, 1879-1883, came to Adalia, but unfortunately his notes concerning the city never 
saw publication, he died in the Sudan in 1884. He recorded that corruption and insecurity remained rampant 
in Adalia in the late nineteenth century. See British Archives: FO 222/2:Correspondence 1879-1880, Adalia 
(Antalya) Vilayet: 13 Jan 1880; and from 1883, Mr. Gustave Arthur Keun, Dutch subject, English and Italian 
vice-consul at Adalia and Lloyd’s agent. 
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“Stenez (İstanoz-Stanoz-Korkuteli) is a scattered village of considerable extent. The houses 
are surrounded by gardens, watered by the artificial branches of a rivulet. During four 
months in the year there are few or no inhabitants, - the village, like several others in the 
neighbourhood, being a summer resort of the people of Adalia. The plain of Stenez is the 
Yailah of Adalia.” Vol. I., p. 224. 

“The town of Almalee…is the caital of Lycia, and commercial centre of extensive fertile 
districts, the produce of which are brought here, and hence distributed to the ports of Adalia, 
Phineka, and Macri (Fethiye). Tanning and dyeing are its special trades; and the red 
morocco skins made here are said to be of excellent quality. Grain and leeches are the chief 
exports for distant markets; their buyers, - agents, mostly of Smyrna merchants, - are 
numerous and active, looking to smuggling for their profits, as well as legitimate trade.” Vol. 
I., p. 286. 

 
View of Attaleia from the west end of Konyaalti engraved after a drawing of Prof. E. Forbes’ 
from April 1842, published in, William John Conybeare, John Saul Howson, The Life and 
Epistles of St. Paul, Vol. I., Longmans, London, 1856, p. 242, re-printed in 1875, p. 215. 
 
“On the walls of Adalia we met with a Clusilia, which had not occurred elsewhere in Lycia.” 
Vol. II., p. 74. 
 
“The great plain of Pamphylia, which bounds Lycia to the east, is formed of travertine. The 
rivers pouring out of the caverns at the base of the Lycian and Isaurian ranges of the Taurus 
come forth from their subterranean courses charged with carbonate of lime, and are 
continually adding to the Pamphylian plain. They build up natural aqueducts of limestone, 
and, after flowing for a time on these elevated beds, burst their walls and take a new course. 
Consequently it is very difficult to reconcile the accounts of this district, as transmitted to us 
by ancient authors, with its present aspect, and the distribution of the streams that water it. 
By the tavertine forms steep cliffs, from twenty to eighty feet high. At various distances inland, 
there is a repetition of heights, resembling the line of these cliffs. We found the base of one of 
these cliffs near Adalia to consist of marly limestone, apparently of a different origin from the 
super-imposed travertine. Eight feet of it was exposed. It had much the aspect of a tertiary 
deposit, and may be an undisturbed marine tertiary, on which this great tract of travertine 
rests.” Vol. II., p. 188. 
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250.Adalia (Obit.) 
Edward Forbes, “The Late Rev. E. T. Daniell,” The Athenaeum, No. 787, Nov. 26, 

1842, p. 1014-1015. 
 

“In the beginning of June Mr Daniell left Lieut. Spratt and myself at Rhodes. His intention 
was to join H.M.S. Monarch, then lying off the mouth of the Xanthus, and to go in that ship to 
Athens. When he arrived at Xanthus he found the ruins deserted, the Monarch having sailed 
away the day before. Instead of returning to Rhodes, he went on to Adalia with Mr. Purdie, 
the newly appointed consul for that town, who throughout the subsequent illness of Mr. 
Daniell, nursed him in the kindest and most affectionate manner. On the way, Mr Daniell was 
seized with fever, but recovered under Mr. Purdie’s care, when he imprudently resumed his 
excursions, anxious to clear up some doubtful point in the geography of the Pamphylian and 
Pisidian borders of Lycia. A second attack brought him to the verge of the grave, but through 
the unremitting care of his friend he was in a fair way of recovery, when a relapse, in 
consequence of sleeping in the sun on the terrace of his habitation, killed him in seven days. 
 
A fortnight before his death he felt himself sufficiently strong and collected to dictate a long 
letter of ten pages, giving an account of his discoveries after he left Lieut. Spratt and 
myself281, addressed to Capt. Graves and the officers of H.M.S. Beacon, between all of whom 
and Mr. Daniell existed a warm friendship. From that letter the following account is 
derived:— His first object, starting from Adalia, was to find the much disputed site of Olbia. 
From the modern Greek pronunciation of Avova, and its situation near the borders of 
Pamphylia by the sea side, he first sought for it there, but found no ruins to warrant the 
conjecture. But at Chandear, among the mountains of Climax, looking down on the 
Pamphylian plain, and in view of the sea, he found rock tombs, sarcophagi, and the remains 
of an extensive fortress, which he concluded was Olbia, though in none of the inscriptions did 
the name occur. Of this journey, he remarks, “the route by Climax was extremely interesting 
and beautiful, and with the exception of a few hours rid over an excessively rocky and craggy 
road, to avoid wading through the sea, like the son of Phillip, the whole route from Adalia to 
Avova passes over plain; in short, the site of Alexander’s passage through the sea, - that is to 
say, the true Climax, - is within a few hours ride of Adalia, for almost immediately after 
reaching the mountains you come to it. This, indeed I fancy appears from a careful 
examination of Capt. Beaufort’s expressions and map.” He then revisited the supposed site of 
Apollonia, which we had formerly found at a place called Sahraragik (Saraycik), but a re-
examination of all the inscriptions offered no name, and he appears to have left it inclined to 
favour an idea of Prof. Schonbrün, that this was the fortress Marmora, mentioned by Pliny. 
After a few day’s stay at Adalia, he again started on an expedition, which produced important 
fruits, but cost him his life. In this journey he first revisited Termessus, and then followed the 
course of the mountains, in order to see what the supposed Termessus of Koehler was. On 
that site he remarks - “The ruins being evidently those of an extensive church, or churches, I 
do not think it improbable that this may have been Lyrbe. I could not find a single vestige of 
ancient masonry, except for the tombs at the side of the paved road, and a few at the bottom, 
with plenty of slabs and bits of pedestals scattered at a distance on the plain in a Turkish 
burial ground. I need not say I could find no name, but I copied the few inscriptions which 
were legible throughout.” He further remarks – “This is the site of the Pamphylian tomb and 
broken lion of Mr. Fellows’s first work, and his valuation of the ruins is perfectly correct.” 
From thence he proposed to go to Gherme, to see whether the ruins there really were those of 
Selge, as Mr. Fellows, or of Cremna, as Mr. Arundel had supposed. But on questioning his 
                                                             
281  See Ancient Cities of Lycia, Letter from Mr. Daniell dated Rhodes June 6, part published in, The Athenaeum 

July 23, 1842, p. 657-658. 
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guides about Gherme and Aglasoon, they told him there were, besides the ruins at those 
places, other great ruins at a place called Serghe, the resemblance of which word to Selge 
determined him to visit them without delay. He went by way of Perge, and visited the site 
supposed by Mr. Fellows to be Isionda, but from the extent of the ecclesiastical buildings, and 
from the absence of any strong city in the neighbourhood with such buildings, I cannot but 
think that it was Syllium.” From thence he went to the reported ruins at Serghe, which he 
found, as he expected, were those of Selge itself. This he proved by indisputable evidence, 
derived from the coins and monuments he found there. The ruins were very extensive, and 
magnificently situated. They included a theatre, a stadium, an agora, and remains of many 
temples, the columns still standing, which is rarely the case in this part of Asia Minor. At 
Selge he remained four days exploring the ruins, copying inscriptions, and sketching. He 
heard from the peasants that only one Frank had ever been there before, and that was some 
months past, remaining a night. This was doubtless Prof. Schonbrün, who informed Mr. 
Spratt and me when he arrived at Rhodes, after Mr Daniell’s departure, that he had found 
Selge, and that the supposed Selge of former travellers was Cremna. 
 
On Mr. Daniell’s way back to Adalia, he visited the site supposed to be Syllion by Mr. 
Fellows, and remarking, “There is not a vestige of a middle age or ecclesiastical ruin in the 
neighbourhood,” regards it as a border fortress between the Sideti and Aspendians. After 
visiting Side he was again attacked by the fever and, returning to Adalia, was laid up by that 
fatal illness, which destroyed a traveller whose talents, scholarship, and research, would have 
made Lycia a bright spot in the map of Asia Minor, and whose manliness of character and 
kindness of heart endeared him to all who had the happiness of knowing him.  
I am, etc.  
Edward Forbes,  
London, Nov. 20, 1842.” p. 1014-1015. 
 
 

251.Adalia (Obit.) 
“The Fine Arts, The Rev. Mr. Daniell,” The Literary Gazette and Journal of the 
Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, etc., No. 1370, London, Saturday, April 22, 1843, p. 
263. 

 
“It will probably be recollected that during the last eighteen months various notices have 
appeared in the Literary Gazette, relating to a gentleman (the Rev. Mr. Daniell) who had long 
been known to an extensive circle as a very warm and diligent supporter of our church, and 
who was then travelling in the East. So recently as October last, intelligence reached us (see 
Lit. Gaz. No. 1346) of his melancholy death at Adalia, in Lycia, at the moment he had 
completed his labour and researches, and had made every preparation for a return to 
England, waiting only the arrival of a vessel to convey him thence—an event unhappily of 
rare occurrence at that unfrequented port. Though he had, by too free exposure in an 
unhealthy climate, been previously visited by attacks of fever, and suffered in constitution, yet 
it may be presumed that this last and unavoidable delay determined his fate, and thereby 
occasioned a public loss, the value of which it would be difficult entirely to estimate. 
… 
Full of important reminiscences, and with a store of collected materials for future 
employment, he now ceased from his arduous labours, and was on the eve of returning to his 
country, when he accidentally met with Mr. Fellowes(sic.), then on his way to recover those 
interesting marbles from the ancient city of Xanthus, which are now in the British Museum. 
An invitation to join this expedition was too tempting to his ardent imagination to be rejected, 
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and he set out for Lycia with the party. Again excited, his exertions began anew, and when the 
vessel which conveyed away Mr. F. and the treasure departed, he still remained behind and 
alone. In this quarter he has rendered an essential service to geography. At no former period 
had his labours been more unremitting; but unfortunately the unhealthy season so dreaded in 
these latitudes had arrived, and he sunk, without the opportunity of escape from the malaria 
which surrounded him282, reduced through successive attacks of malignant fever, to a state of 
weakness from which, by no care at hand, he could be made to rally. 
 
We seriously deplore the loss of such a man; and are led to enter again upon this subject from 
our having lately been presented with a sight of nearly two hundred of the foreign drawings of 
Mr. Daniell, which have already reached this country. It is said that about forty more remain 
behind at Adalia, all of which relate to that neighbourhood of newly acquired interest, or to 
some other parts of Lycia.” p. 263. 
 
 

252.Adalia 
Chambers’s Biographical Dictionary; The Great of All Times and Nations, Eds. 
David Patrick and Francis Hindes Groome, J. B. Lippincott Co. Philadelphia, W. 
and R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh, 1898, p. 275. 

 
“Daniell, Edward Thomas, a Norfolk clergyman and artist, who went to the East, and died of 
malaria at Adalia in Asia Minor, September 24, 1842. See Memoir by F. R. Beecheno 
(1889).” p. 275. 
 
 

253.Adalia  
“Lycian Antiquities,” Travels in Lycia, Milyas, and the Cibyratis, in company 
with the late Rev. E. T. Daniell, p. 1-15 in, The Ecclesiastic. Vol. III. January to 
June 1847, Joseph Masters, London, January, 1847, p. 4. 

 
“On returning to Xanthus, at the latter end of May, they found two vessels, the “Monarch” 
and “Medea,” lying off the north of the river, their crews being employed in preparing the 
marbles for removal. From thence they proceeded to Rhodes, at which place their united 
journey ended; but Mr. Daniell, who was already in delicate health, being anxious to satisfy 
himself with regard to certain points that had been left undetermined, returned to Adalia, and 
from thence visited alone Selge, Syllium, Marmora, Perge, and Lyrbe, with certain other sites 
in Pamphylia. But during this journey he was unhappily attacked by a malaria fever, and died 
after a short illness at Adalia. This melancholy circumstance throws a shade over the whole 
of their volumes, which the writers seem entirely unable to dispel.” p. 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
282  The malarial problem was at the time reasonably well known, see for example from 1837, re Macri (Fethiye), 

“It is, however, rendered extremely unhealthy by an almost constant malaria, arising partly from the damps 
of ancient edifices, partly from its situation, in a pit, as it were, amidst overhanging mountains which 
produce confined air and frequent chilling breezes.” Hugh Murray, F.R.S.E., The Encyclopaedia of 
Geography: Comprising a Complete Description of the Earth, Physical, Statistical, Civil and 
Political;…Revised with additions by Thomas G. Bradford. In Three Volumes, Vol. II, Part III, Turkey in 
Asia, Carey, Lea, and Blanchard, Philadelphia, 1837, 270. 
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254.Adalia 
“Lycia and its Antiquities,” p. 427-437, in, Lowe’s Edinburgh Magazine. New 
Series. No. VI, Vol. I., April, 1847, pp. 430, 432. 

 
“They (Spratt and Forbes and Daniell) have ranged the whole coast of Lower Lycia, from the 
Gulph of Macri (Glaucus Sinus) to Adalia in Pamphylia, and have shed new light on many 
ruins there. They have collected and now published many inscriptions, both Greek and 
Lycian, of the greatest value. And they have studied the natural history of the districts through 
which they passed, and furnished us with authentic information regarding the Zoology, 
Botany, and Geology of Lycia.” p. 430. 

 
On Termessus, “It is one of the most elevated and naturally impregnable cities of Asia Minor, 
and well might it defy the attacks even of Alexander himself. Easily reached from Adalia, it is 
to hoped, that, ere long, these important and interesting ruins will be subject to a searching 
examination. Their picturesque beauty alone will amply repay the visit of the traveller.” p. 
432. 
 
 

255.Adalia, Attaleia, Olbia 
Art. VII.-“Travels in Lycia, Milyas, and the Cibyratis, in company with the late 
Rev. E. T. Daniell…John Van Voorst, Paternoster Row. 1846,” p. 516-537 in, The 
Westminster and Foreign Quarterly Review, Vol. XLVI. Oct. 1846-Jan. 1847, 
George Luxford, London, p. 529-531. 

 
“The next halting-place of the travellers was Adalia, which “is the largest and most 
important city on the southern coast of Asia Minor,” with a population of about 13,000, 3,000 
of whom are Greeks. From the numerous relics of antiquity, indicative of the former extent 
and importance of the city, the authors are disposed to adopt Col. Leake’s opinion, that 
Adalia is the modern representative of the ancient Attaleia (a city founded by Attalus 
Philadelphus), in opposition to that of Capt. Beaufort and Dr. Cramer, who regard it as the 
site of Olbia, probably from insufficient examination. This opinion was further strengthened 
by the fact, that Attaleia was formerly the principal sea-port of Asia Minor (sic. meaning sea 
port of Pamphylia), as Adalia is now; the ancient bishopric of Attaleia is also retained in 
Adalia, and the change of name is very slight indeed. These considerations strengthened the 
authors’ opinion of Adalia being the site of Attaleia, and led them to conclude that they would 
find evidence of the site of Olbia on the Lycian side of that city. Attention was therefore 
directed to the solution of this question. 
 
“In passing along the shore, on our way to Adalia, we had seen traces of ruins near the Arab 
Soo river. To these we directed our course; but instead of descending to the sea-side, rode 
westwards over the rocky plain. At about three miles and a half from Adalia we suddenly 
found our horses treading on the foundations of a massive wall. Following its course 
northwards, we found its termination at the edge of the cliff, over a narrow ravine, seventy or 
eighty feet deep, through which flowed the Arab Soo. The southern extremity of the wall ended 
in like manner at the edge of the precipice, forming the southern boundary of the plain, so as 
to cut off a spur or promontory of the elevated flat, precipitous at three sides, and thus easily 
convertible into a strongly fortified position. The length of the great wall is not more than two 
hundred yards, and the foundations are of the unusual breadth of fourteen feet, and built of 
squared un-cemented blocks of great dimensions. The entrance or gateway was evident on the 
southern extremity of this massive substructure, where are also visible, for several hundred 
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yards on either side, deep ruts of cart or chariot wheels, worn in the bare travertine rock.” – 
p. 215. 
 
But few ancient remains were found in the area thus bounded; but everything seems to have 
been done to strengthen the position, and rock-tombs of undoubted antiquity exist in the 
immediate neighbourhood. All these indications seem to agree with the site of Olbia, “a 
fortress of great strength,” the position of which is spoken of by Strabo, Pliny, and Ptolemy, 
as being before Attaleia, at the beginning of Pamphylia. Certain difficulties in the way of this 
conclusion exist in connection with the river Catarrhactes, which is described by ancient 
authors as falling with great noise over a high rock, between Olbia and Attaleia: whereas, in 
the present day, there are only several separate streams of no great size. Captain Beaufort 
himself seems to solve the difficulty in the following passage, although inclined to look upon 
the modern Adalia as the ancient Olbia. 
 
“The water of those streams is so highly impregnated with calcareous particles, as to be 
reasoned unfit for man or beast; and near some of the mills we observed large masses of 
stalactites and petrifactions. Now the broad and high plain, which stretches to the eastward of 
the city, terminates in abrupt cliffs along the shore: these cliffs are above 100 feet high, and 
considerably overhang the sea; not in consequence of their base having crumbled away, but 
from their summit projecting in a lip, which consists of parallel laminae, each jutting out 
beyond its inferior layer; as if water had been continually flowing over them, and continually 
forming fresh accretions. It is therefore not impossible that this accumulation may have 
gradually impeded the course of that body of water which had once formed here a 
magnificent fall, and may thus have forced it to divide into various channels.”- p. 219. 
 
The following observations on the preceding quotation, from Captain Beaufort’s 
‘Karamania,’ are geologically interesting: - 
“The very correct solution which Captain Beaufort here gives of the difficulty respecting the 
present appearance of the Catarrhactes, applies equally to its present place, and depends on 
the geological structure of this part of Pamphylia, the rivers of which, charged with 
calcareous matter, are continually depositing calc tufa, and changing their beds; so that, two 
or three centuries hence, their courses will, in all probability, be as different from those they 
now run as their present beds are from their ancient; even the present disposition of the 
streams differs from that described by Captain Beaufort, doubtless having altered since his 
visit. Hence the chief argument in favour of the non-identification of Adalia with Attaleia, and 
the placing of Olbia at the former site, can be allowed to have no weight in deciding the 
question.”—p. 220.” 
 
The importance of Adalia, as a station to the traveller who wishes to explore the southern 
part of Asia Minor, is thus spoken of: - “It is easily reached from Rhodes, where steamers call 
twice a month on their way from Smyrna to Syria. With Lycia on the one side, and Cilicia and 
Pamphylia on the other, the traveller is in the midst of ruins unequalled in interest and 
preservation, a great number of which, especially those of Cilicia, are as yet but very 
imperfectly known.” - p. 222” p. 529-531. 
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256.Adalia 
“On New Clausiliae from the Levant, collected by Vice-Admiral T. Spratt, R. N.,” 
By Dr. O. Boettger, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Read, May 1, 1883, Proceedings of the 
Scientific Meetings of the Zoological Society of London for the Year 1883 Printed 
for the Society, London, p. 341. 

 
“Sect. Oligoptychia, Bttg. 
 
48. Clausilia sowerbyana, Pfr. P. Z. S. 1849, p. 141. 
 
This rare, always decollated species (of snail) must be ranked in the section Oligoptychia, 
where it represents a peculiar little group (Sprattia) connecting the subsections Armeniaca, 
Bttg., with Serobifera, Bttg., and being well characterized by the truncature of the apex and 
by the acutely striated shell. Admiral Spratt found this magnificent shell in Evder Khan near 
Adalia, Pamphylia.”283 p. 341.  

 
 

257.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia, Olbia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica: or Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and General 
Literature, Seventh Edition, Adam and Charles Black, Edinburgh, 1842, Vol. 
XIX., p. 652. 

 
“Satalia, Antalia, or, according to others, Adalia, a city of Asia Minor, in Caramania, 
beautifully situated at the head of a gulf to which it gives name. The site is a rising ground, on 
which the streets are placed above each other, and form a succession of terraces. On the level 
summit of the hill the city is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, 
which are about fifty yards asunder. In an opening between two of the towers, now closed up, 
appear the remains of a splendid gateway, exhibiting fourteen columns, the upper part being 
of the Corinthian order. The port is enclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers at the 
extremities; but it is now in a ruinous condition. The surrounding country is fertile and 
productive, and the gardens around the town, filled with trees loaded with fruit are beautiful. 
The climate is delightful, and the air refreshed by alternate breezes from the sea and from the 
chain of the Taurus Mountains. The town is supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Olbia. 
The population, two thirds Mahommedan and one third Greek, is 8000. Long. 30. 45. E. Lat. 
36.50. N.” Vol. XIX., p. 652. 
 
 

258.Adalia 
An Atlas of Modern Geography, Samuel Butler, Late Lord Bishop of Lichfield…Ed. 
By the Author’s Son, Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans. London, 1842, npn. 

 

Index to Dr. Butler’s Modern Atlas,  
s.v. Adalia, “Adalia 36 35, 31 40 XVI.” 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
283  Presumably in 1843. 
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259.Adalia 
R. W. Brant, British Consulate, Smyrna, January 12, 1843, to Mr. John Bidwell. 
(Received February 23.), Accounts and Papers: Thirty Two Volumes, (25), 
Quarantine Regulations, Session, 2 February-24 August 1843, Vol. LIV Contagion 
of Plague and the Quarantine Regulations of Foreign Countries. 1836-1843, No. 77, 
House of Commons, London, 1843, p. 358. 

 
“I HAVE the honour to report to you, for the information of Her Majesty’s Most Honourable 
Privy Council, that the only place within the jurisdiction of this Consulate, at which the 
plague has manifested itself during the past quarter, is a village called Boujak, ten hours 
distant from Adalia; but few cases occurred there, as precautions were immediately taken to 
prevent the spreading of the disease, and it has entirely ceased. Vessels and goods arriving 
from Egypt, are subjected to twenty, and passengers fifteen, days quarantine in this port. 
Notwithstanding the public health in Syria is reported to be perfect, vessels and goods 
arriving from thence have still to undergo a quarantine of observation of ten, and passengers 
of five, days.  
I have etc. R. W. Brant.” p. 358. 

 
 

260.1843 August 
Adalia 
British and Foreign State Papers - XXXIV 1845-1846, Vol. I., Great Britain and 
Turkey, Harrison and Sons, London, 1860, p. 381.  

 
Great Britain and Turkey: Consul R. W. Brant to the Earl of Aberdeen (Received Oct. 9) 
dated Smyrna Aug. 31, 1843. 

 
“I have received reports upon this subject from the Vice-Consuls under my superintendence, 
the substance of which is as follows. That Russian traders residing at Mytelene, Aivali 
(Ayvalik), and Scala Nuova (Kuşadası), pay the commutation duties, and consequently do not 
enjoy any advantages over British traders. That no Russian traders reside either at Scio, 
Rhodes, or Adalia; and that, at Samos, duties of 6 per cent. ad valorem on imports, and the 
same rate on exports, are extracted from the buyers of the former and from the sellers of the 
latter.” p. 381. 
 
 

261.1843 August 
Adalia 
“A Turkish Watering-Place,” Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, Vol. LXI. No. 
CCCLXXX., June 1847, p. 735-753. Author Anon., but a Royal Navy officer, based 
for a time at the Smyrna station, on H.M.S. L’Aigle, captained by the Right Hon. Lord 
Clarence Paget284 from 23rd of August 1841 to 1845. (Part was reprinted, Hereford 

                                                             
284  Son of the Marquis of Anglesey, he entered the Royal Navy in 1827. He was a midshipman on board the Asia 

at the battle of Navarino in 1827, Navarino medal. Captain of the Princess Royal, 91 guns, in the expedition 
to the Baltic in 1854, and during the blockade and bombardment of Sebastopol in 1855, and took part is the 
expedition to Kertch, and Yenikalé (Baltic, Crimean, and Turkish medals, Sebastopol clasp); fourth class of 
the Medjidie 1858. He attained flag rank in 1858 and was made a rear-admiral of the red in 1863, vice-
admiral in 1865, admiral in April, 1870, and was placed on the retired list of that rank in 1876. From 1859 to 
1866 he was Secretary to the Admiralty in Lord Palmerston’s second administration and from April 28, 1866, 
to April 28, 1869, was Commander-in-Chief in the Mediterranean. 
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Journal, Wednesday, 16th June, 1847, p. 4. Later republished as, “Wanderings in the 
Levant; or, Pleasant Cruises in H.M.S. “L’Aigle” and her boats, under the command of 
Captain, The Right Hon. Lord Clarence Paget,” in, The Illustrated Naval and Military 
Magazine, W. H. Allen & Co., London, 1887, Vol. VI., p. 25-34.) 

 
“Then days ago, when snowed up by the winter, recurrent for the third time this season, I 
could not compel myself to the recollection of my Adalian experiences. Now that I am sitting 
with the window thrown wide open, and with fire raked out, the spirit of the scene encourages 
memories of my visit to that very hot emporium of Caramania… 
 
But indeed we may concede to them the entertaining of some whimsies on this subject, as 
being the necessary contingencies on their fatal experiences of marsh malaria. Happy we 
Englishmen and Scotsmen, who know not what this malaria ... The scene of this adventure is a 
little out of the way of Adalia, but it may serve to illustrate the style of thing prevailing 
generally in this direction any where within hail of a marsh… 
 
At last, one happy day - happy in its result, not in the complexion it bore at its opening – we 
positively did receive orders for a start, and this is the way it came about: The representative 
of sultanic dignity at the somewhat retired watering-place of Adalia, was a man prone, like 
the greater number of his countrymen, to judge of things altogether in the concrete. The idea 
of power could by him be deduced only from present violence; and without some such sensible 
manifestation, it becomes to him like one of Fichte’s “objects,” i.e., all moonshine. With 
regard to foreign powers, they existed for him, and influenced his government, only so far as 
they sent occasionally a ship of war with its suggestive influence of a frowning broadside to 
look in his way. They have no very distinct idea, these gentlemen of geography, nor of 
political science; and thus are sadly out in their estimation of the relative importance of 
places. To them the seat of their government is the world; or at least the place in it of 
importance second to Constantinople. If they be passed over in the distribution of our corps 
de demonstration, they are apt to ascribe the omission to a want of power on our part. Now, 
with all their excellencies, it can hardly be denied that they are sadly apt to presume on any 
want of power in a neighbour. So it happens that the unfortunate consuls that are stowed 
away in the obscurer establishments, are apt to suffer from their caprice. Should it so happen 
that the particular flag over whose interests the consul is appointed inspector, should not 
have been displayed in the neighbourhood lately by any ship of war, the short memory of the 
pasha is in danger of forgetting that nation’s claim to respect; for anything that he knows, it 
may have been revolutionied or sunk by an earthquake, - at least he cannot bear the trouble 
of imagining any other reason for the non-appearance of executive ministers, than the 
obvious one of having no ships to send. Thus, in matters of precedence, consuls are apt 
sometimes to get snubbed – a point on which, of all others, they are tender: or in matters of 
justice, their clients will find themselves ousted, in spite of the proverbial integrity of the 
Turkish judges. Perhaps the readiest way of stumbling on a grievance, is the kind of thing that 
gave rise to our visit, where some of the populace presume on your want of protection, and 
commit some aggression on your rights as a man and a brother. This, being referred to the 
authorities, will be apt to be viewed by them in the light of that consideration which they 
happen to be lending at that moment to your nation. Poor fellows! We must not be hard upon 
them; nor will we doubt the sound foundation of the panegyrics which many travellers have 
pronounced on their honesty. They are honest, no doubt, so far as they understand the 
doctrine of the thing; but the fact is, they do not seem to understand the doctrine of the thing 
in the abstract. They have no idea of judging a foreigner’s cause, without reference to 
considerations of his nationality and personal importance; and to pronounce readily a 
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decision in favour of one against whom should lie the preponderance in these particulars, 
would be to them an absurdity…But as I was saying, at Adalia, - the town I mean, not the 
province285, - lived, with the authority of local governor, a personage styled the caimacan. 
This person is inferior to a regular pasha, having in fact a sort of acting rank. One 
remembers this style and title well, because it puts us in mind of the nicest thing eatable that 
the Levant affords – caimac, which is something like Devonshire cream, only better. This 
Caimacam, being a sort of great man’s great man, is not apt to bear his honours meekly. At 
the precise time of which I speak, the Sultan was raising considerable levies in different parts 
of his dominions, for the benefit of good order amongst the Albanians. Near Adalia was a 
military rendezvous for the forces raised in that neighbourhood, and the command pro 
tempore of the new levies was assigned to the Caimacan. So that poor man was labouring 
under an accession of dignity. 
 
At Adalia also lived a certain Ionian – from the Seven Islands, friend, not from Asia – who 
had been led thither by a speculation in the soap trade. To judge by the evident want of the 
article, would have been to pronounce a most favourable opinion as to the probable result of 
such speculation. In fact the man succeeded only too well; he boiled so successfully, and sold 
so cheaply, that all the native competitors were beaten out of the field. The true believers 
were, of course, indignant at this conduct of an infidel and a stranger; and as they could not 
weather on him in the fair way of trade, they determined to try if they could not “choke his 
luff” by a practical expedient. Paying him a visit one day, they spoiled his stock in trade, 
broke his gear, gave him a good thrashing, and told him to take that as a gentle hint of what 
they would do if he did not behave himself in the future. The poor fellow appealed to the 
Caimacan for satisfaction for the injury done, and for security against future violence. From 
this person he received no assistance, and was left to fight it out as best he could against his 
opponents. 
 
Those dear Ionians! creditable fellow-countrymen are they for us286, and profitable. No 
people assert more unflinchingly their privilege of national relationship with ourselves, and 
thus do we get the credit of all the rows which they may kick up throughout the 
Mediterranean. It is highly amusing to see the style in which they will declare themselves to 
be Englishmen, not merely as allies and protected for the time being, but with the implication 
of a claim to identity of race. A son of Ithaca or Zante will talk as if he is a true Saxon. 
Certainly, the Turks seem to make little distinction between the races. That the men are under 
British protection, is sufficient reason for esteeming them to be Englishmen. Sometimes their 
classification of races shows an amusing ignorance of, and indifference to the whole set of 
national distinctions among Franks. I remember that all who attended the services of the 
British chaplaincy at Smyrna, were called English, though among them were many who could 
speak scarcely a word of the language; and so all who went to the dissenting meeting-house 
(for they have one there) were called Americans. 
 
Our poor soap-boiler being reduced to extremity, having lost his goods, and being afraid to 
make a fresh start of it, betook himself for assistance to the English vice-consul. The office 
was at that time filled by a very efficient person – one, moreover, who had for many years 
resided in the country, and understood well the language and national genius287. But it so 

                                                             
285  There was no “Province of Adalia” at this time, there was the Tekke sanjak. 
286  Coming from one of the Seven Islands of the British protectorate of the United States of the Ionian Islands. 
287  This was Mr. John Purdie, appointed Her Brittanic Majesty’s Vice-Consul in Adalia, 19th Feb. 1842 and he 

died in Adalia in October 1856. James Nelson Purdie was an Extra Foreign Service Messenger between 
Constantinople and Malta from 1843 to 1849 and employed in Malta and the East by the War Department in 
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happened that just then a long time had elapsed since any of our men-of-war had paid a visit 
to the road-stead and consular dignity was in a condition of proportional depreciation. The 
consul, however, as in duty bound, paid his visit of remonstrance, and laid before the great 
man the wrong done within his jurisdiction; whereupon the Caimacan behaved like any thing 
but a gentleman, and, far from promising to remedy the ill done, gave him to understand that 
he did not care sixpence for soap-boiler or consul either. Mr – had sufficient knowledge of the 
people to know that this declaration of opinion was strictly true, and that the only plan to 
correct it, would be to prove himself able to summon an armed force to his assistance. Till 
they saw this, nothing would be able to persuade the Adalians that he was not either deserted 
by his country, or that his country had not the power to assist him. 
 
And thus it was that Mr. – wrote to his chief at Smyrna a description of the ticklish state of 
circumstances, and explained that unless English commercial interests at Adalia were to be 
suffered to go altogether to the wall, some strong preservative must be sent thither in the 
shape of a stout ship, with a goodly array of long thirty-twos. And so was it that the word 
came to the good ship Falcon288, which thereupon spread forth her wings, or in plain 
language, hoisted her topsails, and set forth on her conciliatory expedition. Besides that we 
were delighted to get away in any direction from the stagnation of Smyrna – a stagnation 
affecting air, sea, and society, it was a recommendation of the cruise in this particular 
direction that none of us had ever been there before. There is little reason why in a general 
way it should be visited from one year’s end to another, - I mean in the way of business, at 
least in the business of those who have to distribute their attention throughout these seas for 
the interests of general pacification. The place, as we afterwards found, is not without 
commerce; but there are no merchants of our nation except the vice-consul. The advantages 
of the place as a trading station, more especially as being a station where he would find no 
competitors, had induced him to settle here. And the prestige lent by the consular name, 
afforded sufficient inducement for the undertaking of an office, which, if it be not very 
lucrative, at any rate involves the responsibility of no very serious duties. Though now and 
then a man in office may forget himself, yet in the long run a consul is sure to be treated with 
deference, and to reap considerable commercial advantages from his position. Be it 
understood, that here there are other merchants, - but the indigenous, chiefly Turko-Greek. 
Besides a single gentleman who acted as assistant to the vice-consul in his various duties, we 
did not find a Frank resident. We heard, indeed, that there was also an Austrian, but we did 
not see him, so I suppose that he could hardly have been of much consequence.  
 
The weather at first beguiled us with symptoms of a change for the cooler, and lent to our 
sails some pleasant breezes as we passed out of the Gulf of Smyrna. As we sped onward, 
things became even better, and especially delighted us with their aspect off Rhodes. It is a 
singular fact, well known to those who know the locality, that the day scarcely occurs in the 
year when this island is afficted with a calm. For some reason it so happens that, pass when 
you will, you are pretty sure to find a stiff breeze blowing. One of the points of the island, 
which thrusts out into the sea a long and low promentary, shows that the natives here know 
how to turn this physical provision to good effect. This point is in the most curious way 
studded with windmills, and from this its garniture has received its name in our geography. 
These poor machines rarely know an hour’s quiet, but continually throw about their long 
arms in what, from a distance, seems to be a mere confusion of material. Past this exquisitely 
                                                                                                                                                                                              

1855. Charles Purdie was Extra Foreign Service Messenger, Constantinople Station 1849 to 1857 when 
appointed a Queen’s Foreign Service Messenger. 

288  H.M.S. L’Aigle. A 5th rate ship of the line, with 44 guns launched in 1801 and converted to a 24 gun corvette 
in 1831 and recommissioned in August 1841 for the Mediterranean. 
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beautiful island, of whose strand the recollection is fraught with associations of unfeverish 
existence, we sped rapidly before the breeze, which almost made us regret the land we were 
leaving. Truly should we have regretted it, had we but known the breezeless condition on 
which we were about to enter! For some four and twenty hours before we arrived at our port, 
the weather changed eminently for the worse. The feathery vanes stirred not, and the canvass 
flapped against the mast, as the old girl rolled lumpingly in the swell. She was a dear old ship 
as ever floated, but like all other things sublunary, animate or inanimate, was not without her 
faults. Of these the worst, nay, the only one to speak of, was the habit of rolling about most 
viciously whenever she had the chance. The sun poured upon us such a flood of heat, that 
awnings became a joke. Things were so thoroughly heated during the day, that the night 
scarcely afforded sufficient hours to cool them down, with a fresh start the next morning. We 
began almost to question whether we had not changed bad for worse; and very soon made up 
our minds that without any mistake we had. We arrived at this conclusion, as the port of our 
destination hove in sight.It was towards evening that we crept into our anchorage, through an 
atmosphere scarcely sufficiently alive to give us motion, and so almost glowing that it seemed 
to burn us as we passed. The place was wrapped in breathless stillness: no boats came forth 
to try a market with us, or to gratify their curiosity; and no sounds issued from the shore, 
which might have been deemed almost unhaunted of men. 
 
When daylight revealed the features of the place, we perceived the pretensions of Adalia in 
the way of the picturesque to be of a high order. Neither was there wanting matter of 
admiration even in the night, through we were suffering too much discomfort to be easily 
pleased by mere pictures. The shore, in its way, afforded an unusual spectacle. The town 
stands on high ground, and on both sides the line of coast is formed of lofty cliffs, stretching 
faraway into the distance. What of the beauties of these depended on the light of day for 
development, were reserved for our edification on the morrow. But the good people had 
ornamented their country just then in fashion more appropriate to embellish the night than 
the day. Enormous fires were blazing up on the cliffs, which skirted the bay up which we were 
advancing, - if we may apply so familiar a word to the conflagrations that met our sight. The 
most active spirit of incendiarism had been afloat, for entire woods were seen in a state of 
burning. We never discovered whether this destruction was by accident, or of set purpose: if it 
were done by way of obtaining charcoal, the price of that article one would think must have 
fallen in the market. But as these fires blazed away in the clear dry air of the night, they lit up 
the bay, and almost threw upon the waters the dark shadow of our masts and yards. At first, 
when at some distance, we had been disposed to account for the lurid appearance of the 
heavens, by supposing that distance and refraction had effected a cheat upon our senses. 
When we came nearer, the only thing we could suppose was, that the whole country was in the 
course of destruction. It is hard to say whether the distance at which we anchored from the 
shore was not too great to allow of the production on us of any sensible effect from these 
fires: that we had any misgivings on the subject may serve to show that they were enormous. I 
know that at the time we made up our minds, that to their agency was to be attributed some 
portion at least of the heat that oppressed us. The wind came off in gusts of overpowering 
heat; not with that tepid influence that grumblers sometimes denounce as a hot wind, but with 
the full sense of having come from a baker’s oven. At least we had a grand sight for our 
pains, and therefrom reaped some consolation as we clustered panting on the deck. 
 
I remember to have seen something in this way before, though on a smaller scale, and that 
was in the island of Euboea. Once in my life, I had a very near view of the recent scene of 
such a conflagration in one of the smaller Greek islands. It was in taking, according to our 
custom, a ramble right across the land, that we came on no less a collection of embers than 
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the debris of an entire forest, which lay smouldering at our feet. I know that, having 
commenced from curiosity the work of picking our way through the ashes, we found the 
undertaking more arduous than we had quite fancied, and that our trowsers and shoes would 
afterwards have fetched little in Monmouth-street289. The Greeks, it is understood, light up 
their bonfires, partly by way of amusing themselves, and partly by way of hinting displeasure 
at things in general. Of course, it is quite obvious, that any party who wished to prove a 
minister’s rule to be calamitous, assists their argument by increasing the sum of calamity290. 
 
But night with its miseries at length was passed. During its course, the thermometer did not 
get below 90°. What it reached in the daytime it boots not to record—and signifies less, 
because when the sun is above us, we bargain for a hot day in summer. But oh those nights, 
when by every precedent we should have had cooling dews, and refreshing air! However, the 
sun rose, and the people on shore rose too. There was no tumultuous rushing forth in boats to 
have a look at the new comers, as there is so apt to be on the arrival of a man-of-war. A quiet 
little dingy would steal out, manned by three or four mongrel-looking Greeks, and row round 
us at a respectful distance. The fact is, that the people had got scent of the reason of our 
coming: and as a reclamation of right is by them supposed to be incompatible with any thing 
but an angry mood, they were afraid to approach us. The town itself we perceived to be a 
most ill-conditioned looking place. Harbour there is none – at least none available in a 
breeze from seaward. A heavy sea sets right in, and must strand any thing found anchored 
here. We were afterwards told, that in the bad weather of the winter before our coming, the 
sea had washed some vessels right up into the town. This want of a harbour is the most 
serious drawback to the commerce of Adalia. It is, in every respect except this, adapted to 
serve as the general emporium of the interior. Even at present, notwithstanding its 
disadvantages, a good deal of business is done here: but ships can never lie before the town 
in peace, nor commence loading and uploading, with the confidence that they shall be able to 
get through their work without having first to slip cable and be off. But the town must be in 
other hands before so arduous a work is likely to be undertaken. 
 
A most unserviceable rumble of a fort mounted guard over the town, in a position little likely 
to be of use repelling an attack by sea. Perhaps it might have been available as a maintainer 
of good order in the town, should the spirit of insubordination haply spring up therein: but we 
could hardly have credited the walls as possessed of sufficient stability to stand the shock of a 
report. We saw the artillerymen, busy as bees, at their guns – evidently standing by to return 
the salute which we were expected to give. But this would have been far too civil treatment for 
them, while the matter of dispute between us remained. We maintained a dignified silence. 
 

                                                             
289  A reference to the name of the street with numerous shops selling second-hand clothes, “We have always 

entertained a particular attachment towards Monmouth-street, as the only true and real emporium for 
secondhand wearing apparel.” Chapter VI. “Meditations on Monmouth Street” in C. Dickens, Sketches by 
Boz, 1836. 

290  “…but behind this coast, mountains, clothed with a gloomy green, announced they are covered with wood. 
There, in fact, grow vast forests, an important resource for ship-building, and which the Turks neglect or 
destroy, as it were, for the sake of destruction.” Sonnini 1801, 111. Alphonse de Lamartine later described 
the setting of the Gulf of Satalia as, “enchased in the forests of the Taurus”, in his History of Turkey, D. 
Appleton & Co., New York, 1857, Vol. III., p. 28, “On the side which faces Cilicia, the isle (Cyprus) more 
elevated on the borders approaches by the promontory of Epiphania to the gulf of Satalia, that saline lake of 
Caramania, enchased in the forests of the Taurus…The valleys and the plains are covered with forests, 
where the Turcomans come and pitch their tents during winter; in summer, all is solitary, except some points 
of the coast, such as Tarsous, Satalie, Castelrozzo, and Marmorizza, in the Gulf of Macri.” 
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It was not long before Mr - found his way off to us, and put us up to the actual state of affairs. 
It seemed that little Pedlington was in an uproar291. The whole of the Adalian public were in a 
state of lively commotion. Of course, as they had bullied loudly, they were abject in 
concession. Those more immediately concerned in the outrage on the soap-boiler, would have 
infallibly absconded, had not the strong arm of the law laid an embargo upon them, and laid 
them by as scapegoats in the first instance. The prevailing opinion about us was, that we 
should certainly blow the town about their ears, but that still all must be essayed to conciliate 
us. The Caimacan himself, the great man who had given rise to the remonstrance on our part, 
had taken himself off, and left his deputy in command, this was professedly to look after some 
troops that he was recruiting in the neighbourhood, but we gave him the credit of practicing a 
dodge to get out of the way of an awkward business. A striking peculiarity of the business 
was, that no doubt seemed any longer to be maintained as to the issue of the negotiation. The 
question of right and wrong was no longer considered as being open; but the verdict was 
already presumed to be given against those whom we challenged as offenders. 
 
It was thought advisable to pay some attention to appearances on the occasion of our 
interview with the governor. No suit prospers with them, in a general way, unless backed by 
good personal appearance. For this reason we mustered a strong party of officers, in 
imposing costume; and by way of evincing our determination, proceeded with as little delay 
as possible to the divan. The usual motley group of starers gathered round us at the landing, 
and escorted us up the rugged street to the palais de justice. They all seemed to be affected 
with the spirit of fear, except our parisans, who were in a state of exultation from the like 
cause. Two individuals in particular were amusingly and palpably possessed with the spirit of 
triumph, and they were the two attendants of the vice-consul. These men were worthy of 
notice on other accounts, but singularly remarkable in respect of the actual manner in which 
they seem to have divested themselves of national prejudices. They were enthusiastic fellows, 
who had not merely let out their services to the representative of England, but seemed fairly 
to have made over to him the allegiance of heart and head; retaining no sympathy with their 
own countrymen. Thus did they seem to rejoice eminently in our coming, and the consequent 
humbling of the local authorities. They were two strapping fellows – as janissaries, to be 
anything worth, should always be – and marshalled us the way in grand style. 
 
The unhappy rabble seemed to be suffering the pangs of most cruel privation when the 
cortege arrived at the residence of justice, and they found themselves left in the lurch at the 
threshold. In such mood you see a London mob flattening their noses against the panes of a 
chemist’s window, or hanging outside of a replete magistrate’s office. One comfort is, that the 
economy of a Turkish menage perfectly admits of the establishment of a line of scouts, even 
from the very presence-chamber: so that earliest intelligence may be conveyed to the 
gentlemen without. Mr. – gave us by the way a few hints as to etiquette, and engaged to 
prompt us as occasion might demand. I have already said that he was perfectly up to 
conversation in the native language, and might well have played the part of interpreter. One 
might have supposed this would have been taken by the people rather as a compliment; and 
that it would have been considered creditable to a foreign agent to have acquired a 
knowledge of the vernacular of the people with whom he had constantly to treat. But the 
contrary is the fact. To speak for one’s self is far too simple a mode of conducting business: 
and he who would preserve his dignity in any consideration, must retain the services of a 
dragoman. To conduct an important interview without the intervention of this functionary 
                                                             
291  A reference to the work of the playwright of farce and satirical writer, John Poole, whose book of 1836 was 

entitled, Paul Pry’s Journal of a Residence at Little Pedlington, Personal Narrative of a Journey to Little 
Pedlington, and his, Little Pedlington and the Pedlingtonians, of 1839. 
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would convey to the Turks an idea of slovenly negligence. A good thing is when the agent, 
commercial or diplomatic, possesses sufficient knowledge of the language to enable him to 
check the version of the interpreter, who otherwise is apt to take liberties with the text. 
However, we were in this case quite safe: first, in the assurance of Mr. – that he would risk 
his life on his dragoman’s veracity; and next, because it was clear that no word would pass 
which was not likely to be reinterpreted to us. 
 
We marched into the room, and made our salaams – some of us inconsiderate ones very 
truculently, for we were very irate; and on all such occasions a man’s indignation arises in 
exact proportion to the degree in which he has nothing to say to the matter. The deputy 
Caimacan was sitting on a divan at the top of the room, and rose politely as we entered. 
There were too many of us to find room in the divan, so we were scattered about as best we 
could light on places. The main difficulty was to get a place that looked clean enough to sit 
upon; for a dirtier palace I never saw, nor a more beggarly. One cannot say whether the head 
governor had taken all his traps with him when he went a-soldiering; but if what we saw 
really was his establishment, it is likely enough that he had gone away to avoid exposing his 
poverty. 
 
“Hosh Gueldin,” said the Turk; “you are welcome.” 
And now was to be seen a fine contrast between Oriental apathy and British energy. The Turk 
sank back on his seat, as if to disengage from all care, and not quite up to the trouble of 
entertaining his morning visitors. The English Captain sat bolt upright, “at attention,” and 
opened the business of the séance at once. 
“Tell the Governor –“ 
“Stop a moment,” said Mr. - , “that’s not the way to begin.” 
“What is the way then?” 
“First you must smoke a pipe-there’s one coming this way. You would shock all their notions 
of propriety by entering abruptly on business. We must first have a little talk on things in 
general.” 
Just then the Governor roused up, and addressed the Captain, through the dragoman, some 
observation on the weather or the crops. Then came a servant with a chibouque and coffee: 
and the head negotiators were soon co-operatively engaged. 
 
And no bad way of beginning business either; especially in cases where there may be a little 
awkward rust to rub off. The only objection to the amusement in this case was that it was not 
general – pipes being afforded only to the heads of departments. This was a style of treatment 
so different from all our experience, that it left me more fully persuded than ever, that the 
Caimacan had walked off with his goods and chatttels, not forgetting his pipes. 
 
This fumatory process proceeded for some time, almost in silence. It afforded the several 
parties opportunity to settle the speeches they intended to make, and certainly must have been 
useful in the way of allaying the angry passions of their several minds. We, who had none of 
the business on our consciences, and had come merely to make up the Show, employed this 
interval in taking cognizance of the localities. The household appointments were sadly 
inferior to those we had become accustomed to see; and especially must the condemnation 
fall on the servants, who were a most dirty, ill-conditioned set. They stood clustered about the 
doorway in groups, looking furtively at us, and whispering counsel. 
 
“Halloo!” said Mr.- , “they have determined to be prepared for contingencies. There are the 
culprits, I see, in waiting for the bastinado, if such should be your demand.” 
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And there, sure enough, they had the poor fellows just outside, waiting to be scourged for the 
propitiating of our wrath. Evidently they were little aware that the affair had altogether 
changed its complexion; and that the culpability had in our eyes been transferred from the 
original rioters to the protectors of the riot. 
 
When, eventually, the signal was given for commencing the business, it was a fine thing to see 
how beautifully submissive the deputy had become. He began by declaring that he could not 
arrange the matter, but must refer it to his chief, and wanted much to put off the discussion till 
that functionary should arrive. On this it was hinted to him, that it would have been polite and 
proper had that gentleman remained in the way to settle the row, which had occurred by his 
own fault, but that we could not await his return. Either must they undertake at once to make 
full reparation of the wounded dignity of the Consul, and for the injurious treatment of the 
Ionian, or they would see what they should see. It needed little pressing on our part to break 
down the feint which had been set up by way of opposition. The deputy soon declared that all 
should be as we wished. He still stuck to his declaration, that the actual settlement of the 
business was beyond his province, and that he must wait the sanction of his commanding 
officer. But meanwhile he took upon himself to declare the terms on which things might be 
considered virtually settled; and they were, that we were to have everything our own way. 
This result was obtained by us without recourse (being) had to anything like bullying; and we 
were able, in this instance, to behave in a more civilised manner, because we were backed by 
so much real authority, and show of present power. But little doubt is there, that, however 
unfavourable the inference with respect to Turkish sense and honesty, the mode most 
commonly to be recommended in dealings with them, is by in terrorem proceeding. They 
cannot understand the co-ordinate existence of power and moderation. Very good fun will 
sometimes be enacted by the knowing for the cowing of a pasha; and in almost any case the 
only fear of échouance is where there may exist too much modesty. But only bully hard, and 
you are tolerably sure to gain your point. It is by no means necessary that your arguments 
should carry the cogent force of soundness. Appearances are what weigh chiefly whose habits 
of thinking do not dispose them to discuss argument. One sharp witted fellow I knew brought 
to successful issue a decisive experiment on the readyness of Pashas to be taken in by mere 
sound. He went into the vice-regal presence, attended by a dragoman whom he had 
previously instructed in the subject matter to be propounded – some question of redress for 
grievance. It was necessary that he should say something on the ocassion, and afford the 
appearance of telling the dragoman what to say: but as this person already knew his lesson, it 
was not necessary that what he said should be to him intelligible. Nothing ocurred to him as 
likely to be more effective in delivery than the celebrated speech of Norval about the 
Grampian hills292; which according he recited with due emphasis, standing up to give the 
                                                             
292   Lines from a play by Mr John Home of 1756,entitled, ‘Douglas’, Act. II.  

“My name is Norval! On the Grampian hills 
My father feeds his flocks: a frugal swain, 
Whose constant cares was to increase his store, 
And keep his only son, myself, at home. 
For I had heard of battles, and I long’d 
To follow to the field some warlike lord: 
And Heav’n soon granted what my sire denied. 
This moon, which rose last night, round as my shild, 
Had not yet filled her horns, when, by her light, 
A band of fierce barbarians from the hills, 
Rush’d like a torrent down upon the vale, 
Sweeping our flocks and herds. The shepherds fled 
For safety and for succour. I alone, 
With bended bow, and quiver full of arrows, 
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better effect to the scene. The end desired was fully attained. The pasha opened wide eyes, as 
the actor grew excited, and was visibly affected by the assumption of towering passion. He 
soon began to try to pacify him, and beg him to be easy. “Inshalla! All should be as he 
wished.” The upshot of our argument with the deputy Caimacam was, that he would send 
immediately to his chief, with the confirmation of the pacification between us, and that 
meanwhile we were to amuse ourselves as well we could. But for all we saw, amusement was 
one of the good things not easily had at Adalia. It is so deeply retired in uncivilisation, and so 
wanting withal in the excitements of energetic barbarism, that human life is there tamed down 
to the most passionless condition. It was, too, notwithstanding the season, a time of unusual 
commercial enterprise just then. It was the year of the murrain in Egypt, which destroyed so 
enormous a proportion of their cattle; and Mehmet Ali was sending in all directions to 
purchase horses, asses, and kine. A large corvette of his came in while we were there, on this 
service. She had landed her guns, and was filling the deck with live stock. There was also a 
great deal of business going on just then in the timber line. But little evidence of this brisk 
state of the markets was given by the people. A good many visitors certainly came off to see 
us; but that was rather a reason why we should have accused the populace of idleness. We 
were struck with the appearance of many of the old fellows who honoured us with visits. They 
retained, without exception, the orthodox dress and beard of the old school. Among them were 
a great number of the green turbans, which mark the sacred person of the “Hadji.” Such a 
clustering of these distinguished characters made us fancy at first that Adalia itself must be 
invested with the idea of some peculiar sancity. But we found that these gentlemen were 
merely en route, tarrying at Adalia, a great point of embarkation, for opportunity to pursue 
their journey. The place is in one of the great high roads to the Hedjaz: and of the swarms 
who pass through it every year, many pilgrims have not sufficient funds to defray the expense 
of travelling either way. It then becomes a work of charity for the more opulent of the faithful 
to speed them on the journey. But that they depend on such means for travelling is reason 
sufficient to account for long gaps in their line of locomotion, and for their congregating here 
in considerable numbers. Of all places likely to maintain the constant infection of plague, this 
must be one of the first: for notoriously among no people is the disease so rife as among the 
pilgrims. 
 
The worthy consul did his best to embellish the days of our sojourn with pleasurable episodes. 
Society there was not likely to be any; but yet such as, for want of better, they had, he 
undertook to show us. He really seemed very much obliged to us for our opportune visit, and 
said that it would be the making of him. It certainly did seem to quite necessary to the 
maintaining of the dignity of his office. One invitation we had from a merchant of the place, a 
man whom they described as being very rich, and of great influence; and a plan was laid for 
our having a picnic in the country. There is a place in the neighbourhood of the town which 
has been prepared expressly for the use of those who make rural excursions. A thick grove of 
trees keeps off the sun, and soft turf lends a seat to the revellers. We could make out the tops 
of the trees from the anchorage, for the country is of an elevated character, hanging out on 
lofty cliffs the different features of its panorama. The effect produced by this arrangement of 
the scenery is highly beautiful. It has in profusion one element of the beautiful, and that is the 
feature of cascade. There is in one point a congress of waterfalls, whereat may be counted no 
less than nine separate streams, which pour down their abundance from the cliffs into the sea. 
The good consul and his satellites bore us pretty constant company; and of great service they 
were in preserving order amongst the motley crew that constantly thronged our decks. We did 
not like to qualify the good report we had so far gained and maintained, by any exhibition of 
                                                                                                                                                                                              

Hover’d about the enemy, and mark’d 
The road he took,… 
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harshness towards the mob. But the sturdy janissary of Mr. – thought nothing of laying his 
stick across a fellow’s shoulders, by way of reminder to behave himself. I must say that many 
of them deserved it, and for their sakes can but hope that they profited by the attention. 
 
Mr.- had two men in attendance upon him, without whom he never stirred abroad. They were 
brothers, but filled situations of different rank. One was dragoman, a post of which the 
occupation entitled him to the consideration of a gentleman; the other was merely henchman 
or janissary, of which dignity the allocation is in the kitchen. I remember that it pained me to 
see one brother walk into dinner, while the other poor fellow had to keep guard without. But 
they seemed well used to the enforcement of the distinction, and to find therein nothing of 
invidiousness. Fine fellows were they both, and highly lauded by their master. There is surely 
extraordinary in these instances, where men are brought to devote themselves implicitly to a 
foreign service, in the heart of their country, and amid the full play of national prejudices. 
That they really are faithful followers, is I believe beyond doubt; and that sometimes under 
trying circumstances. 
 
 With these two individuals especially, we had so much intercourse, that we were enabled to 
see how admiration for the English entered into the main current of their feelings. It so 
happened that we had come to the very place where that early victim to the zeal of travel, Mr. 
Daniels (sic.), had shortly before met his doom. While following in the track of Mr. Fellowes 
(sic.), he caught the fatal Xanthian fever; and after many relapses died here. That these men 
were very kind and attentive to him may be argument only of their humanity. But there was 
something in the emotion with which they spoke of him, that betokened a sense of fellowship, 
beyond what men of such differing creeds are apt to feel for a travelling stranger. They spoke 
of sitting up at night, giving him his medicine, and weeping for him, when there remained no 
room for active solicitude. The idea of dying amongst amidst strangers in a foreign land, with 
no familiar face at the bedside, is a desolation whose thought cannot pass over the spirit 
without beclouding its sunniness. And yet we may rely upon it, that amongst those most 
affectionately tended and most generously wept, have been they who have met their last hour 
under such circumstances. Human hearts all vibrate in harmony to one chord: in the good 
this sympathy is ready; in the bad it is dulled; but never while life and hope remain, can the 
silver chord be said to be cut. And so it is, that the same image of the forlorn, which, as 
affecting any that we love, appeals at once to the deep wells of compassion, will cause the 
same feeling of compassion to thrill with the remotest stragglers of the family of Adam. It is 
not a matter of reasoning, but an instinct. There is in the sight of helpless suffering a power to 
disarm human ferocity. And if that be the greatest death-pillow that is breathed upon by the 
prayer and lighted by the eye of family love, depend upon it that far from the ungentlest is 
that, whose presence has brought to rude and rough natures the putting off of their 
roughness, and the recognising of the sweet faculty of compassion. Happy is that desolation, 
even in the last hour, which can awaken the heaven-like eagerness to be to the dying one a 
minister from his far-off home! A man might be happy so to die, that he might light up so 
much of heaven within a human breast. 
 
Both of these attachés of the consulate were men of note. The dragoman had been captain of a 
troop of cavalry in the service of Mehmet Ali, and on some quarrel with his commanding 
officer had left the service and kingdom. He was a person of polished manners, and some 
education, and thus enabled to produce agreeably in conversation the results of his 
experience of many lands and people. He rather astonished us with the extent to which he 
carried jeune France principles, that seem so entirely incompatible with the holding of 
Mahomedanism. But wonderful it is to see how the French spirit circulates in the most 
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apathetic societies, seeming to find in them a latent vitality suited to its purpose. The manners 
of a Mussulman are so stereotyped, and his subjects of conversation so provided by law, that 
it seemed quite an anomoly to see this Turk drinking wine after dinner, and talking like a man 
of the world. It would not seem that such an effect on the personal character is the invariable 
result of educating a Turk in Paris, though such an effect is exactly what we might expect. I 
have met a native of Constantinople, who brough back with him from France only the 
language and the personal deportment, retaining withal the anti-reforming spirit of his 
orthodox brethren. But this spirit of resistance to innovation is fast fading away; and as 
innovation once begun here must lead to revolution, it is not difficult to forsee that a few more 
years only shall have passed, when the character of the Turk will have become historical, and 
the scenes that at present embellish their corner of the world, will have to be sought for in the 
descriptions in pen and pencil. Whether the influence emanate from the throne, or whether the 
court may be following the popular metropolitan movement, it is difficult to say. But among 
them is assuredly at work the spirit of change, that must shortly carry away the mouldering 
edifice of their present institutions. This is something too vetust to abide the shock of any 
agitation. Let us hope that their changes may be successively biassed towards the better: may 
they acquire the urbanity of our great masters in elegance, without their profligacy; and if 
they reject Mahomedanism, may it be to receive something better than mere infidelity. 
 
The brother of the ci-devant captain was a quiet, unassuming fellow, who wanted language to 
communicate with us freely. Nevertheless he managed to interest us much, with an account of 
the sufferings and trials of his youth. They were by birth Moreote Turks; and in the revolution 
of that country, when first the Greeks rose against their Turkish masters, (for really one must 
particularise in talking of Greek revolutions,) they had suffered the loss of all their protecting 
kindred, and hardly, children as they were, by some kindly intervention, been themselves 
saved. It is a sad thing, but a truth, that in this exterminating war, the cold blooded 
massacreing was not all on one side…  
 
In a country of such limited resources in the way of amusement, it was not very easy for our 
zealous friends to cater for us, during the long days that we had to await the answer from the 
Caimacan. Riding was out of the question, and there were no antiquities within reach. Thus 
were we cut off from the two great resouces of men in our position. But they played their part 
of entertainers hospitably and well. They told us long stories of the courts, and of what was to 
be seen in actual service in the camp of the Egyptian viceroy. Above all they did us good in 
showing how thoroughly happy the whole party had been rendered by our coming. We were 
only afraid that they might become a little too bumptious on the strength of it, and be after 
giving us another job. But they did more than simply bear us company; they bore us to the 
cool grove, which I have said we could descry from the deck of our ship, there to be 
introduced to certain worthies, and to make kef in their company. Nothing to my mind comes 
up to an al fresco entertainment – in proper season and company, be it understood; for an 
English gypsy party is a very different affair. 
 
Our host conceived it to be a duty incumbent on him to develop, on this occasion, the full 
power of the resources of Adalia. We should have been far better satisfied if he had contented 
himself with doing things in a smalled way; but he was bent on magnificence. It was quite 
treat enough to lie on the soft turf, with the thick shade above, and to allow the hours to pass 
away as they led on evening. But he had been at the trouble to retain a band of musicians for 
our sakes. Such a set they were!-surpassing, in discordant prowess, the worst street musicians 
among our beggar melodists. It is quite surprising that invention has so long slumbered with 
these native artistes. With Musard concerts and Wilhelm music-meetings all around them, it is 
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wonderful that they do not catch the note of something better than their villanous mandolins 
and single-noted pipes. Does anyone need to be told what a mandolin is? It is something very 
different from the ideal instrument of Moore’s Melodies293. Not even the lovely maidens that 
Moore paints could render tolerable a performance upon it; whereas it is made to resound by 
some especially ugly fellow, whose rascality of appearanced is relieved by no touch of the 
poetic. I did once hear a Turco-Greek lady perform, and on a more civilised instrument – a 
lady of high reputation as a performer on the guitar and a vocalist. And seldom has the spirit 
of romantic preparation recieved a more sudden chill than did mine on that ocassion. Nothing 
could be more outrageously absurd than the whole thing was – accompaniment and song. I 
never afterwards was solicitous to hear an Oriental’s musical performance; and am quite 
satisfied, that in them dwells no musical faculty, creative or prceptive: or that at least it was 
in a dormant state. 
 
These musicians began with a sympony on the full band – mandolins leading, drums doing 
bass, and the whole lot of fat ugly fellows screeching forth what might have been esteemed air 
or accompaniment, as the case may be. That a sorry musical effect was produced will 
surprise no one who considers the build of the most musical of their instruments. The 
mandolin is by way of being a guitar, or banjo – only in a very small way indeed. Nothing has 
been added to the idea since first Mercury stumbled on the original testudo – indeed, I should 
guess that the dried sinews of a tortoise would give out a far purer sound than the jingling 
wire with which the mandolin is mounted. I have sometimes stood at the door of a cafe, or to 
give it the real name, καφενέιον, and listen in wonder to the strains of some minstrel holding 
forth within. The wonder was, not that the man should play egregiously ill, but that the effect 
of good music should be produced by his evil playing. The people were evidently excited to 
sorrow when the attempt was at a mournful strain, and to ardour when the lilt took a loftier 
flight. To me who stood by, the difference of intention on the part of the performer was hardly 
discernable; indeed to be recognised only by the occasional catching of some familiar word 
in the burden of the song. The same observation may apply to the current Greek poetry. There 
can be no mistake in the conclusion, that it produces the effect of real poetry on the people, 
urging them in the direction wither works the imagination of the poet. But men of taste have 
come to, but one decision on the judgement of Romaic poetasters. The spirit of poetry had 
died out of, and become extinct from the genius of their tongue. It is but the enthusiasm of by-
gone days, the inkling of Attic glory, that lingers about the circumstances of their modern 
productions, and cheats men with the near similarity of idiom. Poetry is of universal 
application, and were the pretentions of the modern Greek genuine, his productions would 
touch the hearts of the poetic of other lands. 
 
These fellows who entertained us on this occasion, struck a good deal of enthusiasm out of 
their jingle, - enthusiasm to themselves be it remarked, and not to us. I saw them grow sad in 
face, while the strain proceeded at a slower pace, and the voce di canto degenerated into a 
more lugubrious howl than ever. By these tokens, I judged them to be singing some tale of 
sorrow, and so it seemed they were. The gentleman who performed for us the part of the 
Chorus, gave us to wit, that they were lamenting the fall of Algiers, and imprecating 
maleditions on the head of the French. This they evidently considered a delicate and 
appropriate attention to us as Englishmen. I was only surprised to find they entered so far 
into the family distinctions of the Franks. There was some heart, too, in the manner in which 
they gesticulated and declaimed; and I have little doubt but they were in earnest – especially 
                                                             
293  Thomas Moore (1779-1852) an Irish poet, translator, balladeer, song writer and singer, and published both 

books of poetry and songs. His Irish Melodies, consists of 124 Irish tunes, that were arranged for voice and 
piano with lyrics by Moore, that were published in ten numbers between 1808 and 1834. 
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if any of these happened to have friends or relations down that way, who had been roused out 
of house and home by the Gallic Avatar. When they were tired with singing, or perhaps 
presumed that they had therewith tired us, they took to playing the fool. Not merely in a 
general sense, in which they may be said to have been so engaged all along; but with heavy 
effort, and under the express direction of a professional master of  ceremonies. The Adalian 
jester was a tall ugly fellow, who had considerable power of comic expression in his face, but 
whose forte lay in a cap of fantastic device. It was made of the skin of some animal, whose 
genus I will not venture to guess; and had been contrived in such fashion that the tail hung 
over the top, and whiskered about at the caprice of the wearer. This was a never-failing 
source of amusement to the performer himself, as well as to the native bystanders. As he 
bobbed his head up and down, and ran after this tail, the people burst into peals of laughter. 
They were quite taken up with the exhibition, except when they stole a moment now and then 
for a peek to see how the Frank visitors were amused with their wit. Besides this, the jester 
had a number of practical jokes, such as coming quietly alongside of some unsuspecting 
person, and catching hold of his leg, barking loudly the while, so as to make him think some 
dog had bitten him. But this part of the performance was decidedly coarse, and did not 
improve our idea of the civilisation of the place. A good deal of sketching was going on in the 
course of the day; and the visages of some of these musicians, and especially the jester, and of 
a blind old choragus, have been handed down to the prosperity of our affectionate friends. We 
had a visit this day of a gentler kind. A Greek lady, the owner of considerable landed property 
in the place, came with her youthful daughter to exchange civilities with us. She was a plain, 
almost ugly old woman; but, like nine out of ten of all women extant, was of kind and feminine 
disposition. Moreover, like the rest of the ladies, she was very fond of talking: but, on this 
particular ocassion, unhappily could speak no single word that could convey meaning to us. 
Still, it was not to be expected that she could hold her tongue; so she squatted down by us, 
and talked, perhaps all the faster as she had the conversation all to herself. Her daughter was 
a young lady, whom by appearance in England, you would call somewhere in her teens; but, 
hereaway they are so precocious that one is constantly deceived in guessing their age. She 
would have been pretty if she had been clean; and was abundantly and expensively 
ornamented. Sometimes we hear it figuratively said of a domestic coquette, that she carries 
all her property on her back. These Greeks must be well off, if it may not sometimes be so said 
with propriety of them. They have a plan of advertising a young lady’s assets, in a manner 
that is, must be, most satisfactory to fortune-hunters, and prevent the mistakes with us that 
constantly foil the best laid plans. They turn a girl’s fortune into money, and hang it – it, the 
fortune proper – the proper – the ποιον and the πόσον – about her neck. They do not buy 
jewels worth so many hundreds or tens – but transpierce the actual coin, and of them 
compose a necklace of whose value there can be no doubt, and whose fashion is not very 
variable. This may be called a fair and above-board way of doing things. The swain, as he sits 
by the beloved object, may amuse himself by counting the nunber of precious links in the 
chain that is drawing him into matrimony, and debate within himself, on sure data, the 
question whether or no he shall yield to the gentle influence. There would not have been much 
doubt about the monetary recommendations of this young lady, for she was abundantly gilt, 
as became the daughter of one reputed so rich as the old lady. Poor girls! It makes one sad to 
look upon them, brought up with so little idea of what is girlish and beautiful; to see them 
ignorant yet sophisticated, bejeweled and unwashed. This poor child was decked out in the 
most absurd manner, and sat for admiration most palpably. She also sat for something else, 
which was her picture. This was taken by several of the party, so much to the satisfaction of 
the mother and daughter, that the old lady insisted on taking her turn as model. We invariably 
found them pleased with the productions of our art in these cases, and satisfied of the 
correctness of the likeness. The only objections they would ocassionaly make, would refer to 
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the pretermission of some such thing as a tassel in the cap. The fidelity of the likeness they 
took implicitly on trust. 
 
I have said we could not talk to this old lady, Greek though she was, and furnished though 
some of us were with the language of her compatriots. The deficientcy was on her part – not 
on ours. She could not speak one single word of her own language. And so it is, that of all the 
Greeks of Adalia, not one can converse in the language of their fathers. Separated from their 
countrymen, they have become an almost distinct race; and, losing that language of which 
they have no practice, have learnt to use as their own the vernacular of the land in which they 
are immigrants of such antique standing. They talk Turkish-live almost like Turks; and by 
their religion only are distinguished from the neighbours. For religious purposes they use 
their own language: and, by consequence, understand no single word of the ritual or lessons. 
This is certainly a singular national position – impossible, except for religious prevention. It 
is just the reverse of what may be seen elsewhere: for instance, in the mountains of Thessaly 
you find a colony of Germans, who, though completely shut in by the people of the land, and 
holding intercourse with none other, remain foreigners and Germans, resisting the tendancy 
to amalgamation. So in Sicily you find the Piana della Grecia, where the original Greek 
colonists have kept their language and customs in their integrity. But where else, save in this 
one spot, will you find people who, after having imbibed the influences of that country to the 
extent of the adoption of its language, have been able to resist amalgamation with its denizens 
in every respect? 
 
By the by, these people have opened a sort of royal road to the acquisition of the Turkish 
language. The orthography of this language is a most vexed and perplexed affair. Those who 
have made the attempt to master its difficulties may say something in its vituperation; but the 
practise of many of those who are well acquainted therewith, says a great deal more. These 
Greeks for instance, though they have adopted this language as their own, and have been 
accustomed to no other to lisp to their nurses, have altogether discarded the orthography. 
They speak, as do the natives, but write in their own character; accomodating the flexible 
capabilities of their alphabet to the purposes of Turkish orthography. Thus you have the 
means of reading Turkish in a familiar character, which also has the advantage of presenting 
your words in a definite form. The real Turkish alphabet is anything but definite; at least to 
one with within any decent term of years of his commencing his study. This is a mode of 
teaching which I have known to be insisted on by at least one good master: though of course 
the man of any ambition would regard this byway to knowledge as merely a step preliminary 
to the course. 
 
This was not the only party at which we assisted during our visit. A rich Greek merchant 
invited us to enjoy the coolness of the evening in his gardens. It was duly impressed on our 
minds by the gentleman of the place that this old gentleman was worth his weight in gold. 
They did say that his name was good for £150,000294 – a long figure, certainly, to meet in 
such a place. He was a quiet-looking, unpretending person, with very much the air of the 
moneyed man. The hope that we had formed of seeing a display of the youth and fashion of 
Adalia was disappointed. It was by an express relaxation of the law of etiquette that we had 
had the opportunity of seeing even the one or two ladies belonging to the family. Greeks, in 
                                                             
294 An inflation rate of 2.80% per year means £150 in 1843 is worth in equivalent purchasing power 
£18,697.91 in 2018,  https://www.officialdata.org/1843-GBP-in-2018. Hence £150,000 in purchasing 
power in 2018 is 18.7 million pounds, £18,697,906.03. 
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their own country, though exceedingly jealous, and apt to build up alarms on the slightest 
foundation, are yet by no means chary in showing their women. In-doors and out, you will 
meet them, both old and young; and perfectly unconstrained and companionable you will find 
them. But here the case is far otherwise. They have acquired so much of the Mussulman 
notions, that they do not allow their women to mix in society. This is the general rule: more 
pliant to occasion than the law of the Turks, which never yields. And not only here is there a 
strong feeling on this subject: the same prejudice prevails widely in the Turco-Greek islands. 
For instance, in Mytilene, on ocassion of taking that long excursion which I have already 
mentioned, we observed that all the women we met were old and ugly. From this observed 
fact we drew conclusions unfavourable to the general appearance and presentability of the 
Mytilenian ladies. But subsequently we found the reason of the phenomenon to be, that the 
young and pretty girls were kept within doors, and the old ones alone allowed the privilege of 
walking forth – a difference of condition that might almost induce the girls of Mytilene to wish 
for age and wrinkles. 
 
They did not, at Adalia, use us quite so ill as to withhold their ladies from the entertainment. 
The mother was there and a daughter – a young lady with the romantic name of Dudu. With 
such a name as this she ought to have been very pretty, and certainly she did not fall far short 
of such condition. It was clearly to be perceived that she was unaccustomed to mix in general 
society, and that the company of strange men disturbed her. But she was not ungraceful either 
in manner or dress, or in her evident desire to please. The place of our reception was in the 
central court, which the best kind of houses preserve – a contrivance which gives to each of 
the four sides on which the building is disposed, the advantages of a pure and thorough 
current of air. Here we sat drinking sherbet, and, of course, smoking the unfailing chibouque. 
The lady mother was painfully anxious to talk to us, and pretty Miss Dudu was seriously bent 
on listening; but we could not manage to execute a colloquy. All the civil things imaginable 
were expressed to us by gesture, and the young lady came out strong in the presentation of 
bouquets. One fortunate man received from her an orange, the only one remaining at that 
time in the garden; this we persuaded ourselves must, in their symbolic language, imply a 
declaration of some soft interest. Miss Dudu would not have been such a very bad parti, 
being, as she was, the sole heiress of her father’s thousands. However, she was, we 
understood, engaged already to a youth, who was obeying the cruel law prevalent in this 
place, which compels the accepted swain to absent himself from his inamorata for a long 
probation. I think the time was said to be a year; during which no communication must pass 
between the parties. Should the first overtures of a suitor be rejected, it is a settled matter of 
etiquette, that he never again is to see or speak to the young lady. This must be likely, we 
would think, to render a man cautious in proposing: but certainly it must tend to lessen the 
number of eventual old maids, by rendering the young ladies also chary of saying No, when 
they mean Yes. On the whole, we can scarcely admire their matrimonial tactics. We found 
that we were among a family of Hadjis. Miss Dudu was a Hadji, and so were her father and 
mother. In their case the place of pilgrimage is Jerusalem, a visit to which confers on them 
the respectable title of Hadji for life. This old gentleman had made a pious use of some of his 
money, by promoting the cause of pilgrimage amongst his less opulent brethren. The desire to 
tread the holy soil is common to them all; not only to the religious. These have their motives; 
but so also have the disorderly and wicked, who think that a world of cheating and ill-living is 
covered over by the wholesome cloak of pilgrimage. There are also certain less considerable 
places of pilgrimage, invested with considerable sanctity, though inferior in character to the 
one great rendezvous of the religious. Health to body seems often the expected result of visits 
to these secondary places, to which recourse will frequently be had when medical aid has 
failed to be available. Dudu’s father had made himself highly popular by chartering a vessel, 
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and conveying, for charity’s sake, as many devotees as chose to go on one of these minor 
expeditions. The island of Cyprus has a convent of peculiar sanctity, a visit to which is highly 
esteemed as an antidote to bodily ills. He gave a great number the opportunity of testing the 
truth of the tradition. 
 
It was not bad fun, after all, tarrying a few days in Adalia: only, by choice, we would hardly 
chose that particular season for the excursion. What between the Consul’s gardens, and the 
old Greek, and the little bit of business we had upon our hands, we managed to get through 
the time pleasantly enough. We saw that we had here a good specimen of the variety of life 
commonly described as deadly-lively. Were it not that they have such a lot of strangers 
constantly passing through the place, they might seem to be in danger of a moral anchyloses 
– of falling into a state of mind so rusty, as to be incapable of direction to any object, save 
such as lay before them, in the way of immediate physical requirement. The few days that we 
remained there did not afford time enough for the disease to make much head with us. Indeed, 
for us it was a variety of experience, sufficiently stirring for the time, to mark the ways of a 
people so deeply buried in imperturbability and incuriosity. 
 
And so we sped on our way to Rhodes.” p. 735-753. 

 
 

262.1843 
Satalia 
Evening Mail, London, Monday, 28th August, 1843, p. 2. 

 
Notice that “Her Majesty’s ship L’Aigle, from Satalia, had arrived at Smyrna, and was still 
there on the 18th inst.,” 
 
 

263.1843 
Adalia, Olbia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
The Illustrated Naval and Military Magazine, Vol. VI., W. H. Allen and Co. 1886, p. 
34. 

 
“Adalia. A town on the Karamanian coast, and supposed to have been the ancient Olbia. It 
lies at the head of a gulf of the same name, and was the hottest place the (H.M.S.)“Aigles” 
visited, the thermometer showing 107° and 108° (42.2°c.) in the shade at 8 a.m., with the 
wind continually blowing off the land.” p. 34. 
 
 

264.1843 
Adalia 
“Appointments and Promotions,” Kentish Independent, London, 2nd September, p. 
1. 

 
“At Adalia-The L’Aigle, 24.”  
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265.1843 
Adalia 
“Levant News,” The Morning Post, London, Monday, 11th September, p. 3. 

 
“The L’Aigle returned to Smyrna from Adalia and Rhodes on the 3d, Capt. Henry having 
succeeded in arranging the difference, between the British Consul and the local ...” 

 
 

266.1843 
Adalia 
The London Gazette, London, 1843, Vol. III., p. 3451. 

 
“NOTICE is hereby given, that the Partnership heretofore subsisting between us the 
undersigned, John Purdie and T. J. Barns, carrying on business in partnership together at 
Adalia, on the coast of Caramania, in Asia Minor, as merchants, is dissolved, as and from 
this day, by mutual consent. All debts due to and owing from the said concern will be received 
and paid by the said John Purdie-Dated in Adalia, the 14th day of August 1843. John Purdie. 
Thos. J. Barns.” 
 
 

267.1843 
Adalia 
Bankrupts, The Globe, London, Wednesday, 1st November, p. 4. 

 
“Partnerships Dissolved. John Purdie and Thomas I. Barns, of Adalia, Asia Minor, 
merchants.”295 
 
 

268.Satalia 
Edward Hitchcock, “Notes on the Geology of Several Parts of Western Asia,” p. 
348-421, in, Reports of the First, Second, and Third Meetings of the Association of 
American Geologists and Naturalists at Philadelphia, in 1840 and 1841, and at 
Boston in 1842, embracing its Proceedings and Transactions, Gould, Kendall, and 
Lincoln, 1843, p. 391. 

 
“I (Rev. Henry J. Van Lennep, at Smyrna296), hope, myself, to take a trip next fall from Macri 
to Satalia along the southern coast of Asia Minor; and, while I attend principally to 
missionary labors, I shall endeavor not to forget the interests of science.” p. 391. 
 
 

269.Anthalia, Satalia, Antalia, Adalia 
John Macgregor, “VIII. Ottoman Empire. Commercial Legislation and Tariffs of 
the Ottoman Empire,” Commercial tariffs and regulations, of the several States of 
Europe and America. Together with the Commercial Treaties Between England and 
Foreign Countries, Part the Sixth, Charles Whiting, London, 1843, pp. 6, 8, 12. 

 
                                                             
295  Date dissolved 14th August, 1843. 
296  Born in Smyrna in 1815, educated in the United States of America, and with the American Board of 

Commissioners for Foreign Missions in Smyrna (Izmir), Constantinople and Tocat (Tokat), from 1840 to 
1869. 
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Seaports of Turkey in Asia. “11, 12, and 13. Marmoria (Marmorice-Marmaris), Anthalia 
(Antalya), and Tarsus, are the principal harbours on the south coast of Asia Minor.” p. 6. 
 
Towns of Turkey in Asia, Names, Population, Authorities:“Satalia…20,000, Estimate.” p. 8. 
 
“Eyalets in Asia. Asia Minor, or Anadolia, comprises the following eyalets and livas: 
Eyalet of Anadolia; capital, Koutaïeh. – The Livas, dependent, and chief towns, are:-Iznik-
mis, Brousse, Moudania, Kidonia or Haïvalia, Porgame, Sart, Smyrna, Guzel-Hissar, 
Ayasalouk (Ephesa), Antalia or Adalia, Kara-hissar, Angora, Kanghri, Kastemouni, Sinope, 
Boli, and Bartine or Bartan.” p. 12. 
 
 

270.1843-1844 
Adalia 
V. Estimates etc. Miscellaneous Services: for the year ending 31 March 1844, p. 
447-464, 20. Consuls Abroad, (A.)-Particulars of the foregoing Estimate-
continued, Parliamentary Papers, Vol. XXXI, House of Commons, Parliament, 
Great Britain, London, 1843. p. 16. 

 
It is noteworthy that Adalia was first listed in the Estimates for Consuls Abroad as in Syria, 
together with Damascus, Aleppo, Alexandretta, Tarsous (Tarsus), Beyrout, Candia and 
Cyprus, not in Anatolia-Turkey under the Consul General in Smyrna-Izmir, but under the 
Consul General in Damascus. This had also earlier been the case for the French Consuls in 
Satalia. Her Brittanic Majesty’s Vice-Consul in Adalia, Mr. J. Purdie, received a salary of 
£100 pounds sterling per year. It was in consequence of this consular listing of Adalia as 
being in (the consular district of) Syria, that the place of death of the Rev. E. T. Daniell in 
1842 in his obituary and subsequently repeated into the 21st century, was given as “Adalia, 
Syria”297, not, as one would expect, Adalia, Anadolia. The new listing of the Estimates for 

                                                             
297 The mention of Adalia-Syria as his place of demise seems to have first occurred in his obituary which was 

published in numerous journals late in 1842 and 1843 giving his place of death as follows: “Rev. E. T. 
Daniell, Late reader at St. Mark’s Chapel, Grosvenor-square, at Adalia, in Syria”, eg. The Court Magazine 
& Monthly Critic and Lady’s Magazine, & Museum of the Belles Lettres, Music, Fine Arts, Drama, 
Fashions, &c, Vol. X, Dobbs & Co. London, 1842, p. 172, which records the name C.(sic.) T. Daniel (sic.), 
and his demise as occurring somewhat later, on the 10th of October (sic.); “Sept. 24, of brain fever, at the 
house of the British Consul at Adalia, Syria, the Rev. Edward Daniell, M.A. of Green-Street,” London 
Evening Standard, 02, Nov. 1842, p. 4; The British Magazine and Monthly Register of Religious and 
Ecclesiastical Information, Parochial History, and Documents Respecting the State of the Poor, Progress of 
Education, &c, Vol. XXII, J. Turrill, London, 1842, p. 696; The Christian remembrancer; or, The 
Churchman’s Biblical, ecclesiastical & literary miscellany, Vol. IV, July-Dec. 1842, James Burns, London, p. 
705; ILN, I, 1842, p. 1064, etc. This was added to in 1843 to read: “At the residence of the British Consul at 
Adalia, in Syria, of brain fever, in the prime of life,…” e.g. The Annual Register, Vol. 84, 1843, 286; The 
Gentleman’s Magazine, and Historical Chronicle, for the Year 1843, Vol. 173, 102; as likewise, The 
Cambridge Chronicle and Journal, Saturday 5th November, 1842, p. 4, relates he died of brain fever, at the 
house of the British Consul at Adalia in Syria, etc. This unfortunate error of “Adalia in Syria”, gained a 
broader circulation through, The Standard Library Cyclopaedia of Political, Constitutional, Statistical and 
Forensic Knowledge. Forming A Work Of Universal Reference on subjects of Civil Administration, Political 
Economy, Finance, Commerce, Laws and Social Relations, In Four Volumes, Henry G. Bohn, London, Vol. 
II.:CAT-EYR, 1853, p. 624, where on the basis of 1844 it lists the British Consul in Adalia as in under the 
Consul-General in Damascus, as likewise the entry in the DNB by Richard Smail, ‘Daniell, Edward Thomas 
(1804–1842)’, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford University Press, 2004 
http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/7123, accessed 25 Feb 2017; Edward Thomas Daniell (1804–1842): 
doi:10.1093/ref:odnb/7123, where his demise in “Adalia in Syria” is still recorded. 
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Consuls Abroad, which recorded Adalia as in Turkey, in the consular distict of Smyrna, was 
published in 1845298. p. 16. 

 
 

271.Adalia 
The Standard Library Cyclopaedia of Political, Constitutional, Statistical and 
Forensic Knowledge, Forming A Work Of Universal Reference on subjects of Civil 
Administration, Political Economy, Finance, Commerce, Laws and Social Relations, 
In Four Volumes, Henry G. Bohn, London, Vol. II.: CAT-EYR, 1853, p. 624. 

 
Stations of British consuls etc, in 1844: 
“Syria. – Damascus, Aleppo, Adalia, Alexandretta, Tarsous, Beyrout, Candia, Cyprus.” p. 
624. 
 
The British Vice-Consul in Adalia, on the basis of the 1844 list, republished in 1853, is given 
as within the Consular District of Syria, together with Crete, Cyprus, Alexandretta-
İskanderun, under the Consul-General in Damascus, rather than, as had been the case since 
1845, under the Consul-General in Smyrna-İzmir. 
 
 

272.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
William Holt Yates, The Modern History and Condition of Egypt: its climate, 
diseases, and capabilities; exhibited in a personal narrative of travels in that country; 
with an account of the proceedings of Mohammed Ali pascha, from 1801-1843, in 
Two Volumes, Smith, Elder and Co., London, Vol. 1., 1843, p. 453; Vol. II., p. 85-
86. 

 
“The Gulf of Adalia is considered the Biscay of the Levant. Many ships are lost there, 
especially if carried into the Bay by a strong south-westerly gale; for there is no place to run 
for; and as it seldom happens that they can bring to, they go ashore. When it is blowing hard 
from the north or north-east, which it often does, the wind rushes down the deep ravines of 
Mount Taurus from almost every point of the compass at the same time, producing something 
very like a whirlpool, which nothing can resist; whereas, six or eight miles out, the true wind, 
which passes over the tops of the mountains, alone is felt. The Greeks know this, and avoid 
the Gulf as they would Scylla and Charybdis.” Vol. I., p. 453. 
 
“His Highness was some years ago going in state to a mosque, and had proceeded as far as 
the tomb of his father, Abdul Hamid Khan, at Baktchi Kapsi(Istanbul), when an old 
Mossulman, of mild but serious aspect, suddenly seized his stirrup, and said, “It is the will of 
God: I have a suit against you - accompany me to the Makhemme – (Hall of Justice.) The 
sultan, without evincing the least surprise, replied, “It is well - I will go, but it will be by 
deputy.” Then turning to the Stamboul Effendessi (mayor) he added, “I constitute you my 
representative - let two gentlemen go with you to certify your identity, and do you see that 
justice takes its course.” The man quitted his hold of the stirrup - the procession moved on - 
and the others went straight to the Mekhemme. It turned out that the plaintiff, having a piece 
of land which adjoined that of the government of Adalia, the governor had, on some pretext or 
other, taken possession of it twenty–seven years before, notwithstanding that the owner had 
the title deeds. These documents were now produced, examined, and found to be in order, and 
                                                             
298  Parliamentary Papers, Session, 4 February-9 August, 1845, Vol. 29. V. Estimates, & Miscellaneous 

Services, 21. Consuls Abroad, H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1845, p. 17. 
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the Sultan was condemed, not only to restore the property, but to pay the propritor the rent of 
it for twenty-seven years. All was done without a remark, and the man in a few days set out 
for Adalia. Previous to leaving the capital, however, Mahmoud sent for him, complimented 
him on his spirited determination, and loaded him with presents. He then dismissed his 
fortunate subject with words to this effect, “Return home, and should any man wrong you, if 
the authorities fail to do you justice, recollect I am here!” Vol. II., p. 85-86. (Reprint from its 
1842 publication, see above). 
 
 

273.May 4th 1844 
Adalia, Satalia 
Panorama of Adalia-Satalia taken from the deck of a ship moored off the 
harbour, drawn over two pages, by Miner Kilbourne Kellogg (1814-89) . 

 

 
Pencil and watercolor on paper mounted on paper, Smithsonian American Art Museum, Bequest of 
Martha F. Butler, 1991.56.168 inscribed, “Adalia, Asia Minor, May 4/44 (No. 1).” (left), and, Bequest 
of Martha F. Butler, 1991.56.193, inscribed, “Ruins of Ancient Temple of Mercury at Satalia. St. Paul 
sailed from here to Antioch (No. 2 continued from the preceeding) May 4. 1844.” (right). The Roman 
mausoleum, “hıdırlık kule,” here is recorded as a temple of mercury. With a studio in Constantinople 
in 1843-1844, Miner Kilbourne Kellogg travelled to Egypt, Palestine, Syria and Asia Minor. He was a 
friend of the antiquarian, excavator and diplomat Austen Henry Layard, they climbed Mount Olympus 
by Bursa and inspected the ruins of Aezandi-Aizanoi, Çavdarhisar together in 1845299. 

 
 

274.1844 
Satalia 
“Fragments From The Dardanelles,” p. 216-223 in, The Nautical Magazine and 
Naval Chronicle for 1844. A Journal of Papers on Subjects Connected with 
Maritime Affairs, Simpkin, Marshall and Co., London, 1844, p. 220; 222. Also in, 
The Morning Chronicle, London, 6th February, 1844, p. 2. 

 
“We announced a case of barbarous piracy and murder, committed by the schooner St. 
Trinità, on a Cernic, on her return from Satalia to Simi, and the capture of the pirate boat at 
Samos, whence the actors were sent to Rhodes, and are now in prison. Only five, however, 
have been arrested, and by these, disclosures have been made which horrify and disgust. H. 
E. Hassan Pasha has demanded instructions from Constantinople as to the course he is to 
pursue, for the prisoners, being Greeks, cannot be put to death, except with the concurrence 
of the Greek government, which in that case, will disclaim it subjects, and they will be then 
                                                             
299  In 1847 he was instrumental in having Layard elected to the Ethnological Society in New York and there are 

twenty three letters, 1845-57, from Sir Henry Layard to Miner K. Kellogg, in the British Museum. 
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considered as Turkish subjects, under the title of rayahs. We hope that the Greek government 
will throw no obstacle in the way by which justice shall be deprived of her right, for who, 
after such a confession as the following, will feel an iota of pity for such blood thirsty, callous 
scoundrels! 
 
“Nine cases of piracy, in each of which the murder of the victims, and the scuttling of the 
vessels attacked, had, before the last, been committed – and in this last case the lives of two 
passsengers were taken, one a young girl of 18 or 19 years of age, of surpassing beauty. 
 
“She was transferred from the cernic to the pirate schooner, where she was kept three days, 
during which time she was assaulted by all the crew, and forced to abandon herself to their 
guilty passions; this done, she was ordered to prepare for death – death by decapitation – her 
hair was close cut, that nothing might impede the progress of the knife! When the wretched 
girl begged of her assassins to throw her into the sea, instead of decapitating her. Her request 
was complied with, and the hapless creature was launched from the vessel’s side, where the 
death she demanded speedily put an end to her agonised sufferings.” p. 220. 
 
“The Santa Trinita, which made nine or ten captures in 1843/4 in the Levant was a schooner. 
Yanni Zanni, one of the schooner’s crew, is an old hand at plundering, and has already 
experienced the leniency of Greek tribunals, - See the Times of Dec. 7, 1843.” p. 222. 
 
 

275.1844, February 
Adalia 
“Neptune”, Rolls, Lloyd’s List, London, Wednesday, 21st February, p. 2. 

 
“The sea has been very boisterous for the last few days, along the whole of the coast. “The 
Urania, Salomon, (Prussian Brig) foundered at Adalia; Crew saved. Two other vessels, 
names unknown, also went down.” 

 
 

276.1844 March 
Adalia 
Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, London, Thursday 4th of April, 1844, p. 3. 

 
“An Egyptian frigate has been lost on the coast of Adalia, whither she had proceeded to load 
cattle for Alexandria, of whose crew only one hand was saved.”300 
 
 

277.1844 March 
Adalia 
“Egyptian Commerce,” Shipping and Mercantile Gazette, London, Saturday, April 
6th, p. 3. 

 
“On the 9th of March the Pasha’s steamer of war Nile came in from Adalia, a town on the 
coast of Asia Minor in Caramania, (from) where she brought a cargo of 270 mares for 
Ibrahaim Pasha.” 
 
                                                             
300  For another Egyptian frigate with a crew of 70 of which only two or three were rescued, was smashed to 

pieces against the cliffs in a storm in the winter of 1871-2, see below Rev. E. J. Davis’s account from 1872.  
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278.1844 August 

Satalia 
British and Foreign State Papers, 1847-1848, Vol. XXXVI, Harrison and Sons, 
London, 1861, p. 247.  

 
Letter from Col. Rose to the Earl of Aberdeen (Received Oct. 1) dated Beyrout Sept. 7, 1844, 
concerning unrest in the Jebel Druze and the dispatch of two Ottoman troop-ships from 
Satalia. 

 
“I begged also the Pashas to adjourn the meeting of the deputies for a day or two, till the two 
Turkish steamers returned with troops from Satalia. I hoped that by that time the dismissal of 
the corrupt secretary, the encouragement to the Emir Haidar, the show of justice in inquiring 
into the cases of outrage and reported murder, and the arrival of fresh troops, would have 
produced an effect on the disaffected, and revive the influence of the legitimate Government to 
the prejudice of the party who had illegitimately usurped it. Three battalions of troops, 2,300 
men, arrived very opportunely on the 1st instant.” p. 247. 

 
 

279.Adalia 
Rev. James Mickleburgh, Index to the Principal Places In The World (Modern), 
with reference to the Maps of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 
Charles Knight and Co., London, 1844, p. 3. 

 
“Name and Designation…Adalia, p., Map…Turk, Lat…36 55, Long…30 47.” p. 3. 
 
 

280.Attalia, Satalia 
Joseph E. Worcester, Elements of Geography, Ancient and Modern: with a 

Modern and an Ancient Atlas, Lewis and Sampson, Boston, 1844, p. 71. 
 

Cities and Towns 

Asia Minor: “Ancient…At-ta-li’a, Modern…Satalia” p. 71. 

 
 

281.Atta’lia, Italah, Ol’bia, Santalia 
Samuel Augustus Mitchell, Mitchell’s Ancient Atlas, Classical and Sacred, containing 
maps illustrating the geography of the ancient world, as described by the writers of 
antiquity; also, the political divisions, cities, towns, places distinguished by remarkable 
events, together with a table of the corresponding ancient and modern names of the 
places engraved in the maps; the whole accompanied by a descriptive geography, 
embellished with numerous engravings of remarkable events, views of important cities, 
noted structures, and various interesting antique remains, E. H. Butler and Co., 
Philadelphia, 1844, pp. 3, 8. (Reprinted, 1850, 1856, 1861, unchanged in 1871, p. 4, 
“Attalia ..... Town… Pamphylia…(Map No.) 2…(Modern Name) Italah.” p. 3, p. 
8,“Ol’bia…… Town…Pamphylia…(Map No.) 2…(Modern Name) Santalia”and, 
“Pamphyl’ia, district, Asia Minor…2.. Attalia.” ) Although Attalia was in Pamphylia, there 
was another city founded by Attalus of the same name, Attalia/ Attalea in Lydia. It was 
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subsequently called Italah. Mitchell has confused Italah-Attalea in Lydia with Attalia-
Satalia in Pamphylia in all the editions of his Ancient Atlas. 

 
Index to Mitchell’s Ancient Atlas.  
“Attalia ..... Town… Pamphylia…(Map No.) 2…(Modern Name) Italah.” p. 3. 
“Ol’bia…… Town…Pamphylia…(Map No.) 2…(Modern Name) Santalia” p. 8. 
“Pamphyl’ia…District… Asia Minor…2.. Attalia.” p. 8. 

 
 

282.1845, June 11th 
Adalia 
Report on Observations of Luminous Meteors, 1860-61, 1-43, Report of the Thirty-
First Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science held at 
Manchester in September 1861, John Murray, London, 1862, p. 30 

 
“No. 2.- The following accounts of the remarkable meteor of June 11th, 1845, of which some 
descriptions have already been published in preceding Reports, have been forwarded to us, as 
first seen by the Rev. F. Hawlett, F.R.A.S., near Adalia, Asia Minor: —  
 
  1.Towards the close of the 18th we started, after one of the sultriest days I almost ever 
experienced; at 11 a.m. the thermometer was 98° (36.6°c.) in the coolest part of Mr. Purdie's 
house, whilst not a breath of wind was astir. I know not whether the stagnant heat may have 
contributed to the occurrence of a very splendid meteor which we witnessed that evening. We 
had entered the mountainous district north-west of Adalia, the sun had recently set in a 
perfectly cloudless sky, and the twilight was coming on, when there suddenly burst out in the 
north a meteor that resembled in appearance a bright but permanent flash of lightning, whose 
upper extremity lay a little to the east of the pole-star. The length of the flash, as near as I 
could judge, was about 50°- certainly more than half of the space between the zenith and the 
horizon (sloping downwards towards the west of north); and that which I presumed was the 
vapour resulting from the explosion presented for several minutes the same shape as the 
original flash, and being strongly illumined (as I took it) by the upslanting rays of the 
vanished sun, appeared about the brightness of the rising moon, which was then about full. 
Absorbed as we all were by the magnificence of the spectacle, which elicited from the Turks 
repeated cries of “Allah, Allah,” I forgot to note by my watch the time which might elapse 
until an explosion should be audible, and was only reminded of the omission upon hearing a 
dull heavy report like that of a distant piece of ordnance boom on my ear, after an interval we 
then judged of some 7 or 8 minutes. According to this estimate, the sound, if it came to us 
from the meteor, and which (It was so peculiar) I think was the case, must have travelled to us 
from a distance of 90 miles (sound travelling 1140 feet per second), and owing to the altitude 
of the meteor must have had its origin in the highest and rarest regions of our atmosphere. 
 
This brilliant visitant gradually appeared to grow larger and more diffuse, as to breadth more 
particularly, and at last to break up into detatched portions, which were beautifully decked in 
luminous colours of red, orange, and silvery green. Finally the coloured portions, having 
taken meanwhile a slightly westerly course, by degrees faded away, having continued visible 
at least 20 minutes to half an hour. We were informed that the meteor was seen at 
Philadelphia (160 miles west)301.” p. 30. 
 
                                                             
301  Rather than 160 miles-258 km. West of Antalya, Philadelphia-Alaşehir, is approximately 195 miles-315 km.  

N.N.W of Adalia-Antalya. 
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“2. From ‘Malta Mail.’ 
The brig ‘Victoria’ saw this extraordinary appearance when in latitude 36° 40' 56" north, and 
longitude 13° 44' 36" east, being becalmed and without any appearance of bad weather; her 
topgallant and royal masts suddenly went over the side, as if carried away by a sudden 
squall; and two hours after it blew very hard from the south and east, but suddenly again fell 
calm, with an overpowering stench of sulphur and an unbearable heat. At this moment three 
luminous bodies were seen to issue from the sea, at about half a mile from the vessel, which 
remained visible for about ten minutes; soon after it came on to blow hard from the south-
east, and the vessel ran into a current of air the reverse of that just experienced (900 miles 
west of Adalia).” p. 30. 
 
 
 
 
 

283.1845 Adalia, Pamphylia (Bay of) 
William Brewster, “In Memoriam: Henry Augustus Purdie. Born December 16, 

1840-Died March 29, 1911,” The Auk, Vol. XXIX, American Ornithologists’ 
Union, Cambridge, Mass., January, 1912, p. 2-3. 

 
“Henry Augustus Purdie was born on the sixteenth of December, 1840, in Beiijah (Buca), 
Asia Minor, a suburban town302 about five miles to the eastward of Smyrna. He died in 
Boston, Massachusetts, on the twenty-ninth of March, 1911. His father, John Purdie, was 
Scotch, although born (in 1803) in London, and reared there, his father being employed in the 
Bank of England. After his marriage John Purdie served as British Consul at Adalia on the 
southeast coast of Asia Minor, where he died in 1856. Henry’s mother, Eleanor (Pratt) 
Purdie, was descended from old New England stock and born in Charlestown, Massachusetts, 
in 1808. Her father, John Pratt, was a merchant captain and a partner of Judah Truro of 
Boston... 
 
In 1845 he returned with his mother and brother to the Levant, where the family were 
reunited at Adalia. Here the conditions of life were such that the Purdie children had to spend 
most of their time in the house and in a large yard and garden connected with it which served 
them well as a playground; but on Sundays, after listening to a Church of England service 
and to a Unitarian discourse, they were accustomed to walk out into the country beyond the 
city walls accompanied by a servant and two or three janizaries to keep off the rabble of 
hooting native children who followed them and to carry their lunch, which was commonly 
eaten beside an iris-lined brook, or in an olive grove, or beneath some spreading plane tree. 
Such an excursion might end in an exciting climb down precipitous lime-stone cliffs, over 
which brooks cascaded into the sea, on reaching which the children would be met by a boat 
sent there to bring them home. Sometimes they were rowed into romantic-looking caves 
abounding with wild birds, or to pebbly beaches fringed with oleanders, where they bathed. 
When confined to the house they often amused themselves by cutting pictures from the 
‘Illustrated London News’ and throwing them from an overhanging window into the street, 
where a crowd of Turkish or Greek boys would soon assemble to scramble over one another 
for them. Towards evening they usually resorted to the kiosk on top of the house whence one 
might look out over red-tiled roofs and gardens of orange, lemon, fig, vine and mulberry to 
the blue sea, beyond which rose lofty ranges of mountains bounding the Bay of Pamphilia. In 

                                                             
302  Bujiar, (Buca) where the English Consul’s country residence was in 1837.  
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the summer of 1846 the family traveled with a caravan to Buldur (Burdur), a remote Turkish 
village among the Taurus mountains about a hundred miles from the seacoast. During this 
journey each of the children occupied a box supplied with bedding and a canopy and slung on 
the side of a large mule. They, with their mother and a Greek maid, passed the entire summer 
at Buldur away from all European civilization. They were well treated by the village children, 
who were more polite and friendly than those at Adalia. In the afternoon they would walk to a 
large salt lake near at hand, or to some garden or vineyard where they gathered fruit while 
the attendant servant told them wonderful stories.  
 
It is to Alfred Purdie, chiefly, that I am indebted for knowledge of these early experiences of 
the brothers in Asia Minor. Henry recalled them only dimly in after years, although he often 
spoke of them in general terms, and occasionally the fragrance of an iris or the sound of a 
rushing brook would prompt him to exclaim, “This reminds me of Adalia.” His mother taught 
him his letters there. After leaving Adalia he and his brother were for some months at a 
school kept by an American lady in Bonabat (Bournabat) near Smyrna303, and later Henry 
was sent to a higher grade English school in the same village.” p. 2-3. 
 
 

284.Adalia 
Charles Knight, Political Dictionary; Forming A Work of Universal Reference, 
Both Constitutional And Legal;...in Two Volumes, Charles Knight and Co., 
London, 1845, Vol. I., p. 624. 

 
“Stations of British Consuls etc. in 1844:-… 
 
Syria. - Damascus, Aleppo, Adalia, Alexandretta, Tarsous, Beyrout, Candia, Cyprus.” Vol. I., 
p. 624. 
 
 

285.Adalia, Laara 
A Handbook for Travellers in the Ionian Islands, Greece, Turkey, Asia Minor and 
Constantinople, John Murray, London, 1845, p. 342. 

 
“Route 100 
 
Adalia, is a pleasant town surrounded by a wood of orange, lemon, fig, vine, and mulberry 
trees. The town stands on a cliff rising 60 or 80 feet above the sea, which has no beach, but 
breaks against the rocks. It contains numerous fragments of ancient buildings, columns, 
inscriptions and statues. In front of the town the bay is bounded by a continued chain of 
mountains extremely beautiful, having something of the same effect, though superior to those 
of Carrara, from the Spezia road (quoting C. Fellows). Leaving Adalia, the road passes by 
the supposed site of Laara, 8 m. distant, where an imperfect inscription is seen.” p. 342. 
 
                                                             
303  “Our road was in the line that leads to the pretty village of Bonabat, leaving the no less pretty village of 

Boujah on the right, but far away, and hidden among the hills. These are two pleasant suburban retreats that 
the merchants of Smyrna have established as a ricovero from the toils of the city. Bonabat is more especially 
inhabited by the French, and Boujah by the English. There is a third village somewhat further off in the 
direction of Ephesus, called Sittagui. A few years ago, when the Turkey trade was in its palmy days, the 
merchants used to do their business in most agreeable style. It was during certain months only that they went 
every day to their offices, the rest of the year being permitted to enjoyment.” “A ride to Magnesia,” 231-243 
in, Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine, Vol. LXI, February, 1847, p. 241 
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286.Attalia, Attalea, Antáliyah, Andália, Adália, Corycus 

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, Or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge:Comprising 
the Twofold Advantage of a Philosophical and an Alphabetical Arrangement, with 
Appropriate Engravings, Edward Smedley, Hugh James Ross, Henry John Ross, 
pub., B. Fellowes, London, 1845, Vol. XXIII., p. 40. 

 
“Attalia, or Attalea, which still retains its ancient name among the Greeks, and is called with 
only a slight corruption, Antáliyah, (pronounced Andália and Adália) by the Turks, is now the 
most considerable place on this coast. It was founded by Attalus Philadelphus near the little 
town of Corycus, another colony adjoining to it, which, together with it, he walled around. 
(Strabo, p. 667.) Its natural position, fortifications, triumphal arch in honour of Hadrian, 
aqueduct, fragments of sculpture, ancient inscriptions, Cathedral, now a Mosque, armorial 
bearings of Feudal Barons, and Episcopal Dignity in the Greek Church, afford as Colonel 
Leake justly observes, (p. 193) incontrovertible evidence of the identity of the present city with 
that celebrated by the Ancients; the order, moreover, in which the towns on this coast are 
named by Strabo, whose authority had so much weight with D’Anville, Gosselin, and Captain 
Beaufort, is contradicted by Ptolemy, and the Stadiasmus, an ancient Periplus or “Pilot” of 
this sea.” Vol. XXIII., p. 40. 

 
 

287.Adalia, Olbia 
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana; or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge, on an original 
plan: comprising the Twofold advantage of A Philosophical and An Alphabetical 
Arrangement, with appropriate engravings. Ed. Rev. Edward Smedley, Rev. Hugh 
James Rose, Rev. Henry John Rose, Vol. XIV,  (Miscellaneous and Lexicographical, 
Vol. I., B. Fellowes, London, 1845, p. 102-103. (largely Beaufort 1818 quoted in 
extensio) 

 
“Adalia, A town of Karamania (sic.), in the south part of Asia Minor; probably the ancient 
fortress of Olbia, the delightful situation of which is alluded to in the ancient name which is 
derived from the adjective Ὄλθιος, blessed or happy. This coincidence is pointed out by M. 
D’Anville304, and many circumstances confirm the opinion of that eminent geographer. 
 
Adalia is beautifully situated round a small harbour; the streets appear to rise behind each 
other, like the seats of a theatre; and on the level summit of the hill, the city is inclosed by a 
ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers, about fifty yards asunder. In one part of 
the surrounding wall, there was formerly an opening between two of the towers, which 
appears to have been once a splendid gateway, but is now filled up. There are still the 
remains of fourteen columns; the upper rank of which are of the Corinthian order. Four of 
larger dimensions stand in a line with the outer face of the towers; on their entablature are 
some large stones, with inscriptions, which are now misplaced and inverted; but they appear 
to have belonged originally to a complete course along the whole front. The inside walls and 
towers appear to have been substantial and well built, the quoin stones are neatly chiselled, 
and the whole has a look of finish; but the two outer walls, which inclose the ditch, seem to be 
of inferior workmanship. 
 

                                                             
304  As subsequently noted Capt. Francis Beaufort, Karamania, R. Hunter, London, 1817, p. 130. 
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The port is inclosed by two stone piers, which once had towers on the extremities; but they 
are now in a ruinous state, and the inroads of the sea unite with the neglect of their present 
possessors to insure their destruction. The gardens round the town are beautiful; the trees are 
loaded with fruit; every kind of vegetable seemed to be exuberant; and the inhabitants spoke 
of their corn grounds as more than commonly productive. The soil is deep, and every where 
intersected by streams loaded with calcareous matter, which, often (sic. A typo as Beaufort 
1817 has, the word ‘after’) fertilizing the plain, fall over the cliffs, or turn the corn-mills in 
their descent to the sea. 
 
Alternate breezes refresh the air in a remarkable manner; for the daily sea-breeze sweeps up 
the western side of the gulf with accumulated strength; and at night, the great northern valley, 
which appears to traverse the chain of Mount Taurus, conducts the land wind from the cold 
mountains of the interior. Upon the whole, it would be difficult to select a more charming spot 
for a city. 
 
The population of Adalia probably does not exceed 8000, two thirds of which, I understand to 
be Mohammedans, the other third Greek. These Greeks are acquainted with no other 
language than the Turkish; yet, though some of their prayers are translated into that tongue, 
the principal part of the liturgy is repeated in Greek by the Papas, or priests; of whom the 
greater number are as ignorant of the meaning, as their congregation. 
 
“The influence of commerce on this coast,” says Mr. Beaufort, “has been but felt little till 
lately (1812); but the immense demand for wheat in the British garrisons of the 
Mediterranean, during the war, and the failure of a supply from that once plenteous granary, 
Sicily (now hardly adequate to its own consumption), had given such a spur to the 
enterprising islanders of Psara and Hydra, that in search of it they ransack the whole 
surrounding coast of that sea. With dollars in their hands, every creek was explored; and a 
few quarters gleaned from each valley soon completed a cargo. The exportation of corn is 
prohibited throughout the Turkish dominions, under penalty of confiscation and slavery; but 
this extreme severity only serves to give fresh activity to the traffic: for, the Aghas, being 
exorbitantly paid for their connivance, have a direct interest in promoting it; and no Agha in 
the empire is proof against self-interest. In populous countries, and in poor soils, it may be a 
slow and difficult process, to push the sudden culture of corn beyond its accustomed limits, or 
to divert the necessary capital from other pursuits; but in the rich and thinly inhabited valleys 
of these countries, a single year is sufficient to produce exertions, which the stimulus of free 
trade is alone wanting to perpetuate. The great plain of Adalia had begun to feel the effects of 
this impulse; and even from distant parts of the interior, camels, horses, and asses, were daily 
bringing in their separate ventures, to load the Greek vessels which lay in the port. 
 
“In the Bazaar, or market, we saw cloth, hardware, and many specimens of English and 
German manufacture; but they had been mostly conveyed, by the regular caravans, from 
Smyrna. Few articles for barter are yet bought by the Greek corn-traders: ready money, is 
their staple, and every vessel we examined on its way up from Malta and Messina to these 
coasts, had many thousand dollars on board. If this demand continues, both parties will find 
their advantage in a mutual exchange of goods; as cultivation extends, and affluence 
increases, new wants will be generated, new markets for European manufactures will be 
gradually opened, and civilisation and industry may one day triumph over the ignorance and 
sloth that now pervade these semi-barbarous regions.” Beaufort’s Karamania.” p. 102-103. 
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288.Antaliyah, Attalia 
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, Or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge: Comprising 
the Twofold Advantage of a Philosophical and an Alphabetical Arrangement, with 
Appropriate Engravings, Vol. XXII, (Miscellaneous and Lexicographical, Vol. IX.) 
Eds. Edward Smedley, Hugh James Rose, Henry John Rose, London, B. Fellowes, 
1845, pp. 424, 438. 

 
“Pashalik…Anatoli. Sanjak or Liva (Nos.1-17)… 9. Tekeh. Principal Towns…Antaliyah. 
(Attalia), Kupi bazar.” p. 424. 
 
Natolia: “the city and harbour of Antaliyah, (Attalia) the capital of Tekeh. It is a very ancient 
city, triangular in shape, supposed by the Turks to have been built by Zahak, one of the 
earliest Kings of Persia; it has a harbour and a strong castle, being well fortified, and 
garrisoned, says the Jihan numa, (p. 639) with four hundred men. The adjoining plain and 
hills are very fertile, abounding in vines, lemons, oranges and dates and all kinds of fruits. A 
river rising to the North has been brought into the city by an aqueduct. From a mountain to 
the North of the city issues another stream called Duden, (Catarrhactes,) which is the outlet 
of the Lake of Egerder: it sinks under ground at some distance from the lake, and appears 
again in the neighbourhood of the gardens behind Antaliyah, the whole of which it waters, 
and then, passing by the city, falls into the sea at Kupri bazarli (sic.), (Bridge Market,) a town 
and district in the Kadilik of Menavghat to the East of Antaliyah. Many camels are pastured 
in the wastes covered with pinar, (pinari from prinos, Quercus coccigera,) near this city, and 
sesamun (susam) and strawberries (chilek) are very plentiful in this district, which is eleven 
days’ journey from Burusah (Bursa).” …“Lake of Egerder…It is a wonderful lake, and 
among the white pebbles on its shores some are found on which the name of God has been 
miraculously inscribed. The outlet from this lake, after running for two days journey, sinks 
underground in a sort of whirlpool at a place called Duden, one day’s journey from 
Antaliyah, and emerges again from the ground near the customs-gate of that city.” p. 438. 
 
 

289.Attalia 
The Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, Ed. John Kitto, Adam and Charles Black, 
Edinburgh, 1845, Vol. II., p. 466. (As also subsequently reprinted in 1846, p. 466; 
and 1851, p. 466.) 

 
s.v. Pamphylia, “The chief cities of this province were Perga and Attalia. Christianity was 
probably first preached in this country by some of the Jewish proselytes who were converted 
on the day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 10, 15, 38). It was afterwards visited by Paul.” Vol. II., p. 
466. 

 
 

290.Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia (Gulf of) 
John Thomson, Universal Gazetteer and Geographical Dictionary: More Complete 
Than Any Hitherto Published. With Maps, H. G. Bohn, London, 1845, p. 839. (The  
sentence is the same as formed the first sentence in The Edinburgh Gazetteer entry of 
1824, s.v. Satalia, p. 616 and ibid., 1829, 617.) 

“Satalia, or Antalia, a city of Caramania, in Asia Minor, beautifully situated at the head of a 
gulf to which it gives name, round a small harbour.” p. 839. 
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291.Adalia 

Accounts And Papers; Twenty-Eight Volumes (20.) Trade; Corn. Session 22 Jan.-28 
August 1846, Parliamentary Papers, London, Vol. XLIV, pp. 39, 86, 186. 

 
Beyrout. “3. Of the best red or white wheat of the growth of 1845, weighing not less than 
from 60 lbs. to 61 lbs. per imperial bushel?  
 
Price on the Ist November 1845…23 ½ piasters, equal to 4s. 3 ¼ d.  
Observations…Red wheat, weighing 59 lbs. per bushel, the produce of Anatolia, imported 
from Adalia, used only by private families, who make their own bread.” p. 39. 
 
List of all the Consul-General, Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and Consular Agents in Her Majesty’s 
Service. Presented to the House of Commons by Command of Her Majesty, in pursuance of 
their Address of the 23rd July, 1846, T. R. Harrison, London, (B2, p. 6). 
 
“Country…Turkey, Residence…Adalia, Rank…Vice-Consul, Name…J. Purdie, Salary…100, 
Date of Appointment…Feb. 1842, District of each Consulate…The Ports and their 
Dependencies.” p. 86. 
 
An Account of the Number of Ships Laden with Foreign Corn Entered Inwards, in the Year 
1845. 
Foreign Corn Imported in the Year 1845:  
 
“Port of Lading…Adalia, Port of Discharge…London, No. of Ships…1, Barley… Qrs. 2,081, 
Bush. 0.” (Accounts of the Quantities, in continuation of PP, No. 74, May 1846, Mr. Trotter, 
p. 6) p. 186. 
 
 

292.Adalia, Satalieh, Satalieh (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf of), Olbia 
John Ramsay McCulloch, Daniel Haskel, M’Culloch’s Universal Gazetteer: A 
Dictionary, Geographical, Statistical, and Historical, of the Various Countries, 
Places, and Principal Natural Objects in the World, 1846, Vol. I., p. 11.  

 
“Adalia, or Satalieh, a sea-port town of Turkey in Asia, Anatolia, cap. Sangiack Teke-illi, on 
the gulf of the same name, near the mouth of the Douden-sou, lat. 36°53' 15" N., long. 30° 45' 
3" E. Pop. 8000 (?), two thirds Turks and one third Greeks. It is finely situated, being built 
amphitheatre-wise round a small harbour on the declivity of a hill, the summit of which is 
surmounted by a castle. It is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers 
about fifty yards apart. Streets narrow, and houses mostly of wood. It is the residence of a 
pasha and of a Greek archbishop; and has numerous mosques, churches, baths, 
caravanserais, etc. The surrounding country is beautiful, and the soil deep and fertile. Adalia 
is supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Olbia; and the fragments of columns and other 
remains of antiquity found within its walls attest its former flourishing state.-(Beaufort’s 
Karamania, p. 126; Dict. Geographique, etc.)” Vol. I., p. 11. 
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293.Attalia, Sattalia, Adalia 
John R. Miles, A Dictionary of Scripture Geography; containing illustrations of all 
the places mentioned in the Old and New Testaments and the leading events 
connecting them with the Christian: To which are added, chronological, 
geographical, and other tables, J. Johnson and Sons, Manchester, 1846, p. 65. 

 
“Attalia, (at-a-li-a, increasing, nourishing,) a sea-port town of Asia Minor, on the coast of 
Pamphylia, situated on a bay of the Mediterranean Sea, commodiously fitted for trade, having 
a good haven, which has likely been the cause of its preservation by the Turks—it owed its 
origin to Attalus, king of Pergamos; it is now termed Sattalia, or Adalia, and is supposed to 
stand nearer the sea than the ancient city did305. Having left Perga, Paul and Barnabas came 
to this place and preached to the people Christ crucified. Acts xiv. 25306. Adalia possesses all 
the natural advantages likely to have made it the chief settlement of the adjacent country, 
when the power of Asia became embodied under the successors of Alexander. The walls and 
other fortifications, the magnificent gate or triumphal arch bearing an inscription in honour 
of Hadrian, the aqueduct, the numerous fragments of sculpture and architecture, the 
inscribed marbles found in many parts of the town, the Episcopal church now converted into 
a mosque, the European coats of arms seen upon this church and upon the city walls, and 
lastly the bishoprick of Attalia, of which Adalia is still the see, appear to me incontrovertible 
evidences of identity. In regard to the names Adalia and Sattalia, applied to the place by the 
Turks and the Italians respectively, it may not be unworthy of observation that they are both 
taken immediately from the Greek.* 
* Colonel Leake” p. 65. 
 
 

294.Satalia 
William Bolles, An Explanatory and Phonographic Pronouncing Dictionary of the 
English Language; to which is added a vocabulary of Greek, Latin, Scripture, 
Christian, and Geographical Names, with their pronunciation; together with a 
collection of words and phrases from foreign languages, often met with in the works 
of English writers, with their signification, Bolles and Williams, New London, 1846, 
p. 916. 

 
“Satalia, sátālyā.” p. 916. 
 
 

295.Satalia 
Gabriel Surenne, The Standard Pronouncing Dictionary of the French and 
English languages: in two parts, D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1846, p. 525. 

 
Noms Propres Geographie:“Satalia, su-ta-lia: ville de Turquie,” p. 525. 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
305  A reference to the so-called eski Attalia, which was in fact understood to be Perge-Murtuna, while Sillyon-

Karahisar-Teke was mistaken for Perge, Adalia-Antalya being understood to be New Attalia. Sillyon became 
the Metropolis after the abandonment of Perge, before coming to Satalia-Attalia, and so, perhaps, in 
consequence, this connection was made between Sillyon-Sileum and Attalia-Adalia. 

306  There is no record that the gospel was preached at Attalia. It is assumed. 
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296. 18th-19th September 1847 
Adalia 
The Morning Post, Saturday, 23rd October, 1847, p. 6. 

 
“Accounts from the Levant, in the Malta Mail, of 8th, state that, on the 18th and 19th ult., 
torrents of rain, accompanied by wind, such as have never been witnessed by the oldest 
inhabitants, fell at Scio and Adalia. Trees were uprooted, houses washed away, the crops 
inundated and destroyed, and numbers of cattle perished. At the former place two men were 
drowned, and at the latter several lives were lost.” 
 
 

297.Satalieh, Adalia 
Edwin Beedell, The British Tariff for 1847-8. The Twenty-Fifth Annual Edition, 
Brought up to the 20th of August, 1847, Contains Tables of the Duties Payable On 
Goods imported into, and exported from The United Kingdom, and into, The Isle of 
Man, The Island of Mauritius, The Cape of Good Hope, The District of Natal, South 
Africa, Adelaide, Hobart Town, Ceylon, New Zealand, St. Helena, The British 
Possessions in America; The Bounties and Drawbacks of the Customs and Excise; 
Abstracts of the Laws relating to the Entry, Landing, Warehousing and Delivery of 
Goods; Baily Brothers, London, 1847, p. 247. 

 
List of Ports, Etc.: Port,“Satalieh, or Adalia (Asia Minor);”  
Countries to which belonging,“Turkish Dominions.” p. 247. 
 
 

298.Adalia, Satalia 
An American Dictionary of the English language: exhibiting the origin, 
orthography, pronunciation, and definitions of words, by Noah Webster; abridged 
from the quarto edition of the author, to which are added a synopsis of words ... and 
Walker's Key to the classical pronunciation of Greek, Latin, and Scripture proper 
names,…with the addition of a vocabulary of Modern Geographical Names, with 
their Pronunciation, Harper and Brothers, New York. 1847, p. 93. 

 
“Adalia, ā-dā’le-à or Satalia, sā-tále-à.” p. 93. 
 
 

299.Attalia, Satalia, Antali 
Rev. William Jenks, The Explanatory Bible Atlas and Scripture Gazetteer; 
Geographical, Topographical and Historical ... a colored missionary map of the 
world; a dictionary of the natural history of the Bible, with ... tables of time, weights, 
measures and coins, tabular views etc., Charles Hickling, Boston, 1847, p. 136.  

 
“Attalia, Satalia, Antali, in Pamphylia, 80 stadia w. of the river Katarrhactes, so called from 
its high, rocky falls; and in lat. 36° 52', long. 30° 45'. Founded by Attalus 2d, king of 
Pergamus, it became, under the emperor Alexis, the capital of West Pamphylia (meaning in 
fact, Attalia became the capital of the Theme Cibyrrhaeots; the “capital” - center of an 
enormous territory, including the entire coastal region from Ionia to near Mersin, Rhodes, and 
the Dodecanese and Aegean Islands). It flourished in the time of the crusades, and is still one 
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of the most important places of these regions, having a pachai and a Greek archbishop with 
his church. The territory is fruitful, and produces much storax.307” p. 136. 
 
 

300.1848 
Attalia 

Rev. John Mason Neale, Introduction to the History of the Holy Eastern Church, 
Appendix. A List of all the Sees in the Holy Eastern Church, with the Names of the 
Possessors as they existed in 1848, translated from the Original Russ, with Notes, 
Joseph Masters, London, 1851, p. 8. 

 
“I. Hierarchy of Constantinople.  
A. In the Turkish Dominions Proper. 
Bishops: 
 
XX. Pisidia: Most Excellent; and Exarch of Side, Myra, and Attalia; Meletius.” p. 8. 

 
 

301.Adalia 
J. W. Norie, A Complete Epitome of Practical Navigation, containing all necessary 
instruction for keeping a ship’s reckoning At Sea: with the most approved methods 
of ascertaining The Latitude, by Meridian, Single or Double Altitudes, and The 
Longitude, By Chronometers or Lunar Observations; including A Journal of a 
Voyage from London to Madeira; and every other requisite to form the complete 
navigator ... illustrated by several engravings. To which is added a correct and 
extensive set of tables ..., for the Author, London, 1848, p. 300. 

 
Table LVI. Latitudes and Longitudes, XI. East and South Coasts of the Mediterranean: 
“Caramania…Adalia…36 52  10, 30  45  0.” p. 300. 
 
 

302.Satalia, Olbia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
James Bell, A System of Geography, Popular and Scientific; or A Physical, Political, 
and Statistical Account of the World and its Various Divisions, A. Fullerton and 
Co., London, Edinburgh, Dublin, 1848, Vol. IV.-Part I., p. 244. (As in 1832, p. 121) 

 
“Beyond this is the coast of the ancient Pamphylia. Of this Satalia, the ancient Olbia, is the 
chief city, having a population of 30,000 souls, according to some, and but 8,000, according 
to others. It is delightfully situated at the head of a gulf to which it gives name, below a forest 
of orange and lemon-trees, and surrounds a small harbour. The streets appear from the sea 
as rising behind each other like the rows of an amphitheatre. On the level summit of the hill 
the city is inclosed with a ditch, a double wall, and a series of square towers 50 yards apart. 

                                                             
307  A resin collected from the bark of the Liquidambar orientalis Mill. “Strabo’s statement that the storax tree is 

plentiful along the Eurimedon river, (now known as the Kopru cayı), North-East of Adalia in Pamphylia, and 
that it is there tapped for its resin. The resin called Liquid Storax is produced by Liquid-ambar orientate, 
Mill., a tree indigenous to the south-west of Asia Minor, where the drug is collected.” It was taken internally, 
often with Benzoine, and by way of fumigation into the 19th c. “to strengthen the brain, raising the Spirits 
and calming their inordinate motions; wherefore it is useful in cordial Antidotes.”, as also as in treating 
head-aches, asthma, hoarseness, congested lungs, coughing, (tuberculosis), giddiness, and in resisting 
poisons. 
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The stone piers which once inclosed the harbour on both sides are now ruinous.” Vol. IV.-
Part I., p. 244. 
 
 

303.Attalia, Adalia, Satalia 
The Encyclopædia of Geography: comprising a complete description of the earth, 
physical, statistical, civil, and political... of All Nations, by Hugh Murray, Revised 
with Additions by Thomas G. Bradford, In Three Volumes, Lea and Blanchard, 
Philadelphia, 1848, Vol. II, p. 270; Vol. III. p. 591. 

 
“Passing Laara, the ancient Magydos, Dashashehr, and some smaller places, we come to 
Attalia, called by the Turks Adalia, and by the Italians Satalia, the principal town in this 
quarter. Attalus Philadelphus, by whom it was founded, made it his capital, and spared no 
cost in adorning it. The situation is peculiarly beautiful, along the side of a rising hill which 
fronts the sea, and upon which the streets are arranged like the seats of a theatre. Its ancient 
importance is attested by numerous granite columns and fragments of sculpture, particularly 
by a magnificent gateway of the Corinthian order. The gardens behind, interspersed with 
country houses, are filled with the finest fruit trees, and refreshed by the breezes from Mount 
Taurus. The population is estimated at 8000, of whom two-thirds are Mahometan, and the 
remainder Greek. A considerable trade has of late been carried on in grain, which is 
copiously produced in the surrounding fields, watered by streams loaded with calcareous 
deposits.” Vol. II., p. 270. 
 
Table of Latitudes and Longitudes. 
“Adalia, Pier Head…Turkey in Asia… 36 52 16 N., 30 45 3 E.” Vol. III, p. 591. 
 
 

304.Attalea, Palaia Attalia, Attalia, Satalia, Olbia 
Charles Anthon, A Classical Dictionary: containing an account of The Principal 
Proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors...of the Greeks and Romans…, Harper 
and Bros., New York, 1848, p. 231. (Likewise in the 1869 and, 1872 editions) 

 
“Attalea, I. A city of Pamphylia, South-west of Perga, built by King Attalus II. The site of this 
city is called Palaia Attalia, while the modern city of Attalia, or, as it is commonly called, 
Satalia, answers to the ancient Olbia. (Cramer’s Asia Minor, Vol. II, p. 275.)” p. 231. 

 
 

305.Adalia 
Joshua Sidney Henshaw, A Manual for United States Consuls: embracing their 
Rights, Duties, Liabilities, And Emoluments; the Laws and Judicial Decisions 
Governing Them; and Special Notices of the Business of Shipmasters, Seamen, and 
Others, with Consuls, J. C. Riker, New York, 1849, p. 235. 

 
Appendix III., “480 U.S. dollars, Vice Consul…Adalia,” p. 235. 
 
 

306.1849 April 
Adalia 
Captain William Allen R.N., The Dead Sea: A New Route to India, Longman, 
Green, Brown and Longmans, London, Vol. I., 1855, pp. 125, 132. 
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Captain Allen, travelling with the Rev. C. Deacon M.A., on their voyage to Syria and Egypt, 
related that at Kalamaki-Kalkan Bay in April 1849: “The captain of a Greek brig lying here 
loading with fire-wood for Alexandria, told us the country was infested with robbers, who are 
combined to lay the peaceable inhabitants under contribution.” p. 125. 

 
And at Castel Rosso-Meis308 also in April 1849, that, “Signor Biliotti, brother of the vice 
consul at Makri, who is consular agent on this island for several nations.(He related 
concerning the unsettled state of the region)…Biliotti said that one of his own men had 
recently been detained at that very place (Myra); but had been released on finding that no 
ransom could be forthcoming. Another band had had done a similar thing with one of the 
crew of a vessel that put into the little port in Dallaman, and they threatened to kill him if he 
was not redeemed. 
 
The people in some boats lying near ours, along the quay, hearing our conversation, said that 
they had just been obliged to return from Myra, because the captain, of a band of fifteen or 
sixteen bandits, was in the village with three of his men, and the rest were in the 
neighbourhood. Some more were at Phineka, a little further on the coast. Moreover, the 
bishop of Adalia had been obliged to take guards to escort him to Smyrna.” p. 132. 

 
 

307.Adalia, Attalia, Laara, Magydos 
Journal of a deputation sent to the East by the Committee of the Malta Protestant 
College in 1849: Containing an account of the Present State of the Oriental 
Nations, Including their Religion, Learning, Education, Customs, and 
Occupations: with outlines of Their Ecclesiastical and Political History; of the 
Rise and Decay of Knowledge among Them; and of the Doctrines and Discipline 
of the Ancient Christian Churches, by a Lay Member of the Committee. Part II, 
James Nisbet and Co., London, 1854, p. 578. 

“There are many towns and villages, ancient and modern, in these desolate districts, mostly 
deserted. Laara, the ancient Magydos, and Dashashehr, are only now small places. Attalia, 
or Adalia, founded by Attalus Philadelphus, the chief town of the district, stands in a beautiful 
situation, on a rising hill, and contains 8,000 people, two-thirds Mohammedans, and the rest 
Greek; there are some fine ruins.” p. 578. 

 
 

                                                             
308  By 1870 concerning the island harbour of Castel-Rosso, and its use in the passage to Adalia, the vice-consul 

Biliotti wrote: “About one-fifth only of the European articles are brought in Greek vessels from Syra; but 
Castel Rosso being a safe harbour, several vessels proceeding to Adalia and the coast of Syria, and vice 
versa, put in here in stress of weather. The vessels belonging to this island are usually disarmed and moored 
in the harbour during the winter season, that is, from the end of November to the beginning of April.” 
Commercial Reports received at The Foreign Office from Her Majesty’s Consuls, in 1869. Feb. 1870, 
Harrison and Co., London, The Sporades, p. 685-688, 1870,  p. 686. While the 1870 report continues: “Their 
principal, or to say better, their exclusive occupation consist in firewood, timber, and plank trade, between 
the coasts of Caramania and the Archipelago, Syria, and especially Egypt. The average annual amount 
exported by them is upwards of (£) 100,000/. Out of the 40 boats of 5 to 7 tons, 30 addict themselves in the 
summer months to sponge fishing, and Castel-Rossiotes boast of being the best divers in the Archipelago. 
They go, they pretend, as deep as 40 fathoms (73 m.), and despise diving apparatus, of  which not a single 
one has hitherto been employed by them, as they can descend in them only a little more than 20 fathoms (37 
m.).” 
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308.Satalia, Antalia, Adalia 
John Macgregor, M.P., Commercial Statistics: A Digest of the Productive 
Resources, Commercial Legislation, Customs, Tariffs, Navigation, Port, and 
Quarantine Laws, and Charges, Shipping, Imports and Exports, and the Monies, 
Weights, and Measures of All Nations. Collected from Authentic Records, and 
Consolidated with Especial Reference to British and Foreign Products, Trade, and 
Navigation. Including all British commercial treaties with foreign states, Whittaker 
and Co., London, 1850, Vol. II., pp. 12, 242. (Re: Satalia and the black and white 
slave trade, see above re. 1813). 

 
“Eyalets in Asia. Asia Minor, or Anadolia, comprises the following eyalets and livas: 
Eyalet of Anadolia; capital, Koutaïeh. – The Livas, dependent, and chief towns, are:-Iznik-
mis, Brousse, Moudania, Kidonia or Haïvalia, Porgame, Sart, Smyrna, Guzel-Hissar, 
Ayasalouk (Ephesa), Antalia or Adalia, Kara-hissar, Angora, Kanghri, Kastemouni, Sinope, 
Boli, and Bartine or Bartan.” Vol. II., p. 12. 
 
“Trade and Navigation of Egypt. 
 
There is also a considerable trade carried on at Rosetta in white slaves, brought from 
Constantinople and Satalia; and in black ones sent to those cities in return. All the eunuchs in 
the Grand Seignior’s palace come from Egypt.” Vol. II., p. 242. 
 
 
 

309.Satalia, Adalia, Anthalia 
“Turkish for Tars, No. VII.-By Mahmouz Effendi,” p. 558-560 in, The Nautical 
Magazine: A Journal of Papers on Subjects Connected with Maritime Affairs,  
Brown, Son and Furgeson, London, October, 1850, Vol. XIX., p. 559. 

 
“Satalia…….Adalia 
Satalia…….Anthalia” Vol. XIX., p. 559. 
 
 

310.Satalia 
The Treasury of Knowledge and Library of Reference, Eds. Samuel L. Knapp, I. D. 
Rupp, Hugh Moore, Lyman Cobb, Edwin Williams, in Three Volumes, C. C. 
Childs, New York, 1850, Vol. I., p. 572. 

 
Chief Cities and Towns in the Ottoman Empire:     “Satalia….20,000.” Vol. I., p. 572. 

 
 

311.Attalia, Sattalia, Adalia, Sattalia (Gulf of), Laara 
John Parker Lawson, The Bible Cyclopedia: Containing the Biography, Geography 
and Natural History of the Holy Scriptures, A. Fullarton and Co., London, The 
Scripture Gazetteer, 1850, Vol. I., p. 242. (As above in, William Fleming, The 
Scripture Gazetteer: Edinburgh, Vol. I., 1837, p. 242; and also above, William 
Fleming, A Gazetteer of the Old and New Testaments: to which is added the Natural 
History of the Bible, Edinburgh printing and Publishing, Edinburgh, Vol. I., 1838, p. 
242.) 
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“Attalia, now called Sattalia, or Adalia, a sea-port city of Asia-Minor, on the coast of 
Pamphylia, situated on a very fine bay of a gulf called the Gulf of Sattalia, about thirty miles 
(not in fact thirty miles) south-west of Perga. It was built or enlarged by Attalus 
Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, from whom it received its name, and under the Romans was 
the chief residence of the prefect. On account of its advantageous position the Turks 
preserved it from decay, and it is still a place of considerable trade. St Paul proceeded from 
Perga to this city, and preached the gospel309, A.D. 46, Acts xiv. 25. The bishopric of Attalia 
was in existence in the fifth and sixth centuries. 
 
Some geographers have alleged that a place called Laara is the ancient Attalia, but the 
authority of Colonel Leake on this conjecture is quite conclusive: “Adalia possesses all the 
natural advantages likely to have made it the chief settlement of the adjacent country, when 
the power of Asia became embodied under the successors of Alexander. The walls and other 
fortifications, the magnificent gate or triumphal arch, bearing an inscription in honour of 
Hadrian, the aquaduct, the numerous fragments of sculpture and architecture, the inscribed 
marbles found in many parts of the town, the Episcopal church now converted into a mosque, 
the European coats of arms seen upon this church and upon the city walls, and lastly the 
bishopric of Attalia, of which Adalia is still the see, appear to me incontrovertible evidences 
of identity.” Vol. I., p. 242. 
 
 
 
 

312.Attalia 
Rev. John Mason Neale, A History of the Holy Eastern Church: Part I. General 
Introduction, Joseph Masters, London, 1850, pp. 85, 87. 

 
Ancient and Modern Sees in the Dioecese of Constantinople:  
Pamphylia Secundus,  
“Ancient…..Attalia*           
Modern…Myra, Pisidia, Attalia, and Side, united Metropolis. p. 85 
 
*Metropolis in 1084.” p. 87. 
 
 

313.Atalia 
Correspondence respecting the demands made upon the Greek government; and 
respecting the islands of Cervi and Sapienza presented to both houses of Parliament 
by command of Her Majesty February 1850, Harrison and Sons, London 1850, p. 
159. 

 
“B. List of the Greek vessels captured by the English Fleet, and whose Captains declare that 
Russian Subjects are interested therein. 
 
No. 4. Evanghelistra. 

Commanded by Captain Damiano Elie Vamba, with a cargo of corn, shipped at Atalia, 
and insured in the insurance Office of Odessa “La Speranza,” according to the 
declaration of the captain.” p. 159. 

                                                             
309  There is no firm evidence for Paul or Barnabus’s preaching at Attalia. 
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314.Adalia 
William Furniss, Waraga, or, The Charms of the Nile, Baker and Scribner, New-
York, 1850, p. 404. (A somewhat different version of the account related in English in 
entries of 1841, 1842, and 1843 above.) 

 
Sultan Mahmoud and the Peasant. 
“The notion of satisfaction is so prevalent, that even the Sultan himself has been brought to 
account for the malpractice of his officers; and a story is related, where Sultan Mahmoud was 
forced to appear by his deputy in the Court of the Mehkemek310, to answer a charge of a 
common Turk, who had been deprived of his patrimony in Adalia through the false pretext of 
a Governor. The monarch, who was too just and wise a sovereign not to know that he who 
makes the laws should be the first to respect them, listened to his poor subject’s complaint 
with patient condescension, who all the while held the monarch by the stirrups, and preferred 
his petition, as the Sultan rode to the mosque. His Highness inquired minutely into his case, 
and learning that the forged letters and lying statements of the official, he regarded the 
peasant with increased honor, complimented him on his upright and resolute character, and 
sent him home loaded with presents: telling him at the same time, “If any man wrong you, or 
the authorities fail to do you justice, remember that I am here.” p. 404. 
 
 
 

315.Adalia 
Rev. Thomas Milner, A Descriptive Atlas of Astronomy and of Physical and 
Political Geography: With Descriptive Letter-Press; the maps of physical and 
political geography constructed or carefully revised and corrected by Augustus 
Petermann, William S. Orr and Co., London, 1850, p. 1. 

 
General Index 
“Adalia….36 50 N…30 40 E…Map. 27.” p. 1. 
 
 

316.Adalia, Satalia 
Thomas Baldwin, assisted by several other gentlemen, A Universal Pronouncing 
Gazetter: containing topographical statistical, and other information, of all the more 
important places in the known world, from the most recent and authentic sources, To 
which is added An Appendix, containing more than ten thousand additional names, 
chiefly of the small towns and villages, etc., of the United States and Mexico, with A 
Supplement, giving the pronunciation of near two thousand names, besides those 
pronounced in the original work, H. E. Butler and Co., Philadelphia, 1850, p. 56, 
Supplement, p. 1. 

 
“Adalia, a-da-le-a, or Satalia, a seaport and commercial t. of Asiatic Turkey, on the 
Mediterranean. Lat 36° 53' N., Lon. 30° 45' E. Pop. variously estimated from 8,000 to 30,000. 
(B.)” p. 56.  
 
Adalia, a-da'le-a, or Satalia, sa-ta'le-a.” Supplement, p. 1. 

                                                             
310  Mahkeme, Court of Justice/Court of Law. 
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317.Satalia 
“Earthquake At Rhodes,” Illustrated London News, April 5th, 1851, p. 277. 

 
“Letters from Rhodes, of the 8th ult. (8th of March), furnish details of the great earthquake 
which took place on the 28th Feb. Rhodes has suffered considerably; the fortifications were 
completely destroyed, and several even have completely disappeared. At Marmorice 
(Marmaris) 500 houses were laid prostrate. At Macri (Fethiye) all the stone buildings have 
been knocked down. Two hills have met and swallowed up the village of Melaakjik; and at 
Egendjik a mountain was removed into the port. The casualties are estimated at about 1,000 
souls. It is stated that earthquakes took place at Satalia and Tarsus.”311 p. 277. 
 
 

318.Satalia 
“Fearful Ravages of The Earthquake,” Reprinted from the Illustrated London 
News, April 5th, 1851, p. 277, with additions published in the Liverpool Albion 
Newspaper, April 7th, 1851, which was then reprinted in the Maitland Mercury 
Newspaper, Australia, August 16th, 1851. 

 
“Fearful Ravages of The Earthquake…Fuller accounts from the Levant disclose a frightful 
degree of havoc resulting from the phenomena:-. Letters from Rhodes, of the 8th ult.(8th of 
March)312, furnish details of the great earthquake which took place on the 28th Feb. Rhodes 
has suffered considerably; the fortifications were completely destroyed, and several even have 
completely disappeared. At Marmorice (Marmaris) 500 houses were laid prostrate. At Macri 
(Fethiye) all the stone buildings have been knocked down. Two hills have met and swallowed 
up the village of Melaakjik; and at Egendjik a mountain was removed into the port. The 
casualties are estimated at about 1,000 souls. It is stated that earthquakes took place at 
Satalia (Antalya) and Tarsus. A letter from Rhodes (published) in the Venice Gazette, states 
that the terrible effects of the late earthquake were not limited to that island alone, but were 
severely felt on the Asiatic continent opposite (in Anatolia). “The towns of Makri (Fethiye), 
Levikkos (Levisse-Taşli-Kaya Köy, C. Fellows recorded it had 300 stone houses in 1840), 
Doveri (Duvar by Tlos), Sené, Carasola, and fifteen villages along that coast (says the 
correspondent), are now heaps of ruins; not a house has been left standing; from 500 to 600 
persons have fallen victims to the scourge; the summit of the mountain of Iginkik has given 
way. Olive plantations to an immense extent have been utterly destroyed. Springs of potable 
water have been dried up, and boiling sulphurous springs have appeared in several places. 
The soil around Makri has cracked in every direction and the crevices exhale fumes of 
bituminous vapour. The European colonists of Makri have taken refuge on board the Austrian 
ship Isidoro. The inhabitants of the coast and islands are in a state of the uttermost 
despondency, as the shocks continue daily, and the few houses left standing are in a tottering 
condition.” 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
311  Text in brackets has been inserted to clarify the published article. These severe earthquakes, with an 

estimated strength of 7.2 on the Richter scale, caused damage to the de Naillac tower (Arap Kulesi) that 
guarded the entrance to Rhodes harbor and it was repaired in the same year by order of Sultan Abdul Mecit. 
This 1851 earthquake caused a tsunami wave that struck the coastline of Rhodes, Fethiye and Muğla, similar 
to those of 141 A.D., 1481, 1609 and 1741 etc. 

312  Text in brackets has been inserted to clarify the published article.   
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319.Adalia 
Great Exhibition, Official descriptive and illustrated catalogue, Ed. Robert Ellis, By 
authority of the Royal Commission. Suppl., Spicer Brothers, and; W. Clowes and 
Sons, London, 1851, p. 53. 

 
Turkish Tanning Materials 
“Excellent samples of several important tanning materials (p. 1368), well known in 
commerce, are shown in the Turkish collection; these include- 
 
No. 16, Valonia ……Adalia.” p. 53. 
 
 

320.Attalia, Olbia, Palaia Attalia, Sattalia, Attalicus sin. 
William Hazlitt, The Classical Gazetteer: A Dictionary of Ancient Geography, 
Sacred and Profane, Whittaker and Co., London, 1851, p. 59. 

 
“Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, at the head of Attalicus sin., at the mouth of Catarrhactes fl., e., 
immediately opposite Olbia, with which, in process of time, it became joined. Founded by 
Attalus Philadelphus. Hence Paul and Barnabas sailed for Antioch. Palaia Attalia; Sattalia.” 
p. 59. 
 
 
 

321.Antalia, Adalia 
System of Universal Geography, founded on the works of Malte-Brun and Balbi, 

Embracing the history of geographical discovery, the principles of mathematical 
and physical geography, and a complete description, from the most recent sources, 
of all the countries of the world, Henry G. Bohn, London, 1851, Vol., II., p. 647. 

 
Turkey in Asia: 
Eyalets, Chief Towns and Remarkable Places 
 
“Anadoli… 
Kutahya (Kütahya), Is-nikmid or Is-mid, Brusa or Prusa, Moudania, Kidonia or Haivali, 
Pergamo, Sart, Smyrna, Guzel-Hisar, Allah-Shehr, Ayasalouk, Antalia or Adalia, Ak-hisar, 
Kara-hisar, Angora, Kanghri, Kastemuni, Sinub, Boli, Bartine or Bartan, with several tribes 
of vassal Turcomans.” Vol., II., p. 647. 
 
 

322.Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia (Gulf of) 
John Thomson, The New Universal Gazetteer and Geographical Dictionary, Henry 
G. Bohun, London, 1851, p. 839. (citing from Beaufort 1817) 

 
s.v. Satalia, “Satalia, or Antalia, a city of Caramania, in Asia Minor, beautifully situated at 
the head of a gulf to which it gives name, round a small harbour. The streets appear to rise 
behind each other like the seats of a theatre, The city is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, 
and a series of square towers, about 50 yards asunder. Pop. 8000. Lat. 36.50. N. Long. 30. 
45. E.” p. 839. 
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323.Attalia, Sattalia 
Thomas Hartwell Horne, An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge of 
the Holy Scriptures, New Edition, Robert Carter and Bros., New York, 1851, Vol. 
II., p. 441. 

 
“Attalia, a maritime city of Pamphylia, and the chief residence of the prefect. It derived its 
name from king Attalus, its founder. Hither Saint Paul went from Perga in Pamphylia. (Acts 
xiv. 25.) It still subsists under the name of Sattalia.” Vol. II., p. 441. 
 
 

324.Attalia, Sattalia 
Notes and Comments on the chief parts of the Historical Books of the Old 
Testament, And Selected Chapters from The Gospels and Epistles For the use of 
Sunday School Teachers, Church of England Sunday School Institute, London, 
1851, p. 135. 

 
“Verse 25 xiii. 5. “Attalia,” a haven in Pamphylia, now Sattalia.” p. 135. 
 
 

325.Satalia, Adalia (Gulf of), Satalia (Gulf of) 
Richard Swainson Fisher, The Book of the World: being an account of all 
Republics, Empires, Kingdoms, and Nations, in reference to their Geography, 
Statistics, Commerce, etc., together with a brief historical outline of their Rise, 
Progress, and Present Conditions, etc., etc., etc..., Illustrated with maps and charts, 
In Two Volumes, J. H. Colton, New York, 1851, Vol. II., p. 444. 

 
Empire of Turkey, gulfs and bays: “…and in the Mediterranean, the Gulfs of Marmorici, 
Macri, Satalia or Adalia, Iskenderoon, or Scanderoon, and the Bay of Acre.” Vol. II., p. 444. 

 
 

326.Adalia 
John Dower, A School Atlas of Modern Geography, Containing Forty Maps 
Prepared From The Best Authorities And Including the Latest Discoveries, With a 
Copious Index, Orr and Co., London, 1851, p. 1. 

 
“School Atlas. In consulting this Index, it is necessary to observe, that it does not give the 
Latitude and Longitude of places with scientific exactitude, but indicates their position as laid 
down on these Maps. The Latitude and Longitude of Countries, Islands, Seas, Bays, and 
Gulfs, are given at their respective centres; that of Rivers at their mouths or confluences.  
 
Adalia… 36 50 N  30 40 E  Map 23” p. 1. 
 
 

327.Adalia, Satalia, Satalieh 
A Vocabulary of Geographical Pronunciation, For The Use Of Schools: being a 
Supplement to Baldwin’s Pronouncing Gazetteer, by Thomas Baldwin, Lippincott, 
Grambo and Co., Philadelphia, 1851, pp. 1, 41. 

 
ADA: “Adalia, a-da’le-a, or Satalia, sa-ta'le-a.” p. 1. 
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SAR-SCH; “Satalieh, sa-ta-lee’a. See Adalia.”p. 41. 
 
 

328.Adaliah 
C. Pelton, Key to Pelton’s Hemispheres: designed as an introduction to the key to his 
complete series of outline maps, arranged in verse for musical recitations, To which 
is added a brief description of the present state of the World, Sower and Barnes, 
Philadelphia, 1851, p. 160. 

 
Key to Pelton’s Hemispheres,  
 
“Adaliah, next W. of Tarsus.” p. 160. 
 
 

329.Satalia 
James Laird Patterson, Journal of a Tour in Egypt, Palestine, Syria, and Greece: 
With Notes, and an Appendix on Ecclesiastical Subjects, C. Dolman, London, 1852, 
p. 414. 
 

“The Archbishopric of Smyrna – for the Latins – was established as a bishopric in 1344, by 
Pope Clement VI, and was raised to an archbishopric by Pope Pius VII, in 1818. The 
archbishop governs as diocesan the Latin Catholics of the city and its environs, and as vicar-
apostolic he administers the whole district from Satalia to Constantinople, exclusive of the 
latter city; and from Satalia inland to Kintaja (sic.), exclusively, and thence to 
Constantinople, excepting Bursa and Cesma. His jurisdiction also extends to Samos and 
Nicaria.” p. 414.  

330.Adalia 
Great Exhibition, Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations 1851. Reports 
by the juries on the subjects in the thirty classes into which the exhibition was 
divided, In Two Volumes, Spicer Brothers, London, 1852, Vol. I., p. 220. 

 
Section IV.-Tanning Materials. 

 
“Excellent samples of several important tanning materials, well known in commerce, are 
shown in the Turkish collection; these include:- 

 
No. 15. Valonia    (of)   Adalia.” (Quercus Ægilops) Vol. I., p. 220. 
 
 

331.Satalieh, Adalia 
Edwin Beedell, The British Tariff for 1853-4, Contains Complete Tables of the 
Duties Payable On Goods Imported, Together with Copious Abstracts of The 
Customs Consolidation Act, also Regulations affecting Passengers’ Baggage, the 
Transhipment of Merchandise…etc. and to all persons engaged in Foreign Trade, 
Baily Brothers, London, 1853, p. 252. 

 
List of Ports, Etc.: Port,“Satalieh, or Adalia (Asia Minor);”  
Countries to which belonging,“Turkish Dominions.” p. 252. 
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332.Adalia 
“Shipping and Ship-Building At Cyprus.” Hunt’s Merchants’ Magazine and 
Commercial Review, conducted by Freeman Hunt, Vol. Thirty-Four, from January 
to June inclusive, New York, 1856, p. 387. 

 
“A correspondent of the Department of State at Washington, writing from the island of 
Cyprus, under a recent date, gives the following facts in relation to the port of Cyprus, and 
the regulations relative to ship-building at that port:- 
 
“There being no good port in Cyprus, the number of vessels belonging to the island is quite 
insignificant, and these are small craft not built in Cyprus, but on the coast of Caramania 
from Castel Rasso (sic.) to Adalia. Vessels are also sometimes bought at public sales in and 
out of the island; but these instances are extremely rare. Small boats are built in Cyprus now 
and then. 
 
The regulations with regard to ship-building, sailors in merchant service, shipping, 
navigation, quarantine, etc., are exactly the same as those in Constantinople and the other 
principal ports of the Turkish Empire.” p. 387. 
 
 

333.1852 July 
Adalia 
Cork Examiner, Monday, 23rd August, 1852, p. 4. 
 

“A Mad Wolf—Letters from Smyrna of the 26th ult., give an account of terrible disaster which 
occurred at Adalia some days before. A furious wolf suddenly appeared in the midst of the 
market place, and bit several persons most severely; but, taking fright at the cries which arose 
on all sides, he jumped over a wall, and got into a large garden where several hundred 
persons who had come to the town on account of the silk crop, were sleeping in the open air. 
Here he wounded one hundred and twenty-eight persons, but being again frightened away by 
the cries of the people, he got into a sheepfold, where he killed eighty-five sheep and wounded 
seventy-five. Unfortunately, the Governor had caused the whole population to be disarmed a 
few days before, so that the unfortunate people were without means of defence; but on the 
following day arms were distributed, and the wolf killed. According to the report of the 
physician of the place, the wounds inflicted by the animal are hideous, but the most horrible 
circumstance in this disaster is, that several of the wounded have already died of 
hydrophobia, so that the whole population is in the utmost consternation.” 

 
 

334.1852, July 
Adalia 
The Medical Times and Gazette, Vol. V. Saturday, August 21, 1852, Medical News, 
p. 203. 

 
“Hydrophobia.-Several cases of hydrophobia (say the Journals) have occurred at Adalia, 
near Smyrna, from the bite of a mad wolf, which broke into the market-place, and injured 
several persons; after which, being frightened by the shouts of the people, it leaped a wall 
into a garden, where some hundred persons, employed in the silk-crop were sleeping. Of 
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these, 128 were wounded by it most frightfully. The animal was not destroyed till the next day. 
According to the reports of the physicians, the wounds are most hideous: but the most 
horrible circumstance connected with the affair is, that several of the wounded have already 
perished from hydrophobia; so that the whole population is in the utmost consternation.” p. 
203. 
 
 

335.1852, 7th July 
Adalia 
George Fleming, Rabies and Hydrophobia: Their History, Nature, Causes, 
Symptoms, and Prevention, Chapman and Hall, London, 1872, p. 47. (Likewise, 
George M. Baer, The Natural History of Rabies, Routledge, London 1975, 2012, 
2017.) 

 
“In the Turkish territories, in 1852, a similar occurrence was noted. “The small town of 
Adalia, in the Turkish territories, has just been the scene of a sad catastrophe. On the 7th July 
a mad wolf rushed into the place, attacked and severely bit several individuals in the street; 
but becoming at length alarmed at the cries of the people, he made for the gardens at the 
skirts of the town. In consequence of this being the time of the silkworm harvest, several 
hundred individuals slept in one and the same garden, and 128 of them were severely 
wounded. Owing to the governor having recently taken from the inhabitants every kind of 
weapon, the unhappy people found themselves without any means of defence. The wolf was at 
length driven thence also; but the same night he attacked a flock of sheep, and killed eighty-
five of them. It was not until the following day that the people, to whom the governor had 
returned their arms, succeeded in destroying the beast. The report of a medical man resident 
in the town, in regard to the wounded, is frightful. The most shocking part of the affair is, that 
several of those bitten have already died raving mad, and the population of the place are in a 
state of the most terrible consternation.” p. 47. 
 

336.Adalia 
Annual Report of the Dept. of Health of the City of New York, New York Dept. of 

Health, 1874, p. 725. 
 
“Between 1830 and 1847 there were 1,038 human victims to hydrophobia in Austria…In 
1852, in the small town of Adalia, Turkish provinces, a mad wolf bit 128 persons and a great 
number of cattle.” p. 725. 
 
 

337.Adalia 
The British Veterinary Journal, Bailliere, Tindall and Cox, London; Bailliere, 
Paris; Bailly-Bailliere, Madrid; Wood and Co., New York; Thacker, Spink and 
Co., Calcutta; George Robertson, Melbourne, Vol. XXX, 1890, p. 253. 

 
“In 1815 there was an extensive outbreak at Copenhagen; and in 1824 it was general in 
Sweden, Norway, and Russia, extending itself to cats, foxes, wolves, and even to reindeer. In 
1847 Malta was visited for the first time, it is surmised; in 1852 the town of Adalia in Turkey 
was invaded by a rabid wolf, which wounded 128 people and killed eighty-five sheep; many of 
the people died of Hydrophobia. The first case of Rabies in Hong-Kong occurred in 1857 in 
an English bloodhound, which bit several people, of whom one subsequently died of the 
disease;…” p. 253. 
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338.1852, July 
Adalia 
“The Suppression of Rabies in the United Kingdom”, The Veterinary Journal, Vol. 
XXX, Ballière Tindall, 1890, p. 253; Also, The Twentieth Century, Vol. XXVII, 
March, 1890, p. 500. 

 
“…, in 1852 the town of Adalia in Turkey was invaded by a rabid wolf, which wounded 128 
people and killed eighty-five sheep; many of the people died of hydrophobia.” p. 253. 
 
 

339.Adalia 
A System of Modern Geography: Including Sacred and Classical, Problems On the 
Use of the Globes, and Directions for the Construction of Maps, With Exercises For 
Examination, Ed. Hugo Reid, Oliver and Boyd, Edinburgh, 1852, p. 125. (The 
preface states it was written for the Middle Class of Schools.) 

 
Turkey in Asia, Towns in Turkey in Asia: “…Tarsus on the Cydnus, the birthplace of St Paul, 
and once the rival of Athens for learning; Adalia, a flourishing seaport at the head of its bay, 
on the Mediterranean; Angora, celebrated for the fine silky hair of its goats.” p. 125. 

 
 

340.Sataliah, Sataliah (Gulf of) 
Putnam’s Home Cyclopaedia, Hand-book of Universal Geography: being a Gazetteer 
of the World, edited by T. Carey Callicot, George G. Putnam and Co., New York, 
1853, p. 691. 

 
“Sataliah, a marit. town of Asia-Minor, Anatolia, 50 m. N.E. Cape Khelidonia. P. 8,000. 
—Gulf of, an inlet of the Mediterr., on the S. coast of Asia-Minor.” p. 691. 

 
 

341.Adalia, Attalia, Esky Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Black’s General Atlas: comprehending seventy maps, engraved on steel, in the first 
style of art, by Sidney Hall, William Hughes, New Edition, Edmund and Charles 
Black, Edinburgh, 1853, pp. 1, 4, 17. (Reprinted unchanged, Edmund and Charles 
Black, Edinburgh, 1865.) 

 
Index to Black’s General Atlas 
 
“(country, Province, District, etc.)  
Adalia…37 5N…30 5E. …Map. 36. 
Adalia…36  3N….31 0E. … Map. 36. 
Adalia…36 56N….30 40E. …Map. 36. 
Adalia, G. of…36 35N….30 50E. …Map. 36.” p. 1. 
 
Detail of Map XXXVI. Entitled: ‘Turkey in Asia, ruins of Babylon.’ showing Adalia marked 
as both a place and in Capitals, the name given by the map-maker to a region extending from 
Phineka-Finike to Manavgat, indicating that Adalia was the name of a sanjak or a province, 
like Itshil, which was not the case. Esky Adalia (Side) is marked, as also the Gulf of Adalia. 
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“Attalia…36 32N. …30 52E. …Map. 59. 
“Attalia…38 35N. …28 20E. …Map. 59.” p. 4. 

 
“Eski Adalia .........36 43N…31 28 E. …Map. 60. 
Eski Adalia .... 36 47N…31 27E. …Map. 60.” p. 17. 
 
Detail of Map LX. (Page 264) Entitled, “Countries Embracing the Travels of Saint Paul, The 
Journeyings of The Israelites, etc..” Attalia, Perga, and Side-Eski Adalia, are marked. 
 

 
 
 

342.Adalia 
“Turkey: Geographical, Agricultural, Commercial and Statistical,” The Illustrated 

London News, August 12, 1854, p. 146. (re. 1852 export figures) 
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“The rice of the marshy districts of Asia Minor is said to be equal to that of Damietta; and the 
tobacco of Magnesis, Pergame, Adalia, and Samsoum, is sometimes preferable to the tobacco 
of Syria….The principal exports of Turkey, to Great Britain and the other countries from 
which she receives imports, are silk, opium, leeches, boxwood, hazel-nuts, copper, brass, 
steel, goat and sheep’s wool, hides, skins, gall nuts, yellow berries, scammony313, 
cantharides314, salep315, otto of roses316, tobacco, cotton, wheat, maize, linseed, furs, gum 
mastic317, gum tracanth, fruit, wine, carpets, shawls, dried beef, shoemakers’ paste, horses, 
felt, haricot beans, thread, wax, tallow, potatoes, glue, galls, caviare, butter, sploes318, and 
pearls.” p. 146. 

                                                             
313  A purgative drug, collected from the juice seeping from a root in the ground, shaped like a carrot, of the 

Convolvulus Scammonia (Mamoutia). “The scammony which has the strongest odour is that produced in 
mountainous districts and on a poor soil; rich soils and marshy ground produce a scammony-juice containing 
a larger proportion of water, which when dry forms a scammony of a greyish-black and of less specific 
gravity. The districts in which scammony is collected are widely extended. The peasants of Smyrna and of 
the neighboring villages extend their peregrinations to Adalia on the South, and Brussa, or Mount Olympus, 
on the North, and some have been as far as Angora. Sochia or the district of the river Meander produces a 
large quantity, but Kirkagatch and Demirgik, in the plain of Mysia, furnish the largest quantity…” Jonathan 
Pereira, The Elements of Materia Medica and Therapeutics,Vol. II, Part. 1, Longman, Brown, Green and 
Longmans, London, 1855, p. 600. 

314  Cantharides, or, Spanish fly is an emerald-green beetle, Lytta vesicatoria, of the blister beetle family, which 
was employed by apothecaries as an aphrodisiac, and served other medicinal uses. See for example, John 
Robertson, A Practical Treatise on the powers of cantharides, when used internally demonstrated by 
experiment and observation, Edinburgh, 1806; Henri Milne-Edwards, Pierre Vavasseur, Eds. Joseph Togno, 
  ,Elias DurandA Manual of Materia Medica and Pharmacy: Comprising a Concise Description of the 
Articles Used in Medicine, in the chapter entitled,  “Vesicating substances Derived from the Animal 
Kingdom.” – Carey, Lea & Carey, Philadelphia, 1829, p. 69-71. 

315  The entry under “Salep, or Salop” in, The Cyclopædia of Commerce; Comprising a Code of Commercial 
Law, Practice, Customs, & Information, and Exhibiting the Present State of Commerce, Home, Foreign, and 
Colonial; with the Shipping, Manufactures and Products, Both Natural and Artificial, of the various 
Commercial Nations of the World: to which is Added, an Appendix, Containing an Analytical Digest of the 
Laws and Practice of the Customs; with Copious Tables ... The Commercial Department Conducted by 
Samuel Clarke Esq., and the Legal Department by John Williams, Esq., of the Inner Temple, J. M. 
Richardson, London, 1819, cccxxxvii, records, “a farinaceous powder, prepared from the dried roots of a 
plant of the specis of the orchis. It is imported from Turkey and the East Indies in yellowish, white, oval 
pieces, pellucid like horn, without any sensible smell, and in taste resembling tragacanth. In Turkey and 
Persia it forms a considerable part of the diet of the inhabitants. As a wholesome nourishment, it is much 
superior to rice; and has the singular property of concealing the taste of sea-water. Hence, to prevent the 
dreadful calamity of famine at sea, it has been proposed, that, in its pulverised state, it should constitute part 
of the provisions of every ship’s company.” 

316  Attar of roses, or Rose oil. 
317  S.v. ‘Mastic,’ in, The Cyclopædia of Commerce; Comprising a Code of Commercial Law, Practice, Customs, 

and Information, and Exhibiting the Present State of Commerce, Home, Foreign, and Colonial; with the 
Shipping, Manufactures and Products, Both Natural and Artificial, of the various Commercial Nations of the 
World: to which is Added, an Appendix, Containing an Analytical Digest of the Laws and Practice of the 
Customs; with Copious Tables ... The Commercial Department Conducted by Samuel Clarke Esq., and the 
Legal Department by John Williams, Esq., of the Inner Temple, J. M. Richardson, London, 1819 npn, “It is 
imported in small pale yellowish coloured drops, brittle, of an astringent taste, and a pleasant smell. In 
Turkey large quantities of it are used for sweetening the breath, and strngthening the gums; and it is from this 
use of it as a masticatory that it is supposed to derive its name. Mastich of a reddish black, or green colour, 
should be rejected.”  

318  Sploes include: cardamoms, cassia, cinnamon, cloves, nutmegs and pepper. 

https://www.google.com.tr/search?sa=X&hl=en-TR&rlz=1C1CAFB_enTR633TR633&biw=1366&bih=631&tbm=bks&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Henri+Milne-Edwards%22&ved=0ahUKEwjLvuW7jpLdAhWN3KQKHWKfBFQQ9AgIRjAF
https://www.google.com.tr/search?sa=X&hl=en-TR&rlz=1C1CAFB_enTR633TR633&biw=1366&bih=631&tbm=bks&tbm=bks&q=inauthor:%22Pierre+Vavasseur%22&ved=0ahUKEwjLvuW7jpLdAhWN3KQKHWKfBFQQ9AgIRzAF
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343.1853, December 11th-12th 
Adalia 
George William Frederick Howard Carlisle (Earl of), Diary in Turkish and Greek 
waters, Ed. C. C. Felton, Hickling, Swan, and Brown, Boston, 1855, p. 181-184. 

 

“December 11th.-Our progress was very slow during the night, wind contrary, and the 
working of the screw319 affected by the badness of the coal procurred at Athens. Prayers were 
read by the purser, who had been in the habit of doing it before Lord John came to the ship 
(in 1852). After sunset, we anchored in front of Adalia, on the shore of Pamphylia. Our vice-
consul, Mr Purdie, came off to us. The ship had been directed to put in here, as it is almost 
the only spot in the Turkish dominions (except some parts of Syria) where any disturbance 
has been heard of recently. Here it has arisen from the rise in price of grain, and some 
attacks had consequently been made on the corn-merchants, of whom the vice-consul is one; 
and he had at one time been laid hold of, and had found it necessary to leave the place for 
some little time. Another proof, this, how ill-assorted together are the consular and 
mercantile functions. However, unless the salaries of vice-consuls should be raised, it would 
be clearly impossible to find any competent and disinterested person willing to spend his days 
in Adalia, without any society whatever, with milk only to be had occasionally, and with no 
flesh for the table but that of goats. This seemed to be the epitome of “Life in Adalia.” Some 
two hundred Turkish troops had been landed two days before our arrival, who, it was hoped, 
would completely restore tranquillity. 

December 12th.- I320 went twice on shore in the morning, -the first time to take a walk before 
breakfast. The position of the place is very good. The line of travertine marble mountains that 
comes down to the western brink of the gulf, with the snow top of Mount Climax321 rising 
behind is extremely beautiful. The town itself is highly picturesque, with different layers of old 
walls, fragments of marbles and columns imbedded in them, Roman looking arches 
surmounted by Turkish ciphers322; tumble-down houses, streets excessively steep, and worse-
paved even than the usual Turkish type; streams of the purest water running through and over 
each of them; and, what is the most pleasant feature, a multitude of gardens, singularly ill-
kept indeed, but blending the ilex, and fig, and vine, and orange, and sweet-lemon, in the 
softest and richest verdue. Such is the soil for a large circuit round, up to the base of the 

                                                             
319  The transport was the R. N. Wasp a screw-ship (screw sloop, corvette, 14 guns).The Captain, Lord John Hay 

(later Admiral of the Fleet Lord John Hay, GCB (23 August 1827 – 4 May 1916). In October, 1851, he had 
been made commander, and in the following August was appointed to the Wasp for the Mediterranean, and, 
during 1854, the Black Sea, off Sevastopol. In November of that year, he was specially promoted to be 
captain for services in the trenches before Sevastopol, and was subsequently appointed to the Tribune. In 
1855 he was specially commended by Sir Edmund Lyons for his zeal and gallantry in continuing to serve in 
the Naval Brigade before Sevastopol although on half-pay. For this service he received the Crimean Medal 
with the “Sevastopol” clasp, the Turkish Medal, the Medjidieh of the Fourth Class, and was made a Knight of 
the Legion of Honour. In July, 1855, he received the C.B., and in December of the same year he was 
appointed to the Forth, mortar ship, which, however, was put out of commission at the peace a few months 
later. The Wasp took the Earl of Carlisle from the Bosphorus to Alexandria. 

320  George William Frederick Howard, 7th Earl of Carlisle, KG PC, 18 April 1802 – 5 December 1864. 
321  Tahtalı Dağı by Phaselis. 
322  Presumably the Sultan’s tuğra raised over Hadrian’s Gate. 
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marble amphitheatre of mountains which branch from the great Taurus chain; and large 
quantities of grain are, and of course much larger might be, produced. There are remains of 
large substructures for an harbour, and one might easily be re-constituted, which would be of 
singular benefit to the commerce of the region. The town has about fourteen thousand 
inhabitants. In short, Adalia might be a paradise, worthy of changing one letter of its name 
with its opposite neighbour in Cyprus, and becoming an Idalia; it is what has already been 
epitomised as “Life in Adalia.” After we had given the vice-consul breakfast on board, I 
accompanied him, Lord John and some of the officers, in a procession, on some very well-
looking horses, up the precipitous and irriguous streets to the konak, or residence of the 
governor. We found him with a commissioner just arrived from Constantinople to inquire into 
the recent disorders; and Lord John was able to intimate sufficient confidence in their energy 
and judgement to render it unnecessary for his ship to stay any longer. The commissioner 
seemed to have a great wish for a ship to go away in himself. We also paid a visit to two 
judges, one of whom, a very intelligent man, had been Turkish commissioner to the Great 
Exhibition in London. What seemed to have impressed him most was having dined with Lord 
Palmerston. We paid a third visit to the military comander. We left the Pamphylian shore in 
the afternoon; the climate appeared delicious.” p. 181-184. 

 
 

344.Satalia, Adulia 
Charles C. Savage, The World, Geographical, Historical, and Statistical, Containing a 

description of the Several Continents, Empires, Republics, Kingdoms, and Islands on 
the Globe,...,  Illustrated with engravings and maps of Countries, States and Cities, 
Phelps, Fanning and Co., New York, 1853, p. 393-394. 

 

Seaports.- “In the Mediterranean – Adulia (sic.) and Tarsus, Iskenderoon…” p. 393-394. 

Chief Towns and Population: “Satalia 20.000.” p. 394. 

 
 

345.Attalia, Adalia, Olbia 
The National Cyclopaedia of Useful Knowledge. Vol. IX. North-Western Territory-
Quotient, Little, Brown and Co., Boston, 1853, p. 255. 

 

s.v. Pamphylia, “Pamphylia contained Olbia on the coast, and Attalia (Adalia) founded by 
Attalus Philadelphia, king of Pergamus.” Vol. IX., p. 255. 

 
 

346.1854, March-April 
Adalia 
D. E. Colnaghi “Tour in Lycia,” p. 337-346, in, C. T. Newton, Travels & 
Discoveries in the Levant, Day and Son, London, 1865, Vol. I., p. 346. 
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D. E. Colnaghi notes the great scarcity of food in the region and provides the following 
account of the unsettled situation in respect to law and order in March-April 1854: 
 
“The district of Asia Minor which we visited is at present in a very bad state. The greater part 
of the country is in the hands of the Zebecks, or mountain robbers, and in many cases the 
local authorities have left their posts. On the mountains near Almalee (Elmalı) a band of 80 
Zebecks are out. Near Adalia, on the Gulf of Pamphylia, some of these robbers have killed a 
Moriote merchant…A boat sent from Rhodes to Phenika (Finike) by a merchant, to pay for 
some corn, with £400 on board, was attacked by pirates near Myra, and the money taken. The 
same band, seventeen in number, the day before yesterday (9th April) attacked and sunk a 
small boat from the island of Symi, and murdered the crew. There is great scarcity of food in 
the country.” Vol. I., p. 346. 
 
 

347.1854, November, 9th 
Attalia, Sea of Pamphylia 
Diary of a Journey to the East, In The Autumn of 1854, by William Beamont Esq., 
Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, London, 1856, Vol. II., p. 235-236. 

 
“Sunday, November 19. 
On board the “Austria”323 the steward gives each cabin passenger a cup of coffee on rising. 
At nine a substantial meal called dinner is served, and at four o’clock we sup. Mr. Pitt would 
have preferred these hours to those later ones now in fashion, for he once declined an 
invitation to dinner at eight on the ground that he was engaged to sup with a friend at seven. 
The Turks eat by themselves, and I have been surprised at the dexterity and cleanliness with 
which they dine, seeing that they dispense with the use of knives and forks. After tossing about 
a good deal last night, I found on rising this morning that we were sailing along the coast just 
below a bold range of the Taurus mountains. In the course of the forenoon we crossed the Sea 
of Pamphylia, and were off Perga and its neighbour Attalia, at one of which the Apostle Paul 
preached, and at the other he embarked for Antioch. In the afternoon we passed Cape 
Chelidonia.” Vol. II., p. 235-236. 

 
 

348.Adalia 
“London Markets, State of the Corn Trade for the Week,” The Economist, Vol. 
XII., No. 564, Saturday, June 17, 1854, p. 660. (It is worth noting that although there 
was a great shortage of food in 1854, as noted above by Colnaghi, grain was still 
exported from the port, giving rise to the disturbances mentioned by the Earl of 
Carlisle, including the threats and manhandling of the British vice-consul John Purdie, 
a corn merchant, and to the landing of troops.) 

 
“The imports consisted of 128 qrs from Aalborg, 2,200 qrs from Adalia, 1,474 qrs from 
Antwerp, 440 qrs from Bremen…” p. 660. 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
323  Österreichischer Lloyd, the Austrian Lloyd’s Steam Navigation Company’s Steamer. Possibly the steamer of 

this name in service from 1847-1859 of 760 tons. Journal des oesterreichischen Lloyd’s 13th Jan. 1844, IX., 
No. 4, records: “1 nach Rodosto, 1 nach Adalia, 1 nach Alexandria, 1 nach Sulina, 1 nach Rhodus,…” 
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349.Adalia, Attalia, Olbia 
Rear-Admiral William Henry Smyth, The Mediterranean: A Memoir, Physical 
Historical and Nautical, John W. Parker and Son., London, 1854, p. 79. 

“Passing several coves and islets which fringe the coast under the magnificent mountain of 
Takhtahlu (Tahtalı Dağı) we arrive at Adalia (Attalia vel Olbia), the largest city on this 
coast…The produce of these parts, principally timber, gall-nuts, wax, honey, camel’s-hair, 
and liquid storax324, is usually carried to Cyprus, and thence re-exported: corn is embarked, 
though under prohibition.” p. 79. 

                                                             
324  It is to be noted that the Liquid Storax, (in Turkish, Kara ghyunluk yaghy-Bukhur yaghy-Sighala yaghy) was 

from Liquidambar orientale Miller, and from the various collecting points of the product, was brought to 
Rhodes, where it was trans-shipped in the 17th to 19th c. via Alexandria and the Red Sea, to Bombay, India, 
where it was called Rose Malloes, see D. Hanbury, “On Storax,” The Pharmaceutical Journal and 
Transactions, March 1857, p. 11. The bark was of particular use, burnt during outbreaks of plague for 
fumigation, to ward off infection. Hanbury, March 1857, p. 10. It may be that there is an ingredient in the 
smoke from burnt storax bark, that repelled the plague vector, fleas, but I can find no scientific research on 
this matter.  
“Strabo’s statement that the storax tree is plentiful along the Eurimedon river, (now known as the Kopru 
cayı), North-East of Adalia in Pamphylia, and that it is there tapped for its resin. The resin called Liquid 
Storax is produced by Liquid-ambar orientate, Mill., a tree indigenous to the south-west of Asia Minor, 
where the drug is collected.” 
“The drug was obtained from the stem of Styrax Officinalis L (Styraceae), a native of Greece, Asia Minor 
and Syria, now found also in Italy and Southern France. This plant when permitted to grow freely for several 
years, forms a small tree, it which state alone, it appears capable of affording a fragrant resin. But in most 
localities it has been reduced by ruthless lopping to a mere bush, the young stems of which yield not a trace 
of exudation. True storax has thus utterly disappeared. 
Professor Krinos of Athens has informed us (1871) that about Adalia on the southern coast of Asia Minor, a 
sort of solid storax obtained from S. officialis is still used as incense in the churches and mosques.The 
specimen of it which he has been good enough to send us, is not however resin, but sawdust; it is of a pale 
cinnamon-brown, and pleasant balsamic odour. By keeping, it emits an abundance of minute acicular 
crystals (styracin?).The substance is interesting in connexion with the statement of Dioscorides, that the resin 
of Styrax is adulterated with the sawdust of the tree itself, and the fact that the region where this sawdust is 
still in use, is one of the localities for the drug (Pisidia) which he mentions.”,“Hamamerlideae-Styrax 
liquidus,” 271-277 in, Pharmacographia, Ed. Friedrich August Flückiger, Daniel Hanbury, 1879, 276. 
However, Styrax officinale, the Gum Storax was noted in flower by C. Fellows on April 6th 1838 by Adalia, 
see above entry 1838. A century later, in the, Annual Report on Essential Oils, Aromatic Chemicals and 
Related Materials, Schimmel and Co., Leipzig, 1926, p. 159, it was noted that, “Jeancard was unable to 
confirm Strabo’s statement that the storax tree is plentiful along the Eurimedon river, (now known as the 
Koprii), North-East of Adalia in Pamphylia, and that it is there tapped for its resin.” “The best (Storax) now 
comes from Asiatic Turkey, and is obtained in a fluid state from incisions made in the bark; trees under six 
years old are never tapped, nor do they afford a product for more than twelve years…The common Storax of 
the shops is in cakes, masses, or powder of a brown or reddish-brown colour, light and friable, and softening 
under the teeth; it appears to consist of sawdust united by a liquid resin. The article called liquid storax is a 
semi-fluid, brown substance, with a smell resembling that of Balsam Peru.” Robert Eglesfeld Griffith, 
Medical Botany; Or, Descriptions of the More Important Plants Used in Medicine, with their History, 
Properties, and Mode of Administration, Lea and Blanchard, Philadelphia, 1847, 437-439. 
Into the 20th c. it was recorded that: “Storax is a balsam obtained from Liquidambar orientalis Mill, a tree 
belonging to the N.O. Hamamelaceae, and found growing in vast forests in the south-west of Asia Minor. The 
tree is plentiful along the Köprü river, north-east of Adalia in Pamphylia, and also in the marshy districts at 
the river mouths between Makri and Giova. It attains a height of 20 to 30 feet but when near a river may 
reach double this height. The balsam is stated to be collected chiefly by a tribe of Turcomans called Yuruks. 
In midsummer the outer bark of the tree is bruised and beaten which causes the balsam to exude into the 
inner bark. The outer bark is removed and subsequently sold for purposes of fumigation. The iner bark is 
then stripped off by means of specially shaped knives and boiled with water which causes the balsam to 
separate and float to the top whence it is removed. The partially exhausted bark is then packed in horse-hair 
bags and subjected to pressure in a somewhat primitive wooden lever press. In order to facilitate the 
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350.Adalia, Satalieh, Adalia (Gulf of), Satalieh (Gulf of), Olbia 
J. R. M’Culloch, Esq., A Dictionary: Geographical, Statistical, and Historical of the 
various Countries, Places, and Principal Natural Objects In The World, Illustrated 
with Maps, A New Edition Revised, With A Supplement, in Two Volumes, Longman, 
Brown, Green and Longmans, London, 1854, Vol. I., p. 11. (text unchanged in the 
1856 and 1866 editions) 

 

“Adalia, or Satalieh, a sea-port town of Turkey in Asia, Anatolia, cap. Sangiack Teke-ili, on 
the gulph of the same name, near the mouth of the Douden-Sou, lat. 36° 52 15 N., long. 30° 
45 3 E. Estimated pop. 8,000, two-thirds Turks and one-third Greeks. It is finely situated, 
being built amphitheatre-wise round a small harbour on the declivity of a hill, the summit of 
which is summounted by a castle. It is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of 
towers about 50 yards apart. Streets narrow, and houses mostly of wood. It is the residence of 
a pacha and of a Greek archbishop; and has numerous mosques, churches, baths, 
caravansaries, etc. The surrounding country is beautiful, and the soil deep and fertile. 

Adalia is supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Olbia; and the fragments of columns and 
other remains of antiquity found within its walls, attest its former flourishing state.” Vol. I., p. 
11. 

 
 

351.Adalia, Satalia, Laara 
A Handbook for Travellers in the Ionian Islands, Greece, Turkey, Asia Minor and 
Constantinople, John Murray, London, 1854, p. 244. 

 
“Route 49. 
 
Adalia, is a pleasant town surrounded by a wood of orange, lemon, fig, vine, and mulberry 
trees. The town stands on a cliff rising 60 or 80 feet above the sea, which has no beach, but 
breaks against the rocks. It contains numerous fragments of ancient buildings, columns, 
inscriptions and statues. In front of the town the bay is bounded by a continued chain of 
mountains extremely beautiful, having something of the same effect, though superior to those 
of Carrara, from the Spezia road (quoting from Charles Fellows). Leaving Adalia, the road 
passes by the supposed site of Laara, 8 m. distant, where an imperfect inscription is seen.” p. 
244. 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
expression of as much balsam as possible, hot water is continually thrown over the bags. The balsams 
obtained by boiling and pressure are mixed in casks which are shipped at the more important ports in the 
Eastern Mediterranean. The exhausted bark is spread-out in the sun to dry when it has the appearance of 
thin brownish-red strips. These retain a pleasant balsamic odour and enter commerce as Cortex 
thymiamatis. Another and slightly different account of the collection of storax is given by P. Jeancard in a 
well-known French paper. In its crude state Oriental storax is a greyish-brown opaque balsamic resin and is 
purified for use by solution in alcohol, filtration and evaporation of the solvent. It soon assumes a 
transparent appearance. The odour of storax recalls naphthalin, but in very dilute solution it has a subtle 
bouquet reminiscent of hyacinth, jonquille, and tuberose. In the form of a 10 per cent tincture it is used as a 
fixative for handkerchief bouquets. The purified balsam has a wide application in soap perfumery, where it 
acts as an excellent all-round fixative and is much used in floral oils. It may be used with advantage in the 
following odours: hawthorn, hyacinth, jonquille, lavender, magnolia, night-scented stock, tuberose, and 
verbena.” William A. Pouchell, Perfumes, Cosmetics and Soaps, Vol. I, Chapman and Hall, London, 1941, 
380-381. 
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Murray’s 1854 Handbook, p. 85, Constantinople, section j. “Antiquities,” also notes that some 
of the statues brought to Constantinople that were destroyed in the Latin conquest of 1204, 
had been brought from Satalia (as likewise in the 1871 edition of Murray’s Handbook, p. 
105). 
 
 

352.Attaleia, Adalia, Olbia, Olba, Attalia, Laara, Corycus 
Ed. William Smith, A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, In Two 
Volumes, Walton and Maberly, John Murray, London, 1854, Vol. I., - 
Abacaenum-Hytanis, p. 320-321. (As likewise in 1869, p. 320-321) Likewise, Vol. I., 
- Abacaenum-Hytanis, Little, Brown & Co., Boston, 1854, 320-321; Vol. I., - 
Abacaenum-Hytanis, John Murray and Co., London, 1872, p. 320-321. 

“Attaleia or Attalia” (Ἀττάλεια, Ἀτταλία: Eth. Ἀτταλεύς.). l. A city of Pamphylia. After 
mentioning Phaselis in Lycia, Strabo mentions Olbia as the first town in Pamphylia, then the 
river Catarrhactes, and then Attalia, a city founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus, king of 
Pergamum. Accordingly he places the Catarrhactes west of Attalia. Ptolemy mentions 
Phaselis, Olbia, and Attaleia, and then the Catarrhactes. Pliny mentions Olbia, but not 
Attalia (5.27), though he mentions the Catarrhactes. The modern town of Adalia, now the 
largest place on the south coast of Asia Minor, corresponds in name to Attalia; but it is west 
of the Catarrhactes, now the Duden Su. Strabo describes the Catarrhactes as falling from a 
high rock, and the noise of the cataract was heard to a distance. It is generally assumed that 
Strabo means that it falls over a rock into the sea; but he does not say so, though this may be 
his meaning. Beaufort (Karamania, p. 135) observes, that on the west side of the town “there 
are only two small rivers, both of which glide quietly into the sea through the sandy beach, 
and can by no means answer the description of the Catarrhactes.” But there are many small 
rivulets which turn the mills near Adalia, and rush directly over the cliff into the sea; and if 
these rivulets were united, they would form a large body of water. (Beaufort.) The water of 
these streams is full of calcareous particles, and near some of the mouths stalactites were 
observed. It is very probable, then, that the lower course of this river may have undergone 
great changes since Strabo’s time, and these changes are still going on. D’Anville considered 
Adalia to represent Olbia, and Attalia to be further east at a place called Laara, and he has 
been followed by others in identifying Adalia and Olbia; but this erroneous opinion is 
founded entirely on the order of the names in Strabo, who is contradicted in this matter by 
Ptolemy and the Stadiasmus. Spratt and his associates visited Adalia. The houses and walls 
contain many fragments of sculpture and columns: the cemeteries which are outside of the 
city also contain marble fragments and columns. The style of all the remains, it is said, is 
invariably Roman. Fourteen inscriptions were found, but not one of them contains the name 
of the place. As Adalia is now the chief port of the south coast of Asia Minor, it is probable 
that it was so in former times; and it is an excellent site for a city. Paul and Barnabas after 
leaving Perga went to Attalia, “and thence sailed to Antioch.” (Acts, 14.25.) The church of 
Attalia was afterwards an episcopal see. There are imperial coins of Attalia, with the 
epigraph Ἀτταλέων. 

Leake, who fixes Attalia at Adalia, supposed that Olbia might be found in the plain which 
extends from Adalia to the foot of Solyma; and it ought to be found here, according to 
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Strabo’s authority. About 3 1/2 miles west of Adalia, near the coast, there are the remains of 
an ancient city, on an elevated flat with three precipitous sides, one side of which is bounded 
by the Arab Su. This agrees with Strabo’s description of Olbia as a “great fort.” The country 
between these ruins and Adalia is a rocky tract, incapable of cultivation, but the country west 
of them to the mountains of Solyma, is very fertile. This, as it is well observed in Spratt’s 
Lycia (vol. i. p. 217), will explain Stephanus (s. v. Ὀλβία), who finds fault with Philo for 
saying that Olbia belongs to Pamphylia: he adds, “it is not in Pamphylia, but in the land of 
the Solymi;” and his remark is conformable to the physical character of the country. He says, 
also, that the true name is Olba. Mannert’s conjecture of Olbia and Attalia being the same 
place, cannot be admitted. Strabo, in an obscure passage (p. 667), speaks of Corycus and 
Attalia together. Leake (Asia Minor, p. 192) interprets Strabo, by comparing with his text 
Stephanus (s. v. Ἀττάλεια) and Suidas (s. v. Κωρυκαῖος), to mean that Attalus fixed Attalia 
near a small town called Corycus, and that he inclosed Corycus and the new settlement within 
the same walls. This does not appear to be exactly Strabo’s meaning; but Corycus was at 
least near Attalia, and received a colony and was fortified when Attalia was built.” p. 320-
321.  
 
 

353.Attalia, Adalia 
The English Cyclopedia. A New Dictionary of Universal Knowledge, Conducted by 
Charles Knight: Geography, Vol. IV., Bradbury and Evans, London, 1854, p. 61. 
(Repeated unchanged, 1855, p. 61; in 1867, p. 55 ) 

“Attalia, the modern Adalia, and Perge were visited by St. Paul (Acts, xiii. and xiv). Mr. 
Fellows, who visited Adalia in 1838, speaks of it as a small but clean town, built on a cliff 
which rises sixty or eighty feet above the sea, and informs us that it contains numerous 
fragments of ancient buildings, columns, inscriptions, and statues, which are generally built 
into the walls of the town with care and some taste.” p. 61. 

 
 

354.Attaleia, Adalia 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica, or Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and General 
Literature, 8th Ed., XXIV Vols., Adam and Charles Black, Edinburgh, Vol. VI., 
1854, p. 187. 

 
“Attaleia (now Adalia), a maritime city of Pamphylia, near the mouth of the Catarrhactes, 
visited by Paul and Barnabas, A.D. 45. Extensive ruins attest its former greatness.” Vol. VI., 
p. 187. 
 
 

355.Satalia, Satalie 
Royal Dictionary English and French and French and English Compiled from the 
Dictionaries of Johnson, Todd, Ash, Webster and Crabb, by Professors Fleming and 
Tibbins: English and French, F. Didot, Paris, 1854, Vol. I., p. 986. (Reprinted 
unchanged 1857, Vol. 1, p. 986.) 

 
“Satalia. A large and strong sea-port of Turkey in Asia, in Natolia; lat. 37- 1 N. long. 42 -21 
E, Satalie, f.” Vol. 1, p. 986. 
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356.Adalia 

H. G. O. Dwight, “Orthography of Armenian and Turkish Proper Names,” pp. 
119-121, in, Journal of the American Oriental Society, Vol. 4 (1854), p. 120. 

 
Names of Places, Greek names are distinguished by being printed in italics. “(in italics) 
Adalia” p. 120. 
 
 

357.Sataliah, Adalia, Sataliah (Gulf of) 
J. Calvin Smith, Harper’s Statistical Gazetteer of the World, Illustrated by seven 
maps, Harper and Bros., New York, 1855, p. 1565. 

 
“Sataliah; or Adalia, a maritime town of Asia Minor, Anatolia, cap. sanj., on the Gulf of 
Sataliah (Mediterranean), 50 m. N.E. Cape Khelidonia. Lat. 36° 52' 2" N., Ion. 80° 45' 0'' E. 
Pop. 8,000. It stands on an abrupt cliff, at the foot of a height crowned by its castle, & it has 
various mosques, churches, baths, and caravanserais, with numerous fragments of ancient 
buildings, and a small fort protected by 2 moles. Its vicinity is fertile but unhealthy. 
 
-Gulf of, an inlet of the Mediterranean, on the S. coast of Asia Minor, extending from Cape 
Khelidonia on the W., to the promontory of Alaya, or rather to Cape Anamour, pash. Itshil.” 
p. 1565. 

 
 

358.Adalia 
“A Visit to Cyprus-No. V. Paphos To Famagosta,” The Home Friend, A Weekly 
Miscellany of Amusement and Instruction, No. 84., Vol. IV., The Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, London, 1855, p. 123. 

 
“In importance, Famagosta may be said to rank next to Nicosia, the capital, both as regards 
population and traffic. Several of the native merchants carry on an extensive trade with 
Tarsus, Adalia, and other parts of Asia Minor; they also supply the interior (of Cyprus) with 
many of the necessaries and luxuries of life.” p. 123. 
 
 

359.Adalia, Satalaya, Atolbia, Satalaya (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf of) 
Walter Graham Blackie, The Imperial Gazetteer: A General Dictionary of 
Geography, Physical, Political, Statistical, and Descriptive, with a Supplement 
Bringing the Geographical Information Down to the Latest Dates, Blackie and Son, 
Glasgow, 1855, Vol. II., p. 24. 

 
“Adalia. or Satalya, ano. Atolbia., a seaport, Anatolia, Asiatic Turkey, at the head of the gulf 
of the same name; lat. 36° 52' 12" N.; lon. 30° 45' E. (R.); pleasantly situated on the slope of 
a hill rising to a height of 70 ft. above the level of the sea. The houses being built circularly 
round the harbour, the streets appear to rise behind each other, like the seats of a theatre. 
There is a bazaar, or collection of shops, where various articles of European manufacture are 
displayed. The neighbourhood abounds with orange, lemon, fig, and mulberry trees, with 
vines, sugar canes etc.; and the view from the higher houses is said to be very fine, the 
country being fertile and the mountains poetically beautiful. In the town are fragments of 
ancient buildings, columns, inscriptions, and statues, which are generally built into the walls 
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of the town with care and some taste325. Adalia is begirt with a double wall. Scarcely a ship 
rides in the ancient harbour, a few boats occupying a port which, in early ages, contained its 
fleet326. A stream in the neighbourhood is supposed to have been the ancient Catarractes.” 
Vol. II., p. 24. 
 
 

360.Sataliah, Sataliah (Gulf of) 
Theophilus C. Callicot, Cyclopedia of Universal Geography: Being a Gazetteer of 
the World, Based on The Latest Censuses, and Other Authentic Sources of 
Information, A. S. Barnes and Co., New York, H. W. Derby, Cincinnati, 1855, pp. 
691, 717. 

“Sataliah, a marit. Town of Asia-Minor, Anatolia, 50 m. N.E. Cape Khelidonia. P. 8,000. 

- Gulf of, an inlet of the Mediterr., on the S. Coast of Asia-Minor.” p. 691. 

“Side (or Eski,)-Adalia, a ruined city of Asia-Minor, pash. Itshil, on the Mediterranean, 40 m. 
E- Sataliah.” p. 717.  
 
 

361.Attalea, Adalia, Satalia 
Charles Anthon, A System of Ancient and Mediæval Geography for the use of 
Schools and Colleges, Harper and Bros., New York, 1855, p. 613. 

Asia. Places in Pamphylia: “2. Attalea, to the east, and founded by Attalus Philadelphus of 
Pergamus. It is probably represented by the modern Adalia or Satalia.” p. 613.  
 
 
 

362.Adalia 
Letters on Turkey: An Account of the Religious, Political, Social, and Commercial 
Conditions of the Ottoman Empire; The Reformed Institutions, Army and Navy, etc. 
etc., Translated from the French of M. A. Ubicini, by Lady Easthope, Part I. Turkey 
and the Turks, John Murray, London, 1856, p. 319. 

Letter XV. “…the tobaccos of Magnesia, Pergamus, Adalia, and Samsoun, which rival those 
of Syria,…” p. 319. 

 
 

363.Antaliyah, Andaliya, Adalia, Attaleia, Attalia, Olbia, Laara, Eski Adalia, Old 
Adaliah, Old Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of), Pamphylian Gulf 
A Gazetteer of the World, or, Dictionary of Geographical Knowledge, compiled from 
the most recent authorities,…, Ed. by a member of the Royal Geographical Society, 
A. Fullarton and Co., Edinburgh, London and Dublin, 1856, Vol. I., A-Austral, 
pp. 40-41, 241, 383.  

“Ada’lia, a large and important city and sea-port of Asiatic Turkey, on the southern coast of 
Asia Minor, in N. Lat. 36 52, and E. Long. 30 45. (Beaufort). It is in the Sanjak of Tekeh, and 

                                                             
325  Citing from Fellows 1838. 
326  As noted above, it was a physical impossibility for the harbour to contain a fleet, in antiquity or later.  
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Pashalik of Anatoli. Its site is remarkably fine; and its aspect from the sea, rising from the 
central point of a magnificent bay, in successive terraces on the slope and to the summit of a 
hill, encircled by a double wall with square towers every 50 yards, and surrounded by orange 
groves and gardens, is very beautiful. To the N. of the city, a flat but elevated country opens a 
considerable distance inland. Its pop. is estimated by Capt. Beaufort at 8,000; by Messrs. 
Spratt and Forbes at 13,000, of whom 3,000 are Greeks, but the Turkish language is 
universally spoken. A. is 12 hours WSW from Kassaba, and 8 hours W from Kulla. (Keppel) 
There is a caravan road from A. to Philadelphia across the Akdagh. These travellers concur 
in opinion with Colonel Leake that A. is the modern representation of the ancient Attaleia 
founded by Attalus Philadelphus; but Captain Beaufort and Dr. Cramer, following D’Anville 
and Strabo, regard it as occupying the site of ancient Olbia, and place Attaleia at Laara 5 m. 
to the E. of modern A. The harbour is very small; but in summer the outer road presents 
excellent anchorage in 15 and 20 fathoms. The Turks generally call this place Antaliyah, 
pronounced Andalia -Leakes’s Journal.-Beaufort’s Karamania-Spratt and Forbes’ Travels in 
Lycia.” Vol. I., p. 40. 

 

“Ada’lia (Gulf of), a spacious bay of the Mediterranean, the Pamphylian gulf of the ancients. 
Its western side is formed by Cape Khelidonia in E Long. 30 26, and its eastern by Cape 
Anamur, the southernmost point of Asia Minor, in E long. 32 49. Its shores are in general 
lofty and rugged. Off Cape Khelidoni – which is the termination of a side-branch of Mount 
Taurus- lie a cluster of 5 rugged islands, the Celidoni of the Italians.…” Vol. I., p. 40. 

 “A few miles beyond is Sidé, or Eski Adalia, i. e. Old Adaliah, which is in E long. 31'’ 25’, at 
the mouth of the Marravgat (sic.), the ancient Melas;” Vol. I., p. 41. 

“Adalia (Old). See Sidé.” Vol. I., p. 41. 

“On the Mediterranean Coast are the gulf of Makry, Phineka bay, and Cape Khelidonia, at 
the SE extremity of the obtuse promontory which forms the western side of the gulf of Adalia; 
and the western half of that large gulf into which the Aksu and Duden discharge themselves.” 
p. 241 

II. Asia Minor, According to the Turkish Divisions of the Jihan-numa: 

“5. Tekieh, or Tekeh….Antaliyah (Attalia)……..Lycia and Pamphylia. 

Kupribazar (Perga) (sic. Kupribazar was by Aspendus) 

      Iigder (Olympus) (sic. Kemer).” Vol. I., p. 383. 
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364.Attaleia, Corycus, Attália, Olbia, Adalia 
William Martin Leake, Numismata Hellenica: a Catalogue of Greek Coins 
Collected by William Martin Leake, John Murray, London, 1856, pp. 17, 21, 30, 
144. 

 
Index to the Notes: “Attaleia (Pamphyliae) still so called and written; founded by Attalus II. 
(Philadelphus) at the more ancient Corycus, As. 30.” p. 17. 
 
Index to the Notes: “Corycus, the site on the coast of Pamphylia where Attalus II. founded 
Attaleia, As. 30.” p. 21. 
 
“ATTALEIA Pamphyliae. 
Note.-Ἀττάλεια, which preserves its ancient name unchanged either in sound or writing, was 
founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus, at a harbour near a cape and small town named 
Corycos. The correctness of his judgement in selecting this position is proved by the fact, that 
Attália is now the only considerable town on the southern shore of Asia Minor. The identity of 
site has been disputed (see my Asia Minor, p. 19), but since the discovery by Captain Spratt of 
the ruins of Olbia (Travels in Lycia, etc., i. p. 216), there seems no longer any room for 
doubting that Attaleia occupies precisely the site of Corycus. 
 
Metal..AE, Size…3, Bust of Neptune to r.; before it, dolphin twisted round trident.R. 
ΑΤΤΑΛΕΩΝ. Mercury seated on a rock to l.; in his extended right hand, a purse? In left hand, 
a caduceus; his elbow resting on a column. Conf. Mionnet, sup. Vii. P. 31, No. 26.” p. 30. 
 
“ATTALEIA Pamphyliae 
Metal..AE, Size…4 and ½, Two helmeted heads to r. (Dioscuri) R. ΑΤΤΑΛΕΩΝ. Victory to l.; 
in right hand, crown with pendent ribbon; in left, palm branch.” p. 144. 
 
 

365.Attaleia 
The English Cyclopædia, A New Dictionary of Universal Knowledge, Conducted by 
Charles Knight, Biography, Bradbury and Evans, London, 1856, Vol. I., p. 402. 
(Entry reprinted as is, in, Biography: or, Third Division of “The English Cyclopaedia,” 
Conducted by Charles Knight, Bradbury, Evans and Co., London, and, Scribner, 
Welford and Co., New York, Vol. I., 1866, p. 390.) 

 
Attalus II., named Philadelphus: “He was the founder of Philadelphia in Lydia (Steph. Byz.), 
and of Attaleia in Pamphylia (Strab. xiv. 667), and a liberal patron of the arts: a kind of 
embroidered hanging or tapestry was invented by Attalus (Plin. viii. 48.).” Vol. I., p. 402. 
 
 

366.Adalia 
Cyclopædia of Geography, Conducted by Charles Knight, In Four Volumes, 
Bradbury and Evans, London, 1856, Vols. I. and II., pp. 332, 336. 

 
Anatolia:“From the Gulf of Glaucus, now Makri, to the extensive plain which opens behind 
Adalia, an almost uninterrupted mass of lofty mountains presses near the shore, and 
sometimes forms the immediate boundary of the waves.” p. 332. 
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Anatolia: Communications.-“Of roads, in the common acceptation of the term, there are none 
in the Turkish empire. In Asia Minor there exist some traces of Roman roads, and of Roman 
bridges; many are still in use. The mode of travelling in the country is on horseback 
exclusively, and all traffic with the interior, as well as the transit trade with the east, is 
carried on by caravan of dromedaries or camels. Some of the most important routes are here 
given…Again, a third route runs from Izmid southward through Iznik and Kutahiyeh 
(Kütahya) to Afiom, whence one branch runs south-east through Koniyeh to the south coast, 
and another through Dinair (Dinar) and Buldur (Burdur) to Adalia.” p. 336. 

 
 

367.Sataliah, Satalieh, Adalia, Attaliyeh (Gulf of) 
A Complete Pronouncing Gazetteer, or, Geographical Dictionary of the World : 
containing a notice and the pronunciation of the names of nearly one hundred 
thousand places : with the most recent and authentic information respecting the 
countries, islands, rivers, mountains, cities, towns, &c., in every portion of the globe 
..., Ed. J. Thomas and T. Baldwin, J. B. Lippincott and Co., Philadelphia, 1856, pp. 
31, 1720. (entries unchanged in 1859, 1880, 1893, 1895, 1898, pp. 431, 547, and 1899 
editions.) 

 
“Adalia, A-da’li’a. Satalieh, sā-tá’lee'yeh, or Attaliyeh. A seaport of Anatolia. Asiatic Turkey. 
On the gulf of the same name. Lat. 36º 52’ 2. N.; lon. 30° 46' E. It is pleasantly situated on the 
slope of a hill, rising to the height of 70 feet above the sea. The houses being built circularly 
around the harbour, the streets appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. 
Pop. of the town, 8000.” p. 31. 
  
“Sataliah or Satalieh. See Adalia.” p. 1720. 

 
 

368.Satalia, Attalia, Adalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Olbia 
Ancient History of the Egyptians, Carthaginians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Medes and 
Persians, Grecians and Macedonians; by M. Rollin, with Geographical, 
Topographical, Historical, and Critical Notes, And A Life of the Author, by James 
Bell, Blackie and Son, Glasgow, Edinburgh and London, 1857, Vol. II., p. 446. 
(Bell’s note cited below Rollin’s text, cites extensively from W. M. Leake’s 1824 
publication.) 

“Having taken Coracesium, the sea-coast of Pamphylia and Lycia underwent the same fate, 
both submitting to Antiochus. The coast of Pamphylia extends from Alaiah to Satalia, the 
ancient Attalia, a space of 75 British miles. Strabo makes the circumnavigation of Pamphylia 
to be 640 stades from Olbia (Attalia) to Coracesium, which, at 8 stades per mile, makes 80 
Roman miles, whilst the anonymous Periplus makes it 720 stadia. There can be no reasonable 
doubt, but that Attalus built Attalia on the site of the ancient Olbia, at the north-west angle of 
the gulf of Satalia, and to the west of the Catarractes. This is a very deep and rapid stream, 
and so denominated from its falling over a cliff into the sea with a great sound, says Strabo; 
“Hic, quia se praecipitat, ita dictus,” says Mela; and the anonymous Periplus uses the plural 
number in describing this river, τους Καταρρακτας, the Cataracts, “Cataracti fluminis Ostia,” 
says Ptolemy, p. 119. This river, on approaching the coast, divides itself into several 
branches, which, in falling over the cliffs that border the coast from Laara to Adalia, form, 
upon their upper part, a mass of calcareous deposition, projecting considerably beyond the 
perpendicular line of the cliffs. Through this calcareous crust the water issues to the sea, and 
being thus separated into several streams by a natural process, which has been rapidly 
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increasing in the process of time, the river now has no determinable mouth, (as it may once 
have had,) excepting after heavy rains when as I saw it, says colonel Leake327 in passing 
along the coast, it precipitates itself over the cliffs near the most projecting part of the coast, 
a little to the west of Laara. 
 
Beside the natural phenomenon which divides the Catarractes into separate streams, its main 
stream is further diminished by the derivations which turn the mills and supply water to the 
gardens and town of Satalia. The sources of this river are more than 100 British miles 
inland328, in Phrygia, to the east of Sandukly, and this river is now called the Duden Su.” Vol. 
II., p. 446. 
 
 

369.Antaliyah, Attalia 
A Gazetteer of the World: or, Dictionary of Geographical Knowledge Compiled by 
the Most Recent Authorities, and forming a complete Body of Modern Geography, 
Physical, Political, Statistical, Historical, and Ethnographical, Ed. by a member of 
the Royal Geographical Society, A. Fullarton and Co., Edinburgh and London, 
1856, Vol. I., A-Brazey, p. 383. (Slight change in 1859 edition, it reads: Anadoli. The 
principal towns and cities are: “Antaliyah or Attalia,” p. 241.) 

II. Asia Minor 

Anadoli. 

“5. Tekieh, or Tekeh… Antaliyah (Attalia)….” Vol. I., p. 383. 

 
 

370.Satalieh (Gulf of) 
A Gazetteer of the World: or, Dictionary of Geographical Knowledge Compiled by 
the Most Recent Authorities, and forming a complete Body of Modern Geography, 
Physical, Political, Statistical, Historical, and Ethnographical, Ed. by a member of 
the Royal Geographical Society, A. Fullarton and Co., Edinburgh and London, 
1856, Vol. VII., Ta-Zzubin, p. 50. 

“Teke-ili, a sanjak of Turkey in Asia, in the S part of Anatolia, bounded on the N by the sanj. 
of Hamid-ili, on the E by Karamania-Itshil, and on the S by the gulf of Satalieh. It is 105 m. in 
length from E to W, and 81 m. in extreme breadth. It is surrounded by lofty mountains, of 
which the principal is the Taktalu-dagh on the SW. The Duden-su, an affluent of the Estenas, 
the Ak-chai and the Kapri are its principal streams. Springs of water are generally scarce. 
The mountains are covered in fine forests, and in the plains are grown wine (meaning 
grapes), cotton, and other varieties of fruit. This sanj. occupies a large portion of Pisidia and 
Pamphylia of the ancients.” p. 50. 

 
 
 
 

                                                             
327  At the time Captain, W. M. Leake. 
328  The distance is about 130km. 100 m. = 161 km. 
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371.Sataliah, Adalia 
“Commerce between Turkey in Asia and Persia, through the city of Erzeroum, 
from a memoir by M. De Challaye329, transmitted to the French government in 
1855,” in, Commercial Relations of the United States with Foreign Nations, Annual 
Report on Foreign Commerce, For the Year Ending September 30, 1856, Cornelius 
Wendell, Washington, 1857, p. 12-13. 

 

Turkey in Asia.“The port of Sataliah (now called Adalia) alone received annually, in the 14th 
century, 1,200 pieces of the cloths of Chalons, of Narbonne, and of Perpignan. This branch of 
commerce being the most lucrative, the efforts of our rivals were naturally directed towards 
it; and they have unfortunately succeeded, in a great measure, in monopolising it 
themselves.” p. 12-13. 

 
 

372.Adalia, Satalieh, Attaliyeh, (Gulf of) 
Lippincott’s Pronouncing Gazeteer. A Complete Pronouncing Gazeteer or 
Geographical Dictionary of the World. Containing a Notice and the Pronunciation 
of the Names of Nearly one hundred thousand places, With the most recent and 
authentic information respecting the countries, islands, rivers, mountains, cities, 
towns, etc. in every portion of the globe, including the latest and most reliable 
statistics of population, commerce, etc. Also a complete etymological vocabulary of 
geographical names, and many other valuable features, to be found in no other 
gazetteer in the English language. Ed. J. Thomas and T. Baldwin, J. B. Lippincott, 
Philadelphia, 1856. npn. 

“Adalia, Satalieh, or Attaliyeh. Seaport of Anatolia. Asiatic Turkey, on a gulf of the same 
name. Lat. 36 52 2 N.; lon. 36 45 E. It is pleasantly situated on the slope of a hill, rising to the 
height of 70 feet above the sea. The houses are built circularly around the harbour, the streets 
appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. Pop. of the town, 8000.” 

 
 

373.Adalia, Attalia, Olbia 
The Mediterranean; a Memoir, Physical Historical, and Nautical, ... By Rear-
Admiral William Henry Smyth, John W. Parker, London, 1856, p. 79. (Note 
changes from 1854 version) 

“Passing several coves and islets which fringe the coast under the magnificent mountain of 
Takhtahlu, we arrive at Adalia (Attalia vel Olbia), the largest city on this coast. From hence a 
lower shore, with occasional sandy beaches, extends south-eastward to Cape Anamur, where 
the land becomes bold and bluff. The produce of these parts, principally timber, gall-nuts, 
wax, honey, camel’s-hair, and, and liquid storax, is usually carried to Cyprus, and thence re-
exported: corn is embarked, though under prohibition.” p. 79. 

 
 
                                                             
329  Comte de Challaye, Charles Alexandre de, French Consul, Erzeroum 1854-1855, 1816–1856 (d. Ancona of 

cholera) 
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374.Attalia, Adalia, Satalia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylium 
Aaron Arrowsmith, Charles Grenfell Nicolay, A Compendium of Ancient and 
Modern Geography: For the Use of Eton School, A New and Improved Edition, E. P. 
Williams, London, 1856, p. 430. 

 
“In the Westernmost part of Pamphylia, properly so called, was Climax Delik Dagh, a spur of 
Taurus on the borders of Lycia, so steep and so close to the sea that the army of Alexander, 
when entering Pamphylia by this road, marched for nearly a whole day up to their middles in 
water. To the E. of it were Olbia and Attalia, Adalia, or Satalia; the latter, which was a much 
frequented port, derived its name from being built by Attalus the 2d., king of Pergamus, and 
was situated at the mouth of Catarrhactes, Duden: this city has given name to the Gulf of 
Adalia, the ancient Mare Pamphylium, which extended from Sacrum Promontorium in Lycia 
to Anemurium, the Southern extremity of Cilicia, and of the whole peninsula.” p. 430. 
 
 

375.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
James Bryce, A Cyclopaedia of Geography, Descriptive and Physical, Forming a 
New General Gazetteer of the World and Dictionary of Pronunciation, R. Griffin 
and Co., London and Glasgow, 1856, p. 7. 

 
“Adalia, a seaport, Anatolia, lat. 36° 52., it stands on a sloping hill at the head of the Gulf of 
Adalia, which is 100 m. wide at the entrance, and 50 m. long. The vicinity is beautiful, and 
produces the sugar-cane and mulberry-tree, vines, oranges, lemons, and figs.” p. 7. 
 
 

376.Attalia, Adaliah, Pamphylian gulf. 
Adolphus Louis Køppen, The World in the Middle Ages: An Historical Geography, 
with Accounts of the Origin and Development, the Institutions and Literature, the 
Manners and Customs of the Nations in Europe, Western Asia, and Northern Africa, 
from the Close of the Fourth to the Middle of the Fifteenth Century, D. Appleton 
and Co., New York, 1856, Vol. 1., p. 25-26. 

 
“The Provinces of the Diocese, after their geographical order, and proceeding from east to 
west, may be ranged in the following manner: I. Pamphylia, west of Isauria, extended along 
the coast. Its metropolis was Perge (now Kara-Hissar— Black Castle)330 at a short distance 
on the Pamphylian gulf. Other cities were the beautiful Attalia (now Adaliah), deeper in the 
gulf, surrounded by its orange-gardens, but of such melancholy memory from the Crusades; 
and Aspendus (now Manavgat331), on the Eurymedon, in the interior.” Vol. 1., p. 25-26. 
 
 

377.1857 
Adalia 
“Turkish Affairs,” The Morning Post, Saturday, January, 31st, 1857, p. 5. 

 
“Death has in rapid succession beaten at the doors of the consulates of Tersoos (Tarsus), 
Adalia, and Smyrna, removing from their labours Messrs. Clapperton, Purdie, and A. W. 
Brandt. The two former have not yet been replaced.” 
                                                             
330  N.B. Perge is not Kara-Hisar, which is Sillyon. 
331  N.B. Aspendus is not Manavgat. Aspendus is on the Eurymedon, not Manavgat, which lies miles to the east 

of Aspendus. 
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378.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Report of the Secretary of War, communicating, in compliance with a resolution of 
the Senate of February 2, 1857, information respecting The Purchase of Camels for 
the Purposes of Military Transportation, p. 49-64, Washington, 1859, p. 55-56. 

 
United States Storeship “Supply” At Sea,  
April 10, 1856. 
Henry C. Wayne, Major United States Army, to Hon. Jefferson Davis, Secretary of War, 
Washington D.C. 
 
 Army Purchase of Camels for Military Purposes 
 
“At Smyrna, or from the country around it, in any direction, as far as may be desirable to go, 
every variety of burden camel known in Asia Minor – Löks, Pehlavans, Arvanas, Tiulus, or 
Mayas, and Bactrian males for breeding – can be purchased, but not dromedaries. 
 
From Smyrna, along the coast, southwards and eastwards, towards Syria, and back from it, 
good burden camels, but no dromedaries, are to be had. At Konieh, in the province of 
Karamania (sic.), the breed of burden camels is represented as particularly fine, but for 
shipment it would be necessary to drive animals purchased there to Adalia, upon the gulf of 
that name, to Smyrna, or to an intervening port.” p. 55-56. 
 
 

379.Antalya 
J. W. Redhouse, An English and Turkish Dictionary in two parts, English and 
Turkish, and Turkish and English, Bernard Quaritch, London, 1857, p. 741. 

 
“Pam.phyl’i.a (pamfilie), n. (hist.) Antalya havalisinin eski ismi.” p. 741. 

 
 

380.Adalia, Satalieh, Adalia (Gulf of), Satalieh (Gulf of) 
Elias Longley, Pronouncing Vocabulary of Geographical and Personal Names. The 
Geographical List…The Personal Names…A Complete List of Scriptural Names, 
Concluding with Tables, Longley Bros., Cincinnati, 1857, p. 14. 

 
“Adalia, A-dq-li-q, or Satalieh, Sq-tq-li-ye, g and s-pt332 As. Min.” p. 14. 
 
 

381.Satalia 
A. Barrington, Ed. Charles Burdett, A Treatise on Physical Geography, 
comprising Hydrology, Geognosy, Geology, Meteorolgy, Botany, Zoology, and 
Anthropolgy, Ivison and Phinney, New York; S. C. Griggs, Chicago, Phinney and 
Co., Buffalo; Sower and Barnes, Philadelphia; T. S. Quackenbush, Newburg, 
1857, p. 212-213. 

 

                                                             
332  Abb. Gulf and Sea-port 
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“Countries entirely exposed to the hot winds of the South have frequently a very warm, and 
sometimes an unhealthy atmosphere. Such are the coasts of Caramania, or ancient Cilicia. At 
Satalia, and at Adana, the bad air compels the inhabitants to retire to the mountains in 
summer. Cilicia is a narrow plain bounded on the north by the chain of Mount Taurus; and 
the winds which flow from the south being reflected by the mountains, cause suffocating heat, 
and there are marshes and stagnant ponds on the coast.” p. 212-213. 
 
 

382.Adalia 
Bradshaw’s Monthly Continental Railway, Steam Navigation & General Guide, for 
Travellers through Europe..., No. 132, 5th May, 1858, W. J. Adams, London, p. 205. 

 
“Steam Packets: Trieste to Caramania - By the Austrian Lloyd’s Steam Navigation 
Company’s Steamers, every tuesday, April 6th, and 20th. via Smyrna to Adalia, Messina 
(Mersin), Alexandretta, Latachia (Lattakia), Tripoli, and Beirut333. By the Accelerated Line, 
every fortnight, 10th and 24th.” p. 205. 
 
 

383.Sataliah, Adalia, Sataliah (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf of) 
The Encyclopædia Britannica, or, Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature, Adam and Charles Black, Edinburgh, 1859, Vol. XIX., REID-
SCYTHIA, p. 648. 

 
“Sataliah, or Adalia, a town of Asiatic Turkey, at the head of the bay of the same name, on 
the Mediterranean, 50 miles N.E. of Cape Khelidonia. It occupies a fine position, on a cliff 
rising steeply from the sea to the height of 70 or 80 feet, and encircled on the landward side 
by vine-yards and orchards. The houses rise one above the other up the hill; and the view 
from the more lofty points of the bay and the mountains that skirt its shores is exceedingly 
beautiful. On the summit of the hill stands a castle; and in other parts of the town there are 
churches, moques, baths, caravanserais, and many ancient remains. The port which is formed 
of two moles is of considerable size, but now only frequented by a few small vessels. Pop. 
8000.” Vol. XIX., p. 648. 
 
 

384.1858 
Adalia 
“Papers relating to the disturbances in Syria,” Accounts and Papers of the House 
of Commons: Thirty-Five Volumes. 31 State Papers, China, Japan, Syria, Session 24 
January-28 August, Vol. LXIX, Great Britain, Parliament, House of Commons, 
London, 1860, p. 22. 

 
“No. 25. 
Consul-General Moore to the Earl of Malmesbury. –(Received June 30.) Beyrout, June 10, 
1858. 
 

                                                             
333  An account of the journey from east to west past this coast in the steam-boat ‘Austria,’ is in, William 

Beaumont, A Diary of a Journey to the East, in the Autumn of 1854, Vol. II., Longman, Brown, Green, and 
Longman, London, 1856, p. 235 (see above). 
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I have the honour to report the arrival last night of Atta Bey, the Turkish Commissioner, in 
the Austrian steamer334 from Adalia.” p. 22. 
 
 

385.1858 
Adalia 
Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons, Great Britain. Parliament, House 
of Commons, Ordered to be printed, London, 1859, Vol. XX, p. 191-193. (Re. the 
Slave Trade and Adalia). 

 
Inclosure 1 in No. 268. 
Vice-consul Crowe to Consul-General Herman, Bengazi, March 22, 1858. 
  
“Sir, I have the honour to report that three months ago a Turkish vessel, commanded by 
Captain Osman Bezsiada, left this port for Adalia, on board of which Mr. Acting Vice Consul 
Xerri had strong suspicions that slaves had been embarked; whereupon he immediately went 
to the Captain of the Port to ascertain whether his suspicions were well founded, to which the 
latter declared most solemnly that no slaves had been embarked; and Mr Xerri, moreover, 
desired the Customs-house officer to keep a strict look-out on the said vessel, and report to 
him anything which might lead him to suspect that slaves were on board or likely to be 
embarked. 
 
The vessel however, left this port without a report on the subject from that agent. 
Last evening a Turkish vessel reached this from Canea (Candia, Crete), and authentic 
information has been received that Captain Bezsiada, owing to stress of weather, had been 
obliged to take refuge in the port of Luda, and that while at anchor, the Pasha of Canea 
(Chania on Crete), who happened to be passing in his steamer at the time, was attracted by 
the cries of several slaves, who ran to the side of the vessel, and entreated his assistance. 
Whereupon the Pasha immediately boarded the said vessel, and liberated those unfortunate 
creatures, amounting to from 14 to 19 slaves (men and women), and who stated, upon being 
interrogated, that they had been embarked at Bengazi, by order of Zacky Pasha (of Bengazi). 
 
This is all the information I can obtain on the subject for the present, but I hope to be enabled 
to furnish you with further particulars in my next. I have, etc. (Signed) F. H. Crowe. 
 
No. 269 
Consul-General Herman to the Earl of Malmesbury. (Received May 20th.) 
Tripoli May 5, 1858 
  
“My Lord, I have the honour to transmit to your Lordship copy of a dispatch of the 5th ultimo, 
from Her Majesty’s Vice-Consul at Bengazi, reporting further infractions at that place, 
through the culpable connivance of the local authorities, of the Imperial Firman prohibiting 
the exportation of slaves; and I regret to have to observe to your Lordship, from the causes 
exposed in the Memorandum on the subject which I had the honour in March last to address 
to the Earl of Clarendon, that unless more stringent measures are adopted by the Porte, every 

                                                             
334  The Austrian Lloyd’s Steam Navigation Company, steamer arrived every alternate Monday from Smyrna, 

touching at Rhodes, Adalia and Mersine, and leaves the same day for Lattakia, Tripoli, and Beyrout, returns 
by the same route the following week, and leaves the same day for Smyrna, touching at the above-mentioned 
ports. However, Adalia (Antalya), Mersina (Mersin) and Alexandretta (Iskenderun) were ports of call for 
secondary lines only. 
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effort to repress further infractions, such as Mr. Crowe’s dispatch reports will prove utterly 
abortive. I Have etc. (Signed) G. F. Herman.” 
 
Inclosure in No. 270. 
Vice-Consul Crowe to Consul-General Herman, Bengazi, April 5, 1858 (Extract) 
 
“With reference to my letter of the 22nd March last, acquainting you of the seizure by the 
Pasha of Candia of a number of slaves belonging to Zacky Pasha, of Bengazi, I have now the 
honour to inform you that, by a vessel recently arrived here from that port, intelligence has 
been received that the Pasha of Candia has had instructions from the Porte to dispatch, 
without loss of time, to Constantinople, the Captain, vessel, and slaves, together with letters 
on board addressed by Zacky Pasha to a friend of his at Constantinople, and which letters, it 
is said, will deeply compromise both Zacky Pasha and his friend. 
 
I very much regret to have to report to you, not only the connivance at, but the absolute 
Traffic in Slaves by the late Governor of Bengazi, Zacky Pasha, and that this horrible Trade 
has much increased of late. I have not failed to acquaint Mahmoud Bey of this, and have 
requested his assistance and co-operation in aiding me to suppress a Traffic so obnoxious to 
civilized nations, and so contrary to the feelings of humanity evinced by the Sultan himself 
with regard to it; but I much fear that unless strict and positive orders are sent from the 
fountain-head, that my poor endeavours for the suppression of Slave Trade in this district will 
prove but a fruitless task. 
 
It is reported that from Ogela alone, a number of slaves, exceeding 100, have been sent 
overland to Alexandria, others leave this town in small numbers during the night, and are 
then collected at a point at some days’ distance from this, and from their rendezvous they are 
then driven, like herds of cattle, to be sold in the towns of the Levant. All these transactions, 
however, are carried on with such caution and secrecy that nothing but the strictest 
surveillance of the police can detect them in time to avoid the evil. 
 
Since my arrival at Bengazi, in two cases only, and that by mere chance, have I been able to 
prevent the exportation of two unfortunate slaves who, like the rest, were destined for the 
Levant; but these opportunities are of rare occurrence, and I opine that if the Porte earnestly 
wishes the abolition of Slave Trade she should, on the appointment of every new governor, 
strictly inform him to carry those wishes into effect.” p. 191-193. 

 
 

386.Satalia 
Mary Middleton Rutledge Fogg, Barrington’s Elements of Natural Science: 
comprising Hydrology, Geognosy, Geology, Meteorology, Botany, Zoology, and 
Anthropology, Mrs. Francis B. Fogg, Graves, Marks and Co., Nashville, Tenn. 
1858, p. 212. (Taken from M. Malte-Brun, 1822, or later editions and versions thereof, 
e.g. A. Barrington, 1857, p. 212-213 (above). 

 

“At Satalia, and at Adana, the bad air compels the inhabitants to retire to the mountains in 
summer.” p. 212. 
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387.Attalia, Adalia 
Alexander Keith Johnston, A School Atlas of Classical Geography comprising in 
Twenty Plates Maps and Plans of all the important countries and localities referred 
to by Classical Authors, constructed from the best materials, and embodying the 
results of the most recent investigations, with An Index Of Places, W. Blackwood 
and Sons, Edinburgh and London, 1858, p. 4. 

 

“Attalia             Adalia?    (Map No.) XIII 36.55 N   30.47 E” p. 4. 

 
 

388.Adalia, March, 1859 
The Evening Mail, London, Monday 21st March, 1859, p. 5. 

“Constantinople, March 12. Hussein Pasha of Adalia, having been convicted of forgery, has 
been sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment.” 

 
 

389.Attalia, Satalia, Statalia 
Ed. William Jenks, The Comprehensive Commentary on the Holy Bible; containing 
the Text According to the Authorised Version; with Marginal References; Matthew 
Henry’s Commentary, Condensed, but retaining the most useful thoughts…, Acts-
Revelation, J. B. Lippincott and Co., Philadelphia, 1859, p. 167. 

“Attalia 

Another city of Pamphylia, founded by Attalus, k. of Pergamus, whence its name. It is situated 
on a fine bay in the Mediterranean, about 30 miles335 S. W. of Perga. It is now known by the 
name of Satalia, or Statalia336, and is still a place of some consequence, having been 
preserved from ruin by the Turks, who are careful to keep its fortifications and castle in 
repair, as a protection to their trade. Here they (the Apostles) embarked for Antioch in 
Syria.” p. 167. 

 
 

390.Adalia, Attaliyeh, Antalyah, Satalieh, Attaleia, Olbia, Laara, Audalia, Antaliyah, 
Attalia 
A Gazetteer of the World, or Dictionary of Geographical Knowledge, Compiled from 
the most recent Authorities, and forming a complete Body of Modern Geography. 
Ed. By a Member of the Royal Geographical Society, A. Fullarton and Co., 
Edinburgh and London, 1859, Vol. I., AA-BRAZY., pp. 42; 241. 

“Adalia, Attaliyeh, or Satalieh, a large and important city and sea-port of Asiatic Turkey, in 
N Lat. 36 52, E long. 30 45, (Beaufort,) in the sanjak of Tekeh, and pash. of Anatoli. Its site is 
remarkably fine; and its aspect from the sea, rising from the central point of a magnificent 

                                                             
335  It is much less than 30 m./48 km. from Satalia-Antalya to Perge, a distance of about 17 km. It is approx. 34 

km from Antalya to Sillyon. 
336  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

read Sattalia. 
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bay, in succesive terraces on the slope and to the summit of a hill, encircled by a ditch and a 
double wall of modern erection (sic.), and in excellent condition, with square towers every 50 
yds., and surrounded by orange, lemon, and mulberry groves, and gardens, is very beautiful. 
It posesses 10 mosques and 7 churches. To the N. of the city, a flat but elevated country opens 
a considerable distance inland. Its pop. was estimated by Beaufort, in 1812, at 8,000; by 
Messrs. Spratt and Forbes, in 1842 at 13,000, of whom 3,000 are Greeks, but the Turkish 
language is universally spoken. A. is 12 hours WSW from Kassaba, and 8 hours W of Kulla. 
(Keppel.) There is a caravan-road from A. to Philadelphia across the Ak-dagh. Leake is of 
opinion that A. is the modern representative of the ancient Attaleia founded by Attalus 
Philadelphus; but Beaufort and Cramer, following D’Anville and Strabo, regard it as 
occupying the site of the ancient Olbia, and place Attaleia at Laara, 5 m. to the E. The 
harbour is small; but in summer the outer road presents excellent anchorage in 15 and 20 
fathoms. The Turks generally call this place Antalyah, pronounced Audalia.” Vol. I., p. 42. 

 

Anadoli. “The principal towns and cities are Uskudar or Scutari, Izniknud or Nicomedia, 
Burusah or Prusa, Maghnisa or Magnesia, Alchisar or Thyatira, Izmir or Smyrna, Ayasoluk 
or Ephesus, Antaliyah or Attalia, Erekli or Heraclea, and Sinub or Sinope.” Vol. I., p. 241 

 
 

391.Adalia, Attalia, Pamphylium Mare 
A Manual of Geographical Science, Mathematical, Physical, Historical, and 
Descriptive, Part The Second, Descriptive Geography, containing 1. Ancient 
Geography by the Rev. William Latham Bevan, II. Maritime Discovery and 
Modern Geography by Rev. Charles Grenfell Nicolay, John W. Parker and Son, 
London, 1859, p. 34. 

7. Pamphylia: “…The Taurus range, in this province, recedes from the sea, and leaves a well 
watered district, intersected with low ridges running towards the South. The chief streams 
are, the Catarrhactes, Duden-su, a violent mountain torrent in the western part of the 
province; the Cestrus, Ak-su, rising in Pisidia, and reaching the sea to the eastward of 
Catarrhactes ; the Eurymedon, Kapri-su, famed for the victory of Cimon over the Persians, 
B.C. 466; and the Melas, Menavgat-su337, on the borders of Cilicia. 

…The towns along this coast from west to east, were Olbia, Adalia, on the innermost point of 
the Pamphylium Mare, probably identical with the town built by Attalus II., and called 
Attalia: Side, Eski-Adalia, an Æolia colony from Cyme, somewhat to the westwards of the 
Melas…” p. 34. 

 
 

392.Attalia, Antaliyah, Antali, Satalia, Sataliyah, Satalieh 
A Gazetteer of the World, or Dictionary of Geographical Knowledge, Compiled from 
the most recent Authorities, and forming a complete Body of Modern Geography. 
Ed. by a Member of the Royal Geographical Society, A. Fullarton and Co., 

                                                             
337  At times termed in error the, Scheher-Su see Encyclopaedia Britannica 1859 s.v. Pamphylia. 
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Edinburgh and London, 1859,Vol. I., AA-Brazey, p. 241; Vol. VII. TA-ZZUBIN, 
And Appendix, pp. 50, 676. 

 

Anatolia: “The principal towns and cities are Uskudar or Scutari, Izniknud or Nicomedia, 
Burusah or Prusa, Magnisa or Magnesia; Alchisar or Thyatira, Izmir or Smyrna, Ayasoluk or 
Ephesus, Antaliyah or Attalia, Erekli or Heraclea, and Sinub or Sinope.” Vol. I., p. 241. 

 

Teke-ili “bounded on the N by the sanj. of Hamid-ili, on the E by Karamania-Itshil, and on 
the S (bounded) by the Gulf of Satalieh.” Vol. VII., p. 50. 

“Attalia, Antali, or Satalia, the modern Sataliyah in Asiatic Turkey.” Vol. VII., p. 676. 

 
 

393.Adalia (Gulf of), Adalia 
The Commercial Code of Signals for the Use of All Nations: Rogers’ American 
Edition and Flags, with the British Vocabulary, Eds. Henry J. Rogers, Walter F. 
Larkins, George E. Eyre and William Spottiswoode, London, Henry J. Rogers, 
Baltimore, 1859, Part I., p. 90. 

 

Geographical code for Adalia (for signalling by means of flags and by lights at night):  

“BJRH …Gulf of Adalia.  

BJRK …Adalia.” p. 90. 

 
 

394.Attalia, Adalia, Sataliah, Adalia (Bay of), Eski Adalia 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica: or Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and General 
Literature, Eighth Edition, Adam and Charles Black, Edinburgh, 
1859, Vol. XVII, p. 224; Vol. XIX., pp. 147, 648. 

 
“Pamphylia… The principal towns of Pamphylia were Olbia, Attalia (Adalia), Perge, 
Aspendus, and Side (Eski Adalia); its chief rivers were the Catarrhactes (Duden-Su), Cestrus 
(Ak-Su), Eurymedon (Kapri-Su), and Melas (Scheher-Su338).” Vol. XVII, p. 224. 
 
“Sataliah, or Adalia, a town of Asiatic Turkey, at the head of the bay of the same name, on 
the Mediterranean, 50 miles N.E. of Cape Khelidonia. It occupies a fine position, on a cliff 
rising steeply from the sea to the height of 70 or 80 feet, and encircled on the landward side 
by vineyards and orchards. The houses rise one above the other up the hill; and the view from 
the more lofty points of the bay and the mountains is exceedingly beautiful. On the summit of 
the hill stands a castle; and in other parts of the town there are churches, mosques, baths, 
carvanserais, and many ancient remains. The port which is formed of two moles, is of 

                                                             
338  The toponym, Scheher-Su given in error in 1859. A confusion with another Melas River, that which drains 

into the Gulf of Saros. The correct modern name was, and remains Menavgat-Su/Manavgat-su. 
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considerable size, but is now only frequented by a few small vessels. Pop. 8000.” Vol. XIX., 
p. 648. 
 
“The commerce of the island (Rhodes) has been, since 1846, increasing at a rapid rate. Many 
British manufactures are imported by indirect routes, through Smyrna, Constantinople, 
Beyrout, and other places. Cotton stuffs, calicoes, and grey linen are amongst the goods most 
in demand. It is not so much, however, the peasantry of the island who use these British 
goods, for they prefer their own home-made stuffs; but they are exported to the neighbouring 
coast of Anatolia, between Boudroum and Adalia, and thence conveyed into the interior.” 
Vol. XIX., p. 147. 
 
 

395.Attalia, Adalia 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica: or Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, And General 
Literature, Eighth Edition, Little Brown and Co., Boston, U.S., 1859, Vol. XVII, 
OROB-PLATO, p. 224.  

 
“Pamphylia… The principal towns of Pamphylia were Olbia, Attalia (Adalia), Perge, 
Aspendus, and Side (Eski Adalia); its chief rivers were the Catarrhactes (Duden-Su), Cestrus 
(Ak-Su), Eurymedon (Kapri-Su), and Melas (Scheher-Su)339.” p. 224. 
 
 

396.Adalia, Ataleia 
Review, “Architecture at the Royal Academy,” The Building News and 
Engineering Journal, July 15th, 1859, Vol. V., p. 643. (Also, The Civil Engineer and 
Architect’s Journal, Vol. XXII, 1859, p. 179.) 

 
“We will now glance briefly at the remainder (of the architectural drawings). Mr Falkener 
shows five of his Oriental subjects…Though called “sketches” they are most elaborately 
finished, but they have not the freshness of sketches made on the spot. The first is a view of 
Pinare (No. 1086), one of the cities of Lycia, with the lofty rock of the Acropolis, studded with 
its countless tombs. The second is a view of Adalia (No. 1087340), the ancient Ataleia.” Vol. 
V., p. 643. 

 
 

397.Adalia (Gulf of) 
Francis McNally, An Improved System of Geography: Designed for Schools, 
Academies and Seminaries, A. S. Barnes and Co., New York, 1859, p. 74. (rev. ed. 
1870, p. 78) 

 
Map of Turkey, Persia, Afghanistan, and, Beloochistan 
 
“Gulfs and Bays 
To what coasts or shores do they indent? To what other bodies of water are they tributary? 

                                                             
339  The toponym, Scheher-Su recorded in error. A confusion with the modern name of the Melas River that 

drains into the Gulf of Saros which was termed the Scheher-Su. The correct modern name was and remains 
Menavgat-Su/Manavgat-su. 

340  The Royal Academy of Arts: A Complete Dictionary of Contributors and Their Work from Its Foundation in 
1769 to 1904, Algernon Graves, Vol. 2. p. 85. E. Falkener, Exhib. R.A. 1859, No. 1087, entitled, “Adalia, 
looking to coast of Lycia, etc.”  
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Persian? 
Oman? 
Sonmeance? 
Adalia? 
Iskenderoon, or Scanderoon? 
Macri? 
Astrabad?” p. 79. 
 
 

398.Adalia 
Emily A. Beaufort341, Egyptian Sepulchres and Syrian Shrines: Including Some 
Stay in the Lebanon, at Palmyra, and in Western Turkey, in Two Volumes, 
Longman, Green and Roberts, London, 1861, Vol. II., p. 321. 

 
“The Sultan gave them (the Circassian (Tcherkesses) from the Caucasus taken by Imperial 
Russia) a small island in the sea of Marmora and the great plain of Adana and Selefkeh, 
reaching to Adalia and Koniah – and on this they were turned out as soon as they reached 
Mersina - at the time of our visit (May 1860) they already numbered 20,000, - 13.000 having 
died between their homes and their destination.” Vol. II., p. 321. 
 
 

399.Satalia 
T. H. Staunton, The Family and School Geography, Richard Bentley, London, 
1860, p. 229. 

 
Asia: “Satalia, 300 miles from Constantinople, in Caramania, is an active seaport on the 
Mediterranean.” p. 229. 
 
 
 

400.Attalia, Satala, Pamphylian Gulf 
Lyman Coleman, An Historical Text Book and Atlas of Biblical Geography, 
Presbyterian Publication Committee, Philadelphia, 1860, p. 225. 

 
“At Perga, instead of sailing down the Cestrus, which they ascended on their first visit to the 
city, they proceeded westward across the plain to Attalia, a seaport fifteen or twenty miles 
distant (sic.), in the Pamphylian Gulf. Attalia, now Satala, is still, and from its foundation has 
been, a city of considerable importance. “The style of its relics is invariably Roman, agreeing 
with its date of foundation.” Behind it is the plain through which the river Catarrhactes flows. 
In front of it, and along the shore on each side, are long lines of cliffs, over which the river 
finds its way in waterfalls to the sea, and which hide the plain from those who look towards 
the land from the bay. Beaufort describes the city as beautifully situated round a small 
harbour, the streets appearing to rise behind each other, like the seats of a theatre, with a 
double wall, and a series of square towers on the level summit of the hill. 
 

                                                             
341  Beaufort, Emily Anne, Lady Strangford, Emily Ann Smythe (1826 - 1887), youngest daughter of Admiral Sir 

Francis Beaufort, British illustrator, writer and nurse, who established a hospital for Ottoman soldiers in 
1877. The book is illustrated with chromo-lithographs made from the authors drawings. 
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At this place, the apostle, after having travelled by land and sea twelve or fourteen hundred 
miles, embarked for Antioch in Syria, where he arrived after an absence of about two years, 
A.D. 47.” p. 225. 

 
 

401.Adalia 
Henry G. Bohn, A Pictorial Hand-Book of Modern Geography, on a popular plan, 
compiled from the best authorities, English and foreign, and completed to the present 
time......, Illustrated by 150 engravings on wood, and 51 accurate maps engraved 
on steel, Henry G. Bohn, London, 1861, p. 316-317. 

 
Turkey in Asia 
“6. The political divisions of Asia Minor consist of six Eyalet or Governments, each under a 
Pasha. 
Governments: Anatolia…Chief Towns: Kutaya (Kütahya), Smyrna, Scutari, Brusa, Kara-
Hissar, Adalia.” p. 316 

 
“Adalia is an active port on the Mediterranean.” p. 317. 
 
 

402.Adalia 
The Pupil-Teacher: A Monthly Journal of Practical Educational Literature, Vol. 
III., J. G. Stevenson, London, 1860, p. 246. 

 
“Adalia, in S. of Asia Minor. Exp. dried fruits. Lat. 36° 52' N., long. 30° 43'” Vol. III., p. 246. 
 
 

403.Attália, Attaleia, Adalia 
Walter M’leod, F.R.G.S., The Life and Travels of St. Paul. With Descriptions of the 
Cities and Towns Visited by the Apostle, For the Use of Training Colleges, Etc., 
Longman, Green, Longman, and Roberts, London, 1861, p. 27. 

“Attália or Attaleia was a maritime city of Pamphylia, and derived its name from its founder, 
Attalus Philadelphus, King of Pergamos. 

Adalia, the present city, is said to be beautifully situated round a small circular harbour, 
which however, cannot accommodate vessels of any considerable burthen. The city is 
surrounded by a ditch and double wall; and the streets rise behind each other in rows, like the 
seats of a theatre. Granite columns, fragments of ancient sculpture, a triumphal arch, and 
numerous extensive ruins, attest its former importance. About two-thirds of the inhabitants 
are Mahometans, and one-third Greeks.” p. 27. 

 
 

404.Attalia, Satalia 
Rev. Thomas Rawson Birks, The Bible and Modern Thought, The Religious Tract 
Society, London, 1861, p. 94. (Repeated in 1864 edition, Curts & Jennings, 
Cincinnati, p. 108.) 
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“Attalia is mentioned as near to Perga, and a seaport. It lies on the opposite side of a large 
plain, and was built by Attalus for trade with Syria and Egypt, and is still called Satalia.” p. 
94. 

 
 

405.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Hyde Clarke Esq., The Imperial Ottoman Smyrna & Aidin Railway, Its Position and 
Prospects, Koehler Bros., Constantinople; Castellan, Smyrna, 1861, p. 32. 
(Reprinted from the Levant Quarterly Review, No. III, January, 1861, Vol. II.) 

“There is not however, any port at this time in South Anatolia which can compete with 
Smyrna, Scalanova is an open roadstead; Ghiaoor–Keui bay near it is good, but it is small; in 
the gulf of Mandelgah, 50 miles S. W. of Aidin, are several bays and good roadsteads, but it 
cannot receive traffic from the Meander valley; and as far as the gulf of Adalia there is no 
available harbour which can receive traffic from the interior— the port of Adalia is too small 
for general use, and Alaya has neither harbour nor pier. For a considerable time it will be as 
much as these ports can do to ship traffic from a small distance around.” p. 32. 

 
 

406.1862 
Adalia 
J. F. Ogilvie, M.D., Surgeon-in-Chief and Director of the Native General Hospital, 
Alexandria, “Notes on Surgical Cases in Egyptian Hospital Practice.” The Medical 
Times and Gazette, Vol. II, Nov. 15, 1862, p. 511, and engraving. 

“Case of Elephantiasis Scroti.  

SHEIKH A., a Turk, a native of Adalia, in Asia Minor, aged apparently about 40 (for no good 
Mussulman knows his own age, or, at least, will confess to knowing it, exactly), and a currier 
by profession, was admitted, on August 4, for a largely developed elephantiasis of the 
scrotum.  

It appears, from the patient’s statement, that about thirteen years ago he had begun to suffer 
from occasional slight inflammatory swelling of the scrotum, accompanied with pain in the 
loins resembling lumbago, which he attributed to his habit of constantly standing up to his 
middle in water, when pursuing his occupation of dressing hides. This he was obliged to do, 
in all states of the weather, which in that district is characterised by extremes of heat and 
cold. The result appears to have been a gradual slight enlargement of the scrotum. 

About four years ago, however, this process of enlargement became very much more rapid, 
but still not steady nor uniform…So greatly was the poor man distressed and inconvenienced 
by the burden he had carried for so many years, that he had come from Adalia on purpose to 
have something done for it if possible, having some vague idea, that among the numerous 
Frank population of Alexandria, he might find some relief…  
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In three weeks he was able, without inconvenience, to walk quietly about the wards; and on 
October 7, that is, fifty-seven days from the date of the operation, he was discharged. After 
assuring me, with much unction, that he would remember me daily in his prayers, his last 
words-thoroughly characteristic of an Oriental-were, “But where is my bucksheesh”!!!” p. 
511.  
 
 

407.1863 
Adalia 
Popular Science Review, A Quarterly Miscellany of Entertaining and Instructive 
Articles on Scientific Subjects, Ed. James Samuelson, Robert Hardwicke, London, 
Vol. II, No. VI., 1863, p. 284. 

Medicine, Surgery, and Therapeutics. Miscellaneous: “Dr. Ogilvie, of the Native General 
Hospital, Alexandria, lately removed from a Turk, a native of Adalia, in Asia Minor, a large 
tumour of the abdomen, the result of Arabian Elephantiasis. The weight of the tumour was 
forty-three pounds: the man made an excellent recovery.” p. 284.  
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408.Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
James Lewis Farley, The Resources of Turkey Considered with Especial Reference 
to the Profitable Investment of Capital in the Ottoman Empire, Longman, Green, 
Longman, and Roberts, London, 1862, pp. 38; 58. 

“The province of Konieh furnishes about 7,000,000 lbs. (of wool per year, approx. 3,500 
metric tons.342); and Caramania, which extends along the coast from the Gulf of Satalia to the 
Gulf of Alexandretta, and inland to the neighbourhood of Angora and Sivas produces 
6,000,000 lbs. (approx. 3,000 metric tons), containing one part of white, and three parts of 
black and gray.” p. 38. 

“In Tarsus and the vicinity of Satalia, as well as the island of Cyprus, cotton was largely 
produced.” p. 58.  
 
 

409.Attalia, Satalia, Pamphylia (Bay of) 
James Hewitt, Scripture Geography: Being an account of the more important 
Countries and Places Mentioned in Holy Scripture, The National Society’s 
Depository, London, 1862, p. 148. 

“Attalia, a seaport to the south-west of Perga, at the head of the Bay of Pamphylia. It was 
founded for the purpose of trade with Egypt, and is still a place of some importance under the 
name Satalia. St. Paul sailed from Attalia on his return to Antioch, after the close of his first 
apostolic journey (Acts xiv. 25).” p. 148.  
 
 

410.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
The Family Gazetteer and Atlas of the World by James Bryce, the Atlas by W. & A. 
K. Johnston, Third Edition, thoroughly revised, Charles Griffin and Co., London, 
1862, p. 6. (As also in, James Bryce, The Universal Gazetteer; or, Dictionary of 
Descriptive and Physical Geography. Compiled from the most recent authorities, 
Illustrated by Numerous Engravings, Griffin, Bohn, and Co., London, 1862, s.v. 
“Adalia.”) 

                                                             
342  The accuracy and reliability of any and all of the published figures, quantities of exports and imports, as 

supplied by merchants, consuls and vice-consuls, as from the vice-consulate in Adalia, as was the case for 
Smyrna-İzmir, as elsewhere in Ottoman territory into the 20th c. are to be questioned. Not only because the 
sources of this information were largely involved in trade themselves, and therefore had interests; but 
because such statistics were not available, only approximations-indications-suggestions in most cases. 
Concerning the trade and commerce of Smyrna, Consul Dennis in 1883 wrote: “the figures cannot lay strict 
claim to accuracy, as regards the value or the quantities…of the merchandise shipped or landed. The figures 
therefore…can be regarded only as approximate to the truth, but with what margin of defecit in each 
particular instance it is beyond my power to hazard a conjecture.” (See, for further on this, Roger Owen, The 
Middle East in the World Economy, 1800-1914, I. B. Tauris, London-New York, 1993, Preface, p. X.) 
Further, information from Gazetteers concerning exported commodities, was duplicated, at times over 
centuries, with no quantification, and no account taken of fluctuations in supply-production, year on year; as 
likewise the population of the city for some readers remained 8,000 from 1817 to the end of the 19th c., a 
consequence of repeated copying from the same source. 
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s.v. “Adalia, a seaport, Anatolia, lat.36° 52., stands on a sloping hill at the head of the Gulf 
of Adalia, which is 100 m. wide at the entrance, and 50 m. long. The vicinity is beautiful, and 
produces the sugar-cane and mulberry trees, vines, oranges, lemons and figs.” p. 6.  
 
 

411. Satalia (Gulf of) 
The Agricultural Resources of Turkey,” p. 404-405, in,  The Farmer’s Magazine, 
Series 3, Rogerson and Tuxford, London, 23 May, 1863, p. 405.  (Citing from, 
James Lewis Farley, The Resources of Turkey Considered, 1862 (above) except that 
6,000,000 lbs. has become, through a typo, 600,000 lbs. of wool produced from 
Caramania.) 

 

“It is impossible to arrive at a satisfactory valuation of the amount of wool produced in Asia 
Minor. The most important market for that article is Smyrna, from whence are exported 
7,200,000 lbs., of which one-half goes to the United States and the other to France and 
England. The province of Konieh furnishes about 7,000,000 lbs., and Caramania, which 
extends along the coast from the Gulph of Satalia to the Gulph of Alexandretta, and inland to 
the neighbourhood of Angora and Sivas, produces 600,000 lbs., containing one part of white 
and three parts of black and grey.” p. 405.  
 
 

412.On an undated visit to Adalia by Captain T. A. B. Spratt in H.M.S. Medina (after 
1850 and before Nov. 1863). 
Attalia, Adalia 
Letter from Vice-Admiral Thomas A. B. Spratt, dated, December 4, 1869, in part 
published in, V. –“On various Greek Inscriptions From Telos, Cos, Attalia, and 
the region of the Black Sea, Copied by Captain Spratt343, R.N.,” by the Rev., Prof. 
Churchill Babington (Read April 27, 1870) in, Transactions of the Royal Society of 
Literature of the United Kingdom, Second Series, Vol. X., John Murray, London, 
1874, p. 113-135. 

 

“His (Captain Spratt’s) two inscriptions from Adalia are in very poor condition, one more 
especially in which the name of the Pythian Apollo occurs, but the great Apollo himself could 
scarcely divine the meaning of the inscription in its present state(fn.).   

(fn.)“The Adalia inscriptions I feared would puzzle you, from the difficulties under which they 
were copied. They were the only ones I did not myself wholly copy; as on visiting Adalia I saw 
that they were additions to what I had hunted out when there with Daniell and Forbes on our 
Lycian excursion; and, as the longest was in a house in a narrow street, opposite the harem 
window of a jealous old Turk, I thought it was not quite the thing, or rather was inviting 
scandal, if I, as the Captain of a British man-of-war, then anchored off the port, was seen 
there for an hour or two labouring at the inscription…So I put an intelligent and trustworthy 

                                                             
343  Appointed Captain R.N., 3rd August 1846. 
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young friend, Mr. Millard344, to do it. He, however, had no small difficulty, independent of a 
want of experience in such work.” Vol. X., p. 113. 

“No. 28. Inscription on stone in wall of house leading to guardhouse, Adalia. 

Probably in part written in hexameters, but so hopelessly mutilated, that only a very few 
words of the forty-four lines, of which remnants survive, can be read in the copy… 

Scarcely anything more can be determined from the inscription than that it refers to Pallas 
Athene, and the Pythian Apollo. Various numerals occur, which may indicate sums of money 
spent, but these are also imperfect.” Vol. X.,  p. 129-130.  
 
 

413.1863 
Adalia 
Joseph P. O'Reilly, “Alphabetical Catalogue of the Earthquakes Recorded as 
Having Occurred in Europe and Adjacent Countries, Arranged to Serve as a 
Basis for an Earthquake Map of Europe,” paper read, 18th April 1885, pp. 489-
708 in, The Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy, Dublin, Vol. XXVIII., Science 
1880 – 1886, p. 497. 

Earthquakes: “Places, Adalia…Localities, Anatolia… Years, 1863+1… Total Number of 
Shocks Recorded, 2.” p. 497. The Agios Georgios Church in Antalya was restored in 1863, 
presumably a consequence of some damage from this seismic activity.  
 
 

414.1863 
Adalia 
“The Sultan’s Visit to Egypt,” Todmorden Advertiser and Hebden Bridge 
Newsletter, Saturday, 25th April, 1863, p. 3. Likewise, “The Sultan’s Visit to 
Egypt.” Pontypool Free Press and Herald of the Hills, 25th April, 1863, p. 3. 

“The Sultan has shown a very proper consideration for the high position of his powerful 
vassal, the viceroy of Egypt, and siezes every occasion of manifesting his regard for Ismail 
Pasha; while the Viceroy has spared no trouble or expense to do honour to his illustrious 
guest. Egypt has obtained the valuable concession of a coalmine345 on the coast of Adalia, 
which the Sultan has bestowed on Ismail Pasha. It was discovered many years ago, by one of 
Mehemet Ali’s officers; but the Porte had always refused to grant the concession. Two 
officers have been sent down to report on the quality of the coal and the feasibility of working 
the mine.”  
 
 

415.1863 
Adalia 
“Cotton Supply Association,” Manchester Courier and Lancashire General 
Advertiser, Manchester, Saturday, 15th August, 1863, p. 8. 

                                                             
344  Recorded as Acting Second Master in 1861, Second Master, John Millard, of the survey ship H.M.S. Medina 

in the Navy List of 1863, and then of the survey ship H.M.S. Hydra in the Navy List of 1864, Staff-
Commander on the Survey ship H.M.S. Hibernia in the Mediterranean in the 1877 Navy List. 

345  This was perhaps a concession regarding certain coal-beds near Akseki, thought to have been especially 
promising. 
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“From Mr. Consul Blunt, Smyrna, July 10th, enclosing extract from a letter from Adalia, 
stating that a larger extent of land than usual had been prepared for cotton, but owing to the 
loss of the vessel containing seed the whole (extent) has not been sown.”  
 
 

416.Attalia, Satalia 
Benjamin Wilson, The Emphatic Diaglott: containing the original Greek text of 
what is commonly styled the New Testament, (according to the recension of Dr. J. J. 
Griesbach,) with an interlineary word for word English translation; a new emphatic 
version, based on the interlineary translation, on the renderings of eminent critics, 
and on the various readings of the Vatican manuscript, (no. 1209, in the Vatican 
library; together with illustrative and explanatory foot notes, and a copious selection 
of references; to the whole of which is added, a valuable alphabetical appendix, 
Fowler and Wells, New York,  1864, p. 3. 

“Attalia (that which increases,) a seaport of Asia Minor, in Pamphylia, on a bay of the 
Mediterranean; now called Satalia.” p. 3. 

 
 

417.Attalia 
The New Testament, with Brief Explanatory Notes Or Scholia, By Howard Crosby, 

Charles Scribner, New York, 1863, p. 270-271. 

“24 And after they had passed throughout Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia.  

25 And when they had preached the Word in Perga, they went down into Attalia: 

26 And thence sailed to Antioch...  
 
25. Perga. See xiii. 13. Thus far from Derbe the apostles had retraced their steps. Hence, 
however, instead of sailing to Cyprus, they go down to Attalia, and thence sail directly to 
Antioch in Syria. Attalia is now Adalia, the chief port of the south coast of Asia Minor.” p. 
270-271.  
 
 

418.Adalia 
Admiralty Catalogue of Charts, Plans, Views, and Sailing Directions, etc., Edited 
and Revised by Edward Dunsterville, Commander R.N., Published by Order of 
The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, George E. Eyre and William 
Spottiswoode, H.M.S.O., London, May 1864, p. 47. 

Sect. V. Karamania and Coast of Syria. 

“Karamania.-By Capt. F. Beaufort, R.N. 1812. 

Shelf No. 1772 R 237…Size: DE Scale: m= 0.5…Sheet 2: Cape Khelidonia to Cape Kara-
Burnu, with Plans of Tekrova, Adalia, etc., and Views…price 2s.” p. 47.  
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419.Around 1865 
Adalia 
Alexander Hill Grey346, Sixty Years Ago: Wanderings of a Stonyhurst Boy in many 
lands, being the relation of some of the travels and adventures of Alexander Hill 
Gray, John Murray, London, 1926, p. 99-102. 

“In the chapter entitled, Smyrna to Aleppo and Bagdad, “The Slave Dealers” 

mark on his forehead, one might have expected to see the word “Esclave” – “slave,” the 
word “Domestique” – “Servant,” was distinctly witten. Now, I knew very well that although, 
after the Crimean war, Turkey, at the request of her allies, had promised to abolish slavery, 
she had yet managed by every shift and subterfuge to evade her obligations, permitting the 
conditions of slavery to continue under another name - as likely enough it does to this day - 
and it seemed clear enough that here was a case in point.” p. 99. 

he appeared “dreadfully frightened, and I begged him not to appear so alarmed, because the 
slave owner would immediately take it for granted that I too was frightened of him. At this 
time the boy was holding my wash-hand basin, which was shaking in his hands. Presently a 
heavily built man, wearing a burnous, with arms visible below it, came to the few steps 
leading to my quarters, and Billiotti347 informed me that the man was coming up to see me. 
Again I implored Billiotti not to look so frightened, whilst at the same time I told the boy that 
if the man took him he would have to take me along with him. Then, turning to the man, I 
asked him what he wanted, and pointing to the boy, he replied, “That boy.” My answer was, 
“If the boy  p. 100 

“portion of his back that I had ever given a football during my school and college days! The 
effect was excellent. Limping to the staircase, the fellow drew my henchman aside and, 

                                                             
346  “The 1885 contract (of sale to Alexander Hill Gray) was made on 3rd November of that year and records that 

the house, coach house stable, gardeners cottage, and several pieces or parcels of garden ground and 
pasture land were purchased for the sum of £3,000 by Alexander Hill Gray of East Ferry, Dunkeld. Gray 
settled in Bath, it is said after prolonged travels to Africa and the Malay Archipeligo. In Gray’s book Sixty 
Years Ago – Wanderings of a Stoneyhurst Boy in Many Lands, published in 1925 he writes: Repeated visits 
to England and Irish gardens had convinced me that a more southern climate would prove beneficial to rose-
growing in general and to Tea-roses. I decided therefore to exchange the romantic land of my forefathers 
and the rugged climate of Scotland for that of the southern part of England, preferring the neighbourhood of 
Bath for this reason.  Selecting a beautiful site with sloping ground with a south-westerly exposure, I 
employed well on to 100 men to convert the same into terraces, these terraces being supported by high walls 
which I found to be best adapted for climbing varieties of roses more especially. Experience in the first few 
years proved to me also that virgin soil was second-to-none and I have never seen, before or since, Marechal 
Neil more at home than on these walls. 

     To the Teas of course I gave my very best attention, and with the help of Alfred Young, who has been my 
faithful gardener for over 40 years, I am indebted…. having carried off the Tea-rose Trophy for Amateurs 14 
times in the National Rose Society’s Show in London, previous to the Great War. An article in the Bath and 
County Graphic of 1899, with accompanying photographs, shows the terraces filled with, it is said, 10,000 
roses. 

      As you walk along the terraces, the air is laden with the perfumes of Araby and the eye delighted with the 
endless succession and gradations of colour and tints. An amateur grower, he nevertheless was a very well 
known for his skill, as can be gauged from his many prizes, and in 1894 he bred the climbing rose ‘Alister 
Stella Grey’ still sold today by the country’s foremost rose growers. http://www.victorian-
annexe.co.uk/beaulieu-history He also bred the ‘Alexander Hill Grey Tea Rose.’ 

347 Biliotti, as in Alfred Biliotti, British vice-consul on Rhodes between the 1856 and the 1870’s and Vice-
Consul Charles Biliotti, rather than, Billiotti. 
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glancing in my direction, whispered: “He wants money. The boy cost me more than twenty 
pounds, and I will give him half that sum for him.” But Billiotti shook his head.”Were I to tell 
him that,” he said gravely, “he would perhaps kick me downstairs.” 

Within half an hour of this comedy we continued our journey to Adalia, a small town 
pleasantly situated on the coast, which was taken by the Italians after the Great War and later 
vacated. Assuming that the same three men who had tried to take the boy from me were likely 
to be dogging our steps, we occasionally made inquiries on the road from passers-by, and 
learnt that such was the case, and that they were following us to Adalia. On my arrival there I 
went straight to the Governor and explained that the boy in question had a certificate from 
Egypt stating that he was a servant, and not a slave; that he had come to me of his own free 
will and might leave me when he liked; that I had a passport from Constantinople (which I 
showed to him), and that I wished protection for the boy as my servant.”p. 101 

“I sent to ask the Governor (of Adalia) for an explanation, his answer was, “that the boy did 
not wish to return to me!” Anxious to hear this from the boy’s own lips, I called again on the 
governor, who ordered the boy to be brought in. He appeared between two soldiers, and when 
asked whether he wished to return to me, he answered: “Why should I wish to serve a Giaour 
(Infidel)?” As it was only too evident after the kindness the boy had received from me that he 
had been compelled from fear to say that which (I was certain) did not come from his heart, I 
told the Governor I should report the matter to Constantinople; but, remembering what had 
been told me by British officials of the rotten state of law in Turkey, especially in the Sultan’s 
capital, I thought it best to let the matter drop. Doubtless the Governor of Adalia pocketed 
more than the ten pounds the man had offered to give me, and the boy had received a sound 
thrashing…The undoubted existence of slavery at that time explains a statement made to 
Billiotti that a Greek Bishop had only shortly before sold two girls for twenty-five pounds! 
Leaving Adalia, I now journeyed towards the Plains of Tarsus, notorious for fever,348” p. 102. 

 
 

420.Adalia 
Hyde Clarke,“On the Supposed Extinction of Turks and Increase of Christians in 
Turkey.” Paper read before the Statistical Society, 18th April, 1865, p. 261-293 in, 
Journal of the Statistical Society of London, Vol. 28, June, 1865, p. 284. 

“Table I.-Towns in Asia Minor with a Mixed Population 

Name…Adalia, Total Population in Thousands…12, Whereof Greeks... 2, Armenians…-, 
Jews…   - , Authority and Notes… Spratt.349” p. 284. 

 
 

                                                             
348  From the date, it is unrelated to the June 1879 document from the Mutesariff of Adalia requesting that a man 

who has sailed for Cyprus and charged with kidnapping a boy may be arrested, SECRETARIAT ARCHIVES 
OCCUPATION: DOCUMENTS, 1879 HQ 1691/1879, SAO3. 
http://www.mjpo.gov.cy/mjpo/statearchive.nsf/C097CD3F4E995EEAC2257D5C00338E5D/$file/SAO3.pdf 

349  Spratt and Forbes estimated the population in 1842 as 13,000 with 3,000 Greeks, rather than the 12,000 and 
2,000 Greeks, as is stated here. 
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421.1865 
Adalia 
“Cotton Cultvation in Turkey,” p. 189-197, in, Annals of British Legislation: Being 
A Digest of The Parliamentary Blue Books, Ed. L. Levi, New Series, Vol. II, Smith, 
Elder and Co., London, 1866, p. 193. 

“The districts of Adalia, Adana, Tarsous, etc. are not within the pashalic of Smyrna, but I am 
informed that they will not produce more than 80,000 bales this year, although it was 
anticipated that about 120,000 bales would have been the result of this year’s crop. This 
great falling-off took place about the middle of August, when these districts were visited by 
the same description of grubs (a small coleoptera grub) as those which attacked the plant in 
this district (Smyrna); but, as the climate is much hotter, and the attack on the plants much 
later than in this district, they had no time to shoot afresh, and consequently the crop will not 
be above one-fourth of what it was formerly estimated at.” p. 193. 

 
 

422.1865 
Adalia, Satalia  
“Manufactures: Sericulture in Syria.”Journal of the Society of Arts, Friday, 
December 28, London, 1866, p. 90. (1865 re Çandir and Adalia export of silkworm 
eggs.) “Manufactures: Sericulture in Syria,” Royal Society of Arts and of the 
Institutions in Union, Bell and Daldy, London, 1867, Vol. XV., Nov. 23, 1866 - Nov. 
15, 1867, p. 90. 

“Since the first appearance of the epidemic it has not entirely disappeared from any of the 
localities that have been smitten with it. In this country the peasants alone devote themselves 
to the rearing of silkworms; and it is by great efforts and labour that they have been enabled 
to pass through the crisis that has so devastated the country. A great number of persons have 
cut down their mulberry trees in order to cultivate the land, and more especially to grow 
cotton. Those who, possessing sufficient land not to have been reduced to this extremity, still 
continue to cultivate the mulberry, though always giving preference to other cultures, being 
persuaded that the disease once produced is transmitted from the worm to the seed (egg), 
have been obliged to procure healthy seed from places that are known to be exempt from the 
epidemic. Although their endeavours have not been always successful, it appears that last 
year a very healthy seed was obtained from Tehandir (Çandir), a village situated near the 
river of the same name, a tributary of the Cestrus (sic.), about ten leagues to the north of 
Adalia (Satalia). This seed has been most successful everywhere it has been employed, but for 
the first time only. The silkworms that were hatched from it produced an unhealthy seed, and 
the worms from it were directly attacked by the disease, and sericulturists care obliged for the 
future to use exclusively the Tchandir seed, which it is necessary to import every season from 
Tchandir. The great demand has rapidly augmented the price, which last year was as low as 
five piastres (eleven and one quarter pennies) per dram. This year it has been sold for double 
the price, and is much sought after, as its yield is in proportion 80 drams of silk to one dram 
of seed. Although the province of Aleppo has suffered greatly from the epidemic, it is to be 
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hoped that by the introduction of the new seed, the results of which have been most 
advantageous, the evil will be overcome, and that ancient prosperity will reappear.” Vol. 
XV., p. 90. 

 
 

423.Satalia, Adalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf of) 
A General Gazetteer, or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary containing 
descriptions of every country in The Known World: with their towns, people, natural 
productions, etc., and the various remarkable events by which they have been 
distinguished: the population and area of all nations are also given in an appendix, 
including the census of Great Britain in 1861, originally compiled by R. Brookes; the 
whole revised and corrected to the present period by A. G. Findlay, Willam Tegg, 
London, 1865, pp. 733-734; 765. (Adalia, rather than the Sataliah, or, Antalia, of 
earlier editions.) 
 

“Satalia, or Adalia, a strong seaport of Asia Minor, in Karamania (sic.). It is divided into 
three towns, and is so situate, that from the harbour the streets appear to rise behind each 
other like an amphitheatre. The country around is very fertile, and the citrons and oranges 
are extremely fine. The chief trade is in wool, cotton, goats’ hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium 
and bees’-wax. It is seated on a gulf of the Mediterranean, to which it gives name; 150 miles 
S.W. of Konieh. Pop. 8000. Long. 31. 21 E. lat. 37. 1. N.” p. 733-734. 
 
s.v. Smyrna, “Smyrna is eight days’ journey from Constantinople by land, 25 days from 
Aleppo by the caravans, six from Konieh, seven from Cataya (Kütahya), and six from 
Satalia.” p. 765. 

 
 

424.Adalia (Gulf of) 
William Lawson, The Geography of Coastlines, George Philip and Son, London 
and Liverpool, 1865, p. 57. 

“Scanderoon, on (sic.) Iskenderoon, the port of Aleppo, is a wretched place, but possesses a 
good harbour. Turning to our left, and passing Cyprus on the one hand, and Tarsus on the 
other, we come to the Gulf of Adalia. Next, passing Rhodes, famous for its Colossus; samos, 
the most productive island of the Archipelago;…” p. 57. 

 
 

425.Adalia 
J. Lewis Farley, Turkey, Sampson Low, Son and Marston, London, 1866, p. 178. 

“South of Smyrna, the only shipping places worth mentioning are Scala Nova, and Adalia; 
but the former is too near Smyrna to affect its trade, and the latter, although eligibly situated 
for the reception of produce, is too small and unimportant to require extended notice.” p. 
178. 
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426.Adalia 
The Imperial Bible-Dictionary: Historical, Biographical, Geographical and 
Doctrinal, including the Natural History, Antiquities, Manners, Customs, and 
Religious Rites… Ed. Rev. Patrick Fairbairn, Vol. I., Blackie and Son, London, 
Glasgow and Edinburgh, 1866, p. 786, Fig. 356. 

 

 

“Fig. 356. Plan-section of Khan at Adalia.— From a sketch by E. Falkener350, architect. 

No. 356 exhibits a plan-section of another building of the same description. In this plan the 
main entrance is at the lower part, the stairs leading to the covered galleries from which the 
sleeping apartments enter are at the farther end of the court. The pillars that sustain the flat 
roof are represented in section by little dark circles, and the structure of the roof itself by a 
series of oblique lines. Khans of such a description are probably not very numerous, and only 
found where there is much traffic.” p. 786. 

 
 

427.Attalia, Sattalia 
Rev. John Brown, Ed. And Revised by his son, Rev. William Brown, M.D., A 
Dictionary of the Bible, William Oliphant and Co. Edinburgh, 1866, p. 64. 

                                                             
350  Edward Falkener 1814-1896. In 1844, he travelled from Hierapolis to Kolossai and from there to the 

Cibyratis, where he visited all four cities known to have formed a tetrapolis in antiquity: Cibyra, Balboura, 
Oinoanda, and Boubon, and he may have made this plan in 1844 before working at Ephesus in 1845. 
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“Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, situated on a bay of the Mediterranean Sea. It was founded by 
Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamos. Paul and Barnabas passed through it on their way to 
Jerusalem, and probably preached the gospel in it (Acts xiv. 25). It is now called Sattalia, and 
extensive ruins indicate the former importance of the place. Beaufort describes the city as 
beautifully situated round a small harbour, the streets appearing to rise behind each other 
like the seats of a theatre, with a double wall and a series of square towers on the level 
summit of the hill. (Bib. Sac. Viii, Oct. 1851, p. 868).” p. 64. 

 
 

428.Satalia, Attalia 
Rev. John Ayre, The Treasury of Bible Knowledge: Being a Dictionary of the Books, 
Persons, Places, Events, and Other Matters of which Mention is Made in Holy 
Scripture, Intended to Establish its Authority and Illustrate its Contents, with 
Engravings and Maps, Longmans and Co., London, 1866, p. 73. 

“Attali’a. A sea-port of Pamphylia, built by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamos (159-138 
B.C.), whence the name. Paul and Barnabus, returning from their missionary journey, sailed 
from Attalia to Antioch (Acts xiv. 25, 26). This city still exists under the name Satalia.” p. 73. 

 
 

429.Attalia, Sattalia, Adalia, Sattalia (Gulf of) 
Rev. John Parker Lawson and Rev. J. M. Wilson, A Cyclopaedia of Biblical 
Geography, Biography, Natural History, and General Knowledge, A. Fullerton and 
Co., Edinburgh, London, and Dublin, 1866, Vol. I., Aaron-Egypt, p. 316. (Citing 
from Leake 1824 for the rest of the entry) 

“Attalia, at-ta-li’-a, now called Sattalia, or Adalia, a sea-port city of Asia-Minor, on the coast 
of Pamphylia, situated on a very fine bay of a gulf called the gulf of Sattalia, about thirty 
miles (sic.) southwest of Perga. It was built or enlarged by Attalus Philadelphia, king of 
Pergamos, from whom it received its name, and was the chief residence of the prefect. On 
account of its advantageous position the Turks preserved it from decay, and it is still a place 
of considerable trade. St. Paul proceeded from Perga to this city, and preached the Gospel 
A.D. 46351, Acts xiv. 25. The bishopric of Attalia was in existence in the fifth and sixth 
centuries. Some geographers have alleged that a place called Laara is the ancient Attalia, but 
the authority of Colonel Leake on this conjecture is quite conclusive: “Adalia possesses all 
the natural advantages likely to have made it…” Vol. I., Aaron-Egypt, p. 316. 

 
 

430.Attalia, Antali, Satalia, Adalia 
The Rev. Frederick Charles Cook, The Acts of the Apostles: with A Commentary 
and Practical and Devotional Suggestions for readers and students of the English 
Bible., Longmans, Green, and Co., London, 1866, p. 173, fn. 25. 

                                                             
351  There is no record the gospel was preached at Attalia, it is an assumption that is made, as noted above. 
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“Attalia. A seaport of Pamphylia, near the mouth of the Catarrhactes, built by Attalus, king of 
Pergamus. It is now a fortified place of some importance, beautifully situated round a small 
harbour, and is called Antali, Satalia, or Adalia.” p. 173, fn. 25. 

 
 

431.Adalia, Satalieh or Attaliyeh 
Lippincott’s Pronouncing Gazeteer. A Complete Pronouncing Gazeteer or 
Geographical Dictionary of the World. Containing a Notice…Ed. J. Thomas and T. 
Baldwin, J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, revised ed. 1866. npn. No entry change 
from the 1856 edition, nor in the 1872 edition. 

 
 

432.1866 September 
Adalia 
Naval and Military Gazette and Weekly Chronicle, London, Saturday, 22nd 
September, 1866, p. 2. 

“…and to-day, in consequence of the receipt of a telegraph announcing an outbreak of 
cholera in Adalia (Asia Minor), and again following the same guide, our Government have 
included the Turkish Islands and ports southwards as...” 

 
 

433.Adalia, Satalieh, Adalia (Gulf of), Satalieh (Gulf of), Olbia 
J. R. M’Culloch, A Dictionary, Geographical, Statistical, and Historical of the 
various countries, places, and principal natural objects in the World, New Edition 
Carefully Revised, with the statistical Information Brought Up To The Latest 
Returns by Frederick Martin, In Four Volumes, Longmans, Green and Co., 
London, 1866, Vol. I., p. 15. 

“Adalia, or Satalieh, a sea-port town of Turkey in Asia, Anatolia, cap. Sangiack Téké-ili, on 
the gulph of the same name, near the mouth of the Douden-sou, lat. 36° 52' 15" N., long. 30° 
45' 3" E. Estimated pop. 8,000, two-thirds Turks and one-third Greeks. It is finely situated, 
being built amphitheatre-wise round a small harbour on the declivity of a hill, the summit of 
which is surmounted by a castle. It is enclosed by a ditch, a double wall, and a series of 
square towers about 50 yards apart. Streets narrow, and houses mostly of wood. It is the 
residence of a pacha and of a Greek archbishop; and has numerous mosques, churches, 
baths, caravansaries, etc. The surrounding country is beautiful and the soil deep and fertile. 

Adalia is supposed to occupy the site of the ancient Olbia; and the fragments of columns and 
other remains of antiquity found within its walls, attest its former flourishing state.” Vol. I., p. 
15. 

 
 

434.Satalieh, Adalia, Satalieh (Gulf of) 
The Royal Dictionary-Cyclopædia, for Universal Reference: being a complete 
literary, classical, historical, biographical, geographical, scientific, and technological 
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expositor of the English language: and embodying, in a condensed and common-
sense form, the signification of all terms in ordinary use, with the derivation of each 
word, and its pronunciation, compiled under the direction of Thomas Wright ... ; 
illustrated with portraits, maps, and descriptive engravings. The London Printing 
and Publishing Co., London and New York, 1867, Vol. V., (R-Z), p. 343. 

“Satalieh, sa-ta-le-a, or Adalia, A city of Asiatic Turkey, the capital of a district of the same 
name (sic. Teke sanjak) in Natolia, is situated on the gulf of Satalieh, in the Mediterranean, 
150 miles S.W. of Cogni, in long. 30° 46' E., lat. 36° 52' N. It is governed by a pacha, and 
contains many remains of antiquity, and a superb mosque which was formerly a church. The 
chief trade is in wool, cotton, goat’s-hair, agaric, tragacanth, opium, and bees’ wax.” Vol. 
V., (R-Z), p. 343. 

 
 

435.Attalia, Satalia 
Rev. G. F. Maclear, A Class-Book of New Testament History, with maps, Macmillan 
and Co., London and Cambridge, 1867, p. 413. 

 

“From Paphos the three sailed in a North-westerly direction to the harbour of Attalia* in 
Pamphylia, and thence up the river Cestrus 6 or 7 miles inland to the town of Perga (Acts xiii. 
13). 352 

* Founded by Attalus Philadelphus, as a port for the trade between Egypt and Syria. It has 
lasted till the present day, and is now called Satalia.” p. 413. 

 

 

436.Attalia, Satalia, Antalia, Palaia Antalia, Olbia 
Bibliotheca Classica, Or A Dictionary of All the Principal Names and Terms relating 
to the Geography, Topography, History, Literature, and Mythology of Antiquity and 
of the Ancients: with A Chronological Table, by John Lemprière, Revised and 
Corrected, …by Lorenzo L. Da Ponte and John D. Ogilby, Fifteenth American 
Edition, Dean’s Stereotype Edition, J. B. Lippincott and Co., Philadelphia, 1867, p. 
45. 

“Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, built by king Attalus. The modern site is called Palaia Antalia. 
The present city of Antalia, or, as it is commonly called, Satalia, corresponds with the ancient 
Olbia. D’Anville.” p. 45. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
352  There is no evidence presented and there seems to be no evidence to suggest that the Apostles first visited 

Satalia-Attalia and then Perge on their outward journey, but briefly visited the city on their return.  
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437.1867 
Adalia 
Bible Society Record, containing Correspondence, Receipts, etc., of the American 
Bible Society, Vol. XIII., New York, February 1868, No. 2., p. 21. 

Letter from Isaac G. Bliss, Asia Minor, Constantinople, Dec. 3, 1867. 

“Dear Sir: - During my absence in the United States, two colporteurs353 supported by funds 
from our Society laboured in Asia Minor. At my request Rev. Dr. Van Lennep, of Syria (in fact 
of Smyrna), superintended their labours, directed their their journeyings, and supplying them 
with books. 

One of them was a Greek, Anastasis by name, an earnest, tried disciple, long known to many 
of us. Dr. Van Lennep has kindly furnished the following summary of his journeyings. Leaving 
Smyrna, he went by rail to Boiuda, thence to Endermish and Tireh. He proceeded thence to 
Scalanova on the sea shore, not far from the site of the ancient Miletus, where Paul, on his 
way from Greece to Syria, stopped and called for the elders of Ephesus. He then took boat to 
the island of Colinnos, and thence to Cos. He had there a good deal of trouble with the 
Turkish authorities, who siezed his books after he had displayed them in the market. They 
were taken to the palace and examined, after which they were returned. The result was, that 
both the governor and the judge bought Turkish Testaments. Others followed their example, 
and he disposed of all he had with him. He then visited Syine (Symi), where he had little 
success, and proceeded to Rhodes and thence to Adalia (a maritime city of Pamphylia), where 
several cases of scriptures had arrived for him the month before. This extraordinary 
merchandise had produced quite a ferment; no such goods had ever been landed there before. 
The report was circulated that the Protestant priests were coming, who would pay people to 
become Protestants, and many of the poor had prepared themselves to be converted. The 
wealthy Turks and Greeks, on the other hand, were holding daily meetings to see what course 
they should pursue towards the coming priests. In the mosques the Turks were exhorted every 
day not to allow themselves to be deceived, and change their religion for the Christian. The 
Greeks received like exhortations from their leading men; so that it became a saying, that as 
the Jews wait for the Messiah, so the people of Adalia await the coming of the Protestant 
priests. On Anastasis’ arrival in the city, he went to the custom-house for his books. The 
boxes were opened, but were immediately ordered to be taken to the pasha, by whom the 
colporteur was told to keep quiet, and await the decision of a grand council to be convened to 
consider what should be done with these books. Several meetings of this council took place. 
Not venturing, however, to hinder his work, they gave him at last permission to sell his books 
on condition of first showing them to the Greek bishop. An interview with this bishop having 
proved statisfactory, the colporteur’s work proceeded without interruption, although some of 
the Greeks seeing that no hinderance was to be put to the sales, urged the bishop to warn the 
people not to buy them. This he refused to do. Some of the Turks were much disgusted that he 
should speak of Jesus as “the Son of God,” but Anastasis referring them to the New 
Testament told them they would soon get accustomed to it, and all difficulty would be 
removed. His sales amounted, at the close of his visit to 1,500 piasters. He took a boat thence 

                                                             
353  Colporteur-Colporter, A peddler of devotional literature, tracts and bibles. 
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to Alzolia, sixty miles distant, and sold there books to the amount of 400 piasters. The 
authorities made no direct opposition to his work, but sent for the captain of the boat, and 
asked him why he brought such a man to their town. His shrewd reply, “because he paid his 
fare,” put a stop to further questions.” p. 21. 

 
 

438.Adalia 
Joseph Fernandez, Henry’s School Geography, C. Bean, London, 1867, p. 121.  

Asia Minor, or Anatolia:“…Kara Hissar (the Black Castle-Afyon), S. of Kutayah (Kütahya), 
is the centre of the opium country; Adalia on the Mediterranean, is a rising port. The chief 
port on the Black Sea is Trebizond.” p. 121. 

 
 

439.Satalieh, Attalia 
Physical, Historical and Military Geography: From the French of Th. Lavalée, Ed. 
with additions and corrections, by Captain A. F. Lendy, Edward Stanford, London, 
1868, p. 499. (From the 1875, seventh edition) 

“2. In Pamphylia, the Eurymedon is famed for the victory of Cimon over the Persians, and at 
the mouth of the Dudon (Cataractes) lies Satalieh (Attalia), a town celebrated in the time of 
the Crusades, and still flourishing.  

3. Lycia offers nothing remarkable.” p. 499. 

 
 

440.1868 
Adalia 
Turkey, The Morning Post, London, 30th October, 1868, p. 5. 

“…supplied by a new English steam company, which has organised a fortnightly service of 
coasting vessels between Smyrna and Adalia, on the coast of Caramania, touching regularly 
at Scio, Samos, Cos, Symi, and Rhodes, and occasionally at Tchesme, Calymno, and Macri.” 

 
 

441.Satalia, Adalia, Atalbia, Satalia (Gulf of), Adalia(Gulf of) 
Beeton’s Dictionary of Geography: A Universal Gazetteer, Ed. Samuel O. Beeton, 

Ward, Lock and Tyler, London, 1868, p. 697-698. (Citing from Beaufort 1817) 
 

“Satalia, or Adalia, sa-ta-le-a,, a city of Asia Minor, beautifully situated at the head of a gulf 
to which it gives a name, built round a small harbour, 23 miles354 N.E. from Cape Khelidonia. 
The streets appear to rise one behind another like the seats of a theatre. The city is inclosed 
by a ditch and double wall, flanked at intervals by square towers, about 50 yards asunder. 

                                                             
354  Rather more than 23 miles, about 59 miles by the modern road.  
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Pop. 8000. Lat. 36 52 N. Long. 30 45 E. This place is supposed to have been the ancient 
Atalbia (Probable typo of antient Olbia).” p. 697-698. 

 
 

442.Sataliah 
Chambers’s Encyclopaedia; A Dictionary of Universal Knowledge for the People, 
with maps and numerous wood engravings, W. and R. Chambers, London and 
Edinburgh, 1868, Vol. X., p. 812. 

“Sataliah, (Supp.)” Vol. X., p. 812. 

 
 

443.Adalia 
Society of Arts, “On a Daily Mail Route to India by Hyde Clarke, Esq.,” Cotton 
Commissioner in Turkey, p. 82-85 in, The Artizan: A Monthly Record of the 
Progress of Civil and Mechanical Engineering, Shipbuilding, Steam Navigation, The 
Application of Chemistry to the Industrial Arts etc., Etc., Etc. Ed. Wm. Smith, Vol. 
II, Fourth Series, Vol. XXVI., From the Commencement, April I, London, 1868, p. 
84. 

“The Asia Minor portion of the Constantinople and Bussorah Railway will do the same 
service for that great peninsular; it will connect the great cities on the caravan route, and 
open for them outlets to the sea, now only to be obtained by long and troublesome canal 
transport down the river valleys to Smyrna, or across the mountain ranges to Adalia and the 
ports of Tarsus. The productive countries of the interior are now so pent up that only their 
richer produce of opium, silk, and cotton can get to the sea, but the railway reaching the 
midland districts at a point not more distant than Manchester or York from London, will 
allow bulky objects to be shipped, for which beasts of burden are now wanting.” p. 84. 

 
 

444.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Telegraphic Dictionary of the United States Navy: Prepared by Authority of the Hon. 
Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy, by Commodore Thornton Alexander 
Jenkins, U. S. Navy, Chief of Bureau of Navigation, Washington, Government 
Printing Office, 1868, p. 135. (Adalia in the Geographical List is 8, the Gulf of Adalia 
9, for signalling coded messages by means of flags by day and by means of red, green 
and white lights at night.) 

“8 Adalia, Asiatic Turkey.  

9 Adalia, Gulf of, Karamania” p. 135. 

 
 

445.1869 April 
Adalia 
“Some Account of a Missionary Tour to Adalia, Sparta, Buoldur etc, in April and 
May, 1869,” Rev. T. F. Wolters account from, The Church Missionary 
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Intelligencer, a monthly journal of missionary information, Vol. VI. New Series, 
Church Missionary House, London, 1870, p. 127, 156-158. 

 
“but on this occasion our Missionary, the Rev. T. F. Wolters, proceeded in a steamer along 
the coast to Adalia, touching at several of the islands of the Grecian Archipelago, Samos, 
Chios, or Scio (Sakız Adası), Rhodes, etc., and from Adalia proceeding across the country to 
Sparta, Buldur, etc.” p. 127. 

 
“Having fixed upon Adalia, as the furthest limit of my journey this spring, I determined to 
avail myself of an English steamer, which had recently opened a fortnightly communication 
between that place and Smyrna. We were to start on the 8th of April, and my preparations 
were all made accordingly, but it was doubtful till the last moment whether I should be able to 
leave by this opportunity after at all. Through some neglect, either of the Consular dragoman, 
or the Turkish authorities, the necessary teskeré (passport) was not brought to me until it was 
almost too late. I did succeed in getting on board, however, for which I was thankful, as a 
fortnight’s delay would have made a great difference in the heat at Adalia. 
 
It is always a comfort, when setting out on a journey, to know that those who remain behind 
accompany the traveller with their prayers. On the present occasion the comfort seemed 
doubly precious, for I was setting out alone on a Missionary tour of considerable length and 
in a country where Missionary work is beset with more than ordinary difficulties. And yet I 
was not alone. Was not He with me still, the faithful Master, who had so frequently been with 
me before, to protect and to prosper, when I went forth with a brother Missionary on a  
similar errand as the present?  
 
The voyage to Adalia could not have been more favourable. With a propitious wind, a 
generally calm sea, and a bright sky, we sped along as fast as it was possible to do, with not 
very powerful engines, struggling not merely against the steamer’s dead weight, but also the 
impediment offered by tangled seaweed cleaving to the ship’s bottom. It added special interest 
to remember that we were following in part the same course which St. Paul took when on his 
last voyage to Jerusalem. How widely different were the circumstances of his voyage!” p. 127 
 
“It was on Monday afternoon that we reached Adalia, and I must at once say that my first 
impressions on landing were by no means favourable. The town is situated on a rocky flat, 
which extends several miles inland and along the coast, where it breaks off suddenly and 
forms cliffs from one to two hundred feet high. Little of the town is visible from the sea, all the 
more as it is surrounded by the high walls of a fortification, built by the Sultan Alaeddin of 
Iconium. The harbour is exceedingly small and unsafe; the landing-place wretched in the  
extreme. Pushing my way through a crowd of people, I found myself in the custom-house. My 
baggage was scarcely looked at, but the box of Bibles was retained, to be examined, it was 
said, by some competent person, lest there should be any prohibited books. It was in vain that 
I produced a teskeré, proving that the box had passed through the custom-house at Smyrna. 
And I may at once state here, that it was not before the third day, and after I had been obliged 
to threaten them with a reference to higher authority, that the dilatoriness or suspicion of the 
officials was removed, and I obtained my books.  
 
The first night I had a wretched lodging in a narrow, gloomy, dirty place, but after some 
search next morning I secured a very good room in a khan just outside the bazaar, and was 
gratified that same evening by a visit from two Bulgarians and a Greek from Amasia. The two 
former I found to be to some extent enlightened. They had been at Brussa for some months, 
and had come in contact with the American Mission. One of them left Adalia on business a 
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day or two after my arrival; the other I saw daily during my stay. How eagerly he seemed to 
drink in the word of life! It was a pleasure for me to talk to him, for here there is evidently a 
good work going on, which I pray the Holy Spirit may bless and prosper. As for the Greek 
from Amasia, he surprised me by his knowledge of the Scriptures. He was perfectly familiar 
with Scripture history, and could quote whole passages in the original Greek. If nothing more 
were required to make a good Christian than to have an open eye for the abuses and errors in 
the Greek church, and to be conscious of the ignorance and worthlessness, generally 
speaking, of the clergy in that church, this man would merit a high character. I wish I could 
have discovered some signs of a deeper life. As it was, I was obliged to reprove him more 
than once for using violent language about the church and priests, and to ask him to forget 
these subjects and to think about his own soul, and what Christ has done for him. 
 
These are not the only persons in Adalia who have begun to open their eyes. There are a few 
Armenians who were stirred up to read the Scriptures by the American colporteur who had 
been at Adalia two or three times. The best amongst them has but little knowledge, but that 
little is seemingly exercising an influence over his own conduct and the minds of others 
around him. It grieved me indeed that they were only too ready to talk about the abuses of the 
church, the necessity of fasting, or picture and saint worship; and during my whole stay I 
sought daily to direct their attention to their own individual state, and to Christ, the only 
Saviour for perishing sinners. But on the other hand, it was pleasing to see the eagerness of 
the few enlightened ones to bring their friends to see me. Scarcely a day passed but I was 
occupied almost from morning to night in preaching the Gospel to one or the other. The 
starting-point was generally a question about fasting or the invocation of saints, or whether 
the Virgin Mary had any children after the birth of Jesus. A few words were generally 
sufficient on these points, and then we dwelt with more satisfaction on the great matters of life 
and death, and sin and salvation, and our individual interest in these things. Sometimes it 
happened that one or the other came with the evident intention of disputing; such were 
invariably silent and attentive as soon as I brought forward those momentous questions. What 
a contrast to all this was presented by the old Archbishop of Pisidia! We had made his 
acquaintance during our first visit to Sparta, four years ago. He then seemed to take some 
interest in our work. Hearing that he was now at Adalia, I naturally was anxious to renew our 
acquaintance. It was very evident that he did not care to see me, so the visit was a formal one. 
He would have been ready enough to converse on politics or trade, but had no care for 
anything else. The only interest in religious matters which he showed, was to ask whether the 
number of Turkish converts is increasing, and then to allude, with self-gratification not to be 
mistaken, to the Bishop of Gibraltar’s visit to the Greek Patriarch at Constantinople, and to 
the admission into the Greek church at Syra of an American clergyman.  
 
One case more of a Greek, with whom I became acquainted a day or two before leaving 
Adalia, may be mentioned as not altogether devoid of interest. I had heard him spoken of as a 
“Protestant,” who had been persecuted for his religion. His story, as related by himself, and 
corroborated by others, is the following : — When at Smyrna some years ago, he lived in a 
room next to one occupied by a man named Prosper, a Turkish convert, who, baptized 
originally by Romanists, afterwards professed Protestantism, but who, it must be confessed, 
brought no credit on Christianity. It happened one day that Prosper was reading the New 
Testament: our Greek friend, George Pandelli, was curious enough to stop and ask what the 
book was. “ Why, that is a Protestant book; how dare you read it?” His hatred was stirred 
up, and found vent in abusive words. By-and-by curiosity once more obtained the upper hand, 
and led him to wish to read the book for himself. About the same time he became acquainted 
with another Protestant, an Armenian of the name of Hohannes, a native of Thyatira. 
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Intercourse with this man loosened Pandelli’s prejudices still more, so that he soon became a 
diligent student of the word of God. Soon after this, he returned to Adalia, his native place, 
married there, and then went to Alexandria in search of work as a watchmaker. There he got 
on very well, and having earned a considerable sum of money, he revisited Adalia. During his 
first visit he had already incurred the ill-will of the Archbishop, on account of his free and 
open exposure of priestly abuse and superstition, and his reading of the Bible. Now fresh 
causes fanned the flame of opposition. In Alexandria he became involved in a law-suit with a 
person to whom he had lent a considerable sum of money, and who, under false pretences (for 
he was afterwards proved to be a swindler), succeeded in obtaining a promise of marriage 
from Pandelli’s sister-in-law. At the Archbishop’s instigation the debt was denied, and, under 
such powerful influence, the course of Turkish law itself was perverted, or at all events 
delayed. Another untoward circumstance occurred. A merchant’s office was broken into, and 
a large sum of money stolen. Pandelli was accused of the robbery, but on no other ground 
than that he was a clever man. A woman of bad character was bribed with the promise of 
£200. On her sole testimony — a testimony which she afterwards withdrew. — Pandelli was 
imprisoned; and although no further proof of his guilt could be brought forward, was allowed 
to remain there for five months. During this time the Kadi succeeded in obtaining, by degrees, 
from Pandelli’s wife all the remaining property. Even the furniture and clothing were 
demanded, and sold as a bribe for the Kadi’s good offices in procuring the liberation of the 
prisoner. When I saw Pandelli he had been out of prison a few weeks; his wasted form and 
weak eyes testified to his sufferings. He had been set free because no evidence against him 
could be found; but he was a ruined man, robbed, as everybody said, by the authorities, and 
persecuted by the Archbishop. It is something in his favour that, as far as I could judge upon 
inquiry, all, whether Turks, or Greeks, or Armenians, speak well of him, and look upon him as 
a martyr to clerical hatred and official rapacity. I have stated this case rather minutely, 
because, whether every particular be true or not in this instance, it only represents what 
happens over and over again in this unfortunate country.  
 
Hitherto only Greeks or Armenians have been mentioned; but of course I could not forget the 
Turks. The few Christians who are to some degree enlightened are too timid, and, indeed, 
they are as yet too backward themselves to be able to bring Scripture truth before 
Mohammedans. The watch-maker just named is somewhat an exception. He delights in 
breaking a lance with khojahs or Government officials, and had he been sufficiently well, he 
would have introduced me to several Turks, who would have been glad to see me. As it was, I 
had to open a way for myself. I succeeded in making the acquaintance of one or two military 
men, who were exceedingly friendly. But under the most favourable circumstances, preaching 
the Gospel to such people cannot be done, except in an indirect way, especially during the 
first stages of an acquaintanceship, unless, indeed, you wish to close your way at once by 
arousing fear, and calling forth opposition and hatred. And yet, even under such 
disadvantages, the remembrance of one’s high commission will enable one to say much, 
which, applied by the Spirit of God, may, sooner or later, be the beginning of a good work. 
Among the most friendly khojahs whom I met here and there, were two teachers of the 
Government school, the Mekteb-i-rushdie, as it is called. They accepted with pleasure copies 
of the Life of Christ, and listened with interest while I spoke of the importance — to them as 
teachers especially— of being sure about the truth of those books which they believe to 
contain revelations of the will of God, adding, that in the Old and New Testaments they would 
find more of what is precious and absolutely necessary to salvation than they had any idea. A 
visit to the Pasha and the Kadi was without any results. The former was too busy, or rather 
too listless, to converse at all; the latter, a thorough infidel, with a smattering of French, and 
not inclined to go beyond the most common-place remarks in the presence of others.  
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But I had several long and interesting conversations with the owner of the khan in which I 
was lodging. He is a Smyrnionite, with a better claim to the title “ Okumush ” (a man of 
reading or learning) than many professed khojahs. He had seen the controversial books put 
forth against us at Constantinople, though he had never read any Christian books. A brief 
resume of the line of argument we followed, may not be uninteresting. First, the usual ground 
was gone over. Are the Scriptures abrogated? Are they corrupted? I showed him that both  
were impossible, and, to my surprise, he gave up this point entirely. He then started the 
objection that the death of Christ could not have taken place. “Was it not a dishonour to God, 
and, indeed, to so great a prophet himself to suppose that the former could allow, and the 
latter undergo, a death so ignominious as that upon the cross?” 1 replied, that if the word of 
God plainly declares that Christ died, we must believe it; and in a case like this we cannot be 
the judges of what is honourable or dishonourable to the character of God. But a little 
thought, I added, would show how groundless the objection is. First, the death of Christ was a 
voluntary act; and then it was necessary to our salvation. Instead of tarnishing, it really 
exalts the honour of God, by affording the strongest possible proof, not only of His love and 
mercy and condescension, but also of His holiness and justice, and of His wrath against sin. 
And then I explained at length the nature of redemption through Christ. I had an attentive and 
thoughtful listener throughout. Still he objected : — “If redemption is free in Christ, then you 
may live as you please; you may go on in sin as much as you like.” By no means. How can we 
do that which is displeasing to our greatest Benefactor? We have the strongest possible 
motives for walking in holiness, viz. love and gratitude.” After some remarks on the 
blessedness of believing in Christ, and the precious sin-burdened soul, he said, “Everybody 
thinks his faith to be the best” “ Ah,” I said, 1 have a pearl, and know its value, because it 
satisfies the wants of my soul. Take heed lest what you grasp, thinking to possess a glittering 
diamond, prove not to be dust.” He remained silent, and I left. Subsequently he brought a 
copy of the New Testament. May the reading of it lead him to find the pearl of great price!  
 
And now it was time to proceed on my journey. I had spent nine days in Adalia, and not a day 
had passed in which there was no opportunity of saying a word for our blessed Master. I took 
fresh courage, and looked forward hopefully to the remainder of my projected tour.  
 
The road to Sparta occupied four days. With better horses it might easily be accomplished in 
three, or even two. The scenery is curious rather than picturesque. To the geologist it would 
be full of interest After leaving Adalia you traverse for two hours or more a rocky plateau, 
formed, as a slight inspection is enough to show, by the calcareous matter with which the 
waters of the rivers Catarrhactes and Cestrus are impregnated. In fact, at Adalia you may see 
on the cliffs near the sea how the rocks grow. The sparkling waters of the Catarrhactes find 
their way into the sea by numerous channels; and as they trickle over the rocks already 
formed, the earthy substances which they hold in solution are precipitated. The minute 
particles adhere to the roots, and stems of grasses and herbs, which in course of time, 
becoming completely incrusted, die away, though not without having imparted to the newly-
formed rocks a strange tangled appearance. Here then you see rocks fully formed and 
hardened, others in a transition state, and others still only just beginning to be hardened. And 
as you gaze upon all this you cannot help thinking of the insidious nature of sin; how 
sparkling and attractive it frequently appears, and how surely it acts in hardening the heart 
and rendering it lifeless.  
 
But to return. After crossing the plateau just mentioned you rise to an extensive plain on a 
high level, bounded on all sides except the south by a semicircle of lofty snow-capped 
mountains belonging to the Taurus range. My first night’s lodging was on the western edge of 
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this plain. We had just crossed, by a causeway nearly half a mile long, one of those copious 
springs which are so characteristic of the mountainous region of Asia Minor, and which, 
appearing suddenly, not like baby, but like full-grown rivers, often after a brief course 
discharge their waters into some mysterious cavity in the earth. At a little distance before us 
rose a stately quadrangular building, evidently one of those khans (Kirkgöz han) which were 
built in the days of the Sultans of Iconium, and which are met with here and there in Asia 
Minor. We were met on the highway between Adalia and Sparta; what more natural than to 
expect to find tolerably good shelter in such a building. What was my surprise when, riding 
under the lofty archway into the central court, a single glance all round sufficed to show that 
there was not a single habitable room in the whole place. The vaulted buildings surrounded 
the central court, but they were quite open in front, and covered to the depth of I do not know 
how many feet with manure. A cow, a lame donkey, and a bevy of fowls roamed about at 
pleasure. However, the sound of our voices brought out two savage-looking Turcomans, who 
bid us welcome to a small inclosure under one of the arches. A more unlikely place I have 
seldom seen. But there was no help for it. Out of doors, or rather outside the enclosure, the 
strong stagnant smell from a neighbouring marsh suggested fever and ague, so I preferred the 
shelter of the dark smoky archway, infested as it was by cockroaches and other insects. But 
weariness makes one indifferent to such petty annoyances; and after a good night’s rest I was 
up again before sunrise, to resume my journey. Crossing the mountain range before us by a 
deep river of foliage with varying tints of green, bounded by ramparts of rock several hundred 
feet in height, torn and rent by the agency of water or earthquakes, we emerged into a 
highland plain.” p. 156-159. 
 
 

446.1869 
Adalia 
The Globe, London, Monday, 10th May, 1869, p. 4.  

“Mr. Vice-Consul Biliotti points out the success which has attended the running of trading 
steamer between Smyrna and Adalia, and urges the advantage to derived from enterprise of 
this kind, being convinced that, if persevered in, it will be a good investment.” 

 
 

447. July 1869 
Adalia 
British and Foreign State Papers, 1869-1870. Vol. LX., William Ridgeway, London, 
1876, p. 684. 

(Class C.) – List of Papers; Turkey In Asia (Smyrna). 

Consul Cumberbatch to the Earl of Clarendon, Letter No. 102, dated July 26th 1869. 

“Twenty more slaves going to Constantinople through the port of Adalia.” p. 684. 
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448.Adalia 
British and Foreign State Papers, 1869-1870, Vol. LX., William Ridgeway, London, 
1876, p. 737. 

 
Letter No. 102. Consul Cumberbatch (Smyrna) to the Earl of Clarendon, Smyrna, July 26th 
1869. 

 
“I have lately discovered that a large number of slaves have been sold at Tireh in the country 
inhabited by Zeibees, these slaves having been landed at or near Adalia355. I have acquainted 
the local authorities of this information, and they took immediate steps to prevent a 
recurrence of this traffic.  

I have, etc.,  
Robt. WM. Cumberbatch.” p. 737. 

 
 

449.Adalia 
British and Foreign State Papers, 1869-1870. Vol. LX,  William Ridgeway, London, 
1876, p. 737. 

 
Letter No. 106. Consul Cumberbatch (Smyrna) to the Earl of Clarendon, Smyrna, (received 
August 17.) 

 
“My Lord                                                                          Smyrna, August 2, 1869. 
… 
I informed the local authorities some days previously of the sale of slaves at Tireh, but the 
Kaimakam of that place has sent in his report stating that no slaves have been sold there. I 

                                                             
355  Rev. Francis V. J. Arundell relates in 1833, that slaves brought from Egypt, were landed at the harbour of 

Kakava=Kekova, and then taken overland via Bourdour=Burdur, “I was surprised to be addressed by a Turk 
in bad English and good Italian. He afterwards paid us a visit at the khan, when I found he was a slave-
proprietor, conducting about a dozen males and females, then in an adjoining apartment, to Constantinople 
for sale. He told us he came from Egypt, but that these unhappy victims were from Barbary; but their colour, 
however bespoke them natives of the interior of Africa; and the man admitted, that not infequently he had 
slaves from even beyond Timbuctoo. The price in Egypt was from sixty to seventy dollars; while at 
Constantinople it varied from fifteen hundred to two thousand piastres; that is, at the present exchange, from 
one hundred and twenty-five to one hundred and seventy dollars. They had been landed at Kakava, to the 
westward of Satalia; and had been ten days in performing the journey to Bourdour, part of the road lying 
over immense mountains covered with snow. We learnt that Memet Ali had a regular and constant 
communication with Constantinople by the same route; his despatches being first conveyed by packet vessels 
to Kakava. A traffic in human flesh is, in an shape, so revolting to the feelings of an Englishman, that he can 
scarcely think of it without strong irritation; and yet, after all, the slave of a Turk has many advantages of 
situation above that of a Christian. I must be understood to mean slaves such as those we saw at Bourdour, 
professing the same faith. Like the year of jubilee among the Jews, the seventh year releases the captive, and 
the purchase is always made upon that express condition – a condition also enforced by the Koran. A 
Christian is not permitted to purchase a Mahometan slave, at least not at Constantinople or Smyrna, though 
it is a frequent practice at Alexandria and Cairo.” Discoveries in Asia Minor: including a description of the 
Ruins of Several Ancient Cities, and Especially Antioch of Pisidia, Vol. II, Richard Bentley, London,  1834, 
107. If the use of Kekova, in addition to the port of Adalia, for the slave trade  remained the case more than 
three decades later, seems not improbable. Not least because there was no consular representative at the port, 
unlike at Adalia. It was also noted that the islands of Mitylene, Cos, Laros, and Adalia were staging points 
where slaves were kept to improve their condition, and then taken in small numbers to Constantinople. 
Fellows in 1838 in Adalia noted, “The Doctor during one of his calls asked if I wanted an Arab slave, as 
there were some very cheap ones in town for sale, telling me that for £6 or £8 I might have a very handsome 
fellow.” 
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imagine, therefore, that his report was, to say the least, made without due enquity, as I am 
fully aware that several slaves have been sold there lately. 
 
I have acquainted Her Majesty’s Ambassador and Her Majesty’s Consul-General in Egypt of 
these circumstances. 
 
I Have, etc.,  
Robt. Wm. Cumberbatch.” p. 737. 
 
 

450.Adalia 
Art. V. – Quarantine and Cholera, p. 118-166, in, The Calcutta Review, Vol. 
XLVIII., Barham, Hill and Co., Calcutta; Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 
London, 1869, p. 138. 

 
“Gallipoli, Echelle, Neuve, Chio, Adalia, Akaya, and Durazzo, are next mentioned as exempt 
(not struck in the cholera epidemic of 1866), notwithstanding the arrival of many vessels from 
infected places, of which, however, it is added, “the greater number came from 
Constantinople, Smyrna, and Alexandria, places essentially compomised; but no cases of 
choleraic disease occured on board either on arrival or during the voyage.” p. 138. 
 
 

451.Adalia, Satalieh, Attalia, Adalia (Gulf of), Satalieh (Gulf of) 
James Alexander Smith, The General Gazetteer: or, A Compendious Geographical 
Dictionary: Containing Descriptions of Every Country In The Known World: 
TheTowns, People, Natural Productions, Events, etc. Orignally Compiled by R. 
Brookes, M.D., New Edition, corrected to the year 1869, by J. A. Smith, With maps 
and Appendix, William Tegg, London, 1869, p. 8. 

 
s.v. Adalia, “Adalia, or Satalieh, a sea-port town in Turkey in Asia, at the head of the gulf of 
that name, and the largest city on this coast. It is beautifully seated round a small harbour, 
and is built on the declivity of a hill, rising like the seats of an amphitheatre. Pop. about 8000. 
It was the ancient Attalia.” p. 8. 
 
 

452.Attalia, Satalia, Adalia, Olbia, Laara 
John McClintock, and, James Strong, Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and 
Ecclesiastical Literature, Harper and Bros., New York, 1869, Vol. I. –A, B., p. 526. 
 

“Attali’a (Ἀττάλεια), a maritime city of Pamphylia (near Lycia, to which it is assigned by 
Stephen of Byzantium), in Asia Minor, near the mouth of the river Catarrhactes (see 
Wesseling, ad Antonin. Itin. P. 579, 670). It derives its name from its founder, Attalus 
Philadelphus, king of Pergamus (Strabo, xiv, 657), who ruled over the western part of the 
peninsular from the north to the south, and was in want of a port which should be useful for 
the trade of Egypt and Syria, as Troas was for that of the Aegean. All its remains are 
characteristic of its date of foundation. It was visited by Paul and Barnabas on their first 
missionary journey into the inland parts of Asia Minor (Acts xiv, 25). It does not appear that 
they made any stay, or attempted to preach the Gospel in Attalia (see Conybeare and 
Howson’s St. Paul, I, 200). This city, however, though comparatively modern at that time, 
was a place of considerable importance in the first century. Its name in the twelfth century 
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appears to have been Satalia, a corruption, of which the crusading chronicler, William of 
Tyre, gives a curious explanation. It still exists under the name of Adalia (Biisching, 
Erdbeschr. xi, 1, 121), and extensive and important ruins attest the former consequence of the 
city (Leake’s Asia Minor, p. 193). This place stands on the west of the Catarrhactes, where 
Strabo (xiv, 4) places it; Ptolemy, however (v, 5, 2), places the ancient city on the east of the 
river, on which accounts Admiral Beaufort (Karamania, p. 135) held the present Laara to be 
the representative of Attalia, and the modern Adalia (or Satalia) to be the site of the ancient 
Olbia, which Mannert (Geog. Vi, 130) thought to be the same with Attalia (see Forbiger, Atle 
Geogr. Ii, 268); but Spratt and Forbes (Lycia, I, 217) have found the remains of Olbia farther 
west, and it is therefore probable that the bed of the Catarrhactes changed at different times 
(see Smith’s Dict. Of Class. Geogr. s. v.).” Vol. I, p. 526. 
 
 

453.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
The London Gazette, January 18th, 1870, p. 337. 

“Fixed Light at Adalia.  

A light two-thirds of a mile eastward of the small harbour of Adalia, Gulf of Adalia.  

The light is a fixed white light, elevated 131 feet above the sea, and in clear weather should 
be seen from a distance of 8 miles.  

Position, lat. 36° 52' N., long. 30° 45' 30" East.” 

 
 

454.Adalia 
Lloyd’s List Wednesday, 19th January, 1870, p. 1. (as above, London Gazette, 
January 18th, 1870.) 

 
 

455.Adalia 
The Nautical Magazine and Naval Chronicle for February, 1870, p. 106. 

Recorded under Nautical Notices in the table giving the Particulars of Lights Recently 
Established, is the lighthouse of “Adalia in Roumelia (sic.) at 36 52 0 N. A flashing light 131 
ft. above sea level and visible from 8 miles.” p. 106.  
 
 

456.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Ordinances and other Official Acts published by the Government of Malta and its 
Dependencies, From the 1st January 1869, to the 1st December 1871, Vol. XVI., 
Malta, Government Press, 1872, p. 146. 

  
1870, 25 January, “Fixed Light at Adalia. A light two-thirds of a mile eastward of the small 
harbour of Adalia, Gulf of Adalia. The light is a fixed white light, elevated 131 feet above the 
sea, and in clear weather should be seen from a distance of 8 miles. Position, lat. 36° 52' N.. 
long. 30° 45' 30" East.” (Hydrographic Office, Admiralty, London, Notice dated 4 Jan. 1870) 
p. 146. 
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457.Adalia, 1870 

William Canton, A History of the British and Foreign Bible Society, John Murray, 
London, 1910, Vol. III., p. 235. 

 
In 1870 “all the crinkled coast from the Dardanelles to Adalia, where St Paul took ship, was 
divided, north and south from Smyrna, between (the colporteurs) Darom and the physician 
Misaelides.” Vol. III., p. 235. 
 
 

458.Adalia 
“Imperial Ottoman Bank, VII. A.G.M. 27th June, London” p. 664-670, in, The 
Bankers’ Magazine, Journal of the Money Market, and Commercial Digest, Vol. 
XXX., January to December, 1870, p. 667. 

 
“One of those (branches of the bank) had been established at a place called Sparta356 -not the 
Sparta of Greece -(laughter)- which was represented to us as being a considerable center of 
trade. Owing to its remoteness, however, it has not been found to work satisfactorily, and it 
has therefore been removed to Adalia, on the coast, which possesses a regular service of 
steamers and boat communication, and many other facilities for doing a good and profitable 
business. But as this branch was only established last year (1869), I am not yet in a position 
to speak of the results.” p. 667. 
 
 

459.Attalia, Satalia, Sea of Pamphylia 
Albert Barnes, Notes, Explanatory and Practical on the Acts of the Apostles: 
Designed for Sunday-School Teachers and Bible-Classes, Harper and Bros., New 
York, 1870, p. 252. 

 
A.D. 52.  
fn. 25. They went down into Attalia. “Attalia had something of the same relation to Perga 
which Cadiz has to Seville. In each case the latter city is approached by a river voyage, and 
the former is more convieniently placed on the open sea. Attalus Philadelphus, king of 
Pergamus, whose dominions extended from the northwestern corner of Asia Minor to the Sea 
of Pamphylia, had built this city in a convenient position for commanding the trade of Syria 
or Egypt. When Alexander the Great passed this way, no such city was in existence; but since 
the days of the kings of Pergamus, who inherited a fragment of his vast empire, Attalia has 
always existed and flourished, retaining the name of the monarch who built it. Its ancient site 
is not now certainly known.” — Life and Epistles of St. Paul, vol. i., p. 200, 201. It is probable 
that it is the modern Satalia.” p. 252. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
356  Isbarta-Isbarteh-Isparta. The director of the Sparta branch was William Wilkins who tranferred with the bank 

to Adalia, “Some Account of a Missionary Tour to Adalia, Sparta, Buoldur etc, in April and May, 1869,” 
Rev. T. F. Wolters account, The Church Missionary Intelligencer, a monthly journal of missionary 
information, 1870, p. 160. “Not long after, I was under the hospitable roof of Mr W.-, formerly a member of 
the Boujah congregation, now director of the Sparta branch of the Imperial Ottoman Bank.” 
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460.Attaleia, Adala, Adalia 
Paton J. Gloag, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Acts of The Apostles, 
T. And T. Clark, Edinburgh, Hamilton, Adams and Co., London, Scribner and 
Co., New York, 1870, Vol. II., p. 62. 

 
“They came down to Attaleia.” Attaleia was a seaport of Pamphylia, at the mouth of the river 
Catarrhactes, not far from the boundary of Lycia, and about sixteen miles (sic.) to the south- 
west of Perga. It was built by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamos, as a port for the trade 
between Syria and Egypt (Strabo, xiv. 4. 1). It seems to have been a place of minor 
importance, as its name seldom occurs in ancient history. It is now known by the name of 
Adala or Adalia.” Vol. II., p. 62. 
 
 
 

461.Attalia, Satalia, Setalie 
Samuel Orchart Beeton, Beeton’s Bible Dictionary, A Cyclopaedia of the Truths 
and Narratives of the Holy Scriptures…, Ward, Lock and Tyler, London, 1870, p. 
31. (The same entry is repeated in The Students Illustrated Bible Dictionary, 1881, 
p. 31.) 
 

“Attalia, at-ta-li’-a (Acts xiv. 25), known now as Satalia or Setalie, a city of Pamphylia, on 
the Mediterranean, and was visited by Paul and Barnabas, on their tour through Asia 
Minor.” p. 31. 
 
 

462.Adaliah, Adaliah (Gulf of) 
Ed. J. Maurice Dempsey and William Hughes, Our Ocean Highways: a Condensed 
Universal Hand Gazetteer and International Route Book, by Ocean, Road, Or Rail: 
Being a Complete Book of Reference and Guide for the Traveller to Every Known 
Port and Chief City in the Whole World, and Containing Every Information 
Respecting Communication by Sea or Land, Telegraph Rates, Postal Arrangements, 
Situation, Climate, Population, Government…, Edward Stanford, London, 1871, 
Part III. The Gazetteer, p. 4. 

 
“Adaliah.-Occasional communication by sailing vessel with the port of London. 
 
A sea-port of Turkey in Asia, on the S. coast of Asia Minor, and at the N.W. corner of an 
extensive gulf called by its name, lat. 36 55 N., lon. 30 47 E. Pop. about 8,000. The country 
around is very fertile, and produces large quantities of citrons and oranges. It is 150 m. S.W. 
Koniah and 270 m. S. by E. Constantinople. 
Consul (vacant). 
T.M.357 from London 15s. 6d.” p. 4. 
 
 

463.Adalia 
William Low, George Thomas, (Civil Engineers), The Proposed England and India 
Railway: A Letter to the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Savill, Edwards, London, 
1871, p. 20. 

                                                             
357  Telegraph Message per 10 words 
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“After crossing the Bosphorus between Constantinople and Scutari, the line would proceed in 
Turkey in Asia via Pendik, Izmid…Sandukli, Dinair (near which place there will be a branch 
to join the Smyrna and Aydin Railway), Egerdir, and thence down the Valley of the White 
River (Aksu) until the line reaches the Mediterranean coast about 15 miles east of Adalia. 
The line will then proceed along the coast…” p. 20. 
 
 

464.Satalia 
Handbook For Travellers in Constantinople, The Bosphorus, Dardanelles, Brousa 
and Plain of Troy: with general hints for travellers in Turkey, vocabularies etc., New 
Edition, Revised, John Murray, London, 1871, p. 105. 

 
At-Meidan, the Hippodrome. -“Others (statues) were brought from Athens, Cyzicus, 
Caesarea, Tralles, Sardes, Sebastia, Satalia, Chalcis, Antioch, Cyprus, Crete, Rhodes, Chios, 
Iconium, and Nicaea. The At-meidan, according to Michaud, contained in the time of Nicetas 
more gods and heroes carved in stone or moulded in brass than there are to be found 
inhabitants in the modern city. But most of these monuments of ancient art disappeared at the 
time of the Conquest of Constantinople by the Latins under Baldwin and Dandaldo in 
1204;…” p. 105. 
 
 

465.Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of)  
L. Colange, Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia; A Universal Dictionary of English 
Language, Science, Literature, and Art, In Two Volumes, T. Ellwood Zell, 
Philadelphia, 1871, Vol. II., p. 806. 

 
“Satalia, or Antalia, a seaport-town of Asia Minor, on the Gulf of Satalia. 50 m. N.E. of Cape 
Chelidonia; Lat. 36° 50’ N., Lon. 30° 45' E; pop. 8,000.” p. 806. 
 
 

466.Attalia, Sattalia, Adalia, Satalia, Laara, Olbia 
Rev. John McClintock, James Strong, Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and 
Ecclesiastical Literature, Harper and Bros., New York, 1871, Vol. I.-A, B., p. 526. 
(reprinted Harper, New York, 1891, p. 526.) 

 
“Attali’a (Ἀττάλεια), a maritime city of Pamphylia (near Lycia, to which it is assigned by 
Stephen of Byzantium), in Asia Minor, near the mouth of the river, Catarrhactes (see 
Wesseling, ad Antonin. Itin. P. 579, 670) It derived its name from its founder, Attalus 
Philadelphus, king of Pergamus (Strabo, xiv, 657), who ruled over the western part of the 
peninsula from the North to the South, and was in want of a port which should be useful for 
the trade of Egypt and Syria, as Troas was for that of the Aegean. All its remains are 
characteristic of the date of its foundation. It was visited by Paul and Barnabas on their first 
missionary tour, being the place from which they sailed on their return to Antioch from their 
journey into the inland parts of Asia Minor (Acts xiv, 25). It does not appear they made any 
stay, or attempted to preach the Gospel at Attalia (see Conybeare and Howson’s St. Paul, i, 
200). This city, however, though comparatively modern at that time was a place of 
considerable importance in the first century. Its name in the twelfth century appears to have 
been Satalia, a corruption, of which the crusading chronicler, William of Tyre, gives a 
curious explantion. It still exists under the name Adalia (Büsching, Erdbeschr. xi, 1, 121.), 
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and extensive and important ruins attest the former consequence of the city (Leake’s Asia 
Minor, p. 193). This place stands on the west of the Catarrhactes, where Strabo (xiv, 4) 
places it; Ptolemy, however (v, 5, 2), places the ancient city on the east of the river, on which 
accounts Admiral Beaufort (Karamania, p. 135) held the present Laara to be the 
representative of Attalia, and the modern Adalia (or Satalia) to be the site of the ancient 
Olbia, which Mannert (Geog. Vi, 130) thought to be the same with Attalia (see Forbiger, Atle 
Geogr. ii, 268); but Spratt and Forbes (Lycia, i, 217) have found the remains of Olbia further 
west, and it is therefore probable that the bed of the Catarrhactes changed at different times 
(see Smith’s Dict. Of Class. Geogr. s.v.). Vol. I.-A, B., p. 526. 
 
 

467.Adalia, Attalia, Satalia 
Keith Johnston, Geographer to the Queen, Middle Class, Keith Johnson’s Historical    
Atlas, The Half-Crown Atlas of British History, W. and A. K. Johnson, Edinburgh 
and London, 1871, pp. 4, 20. 

             
“Adalia or Attalia 14 Ec” p. 3. 
“Attalia    8 Ec. 9 De” p. 4. 
“Satalia or Attalia 20 Fd” p. 20. 
 
 

468.1872, May 10th -11th 
Adalia, Attalia, Corycos 
Rev. E. J. Davis, Anatolica: Or, The Journal of a Visit to Some of the Ancient 
Ruined cities of Caria, Phrygia, Lycia, and Pisidia, Grant and Co., London, 1874, 
p. 207-216; 218-219. 

 
May 10th “At 10.15 A.M. we (E. J. Davis and J. Seiff358) reached the Ateran cafe. The heat 
was now very great, for we were no longer in the cool climate of the high lands. The soil was 
a dull red earth, through which projected everywhere rocks of limestone and white marble; 
and in every direction were masses of the stony deposit359 already mentioned. 
 
The Arnaout cafeji received us with much attention. He brought some excellent yaourt and 
very good raki; but we were annoyed by a drunken Greek, a maker of lime, whom we were at 
last obliged to treat with some raki in order to be rid of him. After swallowing in a very few 
minutes about half a pint of the firey spirit he staggered off. The cafeji said it was his usual 
condition. 
 
At 11.50 A.M. we left the cafe, and in a few minutes had our first glimpse of Adalia. That part 
of the plain in which the town is situated is at a considerably lower level than the plain over 
which we had been all the morning travelling. This lower plateau extends up to the Lycian 
mountains on the north-west, and on the east far on towards the mountains above Perge. 
 

                                                             
358  See on this the interesting remarks in, S. Mitchell-S. Cormack, Cremna in Pisidia: An Ancient City in Peace 

and in War, Duckworth, 1995, p. 13. However, J. Seiff in his Reisen in der asiatischen Türkei, Leipzig, 1875, 
p. 367, records his travelling companion as the “Rev. Davis und ich, die Reise in das Innere an,…” in his 
entry of the 23rd of April, 1872, while the Rev. E. J. Davis in his Anatolica of 1874, repeatedly mentions his 
fellow traveller by name, p. 21, 66, 112, 243, and finally, “In descending on foot a steep and rocky portion of 
the road Mr. Seiff entangled his spur in his riding gaiter, and fell, cutting his hand severely. This, I am 
thankful to say, was the only accident of any kind that befell us during the whole journey.” p. 283-284.  

359  The travertine. 
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Its boundary on the land side (the north) is an elevated cliff from 200 to 300 feet high; at one 
point this cliff is only about a mile from the walls of Adalia, though it is seldom less than four 
miles distant from the sea. It extends from the foot of Mount Climax across the plain 
eastwards till it is lost to view. It appears as if some great convulsion of nature had caused 
the whole of this lower plain to descend bodily, and that the cliff marked the line of breakage. 
The cliff itself at the point where we descended exactly resembles that at Hierapolis; even the 
little basins are there, though not of the exquisitely white substance which is to be seen at 
Hierapolis. All the indications are there; the ribs of stone, both vertical and horizontal; sticks, 
leaves, moss, etc., all matted together and covered with the stony deposit – all are there 
exactly as at Hierapolis. 
 
That this is a deposit made by water is evident; but how (to) account for its wide extent? The 
peculiar marks on the stone, the basins, etc., etc., point to running water as the agent. But 
what river could spread so great a mass of deposit – in some places three feet in thickness – 
over so wide an extent of ground as may be seen in the plain of Adalia360? 
 
Is the deposit matter precipitated by the waters of some great lake, which afterwards slowly 
flowed over the cliff into the sea and was so discharged; or must we conclude that the 
Catarractes (Duden Soo) alone, constantly changing its channel, has in the course of ages 
produced this result? 
 
The Catarractes now enters the sea by several mouths to the east of Adalia. This is according 
to the account given in Ptolemy (v., 5), excepting that he calls the river Catarractes; but 
Strabo says the river, which is large and rapid and falls from a lofty cliff which can be heard 
afar off, is on the west of Adalia. These accounts may be reconciled on the supposition that 
the river, owing to the great amount of deposit it makes, is constantly changing its course; 
and even now a small stream which displays the same petrifying qualities falls over the cliff 
into the harbour of Attalia. 
 
From the foot of the cliff near the Ateran cafe a good road extends for about four miles all the 
way to the town. This road was made about thirty five years ago by Nedjib Pasha, once 
Governor of Adalia. It is still in good condition; something has even been done to keep it in 
good repair. 
 
By this we entered Adalia at 2.10 P.M. The Yenijah Khan at which we lodged was a clean and 
spacious building of stone. 
 
Adalia contains about 10,000 to 12,000 inhabitants, many of them Greek. Its bazaars are well 
supplied, and it is the “scala” for all the neighbouring district, but it is a place of no great 
commercial activity. Its port, which is small and inconvienient, but pictuesque enough, is a 
slight indentation in the rocky shore, which everywhere terminates in bold and lofty cliffs. The 
town is built around the port like an amphitheatre, with steep streets extending up to a level 
on the top of the cliff; the whole is enclosed by a wall about forty feet high, with square 
towers at intervals, a deep dry ditch, a parapet outside the fosse, and beyond that a wet ditch, 
and the walls extend down the cliff on either side to the mouth of the port. The town now 
reaches far beyond the old walls to an outer line of fortifications of modern erection361. Two 

                                                             
360 One of the largest travertine plateaux in the world. 
361  It seems the misreading of this sentence led to the misdescription recorded in the entry, “Satalia, Adalia, 

Sataliyeh,” of the Encylopaedia Britannica of 1875 and of 1892, which reads, “and it is enclosed by a triple 
wall of modern construction (sic.).” Only the fourth, the outermost wall of the city was of modern 
construction, and this record is of the outermost wall, no longer extant, which was constructed by the Teke 
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towers (or rather pier heads), very solid masses of masonry, rise in the sea at the mouth of the 
port; they are the remains of the jetty by which in old times the port was sheltered, and from 
one of them hang a number of chains, to which vessels in rough weather fasten their cables. 
The port is very unsafe during southerly or south-westerly gales. In the winter of 1871-2 an 
Egyptian frigate and all her crew of seventy men, excepting two or three persons, were lost 
when trying to beat out to sea; the force of the gale drove her against the cliff a few hundred 
yards outside the port, and she went to pieces. On the east side of the port I observed a fine 
date palm rising amidst the trees of the gardens above the cliff. No obstacle is now placed in 
the way of those who wish to see the inner wall. Accordingly we walked round the greater 
part of it on the edge of the dry ditch. The lower part of the wall is of fine massy cut stones; 
above that inferior Roman work is built; the wretched masonry of the Turks is at the top. As 
we passed I noticed a number of water pipes in the wall filled with stony deposit as in the 
Thermae of Laodicea. A short distance beyond these were the remains of a white marble 
gateway of extremely beautiful work, of which a large part seems to be embedded in the wall 
– the wall perhaps having been built under and around it at a later age; one portion was quite 
inside the wall (perhaps a few stones have been removed and so this piece has come to light), 
and having been thus sheltered it appears fresh and perfect as if sculpted only yesterday, the 
material being apparently without a stain and the figures sharply cut. But it was at too great a 
height for the subject to be distinguished. Two large pieces of a very ornate cornice are built 
into the wall edgewise. They have the echinus ornament carved below and above a rich 
acanthus. Higher up in the wall is a long course of marble bearing the “fret” ornament 
(Meander); but this must have formed part of some other building, as it is too large to suit the 
frieze of the adifice already mentioned. Underneath is another gateway, having above the 
doorway a female head defaced, with acanthus wreaths on either side of it; this also is very 
fine work. Near these fragments were several inscriptions. One long inscription was upon a 
slab of whitish limestone; this had been broken into two pieces, which had been replaced, but 
in one the writing was reversed. We heard that the authorities of the town had wished to open 
out this gateway and had commenced removing the stones; but on the inside of the wall at the 
back of the gateway was a private house, the owner of which was unwilling to give his 
consent, and therefore the stones were replaced; this one had been broken and replaced in the 
careless way mentioned. I do not, however, attribute much authority to this account. 
 
I copied a few of the inscriptions: 
 
ΙΟΥΛΙΑΣΑΝΕΚΤΑ 
  ΤΟΝΠΥΡΓΟΝ 
ΕΚΤΩΝΙΔΙΩΝ 
  ΚΑΤΕΣΤΗΣΕΝ 
 
In beautiful clear and regular letters. 
 
“Julia Sancta (or Sanecta) constructed the tower at her own expense.” 
 
The two stones of the subjoined were placed together, but in No. 1 the writing was reversed, 
in No. 2 it was in regular order; other portions, however, seem to be wanting, both at the ends 
and between them, and the two stones may belong to separate portions of the inscription. I 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
bey before the siege of Satalia at the start of the 19th c. which was of modern construction. The other three 
walls were ancient, with medieval and later additions and repairs, that is, the main wall with towers and the 
two walls on either side of the ditch. 
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believe the copy to be correct, but cannot make out the sense of the inscription. We were 
obiged to copy in haste, as sunset was at hand. 
 
No. 1 Fig 

 
No. 2. Fig 

 
To the left of this inscription and near the ground was the following, in rudely cut characters 
and much defaced:- 
 

 
 
In the interior wall that skirts the west side of the harbour there is also a large gateway, 
which seems untouched; the wall has simply been built up on either side of it. There is a frieze 
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or cornice exactly like that of the Great Gateway, which is built into the fortifications362. The 
under surface of the archway is ceiled with small squares of fine white marble of pattern No. 
1. On the inside of the gateway right and left, and on the wall outside, similar slabs of marble 
of patterns Nos. 2 and 3 are inserted. In all the flower is in relief, but in No. 1 it is in a sunk 
compartment. Of old Adalia, excepting the fortifications, very little remains; even these have 
been repaired often and modernised; but there must be many other scattered objects of 
interest which we did not see, for my friend’s time was so limited that, unfortunately, we had 
no leisure to remain long enough in any of these interesting places; e.g., at Adalia we only 
stayed one afternoon, and could only take a rapid survey of the town and port. The exports of 
Adalia are chiefly wheat, timber, and a great quantity of leeches. There is a large export of 
wood of excellent quality, both from the ports on the Black Sea and from the southern ports. 
Much of the timber used in Egypt and Syria comes from Adalia, and the pine rafters, being 
full of turpentine and employed in the rough state, are of surprising hardness and durability. 
 
Attalia was founded by Attalus Philadelphus, King of Pergamus (B.C. 159 to 138). Its position 
near the passes which lead directly from the interior, and its proximity to Egypt and Syria, no 
doubt determined the monarch’s choice, for its port is small and inconvienient, its water bad, 
and the district round it barren and unhealthy. 
 
A small town named Corycos already existed there, and Attalus enclosed this and the new city 
with a wall. Attalia is mentioned (Acts. xiv., 25) as the place at which Paul and Barnabus 
embarked on their return to Antioch after the first Apostolic journey. 
 
It was here that during the second Crusade in 1148 the French King, Louis VII., embarked 
also for Antioch, in ships furnished by the Byzantine Emperor Manuel Comnenus. He was 
obliged to leave behind before Adalia the greater portion of the host that had accompanied 
him thus far. The Greek garrison of the town refused to admit the Crusaders, who, after the 
departure of their King, were nearly all cut off by the Turks, or perished by sickness or 
famine: only a few saving their life by apostasy. 
 
The view from Adalia of the Lycian mountains Climax and Solyma is most grand and 
beautiful. They are far more Alpine in character than the mountains of the interior: they rise 
in lofty peaks, often inclined in the most opposited directions, whereas the mountains of the 
interior are, in general, long connected chains.” p. 207-216 
 
“We had hoped to go through the South of Lycia to Makri (Fethiye), but already the heat was 
intense, the danger of malarious fever was every day becoming greater, and it was most 
probable we should find the villages along the coast deserted. We therefore decided not to 
take this route. 
 
May 11th. – A branch of the Imperial Ottoman Bank is established at Adalia, chiefly for the 
sake of receiving the revenue. Having occasion for some money I called upon the agent, Mr. 
W.363, who did not seem much enamoured of the place. He said its climate was unhealthy, the 
heat in summer great; there was no good water, no society, no sporting – everything, in short, 
dull and unpleasant. 
 

                                                             
362  Like the spolia that remain today built into the side of the Antalya Clock Tower-Saat Kulesi by the site of the 

demolished city gate-kale kapisi. 
363  William Wilkins, director of the branch of the Imperial Ottoman Bank in Adalia, and later British vice-consul 

unpaid from 14 April 1875-1879. 
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He showed me a small but choice collection of antique coins – among them many of the cities 
in Phrygia and other provinces whose position is not made out, and of which no other 
memorial exists except their coinage. Amongst his gold coins were many Polish, German, 
Venetian, Genovese, etc. of various dates, from 1500 to 1670, which he had purchased of a 
Turkish family in Adalia. 
 
We left Adalia at 10.50 A.M.” p. 218-221. 
 
“At 1.7 P.M. we reached Kepez café. Beyond this a few pines begin to appear amongst the 
brushwood on the plain; but on the mountains and in the plain at their base the pines are 
numerous and of various kinds. 
 
In one place I observed a bed of petrified deposit, fully three feet in thickness, above the usual 
read loam soil. On breaking off a piece at the bottom it was full of fine sparkling dust. It 
would seem as if the mountain limestone chanins of these districts had been forced up by 
some great convulsion, of which traces remain in the igneous rocks which here and there 
protrude from them to a greater or lesser extent; that the extensive valleys thus formed amidst 
them had subequently become great fresh-water lakes, and then through a long period of 
tranquillity the fine soil which forms the beds of the yailas and valleys had been gradually 
deposited, until another but less violent disturbance had effected their drainage, and then the 
streams which flow from the Taurus, charged with carbonate of lime, had percolated the 
newly exposed surface, depositing everyhere in their course a bed of travertine of varying 
thickness.” p. 222. 
 
“The “Koniah,” a Turkish journal of Constantinople (July, 1873), mentions that a staff officer 
of the Ottoman army had been appointed to examine the country between Adalia and Isbarta 
with a view to the construction of a railway between these two towns. The journal declares 
that “if this design be carried out it will be absolutely necessary to improve the harbour of 
Adalia, which is at present bad and inconvenient.” Of course there may be other and more 
practicable passes in the mountains, but by the route we came it would be well nigh 
impossible to carry a railway; and such is the nature of the whole country that the expense 
would be enormous whatever route were taken. One would think that in that district at least a 
plain road would be preferable; but there seems, as before said, no great difficulty in 
carrying a line from Aidin to Isbarta, and so on through the interior. Surveying parties are 
exploring many districts by order of government with a view to the future construction of 
railways.” fn. p. 153. 
 
 

469.Adalia 
Review of E. J. Davis, Anatolica: The Graphic, Vol. X., London, Dec. 26, 1874, p. 
611. 

“classic history—past Ephesus and Laodicea, the churches of St. John, Hierapolis; with its 
hot springs and petrified cascade; the mountain strongholds of Pisidiae, defiant alike of 
Macedonian and Roman conquerors—to the old port of Adalia, and back again by ruined 
Cibyra to the beautiful valley of the Meander... ancient cities, reduced by earthquakes and 
barbarians to mere heaps of shattered marble, or when describing Turkish provincial 
administration at the present day, so terribly at fault just now before the disastrous famine in 
Central Anatolia.” p. 611.  
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470.Adalia 
Review of E. J. Davis, Anatolica: The Athenaeum, No. 2465, London, Jan. 23rd 
1875, p. 118. 

“This is a readable account of a month’s riding over a route seldom traversed by Europeans, 
from Smyrna to the Gulf of Adalia via Hierapolis and Isbarta, and a return journey by 
Termessus, Almalu, and Cibyra. ...perhaps the most interesting chapters to the modern reader 
will be those which picture the interior economy of the agricultural communities, and our 
sympathies must be excited by the calamitous accounts of the widely spread famine and 
distress now prevalent throughout the Levant (in 1874-1875); on account of which, we may 
remark, that a relief fund has been organized at the Agency of the Imperial Ottoman Bank in 
London.” p. 118.  
 
 

 

 

471.Adalia 
Review by E. H. Bunbury of E. J. Davis, Anatolica: or, the Journal of a Visit… in, 
The Academy, Vol. VII, No. 139, January 2, 1875, p. 2-4. 

“A considerable portion of this descent (through the Taurus to Adalia) lies along the ancient 
Roman road, which is still in such good preservation that it needs but little repair to render it 
as good as ever. But that little is not done. A bad mule-road is the only communication that 
exists with the important seaport of Adalia; and though there is a talk of a railroad, we 
entirely agree with Mr. Davis that it will be very long before a railroad is carried through the 
defiles of the Taurus.” p. 2. 

“At the same time, this line of route led him through scenery of the most splendid character, 
and the descent through the vast forests of Mount Taurus to the plain of Adalia, which 
resembles the Campagna of Rome, alike in its general aspect and its unhealthiness, appears 
to equal, if it does not surpass any similar scene in the Apennines.” p. 3 

“But discomfort and privations are not all that the traveller has to fear in Asia Minor. 
Besides the ever-recurring danger of malaria, which is not confined to the sea-coast, though 
it there assumes its most treacherous and deadly forms, he runs no small risk from brigands. 
It is true that brigandage does not assume in these Turkish provinces the professional and 
chronic character which it possesses in Greece, but outbreaks of it are not infrequent, and are 
sometimes of a formidable description. Mr Davis himself and his travelling companion had in 
one instance a fortunate escape. They had intended returning from Adalia to Aydin by way of 
Makri (Fethiye) and Moolah (Muğla), but were induced by the fear of heat and malaria to 
change their route, and proceed through the mountains by Cibyra. Had they taken the route 
originally proposed, they would have arrived at Makri on the very day that a band of 
mountaineers, seventy or eighty strong, came down and pillaged the whole neighbourhood, 
blockaded Makri and Levesi, captured several Greek vessels, and drove off the government 
troops and douaniers who attacked them in the first instance. Nor were they defeated and 
dispersed till a detachment of regular troops was sent against them. Very much the same state 
of things is described as existing in Lycia in 1854; and although Mr. Davis found no 
molestation in the course of his tour, and was able to write that there appeared little danger 
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from robbers in that portion of Anatolia, he adds in a subsequent note that all this was 
changed; and the Constantinople journals for the latter part of 1873 were full of accounts of 
brigandage and robberies from all quarters. We hear so much less of brigands in the Turkish 
provinces than in Greece, that many people are apt to suppose that the former enjoy an 
immunity in this respect, which is certainly far from the case.” p. 4.  
 
 

472.1872 
Adalia 
Lloyd’s List, London, Monday 2nd, September, 1872, p. 12. 

“SMYRNA, 23rd Aug.—The Parthenon (screw ship, s.s.), hence to Adalia, remains in the 
same position on the stones in Vourla bay. [See paragraph in List of 17th Aug.]” 

 
 
 
 

473.Adalia 
Bradshaw’s Hand-Book to the Turkish Empire, Vol. I., Turkey In Europe, W. J. 

Adams, London, Bradshaw and Blacklock, Manchester, 1872, Vol. I., p. 6. 

Guide to Turkey:  

6. Branch Lines From Constantinople (by sea): “Constantinople to Adalia…I Class, £4.00, 2 
Class, £2, 17s 0.” p. 6. 

 
 

474.Adalia 
Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons, Vol. 45. Great Britain, Parliament, 
House of Commons, London, 1872, p. 74. 

“Could Smyrna be selected as the Asiatic terminus the sea passage could be materially 
reduced, the navigation free of obstructions, and advantage might be taken of the existing 
railroad to Aydin which, might be extended via Adalia and Tarsus to Aleppo.” p. 74. 

 
 

475.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Sir W. Mitchell, The International (commercial) Code of Signals for the Use of All 
Nations, Prepared under the authority of the Board of Trade, Great Britain, Board 
of Trade, London, 1872, pp. 90, 173. 
 

Part I, Geographical Index; Part II, Alphabetical Geographical Index, 
 
“BJRK Adalia.”  p. 90. 
BJRH Adalia, Gulf of.” p. 173. 
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476.Adalia 
The Trans-European and Asiatic Railway Scheme, in, The Commercial and 
Financial Chronicle, Hunt’s Merchants Magazine, A Weekly Newpaper, 
Representing the Industrial and Commercial Interests of the United States, Vol. 15., 
No. 381., New York, October 12, 1872, p. 483. 

 
“The project of a through line of railway communication to India has long been a popular 
one in England, and for some years past its construction has been seriously discussed. To 
pave the way for the undertaking the Foreign Office, some time since, forwarded to British 
Consuls residing along the proposed route, a request for information as to the feasibility of 
the scheme and the difficulties likely to be encountered in its execution. The replies of the 
consuls, which have lately been made public, are generally favourable to the Project. To 
complete the connection between India and the European railway system, it is proposed to 
construct a road from the Bosphorus to the Mediterranean at Adalia, as a course in a direct 
linet o the northern arm of that sea, would encounter the Taurus Mountains. From Adalia the 
plan is to skirt the Mediterranean and, turning in a southeasterly direction, pass near Aleppo, 
enter the Valley of the Euphrates,...” p. 483. 
 
 

477.Adalia 
John McClintock, James Strong, Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and 
Ecclesiastical Literature, J., Harper and Brothers, New York, 1872, Vol. IV.-H, I, 
p. 588. (Re-used plan without citing the source it was taken from, The Imperial Bible-
Dictionary: Historical, Biographical, Geographical and Doctrinal, including the 
Natural History, Antiquities, Manners, Customs, and Religious Rites… Ed. Rev. 
Patrick Fairbairn, Vol. I., Blackie and Son, London, Glasgow and Edinburgh, 1866, p. 
786, Fig. 356, drawn by the architect, E. Falkener.) 

 
 

 
s.v. ‘Inn’, “Plan of the Khan at Adalia, In Asia Minor.” Vol. IV.-H, I, p. 588. 
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478.Adalia 
Alexander Keith Johnston, A School Atlas of General & Descriptive Geography, 
William Blackwood and Son, Edinburgh and London, 1872, p. 1. 

 
“Adalia       (Map)20   36.55 N   30.47 E” p. 1. 
 
 
 

479.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Thomas Milner, The Gallery of Geography: A Pictorial and Descriptive Tour of the 
World, W. R. Mc. Phen and Son, Glasgow and London, 1872, Vol. II., p. 790. 

 
Asiatic Turkey:“Adalia, at the head of the gulf to which its name is given, is a thriving port 
on the Mediterranean.” Vol. II., p. 790. 
 
 

480.Antalia 
P. L. Simmonds, “Supplies of Opium and Scammony From Turkey,” in, The 
Pharmaceutical Journal And Transactions, June 15, 1872, p. 1007. 

 
“16. Koniah-Antalia.—Scammony (a purgative from the milky juice collected from species of 
convolvulus) in irregular fragments of a deep grey colour, porous fracture, does not whiten 
with saliva, burns without flame at the light, gives off a disagreeable odour. Resin 54 (per 
cent). Residue, starch, carbonates and silica.” p. 1007. 
 
 

481.Satalia 
Elizabeth Penrose, A History of France, from the conquest of Gaul by Julius Caesar 
continued to the year 1861, by Mrs. Markham, With Converstions at the end of each 
chapter, John Murray, London, 1872, p. 92. (As above 1851, 1860 editions) 

 
 

482.Attalia, Satalia, Olbia, Laara 
Dr. William Smith’s Dictionary of the Bible: Comprising Its Antiquities, Biography, 
Geography and Natural History, Revised and Edited by Horatio Balch Hackett, Ezra 
Abbot, Hurd and Houghton, New York, 1872, Vol. I., A to Gennesaret, Land of, p. 
199. 

“Attali’a (Ἀτταλεία) a coastal town of Pamphylia, mentioned only very casually in the New 
Testament (Acts xiv. 25), as the place from which Paul and Barnabas sailed on their return to 
Antioch from their missionary journey into the inland parts of Asia Minor. It does not appear 
they made any stay, or attempted to preach the gospel in Attalia. This city, however, though 
comparatively modern at that time, was a place of considerable importance in the first 
century, and has continued to exist till now. Its name since the twelth century has been 
Satalia, a corruption of which the crusading chronicler, William of Tyre, gives a curious 
explantion. 
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Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, ruled over the western part of the peninsular from 
the N. to the S., and was in want of a port which should be useful in the trade of Egypt and 
Syria, as Troas was for that of the AEgean. Thus Attalia was built and named after the 
monarch. All its remains are characteristic of the date of its foundation. 

There has been considerable doubt concerning the exact position of Attalia. There is a 
discrepancy between Strabo and Ptolemy, the former placing it to the W. of the river 
Catarrhactes, the latter to the E. This may probably be accounted for by the peculiar 
character of this river, the calcareous waters of which are continually making changes in the 
channels. Beaufort thought that the modern Satalia is the ancient Olbia, and that Laara is the 
true Attalia. Forbiger, after Mannert, is inclined to identify the two places. But Spratt and 
Forbes found the true Olbia further to the west, and have confirmed Leake’s opinion, that 
Attalia is where the modern name would lead us to expect to find it. (Beaufort’s Karamania; 
Spratt and Forbes’s Lycia.) J. S. H.” Vol. I., A to Gennesaret, Land of, p. 199. 

 
 

483.Attalia, Satalia 
William Edensor Littlewood, Essentials of New Testament Study: Intended as a 
Companion to the New Testament, and Embracing an Introductory Account of the 
New Testament; a Resumé and Harmony of Gospel History; Tables of Weight, 
Measure and Chronology; a Dictionary of Hard Words and Phrases; an Explanation 
of Obsolete and Archaic Words; a Biographical and Geographical Dictionary; and a 
Table of Old Testament Quotations: Together with Maps and Plans, Etc., A. D. F. 
Randolph, New York, 1872, p. 291-292. 

“Attalia (Ἀτταλεία, Attalia). A town to which Paul came from Perga, and from whence he 
sailed to Antioch, on his first missionary. journey (Acts xiv. 26). It was situated on the coast of 
Pamphylia, near the mouth of the river Catarrhactes. Now Satalia.” p. 291-292. 

 
 

484.1873 
Adalia 
Reports from Her Majesty’s Consuls on the Manufactures, Commerce, etc. of Their 
Consular Districts, Part III (continuation), Harrison and Sons, London, 1874, pp. 
993, 996. 

Report by Vice-Consul Biliotti on the Trade and Commerce of Rhodes and the Sporades for 
the Year 1873.  

“Shipping and Navigation.  

The British steamers of Bell’s Asia Minor Company (of Glasgow), continue their regular trips 
between Smyrna, the islands of the Sporades, Rhodes, and Adalia, on the coast of Anatolia. 
Having no competition for the present they carry on a brisk trade. The number of steamers of 
this company which have called at Rhodes during the year 1873 is 56, with a total of 15,762 
tons.” p. 993. 
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“Return of British Shipping at the Port of Rhodes in the Year 1873 

Indirect or carrying Trade in British Vessels from and to other Colonies 

Countries whence arrived…Adalia. Number of Vessels, 28. Tonnage with Cargoes, 7,881. 
Number of Crews, 572. Value of Cargoes, £28,000. 

Countries to which Departed, Adalia. Number of Vessels with cargoes, 28. Tonnage, 7,881, 
Number of Crews, 572. Value of Cargoes, £18,000.” p. 996. 

 

Ship Mail from Adalia 1870 Folded entire from ADALIA-ANTALYA to SAKIZ-CHIO, with 
superb blue three line cachet of THE ASIA MINOR SCREW STEAMSHIP COMPANY 
ADALIA AGENCY (From, https://www.davidfeldman.com/auctions/browse-lots/aucP/2017-
summer-auction-series/item/292566/) A further example was November 27, 2009 David 
Feldman Catalogue, Lot. No. 60049, p. 39. Dated 1874 Folded entire from ADALIA to 
CHIO, with superb blue three-line cachet of THE ASIA MINOR SCREW STEAMSHIP Co., 
ADALIA AGENCY, See: https://www.davidfeldman.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/01/95_Rarities_Web.pdf 

 
 

485.1873 
Adalia 
The Sixty-Ninth Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society, Printed for the 
Society by J. Tilling, London, 1873, p. 220. 

“The movements of the colporteur Misaelides are traced through the year. After labouring 
with good success amongst the Greeks, Armenians and Turks, at Adalia, Boldur, Makri, and 
other towns, he visited the island of Rhodes:” p. 220.  
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486.Adalia 
“List of Foreign Bankers: List of Banks and Bankers in Europe, Asia, Africa, 
South America, Australia, Mexico, West Indies, etc. Year 1873”, The Banker’s 
Almanac for 1874, Ed. I. Smith Homans, Office of the Banker’s Magazine…, New 
York; C. and E. Layton; Trubner and Co., London, 1874, p. 179. 

(The figures added to the names of places denote the population according to the latest 
returns) 

 
“Adalia (Turkey), 8,000 (sic.); Imperial Ottoman Bank.” p. 179. 
 
 

487.Adalia 
The International Code of Signals, for the Use of all Nations, American Edition, 
Published under the Authority of the Secretary of the Navy by the Bureau of 
Navigation, Washington, 1873, p. 173. 

 
Alphabetical Geographical Index 
 
“Adalia…BJRK, Adalia, Gulf of….BJRH” p. 173. 

 
 

488.Adalia, Sattalieh, Attalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Ed. George Ripley and Charles A. Dana, The American Cyclopaedia: A Popular 
Dictionary of General Knowledge, D. Appleton and Co., New York, London, 1873, 
Vol. I., A-Asher, p. 80. 

“ADALIA, or Sattalieh (anc. Attalia in Pamphylia), a seaport and the largest town on the S. 
coast of Asia Minor, on the gulf of Adalia, 250 m. S. E. of Smyrna; pop. about 12,000, of 
whom 3,000 are Greeks. It is the capital of a pashalic (sic.). The town is built in the form of 
an amphitheatre, the ground rising to the height of about 70 feet above the sea, and is 
surrounded by a double wall with square towers about 50 yards apart. The chief trade is in 
wool, cotton, and opium. There are some important ancient remains.” Vol. I., A-Asher, p. 80.  
 
 

489.Satalia, Sadalia (Gulf of) 
Alexander Gruar Forbes, The Empires & Cities of Asia, Virtue and Co., London 
1873, p. 163. 

In Asiatic Turkey:  

“… in the Mediterranean, the Gulfs of Marmorici, Macri, Satalia or Sadalia, Iskenderoon or 
Scanderoon, and the Bay of Acre.” p. 163. 

 
 

490.Adalia, Attalia 
A New and Complete Pronouncing Bible Dictionary, Containing More Scriptural 
Words Than Any Other Work of the Kind, compiled from the most authentic 
sources, designed to promote a better understanding of the Holy Bible, Illustrated 
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with nearly four hundred fine Engravings: Also, A Complete Concordance of the 
Old and New Testaments, W. W. Harding, Philadelphia, 1873, p. 28, 237. 

“Attalia. Maritime city in Pamphylia, named from Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamos. 
(Acts XIV. 25). Now Adalia, whose ruins witness its former greatness. Pop. 8000.” p. 28.  
 
Paul “Preached in Perga, Attalia364, and Antioch….xiv. 25, 26” p. 237.  
 
 

491.1874 August 
Adalia 
Pall Mall Gazette, London, 5th September, p. 4-5. Reprinted in, The Pall Mall 
Budget: Being a Weekly Collection of Articles printed in the Pall Mall Gazette from 
Day to Day: with a summary of news, No. 311., Vol. XII, Friday, September 11th., 
1874, p. 21. 

“The authorities of Adalia have, according to the Turkish paper the Koniah, received orders 
for the demolition of the fortress in that town, in lieu of which fortifications with “all the 
modern improvements” are to be created. With a regard to economy that ought to gladden the 
hearts of Turkish bondholders, the Ministry of War has directed that the materials as well as 
the site of the old fortress are to be sold, and the proceeds applied to the erection of new 
works. These are to be carried out under the orders of the present garrison commander of 
Mitylene, assisted by a special commission.365” p. 21.  
 
 

492.1874 September 
Adalia 
“Turkey,”The Morning Post, London, Wednesday, 23rd September, 1874, p. 5. 

“A few months ago there was every probability of a return to power of the ??(sic.) Vizier 
Mahmood Nedim Pasha. The latter is still at Adalia, although for months past he has been 
endeavouring to obtain permission to go to the baths at Broussa (Bursa) for his health.”  
 
 

493.1874, 21st of November 
Adalia 
U.S. Consul, Tripoli, Mr. Vidal366 

                                                             
364  There is no firm evidence to show that Paul preached at Attalia. 
365  In 1871 “the British Museum was informed by the Embassy in Istanbul that the administration of the new 

Grand Vizier Mahmut Nedim Pasha was considering ‘dismantling’ the castle at Bodrum, possibly along with 
others on the Mediterranean coast, and had put out a feeler to the British about selling the marble spolia 
built into the castle’s walls (the remains of the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus)”, D. Barchard, The fearless and 
self-reliant servant: the life and Career of Sir Alfred Biliotti, SMEA 48 (2006) p. 5-53, p. 13, fn. 24 
(emphasis added). It seems possible this notice of 1874 was a part of, or an echo of this same program. As to 
the fate of the antiquities built into the Antalya inner castle when it was demolished and the remains sold off, 
evidence is presently lacking. 

366  Michel Vidal, born in the city of Carcassonne, Languedoc, France, October 1, 1824, was a naturalised U.S. 
citizen who had worked at the New Orleans Tribune, and was sent to Washington by the vote of the men of 
color of Lafourche Parish. He owed his election to the position he had held on the newspaper and he was a 
Republican party organiser. He became a U.S. congressional representative from Louisiana, July 18, 1868-
March 3, 1869. On leaving Congress, he was appointed by President Ulysses Grant as United States consul at 
Tripoli, Libya, where he served from April 5, 1870 to October 12, 1876. He was a determined, intelligent and 
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Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States, transmitted to 
Congress, with the Annual Message of the President, December 6, 1875. Preceeded 
by a List of Papers and Followed by an Index of Persons and Subjects, Washington 
Government Printing Office, 1875, Vol. I., p. 62-64. 

“No. 57.Tripoli. No. 34. Mr Vidal to Mr. Hunter. United States Consulate at Tripoli March 1, 
1875 (Received April 7.)  

Sir, I have the honor to inform the Department that, after a number of adventures, for which I 
was not prepared when I commenced my overland journey along the African coast, and which 
culminated in my being shipwrecked on the coast of Pamphylia, I came back to Tripoli on the 
5th ultimo. I travelled on horseback all the way from Benghazy to Alexandria, and I can say 
that my journey was a complete success as far as the United States consul was concerned, but 
the man had much to complain of, though my health was invariably good. I was detained forty 
days in Egypt by a sham quarantine, purposely starved the greater part of that time, and then 
shipped off by force on board an Ottoman schooner of fifty-two tons, which brought me to 
Adalia, on the coast of Karamania, in the very nick of time to be shipwrecked. Were it not for 
a line opportunely thrown me by a Greek from the top of the walls of the city, to climb up 
from the wrecked vessel to terra firma, the results of my exploration would have been lost to 
the Department. On that same day, the 21st of November, seventeen persons were drowned 
near the entrance to that port, and a great number of vessels lost on that coast as well as in 
other parts of the Mediterranean… 

Less than a quarter of an hour after my rescue from the angry waves at Adalia, and even 
before I had changed my wet clothes, I was requested to take under my protection a runaway-
negro slave and bring him to Malta with me. 

On board the Ottoman steamer that conveyed me from Adalia to Beirut, I came across an 
Officer of the Ottoman army, whose body-servant was a negro slave, brought, as the officer 
informed me, by him in this city of Tripoli, of Barbary.” Vol. I., p. 62-64.  
 
 

494.December 1874  
Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
“Notes on the Wild Goat, Capra aegagrus, Gm.” by Mr. C. G. Danford, F.Z.S., p. 
458-469, in The Proceedings of the Scientific Meetingsof the Zoological Society of 
London for the Year 1875, June 1, p. 462. 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
troublesome opponent of the slave trade. E.g. “USA Congress House of Representatives. Mr. Vidal to Mr. 
Davis. No. 38.] UNITED STATES CONSULATE, Tripoli, Barbary, March 22, 1873. (Received April 29.) 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, this day, of your dispatch No. 22, informing me that it 
would be desirable to put the Department in possession of more explicit facts in regard to the slave traffic 
between Tripoli and Constantinople via Malta…But perhaps it would be more interesting to prove that those 
slaves are imported through Malta and, for all we know, that they change hands in that British island. It is 
not to be forgotten that by virtue of Article 1 of our treaty of 1862 with Great Britain, the reciprocal right 
of search and detention can be exercised, near the coast of Africa, only “to the southward of the thirty-
second parallel of North latitude,” and that Tripoli is considerably north of that line….I am, etc., M. Vidal, 
United States Consul.” Papers relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States, Washington Printing 
Office, Washington, 1873, p. 396. 
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“In the winter of 1873-74, while on an excursion up the valleys of the Meander and 
Harpasus, we made many inquiries respecting this species (Capra aegagrus), but could 
obtain no evidence of its existence among the mountains of that district; and it was not until 
our next visit in December of last year that we met with it in the southern part of the country 
near Adalia.  

The picturesque town of Adalia is situated at the head of the Gulf of the same name, and is the 
principal place in the once populous district of Pamphylia. It is surrounded on its landward 
sides by a wide brushwood covered plain, bounded to the North and North-east by the Gök 
and other mountains of the Taurus, and on the West by the Solyman, a lofty spur of the same 
range, in which latter the present specimens (of Wild Goat) were collected. 

These mountains, the principle summit of which, the Ak-dagh (White mountain), attains a 
height of 10,000 feet (Hoskyn), rise abruptly from the plain and sea, and are of very imposing 
and rugged forms. The pure grey tints of the marble and marble-limestone of which they are 
principally composed show beautifully between the snowy summits and the bright green of the 
pines and darker shades of the undergrowth of oak, myrtle, and bay, which clothe their lower 
slopes.  

The Wild Goat is here found either solitary or in small parties and herds, which number 
sometimes as many as 100; the largest which I saw contained 28. It is called by the natives 
Kayeek, which word, though applied in other parts of the country to the Stag, and sometimes 
even the Roe, is here only used to designate the AEgagrus, the Fallow Deer of this district 
being properly known as Jamoorcha. The old males of the AEgagrus inhabit, during summer, 
the higher mountains, being often met with on the snow, while the females and young frequent 
the lower and easier ridges; in winter, however, they all seem to live pretty much together 
among the rocks, scattered pines, and bushy ground, generally preferring elevations from 
2000-5000 feet. Herr Kotschy says they never descend below 4000 feet in Cilicia; but his 
observations were made in summer.” p. 462.  
 
 

495.December 1874,  
Adalia 
Henry E. Dresser, A History of the Birds of Europe: Including all the Species 
Inhabiting the Western Palaearctic Region, London, 1881, p. 2, 5. 

“On the sea-coast plains, more to the south-east, it (the Snow-Partridge) is not so scarce, 
being tolerably common near Adalia, and reported still more plentiful in other districts.” p. 2. 

“The specimens of this Snow-Partridge figured are a pair in my own collection, for which I 
am indebted to Mr. C. G. Danford. Besides the series of about twenty specimens collected by 
that gentleman, I have, in the preparation of the above article, examined the following 
specimens:- E Mus. H. E. Dresser. a, 6 ad. Adalia, December 19th, 1874 (C. Danford).” p. 5. 

“The specimen figured are an adult male and female from Anatolia, presented to me by Mr. 
C. G. Danford, and are those above described. The specimen figured is an adult male from 
Adalia, and is the same bird as is above described. In the preparation of the above article I 
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have examined…my friend Mr. Wilkin, H.B.M. vice-consul at Adalia367, told me that while 
living at Isbarta (Isparta), between the great lakes of Ergerdir and Buldur, he found the Grey 
Partridge almost as common as the Red-Leg (P. chukar).” p. 6.  
 
 

496.December, 1874 
Adalia 
Charles G. Danford, F.Z.S. and Edward R. Alston, F.L.S., F.Z.S., Received Feb. 
20, Read, Mar. 20 1877, p. 270-282 in, “On The Mammals of Asia Minor,” The 
Proceedings of the Scientific Meetings of the Zoological Societyof London for the 
Year 1877, Longman, Green, Longmans and Roberts, London, 1877, p. 276. 

“21. CERVUS DAMA, Lana. Yamoorcha. Common on the plains of the south coast and in the 
lower elevations of the mountains bordering upon them. At Adalia Danford met with the 
Fallow Deer, among the bushy scrub, within a mile of the town.368 According to Ainsworth, 
they are especially common on the Kará Bel and Chamkü Bel Mountains.” p. 276.  
 
 

497.1874 
Adalia 
Commercial No. 17 (1875). Trade Reports. Reports from Her Majesty’s Consuls on 
the Manufactures, Commerce, &. of their Consular Districts, Part IV, Parliamentary 
Papers, House of Commons by Command, Harrison and Sons, London, Vol. 77, 
1875, p. 1799. 

“There was besides the British steamship Jura, of 225 tons, belonging to Bell’s Asia Minor 
Company, which runs fortnightly between the port of Smyrna and Adalia, calling at Scio, 
Tchesme, Samos, Chuluk, Calymnos, Cos, Symi, Rhodes, and Macri. The value of goods 
imported, about £20,000; exported, about £30,000. 

Owing, however, to the late competition of the Ottoman Azizieh Company’s steamers369, 
calling twice a month at those ports on their way from Constantinople and Smyrna to Syria 
and back, the steamship “Jura” has been running at  a loss in 1874.” p. 1799.  
 
 
 
 

                                                             
367  Previously director of the branch of the Imperial Ottoman Bank, briefly established at Sparta in 1869. 
368  In the British Museum there is the head of an adult wild buck collected by Danford in Adalia (Roc. Zool. 

Soc. 1877, p. 276). His wife botanised and, The Gardeners’ Chronicle, of April 7th1906, p. 210, records, 
“This plant (the Asiatic hyacinth) was first collected in 1845 by Heldreich in Adalia, growing in chalky soil 
at an elevation of 3,250 feet. It was also collected in the Cilician Taurus by Mrs. A. E. Danford in June, 
1875. Bulbs were first received at Kew in 1892, from Mr. E. Whittall of Smyrna and it has been in cultivation 
there ever since, proving quite hardy, on a warm border in somewhat sandy soil. The flowers vary in colour, 
for amongst the batch is a cream coloured form having purple stamens, a most distinct variety. H. lineatus 
belongs to the Bellevalia section of the genus, which also includes the well known H. azureus. and was 
described under the name of B. Heldreichii by Boissier.” The small early flowering H. azureus, azure 
hyacinth, which resembles the grape hyacinth, was subsequently renamed, Muscari azureus. 

369  “With regard to the information which you state has reached you, that nearly every steamer of the Egyptian 
Company Azizeh conveys slaves, I have to desire that you will use your best endeavours to verify the truth of 
this statement…”, No. 97, The Earl of Clarendon to Consul Cumberbatch, Foreign Office, June 22, 1869, 
British and Foreign State Papers, 1869-1870, Vol. LX,  William Ridgeway, London, 1876, p. 734. 
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498.Adalia 
The Banker’s Almanac and Register for 1875, Ed., Isaac Smith Homans, Jr., 
I.Smith Homans, New York, 1875, p. 229. (The figures added to the names of places 
denote the population according to the latest returns) 
(From the entries in the Banker’s Almanac, it is noteworthy that the population of 
Adalia increased from 8,000 by 500 to reach 8.500 between 1873 and 1874, at a time 
when the population of Adalia was more than 12,000) 

“Turkey 

Adalia, 8,500 (sic.)..Br. Imp. Ottoman Bank.” p. 229.  
 
 

499.1875 Adalia 
Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons, Vol. CXXV., London, 1876, p. 
1075. 

“Coasting Trade, 1875. 2,448 small Turkish and Greek vessels under 30 tons each entered, 
importing sundries to the value of 32,500l. sterling, and cleared with European merchandize 
to the value of about 25,000l. sterling. Besides these, the British steamship “Jura,” mentioned 
in my last year’s report as running fortnightly between this port (Smyrna) and Adalia, calling 
at Tchesme, Samos, Chuluk, Calymnos, Cos, Symi, Rhodes, and Macri, imported goods to the 
value of about 27,580l. sterling, and exported about 44,870l. sterling.” p. 1075.  
 
 

500.Sataliah, Adaliah, Sataliah (Gulf of) 
The Imperial Gazetteer: A General Dictionary of Geography, Physical, Political, 
Statistical, and Descriptive, with a supplement bringing the geographical 
information down to the latest dates, Ed. Walter G. Blackie, Blackie and Sons, 
London, Glasgow and Edinburgh, 1874, Vol. IV., p. 843. 

 
“Sataliah, tn. and gulf, Asia Minor. See Adaliah.” Vol. IV., p. 843. 
 
 

501.Adalia 
Charles P. Daly, Annual Address (Delivered Jan. 13th 1873), “The Geographical 
Work of the World in 1873,” pp. 49-94 in, Journal of the American Geographical 
Society of New York, Vol. V., 1874, p. 85-86. re proposed railway. 

 
“I mentioned last year the various plans for a line of railroad to connect London with India. 
The line recently surveyed by Messrs. Low and Thomas is to make use of the existing lines of 
the Mont Canis Tunnel to Trieste, and thence through Austria, European and Asiatic Turkey, 
Persia and Beloochistan, to Kurrachee, and thence to Bombay; making the whole journey 
from London in about five and one-half days. Its course from Constantinople would be to 
Adalia, on the Mediterranean; thence along the coast to the port of Iskanderun 
(Alexandretta), in Northern Syria; from thence it would take a South-easterly course, 
proceeding along the valley of the Euphrates, to the western extremity of the Persian Gulf, 
and following the shore of the Gulf and Arabian Sea to Kurrachee.” p. 85-86.  
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502.Adalia 
General Sir, Edward Sabine, “Contributions to Terrestrial Magnetism.--No. 
XIV,” read June 18, 1874, pp. 161-203 in, Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society of London, Vol. 165 (1875), pp. 188, 190. 

 
North Equatorial Zone IV. –Lat. 30 N. To 40 N. 
 
“Stations, Adalia. Lat. N., 36.52.  Long. E., 30. 45, Declination: Date, 1857. Correction to 
Epoch 1842.5.  Corrected, 6 20 W.  1 15 w. Corrected, 7.6 w. Inclination: Observed, 51 32. 
Correction to Epoch 1842.5., + 30 52.0 N. Force in British Units, 9.19., Observers, Schaub ” 
p. 190.  
 
Citing from “Schaub…Mag. Beob. Von Dr. F. Schaub (Triest, 1858).” p. 188. 
 
 

503.Adalia 
Admiralty Catalogue of Charts, Plans, Views, and Sailing Directions, etc., Admiralty 
Hydrology Dept., The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, H.M.S.O., London, 
1875, p. 54. 

Sect. V. Karamania, Cyprus Island, and Syrian Coast. 

“Karamania.-Late Admiral Sir F. Beaufort, K.C.B. 

No. 237…Size: DE Scale: m= 0.5…Sheet 2: Cape Khelidonia to Cape Kara-Burnu, with 
Plans of Tekrova, Adalia, etc., and Views; corrections to 1872…price 2s.” p. 54.  
 
 

504.Adalia 
Thomas Lewin Esq., M.A., F.S.A., The Life and Epistles of St.Paul, Scribner, 
Welford and Armstrong, New York, 1875, Vol. I., p. 154-155 (Reprinted, G. Bell 
and Sons, London, 1878, p. 154-155.). 

 

 
 
“Fig. 80. Plan of the port and city of Adalia, the ancient Attalia. From Admiralty Chart. 
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“Here (Perga), as they had not proclaimed the Gospel, on their arrival from Cyprus, they 
now made a short pause to preach the Word, which when they had done, they crossed over to 
Attalia, (now Adalia), about 16 miles (sic.) to the west of Perga*, situate on the north-eastern 
corner of a fine bay, and possessing a good haven, around which the city arose like a vast 
amphitheatre. Here they found a ship, in which they embarked, and returned to Antioch in 
Syria, whence they had been commissioned to the work which they had so successfully 
achieved. 
 
*The distance is taken from the Handbook for Asia Minor. The ancient Attalia is 
unquestionably the modern Adalia, a port still much frequented. The exact name has been 
preserved, and the site agrees.” Vol. I., p. 154-155. 
 
 

505.Attalia, Adalia, Antalia, Sataliah, Satali, Andaliyeh, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), 
Mare Pamphylicum 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature, Ed Thomas Spencer Baynes, Edinburgh: Black, 1875–89, Vol. II., IX 
edition, 1875, pp. 52; 705; Vol. XXI., (ROT-SIA), p. 332. 

s.v. Attalia: “Attalia, an ancient city of Pamphylia, which derived its name from Attalus II., 
king of Pergamus. It seems to have been a place of considerable importance, and is most 
probably to be identified with the modern Adalia, Antalia, or Sataliah, as it is variously 
called. See Sataliah.” Vol. II., p. 52. (Repeated in 1891, 1893, 1899 editions) 

s.v. Asia Minor: “2. That which leads from Afion Kara Hissar, in the centre of Phrygia, by 
Isbarta and the ruins of Sagalassus, to Adalia on the Mediterranean. This is one of the most 
important lines of route in Asia Minor, being the high road from Constantinople to the 
flourishing seaport of Adalia, at the present day one of the chief ports on the South coast of 
Asia Minor.” Vol. II., p. 705. 

s.v. Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh: “Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns on 
the South coast of Asia Minor, giving the name of the Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which 
the ancients styled Mare Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theatre round the harbour, it 
presents an unusually picturesque appearance against its background of mountains; and it is 
enclosed by a triple wall of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square 
towers. The population was estimate by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3000 were Greeks. Though 
the physical changes produced on this part of the coast by the tufaceous deposits of rivers 
render the ancient descriptions quite inapplicable to the present town, there is little doubt that 
Satali not only preserves the name but occupies the site of Attaleia, which was founded by 
Attains (sic.) II. Philadelphus, king of Pergamum, and became one of the principal cities of 
Pamphylia. At an early date it was the see of a Christian bishop.” Vol. XXI., p. 332.  
 
 

506.Adalia 
G. D. Urquhart, Dues and Charges on Shipping in Foreign Ports; A Manual of 
reference for the use of Shipowners, Shipbrokers, and Shipmasters, George Phillip 
and Son, London, 1875, p. 566, 569. 
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“The principal ports in the neighbouring district (of Smyrna) are, Scala Nuova, Adalia, 
Aivali, Culoni (Mytelene), Seio (Scio), Wathe (Samos), but the greater portion of the produce 
from these ports is sent to S. (Smyrna-Izmir) When the railway is extended to Scala Nuova, a 
greater amount of produce from the interior will doubtless be shipped from thence. All these 
ports are safe in most winds.” p. 566. 

“Adalia 

A. (Adalia) is in lat. 36.52.15 N., long. 30.45.3 E. During summer there is an excellent 
anchorage, in 15 to 20 fathoms, about a quarter of a mile from the pier-head. The port is only 
entered by small vessels. Fresh water and other refreshments can be obtained. Population, 
about 9,000.” p. 569.  
 
 

507.1875 
Adalia 
“The Port of Smyrna,” p. 459-463 in, The Nautical Magazine for 1877, A Journal 
of Papers on Subjects connected with Maritime Affairs., Simpkin Marshall and Co., 
London, 1877, Vol. XLVI., p. 462. 

“There was besides (in 1875) the British steamship Jura, of 225 tons, belonging to Bell’s Asia 
Minor Company, which runs fortnightly between the port of Smyrna and Adalia, calling at 
Scio, Tchesme, Samos, Chuluk, Calymnos, Cos, Symi, Rhodes, and Macri. The value of goods 
imported, about £20,000; exported, about £30,000.” p. 462. 

 
 

508.Adalia 
Report of the Public Meeting in aid of the Asia Minor Famine Relief Fund held at 
Willis’s Rooms June 24th, 1875, p. 1-47, Asia Minor Famine Relief Fund, Samuel 
Bentley, London, 1875, p. 34-35. 

Major-General, Sir Henry Rawlinson, K.C.B. in the Chair…“Mr C. T. Newton’s speech on the 
third resolution:…“I was sitting next to a gentleman at dinner, of whom I had hoped better 
things, and I said, “Will you come to the meeting about the Turkish famine on Thursday 
next?” This gentleman who had dined remarkably well, said, “Well you know there are 
always famines somewhere in the world, why cannot you leave things to nature.” That is one 
sort of Englishman – the apathetic Englishman, who, dining well, is unmoved by the 
starvation of others. Then, I think, there is a prejudice deep in the English mind. Many 
excellent persons think that the Turkish question is always giving trouble in European 
politics; they think that the Turk is an Infidel, and they think that famine is an admirable way 
of improving the Turk off the face of the earth, and settling the great Eastern question. 
(Laughter and applause.) Well, I have the greatest respect for all religious prejudices where 
they are sincere, but I would ask these excellent persons one question. Is there not mixed in 
this very region of Asia Minor a Christian and a Turkish population, and do they think that, 
when the Turkish population perishes, the Christian will survive? Do they think that the sickle 
of these two mighty reapers, famine and plague, will distinguish the Christian from the Turk— 
that the one will be taken and the other left? No. What will be the consequence? The 
consequence will be that the population of one of the most fruitful parts of Asia Minor will 
perish from off the face of the earth. Well, some people will say, what then? I will tell you 
what then. All history teaches us that plague follows famine, and remember that Asia Minor 
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has a number of ports— Brusa, Scutari, the Dardanelles, Smyrna, Adalia, and Mersina. At 
each of those ports steamers bound for Europe are constantly touching, and if the plague 
once gets head in Asia Minor, these ports will be so many outlets for it. And though it is 
possible that the rigid quarantine of Europe may keep the plague under so that it may not 
reach us some day in a bale of cotton, one thing is quite certain, that the inconvenience to 
travellers and the injury to trade will be something – which no person in this country who has 
not been subject to quarantine, as I have, has any idea of…”  p. 34-35. (The resolution was 
carried unanimously.) (U.S. Consul at Smyrna, W. E. Stevens, noted in his report of 22 April, 
1885 that, “From 1878 to 1881 the crops failed and we had no exports.” Commercial relations 
of the United States with foreign countries. No.055-056 yr.1885, p. 699.)  
 
 

509.1875 
Adalia 
The Banker’s Almanac and Register for 1876, Ed. Isaac Smith Homans, Jr., I. 
Smith Homans, New York, 1876, p. 245.  

“Turkey 

Adalia, 8,500..Br. Imp. Ottoman Bank.” p. 245.  
 
 

510.Attaleia, Satalia, Pamphylian Gulf 
William Henry Davenport Adams, St. Paul: his life, his work, and his writings, T. 
Nelson and Sons, London, Edinburgh, and New York, 1875, p. 60-61. 

“From Perga they proceeded to the sea-port of Attaleia. Attaleia, now Satalia, is the largest 
maritime town on the south coast of Asia Minor. It was founded by Attalus Philadelphus, king 
of Pergamus, and perpetuates his name. The coast scenery here is very romantic; long lines of 
bold and broken cliffs extending on either hand, with numerous calcareous streams falling 
over them in sparkling and resounding cascades. In the rear is a wide plain, through which 
the Catarrhactes flows in constantly-shifting channels. 

The Apostles took ship at Attaleia, and across the Pamphylian Gulf, and along the 
picturesque coast of Pamphylia and Cilicia - they sailed to Seleucia, whence they repaired to 
Antioch.” p. 60-61.  
 
 

511.Adalia, Andaleyeh, Andaliyeh (Attaleia), Adalia (Gulf of), Esky Adalia 
Handbook For Travellers in Turkey in Asia: including Constantinople, The 
Bosphorus, Dardanelles, Brousa and Plain of Troy: with general hints for travellers 
in Turkey, vocabularies etc., John Murray, London, 1875, pp. 187, 383, 387, 395. 

Distances from Constantinople (Skutari) in hours. “Adalia, Andaliyeh (Attaleia)..134 
Hrs…Andaliyeh, see Adalia.” p. 187. 

“From this point to Eski Adalia (Side) on the sea-shore, 11/2 hr. Side, which was founded by 
a colony from Cyme, was taken by Alexander the Great. It was the chief port of Pamphylia, 
and became notorious as the depot of the pirates who haunted these coasts, and as the great 
slave market for Rome.” p. 383. 
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“Adalia, or Andaleyeh, is a pleasant town, surrounded by a wood of orange, lemon, fig, vine, 
and mulberry trees. The town stands on a cliff, rising 60 or 80 ft. Above the sea, which has no 
beach, but breaks against the rocks. It contains numerous fragments of ancient buildings, 
columns, inscriptions, and statues. In front of the town the bay is bounded by a continued 
chain of mountains, extremely beautiful, having something of the same effect, though superior 
to those of Carrara, from the Spezia road. Leaving Adalia, the road passes by the supposed 
site of Isara (sic. Laara), 8 m. (sic.)370 distant, where an imperfect inscription is seen.” p. 387 

“The lofty range which we see beyond Cape Chelidonia is that of Mount Chimaera, which 
borders the Gulf of Adalia.” p. 395.  
 
 

512.Adalia, Satalieh, Attalia 
Johnson’s New Universal Cyclopaedia: A Scientific and Popular Treasury of Useful 
Knowledge, Illustrated with Maps, Plans, and Engravings, Eds.  Frederick 
Augustus Porter Barnard, Arnold Guyot, A. J. Johnson and Son, New York, 1875, 
Vol. I., A-E, p. 36. (Reprinted, 1877, p. 36; 1890, p. 35) 

 “Ada’lia, or Satalieh (anc. Attalia), a seaport of Turkey in Asia, in Anatolia, on the gulf of 
the same name, 175 miles S. E. of Smyrna, in lat. 36° 52' 2" N., Ion. 30° 45' E. It is built on 
the slope of a hill, has narrow, dirty streets, and, and a small but good harbor. Tropical fruits 
are exported hence. Pop. estimated at 13,000, of whom about 3000 are Greeks.” Vol. I., A-E, 
p. 36.  
 
 

513.1876 
Adalia 
“The Week,” The Medical Times And Gazette, A Journal of Medical Science, April 
15, 1876, p. 417. (citing from the Levant Herald of the 29th ult. Sanitary Board, report 
on the plague epidemic in Mesopotamia.) Likewise, The Abadare Times, 15th April, 
1876, p. 2. 

“The Sanitary Board has decided to reinforce the medical staff at Bagdad by two additional 
surgeons. Of these, one will leave Constantinople forthwith, and the other is instructed to 
proceed from Adalia, in Caramania. Dr. Cabiades has been commissioned to proceed from 
the capital at a remuneration of pounds T.45 per month, and the payment of his travelling 
expenses.” p. 417. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
370  Less than 8 m./13 km. 
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514.1876 
Adalia 
“The plague in Mesopotamia,” Framlingham Weekly News, Suffolk, England 

Saturday, 15th April, 1876, p. 2.  
 

Two additional surgeons sent, “Of these (two surgeons), one will leave Constantinople 
forthwith, and the other is instructed to proceed from the sanitary station of Adalia, in 
Caramania.” 

 

515.1876 
Adalia 
The Times, London, July 17th, 1876, p. 8. 
Newry Reporter, Co. Down, Ireland, Thursday, 25th July, 1876, p. 4. 

“The steamers of five great steamship companies regularly call at the port of Rhodes namely, 
the Austrian Lloyd’s, the French Messagerise, the Russian Odessa Company’s, the Egyptian 
Khedivie and the British Company’s (Bell’s) Asia Minor. The British steamers, which keep up 
communication between Rhodes, and the ports of Macri and Adalia, on the opposite coast of 
Anatolia, as well as with Smyrna, made 180 sails, and all the steamers together made 202 
calls in the year 1876. 

I am. Sir, your obedient servant, July 16. Frederick Martin.” p. 4.  
 
 

516.1876 
Adalia 
“Report by Acting Consul Stephen Joly on the Trade, Commerce, and Navigation 
of Smyrna for the Year 1876”, Accounts and Papers: forty-five volumes (35.) 
Commercial Reports-continued, Session 8 February-14 August 1877, Vol. LXXXIII., 
Great Britain, Parliament, House of Commons, London, 1877, p. 1042-1043. 

“Besides the above, the British steamship “Jura,” of 225 tons, continues to run between this 
port (Smyrna-Izmir) and Adalia, calling at Scio, Tchesmeh, Samos, Chuluk, Calymnos, Cos, 
Symi, Rhodes, and Macri, and did a fair business in 1876, there being no competition.” p. 
1042-1043. 

 
 

517.Attalia, Adalia, Adália, Satáliah, Esky Adalia, Pamphylian Bay, Adalia (Gulf of) 
W. L. Bevan, The Student’s Manual of Modern Geography, Mathematical, Physical, 
and Descriptive, John Murray, London, 1876, pp. 130-131, 394. 

 

“Following the line of coast from W. to E., we meet with the Catarrhactes, Duden-su, 
deriving its ancient name from the manner in which it precipitates itself over the cliffs into the 
sea near Attalia: its lower course across the plain is continually changing, and hence some 
difficulty has arisen in fixing the sites of the towns -… 
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The country is generally mountainous, the spurs of Taurus pressing closely on the sea: the 
most extensive plain is that which surrounds Attalia…In earlier times the Greek colonies of 
Side and Aspendus371 were the more important; but at a later period Attalia, which was 
founded by Attalus II. of Pergamus, when this province was attached to his kingdom. Perga 
was also a considerable town, situated on the road between Phaselis and Aspendus. 

Olbia was the most westerly of the Pamphylian towns, and appears to have been about 5 ½ 
miles W. of Adalia, near the coast; it has been by some geographers incorrectly identified 
with Attalia. Attalia was situated at the inmost point of the Pamphylian Bay, near the shifting 
course of the Catarrhactes: it was founded by Attalus, probably with a view to command the 
trade of Egypt, and even to this day it retains its ancient name and importance…Side, on the 
coast, was a colony from Cyme in AEolis: it possessed a good port, which became the 
principal resort of the pirates of this district: it retained its importance under the Roman 
emperors, and became the metropolis of Pamphylia Prima; its ruins at Esky Adalia are 
extensive, the most remarkable being the theatre, on an eminence in the centre of the town: 
the harbour is choked with sand…He (Paul) returned to the same point, but instead of taking 
ship at Perga, he crossed the plain to Attalia, and thence sailed for Antioch” p. 130-131.  
 
“The southern coast has in its central part the extensive Gulf of Adalia, bounded by the 
promontories of Khelidonia and Anamur; and at its E. extremity the Gulf of Iskenderun, W. of 
which is the maritime plain of Tarsus. The ports are poor, the chief one being Adália or 
Satáliah, at the head of the Gulf of that name.” p. 394.  
 
 

518.Satalia, Adalia, Attalia, Corycos 
Rev. William Denton, A Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles, George Bell and 
Sons, London, 1876, Vol. II., p. 57. 

“Attalia, a sea-port city on the coast of Pamphylia, anciently known by the name of Corycos, 
owes its name and greatness to Attalus the Second (Philadelphus), king of Pergamus, who 
built the city in a convenient position for commanding the trade of Syria and Egypt, near the 
mouth of the river Catarrhactes. It is situated about sixteen miles (sic.) to the west of Perga, 
on the north-east corner of a fine bay, and possesses a good harbour, around which the city 
rose like a vast amphitheatre. It has preserved almost unchanged its old name, and is now 
called Satalia or Adalia. It was the seat of a bishop, and existed as such down to the twelfth 
century (Wiltsch). The ancient cathedral of Attalia is now a mosque. Leake has conclusively 
identified Attalia with Adalia, on the south coast of Asia Minor and north of the Duden Su, the 
ancient Catarrhactes. Numerous fragments of sculpture, inscriptions, and architectural 
remains still attest its power and greatness. Its advantageous position has preserved it from 
utter decay, and though now in the hands of the Turks, it is still a place of considerable trade. 
See Winer, Realw. Lewin, Conybeare and Howson.” Vol. II., p. 57.  
 
 

519.Adalia 
Rev. John Richardson, A School Manual of Modern Geography, Physical and 
Political, Dr. Wm. Smith’s English Course, John Murray, London, 1876, p. 218-
219. (Smyrna and Beyrout have separate entries. Elementary course of Modern 

                                                             
371  Both now known from archaeological and epigraphic evidence to have been settled long before the Greek 

colonists arrived. 
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Geography for Middle Forms in Public Schools and Military Academies, etc., Ages 14-
16.) 

Asiatic Turkey:“Trebizond, and Sinope, on the shores of the Black Sea; Scala Nova, Adalia, 
Iskenderun (the port of Aleppo), Latakia, Tripoli, Acre, and Jaffa (the port of Jerusalem), on 
the N.E. and E. shores of the Mediterranean; Jiddah (the port of Mecca), and Hodeidah, on 
the Red Sea coast, are the remaining chief seaports of Asiatic Turkey.” p. 218-219.  
 
 
 
 
 

520.Adalia 
Engraved views of Adalia harbour were published in the London magazine, The 
Graphic, Vol. XV, no 390, May 19, 1877. One entitled: “Harbour at Adalia, 
Turkey,”372 Depicting from the north-west, the east side of the inner harbour (The 
plane tree by the spring and the Tekelioğlu Konak). The other from the north-east 
looking south at the entrance to the harbour with the remains of the tower on the south 
side of the entrance, Mermerli and the consul’s house entitled, “Old tower at the 
entrance of the harbour of Adalia, Turkey,”373. The drawings made for these 
engravings were not commissioned by William Luson Thomas for his publication, as, 
“he encouraged his draughtsmen to chose their own subjects.”374 The Graphic 
subsequently published two more views of Adalia, drawn by R. B., the initials of an 
officer on H.M.S. Monarch in 1880 (see below). 

 
 

521.Adalia 
Admiralty Catalogue of Charts, Plans, Views, and Sailing Directions, etc., Admiralty 
Hydrology Dept., The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, H.M.S.O., London, 
1877, p. 54. 

Sect. V. Karamania, Cyprus Island, and Syrian Coast. 

“Karamania.-Late Admiral Sir F. Beaufort, K.C.B. 

No. 237…Size: DE/4 Scale: m= 0.5…Sheet 2: Cape Khelidonia to Cape Kara-Burnu, with 
views- and plans of Tekrova, Adalia, Laara, Esky-Adalia, and Genovese port-corrections to 
1872…price 2s.” p. 54.  
 
 

522.1877 
Adalia 
The Seventy-Fourth Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society; 
M.DCCC.LXXVIII. with an Appendix and a List of Subscribers and Benefactors, 
London, 1878, p. 118. 

                                                             
372  https://www.gettyimages.ae/detail/news-photo/harbour-at-adalia-turkey-illustration-from-the-magazine-the-

news-photo/931732876 
373  https://www.gettyimages.ae/detail/news-photo/old-tower-at-the-entrance-of-the-harbour-of-adalia-turkey-

news-photo/931733094 
374  Andrea Korda, Printing and Painting the News in Victorian London; “The Graphic and Social Realism, 1869-

1891,” Routledge, London, 2017, p. 55. 
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Bibles sold “2,587 in the previous year; of these 315 have been sold at Smyrna by Mr. Spence 
and Mr. Woodmas, and the remainder by the colporteurs Misaelides, Darom, and G. 
Klonares375. The first of these sold seventy Greek Gospels in a school at Sevdikioy, and after 
visiting the mineral baths at Chesmeli sailed to the island of Cos… 

Here, too, Misaelides taught the pupils various hymns in Greek, together with the melodies 
with which Mr. Sankey has familiarised us. These hymns became at once universal favourites, 
and might be heard sung by young and old in the houses and in the streets, and even in the 
wineshops. Mr. Musaeus has addressed to your Agent a most interesting letter, full of 
enlightened evangelical views, and proving that the Lord has a people even in the Greek 
Church. At Adalia he met a convert named Isaiah Eugenides” p. 118.  
 
 

523.Adalia 
Accounts and Papers: Forty-Five Volumes –(35)-Commercial Reports - continued, 
Session, 8 February-14 August 1877, Vol. LXXXIII, House of Commons, London, 
1877, p. 1027. 

“The English steamers of Bell’s Asia Minor Steamship Company have continued during the 
present year their regular trips between Smyrna, some of the islands of the Ottoman 
Archipelago, the Island of Rhodes, and the ports of Macri and Adalia, on the opposite coast 
of Anatolia. The tonnage of these steamers varies from 200 to 400 register tons. Although of 
rather a small size, they are quite adequate to the requirements of the line they work. Free 
from the expenses of large steamers and especially from competition (the Turkish company 
formerly competing with them having now ceased working) they carry on a brisk trade.” p. 
1027.  
 
 

524.Adalia 
Edward Hertslet, A Complete Collection of the Treaties and Conventions, and 
Reciprocal Regulations at present subsisting between Great Britain and Foreign 
Powers; and of the Laws, Decrees, Orders in Council, etc., Concerning the same;… 
Butterworths, London, 1877, Vol. XIII., p. 500.  

Convention between the General Post Office of Great Britain and the General Post office of 
the North German Confederation. Signed in Berlin, April 25, 1870. 

“A-Statement of the Rates of Postage to be accounted for by the British Post Office to the 
North German Post Office for the conveyance in transit through North Germany of paid 
correspondence from the United Kingdom and beyond to the under-mentioned States, and of 
unpaid Correspondence from those States to the United Kingdom and beyond.  
                                                             
375  “For many years their Turkish Agent has been anxious to appoint a resident colporteur (on Cyprus); but, no 

suitable person appearing, he has had to be content with sending colporteurs on trips of a few months during 
the winter or spring. (See Report for 1877, p. 143.) Thus, last year, three months before the occupation of 
Cyprus by England was announced, G. Klonares was at work there prosecuting his journeys with 
characteristic vigour until fever laid him low. Darom took his place during the autumn until (the arrival of) 
Mr Jacob Back…” 1878, p. 120. “On the cession of Cyprus to Britain in 1878, Mr Jacob Back, formerly a 
merchant in Stamboul, was appointed sub-agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society. A depot was 
opened at Larnaca; Sir Garnet Wolseley obtained the admission of the Scriptures duty-free; and a letter of 
recommendation was given by Archbishop Sophronius, who was independent of the Greek Patriarch.” 
William Canton, A History of the British and Foreign Bible Society, Vol. III, John Murray, London 1910, p. 
238. 
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“14. Turkey: Adalia, Aleppo, Amassia, Bagdad, Damascus, Diarbekir, Moussul, Sinope, 
Sivas…(Condition of payment), Compulsory, Foreign Postage to be accounted for to the 
North German Post Office, For paid letters from Great Britain, S.g. 2; For unpaid letters for 
Great Britain, S.g. 2.” Vol. XIII., p. 500.  
 
 

525.Adalia, Attalia, Olbia 
William Henry Davenport Adams, The Mediterranean Illustrated, Picturesque 
Views and Descriptions of its Cities, Shores and Islands, T. Nelson and Sons, 
London, Edinburgh, New York, 1877, p. 290. 

“Adalia (Attalia or Olbia) is a large and important town, with a considerable trade in timber, 
gall-nuts, wax, honey, camel’s hair, and liquid storax.” p. 290. (Presumably repeating from 
William Henry Smith, 1854, above)  
 
 

526.Attalia, Adalia, Atalia, Olbia 
William Sandys Wright Vaux, M.A., F.R.S.,376 Ancient History from the 
Monuments: Greek Cities and Islands of Asia Minor, Society for the Promotion of 
Christian Knowledge, London, 1877, p. 99-100. 

“We shall therefore, notice first Attalia (the modern Adalia), although there has been some 
dispute among geographers whether Adalia does really occupy the site of the old city: the true 
course of a stream called Catarrhactes, from its plunging headlong over precipices into the 
sea, being still undetermined, has mainly led to this confusion. The probability is that, owing 
to the agency of earthquakes, the coastline has been much changed during the last 2,000 
years: moreover, Colonel Leake and others believe the calcareous matter brought down, in 
this period by the different streams, sufficient to cause the cessation of any such cascade, the 
main stream having been also much diverted to fertilize the gardens around the town. The 
physical changes have in fact, been so great, that it is more wonderful that anything can be 
determined on a certain and satisfactory basis. Captain Beaufort thought the modern town 
occupied the site of Olbia. On the other hand, Leake considered Adalia the representative of 
Attalia, and that Olbia would probably be found in some part of the plain which extends for 
seven miles from the moden Adalia to the foot of Mount Solyma. Attalia derived its name from 
Attalus Philadelphus. From it, St. Paul and St. Barnabus, on their return, sailed to the Syrian 
Antioch (Acts xiv.25). In later times it was the seat of a bishopric. It is now the principal 
southern Turkish port of Asia Minor, and has many ancient remains. 

Leake remarks on “the walls and other fortifications, the magnificent gate or triumphal arch, 
bearing an inscription in honour of Hadrian, an aqueduct, and the numerous fragments of 
sculpture and architecture.” Fellows adds : —  “Adalia, which is called by the Turks Atalia, I 
prefer to any Turkish town that I have yet visited ; every house has its garden, and 
consequently the town has the appearance of a wood, and of what ? — orange, lemon, fig, 
vine, mulberry, all cultivated with the artificial care of a town garden, and now (April 3) in 
fresh spring beauty.” It was from Attalia, or from its neighbourhood, that Mark “turned 
back” (Acts xiii. 13).” p. 99-100.  

                                                             
376  Celebrated English antiquary and numismatist, F.R.S. 
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527.Adalia, Sattalieh, Attalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
The Condensed American Cyclopaedia: A Popular Dictionary of General 
Knowledge, Eds. George Ripley, Charles Anderson Dana, A. Appleton and Co., 
New York and London, 1877, Vol. I., A-Ctesiphon, p. 16. 

“Adalia, or Sattalieh (anc. Attalia in Pamphylia), the largest town on the S. coast of Asia 
Minor, on the gulf of Adalia, 250 m. S. E. of Smyrna; pop. 12,000. The chief trade is in wool, 
cotton, and opium.” Vol. I., A-Ctesiphon, p. 16. 

 
 

528.Adalia, Attalia 
H. A. W. Meyer, Translation revised by, W. P. Dickson, F. Crombie, Critical and 
Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament: Mark and Luke, T. and T. Clark, 
Edinburgh, 1877, p. 47. 

“Attalia (now Adalia; see Fellows, Travels in Asia Minor, p. 133 ff.) was a seaport of 
Pamphylia, at the mouth of the Catarrhactes, built by Attalus Philadelphus, King of 
Pergamus.” p. 47.  
 
 

529.Adalia 
South Wales Daily News, February 4th, 1878, p. 4. 

“The ss Silurian, Capt Collins, left Constantinople yesterday with refugees, for Smyrna, and 
will load provisions back from Adalia.”  
 
 

530.Adalia 
South Wales Daily News, March 2nd, 1878, p. 4. 

“The ss Silurian, Capt Collins, arrived at Constantinople on Wednesday, from Adalia.”  
 
 

531.Adalia, Andaleyeh  
Handbook for Travellers in Turkey in Asia: Including Constantinople,the 
Bosphorus, Plain of Troy, Isles of Cyprus, Rhodes, etc., Smyrna, Ephesus, and the 
Routes to Persia, Bagdad, Moosool, etc.: with General Hints for Travellers in 
Turkey, Vocabularies etc., John Murray, London, 1878, pp. 167, 365. 

Distance from Constantinople (Skutari) in hours (From the Turkish Official List) for the 
letter-post. 

“Adalia, Andaliyeh (Attaleia)…134 Hrs.” p. 167.  
 
“From this place to Adalia the country is at first bare and rocky, and afterwards the 
vegetation becomes varied. Adalia, or Andaleyeh, is a pleasant town, surrounded by a wood 
of orange, lemon, fig, vine, and mulberry trees. The town stands on a cliff, rising 60 or 80 ft. 
above the sea, which has no beach, but breaks against the rocks. It contains numerous 
fragments of ancient buildings, columns, inscriptions, and statues. In front of the town the bay 
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is bounded by a continued chain of mountains, extremely beautiful. Leaving Adalia, the road 
passes by the supposed site of Isara (sic. Laara), 8 m. (sic.) distant, where an imperfect 
inscription is seen.” p. 365.  
 
 

532.Adalia 
William Bennett Anthony, The Collegiate School Examination Series, Routledge, 
Chapman Hall, London, 1878, p. 20. 

 
(The examination question is) “Adalia       Position?” p. 20.  
 
 

533.1879, September 
Adalia 
“Notes From A Far Corner,” By Miss I. Wirry, p. 117-122 in, The Victoria 
Magazine, conducted by Emily Faithful, Victoria Press, London, 1880, Vol. 
XXXVI, p. 117-124. 

 
“The particular corner these notes are intended to describe is a small seaport called Adalia, 
on the south eastern (sic.) coast of Anatolia, a region that has now acquired unusual interest 
for Englishmen. We sailed to it from Smyrna about the end of September. Fain would I linger 
awhile at Smyrna to render a passing tribute of admiration to that beautiful bay and its 
circling mountains, the intense blue of its waters, and the clearness of its atmosphere, 
enabling one to distinguish each sharp-cut detail of the houses, churches, mosques, and 
minarets that rise amongst groves of orange and myrtle up the slopes of Mount Pagus, to the 
ruined citadel, crowning the topmost steep. But the good ship Bellona377 is impatiently 
snorting and screeching, anxious to start without more delay, having many places to touch at 
on her way, places whose names are as famous in modern as in classic history. The first at 
which we stopped was the Island of Scio,… We next arrived at Calymnos and Sinsi, from whence 
sponges are chiefly obtained. The next island we reached was Cos, about which I shall have a 
tale to tell by-and-by.  
 
Lastly comes Rhodes, the largest and most fertile of the many isles of Greece. The name 
recalls the Knights of St. John, their deeds of chivalry, devotion, and charity. There are many 
remains of their occupation, as well as of an earlier one of the Persians, who taught the 
Rhodians the art of painting and glazing pottery in the coarse but effective manner they still 
practise378. Since collecting pottery has become a fashionable mania, every cottage even here 
has been robbed of its heirlooms. I was once shown a specimen of carved olive wood, a bird 
unknown to ornithologists, whose wings opened with springs, and revealed yet another secret 
recess, on which was a little painting of delicate colouring. This ingenious toy was made by a 
prisoner in the Castle (of Rhodes), where political and long sentenced prisoners are allowed 
during their confinement to add to their meagre fare by selling any ingenious handiwork they 
are able to manufacture. From all the prison windows in Turkey baskets are let down 
accompanied by vociferous appeals for alms.  
 

                                                             
377  The same vessel of Bell’s Asia Minor Screw Steamship Company based in Smyrna that brought Felix von 

Luschan to Adalia. 
378  These were in fact examples of Ottoman İznik ceramics, which were formerly called “Rhodian ware,” from 

the numerous examples that were found on Rhodes. That the ancient Persians taught the art of painting and 
glazing pottery to the Rhodians is, of course, a story. 
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The coast of Anatolia is a very fine one, mountainous and woody. The volcanic islands 
belonging to it are very remarkable in formation. At the top of one, on looking down through 
an aperture you can see the sea, and in looking up through a hole from the interior of another 
the sky is visible. One of the mountains is 7,800 feet high (Tahtali Dağı). At early dawn a very 
striking effect was produced by a belt of clouds enveloping the mountain to mid height, 
leaving the snow-capped peak contrasted against the intense blue vault of heaven.  
 
Trade not speed being the object of the Bellona, we were three days before arriving at Adalia, 
having had a very pleasant voyage. The weather was warm, but dews so heavy that some of us 
were unable to enjoy the fine nights on deck. Morning revealed the town, the streets rising 
like seats in an amphitheatre up the side of a hill. The old part inhabited by the Turks, lies 
within the walls, protected by a fortress, famous in the annals of the place as having been 
held by a rebel against the authority of the Sultan for two years379, and even then taken only 
by means of treachery. 
 
The new and mostly Greek quarter of Adalia is spread over a large plateau and covering 
much ground, owing to the gardens which surround every house. Much fruit is grown here, 
but it and the vegetables are tasteless. The market is poor, bread and meat decidedly bad, the 
latter being mostly goat’s flesh. Wild boar is good and cheap, sixpence per oke (two pounds 
and three quarters). Turkeys are plentiful, eightpence an oke, and fish is excellent, but without 
beef and mutton, it is a case of “Toujours Perdrix.”380  
 
Unfortunately the climate is not of the best. Although the heat is unbearable, windows must be 
closed soon after sundown on account of the dreaded malaria. It is the south-east wind which 
brings intermittent, and often more rapidly fatal fevers. Cereals and wood are, I believe, the 
chief exports. Game is plentiful, and owing to the varied character of the country in the 
interior, of great variety. The climate is healthy in winter, and would afford a pleasant change 
for the officers stationed at Cyprus, though they would have to be prepared for camping out, 
no other accommodation being available. Fresh and salt water fishing can be had by those 
who prefer quiet sport. I did not hear of the existence of brigands, but have no doubt that 
some of the Circassians sent here by thousands after the war, will be apt to try their hand in 
this way when an opportunity offers.  
 
We set out to make the circuit of the walls, but after an hour’s walk were obliged to give it up 
in consequence of their ruinous condition, and were glad to descend and inspect a house our 
friends had taken (large and commodious), for £20 a year! The situation is picturesque, 
looking over precipices on two sides, a good garden on another. In an underground recess 
they discovered about five hundred stone balls, and were puzzled what use to put them to, 
when someone suggested they might be used for the borders to the flowerbeds, they would at 
least have the merit of being unique de leur genre. There are some pretty grottoes and arches 
all covered with maiden-hair fern, delightful to the eye. The walk round the cliffs, rising 
seventy or a hundred feet precipitously from the sea, and looking double their height when 
reflected in the clear water, affords an extensive and ever changing view. We afterwards 
struck across the plateau, rough, rocky, scrub ground, it brought us to the opposite entrance 
to the town, through gardens, and under shady trees.  
 
The only two officials of any consequence in the place, are the Governor, and the “Bankadgi,” 
as the manager of the Imperial Ottoman Bank is called, who being also H. B. M. Vice-
                                                             
379  The siege of Satalia-Adalia, 1813-1814. 
380  Meaning, too much of the same thing. 
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consul381, is thought so great a man that all make way for him, and salaam most respectfully 
whenever he appears. 
 
The Christians are half Turks in custom and language; their houses are divided in the same 
way, viz., into “Selamlik” and “Haremlik,” men’s and women’s apartments. When making a 
call you are received by the lady of the house on the landing, who, after showing you into the 
men’s room, disappears. All their thoughts seem contentrated upon money making. If all be 
true about the tyranny and extortion of the Turk, how is it that a Christian always prospers, 
whilst the former dwindles away ? I do not believe in the superior virtues of the Eastern 
Christian, for I frankly confess I prefer the honesty and morality of the Infidel. To return to 
our visit ; after wordy compliments had been exchanged, coffee and Raki were handed round, 
and health drunk so that if many visits have to be paid, caution is necessary, or you may find 
yourself holding, forth in extraordinary Turkish to the astonishment of your host. 
 
The next day we were invited to a Greek wedding; the hour named in the invitation was three. 
On our arrival we found the adorning of the bride not yet completed, she was assisted by 
several excited bridesmaids. As you probably have never witnessed the toilette of such a 
bride, I will describe it. The most noticeable garment is the Salvari, baggy trousers of yellow 
silk, over them a long robe is put on, which being narrow, was open down the front and sides 
to allow of motion, it was also open to the waist, showing a chemise of homespun creamy 
gauze, trimmed with the lace for which the Greeks are so celebrated. The outer dress was red 
and white, brocaded with large bouquets, and called the Ziponni. Over this is the Mitani, or 
jacket of purple velvet covered with gold embroidery. Lastly, the Fez, or red cap with long 
gold tassel, the colour quite lost under the mass of jewellery with which it was covered.  
 
The bride was adorned with innumerable necklaces of pearls, diamonds, and gold coins 
which hung to her waist, indeed all the women present were loaded with jewellery. 
 
The bride made her appearance at last with her eyes closed, and supported by two women. A 
pink gauze veil sprigged with gold was thrown over her head, with a corner of which she 
occasionally wiped her eyes, for it is “de rigueur” that she should continually shed tears until 
the appearance of the bridegroom. Her father, who then entered, kissed her as she stood in 
the middle of the room keeping up her wailing, and put some gold into a tray held by one of 
her supporters who had probably been the matchmaker, and thus obtained her reward. 
 
On leaving the church they adjourned to the bridegroom’s house, there to feast and dance far 
into the night. 
 
The bride had evidently been chosen as being a good “partie,” for she was plain, and thirty-
two, quite old for these parts, where girls are usually married at from fourteen to sixteen. All 
women wear a white veil over the head when they go out of doors, though not covering the 
face.  
 
Another family fete at which I was permitted to be present was a christening; here as usual 
men and women sat in different rooms. The mother was a sweet-looking woman, richly 
dressed and bejewelled; she was the only person who sat down besides myself. When the 
priests arrived, the father came forward and conducted me, the honoured guest, into the male 
department, to witness the immersion of the babe according to the Greek rite. Cherry 
                                                             
381 William Wilkins was director of the Adalia branch of the Imperial Ottoman Bank and unpaid British Vice-

Consul from 14 April 1875-1879. 
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conserve was then handed round with only one spoon; fortunately for me, I was the first 
person to whom it was presented, otherwise I should have been in rather an unfortunate 
predicament, as a refusal to partake of it would have given offence. 
 
Yesterday being bairam, the great Turkish festival of the year, the Bankadji had to put on his 
Vice-Consul’s uniform, and pay his respects to the Governor. Very grand he looked, the 
cavasses (guards) all around him in blue cloth worked with silver. The next time he appeared 
in his livery of state was for the reception of Sir Henry Layard,382 then on his tour of 
inspection of Asia Minor, making ineffectual attempts to catch that “Ignis fatuus,”383 
“Turkish Reform.” 
 
The first preparation made for Sir Henry Layard’s reception was to cut down a quantity of 
oleanders that grew on an open space in front of the Conak, the only green thing there for the 
eye to rest upon. The great man was met on the landing place; he had not allowed time for the 
Pasha and Vice-Consul to pay their respects to him on board. He toiled with them up the hill 
to the palace. Here a salute was fired, which took three quarters of an hour, so adagio was 
the time of the performance, thus affording much amusement to the officers of the 
“Antelope.”384 
 
In front of the Conak Gate about thirty ragged guards were drawn up on one side, and twenty 
Zapties represented cavalry on the other, whilst one presented arms the other saluted with 
their swords, as Sir H. Layard passed. After exploring a little of the town, the visit of 
inspection came to an end, but let us hope the reforms it is to effect may be of longer duration. 
We took our departure the same day, and had the misfortune to encounter a storm, which 
event reminds me that I have a story to tell of one connected with the island of Cos, and which 
has the merit of being true, names and places alone being suppressed…” p. 117-124. 
 
 

534.Adalia, Sattalieh 
A General and Analytical Index to the American Cyclopaedia, by T. J. Conant; 
assisted by Blandina Conant, D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1878, p. 7. 
(Reference to above 1873, Ed. George Ripley and Charles A. Dana, The American 
Cyclopaedia: A Popular Dictionary of General Knowledge., A-Asher, D. Appleton and 
Co., New York, London, Vol. I., 1873, p. 80.) 

 
“Adalia, or Sattalieh (a-da-le-a, sat-ta-le-eh), Seaport, I. 80.” p. 7. 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
382 Sir Austen Henry Layard GCB PC (1817-94) from 1877 to 1880 British Ambassador to the Porte. He 

subsequently edited, The Marvellous Adventures of Sir John Maundeville, Kt, Being His Voyage and Travel 
which Treateth of the Way to Jerusalem and of the Marvels of Ind with Other Islands and Countries, ed. and 
profusely illustrated by Arthur Layard, with a preface by John Cameron Grant, A. Constable and Co., 
London, 1895.  

383 Meaning a will-o'-the-wisp, a phosphorescent atmospheric ghostly light seen by travellers at night, especially 
over bogs, swamps or marshes, mistaken for a true light.   

384 Antelope-class iron paddle sloop launched in 1846 and sold in 1883. From 23 February 1877, commanded by 
Lieutenant commander Edward John Wingfield, Mediterranean Fleet, and from 25 February 1880, 
Commanded by Lieutenant commander the Hon. Walter Hylton Joliffe, it was the Constantinople-İstanbul, 
Embassy despatch vessel with 4 guns and a complement of marines. 
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535.Attalia, Satalia 
Charles Boutell, Haydn’s Bible Dictionary, For the Use of All Readers and Students 
of the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments and of the Books of the 
Apocrypha, Ward, Lock, & Company, London, 1879, p. 60. 

 
“Attali’a (Acts xiv. 25), seaport of Pamphylia, whence Paul and Barnabas sailed on their 
return to Antioch from Asia Minor. Founded by Attalus king of Pergamus, between the years 
B.C. 159 and 138; this city, now Satalia, flourished in the first century A.D.” p. 60. 
 
 
 

536.Attalia, Adalia, Antalia, Sataliah 
The Encyclopædia Britannica; A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, And General 
Literature, Charles Schribner’s Sons, New York, 1878, Vol. III., Ath-Boi, p. 52. 

 
“Attalia, an ancient city of Pamphylia, which derived its name from Attalus II., king of 
Pergamus. It seems to have been a place of considerable importance, and is most probably to 
be identified with the modern Adalia, Antalia, or Sataliah, as it is variously called. See 
Sataliah.” Vol. III., Ath-Boi, p. 52. 
 
 

537.Satalieh, Adalia, Satalieh (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf of) 
The Popular Encyclopedia; or ‘Conversations Lexicon,’ Ed. A. Whitelaw from the 
Encyclopedia Americana, 1879, Vol. XII., p. 771. 

 
“Satalieh, or Adalia, a seaport in Turkey in Asia, on the south coast of Anatolia (Asia Minor), 
at the head of the gulf of the same name. It is begirt with a double wall. The neighbourhood is 
fertile, and abounds with orange, lemon, fig, and mulberry trees; but the town itself has 
greatly declined from its former prosperity. Pop. 8000.” Vol. XII., p. 771. 
 
 

538.Satalia 
“Puzzler Answers- May 3,” Rural New Yorker, A Journal for the Suburban and 
Country Home, Saturday May 17, 1879, Vol. XXXVIII., No. 20, p. 322. 

 
“Hidden Gulfs.-; …14. Satalia; 15. Macri…”  
 
(Answer to the question Hidden Gulfs, No. 14. I saw Sis at Alianth’s wedding. No. 15. 
Grandma cried.” Rural New Yorker, A Journal for the Suburban and Country Home. 
Saturday May 3, 1879, Vol. XXXVIII., No. 18, p. 290.) 
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539.Adalia, Satalieh, Attalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
National cyclopaedia, Library Edition, Ed. John H. F. Brabner,  London, 1879, Vol., 
I., p. 151. 

 
“Adalia, or Satalieh, the ancient Attalia, a seaport of Anatolia, in the gulf of Adalia. 
Population about 8000. Its harbour, in which fleets once rode385, is now almost deserted.” 
Vol. I., p. 151. 
 
 

540.1880 
Adalia 

“A Cruise off the coast of Karamanili, Asia Minor,” The Graphic, London, Saturday, 17th 
April, 1880, p. 3, Illust. p. 16.  
 
Titles of the sketches on Page 16: I. The Consul’s House, Adalia. 2. Tomb of Sardanapalus, 
Tarsus. 3. St. Paul’s Well at Tarsus. 4. Natives Visiting H. M.S. Monarch. 5. Agdaliman (Ağa 
limanı). 6. Adalia.  
 
Cruise off the Coast of Karamanili 
 
“Having just returned,” says an officer of H.M.S. Monarch386, “from a cruise along the coast 
of Karamanili, the towns of which are very seldom visited, I thought a few sketches may be of 
interest. We visited Alexandretta, Ayas Bay, Mersyu (Mersyn-Mersina-Mersin), Agdaliman, 
Alaya and Adalia. Being the first ironclad seen at these parts, it naturally created great 
interest, the ship being visited by some hundreds387of natives Daily. They are a mixture of 
Turks and Greeks, and seem particularly fond of the English. The ship being open to visitors 
after midday, they crowded on board, and walked around the decks in groups of twenties and 
thirties. The Turkish women seemed very interested; very little was seen of them, however, as 
their heads were inevitably covered. We had very good sport along the coast, wild boar and 
woodcock being very plentiful…Adalia is the chief seaport town - another ancient city and is 
now nearly in ruins. Agdaliman, the castle, is now all that is left, and that is in ruins.” p.3. 
 
 

                                                             
385  Its harbour is too small for fleets. 
386  With initials R. B. 
387  A steam and sail steel-masted turret ship of 8,322 tons, seven guns, a top speed of 15 knots and a 575 man 

complement, HMS Monarch was laid down at Chatham Dockyard on 1 June 1866, launched on 25 May 
1868, and completed on 12 June 1869. Commissioned in 1869, HMS Monarch was the first true turret 
warship. It had four 12inch (300mm) guns in two turrets, both sails and a steam engine. Commanded in 1880 
by Captain George Tryon, later Admiral and C. in C. Mediterranean. 
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No. 1. The Consul388’s House, Adalia, 1880. 
 

 
 
No. 6. Adalia 1880. Sketches of Adalia in 1880 made by an officer of H.M.S. Monarch 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
388  The British Vice-Consul in Adalia was Arthur Davm Keün from May 6, 1879, to December 28, 1882. 
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541.1880 
Adalia 
British Documents on Foreign Affairs-Reports and Papers from the Foreign Office 
confidential print: From the mid-nineteenth century to the First World War. The 
Near and Middle East, Sessional Papers Vol. IX, Great Britain. Parliament. House 
of Commons, H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1880, p. 87. 

  
Doc. 238 Distress in Asiatic Turkey. Right. Hon. G. J. “GOSCHEN (First Lord of the 
Admiralty) has asked me to put together, for the information of the Cabinet, some of the 
accounts received from Her Majesty’s Consular officers showing the pitiable condition of the 
population, Christian and Mussulman, throughout extensive districts of Asiatic Turkey. The 
districts in which famine and destitution almost amounting to famine prevail, are Bayazid, 
Van, parts of the Vilayets of Erzeroum, Diarbekir, Sivas, Mossul, Adalia, and Aleppo.” p. 87. 
 
 

542.Satalia, Attalia 
Sutherland Menzies, Turkey, Old and New; Historical, Geographical and Statistical, 
Wm. H. Allen and Co., London, 1880, Vol. II., p. 387. (Reprinted, Sutherland 
Menzies, Turkey Old and New: Historical, Geographical and Statistical, W. H. Allen 
& Company, London, 1882, Vol. II., p. 387.) 

 
“Upon the northern coast of the gulf are found the mouths of the Eurymedon, celebrated by 
the victory of Cimon over the Persians, and of the Cataractes, which descends from the 
central plateau and traverses the Taurus; then Satalia (Attalia), built amphitheatrically at the 
foot of the Taurus, and peopled with from 7,000 to 8,000 inhabitants; it was famous in the 
time of the Crusades, and is still flourishing,…” Vol. II., p. 387. 
 
 

543.Adalia, Atalia, Satalieh, Attaliyeh 
Lippincott’s Gazetteer Of The World. A Complete Pronouncing Gazetteer, or, 
Geographical Dictionary of the World. Containg notices of over one hundred and 
twenty–five thousand places..., New Edition J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia 1880, 
Vol. I., p. 17. 

 
“Adalia, A-di’lee’a, Atalia, Satalieh, sa-ta’lee’yeh, or Attaliyeh, a seaport of Anatolia, Asiatic 
Turkey, on the gulf of the same name. Lat. 36° 52' 2" N.; Lon. 30° 45' E. It is pleasantly 
situated on the slope of a hill. The houses being built circularly around the harbor, the streets 
appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. It has a Greek archbishop. Pop. of 
the town, 8000.” Vol. I., p. 17. 
 
 

544.Adalia, Attalia, Sata’liah 
Library of Universal Knowledge, Being a Reprint Entire of the Last (1879) 
Edinburgh and London Edition of Chambers Encyclopaedia; A Dictionary of 
Universal Knowledge for the People, with very large additions upon topics of Special 
Interest to American Readers, In Twenty-One Volumes, American Book Exchange, 
New York, Vol. I., p. 86; Vol. 12, 1880, p. 744. (Reprint of Chambers’ 1880 Edition, 
in Fifteen Volumes, S. W. Green’s Son, New York, 1882, Library of Universal 
Knowledge, Vol. 13, p. 170.) 
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“Adalia, anciently Attalia, the chief sea-port on the s. coast of Asia Minor, in n. lat. 36 52 , e. 
long. 30 45'. The streets rise like the seats of a theater, up the slope of the hill behind the 
harbor. Pop. 13,000.” Vol. I., p. 86. 

 
“Sata’liah, another name of Adalia (q. v.).” Vol. 12, p. 744. 
 
 

545.Adalia, Atalia, Satalieh, Attaliyeh (Gulf of) 
Lippincott’s Gazetteer of the World, A Complete Pronouncing Gazetteer, or, 
Geographical Dictionary of the World: Containing Notices of over one hundred and 
twenty-five thousand places: With Recent And Authentic Information respecting the 
countries, islands, rivers, mountains, cities, towns, etc., in every portion of the globe, 
J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1880, Vol. I., p. 17. 

 
“Adalia, a-da’lee’ai, Atalia, Satalieh, sa-ta’lee’yeh, or Attaliyeh, a seaport of Anatolia, 
Asiatic Turkey, on the gulf of the same name. Lat. 36° 52' 2" N.; Lon. 30° 45' E. It is 
pleasantly situated on the slope of a hill. The houses being built circularly around the harbor, 
the streets appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. It has a Greek 
archbishop. Pop. of the town, 8000.” Vol. I., p. 17. 
 
 

546.Adalia 
“The Bohemian Commemoration,” The Catholic Presbyterian, Ed. William 
Gorden Blaikie, 1881, Vol. VI., July-December, p. 397. 

 
“May the Lord grant His blessing to the Word thus widely scattered. Klonares, formerly of 
Crete, is now successfully at work in South-West Asia Minor, and especially at Adalia among 
the Turkish-speaking Greeks.” p. 397. 
 
 

547.Adalia 
Reports from the Consuls of the United States on the Commerce, Manufactures, Etc., 
of Their Consular Districts,United States, Bureau of Foreign Commerce, U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, 1881, pp. 307, 310-311. 

 
“Dari (species of millet).-About 400,000 pounds are annually exported, principally from 
Smyrna, Constantinople, Adalia, etc., valued at about £55,000. Prices vary from 52 to 86 
cents per bushel.” p. 307. 
 
Valonia 
The acorn-cups of the Quercus agilopes, known in commerce as Valonia grow abundantly in 
Asia Minor…. Shipments are also made at Adana, Adalia, and Alexandretta, together with a 
value of $100,000. Valonia is used principally in tanning operations.” p. 310-311. 
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548.Adalia 
Lieut. Col. Sir E. Robert Lambert Playfair, Handbook to the Mediterranean: Its 
Cities, Coasts, and Islands, for the Use of General Travellers and Yachtsmen, John 
Murray, London, 1881, Vol. II., p. xxxv. 

 
“Adalia. — Harbour too small for general use. In summer good anchorage in outer roadstead 
in 15 to 20 fms.” Vol. II., p. xxxv. 
 
 

549.Adalia, Sataliah 
John Bartholomew, Zell’s Descriptive Hand Atlas of the World, T. Ellwood Zell, 
Philadelphia, 1881, pp. 2, 3, 8, 80. 

 
Map of Turkey in Asia, Persia, Arabia, Egypt, etc. Towns etc.: 
“Adalia, or Sataliah, (Pop.) 10,000 Asia Minor. C b.” p. 2. 
“Sataliah or, Adalia, (Pop.) 10,000 Asia Minor. C b.” p. 3. 
 
General Index:  
“Adalia, or Sataliah, Asia Minor C b 29.” p. 8. 
“Sataliah, or Adalia, Asia Minor C b 29.” p. 80. 
 
 

550.Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
The International Code of Signals for the Use Of All Nations, American Edition, by 
the Bureau of Navigation, United States. Hydrographic Office, Government 
Printing Office, Washington, 1882, pp. 91, 173. 

 
Geographical. BJKF to BJTN: Gulf of Adalia. BJKR. BJRK Adalia.” p. 91. 
 
Alphabetical Geographical Index: “Adalia. BJRK. Adalia, Gulf of. - - BJKR” p. 173.  
 
 

551.Adalia 
Ed. William Humphreys, Wright’s Australian and American Commercial Directory 
and Gazetteer, A Complete Hand-Book of the Trades, Professions, Commerce and 
Manufactures in the Australian Colonies, with Lists of the American Exporters and 
Manufacturers, and Traders of British India, George Wright, New York, 1882, p. 
91. 

 
“The Imperial Ottoman Bank, Established in 1836. 
Capital £10,000,000 
Paid up, £5,000,000 
Head Offices: Constantinople, London, Paris. 
Branches—Adalia, Afioun Cara-Hissar, Aidin, Alexandria, Adrianople, Beyrout, Broussa, 
Larnaca, Magnesia, Port-Said, Roustchouk, Salonica, Smyrna, Varna.  
Bills negotiated and sent for collection. Bills discounted and all Banking Business transacted. 
Current accounts are kept agreeable to custom. Deposits at interest are received at rates 
ascertainable at the Bank. Circular Notes and Letters of Credit available in all parts of the 
World.” p. 91. 
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552.Adalia, Attalea, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Elisée Reclus, The Earth and Its Inhabitants: Asia: South-Western Asia, Eds. 
Ernest George Ravenstein, Augustus Henry Keane, D. Appleton and Co., New 
York, 1882, p. 340, 493. 

 
“Of modern Lycian towns the most flourishing is Elmalu (Elmali), in the closed basin of Lake 
Avlan-göl, which lies near the geometrical centre of the semicircle described by the Lycian 
seaboard between the Gulfs of Makri and Adalia. Elmalu is inhabited chiefly by Greeks and 
Armenians, with a Turkish quarter overlooked by a graceful mosque. It does a considerable 
export trade in morocco leather, skins, fruits, and dyes, chiefly through the seaport of Phenika 
in Lycia, and Adalia, probably the Attalea, the city of Attalus Philadelphus, present capital of 
Pamphylia.” p. 340. 
 
“Adalia (Pop.) 13,000.” p. 493. 
 
 

553.Adalia 
Augustus H. Keane, Asia, with Ethnological Appendix, Ed. by Richard Temple, 
Edward Stanford, London, 1882, p. 37. 

 
“There are a few low-lying and somewhat marshy tracts about the lower course of the Yeshil-
Irmak, Kizil-Irmak, and Sakaria on the Black Sea, along the banks of the Meinder (sic.) below 
Smyrna, and about Adalia and Mersina on the south coast.” p. 37. 
 
 

554.Adalia 
The Seventy-Eighth Report of the British and Foreign Bible Society, London, 1882, 
p. 163. 

 
“Klonares was chiefly successful at Adalia. He has visited Makri, the island of Nityros, and 
other places.” p. 163. 
 
 

555.Adalia 
Alexander Keith Johnston, Geographer to the Queen, The Cabinet Atlas of the 
Actual Geography of the World, with A Complete Index, W. and A. K. Johnston, 
Edinburgh and London, 1882, p. 1. 

 
Index 
“Adalia, Map. 18, 36.53 N. 30.46 E.” p. 1. 
 
 

556.Attalia, Adalia 
Alexander Keith Johnson, Ginn & Heath’s Classical Atlas: in twenty three coloured 
maps, with complete index, Ginn and Heath, New York, 1882, p. 6. 

 
“Attalia     Adalia  (Map No.) XVI 36.55 N  30.47 E.” p. 6. 
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557.Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia; A Complete Dictionary of the English language; with 
pronouncing vocabulary & A Gazetteer of the World, by L. Colange. In Five 
Volumes, T. Ellwood Zell, Philadelphia, 1882, Vol. IV. Poti-Z., p. 2141. (Reprinted 
as is, Zell, Philadelphia, 1883, p. 2141.) 

 
“Satalia or Antalia, a seaport-town of Asia Minor, on the Gulf of Satalia, 50 m. N.E. of Cape 
Chelidonia; Lat. 36° 50' N., Lon. 30° 45' E.; pop. 8,000.” Vol. IV. Poti-Z., p. 2141. 
 
 

558.Adalia 
William Hughes, Elementary Class-Book of Modern Geography, George Phillip 
and Son, London, 1882, p. 100.  

 
“Coasts.- The Dardanelles and the Channel of Constantinople divide Turkey in Asia from 
European Turkey. On the west coast of Asia Minor are the Gulfs of Mytilene, Smyrna, Samos, 
and Kos; on the south, the Makri and Adalia; in the south-east (on the borders of Asia Minor 
and Syria), the Gulf of Scanderoon.” p. 100. 
 
 

559.1883 
Adalia 
Oliver Whipple Huntington, “Catalogue of All Recorded Meteorites, with a 
Description of the Specimens in the Harvard College Collection, including the 
Cabinet of the Late J. Lawrence Smith,” Presented June 15th 1887, pp. 37-110, in, 
Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, American Academy of 
Arts & Sciences, John Wison and Sons, Boston, Vol. XXIII., No. 1 (May, 1887 - 
May, 1888), p. 101. 

 
Find of a Meteorite: “Date of Fall or Find. Found 1883. Cat. No., 410. Weight in Grams. –. 
Description. Adalia, Konia (Province), Asia Minor, Turkey.” p. 101. 
 
 

560.Attalia, Satalia 
Herbert William Morris, Testimony of the Ages: or, Confirmations of the 
Scriptures, from Modern Science and Recent Discoveries; Ancient Records and 
Monuments; the Ruins of Cities and Relics of Tombs… Bradley, Garretson and 
Co., Philadelphia, William Garretson and Co., Columbus, O., Chicago, Ills, 
Nashville, Tenn, St. Louis, MO., San Francisco, Cal., 1883, p. 806. 

 
Attalia “And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia. Dr. 
John Saul Howson. — Revisiting Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch, Paul and Barnabas descended 
through the Pisidian mountains to the Plain of Pamphilia, in which was the city of Perga, 
from whence they travelled to Attalia. Attalia received its name from Attalus Philadelphus, 
who built it at the mouth of the Cestrus (sic.), that he might command the trade of Syria and 
Egypt. Its present name is Satalia.-Life and Epists. of Paul, I., 200.” p. 806. 
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561.Adalia 
The American Practical Navigator: Being an Epitome of Navigation and Nautical 
Astronomy, by Nathaniel Bowditch; rev. by order of the Bureau of Navigation, Navy 
Department, Government Printing Office, Washington, 1883, p. 560. 

 
Table 49, Maritime Positions. Coasts of the Mediterranean, Adriatic, and Black Seas. 
 
“Place…Adalia, Exact Location… Light-house, Lat. N… 36 52 0, Long. E…30 45 30, 
Authority…Light-House List.” p. 560. 
 
 

562.Attalia 
The Living Church Annual with Almanac and Calendar, (The Episcopal Church 
Annual), Morehouse-Gorham Co., New York, 1883, pp. 132; 146. 

 
“Metropolitans: 19. Pisidia: Exarch of Side, Myra, and Attalia; Caesarius.” p. 132. 
 
“Archbishops: Attalia; John Kupelian (1881), Armenian.” p. 146. 
 
 

563.Adalia 
Charles W. Wilson, “Notes on the Physical and Historical Geography of Asia 
Minor, Made during Journeys in 1879-82” read March 24, 1884, p. 305-325 in, 
Proceedings of the Royal Geographical Society and Monthly Record of 
Geography, R.G.S., Edward Stanford, London, Vol. 6, No. 6 (Jun., 1884), pp. 307-
308, 309, 312. 

 
“When the Seljuks389 founded their empire of Rum, with its capital at Iconium (Konieh), 
another change took place, - the western outlets were, to a certain extent, barred by the 
Greeks, and commerce flowed to Adalia and the south coast, where an active trade was 
carried on by the Venetians and Genoese; the fortunes of Caesareia began to wane, and 
Nigdeh, Karaman, and Konieh rose in importance.” p. 307. 
 
“I may here indicate two subjects for investigation which have hitherto received little 
attention – the Seljūkian kingdom of Rūm, and the Venetian (sic.) occupation of the South 
coast of Anatolia. Nothing made a deeper impression on my mind than the evidence which the 
Seljūks have left in the country of their power and cultivation. Their castles, their bridges, 
their khans, and their roads have something Roman in their solidity; and the beauty of their 
mosques, minarets, and tombs is only equalled by that of the best Arab buildings at Cairo. 
Their art bears traces of Persian influence; animal and even human figures are freely used in 
decorative details; and in many of their minarets there is a very effective combination of 
coloured tiles and brick. From Adalia to Mersina there are numerous traces of the Venetian 
(sic. Lesser Armenian) settlements; the Venetians appear to have followed the old Greek 
system of colonisation, occupying strong positions on or near the coast, and holding the rich 
valleys and coast plains. From the enormous number of ruins, the colonisation must have 
been on an extensive scale, and for many miles the traveller rides past terraced hills thickly 
covered with wild olive and carob trees, which show the existence of a period of civilisation 
which has long since passed away. The country is now peopled only by wandering Yūrūks, 

                                                             
389  At times in 18th c. texts transcribed, Zelzuccian. 
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and, as far as I am aware, there is no historical record of the Venetian occupation.”390 p. 
307-308. 
 
“Another instance is that of the Duden-su (Catarrachtes), which issues silently from a 
picturesque hollow, and flows onwards to pour over the rocks east of Adalia in the series of 
cataracts which gave the river its ancient name.” p. 309. 
 
“At Adalia there is an interesting Greek colony which is Jewish in dress and appearance, and 
is perhaps of Jewish descent: the people have several curious ceremonies, of which I may 
mention here that the bride is dragged to her marriage, with apparent unwillingness, by her 
two best ladies; and that on the wedding day she sits in an artificial bower with a plate in 
front of her, into which every visitor is expected to throw a gold coin.” p. 312. 
 
 

564.1884 Autumn 
Adalia  
Professor Felix V. Luschan, M.D., D.Ph., The Early Inhabitants of Western Asia, 
Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. 
XLI, XL., 1911  pp. 237-239. (With Plates XXIV-XXX1II) 221-244, Fig. 4, Skull of 
modern “Greek,” Adalia ... p. 244.) (The Huxley Memorial Lecture for 1911.) 

 
“I am in possession of ninety-three skulls from a modern Greek cemetery in Adalia; they show 
about the same distribution of indices.  

 
Long before the re-discovery of Mendel and his laws I tried to study the heredity of the 
cephalic index in the Greek families of Adalia. Here, in the old capital of Pamphylia, there is 
a large Greek colony, and as I had by good chance been able to give medical help to some of 
the influential members, I was permitted to measure parents, children and other relations in 
sixty-seven families. The results were striking. I published a short abstract of them in 1889, in 
the Reisen in Lykien, and in 1890 in my paper on the Tahtadji.  

 
There was a family A; the father had an index of 87, the mother of 73; of the two sons, the 
elder had an index of 70, the younger 87. In another family, B, the brother of the dead father 
had an index of 70, the mother 86, a son 82, a daughter 75. In a third family, C, both parents 
were brachycephalic, with indices of 85 and 86. Of their five children, only the youngest 
daughter was short-headed, with an index of 86, and four elder brothers had long heads with 
72, 73, 75 and 73 respectively; 74 was the index of a brother of the mother.  

 
If I now study these sixty-seven families in the light of Mendelian researches, it seems as if 
neither brachy- nor dolichocephaly were dominant or recessive; they seem to be transmitted 
now with equal frequency, and this has probably been the case for more than 2,000 years. At 
least, that is the age of the Greek colony of Adalia and for sixty or seventy generations short- 
and long-headed “Greeks” have been freely intermarrying. The result was, in many cases, 
not a mixture, as if we would mix red and white wine, but it was often a manifest reversion to 
the original types. I called this process “Entmischung,” but one might perhaps just as well 
say, “Spaltung” or “reversion” or “restitution.”  

 

                                                             
390  There is of course no record of a large Venetian occupation, as Col. Wilson mistook the Lesser Armenia 

medieval remains for being those of the Venetians. 
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In this way good old types, once fixed by long inbreeding, do not necessarily get lost by 
intermarriage, but often return with astonishing energy.  

 
The short heads of the Asiatic “Greeks” certainly correspond to the short heads of the 
“Turks” and of all the Moslem Sectaries described at length in this paper. We shall soon 
learn to know their real origin. The long heads probably do not belong to one uniform type; 
some of them are nearly as high as good Anglo-Saxon heads, and can perhaps be compared 
with the heads of Kurds; other long heads of Greeks are low, like the heads of Bedawy, and I 
am inclined to regard them as Semitic. They are indeed chiefly found on the sites of old 
Semitic colonies. In some of these places, as in Adalia, the women wear their hair in many 
thin plaits, like the old Assyrians, and they are famous for their “Semitic” appearance.” pp. 
237-239. 
 
 

565.1884 
Adalia 
John Beddoe, President’s Address, pp. 348-359, in, The Journal of the 
Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, Vol. 20 (1891), p. 353-354. 

 
“Another interesting craniometrical paper in the Archiv is that of Dr. Von Luschan on the 
modern descendants of the Ancient Lycians. He shows that the people of the Greek nationality 
in Lycia, as well as the neighbouring islands, are a mixed race of at least two hetrogeneous 
elements, one long and  one short-headed, while the Takhtaji or foresters, and the Bektash, 
whom he believes to represent the ancient Lycians, have but one type, which is short headed. 
He shows that of 179 living Asiatic and Asio-insular Greeks, 79 were dolichio (under 77), 
only 16 mesocephal, and 83 brachycephal, there being two maxima in the curve, one at 75, an 
done at 88, or in the skull say 73 and 86. On the other hand, 13 Takhtajis yielded him indices 
of 81.7 to 91, or 40 Bektash of 84 to 89, with averages of 85.7 and 86.9, and with great 
elevation. With three exceptions, the whole 53 had dark eyes and black hair. He finds the 
same form of skull amongst the Armenians, and you will recollect that Von Erckert’s 
observations on the Armenians agree with Von Luschan’s, so far as regards the 
brachycephaly and the great height.* 
 
Some of the long “Greek” skulls, on the other hand, he considers to be Semetic in form, 
resembling those of some Bedaween. The inference is that the Solymi and other ancient 
inhabitants of the S.W. coastlands of Asia Minor were really of Semetic origin, as has been 
supposed on other grounds. Von Lushan finds a similar type of skull common in Adalia, 
where also the facial aspect and the female hair-dress are distinctly Semetic. 
 
There may be, doubtless there are, other elements in this so-styled Greek population; the old 
Hellenic invaders may have contributed an element to both divisions, but Von Luschan’s 
argument for the presence of one race-type akin to the Armenian, and another akin to the 
Arabian, appears prima facie very strong. 
 
*Mr Bent’s papers should be read in connection with this subject. There is a tribe of nomadic 
wood-cutters in the Troad, shortheaded, with Turanian features; but they are called 
Turcomans by the settled population, while the pastoral nomads are called Yoruks.” p. 353-
354. 
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566.Adalia 
Sixty-Eighth Report (1884), Annual report of the American Bible Society. 1881-
1885, American Bible Society, New York, p. 114. 

 
Asia Minor: “The portion of Asia Minor covering the territory of the old Greek colonies, with 
its centre at Smyrna, has never been a very encouraging field for work. Of late, however, a 
change has been manifest, and colporteur Krikor, who, under the careful superintendence of 
Mr. Bowen, has covered the whole field from Pergamos to Adalia, visiting eighteen principal 
cities and towns, with their surrounding villages, has had good success. The total sales were, 
1,005 copies, of which 251 were Bibles, 303 Testaments, and 451 Portions, valued at U.S. 
dollars 312, 51. The proportion of Bibles is unusually large.” p. 114. 
 
 

567.Adalia 
“Tanning Materials and Hides of Asia Minor,” p. 298-299, The Furniture Gazette, 
An Illustrated Weekly Journal treating of All Branches of Cabinet Work, Upholstery, 
and Interior Decoration, April 12, 1884, Vol. XXI. New Series, Jan-June, London, 
1884, p. 298-299. (from Consul Dennis of Smyrna’s report) 

 
“The valonea is the cup of an acorn of the native oak (Quercus AEgilops), which grows wild 
all along the west coast of Asia Minor from the Dardanelles to Adalia, and for about 200 
miles inland. The cup is used for tanning, and its quality depends on its being thick and heavy, 
and of a light ash-colour. There are three different growths of valonea: first, that of Nazli, 
Davas, and Ghiunda; second, that of Aidin, Demirjik, Borlo, Budrum, and the Dardanelles; 
third, that of Ushak. 
 
There are four qualities:- 

1. Mezzana or Uso Trieste…Value per ton.  to £21  15s. 
2. Naturale or Ena Nero..£17 10s. to £23 0s. 
3. Uso Inglese…£13  10s. to £16 10s. 
4. Refuse           £8  0s. to £11 10s. 
 

The export of valonea has fluctuated much of late years. In 1877, it was fair average; it 
improved in 1878; it was excellent in 1879, the largest export ever known, reaching nearly 
1,000,000 quintals (1 Quintal is equal to 124 lb equal to 100 kilograms, 10,000 tons), but fell 
off considerably the two following years. From 1877 to 1879 prices were high, approaching 
20s. a quintal (124 lb) free on board; but they fell in 1881 below 16s., from which low figure, 
however, they have since revived. The crop begins to reach Smyrna at the end of September, 
and continues to arrive until August following. Each year’s export, therefore, comprises the 
crop for the previous year. It is necessary to dry the cups for some months before shipment, in 
order to avoid fermentation, which would greatly diminish the value. Shipment is made from 
December to August. England takes at least two-thirds of the entire export, and chiefly of the 
middling qualities, while Austria will have none but the finest, and Italy is content with the 
refuse, Venice excepted, which demands the best.” p. 298-299. 
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568.Adalia 
The National Encyclopaedia, A Dictionary of Universal Knowledge, John H. F. 
Brabner, 1884, Vol. I., p. 51. 

 
“Adal’ia, or Satalieh, the ancient Atolbia (sic.), a seaport of Asia Minor, on the Gulf of 
Adalia. Population, about 8000. It is the chief seaport on the south coast of Asia Minor, but 
its harbour, in which fleets once rode (sic.), is almost deserted.” p. 51. 
 
 

569.Adalia, Satali, Attaleia 
Scottish Geographical Magazine, Scottish Geographical Society, Edinburgh, 1885, 

Vol. I., p. 643. 
 

“Dr. Tietze, the eminent Austrian geologist, contributes to the Jahrbuch der K.K. geol. “After 
some brief excursions to Kash (Kassaba), and westwards to Sidek and Saret, he sailed with 
Herr Benndorf to Adalia (Satali, the ancient Attaleia), and had the opportunity of seeing the 
coast under the peculiar influence of a solar eclipse (19th May)… He was greatly struck by 
the beautiful situation of Adalia--westward, on the left hand, the boldly jagged outlines of the 
Lycian mountains, on the east the quieter ridge of the Pisidian Taurus both clothed in their 
upper regions with shining fields of snow, and, between these contrasting side-scenes of the 
background, the abrupt edges of the Pamphylian plain, broken by waterfalls rushing into the 
sea, and crowned by the picturesque walls and battlements of a mediaeval-looking fortress, 
slim Turkish minarets, and clustering houses embosomed among the most luxuriant gardens. 
This coast belt, and the plain to the north of Adalia, is probably the most extensive fresh-
water deposit of limestone tuff which (with the exception of the sinter formations of Maragha 
in Persia), is to be anywhere found in the countries contiguous to Europe. Like previous 
explorers, Dr. Tietze failed to find any fossils except those of vegetable origin.” Vol. I., p. 
643. 
 
 

570.Adalia 
“General News, Ottoman Railway,” The Railway Times, Vol. XXXXVIII., Part II., 
1885, p. 1651. 

 
“The following districts, whose products now to a large extent go to the port of Adalia for 
shipment, would, on the construction of the line to Dinar be sent for shipment from Smyrna-
vis., Bouldur, Sparta, Egirdir, and several others. It is reported that at the present time about 
20,000 tons of cereals are exported annually from Adalia, and it is confidently anticipated 
that at least 70 per cent. of this traffic would be diverted to Dinar on the opening of the 
(railway) line.” p. 1651. 
 
 

571.Attalia, Satalia, Adalia 
Henry Stafford Osborn, A Manual of the Entire Geography of Scripture, with 
Notices of Discoveries to the Present Time, And with the Accepted Pronunciation, 
Oxford Map Publishers, Oxford, Ohio, 1886, p. 22. (Citing from Beaufort 1817) 

 
“Attalia, pron. At-ta-ly’ah, a sea-port town of Pamphylia. In later times it was called Satalia, 
now it is called Adalia, pron. Ada’le-a, population 8000; the houses rise around the port as 
seats do in an amphitheatre, it is pleasantly situated and open toward the south.” p. 22. 
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572.Attalia, Satalia, Adalia 
W. W.  Rand, Dictionary of the Holy Bible, for general use in the study of the 
Scriptures; with engravings, maps, and tables, American Tract Society, New York, 
1886, p. 50. 

 
“Attali’a, a seaport in Pamphylia, at the mouth of the river Catarrhactes, visited by Paul and 
Barnabas on their way from Perga to Antioch, Acts 14:25. There is still a considerable town 
there, Satalia or Adalia, with extensive ruins in the vicinity.” p. 50 
 
 

573.Adalia 
The Cruise of Her Majesty’s Ship “Bacchante” 1879-1882, Compiled from the 
private journals, letters, and notebooks of Prince Albert Victor and Prince George of 
Wales, with additions by John N. Dalton, Macmillan and Co., London, 1886, Vol. 
II., The East, p. 592. 

 
“Hadrian’s Arch at Adalia was lately standing with the bronze letters of the incised 
inscription perfect; the attention of the Government was drawn to them as worth preserving, 
but now they are all destroyed.” p. 592. 
 
(It is evident that Chaplain John N. Dalton391 in his interpolations - “additions,” who did not 
visit Adalia, had been misinformed about the bronze letters and “perfect” inscription lately on 
Hadrian’s Gate, probably due to information from Lanckoronski’s visit in 1885, as the incised 
inscription was not perfect in 1812 and the gilded bronze letters had gone from the gate by 
1845 and were taken from Adalia by 1885. Captain Beaufort recorded in 1812, Karamania, 
1817, p. 120-121: “on their entablatures are some large stones, with inscriptions, which are 
now misplaced and inverted, but they appear to have belonged originally to a complete 
course along the whole front. The ditch and the outer wall intervening, we could only 
decypher them by the assistance of a pocket telescope. The following fragment seems to point 
to the age of Hadrian for the date of the building.” But at that time the entablature of the gate 
with its gilded bronze inscription was concealed behind the city wall. Sybille Haynes, Land of 
the Chimaera: an archaeological excursion in the south-west of Turkey, Chatto and Windus, 
1974, p. 122, writes: “The letters spelling the name of the emperor’s adoptive father Trajan 
came to light in 1882 near the gateway and are now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.” H. 
W. Pleket, R. S. Stroud, Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, XXXX, 1990, p. 504, citing 
the letters of Giulianich wrote, “on the partial dismantling of the Arch of Hadrian in Attaleia 
(Antalya) by the governor of the city Suleyman Pascia in 1845; on that occasion its 
dedicatory inscription in bronze letters (IGR III 772/773; CIG 4339/4339 b) disappeared.” 
Those that are today in Berlin seem to have been removed in 1874, “Die Inschrift, der 
nachstehender Aufsatz gilt, ist von dem verewigten Professor Gustav Hirschfeld im Jahre 
1874 in einem Hause zu Adalia entdeckt und für die Berliner Museen erworben worden.” 
Bradley Hudson McLean, An introduction to Greek Epigraphy of the Hellenistic and Roman 
Periods, University of Michigan Press, 2002, p. 206, writes: “in Attaleia, a dozen such gilded 
bronze letters were discovered at the foot of the Gate of Hadrian.” Lanckoronski 1.161, no. 5; 
                                                             
391 He was a chaplain to Queen Victoria, a Canon of Windsor, and tutor to the future King George V and his 
brother Prince Albert Victor and chaplain on H.M.S. Bacchante, on the round the world cruise of 1879-1882. 
The Princes were aged 14 and 15 in 1879 and it seems most probable this interpolation was made by the 
chaplain. 
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CIG III. 4339. It can be noted that rather more than “a dozen such gilded bronze letters were 
discovered” in 1882, as nine letters are in Vienna, two are in Berlin, seven in the Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford Inv. No. 1884.531, and there are others in the British Museum, none of the 
Roman gilded bronze letters remain in Antalya.) 
 
 

574.1887 
Adalia 
The Times, September 27th, 1887, p. 3; The Derby Mercury, Derbyshire, 
Wednesday, 5th October, 1887, p. 6. (Also, The Diplomatic Review, C. D. Collet at 
the office of the Diplomatic reviews, London, 1889, Vol. V., p. 184.) 

 
“One day, shortly after his grand brigand-battue, the governor, riding in the neighbourhood 
of Adalia, met at a fountain three peasant women on their way to the town. As is his habit, he 
fell a-talking with them, And to his no small edification learnt that they were the relatives of 
two of his captive brigands; that certain notables of Adalia had promised to buy the release of 
these captives for a certain sum of the governor, but that when the woman had brought the 
money, a week before, these worthies had declared that the sordid governor demanded a 
larger price yet. Now they were carrying the supplement to these kind friends, doubting not to 
receive their husband and brother in return. The governor said nothing, but bidding adieu to 
the women, remounted, and reaching the city long before they could reach it on foot, 
forthwith sent a pressing invitation to the notables in question to attend at the konak. Nothing 
doubting, they came in haste and were courteously received, but their peace was of short 
duration. The governor’s zaptiehs had met the women and conducted them also to the konak. 
Suddenly they were ushered in before the horrified eyes of the notables, made once more to 
tell their story, and then up rose the Governor and confronted the cowering rascals. “Not 
content with robbing yourselves,” he thundered, “you must needs make me known for a 
robber,” and with his own hand he then and there administered such corporal punishment to 
these respectable citizens as they were not likely soon to forget. “And now,” said he, turning 
to the women, as the castigated ones were led away, “take back your money, but as for your 
husband and brother, they stay in prison, brigands and robbers that they are!...If, however, 
the pasha himself be a just and enlightened man like Said of Konieh, or a stern, if rude, 
administrator of the law, like the Circassian motesareef of Adalia392, no people could be in 
happier case than those under her rule. The eye of the governor is everywhere; he says to his 
servant “Do this” and he doeth it, motesareefs, kaimakans, mudirs, down to the smallest 
official, take their cue from their chief, and dire is the fate of the briber and the bribed.” 
 
 

575.Adalia 
Review of E. Petersen and G. Niemann, Stadte Pamphyliens und Pisidiens, i: 
Pamphylien, ed. K. Lanckoronski (Vienna, 1890), in, The Nation, September 17th, 
1891, Vol. CIII., p. 221. 

 
“From such a corps of experts good work was to be expected, and in general the account 
given by Petersen and Niemann is exhaustive and satisfactory, although now and then we 

                                                             
392  Probably in fact, Turhan Pasha Përmeti (1839 – 18 February 1927) who was an Albanian, not a Tcherkess- 

Circassian politician. Mutessarif of Adalia in 1880, of Ourfa (1886), he re-entered the Ottoman Diplomatic 
Service about 1887 as Minister to Madrid, represented Turkey at the International Sanitary Conference at 
Paris in 1891, then, Governor of Crete till March 1895, then Minister of Foreign Affairs June-October 1895. 
Turhan served as the third Prime Minister of Albania.  
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meet with a confession that this or that detail was overlooked or not investigated on the spot. 
But circumstances usually excuse these sins of omission. For instance, the walls of Attaleia 
were not surveyed accurately because of the excitement incident to the Bulgarian troubles of 
October, 1885 (sic. 1884), at which time a general call to arms had been sounded, and in 
consequence tbe roads were lined with men marching to the sea in order to be transported to 
the seat of war. Count Lanckoronski wrote the pleasing preface to the volume, in which the 
ruins of five cities of Pamphylia are discussed, viz. : of Attaleia, Perge, Sillyon, Aspendos, and 
Side. In this discussion Petersen and Niemann took part as follows: the archaeological 
account, including history, epigraphy, topography, geography, and the general description of 
the ruins, comes from the pen of Petersen, while all matters pertaining to pure architecture 
are treated by Niemann. 
 
The most interesting ruin in Attaleia is a gateway of three arches erected by Hadrian, that 
inveterate traveller and gate-builder (sic.).” p. 221. 
 
 

576.Adalia 
C. W. Wilson, “The Greeks in Asia,” p. 32-57 in, The Asiatic Quarterly Review, Ed. 
Demetrius Charles Boulger, Vol. III., Jan-April, East India Association, (London, 
England), Oriental Institute (Woking, England), 1887, p. 45-50. Reprinted in, 
Littell’s Living Age, Ed. Eliakim Littell, Robert S. Littell, Living Age Company 
Incorporated, Boston, 1887, Vol. LCXXII., p. 456-458. 

 
“The Greeks of the south coast of Asia Minor are far less educated and less enterprizing than 
those on the west; and, with the exception of a few merchants and educated men, they speak 
only Turkish. Long servitude and loss of language have had a depressing effect; the national 
character has deteriorated; the old Greek liveliness has disappeared; and the genius, the 
liberal spirit, and love of arts of the ancient Hellene have been replaced by ignorance, 
servility, and gross superstition. Everywhere, however, progress is now being made; Makri, 
the ancient Telmessus, has sufficient commerce to ensure a weekly visit from the steamer that 
plies between Smyrna and Adalia; and the Greeks of Castel Rosso still show, as sponge-
fishers and smugglers, that boldness and independence which characterized them when their 
land-locked harbour was a nest of pirates. No change can be more striking than that from 
Aivali, with its bustling activity, to the quaint and somewhat sleepy mediaeval town of Adalia,  
where each step brings us face to face with some striking relic of Roman, Seljuk, or Venetian 
(sic.) rule, and massive walls still separate the Christian from the Moslem quarter. Until 1812 
(sic.), when Muhammad II. broke the power of the local chief, Tekkeh Oglu, the position of the 
Adaliote Greeks was one of great misery; the reforms of Muhammad brought some 
alleviation, but the people had lost their language, and with it had gone that desire for 
education so congenial to the Hellene. The War of Independence gave rise to a slight 
movement in favour of Hellenism, but it soon died out, and showed no symptom of revival 
until the Crimean War. The last Turco-Russian War has, however, been a new starting-point, 
and efforts are being made to ensure the complete Hellenization of the community. There are 
now two schools for boys and two for girls, with masters and mistresses who have been 
educated at Athens; and as there was no one with sufficient spirit to endow the schools, the 
School Committee was granted a monopoly of the wax used in the churches; this gives an 
income of £300 a year, and with a small tax, provides free education for all children.  
 
The Adaliote Greeks have many striking peculiarities; in feature, dress, and habits, they often 
resemble Jews more nearly than their co-religionists in the west; and there is a story of a 
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certain Archbishop of Pisidia, who, upon landing at Adalia to visit his diocese for the first 
time, asked in an indignant tone why all the Jews in the place had come out to greet him 
instead of his flock. There is, in fact, a native tradition that the Adaliote Greeks are descended 
from Jews brought from Palestine, and forcibly converted to Christianity, during the time of 
the Empire - possibly a reminiscence of something that occurred in Hadrian’s reign. The 
Adaliotes are, as a rule, ignorant, illiterate, and opposed to education; there is much 
drunkenness, and their habits and dress are thoroughly Asiatic. They talk Turkish, and write 
it in Greek; the priests, who officiate in Greek, do not understand what they read; and though 
the young learn Greek in the schools, they rarely use it in conversation. Pan-Hellenism is, 
however, spreading, and it seems impossible for the rising generation, after studying the 
noble literature of ancient Greece, to relapse into barbarism. Their home and family life is 
miserable, and quite as despotic as that of the Moslems; the men eat with their fingers, and 
apart from the family; there are no tables, and the food is served in a copper dish placed on a 
stool; there are no beds; both sexes lie on the ground without taking off their clothes; except 
when they go to the bath, the women rarely comb their hair; the young men are beginning to 
wear European clothes, but the girls follow the conservatism of their mothers both in dress 
and habits. The women wear a fez, with a narrow cotton necktie wound round it, and a gilt 
plaque on the top; the hair is cut short in front so as to leave a straight lock on either side, 
and long plaited tails of false hair, sometimes decorated with gold sequins, hang down 
behind; they wear gaudy silk trowsers, embroidered jackets of velvet or cloth, long robes, like 
dressing-gowns, open in front and closed behind, and the highest heeled of French boots. The 
ladies have a great weakness for jewelry, and some of the necklaces, etc., made of Venetian 
coins and Ghazis (the gold coins of Muhammad) are not only beautiful, but valuable.  
 
Marriages are generally arranged by agents representing the interested parties, and as soon 
as the preliminaries are settled, the betrothal follows; there is no ceremony, but two 
handkerchiefs are given to the agents by the parents of the girl as a token, and one of these is 
given to the bridegroom-elect, who keeps it till the wedding. Marriages always take place on 
Sundays, and some time beforehand the bride-elect and her friends meet to pack the 
trousseau, which consists of clothes, cooking utensils, and other house-hold necessaries. On 
the Saturday the bride’s parents keep open house, and her friends and relations present her 
with gold sequins, which are placed on a plate in front of her. On the Sunday the bridegroom 
is shaved and has a bath, and the bride dresses herself in bridal attire, which has previously 
been sent to her by the bridegroom, so that she may go to church dressed in his clothing. In 
the after-noon the bride is blindfolded, and closely veiled, a procession is then formed by the 
female relatives of the bridegroom, and, headed by discordant, noisy music, the bride is 
dragged to church by her two best ladies. It is obligatory for the bride to show the greatest 
grief, and unwillingness at leaving her old home; and should she fail in this respect the groom 
may give her up on the ground that such a hard-hearted girl would never make a good wife. 
After the usual ceremony of the Greek Church, the priest ties the bridal crowns together with 
a silk string, and the marriage cannot be consummated until he cuts the string on the 
following Tuesday. From the church, the bridal procession, now unaccompanied by music, 
proceeds to the groom’s house, which has been ready swept and garnished; leaving for a 
moment the guests outside, the newly-married pair enter the house, and the groom removes 
the bride’s veil; the lady then humbly kneels and kisses her husband's hand in token of 
submission, and he, raising her up, presents her with a purse, filled according to his means, 
and placesunder a bower of branches, in a corner of the reception-room, to receive the 
guests, who are now admitted. As each guest passes the bride, she bends and kisses his hand; 
and during the reception, which sometimes lasts for hours, she is never allowed to sit down. 
Dancing and feasting of a very noisy, convivial kind, now commence, and continue day and 
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night until the Tuesday; and during this time the bride and bridegroom are never allowed to 
be alone together for a moment. On the Monday the groom’s friends present gold sequins to 
the bride, which are generally made into necklaces; and the groom and his father-in-law keep 
accurate lists of the gifts with a view to future restoration on similar occasions. Whilst going 
through this long, tedious ordeal, the newly-married couple are constantly haunted by the 
fear that some enemy may suddenly appear and publicly tie a knot in his handkerchief; for, 
should this dire event take place, they can never live together as man and wife, and must part 
for ever. All the ceremonies and superstitions with regard to death and burial, which are 
prevalent amongst the Greek islanders, exist in an exaggerated degree; when, for instance, a 
death occurs, a small jar of water is placed on the top of the house, and no cooking is allowed 
for forty days. During this period the friends, relatives, and even neighbours are obliged by 
custom to supply the mourners with soup and boiled fowl.  
 
Superstitions such as belief in the evil eye, in lucky or unlucky days for commencing a 
journey, changing a residence, or doing any particular work; in the efficacy of charms for 
curing, diseases, in love philtres, in sorcery, etc., are common to Moslem and Christian; and 
both have a firm belief in the healing properties of a spring, to the west of Adalia, in which 
the image of the Virgin is said to have been seen. Every Sunday and Friday numbers of people  
visit the spring, and on Lady-Day the Christians have a convivial meeting which lasts two or 
three days. These superstitions have far more influence over the daily life of the Greeks than 
their religion, for they do not understand a word of the church service, and look upon church 
attendance as a mere form which must be gone through to ensure salvation. All the old 
customs and traditions will disappear as education and civilization progresses; but it is to be 
hoped that, before the old order gives place to the new, some one may do for the Greeks of the 
south coast what Mr. Theodore Bent has done for those of the Cyclades.393” p. 45-50. 
 
 

577.Adalia 
The Imperial Dictionary and Encyclopedia of Knowledge Unabridged; Etymological 
and Pronouncing Literary, Scientific and Technical, containing ... by Charles 
Annandale, and the Dictionary of Statistics Of The World ... by Michael G. Mulhall, 
Belford Publishing Co., Chicago, 1892, p. 825. 

 
Modern Geographical Names 

 
“Adalia, a-da’le-a” p. 825. 
 
 

578.Adalia 
Frank P. Foster, An Illustrated Encyclopædic Medical Dictionary, Being a 
Dictionary of the Technical Terms used by writers on medicine and the collateral 
sciences, in the Latin, English, French and German languages, D. Appleton and 
Co., New York, 1892, Vol. III., p. 2022-2023. 

 
Iris Florentina: “1. A species closely allied to I. pallida, indigenous to the coast region of 
Macedonia, and the southwestern shores of the Black Sea, Hersek, in the Gulf of Ismid, and 
around Adalia in Asia Minor, and growing also, probably as a naturalized plant, in the 
vicinity of Florence and Lucca. It is one of the sources of orris-root (see 3d def.)…Cathartic, 
                                                             
393  Meaning a thorough published record, as made by James Theodore Bent, in his, The Cyclades, or Life Among 

the Insular Greeks, Longmans, Green & Co., London, 1885.  
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and in large doses emetic; once used as a diuretic in dropsy, but now chiefly employed, on 
account of its delicate violet odor, as an ingredient in tooth powders and perfumes.”…”It is 
common about Florence and Lucca. It is employed in the form of a paste and powder. The 
root is used as a de-obstruent, aperient, and diuretic, and also externally as an application to 
sores and pimples.” Vol. III., p. 2022-2023. 
 
 

579.Satalia 
David George Hogarth, A Wandering Scholar in the Levant, John Murray, 
London, 1896, p. 59-60. 

 
“Early on the 20th (of July, 1887) a steamer anchored in the bay (Akliman by Selefke), and, 
finding that she was making the tour by Iskenderun to Smyrna, we boarded her and obtained 
passage. The voyage lasted eight days, spent in running up to little ports like Castel Oryzo 
and Alaya and Adalia, names that one had known of old in romances of the Crusades. There 
we haggled for cargo with slimy native agents and took off cattle at nothing a head to chouse 
a rival Greek. A dirtier and more cockroach-infested craft I never sailed upon than that 
Levantine coaster, peace to her ribs!—they are whitening now on the Syrian coast, where she 
went quietly aground one calm night without loss to life and decently insured! The officers 
were Scotch and the crew Greek, and the latter understood the former according to the 
measure of vitriolic expletives.” p. 59- 60. 
 
 

580.Adalia, Sataliah 
The International Cyclopedia: A Compendium of Human Knowledge, American 
editior-in-chief Richard Gleason Greene, In Fifteen Volumes, Dodd, Mead and 
Co., New York, 1887, Vol. 13, p. 170.  

 
“Sataliah, another name of Adalia (q.v.).” Vol. 13, p. 170. (s.v. “Ada’lia” Vol. I., p. 86) 
 
 

581.Adalia 
Alden’s Manifold Cyclopedia of Knowledge and Language, John B. Alden, New 
York, 1887, Vol. I. A-America, p. 149. 

 
“Adalia, a-da’lé’a, anciently Attalia: chief seaport on the s. coast of Asia Minor; n. lat. 36 
52'; e. long. 30° 45'. The streets rise like the seats of a theatre, up the slope of the hill behind 
the harbor. Pop. 13,000.” Vol. I. A-America, p. 149. 
 
 

582.Adalia 
John Yeats, Recent and Existing Commerce, George Philip & Son, 1887, Vol. IV., 
pp. 263; 480. 

 
“The mulberry tree and all fruits grow in great abundance round Adalia.” Vol. IV., p. 263. 
 
“Adalia Turkey, A. Agriculture fruits Adalia piastre 3200 Levant.” Vol. IV., p. 480. 
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583.1888 August 

Adalia 
“Naval and Military Intelligence,” The Morning Post, London, Tuesday, 14th 
August, p. 5.  

 
“Regt. Adm. the Duke of Edinburgh, Commander-in-Chief in the Mediterranean, with the 
squadron under his command, sails from Adalia to-morrow.” 
 
 

584.1888 August 
Adalia, Pamphylia 
“The British Fleet in Pamphylia”, Belfast News-Letter, Thursday, 30th August, p. 
6. 

 
“Pamphylia. From A Times Correspondent. The restricted anchorage between the deep water 
and the shore near the ancient city of Adalia is gay with the unaccustomed presence of a 
British fleet. This force, under the command of his Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, 
Commander-in-Chief in the Mediterranean.” 

 
 

585.1888 August 
Adalia, Attalia 
“What Happened at Adalia, Told by J. Whittall, and set down by the Rev. F. 
Cowley Whitehouse, of Constantinople,” in, The Wide World Magazine: An 
Illustrated Monthly of True Narrative, 1905, p. 68-75. 

 
“The narrator of this amusing story was a member of a very well-known family in the Near 
East, and here describes how he brought off successfully a monumental piece of “ bluff” — 
nothing less than the summoning of H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh and the British Fleet to 
secure a water supply for his back-garden!  

 
My394acquaintanceship with professional saints is limited to the Hadjis Pakize and Lutifia. 
When I had the privilege of knowing them they were resident at Adalia — the Attalia of St. 
Paul —on the Caramanian coast. Against them I fought a great and notable campaign, and, 
although victory did ultimately incline my way, it was only assured to me by reason of a big 
“bluff,” which I brought off with marked success.  
 
They were female saints. They had accomplished the hadjilik (pilgrimage) to Mecca some 
seven or eight times. Twice or thrice they had gone for the good of their own souls, and four 
or five times rich hanoums (ladies), dreading to experience in person the toils and dangers of 
the journey, had paid them to go in their stead. On these occasions the saints had earned 
considerable money rewards, while the vicarious blessings derivable from the pilgrimage had 

                                                             
394  Later Sir James Whittall, K.C.M.G. (1838-1910) That he hunted in Adalia is recorded, “Mr. W(hittall). 

showed me some very large pairs of deer horns from the Angora district of Asia Minor, and also several 
exceptionally fine specimens of wild-goat horns from the neighbourhood of Adalia, on the south coast.” F. C. 
Selous, Sport and Travel East and West, Longmans, Green and Co. London, 1900, 2. He also collected 
plants, “…and it was not until 1892 that another was seen here. In that year E. cilicica flowered in England, 
having been collected near Adalia in Asia Minor by Mr. Whittall, of Smyrna, and distributed by him.”, F. J. 
Chittenden, Some Good Garden Plants, RHS, London, 1938, 52. 
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been appropriated by those who had given them the commission. Thus it was that Hadji 
Pakize and Hadji Lutifia were esteemed as saints.  
 
My occupation in life caused me to be stationed for some years with my wife and family in 
Adalia. On taking up my appointment I could find no suitable abode, and cast about for a spot 
on which to build a house. Land was by no means cheap, and I had well nigh abandoned all 
thoughts of building when I received an offer of a large plot of land in a charming position. 
From it one could look away over the old walls and over the sparkling bay to the blue waters 
of the Great Sea, while on the property were fruitful olive, vishna, and peach trees. A stream 
of rippling water added materially to the charm and value of the whole, and the fact that the 
immediate neighbourhood was but sparsely populated was an additional inducement to me to 
become a landed proprietor. The price asked was so moderate that I could not help 
suspecting that I should find certain drawbacks, but, unable to discover them, either by 
making inquiries or by personal investigation, I concluded the bargain and started building 
operations.  

 
Then the campaign opened. One morning our Soudanese nigger, Arif, came rushing in to tell 
us that the streamlet had suddenly and unaccountably dried up. On investigation I discovered 
that the occupiers of the house directly above my property had turned aside the head of water 
and diverted the whole stream. I went to expostulate, but the two veiled women inhabiting the 
house met me with contumely and insult. This was my first interview with the Hadjis, and on 
the strength of this encounter I proclaim them record-breakers in the employment and 
application of venomous, virulent repartee. With volleys of shrill objurgations they accused 
me of having spoiled their view by building my house, and they announced their firm intention 
of seeing me in Jehennem (the infernal regions) before I should have a drop of the water.  
 
 The cheapness of my land was now explained. The saints, preferring to have plenty of elbow-
room, had literally cleared the quarter of its inhabitants by the violence of their language and 
by their high-handed proceedings. The Turkish officials would not interfere with saints, and 
thus it was that Pakize and her companion had hitherto been able to have things all their own 
way.  
 
The water was an absolute necessity. The hot weather would soon be setting in, and the wells 
would be partially, if not entirely, dried up, and so, after several more ineffectual efforts to 
obtain justice from the women, I took my case to the Turkish court. The Kadi decided in my 
favour, and gave me his written ilam (sentence) to that effect. He could not very well have 
done otherwise. I had the papers referring to the land, and therein it was plainly set forth that 
I had a right to a head of water sufficient to turn nine mill-stones. Back I went triumphantly, 
sent in notice of the ilam to the Hadjis, and waited for the water. I went on waiting, but no 
water came. Then I visited the Hadjis again, but was bombarded with insults and epithets far 
too foul for translation and reproduction. Twice I trespassed on my neighbours’ land and 
turned the water into its proper channel, only to have it cut off again in the course of the day.  
 
Absolutely determined to get justice, I went to the Mutassarif (town governor) and laid my 
grievance before him. He was a man known to members of my family in Constantinople, and 
as he had received favours at their hands I approached him with considerable confidence. I 
explained the whole affair to him. 
“ Excellency,” I said to him, in conclusion, “ I look to you for justice.” He shrugged his 
shoulders with true Turkish unconcern.  
“ Ben ne yapajayim? ” (“ What can I do?”), said he. “ Go to the Kadi who tried the case.”  
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I went “ Kadi Effendi, you pronounced in my favour. Here is your ilam. Give me justice.”  
“ Ben ne yapajayim” I am the Kadi. I pronounce the sentence, but it pertains not to my office 
to enforce it. Go to the Beledie (chief of the municipality).”  
I started off again, and the Beledie, as obese of figure and as ruddy of countenance as the 
Kadi was gaunt and saffron-hued, disclaimed all responsibility with the same airy 
nonchalance as his confreres.  
“ Ben ne yapajayim? ” he cried. “ I have the public works in my charge. Personal quarrels 
come not under my jurisdiction. Go to the Commander.”  
“I’ve been to the Mutassarif,” I snapped, (and he sent me to the Kadi, and the Kadi sent me to 
you, and it seems to me that each one of you is as unwilling and as impotent as the others to 
enforce justice in Adalia.” Up went his shoulders and out went the palms of his hands, and, 
finding that I could extract nothing more from him, I shook off the dust from my feet and 
started to seek the military commandant.  
He said: “ Ben ne yapajayim” What have I to do with such a matter? Do not mix me up in it. I 
wash my hands of it. Go to the Mutassarif.”  
This arguing in a circle was gradually rousing my worst passions, but, determined to fight to 
the bitter end, I once again wended my way to the Mutassarifs konak (official residence). He 
would do nothing but reiterate his disclaimers of responsibility, and forthwith my 
overstrained politeness snapped. I told him in no measured terms what I thought of him and 
of the officialdom of Adalia. When I had exhausted my philippics, I finished by saying : —  
“There is no power in this town. You, Excellency, are but a useless, dressed-up figure-head. 
But, mark my words, you shall discover — and that soon — what an Englishman can do, and 
will do, to obtain bare justice. I warn you that if the water does not come by Sunday I intend 
to take the law into my own hands. If there is talk and fuss afterwards, let the trouble be on 
your head.”  
The Mutassarif smiled blandly, and his politeness was as marked as ever as he showed me out 
with stately Oriental courtesy. My adieux were as brief and curt as I could make them.  

 
On the Saturday afternoon the Tartar post-man came swinging into the town, and I sent for 
my letters. The first one I opened had an official look about it. It proved to be from the naval 
secretary of H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh. He wrote to ask if the Duke could have two days 
among the boar and deer in the coverts and woods behind Adalia. The Duke was about to pay 
a ceremonious visit to Constantinople, and Adalia was a convenient stopping-place on the 
way. I sent off a reply at once to Alexandretta, where the flag-ship, H.M.S. Alexandra, and the 
British Fleet were lying.  

 
Sunday morning dawned, and on going out I found the water course dry as a bone. The town 
officials had done nothing, and evidently intended to do nothing. After breakfast I set to work 
to plant young acacia trees near the low fence separating my property from that of the Hadjis. 
As I worked I became aware of the sound of a sort of mane, the monotonous nasal chant 
which the Turk miscalls singing. I took no particular notice, until it gradually dawned on me 
that the words of the mane were merely an unceasing repetition of “Sou ver me yedjeyiz; sou 
ver me yedjeyiz” (“We won’t give the water; we won’t give the water”), and I realized that 
the saintly Hadjis were derisively jeering at the impotent efforts of the Giaour to obtain his 
water rights. The crones had brought out a low form and placed it by the boundary fence. 
Mounted upon it, they were busily engaged in marking the time of their song by smacking 
their clenched right fists into the open palm of their left hands. This was really too much. 
Snatching up half-a-dozen supple acacia twigs I made a rush at the fence. The Hadjis saw 
that the moment for reprisals had come. With alarmed squawks they tumbled off the form and 
scuttled to their harem as fast as their awkward draperies would permit. In a second I was 
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over the fence and on their heels. The fair Lutifia caught up a big stone and, Parthianwise, 
hurled it at my head. Turning to resume her flight, she stumbled and fell, and a moment later I 
flew past her into the harem, where I caught Pakize. “You won’t give the water, won’t you?’ I 
cried, hotly. “ Aman, aman” they yelled together, in shrill falsetto. “Take the water; we give 
it.” White and trembling with rage, I went back to my house and waited for the water to come 
trickling down; but I waited in vain, and at last came to the conclusion that the Hadjis had 
decided at all costs to maintain the struggle. And this in spite of the definite promise they had 
given me. As we were finishing luncheon, Turkish visitors were announced. Going into the 
room into which they had been ushered, I found the Mutassarif, the Kadi, the Beledie, and the 
Commander. They looked serious and important.  
“Welcome, your Excellencies,” I said. “This is an honour indeed.”  
The dignitaries did not, in the usual Turkish fashion, commence the interview with a long 
string of unmeaning compliments, but came straight to the point.  
“Effendi,” said the Kadi, “ you have to-day committed a sin — a deadly sin, and for it you 
will have to answer.”  
“Dear me; that sounds bad,” I replied. “A deadly sin? ”  
“Yes, Effendi, a deadly sin! ”  
“Indeed!” I ejaculated; “and what sin have I committed? Have I,” and I stared them steadily 
out of countenance, “have I, like you, Mutassarif, and you, Beledie, and you, Commander, 
refused to see that justice is done in Adalia?”  
The Mutassarif waved aside the attack. “Effendi, this is a weighty matter. You have actually 
forced your way into a haremlik and attacked Turkish hanoums, and they Hadjis — saints! It 
is an unheard-of crime.”  
“A crime is it, Excellency?” said I. “I grieve to hear that, because I have taken an oath to 
repeat that crime every day until the water comes down, and I have sworn to shoot the man — 
Mutassarif, or Kadi, or whatever he may be — who dares to lay a finger on me! ”  
A touch of melodrama has sometimes a wonderful effect with the Turkish official. 
Remembering this, I drew the ilam out of my breast-pocket, and thrust it under the yellow 
nose of the anaemic Kadi. “Do you recognise that, Effendi?” I inquired. “Do you remember 
that I paid three hundred piastres to get this paper from you, and still you refuse to enforce 
your own judgment? Now, then, this is what I think of your signature.” I opened out the 
document, tore it across,öflung it in a ball upon the floor, and stamped it flat with my heel. 
The Kadi turned from yellow to green, and from green to yellow. His companions clicked 
their official tongues rapidly against the roofs of their official mouths in horrified 
disapproval.  

 
“This will go higher up; this will go higher up,” stuttered the Kadi. His Eastern 
impassiveness was broken up, and he was quivering and shaking with rage at the insult to 
which I had subjected him.  
“Very good,” I rejoined. “ You mean to refer the matter to Yildiz Kiosk — to report to the 
Sultan? That” — and I snapped my fingers in their horrified faces — “that for your report! ”  
They sprang to their feet together.  
“Stop!” I shouted, and at the same moment a splendid idea flashed into my brain. “You say 
that this affair shall go higher. It shall go higher — higher than you deem possible.” I dashed 
out of the room and scribbled a telegram : —  

 
H.R.H. Prince Alfred, Duke of Edinburgh.  
 
Admiral of the British Mediterranean Fleet,  
Alexandretta.  
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Please come with fleet.  
 
Whittall, Adalia.  
 

I sent Arif to the telegraph office to give in the message. I also instructed him to mention 
casually that the four chief officials of the town were paying me a visit, for I knew that the 
operator would never send off such a message without first consulting the Mutassarif. Then I 
went back to the sitting-room and requested my visitors to possess their souls in patience for a 
short time. In a few minutes the maid came in to say that the Director of Post and Telegrams 
begged for instant speech with the Mutassarif. The Governor went out, and I followed him. 
The official showed him the telegram, translating it from the French in which it was written, 
and asked if he was to transmit it.  
“Excellency,” I said, “give me one minute’s private conversation.”  
I drew him into my little study.  
“Excellency,” I commenced, “recall to mind the time when you were in disgrace and exiled.”  
“I recall it,” he replied, and his eyes were retrospective.  
“Recall also, Excellency, who it was who befriended you at the time, and took your only son 
into his house at Pera, and educated him, and turned him into the fine fellow that he has 
proved himself. Was it not in my family’s house that he found an asylum? Is this the way a 
Turkish gentleman remembers so great a favour?”  
“Effendi, you speak truth. Your father was my benefactor, and I am grateful now as then, but 
in this matter — ben ne yapajayim?”  
“Don’t ‘ben ne yapajayim’ me,” I retorted, impatiently, but listen to what I have to say. I 
want to play a little trick on your friends in there, and I look to you to help me. If you think I 
am sending to summon the all-powerful English Fleet, it is your duty, is it not, to withhold my 
message until you have communicated with Yildiz Kiosk? ”  
“My head would answer for it if I did not.”  
“Good! Now, listen. The Fleet is coming here, but not because I am sending for it. Our 
Queen’s son is going to visit your Sultan at Constantinople, and he wants to stop here to get 
some boar-shooting. I have had a message from him to that effect, but, Excellency, if your 
friends think that I am summoning him, you will understand that they will probably find a way 
to secure for me my water.”  

 
The Mutassarif puffed out his cheeks, held his breath as long as he could, and then blew off a 
great blast of laughter.  
“Hush!” I said. “ They’ll hear you.”  
The Mutassarif slapped his thighs and regarded me with eyes filled with admiration and 
merriment.  
“Do you promise,”I asked him, “ to help me?”  
The delighted Ottoman gave me his word, and I knew that. I could count upon him as an ally. 
I had appealed to his sense of gratitude, and I could see that he loved a joke as well as most 
of his countrymen. He was evidently not displeased, moreover, that the joke was to be played 
at the expense of his confreres. The Mutassarif told the postal official that, as the English 
Effendi insisted on sending the telegram, it could not be withheld. A few minutes later the 
wires were set in motion, and my message was winging its way over land and sea to 
Alexandretta.  

 
The Governor entered with zest upon the artistic rendering of his part. Assuming a doleful 
expression and clasping his head between hishands, he walked unsteadily into the apartment.  
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“Alas, alas! What trouble have I not found?” he wailed. His companions, in surprise, 
inquired what was wrong, and the Mutassarif, who played his role with artistic appreciation 
of its points, almost wept as he informed them that I had sent for the English Queen’s son and 
the English Fleet. The Kadi and the Belediy burst out into derisive guffaws at the mere idea. 
“Ha, ha, ha! Ho, ho, ho! ”  
“Do not laugh!” I warned them ; “do not laugh! I” — and I squared my shoulders and laid 
my hand impressively upon my breast — “I am an Englishman, and I have the right to 
summon the whole Fleet here if I choose. Within a week you shall see the power of England as 
exemplified in her warships. You shall see them riding at anchor in this bay, and then laugh, 
if you will — then laugh, if you dare!”  
They laughed again, but this time I detected an uneasy note in the cachinnation. The attitude 
of dejection which the Mutassarif was still assuming impressed them, and the whole party 
made their adieux and sallied forth. I watched them go to the haremlik of the Hadjis, and my 
water-course, which had been dry so long, was soon filled with limpid, running water. Away 
went the officials. Half an hour later the streamlet once more gave out, and I knew that the 
Hadjis were not yet done with, but meant to fight me to a finish. They were not to be 
dragooned into submission even by exhibitions of official force. 

 
The next morning I went down as usual to my office in the town, and had been there hardly 
half an hour when I received a telegram : —  

 
Whittall, Adalia. — Surprise will be with you Thursday.  
Duke follows Monday with sixteen ships.  

 
Soon the expected happened. In rushed the Mutassarif, and the Kadi, and the Beledie, and the 
Commander. They had evidently lost no time on the way. The perspiration was running in 
streams down the fat face of the Beledid, and the yellow-ochre visage of the Kadi was working 
piteously.  
“Aman, Effendi, but what have you done? ” they cried.  
“What have you done? ”  
The Mutassarif — good old fellow — was still hard at work playing his part.  
“Ah, Effendi, what have you done?” he put in. “Would you ruin an old friend of so many 
years’ standing?"  
They commenced salaaming me, the Mutassarif setting the time and cocking his eye at me so 
ludicrously that I dared not look at him for fear of bursting into an uncontrollable fit of 
laughter. Their hands flew to their breasts, their mouths, their foreheads. Not content with 
this ordinary salutation, they took two quick paces forward, and, bending their knees, touched 
the ground with the back of the hand and repeated their salaams over and over again. Calling 
for coffees, I bade my visitors be seated, and begged them to calm themselves.  
“Effendi,” said the Mutassarif, “the telegraph director has sent me up word that all the 
warships of England are coming here!”  
“All her warships !” I echoed. “No, Effendi, not a twentieth part of her ships are coming; but 
I fancy I told you yesterday that I was sending for the Fleet, and, if I remember rightly, you 
were good enough to laugh at me. Possibly you will now allow that I am not an idle boaster, 
and perhaps you will henceforth believe that England is ever ready to protect her sons from 
wrong and injustice.”  
“Aman, Effendi, have mercy. The Sultan will visit it on our heads if a single gun is 
discharged.”  
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At this moment there was an interruption. Arif burst without ceremony into our presence. 
“Master, come quickly! ” he cried. “The mistress wants you. The water has come down and 
there are floods. The garden and the house are flooded!” I snatched up my hat, and, leaving 
the Mutassarif and his perturbed party in the office, dashed up the road to the rescue. I found 
that Arif had not greatly exaggerated. The Beledid, it subsequently transpired, had, on 
hearing of the telegram, sent zaptiehs (police-soldiers) flying to the Hadjis, and they had 
turned, not merely my allowance, but the whole water supply down my garden! I soon put 
things right, and told the zaptiehs to warn the Hadjis to play no more tricks on Englishmen or 
unheard-of evil would come upon them.  

 
On my way back to the office I found the whole town humming with excitement. Bands of 
labourers were tearing up the ill-kept roads, and on inquiring the reason I was informed that 
they had orders from the municipality to repave the main street by the end of the week. The 
excitement spread. The inhabitants set to work to whitewash and paint their rickety wooden 
houses, and soon Adalia was as clean and as well-ordered a town as any in Asia Minor. As 
for me, I was treated as a sort of Sultan, and salaamed well-nigh to death. The Kadi cringed 
pitiably before me, and the Beledie, by reason of his nervous apprehensions, and his agitated 
efforts to appease me by the magnitude of his preparations, lost several stones in weight, so 
that his clothes hung despondently and limply on his aforetime rotund figure. The Mutassarif 
dispatched men to see that no one shot in the coverts, and the Commander sent me his best 
horse to ride during the visit of the Fleet, besides offering to see that a supply of horses 
should be forthcoming for the convenience of the naval officers. With one accord they begged 
that I would be merciful, and intercede with the Duke to send no evil report of their doings to 
Yildiz. I agreed to do what I could, but I pointed out to them that it was no small thing to 
summon the Fleet from Alexandretta, and that the Duke might possibly refuse to be mollified 
when he heard how a British subject had been wronged and insulted. With this unsatisfactory 
answer the unfortunate officials had to content themselves.  

 
Meanwhile I was enjoying myself immensely, and, as I watched the water running down its 
lawful course, my heart sang merrily at the success of my big bluff.  
 
Glancing out of my bedroom window on the Thursday morning, I discerned the Surprise lying 
at anchor a short distance out in the bay. I swallowed my morning coffee, hurried to the 
shore, and was taken off in a caique. I made the acquaintance of the captain and ward-room 
officers, and was informed that they had come on ahead to get everything shipshape for the 
Duke’s visit. I took the opportunity of telling them about my fight with the town officials and 
the Hadjis, and asked the captain to be very mysterious as to his reason for coming.  

 
As I was being rowed back to the shore I passed a big sandal (rowing-boat) containing the 
Mutassarif, the Kadi, the Beledie, and the Commander. They had a dragoman with them to 
interpret, and a more hang-dog-looking party it would be difficult to imagine. Later in the day 
the captain came ashore, and told me that the dragoman had bombarded him with questions 
as to the reason of his visit. The captain had professed entire ignorance.  

 
“All I know is,” he had averred, “ that the Duke of Edinburgh, on receipt of a telegram from 
the Englishman resident here in Adalia, gave me orders to be here to-day, and to place myself 
at the disposal of the Englishman until the arrival of the Fleet on Monday next.”  

 
By Monday the streets were relaid and the houses were as smart as paint and flags could 
make them. A general holiday was proclaimed, and all the town lined the ancient walls to 
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watch for the first smoke-streamers on the horizon. A great shout early in the afternoon 
heralded the coming of the Fleet, and in due time the sixteen war-ships were swinging at their 
anchors in the bay. I hurried off with the captain of the Surprise to the flag-ship, H.M.S. 
Alexandra, to inform the Duke what arrangements we had made for his sport. The genial 
manner of His Royal Highness emboldened me to tell him the story of my troubles, and I 
ended the tale by begging him to clinch the matter once for all by a few words to the officials 
of the town. He was so highly amused at the idea of the Fleet being summoned to ensure the 
watering of a man’s back yard that he laughingly promised to do what he could.  

 
A request came from the Mutassarif that the Duke would honour the town by attending an 
official reception at the municipality. The Duke consented, and shortly afterwards landed with 
a large staff of officers, resplendent in white uniforms and glittering gold lace. At the 
entrance to the municipal buildings we were met by the Mutassarif and the others with whom 
I had been in collision. Ushered in with due ceremony, the Duke partook of coffee, cigarettes; 
and Turkish sweetmeats, and listened resignedly to a long-winded address, read by the 
Mutassarif. Now that the Duke had accepted their hospitality it was easy to see that they were 
easier in their minds, but the Kadi and the Beledie still eyed me with a certain amount of 
trepidation and anxiety.  

 
Presently the naval officers rose to go. I thought that the Duke must have forgotten my 
request, but he suddenly turned to the salaaming Turks and announced that there was one 
little thing to which he desired to call their attention. The dragoman translated sentence by 
sentence, and I took care that he translated literally.  

 
“I recognise and appreciate to the full,” said the Duke, “ your courtesy and kindly reception, 
but I must not forget that this Englishman” — and he touched me lightly on the arm — “has 
cried to me for justice, and I am bound to see that he receives it.” The faces of the quartette of 
officials were a study. “I always thought,” resumed the Duke, “that it was the proud boast of 
all true sons of the Prophet that they never refused a request for water, even if the humblest of 
Giaours besought it. Have you, then, done well in allowing this man to be deprived of the 
water to which he has an unquestionable right, and which Allah gives for all without 
distinction of race or creed?”  

 
I felt sorry for the Kadi and the Beledie as I saw the tears standing in their eyes while they 
listened to the dignified rebuke and heard their own creed being quoted against them, but at 
the same time I was glad to know that henceforward they would be my humble servants, and 
that my water rights were secured in perpetuity.  

 
The Fleet remained for three days. The shooting party, including the Duke, Prince George— 
our present Prince of Wales — Prince Henry of Battenberg, and a large number of officers, 
had splendid sport among the boar. The Duke, well stationed by the native sportsmen at the 
various posias (beats), dropped three pig to his own gun, and professed himself highly 
pleased with all the arrangements made for his comfort and pleasure.  

 
From that time onward my water supply failed not, and when the hot weather set in I was able 
to keep my garden green and cool with copious drenchings. The story got about, and all along 
the Caramanian coast the prestige of the English was materially enhanced. Even to this day 
the natives firmly believe that an Englishman has but to raise his finger and the British Fleet 
will steam full-speed ahead to protect his rights, safeguard his interests, and avenge any 
insult that may be offered him!” p. 68-75. 
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586.1888 
Adalia 
The Banbury Beacon, Saturday, 15th September, 1888, p. 2. 

 
“that the Duke Edinburgh, and party of 12 went 70 miles up into the mountains to hunt when 
the Mediterranean Squadron was at Adalia, and they expected abundant sport, but were woe-
fully disappointed, for hardly any game was seen, and the bag consisted of two deer and a 
sow, which last creature the duke shot by accident.” 
 
 

587.Adalia 
“Summaries of Periodicals,” American Jornal of Archaeology and the History of 
Fine Arts, 1888, Vol. 4, p. 245. (Publication of a Roman gilded bronze letter from 
Hadrian’s Gate, Antalya) 

 
“II. A. Furtwangler, The Antiquarium,… (No.) 4 is a letter Y from the gate of Adalia.” Vol. 4, 
p. 245. 
 
 

588.Satali, Adalia, Andaliyeh, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylicum 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature, 9th ed., Reprint, Henry G. Allen and Co., New York, 1888, Vol. XXI. 
Rot-Sia, p. 317. 

 
“Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns of the South coast of Asia Minor, 
giving the name of Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which the ancients styled Mare 
Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theatre round the harbour, it presents an unusually 
picturesque appearance against its background of mountains; and it is enclosed by a triple 
wall of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square towers. Several of the 
mosques and churches, seventeen in number, are of interest, and contain remains of Roman 
work. The population was estimated by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3000 were Greeks. Though 
the physical changes produced on this part of the coast by the tufaceous deposits of the rivers 
render the ancient descriptions quite inapplicable to the present town, there is little doubt that 
Satali not only preserves the name but occupies the site of Attaleia, which was founded by 
Attalus II. Philadelphus, king of Pergamum, and became one of the principal cities of 
Pamphylia. At an early date it was the see of a Christian bishop.” Vol. XXI. Rot-Sia, p. 317. 
 
 

589.Attalia, Attaleya 
Rev. Hollingworth Tully Kingdon, Mis-readings of Holy Scripture, Church Book 
Store, Fredericton, 1889, p. 69. 

 
“But who can tell the true original pronunciation of Attalia? The Greek accent is certainly on 
the second syllable. The modern Greeks invariably pronounce according to the accent as we 
should expect. The English accent would be on the same syllable: what is there to show that it 
is right to pronounce the name with the accent on the the third syllable – Attaleya?” p. 69. 
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590.Attalia, Attaleia, Adalia 
Rev. John McClintock and James Strong, Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and 
Ecclesiastical Literature, Harper and Bros., New York, 1890, Vol. VII., New-Pes, 
p. 606-607. (1877 Reprint.) 

 
Pamphylia: “The chief cities of this province were Perga and Attalia…It presented a great 
variety of soil and climate, ranging from the perpetual snow region on the summits of the 
Taurus, down to the orange-groves that to this day encircle the town of Adalia. The southern 
aspect and sheltered situation of the coast give it a temperature higher than that of most parts 
of Palestine…At the mouth of the rivers respectively were situated the important cities of 
Attaleia, Perge, Aspendus, and Side; so that Pamphylia, though one of the smallest of the 
provinces into which Asia Minor was divided, was by no means the least in 
consequence…Attalus built Attaleia in order to command the trade of Syria and Egypt, and 
the result fully answered his expectations…The two missionaries (Paul and Barnabas) finally 
left Pamphylia by its chief seaport, Attalia…The greater part of Pamphylia is now thinly 
populated, and its soil uncultivated. There are still a few little towns and villages near the 
coast, surrounded by fruitful fields and luxuriant orchards.” Vol. VII., New-Pes, p. 606-607. 
 
 

591.Adalia 
Lloyd’s Register of British and Foreign Shipping, Appendix, Cox and Wyman, 
printers, London, 1889, Vol. II., p. 89. 

 
“ADALIA. 
Depth on bar…8 feet 
Depth in Port…6 3/4 feet. 
The port is exposed, and is only suitable for vessels of 60 to 70 tons. Lighters of 5 tons.” Vol. 
II., p. 89. 

 
 

592.Adalia 
Diplomatic and Consular Reports, Annual Series, Great Britain, Foreign Office 
London, 1890, p. 14. 

 
“In April there were some showers, which encouraged agriculturalists to sow their summer 
crops, and since then dari, Indian corn, sesame, and cotton have been planted; but the 
continued rains which were naturally anticipated have been denied, and, unless a change 
occurs before the middle of June, I fear the summer crops will also fall short, and that even 
famine may result. ...On the elevated plateaux recently brought within the circle of railway 
communication with Smyrna, and which lie principally in the provinces of Broussa, Konia, 
and Adalia (sic.), there has been a short rainfall; but snow in the winter and frequent showers 
in the spring have kept the land in fair condition, and as the summer in these districts is 
comparatively backward, moderate rains will yet ensure at least average crops.” p. 14. 
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593.1890 
Adalia 
The Board of Trade Journal of Tariff and Trade Notices and Miscellaneous 
Commercial Information, Vol. X., Jan.-June, 1891, H.M. Stationery Office, 
London, 1891, p. 725. 

 
“Malta. - Government Notice No. 168, of the 31st October 1890, has been revoked, and 
vessels provided with licensed medical officers, arriving from Syria and Caramania after 
seven days from their departure, are subjected to strict medical inspection.” 
 
“Under the powers vested in him by the Quarantine Ordinance, 1879, his Excellency the High 
Commissioner is pleased to direct that the restriction against the landing in Cyprus of 
passengers from the coast of Caramania and Syria, between Adalia and Beyrout, other than 
those domiciled in Cyprus, or coming to Cyprus on Government business, which was notified 
in the Quarantine Notice of 21st November (1890), shall be removed, and to direct that all 
passengers from the quarantined area shall be permitted to land in Cyprus after undergoing 
the prescribed quarantine.” 
 
“Cyprus.—Under the powers vested in him by the Quarantine Ordinance, 1879, his 
Excellency the High Commissioner is pleased to direct that the restriction against the landing 
in Cyprus of passengers from the coast of Caramania and Syria, between Adalia and Beyrout, 
which have obtained clean bill of health at intermediate port, is replaced by medical 
inspection.” Vol. X., p. 725. 
 
 

594.Adalia, Adalea 
Sir. R. Lambert Playfair, Handbook to the Mediterranean: Its Cities, Coasts and 
Islands, For the use of general travellers and yachtsmen, John Murray, London, 
1890, Vol. I., pp. xxxvi, 1, 18, 86. 

 
“*Adalia. — Harbour too small for general use. In summer good anchorage in outer 
roadstead in 15 to 20 fms.” Vol. I., p. xxxvi. 
 
“ADALIA,   
British Vice-Consul: Gustave A. Keün, Esq.  
Branch of Imperial Ottoman Bank.  
Means of Communication:  
A. Bell’s Asia Minor Steamship Company touch once a fortnight from Smyrna.  
B. Greek Steamers (from Smyrna, &c.) to Mersina and back, every fortnight.  
C. Turkish Mahsusa Steamers between Constantinople and Alexandria touch every 3 weeks.” 
p. 1. 
 
Mersina, Means of Communication: “D. Bell’s Asia Minor Steamers run weekly between 
Mersina and Alexandria, and between Mersina and Smyrna; calling at Selepkiai (Selifke), 
Anamour, Allya (Alaïa-Alanya), Adalea, Rhodes, and various Greek islands.” p. 18 
 
“k. Adalia, at the head of the Gulf of Pamphylia, is beautifully situated round a small 
harbour. The streets appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre, and the 
whole is surrounded by a ditch and triple wall strengthened by square towers. The country 
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round is fertile and well watered. The town contains numerous fragments of ancient buildings 
and inscriptions.” Vol. I., p. 86. 
 
 

595.Adalia, Attalia 
The International Cyclopedia: A Compendium of Human Knowledge, American 
editior-in-chief Richard Gleason Greene, In Fifteen Volumes, Dodd, Mead and 
Co., New York, 1890, Vol. I., p. 86. 

 
“Ada’lia, anciently Attalia, the chief sea-port on the s. coast of Asia Minor, in n. lat 36 52, e. 
long. 30 45. The streets rise like the seats of a theatre, up the slope of the hill behind the 
harbour. Pop. 13,000.” Vol. I., p. 86. 
 
 

596.Satali, Adalia, Andaliyeh, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylicum 
Americanized Encyclopaedia Britannica: Rev. and Amended, A Dictionary of Arts, 
Sciences and Literature, to which is Added Biographies of Living Subjects. 96 
Colored Maps and Numerous Illustrations, Belford-Clarke Co., Chicago, 1890, Vol. 
IX, p. 5234. 

 
“Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns on the east coast (sic.) of Asia 
Minor, giving the name of Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which the ancients styled Mare 
Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theater round the harbour, it presents an unusually 
picturesque appearance against its background of mountains; and it is inclosed by a triple 
wall of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square towers. The population 
was estimated by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3,000 were Greeks.” p. 5234. 
 
 

597.Attalea, Palaia Attali, Attalia, Satalia, Olbia 
Charles Anthon, A Classical Dictionary: Containing an account of The Principal 
Proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors, and intended to elucidate all the 
important points connected with the Geography, History, Mythology, and Fine Arts 
of the Greeks And Romans... , Harper and Bros., New York, 1890, p. 231. (1841 Ed. 
Reprinted) 

 
“Attalea, I. A city of Pamphylia, southwest of Perga, built by King Attalus II. The site of this 
city is called Palaia Attali, while the modern city of Attalia, or, as it is commonly called, 
Satalia, answers to ancient Olbia. (Cramer’s Asia Minor, Vol. 2. p. 275).” p. 231. 
 
 

598.Adalia (Gulf of) 
Eds., Frederick A. P. Barnard, Arnold Guyot, Johnson’s (revised) Universal 
Cyclopaedia; A Scientific and Popular Treasury of Useful Knowledge, A. J. Johnson 
and Company, New York, 1890, Vol. V., p. 334. 

 
Mediterranean Sea, The, “…It has a very irregular shape, forming many gulfs…on the shores 
of Asia, Adramyti, Smyrna, Adalia, and Iskanderun; …” Vol. V., p. 334. 
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599.1891 February 

Adalia 
London Evening Standard, Thursday, 12th February, 1891, p. 4. 

 
“emigrants from the Caucasus reached here during November and December. About two-
thirds of these have been provided for at Adalia, and the remaining third have found quarters 
in the Mersina district. It is said that this is only a small instalment of those ...” 
 
 

600.1891 
Adalia 
“Cholera in Arabia,” South Wales Echo, 24th July 1891, p. 4. 

 
Reuters’ Telegram, Constantinople, “In consequence of the alarming intelligence from 
Mecca, regarding the sudden increase in mortality from cholera, and spread of the disease at 
Jeddah, the Sultan has ordered the Sanitary Council to assemble forthwith with a view to 
adoption of prophylactic measures. The Council accordingly assembled yesterday, and 
extended the ten days’ quarantine now enforced against arrivals from the Gulf of 
Alexandretta to vessels from ports between Messina and Tripoli, exclusive. Arrivals from 
ports in the province of Karaman, from Adalia to Mersina inclusive, and vessels from the 
Syrian coast from Tripoli to Jaffa inclusive, will be subjected on the voyage to a medical 
inspection.” 
 
 

601.1891 
Adalia 
“Quarantine Notices,” South Wales Daily News, 1st August, 1891, p. 8. 

 
“A Constantinople telegram states that ten days’ quarantine are extended to arrivals from all 
the coastline between Mersina and Tripoli, and that a medical visit will be imposed on vessels 
from Adalia to Mersina and from Tripoli to Jaffa, including those towns. A Tangiers telegram 
states that arrivals from the Mediterranean ports of Turkey in Asia are subjected to five days 
quarantine.” 
 
 

602.1891 August 
Adalia 
“The Cholera,” The Morning Post, London, Thursday, 6th August, p. 5. South 
Wales Echo, 6th August, 1891, p. 2. 

 
“In consequence of the spread of cholera in Syria, the Minister of Commerce has ordered the 
extension of the existing seven days’ observation upon ships in Austro-Hungarian harbours, 
from all ports situated between Mersina and Tripolis, in Asia Minor. All arrivals from ports 
situated between Mersina and Adalia on one hand, and between Tripoli and Jaffa on the 
other, inclusive of those ports, will henceforth be subjected to the strictest quarantine.” 
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603.Adalia 

Diplomatic and Consular Reports: Annual series, Great Britain. Foreign Office, 
London, 1891, p. 18. 

 
“During the same period there were cleared for abroad four Russian steamers, belonging to 
the volunteer fleet, carrying exclusively Circassian emigrants to the number of 9,153 souls, 
destined for Adalia and Merzin, two provinces set apart for them by the Turkish 
Government.” p. 18. 
 
 

604.Adalia 
Quarantine Notices, October 1891, Board of Trade Journal of Tariff and Trade 
Notices and Miscellaneous Commercial Information (1891 July-Dec.), Vol. XI., 
H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1891, p. 478. 

 
“All vessels arriving in any port or part of Cyprus, except the port of Larnaca, from Adalia 
and the coast to the east and south thereof as far as but not including Tripoli, unless they 
have both undergone quarantine at an intermediate port and are provided with a clean bill of 
health, shall be repelled. Vessels arriving at the port of Larnaca from Adalia and the coast to 
the east and south thereof as far as but not including Tripoli, shall be placed in quarantine for 
at least 10 ten clear days.” Vol. XI., p. 478. 
 
 

605.1891 October 
Adalia 
Shields Daily Gazette, Tyne and Wear, Monday, 22nd February, 1892, p. 4. 

 
“the notice issued on the 14th Oct., 1891:—4. Vessels not provided with a qualified medical 
officer, arriving direct from Adalia and Jaffa, and from the coast of Turkey in Asia, between 
those ports, are to undergo seven days’ quarantine.” 
 
 

606.Sataliah, Adalia 
Alden’s Manifold Cyclopedia of Knowledge and Language, The Columbian 
Publishing Co., New York, 1891, Vol. 33, Russian-Seckel., npn.  

 
s.v. Sataliah:“Sataliah, sat-a’lé-a: another name of Adalia (q.v.).” 
 
 

607.Satali, Adalia, Andaliyeh, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylicum 
The Encyclopædia Britannica. A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature…, Ed. Maxwell Sommerville, Philadelphia, 1891, Vol. XXI., p. 332. 

 
“Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns on the south coast of Asia Minor, 
giving the name of Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which the ancients styled Mare 
Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theatre round the harbor, it presents an unusually 
picturesque appearance against its background of mountains; and is enclosed by a triple wall 
of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square towers. Several of the 
mosques and churches, seventeen in number, are of interest, and contain the remains of 
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Roman work. The population was estimated by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3000 were Greeks. 
Though the physical changes produced on this part of the coast by the tufaceous deposits of 
the rivers render the ancient descriptions quite inapplicable to the present town, there is little 
doubt that Satali not only preserves the name but occupies the site of Attaleia, which was 
founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus, king of Pergamum, and became one of the principal 
cities of Pamphylia. At an early date it was the see of a Christian bishop.” Vol. XXI., p. 332. 
 
 

608.Adalia 
“The Old and The New Routes to India,” The Illustrated American, January 2, 
1892, Vol. 9, p. 295-300, p. 300. 

 
“The “London to India in five days” projectors intend…Then it would cross the Bosphorus by 
a railway bridge, and turning sharply to the south , the line would go to coast of Asia Minor 
to Adalia. Then it would turn east and skirt the south coast of Asia Minor to Scanderoon, 
whence it would dash along to the upper extremity of the Persian Gulf, along the southern 
margin of Persia, and Beloochistan,…” p. 300. 
 
 

609.Adalia, Adalea, Gulf of Pamphylia 
Lieut. Col. Sir E. Lambert Playfair, K.C.M.G., Handbook to the Mediterranean: Its 
Cities, Coasts, and Islands, For The Use of General Travellers and Yachtsmen,Third 
Edition, Part. I., John Murray, London, 1892, pp. 17, 86 

 
“D. Bell's Asia Minor Steamers run weeklv between Mersina and Alexandria, and between 
Mersina and Smyrna ; calling at Selepkia, Anamour, Allaya, Adalea (Adalia), Rhodes, and 
various Greek islands.” p. 17.  
 
“Adalia. — Harbour too small for general use. In summer good anchorage in outer roadstead 
m 15 to 20 fms.  
 
Adalia at the head of the Gulf of Pamphylia, is beautifully situated round a small harbour. 
The streets appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre, and the whole is 
surrounded by a ditch and triple wall strengthened by square towers. The country round is 
fertile and well watered. The town contains numerous fragments of ancient buildings and 
inscriptions.” p. 86. 
 
 

610.1892 August 
J. M. Crawford, William F. Wharton, Alvey A. Adee, Walter Wyman, Abstract of 
Sanitary Reports, U.S. Marine Hospital Service, Vol. VII., No. 34 (August 19, 
1892), pp. 412-417, p. 413. 

 
Measures taken by the Goverment of Malta to prevent the introduction of Cholera: 
 
“6. Vessels arriving direct from Adalia and Jaffa of Turkey in Asia between those ports, are 
to undergo quarantine. Vessels arriving from the above places, but which have been admitted 
to pratique at intermediate ports, are to be admitted to practique in these islands. 
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12. Soiled linen and wearing apparel shall not be allowed to be landed from any ship which 
may be under any suspicion of having had recently on board a case of contagious or 
infectious disease, or from any ship arriving through the Suez Canal, or from Syria, 
Karamania (meaning the southern coast of Anatolia), Spain, or the coasts of the Black Sea, or 
the Sea of Azov, except after disinfection ąf the Lazaretto or at such other places as may be 
appointed by the port authority.” p. 413. 
 
 

611.1892 
Adalia 
Shields Daily Gazette, Tyne and Wear, Wednesday, 6th January, p. 4. 

 
“Quarantine. Information has been received to the effect that vessels arriving in Cyprus from 
Adalia and the coast to the east thereof as far as and including Mersina, are admitted to free 
pratique,” 
 
 

612.1892 
Adalia 
Board of Trade Journal and Commercial Gazette, Board of Trade, London, 1892, 
Vol. XII., p. 615. 

 
“Austria-Hungary. —The medical inspection on arrivals at Trieste from the Syrian coast, 
between Adalia and Jaffa ( both inclusive), is now abolished.” Vol. XII., p. 615. 
 
 

613.1892 July 
Adalia 
“Quarantine Notices,” London Daily News, Tuesday, 2nd August, p. 6. 

 
“8. ‘Vessels arriving direct from Adalia and Jaffa and from the coast of Turkey in Asia, 
between those ports, are to undergo ten days quarantine.” 
 
 

614.Sattalieh 
“Greece of To-Day, La Grece d’aujourd’hui, Par Gaston Deschamps, Paris: 
Armand Colin & Cie,” p. 149-151 in, The Nation, Vol. 55, No. 1417, Aug. 25, 1892, 
p. 150. 

 
“The Greeks have always remained where they were, retaining, notwithstanding, every 
feature of their nationality, under whatever despotic and hated foreign rule. So it was of old 
in Naucratis and Bubastis in Egypt; so it is even now in Smyrna, Thasos, Halicarnassus, and 
Sattalieh. In some remote regions of Asia Minor, Deschamps relates that they have lost all 
knowledge of the Greek language—in Isbarta, in Caramania, for instance, where the priest 
repeats the service in Turkish. These people are so ashamed of no longer knowing their own 
language that they tell a tale of the Turks having cut out the tongues of all the inhabitants so 
that the children were obliged to learn the language of the conquerors.” p. 150. 
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615.Satali, Adalia, Andaliyeh, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylicum 
Encyclopaedia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General Literature… 
The R. S. Peale reprint with new maps and original American articles by eminent 
writers; with American revisions and additions, 1892, Vol. XXI., p. 317. It remained 
listed as only, “Andaliyeh, Satali, town, Asia Minor, xxi. 317.”, for this entry, without the 
toponym, Adalia in the index, Vol. XXX, p. 20,  to the New American Supplement, Ed. 
Day Otis Kellogg, New York, 1899. 

“Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns on the south coast of Asia Minor, 
giving the name of Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which the ancients styled Mare 
Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theatre round the harbour, it presents an unusually 
picturesque appearance against its background of mountains:and is enclose by a triple wall 
of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square towers. Several of the 
mosques and churches, seventeen in number, are of interest, and contain the remains of 
Roman work. The population was estimated by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3000 were Greeks. 
Though the physical changes produced on this part of the coast by the tufaceous deposits of 
the rivers render the ancient descriptions quite inapplicable to the present town, there is little 
doubt that Satali not only preserves the name but occupies the site of Attaleia, which was 
founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus, king of Pergamum, and became one of the principal 
cities of Pamphylia. At an early date it was the see of a Christian bishop.” Vol. XXI., p. 317. 
 
 

616.1893, 25th April 
Adalia 
The Spectator, 27th May, 1893, p. 15; South Wales Daily Post, Monday, 29th May, 
1893, p. 2. 

 
“AN ASIA MINOR MIRACLE,  
 
To The Editor of the Spectator,  
Sirs, having just read “Vaeuus Viator’s” paper on Lourdes in the Spectator of April 15th, 
which reached me by today’s steamer, it has struck me that a short description of an event 
which is at present deeply stirring the whole Christian population of this town may be 
interesting to some of your readers. I was awakened early this morning by the loud peals of 
the bells of the principal Orthodox church here—St. Panteleimon, - and soon heard from my 
Greek servant that three mighty miracles had been worked during the night, and that a 
thanksgiving service was being held. Passing the Greek church soon after, I found it entirely 
deserted, but learned that after the conclusion of the service a procession had been formed to 
go the round of the Christian quarter. I soon came upon it, a huge concourse of people; 
considerably more than half the Greeks of Adalia must have been present. The procession was 
headed by men carrying banners, crosses, and other emblems of the church; then came the 
priests, then the eikon, beneath which the miracles had been performed, and the people last. 
At stated intervals the procession paused, and prayers were offered in the streets. I chanced 
soon after to meet one of the leading Greek doctors here, a personal friend, who gave me the 
following particulars of the so-called miracles, the accuracy of which I have since confirmed. 
He passed over two of the three as of entirely minor importance, and confined himself to the 
case of a Greek girl who has long been his patient. For eleven or twelve years this girl, 
suffering from paralysis, has been unable to leave her bed, and has lived with her brother; 
this brother, however, married recently, and last week practically turned her out of doors. But 
three nights ago, the girl saw the Madonna in a vision (this is her tale) beckoning her to the 
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shrine dedicated to the Mother of Christ, which adjoins one of the churches; and, on the day 
following, she succeeded in dragging herself there, and spent the night within this shrine. In 
the morning she could walk erect, though her limbs were naturally weak and trembling after 
so many years disuse. These are the facts, and I ask myself if we have here the beginnings of 
yet another shrine where weaned miraculous cures are performed, such as that at Lourdes, or 
that on the island of Tenos in the Aegean395. As I have said above, the effect produced on the 
Greeks, extremely superstitious and fanatical about here, has been immense. The schools, and 
indeed everybody, kept holiday to-day in honour of the event, and one heard nothing else 
discussed even among the Turks. As I walked through the Greek quarter at dusk to-night, I 
was met by scores of cripples, of halt and maimed, and blind, and deaf and dumb, going or 
being carried to the shrine to spend the night; some in armchairs borrowed from the well-to-
do, some carried on men’s backs (for Adalia, does not boast conveyances on wheels), some 
led by their friends. I fear these poor people will pass a night of vain expectation; in fact, the 
priests already say that even as in the pool of Siloam the maimed were made whole only on 
the stirring of the waters, so will the miraculous power of the shrine at Adalia be exercised 
only at rare intervals. But whether it be manifested again or not, the offerings to the church 
to-day amount to between £30 and £40, which, considering the resources of the Christian 
community, is a considerable sum. 
I am, Sir, etc., Adalia, Asia Minor, April 25th. 
A. G. M. Dicissois.396” p. 15. 
 
 

617.Adalia 
George Alfred Henty, In Greek Waters: A Story of the Grecian War of 
Independence (1821-1827), Illustrated by W. S. Walter Sydney Stacey, Blackie & 
Son, Glasgow and London, 1893, p. 214. 

 
“Few towns, indeed, have a finer situation than Adalia, standing as it does at the head of a 
noble bay, a great portion of which is fringed with lofty and precipitous cliffs. The town which 
at that time contained some ten thousand inhabitants, stands on ground sloping upwards from 
the sea in terraces rising one above another. It was surrounded by a ditch and a double wall 
of massive construction, with square towers every fifty yards. Beyond the walls stretched 
gardens and groves of orange, lemon, and mulberry trees. Ten mosques with their domes and 
minarets reared themselves above the houses, and there were several churches belonging to 
the Christian population, which was, the guide told them, about two thousand in number, the 
great proportion of whom spoke only the Turkish language...His gardens stretch down to the 
wall by the water, and another high wall on this side separates them from the town. Passing 
through several streets they arrived opposite the residence of the pasha of the sanjak of 
                                                             
395  There is an earlier recorded example of an inhabitant of the city being cured of paralysis through a vision, in 

this case not of the Virgin but of a stylite, a pillar Saint, St. Lazaros of Mt. Galesion/Mt. Galesios, of 
Alamandağ, North of Ephesus, c. 966-1053,: “A layman from Attaleia who was cured of paralysis by a vision 
of Lazaros following a visit to Galesion. He told his story to the Metropolitan of Ephesus and a year later 
brought a letter to Lazaros from the protospatharios Leo Basilitzes.” Gregory (the Cellarer.), The Life of 
Lazaros of Mt. Galesion: An Eleventh-century Pillar Saint, Intro., Trans. Notes, Richard P. H. Greenfield, 
Dumbarton Oaks 2000, p. 385-386. It can be noted that in Attaleia, a monk tried to sell young the Lazaros, 
the future stylite Saint of Mt. Galesios, to an Armenian naukleros (a shipowner or a captain of his own or a 
rented ship with which he conducts business in his own name). There were several stylites recorded in the 
vicinty of Attaleia: in the 9th c. Life of St. Anthony the Younger, a stylite named Eustratios is recorded in the 
neighborhood of Attaleia; there was H. Leontios Myroblytos on Mount Kontobakion near Attaleia and, in the 
reign of Manuel I Comnenus 1143-1180, the pilgrim Johannes Phokaa mentions a Spanish stylite he met near 
Attalia. 

396  Probably a pseudonym of James Whittall. 
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Tekeh, of which Adalia is the chief town. The residence itself stood at the angle of the two 
walls dividing the garden from the town. It was a massive building. Some soldiers sat on 
benches at either side of the gate that opened into the court-yard, and townspeople and 
officials passed in and out.” p. 214. 
 
 

618.1894 July 
Adalia 
Dundee Courier, Tuesday, 10th July, 1894, p. 3. 

 
“Outbreak in Asia Minor. Athens, Monday. - Eight cases of cholera, two fatal, have occurred 
at Adalia, in Asia Minor.” p. 3. 
 
 

619.1894 August 
“Foreign.” Nicholas Smith, D. M. Burgess, Lars S. Reque, M. A. Jewett, Spiridion 
C. Zavitziano397, Walter Wyman398, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, Vol. IX., No. 34 
(August 24, 1894), pp. 679-698, p. 694. 

 
Earthquake at Constantinople-Cholera in Turkey, Report No. 99, Constantinople, July 18, 
1894, Spiridion C. Zavitziano. 
 
“New sanitary cordons and new lazarettos have to be established at Eski-Shehir in order to 
preserve Constantinople. The ships coming from Adalia with passengers have to undergo a 
medical visit.” p. 694. 
 
 

620.1894 November 
D. H. Ingraham, Spiridion C. Zavitziano, Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary 
Reports, Report No. 110., U.S. Marine Hospital Service, Vol. IX., No. 52 
(December 28, 1894), pp. 1278-1284, p. 2180-2181. 

 
Spiridion C. Zavitziano, United States Sanitary Representative, Constantinople, November 
28, 1894. 
 
“As I report below, it will be seen that cholera is making several victims in the province of 
Adalia… Adalia district, Chiflik, November 28, 14 cases, 14 deaths ; Carico, November 6, 8 
cases, 8 deaths; Adalia, November 25, 3 cases, 3 deaths; Kemer, November 6, 3 cases, 3 
deaths.” p. 1280-1281. 
 
 

621.1894 November 
Consular Bills of Health, Lloyd’s List, Saturday 24th November, 1894, p. 10. 

 
“The following telegram, dated Nov. 22, 1894, from her Majesty’s representative at 
Constantinople :— Arrivals from Gulf of Adalia between Capes Khelidonia and Anamour 
subject to 5 days’ quarantine from Nov. 18.” p. 10. 
 
                                                             
397  Spiridion C. Zavitziano, United States Sanitary Representative, Constantinople. 
398  Walter Wyman, Surgeon General U.S. Marine Hospital Sevice from 1891. 
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622.Adalia 

“A Letter from Turkey,” The Missionary Herald containing the proceedings of the 
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, with a view of Other 
Benevolent Operations, for the year 1894, Press of Samuel Usher, Boston, 1894, 
Vol. XC., p. 375. 

 
James P. McNaughton, concerning the size of the population relates, “Denizli, Baindir, 
Eodemish, Tirah, Elmilu, Bourdour, Sparta, Nazli, Adalia, with from 15,000 to 40,000 
inhabitants each,” p. 375. 
 
 

623.Satali, Adalia, Andaliyeh, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylicum 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature.., Ed. Maxwell Sommerville, 1894, Vol. XXI., p. 332. 

 
“Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns on the south coast of Asia Minor, 
giving the name of Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which the ancients styled Mare 
Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theatre round the harbour, it presents an unusually 
picturesque appearance against its background of mountains; and it is enclosed by a triple 
wall of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square towers. Several of the 
mosques and churches, seventeen in number, are of interest, and contain remains of Roman 
work. The population was estimated by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3000 were Greeks. Though 
the physical changes produced on this part of the coast by the tufaceous deposits of the rivers 
render the ancient descriptions quite inapplicable to the present town, there is little doubt that 
Satali not only preserves the name but occupies the site of Attaleia, which was founded by 
Attalus II. Philadelphus, king of Pergamum, and became one of the principal cities of 
Pamphylia. At an early date it was the see of a Christian bishop.” Vol. XXI., p. 332. 
 
 

624.Satalia, Adalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Edward Stanford, Stanford’s Octavo Atlas of Modern Geography; 38 colored maps 
and an alphabetical list of names with their latitudes and longitudes, Edward 
Stanford, London, 1894, p. 3. 

 
Geographical Index: 
 
“Adalia or Satalia, Turkey…36.52 N.  30.45 E 
Adalia G., Turkey…              36.20 N.  31.0 E.” p. 3. 
 
 

625.Adalia, late spring 
Adalia, Attalia 
Rev. John Cunningham Geikie399, New Testament Hours: The Apostles, their lives 
and letters, James Nisbet and Co., London, 1895, Vol. II., p. 239; 240-244. 

                                                             
399  Rev. John Cunningham Geikie (1824–1906) was born in Edinburgh and educated at Queen’s College, 

Kingston, Ontario, Canada. He was ordained in the Presbyterian Church in 1848. He had a bookshop in 
Toronto,  carrying religious, scholarly and medical publications. In 1860 he retired, moved to England and 
wrote books including: Hours with the Bible, or, the Scriptures in the Light of Modern Discovery and 
Knowledge in 10 vols. 1881-84; new edition, largely re-written in 12 vols. 1896-97; The Holy Land and the 
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“Few places even in Asia Minor are more picturesque or interesting than Adalia – the 
modern repesentative of the “Attalia” of the Apostle.” Vol. II., p. 239 
 
“Since the foundation of the town by Attalus II., King of Pergamos, from whom it took its 
name, Attalia, seems to have specially illustrated the policy of the successive lords of these 
parts, in the fortifying their coast cities. Fragments of the massive moles that once sheltered 
the ancient port are still visible; and on them, as on secure foundations, later occupiers have 
raised ponderous masonry which once presented a formidable front to hostile comers over the 
sea. It is now ruinous and threatening to fall, but its castellated form and prominent site still 
make its appearance imposing. A lofty wall, battlemented at the top, and flanked by 
rectangular towers, protected the city on its sea face in the Venetian (sic. Lusignan) days. A 
similar one encloses it on the land side; and remains of other walls here and there among the 
houses, indicate the frequent enlargement of the area thought worth defending. The lower 
courses of masonry, in most of the walls, are composed of neatly squared stones of large size, 
which show they date from an ancient period. A beautiful circular building, a sort of tomb of 
Coecilia Metella of reduced dimensions, is built into the wall just at the edge of the eastern 
bluff; at the junction of the sea and land defences. Facing a suburb containing many 
handsome houses and some large cafés, and standing in smiling gardens, is a handsome 
gateway of the Emperor Hadrian’s time, showing three arches, and a cornice supported in 
front and rear by graceful Corinthian columns, only two or three, however, being now in 
place. On each side of this gateway there is a square flanking tower, built of bevelled stones 
of considerable dimensions, which proclaim the antiquity of this part of the defences. 
 
Attalia, now Adalia is a busy place, in spite of the unsuitabilty of its port for modern ships. 
Some of the best wheat in Asia Minor is grown in the fertile fields near it400 and it is exported 
to less favoured countries. Maize is largely cultivated; and the woollen manufactures of 
Konieh, the ancient Iconium, Marash, and Karamania generally — principally rugs, carpets, 
waist-sashes, and saddle-bags — find their way to the outside world through Adalia. A bazaar 
of great extent stretches along the land wall, on the heights outside the city. The wooden 
booths are filled with cheap English and German cottons, striped calicoes from Aleppo, 
Broussa silks, Damascus embroidery, variegated saddlebags from Konieh, and leather-work 
of many kinds. Excepting gaudy cotton prints, European goods are few. Earthenware vessels 
of ancient pattern and elegant shapes, are stacked in heaps at certain points. In some places, 
vines are trailed across the narrow roadway, and afford a welcome shelter from the 
scorching sun. The scene during the forenoon is very animated. All the booths are open, and 
the pathways are thronged. Strings of donkeys carry jars of water slung in wooden frames, or 
huge panniers filled with grapes, or snow from the mountains. Sturdy Karamanian peasants, 
in turbans and flowing garments, ride in on wiry little horses to make their purchases. There 
is an incessant tinkling from the stalls of the sherbet-sellers, and shouts nearly as incessant 
from the riders and donkey drivers, to warn foot-passengers out of the way. To enable them to 
cope with such purchasers as may turn up among their English visitors, the Spanish Jews, to 
whom many of the booths in the bazaar belong, have added to their curious dialect of Spanish 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Bible: A Book of Scripture Illustrations Gathered in Palestine II vols. 1887; Life and Words of Christ’ in II., 
vols. 1877; new edition in, 1 vol. 1891, The English Reformation, etc.. 

400  This quality of Adalia wheat was reflected in the price, a third more, when the market price of the wheat of 
Roumalia was 20 to 25 piastres the chilo (31 s. 3d. to 35s. 6d. the quarter)  in 1869, the wheat of Adalia was 
30 to 35 piastres the chilo (42 s. 8d. to 49s. 9d. the quarter). Commercial Reports Received at the Foreign 
Office from Her Majesty’s Consuls, in 1869-70. Presented May 1871, Harrison and Sons, London, 1871, p. 
321.  
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mixed with Italian a few English words, and the voluble Greek has invented a mongrel 
patchwork of language equally surprising. 
 
As far as waterfalls and running streams tend to alleviate the discomforts of a hot season, 
Adalia is happy in the abundance of palliatives of the ardours of the Pamphylian summer. 
Two conspicuous cascades tumble headlong down the steep rocks, within the city itself, and 
clear and sparking water runs through an open channel, down the middle of many of its 
tortuous streets. The trees that surround it and grow within its walls, and the spacious 
gardens and shrubberies that lie outside, show by the freshness of their verdue, even when it 
is hottest, that they have no lack of copious irrigation. 
 
It is pleasant to escape from the sweltering thoroughfares of the town and ramble about the 
verdant country east of the city. The rippling of its many streams and the grateful shade of its 
abundant trees go some way towards making one forget the heat, which glows fiercely in the 
afternoons. As the sun declines, parties from the Christian quarters of the city come out to the 
cooler spots among the gardens. The men loll about on the grass and smoke. The girls and 
younger women play a sort of rudimentary cricket on the lawn-like patches of grass. The 
dress of the Christian ladies suits sports of the kind. On the head is worn indoors as well as 
out a maroon-coloured fez, richly embroidered with gold, on the crown. A thin cotton vest 
covers – or more correctly, exposes - the upper part of the person, while the lower is clad in a 
garment which may be described as the “divided skirt” carried to its logical conclusion. The 
feet are inserted in shoes with shaply curving toes. Stockings are rarely worn by the gentler 
sex, but when used, they are thickly embroidered in bright colours. It has doubtless been a 
never-failing pleasure to the inhabitants in all ages to stroll about the shady paths, watching 
from the elevation of the eastern bluffs, the busy operations of the ships below, and must have 
been a characteristic of the place in Paul’s day as much as it is in our own. 
 
Adalia has a population of about 30,000, of whom 20,000 are Turks and Mohammedans with 
many mosques, and 10,000 Greeks with seven churches. There are about 100 Armenians and 
150 Jews in the town; besides one or two Englishmen as occasional residents, and a few 
Frenchmen and Italians. In the Christian quarter there are many fine houses; some of them 
quite new. The older houses are built of masonry below and wood above. The upper storeys, 
where they look upon the street, seem to consist almost entirely of dark-timbered oriels jutting 
out over the narrow way. In the Turkish quarter these are jealously latticed; the streets there 
resembling many at Constantinople. Sets of families inhabit the larger Christian dwellings; 
and a glance through the open door-way discovers a group of many generations. The design 
of the houses is evidently ancient. Inside the door is a wide vestibule paved with pebbles in a 
neat pattern. This joins a court, the wooden columns of which support the cross-beams of the 
upper floor, and behind, there is a garden. In the hot season the members of the family spend 
much time in lounging on wide settles of unpainted wood, covered with gaily hued 
Karamanian carpets or rugs from Alifarandim.This sketch of the modern Turkish town, 
cannot, of course, be taken as reproducing the city, on one of the wharves of which Paul and 
his companions landed401, but the features of the general locality are, necessarily, the same, 
and life must always have been much what it is now, in these unchanging regions.” p. 240-
244. 
 
“Then, perhaps in July, they went to Attalia, and sailed out of its small harbour, round which 
the streets now rise, one above the other, like the sats of a theatre, with a fringe of square 

                                                             
401  Departed from,  not landed.  
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towers surmounting the flat top of the hills, - and then coasted the land eastward, often in full 
view of the vast mountains, beyond which they had gathered to Christ, the first fruits of the 
Gentiles of Asia Minor, won with so much suffering, and yet worth it all, as the earnest of the 
conversion of the great heathen World to the faith of the Cross.” Vol. II., p. 293. 
 
 
 

626.1894 
Adalia 
“The Cholera,” The British Medical Journal, BMJ, London, Vol. II., No. 1750, 
July 14, 1894, p. 97. 

 
“According to advices received at Athens 8 cases of cholera and 2 deaths have occurrred at 
the village of Sparta, near Adalia, in Asia Minor.” p. 97. 
 
 

627. 1894 
Adalia 
Diplomatic and Consular Reports: Annual series, Great Britain. Foreign Office, 
London, 1895, p. 14. 

 
“Of the British coasting vessels calling at this port (Syra, as likewise Adalia), the steamship 
“Semiramis,” owned by Messrs. Joly, Victora, and Co., of Smyrna, which used to ply between 
that port, the Syrian coast, and Syra, was lost in December last at Phinica Bay (Finike Bay), 
near Adalia. It was reported that the loss was caused through the explosion of her boilers, 
killing 11 of her crew. No attempts have yet been made for recovering the wreck, which is 
supposed to be a dead loss, and was only insured for the very small amount of (£) 1,000l. at 
the National Insurance Company of Greece. The latter refuse to pay the amount, on the plea 
that there was smuggled gunpowder on board, which they maintain was the origin of the 
accident.” p. 14. 

 
 

628.Adalia 
“Syria,” Special Consular Reports. No. X, Extension of Markets For American 
Flour, Government Printing Office, Washington, 1894, p. 486. (In this report by the 
U.S. Consul, Thomas R. Gibson, in Ottoman Beirut, dated February 24, 1893, Ottoman 
Adalia is surprisingly recorded as a foreign port.) 

 
Imports of grain in pounds from Adalia by sea to Syria  
 
“1891…700.000 
1892…1,600,000 
1893…1,300,000” p. 486. 

 
 

629.1894 November-1895 January 
Adalia 
Peter H. Bryce, G. T. Vaughan, Charles Schaefer, Spiridion C. Zavitziano, Walter 
Wyman, Weekly Abstracts of Sanitary Reports, Issued by the Marine Hospital 
Service, Washington, Vol. X. No. 3 (January 18, 1895), p. 45, 46, 49, 103-104. 
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Cholera in Turkey.-Report of Sanitary Commissioner (Report No. 111): 
 
“Cholera was imported into the city of Adalia by the arrival of 1,000 troops from Anatolia; 
from November 29 to December 3, 44 persons were taken sick there and 24 died.” p. 45. 
 
Regulations Against Cholera: 
“Greece. - By imperial order of November 24 a five days’ quarantine observation from 
November 21 has been established for vessels running between Cape Chelidonia and the port 
of Alaia, near Turkish ports. The vessels affected will undergo quarantine in those Greek 
ports where there is a sanitary authority, or in St. George in the Roads of Salamis.” p. 46. 
  
Spiridion C. Zavitziano, Turkey. Cholera in Turkey, Report of Sanitary Commissioner, 
(Report No. 111) Constantinople, December 20, 1894. 
 
Cholera still continues raging at Adalia, as I have already mentioned in my previous reports. 
According to official news, from the 11th to the 14th instant, 50 cholera cases and 24 cholera 
deaths have been registered. On the 16th instant a soldier was taken ill, presenting all the 
symptoms of cholera. Koch’s bacillus was also found in the dejecta, but he is recovering… 
Spiridon C. Zavitziano.” p. 49. 
 
Sanitary Condition of the Turkish Empire (Report No. 112) Constantinople, Jan 3, 1895: 
 
“Cholera in Adalia is dying out, and has quite disappeared from the vilayet of Diarbekir.” p. 
103-104. 
 
 

630.1894 December 
Adalia 
“Foreign,” pp. 64-69 in, R. Cleary, John O. Sundberg, Walter Wyman, Abstract of 
Sanitary Reports, Marine Hospital Service, Washington, Vol. X., No. 4, January 
25, 1895, p. 64. 

 
Current Quarantine Measures against Cholera 

 
“Turkey.- Advices of December 13 state that the ten days’ quarantine against arrivals from 
points on the Gulf of Adalia, east of Anamur, shall extend to Tomoue, near Mersine, but not to 
Mersine” p. 64. 
 
 

631.1895 January 
Adalia 
“Foreign,” R. Cleary, Thos. L. Thompson, Carlos de Carvalho, Robert J. Kirk, G. 
P. Arthur, Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, Marine Hospital Service, 
Washington, Vol. X., No. 5, February 1, 1895, pp. 82-88, p. 82. 

 
Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General Marine Hospital 
Service, Jan. 4, 1895, to January 20, 1895: 

 
“Cholera: Turkey: 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Dec. 29. Cases, 121. Deaths, 70.” p. 82. 
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632.1895 January 
R. Cleary and Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, Washington, Vol. X., 
No. 9 (March 1, 1895), pp. 160-166, p. 160.  

 
“Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General M.H.S. Jan. 4, 
1895, to Feb. 26, 1895,” 

 
“Cholera: Turkey 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Jan. 27. Cases, 194. Deaths, 105.” p. 160. 
 
 

633.1895 February 
Adalia 
R. Cleary and Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, Washington, Vol. X., 
No. 9 (March 1, 1895), pp. 160-166, p. 160. 

 
Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General M.H.S. Jan. 4, 
1895, to Feb. 26, 1895 
 
“Cholera: Turkey 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Jan. 27. Cases, 194. Deaths, 105.” p. 160. 
 
 

634.1895 February 
Adalia 
“Health Reports,” The Journal of the American Medical Association, Saturday, 
March 30th., 1895, p. 499. 

 
Cholera-Foreign:  
Turkey, “Adalia, February 4 to 18, 17 cases, 11 deaths.” p. 499. 
 
 

635.1894-1895 February 
Adalia 
On the Western Diffusion of Cholera in 1894–95; by Dr. Bruce Low, The Local 
Government Board 1897-98., Supplement, Report of the Medical Officer, APP. A. 
No. 11. Vol. XXVII, H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1898, p. 152. 

 
“Turkey. Cholera, which had been occurring in Turkey during the latter months of 1894, 
continued to occur during the early months of 1895 in certain places such as Constantinople 
and Adalia…Between December 11th, 1894 and February 18th, 1895, 127 cholera deaths in 
Adalia.” p. 152.  
 
 

636.1895 May 
Adalia 
The Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, 1895, Vol. CXXXIII., p. 651. Likewise 
repeated: The New England Journal of Medicine, Burlington, N.J., 1895, Vol. 
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CXXXIII., p. 651; “Abstracts,” Medical and Surgical Reporter, Jan. 4th, 
Philadelphia, Pa., 1896, Vol. LXXIV., p. 25. 

 
“During May, cholera at Constantinople died out, but in the provinces of Asiatic Turkey, and 
at seaports on the Mediterranean, such as Adalia and Tarsus, and throughout Syria it 
prevailed with great severity.... The sanitary cordons, etc., enforced by the Turkish 
government were entirely ineffective in limiting the disease.” p. 651. 

 
 

637.1895 June 
Adalia 
R. Cleary, Wyman, F. Montizambert, D. M. Burgess, Henry S. Caminero, E. 
Spencer Pratt, Max F. Simon, W. R. C. Middleton, W. F. Chenoweth, C. T. 
Peckham, Constantine Khouri, Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, 
Washington, Vol. X., No. 37, September 13, 1895, pp. 756-769, p. 757, 759. 

 
Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General Marine Hospital 
Service, Jan. 4, 1895, to September 12, 1895  

 
“Cholera: Turkey 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Feb. 4. Cases, 213. Deaths, 116.” p. 757. 
 
Current Quarantine Measures. Cholera. 
 
“Turkey . - The superior council of health has directed that quarantine of observation be 
enforced at the lazaretto of Klazomene against all arrivals from the ports of Adalia between 
Cape Anamur and Kalidonia (sic.).” p. 759. 
 
Cholera Notes 
 
“In Adalia on June 30, 1 case”402 p. 759. 
 
 

638.1895 May-August 
Adalia 
The London Gazette, August 16, 1895, Vol. III, p. 4636. 

 
“4636. The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, a copy of the following Telegram, dated 
15th August, 1895, from Her Majesty’s Representative at Constantinople:—“Quarantine of 
five days on arrival from Gulf of Adalia, between Cape Khelidonia and Cape Anamur, to be 
to be purged at Clazomene, Beyrouth, and Tripoli,... 
 
During May, cholera at Constantinople died out, but in the provinces of Asiatic Turkey, and 
at seaports on the Mediterranean such as Adalia and Tarsus, and throughout Syria, it 
prevailed with great severity...The sanitary cordons, etc., enforced by the Turkish government 
were entirely ineffective in limiting the disease.” p. 4636. 
 
                                                             
402  Throughout the rest of the year the May totals remained unchanged, the number of cases 213, deaths 127, 

outbreak from December to February, the June case omitted from the statistics. Although the cholera case in 
June was reported it was not added to the total cases, nor was it mentioned in the dates. 
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639.1895 August 

Adalia 
The London Gazette, Part III, London, 1895, p. 4636. 

 
“The Board of Trade have received, through the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, a copy 
of the following Telegram, dated 15th August, 1895, from Her Majesty’s Representative at 
Constantinople:- “Quarantine of five days on arrival from Gulf of Adalia, between Cape 
Khelidonia and Cape Anamur, to be purged at Clazomene, Beyrouth, and Tripoli, in Africa; 
also two days observation on ships with passengers from Sea of Marmora between Boz Burnu 
and Kara Bogha.” p. 4636. 
 
 

640.1895, August 
Adalia 
“The Cholera,” The British Medical Journal, B.M.J., London, Vol. II., No. 1809, 
Aug. 31, 1895, p. 546. 

 
“On the 18th and 19th inst. no cases were registered in Adalia.” p. 546. 
 
 

641.Sataliah 
British Medical Journal, British Medical Association, 1895, p. 608. 

 
“Epidemic Cholera 
The only other point in the Ottoman Empire from which cholera is reported is Sataliah, a 
maritime town of Asia Minor, but the number of cases there has been small.” p. 608. 
 
 

642.1895 August 
Adalia 
“The Cholera,” The British Medical Journal, B.M.J., London, Vol. II, No 1810, 
Educational Number, September 7th, 1895, p. 627. 

 
“At Adalia, on August 27th, there occurred 22 cases, 2 of which ended in death.” p. 627. 
 
 

643.1895 
Adalia 
National Board of Health Magazine, A Review of Sanitary and Therapeutic Science, 
New York, 1895, Vol. IX., No. 11, p. 273. 

 
“Current Quarantine Measures. Cholera. Turkey—The superior council of health has 
directed that a five ‘days’ quarantine of Observation be enforced at the lazaretto of 
Klazomene against all arrivals from the ports of Adalia between Cape Anamur and Kalidonia 
(sic.).” p. 273. 
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644.1895 September 
“Foreign.” R. Cleary, Sheridan P. Read, D. M. Burgess, E. Spencer Pratt, Jas. F. 
Connelly, W. F. Chenoweth, F. Hagerup, L. Esmarch, Walter Wyman, Abstract of 
Sanitary Reports, Washington, Vol. 10, No. 40 (October 4, 1895), pp. 831-845, p. 
832, 836. 

 
Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General Marine Hospital 
Service, Jan. 4, to October 3, 1895 
 
“Cholera: Turkey: 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Feb. 18. Cases, 230. Deaths, 127.” p. 832. 

 
Cholera Notes: 
 
“Turkey. - In pursuance of a decision of the International Sanitary Council of Health of 
August 27, arrivals from Adalia are subject to five days quarantine. This regulation applies to 
arrivals from ports on the same coast lying between Cape Anamur and Sueidije (inclusive), 
when the same carry passengers. When such arrivals do not carry passengers they shall be 
subject to twenty-four hours’ quarantine…Greece. - By royal proclamation of August 15 
arrivals from the Gulf of Adalia are subject to five days’ quarantine at the quarantine station 
of St. George at Salamis, at Vido, or at some other port provided with port sanitary officers.” 
p. 836. 
 
 

645.1895 October 
Adalia 
“H. 8021 Board of Trade (Harbour Department), London, October 11, 1895,” The 
London Gazette, Vol. IV., p. 5458. 

 
“The Board of Trade have received, through the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, a copy 
of a Telegram, from Her Majesty’s Representative at Athens, reporting that medical visit is 
substituted for quarantine against Adalia.” p. 5458. 
 
 

646.1895 October 
“Foreign,” R. Cleary, H. W. Churchill, John Frazer, Sheridan P. Read, Henry S. 
Caminero, Pulaski F. Hyatt, D. M. Burgess, James E. Neal, Chas. H. Burke, 
Horatio J. Sprague, Ellis Mills, William O. Smith, E. Spencer Pratt, A. P. Talbot, 
A. H. Lemon, Jas. F. Connelly, J. Judson Barclay, W. H. Latimer, Saml. 
Proskauer, Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, Vol. X., No. 42 (October 
18, 1895), pp. 880-900, p. 882.  

 
Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General Marine Hospital 
Service, Jan. 4, 1895, to October 17, 1895 
 
“Cholera: Turkey: 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Feb. 18. Cases, 230. Deaths, 127.” p. 882. 
 
Note these are the unchanged figures published of 230 cases and 127 deaths as was reported 
in May 1895, still published in October 1895; yet there was reported I case in June, 22 cases 
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and 2 deaths on the 27th of August, and two cases, one fatal, in the first week of October. The 
months in which cholera infection occurred, the number of cases and fatalities, indicating 
virulence, published in the Abstract of Sanitary Reports statistics were not, in these cases, 
being accurately updated. These same statistics from May 1895 were also repeated in the 
November 1895 issue (below).  
 
 

647.1895 November 
Adalia 
Weekly Abstract of Sanitary Reports, Vol. X., United States, Public Health Service, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1895, pp. 694, 1280-1281.  

 
“The ships coming from Adalia with passengers have to undergo a medical visit.” p. 694. 
 
“As I report below, it will be seen that cholera is making several victims in the province of 
Adalia.… Adalia district, Chiftlik, November 28, 14 cases 14 deaths; Carico November 6, 8 
cases, 8 deaths; Adalia November 25, 3 cases, 3 deaths; Kemer, November 6, 3 cases 3 
deaths.” p. 1280-1281. 
 
 

648.1895 October 
Adalia  
R. Cleary, Pulaski F. Hyatt, Henry S. Caminero, E. Spencer Pratt, J. Judson 
Barclay, Spiridion C. Zavitziano and Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, 
Vol. X., No. 45 (Nov. 8, 1895), pp. 968-884, Washington, D.C., p. 968, 979. 

 
Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General Marine Hospital 
Service, Jan. 4, to November 7, 1895. 
 
“Cholera: Turkey: 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Feb. 18. Cases, 230. Deaths, 127.” p. 968. 
 
Current Quarantine Measures, Cholera: 
 
“Greece - By a later declaration of September 13, quarantine against arrivals from ports 
situated between Kelidonia and Alexandretta is suspended after the 9th of the current month 
and replaced by a strict medical inspection. Measures against arrivals from Adalia remain in 
force… Egypt. - By resolution of the International Council of Health, September 28 and 
October 3, quarantine measures for arrivals from Adalia and from ports on the coast of the 
Sea of Marmora between Bog-Burun and Kara-Bogha are suspended.” p. 975. 
 
Turkey, Cholera in Turkey, (Report No. 137) Constantinople, October 9, 1895, Spiridon C. 
Zavitziano: 
 
“In the provinces cholera has not yet disappeared. In the vilayet of Brussa a cholera case 
occurred at Erdek (Artaki). In Adalia 2 cases occurred on the 2d and 3d instant; the first of 
them proved fatal.” p. 979. 
 
 
 

https://books.google.com.tr/books?id=Fmk6AQAAMAAJ&q=Adalia+under+the+captain+pacha.&dq=Adalia+under+the+captain+pacha.&hl=tr&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjI2K706I_ZAhVDWiwKHUHwATM4HhDoAQhYMAc
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649.1895 November 
Adalia 
R. Cleary, Pulaski F. Hyatt, Henry S. Caminero, E. Spencer Pratt, J. Judson 
Barclay, Spiridion C. Zavitziano and Walter Wyman, Abstract of Sanitary Reports, 
Vol. X., No. 45 (November 8, 1895), pp. 968-984, p. 971, 975, 979. 

 
Cholera and Yellow Fever as reported to the Supervising Surgeon-General Marine Hospital 
Service, Jan. 4, 1895, to November 7, 1895 
 
“Cholera: Turkey: 
Place, Adalia. Date, Dec. 11-Feb. 18. Cases, 230. Deaths, 127.” p. 971. 
 
 

650.Adalia 
Ed. Charles Wilson, Handbook for Travellers in Asia Minor, Transcaucasia, Persia, 
etc., John Murray, London, 1895, p. 122-123. 

 
Route 42. 

 

Adalia, “For a short time (in 1832 under Ibrahim Pasha) it was occupied by the Egyptians403. 
Adalia is situated at a re-entering angle in a flat limestone terrace, which terminates seaward 
in a cliff about 120ft high. A small recess in the cliff constitutes the inner harbour, beyond 
which there was an outer harbour formed by a strong wall with flanking towers, of which 
there are several picturesque remains. The entrance was closed by a chain. A large spring 
wells up beneath the salt water in the harbour, and makes it almost sweet. The town, which 
rises up from the harbour, and spreads over the terrace above, lies partly within, and partly 
without the old walls. There are two approaches from the sea; one by a grand flight of steps, 
said to be Venetian (sic.), which leads to a water-gate404, the other by a remarkable cutting in 
the rock. 

The outer wall, which has fine square flanking towers, and is protected by a ditch, is of 
various dates. From the water-gate, it runs S. to a fine round tower and the first gate (in) the 
wall is built out of the remains of ancient buildings. The next section, in which there is a 
modern gate, containing many ancient tombstones with inscriptions, and extends to a fine 
three arched gateway errected by Hadrian. This gate, through which ran the road to Perge, is 
richly ornamented, and on its architrave there was an inscription in large bronze-gilt letters. 
On either side is a tower; one built by the Empress Julia, is still perfect, the other was partly 
rebuilt by the Seljuks. Close by, the aqueduct, through which the troops of Mahmud II. 
entered the town, runs beneath the wall. Beyond Hadrian’s gate the wall extends, past a 
fourth entrance, to the main gate (kale kapısı), restored by Mahmud II., through which most 
                                                             
403  See on this: Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad, The Administrative and Economic Policies of Ibrahim Pasha in 

Palestine, 1831-1840, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1972, p. 23; in a clear reference to the importance 
of timber, Ibrahim wrote to his father in the wake of the negotiations that eventually led to the “Peace of 
Kutahia” in 1833 telling him that out of all lands in their possession they must not give up the three districts 
of Alaiye (Alanya), Adalia (Antalia) and Icel (Cilicia). Roads were built to link forests with the coastal areas 
and experts were put in charge of timber. Mehmet Ali repeatedly insisted on daily reports on the progress of 
this work. The urgent need for the timber is apparent in the letter that Ibrahim Pasha wrote to his father.  As 
for demanding possession of the three districts of Adalia, idem. p. 52. 

404  The “liman ova kapı”. 
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of the traffic now enters the town. Outside this section are a cemetery, the bazars, and an 
aqueduct with quaint stalactite piers. Further W. are the konak, and prison, outside a well-
preserved portion of the wall in which are a small gate leading to the Top-khaneh terrace, 
and a long Greek inscription. Beyond the Top-khaneh gate, the wall, which here has a deep 
rock hewn ditch, turns N. and descends to the harbour. A rampart, which runs around the 
inside of the wall and forms a pleasant walk, gives access to the towers, in one of which, is the 
coat of arms of a Venetian or Genovese Knight (probably, in fact, Lusignan). According to 
inscriptions the wall was largely rebuilt by Ghiyas-ed-din II., and partly by the Emir of 
Kermian (sic.405). 
 
The town is divided into quarters by walls which formerly separated, and, to some extent, still 
separate the different communities. The Christians live in the S. part of the town, and here are 
several Greek churches, and a mosque, which is, in part, an old church (Kesik Minare). The 
Moslems occupy the N. quarter of the town; and outside the walls, near the konak, are 
colonies of Morcotes, whose fathers left Greece after the revolution, and of liberated slaves. 
In the Moslem quarter are a medresse of Ala-ed-din I., a mosque and medresse of Ghiyas-ed-
din II., and other mosques, medresses, tombs, and fountains of the Seljuk period. The 
ormamentation of some of the doorways is very beautiful, and one of the mosques has a fine 
minaret of red and blue glazed brick (Yivli manar-minaret). The tekke of the Dancing 
Dervishes (Mevlevihane), an octagonal tomb, with pyramidal roof and a large sarcophagus, 
deserves notice. At the entrance to the Top-khaneh, is a fragment of an arch, apparently of the 
same date as Hadrian’s Gate; and here tradition places the palace. Amongst the people, the 
Greeks are the most interesting from their preservation of many ancient habits and customs, 
and the Jewish character of the dress worn by the women. The town is surrounded by 
magnificent gardens; and it exports large quantities of corn, timber, pine bark406, liquorice 
root, cotton, valones, etc. There is a British Vice-Consul, and the Ottoman Bank has a 
branch407. 
 
Adalia is well supplied with water by aqueducts from the Duden Su, anct. Catarrhactes, 
which, after running under-ground from Kirk-guez Khan, reappears about one and a half 
hours from the town, and flows at the bottom of a deep cleft in the limestone terrace. A shaft 
leads down from the terrace to a chamber immediately above the point at which the river 
flows noiselessly from the rock, and near its mouth are some shapeless ruins and rock-hewn 
tombs. The river now falls from the cliff to the sea in a series of cataracts, but at one time it 
apparently ran in a deep ravine W. of the town.” p. 122-123. 
 
 

651. Adalia, Atalia, Satalieh, Attaliyeh 
Joseph Thomas, Lippincott’s Gazetteer of the World: A Complete Pronoucing 
Gazetteer, Or Geographical Dictionary of the World Containing Notices of Over One 
Hundred and Twenty-five Thousand Places…, J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1895, 
p. 431. 

 
“Adalia, A-dà’lee-a, Atalia, Satalieh, sā-tā’ie’yeh, or Attaliyeh, a seaport of Anatolia, Asiatic 
Turkey, on the gulf of the same name. Lat. 36° 52' 2'' N.; lon. 300 45' E. It is pleasantly 
                                                             
405  Germiyan. Also Guermian, Emir of Kermian, Kermian-oglu, eg. the Kermian of Kutahia Muzaffar al din 

Ya'qub I ibn Alishir Kermian Khan c. 699-706 A.H.. According to al-'Umari, the Turkish amirs of western 
Anatolia paid tribute to the Germiyan at some periods, and this inscription may have recorded this 
relationship. 

406  Employed in tanning leather. 
407  Mr. Wilkin, was the director of the Adalia branch of the Imperial Ottoman Bank in March 1875. 
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situated on the slope of a hill. The houses being built circularly around the harbor, the streets 
appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. It has a Greek archbishop, Pop. of 
the town, 8000.” p. 431. 
 
 

652.Adalia, Antaliyeh, Satali, Sataliah, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), Pamphylian Gulf, 
Pamphylieus Sinus 
Ed., Benjamin E. Smith, The Century Cyclopedia of Names, A Pronouncing and 
Etymological Dictionary of Names in Geography, Biography, Mythology, History, 
Ethnology, Art, Archaeology, Fiction, etc., etc., etc., The Century Co., New York, 
1895, Vol. I., Names A-O, pp. 12, 92. 

 
“Adalia (a-da’le-a), or Antaliyeh (an-ta’le-ye), or Satali (sa-ta’le), or Sataliah (sa-ta’le-a). A 
town in the vilayet of Konieh, Asiatic Turkey, situated on the Gulf of Adalia about lat. 36° 52' 
N., long. 30° 45' E., built by Attalus II. of Pergamum, and a leading city of ancient 
Pamphylia; the ancient Attaleia. Population (estimated) 13.000. 
 
Adalia, Gulf of, or Pamphylian Gulf. An arm of the Mediterranean on the southern coast of 
Asia Minor: the ancient Pamphylieus Sinus.” p. 12. 
 
“Attaleia (at-a-li’a). The ancient name of Adalia.” p. 92. 
 
 

653.Adalia 
Edwin Munsell Bliss, “Reform or Partition in Turkey,” p. 1144-1145, in, Harper’s 
Weekly, Vol. XXXIX., No. 2032, New York, Saturday, November 30, 1895, p. 1144. 

 
“Along the Aegean border and as far south as Adalia the Christians are chiefly Greek, and in 
Bithynia Armenian and Greek, the Moslems, however, always far outnumbering both.” p. 
1144. 
 
 

654.Adalia 
H. Legrand, Dr. Burlazzi,  A. J. Gauthier, “Origin of cholera in Egypt in 1895” 
pp. 54-58 in, Public Health Reports, Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, 
Washington, United States, Vol. 11, No. 3, January 17, 1896, p. 55. 

 
“Cholera did not Arrive by Sea 
 
It was generally believed at Damietta that the cholera was imported from Asia Minor by sea. 
The quarantine Office at Boghaz was without a medical officer after July 8, the physician in 
charge having been sent to Port Said to relieve his colleague there, who was ill. Some 
localities in Karamania were known to be infected with cholera. Damietta stands in close 
relation with ports on that coast line, and a passenger from Alaïa, a port of Karamania, was 
known to have arrived at Damietta on October 11, the date of the first cholera outbreak. On 
examination it was found that the ports of Karamania were made subject to quarantine 
measures and relieved from quarantine on the following named dates: 
 
May 27: Ports between Anamur and Alexandretta declared infected. 
August 13: Alexandretta included within the contaminated zone. 
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August 17: The entire coast line between Cape Anamur and Cape Kaledonia (sic.) included. 
September 14: Measures suspended for the ports between Kaledonia and Suedia, but 
continued for Adalia. 
September 28: All quarantine raised. 
 
With regard to the quarantine station at Boghaz, the commission learned that a chief clerk 
performed the duties of director ad interim. At the slightest suspicion with regard to the 
sanitary condition of crew or passengers, he was expected to notify the sanitary physician, 
who was required, under penalty of a fine, to perform a visit of medical inspection. 
With regard to the passenger who arrived at Damietta October 11, it should be remarked (I) 
that he left Alaïa at a time when that port was not infected; (2) that he arrived at Damietta 
October 11, after the first cases of cholera were declared. 
From these facts we conclude that cholera was not imported into Damietta by way of the 
sea.” p. 55. 
 
 

655.Adal408, Attalia 
Names and Places in the Old and New Testament and Apocrypha: with their modern 
identifications, compiled by George Armstrong and revised by Major General Sir 
Charles W. Wilson and Major Claude Reignier Conder, Committee of the Palestine 
Exploration Fund, London, 1896, New Testament Sites, p. 3. 

 
New Testament Sites 
 
“New Testament Name…Attalia, Reference…Acts xiv.25, Modern Identification…Adal, 
Remarks, References, and No. of Sheet on Large Map.…A coast town in Asia Minor. (Smith’s 
D. of B.)” p. 3. 
 
 

656.Attalia, Sataleia, Adalia 
The Lutheran Commentary: A Plain Exposition of The Holy Scripture of the New 
Testament by Scholars of the Lutheran Churches in America, F. W. Stellhorn, Ed. 
Henry Eyster Jacobs, Christian Literature Company, New York, 1896, Vol. VI., p. 
199. 

 
“Attalia. Built by, and named after, Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, commanding the 
trade of Syria and Egypt; famous during the crusades under the name of Sataleia; now called 
Adalia, and a much frequented harbor, having about 13,000 inhabitants.” Vol. VI., p. 199. 
 
 

657.Adalia, Attalia 
Isaac Taylor, Names and their Histories: Alphabetically Arranged as a Handbook of 
Historical Geography and Topographical Nomenclature, Macmillan and Co., New 
York, 1896, p. 38. 

 
“Adalia, in Pamphylia, represents the ancient Attalia, visited by St. Paul (Acts xiv. 25), so 
called from Attalus Philadelphus, from whom Philadelphia (now Allah Shehr) was also 
named.” p. 38. 

                                                             
408  See above note re ADAL 
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658.Attalia, Adalia 
Dictionary of the Bible: comprising its Antiquities, Biography, Geography, and 
Natural History…,  Ed. by William (Robertson) Smith, S. S. Scranton and Co., 
Hartford, Conn. 1896, p. 83.  

 
“Attali’a, a coast-town of Pamphylia, mentioned (Acts xiv. 25) as the place from which Paul 
and Barnabas sailed on their return journey into the inland parts of Asia Minor. It was built 
by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, and named after the monarch. All its remains are 
characteristic of the date of its foundation. Leake fixes Attalia at Adalia, on the S. coast of 
Asia Minor, N. of the Duden Su the ancient Catarrhactes.” p. 83. 
 
 

659.Adalia, April 1897 
Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States, with The Annual 
Message of the President transmitted to Congress, December 6, 1897, Government 
Printing Office, Washington, 1898, pp. 585, 586.  

 
(Inclosure 1 in No. 1267. Telegram) 
Stamford Manufacturing Company409 to Mr. Terrell. Alexandretta, April 23, 1897. 
 
“Our agents at Adalia and Lattakia ordered to leave, leaving American property in transit to 
coast unprotected. If nothing can be done for protection please hold Government responsible 
for all loss. Stamford.” p. 585. 
 
(Inclosure 2 in No. 1267. Telegram) 
Stamford Manufacturing Company to Mr. Terrell. Alexandretta, April 25, 1897. 
 
“English and French consuls received instructions to aid Hellenes connected with English 
and French firms. We beg you have telegraphic order sent protection our men at Adalia and 
Lattakia. Stamford.” 
 
(Inclosure 3 in No. 1267. Telegram) 
Mr. Terrell to United States Consul at Alexandretta. 
Legation of the United States, Constantinople, April 26, 1897. 
 

                                                             
409  The Stamford Manufacturing Company had made a considerable investment in Ottoman Turkey by 1897, in 

land for licorice root production and in processing plant. Edward T. W. Gillespie had noted in 1892 in respect 
to this company that, “The sources of supply of the raw material have in many cases been controlled, for 
instance, large tracts of land and a plant have been added in Turkey-in-Asia, where millions of pounds of 
licorice root are gathered, cured and shipped yearly.”, Edward T. W. Gillespie, Picturesque Stamford: A 
Souvenir of the Two Hundred and Fiftieth Anniversary of the Settlement of the Town of Stamford, Containing 
an Historical Sketch, Covering Salient Points of Stamford’s History from 1641 to 1892, Together with 
Special Chapters on Its Churches, Schools, Societies, Clubs, Commercial, Manufacturing and Financial 
Institutions, Mercantile Houses and Affairs, Etc., Gillespie Bros. 1892, p. 238. Based in Stamford, 
Connecticut, and with a fleet of ships, schooners, and then steamers, the Stamford Manufacturing Company 
was a major manufacturer of dyes, produced from tropical timbers; of licorice paste, for medicinal, 
confectionary and flavouring products; and of quinine, for treating malaria. The company was destroyed in a 
fire in 1919. 
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“Assist with your good Office Stamford Manufacturing Company in retaining their agents 
until they can get others. Terrell.” 
 
(Inclosure 4 in No. 1267.) 
Mr. Terrell to the Minister for Foreign Affairs. 
Legation of the United States 
Constantinople, April, 24, 1897. 
 
“Sir: The recent order of the Imperial Government which requires all subjects of Greece to 
depart from the Ottoman Empire in fifteen days has caused very many to apply to this 
legation for protection. 
This has not been extended, for I have no information that the Government of Greece has 
requested the intervention of the United States. But there are quite a number of peaceful 
Greeks who are now in the employment of American citizens whose abrupt discharge would 
result in serious pecuniary loss and would not fail to provoke feelings of resentment among 
the people of the United States. I hope that the Government of His Imperial Majesty will see 
the justice of extending the time for the departure of such peaceful Greeks. 
These considerations I submitted to your exellency three days ago during my interview. 
The failure of the Imperial Goverment to modify the severity of its order of expulsion seems to 
require that my views be submitted in a more formal manner. 
Receive, etc., A. W. Terrell.” p. 586. 
 
 

660.Adalia 
Eugene P. Andrews, “How a Riddle of the Parthenon was Unraveled,” p. 301-309 
in, The Century Illustrated Monthly Magazine, Century Company, June, 1897, Vol. 
LIV., p. 303. 

 
Fn. 1. “At Adalia such an inscription was found in place on an arch of Hadrian when a 
Turkish wall in front of the arch was pulled down. The letters are of bronze and gilded. Some 
of them are in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford; some in Berlin; and others in Vienna. The 
dovetailed tenons which project from the backs of the letters are still covered with the lead 
that held them in their holes.” p. 303. 
 
 

661.Adalia 
Spiridion C. Zavitziano (United States Sanitary Commissioner), “Turkey, 
Sanitary Report from Constantinople,” pp. 1243-1244 in, Public Health Reports, 
Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, United States, Vol. XII., No. 46, 
November 12, 1897, p. 1243. 

 
Spiridion C. Zavitziano, Turkey, Sanitary report from Constantinople, Report No. 176.  
 
Constantinople, October 13, 1897 
“According to the official sanitary reports received provinces of the Turkish Empire there 
exists at the present an epidemic of dengue fever in Adalia on the Mediterranean coast. In the 
other provinces public health is rather good. Only from Aleppo is announced an epizootic 
amongst oxen.” p. 1243. 
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662.Adalia, Sataliah, Attalia 
The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia; A Work of Universal Reference in all 
Departments of Knowledge with a new Atlas of the World, in Ten Volumes, The 
Century Co., New York, 1897, Vol. X., pp. 92, 156, 336. 

 
“Attalia (at-a-li’a). The ancient name of Adalia.” p. 92. 
 
“Index, Foreign Countries: Adalia. Turkey In Asia, a13,000… 101 D 4.” p. 156. 
“Index, Foreign Countries: Sataliah. Turkey in Asia (see Adalia)…101 D 4.” p. 336. 
 
 

663.Adalia, Andaliyeh, Satali 
New American Supplement to the latest edition of the Encyclopædia Britannica, Ed. 
under the personal supervision of Day Otis Kellog, illustrated with over fifteen 
hundred portraits and other engravings, in Five Volumes, The Werner Co., New 
York, Chicago, 1897, Vol. I., p. 41. 

 
“Adalia or Andaliyeh. Same as Satali, Vol. XXI, p. 317.” Vol. I., p. 41. 
 
 

664.Adalia, Satalia, Attalia, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Charles Annandale, The Popular Encyclopedia: A General Dictionary of Arts, 
Sciences, Literature, Biography, and History, Blackie and Son, London, Edinburgh, 
Glasgow, 1897, p. 37. 

 
“Adalia, a seaport on the South coast of Asia Minor, in the province of Konieh, finely situated 
on the Gulf of Adalia, from which the houses rise in terraces like an amphitheatre. It lies in a 
fertile but hot and unhealthy locality, producing grain, figs, oranges, wine, etc. It has a small 
but good port, and carries on a considerable trade; exporting grain, timber, cattle, valonia, 
etc. It was anciently called Attalia, later Satalia. Pop. 25,000.” p. 37. 
 
 

665.Adalia, Sataliah, Attalia 
The Columbian Cyclopedia, Thirty-Two Volumes, Garretson, Cox and Co., 
Buffalo, N. Y., 1897, Vol. I., A-Anodyne; Vol. 27. San Mateo-Sinclair, npn. 

 
s.v. Adalia, “Adalia, a-da’le’a, anciently Attalia: chief seaport on the s. coast of Asia Minor; 
n. lat. 36' 52; e. long. 30° 45'. The streets rise like the seats of a theatre, up the slope of the 
hill behind the harbor. Pop. 13,000.” Vol. I. 
 
s.v. Sataliah, “Sataliah, sat-a’le-a; another name of Adalia (q.v.).” Vol. 27. 
 
 

666.Adalia, Attalia 
Ed. W. H. De Puy, The People’s Cyclopedia of Universal Knowledge with numerous 
appendixes invaluable for reference in all departments of industrial life, with the 
Pronunciation and Orthography conformed to Webster’s International Dictionary, 
Eaton and Mains, New York and San Francisco, 1897, Vol. I., p. 33. 
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“Adalia, anc. Attalia, the chief sea-port on the southern coast of Asia Minor. The streets rise 
like the seats of a theater up the slope of the hill behind the harbor; pop. 13,000.” Vol. I., p. 
33. 
 
 

667.1898 
Adalia 
“The Evacuation of Crete”, London Evening Standard, Tuesday, 8th November 
1898, p. 5. 

 
“(From Our Correspondent.) Constantinople, Sunday. Half of the soldiers who have returned 
from Crete have been landed at Adalia, in Asia Minor. This has given rise to much discontent, 
as they were expected to come here.” p. 5. 
 
 

668.1898 
Adalia 
Buffalo Medical Journal, 1898, Vol. CII.-CIII., p. 375. 

 
“according to the official sanitary reports received from the different provinces of the Turkish 
Empire, there exists at present an epidemic of dengue fever in Adalia, on the Mediterranean 
coast of Asia Minor.” p. 375. 
 
 

669.1898 
Adalia 
Sessional Papers, Vol. 97. Great Britain Parliament. House of Commons, H.M. 
Stationery Office, London, 1900. No. 2462. Report for the Years 1897-99 on the 
Trade and Commerce of the Consular District of Smyrna. Mr. Vice-Consul 
Keun’s report from Adalia for 1898. Adalia, p. 25-30; shipping details, 40-41. 

 
“Mr. Vice-Consul Keun410 reports as follows for 1898 : —  

                                                             
410  Mr. Gustave Arthur Keun, Dutch subject and English and Italian vice-consul at Adalia until 1915. Gustave 

Arthur Keun was also a collector of antiquities, e.g. (280) Ancienne collection Keun, puis consulat d’Italie à 
Adalia. — PI. X. Groupe engagé dans une plaque arrondie et régulièrement dressée; la figure de Cybèle (tète 
mutilée et brisée) se détache en haut relief, les lions ne sont sculptés que sur leur face antérieure et sur l'un 
de leurs côtés. Base arrondie de faible hauteur. Marbre blanc à gros grains cristallins. Also an agent of the 
Giustiniani firm of rug exporters in Istanbul, D. Quatert, Ottoman Manufacturing in the Age of the Industrial 
Revolution, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2002, 153. “Stukken betreffende de verbanning van de 
consul G.A. Keun uit Adalia wegens vermeende spionage voor Italië. 1915-1917.” 
http://www.gahetna.nl/collectie/archief/pdf/NL-HaNA_2.05.94.ead.pdf 
Edwin Charnaud succeeded the Smyrna Levantine Mr F. G. Keun as British vice-consul in Mersin in 1913. 
Not to be confused with Arthur Davm Keun, British Vice-Consul at Adalia, Turkey in Asia, from May 6, 
1879, to December 28, 1882, when he resigned. Appointed Vice-Consul at Konieh, Turkey in Asia, August 
2, 1895. Post abolished, February 7, 1901; or, Frederick G. Keun, appointed British Vice-Consul at Mersina, 
Turkey in Asia, April 29, 1910. Resigned, June 18, 1913.  
It is perhaps of note that in the years before the First World War, four major opium dealers were active on the 
Izmir market: the British firm of Barker Brothers, the Austrian house of F. Fidao & Co. and two Dutch firms: 
that of A. A. (Alfred) Keun & Co. and A. Lavino. Earlier in the 19th c. Van Lennep & Co. had used the 
Lloyd steamer ‘Austria’ to ship 50 cases of opium to Alexandria in July, 1854, see Jan Schmidt, From 
Anatolia to Indonesia: Opium Trade and the Dutch Community of Izmir, 1820-1940, Nederlands Historisch-
Archaeologisch Instituut te Istanbul, 1998, p. 78. 
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“As compared with 1897 the difference in the amount of the Shipping, gross tonnage entered 
and cleared is slight, the figures standing : — 147 61,436 (1897), 134 59,613 (1898) 
 
About 70 per cent of the sailing vessels carried timber, firewood, and charcoal to Egypt, 10 
per cent, exported the same goods to Syrian ports, and 5 per cent, loaded flour in bags for the 
Ottoman Archipelago, Cyprus, and Beyrouth, whilst the remaining 15 per cent., craft of from 
5 to 10 tons burden, traded in local produce with our adjacent coasts.  
 
The two Italian craft which cleared in the month of June, 1898, were fishing smacks from 
Trani (Italy), and came to exercise their calling, which they did with good profit, fish being 
plentiful, and sold at a price convenient to the poorer population of the town.  
 
Of the steam vessels which entered and cleared the port, those of Messrs. P. Pantaloon and 
Co. (Greek flag), and of Messrs. Hadji Daout Farkou (Ottoman flag), belong to firms of the 
same name at Smyrna and ply weekly between that port and this, calling at all intermediate 
ports and islands, they carry goods to and fro and do a considerable traffic in passengers. 
These companies, whilst competing against each other, manage notwithstanding to do 
business, and very probably to thrive also on it owing to the economical way they are worked; 
which circumstance, coupled with the good choice of agents, led to their completely ousting in 
1893 the two British companies, Le, Bell’s Asia Minor Steamship Company of Glasgow, and 
Messrs; Geo. Joly Victora and Co. of Smyrna, both of which had worked these coasts for 
many years before. The Mahsousse Company are Ottoman Government steamers, combining 
trade with military transport and duty, being occasionally transformed into men-of-war; for 
this reason they are rather irregular in their movements which is a considerable hindrance to 
their trading operations.  
 
Imports 
Imports of general merchandise valued at (£)95,608l.411, imports, compared with 1897, show 
a decrease of 6,152l., arising in the first place from the heavy deposits of coffee in hand, 
valued at 2,900l., at the end of the year and sold in 1898. There was also a decrease in the 
value of general manufactured goods such as cottons, chintz, cloth, silks, and woollens 
amounting to about 3,400l. On other articles imported the fluctuations do not show noticeable 
differences. About 80 per cent, of the imports are of British manufacture. Germany comes 
next with about 8 per cent., France and Austria-Hungary contribute each 5 per cent., and 
Greece 2 per cent. None are imported direct from their place of origin; all are purchased at 
Smyrna and Constantinople where Adalia merchants resort for the purpose. Thus it happens 
that consumers have to pay a much higher price than they would if the goods had been 
imported direct. The local merchants lack initiative, and thus far they are fortunate that the 
enterprising German has not yet stepped in to reap the advantage of employing more 
economical ways and means.  
 
 
 
 

                                                             
411 It may be helpful to have an idea of the equivalent purchasing power of £100 in 1897 when looking at these 

figures. £100 in 1897 is the equivalent in purchasing power of £12,623.81 in 2018. 
https://www.officialdata.org/1897-GBP-in-2018?amount=100 
Alternatively, in 1897 Britain was on the gold standard and one could exchange at the bank 20 shillings, or 
eight half-crowns, for a gold sovereign, and 100 gold sovereigns, with value of £100 in 1897, today have a 
nominal face value of £100, but will instead cost about £21,000 to buy. 

https://www.officialdata.org/1897-GBP-in-2018?amount=100
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Exports  
Exports for the same period, valued at 203,600l., show a decrease of 19,995l. compared to 
those of 1897, which is attributed to the cereal crops giving less produce in 1898 owing to the 
scarcity of rains in the proper season. They have been disposed of as follows : —  
 
Wheat, flour in bags, chick peas, live cattle, sheep and goats, kidney beans and 50 per cent, of 
the bran went to the islands of the Archipelago; 80 per cent, of the timber, firewood and 
charcoal was taken by Egypt, and 20 per cent, by Syrian ports412; live mules and half the bran 
went also to Egypt. The province of Damascus in particular, and other districts in the 
interior, have drawn about 450 horses (brood mares). Sesame seed is exported to Marseilles, 
Trieste or Odessa, according to the better price offered.  
 
Cocoons413 go to France and Italy; Smyrna takes wax, galls, raw wool, maize, barley, goat-
skins, salep and valonea.  
 
Very little is exported direct to Europe; the ignorance of languages by the local merchants 
and their Iack of initiative consequent thereon has much to do with it. Their correspondence 
is couched in Greco-Turkish, i,e., Greek letters and Turkish language. The only European 
tongue employed in commerce is Greek, and occasionally French. Scarcely any of them 
understand anything about advertisements, circulars, price-lists, and catalogues of European 
countries, which is also a drawback to their communicating direct with Europe.  
 
Harbour 
The port of Adalia. lat. 36-55° N., long. 30-47° E., is situated at an angle in a flat terrace of 
limestone in a cliff about 100 feet high, in which a small opening constitutes the port, which 
does not admit more than three or four vessels of 100 or 120 tons burden at a time, the depth 
of water being from 7 to 10 feet. The anchorage in the roadsteads is 15 to 20 fathoms. No 
pilotage exists, and the place is dangerous during the winter months when it blows a gale 
from the south. A lighter of ballast costs 6s, The health and lighthouse dues are Id, (J pias.) 
each per ton register.  
 
Industry 
There are no special industries in the country, the Christian (orthodox) community being 
notoriously the most backward to be met with in the south of Asia Minor, though lately they 
seem to have awakened to the necessity of enlightenment by despatching a batch of 10 
children to a college at Samos, thus following the example of some of the notables who have 
sent their sons to Constantinople or Athens for educational purposes.  
 
 
 

                                                             
412  Before the duty was lifted, in 1836 the duty on imports into Britain of Caramanian oak planks 2in. and under 

15ft. in length, was 18l. 1s. per 120; and for Caramanian oak planks 2in. and above 15ft. in length, 36l. 2s. 
per 120, see: “Trade and Consular Establishments of the Levant,” The British and Foreign Review; or, 
European Quarterly Journal, No VI, James Ridgeway and sons, London, 1836, Article I. p. 317. Special 
Consular Reports - The U.S. Bureau of Foreign Commerce, American Lumber in Foreign Markets, 
Washington, 1897,  Vol. XI., p. 104, relates: “The annual imports of each foreign variety of timber are 
approximately estimated to be, on an average, as follows : …; wild cedar from Caramania, 90,000 pieces; 
red pine from Caramania, 25,000 pieces.” 

413  The Board of Trade Notes, Western Daily Press, Bristol, Saturday 12th July, 1901, p. 7, notes in an article 
entitled: “sericulture In Turkey Asia” that the British Vice-Consul at Adalia reports ‘that sericulture, which 
some 45 years ago was a thriving source of revenue for his district, was almost abandoned.” 
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Health 
The public health is good, though the houses are somewhat damp owing to the abundance of 
water running in the streets of the town.  
 
Mines  
There are no mines in the district. Some chrome and manganese ores are dug and blasted out 
of streaks of the mineral appearing on the surface of the soil where it is found. The ore, sold 
to Smyrna firms, is exported to England from the port of Finika or its neighbourhood, a 
distance of 30 miles from this place.  
 
Public Works 
No factories exist, and there are no public works, and none are likely to be undertaken for the 
present, but the Government does all it can to improve means of communication by repairing  
bridges and roads, and constructing and maintaining in good order the existing telegraph 
lines to the different centres of the province.  
 
The goods imported serve only for the needs of the district, and all exports are produce of the 
soil; no goods are re-exported or introduced from beyond its boundaries.  
 
Agriculture 
Agriculture is the principal resource of this district and employs some 30,000 hands in its 
operations; all modes of work and appliances are primitive, wooden ploughs being made by 
the hand of the peasant. No machinery is employed, and no initiative whatever for 
improvement is shown, even by the richest and most intelligent farmers and estate 
proprietors, who about three years ago completely failed to appreciate the advantage to be 
derived by the introduction of the latest mowing and reaping machines, rakes, ploughs, &c., 
with which implements some very extensive and costly trials were undertaken and carried on 
in public on an estate adjoining the town by an agent who spent about 70/. for the purpose. 
Another drawback is that a good many of the rivers and watercourses in the province flow 
somewhat below the level of the country they traverse, and nothing is done by the riverside 
proprietors— no contrivance utilised — to irrigate their fields.  
 
The most important cereals produced are wheat, barley, maize, and sesame seed. The average 
yield of the crops are, wheat, 1,200,000 kilehs of Constantinople; barley, 600,000 kilehs. A 
fourth of each of these quantities is kept back for the next year’s sowings and the remainder 
exported, 90 per cent, of the wheat being previously turned into flour by six water-power 
mills414 working four grinding stones each.  
 
The production of maize is about 200,000 kilehs, of which from 6,000 to 7,000 kilehs are kept 
for next sowings, about 5,000 kilehs are exported, and the rest of the crop is taken by local 
consumption.  
 
Sesame seed yields about 120,000 kilehs, about three-fourths of which is exported, and the 
other fourth kept for seed and local consumption.  
 

                                                             
414  In 1901, in Adalia most of the wheat brought down to the port was milled before shipment  and Vice-Consul 

G. A. Keun reported that the six hydraulic-power flour mills were very active during the year and worked 
night and day, realising good profits and, in 1909, the hydraulic flour mills turned out during the course of 
the year for exportation a total of 82,448 sacks of flour, valued at 97,948 l., as compared with 104,455 sacks, 
valued at 103,410 l., for 1908.   
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Tithes 
The Government tithes on the whole produce of the district amount to about 40,000/.T. 
annually.  
 
The town of Adalia is bounded on the south and east by about 200 vegetable gardens of an 
average extent of 10 deunums (acres), producing the ordinary sorts of common vegetables, 
melons and water melons, and sugar-cane415, besides clover and green barley for animal 
consumption. These gardens are mostly hedged in or bordered by rows of mulberry trees, the 
leaves of which serve to rear some silkworms, the annual produce of cocoons being estimated 
at about 6,500 okes, most of which is taken by France.  
 
The natural products of the district are valonea, liquorice roots, gums, galls, salep, 
arrowroot, and beeswax.  
 
Fruit 
Fruit trees of great variety are plentiful, but the fruit yielded is generally of inferior quality: 
thus the district produces oranges, lemons, apricots, plums, peaches, apples, pears, cherries, 
quinces, and figs in abundance. Chestnuts, walnuts, hazel nuts, and almonds are also to be 
found in small quantities.  
 
Forests 
The hills and mountains in the country are well wooded416. The most common and plentiful 
trees are the fir in the highlands and the pine in the lowlands, the timber of which is exported 
mostly to Egypt and thence to the Soudan.  
 

                                                             
415  Concerning cane sugar production at Adalia, Evliyya Çelibi in the 17th c. records, “if your Majesty should 

wish for sugar, many thousand quintals of it are produced at Alaya, Adalia, Adana, Selefkeh, Tarsi'ls, Payas, 
Antakieh, Aleppo, Saida, Damascus, Beirut, and Tripolis.” 

416  Alphonse de Lamartine had noted while passing by boat along this coastline almost seventy years earlier that, 
“the valleys and plains are covered with forests; the Turcomans come here to plant their tents during the 
winter; in the summer all is a desert, except a few points of the coast, as Tarsus, Satalia, Castelrozzo and 
Marmorizza, in the gulf of Macri.”, Alphonse de Lamartine, A Pilgrimage to the Holy Land: Comprising 
Recollections, Sketches, and Reflections, Made During a Tour in the East, in 1832-1833 by a Member of the 
French Academy, In Three Volumes, Vol. II, Richard Bentley, London, 1835, p. 409-410; as a decade earlier, 
the Baroness Von Minutoli, in 1820 on her return voyage recorded in, Recollections of Egypt: Carey, Lea and 
Carey, Philadelphia, 1827, p. 233,“and entered the gulph of Satalia, where we approached the land near 
enough to distinguish the habitations situated on the coast, which appeared to us to be well cultivated and 
wooded, and must supply Egypt with much wood for fuel.” Reports from Her Majesty’s Consuls on the 
Manufactures, Commerce,1870, 682-712, Turkey, The Sporades, Report by Mr. Vice-Consul Biliotti, on the 
Trade and Commerce of the Sporades of the Year 1869, p. 686, records, in respect to Mais-Castel Rosso, 
“Their principal, or to say better, their exclusive occupation consist in firewood, timber, and plank trade, 
between the coasts of Caramania and the Archipelago, Syria, and especially Egypt. The average annual 
amount (of timber from Karamania) exported by them is upwards of 100,000 pounds sterling.” While the, 
United States Congressional Serial Set, Vol. 3344. 1895, p. 104, “Wild Cedar and Red Pine from the Taurus 
Mountains exported to the USA” records: “The annual imports of each foreign variety (into the USA) are 
approximately estimated to be, on an average, as follows : Fir wood from Austria, 300 wagons or car loads; 
wild cedar from Caramania, 90,000 pieces; red pine from Caramania, 25,000 pieces;…” The Diplomatic 
and Consular Reports: Annual Series 1913, Foreign Office, 1913, p. 27, records for the province, “Permits 
for cutting timber to the amount of 76,800 cubic metres, and for some thousands of kantars (1 kantar=56kg.) 
of charcoal and of firewood were sold at auction during the year in this province for an amount close upon 
40,000 pounds.” Likewise regarding the extent of timber resources it is worth noting not only C. S. Sonnini’s 
remarks in his Travels in Greece and Turkey, published in English translation in 1801, that vividly described 
the extensive forested slope of the Taurus; but also the Pasha of Adalia’s remark to Charles Fellows in 1838 
(above), “he said they had so much wood that coal would not be required by them.” 
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Cattle 
The taxes levied by Government reached the sum of 22,500/.T. or thereabouts for 1898 on 
goats, sheep, and camels only, the number of these tax-paying animals being estimated at 
about 80,000 goats, 60,000 sheep, and 28,000 camels. The meat consumed by the population 
is goat; the sheep slaughtered are very few, and only about 400 oxen were taken by the 
butchers.  
 
There are about 900 buffaloes, and over 100,000 ploughing oxen, and about 150,000 milch 
cows in the district. The estimate of mules is 2,000, horses 30,000, donkeys 70,000. No cattle 
are imported, but some 600 cattle and 500 goats and sheep have been exported by steamer to 
islands of the Archipelago, about 56 head of mules and horses have gone to Egypt, and some 
450 brood mares taken overland to places in the interior down to Damascus.  
 
Cattle disease 
Some sporadic cases of cattle plague and foot-and-mouth disease occurred, and are still 
occurring, now and then in the highlands. No notice has been given to the quarantine office, 
and consequently no official notification given to the Consular body. Notwithstanding this, 
care has been taken to note the existence of the diseases on the occasional bills of health 
issued for Cyprus.  
 
Rates of Exchange 
The l/.T. of 100 pias. gold is worth 120 pias. current money; the silver “Medjid,” 22 pias. : 
the quarter “Medjid,” 5f pias. ; the copper money in “beshlik” and “altilik” are worth 3 
pias. a piece, and a “metalic,” 12 paras, and all other copper pieces, each 2 paras. The 1/. 
sterling is worth 110 pias. gold, and 131 pias. current money, and a 20-franc piece 104 pias. 
currency.  
1 sterling at 128 pias. 
 
Shipping 
As compared with the preceding year there is a difference of Shipping.  
32 sailing vessels less entered and cleared at this port and on the total amount of gross 
tonnage thereof 2,330 tons less. Of steamships, there entered and cleared 4 steamers less, but 
the total amount of gross tonnage is 8,096 tons over that for 1898.  
 
The little French steamer of 36 tons register, which in June, 1899, arrived from and cleared 
for Beyrouth, brought over the pilgrims of the Mussulman population, who, on their return 
from the “Hedjaz” pilgrimage, had undergone quarantine at the Beyrouth lazaretto. 
 
Imports 
The imports of general merchandise, valued at 120,073/., compared with those of 1898, show 
an increase of 24,465/., arising, in the first place, from the importation of about 53,000 kilehs 
of breadstuffs, valued at 9,000/., owing to the omission of the authorities to prohibit the 
exportation of cereals early in the year, when it was getting apparent that there was not 
enough left in the country for the local consumption; and secondly, through an increase of 
about 15,000/. worth of groceries, salt, tobacco, drugs, machinery, hardware, glassware and 
sundry goods.  
 
Exports 
The exports for the same period, valued at 152,156/., show a decrease of 51,444/. worth of 
goods, compared with those of 1898, caused by the failure of the general crops through 
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scarcity of rains and the dryness of the soil, which followed and retarded the sowings of the 
summer produce. Thus on wheat and barley only there was a decrease in value of upwards of 
20,000/., whilst flour is answerable for the remainder. The export of cereals amounted to 
65,356 kilehs (Constantinople weight) and of flour 39,262 bags only, against 179,500 kilehs 
of cereals, and 82,200 bags of flour exported the previous year, thus producing a deficiency 
of 114,000 kilehs of breadstuffs and 43,000 bags of flour.  
 
Cattle, horses 
The failure of the crops through the drought, and the aridity of the grazing lands in 
consequence, are also the cause of the loss of many valuable ploughing buffaloes and oxen 
which died of starvation, besides that of a considerable number of milch cows and mares; 
their numbers, however, cannot be ascertained, as no proper registration had been kept by 
the authorities in the interior.  
 
The Government tithes are some 8,000/. under those levied Taxes, for 1898, and the sheep tax 
also fell short about 6,500/.  
 
Some 1,639 head of cattle, 2,521 goats, and 579 sheep have been exported during the year to 
islands of the Archipelago, and 49 well chosen mules have been purchased by Government for 
military requisites in the Yemen.  
 
Sporadic cases of cattle plague which existed at the commencement of the year totally ceased 
with the advent of spring, and since then the province has been entirely free of all epizootic 
disease.  
 
There arrived during the year between 5,500 and 6,000 Cretan refugees.  
 
Cretan refugees, mostly industrious agriculturists and hard-working people, whom the 
authorities are now busily employed settling on unoccupied fertile lands along the coast 
between this place and Alaya, giving to each head of family a two-roomed cottage and 100 
“deunums” of land, a pair of plough oxen, and a further grant of 300 pias. per head of family 
to enable him to buy implements and seeds.  
 
All craftsmen are to get one “deunum”of land with a two-roomed cottage in a new quarter, 
being built for their installation at the outskirts of this town.  
 
There is no doubt that this new population of steady and industrious people will prove, later 
on, of benefit to the district and to government.” p. 25-30. 
 
“The greater part of the import and export trade at Rhodes is carried on by steamers of 
different companies calling regularly, the small sailing vessels being only employed in the 
coasting trade for communications with ports not included in the itinerary of steamship 
companies. Every month the steamers of the following companies call at Rhodes : —  
 
1. Austrian Lloyd Company: four steamers starting from Trieste-Smyrna for the coast of 
Caramania, Syria, Egypt, and return.  
 
2. French Messageries Maritimes: one steamer from Marseilles-Smyrna for the coast of Syria 
and Egypt, and another steamer returning the same way.  
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3. Hagi Daoud Ottoman Company, headquarters at Smyrna: four steamers from Smyrna 
direct to Alexandria, and return; four steamers for the coast of Caramania and Syria, calling 
also sometimes at Cyprus, and return; four steamers visiting some of the islands on the 
Anatolian coast up to Adalia, and return; four other steamers calling at some of the islands of 
the Sporades up to Rhodes, and return to Smyrna.  
 
4. Pandaleon-Hellenic Company, headquarters Smyrna: two steamers for the islands, the 
Caramanian and Syrian coast, often Cyprus, and return; four steamers for the islands, the 
Anatolian coast up to Adalia, and return; four steamers calling at some of the islands of the 
Sporades, up to Rhodes, and return to Smyrna.  
 
5. Hamidi Ottoman Company, headquarters Smyrna: every week one steamer from Smyrna, 
the islands of the Sporades, up to Rhodes, and back to Smyrna.  
 
The British steamship companies, Bell's Asia Minor, and up to lately, Joly Victora, were 
running their steamers on these same lines, calling also at Rhodes, but the competition and 
low prices of freights established by the Pandalon, Hagi Daoud, and Hamidi companies, 
compelled the two British companies to give up their trips.” p. 40-41. 
 
 

670.Adalia 1898 
Accounts and Papers, Vol. 97, Great Britain. Parliament. House of Commons, 
H.M. Stationery Office, London, 1900, p. 40. 

 
“Mr. Acting Vice-Consul Biliotti (Rhodes) reports as follows : — Shipping 1898.  
 
Hagi Daoud Ottoman Company, headquarters at Smyrna: four steamers from Smyrna direct 
to Alexandria, and return; four steamers for the coast of Caramania and Syria,  calling also 
sometimes at Cyprus, and return; four steamers visiting some of the islands on the Anatolian 
coast up to Adalia, and return; four other steamers calling at some of the islands of the 
Sporades up to Rhodes, and return to Smyrna.” p. 40. 
 
 

671.Adalia 1898 
Public Health Reports, Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, United States, 
December 1, 1899, p. 2157. 

 
“The sanitary physician of Adalia reports under date of September 20 (1898) that there are 
some cases of typhoid (enteric) fever and a widespread epidemic of dengue fever417. During 
the month of August there were some cases of scarlet fever and measles which have 
disappeared.” p. 2157. 
 
 

672.Adalia 
Catalogue of Admiralty Charts, Plans, and Sailing Directions, 1898, Corrected to 
31st December, 1897, Published by Order of the Lords Commissioners of the 
Admiralty, HMSO, London, 1898, p. 59. 

 
                                                             
417  Spread by the mosquito vector, often Aedes aegypti, that also can  transmit dengue fever and yellow fever to 

humans. 
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“No. 236      Size. DE    Scale. m= 0.21.  Title of the Chart. Rhodes island to Kara Burnu. 
(Plans, Kastelorizo roadstead and harbour. Kakava roadstead and entrance to port 
Tristomos. S.W. entrance into Kakava roadstead. Yali bay. Port Genovese. Tekrova. Adalia. 
Lara. Eski Adalia.) Admiralty Surveys to 1884; corr. 1886.  Price. 2s. 6d.” p. 59. 
 
 

673.Attalia, Adalia 
Isaac Taylor, Names and Their Histories: A Handbook of Historical Geography and 
Topographical Nomenclature, Rivingtons, London, 1898, p. 38. 

 
“Adalia, in Pamphylia, represents the ancient Attalia, visited by St. Paul (Acts xiv. 25), so 
called from Attalus Philadelphus, from whom Philadephia (now Allah Shehr was also 
named).” p. 38. 
 
 

674.Adalia, Atalia, Satalieh, Attaliyeh, Adalia (Gulf of) 
Lippincott’s Gazetteer of the World. A Complete Pronouncing Gazetteer or 
Geographical Dictionary of the World, containing notice of over one hundred and 
twenty five thousand places, originally Ed. by Joseph Thomas…J. B. Lippincott Co., 
Philadelphia, 1898, p. 431. 

 
“Adalia, a-da-lee-a, Atalia, Satalieh, sa-ta-lee-yeh, or Attaliyeh, a seaport of Anatolia, 
Asiatic Turkey, on the gulf of the same name. Lat. 36° 52' 2" N.; Lon. 30° 45' E. It is 
pleasantly situated on the slope of a hill. The houses being built circularly around the harbor, 
the streets appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. It has a Greek 
archbishop. Pop. of the town, 8000.” p. 431. 
 
 

675.Adalia 
Pear’s Shilling Cyclopaedia, Pelham Books Limited, Pelham, London, 1898, p. 371. 

 
Compendium of general knowledge: “Adalia, s.pt. so. coast Asia Minor; 5000.” p. 371. 

 
 

676.Adalia 
The Cabinet Cyclopaedia and Treasury of Knowledge, A handy book of reference on 
all subjects and for all readers with about two thousand pictorial illustrations, a 
complete atlas of sixty-four colored maps, and one hundred maps in the text, Ed. 
Charles Annandale, the articles relating to America revised and edited by A. R. 
Spofford, The Gebbie Publishing Co., Philadelphia, 1898, Vol. VII., p. 27. 

 
“Ada’lia, a seaport on the south coast of Asia Minor. Pop. 13,000.” Vol. VII., p. 27. 
 
 

677.Adalia 
“Recent Archaeological Discoveries,” The Antiquary, 19-20, 1899, p. 99. 

 
“At Adalia he (Professor Gustav Hirschfeld in 1874) found an ancient gateway walled up in a 
careful way with ornamental work. Elsewhere, too, he found the architectural members of 
older buildings utilised in the Byzantine period for the adornment of new structures in 
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symmetrical arrangement and with considerable skill. The sepulchral monuments in these 
parts consist chiefly of large oblong sarcophagi, with heavy gable covers.” p. 99. 
 
 

678.Adalia 
United States Public Health Bulletin, No. 6-8, U.S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C., 1899, p. 13. 

 
“Plague was epidemic in Jiddah and present in Mecca. At Seistan, on the border of Lake 
Nayzan, Persia, hundreds of cases occurred during the first half of the year. In Turkey, at 
Adalia, and in the prison at Trebizond there were small epidemics.” 
 
 

679.Adalia, Satalieh, Attalia 
Charles Kendall Adams, Johnson’s Universal Cyclopaedia: A New Edition, D. 
Appleton and Co., New York, 1898, Vol. I., p. 40. 

 
“Ada’lia, or Satalieh (anc. Attalia): a seaport of Turkey in Asia; in Anatolia, on the gulf of 
the same name; 175 miles S. E. of Smyrna, in lat. 36 52 2 N., Lon. 30 45 E. (See map of 
Turkey, ref. 6-E). It is built on the slope of a hill, has narrow, dirty streets, and small but good 
harbour. Tropical fruits are exported hence. Pop. estimated at 13,000, of whom about 3,000 
are Greeks.” Vol. I., p. 40. 
 
 

680.1899, March 
Spiridion C. Zavitziano (United States Sanitary Commissioner), “Turkey, 
Epizootic bulletin,” Public Health Reports (1896-1970), Vol. XIV., No. 17, April 28, 
1899, p. 618.  

 
“Adalia.-March 25. An epizootic prevails among goats at Akseki, with a mortality of 50%. A 
vetinary surgeon has been sent to investigate the nature of the disease.” p. 618. 
 
 

681.Adalia 
Spiridion C. Zavitziano (United States Sanitary Commissioner), E. Gotschlich, O. 
Vitalis and  Dr. Zéri, “Turkey, Sanitary Report from Constantinople, Report No. 
219.” pp. 974-977 in, Public Health Reports, Public Health and Marine Hospital 
Service, United States, 1896-1970, Vol. 14, No. 25, June 23, 1899, p. 977. 

 
Constantinople, June 1, 1899. 
 
“Epizootic bulletin. 
Adalia. – April 29, 1899. No epizootic disease exists in the vilayet of Koniah, except at Akseki, 
where a light and nonspecific diease prevails amongst goats, with a mortality of from 2 to 5 
per cent.” p. 977. 
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682.1899 August 
Adalia 
Spiridion C. Zavitziano (United States Sanitary Commissioner), “Turkey, Report 
from Constantinople, Report No. 229.” pp. 1928-1931 in, Public Health Reports, 
Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, United States, 1896-1970, Vol. 14, No. 
44, November 3, 1899, p. 1931. 

 
“From Adalia the sanitary physician Dr. Marasoglu states that during the month of August 
an epidemic of measles broke out with high mortality. At the same time sparodic cases of 
scarlet fever were also observed, of which 30% proved fatal.” p. 1931. 
 
 

683.1899, November 
Adalia 
“Turkey,” in, Reports from Constantinople, Public Health Reports (1896-1970), 
Vol. XIV., No. 48 (December 1, 1899), p. 2157. 

 
Report No. 232. Sanitary Condition of Turkey: 
 
“Dengue And Typhoid Fever At Adalia. The sanitary physician of Adalia reports under date 
of that there are some cases of typhoid fever and a wide-spread dengue fever. During the 
month of August there were some scarlet fever and measles which have disappeared.” p. 
2157. 
 
 

684.Satali, Adalia, Andaliyeh, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylicum 
The Encyclopædia Britannica; A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and General 
Literature: new maps and many original American articles by eminent authors, 
With new American supplement, Ed. under the personal supervision of Day Otis 
Kellogg, fully illustrated, with over ten thousand portraits, plates and engravings. 
1899, Vol., XXI., p. 317. 

 
“Satali, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns on the south coast of Asia Minor, 
giving the name of the Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which the ancients styled Mare 
Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theatre round the harbour, it presents an unusually 
picturesque appearance against its backdrop of mountains; and it is enclosed by a triple wall 
of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square towers. Several of the 
mosques and churches, seventeen in number, are of interest, and contain remains of Roman 
work. The population was estimated by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3,000 were Greeks. Though 
the physical changes produced on this part of the coast by the tufaceous deposits of the rivers 
render the ancient descriptions quite inapplicable to the present town, there is little doubt that 
Satali not only preserves the name but occupies the site of Attaleia, which was founded by 
Attalus H. Philadelphus, king of Pergamum, and became one of the principal cities of 
Pamphylia. At an early date it was the see of a Christian bishop.” Vol., XXI., p. 317. 
 
 

685.Adalia, Sataliah, Satali, Antaliyeh, Eski Adalia 
The Century Atlas of the World; prepared under the superintendence of Benjamin 
Eli Smith, The Century Co., New York, 1899, Map No. 101; pp. 15, 110, 267; 305, 
321, 331. 
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“Adalia, Turkey in Asia, a13,000418 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . …...101 D 4.” p. 267. 
“Antaliyeh, Turkey in Asia (see Adalia)…………………………….101 D 4.” p. 15. 
 “Satali, Turkey in Asia (see Аdalia) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ………  101 D 4.” p. 321. 
“Sataliah, Turkey in Asia (see Аdalia) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101 D 4.” p. 321. 
“Ruins of Side, Turkey in Asia (see Eski Аdalia) ……………….  101 D 4.” p. 305. 
“Side, Ruins of, Turkey in Asia (see Eski Adalia)…………….…. 101 D 4.” p. 331. 
“Eski Adalia, Turkey in Asia………………………………………   101 D 4.” p. 110. 
 

 
Detail from The Century Atlas, Turkey in Asia, (Asia Minor (Anatolia),…, Map No. 101. 

Adalia is marked as with more than 20,000 population, in the Province of Konieh. Esky 
Adalia is marked as “Eski Adalia (ruins of Side)” The red dotted lines mark steamship 
lines, although none are marked as reaching Adalia. 

 
 

686.Adalia, Andaliyeh, Satali 
The World-Wide Encyclopedia And Gazetteer, Compiled and revised to date from the 
leading encyclopedias of the World, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Literature, to 
which is added biographies of living subjects, Edited by W. H. De Puy and a corps of 
eminent writers, The Christian Herald, New York, 1899, Vol. IX. –A-Cinque, p. 
5234. 

 
“Adalia or Andaliyeh. Same as Satali, Vol. VII, p. 5234.” 
 
 

687.Adalia, Attalia 
Ed. Hugh Robert Mill, The International Geography, D. Appleton and Co., New 
York, 1899, p. 444. 

 
“Adalia (Attalia) and Mersina, on the south coast, are the ports of the Konia and Adana 
vilayets.” p. 444. 
 

                                                             
418  a13000=Approximate population of 13,000 (sic.) 
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688.Adalia, Atalia, Satalieh, Attaliyeh, Sataliah 

A Complete Pronouncing Gazetteer. or Geographical Dictionary of the World: 
containing notices of over one hundred and twenty-five thousand places, with recent 
and authentic information respecting the countries, islands, rivers, mountains, cities, 
towns, etc., in every portion of the globe, originally edited by Joseph Thomas, New 
Revised Edition, J. P. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1899, pp. 431; 2403. 

 
“Adalia, a-da’lee’a, Atalia, Satalieh, sa-ta'lee’yeh, or Attaliyeh, a seaport of Anatolia, Asiatic 
Turkey, on the gulf of the same name. Lat. 36° 52' 2" N.; Ion. 30° 45' E. It is pleasantly 
situated on the slope of a hill. The houses being built circularly around the harbor, the streets 
appear to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre. It has a Greek archbishop. Pop. of 
the town, 8000 (sic.).” p. 431. 
 
“Sataliah, or Satalieh. See Adalia.” p. 2403. 
 
 

689.Satalieh 
Imperial Reference Library; Comprising A General Encylopædia of Literature, 
History, Art, Science, Invention and Discovery; a Pronouncing Dictionary of the 
English Language; a Gazetteer of the World; a Comprehensive Dictionary of 
Universal Biography etc., ..., Ed. Charles Smith Morris and others, Syndicate 
Publishing Co., Philadelphia, 1899, Vol. I., A-CAE, p. 52. (This entry duplicates the 
A’glasoun entry in, Zell’s Popular Encyclopedia; A Universal Dictionary of English 
Language, Science, Literature, and Art, by L. Colange, In Two Volumes, T. Ellwood 
Zell, Philadelphia, 1871, Vol. I., p. 42.) 

 
“A’glasoun, a town of Turkey in Asia, Anatolia, 55 miles from Satalieh. It stands on a 
mountain, and is the ancient Lysinae.” p. 52.  
 
 

690.Satali, Satalia, Adalia, Andaliyeh, Attaleia, Adalia (Gulf of), Mare Pamphylicum 
The Encyclopedia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature, with New Maps and Original American Articles by Eminent Writers, 
1899, Vol. XXI., p. 317. 

 
“Satalia, Adalia, or Andaliyeh, one of the principal towns on the south coast of Asia Minor, 
giving the name of Gulf of Adalia to the great bay which the ancients styled Mare 
Pamphylicum. Arranged like a Greek theatre round the harbour, it presents an unusually 
picturesque appearance against its back-ground of mountains; and it is enclosed by a triple 
wall of modern construction (sic.), strengthened by a ditch and square towers. Several of the 
mosques and churches, seventeen in number, are of interest, and contain remains of Roman 
work. The population was estimated by Spratt at 13,000, of whom 3000 were Greeks. Though 
the physical changes produced on this part of the coast by the tufaceous deposits of the rivers 
render the ancient descriptions quite inapplicable to the present town, there is little doubt that 
Satali not only preserves the name but occupies the site of Attaleia, which was founded by 
Attalus II Philadelphus, king of Pergamum, and became one of the principal cities of 
Pamphylia. At an early date it was the see of a Christian bishop.” Vol. XXI., p. 317.



Part II. Nos. 690-1308. Mention and Accounts of the Port-City which is 
today called Antalya, published in English from the 17th c. to 1900, 
excluding those given in Part I., of the Historical and Literary Contexts 
recorded of the city, some of which may have informed the mind of both 
visitor to the city and readers during the 19th c. 

 

Bölüm II. 690-1308 arası. 16. yüzyıldan 1900 yılına kadar İngilizce olarak 
yayınlanan (İngilizce çeviriler dâhil), bugün Antalya olarak bilinen liman 
kent ile ilgili atıf ve alıntılar (Bölüm I’de sunulanlar hariç). Bunlar, kent ile 
ilgili kayıtlara geçen ve 19. yüzyılda hem ziyaretçi h em de okurlara bilgi 
verebilecek Tarihi ve Edebi Kaynaklarla ilgilidir. 
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Some of the Historical and Literary Contexts recorded of the city that were published in 
English, which may have informed the mind of visitor and of reader during the 19th c.: 

The following section contains some of the descriptions, accounts, notices and references to 
the city in religious, historical and literary works, both those written in English and those 
translated into English, from Greek, Latin, Arabic, Ottoman, French, Italian and German 
texts, which were published in English from the 16th to the end of the 19th century. The first 
printed edition of Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, published by William Caxton in 
1476 was the first publication printed in English to record the name of the city, as Sataly. In 
later published editions from other manuscripts, Satalye and Satalie. This was followed by the 
version published by Pynson in 1496 of the The Book of John Maundevile, knyght of 
Ingelond, of The Travels, one of the most influential books of travels of the later middle ages, 
which recorded the city’s toponym as Satalay. In the first printed English language Bible of 
1526, William Tyndale’s Bible, there is the ancient toponym of the city in English, Attalia.  

Amongst the figures associated with the city in these texts are the medical practioner, 
Athenaios-Athenaeus of Attalia419, the early martyrs, Hesperus and Zoe and their sons Cyriac 
and Theodulus; Leo of Tripolis; Seraphim of Attalia (18th c. Metropolitan of Ankara, 
Metropolitan of Pisidia and translator). Unmentioned in these texts are the 11th c. judge, 
courtier and author of the “Historia,” Michael Attaliates (Michaelis Attaliotae), but whose 
works are cited, and the 18th c. neomartyr, New Holy Martyr of Smryna, 7 January 1700, 
Athanasios of Attaleia. 

Over time, the name that was attached to, together with the geographical extent of, the sea, 
gulf or bay, on the coast of which the city was established, has varied. The name has been at 
times attached to the name of the province, as usual in antiquity: Pamphylieus Sinus, Mare 
Pamphylicum, Gulf of Pamphylia, Bay of Pamphilia, or, Bay of Pamphylia, the Bay of 
Attaleia, Vastus Sinus etc. But, more frequently over the past millennium, it was the name of 
the city current at that time that determined the name that was given in texts to the adjacent 
bay, gulf or sea: the Gulf of Atalia, Atalsfiord; the Attalic Sea, the Gulph of Satalia, golfo di 
Satalia, gulf of Satalie, Gulf of Sattalia, Satalian Gulf, Gulf of Sataliah, Gulph of Settalia, 
Satalia Bay, Sadalia Bay, Satalian bay, bay of Satalieh, Flood of Satalia; Gulf of Adalia, the 
bay of Adalia, and, at times, the Gulf of Cyprus. The importance of the city varied over time 
in respect to other major cities and countries in the wider region and it seems the various areas 
over which the sea of the city was understood to extend, as recorded in texts, reflected the 
perceived importance of the city as a regional centre. William of Tyre in his late 12th c. 
Historia Rerum in partibus transmarinis gestarum, had recorded the entire portion of the sea, 
from the promontory of Lissidona (Khelidonia) to the island of Cyprus, was called the Attalic 
sea (Attalicus), the sea of Attalia, and that it was known in common parlance as the Satalian 

                                                             
419  He wrote a work on the purification of water, perhaps in part influenced by the medical properties of the 

waters of Attalia, in which filtration and percolation are discussed, part of which survives in Oribasius’ 
Collections, together with excerpts from Galen, Rufus and, Diocles. G. D. Dickey and C. L. Bryden, “Theory 
and Practice of Filtration,” New York 1946, in a survey of the history of filtration, state that water filters 
were described by Athenaeus of Attalia in 50 A.D. His followers, of the Pneumatic Sect, were advocates of 
thermal cures. He also advocated wine for its medicinal properties, as a tonic to stimulate the pneuma - the 
vital spirit. 
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Gulf (gulphus Sataliae/Golphus Satallæ), that is, the Gulf of the city of Satalia (Sataliam)420. 
Unsurprisingly perhaps, it was in the 17th c. that the body of water associated with the city by 
name attained to its widest extent in English published record, a marker of Ottoman power in 
the Eastern Mediterranean. The sea of the city, the “Golfo di Satalia-Gulph of Settalia,” as 
recorded by Richard Blome in 1670, in his Geographical Description of the World, extended 
over the expanse of the most eastern part of the Mediterranean sea, “communicating its name 
to the neighbouring Gulf, called Golfo di Satalia; and to the most Oriental part of the 
Mediterranean sea;” the eastern part of the Eastern Mediterranean was described as the Sea 
of Satalia421. While in 1680 the Jesuit priest, Rev. Father Jerom Dandini, who travelled by sea 
from Italy to Lebanon, understood the “Gulph of Settalia” to extend from the east side of 
Candia-Crete, west of Karpathos island in the southeastern Aegean, eastwards for about 700 
km., to Cyprus422. Over the course of the 18th and into the 19th century the extent of the city’s 
sea, gulf, bay, reduced in expanse, in its  perceived, and recorded extent, but, in 1801 
Marmorice-Marmaris, was still recorded as being within Satalia Bay. By the mid-19th c. it had 
returned once again to the size of that Gulf that was recorded by William of Tyre in the 12th 
c., the Gulf of Adalia423 was again understood to extend over the extent of sea between the 
Capes of Khelidonia and Anamour, a distance of approximately 180 km., although 19th c. 
Spanish geographers reduced the extent of the Golfo Satalié still further, from Capo Kelidonia 
to the promontory of Alaya-Alanya.  

The references and mentions of the town/city in this second section are given in date of first 
publication order. Sometimes less than accurate, accounts conflated, sometimes confused, the 
earlier publications mentioning the city were the resource which served both the 19th century 
reader, and which conveyed, at times, the information that informed the 19th century visitor to 
the city, or which informed their notes when they were written up for publication. These 
works remained accessible in both private and major university and public libraries into the 
internet age. In consequence, the reason why these mentions of the city, both historical and 
literary are included here is not simply that the city was mentioned in numerous ancient, 
middle age, and early modern texts, including those translated into English, published in 
English before the start of the 20th c., which may have been read by the writer and traveller, 
but because these texts provide the published context within which the 19th century accounts 
and references were themselves written and read. At least some of the 19th c. visitors would 
have known and read thoroughly and memorised some of these texts long before they visited 
the city; while the 19th century visitors to the city, both real and vicarious, were frequently 
acutely aware of the past record and representations of the city in literary works, to the extent 
                                                             
420  Bk. XVI, “Hanc nostri, idiomatis Graeci non habentes peritiam, corrupto vocabulo Sataliam appellant; unde 

et totus ille maris sinus, a promontorio Lissidona, usque in insulam Cyprum. Atalicus dicitur, qui vulgari 
appellatione Gulfus Satalie nuncupatur.” Satalia, vulgaris appellatio Attalia. 

421  Satalia “is the strongest, and best for Traffique of all its Coasts, communicating its name to the neighbouring 
Gulf, called Golfo di Satalia; and to the most Oriental part of the Mediterranean sea;” It is frequently 
recorded in 17th c. cartography as the, “Golfo et Mer de Satalia,” both the Gulf and the Sea of Satalia, 
sometimes as Mare Asiaticum in 18th c. cartography. 

422  A Voyage to Mount Libanus, wherein is An account of the Customs And Manners of The Turks. Also a 
Description of Candia, Nicosia, Tripoli, Alexandretta, etc. With Curious Remarks upon several Passages 
relating to the Turks and Marionites (From the Italian, by the Rev. Father Jerom Dandini, S. J.), A. Roper, 
London, 1698, p. 14. 

423  Fr. golfe d’Adalie 
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that a sense of belonging was felt with the distant pasts, historical and legendary, of the city, 
to the point where, at times, it seems, it was the past itself that was often uppermost in the 
writers’ mind, inhabiting and reimagining and then representing to the reader the physical 
traces, the remains and the echo from these vanished worlds, rather than attempting upon the 
representation, as clearly and accurately as possible, of the present and contemporary 19th c. 
Ottoman Muslim majority city.  

Maybe, to both writer and reader, the literary left luggage from the past, antiquarian and 
Christian, was of more importance to the writer than the Muslim present particular, and which 
of course required a different, a foreign, frame of reference, education and mindset, to have an 
inkling of access and understanding. The rituals, education, the craftsmen, tombs of the 
Muslim Saints, the citadel, the mosques, and medrese, the Seljuk, Beylik and Ottoman 
Muslim buildings, including the 1226 “fluted minaret,” the Muslim presence since 1207 in the 
city, including these visible and noteworthy structures, pass almost entirely unremarked upon 
by visitors to the city who left accounts of the city in English. It is noteworthy for example 
that during the course of the 19th c. the Roman gate in the city’s walls with its inscription 
dedicated to the emperor Hadrian-Adrian is mentioned repeatedly, more than 28 times in 
English published accounts of the city, yet the most remarkable 13th c. Seljuk fluted-Yivli 
minaret was only briefly noted six times in 19th c. descriptions of the city, first noted by 
Beaufort in 1817, “which is fluted from the base up to the gallery that surrounds the head of 
the shaft” (reprinted 1818), 1824 (reprinted 1830), 1838, and then in 1895. 

D. G. Hogarth aged twenty-five, in July 1887 reflected, “The voyage lasted eight days, spent 
in running up to little ports like Castel Oryzo and Alaya and Adalia, names that one had 
known of old in romances of the Crusades.” A particular past, in this case it was 
acknowledged, the romances of the Crusades, which coloured and framed what was seen in 
1887. This sentence reminded the reader of a set of connections and associations with Satalia-
Adalia-Attalia and the Crusades of the 12th to 15th centuries, of the second crusade and King 
Louis VII in 1148, of King Philip II, Philip Augustus in 1191, of the Bane of Cathalya-
Satalya, of the Seljuk conquest in 1207 and of the Hospitaller Knights of St. John of 
Jerusalem, of the Lusignan King of Jerusalem and Cyprus, the Crusader Peter I. and the 
conquest in 1361 of Sataly-Satalie, as mentioned by Chaucer, by Jean Froissart, and by Philip 
de Mesieres, done into English in numerous published editions; and then of the Papal-
Venetian fleet and the assault of 1472, and of the romance and romances of the Crusades, of 
attachment to a particular past, a past of the city that in 1887 was half a millennia old, 
ingrained and repeatedly revisited out of time in the 19th century, an English memory 
repeatedly refresh that increased in intensity and depth in the second half of the 19th century 
with the enormous quantity of crusade literature that was published from 1850 to the First 
World War.  

What is perhaps the most remarkable factor in this “trans-atlantic remembering,” is the 
enormous number of publications and journal articles published in the 19th c. mentioning 
Attalia in the context of 1148 and the Second Crusade, in comparison with publications in 
English that had mentioned the city in this Second Crusade context over the previous two 
hundred years, five accounts, to one hundred and fourteen published in the 19th c. The change 
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is so remarkable it appears to reflect a marked change in what’s taken for granted by the 
whole or most of a community, a change in mentalité. Attalia and the Second Crusade was 
little mentioned in English publications until the 19th c., less than the nine accounts of the 15th 
c. Holy League’s fleet’s sack of the Satalia harbour that were published in the 17th and 18th 
centuries, yet the events of the Second Crusade at Attalia, based in part upon the accounts 
recorded by the Medieval Latin and French chronicles, became the most widely circulated 
published moment in the city’s history during the 19th c, second only to the far more 
numerous but single brief reference made to the city in the New Testament of the Bible and in 
the commentaries upon it.  

The 19th c. published accounts of 1148 at Attalia range from the accurate representation of the 
texts recorded in Medieval chronicles, to the false and the poisonous, for example, David 
Magill’s 1872 account of 1148, published in Philadelphia, includes the lines: The perfidious 
Greeks (of Attalia), taking advantage of their deplorable condition, massacred the sick and 
defenceless pilgrims who had been left behind to recover while the main host went on to 
Antioch. They crowded all who had been left behind into narrow prisons, where they died a 
lingering death, crowded to suffocation in dungeous only equalled in modern times by the 
Black Hole of Calcutta.” There is, of course no historical evidence whatsoever of this 
“massacre” and imprisonment of Latin pilgrims in narrow prisons by the Greeks in Attalia in 
1148, but this “account” was published, circulated, read and reread.  

It seems possible that the accounts that mention the city was struck by the plague in 1148 
were reporting the relationship of large numbers of unburied Crusader dead and disease424. 
But it seems perhaps, to be rather more probable that these chroniclers’ accounts indicated to 
the reader the expected Divine Retribution on the city’s Greek population for their alleged 
actions against the French, “The Greeks of Satalia however did not escape punishment. The 
plague which the pilgrims had communicated to them rendered their town almost a desert,” 
thereby recording this outbreak of plague, as an expression of wish fulfilment, rather 
recording a historical fact. It was an event, real or more probably imagined, which may also 
have served to implicitly justify the departure by sea of King Louis, Queen Eleanor and the 
nobility for Antioch, arriving there on the 19th of March, and not bringing the plague with 
them, leaving the bulk of his army and the pilgrims to die, with between 3 and 4 thousand 
enslaved.  

The primary flaw in both parts of the Second Crusade in Asia Minor was in accurate 
intelligence, in terms of both time and distance to reach their objectives, the availability of 
supplies enroute and of the obstacles enroute, both natural and human. The lack of 
intelligence in these matters resulted in the choice of routes that were taken. Decisions that 
resulted in the lack of available provisions for both Conrads’ and Louis’s armies and the 
numerous pilgrims, and were decisions taken that led to the dehydration, starvation and death 
of thousands. The emperor’s city of Attalia was cut off from the surrounding fertile landscape 
and was supplied by sea due to the inroads of the Turks. How Louis expected his army of 
Crusaders and pilgrims, amounting to perhaps more than 8,000 to be provisioned from a 

                                                             
424  Modern texts suggest plague, typhoid, dysentery, Encyclopedia of Plague and Pestilence, 1995, 2001, 2008; 

M. Haag, The Tragedy of the Templars: The Rise and Fall of the Crusader States, 2012, etc. 
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relatively small isolated port city with a population of a few thousand in the winter of 1148, 
when there was no advance knowledge of the armies intended arrival at Attalia given to either 
emperor or the governor of the city is a complete mystery. It was obvious that the city’s gates 
would be closed, as there were only sufficient supplies for the inhabitants, not for many 
thousands of additional people, the crusader army and pilgrims. The resupply of Attalia was 
weather dependant, and it took five weeks for the few ships to arrive, not least, because the 
decision taken to ask for transport for the army was only taken after the army had reached 
Attalia about the 20th of January 1148, in mid-winter, not the ideal time to look for transport 
for an army, rather than earlier requesting from the Emperor shipping and supplies to meet the 
troops at Attalia. However, the responsibility for this astonishing incompetence and ineptitude 
in intelligence and planning that resulted in the choice of routes and objectives which resulted 
in the destruction of both armies and pilgrims in 1147-1148, was then largely displaced in the 
Latin chroniclers record onto so-called ‘Greek duplicity,’ or ‘the perfidity of the Greeks.’ 
There was an almost complete unwillingness and inability to face up to and acknowledge the 
reality of the situation which had been brought about by the leaders of the Second Crusaders, 
their inability to obtain and process intelligence and to plan effectively for campaigning in 
late summer (Conrad) and for mid-winter (Louis) in Asia Minor. This was not perhaps helped 
by the Crusaders’ battle cry of Deus vult! - God wills it, which tends to place the 
responsibility for planning into another dimension. The choice made to take the land routes 
through Asia Minor, rather than taking the sea route, from Venice, Bari and Constantinople, 
was the fundamental error425. This fundamental error was then compounded by the choice 
taken by Conrad to advance on Iconium-Konya over the parching plains of central Anatolia at 
the end of summer, and by Louis to then follow in part the same route already exhausted of 
provisions a few months earlier by Conrad’s forces and then to cross the Tauros Mountains in 
midwinter and to expect re-supply for an entire army and pilgrims in late winter at Attalia and 
for his army in early spring on the route from Attalia to Antioch, without giving any advanced 
notice of the choice of route to enable provisions to be stockpiled and not making any 
preparations whatsoever for provisions on this chosen line of march. 

The statistics are as follows, the date of publication, although not the dates of all subsequent 
reprints and editions mentioning the city in the context of: 

The Muslim sack of the city in 903 A.D. when the Muslim chronicler records the “booty 
captured therefrom was beyond computation.” was mentioned only once, in 1881426. 

The arrival of the Second Crusade at the city in 1148. It was mentioned one-hundred and 
nineteen times, one-hundred and fourteen times in 19th c. publications: 1685, 1726, 1769, 
1787, 1789, 1803, 1805, 1806, 1807,  1820, 1821, 1822, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1831, 1833, 
1834, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1840, 1841, 1843, 1844, 1844, 1845, 1846,  1848, 1849, 1851, 1851, 
                                                             
425  There were negotiations in 1146-7 between Louis VII and Roger II of Sicily, who offered fleet and 

provisions to Louis to sail direct to the Holy Land, rather than follow Conrad on the land route. 
426  A tenth-century Arab source records 300 pounds of gold taken as tax-kommerkion on goods arriving at the 

port of Attaleia, Vyronis, The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and the Process of Islamisation 
from the Eleventh through the Fifteenth Century, Berkley, CA, 1971,  p. 13-14. While unrecorded was its 
precursor, Echimos, ek prosopou of the Kibyrrhaiotai, who reported that around 823-825 a Muslim fleet 
attacked Antalya and that 60 horsemen deployed from it, indicating the size and solidity of the vessels 
employed at this date. 
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1851, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1856, 
1857, 1857, 1859, 1859, 1860, 1860, 1862, 1862, 1863, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1869, 1869, 
1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872,  1873, 1873, 1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 1876, 
1878, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1883, 1883, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 
1885, 1885, 1886, 1886, 1888, 1889, 1891, 1891, 1893, 1893, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1895, 
1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 1897, 1897, 1897, 1898, 1898, 1899, 1899. 

The Seljuk Conquest of the city in 1207. It was mentioned eight times, four times in 19th c. 
publications, in: 1685, 1712, 1759, 1780, 1879, 1895, 1888, 1899. 

The Lusignan Crusader conquest of the city in 1361. It was mentioned thirty-six times, thirty-
four times in 19th c. publications: 1476, 1795, 1804, 1806, 1827, 1839, 1842, 1847, 1848, 
1850, 1852, 1854, 1857, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1861, 1867, 1868, 1870, 1871, 1871, 1874, 1875, 
1875, 1875, 1875,1876, 1878, 1880, 1881, 1885, 1887, 1889, 1895, 1897. Many of these are 
19th c. republications of the 14th c. Canterbury Tales and of Jean Froissart’s Chronicle. 

The Papal fleet’s sack of the harbour-mina quarter of the city in 1472. It was mentioned 
twenty-four times, fifteen times in 19th c. publications: 1612, 1703, 1711, 1720, 1757, 1759, 
1761, 1761, 1782, 1803, 1818, 1830, 1835, 1846, 1852, 1853, 1853, 1853, 1856, 1856, 1857, 
1872, 1881, 1883. 

The Karamanid 1422 siege of the city was mentioned only twice, both in 18th c. publications: 
1751, 1759. 

The Ottoman conquest and reconquest of the city was mentioned only five times, four times 
in the early 19th c.: 1797, 1810, 1810, 1817, 1823. 

From the record provided by the number of 19th c. English language publications that mention 
the city in relation to historical events, the focus at that time was on the 1148 Crusade at the 
city, followed by the Latin Lusignan crusaders’ conquest of the city in 1361 and the 1472 
Papal fleet’s sack of the harbour mina quarter. Much less attention was given to the Seljuk 
conquest of the city in 1207 and to the Ottoman conquests of the city, while the Karamanid 
siege of the Ottoman city in 1422 was unmentioned in works published in the 19th c. It is 
evident from these statistics that the emphasis concerning the medieval history of the city 
changed from that of the 18th c., moving from the attempt to provide a historical account of 
the city from translated chronicles, to providing, from the start of the 19th c. a picture of the 
city seen primarily and one-sidedly in terms of the Latin crusades, of 1148, 1361 and 1472.  

Colonel George Bruce Malleson CSI427 (1825 - 1898) an experienced officer428 of the British 
Indian Army, in his post-1858 Indian Mutiny (rebellion) book, published in 1885, makes the 
noteworthy statement that the port-city of Attalia, a port on the Muslim pilgrimage route, was 

                                                             
427  Companion of The Most Exalted Order of the Star of India. 
428  See, DNB01, Malleson, George Bruce (E. M. Lloyd). He was commissioned in the 65th Bengal Native 

Infantry in 1842, wrote ‘The Mutiny of the Bengal Army,’ published anonymously in 1857, which was known 
as ‘the red pamphlet.’ In this he pointed to Lord Dalhousie’s administration, and especially the annexation of 
Oudh, as mainly responsible for the revolt-rebellion-mutiny. He served in the second Burmese war, and the 
annexation of the lower province in 1853, and he repeatedly drew attention to Russian advances at the 
expense of Muslim rule in Central Asia, and its dangers to British rule in India. 
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in the second half of the 19th c. a centre of Muslim ‘fanaticism’, “Now called Adalia, and 
inhabited by the most fanatical of all the followers of the Prophet.”429 Likewise, at the end of 
the 19th c. the Rum-Greek population of Adalia was also described in 1893 as being, 
“extremely superstitious and fanatical about here,…” Situated on both the Muslim haj 
pilgrimage route, where pilgrims at times stayed for weeks waiting for shipping; and on the 
Orthodox pilgrimage route from Anatolia to Jerusalem, as noted by travellers to the city, and, 
in consequence, to an extent internationally aware through these contacts and connections of 
the enormous territorial expansion and the increasing missionary activities of the European 
powers, of Russia and the Republic of the United States of America, in the latter part of the 
19th c., that members of Adalia’s religious communities, the majority muhajir, displaced, 
refugee Moreotes and Muslims, including some Circassians, the descendants of Sheik 
Schamyl’s followers from the Caucasus expelled by the Russians in 1878, and many from 
Crete, felt pressured and threatened in their beliefs and responded in ways that were 
characterised at times by outsiders as ‘fanatical,’ seems to be quite simply unsurprising. It 
may also offer a reason why the Muslim majority of the city and the Ottoman Muslim history 
of the city is barely mentioned in travellers’ accounts, as it seems to have been the case that 
the Muslim population in Adalia in the 19th c. kept their distance from Christian visitors to the 
city.  

There was also another past, which had also been touched upon in pre-19th c. publications 
mentioning the city, a past both Biblical Christian and relating to the literature surviving from 
antiquity, a past which came to the forefront of the mind of many travellers and writers in the 
19th c., and which was dwelt upon at some length in texts and fought over in footnotes. This 
was a consequence in part of the form of 19th c. education that travellers and officers, army 
and navy, and missionaries had, with its emphasis upon Latin and Greek, the classics and 
particular forms of Christianity. 

The result of these different perspectives on the city, Biblical, Greek and Latin, and Latin 
Crusader, was that the city had a presence at particular times in particular periods, but, to the 
majority of writers and to the readers of the written word in English, the Muslim inhabitants, 
the majority of the population in the 19th c., were shadows, largely without a history, who 
were engaged with by the 19th c. traveller in chosen, staged, construed or imagined moments, 
for the exhibition of power to the English reader, but were, otherwise, largely shadow figures 
or local colour, introduced as “othered,” but largely absent, without a historical and so 
legitimised past, without an articulated context. To the 19th c. writer, publisher and reader of 
English, there were known and important historical relations with the city, that reminded of 
aspects of the imagined European past, Greco-Roman, Christian and Crusader, and, 
unsurprisingly, a greater contact with the minority Christian populations of the city, together 
with the aim of the traveller to make a contribution to certain kinds of knowledge, through 
recording ancient Greek and Latin inscriptions, while the numerous Arabic and Ottoman 
inscriptions on the city walls, as elsewhere, remained almost entirely unmentioned, once in an 
1667 manuscript published in 1799 which recorded the Arabic inscription on the re-used relief 
                                                             
429  Ambushes and Surprises: being a description of some of the most famous instances of the leading into 

ambush and the surprise of armies, from the time of Hannibal to the period of the Indian Mutiny, by Colonel, 
George Bruce Malleson, W. H. Allen and Co., London, 1885, footnote,  p. 133. 
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of the Archangel Gabriel from the city’s liman ova kapı (since demolished), and a single 
notice in 1853 of the otherwise unmentioned “Turkish Cypher”- the Ottoman tuğra that was 
raised on top of the Roman arches of Hadrian’s Gate in the mid-19th c., a possibly potent 
symbolic Ottoman statement raised upon these Roman remains. It was the case that the 
longest Arabic Seljuk inscription in Anatolia, the Seljuk reconquest inscription from 1216, 
along uzun çarşili sok. passed unrecorded. It was the Christian and pagan antiquities and 
remains, knowledge of topography, botany and zoology and Christianity, and presenting what 
was seen through the European informed eye, of arguing with, correcting and reinforcing as 
redefining, the English and European published past concerning the city, that was of 
importance to traveller, writer and historian.  

It is the case, and it seems extraordinary, that the majority Muslim population of the city 
throughout the 19th c., inhabiting a different, but parallel present and past, their lives, 
buildings and inscriptions, history and society should have been so scantily, and at times, ill 
recorded, if noticed at all by travellers to the city in the 19th c. It was a population with its 700 
years of history, culture, monuments, mosques, schools, and with numerous visibly displayed 
inscriptions in Arabic and Osmanlica on city walls, city gates, in cemeteries, yet all of this 
was largely, almost entirely, ignored, in the varied accounts of the port-city that were 
published in English over the course of the 19th c. The majority of the population was 
unmentioned, they were unaussprechlich, except as a statistic, they were present but un-seen, 
together with the remaining small Jewish population of the city. 
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Kente ait tarihi ve edebi bağlamlarda yazılan ve 19. yüzyıl okurunun ve seyyahının 
kentle ilgili algısını biçimlendiren yayınlar: 

Takip eden bölüm, 16. yüzyıldan 19. yüzyılın sonuna kadar İngilizce yayınlanmış, ya da 
Yunanca, Latince, Arapça, Osmanlıca, Fransızca, İtalyanca ve Almanca gibi dillerden 
İngilizce’ye çevrilerek basılmış ve kentin tarihsel ve edebi çalışmalarını izleyen bazı 
tanımları, hesapları, bildirileri ve kaynakları içermektedir. Geoffrey Chaucer’in Catebury 
Tales isimli kitabının, William Caxton tarafından gerçekleştirilen 1476 tarihli ilk baskısı, 
İngilizce dilinde kentin adının Sataly olarak geçtiği ilk basılmış kitaptır. İsim kitabın sonraki 
diğer baskılarında da Satalye ve Satalie olarak yer alacaktır. Bunu 1496’da Pynson yarafından 
basılan The Book of John Maundevile, knyght of Ingelond izler. Geç ortaçağ seyahat 
yazılarının en etkileyicilerinden olan bu yayında kentin adı Satalay olarak kaydedilmektedir.   
İncilin İngilizce ilk baskısı olan 1526 tarihli William Tyndale İncili’nde ise kent antik adı olan 
Attalia olarak kaydedilmiştir.  

Bu metinlerde kent ile bağlantısı olarak veilen kişiler, tıp doktoru, Attalia’lı Athenaios430, ilk 
martirler, Hesperus ve Zoe ileoğulları Cyriac ve Theodulus; Tripolis’li Leo; Attalia’lı 
Seraphimdir (18. yüzyıl Ankara ve Psidia metropoliti ve çevirmen). Bu metinlerde 
belirtilmemiş olanlar ise 11. yüzyıl yargıcı ve saray çevresinden olan ve Historia ’nın yazarı 
Michael Attaliates, ve 18. yüzyıl neomartir’i, İzmir’in Yeni Kutsal Martir’i (7 Ocak 1700), 
Attaleia’lı Athanasios’dur. 

Kent ismi ile birlikte ilişkilendirildiği kıyı şeridi, deniz, körfez veya körfezin coğrafi kapsamı 
zaman içinde değişim göstermiştir. Antik çağda olduğu gibi, kentin adı zaman zaman 
bulunduğu bölgenin de adı olmuştu. Ancak geçen binyılda daha sık olarak kentin o 
dönemdeki adı aynı zamanda kıyısında yer aldığı denizin ve körfezin de adı olmuştu: 
Pamphylieus Sinus, Mare Pamphylicum, Gulf of Pamphylia, Bay of Pamphilia, or, Bay of 
Pamphylia, the Bay of Attaleia; the Gulf of Atalia, Atalsfiord; the Attalic Sea, the Gulph of 
Satalia, golfo di Satalia, gulf of Satalie, Gulf of Sattalia, Satalian Gulf, Gulf of Sataliah, 
Gulph of Settalia, Satalia Bay, Sadalia Bay, Satalian bay, bay of Satalieh; Gulf of Adalia, the 
bay of Adalia, ve bazen, the Gulf of Cyprus. Kentin önemi de diğer başlıca şehirlerle kıyasla 
zaman içinde değişim göstermişse de dönem dönem kentin ismi ile anılan denizin ve kıyıların 
metinlerde kaydedilmiş olan genişliği kentin bölgesel bir merkez olarak önemini de belirtir. 
Tyre’li William 12yy sonuna tarihlenen Historia Rerum in partibus transmarinis gestarum 
kitabında Akdeniz’in Lissidona (Khelidonia) Burnu’ndan Kıbrıs’a kadar olan bölümünün 
Attalic (Attalicus) Denizi olarak adlandırıldığını, ancak yerel dilde Satalia Körfezi (gulphus 
Sataliae/Golphus Satallæ), that is, the Gulf of the city of Satalia (Sataliam) kaydeder. 431. 
Kentle ilişkilendirilen deniz parçası 17 yüzyılda en geniş alanına erişmişti ki Osmanlı 
İmparatorluğu’nun o dönemde Doğu Akdeniz’deki gücü düşünüldüğünde bu çok da şaşırtıcı 
değildir: Richard Blome 1670 tarihli Geographical Description of the World’de “Golfo di 

                                                             
430  Olasılıkla Attalia sularının tıbbi nitliklerinden etkilenerek suyun arındırılması üzerinde çalışmıştır. 

Çalışmasında filtreleme ve süzme konusunu incelemiş, bu çalışmasına ait metnin bir kısmı Oribasius’un 
Derlemeler’inde günümüze gelmiştir. G. D. Dickey and C. L. Bryden, “Theory and Practice of Filtration,” 
New York 1946, yayınlarında su filtrelerinin M.S. 50 yılında Attalia’lı Athenaeus tarafından anlatıldığını 
kaydeder. Athenaios’un takipçileri arasında thermal tedavileri öneren Pneumatic Sect sayılabilir. Athenaios 
aynı zamanda şarabın tibbi niteliklerini de savunmaktadır.  

431  Bk. XVI, “Hanc nostri, idiomatis Graeci non habentes peritiam, corrupto vocabulo Sataliam appellant; unde 
et totus ille maris sinus, a promontorio Lissidona, usque in insulam Cyprum. Atalicus dicitur, qui vulgari 
appellatione Gulfus Satalie nuncupatur.” Satalia, vulgaris appellatio Attalia. 
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Satalia-Gulph of Settalia,” (Satalia Körfezi) sınırlarını neredeyse Akdenizin bütün doğu 
bölümüne yaymaktadır: “isimini yakınında bulunan Golfo di Satalia isimli körfeze, ve 
Akdenizin doğu bölümünün çoğuna veren”. Burada Doğu Akdeniz, Sea of Satalia olarak 
tanımlanmıştır.432 1680 yılında İtalya’dan Lübnan’a seyahat eden Cizvit rahip Jerom Dandini 
“Gulph of Settalia” (Settalia Körfezi) tanımından Girit’in doğusundan ve güneydoğu Ege’de 
bulunan Karpathos adasının batısından 700 km uzakta bulunan Kıbrısa kadar olan alanı 
anlamaktadır. 433 18 yüzyıl süresince ve 19 yüzyıla girerken kentin denizine ait olduğu 
düşünülen alan küçülmüşse de 1801 yılında Marmorice-Marmaris hala Satalia körfezinde 
olarak kaydedilmişti. 19 yüzyıl ortasında körfez tekrar Tyre’li William’ın tariflediği 
Gelidonya burnu ile Anamur arasındaki yaklaşık 180 km uzunluğundaki sınırlarına dönmüş, 
19 yüzyıl İspanyol coğrafyacıları bu alanı daha da daraltarak Golfo Satalié’yi Capo Kelidonia 
ile Alaya (Alanya) arası olarak tanımlamışlardı.  

İkinci bölümde kente ilişkin kayıtlar yayınlandıkları tarih sırasında göre verilmiştir. Bunların 
bazıları doğru olmaktan uzak, bazen abartılmış bazen de karışıklıklar içeren bu erken 
kaynaklar 19 yüzyıl okurları ve kente gelen 19 yüzyıl seyyahları tarafından bilgi olarak kabul 
edildi ve onların yazılarında da yer buldu. Aynı bilgiler hala köklü kütüphanelerde 
bulunmakta ve internet çağında herkes tarafından erişilebilir durumdadır. Sonuç olarak, kent 
ile ilgili bu, hem tarihi hem de edebi alıntıların burada kullanılma nedeni sadece kentin, 
İngilizceye tercüme edilenler dâhil, sayısız antik, orta ve erken modern çağ metinlerinde (20. 
yüzyıl öncesinde İngilizce olarak yayınlanan ve yazar ve seyyahlar tarafından okunan) 
bahsedilmesi değil, bu metinlerin 19. yüzyıl anlatım ve atıflarının yazıldığı ve okunduğu 
yayınlanmış kaynağı sunmalarıdır. 19. yüzyılda kenti ziyaret edenlerden en azından bazıları, 
ziyaretlerinden çok önce bu metinlerin bazılarını bilmekteydi ve çok dikkatli bir şekilde 
okumuş – hatta ezberlemişti. 19. yüzyılda kenti hem gerçekten, hem de başkasının aracılığıyla 
ziyaret edenlerin, çoğu zaman eski kayıtlar ve kentin edebi çalışmalarda nasıl temsil 
edildiğinden haberdardı. Hatta o kadar ki, zaman zaman yazarların kafasında en fazla 
canlandırdıkları, 19. yüzyıl Osmanlı ve Müslümanların çoğunlukta olduğu kentin o döneme 
ait gerçekleri yerine, fiziksel kalıntılar, kentin uzak geçmişi, tarihi ve efsaneleriydi.  

Belki de hem yazar hem de okur için, geçmişten, antik çağ ve Hristiyan dönemlerden geri 
kalanlar, mevcut durumdan daha önemliydi. Zaten mevcut durumu daha iyi anlayabilmek, 
farklı ve yabancı referanslar, eğitim ve zihniyet gerektiriyordu. Kenti ziyaret edip İngilizce 
anlatımlar bırakanlar arasında, dini ayinler, eğitim, esnaf, Evliyaların mezarları, kale, camiler, 
medrese, Selçuk, Beylik ve Osmanlı binaları (“yivli minare -1226- dâhil), 1207 yılından beri 
kentte Müslümanların bulunması ve görünen ve kayda değer yapılarına, neredeyse hiç 
değinen olmadı. Örneğin, kentin surlarındaki Roma kapısı üzerinde İmparator Hadrianus’a 
ithaf edilen yazıta 19. yüzyıl boyunca tekrar tekrar değinilmesine rağmen (kentin İngilizce 
anlatımlarında 28 kereden fazla), olağanüstü 13. yüzyıl Selçuk Yivli Minareye 19. yüzyıl 
anlatımlarında sadece altı defa değinilmişti. Yapıdan ilk olarak 1817 yılında bahseden 
                                                             
432  Satalia “is the strongest, and best for Traffique of all its Coasts, communicating its name to the neighbouring 

Gulf, called Golfo di Satalia; and to the most Oriental part of the Mediterranean sea;” It is frequently 
recorded in 17th c. cartography as the, “Golfo et Mer de Satalia,” both the Gulf and the Sea of Satalia, 
sometimes as Mare Asiaticum in 18th c. cartography. 

433  A Voyage to Mount Libanus, wherein is An account of the Customs And Manners of The Turks. Also a 
Description of Candia, Nicosia, Tripoli, Alexandretta, etc. With Curious Remarks upon several Passages 
relating to the Turks and Marionites (From the Italian, by the Rev. Father Jerom Dandini, S. J.), A. Roper, 
London, 1698, p. 14. 
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Beaufort’un “en alttan gövdenin üstünü çevreleyen galeriye kadar yivlidir”  kitabı 1818 
yılında yeniden basılmıştır; (kitabın diğer baskıları: 1824, 1830, 1838 ve son olarak 1895 
yıllında). 

Temmuz 1887’de yirmi-beş yaşında olan D. G. Hogarth bölgeye seyahatinden, “Seyahat sekiz 
gün sürdü. Bu süre boyunca Castel Oryzo, Alaya ve Adalia gibi, adları Haçlı seferler ile ilgili 
geçmişte yazılan romanlardan bilinen küçük limanlara girerek geçti.” Şeklinde bahseder. 
Burada belli bir geçmişe (Haçlı seferlerine) bulunulan atıf, 1887 yılında izlenimlerin hangi 
çerçeveden gerçekleştiğini açığa vurmaktadır. Cümle, Satalia – Adalia – Attalia ile 12. – 15. 
yüzyıllar arasında gerçekleşen Haçlı seferler arasındaki bağlantıyı ve ilişkiyi okuyuculara 
hatırlatmaktadır. İkinci Haçlı Seferi ve 1148 yılında Kral VII. Louis, 1191 yılında Kral II. 
Philip Augustus’un seferleri ve Cathalya – Satalya Bozgunu, 1207 Selçuklu fethi, Kudüslü 
Aziz John’un Hospitalye Şövalyeleri, Kudüs ve Kıbrıs’ın Lusignan Kralı I. Peter’ın 1361 
yılında kent işgali, Papalık – Venedikli donanması ve 1472 yılı saldırısı İngilizce olarak ve 
sayısız baskıda Chaucer, Jean Froissart ve Philip de Mesieres tarafından anlatılmıştı. Bu 
geçmiş, 1887 yılında beş-yüz yıllık bir geçmişti, ancak, 19. yüzyılda bile köklenmiş ve sık sık 
bahsedilen bir geçmişti. Bu İngilizce hafıza, 1850 yılı ile Birinci Dünya Savaşı arasında 
muazzam sayıda yayınlan Haçlı literatürü ile 19. yüzyılda, yoğun ve derin bir şekilde sürekli 
taze tutulmaktaydı. 

Bu “Atlantik ötesi hafızada” belki de en göze çarpan unsur, önceki iki yüz yıl boyunca 
kentten 1148 yılı ve İkinci Haçlı Sefer bağlamında bahseden İngilizce çalışmalara kıyasla, 19. 
yüzyılda Attalia’dan bu bağlamda bahseden yayın ve makale sayısı gerçekten olağanüstü fazla 
sayıda olmasıdır. (önceki dönemde 5 anlatıma kıyasla 19. yüzyılda yayınlanan 114). Bu 
değişiklik o kadar olağanüstü ki, toplumun çoğu ya da tamamı tarafından doğal karşılananda 
(mentalitede) ciddi bir değişikliğe işaret etmekte. 19. yüzyıl öncesinde Attalia ve İkinci Haçlı 
Seferi, İngilizce yayınlarda çok az ele alınmıştır. Bu, 15. yüzyılda Kutsal İttifak donanmasının 
Satalia limanını yağmalamasından bahseden dokuz 17 ve 18. yüzyıl yayınından daha azdır. 
Öte yandan, 19 yüzyıl yayınlarında en çok yer alan tarihi bilgi, kısmen Ortaçağ Latince ve 
Fransızca kroniklerinde yeralan anlatılara dayanarak hazırlanan ve kentin tarihindeki küçük 
bir anı hikayeleyen İkinci Haçlı Seferi ile ilgili anlatımlardır. Bu konu ile ilgili yayın sayısı, 
ancak İncil Yeni Ahit’de Antalya’yla ilgili bölüm ve konu üzerinde 19 yüzyılda hazırlanmış 
yayınların sayısı tarafından geçilebilmiştir.. 

19. yüzyılda 1148 yılında Attalia ile ilgili yayınlanan anlatımlar arasında Ortaçağ 
metinlerinde kaydedilen gerçekleri temsil edenlerin yanı sıra, yanlış ve kötü niyetli olanlar da 
vardı. Bunun bir örneği, 1872 yılında Philadelphia’da yayınlanan, David Magill’in anlatımıdır 
ve “Attalia’nın kahpe Rumları, asıl kuvvetler Antakya’ya devam ederken, iyileşmeleri için 
geride bırakılan, hasta ve savunmasız hacılarının durumundan faydalanarak, onları 
katlettiler. Geriye bırakılanların hepsini dar hapishanelere yerleştirdiler. Bunların durumu 
modern çağda sadece Kalküta’nın Kara Deliği ile eş değerdeydi ve hacılar burada, 
kalabalıktan boğularak, yavaş bir ölüme terk edildiler.” Elbette, bu “katliam” ve 1148 yılında 
Latin hacıların Attalia’lı Rumlar tarafından dar hapishanelerde hapsedildiği ile ilgili hiçbir 
tarihi kanıt bulunmamaktadır, ancak bu “anlatım” yayınlanmış, dağıtılmış, okunmuş ve tekrar 
okunmuştur. 
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1148 yılında kentte veba salgını olduğuna dair anlatımların çok sayıda defnedilmeyen ölü 
Haçlılar ile salgın arasında bir ilişki kurdukları ihtimal dâhilindedir434. Ancak, daha muhtemel 
olan, bu anlatımları yapanların, kentin Rum halkına karşı – Fransızlara yaptıkları iddia edilen 
eylemler için - bir İlahi Adalet beklentisi olmasıdır: “Satalia’lı Rumlar cezadan kaçamadı. 
Kendilerine hacıların bulaştırdığı veba kentlerini neredeyse ıssız bıraktı.” Böylece, veba 
salgını, bir tarihi olgu yerine, bir temenninin gerçekleşmesi şeklinde kayıtlara geçti. Aslında, 
bu, Kral Louis, Kraliçe Eleanor ve asillerin deniz yolu ile Antakya’ya gitmek üzere ayrılması 
(ki 19 Mart tarihinde Antakya’ya ulaşmışlardır), ve salgını beraberlerinde götürmemek için 
askerlerini çoğunu ve hacıları, orada ölüme terk etmelerini (3 ile 4 bin arası da köle olmuştur) 
dolaylı yoldan meşrulaştırmak amacıyla yapılan bir anlatımdır. 

Anadolu’daki İkinci Haçlı Seferinin her iki kısmında en önemli eksiklik, amaçlara ulaşmak 
için hem zaman hem de mesafe açısından ve de yoldaki hem insani hem de doğal engeller ve 
erzak elde edinebilme durumu açısından bilgi yoksunluğuydu. Bu konulardaki bilgi 
yoksunluğu, rotaların seçilmesinde etkili olmuştur. Alınan kararlar, hem Conrad hem de 
Louis’in orduları, hem de sayısız hacılar için erzak yoksunluğuna, susuzluğa, açlığa ve 
binlerce kişinin ölmesine neden olmuştur. Türklerin akınlarından dolayı, İmparator’un kenti 
Attalia ile etrafındaki verimli topraklar arasındaki bağlantı kopmuş durumdadır ve kentin 
erzağı  sadece deniz yolu ile ulaşmaktadır. Louis’nin, belki de sayıları 8.000’den fazla olan 
Haçlı ordusu ve hacıların, 1148 yılı kışında sadece birkaç bin nüfusu bulunan oldukça küçük 
ve izole bir liman kentinden, önceden, ne İmparator’a ne de kentin valisine bunların Attalia’ya 
geleceğini haber vermeden, nasıl erzak sağlanacağını düşündüğü tamamen bir muammadır. 
Kentte sadece orada yaşayan nüfus için (binlerce ilave kişi – haçlı ordusu ve hacılar için 
değil) yeterli erzak bulunacağından, kentin kapılarının da kapalı olacağı belliydi. Attalia’ya 
tekrar erzak gönderilebilmesi de hava durumuna bağlıydı ve orduyu Antakya’ya deniz yoluyla 
ulaştırmak üzere nakil vasıtası talep etme kararı, yaklaşık 20 Ocak 1148 tarihinde – yani kışın 
ortasında – ordu Attalia’ya ulaştıktan sonra alınmıştı. Az sayıda geminin gelmesi ise beş hafta 
sürdü. Ancak, 1147-1148 yıllarında, rota ve amaçların yanlış belirlenmesi sonucunda hem 
ordu hem de hacıların ölümüne neden olan bu olağanüstü beceriksizliğin ve istihbarat ve 
planlama zafiyetinin sorumluluğu, Latince kroniklerde çoğunlukla “Rumların ikiyüzlülüğü” 
ve “Rumların hıyaneti” olarak kayıtlara geçti. İkinci Haçlı Seferinin liderlerinin yaz aylarının 
sonunda (Conrad) ve kışın ortasında (Louis) Anadolu’da seferi sürdürebilmeleri için gerekli 
istihbarat ve planlamayı yapmamalarından dolayı ortaya çıkan durumu ve bunun asıl nedeni 
liderlere yüklenmek istenmemiştir. Bu duruma, belki de Haçlıların savaş çığlığı olan ‘Deus 
vult!’ – Tanrı öyle istedi – katkıda bulundu, çünkü böyle bir düşünce, planlama 
sorumluluğunu farklı bir boyut üzerine yüklemekteydi. Venedik, Bari ve İstanbul üzerinden 
deniz yolu yerine, Anadolu üzerinden kara yolu ile gitme kararı en büyük hataydı435. Bu çok 
önemli hata, daha sonra Conrad’ın, yaz sonunda, Orta Anadolunun kavurucu ovaları 
üzerinden Konya’ya saldırmaya karar vermesi ve birkaç önce Louis’nşn ordusu tarafından 
zaten talan edilmiş aynı rotayı seçerek, kışın ortasında Toros Dağlarını geçmeye çalışması ile 
daha da büyümüştür. Louis, daha önceden herhangi bir bildirimde bulunmadan, ordusunun 
tamamının ve hacıların, kış aylarının sonunda Attalia’dan erzak gelmesini beklemiş ve bahar 
aylarının başında Attalia’dan Antakya’ya gitmeyi planlamıştır. Hâlbuki önceden bilgi 
                                                             
434  Çağdaş metinler veba, tifo ve dizanteriyi öne sürmektedir, Veba Ansiklopedisi, 1995, 2001, 2008; M. Haag, 

Tapınak Şövalyeleri Faciası: Haçlı Devletlerinin Yükselişi ve Gerilemesi, 2012, vs. 
435  1146-7 yıllarında VII. Louis ile Sicilya Kralı II. Roger arasında müzakereler oldu ve Sicilya Kralı, Louis’ye, 

Conrad’ın takip ettiği yolu takip etmek yerine, doğrudan Kutsal Topraklara gitmek için donanma ve erzak 
teklif etti. 
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verilmesi halinde, kentte erzak biriktirilebilir ve ordunun ilerlemesi için gerekli hazırlıklar 
yapılabilirdi. 

Antalya tarihinin önemli anları hakkında yapılan yayınlarla ilgili istatistikler aşağıda 
belirtildiği gibidir. (yayınlanma tarihi olarak belirtilmiştir, ikinci baskıların tarihleri 
kullanılmamıştır): 

Müslüman tarihçi tarafından, “orada elde geçirilen ganimet hesaplanabilecek bir tutarın çok 
üzerindeydi”, olarak kayda geçirilen, M.S. 903 yılında kentin Müslümanlar yağmalanması, 
sadece bir defa – 1881 yılında yazılmıştır436. 

İkinci Haçlı Seferinin kente gelişi – 1148. Bu yüz-ondokuz defa yazılmış olup, yüz-ondördü 
19. yüzyıl yayınlarındadır: 1685, 1726, 1769, 1787, 1789, 1803, 1805, 1806, 1807,  1820, 
1821, 1822, 1828, 1829, 1830, 1830, 1831, 1833, 1834, 1836, 1837, 1838, 1840, 1841, 1843, 
1844, 1844, 1845, 1846,  1848, 1849, 1851, 1851, 1851, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1852, 1853, 1854, 
1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1854, 1856, 1857, 1857, 1859, 1859, 1860, 1860, 1862, 
1862, 1863, 1865, 1866, 1867, 1867, 1869, 1869, 1871, 1871, 1871, 1872, 1872,  1873, 1873, 
1873, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1874, 1875, 1876, 1878, 1878, 1879, 1880, 1881, 1881, 1881, 
1882, 1883, 1883, 1883, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1884, 1885, 1885, 1886, 1886, 1888, 1889, 1891, 
1891, 1893, 1893, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1894, 1895, 1895, 1895, 1896, 1896, 1897, 1897, 1897, 
1898, 1898, 1899, 1899. 

Kentin 1207 yılında Selçuklular tarafından fethedilmesi. 19. yüzyılda dört defa olmak üzere 
toplamda sekiz yayında bulunmaktadır: 1685, 1712, 1759, 1780, 1879, 1895, 1888, 1899. 

Kentin 1361 yılında Lüzinyanlar tarafından işgal edilmesi. 19. yüzyılda otuz-dört defa olmak 
üzere toplamda otuz-altı yayında bulunmaktadır: 1476, 1795, 1804, 1806, 1827, 1839, 1842, 
1847, 1848, 1850, 1852, 1854, 1857, 1859, 1860, 1861, 1861, 1867, 1868, 1870, 1871, 1871, 
1874, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1875, 1876, 1878, 1880, 1881, 1885, 1887, 1889, 1895, 1897. 
Bunların birçoğu, 14. yüzyıl Canterbury Hikâyelerinin ve Jean Froissart’ın Kroniğinin 19. 
yüzyılda yeniden yayınlanmasından ibarettir. 

1472 yılında Papalık donanması tarafından kentin liman bölgesinin yağmalanması. 19. 
yüzyılda onbeş defa olmak üzere toplamda yirmi-dört yayında bulunmaktadır:1612, 1703, 
1711, 1720, 1757, 1759, 1761, 1761, 1782, 1803, 1818, 1830, 1835, 1846, 1852, 1853, 1853, 
1853, 1856, 1856, 1857, 1872, 1881, 1883. 

1422 yılında kentin Karamanlılar tarafından kuşatılması sadece iki defa belirtilmiştir. 
Bunların ikisi de 18. yüzyıl yayınlarındadır: 1751, 1759. 

Kentin Osmanlılar tarafından fethedilmesi ve yeniden fethi; 19. yüzyılın erken döneminde 
dört defa olmak üzere, toplamda sadece beş defa yazılmıştır: 1797, 1810, 1810, 1817, 1823. 

                                                             
436  Bir onuncu yüzyıl Arap kaynağı, Attelia limanına gelen ürünlerden vergi olarak 300 libre altın alındığını 

kaydetmektedir, Vyronis, The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and the Process of Islamisation 
from the Eleventh through the Fifteenth Century (Berkley, CA, 1971, s. 13-14. Kayıtlara yansımasa bile, 
bunun öncüsü, 823-825 yıları dolaylarında bir Müslüman donanmasının Antalya’ya saldırdığını ve buradan 
60 atlının sevk edildiğini – yani bu tarihte kullanılan araçların boyut ve sağlamlığnı işaret eden 
Kibyrrhaiotai’den  Echimos, ek prosopou idi. 
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Tarihi olaylarla ilişkilin olarak kentten bahseden 19. yüzyıl İngilizce yayınlardan elde edilen 
kayıtlardan, o dönemdeki odak noktasının en başta 1148 Haçlı seferi, daha sonra ise, 1361 
yılında kentin Latin Lüzinyan Haçlıları tarafından işgal edilmesi ve limanın 1472 yılında 
Papalık donanması tarafından yağmalanması olduğu görülmektedir. 1207 yılında kentin 
Selçuklular tarafından fethedilmesi ve daha sonra kentin Osmanlılar tarafından fethedilmesi 
çok daha az kayda değer bulunurken, 1422 yılında Osmanlı kentinin Karamanlılar tarafından 
kuşatılması ise 19. yüzyıl çalışmalarında hiç yer almamıştır. Bu istatistiklerden, kentin ortaçağ 
tarihi ile ilgili odaklanılan konunun, 18. yüzyıla göre değiştiği ve tercüme edilmiş kroniklere 
dayanarak tarihi bir anlatımdan, 19. yüzyılın başından itibaren, sadece 1148, 1361 ve 1472 
Latin Haçlı Seferlerine ilişkin olarak, tek taraflı bir resim sunulmaya çalışıldığı görülmektedir. 

Britanya’nın Hindistan Ordusunda tecrübeli bir subay olan Albay George Bruce Malleson 
CSI437 (1825 - 1898),438 1858 Hindistan Ayaklanması sonrasında yazdığı ve 1885 yılında 
yayınlanan kitabında, Attalia liman kenti ile ilgili kayda değer bir ifadeye yer vermiştir. Ona 
göre, Mülümanların Haç yolunda bir liman olan Attalia, 19. yüzyılın ikinci yarısında, 
Müslüman ‘bağnazlığın’ bir merkezi olmuştur ve “Adı artık Adalia’dır ve Peygambere iman 
edenler arasında en bağnaz kişiler orada oturmaktadır”439. Aynı şekilde, 19. yüzyılın 
sonunda Adalia’nın Rum nüfusu da, 1893 yılında, “aşırı derecede batıl inançlı ve bağnaz …” 
olarak tarif edilmiştir. Anadolu’dan hem Kudüs’e Ortodoks Haç yolu üzerinde hem de 
Müslüman Haç yolu üzerinde bulunan ve hacıların zaman zaman gemi beklerken haftalarca 
kaldığı kent sakinleri, baskı altında ve inançlarından dolayı tehlike altında hissetmekteydi. 
Bunun nedeni, seyyahlar tarafından da kaydedildiği üzere, bu uluslararası bağlantılar ve 
irtibattan dolayı, halkın, 19 yüzyılın son kısımlarında, Avrupa güçlerinin, Rusya’nın ve 
Amerika Birleşik Devletlerinin olağanüstü toprak genişleme faaliyetleri ve artan misyonerlik 
faaliyetlerinin farkında olmasından kaynaklanıyordu. Hatta Adalia’nın dini toplulukları 
üyelerinin birçoğu 1878 yılında Rusya tarafından Kafkaslardan sürgün edilen Şeyh Şamil’in 
takipçileri Çerkezler dâhil Maronit ve Müslümanlar ve Girit’ten gelenlerdi. Bu yüzden de, 
dışardakiler tarafından ‘bağnaz’ olarak tanımlanmaları pek bir sürpriz değil. Bu, ayrıca, kentin 
Müslüman çoğunluğunun ve Osmanlı Müslüman tarihinin seyyahların anlatımlarında 
neredeyse hiç yer almamasının bir nedeni olarak da gösterilebilir. Bunun nedeni de, 19. 
yüzyılda Adalia’nın Müslüman nüfusunun, kente gelen Hristiyan ziyaretçilerden uzak 
durması da olabilir. 

Kentin hem 19. yüzyıl öncesi yayınlarda sıklıkla geçmesine neden olan hem de 19 yüzyıl 
yazarlarının sıklıkla değindiği bir başka tarihi de vardı. Latince ve Yunanca klasik 
kaynaklarda ve Hristiyan/İncil kaynaklarında kaydedilmiş olan Kentin Antik dönem tarihi 19 
yüzyıl seyyahlarının bilgi dağarcıklarında kayıtlıydı. Bu tarihin yazarların metinlerinde ve 
                                                             
437  Companion of The Most Exalted Order of the Star of India (Onur Nişanı). 
438  Bkz., DNB01, Malleson, George Bruce (E. M. Lloyd). 1842 yılında 65. Bengal Yerel Piyadesinde 

görevlendirildi. 1857 yılında isimsiz olarak yayınlanan, ‘Bengal Ordusunda Ayaklanma’ adlı eseri yazdı. Bu 
eser, ‘kırmızı kitapçık’ olarak da tanınmaktaydı. Burada, Lord Dalhosie’nin hükümetine ve özellike Oudh’un 
ilhak edilmesine işaret ederek, ayaklanmanın ana nedeninin bu olduğunu söyledi. İkinci Birmanya savaşında 
ve 1853 yılında alt bölgelerin ilhak edilmesi sırasında görev yaptı. Tekrar tekrar, Orta Asya’da Müslümanlara 
karşı Rusların ilerlemesine dikkat çekerek, bunun Hindistan’da Britanya hakimiyeti için tehlikeli olduğunu 
belirtti. 

439  Pusular ve Sürprizler: Hannibal’ın zamanından Hindistan Ayaklanması zamanına kadar, orduların en 
bilinen pusu ve sürprizlerinden bazılarının anlatımıdır - Albay George Bruce Malleson, W. H. Allen and Co., 
London, 1885, dipnot, s. 133. 
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dipnotlarında sıklıkla yer bulmuş olmasının nedeni bu yazarların Hristiyan ve klasik literatüre 
ve Latince/Yunancaya dayalı eğitimlerinin bir sonucu olmalıdır.  

Kent’e olan bu farklı bakış açılarının (Hristiyan, Yunan ve Latin ve Latin Haçlı) sonucu 
olarak, İngilizce yazanlar ve onların okurları açısından kent yalnızca belirli dönemlerde ve 
belirli zaman dilimlerinde var olmuşken; 19. yüzyılda kentin nüfusunun çoğunluğunu 
oluşturan Müslümanlar, belirli seçilmiş, ayarlanmış ya da hayal edilmiş durumlar haricinde 
pek görülmeyen, “diğer” olarak lanse edilen ve tarihleri ve böylece meşruiyetleri bulunmayan 
kişilerdi. 19. yüzyıl İngilizce yazar, yayıncı ve okuyucular için, Avrupa’nın, Hristiyanlığın ve 
Haçlı Seferlerin hayali geçmişi ile kentin ilişkisini hatırlatan, bilinen ve önemli tarihi unsurlar 
bulunmaktaydı. Bu yüzden de, kentin azınlıkta olan Hristiyan nüfusu ile daha fazla irtibat 
sağlanmış ve böylece, seyyahların, Yunanca ve Latince yazıtları kaydederek, belirli türden 
bilgilere ulaşması sağlanmıştır. Öte yandan, surlarda ve diğer başka yapılarda sayısız 
Osmanlıca ve Arapça yazıtlar ise neredeyse tamamen göz ardı edilmiştir. Nadir kayıtlar 
arasında 1667 tarihli bir elyazmasının 1799 tarihli baskısında kaydedilen limana açılan 
Ovakapı üzerinde bulunan Başmelek Cebrail’e ait kabartmanın üzerindeki Arapça kitabe ve 
Hadrian Kapısı’nın üzerinde bulunan Osmanlı tuğrasının 1853 tarihli kaydı sayılabilir. Öte 
yandan Uzunçarşılı Sokak boyunca devam eden surların üzerinde bulunan ve olasılıkla 
Anadolu’da en uzun Selçuklu metin kitabesi olan 1216 tarihli Fetihname hiç 
kaydedilmemiştir. Topografya, bitki bilimi ve hayvan biliminden, Hristiyanlığa kadar görünen 
Hristiyan ve putperest dönemlere ait kalıntıların sunulması, kenti yayınlanmış geçmişini 
tartışmak, düzeltmek, pekiştirmek ve yeniden tasarlamak için yol olarak tercih edilmiştir 

Olağandışı bir şekilde, 19. yüzyıl boyunca kentin çoğunlukta olan, ve farklı ancak paralel bir 
geçmiş ve şimdiki zamanını yaşayan Müslüman nüfusu, eğer bu yazarlar tarafından fark 
edildiyse bile, binaları ve yazıtları çok az, sıklıkla hatalı şekilde, hatta zaman zaman hiç 
kaydedilmemiştir. 700 yıllık tarihi ile bu nüfus, kültürü, anıtları, okulları ve sayısız hala 
izlenebilen Arapça ve Osmanlıca yazıtları ile orada mevcuttu. Ancak, bu durum 19. yüzyıl 
boyunca İngilizce olarak liman kent ile ilgili yayınlanan çalışmalarda çoğunlukla, hatta 
neredeyse tamamen, göz ardı edilmiştir. Nüfusun çoğunluğu, ki bunun içinde küçük de olsa 
bir Yahudi grup da bulunmaktaydı, sadece sayısal veriler olarak istatistik bilgi olarak 
kaydedilmiştir.  
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691.Attalia 
The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, published in 1526. Being 
the first translation from the Greek into English, by that eminent scholar and martyr, 
William Tyndale. Reprinted verbatim, with a memoir of his life and writings by 
George Offor. Together with the proceedings and correspondence of Henry VIII, Sir 
T. More, and Lord Cromwell, Samuel Bagster, London, 1836, p. 318. (1525 English 
New Testament, published Worms.) 

“And they went over all Pisidia and cam into Pamphilia and when they had preached the 
worde of god in perga they descended in to Attalia, and thence departed by shippe to 
Antioche, from whence they wer delyvered vnto the grace of god, to the worke whiche they 
had fulfilled.” p. 318.  
 
 

692.Satalie, Salate, Satalee 
Here Beginneth the Third and Fouthe Boke of Syr John Froissart, Of the Cronycles 

of Englande, Fraunce, Spaygne, Portyngale, Scotland, Bretayne, Flaunders, and 
Other Places Adioynyng, Tranlated out of French (of 1384) into Englishe by 
Iohan Bourchier, Knight, Lorde Berners, Deputie Generall of the Kynges Towne 
of Calais and Marchesse of the same; At the Commaundement of our Most 
Highe Redouted Soyerayne Lorde Kynge Henerye the Eyght, Kyng of England 
and of Fraunce and Hygh Defender of the Chrystyan Fayth, etc. 1525, Chap. 
XL., XLI. (Reprinted from Pynsons’s 1523, and 1525 editions, published by F. C. 
and J. Rivington; T. Payne; Wilkie and Robinson; Longman Hurst Rees, Orme, and 
Brown…, London, 1813, Vol. II., pp. 123, 125, 126, 127, 508.) 

“Yf the noble kynge of Cypres, Peter of Liesiegnen, who was so noble and valyant a prynce, 
and had conquered the grete cyte of Alexandrie, and Satalye, yf he had lyved longer he wolde 
have gyven the Sowdan and Turkes so moche ado, that syth Godfrey of Boloyns dayes they 
had never so moche. And that ryght wel knewe the Turkes, and Tartaryes, and infydelles, 
suche as knewe his prowes and hygh dedes, and therfore to have hym dystroyed they made 
merchaundyse with the kynges broder, called Jaquet, that he sholde slee the kynge his broder. 
And so he dyd, for he slewe him in his bed, whiche was a fowle dede for bloode, to slee so 
valyaunt a man as was the kynge of Cypres, who intended and ymagened nyght and day on 
none other thynge but how he myght Wynne the holy londe, and to have it out of the handes of 
the infydelles. And sir Phelyp of Maysyeres, chauncellour to Peter of Liesiegnen, kynge of 
Cypres, wrote on his tombe as it foloweth, the copy wherof is in the chapytre house of the 
freer Celestynes, in Paris: Peter of Liesiegnen, the vi. (sic.) kyng Latyne of Iherusalem, after 
Godfrey of Boloyne, and kynge of Cypres, who by his grete prowes and hyghe empryse toke 
by batayle at his cost these cytees, Alexandrie in Egypte, Triple in Surie, Layas in Armony, 
Satalie in Turkye, and djrvers other cytees and castelles of the infydelles and enemyes of the 
lawe of Ihesu Cryst. Anima eius requiescat in pace.” Ca. xıı., Vol. II., p. 123. 

“The lorde of Satalie, and the lorde de la Palice, and the lorde of Hawlte Lodge, these iii. 
lordes and theyr landes are in peas, by reason of a truage that they pay to Lamorabaquin 
(meaning Amurath, Ottoman Sultan Murad I.  r. 1362 to 1389): ther is no Turke nor Tartarien 
that dare do them any wronge or domage.” Ca. xıı., Vol. II., p. 125. 
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“this Lamorabaquin went forthe and lodged in ye playnes of Satalie bytwene Palice & Haulte 
lodge to gyue more feare to his enemyes and his entencyō was to entre in to ye royalme of 
Hūgery (Serbia, Leading to the 1389 battle of Kossovo Polye).” Ca. xıı., Vol. II., p. 126. 

“to shewe hym how he cōmaunded hym yf he thynke to lyue in rest and to haue his lande in 
peas yt he obey to vs in lykewyse as the lorde of Palice & the lorde of Satalie and the lorde of 
Haulte lodge hath done and yt he open & gyue vs fre passage thrughe his lands,…” Ca. Xıı., 
Vol. II., p. 126. 

“Thē these messagers came before the erle & sayd syr of Lazaran (Knez Lazar, Lazar 
Hrebeljanović, of Serbia) vnderstāde we be sente fro the hyghe & redoubted lorde & 
souerayne kynge Lamorabaquin lorde of Turkye wt the apertenaūces and we say to you on his 
behalfe yt he cōmaūdeth you to come to his obey saunce in lyke maner as ye knowe yt your 
neyghbours haue done as the lorde de la Palice ye lorde of Haulte lodge and the lorde of 
Satalie haue done to hym homage and yt ye open to hym the passages of your countrey yf ye 
thynge to lyue in rest and in your so doynge ye shall deserue gretely his grace & loue and yf 
ye rebell and disobey we are charged to say to you yt our lorde Lamorabaquin wyl brynge in 
to your coūtrey mo mē of armes then there be graynes of mylle in this sacke and therwt they 
opened ye sa [...] & shewed hym what was wtin it” Ca. xıı., Vol. II., p. 127. 

“Salate (Satalee), the city of, taken from the Sarazyns (meaning Muslims) by the king of 
Cypre, i. 274.” Vol. II, p. 508.  
 
 

693.Attalia 
The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ by William Tyndale, The 
Martyr, The original Edition, 1526, Being the First Vernacular Translation From 
The Greek, With a Memoir of his Life and Writings, to which are annexed, the 
essential variations of Coverdale’s, Thomas Matthew’s, Cranmer’s, the Genevan, 
and the Bishop’s Bibles, as Marginal readings, by Jonathan Peele Dabney, Gould 
and Newman, Andover and New York, from the London edition of Bagster, 1837, 
npn. 

 
The Actes of the Apostles. 

The XIIII. Chapter 
 
“And they went over all Pisidia and cam into Pamphilia /and when they had preached the 
worde of god in perga/they descended in to Attalia/and thence* departed by shippe to 
Antioche /from whence they** wer delyvered vnto the grace of god/to the worke whiche they 
had fulfilled.  
 
 
*Sailed, Gen. 

** Were committed, Cr. Bps. Had been commended, Gen.”  
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694.Attalia 

BIBLIA The Byble, that is the holy Scrppture of the Olde and New Testament, 
faithfully translated in to Englysh. M.D.XXXV. (The Willam Tyndale-Myles 
Coverdale 1535 printing of the Bible in English, first published in either Zürich or 
Cologne. It was reprinted in the 19th c., The Holy Scriptures faithfully and truly 
translated by Myles Coverdale, Bishop of Exeter 1535, BIBLIA The Bible that is, the 
holy Scripture of the Olde and New Testament, faithfully and truly translated in to 
Englishe, 1535, by Samuel Bagster, London, 1838). 

 

The Acts of the Apostles, The XIIII. Chapter 

“And they wente thorow Pisidia, and came to Pamphilia, and spake the worde at Perga, and 
wete downe to Attalia, and fro thence departed they by shippe unto Antioche: from whence 
they were delyuered to the grace of God ye worke, which they had fulfilled.”  
 
 

695.Attalia 
The Acts and Monuments of the latter and perilous dayes, touching matters of the 
Church, wherein are comprehended and described the great persecutions and 
horrible troubles that have been wrought and practised by the Rominishe Prelates, 
Speciallye in this Realme of England and Scotlande, from the yeare of our Lorde a 
thousande, unto the tyme nowe present, John Foxe, John Day, London, Vol. VI. 
1570, p. 922. (Repeatedly published in various versions, The Acts and Monuments of 
John Foxe, Vol. IV., Religious Tract Society, London, 1877, p. 89.) 

K. Hen. 7. The History of the Turkes. Certaine countries gotten by the Turkes. The Devision 
of Asia Minor, called Cheronesus, with the particular Countryes and Cityes belonging to the 
same. 

“Countryes: Pamphilia Act 2….Cityes Attalia Act. 14.” p. 922.  
 
 

696.Attalia 
The New Testament of Jesus Christ translated faithfvlly into English: ovt of the 
authentical Latin, according to the best corrected copies of the same, diligently 
conferred with the Greeke and other editions in diuers languages; with Argvments of 
bookes and chapters, Annotations, and other necessarie helpes, for the better 
vnderstanding of the texts, and specially for the discoverie of the Corruptions of 
divers late translations, and for cleering the Controversies in religion, of these daies: 
In the English Colledge of Rhemes, (by Gregory Martin440), Printed at Rhemes by 
John Fogny, 1582, p. 332. (Also republished in, The Holy Bible, translated from the 
Latin Vulgate ... The Old Testament, first published by the English College, at Douay, 
A.D. 1609; and the New Testament, first published by the English College, at Rheims, 
A.D. 1582. With annotations, references, and an historical and chronological index. 
From the last London and Dublin editions. The whole revised and diligently compared 

                                                             
440  This translation into 16th c. English was made for Catholic English readers, and was the edition revised by 

Dr. Richard Challoner and republished in 1749. 
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with the Latin Vulgate. Published with the approbation of J. Hughes, archbishop of 
New York, 1854). 

 

“And when they had evangelized to that cite, and had taught many, they returned to Lystra 
and Iconium, and to Antioche: confirming the hartes of the disciples, and exhorting them to 
continue in the faith, and that by many tribulations we must enter into the kingdom of God. 
And when they “had ordained to them” Priests in every Church, and had praised with 
fastings, they commended them to our Lord in whom they beleeved. And passing through 
Pisidia, they came into Pamphylia, and speaking the Word of our Lord in Perga, they went 
downe into Attalia: and from thence they sailed to Antioche, whence they had been delivered 
to the grace of God unto the worke which they accomplished.” p. 332.  
 
 

697.Artalia 
John Foxe, The Acts and Monuments of the latter and perilous dayes, touching 
matters of the Church, wherein are comprehended and described the great 
persecutions and horrible troubles that have been wrought and practised by the 
Rominishe Prelates, Speciallye in this Realme of England and Scotlande, from the 
yeare of our Lorde a thousande, unto the tyme nowe present, John Day, London, 
1583, Vol. VI., p. 784. 

K. Hen. 7. The History of the Turkes. Certaine countries gotten by the Turkes. The Devision 
of Asia Minor, called Cheronesus, with the particular Countryes and Cityes belonging to the 
same. 

“Countryes: Pamphilia Act 2….Cityes Artalia (sic. Attalia) Act. 14.” Vol. VI., p. 784.  
 
 

698.Attalia 
Thomae Thomasii Dictionarium: summa fide ac diligentia accuratissime 
emendatum, magnaque insuper rerum scitu dignarum, et vocabulorum accessione, 
longe auctius locupletiúsque redditum; huic etiàm (praeter Dictionarium Historicum 
[et] Poëticum, ad prophanas historias, Poetarumq[ue] fabulas intelligendas valdè 
necessarium) accessit utilissimus de Ponderum, Mensurarum, [et] Monetarum 
veterum reductione ad ea, quae sunt Anglisiam in usu, Tractatus, Cantabrigiae, 
1600, npn. 

s.v. ATT, “Attalia, a towne of Aeolis, and of Pamphilia.”  
 
 

699.Satalia (Gulf of) 
The History and Description of Africa and of the notable things therein contained, 
written by al-Hassan ibn Mohammed al-Wezaz, al-Fasi, a Moor, baptized as 
Giovanni Leone, but better known as Leo Africanus, Done into English in the year 
1600 by John Pory, and now edited, with an introd. and notes, by Robert Brown, in 
Three Volumes, Hakluyt Society, London, Vol. I., p. 26. 

“Neither is it here to be omitted, that in the foresaide sea (the Red Sea), a man can saile in no 
ships or barks, but only those of the great Turke, or at least with his licence, paying vnto him 
for tribute a good part of the fraight. For this purpose he hath certaine Magazines or store-
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houses of timber, which is bought partly from the gulfe of Satalia, and partly from Nicomedia, 
and other places vpon the Euxin sea, vnto Rosetto and Alexandria; from whence it is 
afterward transported to Cairo, and thence to Suez.” Vol. I., p. 26.  
 
 
 

700.Satilia 
The Historie of All the Romance Emperors, Beginning with Caius Julius Cæsar and 
Successiuely Ending with Rodulph the Second Now Raigning ...First collected in 
Spanish by Pedro Mexia, since enlarged in Italian by Ludovico Dulce and Girolamo 
Bardi, and now Englished by W. T(raheron). Printed for Matthew Lownes, 
London, 1604, p. 715-716. (The reference to Satilia is probably in connection with 
the revolt of 1212 that ended Seljuk control over the city. The revolt was ended in 
in the Seljuk reconquest of 1216) 

 

“And it so happened that the Emperour of Constantinople lived not in peace in those daies, 
for Iohn de Bregna king of Ierusalem (who was gouernour of the Greeke empire, with yong 
Baldwin which married his daughter) being dead, the empire remained in Baldwin, against 
whom Iohn Lascarvs (nephew of the other of that name, who was called Emperour in 
Andrianople) raised such power, and found so many friends, that he tooke Smirnia, and 
Satilia, with other cities, townes and Ilands: so as the Emperor Baldwin, accompanied with 
the Earle of Tolousa (which had been with him in all his warres and troubles) came into Italy, 
to sue for aide and reliefe against his enemies:” p. 715-716.  
 
 

701.Attalia 
Richard Knolles, The Generall Historie of the Turkes, from the First Beginning of 
that Nation to the Rising of the Othoman Familie with All the Notable Expeditions of 
the Christian Princes Against Them, Together with The Lives And Conquests of the 
Othoman, Kings and Emperours, Unto the Yeare 1610, Adam Islip, London, 1610, 
pp. 43, 84-85, 86, 259, 407-408. 

 
“After whose death (Emanuel-Manuel the Greek Emperor) the Turkish Sultan, without 
resistance invading the frontiers of the Empire, took Sozopolis, with divers towns thereabout 
in Phrygia, and long besieged the famous cittie of Attalia, and so daily encroached more and 
more upon the provinces of the Empire, joyning the same unto his owne; which was no great 
matter for him to doe, the Greeke Empire being then no better governed than was the charriot 
of the Sunne (as the Poets feign) by Phaeton, far unfit for so great a charge: for Alexius 
Comnenus, (II.) otherwise called Porphyrogenitus, being then but a child of about twelve 
yeeres old, succeeding his grave father in the empire, after the manner of children altogether 
following his pleasure…” p. 43. 

1204: “Thus the Greek empire exposed (as it were) to the general spoile, was no longer one, 
but many empires: Baldwin raigning in Constantinople, the Marques of Mont-Ferrat in 
Thessalie, Theodorus Lascaris at Nice, Alexius Comnenus in Trapezond, and the Venetians in 
the islands, all in royal dignitie. Besides whom were many other lesser princes, which had 
here and there according to their abilitie seized upon some one or other part of the empire, 
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and there erected their Toparchies, raigning therein as pettie kings; as did Aldebrandinus in 
Attalia, Michael Angelus in Epirus, with diverse others too long to rehearse.” p. 84-85. 

“He (Alexius) hearing that Theodorus Lascaris, his sonne in law, raigned in Asia, and there 
held the state of an emperor: in which malicious humour he sailing out of Greece into Asia 
over the Aegeum, came secretly unto the Turkes Sultan Iathatines441 his old acquaintance, 
then lying at Attalia, (which famous citie he had not long before taken from the Christians) 
unto whom he declared his heavie estate, and how his empire had been rent from him, as well 
by the Greekes as the Latines; requesting, that by his meanes he might be restored againe into 
some part thereof, especially that in the lesser Asia, which was by Theodorus Lascaris, 
together with the honour of the Greeke emperor, unjustly (as he said) detained from him. This 
Iashasines, now Sultan of Iconium, was the younger sonne of Sultan Aladin; who not long 
surviving his father Cai-Chosroe, left his kingdome unto his two sonnes, Azadin and Iassadin, 
of the Greekes called Azasines and Iashazines: where long it were not, but that these two 
brethren falling out for the soueraigntie (which admitteth no equalite) Iathasines was by 
Azatines his elder brother driven into exile, and for the safeguarde of his life glad to flie unto 
this Alexius, then raigning at Constantinople, by whom he was honourably entertained, and 
as some write, converted and baptized. But Azatines the Sultan shortly after dying, this 
Iathatines returning home again, and renouncing the Christian religion was by the Turks 
received for their Sultan: of whom the emperor Alexius in like extremitie now craveth aid.” p. 
86. 

“Whilst Amurath was thus busied in subduing rebellions at home, Muhamethes (Karamanoğlu 
Mehmet Bey), the Caramanian King besieged Attalia, a great cittie in Pamphilia, by the 
space of six moneths, which was valiantly defended by Hamza-beg, Amurath his lieutenant 
there; at which siege the unfortunate king himselfe, as he was taking a view of the Citie, was 
slain with a great shot out of the citie; whereupon Ibrahim, which succeeded him in the 
kingdome, brake up the siege, and returned home to burie his father.” p. 259. 

“At the same time also came thither two gallies from the great master of the Rhodes442. With 
this fleet of 85 gallies, they sailed to the Isle of Samos, overagainst Ephesus (sometime a 
place of great fame, but then altogether desolate and unpeopled) there to consult for their 
further proceeding in those warres. Loosing from Samos, they tooke their course alongst the 
coast of Asia, and landed at Attalia, the cheefe citie of Pamphilia, a place of great trafficke; 
where they found in the suburbs of the cittie great store of many rich commodities, brought 
thither out of AEgipt and Syria; whereof they took what pleased them, and burnt the rest 
together with the suburbes. Unto the cittie it selfe they began to lay siege, but perceiving that 
it was not without great loss of their men to be taken, they departed thence: and running all 
alongst the coast of Pamphilia, burnt and destroyed what came in their way, and so returned 
backe again to the Rhodes, where they met an embassador from Usun-Cassanes, the Persian 
King, to the bishop and the Venetians, for great ordinance; whereof that so mightie a prince 
was altogether unfurnished. Of this embassador they understood, that Usun Cassanes was 
entered into league with the Christian princes, and now busie ın making preparation against 
the Turke.” p. 408.  

                                                             
441  Jathatines, in later editions, Giyath sed-din Keyhurev I. His second reign. 
442  Grand Master of the Hospitaller Knights of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes, Fra’ Giovanni Battista Orsini r. 

1467 – 1476. 
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702.Attalia 
The Holy Bible, Conteyning the Old Testament, And The New: Newly Translated out 
of the Originall Tongues: and with the former Translations diligently compared and 
reuised by his Maiesties Speciall Commandement, Appointed to be read in Churches, 
Imprinted at London by Robert Barker, Printer to the Kings most Excellent 
Maiestie, Anno Dom. 1611. (King James’ Version of the Holy Bible, Acts, 14, 23-
27) 

 

“23 And when they had ordeined them Elders in euery Church, and had prayed with fasting, 
they commended them to the Lord, on whom they beleeued.  

24 And after they had passed throughout Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia.  

25 And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went downe into Attalia,  

26 And thence sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace of 
God, for the worke which they fulfilled.  

27 And when they were come, and had gathered the Church together, they rehearsed all that 
God had done with them, and how he had opened the doore of faith vnto the Gentiles.”  
 
 

703.Satalia 
Anthony Munday, A Briefe Chronicle, of the Successe of Times, from the Creation 
of the World, to this instant, Containing, the originall & liues of our ancient Fore-
Fathers, before and after the Floude, as also, of all the Monarchs, Emperours, 
Kinges, Popes, Kingdomes, Common-weales, Estates and Gouernments, in most 
Nations of this Worlde: and how in alteration, or succession, they haue continued to 
this day, W. Iggard, London, 1611, p. 291-292. 

 “68 Nicholo T [...]ono443 had such good happe, that (in his time) the common-wealths 
affaires went well against the Turke., General in the Archipelagus, vnited his power with the 
Popes. The King of Naples, & they of Rhods444 sent 85. Gallies together, and tooke Satalia445, 
a cittie of Pamphilia. He made league likewise with the King of Persia, against the Turke. 
Iames King of Cyprus comming to Venice, espoused Catharina Cornara, adoptiue Daughter 
of S. Mark. He (the Doge) gouerned one year, eight months, and fiue daies.” p. 291-292.  
 
 

704.Satalia, Sathalia 
Thomas de Fougasses, The General Historie of the Magnificent State of Venice. 
From the First Foundation Thereof Untill This Present. Collected by Thomas de 
Fougasse, Gentleman of Avignon, out of all Authors, both Ancient and Moderne, 
that have written on that Subject, Englished by W. Shute. Gent., G. Eld, and W. 
Stansby, London, 1612, p. 451-453. 

                                                             
443  Nicolo Tron (Doge from 1471-1473) 
444  The Order of the Hospitaller Knights of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes 
445  They did not take the city, they sacked the depots around the harbour. 
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 “The Generall and Captaines of the Armie concluded to assail Satalia on the sodaine446, a 
Citie of Pamphilia builded by King Attalus. This Citie is at this day the greatest of all the Sea-
Townes of Asia. It hath an Haven fortified on both sides447, and is embarred with a mightie 
iron chaine. The Syrian and Aegyptian marchants do usually come thither as to the ordinary 
Mart of the whole Province. Mocenigo commanded the Captaines of the Gallies speedily to 
prepare ladders, the which being made readie, he departed from Samos with a gentle gale of 
winde, and sailed to the assault of Satalia: Being come to the Islands of Calidonia448, he 
received supplies of two Gallies sent to him by those of Rhodes449. The whole Fleete consisted 
of foure score and five Gallies, namely twenty which the Pope sent, seventeene from King 
Ferdinand, two from Rhodes, and six and fortie of the Venetians: The Fleet departing at Sun-
set from the Calidonian Islands, did the next day by three of the clock in the morning arrive 
upon the enemies shoare. Mocenigo presently commanded Victor Soranza one of the 
Providators to go with ten gallies to sieze upon the Haven, and Maripietro the other 
Providator, to Land his Souldiers, and with them to give an assault to the Citie on the other 
side, and he commanded the horse-men speedily to make good a little Hill neere to the Citie, 
from thence to send supplies where need should be: He did moreover exhort them to 
remember their accustomed valour, and to consider that they were to deale with an 
unexperienced enemie, and such an one as was to be taken unprovided; and that they did 
assaile a Citie, which being taken would for ever entich them. Thus being full of hope and 
valour they marched towards the Citie: Himself with the Captains of the associates tarried in 
his Gallie to behold the assault. The horse-men without delay ranne to take that Hill. 
Souranza with force of oares being come to the Haven, after that he had in the middest of a 
terrible shower of darts and arrows broaken the chaine, was himselfe the foremost that 
entered into the Haven. The other Gallies that followed him seized on the Fortes450 on both 
sides the Haven and Slew all those that were within them; then they brake in to the houses in 
the Suburbes and into them that were neere the walls, where the Marchants for the most part 
dwelt in regard of their trafficke, who at the first approach of the Fleete had abandoned their 
wares and retired them selves into the Citie: All the store-houses were full of pepper, 
cinamom, ginger, perfumes, and other costly marchandize. All which being taken and brought 
to the Gallies, they set fire on the houses the more to terrifie the inhabitants: Then because 
their ladders were unprofitable by reason of the great height of the walls, the Souldiers fell to 
the spade and mattock. 

The Generall of the Rhode (Hospitaller Knights of St. John), whilest inconsiderately with his 
Souldiers he was busied in breaking open one of the Citie Gates, was slain outright with the 
fall of a great stone which fell upon his head. His Souldiers carried his body to the Gallies. 
The death of this valliant man did greatly afflict the Souldiers, but their fier-workes451 most of 
all, which being throwne into the aire were by the winde carried into their faces, and falling 
                                                             
446  Sodaine=sudden 
447  The two towers on either side of the harbour entrance, from which the chain was suspended to close the 

harbour. 
448  The group of islands off the tip of, Yilan başlık, Silden or Kirlangiç burnu, Khelidoni, Cape Gelidoniya.  
449  “those of Rhodes,” meaning the two galleys of the Hospitaller Knights of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes. 
450  These “Fortes,” were the two towers with fighting platforms that stood on either side of the harbour 

entrance, the remains of which stood into the 1950’s. 
451  “fier-workes,”= Fire-works, incendiary weapons. 
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thicke amongst the assailants did grievously scalde them, whereby they were anforced to give 
over the assault and to retire to their Gallies. Maripietro likewise with his Souldiers fought 
valiantly on the other side of the Citie, which being encompassed with a double wall, the first 
was presently entered by scaling ladders with no meane slaughter of the Turkes; but coming 
to the second, and the ladders prouving short, the courageous Souldiers fell instantly to 
undermining. Our men did many gallant exploits there, and it was certainely thought that the 
Citie would have beene taken that day, had not the darknesse of the night prevented them, 
which enforced them to retire. 

It is reported that a Dalmatian woman who had a long time beene a slave to the Turks, was so 
valiant as with cries and exhortations from the walls she ancouraged the Christians, 
whereupon, some that were not farre off threatening her with punishment, she clapt her 
gowne round about her and lept downe from the walls, where being wounded with the fall, 
she died among her countrymen452. The Providators having left a strong guard in all places 
neer to the Citie, that none might come forth or enter in, they retired in the night with the rest 
of their forces to the Gallies where after that they had well considered among themselves, that 
the Citie being strongly encompassed with high walls, and well-manned with Souldiers, could 
not bee taken without great ordnance, and that it would bee too long a time to send for any 
from Morea, and very dangerous to bring it thither in regard of the continuall tempests which 
are usuall along the coast of Pamphilia, exposed to the South-east wind which doth fiercely 
tosse those Seas, they determined to depart the next day, having first burnt the Suburbs, and 
wasted the Countrie which was the richest of all Pamphilia.   

The Fleete beeing gone from Sathalia, did within a few days after come to Rhoades, where, 
whilest it remained, the Ambassadour of Usan-cassan King of Persia came thither.” p. 451-
453.  
 
 

705.Satalia 
Samuel Purchas, Hakluytus Posthumus, or Purchas his Pilgrimes: contayning a 
history of the world in sea voyages and lande travells by Englishmen and others, 
Henrie Featherstone, London, 1624, Vol. I., p. 64-65. 

 

“And Soliman the Great Turke, A. 1538, is said to have brought the materials of the great 
Fleet which hee built at Sues in the Red Sea, to invade Dium and expel the Portugalls out of 
India, from remote Regions Materiam ex longinquis colligi jussit (Damianus a Goes is our 
Author) illamque sumptu inaestimabili ad mare rubum vehi curavit. Comito Venetiano, who 
with other Venetians were forced to that service out of their Ships at Alexandria to goe to 
Cairo and Sues, more particularly relateth that Sues is in a Desert place where no Hearb of 
any sort growth, where the Armade for India was made, and all the Timbers, Ironworkes, 
Tackling, Munitions were brought from Satalia and Constantinople by Sea to Alexandria, and 
thence carried on the Nile by Zerme (Boats, or Rafts) to Cairo, and thence on Camells to 

                                                             
452  Meaning she died amongst her fellow Christians. In other versions she is described as an old Christian 

woman, rather than a Dalmatian. 
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Sues. This Voyage is eightie miles, in which is neither habitation, nor water, nor any thing for 
life: they carry Nilus water on Camells when the Carovans goe thither. 

Satalia is in Pamphylia, and another (some say) in Cilicia.” Vol. I., p. 64.  
 
 

706.Attalia 
The Holy Bible, containing the Old Testament and the New: newly translated out of 
the originall tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared and 
revised, by his Majesties speciall command. Appointed to be read in churches, 
Cambridge, 1637, npn. 

The Acts Chap. XIIII. 

“24. And after they had passed throughout Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia. 

25. And when they had preached the Word in Perga, they went down into Attalia, 

26 And thence sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace of 
God, for the work which they fulfilled.”  

 
 

707.Sattelia (Gulf of) 
William Lithgow, The Totall Discourse, of Rare Aventures, and Painfull 
Peregrinations of long nineteene yeares Travailes from Scotland, to the most famous 
Kingdomes in Europe, Asia, and Affrica…, I. Oakes, London, 1640, Part 5, p. 181. 

 “Having past the Gulfe of sattelia, and the Isle carpathia, whence that part of the Sea taketh 
his Name: wee boarded close along the coast of Lycia, and the firme land of fruitfull 
Pamphylia; the chiefe City of Lycia is Patras, watred with the River Zanthus, whence the 
people were called Zanthi, afterwards Lycians of Lycus, sonne to Pandion: it lyeth twixt 
Caria and Pamphylia, as Pamphylia lyeth between it and Cilicia; The chief town in 
Pamphylia is Selucia453 (sic.), built by Seleucus, one of Alexanders successors: on the East of 
Lycia within land bordereth Lycaonia, etc.” p. 181.  
 
 

708.Attalia, Sattalia, Golfo di Sattalia 
Peter Heylyn, Cosmographie. The Third Book containing the Chorographie and 
Historie of the Lesser and Greater Asia, and all the Principall Kingdoms, Provinces, 
Seas, and Isles thereof, In Four Books, Henry Seile, London, 1652, p. 29. 
(Reprinted: 1655, 1656, 1657, 1665, 1667, 1668, 1677.) 

“Asia Minor, 17. Pamphylia 

Principall Cities of it, 1. Attalia, founded by Ptolomy Philadelpus King of Egypt (sic.), and for 
long time the greatest and most flourishing Citie of all this Province; well fenced454, and 
                                                             
453  It seems probable the reference to Seleucia, is in fact to Sattelid-Antalya, rather than to Seleucia ad 

Calycadnum/Seleucia of Isauria-Silifke in Cilicia, or, possibly to Seleucia Pieria, the port for Antioch, or to 
Seleukeia (Lybre), inland from Side, in Pamphylia. 

454  Well fenced=Well walled-fortified 
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seated very commodiously for Trade, on a very fair Bay, now called Golfo di Sattalia, by the 
name of the Town but little altered. And Though the Romans did confer the honour of the 
Metropolitan City upon Aspendus; yet still Attalia had the start in point of riches; and is to 
this day a wealthy and well traded Empory, the wealthier for the fair Tapestries455 which are 
herein made. Of this Town there is mention Acts 14. v. 25.” p. 29.  
 
 

709.Attalia 
James Harrington, The Prerogative of Popular Government: A Politicall Discourse 
in two Books, Thomas Brewer, London, 1658, pp. 8, 22. 

Book II, Chap. I.“ when they had perambulated this country (Pisidia), they also visited 
Pamphylia, sowing the Gospel where it was not yet sown, and confirming those who already 
beleived till they came to Perga: where having ordered their affairs, they proceeded to 
Attalia, being a Maritimate City of Pamphylia, and from thence they sailed back unto Antioch 
of Syria, whence first they set out with Commission from the Elders to preach the Gospel 
untothe Gentiles, and where by the Chirothesia or Imposition of Hands, Prayer, and Fasting, 
they had been recommended to the grace of God, and designed unto the work now finished.” 
p. 8. 

Book II, Chap. II. “Corinth was in Achaia, Perga of Pamphilia, Antioch of Pisidia, Iconium, 
Lystra, Derbe of Lycaonia, were in Cilicia and with these as some reckon, Attalia456. Ephesus 
(sic), and the other Antioch were in Syria. Achaia, Cilicia, and Syria were Roman Provinces 
at the time of this perambulation of the Apostles. The Cities under Provincial administration, 
whether free are not free, were under popular Government; whence it followeth, that Corinth, 
Ephesus, Antioch of Syria, Antioch of Pisidia, Perga, Iconium, Lystra, Derbe, Attalia, being 
at this time under Provincial administration, were at this time under popular Government.” p. 
22.  
 
 

710.Attalia 
Samuel Newman, A large And Compleat Concordance to the Bible in English, 
According to the last Translation, (A like Work formerly performed by Clement 
Cotton,) Now the third impression corrected and amended in many things formerly 
omitted, for the good both of Scholars and others: far exceeding the most perfect 
there ever was extant in our Language, both in ground-work and building, Thomas 
Downes, and Andrew Crook, London, 1658, npn. 

s.v. ATT, “Attalia. Acts 14. 25. Preached at Perga, went into Attalia” 

s.v. WEN, “Went down. Acts 14. 25. They went down into Attalia”  
 
 

711.Satellia (Gulf of) 
Henry Peacham, Mr. of Arts, Sometime of Trinity Coll: in Cambridge, The 
Compleat Gentleman: fashioning him absolute in the most necessary and 
Commendable Qualities concerning Minde or Bodie that may be required in a Noble 

                                                             
455  From the French tapis, meaning - carpets-embroideries. 
456  In error in giving Attalia to Cilicia rather than Pamphylia. It is possible that the root of this misconception 

stems from the two places with the same name, Corycus, one in Pamphylia, the other in adjacent Cilicia. 
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Gentleman, To which is added, The gentlemans exercise or, an exquisite practise, as 
well for drawing all manner of beasts, as for making colours, to be used in painting, 
limming, etc., The Third Impression much Inlarged, Richard Thrale, London, 
1661, p. 341. 
 

Of the fairest and most beautiful Landtskips in the World 

“The chief Towns of the whole Island, Candia (being the chief, and situate at the foot of the 
said Mount Ida,) Cania, Sitrio, and Rethymo, and the fair Haven of Meleca, into the Sea 
Eastward towards the Cape Solomone, you have in your view the Gulf of Satellia or Siriatica; 
Westward a goodly prospect from the Adriatique Sea; to the North the Archipelago; and to 
the South the Sea of Carthage.” p. 341.  
 
 

712.Attalia 
The Worthies of the World: Or, The Lives of the Most Heroick Greeks and Romans 
Compared By that Learned and great Histiographer, Plutarch of Chaeronea. 
Englished and Abridged According to the Directions of Photius, Patriarch of 
Constantinople, in his Biblioth. Fol. 245… To which are Added More Lives, Out of 
Æmilius Probus and Others, by Several Hands. [The Dedicatory Epistle Signed: Da. 
Lloyd.] , Printed for JohnWilliams, William Gilbertson, and Henry Marsh, 
London, 1665, p. 378-379. 

Life of Pompey “Whence having discoursed with Cratipus about Divine Providence, 
comforted Cornelia, (Who bewailed more his misfortune than her own) with the vicissitudes 
of humane affairs, balancing her present sorrows with future hopes, and advised the 
Mytelenians to the Conquerours justice and courtesie, he retyred by Attalia, while his Sea and 
Land Forces were rallying (and there he observed his errour in fighting so far from his Sea-
Forces in Pharsalia) into AEgypt (where a few Eunuchs that governed the King, debated 
whether Pompey the Great should be entertained),” p. 378-379.  
 
 

713.Satalia, Attalia, Golfo di Satalia 
Richard Blome, gent., A Geographical Description of the Four Parts of the World 
taken from the notes & workes of the famous Monsieur Sanson, ... and other 
eminent travellers and authors. To which are added the commodities, coynes, 
weights, and measures ... also a treatise of travel and another of trafick, wherein the 
matter of trade is briefly handled, Nath. Brooks ..., Edw. Brewster ..., and Tho. 
Basset, London, 1670, p. 6-7. 

 “The Province of Pamphylia hath for its Eastern bounds, Celicia and Isauria; and for its 
Southern bounds, the Mediterranean sea; for its Western, Lycia; and for its Northern bounds, 
Pisidia. The principal cities are, 1. Satalia or Attalia (founded by Ptolemy Philadelphus King 
of Egypt (sic.), is the strongest, and best for Traffique of all its Coasts, communicating its 
name to the neighbouring Gulf, called Golfo di Satalia; and to the most Oriental (the 
easternmost) part of the Mediterranean sea; famous for the rich Tapestries that are here 
made.” p. 6-7.  
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714.Attalia, Satalia 
A Large Dictionary: In Three Parts: I. The English before the Latin…II. The Latin 
before the English…III. The Proper Names of Persons, Places, and other things 
necessary to the understanding of Historians and Poets…Performed by the great 
Pains and many years of study of Thomas Holyoke, G. Sawbridge, London, 1677. 
npn. s.v. Attalia. 

Part III 

s.v. “Attalia, i. Augens vel nutriens. A Cities name in Pamphilia, now called Satalia, long. 50. 
lat. 38. another in Cilicia, and another of Lykia (sic. Lydia).”  
 
 

715.Attalia 
William Cave D.D., Chaplain in Ordinary to His Majesty, Antiqvitates 
Christianae: Or, the History of the Life and Death of the Holy Jesus: as Also the 
Lives, Acts & Martyrdoms of His Apostles. In Two Parts. The First Part, Containing 
the Life of Christ, written by Jeremy Taylor, The Second, Containing The Lives of 
the Apostles, with an Enumeration, and some Brief Remarks upon their first 
Successes in the Five Great Apostolic Churches, R. Royston, London, 1678, Part. 2. 
The Life of S. Paul. p. 54. 

Sect. 2. The Life of S. Paul,  

“7. Here they preached the Gospel, and then returned to Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch of 
Pisidia, confirming the Christians of those places in the belief and profession of Christianity, 
earnestly perswading them to persevere, and not be discouraged with those troubles and 
persecutions which they must expect would attend the profession of the Gospel. And that all 
this might suceed the better, with fasting and prayer they ordained Governours and Pastors in 
every Church, and having recommended them to the grace of God, departed from them. From 
thence they passed through Pisidia and thence came to Pamphylia, and having preached to 
the people at Perga, they went down to Attalia. And thus having at this time finished the 
whole circuit of their Ministery, they returned back to Antioch in Syria, the place whence they 
had first set out. Here they acquainted the Church with the various transactions and 
successes of their travels, and how great a door had hereby been opened to the conversion of 
the Gentile World.” p. 54.  
 
 

716.Antali, Attalia, Attália 
Elisha Coles, A Dictionary, English-Latin, and Latin-English; containing all things 
necessary for the translation of either language into the other, To which end many 
things that were erroneous are rectified, many superfluities retrenched, and very 
many defects supplied ..., George Sawbridge, London, 1679, npn. (Reprinted 1742) 

s.v. Antali, “Antali, (in Pamphylia) Attalia.” 

s.v. Attalia, “Attália, a City of Pamphylia.”  
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717.Attalia 
The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, newly translated out of 
the original Greek, and with the former translations diligently compared and revised 
by His Majesties special command, 1680, npn. 

“The Acts. Ch. XIV 

25. And when they had preached the Word at Perga, they went down into Attalia: 

26 And thence sailed to Antioch,  from whence they had been recommended to the Grace of 
God for the work which they fulfilled.”  
 
 

718.Satellia 
Popish Fables, Protestant Truths, and Plot-Smotherers displayed, In a Satyrical 
Dialogue between Fly-blow, A Tory, Swift-heel, A Tantivy, Flash, A Brumegeum, 
See-well, A Whigg, Cross-Truth, A Papist, John Spicer, London, 1682, p. 21. 

“There was once in the Gulph of Satellia, through which I sailed, a Monster that made the 
Seas so rough and stormy, that all Ships were drowned that ventured to pass that way; which 
story coming to the knowledge of her Ladyship Saint Helena, as she was going to (sic. coming 
from) Jerusalem she threw one of the Nails into the Sea that had fastened our Saviour to the 
Cross, so that by the help of her Prayers, and the virtue of that Nail, the Monster died, and 
(as we say) the Sea hath never been so tempestuous since.” p. 21.  
 
 

719.Attalia 
William Cave, Apostolici: or, The History of the Lives, Acts, Death and Martyrdoms 
of those who were contemporary with, or immediately succeeded the Apostles: as also 
the most eminent of the Primitive Fathers for the first three hundred years to which 
is added, a Chronology of the three first ages of the Church, Richard Chiswel, 
London, 1682, Vol. I., pp. 33-34, 38. 

Life of St. Barnabas the Apostle: “But the malice of the Jews pursued them hither, and 
prevailed with the People to stone St. Paul, who presently recovering, he and Barnabas went 
to Derbe, where when they had converted many to the Faith, they returned back to Lystra, 
Iconium, and Antioch, and so through Pisidia to Pamphylia, thence from Perga to Attalia, 
confirming as they came back the Churches which they had planted at their first going out. At 
Attalia they took Ship, and sailed to Antioch in Syria, the place whence they had first set out, 
where they gave the Church an account of the whole success of their travels, and what way 
was made for the propogation of Christianity in the Gentile World.” Vol. I., p. 38.  
 
 

720.Satellia 
Baptista Platina457, The Lives of the Popes, From the time of our Saviour Jesus 
Christ to the Reign of Sixtus IV., Translated by Paul Rycaut, Esq., Christopher 

                                                             
457  Baptista Platina 1421-1481, Bap. Platinae Cremonensis, De vitis ac gestis svmmorvm pontificvm, ad sva 

vsque tempora, liber vnvs. Huic additae sunt vitae ac res gestae eorum qui interim fuere Pontificu, a Paulo 
uidelicet II, ad Iulium huius nominis III. Eivsdem item Platinae, De falso & uero bono dialogi tres. Contra 
amores I. De uera nobilitate I. De optimo ciue II. Panegyricus in Bessarionem doctiss. patriarcham 
Constantinopolitanum. Oratio ad Paulum II., Pont. maximum, de bello Turcis inferendo. 
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Wilkinson, London, 1685, p. 225-256. (Edited and reprinted, Griffith, Farran, Okeden 
& Welsh, London, 1888, p. 69-70, see below.) 

Innocent III, “Hence they proceeded to Constantinople, which they besieged by Land and 
Sea, Theodore Lascari Son-in-law to Alexius endeavouring to sally forth, was driven back, 
and the City after two days close Siege was taken by storm, Alexius got away in the night, 
leaving behind him a great quantity of Gold in the custody of Irene, a Nun. Isaac the Father 
with his Son Alexius then entered the City, but liv’d not long after; the father dying of sickness 
and the Son being poison’d. Upon this Boniface of Montferrat gets the Kingdom of Thessaly, 
but wanting Money he was persuaded by Baldwin to sell Candy (Crete) to the Venetians, 
which he did, and having reciev’d a vast sum for it, he beleaguered Adrianople, then 
oppressed by the usurper, but this gave so much distaste to the Walachians, who live on the 
further side of the Danube, and to the Bulgarians, that, fearing the number of his enemies, he 
took his way to Constantinople, intending to go to meet the Turkish Sultan of Iconium, who 
having taken the city Satellia from the Greeks, did much and continually incommode the 
Christians. Innocent, encompassed thus with enemies, raised what forces soever he could to 
reinforce from time to time our armies, but when he heard that Hilminoline458, a Saracen, 
with a great fleet had crossed the straits into Spain, and had sat down with his army before 
Toledo, he published a bull inciting all those that could bear arms to oppose this torrent; 
whereupon numbers of Frenchmen got together in order to assist the Spaniards, but 
perceiving they were not welcome to them, they return’d home; so that Hilminoline, in a short 
time over run all Spain after a hostile manner, and came as far as Arles and Avignon, filling 
all the places where he came with spoil and slaughter.” p. 225-256. 

 
 

721.Attalia 
Louis Maimbourg, The History of the Crusade: Or, The Expeditions of the 
Christian Princes for the Conquest of the Holy Land, Englished by John Nalson, 
Thomas Dring, London, 1685, Tome II, Book I., p. 118-119. 

 

1148 “In conclusion, the Enemies after their last defeat not Daring to appear or to molest the 
Army, they performed this long March with the greatest Ease, and about the twentieth of 
January Arrived near the City of Attalia, Situate upon a Bay on the Coast of Pamphylia, near 
the Mouth of the River Castrius (confusing the Cestrus= aksu, with the Catarractus= Duden 
su.). The Governor of that City, which was under the Dominion of the Greek Emperor, fearing 
he was not able to Resist so great an Army, if he declared himself their Enemy, offered the 
King Provisions and Ships to Transport his Army into Syria, which was the Thing he most 
ardently Desired, thinking himself in no Condition to accomplish so long a March by Land; 
for the King, who had no Engines for a Siege, and was willing to satisfy his Army by 
shortening the Voyage, was very ready to accept his Offer: But there was no manner of 
Mischief which this Perfidious and true Greek (The Governor of Attalia for the Emperor was 
at this time in fact a Latin), who held intelligence with the Turks, did not do, to Incommode 
and Ruine, as far as he was able, this whole Army, during five Weeks which they lay there in 

                                                             
458  Indexed as a Saracen General, but probably the transcription of Emir al-mu’minin meaning the Arab Muslim 

governor of Africa, who landed in Hispania in 712 A.D. with 15,000 men, building upon Tariq’s initial 
conquests of Cordoba and Toledo. There a clear confusion in the chronology of events provided in this 
passage, linking 8th c. events with those of the Papacy under Innocent III (1198-1216) and the sack of 
Constantinople of 1204 and the Seljuk conquest of Satellia-Antalya in 1207.  
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Expectation of a Wind. And then he would find such a small number of Ships, and those at 
such excessive Rates, that the King was at last constrained to Imbarque himself, without his 
Infantry. He then treated with the Greeks, who obliged themselves for a large sum of Mony, 
which was paid in Hand, to receive the Sick into the Town, till they should be able to indure 
the Sea, and to Convoy the rest who chose to go by Land, through the midst of the Turks, than 
to trust to these Treacherous Greeks, who notwithstanding failed not to Sell and Betray them. 

For so soon as the King was gone, the Infidels, who received Advertisement from these 
Traitors, came pouring down from all Parts, upon these who were to venture by Land; and for 
those who were received into the Town, the Greeks either Starved them, or inhumanly 
Delivered them into the Hands of the Turks, insomuch, that of all those brave Men, there was 
but a very few who Escaped by Land with the Earl of Flanders and Archambald de Bourbon, 
who generously offered themselves to be their conductors. And now it was, that it appeared 
too late, to be a vain Scruple, which was to so ill Purpose opposed against the wise Council of 
the Bishop of Langres, who advised the seising upon Constantinople; and which occasioned 
the Loss of such a fair Army, as, if it had begun with that Enterprise so just, so easy, and so 
necessary, might gloriously have Triumphed over the whole East, and absolutely assured the 
Christians of the Possession of the Holy Land. But it is the common Weakness of the greatest 
part of Mankind, not to know what they ought to do, till for want of doing it, all is so far lost, 
that when they would, they want the Power proportionate to the Will. But as for this 
perfidious City, it was afterwards equally Punished both by God and the Greek Emperor, 
though for very different Reasons. For God to revenge the Inhuman Treachery with which 
they had treated the French, sent such a Pestilence amongst the Inhabitants a short time after, 
as swept away the greatest part of them; and the Emperor out of Madness that they had 
assisted the French with Provisions and Shipping, laid such a Mulct upon them, as drained 
them of all their ill gotten Gold and Silver, and reduced the Remainder to extream Poverty. 
An Instance, from whence we may learn, that Injustice, Oppression and Cruelty, in the 
Conclusion, prove more mischievous to the Actors than to the Sufferers.” T. II., Bk. I., p. 118-
119.  
 
 

722.Sathalia (Gulf of) 
Four Books of Johann Segerus Weidenfeld, concerning the Secrets of the Adepts; or 
Of the Use of Lully’s Spirit of Wine: A Practical Work, with very great Study 
Collected out of the Ancient as well as the Modern Fathers of Adept Philosophy, 
Reconciled together, by comparing them one with another, otherwise disagreeing, 
and in the newest Method so aptly digested, that even young practitioners may be 
able to discern the Counterfeit or Sophistical Preparations of Animals, Vegetables 
and Minerals, whether for Medicines or Metals, from True; and so avoid Vagabond 
Imposters and Imaginary Processes, together with the Ruine of Estates, Tho. 
Howkins, London, 1685, p. 203. (For a variant of this of 1692, see below, William 
Salmon, Professor of Physick, Medicina Practica, or, Practical Physick:…) 

 “These are the two dragons fighting in the Gulf of Sathalia459, this is the white and red Fume, 
whereof one will devour the other: And here the dissolving Vessels are not to be luted, but 
                                                             
459  A reference to the widespread knowledge of the whirlpools and waterspouts of the flood/Bay/Gulf of Satalia 

and the understanding that these were dragons the frequented the bay, rather than water-spouts, as recorded in 
the 14th c. by John Bromton, “There appeared a great and black dragon which came in clouds, and let down 
his head into the water, whilst his tail seemed turned to the sky; and the dragon drew up the water to him by 
drinking,” citing from earlier chroniclers.  
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onely stopp’d slightly with a Linnen Cloth and Mastick, or common Wax: For this Water is a 
Fire and a Bath within the Vessel, and not without, which, if it feels any other strong Fire, 
will presently be elevated to the top of the Vessel, and if it finds no rest there, the Vessel will 
be broken, and so the composition will be left frustrated.” p. 203.  
 
 

723.Attalia 
The Turkish History from the Original of that Nation, to the Growth of the Ottoman 
Empire: with Lives and Conquests of their Princes and Emperors, by Richard 
Knolles, With a continuation to this Present Year, MDCLXXXVII. Whereonto is 
added The Present State of the Ottoman Empire by Sir Paul Rycaut, late Consul of 
Smyrna, Tho. Basset, London, 1687, pp. 30, 59, 175, 277-278. 
 

“After whose death (Emanuel the Greek Emperor) the Turkish Sultan, without resistance 
invading the Frontiers of the Empire, took Sozopolis, with divers Towns thereabout in 
Phrygia, and long besieged the famous City of Attalia, and so daily encroached more and 
more upon the Provinces of the Empire, joyning the same unto his own; which was no great 
matter for him to do, the Greek Empire being then no better governed than was the Chariot of 
the Sun (as the Poets feign) by Phaeton, far unfit for so great a charge: for Alexius Comnenus 
(b. 1048), otherwise called Porphyrogenitus, being then but a Child of about twelve years 
old…” p. 30.  
 
1204: “Thus the Greek Empire exposed (as it were) to the general Spoil, was no longer one, 
but many Empires; Baldwin reigning in Constantinople, the Marquess of Mont-Ferrat in 
Thessaly, Theodorus Lascaris at Nice, Alexius Comnenus in Trapezond, and the Venetians in 
the Islands, all in Royal Dignity. Besides whom were many other lesser princes, which had 
here and there according to their ability seized upon some one or other part of the Empire, 
and there erected their Toparchies, reigning therein as petty Kings; as did Aldebrandinus in 
Attalia, Michael Angelus in Epirus, with diverse others too long to rehearse.” p. 59.  
 
“Whilst Amurath was thus busied in subduing Rebellions at home, Muhametbes 
(Karamanoğlu Mehmet Bey), the Caramanian King besieged Attalia, a great City in 
Pamphilia, by the space of six months, which was valiantly defended by Hamza-beg, Amurath 
his Lieutenant there; at which Siege the unfortunate King himself, as he was taking a view of 
the City, was slain with a great shot out of the City; whereupon Ibrahim, which succeeded 
him in the Kingdom, brake up the siege, and returned home to bury his Father.” p. 175.  
 
“At the same time also came thither two Gallies from the great Master of the Rhodes460. With 
this Fleet of eighty-five Gallies, they sailed to the Isle of Samos over against Ephesus 
(sometime a place of great Fame, but then altogether desolate and unpeopled) there to 
consult for their further proceedings in those Wars. Loosing from Samos, they took their 
course alongst the Sea coast of Asia, and landed at Attalia, the chief City of Pamphilia, a 
place of Great Traffique; where they found in the suburbs of the City great store of many rich 
Commodities, brought thither out of Egypt and Syria; whereof they took what pleased them, 
and burnt the rest together with the Suburbs. Unto the City it self they began to lay siege, but 
perceiving that it was not without great loss of Men to be taken they departed thence; and 
running all alongst the coast of Pamphilia, burnt and destroyed what came in their way, and 
                                                             
460  Grand Master of the Hospitaller Knights of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes, Fra’ Giovanni Battista Orsini r. 

1467 – 1476. 
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so returned back again to Rhodes, where they met an Embassador from Uzun-Cassanes the 
Persian King, to the Bishop and the Venetians, for great Ordnance; whereof that so mighty a 
Prince was altogether unfurnished. Of this Embassador they understood, that Usun Cassanes 
was entred into League with the Christian Princes, and now busie ın making preparation 
against the Turk.” p. 277-278.  
 
 

724.Attalia, Satalia, Satalyah, Satalyah (Bay of), Satalia (Bay of), Settalia, Old Attalia 
Edmund Bohun, A Geographical Dictionary, Representing the Present and Ancient 
Names of all the Countries, Provinces, Remarkable Cities, Universities, Ports, 
Towns, Mountains, Seas, Streights, Fountains, and Rivers of the whole World: their 
distances, longitudes, and latitudes: with a short historical account of the same, and 
their present state: to which is added an index of the ancient and Latin names: very 
necesary for the right understanding of all modern histories, and especially the 
divers accounts of the present transactions of Europe, Charles Brome, London, 
1688, npn. (Text largely unchanged in the edition printed for Charles Brome, London 
1693, s.v. “Satalia, Attalia, p. 364.) 

s.v. “Satalia, Attalia, a Maritim City in Pamphylia, a Province mention’d by Ptolemy; It is an 
Archbishops See and the Metropolis of that Province, and is by the Turks call’d Satalyah, by 
the Italians Satalia. It was built by Attalus a King at the Mouth of the River Cestrum (sic.) or 
Cataractus, on the East-side of Mount Masicytus to the North of the Isle of Cyprus, upon a 
Bay of the same Name. The Turks are at this day careful to repair the Fortifications of this 
City, and the Castle in which their Governor resides, it having a good haven, and being 
frequented by the European Merchants; but notwithstanding all their care, it fell into the 
hands of the Pirats461, in the beginning of this Century, who treated it very severely, Long. 60. 
50. Lat. 38. 56. The present City stands a few Miles more to the East than the old Attalia, 
which stood nearer the Mountains, and farther from the River to the West; whereas the 
present City stands at the very mouth of the River462, the Ancients preferr’d Health before 
Riches, and built on high grounds, the latter Ages preferring Trade and the convenience of 
water, have generally removed their dwellings nearer the great Rivers and Sea-shores.” 

s.v. “Pamphylia, Caraman463, Settalia” 

                                                             
461  With the exception of the 1693 version of this volume (below), the conquest of Satalia by pirates at the start 

of the 17th c. seems otherwise unrecorded in English sources. It was possibly a confused reference to the 
Lusignan Crusader conquest of the city in 1361, or to it as a notorious nest of pirates before being taken by 
the Romans in 79 B.C.  

462  This latter part of this entry reflects knowledge in the 17th c. of Palaia Attalia (the name at times given to the 
ruins of Sillyon, as also Perge) which are to the East, not to the West of Attalia-Sattalia-Antalya. It was 
probably from reading this, a related text or map, that placed old Attalia near the mountains and west of the 
present city, that the Rev. E. T. Daniell localised Olbia as in the Chandear-Hisarçandir valley. The location 
of Olbia remains today in the absence of an in situ inscription the subject of considerable speculation, ranging 
from Kemer to Konyaaltı and it maybe that in consequence of the 1743 seismic disturbance, when it is 
reported that a mountain to the W. of Raşhat-sican Ada collapsed into the sea, that the remains of Olbia may 
today lie underwater, which would explain the absence of in situ epigraphic evidence, and why a block 
carrying the name of the city was found in a rebuilt section of the city walls, as the removal of stone blocks 
from coastal sites by sea for re-use elsewhere is recorded from the 17th century onwards. 

463  The Province of Karaman-Caraman, Karamania-Caramania, Caramancie, Corromaninidia, Caramaniae, 
Caramenia, Carimania, Caromonia, Coromania, Carmaia, Carnia, Carmania, Carama, and other published 
variants thereof, did not include the port-city of Satalia-Adalia in Teke sanjak. For further on the names given 
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s.v. “Settalia, Pamphylia, a Province in the Lesser Asia, upon the Mediterranean Sea, 
between Cilicia to the East, and Lycia to the West.”  
 
 

725.Attalia 
Samuel Clark, A New Description of the World, or, A Compendious Treatise of the 
empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, countries, islands, cities, and towns of Europe, 
Asia, Africa, and America in their scituation, product, manufactures, and 
commodities, geographical and historical : with an account of the natures of the 
people in their habits, customes, warrs, religions, and policies &c.: as also of the 
rarities, wonders, and curiosities of fishes, beasts, birds, rivers, mountains, plants, 
&c., with several remarkable revolutions and delightful histories, faithfully collected 
from the best authors by Samuel Clark, Hen. Rhodes, London, 1689, p. 119-110. 

 

“Pamphylia, has Pisidia on the North, and is separated from it by the Mountain Taurus; and 
its held to take its name from its being Inhabited by a mixture of Nations; which word in the 
Greek expresses no less, and is much overrun with the Spurs or Branches of Taurus; 
rendering it Barren in many places; yet on those Mountainous parts abundance of Goats are 
fed, whose Flesh serves for Food, Hair for making Chamlets, and Skins for Leather; yet that 
part which is the Sea coast, and runs 150 miles on the Mediterranean, is well Inhabited, and 
enjoys sundry Towns of Note, as Attalia, Perge, Side, Magidis, Aspendas, Oliba, 
Caracensium, Colobrassus, Cretopolis, and Menedemium, and is watered with the Rivers 
Cestrus, Cataractus, and Eurymedon; and since they first planted this Country, they have 
been frequently brought under subjection by the Pontois464, Persians, Romans and lastly by 
the Turks, who at present remain Lords of all the lesser Asia, and good part of the greater.” 
p. 119-110.  
 
 

726.Satalia (Flood of) 
William Salmon, Professor of Physick, Medicina Practica, or, Practical Physick: 
containing the way of curing the more eminent and usual diseases happening to 
humane bodies. As all Sorts of Aches and Pains, Apoplexies, Agues, Bleedings, 
Fluxes, Gripings, Wind, Shortness of Breath ...: Whereunto is annexed, 1. The 
preparation of the Praecipiolum of Paracelsus; 2. The Key of Helmont and Lully; 3. 
The opening of Sol and Luna, The Book One, T. Hawkins, London, 1692, p. 659. 
(See above, taken in part from the translation of, Four Books of Johann Segerus 
Weidenfeld 1685 above.) 

Chap. LXIV. The manner of Elixiration with the Fire against Nature. Salmon’s Ripley 

XI. “These two Mineral Waters Compounded together in one, are the two Dragons Fighting 
and striving to gather one against the other in the Flood of Satalia465: viz, the White Fume 
and the Red ; and one of them shall devour the other. And here the Solutory Vessels ought to 
be Luted but gently, or closed with Linnen Cloth, or with Mastick, or common Wax, or 
Cerecloth.” p. 659.  

                                                                                                                                                                                              
by Europeans that differed from the Ottoman names for the eyalet-province and sanjak within which the city 
was located, see Duggan, forthcoming 2019.  

464  Possibly a reference to Hellenic sea-borne colonists in the aftermath of the Trojan war. 
465  An alchemical analogy of the whirlpools and waterspouts of the flood/Bay/Gulf of Satalia and the 

understanding that these were dragons that frequented the bay, as noted above. 
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727.Settalia, Attalia, Satalia, Satalyah, Catalia, (Bay of) 
Mr. Bernard, A Geographical Dictionary, Representing the Present and Ancient 
Names of all the Countries, Provinces, Remarkable Cities, Universities, Ports, 
Towns, Mountains, Seas, Streights, Fountains, and Rivers of the whole World: their 
Distances, Longitudes, and Latitudes: With a short Historical Account of the same, 
and a general Index of the Antient and Latin Names: Very necesary for the right 
understanding of all Antient and Modern histories, and especially the divers 
Accounts of the present Transactions of Europe, Begun by Edmund Bohun, Esquire, 
Continued, Corrected and Enlarged with great Additions throughout, and 
particularly with whatever in the Geographical Part of the Voluminous Morery and 
Le Clerk occurs observable, by Mr. Bernard, Charles Brome, London, 1693, p. 305, 
364, 375. (Largely repeating the 1688 entry) 

s.v. Pamphylia: “Pamphylia, a Province of the ancient Asia Minor now included in Caraman 
(sic.), and called Settalia: Its principal Cities were heretofore Perga, Aspendus, and Attalia. 
See Settalia.” p. 305. 

s.v. Settalia: “Settalia, Pamphylia, a Province in the Lesser Asia, upon the Mediterranean Sea; 
between Cilicia to the East, and Lycia to the West.” p. 375. 

s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, Attalia, a Maritime City in Pamphylia, a Province in Asia Minor, 
mentioned in Ptolemy; It is an Archbishops See, and the Metropolis of that Province: by the 
Turks called Satalyah, by the Italians Catalia. Built by Attalus (King) at the Mouth of the 
River Cestrum or Cataractus: on the East-side of Mount Masicytus, to the North of the Isle of 
Cyprus, upon a Bay of the same Name. The Turks are at this day careful to repair the 
Fortifications of it and the Castle, in which their Governour resides; having a good Haven, 
and being frequented by the European Merchants: But notwithstanding all their care it fell 
into the hands of the Parats (=pirates)466, in the beginning of this Century; who treated it very 
severely, Long. 60. 50. Lat. 38. 56. The present City stands a few Miles more to the East (sic.) 
than the old Attalia; which was nearer the Mountains, and farther from the River to the West: 
whereas the present stands at the very mouth of the River. The Ancients preferr’d Health 
before Riches, and built on high grounds: the latter Ages preferring Trade and the 
convenience of water, have generally removed their dwellings nearer the great Rivers and 
Sea shoars.” p. 364. 

s.v. Attalia:“Attalia, Satalia, c. (c.=city)” npn. 

s.v. Pamphylia: “Pamphylia, Carama (sic.), Settalia.” npn.  
 
 

728.Sattalia, Attalia, Sattalia (River), Sattalia (Gulf of) 
Thesaurus Geographicus: A New Body of Geography: Or, A Compleat Description 
of the Earth, containing I. By way of introduction, the general doctrine of 

                                                             
466  An isolated reference with that of 1688, otherwise it seems unrecorded, of a pirate occupation of Satalia at 

the start of the 17th c. I can find no trace of this in Ottoman accounts and it may be that its a corrupted 
reference to the 1361 Lusignan Crusader conquest of the city, or to it as a notorious nest of pirates before 
being taken by the Romans in 79 B.C. 
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geography. Being an account of the… Collected with great Care from the most 
approv’d Geographers and Modern Travellers and Discoveries, by several Hands. 
With an Alphabetical Table of all the Towns Names, Printed for Abel Swall and 
Tim Child, London,  1695, p. 415. 

 

A Description of Turky in Asia: Caramania: “This Province (sic.) had anciently the Title of a 
Kingdom; it borders upon the Mediterranean Sea as far as Anatolia on the West, Aladulia on 
the East, and Amasia on the North. It is divided into the Greater and Lesser Caramania. It 
hath these Rivers, Sattalia, Cydnus, and Xanthus, in the South; Cogni in, the midland, which 
runs into a Lake; Genlu in the North, which runs out of this Province into Aladulia. It is 
ordinarily divided into the Greater and Lesser Caramania. In the first these are the Chief 
Cities, Cogni, Acsarat (Akseray), Caola, Tyanea. In the other Chiolsac, Patera, Satalia, 
Scalameure (Alanya). 

Cogni, or Iconium, was an eminent City of Lycaonia, an Archiepiscopal See under the 
Patriarch of Constantinople: Now ‘tis the Residence of the Beglerbeg. ‘Tis situated in the 
middle of the Country, upon the River of the same Name. 

Tyana, or Tigna, was a City of Cappadocia, at the Foot of Mount Tauris. An Archbishoprick. 

Sattalia, or Attalia, gives Name to the Gulph adjoining, which hath a Port. 

Tarsus, or Tarso, is a City of Cilicia, called now Terasso, or Terus, situate on the Bank of the 
River Cydnus. ‘Twas once an Archbishoprick.” p. 415.  
 
 

729.Settalia (extent of Gulf of) 
(From the Italian, of the Rev. Father Jerom Dandini, S. J.), A Voyage to Mount 
Libanus, wherein is An account of the Customs And Manners of The Turks. Also a 
Description of Candia, Nicosia, Tripoli, Alexandretta, etc. With Curious Remarks 
upon several Passages relating to the Turks and Marionites, A. Roper, London, 
1698, p. 14. (First edition c. 1680. Indicating the extent of the Gulf of Settalia at 
the end of the 17th c.) Reprinted in John Pinkerton, A General Collection of the 
Best and Most Interesting Voyages and Travels, London, 1811, Vol. X., p. 277. 

 “The Wind was favourable unto us in passing by the Isle (Candia=Crete), which we left to the 
Right; then we entered into the Gulph of Settalia, a dangerous place for sailing, and so 
continuing our course through that Gulph, we discovered upon the Left Casso467and 
Scarpanto468, which are Inhabited by Greeks and Turks, and depending upon the last. We left 
also on the same hand Rhodes, and all Caramania, without yet being able to see them, for we 
were too far wide; that was also the reason, that, after we had run for three Days and three 
Nights, without the sight of land, we arrived on the 12th August at Cyprus .” p. 14.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
467  Kasos Is. in the southeastern Aegean 
468  Karpathos Is. in the southeastern Aegean 
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730.Sattalia, Satalia, Attalia, Antalia, Antali, Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia (Gulf of) 
Robert Morden, Geography rectified; or, A Description of the World, in all its 
Kingdoms, Provinces, Countries, Islands, Cities, Towns, Seas, Rivers, Bays, Capes, 
Ports, Their Ancient and Present Names, Inhabitants, Situations, Histories, 
Customs, Governments, etc., As Also their Commodities, Coins, Weights, and 
Measures, Compared with those at London, Illustrated with Seventy eight Maps, The 
Fourth Edition, Enlarged, To which is added a Complete Geographical Index to the 
Whole, Alphabetically digested, The whole Work performed according to the more 
Accurate Observations and Discoveries of Modern Authors, R. Morden and T. 
Cockerill, London, 1700, p. 349, 350. 

 

Of Turky in Asia: 

“Sattalia, otherwise Antali (sic.), lends its Name to a Gulph hard by.” p. 349. 

Turkey in Asia: “Satalia, Attalia Ptol. Antalia Turcis, teste Leunc. is famous for its rich 
Tapestries469, and for giving Name to the Neighbouring Gulph, founded by Ptolemy 
Philadelphus King of Egypt (sic.).” p. 350. 

Index npn. 

Attalia p. 347 (sic. p. 350). 

Antali  p.349, 350. 

Sattalia p. 349, 350.  
 
 

731.Attalia, Satalia, Satalayah, Saetalia (Gulf of), Sinus Attalicus 
A System of Geography: Or, A New and Accurate Description of the Earth; …Part 
the Second, Containing the Description of Asia, Africa, and America. Written in 
Latin by Joan. Luyts, English’d with large Additional Accounts of the East-Indies, 
and the English plantations in America, Illustrated with Maps, Fairly Engraven on 
Copper, According to the Modern Discoveries and Corrections, by Hermann Moll, 
Timothy Childe, London, 1701, Vol. II., p. 4, 10. 

 
Table of Turkey in Asia: Natolia, Caramania, “Attalia or Satalia.” p. 4. 
 
“The principal Towns of Pamphlia were Attalia, call’d Satalia by the Italians, and Satalyah 
by the Turks, on the Sinus Attalicus or Gulph of Saetalia, of dangerous passage to Mariners, 
by reason of the frequent Storms and Shipwrecks: However its Harbour and Castle are 
recon’d among the chiefest of this Country.” Vol. II., p. 10. 
 
 

732.Satalia, Attalia 
(1701-2) 
A Voyage into the Levant, perform’d by command of the Late French King: 
Containing The Antient and Modern State of the Islands of the Archipelago: as also 
of Constantinople, the Coasts of the Black Sea, Armenia, Georgia, the Frontiers of 

                                                             
469  From the French, Tapis, = carpets-embroideries, probably meaning in this case embroideries. 
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Persia, and Asia Minor, With Plans of the principal Towns and Places of Note, an 
Account of the Genius, Manners, Trade, and Religion of the respective People 
inhabiting those Parts: And an Explanation of Variety of Medals and Antique 
Monuments ... by M. Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de; to which is prefix’d, the author’s 
life, in a letter to M. Begon; as also his Elogium, pronounc’d by M. Fontenelle; 
adorn’d with an Accurate Map of the Author’s Travels, not in the French Edition, 
done by Mr. Senex, Vol. II., D. Browne, London, 1718, p. 359. 

   
 

1701-2, “The Caravans are five Days going from Cutaye (Kütahya) to Prusa (Bursa): It is 
their Way from Satalia, or Attalia, an antient City of Caramania (sic.). They go from Prusa to 
Montania in four Hours, and from Montania to Constantinople by Water in one Morning: So 
there needs but one Day to go from Prusa to Constantinople.” Vol. II., p. 359. 
 
 

733.Attalia 
“The Popes’s supremacy over the Church Confuted by Nectarius Patriarch of 
Jerusalem, London, John Taylor, 1702,” 8vo. 105-11 in, The History of the Works 
of the Learned, or, An impartial account of Books Lately Printed in all Parts of 
Europe. With a particular Relation of the State of Learning In Each Country, For 
the Month of February, 1702, H. Rhodes, London, Vol. IV., p. 106-107. 

 
“Nectarius ignorant of Paisius’s death, and what was transacted with respect to himself, went 
to Jerusalem according to custom, for Canonical Ordination as Bishop of Sina; but there 
likewise against his Will, was ordain’d Patriarch of Jerusalem, by Gabriel Metropolitan of 
Philippopolis sent thither for that purpose.When he had earnestly exhorted the Order of the 
Canobites and the Youth of that Place to be diligent in their Study of Learning and Vertue, he 
went through Attalia to Constantinople, where he wrote the Epistle to be met with in the 
Orthodox Confession of Faith; and then in the Year 1664, He took a Progress through several 
Places and Countries, where he was kindly received, and return’d to Jerusalem loaded with 
Presents and Charitable Contributions.” Vol. IV., p. 106-107. 
 
 

734.Attalia, Satalia 
An Universal, Historical, Geographical, Chronological and Poetical Dictionary, 
Exactly Describing the Situation, Extent, Customs, Laws, Manners, Commodities, 
Etc., of All Kingdoms, Common-Wealths, Provinces, Islands and Cities, in the 
known World, Containing Likewise the Lives of the Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, 
and Primitive Fathers; Emperors, Kings, Princes, Popes, Cardinals, Bishops, and 
other eminent Persons; with an Account of the Inventors and Improvers of Arts and 
Sciences, Philosophers, and all Celebrated Authors, Also the History of the Pagan 
Gods, very useful for the Understanding of Classick Authors; of the several Sects 
among the Jews, Christians, Heathens and Mahometans, with their principal 
Ceremonies, Games and Festivals; of General Councils and Synods, when, and 
where Assembled; of the Establishment and Progress of Religious and Military 
Orders; and of the Genealogies of the most Illustrious Families, especially our 
English, Scotch and Irish, The Whole consisting of a curious Miscellany of Sacred 
and Prophane History, Extracted from Moreri, Bayle, Baudrand, Hoffman, Danet, 
and many more of the best and choicest Historians, Geographers, Chronologers and 
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Lexicographers, Antient and Modern, In Two Volumes, J. Hartley, W. Turner, 
Tho. Hodgson, London, 1703, Vols. I., II., npn. 
 

s.v. Caraffa, “Caraffa, (Oliver) Cardinal, Abp. of Naples, Bp. of Ostia, etc. was Son to 
Francis Caraffa, and Nephew to Daniel Count of Matalone. Sixtus IV. Made him General of 
the Gallies, which he sent against the Turks in 1472. He join’d the Venetian Fleet, and yet no 
memorable thing was done by the 2 Fleets, except taking the Port of Satalia, and the T. of 
Smyrna.” Vol. I. 
 
s.v. Pamphylia, “Pamphylia, is a Prov. In Asia Minor bounded on the S. by the 
Mediterranean, term’d here the Pamphylian Sea; on the W. Lycia; Pisidia on the N. and on 
the E. Cilicia. ‘Tis now part of what the Turks call Caramania (sic.). Attalia, now Satalia is 
the cap. C. (sic.) besides which are Perga, Aspendus, and Termussus (sic. in Pisidia), that 
were formerly Famous.” Vol. I. 

 
s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, a well-fortified Sea-port of Pamphylia, an Abp’s See, and Capital of the 
Prov.470 It has a commodious Harbour, and is much frequented by the European Merchants.” 
Vol. II. 
 

 
735.Attalia, Statalia 

Laurence Clarke, A Compleat History of the Holy Bible, Contained in the Old and 
New Testament; In which are inserted the Occurences that happened during the 
space of Four Hundred Years, from the Days of the Prophet Malachi, To the Birth of 
our Blessed Saviour, and that have been omitted in all or most of the former Works 
of this Nature ... Collected from Prideaux, Stackhouse, Howel, and other writers on 
the Sacred Scriptures, Printed for the Author, London, 1703, Vol. I., p. 224. 
 

“And after they had passed thro’ Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia, and having preached the 
Gospel in Perga, they went to *Attalia, and thence they came by Sea to Antioch, from whence 
they set out upon this holy Expedition. 
 
*Attalia, which takes its Name from King Attalus, its Founder, and with a small Variation, is 
still called Statalia471, is a City of Pamphylia, which stands upon a fair Bay, and is so 
commodiously seated for Trade, that the Turks have preserved it from Ruin, and at this Day, 
are very careful to keep its Fortifications, and Castle in Repair. Wells’s Geogr. Of the New 
Test.” Vol. I., p. 224. 
 
 

736.Satalia, Satalyali, Attalia, Atalia (Gulf of), Settalia, Old Attalia 
Lawrence Eachard, The Gazetteer’s, Or, Newsman’s Interpreter: Being a 
Geographical Index. Of all the considerable Cities, Patriarchships, Bishopricks, 
Universities, Dukedoms, Earldoms, and such like; Imperial and Hance-Towns, 
Ports, Forts, Castles, etc. In Europe. Shewing In what Kingdoms, Provinces, and 
Countries, they are; to what Prince they are now subject; upon or nigh what Rivers, 
Bays..., John Nicholson, Samuel Ballard, London, 1704. npn. (Reprinted with 
unchanged entry in 1751.) 

                                                             
470  Chief town, Capital of the Teke sanjak, not capital of the province. 
471  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

read Sattalia. 
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s.v. Pamphylia: “Pamphylia, a Prov. of the ancient Asia Minor, now included in Caramania 
(sic.), and called Settalia (sic. called Teke sanjak), sub. to the Turks. See Settalia.” 
 
s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, by the Turks, Satalyali, a Sea-port Town of Pamphylia, an A.472 10 m. 
from the Gulf of Atalia (sic. Not 10 m,/ 16 km., from the Gulf, but on it), 18 from the Mouth of 
the R. Sestrum (sic.), 15 from Perga, and 32 from Aspendum; sub. to the Turks, and stands 4. 
m. farther E. than the Old Attalia. Lon. 60. 50. Lat. 38. 56.” 
 
s.v. Settalia: “Settalia: See Pamphylia” 
 
 

737.Satalia (Gulph of), Helen’s Gulf  
A Collection of Voyages and Travels some Now first Printed from Original 
Manuscripts, others Now first Published in English: In Six Volumes with a General 
Preface giving an Account of the Progress of Navigation from its first Beginning, 
John Walthoe, Tho. Wotton, S. Birt…London. 1732, Vol. I., p. 441-442. (Title 
changed but published text unchanged in, A Collection of Voyages and Travels some 
now first printed from original manuscripts, others translated out of foreign 
languages, and now first publish’d in English: to which are added some few that 
have formerly appear’d in English, but do now for their excellency and scarceness 
deserve to be reprinted: with a general preface, giving an account of the progress of 
navigation, from its first beginning to the perfection it is now in, etc., in Four 
Volumes, Awnsham and John Churchill, London, 1704, Vol. I, p. 491. 
(Republished in Six Volumes, London, 1737, p. 441-442.) 

 

Travels of Martin Baumgarten, Book III. Chap. XVIII, “Indian Rams. Calmness of the Sea. 
Birds pay Freight. Nature of a Cocala. Gulph of Satalia. What Helen did there.” 

30th March 1508. 

“On the 30th day, and the day after, we sailed over in very calm and clear Weather the Gulph 
of Satalia, which is likewise called Helen’s Gulph; for in this place Helen, Mother of 
Constantine, whilst she was coming from Jerusalem to Constantinople, happened to be tost 
(tossed) in a grievous Tempest; and ‘tis reported, that by throwing into the Sea one of the 
Nails that had pierced the Feet of Christ, the Storm immediately ceased, and the Sea grew 
calm. The Mariners are so much afraid of this Gulph, that they shrink at the name of it.” Vol. 
I., p. 441-442.  
 
 

738.Satalia 
Rev. Edward Wells, A Treatise of Ancient and Present Geography: Together with a 
Sett of Maps, both of Antient and Present Geography, design’d for the Use of Young 
Students in the Universities, A. and J. Churchill, London, 1706, p. 110. 

 

Chap. XIV,  

Of Pres. Turkey in Asia.  
                                                             
472  Clavis, “A.” = Archbishop or Archbishoprick. 
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“Anatolia or Natolia largely taken, containing all the peninsula lying between the Black and 
the Mediterr. Seas, and said to be distinguish’d into these four Provinces…Caramania (sic.) 
E. of Natolia proper (sic.)473 on the Mediterranean Sea, Ch. T.474 Cogni, Satalia.” p. 110. 
 
Although the index, npn. s.v. Satalia, gives two page numbers, 110 and 113, the mention of 
Satalia in Pamphylia on page 113 is missing from the published text. Neither of the ancient 
toponyms, Attalia and Attaleia, are noted.  
 
 
 

739.Attalia, Sattalia 
Rev. Edward Wells, An Historical Geography of the New Testament … adorned 
with maps; in two parts, W. Botham, London, 1708, (2nd edit. 1712; 3rd edit. 1718; 
An Historical Geography of the Old and New Testament, in Two Volumes, by Edward 
Wells. Vol. II., Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1819, p. 254. New edition of the 1708 
volume published by the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1835. The 1706 
edition of the work, (above), a single volume, gives the toponym Satalia, not Sattalia.) 

“and when they had preached again at Perga, they came down to Attalia, which is a sea-port, 
and was formerly the chief residence of the Prefect, as Strabo tells us. It is said to take its 
name from King Attalus its founder, which it still retains with a small variation, being now-a-
days called Sattalia. It stands on a very fair bay; and so is commodiously seated for trade, 
having a good haven; which likely has been the occasion of its being preserved from ruin by 
the Turks, who are said to be at this day very careful to keep its fortifications and castle in 
repair. The city is supposed to stand at present nearer to the sea than it did formerly.475 
 
From Attalia the Apostles set sail for Antioch in Syria.” p. 254. 
 
 

740.Attalia, Satalyad, Sataliah, Satalia 
Thesaurus Geographicus, or, The Compleat Geographer. Part the Second: being the 
Chorography, Topography and History of Asia, Africa and America faithfully 
extracted from the best modern travellers and most esteem’d historians and 
illustrated with maps, fairly engraven on copper, according to the modern discoveries 
and corrections by Herman Moll, Third Edition very much Enlarg’d, A. and J. 
Churchill, and T. Chide, London, 1709, pp. X; 5, 11. 

 

An Alphabetical Table Of the Ancient Latin names of Places in Europe, Asia and Africa, 
mentioned in this Work, with the Modern Names Apposite. 

“Attalia. Satalyad.” p. X. 

“Turky in Asia 

Chap. I. Natolia or Asia-Minor 

                                                             
473  It in fact was a part of the province, a part of, “Natolia proper”. 
474  Ch. T. = Chief Towns. 
475  Presumably a reference to Old Attalia-Palaia Antalia or, Palaia Attalia, thought by some to be, Sillyon-

Karahisar, or Perga, both lying further inland. 
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IV Caramania (sic.) includes these Provinces. 

Pamphylia 

Attalia, now Sataliah, 

Perga, Aspendus, 

Syde (Side), now Candalor (sic. Candalor/Candebor, Lescandelour, being not Side, but Alaia-
Alaya-Alanya).” p. 5. 

“Pamphylia, lies next to Lycia on the East, having the Mediterranean-Sea for its Southern 
bounds, and Pisidia on the North; it is a very mountainous Up-land, but fruitful and pleasant 
on the Coast, neither are the Mountains unprofitable, for great Herds of Goats that feed on 
them, whose hair makes excellent chamlets. The chief Towns are Attalia or Satalia, Turc. 
Satalyah, a Port-town conveniently seated on a Bay, which makes a good Harbour, but of 
dangerous entrance, with a Castle reckon’d among the principal in this Country, is a place of 
good Trade. Perga, more Eastward, near the mouth of the River Cestrius famous in ancient 
times for a Temple to Diana: Both these Towns are mentioned in Acts 14. 25. Syde or Syda 
(Side), Turc. Candalor (sic.476), another Port-town, seated more to the East. Aspendus, more 
within Land, between Perga and Syde, strongly situated and the Metropolis of the Country 
under the Romans.” p. 11. 

 

Detail of the map drawn and engraved “according to the modern discoveries and corrections 
by Herman Moll,” entitled, “Asia Minor with Armenia, Assyria, Chaldea, Mesopotamia and 
Georgia, J. Harris fecit.” The line of the coastline is inaccurate. Satalia and Perga are marked 
as in Pamphilia-Caramania. The Bay-Gulf of Satalia is not indicated.  
 
 

741.Satalia 
Atlas Geographus, or, A Compleat System of Geography, Ancient and Modern. 
Containing What is of most use in Bleau, Varenius, Cellarius, Claverius, Baudrand, 
Brietius, Sanson etc. with the Discoveries and Improvements of the best Modern 

                                                             
476  The alternative, Turkish, name for Side-Sida being Esky Adalia, recorded in 1800 and 1812. 
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Authors to this Time, Illustrated with about 100 New Maps, done from the latest 
Observations, by Herman Moll, Geographer; and many other CUTS, by the best 
Artists, Europe in Two Volumes, with Sixty Eight Maps, Sanson’s Tables, etc., John 
Nutt, Savoy, London, 1711, Vol. II., p. 1552-1553. 

Italy.  

“68. Nicholas Treno succeeded in 1471, and continued the War with Success against the 
Turks. His Fleet, with those of the Pope, K. of Naples, and Knights of Rhodes, took Satalia in 
Pamphilia477, and burnt Smyrna. The Republick made an Alliance with the K. of Persia, and 
the K. of Cyprus, who married a Daughter of one of their Nobles. The Doge died in his 2d. 
year.” Vol. II., p. 1552-1553.  
 
 

742.Attalia 
Joseph Bingham, Origines Ecclesiasticæ: or, The Antiquities of the Christian 
Church, R. Knaplock, London, 1711, Vol., III. In Two Parts, p. 412. (Reprinted 
1722; in a new edition of IX. Volumes, Vol. III, William Straker, London, 1845, p. 
108.) 
 

“Book IX. Sect. 12. Of Pamphylia prima and secunda. 

The next Province on the same Shore, is Pamphylia, divided by the Romans into Two, call’d 
Pamphylia prima and secunda. In the 2d of them, which border’d upon Lycia, Carolus a 
Sancto Paulo recons Twenty-six Dioceses. 

1. Perga the Metropolis. 

11. Attalia.” Vol. III., p. 412.  

 
 

743.Attalia, Satalia, Sattalia, Sinus Attalius, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Atlas Geographus: or a compleat System of Geography, Ancient and Modern…Asia 
is One Volume, with Thirty One Maps, Sanson’s Tables, etc., John Nutt, Savoy, 
London, 1712, Vol. III., p. 29, 62. 

Natolia: 

6. Attalia, now Satalia, at the Mouth of the River Cataracte, 30 Miles478 S.W. from Perga. It 
had its Name from K. Attalus, who founded it, and is mention’d in the Acts of the Apostles. It 
stands on a fair Bay, commodious for Trade; therefore the Turks have preserved its 
Fortifications and Castle, says Dr. Wells, in his Historical Geography of the New 
Testament479. It gives Name to the neighbouring Gulph call’d Sinus Attalius, which is very 
dangerous to Mariners.” Vol. III., p. 29.  
 

                                                             
477  The harbour area was sacked, the city was not taken. He also sacked Myra. 
478  Much less than 30 miles, Perge is 11 miles, 18 km., from Antalya 
479  Rev. Edward Wells, An Historical Geography of the New Testament … adorned with maps; in two parts, 

London, 1708, 8vo; 2nd edit. 1712; 3rd edit. 1718; new edit. published by the Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, 1835.  
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Natolia “10. In 1204, Chaicosroes480 above-mention’d took the Opportunity of Ruczatin481’s 
Death to regain his Dominions. He also retook Nice (Nicaea)482 and Attalia from the Emperor 
Theodorus483, who afterwards slew him in Battle with his own Hands484. 
 
13. The next was Gaiasadinus485, Azolin (sic. meaning,‘Altadin’- ‘Ala’ al-Dīn)486’s only Son, 
who was otherwise written Japhatinus, Jalhatinus, Azatinus, or Giathedin Caicoscaw. He 
attain’d to the Sultany by the Aid of the Franks, his Mercenaries, who perswaded him to 
murder his Mother-in-Law and his two Brothers, to make Way for himself. The chief Frank 
that gave this Counsel design’d to have murder’d Gaiasadin after the same Manner; but he 
was prevented from putting it in Execution, and cut off with the rest of the Franks. In 1292 
and 1293487, this Country was overrun and spoiled by the Tartars (Mongols), who were no 
sooner retired, but Coteina, a certain Turk, fought to advance himself to the Throne488, but 
was killed by the Lord of Lambron489 (sic.). Gaiasadin died in 1245 at Attalia or Sattalia, and 
had Issue 3 Sons, viz. Azadin, Raconad, and Altadin490.” Vol. III., p. 62.  
 
 

744.Satalia 
Josiah Burchett, Esq., Secretery of the Admiralty, A Complete History of the Most 
Remarkable Transactions at Sea, from the Earliest Accounts of Time to the 
Conclusion of the Last War with France: Wherein is Given an Account of the ... 
Naval-expeditions, Sea-fights, Stratagems, Discoveries, and Other Maritime 
Occurences that Have Happen’d Among All Nations which Have Flourished at Sea; 
and in a More Particular Manner of Great Britain, from the time of the Revolution, 
in the year 1688, to the aforesaid Period. Adorn’d with sea-charts adapted to the 
History. With an exact Index of the Names of all the Places where any considerable 
Battel has been fought, in any part of the World, in Five Books, J. B. Walthoe, 
London, 1720, Bk. III., p. 223. 

“While the Turks were engaged in a War with the Persians, Mocenigo, Admiral of the 
Venetian Fleet, took Smyrna, and Passagio (=Passaggio-Pasargo-Çeşme), a Town in Natolia 
opposite to the Island Scio, with Satalia491, Curco (=Corycos-Korykos in Cilicia), and 
Selechia (=Silifke) in Caramania (sic.).” Bk. III, p. 223.  
 
 

                                                             
480  Describing the second reign of Sultan Giyath al-Dīn Keyhusrev I. (r. 1205-11) 
481  Sultan Rukn al-Dīn Suleymān Shah II. (r. 1196-1204) 
482  He (Giyath al-Dīn Keyhusrev) did not take Nicaea. There is some confusion in the text or translation. 

Theodore established his capital at Nicaea, following the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204. 
483  Theodore I Laskaris (Lascaris), 1204–1222, first of the Nicaean Emperors. 
484  At the Battle of Antioch on the Meander in 1211. 
485  Sultan Giyath al-Dīn Keyhusrev II. (r. 1237-46) 
486  Sultan ‘Ala’ al-Dīn Keykubat I.  (r. 1220-37) 
487  Probably in fact meaning 1243/640-641 A.H. 
488  Probably meaning the usurper, a Turcoman dervish supported by Mehmed bey of Karaman, who claimed to 

be the son of Kaykavus II, the false Seljuq Sultan Siyavus (nicknamed, Jimri-Cimri) who struck coins in 675-
676 A.H. 1275-1276 A.D.. 

489  Of the family of Oshin, lords from 1073 onward of Lambron Castle guarding the southern side of the Cilician 
Gates. But rather than being killed by the Lord of Lambron, he was captured after his supporters were 
defeated in battle, and executed by order of the Seljuk Sultan Kayhusrev III. in 1278. 

490  Meaning: Izz al-Dīn (Keykavus II); Rukn al-Dīn (Kiliç Arslan IV.); and, Ala’ al-Dīn (Kaykubad II.). 
491  He did not take the city, but sacked the depots in the harbour. He also sacked Myra. 
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745.Attalia 
Vertot (abbé de), The History of the Revolutions that Happened in the Government 
of the Roman Republic, Written in French by the Abbot de Vertot, of the Royal 
Academy of Inscriptions etc., English’d by Mr. Ozell, for W. Taylor, London, 
1721, Vol. II.,  p. 288. (Reprinted text unchanged, London: 1732, p. 230; 1736, p. 217-
218; 1756, p. 217-218.) 

 
Book XII, Cicero, “As he spoke to a body of men entirely jealous of their own Authority, he 
made them sensible how much it was inconsistent with the Authority of the Senate, to create 
those Decemvirs with so absolute a Power all over the Empire, and for so long a Time as Five 
whole Years; that there was a new kind of Magistracy arising, which would abolish all the old 
ones; and that the Sale of the Lands that belong’d to the Domain of the State, would infallibly 
destroy the principal Strength of the Commonwealth.  
 
“Know, Conscript Fathers, (said he) That our Tribunes have a mind to sell the Lands of the 
“Attalians and the Olimpenians (The lands of Attalia and Olympus), which Servilius, by his 
conquests, had added to the Domain of the Publick. Thence these Merchants, who have 
resolv’d to sell the whole Commonwealth, are to cross over into Macedonia, and there, by 
way of Auction, sell the Royal Lands of Philip and Perseus, acquired by the Valour and 
Courage of Paulus Emilius.” Vol. II., p. 288.  
 
 

746.Satalia 
A New General Atlas, containing a Geographical and Historical Account of all the 
Empires, Kingdoms, and other Dominions of the World: with the Natural History 
and Trade of each Country: taken from The Best Authors, particularly Cluverius, 
Brietius, Cellarius, Bleau ...: to which is Prefixed, An Introduction to Geography, 
rendering the principal Parts of that Science easy, and containing all that is 
necessary for the ready understanding of Maps, Together with a Copious 
Alphabetical Index: The Maps, which are all engraven or revised by Mr. Senex, are 
laid down according to the Observations communicated to the English Royal Society 
...; and the Descriptions suited to the Course of each Map, which has not been 
observed in any other Atlas....John Senex, Printed for Daniel Browne, London, 
1721, npn. 
 

Index  
 
“Satalia T.492 155a” 
 
 

747.Sataly, Atalia 
The works of Geoffrey Chaucer, compared with the former editions, and many 
valuable mss. out of which, three tales are added which were never before printed; by 
John Urry, student of Christ-Church, Oxon. deceased: together with a glossary by a 
student of the same college, To the whole is prefixed the author’s life, newly written, 
and a Preface, giving an account of this Edition, William Thomas, John Dart, 
Timothy Thomas, John Urry, For Bernard Lintot, London, 1721, pp. 2, 58. 

 

                                                             
492  T.=Town. 
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The Prologues of the Canterbury Tales 
 
“In Granada493; in the Sege had he be 
Of Algezir494, and ridd in Belmary495; 
At Leyis496 was he, and at Sataly497, 
Whan that they wer won; and in the grete See 
At many a noble army had he be:” p. 2. 
 
“Sataly, Prol. 58, A City in Anatolia, called sometime Atalia. Sp.” p. 58. 
 
 

748.Sattalia Pie (The recipe for the Fish Pie designed with many towers, named after 
the city498) 
John Nott, Cook to his Grace the Duke of Bolton, The Cooks and Confectioners 
Dictionary; Or, The Accomplish’d Housewife’s Companion, C. Rivington, London, 
1723, npn. 

 
“No. 36. To make a Sattalia Pye of Fish.  
 
Make a very large Pye, and cut with Battlements, garnish the Coffin with as many Towers as 
will contain your several sorts of Fish; dry your Coffin well, and wash it over on the inside 
with the Yolks of Eggs, and flour it in the bottom; then having either broil’d or fry’d your Fish 
brown, place the Head of a Salmon, cut pretty large beyond the Gills, in the middle of your 
Pye, forc’d, and bak’d in an Oven: Set the Heads of your other Fish upon forced Meat, and 
place your several sorts of Fish one opposite to the other in their several Partitions, and pour 
over all your Fish, Cockles, Prawns, Oysters, and Periwinkles boil’d up in their proper Lairs, 
and thicken’d with drawn Butter. Remember to lay your forced Heads over the Battlements.” 
npn. 
 
 
 
                                                             
493  Granada, Gernade, in Andalusia, Mod. Spain. Chaucer possibly implying he fought against the Marinids at 

the Battle of Río Salado, (October 30, 1340). 
494  Algezir, Algeciras (presumably the siege of 1344), Mod. Algeciras, Port city of the Bay of Gibraltar, Cadiz 

province of Andalucia, Spain. 
495  Belmary, Belmarye, refering to the Marinid dynasty or Banu abd al-Haqq, a Sunni Muslim dynasty of Zenata 

Berber descent that ruled Morocco from the 13th to the 15th century, of the Belmariel, or Benimarim (the 
name of the tribe). 

496  Leyis, Lieys Leyés, Lyeys, Leyes, Loyas, Leys, Layar, Layas, Ajazzo, Agas, Ayaş, in the former Kingdom of 
Lesser Armenia, Mod. Yumurtalık, was said by Chaucer to have been taken and, if the sequence of names is 
correct, before 1361. However, in 1347 Ayaş was taken and was held by the Mamlukes and there is no record 
to suggest Peter I ‘won’-took Lyas-Ayaş. In the historical and contemporary literature there is considerable 
confusion from the 14th c. onwards between Ayaş and Korykos.  
It was the case that in 1360 Korycos, was besieged by the Mamluke army of Sultan Al-Nāsir under the 
leadership of Sayf al-Din, the Emir of Aleppo, and the siege was broken by Peter I’s forces and it was 
presumably as a member of the Latin forces, responding in 1360 to the request from the Christian Armenian 
inhabitants of Korykos (Gorhigos) to take over responsibilities for the defence of their city, that Chaucer’s 
Knight fought, and then in the taking of Satalia in 1361. Robert de Lusignan was appointed the Captain of 
Korycos in 1360. 

497  Sataly, Atalia, Mod. Antalya. Taken by Peter I of Lusignan Cyprus and titular king of Jerusalem in 1361. 
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749.Sattalia Pie 
John Nott, Cook to his Grace the Duke of Bolton, The Cooks and Confectioners 
Dictionary; Or, The Accomplish’d Housewife’s Companion, Second Edition with 
Additions, C. Rivington, London, 1724, npn. (The recipe for the Sattalia Fish Pie in 
the First Edition remains the same in the Second edition of 1724, No. 36.) 

 
“No. 35. To Make a Sattalia Pye. 
 
To make the Crust, take half a Peck of Flour, three Pound of Butter, and boiling Water, and 
therewith form your Pye. Then take Sweet-breads of Veal and Lamb, and Lamb-stones, cut the 
large Sweetbreads into Pieces about the Bigness of an ordinary Wallnut; parboil a Calve’s or 
two Lambs Tongues, peel and slice them; take Slices of a Calve’s or Lamb’s Head, Scollops 
of Veal or Mutton larded with Bacon, three or four Larks slit, a few plump Oysters; season 
with Salt, Pepper, Mace, and Nutmeg; lay these well intermix’d one with the other in your 
Pye; add to these Balls, Hard Eggs, a good piece of Marrow, large Mace, pickled Barberries, 
and a good quantity of sweet Butter on the top; bake it, and when it comes out of the Oven, 
boil some Mace and sweet Butter in White-wine, and put into the Pye. 
 
If you would have it a sweet Pye, leave out your Balls and Oysters, and put in Sugar and 
pieces of boil’d Potatoes, Suet, and preserved Lettice, and what Sweetmeats you have to 
mind.” npn. 
 
 

750.Satalia 
The History of Timur-Bec, known by the name of Tamerlain the Great, Emperor of 
the Moguls and Tartars: being An historical JOURNAL of his Conquests in Asia 
and Europe, written in Persian Cherefeddin-Ali, native of Yezd, his contemporary, 
Translated into French by the late Monsieur Petis de la Croix, now faithfully 
rendered into English, Printed for J. Darby,…, London, 1723, Vol. II., pp. 258-
259, 269 

 
“He likewise commended the Mirzas and Emirs to ravage all the country as far as to the 
banks of Ifara Yaca, otherwise nam’d the defile of Alexander. He also sent the Mirza 
Eskender with several Emirs towards Iconium, Akcheher, Caraisar (Karahisar), Olaya 
(Alaya), and Satalia*. Afterwards Timur order’d an account of his victory, and the conquest 
of the Ottoman empire, to be drawn up by Moulana Chamseddin Munchi, and sent into all the 
kingdoms of his empire, that public rejoicings might be made. 
 
*A town of Caramania. (sic.)” Vol. II., p. 259-60. 

 
October 25, 1402, “Bedreddin departed with full instructions the first of Rabiulevel 803, 
accompany’d by several couriers, who carry’d relations of the conquest of Natolia into Syria, 
with orders for public rejoicings. Moulana Omar conducted the ambassador as far as Satalia, 
where he embark’d for Alexandria, from whence he was to go to Cairo; and Omar returned 
after they had set sail.” Vol. II., p. 269. 
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751.Attalia 
The History of the Church, from the Beginning Of The World to the Year of Christ 
1718. In Four Volumes. Compendiously written in French by Lewis Ellis Dupin ... 
And now trans. into English according to a new method by the author. With a 
compleat index to the whole, Bernard Lintot, London, 1724, Vol. I., p. 331. 

 
“They ordain’d Priests in every Church; then they travers’d Pisidia, and having preach’d the 
Word of the Lord at Perga, went down to Attalia, and thence sail’d to Antioch, whence they 
had been sent, and continu’d there a considerable time with the Disciples.” Vol. I., p. 331. 
 
 

752.Attalia 
The History of France: From the Time the French Monarchy was Establish’d in 
Gaul, to the Death of Lewis the Fourteenth, written originally in French by Father 
(Gabriel) Daniel, of the Society of Jesus, and now Translated into English, In Five 
Volumes, G. Strahan, London, 1726, Vol. I., p. 391-392. 
 

“It was twelve days march to Attalia, a maritime and the capital city of Pamphylia, where 
they hop’d to be supplied. During this time they were forc’d to seek for victuals, and get it by 
the sword or else by dint of Money; and it was a great piece of good fortune to the army, that 
the King’s treasure was with the van-guard in the journey over the mountain of Laodicea. 
During this march they were often forced to engage with the Infidels, and the necessity of 
conquering or dying made the soldiers find strength enough, as weak as they were, to beat 
them back. 
 
The King stay’d a pretty long time at Attalia, where the Greeks completed the poverty of the 
soldiers by the dearness of provisions. They promis’d to furnish him with ships at his expence 
to transport his army to the territories of the principality of Antioch: but they brought him but 
very few, and those very little ones, and the price was excessive. They put him in hopes of a 
great many more; but as they did not appear, the soldiers of themselves sent a deputation to 
the King, to desire him to embark immediately with his Nobility on board those which he had, 
and to tell him that they would attempt the journey by land and joyn him at Antioch; that they 
chose rather to fall by the sword of the Mahometans, than die with hunger by the avarice of 
the Greeks: that they knew very well he could do no more for them than he had done; that he 
would leave them to Providence, and that they should have at least the comfort of dying with 
their arms in their hands for the love of Jesus Christ. 
 
The King being grieved to a great degree, but not able to find out any expedient in so pressing 
a necessity, consented to their desire; but not without taking all the measures which prudence 
and his goodness could suggest to him. He gave them two Lords to command them, who were 
willing to sacrifice themselves in so dangerous an employ, namely, Thierry of Alsatia Count 
of Flanders, and Archambaud of Bourbon. He had a great deal of money distributed among 
the soldiers. He treated with the governor of Attalia to furnish them with guides and a large 
guard to carry them as far as Tarsus, which was the frontier town in the principality of 
Antioch. For this he gave him five hundred marks. He had as many horses bought as could be 
got to mount several gentlemen, who could not have room in the ships; and made the 
governor upon oath, that he would receive all the sick into his city, and allow them to stay 
there till they were able to bear the sea and come to Antioch. After having taken all these 
precautions, he embark’d, and arrived on the nineteenth of March, after a very dangerous 
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voyage of three weeks, at the port of St. Simeon in the mouth of the Orontes five leagues 
below Antioch. 
 
… As to the troops which stayed at Attalia, they all perished, part by hunger, part by sickness, 
part by the treachery of the Greeks, and part by the sword of the Infidels. The Count of 
Flanders and Archambaud of Bourbon, having made an attempt in vain to go with them, were 
obliged to return to Attalia; and as they despaired of succeeding, because the Turks had with 
whole armies made themselves masters of all the passes, they embark’d on board a ship, and 
came to the King at Antioch. 
 
After their departure four thousand of these unhappy wretches thus abandoned ventured 
again, but they were hem’d in by the Mahometans, who offer’d to receive them among them, if 
they would come over to their religion; and there were three thousand who accepted of this 
condition rather than be carryed into slavery; so true it is, that a long misery is more 
insupportable than death itself, and that courage, which is proof against the greatest dangers, 
cannot always answer for its perseverance in a series of misfortunes. 
 
Thus was almost all this numerous army destroyed by little and little, in as deplorable manner 
as that of the Germans which had gone before it; and the advice and predictions of the Bishop 
of Langres were but too well justified by sad experience, who was of opinion that 
Constantinople should be attack’d before anything else was done.” Vol. I., p. 391-2. 
 
 

753.Attalia 
The works of the learned Joseph Bingham, M.A., late rector of Havant, and 
sometime fellow of University-College in Oxford, In Two Volumes, Robert 
Knaplock, London, 1726, Vol. I., pp. 371, 397, 399. 

 
Chap. III. The Antiquities of the Christian Church., Book IX. 
 
Sect. XII. Of Pamphylia prima and Secunda: “In the second of them, which borders upon 
Lycia, Carolus a Sancto Paulo recons twenty six Dioceses. 1 Perga the Metropolis,…11 
Attalia...” Vol. I., p. 371. 
 
Chap. VII., From Leunclavius, Metropolitans without a Province, No. “83 Attalia.” Vol. I., p. 
397. 

 
Chap. VII., Province of Pamphylia Secunda (20 Bishopricks.), “1. Perga, al. Sileum (Sillyon), 
2. Attalia...” Vol. I., p. 399. 
 
 

754.Cathaillye, Catala, Sathalay, Sathalie, Chatalie, Cataillie, Cattalie, Satalia 
The voiage and travaile of Sir John Maundevile, kt., which treateth of the way to 
Hierusalem; and of marvayles of Inde, with other ilands and countryes. Now 
publish’d entire from an original ms. in the Cotton library, Woodman and Lyon, 
and, C. Davis, London, 1727, p. 32-33. (Reprinted 1839, 1866, 1883. Reprinted in 
Modern English  in, Thomas Wright, Early Travels in Palestine, 1848, p. 140 (see 
below 1848). 
 

“And Men passen be that Way, be a Place that was wont to ben a gret Cytee and a gret lond: 
and the Cytee and Lond was clept *Cathaillye: the whiche Cytee and Lond was loft, thorghe 
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Folye of a zongeMan. For he had a fayr Damyfele, that he loved wel, to his Paramour; and 
sche dyed sodeynly, and was don in a Tombe of Marble: and for the grete Luft, that he had to 
hire, he wente in the Nyghte unto hire Tombe and opened it, and went in and lay be hire, and 
wente his wey. And whan it came to the ende on nine monethes, there com a Voys to him and 
seyde, Go to the Tombe of that Woman and open it and beholde what thou hast begotten on 
hire; and zif thou lette to go, yhou schalt have a gret harm. And he zede and opened the 
Tombe; and there fleyghe out an Eddere righte hidous to see; the whiche als swythe fleighe 
aboute the Cytee and the Contree; and sone after the Cytee sank down. And there ben manye 
perilouse passages.” 
 
*Catala, E. 1. Sathalay, Sathalie, E. 2, 3, 4. Chatalie, Cataillie, F. 2. Cattalie, L. 2. .…..lie, L. 
I. Satalia, I.” p. 32-33. 
 
 

755.Satalia 
Mons. L’abbé de Vertot, The History of the Knights of Malta, Illustrated with LXXI. 
Heads of the Grand Masters, etc., engraved by the best Hands in France, from the 
original paintings, under the inspection of Mons. Bologne, director of the Royal 
Academy of Painting, With maps by Mons. de Lille, and the plans and fortifications 
of Malta by the Chevalier de Tigné, And a compleat index to the whole, G. Strahan, 
F. Gyles, Mess. Woodman and Lyon, D. Browne..., London, 1728, Vol. II., p. 186. 
 

John de la Valette499  
 
“Romegas500, who was then at sea, gave more favourable treatment to a gallion which he met 
near the island of Scarpento, and lying between those of Candia and Rhodes. This gallion 
came from Satalia, and was commanded by Rais Seid Mahomet Ugly, an officer of courage, 
and who had a great number of brave old soldiers on board. Romegas had at that time but 
two gallies, which belong’d to the grand master; and the chevalier de la Motte commanded 
the lesser. This knight, whose vessel was the lighter of the two, began the engagement: 
Romegas coming up, and drawing near the gallion, survey’d it carefully, and seeing it well 
provided with artillery, and the deck cover’d with musketeers, he plainly perceiv’d, that in 
case he did not change the manner of attack, it would be impossibe for ten such gallies as 
those he commanded to take the stately vessel, which was so high, that it look’d like a floating 
castle in compariso of the gallies. But as the knights never regarded the number and forces of 
thie enemies, and that his own temper was such, that he would rather die than that any body 
should be able to reproach him justly with having quitted an enterprize he had once engaged 
in, he resolv’d to cannonade this great carrak at a distance. Happily a calm succeeded, which 
hinder’d it making any way, and the two gallies advanced nere the gallion, by the help of their 
oars, pour’d a broadside into it, and made off; and then charging again, return’d with the 
same agility to fire another. Romegas taking his advantage of the calm, continu’d this way of 
fighting so long, that the gallion after having lost abundance of men by his coursey guns, was 
forced to strike; when the knights boarding it, found it was laden with rich merchandize: but 
they had scarce taken possession of it, when it sunk, having receiv’d some shot in its upper 
works; and all that they could do was to save the men, among whom was a venerable old 
man, seventy-eight years of age, who was sangiac of Grand Cairo; and nearly 600 persons, 
                                                             
499  Grand Master of the Hospitaller Knights of St. John of Jerusalem on Malta 1557-1568 
500  Mathurin d’Aux de Lescout, of the Langue of Provence, he captured the Ottoman “Sultana” and brought this 

great ship to Malta, one of the causes of the Ottoman invasion of Hospitaller Malta in 1565, he was General 
of the Galleys of the Order of St. John, and briefly Grand Master. 
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Turks, Moors, and Negroes, who, like him, were all bound for Constantinople.”  Vol. II., p. 
186. 
 
 

756.Atalia 
Persian Anecdotes: or, Secret Memoirs of the Court of Persia, written originally in 
French, for the Entertainment of the King by the Celebrated Madame de Gomez, 
Translated by Paul Chamberlen, Weaver Bickerton, London, 1730, p. 166-169. 

 
“They told him, that in Tekel501 a Province of great Phrygia, towards the Frontiers of 
Armenia502, two Hypocrites, whereof one was nam’d Chasan Chetif, and the other Schach 
culy503, with but one Servant, had chosen for their Abode a Cave in the Mountains of 
Kisculcaia, where they seem’d to lead a very austere and holy Life; that several false 
Miracles having been reported of them amongst the People, the Rocks of Kisculcaia had been 
more frequented than the largest Cities, the People of Anatolia and Armenia flocking in 
Crowds to hear them preach the Alcoran, according to Sachaidar’s reform’d System; that the 
Fame of their Holiness and Eloquence, being diffus’d all over the Frontiers of Persia, and the 
Grand Signior’s Dominions. Bajazet being  preposses’d in their Favour, had sent them every 
Year Ten Thousand Aspers, imagining he did a Thing very agreeable to God, and hoping by 
their Prayers to render him more propitious to him; that they had made such a surprizing 
Progress, that the credulous People, both Turks and Persians, had embrac’d their Opinion; 
and that when these Hypocrites found they had acquired such a Number of Followers, they 
oblig’d them to put on the Turban with the red Tuft, from whence the Turks had nick-nam’d 
the Sophians Casselbas504; that after this, these Miscreants had order’d them to arm 
themselves, and join them for an Expedition which they design’d to undertake for the Interest 
of their Religion, and the Glory of the Prophet Mahomet; that accordingly they appointed 
them to repair in the Spring to the Foot of those Mountains, which was the Place of 
Rendezvous, and their Followers being come, Schach Culy remonstrated to them that Bajazet 
Emperor of the Turks, was overcharged with Years, and his Sons, contrary to the Law of 
brotherly Love, made War upon each other; that his Son Selim had already had the 
Audaciousness to take up Arms against his Father; and that altho’ he had been defeated, he 
was again preparing to raise a second Army, to put the Empire into Confusion; that during 
these intestine Wars, the Christians gain’d several Advantages at the Expence of the 
Ottomans; and that therefore the Heavens being incens’d at such an evil Government, had 
commanded him to assemble them, and make use of their Courage, to establish a new Empire 
upon Earth, and introduce a more happy Reign, under which the Purity of his Religion should 
be preach’d and extended to both Ends of the Earth. He added, that he had receiv’d from 
Heaven a Sword of Divine Make, which was to render him victorious every where, and that 
they who would pass the Rest of their Days happily, need only follow him, because he would 
load them with Honours and Riches; that at these Words all of them had cry’d out 
unanimously, Long live the Man of God Schach Culy, and let his Enemies perish! That he 
afterwards having taken an Account of this numerous Body of Men, had created Officers, and 
form’d several Corps, which he had disciplin’d after his Manner; that a Bassa, nam’d 
Ustuziogly, who had been depriv’d of his Employment by Caragossa, the Beylerbeg of 
Anatolia, for his Misdemeanours, had join’d Culy, with Intent to be reveng’d of this 
Beglerbeg; that he had been receiv’d with Distinction by this Hypocrite, who had given him 
                                                             
501  Meaning Teke. 
502  Meaning the Kingdom of Lesser Armenia. 
503  Meaning Shahkulu. 
504  Casselbas-Kızılbaş=red-head, meaning of Shii’ite persuasion.. 
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one of the principal Posts in his Army; that his Forces increasing every Day, and Culy finding 
himself in a Condition to perform some notable Action, had march’d his Troops to the City of 
Atalia or (sic. Not ‘or’ but, ‘then’) Cutaia (Kütahya), which he had surprized, and put all the 
Inhabitants to the Sword; that having taken the Cady or Judge of the City, they had quarter’d 
him, and hung his Limbs upon the Towers of the Mosques; and that the Beglerbeg himself had 
narrowly escap’d their Fury; that after this Conquest they had written to all Parts to invite 
the Casselbas to came and partake of their Glory and Riches, and to assist them in the pursuit 
of their Good Fortune; and that upon this News, People flock’d to them from a Thousand 
different places and reinforc’d their Army; that these were not only real Sophians, but all 
sorts of Fellows, who came with a Design to make their own Advantage of the present 
Troubles, and put on the Casselbas, without any Knowledge of that Opinion, to be admitted 
into their Troops; and that this was the Rise of these Sophians, who aspir’d to Universal 
Monarchy.” p. 166-169. 

 
 

757.Attalia (of) 
Francis Clifton, The State of Physick, Ancient and Modern, Briefly consider'd: with 
a plan for the Improvement of it, W. Bowyer, London, 1732, p. 60-61. 
 

“another Sect soon sprang up, call’d the Pneumatick, (a kind of Dogmatists) the founder of 
which was Athenaeus of Attalia, who liv’d about Pliny’s time. He maintain’d, among other 
things, that Fire, Air, Water, and Earth are not the true Elements, but that the four cardinal 
Qualities are; the two first of which he look’d upon as the efficient causes of things; and the 
other the material. To these he added a fifth, which he call’d spirit, and imagin’d it 
penetrated all bodies, and kept ‘em in their natural state. This was the doctrine of the Stoicks; 
upon which account Galen call’d the philosopher Chrysippus, the Father of the Pneumatick 
Sect. But whatever Athenaeus’s notions were in philosophy, Aristotle was his Master in 
Anatomy; and he is said to have wrote more universally upon physick than any of his 
cotemporaries. His Works are now all lost, except a few chapters in Oribasius, of no 
consequence at all to his doctrine or practice; relating intirely to the vertues of wheat, bread, 
barley, the power of ailments, the purification of water, the several kinds of air; and the 
situation of places. 
 
His disciples were pretty numerous and eminent; among whom was Herodotus, a famous 
practitioner at Rome mention’d by Galen, and a great zealot in his way. He was likewise the 
Author of the Lexicon for Hippocrates, as some think; while others attribute it to Herodotus of 
Lysia, perhaps without sufficient authority. Archigenes too was brought over, after he had 
been an Eclectick for some time; but the most eminent of all was Aretaeus of Cappadocia, 
who was likewise a Methodist in many respects (Viz. The air, the bed-chamber, and exercise 
of the patient) and is so well known, and so highly esteem’d among us to this day, for the 
politeness of his style, the soundness of his judgement; notwithstanding the badness of his 
Anatomy, and the falseness of his Theory. He is the first too of all the Antients, especially if 
Archigenes be excepted, who made use of Cantharides by way of blister.” p. 60-61. 

 
 

758.Andalia 
The History of the Growth and Decay of the Othman Empire, Part I, Containing the 
Growth of the Othman Empire, from the Reign of Othman the Founder, to the Reign 
of Mahomet IV. That is, From the Year 1300, to the Siege of Vienna, in 1683, 
Written Originally in Latin, by Demetrius Cantemir, late Prince of Moldavia, Tr. 
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into English, from the author’s own manuscript, by N. Tindal... Adorn’d with the 
heads of the Turkish emperors, ingraven from copies taken from originals in the 
grand seignor’s palace, by the late sultan’s painter, James, John and Paul 
Knapton, London, 1734, p. 82. 

 
The Othman History. Part I. 

 
“V. The Impostor being thus miraculously destroy’d, it remained to quench the sparks of this 
flame which were flown into the neighbouring countries. For when Bajazet, Murad’s Vizir 
was vanquish’d by the counterfeit Mustafa’s forces, Caraman ogli Mehmed beg thinking the 
Othman affairs in a desparate state, resolved to sieze at least some part of Murad’s 
dominions. Wherefore assembling as large an army as he could, he besieges Andalia, in 
hopes that being destitute of relief it would quickly surrender. But the garrison, whilst they 
are bravely defending their walls, accidently kill Mehemed beg himself with a cannon-ball. 
The Caramanians terrified by this disaster, and despairing to take the town, chuse another 
General of the same name, and with great precipitation raise the Siege. 

 
VI. Gamze beg505 of Andalia, seeing the enemies retiring in disorder, couragiously sallies out 
to pursue them. Othman beg Sovereign of Tekke was come, perhaps the evening before, to 
Caraman’s assistance, but at the same time, was seized with an acute distemper and deserted 
by his men. Gamze beg in taking the enemy’s camp, finds this Prince breathing his last, and 
cutting off his head sends it to Murad in token of his victory, to compleat which he moreover 
adds all Othman beg’s dominions to the Othmannic Empire. 

 
VII. To celebrate this noble victory obtain’d without hazard or toil, Murad returns in triumph 
to Adrianople.” p. 82. 
 
 

759.Attalia 
Arthur Young, An Historical Dissertation on Idolatrous Corruptions in Religion 
from the Beginning of the World; And On the Methods taken by Divine Providence 
to Reform them. In the course whereof the divine origine of the law of Moses is 
proved…, C. Rivington, London, 1734, Vol., II., p. 222. 
 

“…and passing through Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia, preach’d in Perga, and went down 
into Attalia, and thence sailed to Antioch.” Vol., II., p. 222. 
 
 

760.Attalia 
A General Dictionary, Historical and Critical, In Which A New and Accurate 
Translation of that of the celebrated Mr. Bayle, with the Corrections and 
Observations printed in the late edition at Paris, is included; and interspersed with 
several thousand Lives never before published. The whole containing the History of 
the most illustrious Persons of all Ages and Nations particularly those of Great 
Britain and Ireland, distinguished by their Rank, Actions, Learning and other 
Accomplishments, With Reflections on such Passages of Bayle, as seem to favour 
Scepticism and the Manichee System, By the Reverend Mr. John Peter Bernard, 

                                                             
505  Hamza bey. 
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F.R.S., The Reverend Mr. Thomas Birch ... Mr. John Lockman, and other hands, 
G. Strahan, London, 1735, Vol. II., p. 406. 

 
“Athenaeus a Physician, was born at Attalia, a city of Cilicia (sic.506). He was contemporary 
with Pliny [A], and was the founder of the Pneumatic Sect. His doctrine was (a), that the Fire, 
Air, Water and Earth are not the true elements, as is generally supposed, but that their 
qualities are so, namely Heat, Cold, Moisture and Dryness. To these he added a fifth element, 
which he called Spirit, whence his Sect has its name. He thought that this Spirit penetrated all 
bodies, and kept them in their natural state; this he borrowed from the Stoicks, whence Galen 
calls Chrysippus one of the most famous of those Philosophers, the father of the Pneumatic 
Sect. We find a hint of this doctrine also in Virgil. But Athenaeus was the first who applied it 
to Physick. He thought that in the greatest part of diseases, this Spirit was the first that 
suffered; and that the pulse was only a motion caused by the natural and involuntary dilation 
of the heat in the arteries and heart. We have but little of this famous Author remaining, so 
that we must look for a farther account of the doctrines of this Sect in the writings of 
Aretaeus.” Vol. II., p. 406. 
 
 

761.Statalia (Gulf of) 
A Compleat System of General Geography: Explaining The Nature and Properties of 
the Earth; Viz. It’s Figure, Magnitude, Motions, Situation, Contents, and Division 
into Land and Water, Mountains, Woods, Desarts, Lakes, Rivers, etc., With 
particular Accounts of the different Appearances of the Heavens in different 
Countries; the Seasons of the Year over all the Globe; the Tides of the Sea; Bays, 
Capes, Islands, Sand-Banks, and Shelves, The State of the Atmosphere; the Nature 
of Exhalations; Winds, Storms, Tornados, etc., The Origin of Springs Mineral-
Waters, Burning Mountains, Mines etc. The Use and Making of Maps, Globes, and 
Sea-Charts, The Foundations of Dialling; the Art of Measuring Heights and 
Distances; the Art of Ship-Building, Navigation, and the Ways of Finding the 
Longitude at Sea, Originally written in Latin By Bernhard Varenius, M.D., Since 
Improved and Illustrated by Sir Isaac Newton and Dr. Jurin; and now Translated 
into English; with additional Notes, Copper-Plates, an Alphabetical Index, and other 
Improvements. Particularly useful to Students in the Universities; Travellers, Sailors, 
and all those who desire to be acquainted with Mixed Mathematics, Geography, 
Astronomy, and Navigation, By Mr. Dugdale, The whole Revised and Corrected by 
Peter Shaw, The Third Edition, with large Additions, In Two Volumes, Stephen 
Austen London, 1736, Vol. I., p. 137. 
 

“5. Mount Taurus, in Asia, was antiently thought to make a Part of the largest and noblest 
Ridge of Mountains in the World. It begins to shew itself in the Lesser Asia near (the Gulph of 
Statalia507), and runs from West to East, under several Names, thro’ divers large Kingdoms, 
and Countries, even to India, whereby all Asia is divided into two Parts, of which that on the 
North Side is called Asia intra Taurum, and that on the South, Asia extra Taurum.” Vol. I., p. 
137. 
 
 
                                                             
506  Citing from a reading of Stephanus of Byzantium, who recorded one Attalia in Lydia and the other, also 

founded by Attalus Philadelphus in Cilicia-Corycos, rather than in Pamphylia-Corycos. 
507  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

read Sattalia. 
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762.Attalia 
Mr Bayle’s Historical and Critical Dictionary, The Second Edition, To which is 
prefixed The Life of the Author by Mr. Des Maizeaux, Fellow of the Royal Society, 
Volume the Fourth, M-R, D. Midwinter, J. Brotherton, A. Bettesworth and C. 
Hitch, J. Hazard; W. Innys and R. Manby, T. Ward…, London, 1737, Vol. IV. M-
R, p. 554. 

 
s.v. Perga, a city of Pamphylia. “It is now in a bad condition; the Archiepiscopal see was 
transferred from thence to Attalia*, one of the fourteen cities which before depended upon it. 
Perga stands eight miles from the sea. 
 
*Baudrand, Geograph.” p. 554.  
 
 

763.Satalia, Antali, Atalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
A New Geographical Dictionary; containing a Brief Description of the Countries, 
Empires, Kingdoms, Provinces, Cities, Towns, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes, Gulfs, 
Straits, Isles, Bayes, Capes, Etc. of the World, Translated from the French; with 
great improvements from the best Modern Books of Voyages and Travels, and from 
the most accurate Maps and Sea-Charts, D. Midwinter, London, 1737, npn. 
(Reissued in 1738 with the lat. and long. of the principal cities, the entries are as in 
1737, unchanged.) (It seems most probable that the source of the information contained 
in this Satalia entry were “the most accurate Maps and Sea-Charts,” employed by the 
compiler.) 

 
s.v. “Satalia, a C.508 of Natolia in Asiatik Turky (sic.), on the Co. of Caramania (sic.), 5 
Lea.509 fr. Perge to the S.510 it has a good Port on the Gf. of Satalia.”511 
 
s.v. “Antali: V. Satalia.” 
 
s.v. “Atalia: V. Satalia.” 
 
 

764.Satalia 
John Walker, Elements of Geography with the Principles of Natural Philosophy, 
and Sketches of General History: containing I. The figure of the earth, and the 
elements of mechanics and astronomy --II. The econmy of the sublunary works of 
creation, living and inanimate ... --III. Picturesque and general sketches of the 
different parts of the earth, and the varied appearances and manners of its 
inhabitants, both man and brute ... --IV. The rise, revolutions and fall of the 
principal empires of the world ... --V. Changes through different ages in the manners 
of mankind ... --VI. VII. VIII. IX. Descriptions of the different quarters of the world, 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and America ... by John Walker, teacher of the classics and 

                                                             
508  C. = city, as indicated in the Preface. 
509  A league is approx. 3 miles. 
510  S. = South, as indicated in the Preface. 
511  The text states that 5 leagues, 15 miles, 24 km. separate Satalia from Perge to the South, it has a good port on 

the Gulf of Satalia. The implication is that the “Satalia” described, is approx. 24 km. North of Perge, with this 
“Satalia” also having a good port on the Bay. Perge is 11 m., 18 km. E. from Satalia-Antalya on the Bay, by 
the modern road. 
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mathematics ...; being principally the substance of a course of lectures addressed 
to his pupils, John Walker, Dublin, 1738, p. 105. 
 

Section I, Turkey in Asia, “Provinces: Caramenia (sic.). Chief Towns: Satalia, Terasso 
(Tarsus).” p. 105. 
 
 

765.Sataly (Gulf of), Stataly, Attalia 
The Works of Francis Rabelais, M.D., In five Books, Now Carefully Revised and 
compared throughout with the late new Edition of M. Le du Chat, by Mr. Ozell, who 
has likewise added at the Bottom of the Pages, a Translation of the Notes, Historical, 
Critical, and Explanatory, of the said M. du Chat, and Others: In which Notes, never 
before printed in English, the Text is not only explained, but, in Multitudes of Places, 
amended, and made conformable to the first and best Editions of this learned and 
facetious Author, Phillip Crampton, Dublin, 1738, Vol. III., p. 295. (Republished 
with slight change in, The Works of Francis Rabelais, Translated from the French, and 
Illustrated with Explanatory Notes by M. Le Du Chat, and Others, in Four Volumes, 
Vol. III., T. Evans, London, 1784, p. 295, “(5) Stataly,” reads, “(5) Sataly.” in the 
corrected reprint.) 
 

Chap. XXV. 
“After that, he ask’d him what he judg’d to be the cause of that terrible Tempest, and if the 
adjacent Seas were thus frequently subject to Storms, as in the Ocean are the (3) Ratz of 
Sammaieu, (4) Maumusson, and, in the Mediterranean Sea the Gulph of (5) Sataly, (6) 
Montargentan, Piombino, (7) Capo Melio in Laconia, the Streights of Gibraltar, Faro di 
Messina, and others. 
 
(5) Stataly. Anciently Attalia, in Pamphylia. It is still very dangerous, but nothing near so 
much as it was heretofore by reason of a Sea-Monster which Villamont in his Travels tells us 
was wont to infest that Part of the Sea, till the Empress St. Helena, in her Return from 
Jerusalem from whence she was bringing the Nails with which our Saviour was fasten’d to 
the Cross, threw one of ‘em into the Waves there, which has render’d that Monster so gentle 
that it is but seldom he now-a days meddles with any of the Ships that come near the Place of 
his abode. See Villamont’s Voyages, I. 2. c. 5.” Vol. III., p. 295. 
 
 

766.Attalia 
A General Dictionary, Historical and Critical, In Which A New and Accurate 
Translation of that of the celebrated Mr. Bayle, with the Corrections and 
Observations printed in the late edition at Paris, is included; and interspersed with 
several thousand Lives never before published, The whole containing the History of 
the most illustrious Persons of all Ages and Nations particularly those of Great 
Britain and Ireland, distinguished by their Rank, Actions, Learning and other 
Accomplishments, With Reflections on such Passages of Bayle, as seem to favour 
Scepticism and the Manichee System, By the Reverend Mr. John Peter Bernard, 
F.R.S., The Reverend Mr. Thomas Birch ... Mr. John Lockman; and other hands, 
G. Strahan, London, 1739, Vol. VIII., p. 280. 
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s.v. Perga or Perge, “It (Perga or Perge) is now in a poor condition; its Archiepiscopal See 
being transferred to Attalia*, one of the fourteen cities which was formerly under its 
jurisdiction. 
 
*Baudrand, Geograph.” Vol. VIII., p. 280. 
 
 

767.Antali, A:talia 
Elisha Coles, A Dictionary, English-Latin and Latin English: containing all things 
necessary for the translating of either language into the other, To which end many 
things that were erroneous are rectified, many superfluities retrenched, and very 
many defects supplied..., Printed for D. Midwinter, London, 1742, npn. 

 
s.v. ANT: “Antali(?) (In Pamphylia) A:talia (sic.)” 
 
 

768.Satalia (Gulf of) 
Charles Perry, A View of the Levant: particularly of Constantinople, Syria, Egypt 
and Greece, in which their Antiquities, Government, Politics, Maxims, and Customs, 
(with many other Circumstances and Contingencies) are attempted to be Described 
and Treated on, T. Woodward and C. Davis, London, 1743, p. 479-480. 

 
Part IV. “For after we came up with the Gulph of Satalia, we beat it up, pretty nigh the Shore, 
for Eight Days successively, ‘till we came to the Gulph of Rhodes. By this means we had a 
distinct View of the Coast of Caramonia (sic.) all along, which is extremely romantic and 
entertaining to the Eye, but to no other Sense; for there is not a House, nor so much as one 
hospitable Hut, to be seen all the Way. We have already made mention of the high Mountains 
which border upon this Sea, all along this Coast; but approaching them much nearer now 
than before, we found them far to exceed the Idea we had before form’d of them.” p. 479-480. 

 
 

769.Satalia, Attalia 
Richard Pococke, A Description of The East, and Some other Countries, Vols. I., II. 
Part I., Observations on Palaestine, Or the Holy Land, Syria, Mesopotamia, Cyprus, 
and Candia. W. Bowyer, London, 1745, Vol. I., 56; Vol. II., pp. 223, 236. (The 
quote from p. 223 is repeated in J. Pinkerton, A General Collection of the Best and 
Most Interesting Voyages…, Vol. IV., London, 1819, p. 584; 594.) 

 
Guzelhissar-Magnesia on the Meander, “They have also manufactures of coarse callicoes; and their 
merchants are generally rich; it is likewise a mart for all such things as are imported from Europe, 
Aegypt, and other parts, for the use of the country, for sixty miles eastwards, nearlv as far as those 
parts that are supplied from Satalia and other southern ports. The merchants are generally rich; there 
are also several great families of Turks who live here, manv of them beys; a title they give to the sons 
of pashas; these have their estates about the city. The pasha of this country resides here; so that 
altogether it is one of the most considerable places in Asia.” Vol. I, Part I., p. 56.  
 
Cyprus: “The chief trade here is with Selefki in Caramania, which is the antient Seleucia in 
Cilicia; the commerce is carried on by two small French vessels, which export rice and coffee 
to that part, which is brought to Cyprus from Egypt; and they bring back storax, and a great 
number of passengers. They also sometimes go over to Satalia, the antient Attalia in 
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Pamphylia; but Selefki is the nearest place to this part of the island, being only thirty leagues 
off.” Vol. II., p. 223. 
 
“On the eighth (of July, 1739) we saw that part of the coast of Caramania, which by the 
antients was called Pamphylia, and were almost opposite to Satalia, which was the antient 
Attalia, and was south of Perga in Pamphylia. Here the apostles Barnabas and Paul 
embarked for Antioch after the persecutions they had met with at Iconium.* 
 
*Acts, XXV. 26” Vol. II., p. 236. 
 
 

770.Satalie 
John Smith’s Chronicon Rusticum-commerciale: Or, Memoirs of Wool, etc. Being a 
Collection of History and Argument, Concerning the Woolen Manufacture and 
Woolen Trade in General ... Also an Account of the Several Laws, from Time to 
Time Made, and of Many Schemes Offered, for Preventing the Exportation of Raw 
Wool ... With Occasional Notes, Dissertations, and Reflections Upon the Whole, T. 
Osborne, London, 1747, Vol. II., p. 422, 423. 

 
In respect to wool from the Levant it records the export of a wool textile described as: 
 
“Chevrons reddish and white, fine and common, of Smyrna, of Satalia.” Vol. II., p. 422. 
 
Of the commerce of Marseilles in 1727, 1739, 1740, of wool exports to France of: 
 
“De Satalie Turquimani, 350 or 400 Quintals (400 French quintals is about 19,580 kg. 19.6 
tons.), which are employed in making Quilts in Provence, Languedoc, and Piedmont.” Vol. 
II., p. 423. 
 
 

771.Satalia 
(Thomas Salmon), A New Geographical and Historical Grammar wherein the 
geographical part is truly modern, and the present state of the several kingdoms of 
the world is so interspersed, as to render the study of geography both entertaining 
and instructive: containing, I. A description of the figure and motion of the earth: 
together with an account of the air, soil, produce, traffic, curiosities, arms, religion, 
language, universities, bishoprics, manners, customs, habits and coins, in use in the 
several kingdoms and states described by Mr. Salmon; illustrated with a set of 
twenty-two new maps of the several countries, drawn by the direction of Mr. Salmon, 
and ingraved by Mr. Jefferys, Mr. (Thomas) Salmon, William Johnson, London, 
1749, p. 367. (Reprinted 1782, p. 540.) 
 

“Natolia, or the Lesser Asia, on the West… 
Subdivisions…4. Caramania (sic.)… 
Chief Towns…Satalia and Terasso (Tarsus).” p. 367. 
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772.Attalia 
The Roman History from the Foundation of Rome to the Battle of Actium: That is, 
To the End of the Commonwealth, by Mr. Crevier, being the Continuation of Mr. 
Rollin’s Work, Translated from the French, John and Paul Knapton, London, 
1749, Vol. XIV., p. 29. 
 

“He (Pompey) therefore proceeded on his voyage, and the first city he entered was Attalia in 
Pamphilia. He was there joined by some ships of war, and he found means to collect about 
two thousand soldiers; he had also the satisfaction to find, that his youngest son Sextus and 
about sixty Senators, who had at first been separated in their flight, were united there, and 
had formed an association to support their Chief. 
 
Here he also got some intelligence of his fleet, which he had left in the Ionian sea. He was 
informed, that ‘twas still united under the command of Cato, who, with a considerable force 
was making for Africa.” Vol. XIV., p. 29. 
 
 

773.Attalia 
Matthew Pilkington, A Rational Concordance or an Index to the Bible: Wherein are 
given the proofs of all the Scripture Duties and Doctrines, by referring to the several 
texts relating to each subject; with references also to the historical passages, in an 
alphabetical order, Printed by, and for, George Ayscough, Nottingham, 1749, p. 
121. 

 
Paul “-returned to Lystra, thence to Iconium, thence to Antioch in Pisidia, thence to Perga in 
Pamphilia, thence to Attalia, and thence to Antioch in Syria. Acts: 14, 21 etc..” p. 121. 
 
 
 

774.Satalia 
Thomas Salmon, A General History of the Several Nations of the World, From the 
Flood, to the Present Times. With the Genealogies of all the Respective Sovereigns 
that have Reigned in a Chronological Series: From whence it will appear, What 
Princes have been Cotemporaries in every Age, D. Browne, J. Shuckburgh, W. 
Johnson, London, 1751, Vol. I., p. 136. 

 
Book VI, Grecian and Ottoman Empires 
1422 
 
“The King of Caramania (sic. Karaman), however, still kept the Field, and invested the City 
of Attalia in Pamphilia, where he was killed as he was taking a View of the (siege) Works; 
wherepon his Son Ibrahim, who succeeded him, raised the Siege. Tzunites, Prince of Smyrna, 
having been concerned also in the late Insurrection, was, about the same Time, subdued by 
Amurath’s Generals; and the Prince and his Son being made Prisoners, had their Heads 
struck off. Whereupon the Dominions of that Prince were united to those of the Sultan’s.” 
Vol. I., p. 136. 
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775.Statalia (Gulf of) 
Robert Ainsworth, Thesaurus Linguae Latinae Compendiarius: Designed Chiefly 
for the Use of the British Nations: In Two Volumes, The First contains Two Parts. I. 
The English appelative words, and forms of expression, before the Latin ... II. The 
ancient Latin names of the more remarkable persons and places occuring in classic 
authors, with a short account of them both historical and mythological; and the 
more modern names of the same places, so far as they are known, collected from the 
most approved writers, W. Mount, T. Page, W. Innys, R. Ware, J. and P. Knapton, 
T. Cox, T. Longman, London, 1752, Vol. I., npn. s.v. Cor (Repeated unchanged 
entry in Thesaurus Linguæ Latinæ Compendiarius: Or A Compendious Dictionary Of 
The Latin Tongue, J. Johnson, London, 1808, Vol. II, npn. s.v. COR. The Attalia 
inÆolia has an entry in this edition, not that in Pamphylia) 
 

s.v. COR “Coracesium, ii. n. A city of Cilicia, near the confines of Caramania, on the gulf of 
Statalia; Plin. 5, 22. Liv. 33, 2o. hod. Scandeloro (Alanya).” 

 
 

776.Satalia (Bay) 
Alexander Drummond Esq., His Majesty’s Consul at Aleppo, Travels Through 
Different Cities of Germany, Italy, Greece and Several Parts of Asia, as Far as the 
Banks of the Euphrates: in a Series of Letters containing, An Account of what is 
most remarkable in their Present State, As well as their Monuments of Antiquity, 
Letter XIII, London, 1754, p. 260. 

 
“It was on this occasion (say they) the Saint Helena restored water to the island (Cyprus), by 
virtue of the wood of our Saviour’s cross, which was in her possession. Having found this in 
the Holy Land, she gave one half of it to the priests of Jerusalem, and brought the other along 
with her, to sow, as it were, its sanctity through the east and the west. Accordingly an infinite 
number of miracles were performed by this hallowed timber; and had not she thrown one of 
the nails of it (which our heralds call passion nails (of the True Cross) into the sea, when she 
was overtaken by a dreadful storm in Satalia Bay, her imperial majesty (Elena-Helena, 
mother of Emperor Constantine the Great) would undoubtedly have gone to view the wonders 
of the deep; but the holy nail bore down the waves, smoothed the surface of the sea, and 
procured her a safe landing. Though I do not find that either she or any of her beatified 
historians tell us whether or not the nail, after having knocked down the tempest, was pleased 
to return to its former station.” p. 260. 
 
 

777.Antalia 
Patrick Gordon, Geography Anatomiz’d, or, The Geographical Grammar: being a 
short and exact analysis of the whole body of modern geography, after a new and 
curious method, comprehending, I. A general view of the terraqueous globe ... II. A 
particular view of the terraqueous globe ... manners, languages, government, arms, 
religion, collected from the best authors, and illustrated with divers maps, P. and J. 
Knapton, London, 1754, p. 274. (Antalia is unmentioned in the 1704 and 1708 
editions) 
 

Part II., Sect. V. Turky in Asia:  
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“West Provinces, Proper Anatoli, West…Chief Places: Kutaia (Kütahya), Smyrna, Tirea, 
Macari (Macri-Fethiye), Antalia, Boli, Kastemoni, Kiankari (Çankırı).” p. 274. 
 
 

778.Sataly, Attalia (Bay of) 
Samuel Johnson, English Language: in which the Words are deduced from their 
Originals, and Illustrated in their Different Significations by Examples from the best 
Writers. To which are prefixed, A History of the Language, and An English 
Grammar, in two volumes; W. Strahan, London, 1755, Vol. I, npn. (1773 npn., 
London T. Tegg, 1832, p. 25.) 
 

The History of the English Language: 

Chaucer 

The Prologues of the Canterbury Tales of Chaucer, from the MSS. 

“Of Algezir, and ridd in Belmary; 

At Leyis was he, and at Sataly,  

Whan that they wer won; and in the grete see 

At many’a noble army had he be:”  
 
s.v. SHIP 

“To Ship. v. a. (from the noun.) 

1. To put into a ship. 

“All the timber whereof was cut down in the mountains of Cilicia, and shipped in the bay of 
Attalia, from whence it was by sea transported to Pelusium. Knolles’s Hist. of the Turks.”  
 
 

779.Attalia 
The Holy Bible containing The Old Testament and The New: Newly Translated out 
of the Original Tongues, And with the former Translations diligently Compared and 
Revised, By His Majesty’s Special Command. John Bentham, Cambridge, 1756, 
npn. 

 
The Acts: Chap. XIV,  
“24 And after they had passed throughout Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia.  
25; And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia: 
26; And thence sailed toAntioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace of 
God for the work which they fulfilled.” 

 
 

780.Attalia, Satalia 
The History of the Knights Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusalem, styled afterwards, 
The Knights of Rhodes, and at present, The Knights of Malta, Translated from the 
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French of Mons. L’Abbé de Vertot, R. Fleming, Edinburgh, 1757, Vol. III., p. 29. 
(Reprinted, J. Christie, Dublin, 1818, Vol. II., p. 143-144.) 

 
“These menaces did not deter the Order (of St. John) from continuing their generous 
succours to the Venetians. The fleet of the republik was at that time commanded by the famous 
Mocenigo, who was placed in the room of the cowardly Canalé. The gallies of the Order 
having joined him, they sailed by concert512 to besiege Attalia, a famous town on the coast of 
Pamphilia, called at present Satalia. The proveditor Sorano was immediately ordered to 
break the chain that shut up the port, which he executed with great courage and success. The 
Christian fleet entered the harbour, and afterwards sacked the suburbs of the two enclosures 
with which the town was fortified. They carried the first; but the walls of the second being too 
high for the ladders which they had prepared to scale them, and the general of the gallies of 
the order with several brave knights being killed in the attack, the Venetian general gave it 
over, notwithstanding the cries of an old Christian woman, a slave in Satalia, who called out 
to the Christians from the wall, and told them the small number and weakness of the besieged. 
They say that she was siezed with so much grief at hearing the retreat sounded, that she threw 
herself headlong from the top of the rampart into the ditch, whence the Venetians took her, 
bruised to pieces with her fall, and gave her decent interment. 
 
The Christians after this repulse went to wreck their anger upon the open country, and after 
the usual waste and havock made in an enemies territories, came to an anchor at Rhodes. 
There they found an embassador of Usam-Cassan, King of Persia, called Azimamet,” p. 29. 
 
 

781.Attalia, Sattalia 
Andrew Brice, of Exeter, The Grand Gazetteer, or, Topographic Dictionary, both 
General and Special, and Antient as well as Modern &c... Diligently extracted, and 
as accurately as possible compiled, from the most esteemed Voyagers, Travellers, 
Geographers, Historians, Criticks, etc. extant; a work in its form entirely new, 
Exeter, 1759, Vol. I., p. 96. 
 

“Attalia (Acts xiv.25.) is a Sea-port of Pamphylia in Asia Minor, and was formerly the chief 
Residence of the Prefect, as Strabo tells us. “Tis said to take its Name from K. Attalus its 
Founder, which, with a small Variation it still retains, being now call’d Sattalia. It stands on 
a very fair Bay, and so is commodiously seated for Trade, having a good Haven: Which likely 
has been the Occasion of its being preserved from Ruin by the Turks, who are said to be at 
this Day very careful to keep its Fortifications and Castle in Repair. The City is supposed to 
stand at present nearer to the Sea than it did formerly.513” p. 96. 
 
 

782.Andalia, Antalia, Attalia, Sattali 
The Modern Part of An Universal History, From the Earliest Account of Time, 
compiled from Original Writers, S. Richardson, T. Osborne, C. Hitch, A. Millar, 
John Rivington…, London, 1759, Vol. XII., Book XV., History of the Othmán 
Empire., pp. 115, 161, 194, 217.  

 
“Chapter 7, Soltán Morad II. 

 
                                                             
512  The Neapolitan galleys are unmentioned. 
513  Presumably a reference to Perge lying further inland as Old Attalia. 
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Karamán Ogli chastised:  
“The rebellion being thus quashed, the Soltán resolves to chastise Karamán Ogli, named 
Mehemed Beg; who, on the Wazir Bayezid’s defeat before-mentioned, thinking the Othmán 
affairs in a desperate state, resolved to seize part at least of Murád’s dominions. With this 
view he attacks Andalia, in hopes it would quickly surrender for want of relief: but, being 
killed from the walls by a cannon ball, the Karmanians choose another general of the same 
name, and hastily raise the siege. Game Beg (sic. Hamza Bey), governor of the city, seeing 
the enemy retiring in disorder, sallies out to pursue them. In taking the enemy’s camp he finds 
Othmán Beg, sovereign of Tekke, who was come to Karamán’s assistance, just dead of an 
acute distemper*: but, not suffering him to breathe his last, cuts off his head, and then 
subdues his territories. 
  
*The Turks will have this to be a miracle, in confirmation of Sheykh Bekhar’s prediction514. 
So strangely are men prepossessed with any prevailing superstition. Cant.” p. 115. 
 
 
Chapter 8.“Soltán Mohammed II.  
 
A.D. 1455,  
 
“The Soltan at this news banished (Admiral) Hamza to the government of Attalia, and 
declared war against Khio.” p. 161. 
 
A.D. 1472,  
 
“Then joining 17 gallies of King Ferdinand at Modon, returned to Asia; and, pillaging the 
coast for four days, set sail for Hallikarnassus, where they took an immense spoil. There 
being joined by 20 gallies of the pope, and two from Rhodes, they sailed to Samos, and thence 
to Attalia, capital of Pamphilia, whose suburbs they plundered and burnt: but not being able 
to take the city, they ravaged the coast, and returned to Rhodes. There they met with the king 
of Persia’s ambassador, sent to the pope and Venetians for great guns by his master, who had 
entered into a league with the Christian princes against Mohammed.” p. 194. 
 
Chapter 9. “Soltán Bá-yezîd II. 
 
A.D. 1510 Shah Kulî, an imposter, rebels in Asia 
 

                                                             
514 Concerning Sheykh Bekhar, in this work (Vol. XII., Book XV., History of the Othman Empire, 1759, p. 109), 

is the following footnote from Cantemir’s History concerning Sheykh Bekhar and Sultan Murad before the 
Sultan led his army to face the False Mustafa in battle, who had already killed his prime Wazir, Bayezid, and 
his forces. A.D. 1422 “(C) The history relates, that Seyd Bekhar being by way of extasy (sic.) snatched up the 
following night into heaven, sees the pure and immaculate spirit of Mohammed; and, thrice kissing the dust 
of his feet, beseeches him as often to obtain victory for (Sultan) Morád. To this petition Mohammed at length 
answers, for my sake the divine majesty has heard Morad’s prayers; and therefore tell him, God will be with 
him, and give him victory. This idle passage, which would dishonour the text, may deserve a place in our 
notes, to shew to what silly extravagances the great as well as the small are carried by the frenzy of 
superstion. Prince Cantemir observes on this occasion, that the Turks, though they hold the dead give no 
assistance to the living (from whence, says he, the heretics of our age have sucked their poison), yet believe, 
that Mohammed’s soul, by a peculiar privilege, hears and conveys the prayers of men to the throne of God.” 
It is of some note that, as the forces faced each other, the False Mustafa suffered a major hemorrhage of 
blood from the nose, and in consequence his forces melted away, he was captured and executed. 
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The annals of the Soltáns afford a better, and, in our opinion, more impartial, account of this 
transaction. According to them, Shah Kulî was the son of Hassan Khalif, one of the principal 
men of the province of Tekin, or Teke-ili; and, having retired to a cave for six or seven years 
to a secret cave, without ever stiring out, was looked upon as a holy man. Bá-yezîd, not 
knowing he was a Kezil Básh, and of a different sect in religion, sent him yearly 7000 aspers. 
At length, leaving his cavern, and being joined by many of his followers, he, on a fair day, 
entered Antalia*, and plundered it; slaying the judge, and hanging up his quarters. By the 
artifices of his emissaries, having in a little time, gathered 10,000 men, he marched against 
Karagosa, Beglerbey of Anatolia; whom he defeated and took prisoner. 
 
*The same with Attalia, or Sattali, in Pamphilia.” p. 217. 
 
 

783.Attalia 
“Seljûks of Rûm,” Bk. I. in, The Modern Part of an Universal History, from the 
Earliest Account of Time, Compiled from Original Writers, Vol. IV., London, S. 
Richardson, 1759, pp. 210; 221; 245-246. (Reprinted 1773.) 

 

A.D. 1106 “The coast of Asia having, by the late wars, been ruined, from Smyrna to Attalia, 
and those once populous and stately cities become heaps of rubbish, the emperor (Alexios I 
Komnenos, r. 1081 to 1118.) sent (Manuel) Filokales (Philokales) to restore them.” p. 210. 

A.D. 1138 “The same year he (Emperor John II Komnenos-Comnenus, r. 1118 to 1143) 
marched into Phrygia, to Attalia, a famous city (F On the coast of Pamphilia), in order to 
repress the incursions of the Turks, who had amongst the rest, seized the Palus Pugusianus. 
This is a lake of vast extent, with many isles in it; whose inhabitants, by trading with the 
enemy, had become so much their friends that they joined in opposing the emperor. But by 
means of vessels, and engines, with which he battered the isles, he reduced them at last, 
though not without the loss of some barks and men.” p. 221. 

“Aldobrandini, an Italian, learned in the Roman laws, commanded at Attalia; and the island 
of Rhodes was under a particular lord (T). These numerous commanders, instead of acting in 
concert, to preserve the cities which they held, or reconquer those which they had lost, gave 
themselves up to a furious passion of lording it; and having taken up arms one against the 
other, yielded their enemies an opportunity of gaining farther advantages.  

Kay Khosraw at this juncture laid siege to the city of Attalia; imagining that it was not in a 
condition of defending itself: but Aldobrandini having procured 200 foot from Cyprus: the 
unexpected appearance of them, at the beginning of the assault, made the Soltan retire, after 
he had been sixteen days before the place (Nicet. In Baldwin. c. II.). 

As we find nothing farther in Nicetas concerning Gayatho’ddin Kay Khosraw, we must, to 
finish his reign, have recorse to the succeeding historians: who, being less accurate in their 
account of matters, have greatly embarrassed the history of the Soltans: and led those, who 
have hitherto written of them, into very gross mistakes, which we shall endeavour to clear up. 

Alexis Angelus, the late emperor, hearing that Theodore Laskaris, his son-in-law, reigned at 
Nice (Nicaea); being assisted by his cousin Mikhael Comnenus, who was prince of Epirus, 
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crossed over from thence to Asia, and went secretly to Gayatho’ddin, Soltan of Koniyah, his 
old friend and ally, then lying at Attalia, which he had not long before reduced (1207) (X, 
This must have been in a second attempt),..” p. 245-246.  
 
 

784.Attalia, Satalia 
The Modern Part of An Universal History, From the Earliest Account of Time. 
Compiled from Original Writers. By the Authors of The Antient Part. Vol. XXVI., S. 
Richardson, T. Osborne, C. Hitch, London, 1761, p. 208. (Likewise reprinted in 
1782, p. 208.) 

The History of Italy, Book XIX:  

“The whole fleet, which consisted of eighty-five sail, made an unsuccessful attack upon 
Attalia, or Satalia, a city of Pamphilia; but afterwards, when the Neapolitans had returned 
home, the legate surprized and plundered Smyrna, and arrived at Rome about the end of 
January, with twelve camels laden with booty, and twenty-five Turkish captives.” p. 208.  
 
 

785.Attalia 
The Modern Part of An Universal History, From the Earliest Account of Time. 
Compiled from Original Writers. By the Authors of the Antient Part. S. Richardson, 
T. Osborne, C. Hitch, London, 1760, Vol. XIX., p. 111-112. 

 
The History of Maltha  
Bk. XVIII.  
 
1472 “But neither did these threats deter the grand master from joining the Venetians in some 
expeditions against him, of which we have already given an account, particularly against 
Attalia, formerly mentioned, making prizes of all the Turkish corsairs that haunted the 
Rhodian coasts. 
 
The Rhodian gallies were hardly returned from ravaging Attalia, when the grand master 
received a pompous ambassy from Hassan Cassan, king of Persia, who was now entered into 
a new league with the Christian princes against Mohammed, as he had done before more than 
once.” p. 111-112. 
 
 

786.Satalia 
The Modern Part of An Universal History: From the Earliest Account of Time. 
Compiled from Original Writers. By The Authors of the Antient Part, S. Richardson, 
London, 1761, Vol. XXVII., p. 196-197. 

“Little was performed this year (1471) by the fleet under Mocenigo, besides the surprisal of 
some unimportant places in Ionia, and protecting Lemnos, upon which the Turks meditated a 
descent. Early in the spring (1472) he set sail for Asia Minor, where he wasted, destroyed, 
and spread terror all over the coasts, defeating the enemy in several encounters and 
skirmishes. On his return to the Morea he was joined by Ferdinand’s admiral: having 
victualled the fleet at Modon, without waiting for the Pope’s auxiliaries, he sailed directly for 
Rhodes, where he defeated a Turkish squadron that lay before the chief city, and blocked up 
the Christian inhabitants: having likewise destroyed all the enemy’s forts and works in the 
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island, he set sail for Capraria, and joined the pope’s fleet under the conduct of a legate. 
Mutual compliments and congratulations having passed, Mocenigo sailed with his whole 
fleet, consisting of forty-six Venetian gallies, thirty-seven auxiliary vessels, and two gallies 
from Rhodes, in all eighty-five gallies, for Satalia, which city he resolved to attack. The troops 
being landed the trenches were opened, and the city taken in a few days (sic. the city was not 
taken just the port area): all the rich merchandize of the East, cinnamon, cloves and spices, 
with great quantities of rich silks, were burnt and plundered by the soldiers, after which the 
citadel was stormed. The first wall was taken after a bloody encounter; but the scaling 
ladders proving too short for the interior wall, Mocenigo was forced to raise the siege, which 
he did with great reluctance. Thence he sailed to Rhodes, where he met with the Persian 
Ambassador…” p. 196-197.  
 
 

787.Attalia 
Johann David Michaelis, Introductory Lectures to the Sacred Books of the New 
Testament, J. and R. Tonson, London, 1761, p. 127. 

 (Concerning) The Roman edition of the four Gospels which was published in three folio 
volumes, in the year 1591, and another impression in 1619. 

“However my father shews incontestably, Sect. 30, that this version of St. Paul’s Epistles 
could not be very ancient, because, for instance, Spain is there called Andalusia, in Rom. xv. 
24. and Italy is called by way of distinction from Attalia, Acts xviii. 2. the Frankish or 
European, which name was not applied to Europe till after the Crusades.” p. 127.  
 
 

788.Satalia 
R. Brookes, The General Gazetteer, or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary 
containing a description of all the empires kingdoms, states, republics, provinces, 
cities, chief towns, forts, fortresses, castles, citadels, seas, harbours, bays, rivers, 
lakes, mountains, capes, and promontories in the known world; together with the 
government, policy, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants; the extent, 
bounds, and natural productions of each country; and the trade, manufactures, and 
curiosities of the cities and towns; their longitude, latitude, bearing and distances in 
English miles from remarkable places; as also, the sieges they have undergone, and 
the battles that have been fought near them, down to this present year: including, an 
authentic account of the counties, cities and market-towns in England and Wales; as 
also the villages with fairs, the days on which they are kept according to the new 
stile; as well as the cattle, goods and merchandises that are sold thereat, J. Newbery, 
London, 1762, npn. 
 

s.v. Satalia: “Satalia, a large and very strong town of Turky (sic.), in Asia, and in Natolia. It 
is seated on the coast of Carimania (sic.), with a small harbour, and is divided into three 
towns. There is a superb mosque, which was formely a fine church, and the country about is 
very fertile; but the citrons and oranges are very fine. It is 150 miles W. by S. of Cogni, and 
275 S. by E. of Constantinople. Lon. 48. 46. lat. 37. S.” 
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s.v. Caramania, “Caramania, a considerable province of Turky in Asia (sic.), and in the S. 
part of Natolia. Most of the houses have turrets so contrived, as to cool the rooms in 
summer515. Satalia is the capital town (sic.).”  
 
 

789.Attalia, Sattalia, Satalia (River) 
Daniel Fenning, A New System of Geography: or, A General Description of the 
World containing a particular and circumstantial account of all the countries, 
kingdoms and states of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, Their Situation, Climate, 
Mountains, Seas, Rivers, Lakes, etc., The Religion, Manners, Customs, 
Manufactures, Trade, and Buildings of the Inhabitants, with the birds, beasts ...: 
embellished with a new and accurate set of maps, by the best geographers; and great 
variety of copper-plates, containing perspective views of the principal cities, 
structures, ruins, etc., ... , Joseph Collyer ... , and others, S. Crowder, London, 
1764, pp. 296, 297. (On the “Map of Turky in Asia,” drawn by the geographer 
George Rollos (1766-1809), inserted between p. 264-265, the city is unmarked.) 

 

Turky (sic.) in Asia: “This country is watered by a considerable number of rivers, the 
principal of which are:…; the Satalia516, the Cydnus, or Carasu, and the Xanthus, or Sirbis, 
which run into the Mediterranean,…” p. 296.  

Turky in Asia: “We shall begin with Caramania (sic.), which lies contiguous to the province 
of Syria, and is under the government of a beglerbeg. This province contains the antient 
Lycia, Pamphylia, Pisidia, Lycaonia, and Cilicia.…Pamphylia is bounded on the north by 
Pisidia; on the east by Cilicia; on the south by the Mediterranean; and on the west by Lycia. 
The inland country is extremely mountainous, and abounds with large flocks of goats, and the 
natives make excellent camlets of their hair517; but towards the sea-coast the country is 
naturally fertile. The principal town is Attalia, now called Sattalia, which has a pretty good 
harbour, but the entrance is difficult, and it is defended by a castle, which is considered in 
that part of the world as a fortification of considerable strength.” p. 296-297.  
 
 

790.Satalia 
Richard Brookes, The General Gazetteer: Or, Compendious Geographical 
Dictionary,…, Second Edition, London, 1766, npn. 

Smyrna: “It is 8 days journey from Constantinople by land, 25 days from Aleppo by the 
caravans, 6 from Cogna (Konya), 7 from Cataya (Kütahya), and 6 from Satalia.”  
 
                                                             
515  There seems to be no evidence of wind towers-turrets in Satalia in the 18th c.  
516  Presumably a name given to the Duden Su, the former Catarrhactes, as noted by W. M. Leake in 1800 (above 

Part I). 
517  So called because they were originally only made of camel-hair. Camlets-camblets are of different kinds, 

goat’s-hair, wool, or silk camlets. This was the case a century earlier, as recorded by Giovanni Botero, 
Relations Of The Most Famous Kingdoms And Common-weales Thorough The World, Discoursing of their 
Scituations, Manners, Customes, Strengthes and Pollicies. Translated into English and enlarged, with an 
Addition of the estates of Venice, Saxony, Geneua, Hungary, and the East-Indies, in any Language neuer 
before imprinted, John Izzard, London, 1611: “Pamphilia now Caramania is one of the seven Sangiak-ships 
of Turkey, and yeeldeth 8000 Duckets of yearly revenue. In this country as also in Cilicia, are woven those 
fine clothes which we call Chamblets, watered and unwatered. They are made of the haire of Goates so fine 
and white, as no Silke can surpasse them in those two properties.” p. 361. 
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791.Attalia, Statalia 

Rev. Thomas Stackhouse, A History of the New Testament Of our Lord and Saviour 
Jesus Christ, From his Birth, to the Establishment of Christianity, With Answers to 
most of the Controverted Questions, Dissertation upon the most Remarkable 
Passages, And, A Connection of Profane History all along,  To which are added, 
Notes, explaining difficult Texts, rectifying Mis-Translations, and reconciling 
seeming Contradictions, The whole illustrated with proper Maps, James Meuros 
Bookseller of Kilmarnock, Edinburgh, 1765, Vol. II., pp. 232, 444. 

 

“From Antioch they passed through Pisidia, and thence came to Pamphylia; and, having 
preached to the people at Perga, they went down to Attalia*, and from thence returned by sea 
to Antioch in Syria, whence they had set out about three years before, upon this holy 
expedition. 

*Attalia, which takes its name from King Attalus, its founder, and, with a small variation, is 
still called Statalia518, is a city of Pamphylia, which stands upon a fair bay, and is so 
commodiously seated for trade, that the Turks have preserved it from ruin, and, at this day, 
are very careful to keep its fortifications and castle in repair; Wells’s Geography of the New 
Testament.” Vol. II., p. 232. 

Index  

“Attalia, its situation, etc. ii. 232, N.” Vol. II., p. 444. (the name Statalia is not listed in the 
index.)  
 
 

792.Sataly 
Whitelockes Notes Uppon The Kings Writt For Choosing Members Of Parlement, 
XIII. Car. II, Being Disquisitions On The Government of England BY King Lords 
And Commons, by Charles Morton, A. Millar, 1766, Vol. I., p. 445. 
 

C.XLIX 

“Att Leys was he, and att Sataly,  

When they were wonne, and in the great see,  

Att many a noble army had he be.” Vol. I., p. 445.  
 
 

793.Satalia, Attalia, Sataliah, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Tobias Smollett, The Present State of All Nations: Containing A Geographical, 
Natural, Commercial, and Political History of All The Countries In The Known 
World, ... Printed for R. Baldwin, London, 1769, Vol. VII., p. 390. 
 

                                                             
518  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

read Sattalia. 
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“Satalia, antiently Attalia, a considerable city in Pamphylia, at the bottom of the gulph of its 
name. It is divided into three parts, each of which has its own walls, and strong iron gates, 
with several handsome buildings, and some remains of antiquity. Here is a good trade, tho’ 
the harbour is now only fit to receive small vessels. The neighbouring country is extremely 
delightful, being covered with citron and orange trees, very large and beautiful, and of 
exquisite fragrancy; but the summers are so hot, that the inhabitants are then obliged to retire 
towards the mountains, where they have a cooler air, and more shade. Sataliah is the Turkish 
name of the town.” Vol. VII., p. 390.  
 
 

794.Attalia 
George, Lord Lyttelton, The History of the life of King Henry the Second, and of 
the age in which he lived, In Five Books: to which is prefixed, A History of the 
Revolutions of England From the Death of Edward the Confessor to the Birth of 
Henry the Second, J. Dodsley, London, 1769, Vol., II., p. 113-119; p. 459-460. 

 
“It was full twelve days march from thence to Attalia, the capital of Pamphylia, which was the 
first place, on their road, where they could hope to receive any assistance or refreshment; and 
they were informed that the enemy had destroyed all the forage in the country through which 
they were necessarily to pass. These difficulties, added to the grief and the ignominity of such 
a defeat, raised a universal resentment against Geoffry de Rancon, who, by the breach of his 
orders, had occasioned their misfortune.” Vol., II., p. 113-114. 
 
“But, though they met with no enemy, they suffered grevious hardships, by the want of 
provisions for themselves and their horses: against which calamity they could find no 
resource, but to feed on the latter; preserving only the best and strongest, by some scanty 
supplies, which they procured, at some great price, from the avarice of the neighbouring 
Greeks…Thus they at last came safe to Attalia, a city of the Greek empire, but tributary to the 
Turks, whose territories bordered upon it every way, except to the sea, on the coast of which it 
was situated. The governor did not dare to refuse the king of France and his army 
admittance: but, that he might deliver himself from them as speedily as he could, he offered 
them ships, to convey them into the dominions of Antioch by sea. (V. Epist. 39. Lud. Ad Sug.) 
The proposition was relished by Louis and his council, the passage being much shorter, and 
less dangerous, by sea, than by land; especially, as the cavalry was almost dismounted. It was 
this circumstance, which made it seem practicable to procure shipping for them; men being 
much more easily transported than horses (Odo de Diog. ut Supra): but, after a delay of five 
weeks, the king had the mortification to find that one half of the number of vessels, which the 
governor had promised, was wanting. His army suffered extremely, by the great scarcity and 
dearness of food; an evil, which he feared would encrease every day that he remained in that 
city. He therefore determined to embark with his nobles and men at arms, leaving his infantry 
to wait till more transports could be obtained. But they, being distrustful of the faith of the 
Greeks, begged permission of the king to endeavour to force their passage by land. Louis, 
though unwillingly, granted their request; and having supplied them, as far as he was able, 
with Money and other necessaries, put them under the command of two noble chiefs, who 
were willing to accept the dangerous charge. Archambaud earl of Bourbon, and Theoderic 
earl of Flanders. He also purchased horses for several of his knights, who, wanting room in 
the ships, were left to go with the foot. Lastly, that nothing in his power might be wanting to 
serve these unhappy men, he concluded a treaty with the governor of Attalia, and with an 
embassador of the Greek emperor, who came to him there, by which they agreed, that, upon 
his paying to them five hundred marks, they should furnish him with guides and a convoy of 
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cavalry, to attend on his forces during a part of their journey; and suffer all the sick to remain 
in the town, till they should be able to bear a voyage by sea. When all this was performed, he 
set sail for Antioch, carrying with him his queen and her whole train of ladies. But a treaty 
with those in whom it was impossible to place any confidence was a slender security: nor 
could he reasonably hope, that this part of his army would ever join him again, by the way 
they proposed; it being a march of forty days, through an enemy’s country. The event proved 
as fatal, as the undertaking was desperate. Before they had gone many miles, they were 
attacked, on their march, by a much superior number of Turks; and though they fought very 
bravely, and beat off the enemy, the Greek guides and convoy, apprehending more assaults 
from other armies of Turks, absolutely refused to go any further. The French therefore were 
compelled to return to Attalia, and with great difficulty obtained permission of the governor 
to encamp under the walls, till ships could be procured, to convey them to Antioch. In this 
situation they were harrassed by frequent attacks of the Turks, with whom the townspeople 
perfidiously maintained an intelligence, and, being very ill supplied with provisions, died in 
great numbers, by famine and sickness. About four thousand of the bravest among them, 
seeing their countrymen perish so miserably and preferring, as men under a grevious distress 
are too apt to do, any other evils to those they endured, attempted once more to go by land: 
but they were surrounded in their march by an army of Turks, (Vid. Auctores ut supra)  who 
offering to take them into their pay, if they would change their religion, three thousand of 
them accepted that ignominious condition, and the rest were made captives. All those who 
had remained under the walls of Attalia were destroyed, by different ways,* except the two 
earls, their leaders; and a few knights; who, when the army had returned to that city, 
despairing of ever performing the journey by land, embarked in a merchant ship, which they 
found in the port, and were safely transported to the mouth of the Orontes, about five leagues 
below Antioch.” p. 116-119. 

 
*“The author of the Life of Abbot Suger, published in 1721, ascribes the greatest part of this 
book to that Abbot, supposing that he wrote it from the Memoirs of Odo de Deuil, and that 
after his decease it was finished by Odo. But he is certainly mistaken in both these opinions. 
For the Memoirs and this History differ in many particulars, of which I will mention one 
instance. The Memoirs say, that, after the defeat on the mountain of Laodicea, another action 
ensued, in which the French beat the Turks, and cut to pieces a large body of them between 
two rivers. (V. Odo de Diogn. I. vii) But the History says, they never met with the Turks, after 
the defeat abovementioned, till they came to Attalia.* (V. Gest. Lndov. c, 14.) The use of 
certain barbarous words in this book, which likewise occur in the writings of Suger, is not a 
proof that he wrote it: as the same words are used by many others, who wrote in that age. But 
there are some in this book, particularly pariamentum, which seem to fix the date of it half a 
century later than Suger’s death. (See Gest. Ludov. C. 3. 18.) I therefore agree with the 
learned and judicious Dupin, in not regarding this book as the work of the Abbot.” p. 459-
460. 

 
 

795.Attalia 
Plutarch’s Lives: In Six Volumes: Translated from the Greek with Notes, 
Explanatory and Critical, from Dacier and Others; To Which is Prefix’d the Life of 
Plutarch, written by Dryden. Vol. IV., J. Williams, Dublin, 1769, p. 211. 

 

Pompey 
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“The first place he touched at was Attalia, a city in Pamphylia. Whilst he was there, some 
gallies came thither to him out of Cilicia, together with a few bands of soldiers; and almost 
sixty senators were assembled about him again. When he heard that his navy was safe too, 
and that Cato had rallied a considerable body of soldiers after their overthrow, and passed 
with them over into Africa, he began to complain to his friends,…” p. 211.  
 
 

796.Satalia 
William Guthrie, A New Geographical, Historical and Commercial Grammar and 
Present State of the Several Kingdoms of the World, … with a table of the coins of all 
nations, and their value in English money; illustrated with a new and correct set of 
maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchin, J. Knox, London, 1770, p 443. (Reprinted 
unchanged entry 1776, Vol. II, p. 192.) 

 

“Turkey in Asia 

Divisions…Natolia, or the Lesser Asia, on the west,… 

Subdivisions…4. Caramania (sic.)… 

Chief Towns… Satalia and Terasso (Tarsus).” p .443.  
 
 

797.Satalia 
Wyndham Beawes, Esq., Lex Mercatoria Rediviva, or, The Merchant’s Directory, 
being a complete guide to all men in business, whether as traders, remitters, owners, 
freighters, captains, insurers, brokers, factors, supercargoes, agents: containing an 
account of our trading companies and colonies, with their establishments, and an 
abstract of their charters; the duty of consuls, and the laws subsisting about aliens, 
naturalization and denization: to which is added a state of the present general 
traffick of the whole world; describing the manufactures and products of each 
particular nation; and tables of the correspondence and agreement of the European 
coins, weights, and measures, with the addition of all others that are known: 
extracted from the works of the best writers both at home and abroad, more 
especially from those justly celebrated ones of Messieurs Savary, improved and 
corrected by the author's own observations, during his long continuance in trade: 
the whole calculated for the use and service of the merchant, lawyer, senator and 
gentleman, R. Baldwin and S. Crowder and Co., London, 1761, p. 719. 
 

“There is also carried on at Rosetta, a very considerable Trade from Constantinople and 
Satalia, in white Slaves, brought from those two Cities, and in black ones, remitted there in 
return from Egypt: All the Eunuchs in the Grand Seignior’s Seraglio, and in private ones, as 
well as almost all the other Negroes, that are in Turkey, both Men and Women, come from 
Egypt, where an Infinity of white young Persons of both Sexes are brought in Exchange for 
them; the white Slaves are very dear, when they are well made, being worth at least from 40 
to 50l. sterling, and some Girls have been sold for more than ten times as much.” p. 719.  
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798.Satalia 
William Guthrie, A New Geographical, Historical, and Commercial Grammar; and 
Present State of the several Kingdoms of the World, Containing 1. ...,, Illustrated 
with a new and correct set of maps, engraved by Mr. Kitchen, J. Knox, London, 
1770, p. 443. 

Turkey in Asia.  

“Divisions…Natolia, or the Lesser Asia, on the west,… 

Subdivisions…4. Caramania (sic.)… 

Chief Towns…Satalia and Terasso (Tarsus)” p. 443.  
 
 

799.Satalia 
Thomas Salmon, A New Geographical and Historical Grammar: Containing the 
True Astronomical and Geographical Knowledge of the Terraqueous Globe: and 
Also the Modern State of the Several Kingdoms of the World; under these four 
heads: 1. The Astronomy of the Solar System, and particularly of the Earth ..., The 
Twelfth Edition with Great Amendments and Improvements by Mr. Robertson, 
W. Johnston, W. Strahan, J. Hinton, L. Hawes, W. Clarke, R. Collins…, London, 
1772, p. 432. 

 “Divisions: Natolia  

Subdivisions: (1-4) 1. Natolia Proper, olim Asia minor,  

2. Amasia, formerly Pontus and Cappadocia,  

3. Aladulia or Armenia minor,  

4.Caramania (sic.), olim Lycia, Cilicia, etc., Chief Towns: Satalia and Terasso.” p. 432.  
 
 

800.Attalia 
The Holy Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments: Translated out of The 
Original Tongues: and with the Former Translations Diligently Compared and 
Revised, By His Majesty’s Special Command. Appointed to be read in Churches, S. 
Crowder, Oxford, W. Jackson, London, Oxford, 1772, Vol. II., npn. 
 

The ACTS: CHAP. XIV. Anno Domini 46.  

“25 And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia:  

26 And thence sailed to Antioch,”  
 
 

801.Attalia, Attaléa 
Alexander MacBean, A Dictionary of Ancient Geography, explaining The Local 
Appellations in Sacred, Grecian, and Roman history; exhibiting The Extent of 
Kingdoms, and Situations of Cities, etc. And illustrating the Allusions and Epithets 
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in the Greek and Roman Poets. The whole established by proper authorities, and 
designed for the Use of Schools, G. Robinson, London, 1773, npn. 
 

s.v. Attalia, “Attalia, or Attaléa, Ptolemy; a maritime town of Pamphylia, Luke, Strabo; built 
by Attalus Philadelphus, Strabo.”  
 
 

802.Satalia, Satalie (Gulf of) 
R. Brookes, The General Gazetteer: or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary 
containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states ... in the known world; 
together with the government, policy, customs, manners, and religion of the 
inhabitants; the extent, bounds, and natural productions of each country; and the 
trade, manufactures, and curiosities, of the cities and towns; their longitude, latitude, 
bearing and distance in English miles from remarkable places; as also the sieges 
they have undergone, and the battles fought near them: including an authentic 
account of the counties, cities, and market-towns in England and Wales; as also the 
villages, with the days on which the fairs are kept, J. and F. Rivington, London, 
1773, npn. 

 

s.v. Satalia. “Satalia, a large and very strong town of Turky (sic.), in Asia, and in Natolia; 
seated on the coast of Carimania (sic.), with a small harbour, and is divided into three towns. 
There is a superb mosque, which was formerly a fine church, and the country about it is very 
fertile; but the citrons and oranges are extremely fine. It is 150 miles W. by S. of Cogni, and 
275 S. by E. of Constantinople. Lon. 31. 11. E. Lat. 37. 8. N.” 

s.v. Fionda (Phaselis), “Fionda, an ancient town of Asia, in Natolia, seated on the gulf of 
Satalie, with a bishop’s see; 25 miles S.W. of Satalia.”  
 
 

803.Attalia, Sattalia, Gulfo di Sattalia 
John Gill, Commentary on Act 14:25 in, An Exposition of the Gospel According to 
John Gill, first published, 1746–1748, 1774, npn. 

 

“Act 14:25 And when they had preached the word in Perga,.... A city in Pamphylia, Act 
13:13. The Alexandrian copy, and others, and three manuscripts of Beza’s, read, “the word of 
the Lord”; as do the Vulgate Latin and Syriac versions: they went down into “Attalia”; not 
Italia or Italy, as some Latin copies, and as the Syriac, Arabic, and Ethiopic versions read; 
but a city in Pamphylia, bordering on the sea, as Ptolomy writes (b); as this place did, as 
appears by what follows. So Jerom says (c), that Attalia is a city of Pamphylia, on the sea 
coast; it was formerly the metropolis of it: it is now in the hands of the Turks, and is called 
Sattalia; near it is a bay, called Golfo di Sattalia, where there is a considerable mart for the 
whole country: it is famous for tapestry, which is made in it: it had its name from Attalus, king 
of Pergamus, the first founder of it. Beza’s ancient copy here adds, “preaching the Gospel to 
them”; to the inhabitants of Attalia, and doubtless with success, though no mention is made of 
it here, nor elsewhere, nor of any church in this place; nor do we read of any in ecclesiastical 
history until the “sixth” century, when Dionysius, bishop of Attalia, is said to be present in 
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the fifth synod at Rome (d); unless Attalia, called a city of Lycia, can be thought to be the 
same with this, of which another Dionysius was bishop in the fifth century; and assisted at the 
council of Chalcedon (e). 

(b) Geograh. l. 5, c. 5. (c) De locis Hebraicis. fol. 95. K. (d) Magdeburg. Hist. Eccles. cent. 6. 
c. 2. p. 4. (e) Ib. cent. 5. c. 10. p. 589.  
 
 

804.Sataly, Atalia 
Thomas Warton, The History of English poetry, from the close of the Eleventh to 
the Commencement of the Eighteenth Century, Volume The First, J. Dodsley, 
London, 1774, p. 449. 

 

“At Leyis was he, and at Sataly* 

When they were won: and in the grete sea: 

At many a noble army had he be: 

 

*A city in Anatolia, called Atalia. Many of these places are mentioned in the history of the 
crusades.” p. 449.  
 
 

805.Seraphim of Attalia (monk of Kykkos, Cyprus, Metropolitan of Ankara, 
Metropolitan of Pisidia) translated a number of works into Turkish, that were 
published in Greek characters, “karamanlidika,” in Venice in the second half of 
the 18th c. 

 

“For, as Seraphim of Antalya records, on Easter Sunday, during the celebration of the Holy 
Liturgy and at Vespers, the Gospel was read first in Greek and then in Turkish.* 

*Κερὲκ Λειτουργίατα ὀκουναν, κερὲκ Ἑσπερινὸς Βακτιντὰ Ἰκιντζὴ Ἀνάστασι ὀλούσουν. Βὲ 
ῥώμτζα, βὲ ταχὶ ττούρκζε γαζμαμιζὴν βετζὲ πούτουρκι, ζῆρα ὄλ κιουντὲ Ἰκὶ λισάνιλεν 
ὀκουρλὰρ τάιμα Εὐαγέλιον, Ἰντζιλὴ τζεβαπλαρὶ, Ροὺχ Ἀφιετλιγή, Venice 1782, 54.” 

The Psalms translated into Turkish by Seraphim of Attalia-Antalya, printed in Venice in 
karamanlidika in 1764; translation of the Psalter by Seraphim of Antalya, sometime bishop of 
Ankara, second edition, Venice 1810. A second version of the Psalms in Turkish, by 
Seraphim, late metropolitan of Karamania (Pisidia); printed in Venice in 1782;The Lives of 
the Saints, by the same author; printed in Venice, 1783, and, Liturgy and Ritual of the Church 
Service, by the same author; Venice. 1782.519  
 
 
 
 

                                                             
519 R. Clogg, Publication and Distribution of Karamanli Texts, 57-81, The Journal of Ecclesiastical History, Vol. 

XIX, No. I, April 1968, p. 61-2. 
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806.Attalia 
John Ash, The New and Complete Dictionary of the English language,… in Two 
Volumes,... Edward and Charles Dilly, and R. Baldwin, London, 1775, Vol. 1. (A-
M), npn. 
 

s.v. ATT, “Attalia (5.) An ancient sea port of Asia Minor.”  
 
 

807.Attalia 
Rev. John Fleetwood, The Christian’s Dictionary; or, Sure Guide to Divine 
Knowledge, Containing A Full and Familiar Explanation of all the remarkable 
Words made Use of, in the Holy Scriptures, and In the Writings of the Most Eminent 
and pious Divines, whether Ancient or Modern…., J. Cooke, London, 1775, npn. 

A Dictionary of Scriptural Proper Names, with the different sense in which they were used by 
the ancient Jews and Christians: AZM-BAA 

“Attalia, gr. Encreasing (sic.); a city. Acts xiv. 25.”  
 
 

808.Attalia 
Richard Chandler, Travels in Asia Minor, or, An Account of a Tour made at the 
Expense of the Society of Dilettanti, London, 1776, p. 59. (1810 edition, p. 67.) 
 

“The whole whole coast of Asia, from Smyrna to Attalia, had been desolated by the wars, 
when the Greek emperor sent Philokales, in 1106, to restore its cities.” p. 59.  
 
 

809.Attalia, Satalia 
The Modern Traveller: being a Collection of useful and entertaining Travels, lately 
made into Various Countries, the whole carefully abridged:...Illustrated with Maps 
and Ornamental Views, T. Lowndes, London, 1777, Vol. VI., p. 180-181. 

Quoting: Chandler’s Travels, Travels in Asia Minor: or An account of a tour made at the 
expense of the Society of Dilettanti, by Richard Chandler. 

“The whole coast of Asia, from Smyrna to Attalia, had been desolated by the wars, when the 
Greek emperor sent Philokales in 1106, to restore its cities.” p. 180-181. 

N.B. The Map before the frontispiece records the name “Satalia” rather than the ancient name 
mentioned in the text, “Attalia.”  
 
 

810.Satalia 
R. Johnson, The New Gazetteer: or, Geographical Companion containing, A 
General And Concise Account, Alphabetically Arranged, of all the Empires, 
Kingdoms, States, Provinces, Cities, Towns, Seas, Harbours, Bays, Rivers, Lakes, ans 
Mountains, In The Known World: and more particularly in Great-Britain, Ireland, 
and America, The whole intended as a useful Pocket Vade Mecum, Edward and 
Charles Dilly, and, R. Baldwin, London, 1776, npn. 
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s.v. CAR, “Caramania, a province of Turky in Asia, in the S. Part of Natolia, of which Satalia 
is the capital (sic.).”  
 
 

811.Satalia, Attalia, Sataliah, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Charles Theodore Middleton, Esq., A New and Complete System of Geography 
containing a full, accurate, authentic and interesting account and description of 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, as consisting of continents, islands, oceans, seas, 
rivers, lakes, promontories, capes, bays, peninsulas, isthmusses, gulphs, &c. ... with 
their strange ceremonies, customs, amusements, etc. etc.; assisted by Several 
Gentlemen eminent for their Knowledge in the Science of Geography, for J. 
Cooke, London, 1777, p. 110. 

 

Sect. XIII. Caramania: “Satalia, the ancient Attalia, is called by the Turks S..taliah (sic.). It 
was formerly an important city in Pamphylia, at the bottom of the gulph of its name, in 36 
deg. 45 min. north lat. and 31 deg. 20 min. east long. It is the strongest place the Turks have 
upon this coast. The harbour would be commodious, if the entrance was not difficult and 
dangerous. It is one of the most singular places in the universe, being divided into three 
distinct towns, each of which is divided from the others by its own strong walls, and the gates 
are shut precisely at noon every Friday till one o’clock, from a pretended prophecy, that on 
such an hour the Christians are to surprize it. The whole is about six miles in circumference; 
the buildings are good, the place populous, and the trade considerable. The summers are so 
hot, that those who can afford it retire towards the mountains, where there is more air and 
shade. The Christians had formerly a fine church in one of the towns, but it is at present 
converted into a Turkish mosque. The neighbouring country is very fertile and delightful, 
being covered with citron and orange groves, which afford an exquisite fragrancy.” p. 110.  
 
 

812.Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Topographical Geography, Cont. Asia, The British Palladium; or, Annual 
Miscellany of Literature and Science: For the Year 1779, The Thirty-Fisrt (sic.) 
Number Published, In Two Parts, J. Bew, London, 1778, p. 16. 
 

Turkey, Empire, S. W. of Rome 

Divisions; Subdivisions: 

W.(western) 4.,“Subdivision: Caramania (sic.), Ch. Towns, Satalia.”p. 16. 

“Gulphs: …Satalia…” p. 25.  
 
 

813.Satalia 
John Hamilton Moore, A New and Complete Collection of Voyages and Travels: 
containing all that have been remarkable from the earliest period to the present time 
... With an account of the rise and progress of navigation among the various nations 
of the earth ... comprehending an extensive system of geography, describing in the 
most accurate manner, every place worthy of notice in Europe, Asia, Africa, and 
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America, for the Author, London, 1778, Vol. I., p. 292-293. (repeated in, The 
Gentleman’s and London Magazine: or Monthly Chronologer, 1788, p. 182, 
below.) 
 

Portuguese Voyages to the East Indies,“…being ordered to follow Solman Bassa, who was 
commanded by the Turkish Emperor to go on an expedition against the Portuguese in the 
Indies; when the war broke out in the year 1527, against the Lordship of Venice and her 
trading galleys, commanded by Antonio Barbarigo were at Alexandria. Here they staid 
without having any opportunity of trafficking or taking in goods, till the 7th of September, on 
which day Almoro Barbaro, the Venetian consul, captain Barnarigo, before mentioned, the 
merchants, seamen, and everything belonging to them, (among whom were the author) were 
arrested, and lodged in the tower of Lances, after which, all those who belonged to the sea, 
being picked out from the rest, they were sent to Cairo, and from thence to Basha Solyman, 
who having chosen the admiral, officers, gunners, rowers, carpenters, caulkers, and some 
companies sent them to Suez, whither a while after, he dispatched several others to fit out the 
fleet in that port against his coming. Suez is a desert place, where grows no herb of any kind. 

Here the ships were built designed for India, and all the timber for building them, iron-work, 
and tackle, was brought from Satalia and Constantinople, to Alexandria, and then carried 
down the Nile in barks to Cairo, and thence by canals (sic. camels), to Suez. On the road from 
Cairo, which is 80 miles, one meets with no habitations, nor even any thing to eat; so that 
before the caravans set out, they furnish themselves with the water of the Nile.” Vol. I., p. 
292-293.  
 
 

814.Attalia, Satalia 
Jonathan Carver Esq., The New Universal Traveller: containing a full and distinct 
account of all the empires, kingdoms and states in the known world: delineating not 
only their situation, climate, soil and produce, whether animal, vegetable or mineral, 
but comprising also an interesting detail of the manners, customs, constitutions, 
religions, learning, arts ... : accompagnied with a description of all the celebrated 
antiquities and an accurate history of every nation, from the earliest periods: the 
whole being intended to convey a clear Idea of the Present State of Europe, Asia, 
Africa, and America, in every Particular that can either add to useful Knowledge, or 
prove interesting to Curiosity, G. Robinson, London, 1779, p. 101. 
 

General Traveller:  

Natolia, Pamphylia: “The chief Towns are Attalia or Satalia, a port-town, with a castle 
defending the harbour, the entrance of which is very difficult;….” p. 101. 
 
 
 

815.Satalia 
William Guthrie Esq., A New Geographical, Historical, and Commercial Grammar; 
and Present State of the Several Kingdoms of the World ...,  Illustrated with a 
Correct Set of Maps, Engraved by Mr. Kitchen .. The Seventh Edition, Improved and 
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Enlarged; the Astronomical Part by James Ferguson, Charles Dilly, George 
Robinson, London, 1782, p. 516. 

Turkey in Asia.  

“Divisions…Natolia, or the Lesser Asia on the west.  

Subdivisions (1-4)… 4. Caramania (sic.).  

Chief Towns…Satalia and Terasso” p. 516.  
 
 

816.Attalia 
“The Seljûks of Rûm,” Bk. I. in, The Modern Part of an Universal History, from the 
Earliest Account of Time. Compiled from Original Writers, Vol. IV., London, S. 
Richardson, 1780, p. 9; 19-20.  

 

“Khliziastlan520, who greatly feared the emperor Manual, no sooner heard of his death, than 
he went and took Sozopolis (in Pisidia anc. Apollonia, Seljuk Borlu, Uluborlu,); besieged, for 
a long time, the celebrated city of Attalia; ravaged Kotyalium (Kütahya); and several 
provinces submitted to him.” Vol. IV., p. 9.  

“Aldobrandini, an Italian, learned in the Roman laws, commanded at Attalia; and the island 
of Rhodes was under a particular lord (T). These numerous commanders, instead of acting in 
concert, to preserve the cities which they possessed, or reconquer those which they had lost, 
gave themselves up to a furious spirit of ambition; and having taken up arms one against the 
other, afforded their enemies an opportunity of gaining farther advantages.  

Kay Khosraw at this juncture laid siege to the city of Attalia; imagining, that it was not in a 
condition of defending itself: but Aldobrandini having procured two hundred foot from 
Cyprus: the unexpected appearance of them, at the beginning of the assault, induced the 
Soltan to retire, after he had been sixteen days before the place (Nicet. In Baldwin. c. II.). 

As we find nothing farther in Nicetas concerning Gayatho’ddin Kay Khosraw, we must, to 
finish his reign, have recourse to the succeeding historians: who, being less accurate in their 
account of matters, have greatly embarrassed the history of the Soltans: and led those, who 
have hitherto written of them, into very gross mistakes, which we shall endeavour to clear up. 

Alexis Angelus, the late emperor, hearing that Theodore Laskaris, his son-in-law, reigned at 
Nice (Nicaea); being assisted by his cousin Mikhael Comnenus, who was prince of Epirus, 
crossed over from thence to Asia, and went secretly to Gayatho’ddin, Soltan of Koniyah, his 
old friend and ally, then residing at Attalia, which he had not long before reduced, and 
begged assistance for the recovery of his domains, especially that part of them pocketed by 
Laskaris.” Vol. IV., p. 19-20.  
 
 
 
 
                                                             
520  Sultan Kiliç Arslan II. r. 1156-92. 
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817.Attalia 
The Ancient Part of A Universal History. An Universal History, From the Earliest 
Accounts to the Present Time, compiled from Original Authors. Illustrated with 
Charts, Maps, Notes etc., Part I., C. Bathurst, London, 1780, Vol. XI., p. 409. 

 “Pompey, having taken his wife and friends aboard, sailed from Mitylene, steering his course 
towards Cilicia. The first place he touched at was Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, where he 
found sixty senators of his party, seven or eight ships of his fleet, and some bands of soldiers. 
Here he was informed, that Cato had collected a considerable body of troops, and passed 
with them over into Africa. From Pamphylia he sailed with his small fleet for the island of 
Cyprus…” Vol. XI., p. 409.  
 
 

818.Satalia 
“Description of Asia (Embellished with a curious Map, calculated for Needle-
Work),” The Lady’s Magazine; or, Entertaining Companion for the Fair Sex, 
Appropriated soley to their Use and Amusement, G. Robinson, London, 1781, Vol. 
XII, May, p. 261. 
 

“Turkey in Asia,  

Divisions…Natolia, or the Lesser Asia on the West… 

Subdivisions…4. Caramania (sic.), formerly Lycia, Cilicia, etc.,…  

Chief Towns… Satalia and Terasso.” p. 261.  
 
 

819.Attalia, Sattalia 
William Frederick Martyn, The Geographical Magazine, or, A New, Copious, 
Compleat, and Universal System of Geography containing an accurate and 
entertaining account and description of the several continents, islands, peninsulas, 
isthmuses, capes, promontories, lakes, rivers, seas, oceans, gulphs, and bays of Asia, 
Africa, Europe, and America: divided into empires, kingdoms, states, and colonies, 
with the climate, situation, extent and boundaries of each …, Harrison and Co., 
London, 1782, Vol. I., p. 116. 
 

“The chief town of Pamphylia is Attalia, now called Sattalia: which is defended by a castle 
considered in that part of the world as a fortress of great strength; and there is also a pretty 
good harbour, the entrance of which is however rather difficult.” Vol. I., p. 116. 
 
 

820.Satalia 
Thomas Salmon, brought down to the present time by J. Tytler, The New 
Universal Geographical Grammar: wherein the Situation and Extent of the several 
Countries are laid down according to the most exact Geographical Observations: and 
the History of all the different Kingdoms of the World, is interspersed in such a 
manner, As to render the Study of Geography both Useful and Entertaining ... : and 
A Chronological Table of remarkable events from the creation to the present time, J. 
Spottiswood, Edinburgh, 1782, p. 542. 
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Turkey In Asia:  

“Divisions…Natolia, or The Lesser Asia, on the West,  

Subdivisions…4. Caramania (sic.), olim Lycia, Cilicia, etc., 

Chief Towns, …Satalia and Terasso.” p. 542.  
 
 

821.Satalia, Sataliah, Attalia, (Gulf of) 
George Henry Millar, The New and Universal system of geography being a 
complete history and description of the whole world, containing a particular, full, 
accurate, circumstantial, and entertaining account, including the antient and present 
state of all the various countries of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, as divided 
into empires, kingdoms, states, republics, and colonies ..; assisted by several 
gentlemen ... particularly William Langford ... ; the whole embellished with 
upwards of one hundred and twenty capital engravings, Alexander Hogg, London, 
1782, p. 137. 

IV. Caramania (sic.): “3. Satalia, called by the Turks Sataliah, is the antient Attalia. It was 
formerly an important city in Pamphylia at the bottom of the gulf of its name, in thirty-six 
degrees forty-five minutes north latitude, and thirty-one degrees twenty minutes east 
longitude. It is the strongest place the Turks have upon this coast. The entrance of the 
harbour is both difficult and dangerous. This singular place is divided into three distinct 
towns (quarters), each of which is separated from the others by its own strong walls, and the 
gates are shut up precisely at noon every Friday till one o’clock, from a pretended prophecy, 
that on such an hour the Christians are to surprise it. The whole is about six miles in 
circumference; the buildings are good, the place populous, and the trade considerable. The 
summers are so hot, that those who can afford it retire towards the mountains, where there is 
more air and shade. The Christians had formerly a fine church in one of the towns, but it is at 
present converted into a Turkish mosque (Korkut-Kesik Minare Camii). The neighbouring 
country is fertile and delightful, being covered with citron and orange groves, which afford an 
excellent odour.” p. 137.  
 
 

822.Attalia, Satalia 
The Modern Part of An Universal History, from the earliest accounts to the present 
time  compiled from original authors ; illustrated with charts, maps, notes, and a 
general index to the whole..., C. Bathurst, J. F. And C. Rivington, London, 1782, 
Vol., XXIII., p. 77. 
 

1472 Pope “Sixtus having given his benediction to the fleet in the Tyber, and granted full 
remission of sins to all those who should die in the expedition, cardinal Caraffa sailed from 
thence in the beginning of June, and soon after joined the Neapolitans and Venetians.  The 
whole fleet, which consisted of eighty-five sail, made an unsucessful attack upon Attalia, or 
Satalia, a city of Pamphilia; but afterwards, when the Neapolitans had returned home, the 
legate surprised and plundered Smyrna, and arrived at Rome about the end of January, with 
twelve camels laden with booty, and twenty-five Turkish captives.” p. 77.  
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823.Satalie, Attalia 
Bell’s Edition, The Poets of Great Britain Complete from Chaucer to Churchill: The 
Poetical Works of Geoff. Chaucer, In Fourteen Volumes. Vol. XIII, Apollo Press, 
Edinburgh, 1782, p. 182. 

 

Glossary 

“Satalie,  pr. A. The ancient Attalia, 58.”p. 182.  
 
 

824.Satalia 
Encyclopædia Britannica; or, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, …, on a plan entirely 
new: by which, the different sciences and arts are digested into the form of distinct 
treatises or systems, comprehending the history, theory, and practice, of each, 
according to the latest discoveries and improvements; and full explanations given of 
the various detached parts of knowledge, whether relating to natural and artificial 
objects, or to matters ecclesiastical, civil, military, commercial, &c., together with a 
description of all countries, cities ... a general history, ancient and modern, of the 
different empires, kingdoms and states, and an account of the lives of the most 
eminent persons in every nation, from the earliest ages down to the present times … 
J. Balfour and Co.,…, Edinburgh,  1783, Vol. X., p. 8193. 

 “It (Smyrna) is 8 days jouney from Constantinople by land, 25 days from Aleppo by the 
caravans, six from Gogna (=Cogni-Konya), 7 from Cataya (=Kütahya), and 6  from Satalia.” 
p. 8193.  
 
 

825.Attalia 
The History of Our Blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ: With the Lives of his 
Apostles and Evangelists, and other Eminent Persons and Martyrs, who first 
propagated the Christian Religion,…, by the Rev. Thomas Stackhouse, J. Harrop, 
Manchester, 1783, p. 443. 

“After a short stay, they again visited the Churches of Pamphilia, Perga and Attalia, where 
they took Ship and sailed to Antioch in Syria, the Place from whence they first set out.” p. 
443.  
 
 

826.Attalia 
A New Vocabulary of the most difficult words in the English Language, teaching to 
pronounce them with ease and propriety; shewing their various significations, and, 
where necessary, are spelled so as to indicate the true articulation: also, Names of 
Persons and Places, more particularly those in the New Testament: together with 
several common phrases from the Latin and French, translated into English, The 
whole accented and arranged in alphabetical order, and interspersed with 
apophthegms, ancient and modern, tending to promote virtue and knowledge, 
Wherein is a new method of calculating the sun’s diameter, William Fry, London, 
1784, p. 25. 
 

ATT, “Attalia, p. N. A city of Pamphylia.” p. 25.  
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827.Satalia 
The Modern Part of An Universal History, From The Earliest Accounts to the 
Present Time,  Compiled from Original Authors; by the Authors of the Ancient Part, 
C. Bathurst, J. F. And C. Rivington, London, 1784, Vol., XXIV., p. 85-86. 

Nicolao Trono, Doge LXZIII.  

“Venetians attack and destroy Satalia (sic.)” 

“Mocenigo sailed with his whole fleet, consisting of forty-six Venetian gallies, thirty –seven 
auxiliary vessels521, and two gallies from Rhodes, in all eighty-five gallies, for Satalia, which 
city he resolved to attack. The troops being landed, the trenches were opened, and the city 
surrendered in a few days (sic.): all the rich merchandize of the East, cinnamon, cloves, and 
spices, with great quantities of rich silks, were burnt and plundered by the soldiers, and then 
the citadel was stormed. The first wall was taken after a bloody encounter; but the scaling 
ladders proved too short for the interior wall. Mocenigo was forced to raise the siege, which 
he did with great reluctance*. Thence he sailed to Rhodes, where he met with the Persian 
ambassador, who came to solicit a supply of fire-arms and a train of artillery for his master, 
to begin war with the Turks, which Mocenigo promising, dismissed him highly satisfied with 
the success of his embassy. 

*Sabell. Lib. Ix. Dec. iii.” p. 85-86.  
 
 

828.Attalea, Attalia 
The History of the Lives, Acts, and Martyrdoms of those Blessed Christians, Who 
were Cotemporary with, or immediately succeeded the Apostles. As also the most 
eminent fathers of the primitive Church... collected from the best authors, J. Imison, 
Manchester, 1785, p. 278. 

 

“But the Malice of the Jews pursued him hither, and prevailed with the People to Stone St. 
Paul, who presently recovring, he and Barnabas went to Derbe, where when they had 
converted many to the Faith, they returned back to Lyatra (sic. Lystra), Iconium, and Antioch, 
and so through Pisidia to Pamphylia, thence from Perga to Attalea, confirming as they came 
back the Churches which they had planted at their first going out. At Attalia they took Ship, 
and sailed to Antioch in Syria, the Place whence they first set out, where they gave the Church 
an Account of the whole Success of their Travels, and what Way was made for the 
Propagation of Christianity in the Gentile World.” p. 278.  
 
 

829.Attalia 
“Art. VI. The Scripture Lexicon: or A Dictionary of above Three Thousand 
proper Names of Persons and Places mentioned in the Bible; with the Etymon or 
Derivation, and… 8vo. 3s. 6d. Sewed. Johnson. 1784.” p. 35-38 in, The Monthly 
Literary Review; or, Literary Journal from July to December, inclusive, 1785, Vol. 
LXXIII, R. Griffiths, London, 1786, p. 36. 
 

                                                             
521  These so-called “auxiliary vessels,” are in fact the Papal and the Neapolitan fleets, of 20 and 17 galleys 

respectively. 
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“This is a very essential defect in education; and it cannot be rectified too soon or too 
sedulously. How common it is to hear Attali’a pronounced Atta’lia, and Ca’n-da-ce 
sometimes Can-da’-ce, and still more corruptly, Can-dace?”  
 
 

830.Satalia 
Richard Brookes, The General Gazetteer, or, Compendious Geographical 
Dictionary, containing a description of all the empires, kingdoms, states, republics, 
provinces, cities, chieftowns, forts, fortresses, castles, citadels, seas, harbours, bays, 
rivers, lakes, mountains, capes, and promontories in the known world ... Printed for 
J. F. C. Rivington, T. Carnan and J. Johnson, London, 1786, npn. 

 

s.v. Caramania, “Caramania, a considerable province of Turkey in Asia, and in the S. part of 
Natolia. Most of the houses have turrets(sic.) so contrived, as to cool the rooms in summer. 
Satalia is the capital town (sic.).”  
 
s.v. Satalia “Satalia, a large and very strong town of Turky in Asia, and in Natolia; seated on 
the coast of Carimania (sic.), with a small harbour, and is divided into three towns. There is a 
superb mosque, which was formerly a fine church, and the country about it is very fertile; but 
the citrons and oranges are extremely fine. It is 150 miles W. by S. of Cogni, and 265 miles S. 
by E. of Constantinople. Lon. 32. 21. E. lat. 37. 1. N.”  
 
 

831.Antalia 
The History of the Turkish, or Ottoman Empire: from its Foundation in 1300, to the 
Peace of Belgrade in 1740. To which is prefixed An Historical Discourse on 
Mahomet and his Sucessors. Translated from the French of Mignot, by A. 
Hawkins, Exeter, R. Thorn, 1787, Vol., I., p. 226. (Abbé Vincent Mignot had 
employed the toponym Antalie in the French text of Histoire de l’empire Ottoman, 
depuis son origine jusqu’a la paix de Belgrade en 1740, Paris, 1771, Vol. I., p. 354, not 
the toponym Antalia, employed by A. Hawkins.) 
 

J.C. 1510. Heg. 916: “having entered, by open force, one market day, into a town called 
Antalia, he (Scheitankuli) preached in the public square. His enthusiasm entered the hearts of 
all those who heard him, and the effect of the sermon was, to seize on the cadi, quarter him, 
and place one of the quarters on each of the four gates of the town. Scheitankuli went from 
thence and seized on (Kütahya), the capital of the province; the people, fond of novelty 
opened their gates, spite of the bashaw, whom their enthusiasm led them to empale in the 
public square, for having dared treat him as an imposter.” p. 266.  
 
 

832.Attalia 
Rev. Joseph Berington, The History of the Lives of Abeillard and Heloisa; 
comprising a period of Eighty-four years, From 1079 to 1163. With their Genuine 
Letters, from the Collection of Amboise, M. Swinney, Birmingham, 1787, Vol. II., p. 
378-381. 
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 “From this time they pursued their march without molestation, but in great want of 
provisions, and arrived at Attalia, a town on the Mediterranean sea. Of such importance was 
discipline, and a due subordination to command.  

At this place, the malevolence of the Greeks was more glaring than ever. They were not 
moved by the recital of dangers, to which the army had been exposed, nor by the sufferings 
they had undergone, nor by the slaughter of their friends. They strove to aggravate their 
misfortunes by cruelty, and to add to their distress, by exactions the most oppressive: they 
even refused them the common necessaries of life. - Lewis, with his generals, debated the 
arduous business. The army was reduced more than one half; they were without horses; the 
soldiers were spent with fatigue; the remaining journey to Antioch would require at least forty 
days; hosts of enemies beset the whole route: but by sea, three days might land them on a 
friendly shore. There was no room it seemed for hesitation. They applied to the Greeks for 
transports, who readily engaged to supply them; but after five weeks, very few were ready, 
and those of the smallest construction. 

The army would submit no longer to this irritating usage. They sent to the king, to request, 
that he and his nobles would make use of the vessels that were ready, and that he would 
permit them to pursue their march by land, and join him at Antioch. They added, they would 
rather die by the sword of the enemy, than perish ignobly by famine; that they wished him a 
prosperous voyage; that as to themselves, providence, they trusted, would be their guide; and 
that, if they must fall, it should be like men and followers of Christ. 

The prince was much affected. He referred the matter to his council, who agreed that he 
should accept the proposals of the army. Before he left them, however, he neglected no 
measure which prudence and his own benevolent heart could suggest, for their present relief, 
and future safety. He gave them two generals, prudent and experienced officers; he 
distributed large sums of money among the soldiers; he obtained guides for them from the 
governor of Attalia, and the promise of an escort, which was to conduct them as far as Tarsus 
in Cilicia; and he purchased all the horses, he could procure, for the officers, and to convey 
the baggage. Moreover, he obtained leave for the sick and wounded to be lodged in the city, 
till they should be in a condition to travel; and with his own eyes he saw them properly 
distributed. After this he sailed, and landed in the neighbourhood of Antioch, through a 
perilous sea, and after three weeks voyage. 

The army, soon after the departure of the king, began their march. But hardly had they lost 
sight of the walls of Attalia, when they were met by the enemy, flushed with new courage, and 
bold from numbers. The christians withstood their onset, and repulsed them: but they were 
not in a condition to pursue the flying enemy. - The guides and escort now waited on the 
generals to inform them, that they could proceed no further, that the season was too far 
advanced (sic. in March-April 1178?); and that the infidels, they saw, were too powerful to be 
resisted by such inferior troops. No intreaties could prevail. They sent a messenger to the 
governor; but all they could obtain, was that they might return, and encamp under the walls, 
till an occasion offered for transporting them elsewhere. Even here they were not safe: the 
Saracens daily annoyed them, and the citizens refused them common protection. They died by 
thousands. 
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Betwixt three and four thousand resolute men, unable any longer to bear such treatment, 
determined once more to attempt the journey. The infidels allowed them, for some days to 
proceed unmolested. They came to a broad and rapid river (the Eureymedon-köpru cayı); and 
here the enemy appeared. To pass it was impossible, and to retreat was dangerous. They 
debated for a moment, and in that moment they were surrounded. The general of the Saracens 
advanced, and offered them peace and the friendship of his people, if they would renounce 
their religion and join his standard; otherwise they must submit to slavery. – The brave men 
were shocked at the alternative; but as the word slavery makes an impression we are the least 
able to resist, they chose the former, and bowed their heads to the turban. – What remained of 
the army at Attalia we hear no more of.” p. 378-381.  
 
 

833.Satalia 
“Portuguese Voyages to the East-Indies,” in, Portuguese Voyages to the East-
Indies, in, The Gentleman’s and London Magazine: or Monthly Chronologer, 
John Exshaw, Dublin, 1788 p. 181. 

 “Suez is a desert place, where grows no herbs of any kind. 

Here the ships were built designed for India, and all the timber for building them, iron work, 
and tackle, was brought from Satalia and Constantinople, to Alexandria, and then carried 
down the Nile in barks to Cairo, and thence by canals (sic. camels, by caravan), to Suez. On 
the road from Cairo, which is 80 miles, one meets with no habitations, nor even any thing to 
eat; so that before the caravans set out, they furnish themselves with the water of the Nile.” p. 
181.  
 
 

834.Satallia 
S. L. Kosmopolites (Pseud.), A Series of Letters Addressed to Sir William Fordyce, 
Published For the Author, London, 1788, Vol. II., p. 235. 

The Pilgrim’s Journey to the Holy Land, p. 234-254. 

“The last of all (the Christian pilgrimage fleets, sails after the 8th September, O.S., which) is 
that of Satallia, Celicia, Cyprus, and the coast of Cyria. All these different ships bring - to 
Joppa from 700 to 1100 pilgrims, men and women, with some of their children, annually; 
these are of the Greek persuasion, The Armenians in general surpass the number of the 
Greeks in the pilgrimage.” p. 235. 
 
 

835.Satalia, Adalia, Attalia 
Edward Gibbon, Esq., The Decline and Fall of The Roman Empire, 1789, Vol. VI., 
p. 281. (Reprinted: 1840, New York, 1841, p. 146; 1859, 1867, 1869, 1871, 1878, 
1884, 1889 etc.) 

Book X.  

“But instead of pursuing his expedition by land, he was reduced to shelter the relics of his 
army in the friendly seaport of Satalia*. From thence he embarked for Antioch; but so 
penurious was the supply of Greek vessels, that they could only afford room for his knights 
and nobles; and the plebeian crowd of infantry was left to perish at the foot of the 
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Pamphylian hills. The emperor and the king embraced and wept at Jerusalem; their martial 
trains, the remnant of mighty armies, were joined to the Christian powers of Syria, and a 
fruitless siege of Damascus was the final effort of the second crusade.  

*Satalia, more usually called Adalia, is the modern name of Attalia, a city of Pamphylia.” p. 
281.  
 
 

836.Attalia, Antalia, Satalia, Palaia-Antalia, Olbia, Antalia, Santalia 
Monsieur d’Anville, Compendium of Ancient Geography, Translated from the 
French, Illustrated With Maps, Carefully reduced from those of the Paris Atlas, in 
Imperial Folio; With A Map Of Roman Britain, from the learned John Horsley, M. 
A., F. R. S., and with prolegomena and notes by the translator, Designed for private 
Libraries, as well as for the Use of Schools, printed for J. Faulder, Wilkie and 
Robinson, London, 1791, Vol. I., p. 348; Vol. II., pp. 265, 695. (reprinted, 1810, 
and 1814) (D’Anville, mistakenly locates Perga at Kara-Hisar, which is Sillyon (Asar 
Köy), and so “finds” Palaia Antalia-Old Antalia at Perga, Attalia-Satalia being for 
D’Anville, Olbia. From hence the error spread to, A Geographical and Historical 
Description of Asia Minor, John-Anthony Cramer 1832, Vol. II., p. 275; and, A 
Classical Dictionary, Charles Anthon, 1851, p. 231. The Geography of Strabo, London, 
1857, Vol. III, p. 49, fn. 6, notes Syllium as Tekeh. Beaufort misunderstood d’Anville 
to mean that Side, known at the time as Esky Adalia, was the site of Palaia Attalia, 
Beaufort 1818, 137.) 

 

“Pamphylia et Pisidia. We thus comprise, under the same title, two countries, between which 
it would be difficult to determine the limits with precision. But what distinguishes them in 
general manner is, that Pamphylia borders the sea, while Pisidia occupies the interior 
country. To observe a natural order, we must first survey the maritime part. The position of 
Olbia appears to be that given to the modern city of Antalia, or, as it is commonly called, 
Satalia; for, at some distance from this, the site of the ancient Attalea manifests itself under 
the name of Palaia Antalia522. The river Cataractes, called in the country Duden-Soui, ought 
to precede Attalea, according to Strabo; and the city therefore at the mouth of this river 
represents the ancient Olbia. The Cestrus, which succeeds, conducts at some distance from 
the sea to Perga, which took the rank of metropolis in the province of Pamphylia, and which 
appears to be concealed under the Turkish denomination of Kara-hisar, or the Black Castle 
523, in a district called Tekieh.” Vol. I., p. 348.  
 
“Index of People, Places, etc. “Attalia. PAMPHYL. Palaia-Antalia. 348.” Vol. II., p. 265.  
 
Index to the Names. “Olbia. PAMPHYL. Antalia, or Santalia    i. 348.” Vol. II., p. 362.  
 
 

837.Satalia 
John Hamilton Moore, The Practical Navigator, and Seaman’s New Daily Assistant, 
Being an Epitome of Navigation: including the different methods of working the 

                                                             
522  Palaia Antalia was in fact, another later name, given to Perge, vis. Leake. 
523  Karahisar-Teke was in fact Sillyon, to the east, close to Aspendus and the Eurymedon river, it was not Perge 

and was not on the Cestrus-Aksu river. It was thought to be the site of Perga-Perge by D’Anville. 
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Lunar Observations. With every particular requisite for keeping A Complete Journal 
At Sea ... To this edition are added ... the requisite tables used with the Nautical 
almanac in determining the longitude at sea ..., B. Law and Son, London, 1791, p. 5. 
(Note the change in both Long. and Lat. of the city that is recorded in the 1810, 18th 
edition, see below.) 

 

Table IV. “Satalia…Lat. D.M. 36 58 N,…Long. D. M. 30 35 E.” p. 5.  
 
 

838.Satalia 
Wyndham Beawes, Lex Mercatoria Rediviva: or, A Complete Code of 
Commercial Law, Being a general guide to all men in business ... With an 
account of our mercantile companies; our colonies and factories abroad; our 
commercial treaties with foreign powers; the duty of consuls, and of the laws 
concerning aliens, naturalization, and denization. To which is added, a sketch of 
the present state of the commerce of the whole world; describing the 
manufactures and products of each particular nation; with tables of 
correspondence, and agreement of their respective coins, weights and measures. 
Compiled from the works of the most celebrated British and foreign commercial 
writers ..., Fifth Edition considerably Enlarged, and Improved by Thomas 
Mortimer Esq., Formerly his Majesty’s Vice Consul at Ostend, R. Baldwin, T. 
Longman…, London, 1792, p. 766. 

 

“There is also carried on at Rosetta, a very considerable Trade from Constantinople and 
Satalia, in white Slaves, brought from those two Cities, and in black ones, remitted there in 
Return from Egypt: All the Eunuchs in the Grand Seignor’s Seraglio, and in private ones, as 
well as almost all the other Negroes, that are in Turkey, both Men and Women, come from 
Egypt, where an Infinity of white young Persons of both Sexes are brought in Exchange for 
them; the white Slaves are very dear, when they are well made, being worth at least from 40 
to 50l. sterling, and some Girls have been sold for more than ten times as much.” p. 766.  
 
 

839.Attalia 
Rev. J. Fleetwood, The Life of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ : containing an 
accurate and Universal History of our Glorious Redeemer, from His birth to His 
Ascension into Heaven : together with the Lives And Sufferings of His Holy 
Evangelists, Apostles, and Disciples, who have sealed the divine truth of Christianity 
with their Blood: to which is added a full defence of Christianity, against all the 
objections of Atheists, Deists, and Infidels: the whole properly adapted to promote 
the knowledge of religion, in Two Volumes, L. Smith, Carlisle, 1792, Vol. II., pp. 
211, 300. 

 

“After leaving Antioch they passed through Pisidia, and came to Pamphylia: and after 
preaching the gospel at Perga, they went down to Attalia. Having thus finished the circuit of 
their ministry, they returned back to Antioch in Syria, from whence they at first departed.” 
Vol. II., p. 211. 
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“After a short stay they again visited the churches of Pamphylia, Perga, and Attalia, where 
they took ship, and sailed to Antioch in Syria, the place from whence they first set out.” Vol. 
II., p. 300.  
 
 

840.Attalia 
J. Lemprière, Bibliotheca Classica; or, A Classical Dictionary, containing a full 
account of all the proper names mentioned in ancient authors, With tables of coins, 
weights, and measures, in use among the Greeks and Romans, To which is now 
prefixed a chronological table, T. Cadell, London, 1792, Vol. I., (ABA-LYS), npn. 
(In the 1788 edition there is no entry for Attalia) 

 

s.v. “Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, built by king Attalus. Strab.”  
 
 

841.Satalia 
William Guthrie Esq., A New System of Modern Geography, or, A Geographical, 
Historical and Commercial Geography; and Present State of the several Kingdoms 
Of The World ... to which are added 1. A geographical table ... 2. A table of the coins 
of all nations ... 3. A chronological table ... The astronomical part by J. Ferguson, 
Fifth Edition, corrected, improved and greatly enlarged, C. Dilly and G. G. J. and J. 
Robinson, London, 1792, p. 661. 
 

Turkey in Asia, 

Divisions: “Natolia, or, the Lesser Asia on the West.”  

Subdivisions: “4. Caramania (sic.).”  

Chief Towns: “Satalia and Terasso (Tarsus).” p. 661.  
 
 

842.Satalia, Attalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Abbé Mariti, Travels through Cyprus, Syria, and Palestine; with a general history of 
the Levant, Translated from the Italian, Dublin, 1792, p. 430-431. 

 “Lewis king of France, informed of the misfortunes which had befallen Conrade, prudently pursued a 
different course in marching through Asia Minor. Having arrived at the river Meander, at present called 
Madre, in Natolia, he found a body of Turks on the opposite side of it, who wished to oppose his passage. 
The king’s troops, however, discovering a proper ford, crossed it without fear, and attacking the enemy, 
obtained a glorious victory, and acquired a very rich booty. The same good fortune did not attend them 
afterwards: being surprised by the Infidels in some narrow defiles among the mountains, which they had 
got into in the course of their march, a great many of them were killed; and, as they were unacquainted 
with the country, several of them were taken prisoners, while the few that escaped the slaughter betook 
themselves to flight. 

When the remains of this scattered army were collected, they proceeded to Satalia*, pursuing their way by 
land: but the king embarked there in a vessel; and, after a prosperous voyage, landed at Port St. Simeon, 
from which he went to Antioch, where he was received with every mark of distinction by Raymond prince of 
that city. The army in the mean time having advanced as far as Seleucia (sic.), one division of it marched 
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towards Palestine, by land; and the other went on board ship, and directed their course by sea. Lewis, king 
of France, leaving Antioch, set out for Jerusalem, and was received there with the same honours as 
Conrade. 

*Satalia, so called even at present, is situated on a gulf of the sea distinguished by the same name. This was 
the ancient city of Attalia in Pamphylia, where the Apostle St. Paul and Barnabas preached the Gospel 
(sic.). Acts, chap, xiv ver. 25. Pamphylia at present forms a part of that province of Asia Minor which the 
Turks call Caramania (sic.).” Vol. II., p. 430-431.  
 
 

843.Salalia, Satalyali 
William Perks, The Youth’s General Introduction to Geography: containing a 
description of the several empires, kingdoms and states in the world... G. G. and J. 
Robinson, London, 1793, p. 301-302. 
 

Divisions:  

I. Natolia, “14. Salalia (sic.)524 or Satalyali.” p. 301-302. 

 
 

844.Satalia, Attalia, Sataliah, Pamphylian Gulf 
Michael Adams, Esq., The New Royal Geographical Magazine; Or, A Modern, 
Complete, Authentic and Copious System of Universal Geography, containing 
Complete, full, Particular and Accurate Histories and Descriptions of Europe, Asia, 
Africa and America..., Written and Compiled by Michael Adams, Esq., assisted by 
many Gentlemen, eminent in the Science of Geography, Alexr. Hoggat, London, 
1794, p. 181. 

Turkey, Caramania:  

“The principal town is Satalia, anciently called Attalia, and by the Turks Sataliah. It was 
formerly an important city in Pamphylia, at the bottom of the gulph of its name, in 36 deg. 45 
min. north lat. and 31 deg. 20 min. east long. It is the strongest the Turks have upon this 
coast. The harbour would be commodious, if the entrance was not difficult and dangerous. 
This is one of the most singular places in the universe, being divided into three distinct towns 
(quarters), each of which is divided from the others by its own strong walls, and the gates are 
shut up precisely at noon every Friday till one o’clock, from a pretended prophecy, that on 
such an hour the Christians are to surprise it. The whole is about six miles in circumference; 
the buildings are good, the place populous, and the trade considerable. The castle, which 
commands the town, is a very good one. The neighbouring country is very fertile and 
delightful, being covered with citron and orange-trees, which afford an exquisite fragrancy. 
The summers are so hot, that they who can afford it retire towards the mountains, where there 
is more air and shade.” p. 181.  
 
 

845.Attalia, Sattalia 
John Payne, Universal Geography formed into a new and entire system: describing 
Asia, Africa, Europe, and America with their subdivisions of Empires, Kingdoms, 

                                                             
524  Probably a mis-print for Satalia 
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States, and Republics: ... To which is added, a short view of astronomy, as connected 
with geography ... Zachariah Jackson, Dublin, 1794, Vol. I., p. 435. (In part a 
paraphrase from the Geographical Magazine,William Frederick Martyn, Vol. I., 1782, 
p. 116, above) 

“Pamphylia (sic.) is bounded on the N. by Pisidia; on the E. by Cilicia; on the S. by the 
Mediterranean; on the W. by Lycia. The inland country is extremely mountainous, and 
abounds with large flocks of goats, and the natives make excellent camblets of their hair; but 
towards the sea-coast the country is naturally fertile. The principal town is Attalia, now 
called Sattalia, which has a pretty good harbour, but the entrance is difficult, and it is 
defended by a castle, which is considered in that part of the world as a fortification of 
considerable strength.” Vol. I., p. 434.  
 
 

846.Satalie 
Joseph Ritson, The English Anthology, T. and J. Egerton, London, 1794, Vol. III., 
p. 4. 

 

“At Leyés was he, and at Satalie,  

Whan they were wonne; and in the greté see  

At many a noble armee hadde he be.” p. 4.  
 
 

847.Satalie 
Robert Anderson, The Canterbury Tales, The Prologue, in, A Complete Edition of 
the Poets of Great Britain. Volume the First, Containing Chaucer, Surrey, Wyatt and 
Sackville. The Works of the British Poets, with Prefaces, Biographical and Critical, 
John and Arthur Arch, London, and Bell and Bradfute, Edinburgh, 1795, Vol. I., 
p. 1. 

 

“In Gernade at the siege eke hadde he be 

Of Algesir, and ridden in Belmarie:  

At Leyes was he, and at Satalie,  

Whan they were wonne; and in the Grete See  

At many a noble armee hadde he be.  

At mortal batailles hadde he ben fiftene,  

And foughten for our faith at Tramissene” Vol. I., p.1.  
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848.Satalia 
John Hamilton Moore, The Practical Navigator, and Seaman’s New Daily Assistant, 
Being an Epitome of Navigation: including the different methods of working the 
Lunar Observations, With every particular requisite for keeping a complete journal 
at sea, London, 1795, p. 26. 
 

Table XXIV. Of Latitudes and Longitudes,  

“Satalia   Lat. 36  58.   Long. 30  35.” p. 26.  
 
 

849.Satalia 
A Compendious Geographical Dictionary, Containing, A Concise Description of the 
Remarkable Places, Ancient and Modern, In Europe, Asia, Africa and America, 
interspersed with Historical Anecdotes. To which are added, A Chronological Table, 
The Second Edition Embellished with Maps, W. Peacock, London, 1795, npn. 

 

s.v. Satalia,“Satalia, a strong town of Natolia in Asiatic Turkey, 265 miles S. by E of 
Constantinople. Lat. 37.1 N. Lon. 32.21 E.”  
 
 

850.Satalia, Sataliah, Attalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Sataliah (Gulf of) 
William Guthrie Esq., Guthrie’s Universal Geography improved: being a New 
System of Modern Geography, or, a geographcial, historical and commercial 
grammar, and present state of all the several kingdoms of the world containing, I. an 
account of the figures, motions and distances of the planets, according to the 
Newtonian system, and the latest observations ... XII. The longitude, latitude, 
bearings and distances of principal places from London; to which are added I. A new 
and copious geographical index...London, 1795, p. 181. 

Caramania (sic.). “The principal town is Satalia, anciently called Attalia, and by the Turks 
Sataliah. It was formerly an important city in Pamphylia, at the bottom of the gulph of its 
name, in 36 deg. 45 min- north lat. and 31 deg. 20 min. east long. It is the strongest place the 
Turks have upon this coast. The harbour would be commodious, if the entrance was not 
difficult and dangerous. This is one of the most singular places in the universe, being divided 
into three distinct towns, each of which is divided from the others by its own strong walls, and 
the gates are shut up precisely at noon every Friday till one o’clock, from a pretended 
prophecy, that on such an hour the Christians are to surprise it. The whole is about six miles 
in circumference; the buildings are good, the place populous, and the trade considerable. The 
castle which commands the town, is a very good one. The neighbouring country is very fertile 
and delightful, being covered with citron and orange-trees, which afford an exquisite 
fragrancy. The summers are so hot, that they who can afford it retire towards the mountains, 
where there is more air and shade.” p. 181.  
 
 

851.Satalia 
The General Gazetteer, or, Compendious Geographical Dictionary containing a 
description of all the empires, kingdoms, states, provinces, cities, towns, forts, seas, 
harbours, rivers, lakes, mountains, and capes, in the known world, with the 
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government, customs, manners, and religion of the inhabitants ..., Originally 
written by R. Brooke’s, M.D., Ninth Edition with corrections and improvements, 
B. Law, C. Dilly, J. Johnson…, London, 1795, npn. 
 

s.v. Caramania: “Caramania, a province of Turkey in Asia (sic.), in the south part of Natolia. 
Most of the houses have turrets so contrived, as to cool the rooms in summer. Satalia is the 
capital (sic.).”  
 
 

852.Atalia 
Plutarch’s Lives, tr. From The Original Greek; With Notes Critical And Historical, 
and A New Life of Plutarch... By John Langhorne...and William Langhorne..., T. 
Longman, London, 1795, Vol. VI., p. 333. 

 

Life of Pompey:“Sets sail with his wife and friends. Touches at Atalia, where he is joined by 
some Cilician galleys, ib. Finds in a little time sixty senators about him, ib. Is informed that 
his fleet is entire, and that Cato is gone with it to Africa,” Vol., VI., p. 333.  
 
 

853.Attalia, Statalia 
Rev. Thomas Stackhouse, A New History of the Holy Bible, from the Beginning of 
The World, to the Establishment of Christianity. With answers to most of the 
controverted questions, dissertations upon the most remarkable passages, and a 
connection of profane history all along. To which are added, notes, explaining 
difficult texts, rectifying mis-translations, and reconciling seeming contradictions, 
Joseph Galbraith, Glasgow, 1796, Vol., VI., p. 348. (Reprinted, unchanged passage, 
in the version, Corrected and Improved, by Rev. George Gleig, Three Volumes, 
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme, and Brown; F. C. Rivington; Lackinton, Allen and Co.; 
J. Mawman; and Sherwood, Neely and Jones, London, 1817, Vol. III., p. 414; Likewise 
unchanged, Blackie and Son, Glasgow and London, 1846, Vol. II., p.1073.) 

 
 

“From Antioch they passed through Pisidia, and thence came to Pamphylia; and, having 
preached to the people at Perga, they went down to Attalia*, and from thence returned by sea 
to Antioch in Syria, whence they had set out about three years before, upon this holy 
expedition.  

* Attalia, which takes its name from King Attalus, its ſounder, and, with a small variation, is 
still called Statalia525, is a city of Pamphylia, which stands upon a fair bay, and is so 
commodiously seated for trade, that the Turks have preserved it from ruin, and, at this day, 
are very careful to keep its fortifications and castle in repair; Wells’s Geography of the New 
Testament.” Vol., VI., p. 348.  
 
 
 

                                                             
525  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

read Sattalia. 
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854.Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Brookes’ General Gazetter Abridged, Containing a Geographical Description of the 
Countries, Cities, Towns, Ports, Seas, Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, Capes, etc. in the 
Known World; with the Longitude, Latitude, Bearings and Distances from 
remarkable places, and the Events by which they have been Distinguished, 
Illustrated by maps, B. Law, C. Dilly, J. Johnson, London, 1796, npn. 

 

s.v. CAR “Caramania, a province of Turkey in Asia, in the S part of Natolia. Satalia is the 
capital (sic.).” 

s.v. SAV: “Satalia, a strong seaport of Natolia. It is seated on the coast of Caramania (sic), 
and divided into three towns (three quarters). It is 150 miles W by S of Cogni, and 265 S by E 
of Constantinople. Lon. 32 21 E, lat. 37 1 N.” 

s.v. FI: “Fionda, an ancient town of Natolia, on the gulf of Satalia, with a bishop’s see, 25 
miles SW of Satalia.”  
 
 

855.Satalia 
Encyclopædia Britannica: Or, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Miscellaneous 
Literature; Constructed on a Plan, by which The Different Sciences And Arts are 
digested into the Form of Distinct Treatises or Systems, comprehending The History, 
Theory, and Practice, of each, according to the Latest Discoveries and 
Improvements; and full Explanations given of the Various Detatched Parts of 
Knowledge,…The Third Edition, in Eighteen Volumes, A. Bell and C. 
Macfarquhar, Edinburgh, 1797, Vol. IV, Part I., p. 159 . (Reprinted: 1810, 1817, 
1823.) 

s.v. Caramania: “a considerable province (sic.) of Turky (sic.) in Asia, in the south part of 
Natolia. Bajazet united this province (sic. Caraman-Karaman was a state, not a province) to 
his empire about the year 1488, and since that time it has continued in the possession of the 
Turks. Satalia was the capital city (sic.), but is now much decayed.” Vol. IV., p. 159.  
 
 

856.Satalia, Attalia, Sataliah, (Gulf of) 
Rev. Thomas Bankes, A Modern, Authentic and Complete System of Universal 
Geography, Including All the late important Discoveries made by the English, and 
other celebrated Navigators of various Nations, in the different Hemispheres; and 
containing a Genuine History and Description of the Whole World as consisting of 
Empires, Kingdoms, States, Republics, Provinces, Continents, Islands, Oceans, etc... 
the whole forming a complete collection of Voyages and Travels ..., C. Cooke, 
London, 1797,  p. 176. (Essentially repeating the text in,The New Royal Geographical 
Magazine; Or, A Modern, Complete, Authentic and Copious System of Universal 
Geography, of 1794, above.) 

 
 

A New, Royal and Authentic System of Universal Geography 

Section XIV Caramania 
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“Satalia, the ancient Attalia, is called by the Turks Sataliah. It was formerly an important city 
in Pamphylia, at the bottom of the gulph of its name, in 36 deg. 45 min. north latitude, and 31 
deg. 20 min. east longitude. It is the strongest place the Turks have upon this coast. The 
harbor would be commodious, if the entrance were not difficult and dangerous. It is one of the 
most singular places in the universe, being divided into three distinct towns, each of which is 
separated from the others by its own strong walls; and the gates are shut up precisely at noon 
every Friday till one o’clock, from a pretended prophecy, that on such an hour the Christians 
are to surprize it. The whole is about six miles in circumference. The buildings are good, the 
place populous, and trade considerable. The summers are so hot, that those who can afford it 
retire towards the mountains, where there is more air and shade. The castle which commands 
the place, is a very good one. The Christians had formerly a fine church in one of the towns, 
but it is at present converted into a Turkish mosque. The neighbouring country is very fertile 
and delightful being covered with citron and orange groves, which afford an exquisite 
fragrancy.” p. 176.  
 
 

857.Satalia 
John Walker, Elements of Geography and of Natural and Civil History, Containing, 
1. The order of the Spheres…, Thomas Morton Bates, Dublin, 1797, p. 472. 
 

Asia, Part VII. Sect. XLI. Turkey In Asia,  

“Province…Caramenia (sic.). Chief Towns…Satalia, Terasso.” p. 472.  
 
 

858.Satalia, Antalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Antalia (Gulf of) 
Rev. Clement Cruttwell, The New Universal Gazetteer; or, Geographical 
Dictionary: containing a description of all the Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces, 
Cities, Towns, Forts, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Mountains, and Capes, In The 
Known World; with the Government, Customs, Manners, and Religion of all the 
Inhabitants; …, With Twenty-Six whole sheet maps, G. G. and J. Robinson, and, G. 
Kearsley, London, 1798, Vol. III., npn. 
 

s.v. “Satalia, or, Antalia, a seaport town of Asiatic Turkey, in the province of Caramania 
(sic.), situated at the bottom of a gulf of Mediterranean, to which it gives name. It is strong, 
large, and divided into three towns; the environs are exceedingly fertile; the citrons and 
oranges are particularly fine. The inhabitants carry on a considerable trade in wool, cotton, 
goat’s hair, agaric, gum-tragacanth, opium, and bee’s-wax: the navigation of the gulf is 
considered as dangerous: 134 miles S. Kiutaja. Long. 48.25. E. Ferro. Lat. 37. N.”  
 
 

859.Satalia, Antalia 
John Walker, The Universal Gazetteer; being a Concise Description, Alphabetically 
Arranged, of the Nations, Kingdoms, States, Towns, Empires, Provinces, Cities, 
Oceans, Seas, Harbours, Rivers, Lakes, Canals, Mountains, Capes, etc. in The 
Known World; The Government, Manners, and Religion of the Inhabitants,…,  
Ogilvy and Son, London, 1798, npn. (Unchanged in the 1807 and 1810 editions) 
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s.v. ‘Satalia’ “Satalia, or Antalia, a sea-port of Caramania (sic.), large, strong, and divided 
into three towns (quarters). Here is a superb mosque, which was formerly a Christian church. 
The country about it is fertile; and the citrons and oranges are excellent. The inhabitants 
trade in wool, cotton, goat’s-hair, agaric, gum tragacanth, opium, and bees-wax. It is 134 
miles S. of Kiutaja, and 265, S. by E. of Constantinople. Lat. 57. 1. N. lon. 32. 21. E.”  
 
 

860.Attalia, Sattalia 
A Dictionary of the Holy Bible: containing an Historical Account of the Persons; a 
Geographical Account of the Places; a Literal, Critical, and Systematical Description 
of Other Objects ... mentioned in the writings of the Old and New Testaments ... By 
John Brown, in Two Volumes. Vol., 1, William W. Woodward, Philadelphia, 1798, 
p. 114. 
 

“Attalia, now Sattalia, a city of Pamphylia, situate on a fair bay of the Mediterranean sea; or 
a city of Lycia (sic. Lydia); both of which were probably founded by Attalus king of 
Pergamus. Here Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel, about 16 or 17 years after our 
Saviour’s death, Acts xiv. 25.; but we read no more of its Christianity, save that the 
inhabitants had a bishop in the 5th and 6th centuries.” p. 114. 

 
 

861.Attalia 
A Dictionary of the Bible; or, An Explanation of the Proper Names and Difficult 
Words in the Old and New Testament, accented as they ought to be pronounced, 
With other useful particulars for those who would understand the sacred scriptures 
and read them with propriety, First American Edition from the second London 
Edition, enlarged, Isaiah Thomas, Worcester, 1798, npn. 

 

s.v. ATT: “Attàlia, a city of Pamphylia, situated on a fair bay, whither St. Paul and Barnabas 
(Acts xiv. 25.) went to preach the gospel, in the year of Christ 45.”  
 
 

862.Satalia 
Encyclopædia: or, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and Miscellaneous Literature; 
constructed on a plan, by which the different sciences and arts are digested into the 
form of distinct treatises or systems, comprehending the history, theory, and practice, 
of each, according to the latest discoveries and improvements; and full explanations 
given of the various detached parts of knowledge, whether relating to natural and 
artificial objects, or to matters ecclesiastical, civil, military, commercial, &c., 
including elucidations of the most important topics relative to religion, morals, 
manners, and the oeconomy of life; together with a description of all the countries, 
cities, principal mountains, seas, rivers, &c. throughout the world; a general history, 
ancient and modern, of the different empires, kingdoms, and states; and an account 
of the lives of the most eminent persons in every nation, from the earliest ages down 
to the present times, ... Thomas Dobson, Philadelphia, 1798, Vol., IV. CAA-CIC, p. 
159. 

s.v. “Caramania, a considerable province (sic.) of Turkey in Asia, in the fourth part of 
Natolia. Bajazet united this province (sic.) to his empire about the year 1488, and since that 
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time it has continued in the posession of the Turks. Satalia was the capital city (sic.), but is 
now much decayed.” Vol., IV. CAA-CIC, p. 159.  
 
 

863.Satalia 
The works of Rabelais, completely translated into English by Urquhart and Motteux, 
with variorum notes; ten full page illustrations by Chalon, Printed for the Trade, 
London, 1799, p. 104. 

 “It is requisite that you have the Lesser Asia, Caria, Lycia, Pamphilia, Cilicia, Lydia, 
Phrygia, Mysia, Bithnia, Carazia, Satalia, Samagaria, Castamena, Luga, Savasta, even unto 
Euphrates. Shall we see, said Picrochole, Babylon and Mount Sinai; There is no need, said 
they, at this time.” p. 104.  
 
 

864.Attalia 
The Holy Bible, containing The Old Testament and The New: Translated out of the 
Original Tongues: and with the Former Translations diligently compared and 
revised, By His Majesty’s Special Command, Appointed To Be Read In Churches, 
Oxford, Printed at the Clarendon Press, by Dawson, Bensley, and Cooke, Printers 
to the University; and Sold by W. Dawson, Oxford Bible Warehouse, Paternoster-
Row, London, 1800, npn. 

“The Acts: Ch. 14, v. 24-26: 

24 And after they had passed throughout Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia. 

25 And when they had preached the word at Perga, they went down into Attalia: 

26 And thence sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace of 
God for the work which they fulfilled.”  
 
 

865.1677 
Sattalia, Addalya 
“1667 B.M. Harl. Mss. 7021 anon.” The Oriental Collections: consisting of Original 
Essays and Dissertations, Translations, and Miscellaneous Papers, Illustrating the 
History and Antiquities, the Arts, Sciences, and Literature, of Asia, Vol. III, For 
January, February, and March, 1799, Debrett, London, 1800, p. 182-188, 187-188. 

“Nearer to Sattalia, by the highway side, remain many large magnificent tombs, and perhaps 
other monuments of stone, several of them, they say, with inscriptions upon them; which 
passing in the night, we wanting light to read, were deprived of the light, if haply they 
afforded any, touching the story of their erection. A little before sun-rise we enter Sattalia; the 
Turks not so corrupting the name as forming it to their manner of pronunciation, call it 
Addalya. 

The city is seated on the descent of the plain, towards the sea, environed with a very strong 
wall, about two miles in compass, the suburbs built chiefly on the North side, much what as 
great as the city; the wall is built thick, with fortresses kept in good plight: a castle there is on 
it, part strong, part threatening ruins. The city is divided by strong walls into three 
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apartments (separate quarters), the possessions, as report passes, of three brethren, sons of a 
certain king of the place in ancient time, there is yet seen some coat-armour of Christians. 
One of the Gates near the sea, not of the city, but of some outbuildings on the scale (scala), 
presenteth on each side a statue of stone in mannar not much unlike those at the gate of 
Southampton, but much less (much smaller); the right hand statue bearing on his right hand, 
in fair letters insculpted lillahi. When I find any images remaining among the Turks, I think it 
not idle to note them, especially with any sign on them that they are accepted, because known 
to be generally abhorred by them, more than fire or plague. A report passes current among 
the franks, that St. Helena built one or two churches here at her return from Jerusalem. I 
could not learn of the Greeks any certainty of the tradition; whoever built them for Christians 
they are now subjected to Mahometism, and no Christian suffered to enter them; the one still 
a fair structure (kesik minaret camii), the other, much ruined. …” p. 187-188. (Mss. may 
have been written by the Levant Co. Chaplain, Dr. John Luke, or perhaps the Smyrna Levant 
Co. Consul of 1660, Richard Baker, superseded in 1661, and said to have died in 1661 in 
Settalia-Antalya, the date of the manuscript, may have been misread as 1667.)  
 
 

866.Attalia 
Plutarch’s Lives, Translated from The Original Greek, with Notes, Critical and 
Historical, and a Life of Plutarch byJohn Langhorne, William Langhorne, in Six 
Volumes, the sixth edition corrected London, 1801, Vol. IV., p. 210. (Reprinted, 
1803; reprinted, William Langhorne and John Langhorne, Plutarch’s Lives, in Three 
Volumes, J. Davis, London, 1813, Vol. II., 436-437; likewise in one volume, New 
Edition, published by William and Joseph Neal, Baltimore, 1836, p. 461.) 

Pompey: “As soon as his wife and his friends were embarked, he set sail, and continued his 
course, without touching at any port, except for water and provisions, till he came to Attalia, 
a city of Pamphylia. There he was joined by some Cilician galleys; and besides picking up a 
number of soldiers, he found in a little time sixty senators about him. When he was informed 
that his fleet was still entire, and that Cato was gone to Africa with a considerable body of 
men which he had collected after their flight, he lamented to his friends his great error, in 
suffering himself to be drawn into an engagement on land, and making no use of those forces, 
in which he was confessedly stronger; nor even taking care to fight near his fleet, that, in case 
of his meeting with a check at land, he might have been supplied by sea with another army, 
capable of making head against the enemy. Indeed, we find no greater mistake in Pompey’s 
whole conduct, nor a more remarkable instance of Caesar’s generalship, than in removing 
the scene of action to such a distance from the naval forces.  

However, as it was necessary to undertake something with the small means he had left, he 
sent to some cities, and sailed to others himself, to raise money, and to get a supply of men for 
his ships.” Vol. IV., p. 210.  
 
 

867.Attalia 
Paul Wright, New and Complete Life of Our Blessed Lord and Saviour, Jesus 
Christ, That Great Example as Well as Saviour of Mankind, Containing an 
Authentic Account of All the Real Facts Relating to His Exemplary Life, Meritorious 
Sufferings, and Death. To which is Added the Lives, Transactions, Sufferings and 
Deaths of His Holy Apostles, Evangelists, and Disciples, The Whole Interspersed 
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with Practical Improvements and Useful Remarks, Lazarus Beach, New York, 1801, 
p. 286. 

 “The apostles, after leaving Antioch, passed through Pisidia, and came to Pamphylia; and 
after preaching the gospel at Perga, they went down to Attalia. Having thus finished the 
circuit of their ministry, they returned back to Antioch in Syria, from whence they at first 
departed.” p. 286.  
 
 

868.Attalia 
William Fordyce Mayor, Universal History, Ancient and Modern; from the earliest 
records of time, to the general peace of 1801, in Twenty-Five Volumes, Richard 
Phillips, London, 1802, Vol. X., or Vol. I., of the Modern Part, pp. 309, 319-320, 
336. 

1106 “Kilij Arslan was succeeded by Sasan, his brother. The coast of Asia having by the late 
wars, been ruined, from Smyrna to Attalia, and those once populous and stately cities become 
heaps of rubbish, the emperor sent Filokales (Philokales) to restore them.” Vol. I., p. 309.  
 
1116 “In the course of the same year he marched into Phrygia, to Attalia, a famous city, in 
order to repress the incursions of the Turks, who had, amongst the rest, seized, the Palus 
Pugusianus. This is a lake of vast extent, with many islands in it, whose inhabitants, by 
trading with the enemy, had become so much their friends, that they joined in opposing the 
emperor: but by means of vessels and engines, with which he battered the isles, he reduced 
them at last, though not without the loss of some barks and men.” Vol. I., p. 319-320.  
 
1205-1206 “Soon after this, Khosraw (Giyath al-Dīn Keyhusrev I) laid siege to the city of 
Attalia, imagining that it was not in a condition of defending itself: in this, however, he was 
mistaken, and obliged to retire, after he had been six days before the place.” Vol. I., p. 336.  
 
 

869.Attalia, Satalia 
William Fordyce Mayor, Universal History, Ancient and Modern; from the earliest 
records of time, to the general peace of 1801, in Twenty-Five Volumes, Richard 
Phillips, London, 1802, Vol. XVI. or Vol. VII. of the Modern Part, p. 94, New 
York, 1804, p. 94. 

 

1472:“The whole fleet, which consisted of eighty-five sail, made an unsuccessful attack upon 
Attalia, or Satalia, a city of Pamphylia; but afterwards, when the Neapolitans had returned 
home, the legate surprised and plundered Smyrna, and arrived at Rome about the end of 
January, with twelve camels laden with booty, and twenty-five Turkish captives.” Vol. VII., p. 
94.  
 
 

870.Satalia 
Henry Kett, Elements of General Knowledge, introductory to Useful Books in the 
Principal Branches of Literature and Science with Lists of the most Approved 
Authors; including the Best Editions of the Classics. Designed Chiefly for the Junior 
Students In The Universities, and the Higher Classes in Schools, In Two Volumes, 
Rivington, London, 1802, Vol. I., p. 419-420. (John Davison, Henry Kett , Elements of 
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General Knowledge, introductory to Useful Books in the Principal Branches of 
Literature and Science with Lists of the most Approved Authors; including the Best 
Editions of the Classics. Designed Chiefly for the Junior Students In The Universities, 
and the Higher Classes in Schools, In Two Volumes, Vol. I., Rivington, London, 1803, 
p. 340. Reprinted: 1805, p. 340; 1806, p. 406; Supplement to La Belle Assemblée, or 
Bell’s Court and Fashionable Magazine, Vol. II., J. Bell, London, 1807, 74.) 

 

“Instead of crushing the common foe by a preconcerted attack at the same time on different 
sides of his territories, Louis of France had scarcely passed the Bosphorus, when he was met 
by the returning emperor who had lost the greatest part of his army in a battle on the banks of 
the Meander. The King of France advanced through the same country to a similar fate; and 
was glad to shelter the relics of his army in the sea-port of Satalia.” Vol. I., p. 419-420.  
 
 

871.Antalia, Attalia, Antalie 
Scripture illustrated by means of Natural Science: in Botany, Geology, Geography, 
Natural History, Natural Philosophy, Utensils, Domestic and Military; Habiliments, 
Manners and Customs etc., Charles Taylor, London, 1803, p. 7, 14. 

 

“From Derbe the Apostles returned to Lystra, to Konia, Iconium, to Antioch,--to Perga, 
Attalia—Antalie, and ended at Antioch, whence they had set out.” p. 7 (p. 369).  
 
Section: Geographical Illustrations of Scripture Histories, Particularly Journeys.  

List of the Principal Places contained in the Map of Geographical Illustations. 

“Antalia, formerly Attalia, in Pamphylia, lat. 36.50, visited by St. Paul, Acts xiv. 25.” p. 14 
(p. 376).  
 
 

872.Attalia 
James Macknight, A New Literal Translation, from the Original Greek of All the 
Apostolic Epistles, with A Commentary, And Notes,.., in Six Volumes, Longman, 
Hurst, Rees, and Orme, London, 1806, Vol. VI., p. 320-321. 

 

“Paul and Barnabas having thus, on their return from Phrygia and Galatia, visited all the 
cities of Lycaonia and Pisidia, where they had formerly planted churches, came at length to 
Perga in Pamphylia, where they spent some time in preaching the word.25. Probably because 
they had remained there but a short space formerly. And having thus revisited all those cities, 
and given to the churches their due form, they came down to Attalia, a sea-port below Perga. 
26. And thence sailed to Antioch in Syria…” Vol. VI., p. 320-321.  
 
 

873.Satalia 
Jean Froissart, The Chronicles of England, France, Spain: And the Adjoining 
Countries, from the Latter Part of the Reign of Edward II. to the Coronation of 
Henry IV., From the Best French Editions, with Variations and Additions from 
Many Celebrated Manuscripts. In Four Volumes, Thomas Johnes, Vol. III, James 

Henderson, London, 1804, p. 212 . (Epitaph reprinted in Jean Froissart, The Chronicles 
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of England, France,Spain: Thomas Johnes, Vol. VII. Longman, Hurst, Rees and Orme, 
London, 1806, 329-330; Archaeologia, Or, Miscellaneous Tracts, Relating to 
Antiquity, Society of Antiquaries Vol. XXI, London 1827, p. 353; Jean Froissart, 
Thomas Johnes, Sainte-Palaye (M. de La Curne de, Jean-Baptiste de La Curne), 
Chronicles of England, France, Spain, and the Adjoining Countries:From the Latter 
Part of the Reign of Edward II. to the Coronation of Henry IV., Vol. II, William Smith, 
London, 1839, p. 138; 1847 p. 138; Vol. II, 1852, p. 138; George Routledge and Sons, 
London, Vol. II, 1868, p. 138; George Routledge and Sons, Vol. II, London, 1874, p. 
138)  

 
“Having conquered the cities of Alexandria and Satalia, the infidels, knowing his prowess 
and enterprise, and fearful of further losses from him (Lusignan King Peter I of Jerusalem and 
Cyprus), bargained with his brother Jacquet to have him put to death; who himself slew the 
gallant king in his bed…Philip de Mesieres, being chancellor to the king of Cyprus, had 
engraven on a monument he erected to him, in the chapter-house of the Celestins at Paris, as 
follows: “Peter of Lusignan, fifteenth Latin king of Jerusalem, since Godfrey of Boulogne, 
and king of Cyprus, by his magnanimous prowess and enterprise, conquered in battle, with an 
army supported at his own cost, the cities of Alexandria in Egypt, Tripoli in Syria, Layas in 
(Lesser) Armenia, Satalia in Turkey, with several other cities and from the enemies of the 
faith of Jesus CHRIST.” p. 212. 

 
 

874.Attalia, Satalia 
Universal History, Ancient and Modern; from the earliest Records of Time, to the 
General Peace of 1802. In Twenty-Five Volumes, by William Mavor, Richard 
Phillips, London, 1803, Vol. XVI., p. 94. 

A.D. 1471 

“Sixtus equipped a fleet of several ships to go against the Turks. Having given his benediction 
to this fleet while lying in the Tyber, granting full remission of sins to all those who should die 
during the expedition, Cardinal Caraffa sailed thence, in the beginning of June and, soon 
after, joined the Neapolitans and Venetians. The whole fleet, which consisted of eighty-five 
sail, made an unsuccessful attack upon Attalia, or Satalia, a city of Pamphylia, but 
afterwards, when the Neapolitans had returned home, the legate surprised and plundered 
Smyrna, and arrived at Rome, about the end of January, with twelve camels laden with booty 
and twenty-five Turkish captives.” Vol. XVI, p. 94.  
 
 

875.Satalie, Antalia, Attalea, Satalie (Gulf of) 
Sir John Froissart’s Chronicles of England, France, Spain, and the Adjoining 
Countries. From the Latter Part of the Reign of Edward II. to the Coronation of 
Henry IV., Translated by Thomas Johnes, Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 
London, 1805, Vol. III., p. 98-99. (Reprinted: W. Smith, London, 1839, Vol. I., p. 
301; W. Smith, London, 1844, Vol. I., p. 301; Leavitt, Trow and Co., New York, 1849, 
p. 138; Henry G. Bohun, London, 1852, Vol. I, p. 301; Leavitt and Allen, New York, 
1857, p. 138; George Routledge and Sons, London, 1868, Vol. I., p. 301.) 

 

“Soon after this election, the king of France heard that the lord Peter de Lusignan, king of 
Cyprus and Jerusalem, was on his road to Avignon, having crossed the sea: upon which he 
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resolved to wait for him, as he was anxious to see one of whom so many handsome things had 
been related, for having made war upon the Saracens. Lately, the new king of Cyprus had 
taken the strong city of Satalie* from the enemies of God, and had slain, without any 
exceptions, all the inhabitants of both sexes whom he found there. 

*City of Satalie, - is the Attalea of the ancients, situated in Pamphilia, a province which at 
this day makes part of Caramania (sic.). Antalia, or Satalie, - at the bottom of the gulph of 
Satalie.” Vol. III., p. 98-99.  
 
 

876.Satalia 
Memoirs of John Lord de Joinville, grand seneschal of Champagne, written by 
himself; containing a history of part of the life of Louis IX., king of France, 
surnamed Saint Louis, including an account of that king’s expedition to Egypt in the 
year MCCXLVIII. To which are added, the notes & dissertations of M. Du Cange on 
the above; together with the dissertations of M. le baron de la Bastie on the life of St. 
Louis, M. L’Evesque de la Ravaliere and M. Falconet on the Assassins of Syria; 
from the ‘Memoires de l’Académie de belles lettres et inscriptions de France, The 
whole translated by Thomas Johnes Esq., James Henderson, London, 1807, Vol. II., 
p. 277-278. 

“It is pretended that, on this occasion, the old man of the mountain (Sheikh el Jebel, head of 
the Isma’ili Assassins of Syria, Rashid ad-Din Sinan), affected by the misfortune of Richard, 
wrote to duke Leopold,(Duke of Austria Leopold V, 1177-1194), to accuse himself of this 
murder, which had unjustly (been) imputed to the king of England. 
 
M. de la Ravaliere thus translates this letter from the latin text, which Nicholas de Tréveth 
has preserved, and which Rymer has published in the Foedera.”526Foedera, Hague Edition 
1745, vol. i. p. 23, col. I. 
 
“The old man of the mountain to Leopold, Duke of Austria. 
“Since several kings and princes, beyond (the) sea, accuse the Lord Richard, King of 
England, of the death of the marquis (of Montferrat and Tyre, Conrad), I swear by the God 
who reigns from all eternity, and by the religion we follow, that he was no way accessary to 
his death. I will explain the true cause of it. One of our brethren, returning from Satalia, was 
driven by a tempest, near to the town Tyre, and the Marquess had him killed and took his 
money. We sent to claim his money, and to demand restitution for his murder. He threw the 
blame on Renaurd de Chatillion, lord of Sidon: but our friends, from the exact inquiries they 
made, discovered that it was by his order the man was put to death, and robbed of his effects. 
 
We sent to him again our deputy Eudrise (Idris). The marquis threatened to have him cast into 
the sea: but our friends saved him, by forcing him instantly to quit the town. On his return, he 
certified to us the truth of these facts. From that moment we formed the resolution to have the 
marquis slain; and in consequence we sent to Tyre two brothers, who assassinated him in the 
presence of all the inhabitants of the town. Such was the cause of his death; and we again 
repeat, that king Richard was no way concerned in it.Should any wrong be done him 

                                                             
526  For the latest on the authenticity of this long fought over correspondence, see Brenda M. Bolton, “A Matter 

of Great Confusion: King Richard I and Syria’s Vetus de Monte,” 171-201 in, Diplomatics in the Eastern 
Mediterranean 1000-1500: Aspects of Cross-Cultural Communication, Eds. Alexander D. Beihammer, Maria 
G. Parani and Christopher D. Schabel, Brill, Leiden, 2008, and copy of letter, ibid, p. 200. 
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respecting this death, it will be unjustly done, and without cause. Know for a truth, that we 
never have anyone put to death for his money, nor for any reward, but solely in revenge for 
any injury done to us. 
 
Know also, that these presents have been drawn up by us, the middle of September, in our 
castle of Messiat (Masyaf), the fifteen hundred and fifth year from Alexander (September 
1193).” Vol. II., p. 277-278.  
 
 
 

877.Satalie 
The Second Volume of Chronicles: conteining the Description, Conquest, 
Inhabitation, and Troublesome Estate of Ireland; First collected by Raphaell 
Holinshed…1586, J. Johnson, London, 1807, Vol. II., p. 236-237. 

 

An. Reg. 4. Richard The First 

“But concerning the murther of the marques, the chéefe gouernour of those Saracens called 
Assassini cleared king Richard by a letter written and directed vnto the duke of Austrich in 
manner as followeth.  

A letter directed to the duke of Austrich, wherein king Richard is cleared of the death of the 
marquesse of Mountferrat, whereof he was vehementlie suspected. 

(Latin Text) 

“Vetus de Monte to Lupold duke of Austrich sendeth greeting. Where manie kings and princes 
beyond the seas blame Richard king of England of the marques his death, I sweare by the lord 
that reigneth euerlastinglie, and by the law which we hold, that he was not in fault for his 
death. For the verie cause of the marques his death was such as followeth. One of our 
brethren in a ship of Satalie came towards our parties, and chanced by tempest to be driuen 
vnto Tyre, and the marques caused him to be taken and slaine, and tooke a great portion of 
monie that he had in the ship with him. Whervpon we sent our messengers to the marques, 
commanding him to restore vnto vs the monie of our brother, and to compound with vs for our 
said brother’s death, and he would not. 

Moreouer, he also contemned our messengers, and laid the fault of our brothers death vpon 
Reginald lord of Sidon, and we did so much through our freends, that we got full 
vnderstanding that the marques himselfe caused him to be slaine, and tooke his monie. And 
therefore we sent vnto him againe an other messenger named Edrisus, whome he would haue 
drowned in the sea, but our freends made such shift, that they procured him to depart with 
speed from Tyre, who returned to vs,and signified these things to vs for certeine. And from 
that houre ever after we had a desire to sica the marques: and so then we sent two of our 
brethren vnto Tyre, who openlie, and in a manner in presence of all the people of Tyre slue 
him. 

This therefore was the verie cause of the death of the marques: and we say to you in good 
sooth, that the lord Richard king of England, in this death of the marques was nothing 
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culpable: and they that haue done anie displeasure vnto the king of England for this cause, 
they have done it wrongfullie, and without anie just occasion. Know ye for certeine, that we 
do not vse to kill anie man of this world for anie bribe, or for monie, except he haue doone to 
vs some harme afore time. And know ye that we haue made these letters in our house at our 
castell of Messuat, in the midst of September, in the yeare from Alexander the great, 1505. 

Thus we see how king Richard was cleared of that crime concerning the marques his death by 
the tenour of this letter. And verelie it is most like that king Richard would haue beene loth to 
haue communicated his purpose vnto such a wicked kind of pagans as the Assassini were, if 
he had pretended any such matter, but rather would haue sought his reuenge by some other 
meanes.” Vol. II., p. 236-237.  
 
 

878.Satalia 
Orlando Furioso: Translated from the Italian of Ludovico Ariosto; with notes by 
John Hoole, in six volumes, Otridge and Son, London, 1807, Vol. III., Bk. XIX, p. 
75. (Also cited in Hoole’s Aristo and Tasso, in, The Works of The English Poets, From 
Chaucer to Cowper, Dr. Samuel Johnson, The Additional Lives by Alexander 
Chalmers. In Twenty-one Volumes, Vol. XXI., J. Johnson, London, 1810 p. 170.) 

 

Book XIX 

“Now to Limisso’s527 fatal coast we steer;  

(Thus one began) her dangerous sands appear! 

See! Tripoly528’s sharp rocks (another cry’d)  

That oft the vessel’s shatter’d planks divide.  

One cries — Behold us on Satalia borne, 

Which many a mariner has cause to mourn.  

Each reasons as he thinks, while every breast, 335  

Pale terror and despair alike possess’d.  

Th’ ensuing morn with greater force prevail’d  

The wind and sea that still the bark assail’d.  

At once the wind the shatter’d foresail tears,  

And from the helm the sea the rudder bears. 340  

Who fears not now must bear a breast of steel, 

Or marble heart, unknowing how to feel.” Vol. III., p.75.  
                                                             
527  The port of Limasol (Lumisso or Lymsol), Cyprus. 
528  Tripoli, Trablus (in the modern state of Lebanon) 
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879.Satalia (Gulf of) 
“Pagés Voyages Round The World, in the years 1767, 1768, 1769, 1770, and 
1771,” p. 1-84, in, A Collection of Voyages and Travels, from the period of The 
Discovery of America to the Commencement of the Nineteenth Century, In Twenty-
Eight Volumes, William Fordyce Mavor, Richard Phillips, London, Vol. XII., 
1809, p. 82-83. 

 

M. de Pagés, “Finding a vessel there (St. Jean d’Acre-Akko), he set sail for Marseilles, at the 
end of june 1771, when they bore away for Cyprus, which having coasted, they stretched to 
the northward, to catch the breeze from that quarter, which they fell in with on the coast of 
Caramania. 

Having arrived on the coast of the gulph of Satalia, they descried a small vessel, which bore 
down upon them with full sail. Being apprehensive that she might be a piratical cruiser, 
though only one man appeared on deck, they fired a shot, to shew that they were prepared; 
but it was necessary to repeat the salute before she chose to sheer off.” Vol. XII., p. 82-83.  
 
 

880.Attalia 
John Lemprière, A Classical Dictionary, containing a copious account Of All The 
Proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors, with The Value of Coins, Weights, and 
Measures among the Greeks and Romans, and A Chronological Table, T. Cadell 
and W. Davies, London, 1809, npn. 
 

s.v. Attalia: “Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, built by king Attalus. Strab.”  
 
 

881.Satalia 
Francis Collins, Late Lieutenant on His Majesty’s Ship Dolphin, Voyages to 
Portugal, Spain, Sicily, Malta, Asia Minor, Egypt, etc., etc., from 1796 to 1801: 
With a Historical Sketch, and Occasional Reflections, in,  A Collection of Modern 
and Contemporary Voyages and Travels, In Six Volumes, Richard Phillips, London, 
1810, Vol. III., p. 66.  
 

“During this journey, we had from the mountains an extensive view of the country towards 
Satalia. After exploring the harbour, we prepared for our departure. I will conclude my 
account of Macri, with a hint to “seamen who are induced to visit this port.” Vol. III., p. 66. 
 
 

882.Olbia, Antalia, Satalia, Attalia, Palaia Antalia. 
Compendium of Ancient Geography, by Monsieur d’Anville ... Translated from the 
French, Illustrated with maps, carefully reduced from those of the Paris Atlas, in 
imperial folio; With a Map of Roman Britain, from the learned John Horsley,and 
with prolegomena and notes by the translator, J. Faulder; Wilkie and Robinson; J. 
Walker, R. Lea, 1810, Vol. I., p. 348. 
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“The position of Olbia appears to be that given to the modern city of Antalia, or as it is 
commonly called, Satalia; for, at some distance from this, the site of the ancient Attalia 
manifests itself under the name of Palaia Antalia.529” Vol. I., p. 348. 
 
 

883.Sathalie 
Henry John Todd, Illustrations of the Lives and Writings of Gower and Chaucer, 
collected from Authentick documents, F. C. and J. Rivington, London, 1810, p. 362. 

 
“Palatie, Palathia in Anatolia. Ch. Prol. Ver. 65. The Lordship of Palatie, Mr. Tyrwhitt 
observes, may be explained from Froissart; who gives an account of several hauts barons in 
those parts, who kept possession of their lands, paying a tribute to the Turk. V. iii. c. 22. He 
names particularly le Sire de Sathalie, le Sire de la Palice (Balat by Miletus, the Menteşe 
Bey), et le Sire de Haut-Loge. Palmeres, pilgrimes to foreign parts.” p. 362.  
 
 

884.Satalia 
An Essay on Maritime Loans, from the French of M. Balthazard Marie Emerígon; 
with Notes: to which is added An Appendix, containing the titles De Exercitoria 
Actione, De Lege Rhodia de Jactu, And, De Nautico Foenore, translated from the 
Digests and Code of Justinian, And the title, Des Contrats a la Grosse Adventure ou 
a retour de Voyage, from the Marine Ordinance of Louis XIV, by John E. Hall,  
Phillip H. Nicklin and Co., Baltimore, 1811, p. 251-253. 

 
“Another arrét. In the year 1771, captain Hean-Baptiste Mourardou equipped the snow530, la 
Vierge de Grace. He borrowed at martitime risque on the vessel 500 livres of André Raol. 
1.000531 livres of Jean-Pierre Plasse and 1,000 livres of Jean-Baptiste Fabre. 
 
To the last two he sold an interest in an adventure which he had on board and he borrowed at 
martitime risque on the cargo, several sums of Jacques Ventre, Jean-Pierre France, Fodrin 
and Bourlier and Francis Gilles. He sailed from Marseilles and arrived at Satalia, in the 
province of Caramania (sic.).* All the merchandize composing his cargo, the joint and the 
separate adventures were together. He sold a great part thereof, which he converted into the 
produce of the country, without noting in his book the price of each separate article. He 
continued sailing and trading from port to port to Damietta, whence he returned to Satalia, 
where he died 30th March, 1772, of the plague. 
 
*On the coast of Natolia in Asiatic Turkey, the ancient Anatolia in the Province of Asia 
Minor. 
 
The mate brought the vessel back to Marseilles with part of the returns. The rest was left in 
the hands of Uoubin, Provencal and Co. who sent the proceeds by capt. Dauphin. Claire 
Bourelly, widow of the defunct, was appointed guardian of his children, and administratrix to 
the estate. 
 

                                                             
529  Palaia Antalia=Perge. 
530  A square rigged vessel with two masts, complemented by a snow- or trysail-mast stepped immediately abaft 

the main mast, a type that formed an alternative to the frigate in the 17th Dutch privateering fleet, built by 
Dutch, French and British shipbuilders into the 19th c. (snow, snaw, snauw). 

531  The equivalent of about £75 in the 18th c. 
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The lenders required that the snow and the goods on which their money had been secured, 
should be severed from the mass of the estate and delivered to them, to discharge their 
respective claims. 
 
A sentence was rendered by the tribunial of Marseilles on the 17th of July, 1776, which 
ordered, “that the snow should be severed from the general estate of Jean-Baptiste 
Mourardou, in order that the proceeds thereof should be appropriated to the payment to the 
payment of the claims of Ravel, Plasse and Fabre for the monies lent by them on bottomry 
with maritime interest and costs.” 
 
This sentence rejected the petition of the lenders on the cargo, as well as that of Plasse and 
Faber (sic.), who claimed as partners of the captain in the small adventure; because the 
returns which had arrived at Marseilles were mixed and confused together. This reason was 
not a legal one because the whole being the property of the captain, it was subject to the liens 
of the repondentia creditors. They appealed from the sentence. Plasse and Fabre, also 
appealed, as partners of the captain. 
 
An Arrèt was given on the 6th June, 1778, on the report of M. de Beauval, which reversing the 
sentence, as to this part, ordered, “that the proceeds of the returns should be separated from 
the mass of the estate of Mourardou, in order to be distributed among the respondentia 
creditors, to the amount of the sums lent with maritime and common interest and costs; and 
the remainder of the proceeds” it adds “shall be distributed between the aforesaid Fabre and 
Plasse, to the amount due to them for their share in the small adventure, with common legal 
interest and costs; saving to the aforesaid Fabre and Plasse, their right to recover against the 
heirs, all further demands, to which they may be entitled,” etc.” p. 251-253. 
 
 

885.Satalia (Gulf of)  
John Pinkerton, Modern geography: A description of the empires, kingdoms, states, 
and colonies; with the oceans, seas, and isles; in all parts of the world: including the 
most recent discoveries, and political alterations: Digested on a new plan, by John 
Pinkerton, The astronomical introduction by M. La Croix, tr. by John Pond, With 
numerous maps, revised by the author, and engraved by Mr. Lowry, To the whole are 
added a catalogue of the best maps, and books of travels and voyages in all 
languages: and an ample index, T. Cadell, W. Davies, and Longman, Hust, Rees, 
Orme and Brown, London, Vol. I., Europe, and Part of Asia, 1811, p. 518. 

 “the Taurus, now known by various names in different countries, was by the ancients 
regarded as a range of great length, reaching from cape Kelidoni on the West of the gulph of 
Satalia, through Armenia, even to India: but this last claim has not impressed modern 
travellers with the same idea of its extent. * 

*See Pliny, lib. V. C. 27, who says that the Imaus, the Emodus, and the mountains running 
through the centre of Persia, including the Niphates of Armenia, and even the Caucasus itself 
are all parts of the Taurian chain. which thence spreads S.W. along the Mediterranean. But 
this great southern chain is unknown to Modern geography, and seems rather theoretical in 
reducing mountains of various directions to one series.” Vol. I., p. 518.  
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886.Attalia 
John Butterworth, A New Concordance and Dictionary to the Holy Scriptures, 
being The Most Comprehensive and Concise of any before published, In which any 
word or passage of scripture may be easily found:- The signification is given of all 
proper names of Men, Women, Beasts, Birds, Fishes, Cities…, First American 
Edition, John Tiebout, New-York, 1811, p. 5. 
 

s.v. ATT, “Attalia, That increases, or sends. Acts 14.25.” p. 5.  
 
 

887.Attalia 
William Jones, History of the Waldenses; connected with a sketch of the Christian 
Church from the Birth of Christ to the Eighteenth Century, J. Haddon, London, 
1812, p. 47. 

 “After which they passed throughout all the region of Pisidia and came to Pamphilia, where 
they again preached the Word in the city of Perga, and passing through Attalia, sailed for 
Antioch in Syria, the city from whence they had originally taken their departure.” p. 47.  
 
 

888.Attalia 
The General Biographical Dictionary: Containing An Historical and Critical 
Account of the Lives and Writings of the Most Eminent Persons in Every Nation. A 
New Edition, revised and enlarged by Alexander Chalmers, J. Nichols and Sons, 
London, 1812, Vol. III. ARNU-BARNES, p. 90-91. 

 “Athenaeus, a physician, born at Attalia, a city of Cilicia (sic. Pamphylia), was 
contemporary with Pliny, in the first century, and was the founder of the Pneumatic sect. His 
doctrine was, that the fire, air, water, and earth, are not the true elements, as is generally 
supposed, but that their qualities are so, namely, heat, cold, moisture, and dryness. To these 
he added a fifth element, which he called spirit (πνεῦμα), whence his sect had its name. He 
thought that this spirit penetrated all bodies, and kept them in their natural state; this he 
borrowed from the Stoics, whence Galen calls Chrysippus, one of the most famous of those 
philosophers, the Father of the Pneumatic sect; but Athenaeus was the first who applied it to 
physic. He thought that, in the greatest part of diseases, this spirit was the first that suffered; 
and that the pulse was only a motion caused by the natural and involuntary dilation of the 
heat in the arteries and heart. We have but very little of this famous author remaining, and 
must look for a further account of the doctrines of his sect in the writings of Aretaeus.(Gen. 
Dict.-Mereri)” Vol. III., p. 90-91.  
 
 

889.Attalia 
Calmet’s Great Dictionary of the Holy Bible, Historical, Critical, Geographical And 
Etymological, Wherein are explained all the proper names in the Old and New 
Testament,…In Four Volumes, Vol. II, Samuel Etheridge, Charlestown, 1813, npn. 

 

s.v. Paul:“Having here also preached the gospel, they returned to Lystra, to Iconium, and to 
Antioch of Pisidia; to Pamphylia, and Perga, thence they went down to Attalia, and sailed for 
Antioch in Syria, from whence they had departed a year before.”  
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890.Attalia, Cattalia 

Elizabeth Sandham, The Travels of St. Paul: In Letters supposed to be written from 
a Mother to her Daughter. In which are Endeavoured to be Traced to the Remains of 
those Places, First Favoured by the Preaching of the Gospel, J. Harris, London, 
1812, p. 28-29. 

“In the year 47 they passed through Pisidia, and came again to Perga, in Pamphylia; and 
from thence to Attalia, which was 26 miles from Perga, and 332 north of Jerusalem. This was 
a town of Pamphylia, and situated on the sea coast, with an excellent harbour. It was once a 
flourishing city for trade, and much noticed for the tapestry made there. It is still standing, 
though not of such note as in ancient times, and is now called Cattalia. From this place, in the 
year 48, our travellers went by sea to Antioch in Syria; from whence they had gone out under 
the direction of the Holy Spirit three years before;” p. 28-29. 
 
 

891.Antalia, Attalia, Antalie 
Calmet’s Great Dictionary of the Holy Bible, Historical, Critical, Geographical 
And Etymological, Wherein are explained all the proper names in the Old and 
New Testament, Augustin Calmet…Ed. Charles Taylor, In Four Volumes, Vol. 
IV., Scripture illustrated by means of Natural Science: in Botany, Geology, 
Geography, Natural History, Natural Philosopy, Utensils, Domestic and Military; 
Habiliments, Manners and Customs etc., Ed. Charles Taylor, London, 1814, p. 7, 
14. Also published by Samuel Etheridge, Charlestown (Mass.), 1814, Vol. IV., Part II., 
pp. 359 (7), 363 (14). 

“From Derbe the Apostles returned to Lystra, to Konia, Iconium, to Antioch,--to Perga, 
Attalia—Antalie, and ended at Antioch, whence they had set out.” Vol. IV., (7) 359. 

List of the Principal Places contained in the Map of Geographical Illustations.  

“Antalia, formerly Attalia, in Pamphylia, lat. 36, 50. long., visited by St. Paul, Acts xiv. 25.” 
Vol. IV., (14) 363.  
 
 

892.Adalia (the name) 
 A Joseph ובענגליש לאטין עברי בלשון תולדותיהים עם השרשים ספר : הקדש לשון אל שני שער
Samuel Christian Frederick Frey, Hebrew, Latin and English Dictionary, 
Containing, All the Hebrew and Chaldee Words used in the Old Testament, 
including the Proper Names, arranged under one alphabet: the derivatives referred 
to their respective roots, and the signification, in Latin and English: with copious 
vocabularies, Latin and Hebrew, and English and Hebrew, In Two Volumes, for the 
author, London, 1815, Vol. I., p. 9. 

“Roots… Derivative… לדגיג  Versio…Adalia. Signification…Adalia N.M. (name)” Vol. I., p. 9.  
 
 

893.Satalia, Satalie 
Louis Chambaud, A New Dictionary, English and French, and French and English 
..., Vol. II., Part 2, Containing the English before the French, New Edition 
carefully corrected, and very considerably enlarged by J. Th. H. Des Carrieres, 
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Cadwell and Davis, F. And C. Rivington, Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and 
Brown, London, 1815, Vol. II., p. 144. 
 

“Satalia, s. [a sea-port of Natolia; lat. 37°-1' N. lon. 32°-21'E.] Satalie.” Vol. II., p. 144.  
 
 
 

894.Sataly 
John Taaffe, Esq., Padilla: A Tale of Palestine, J. M. Richardson, London, 1816, p. 
112. 

 

Canto III. 

“By Syria’s shore, - by Gaza now they steer,- 

While sailors tell of Helen’s deed of fear, 

When the sea-dragon watch’d in Sataly;- 

Now scarcely deem what saintship it might be 

To tempt thee, Jaffa, on thy glassy sea,” p. 112.  
 
 

895.Satalie 
The Ancient Chronicles of Sir John Froissart, of England, France, Spain, Portugal, 
Scotland, Brittany, and Flanders, and the adjoining countries; Translated from the 
original French, At The Command Of King Henry The Eighth, by Lord Bourchier, 
Lord Berners, With The Names of Places and Persons Carefully Corrected, and the 
Obsolete Words Modernized, With a Copious Index. In Four Volumes. For J. Davis, 
London, 1816, Vol. III., p. 214. 

“If the noble king of Cyprus, Peter of Lusignan, who was so noble and valiant a prince, and 
had conquered the great city of Alexandria, and Satalie, had lived longer, he would have 
given the soldan (Sultan) and Turks more to do, than they had had since the days of Godfrey 
of Bologna (sic.532): and the Turks, and Tartars, and all infidels, such as knew his prowess 
and high deeds, were well aware of this, and they made an agreement with the king’s brother, 
called Jaquet, that he should slay the king his brother; and so he did, for he slew him in his 
bed, which was a foul deed of blood, to slay so valiant a man as was the king of Cyprus, 
whose every thought was bent on recovering the holy land from the infidels. And Sir Pillip of 
Maisieres, chancellor to Peter of Lusignan, king of Cyprus, wrote on his tomb as followeth, 
the copy whereof is in the chapter-house of the Celestine friars in Paris - Peter of Lusignan, 
the sixth king Latin of Jerusalem, after Godfrey of Bologna (sic.533), and king of Cyprus, who 
by his great prowess and high enterprise, took by battle, at his own cost, these cities: 

                                                             
532  Meaning, Godefroi de Bouillon, Godeffroy of Boloyne, leader of the First Crusade and, Advocatus Sancti 

Sepulchri. It was corrected in later editions to read: “Peter of Lusignan, 15th Latin King of Jerusalem since 
Godfrey of Boulogne, and king of Cyprus, by his magnanimous prowess and enterprise, conquered in battle 
with an army supported at his own cost, the cities of Alexandria in Egypt, Tripoli in Syria, Layas in (Lesser) 
Armenia, Satalie in Turkey, with several other cities and towns from the enemy of the faith of Jesus Christ.” 

533  Note that the 1804 edition gives him as the fifteenth King of Jerusalem. 
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Alexandria in Egypt, Tripoli in Syria, Layas in Armenia, Satalie in Turkey, and many other 
cities and castles, from the infidel’s, and enemies to the law of Jesus Christ. Anima ejus 
requiescat in pace.” Vol. III., p. 214.  
 
 

896.Attalia 
George Stanhope, A paraphrase and comment upon all the Epistles and Gospels, 
appointed to be used in The Church of England on All Sundays and Holy Days 
Throughout the Year… in four volumes, Vol. IV., Beginning with the Feast of St. 
Andrew, and ending with Queen Anne’s Inauguration, tenth edition, James Nunn, 
London, 1817, Vol. IV., p. 79. 

Conversion of St. Paul, An Account of St. Paul 

“Hence, after conversion of multitudes, they returned to Lystra, and the rest of the cities 
forementioned, confirming them in the doctrine they had lately received, and ordering elders 
in every church. Then, returning through Pisidia, and Pamphylia, after preaching again at 
Perga, they went down into Attalia. From thence at last they came to Antioch; staying with 
the rest of the disciples of that place a considerable time, full of joy and thanks for the success 
of their ministry.” Vol. IV., p. 79.  
 
 

897.Attalia, Antalie 
Calmet’s Great Dictionary of the Holy Bible, Historical, Critical, Geographical, and 
Etymological, With an ample chronological table of the history of the Bible, Jewish 
calendar, tables of the Hebrew coins, weights and measures, Revised, corrected, and 
augmented, with an entirely new set of plates, under the direction of C. Taylor, 
Samuel Etheridge Jnr. Charlestown, 1817, p. 359. (Two toponyms are, as in the 
1814 edition, given for the same place, Attalia and Antalie, but in a different order 
from Konya-Iconium.) 

“From Derbe they returned to Lystra, to Konia, Iconium, to Antioch, to Perga, Attalia, 
Antalie, and ended at Antioch, from whence they had set out.” Vol. IV., p. 359. 

 
 

898.Attalia, Sattalia 
Ed. James William Bellamy, A Concordance to the Bible. To which is added a 
geographical index, with the Calendar and Table of Lessons,…, F. C. and J. 
Rivington, London, 1818, npn. 

 

Proper Names of the Holy Bible, Places. s.v. Attalia: “Attalia-Sattalia, Acts 14.25, Lat. 36.45, 
Long. 30.30,  Map. Acts.”  
 
 

899. Adalia 
John Walker, A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary and Expositer of the English 
Language ... To which are prefixed Principles of English Pronunciation ..., Likewise, 
Rules To Be Observed by the Natives of Scotland, Ireland, and London for avoiding 
their respective peculiarities; And Directions To Foreigners, For Acquiring A 
Knowledge Of The Use Of This Dictionary, The whole interspersed with 
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Observations, Etymological, Critical, and Grammatical, To which is annexed A Key 
to the classical pronunciation of Greek, Latin, and Scripture Proper Names, Collins 
and Hannay, New York, 1818, p. 86. 

 

“IA (Pronounced in two syllables.) Accent the penultimate. Seleycia, Japhia, Adalia, Bethulia, 
Nethania, Uhenania, Jaazania, Jamnia, Samaria, Hezia.” p. 86.  
 
 

900.Adalia 
John Walker, A Key to the Classical Pronunciation of Greek, Latin, and Scripture 
Proper Names, in which The Words are Accented and Divided into Syllables exactly 
as they ought to be pronounced, according to Rules drawn from Analogy and the 
Best Usage, From the last London Edition, Wells and Lilly, Boston, 1818, pp. 305. 
(Reprinted ninth ed., for T. Cadell; C. J. G. and F. Rivington, Longman, Rees, 
Orme, Brown and Green; J. Booker, Baldwin and Cradock…, London, 1830, p. 
252) 

 “IAH 

Accent the Penultimate. 

…Zedekiah, Adaliah, Gedaliah, Igdaliah, Athaliah,… ” p. 305.  
 
 

901.Satalia 
William Benecke (of Lloyds), A Treatise on the Principles of Indemnity in Marine 
Insurance, Bottomry and Respondentia, and on their practical application in 
effecting those contracts, and in the adjustment of all claims arising out of them, for 
the use of underwriters, merchants, and lawyers, Baldwin, Cradock and Joy, 
London, 1824, p. 241-242. (republished in, Treatises on average, and adjustments of 
losses in marine insurance, by Stevens and Benecke, with notes by Willard Phillips, 
Lilly, Wait, Colman and Holden, Boston, 1833, p. 164.) 

Emerigon relates (from the 18th c.) the following case : — The master, and two seamen of a 
vessel bound to Marseilles died of the plague, while she was receiving her cargo at Satalia. 
The bales of wool which were brought alongside being infected, the crew refused to receive 
them on board and set sail. The vessel having sprung a leak in a storm, put into Rhodes to be 
repaired and victualled. A ship-boy, who had entered the hold, having caught the same 
malady and died, the inhabitants forced the vessel to depart. The gunner, who had occasion to 
go into the hold of the vessel, also fell sick and died. The vessel arrived at Stancio (Cos-
İstanköy), where by a present of 200 dollars, permission was obtained to take the diseased on 
shore, to hire a country-house and expose the merchandise to air. Having learnt that the 
plague had subsided at Satalia, they returned thither to take in the remainder of their cargo. 
Emerigon being consulted upon this case, decided the whole of the expenses to be general 
average, as having been intended for the general benefit.- But the departure from Satalia was 
neither for the benefit of the whole, nor for the cargo, but was evidently determined upon 
merely for the benefit of the ship’s company. The provisions and wages of the crew, therefore, 
could not belong to general average, neither could the damage sustained in a storm, because 
they had not exposed themselves to it for the general good.” p. 241-242.  
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902.Satalian (bay) 
Anastasius, or, Memoirs of a Greek; written at the close of The Eighteenth Century, 
(by Thomas Hope), In Three Volumes, London, John Murray, 3rd Ed., (1819) 
1820, Chapter XV, Vol. I., p. 285-286. (The description is based upon his own 
experience of this coast. The island-Galley remains in place today off the harbour 
entrance to Meis-Castel-Rosso, Castello Rosso, Castilrojo, Castelorizzo, Castelrozzo, 
Red Castle Island, Chateau Roux.) 
 

“The dawn did at last appear, and as soon as it was sufficiently advanced to light up the 
scene, showed to our straining eyes, the object of the whole night’s strenuous fighting, a small 
rock in the sea, which from the peculiarity of its shape actually bears the name of the Galley. 
We regretted all the ball and powder wasted, and agreed not to boast of our intrepidity: but 
our modesty was, in spite of our caution, put to the blush. The whole island of Castel-rosso 
had been alarmed by the incessant firing; every part of the shore was lined with spectators; 
and the moment we landed, they all crowded round our party, and with loud cheers wished us 
joy for having silenced the enemy. 

 
Having laden our wood (on the sacoleva534 for Alexandria), we pursued our voyage. It 
seemed an eternity in duration. Our crew knew no other mode of sailing than right before the 
wind; and the least cloud that arose made them put into the first inlet they could reach, wholly 
heedless of the risk of splitting upon a rock, or running aground upon a shoal. Coasting from 
one headland to another, we slowly crept round every cape or promontory on our way; and 
there scarce exists a single creek, I believe, in or outside the Satalian bay, which we did not 
successively visit. When the wind increased to what was called a fortuna535, the sailors could 
only think of praying and lighting tapers before the Panagia; and as soon as fair weather re- 
turned, they could only dance and play upon the guitar; nor ever thought of repairing the 
damage done to the ship, until reminded of it by a fresh storm.” Vol. I., p. 285-286. 
 
 

903.Satalia, Adauliah, Adaulia, Adaulia (Gulf of), Satalia (Gulf of) 
Major David Price, Chronological Retrospect, or Memoirs of the Principal Events 
of Mahommedan History, from The Death of the Arabian Legislator, to the 
accession of The Emperor Akbar, and The Establishment of the Moghul Empire in 
Hindustaun, From Original Persian Authorities, In Three Volumes, London, 1821, 
Vol. III, Part I., pp. 408, 419. 

 
A.H. 805. A.D. 1402: “Among the events of this period, in the mean time, we find recorded 
the death of Sūltan Mahmūd Khaun, the titular monarch of Transoxiana, or Mâwer-un-neher. 
He had accompanied Ameir Shah Melek, to over-run that part of the territory of Asia Minor, 
lying between the gulph of Satalia and the coast of Karamania; and falling ill at the place 
called Ketch, or Ketchik Būrlūgh, little Burlugli (Keçiborlu-Isparta), to the eastward of 
Menteishah, or Myndus536 the ancient chief city of Caria, he there resigned his spirit to the 
mercy of Olūgh Tongry; the great, or supreme being, so denominated among the Moghūl 
nations. Teymūr either was, or affected to be, extremely concerned at the intelligence; but 
being one of those events against which there is no alternative, he soon reconciled himself to 
his loss, repeating the usual formula from the Koran; “We came from God, and to God we 
                                                             
534  Sacoleva-Sakoleva-Sakolava = Small sailing vessel for cabotage one-and-a-half masted ship with the rake of 

the mainmast forward at an angle of 14 degrees, with a raised stern. 
535  A boistrous wind, Gale force 7-8, Tr. fırtına 
536  Today, Gümüşlük, Bodrum, from the silver mines, worked from antiquity into the middle ages.  
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must return.” This did not, however, occasion any interruption to the design in which Shah 
Melek and his associates were engaged. They proceeded in their plans of desolation, with 
unremitting activity, seizing with little resistance, and pillaging without remorse, each of the 
towns of Ketchik Būrlūgh, Aukbekah, or Aukcyaca, and Adauliah, or Satalia. Before this 
latter place, however, two respectable officers were killed, of the names of Sheikh Ally 
Seilauny, or perhaps Seblâi, and Sheikh Hadjy Seldūz. From thence, allowing the interval of 
one night to intervene, they extended the ravages of fire and sword along the adjoining sea 
coast, pillaging and destroying the territory of Menteishah, and Tekah-eyli, (Lycia, Caria, 
and Pamphylia), with merciless fury; and, having rendered the whole one frightful solitude, 
finally returned, as usual loaded with booty, to rejoin the imperial encampment.” Vol. III., p. 
408. 
 
“In the territory of Hameid, or Hameid-eyli, north of the Gulf of Adaulia, or Satalia…” Vol. 
III., p. 419. 

 
 

904.Satalia 
J. C. L. Simonde de Sismondi, Historical View of the Literature of the South of 
Europe; Translated from the original, with notes, by Thomas Roscoe, Esq., Henry 
Colburn and Co., London, 1823, Vol. I., p. 182-183. 

 
“The Marquis Boniface III., of Montferrat, was slain in 1207, at the siege of Satalia. We are 
not informed whether Vaqueiras (his troubadour) survived him.” Vol. I., p. 182-183. 
 
 

905.Satalia 
“Von Hammer’s Constantinople” in, The North American Review, O. Everett, 
Boston, New Series, Vol. VII., No. 13, January, 1823, p. 210. 

 
“Other inscriptions indicated the places from which these statues were brought, with a forest 
of which Constantine adorned the hippodrome, when the city was rebuilt and the circus 
repaired. They were torn from the temples and public places of Athens, Cyzicum, Caesarea, 
Tralles, Sardis, Sebastia, Satalia, Chalcis, Antioch, Cyprus, Crete, Rhodes, Scio, Iconium, 
and Nicaea, to adorn the circus of the metropolis.” p. 210. 
 
 

906.Satalia 
The Orlando Furioso. Translated Into English Verse from the Italian of Ludovico 
Ariosto, by William Stuart Rose, Vol. III., Canto XVII. John Murray, London, 
1825, p. 210. (Text reprinted in the review in, The London Literary Gazette and 
Journal of Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, etc. No. 448, Saturday, August 20, 1825, p. 
534.) 

 
“Then journeyed all the night and all the day;  
Till, of the cruel orc no more afraid,  
He climbed a bark on Satalia’s strand,  
And, three days past, arrived on Syrian land.  
 
LXVI  
In Cyprus, and in Rhodes, by tower and town,  
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Which in near Egypt, Turkey, or Afric lay,  
The king bade seek Lucina up and down,  
Nor could hear news of her till the other day.  
The other day, his father-in-law made known  
He had her safe with him. What caused her stay  
In Nicosia was a cruel gale  
Which had long time been adverse to her sail.” Vol. III., p. 210. 
 
 

907.Sataly, Satalia, Attalia 
The Orlando Furioso, Translated into English Verse from the Italian of 
Ludovico Ariosto, With Notes, by William Stewart Rose, John Murray, Vol. IV., 
1825, pp. 18, 44. (Reprinted 1877.) 

 
XLVI. 
“One says; “Abreast of Limisso are we 
“Among the shoals” – and by his reconing, nigh 
The rocks of Tripoli the bark must be, 
Where shipwrecked, forthe most part, vessels lie. 
Another; “We are lost on Sataly (note. 10), 
Whose coast makes many patrons weep and sigh.” 
According to their judgment, all suggest 
Their reasons, each with equal dread opprest. 
 
XLVII 
More spitefully the wind on the third day 
Blows, and the sea more yeasty billows rears: 
The fore-mast by the first is borne away, 
The rudder by the last, with him who steers.” p. 18. 
 
Notes To Canto XIX. 
10. “One says: “Abreast of Limisso are we 
Among the shoals” – and by his reckoning, nigh 
The rocks of Tripoli the bark must be, 
Where shipwrecked, for the most part, vessels lie. 
Another; “We are lost on Sataly,” etc. 
 
Stanza xlvi.lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
 
“Limisso, a city of Cyprus, by Ptolemy called Cario, and Satalia, a royal city, situated upon 
the shore of Pamphilia formerly called Attalia,” says Fornari.” p. 44. 

 
 

908.Attalia, Satalia 
George Crabb, Universal Historical Dictionary; or, Explanation of the Names Of 
Persons And Places in the departments of Biblical, political, and ecclesiastical 
history, mythology, heraldry, biography, bibliography, geography, and numismatics, 
Illustrated by Portraits and Medallic cuts, in Two Volumes, Baldwin, Cradock, and 
Joy, London, 1825, Vols. I. and II., npn. 
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s.v. Attalia 
“Attalia (Bibl.) (Ἀτταλία), a city of Pamphylia, whither St. Paul and Barnabas went. Acts xiv. 
25. 
 
Attalia (Geog.) the name of four towns: namely, one in Pamphylia, mentioned under Biblical 
History, which was built or refounded by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, from whom 
it received its name, and is at present known under the name of Satalia; a second in Lydia; a 
third in Galatia; and a fourth in Æolia. Strab. I. 14: Plin. I. 5. 
 
Attalia (Numis.) several medals of Augustus, Tiberius, Adrian, Commodus, Sept. Severus, 
Cara, Heliogabalus, Trajanus Decius, Valerian, sen, Gallienus, Salonina, Corn. Saloninus, 
are ascribed to the town in Pamphylia of this name, bearing the inscriptions ΑΤΤΑΛΕΩΝ, and 
one of them is supposed to bear the effigy of its founder Attalus II.” Vol. I., s.v. Attalia. 
 
s.v. Pamphylia 
“Pamphylia (Geog) a province of Asia Minor, anciently called Mopsopia, was bounded on 
the S. by part of the Mediterranean, on the E. by Cilicia, on the N. by Pisidia, and on the W. 
by Lycia. It forms at present a part of the province which the Turks call Caramania (sic.). Its 
principal cities were Perga, Aspendus, Termessus (sic.), and Attalia, now Satalia, which is the 
capital (sic.). Its principal rivers were Caraccas (sic. Catarractes), Cestrus, Eurymedon, etc.” 
Vol. II., npn., s.v. Pamphylia. 
 
 

909.Attaleia, Attalia 
The Greek Lexicon of Schrevelius, Translated into English with many Additions, 
Cummings, Hilliard, and Co., Boston and, Hilliard and Metcalf, University Press, 
Cambridge, 1826, p. 128. 
 

“Άττάλεια, ας, ή, the name of a city, Attalia.” p. 128. 
 
 

910.Satalia 
Edward Gibbon, History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire: For the use 
of families and young persons: Reprinted from the original text, with the careful 
omission of all passagers of an irreligious tendency, by Thomas Bowdler, Longman, 
Rees, Orme, Brown, and Green, London, 1826, Vol. V., p. 153. 
 

Second Crusade, A.D. 1147-8  
Chap. XLIV. 
“Without profiting by the knowledge of what had happened to Conrad, he advanced through 
the same country to a similar fate, and, after experiencing similar disasters, he sheltered 
himself in the friendly port of Satalia, from whence he and his knights embarked for Antioch, 
leaving crowds of plebeian infantry to perish in Pamphylia.” Vol. V., p. 153. 
 
 

911.Satalie 
Samuel Johnson, A Dictionary of the English Language: In which the Words are 
Deduced From Their Originals;…, in Three Volumes, Longman, Rees, Orme, 
Brown and Green, London, 1827, Vol. I., p. 52. 
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The Knight. 
“At Leyes was he, and at Satalie,  
Whan they were wonne; and in the Grete see 
At many a noble armee hadde he be;  
And foughten for our faith at Tramissene  
In listes times, and ay slain his fo.” Vol. I., p. 52. 
 
 

912.Antalia 
The Nine Books of the History of Herodotus, Translated from the text of the Rev. 
Thomas Gaisford; with notes illustrative and critical, a geographical index defining 
the situation of every place mentioned in the history, and introductory essay, and a 
summary of the history by Peter Edmund Laurent, Henry Slatter, Oxford, 1827, 
Vol. II., p. 386. (Reprinted 1846, p. 394). 

 
“This Catarractes must not be confounded with the Catarractes, a river of Pamphylia, whose 
mouth Ptolemy places near Antalia.” Vol. II., p. 386. 
 
 

913.Attalia 
Emma Willard, Ancient Geography: as connected with chronology, and preparatory 
to the study of ancient history: accompanied with an atlas, compiled chiefly from 
D’Anville, Adam, Lavoisne, Malte Brun, and other standard works; to which are 
added problems on the globes, and rules for the construction of maps; to accompany 
the modern geography by William C. Woodbridge, Olivier D. Clarke, Hartford, 
1827, p. 27. (As in, Universal Geography, Ancient and Modern: On the Principles of 
Comparison and Classification, William C. Woodbridge, Modern Geography; Emma 
Willard, Ancient Geography, O. D. Cooke & Company, Hartford, 1827, p. 27.) 

 
Pamphylia and Pisidia: “Perga, Attalia, Antioch.” p. 27. 
 
 

914.Satalia 
John Hawkins Esq. “On the Ancient Tin-trade of Cornwall,” Transactions of the 
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall; instituted February 11th 1814, Vol. III, T. 
Vigurs, Penzance, 1828, Notes, p. 133.  

 
“21. We learn from Balducci (factor for the Florentine Bardi Company on Cyprus 1325 and 
1326) that it (tin) was carried to Alexandria, Acre, Ajazzo in the lesser Armenia, Cyprus, 
Satalia, Pera, Caffa and Tauris.” p. 133. 
 
 

915.Attalia 
A. Wright, A History of the Principal and Most Distinguished Martyrs in the 
Different Ages of the World; giving an account of their birth, life, sufferings, and 
death; and particularly their dying words in testimony of that religion which they 
professed, Cincinnati, 1828, p. 134. 

 
“After leaving Antioch, they passed through Pisidia, and came to Pamphylia; and after 
preaching the gospel at Perga, they went down to Attalia. Having thus finished the circuit of 
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their ministry, they returned back to Antioch in Syria, from whence they at first departed.” p. 
134. 
 
 

916.Satalia, Sataly (Gulf of) 
Algernon Herbert, Nimrod: A Discourse On Certain Passages Of History, Volume 
the Third, printed for Richard Priestly, London, 1828, p. 445-446. 

 
“George of Pisidia* typifies Persia under Chosroes by the Gorgon of Perseus. But it is an 
allusion yet more especially pointing to the dynasty of Iconium, because the city was named 
after the icon**, or image of Perseus and the Gorgon, which Perseus erected there and called 
την Τυχην Περσιδα. The real head was thrown into the sea at “Satalia quae ad Soldanum 
Iconii “dicitur pertinere,***” and whenever it’s face is turned upwards, it destroys the 
vessels that navigate the gulph of Sataly. 
 
*Heracl. 2. V. 81. 
** Chron. Paschal. P. 39. Paris, 1688. 
***Gerv. Tilb. 2. 12. P. 920.” Vol. III., p. 445-446. 
 
 

917.Attalia 
Thomas Dudley Fosbroke, Foreign Topography; or, An Encyclopedick Account, 
Alphabetically Arranged, of the Ancient Remains in Africa, Asia, and Europe; 
forming a sequel to the Encyclopedia of Antiquities, J. B. Nichols and Son, London, 
1828, p. 327. 
 

Legends and Symbols of Colonial Coins 
 
“Attalia, Lydia; ΑΤΤΑΛΕΩΝ; attributes of the worship of Bacchus, while those of Neptune 
distinguish those of the other Attalia (that in Pamphylia).” p. 327.  
 
 

918.Attalia 
William Cooke Taylor, Historical Miscellany; or Illustrations of The Most 
Important Periods in Ancient and Modern History; with a particular account of the 
British Constitution and Commerce: forming a supplement to Pinnock’s Grecian, 
Roman, and English Histories, Whittaker, Treacher and Co., London, 1829, p. 
202-203. 

 
“24. As the French found it necessary to halt after this calamity, they resolved to rest at 
Attalia, a town on the sea-coast, garrisoned by the Greek Emperor. The gates of the town 
were closed against them, and the crusaders prepared to besiege it and punish their faithless 
allies.  
24. A pacification, however, was effected; Louis was furnished with ships to proceed to 
Antioch, and the sick and wounded of the army were left encamped near Attalia under the 
protection of the governor. These unfortunates were subsequently betrayed by the Greeks 
(sic.), and mercilessly butchered by the Saracens.” p. 202-203. 
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919.Attalia, Olbia 
Sir W. Drummond, Origines; or, Remarks on the origin of Several Empires, States 
and Cities, A. J. Valpy, London, 1829, Vol. IV., p. 73. 

 
“The city of Attalia, so called after Attalus Philadelphus, by whom it was founded, was 
placed, according to Strabo, between the rivers Cestros and Cataractes. Not far from this last 
stream stood the strong fortress called Olbia.” Vol. IV., p. 73. 
 
 

920.Attalia, Sattala 
Rev. William Gurney, The Diamond Pocket Dictionary of the Holy Bible: 
containing an Historical and Geographical Account of the Persons and Places, and 
an Explanation of the Various Terms, Doctrines, Laws, Precepts, Ordinances, 
Institutions, and Figures in the Sacred Oracles; selected and arranged from Calmet, 
Brown, Newton, Hurd, etc., J. Haddon, London, 1829, pp. 9; 68. 
 

“Pamphylia, a province of Lesser Asia, having the Mediterranean Sea on the South, Lycia on 
the West, Pisidia on the North, and Cilicia on the East. Attalia and Perga were the principal 
cities of it. A number of the Jewish inhabitants of this place heard Peter’s sermon at 
Pentecost; and, perhaps, first carried the gospel thither.” p. 9. 

 
“Attalia, now Sattala, a city of Pamphylia, situate on a bay of the Mediterranean sea; or a 
city of Lycia (sic. Lydia); both of which were probably founded by Attalus king of Pergamus. 
Here Paul and Barnabas preached the gospel, about sixteen or seventeen years after our 
Saviour’s death, Acts xiv. 25.; but we read no more of its Christianity, save that the 
inhabitants had a bishop in the 5th and 6th centuries.” p. 68. 
 
 

921.Attalia 
ElizabethWhatley, A Short Account of the First Preaching of the Gospel by the 
Apostles: being a continuation of “Conversations on the Life of Jesus Christ,” by a 
mother, B. Fellowes, London, 1830, p. 98. 

“Passing on through Pisidia to Pamphylia, they arrived at the town of Perga, and from 
thence to Attalia on the sea coast, at both of which towns they preached the Gospel537. 
Wherever they made converts, they formed Christian churches, and chose for them elders or 
governors out of the most worthy among the Christian believers.  

And now the first Apostolical journey as it is called, drew to a close; Paul and Barnabas 
returned to Antioch in Syria, from whence they first set forth.” p. 98. 

 
 

922.Attalia 
G. P. R. James, The History of Chivalry, Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 
London, 1830, p. 207-208. 
 

“…and the army, which was now reduced to a state of greater discipline than before, by the 
Grand Master of the Templars, who had accompanied it from Constantinople, arrived without 
                                                             
537  There is no explicit record of their preaching at Attalia. 
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much more loss at Attalia. Here the Greeks proved more dangerous enemies than the Turks, 
and every thing was done that human baseness and cunning could suggest, to plunder and 
destroy the unfortunate crusaders.  

 
Much discussion now took place concerning their further progress, and the difficulties before 
them rendered it necessary that a part of the host should proceed by sea to Antioch. The king 
at first determined that that part that should be pilgrims on foot; and that he himself with his 
Chivalry, would follow the path by land. The winter season, however, approaching (It was 
rather January-February 1148), the scanty number of vessels that could be procured, and the 
exorbitant price which the Greeks demanded for the passage of each man – being no less than 
four marks of silver – rendered the transport of the foot impossible. Louis, therefore, eager to 
reach Jerusalem, distributed what money he could spare amongst the pilgrims, engaged at an 
enormous price a Greek escort and guide to conduct them by land to Antioch, left the Count 
of Flanders to command them, and then took ship with the rest of his knights. The count of 
Flanders soon found that the Greeks, having received their reward, refused to fulfil their 
agreement, and the impossibility of reaching Antioch without their aid being plain, he 
embarked and followed the king. 

 
The unhappy pilgrims, who remained cooped up beneath the walls, which they were not 
permitted to enter, on the one hand, and the Turkish army that watched them with unceasing 
vigilance on the other, died, and were slaughtered by thousands. Some strove to force their 
passage to Antioch by land, and fell beneath the Moslem scimitar. Some cast themselves upon 
the compassion of the treacherous Greeks, and were more brutally treated than even by their 
infidel enemies. So miserable at length became their condition, that the Turks themselves 
ceased to attack them, brought them provisions and pieces of money, and showed them that 
compassion which their fellow Christians refused. Thus in the end, several hundreds attached 
themselves to their generous enemies and were tempted to embrace the Moslem creed. The 
rest either became slaves to the Greeks, or died of pestilence and famine.” p. 207-208. 

 
 

923.Attalia 
Rev. Hallifield Cosgayne O’Donnoghue, The History of the Church and Court of 
Rome; from the Establishment of Christianity under Constantine, to The Present 
Time, in Two Volumes, Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, London, 1830, 
Vol. I., p. 153-154. 

 
“Yet, when the King offered to share with his Barons, all the vivissitudes of plenty and 
poverty, and invited them to follow in the route of the conquerors of Jerusalem, the brave 
Peers of France were touched by honourable pride, and it was agreed, that the simple 
pilgrims, women and children alone, should make the proposed passage. The city of Attalia 
was saved by the Governor, who averted the vengeance of the French, by offering them ships. 
When, however, after five weeks had passed, and the vessels arrived, it was found that there 
was not sufficient for the purpose, and the order of things changed. The King and his soldiers 
embarked for Antioch; the way-worn pilgrims and the sick were committed to the charge of 
Thierri, Count of Flanders, who was to march with them to Cilicia, and the King distributed 
among them all the money which his necessities could spare. But when Louis quitted the 
harbour, the Turks fell upon the Christians who were left behind, and the escort was found to 
be feeble and ineffective. The people of Attalia not only declined to open their gates, but even 
murdered the sick. Every day the Turks killed hundreds of the pilgrims, and as it was evident 
that flight alone could save the remainder, Thierri escaped by sea. Seven thousand wretched 
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votaries of the cross, attempted to surmount the higher difficulties of the land journey to 
Jerusalem; but the holy city never opened to their view; and, in perishing under Moslem 
vengeance, they thought that the loss of the completion of the pilgrimage, was compensated 
by the glories of martyrdom.” Vol. I., p. 153-154. 
 
 
 

924.Attalie 
Rev. Henry Stebbin, The History of Chivalry and The Crusades, in Two Volumes, 
Constables Miscellany,… Vol. LI., Constable and Co., Edinburgh, Hurst, Chance 
and Co., London, 1830, Vol. II, p. 57-58. 
 

“Their march through Pamphylia was attended with the usual evils of famine and disease, 
and their only hope lay in the expectation of finding in the Greek city of Attalie some relief to 
their sufferings. But what was their consternation, on arriving at this place, to find its gates 
fast closed against them, and their application for shelter from the tempestuous and bitter 
atmosphere treated with indifference! The misery of the crusaders was now complete. They 
had neither clothing nor provisions, and were exposed, without a chance of shelter, to the 
destructive effects of the season. Every day saw their numbers thinned by the most cruel of 
deaths. But nothing could afford a stronger proof of the King’s devotion and firmness of 
character, than his conduct on this occasion. He implored his followers to remain with him, 
and pursue their design, whatever might be the difficulties of the way, promising to share with 
them all he had, and to shrink from no peril or suffering which it might be necessary to 
endure. But his barons, however moved by these supplications, saw the utter impossibility of 
remaining where they were, or endeavouring any further progress, without bringing upon 
themselves inevitable destruction. They, therefore, refused to listen to his entreaties, and only 
blamed him for not turning his arms against the false and barbarous Greeks. 
 
As the Christians saw no other means of deliverance from their misery, it was with some 
degree of satisfaction they received an intimation from the governor of Attalie, that he would 
furnish them with a certain number of vessels, in which they might return to Europe, or 
proceed wherever they chose. The offer was accepted; but several weeks passed before the 
ships appeared; and then it was found, that only a part of the army could be transported in 
the small and ill-prepared fleet. To those who were to remain at Attalie, and pursue their 
journey over land, Louis gave liberal supplies of money, and appointed two noblemen of rank 
and character as their leaders. But the fate of these poor wretches was of the most calamitous 
kind. The Turks, finding them reduced to so small a number, attacked them without 
intermission. The Greeks continued to refuse them admission to the city. Their two leaders 
forsook them, and they all perished either by the sword of the saracens, or in a vain attempt to 
march into Cilicia.” Vol. II., p. 57-58. 
 
 

925.Satalia 
Eyre Evans Crowe, The History of France, The Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Vol. X, 
Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, London, 1830, Vol. I., p. 45. 

 
“No sooner, however, had they passed into Asia, than the Germans, who preceded the 
French, were routed and cut to pieces. The army of the latter took a more circuitous path, but 
scarcely with better fortune. One half of their number was cut off; the rest reached Satalia, a 
sea-port opposite to Cyprus, where the king and his nobles, weary of the tedious march by 
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land, took shipping for Palestine, leaving their followers to make the best of their way on foot, 
without guide or leader. All that remained perished. And of the two hundred thousand 
warriors (sic.) who had left the west of Europe, bold of spirit and resplendent in arms, Louis 
only, with a band of some hundreds of cavaliers, reached the Holy Land.” Vol. I., p. 45. 
 
 
 

926.Attalia 
Lant Carpenter, An Introduction to the geography of the New Testament, 
comprising a chronological view of the ministry of Our Lord, and a brief history of 
the apostle Paul, Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, London, 1830, p. 21. 

 
“Thence they went (24) to Iconium, etc.: and on their return they sailed for Syria from Attalia, 
a sea-port at a small distance to the west of the mouth of the Cestrus.” p. 21. 
 
 

927.Attalea 
Henry Fynes Clinton, Fasti Hellenici. The Civil and Literary Chronology of Greece 
and Rome, from The CXXIVth Olympiad to The Death of Augustus, University 
Press, Oxford, 1830, Vol. III., p. 571. 
 

Additions and Corrections, On the length of time between the battle of Pharsalia and 
Pompey’s death:“We have three days from Pamphylia to Egypt; two days at Mitylene; a few 
days before he reached Mitylene; and a voyage of 365 English miles at least from Mitylene to 
Attalea: for which we must allow three days more. The remainder of the time would be 
occupied in Pamphylia, Cilicia, and Cyprus.” p. 571. 
 
 

928.Attalia 
Rev. Charles Constantine Pise, A History of the Church, from its establishment to 
the present century, P. Blenkinsop, Baltimore, 1830, Vol. V., p. 351-352. 

 
“The cardinal Caraffa, with a fleet of twenty-four sail, joined those of Venice and Naples, 
took the city of Attalia, and the isle (sic.) of Smyrna, and hastened back to Rome, and he 
entered the gates with all the pomp of a triumph. Twenty-six distinguished Turks followed in 
his train, and a numerous retinue moved in solemn procession, displaying the chain of the 
port of Attalia, and waving the Roman colours in the air.  
 
Mahommed still continued his depredations: He took from the Genoese the city of Caffa, the 
strongest and most commercial port of the Black Sea.” Vol. V., p. 351-352. 
 
 

929.Attalia, Antalia, Satalia 
James W. and J. A. Alexander, A Geography of the Bible compiled for the 
American Sunday School Union, American Sunday School Union, Philadelphia, 
1830, p. 34. 

 
“IX. Pamphylia was east of Lycia, bounded South by the Mediterranean; north by Pisidia; 
and east by Cilicia. The country is hilly, and is watered by the river Eurymedon (now St. 
Nicolas.) 
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Attalia was a city visited by the apostle Paul (Acts xiv. 25.) in his travels through Asia Minor. 
It is upon the sea, at the place where the river Cataractes falls from a height into the sea. At 
the present day it is known by the names Attalia, Antalia, and Satalia.” p. 34. 
 
 

930.Satalia 
Alexander Sutherland, The Achievements of the Knights of Malta, Constable and 
Co., Edinburgh and, Hurst, Chance and Co., London, 1830, Vol. 1., p. 348. 
(Reprinted, Achievements of the Knights of Malta, Two Volumes, Carey and Hart, 
Philadelphia, 1846, Vol. I., p. 225-226.) 

 
(Grand Master of the Hospitaller Knight’s of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes, the Italian 
Jean-Baptiste Orsini (r. 1467-1476)538 
“The co-operation of the Rhodian (Knight’s of St. John) with the Venetian squadron, was an 
unpardonable crime, in the estimation of the Turkish Monarch (Mehmet the Conqueror); and 
he declared eternal emnity against the knights-swearing, that, in the coming war, the 
Grandmaster should perish by his hand, and that every Knight who was made prisoner should 
be immolated at the shrine of vengeance. This menace was treated with scorn by the knights, 
who, in concert with the Venetian squadron under Mocenigno, who had superseded the 
infamous Canalis, soon after attacked Satalia, a town on the coast of Pamphylia, where they 
sustained a repulse, with the loss of their Admiral and several other brave officers. During 
the assault, a Christian woman, a slave, rushed to the walls, and encouraged the Christians to 
persevere, by proclaming the weakness of the place. When she heard the signal of retreat 
sounded, she cast herself headlong from the rampart, and was dashed to pieces in the ditch.” 
Vol. 1., p. 348. 
 
 

931.Attalia 
Sir Walter Scott, Tales of a Grandfather; being stories taken from the History of 
France, Inscribed to Master John Hugh Lockhart, in Two Volumes, Carey and Lea, 
Philadelphia, 1831, Vol. I, p. 149-150. (Further editions, 1833, 1834, 1845, 1854, 
1875, 1888, 1893, etc. Reprinted in, The Complete Works of Sir Walter Scott: With a 
Biography, and His Last Additions and Illustrations, Vol. VI. Conner and Cooke, New 
York, 1833, p. 373-374; The Prose Works of Walter Scott, The History Of Scotland. 
Biographical Memoirs. Religious Discourses. House Of Aspen. Doom Of Devorgoil. 
Letters On Demonology And Witchcraft. History Of France. Robert Of Paris. Castle 
Dangerous Tales And Essays. Glossary. A. and W. Galignani and Co., Paris, 1834, 
Vol. VIII.,  p. 564.) 

 
“But he lost in this unfortunate encounter nearly twenty thousand men, in slain, wounded, 
and prisoners. 
 
 The day following this disastrous action, Louis proceeded to Attalia (the capital city of 
Pamphylia (sic.)), amidst constant skirmishes and great hardships. The natives, who were 
Christians, though tributary to the Turks, dared neither oppose nor assist the invaders. In 
order to rid themselves of the crusaders, they offered to convey them to Antioch by sea. At 
Attalia, therefore, the king and his nobles and knights went on shipboard and set sail for the 

                                                             
538  Jean-Baptiste des Ursins. 
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principality of Antioch, which Bohemund had founded at the time of the first crusade, but 
which was now ruled by Raymond de Poitiers, a Latin prince, who received the king with 
demonstrations of the utmost respect and kindness… 
 
While the choicest part of the French army which accompanied Louis himself had reached 
Antioch, those who were left behind at Attalia, made repeated attempts to rejoin their 
monarch, by both land and sea. They were successful by neither mode of passage; and so 
unfortunate was their last march, so humbled the pride and resolution of the soldiers of the 
Cross, that three or four thousand of their number not only surrendered to the infidels, but 
embraced the Mahometan faith, and fought against the cause they had left their country to 
defend. The few remnants of this part of the army which reached Antioch, came as stragglers, 
unfit for military service.” Vol. I., p.149-150.  
 
 

932.Satalia 
J. C. L. De Sismondi, The History of The Italian Republics: Or, of the Origin, 
Progress, and Fall of Freedom in Italy, from A.D. 476 to 1806,  in One Volume, The 
Cabinet Cyclopaedia, Vol. XIV., Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green, and, 
John Taylor, London, 1832, p. 257. (New edition Harper and Bros. New York, 1858 
p. 211, text unchanged. Jean-Charles-Léonard Simonde Sismondi, Changed Title, text 
unchanged in, A History of the Italian Republics: Being a View of the Rise, Progress, 
and Fall of Italian Freedom, Carey and Lea, Philadelphia, 1832, p. 211. Repeated in, 
The Cabinet of History, Conducted by The Rev. Dionysius Lardner, assisted by 
Eminent Literary Men, Carey, Lee and Blanchard, Philadelphia, 1835, p. 211.) 
 

“In 1472, Pietro Mocenigo laid waste Caria and the Isle of Cos; he pillaged Satalia, 
Pamphylia, Smyrna, and Ionia. The following year he burnt Myra in Lycia, every where 
seeking news of Hussun Cassan, of whose defeat, near Trebisond, he at last heard. These two 
campaigns were stained with atrocious cruelties inflicted on the Greek Christians, subjects of 
the Turks, whom the Venetians pretended to deliver.” p. 257. 
 
 

933.Attalia, Palaia Antalia, Antalia, Satalia, Olbia 
Lorenzo L. Da Ponte and John D. Ogilby, Bibliotheca Classica: or, A Dictionary of 
all The Principal Names and Terms relating to the Geography, Topography, History, 
Literature, and Mythology of Antiquity and of the Ancients, with A Chronological 
Table by J. Lemprière, Rev. and Cor. and Divided ... into three parts ..., Collins and 
Hannay, New York, 1832, p. 35. (Entry published unchanged in Collins and Hannay, 
New York, 1833, p. 41.  Reprinted 1840, 1842, unchanged, J. B. Lippincott and Co., 
Philadelphia, 1856, p. 46; J. B. Lippincott and Co., Philadelphia, 1867, p. 46, entry 
unchanged.) 

 
“Attalia, a city of Pamphylia, built by king Attalus. (The modern site is called Palaia Antalia. 
The present city of Antalia, or, as it is commonly called, Satalia, corresponds with the ancient 
Olbia. D’Anville.)” 
 
 

934.Antalia, Olbia 
John Dymock, and Thomas Dymock, Bibliotheca Classica; or, A Classical 
Dictionary, on a plan entirely new, containing an authentic and minute account of 
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the proper names which occur in Greek and Latin authors, relating to history, 
biography, mythology, geography, and antiquities, Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, 
Green and Longman, London; Adam Black, Edinburgh; John Cumming, Dublin, 
1833, p. 610. 

 
“Olbia, ae, f. afterwards –  
2. Antalia, a town of Pamphylia (Plin. i. 589).” p. 610. 
 
 

935.Attalia 
The Life and Travels of the Apostle Paul, Prepared with questions for the use of 
Sunday Schools (With a Map), Lilly, Wait, Colman, and Holden, Boston, 1833, p. 
83. 
 

“Leaving Perga, he next bent his steps to Attalia, another city of Pamphylia, founded by 
Attalus, king of Pergamus, from whom it derived its name. It is situated in a fine bay in the 
Mediterranean sea, about thirty miles (sic.) south-west of Perga. There, Paul, according to 
his invariable practice, preached the gospel, and held forth the things of salvation to the 
inhabitants539, but with what success we are not informed; nor, indeed, do we know more of 
the Christianity of this place, than that the inhabitants, during the fifth and sixth centuries, 
had a bishop.  

 
At Attalia, Paul and his companions embarked on board a vessel bound for Antioch in Syria, 
where they once more arrived in safety, after an absence on nearly three years, occupied in 
these truly perilous but highly praisworthy and successful expeditions.” p. 83. 
 
 

936.Attalia 
Rev. John Brown, A Dictionary of the Holy Bible, containing An Historical account 
of the Persons: A Geographical and Historical Account of the Places: A Literal, 
Critical, and Systematical Description of other Objects, whether Natural, Artificial, 
Civil, Religious, or Military: and An Explanation of the Appellative Terms 
mentioned in the Old And New Testaments, J. and J. Harper, New York, 1833, pp. 
381, 385. 
 

“Pamphylia; a province of Lesser Asia, having the Mediterranean Sea on the south, Lysia 
(sic.) on the west, Pysidia (sic.) on the north, and Cilicia to the east. Attalia and Perga were 
the principal cities of it. Many of the Jewish inhabitants of this place heard Peter’s sermon at 
Pentecost, and perhaps first carried the gospel thither. Paul and Barnabas afterwards 
preached the gospel here; since which Christianity has never been wholly extinct, though 
owing to the ravages of the scaracens540 it has made but little progress. Acts ii. 10. The 
country is at present under the Turks, and is of no political importance.” p. 381. 
                                                             
539  There is no evidence for this statement, it is supposed by some that he did. 
540  This expression, the ravages of the scaracens, although with the spelling of Saracen, rather than Scaracen, 

occurs earlier, in: Chronica Majora, of Matthew Paris, rumours of the ravages of the Saracens reach him 
(Richard Earl of Cornwall in 1253)”; as in, Luís de Camões, The Lusiad: Or, The Discovery of India, An Epic 
Poem, Tr. William Julius Mickle, Dublin, 1791, Vol. I., p. cxix, “And thus also Europe is taught the means 
which will for ever secure her against the ravages of the Saracens, and other eastern barbarians, whom she 
has already experienced as more cruel invaders, and whom Greece still feels as more dreadful tyrants, than 
the Goths and the Vandals.” As also in, An address to the deists: or, An inquiry into the character of the 
author of the Book of Revelation, by an officer of rank in his majesty’s navy, Printed for the Benefit of the 
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Paul, “After preaching some time in Perga and Attalia, cities of Pamphylia, they returned to 
Antioch in Syria, where they rehearsed what God had wrought by their means.” p. 385. 
 
 

937.Adalia 
Narrative of Travels in Europe, Asia, And Africa, in the Seventeenth Century by 
Evliya Efendi, Translated From The Turkish by the Ritter Joseph Von Hammer, 
Oriental Translation Fund of Great Britain and Ireland, London, Vol. XXXIII, 
1834, Vol. I., Part II., p. 137. (Reprinted unchanged, Oriental Translation Fund of 
Great Britain and Ireland, London, Vol. XXXIII 1846, p. 137.) 

 
“The honey of Athens, Valentia, and Moldavia, is celebrated, each of which has seventy 
particular qualities, and if your Majesty should wish for sugar, many thousand quintals541 of 
it are produced at Alaya, Adalia, Adana, Selefkeh, Tarsus, Payas, Antakieh, Aleppo, Saida, 
Damascus, Beirut, and Tripolis.” Vol. I., p. 137.  
 
 

938.Attalia 
The Genuine Epistles of the Apostolic Fathers: St. Clement, St. Polycarp, St. 
Ignatius, St. Barnabas; the Shepherd of Hermas, and the martyrdoms of St. Ignatius 
and St. Polycarp, written by those who were present at their sufferings..., Translated 
by William, lord archbishop of Canterbury, With preliminary discourses relating to 
the several treatises here put together, by the same author, Arranged by W. Adams, 
To which is added biographical notices of the lives of St. Clement, St. Polycarp, St. 
Ignatius, and St. Barnabas, abridged from Cave’s Lives of the Primitive Fathers, 
from a late London edition, Parsons and Hills, Hartford, 1834, p. 500. 

 
“and so through Pisidia to Pamphylia, thence from Perga to Attalia, confirming as they came 
back, the Churches which they had planted at their first going out. At Attalia they took ship, 
and sailed to Antioch in Syria, the place whence they had first set out, where they gave the 
Church an account of the whole success of their travels, and what way was made for the 
propogation of Christianity in the Gentile world.” p. 500. 
 
 

939.Salteleya 
The History of the Assassins; Derived from Oriental Sources by the Chevalier Joseph 
Von Hammer, Translated from the German by Oswald Charles Wood, Smith and 
Elder, London, 1835, p. 225-226. (This letter had already been translated by M. de la 
Ravaliere and published in English in 1807 in, Memoirs of John Lord de Joinville…, 
Translated by Thomas Johnes Esq. Vol. II, James Henderson, London, p. 277-278, see 
above) The text of this letter with the same toponym Salteleya was repeated in Robert 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
Philanthropic Society, Oxford, London, Cambridge, 1796, p. 75, “The rise of the Mahomedan imposture, 
with the ravages of the Saracens.” And in, Ethan Smith, A Dissertation on the Prophecies Relative to 
Antichrist and the Last Times:.., Boston, Mass., 1814, p. 474, “The first to the ravages of the Saracens; the 
second to that of the Turks; the third to the destruction of Antichrist.”, and in the commentary on the 
Revelation of St. John, Verse 6, The New Testament, tr., and the four Gospels arranged in a harmony, 
William Thomson, Kilmarnock, 1816, “It is said that in those days mean would seek death,”etc. Such were 
the miseries to which men were subjected from the ravages of the Saracens, that many men, and especially 
women, in order to preserve their chastity, preferred death to life.” p. 424.   

541  1 quintal is approx 49 kilos. 
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Gordon Latham, The Nationalities of Europe, William H. Allen and Co., London, 
1863, Vol. II., p. 180, and, unaltered in, Robert Gordon Latham, Russian and Turk, 
from a Geographical, Ethnological, and Historical Point of View, William H. Allen 
and Co., London, 1878, p. 107-108. 

 
“The following is the suppositious letter, from the Old Man of the Mountain (Sheikh el Jebel, 
head of the Isma’ili Assassins of Syria, Rashid ad din Sinan), to Leopold Duke of Austria 
(Leopold V, 1177-1194), as given in “Rymer’s Foedera,” vol. i. p. 23:- 
Latin text 
 
Which may be rendered as follows:  
 
“To Leopold, Duke of Austria, the Old Man of the Mountain sends, greeting: “Seeing that 
many kings and princes, beyond sea, accuse the Lord Richard, King of England, of the death 
of the marquess (of Montferrat and Tyre, Conrad), I swear, by the God who reigns for ever, 
and by the laws which we observe, that he had no share in his death: the cause of the 
marquess’s death was as follows:– “One of our brethren journeying in a ship, from 
Salteleya542 to our parts, was driven by a tempest, near to Tyre, and the Marquess had him 
seized and put to death, and laid hands on his money. Now, we sent our messengers to the 
Marquess, requiring him to restore our brother’s money, and give us satisfaction for our 
brother’s death, of which he accused Reginald, Lord of Sidon, but we ascertained the truth, 
by means of our friends, that it was the Marquess himself who caused him to be slain, and his 
money to be seized. 
 
And again we sent another messenger to him, by name Eurisus, whom he would have thrown 
into the sea, had not our friends caused him to depart hastily from Tyre: he came quickly to 
us, and told us these things. We, therefore, from that hour have desired to slay the marquess; 
so, then, we sent two brethren to Tyre, who killed him openly, and almost before the whole 
people of Tyre. 
 
This therefore, was the cause of the marquess’s death; and we tell you of a truth, that the 
Lord Richard, King of England, hath had no share in this death of the marquess; and they 
who, on that account, ill treat the king of England, do it unjustly, and without cause. 
 
Know ye for certain, that we slay no man in this world for any gain or reward, unless he has 
first injured us. 
 
And know, that we have drawn up these present letters in our palace, in our castle of Massiat 
(Masyaf), in the middle of September, in the fifteen hundred and fifteenth year after Alexander 
(September 1193).” p. 225-226. 
 
                                                             
542  The Latin text of the Rerum Britannicarum Medii Aevi Scriptores: Or, Chronicles and Memorials of Great 

Britain and Ireland During the Middle Ages, Longman and Co., Trübner and Co.,.., London, 1876, Vol. 68, 
Part. II., p. 127, gives the toponym Salteleia. Likewise, that cited from by von Hammer does not have the 
name Satalia (as in M. de la Ravaliere’s translation 1807 above), but Salteleya, as is also recorded in 
Michaud’s Bibliothèque des croisades, Paris, 1822, p. 219; Paris 1829, Vol. II., p. 749, etc.  
The suggestion can clearly be made, contra, Ed. Rev. J. B. B. Clarke, An Account of the Religious and 
Literary Life of Adam Clarke, T. Mason and G. Lane, New York, Vol. I, 1837, p. 371, where Adam Clarke 
wrote there is no internal evidence for any translation from Arabic into Latin, this because of the name of the 
deputy sent, Eudrise/Eurisus, this being the translation from Arabic into Latin of the name Idris, otherwise 
Enoch would have been employed. 
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940.Attalia, Antalia, Satalie 
The Cottage Bible and Family Expositor: containing the Old and New Testaments, 
with practical expositions and explanatory notes, by Thomas Williams ... To which 
are added, the references and marginal readings of the Polyglott Bible, together with 
original notes, and selections from Bagster's Comprehensive Bible, and other 
standard works ... and a valuable chronological index, The whole carefully revised, 
and adapted to the use of Sunday Schools, Bible classes, and Christians generally, 
Embelled with maps and engravings, Edited by William Patton, in Two Volumes, 
D. F. Robinson and H. F. Sumner, Hartford, 1834, Vol. II., p. 1212. (Reprinted, 
Case, Tiffany and Burnham, Hartford, 1844, Vol. II., p. 121.) 

 
Ver. 25.“-Attalia, now Antalia, or Satalie, was a maritime city of Pamphylia, the chief 
residence of the prefect.)— Bagster.” Vol. II., p. 1212. 
 
 

941.Attalia 
Rev. William A. Alcott, The First Foreign Mission; Or Journey of Paul and 
Barnabas to Asia Minor, Massachusetts Sabbath School Society, Boston, 1834, p. 
131. 

 
“From Perga they went to Attalia. This city lay near the mouth of the little river Cestros 
(sic.), on which Perga was situated. It was a place at which they did not stop when they went 
out on their mission. They went directly by it, to Perga. We are quite at a loss again, in 
regard to their stay at this place. It is not certain that they went here for any other purpose 
than to embark, as Attalia was the nearest sea-port to their own country, Syria. And yet it is 
not improbable that they preached the gospel here,* if we consider well all the circumstances. 
The Author of the “Life and travels” says, — probably with truth, - that during the fifth and 
sixth centuries, the church here had a bishop. 
 
*One recent writer tells us, that Paul, according to his invariable practice, preached the 
gospel and held forth the things of salvation to the inhabitants; though he modestly 
acknowledges that he does not know with what success. Would it not be difficult for this 
writer to show that Paul’s invariable practice was to ‘preach’ in every city he came to?” p. 
131. 
 
 

942.Attaleia 
The Penny Cyclopaedia of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 
Charles Knight, London; William Jackson, New York; Munroe and Francis, 
Boston, 1835, Vol. III. -Ath-Bas, p. 55. (Reprinted unchanged, Penny Cyclopaedia of 
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, Vol. III., Athanaric-Bassano, 
Charles Knight and Co., London, 1840, p. 55.) 

 
s.v. Attalus II. “He was the founder of several cities, of Philadelphia in Lydia (Steph. Byz.), 
and of Attaleia in Pamphylia (Strab. xiv, 667); and it was probably this king who was so fond 
of collecting works of art, that he gave one hundred Attic talents for a painting of a sick man 
by Aristides the Theban, the contemporary and rival of Apelles. (Plin. viii. 38, xxxv. 9.) He 
was also the inventor of a kind of embroidered hanging or tapestry (viii. 48).” p. 55. 
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943.Attalia 
Alexander Campbell, William Kimbrough Pendleton, Charles Louis Loos, The 
Millennial Harbinger, Bethany, VA., October, 1835, Extra, No. 8., Vol. IV., p. 521-
522.  
 

“Thence they visited Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch in Pisidia greatly confirming the souls of 
the disciples. And having constituted them elders in every city in which they had founded a 
church they returned to Perga; and thence went down to Attalia, a city of Pamphilia, situated 
on a bay of the Mediterranean, whence they sailed to Antioch, on the Orontes in Syria.” p. 
521-522. 
 
 

944.Satalia, Attalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Edward Smedley, The History of France. Part I. From the Final Partition of the 
Empire of Charlemagne, A.D. 843, to the Peace of Cambray, A.D. 1529, Published 
Under the Superintendence of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 
Baldwin and Craddock, London, 1836, p. 46-48. 
 

1148 “They determined, therefore, to bend inward; and having forced their passage through 
the Saracens543 who occupied the intermediate country, to penetrate in a direct line to the 
“Gulf of Satalia”*, nearly opposite the shores of Cyprus.  
 
*”Attalia, which our Countrymen, unskilled in the Greek idiom, corruptly call Satalia.” Gul, 
Tyr., xvi., 25, p. 390. 
 
In accordance with this plan, they continued to advance along the course of the Maeander; 
while the Saracen light cavalry harassed their movements, and each bank was occupied by a 
numerous corps hovering on their front, rear, and flanks. The river however, was passed 
triumphantly, not withstanding the superior position of the Moslems; and the French arrived 
at Laodicea with a loss so trifling that they may be forgiven for attributing their success to 
miraculous interposition. But from that point onwards they were doomed to misfortune. 
Provisions failed, and neither food for the men, nor forage for the horses could be obtained, 
even if obtained at all, unless at sword’s point by foraging parties; yet the constant vigilance 
of an enemy who cut off every straggler, rendered it imperative that the Crusaders should 
march in large and compact bodies. At length, an imprudent movement separated the van 
from the main battle, and caused the loss of a full half the army. When the leaders of the 
advanced guard, tempted by the luxuriance of a rich plain, which afforded the long desired 
supplies, had neglected communication with their comrades still entangled in the mountain-
passes, the Moslems perceived their advantage, and hastened to profit by it. Throwing 
themselves between the two divisions, and occupying the surrounding heights, they 
overwhelmed the rear of the Crusaders, captured their stores and baggage, and, but for a 
seasonable alarm, which produced the return of the columns in front, would have slain them 
to a man. Forty of the most distinguished Chiefs fell round their king in this unhappy 
engagement; and Louis himself was indebted for safety chiefly to the ignorance of his 
pursuers, who were unacquainted with his person. He defended himself with rare valour, and 
more than once during the perilous night which succeeded his rout was compelled to find 
shelter in some friendly tree, or under some crag which afforded a hiding place*. 
*Odo de Diogilo, vi., 60. 

                                                             
543  The term Saracen is used here to denote Muslim. 
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Twelve days march through an unknown country still remained to the defeated and dispirited 
army before it could reach Satalia. Two great rivers were to be crossed in the presence of a 
hostile force, and supplies were to be gathered in tracts which the flight of their inhabitants 
had rendered literally desert. From these dangers the French were extricated by the singular 
military talents of an individual, of whom it is to be regretted that no other particular beyond 
his name has been recorded. A Sir Gilbert was appointed what, perhaps in modern phrase, 
would be termed a Quarter-Master General, and under his guidance they reached Satalia 
without further molestation. 
 
The land route from Satalia to Antioch, the first Principality in Syria under the dominion of 
the Franks, was still estimated at forty days, and it lay principally through the defiles of 
Cilicia, almost proverbial for their difficulty. Three days’ sail, on the other hand, would cross 
the intervening sea, but the port by no means afforded a sufficient number of vessels for the 
transport of an army, which, after all its losses, was still most numerous. Many of the Knights 
had been deprived of their horses in the recent disaters, and were unprepared, or rather, 
indeed, were wholly unable, on account of the heaviness of their armour, to complete the 
expedition on foot. Their impatience reluctantly extorted from Louis consent to a separation 
which he justly felt was opposed both by honour and by Kingly duty. Having purchased the 
escort of some Greek horsemen, who, for 500 marks, engaged to convey the French infantry 
as far as Tarsus, he embarked with his Nobles and reached Antioch securely. The fate of the 
abandoned army was not long deferred. They commenced their projected march; were 
deserted by the Greek cavalry at the first appearance of the Saracens; and, after a brave but 
unsuccessful attempt to move onward, were compelled to retreat again to Satalia. Under the 
walls of that town, within which they were refused admittance, they were left wholly without 
commanders, by the embarkation of the only two Barons whom the King had persuaded to 
remain, Archambaud of Bourbon and Thierry of Alsace. Rendered desperate by the hourly 
attacks of the Moslems, they once again renewed their attempt upon the interior; the result, as 
may be anticipated, was most destructive: they were cut off in detail, partly by the sword, 
partly by famine; and about 3000 who survived purchased their lives by an abandonment of 
Christianity.”  p. 46-48. 
 
 

945.Attalia 
Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs and Other Principal Saints, Alban Butler, Coyne, 
1836, p. 273. 

 
“Pushing foward, he left behind him a great part of his forces at Attalia, a seaport of 
Pamphylia, where they mouldered away in great want of provisions, through the treachery of 
the Greeks. The king himself went thence by sea into the principality of Antioch, and arrived 
in the port of St. Simeon, in the mouth of the Orontes, five leagues below that capital.” p. 273. 
 
 

946.Attalia, Satalia, Setalie 
Frederick A. Packard, The Union Bible Dictionary, prepared for the American 
Sunday-School Union, and revised by the Committee of Publication, Philadelphia, 
New York, Louisville, St. Louis, 1837, p. 81. (1839 reprint entry unchanged) 
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“Attalia, (Acts xiv. 25,) known now as Satalia or Setalie, a city of Pamphylia on the 
Mediterranean, and was visited by Paul and Barnabas, on their tour through Asia Minor.” p. 
81. 
 
 

947.Satalia 
Thomas Keightley, The Crusaders: Or, Scenes, Events, and Characters, from the 
Times of the Crusades, under the direction of the Committee of General 
Literature and Education, S.P.C.K., John W. Parker and Son, London, 1834, Vol. 
II., p. 71-73 (Republished in, Waldie’s Select Circulating Library, No. 25, Part II. 
Philadelphia, December 20, 1836, p. 390; Art. 12. The Crusaders: or Scenes, Events, 
and Characters from the Times of the Crusades, Part II., The Select Library, 
containing The Best Popular Literature…Vol., II., A. Waldie, Philadelphia, 1836, pp. 
550-606, 563-564; The Fireside Book: A Miscellany. With a Plate of Abbotsford, Vol. 
II, Philadelphia, 1837, p. 563-564. Reprinted: Thomas Keightley, The Crusaders: Or, 
Scenes, Events, and Characters, from the Times of the Crusades, Part II., Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain). General Literature Committee, John 
W. Parker and Son, London, 1852, p. 312-314.) 

 
“At length, on the fifteenth day after their departure from Ephesus, the pilgrims reached 
Satalia, where they were met by an imperial envoy, with the usual reproaches, threats, and 
promises. He did not attempt to conceal the fact of his having come with the Turkish army; 
but the king and his nobles found themselves now too much in the power of the Greeks to take 
any notice of their treachery. The highest prices were demanded for bad provisions, and most 
of the crusaders had to part with the little that remained of their property. Still, though thus 
gaining by them, the Greeks were anxious for their departure, and the governor offered ships 
to convey them to Antioch. The king, on this as on other occasions, evinced a superstitious 
anxiety to tread in the steps of the first crusaders: but on the remonstrances of his barons, he 
agreed to accept the offer of the governor. The latter, however, now demanded no less than 
four marks of silver for each man, and would give so few ships, that only the principal 
persons could be conveyed in them, and the poorer persons would thus be left without 
protection in the power of the Greeks. After a delay of five weeks, and the breaking out of a 
pestilence among the pilgrims, the king -as the land-journey would occupy forty days in a 
country full of rivers, and mostly in the hands of the infidels- deemed it best to proceed to 
Antioch by sea, and he made an agreement with the governor and the ambasdsador, by which 
they engaged for the sum of five hundred marks to conduct the healthy pilgrims to Tarsus, and 
to take care of the sick and feeble; and when they were sufficiently recovered to convey them 
by sea to Antioch. Louis leaving the count of Flanders and the baron of Bourbon with some 
knights behind, to see to the execution of the treaty, embarked for Antioch, where he arrived 
after having encountered some of the usual perils of winter-navigation. 
 
Hardly was the king gone when the Greeks broke all their engagements.They had assured him 
that the Turks would make no opposition to the execution of the agreement into which they 
had entered; but now they pretended that they could not obtain their consent to the passage of 
the pilgrims. They crammed the sick and healthy together into dark narrow buildings, and 
would give no food to those who had not money to purchase it, in consequence of which many 
perished of hunger; the plague, which raged among the pilgrims, also carried off great 
numbers of them, and their misery was extreme. The count of Flanders and the baron of 
Bourbon, wearied out by the treachery of the Greeks, got on shipboard, and made sail for 
Antioch; and seven thousand of the pilgrims in their despair, thinking they could not be 
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worse, set out, without guides or provisions, for Tarsus. But the Turkish squadrons were soon 
upon them, and after a short conflict they were all slain or made captive. 
 
The magnanimity and generosity of the valiant Turks after this engagement, in which they had 
broken the power of their once formidable foes, is thus contrasted with the cowardice and 
cruelty of the Greeks, by one of the original historians of the Crusade:- 
 
“By the blood of these the thirst of the Turks was quenched, and the treachery of the Greeks 
converted to violence. For the former came back to see who had remained, and then gave 
large alms to the sick and poor; the Greeks forced the stronger pilgrims to serve them, and 
gave them blows for wages. Some of the Turks bought our coins of their comrades, and 
distributed them in handfuls among the poor, while the Greeks took it away from those who 
had anything left. Shunning therefore their cruel companions in the faith, the pilgrims went 
safely among the infidels, who pitied them; and, as we have heard, more than 3000 young 
men accompanied them when they departed. Oh! Pity, more cruel than any treachery! Giving 
bread they took away faith; though it is certain, that satisfied with service they did not force 
any one to deny his faith.” 
 
The Greeks of Satalia however did not escape punishment. The plague which the pilgrims had 
communicated to them rendered their town almost a desert, and if we may believe the not very 
credible assertion of the Latin historian just quoted, the emperor fined them heavily for 
having given a market and ships to the French king.” p. 71-73.  
 
 

948.Attalia 
History of France: From the Earliest Times to the Present Day: on the basis of 
Sadler’s History: and arranged for the use of schools: with questions for the 
examination of students by John Russell, Hogan and Thompson, Philadelphia, 
1836, p. 66. 

 
“He was extricated from his perilous situation by the counter-march of part of his van-guard, 
but he had lost in this unfortunate affair, more than twenty thousand men544, in killed, 
wounded and prisoners. 
 
The following day Louis proceeded to Attalia (the capital city of Pamphylia). The inhabitants, 
who were Christians, though tributary to the Turks, dared neither oppose nor assist the 
invaders; but, in order to rid themselves of them, they offered to convey them to Antioch by 
sea. The king therefore and part of his army went on ship-board, and set sail for Antioch, 
which was now gouverned by Raymond de Poitiers, a Latin prince, who received the king with 
demonstrations of respect and kindness…While the choicest part of the French army which 
accompanied Louis himself had reached Antioch, those who were left behind at Attalia made 
repeated attempts, both by land and sea, to rejoin their monarch; but they were unsuccessful; 
and so humbled was the pride and resolution of the soldiers of the cross, that three or four 
thousand of their number not only surrendered to the Asiatics, but also embraced the 
Mahometan faith, and fought against the cause they had engaged to defend. The few of the 
army which reached Antioch, came as stragglers unfit for military service. 
                                                             
544  Certainly an inflated number, suggesting the army of King Louis consisted of more than 40,000. 
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What was the French loss? Who sent the army on to Antioch? Who received them there? What 
befell the remnant of the army left in Attalia?” p. 66. 
 
 

949.Satelia, Salteleya 
Thomas Keightley, Secret Societies of the Middle Ages, Under the Supervision of 
the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, Charles Knight and Co., 
London, 1837, pp. 124-125; 314-315. (Reprinted, C. Cox, London, 1848, pp. 117-
119; 293-294) 
 

“The Old Man of the Mountain to Limpold, Duke of Austria, greeting, Since several kings and 
princes beyond sea accuse Richard, King of England, and lord, of the death of the marquis, I 
swear by the God who reigneth for ever, and by the law which we hold, that he had no guilt in 
his death; for the cause of the death of the marquis was as follows. “One of our brethren was 
coming in a ship from Satelia (Salteleya) to our parts, and a tempest chancing to drive him to 
Tyre the marquis had him taken and slain, and seized a large sum of money which he had 
with him.” p. 124-125 
 
At the Trial of the Order of the Templars in 1311,  
“With respect to the head which the Templars were said to worship, as it was of some 
importance to prove this offence, in order to make out the charge of heresy, it was testified to 
by a few…One witness gave the following account of it, which he said he had had from a 
secular knight at Limisso, in Cyprus. 
 
A certain nobleman was passionately in love with a maiden. Being unable, however, to 
overcome her repugnance for him, he took her body, when she was dead, out of her grave, 
and cut off her head, and while thus engaged he heard a voice crying-Keep it safe, whatever 
looks upon it will be destroyed. He did as desired, and made first trial of it on the Grissons545, 
an Arab tribe, which dwelt in Cyprus and the neighbouring country, and whenever he 
uncovered the head and turned it towards any of their towns, its walls instantly fell down. He 
next embarked with the head for Constantinople, being resolved to destroy that city also. On 
the way his nurse, out of curiosity, opened the box which contained the head. Instantly there 
came a terriffic storm, the ship went to pieces, and nearly all who were on board perished. 
The very fish vanished from that part of the sea. 
 
Another of the witnesses had heard the same story. The common tradition of the East, he said, 
was, that in old times, before the two spiritual orders of knighthood were founded, a head 
used to rise in a certain whirlpool named Setalia, the appearance of which was very 
dangerous for the ships which happened to be near it. We are supposed, though it does not 
appear that the witnesses said so, that the Templars had contrived to get possession of this 
formidable head.” p. 314-315. 
 
                                                             
545  This is probably a mistaken transcription of Ghassan, the name of a Christian Arab tribe, or perhaps Griffon. 
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950.Attaleia 
“Tracts for the Times, Anglican Claim of Apostolic Succession,” p. 285-309, in 
The Dublin Review, Vol. V., No. X., October, 1838, p. 288. (Reprinted in, Tracts, 1-
38, Published under the Superintendence of The Catholic Institute of Great Britain, 
London, 1841, Vol. I., p. 65.) 

 
1.The distinction between ordination and jurisdiction:… “When Eustathius, Metropolitan of 
Pamphylia (or Bishop of Attalia), had renounced his bishopric, and another had been elected 
in his place, it was referred to the same synod (the Council of Ephesus) what was to be done 
with him; and the fathers decided as follows:- “We define it to be right and proper, that, 
without any contradiction, he retain the name and honour and communion of a bishop; but on 
condition that he neither have the authority of ordaining, nor offer up sacrifice in any Church 
by his own right; unless, for the sake of his assistance, or by way of concession through 
Christian love, some brother and fellow-bishop kindly permit him.” p. 288.  
 
 

951.Satalia 
The Works of Dr. Francis Rabelais, MDCLIII-MDCXCIII, The Romance of 
Gargantua and Pantagruel, Trs. From the French of Dr. Francis Rabelais by Sir 
Thomas Urquhart of Cromarty, Knight, T. G. Stevenson, Edinburgh, 1838, p. 93.  
(XXXIV, “How some Statesmen of Picrochole, by hairebrain’d Counsel, put him in 
extreme Danger,” in, The Works of Mr. Francis Rabelais, Doctor in Physick. 
Containing Five Books of the Lives, Heroick Deeds and Sayings of Gargantua and his 
Sonne Pantagruel, Navarre Society, London, 1853, Vol. I, p. 98; François 
Rabelais, Jacob Le Duchat , Mr. Ozell (John), The Works of Francis Rabelais, Vol. 1, 
“Gargantua”, 1854,  p. 210; The Works of Francis Rabelais, Trs. From the French by 
Sir Thomas Urquhart and Motteux; with explanatory notes, by Duchat, Ozell and 
others, Vol. I, G. H. Bohn, London, 1854, p. 210.) 

 
“I would, said Picrochole, very willingly go to Loretto. No, no, said they,that shall be at our 
return. From thence we will sail eastwards, and take Candia, Cyprus, Rhodes, and the 
Cyclade Islands, and set upon the Morea. It is ours, by St. Trinian. The Lord preserve 
Jerusalem; for the great Soldan (Sultan) is not comparable to you in power. I will then, said 
he, cause Solomon’s Temple to be built. No, said they, not yet, have a little patience, stay a 
while, be never too sudden in your enterprises. Can you tell what Octavian Augustus said? 
Festina lente (make haste slowly). It is requisite that you first have the Lesser Asia, Caria, 
Lycia, Pamphylia, Cilicia, Lydia, Phrygia, Mysia, Bithynia, Carazia, Satalia, Samagaria, 
Castamena, Luga, Savasta, even unto Euphrates.”  
 
 

952.Satalia 
Eyre Evans Crowe, The History of France, A New Edition, in Five Volumes, 
Longman, Orme, Brown, Green, & Longmans, and John Taylor, London, 1838, 
Vol. 1.,p. 45.  
 

1147 “The army of the latter (King Louis VII) took a more circuitous path (than the army of 
Conrad), but with scarcely better fortune. One half of their number was cut off; the rest 
reached Satalia, a sea-port opposite to Cyprus, where the king and his nobles, weary of the 
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tedious march by land, took shipping for Palestine (sic. Antioch), leaving their followers to 
make the best of their way on foot, without guide or leader. All that remained perished. And of 
the two hundred thousand warriors (sic.) who had left the west of Europe, bold of spirit and 
resplendent in arms, Louis only, with a band of some hundred of cavaliers, reached the Holy 
Land.” 
 
 

953.Attalia, Sattalia 
John Bird Sumner (Bishop of Chester), A practical exposition of the Acts of the 
Apostles in the form of lectures: intended to assist the practice of domestic 
instruction and devotion, J. Hatchard, London, 1838, p. 241. 
 

“25. And when they had preached the Word in Perga, they went down into Attalia*. 
 
*Fn. 1 Both towns of Pamphylia: Attalia, a sea port, now called Sattalia. Hence back to 
Syrian Antioch.” 
 
 

954.Attalia 
The works of Nathaniel Lardner, D. D. with a life by Dr. Kippis, in Ten Volumes, 
Vol. V., William Ball, London, 1838, p. 507. 

 
“From Antioch they went to Pamphylia. “And when they had preached the Word in Perga,” 
where they had been before, but probably made no stay, “they went down to Attalia,” a 
maritime city of the same country. “Thence they sailed to Antioch, whence they had been 
recommended to the grace of God, for the work which they had fulfilled.”p. 507. 
 
 

955.Attalia, Antalia, Satalia 
James Waddell Alexander, Joseph Addison Alexander, Geography of the Bible, or, 
Some account of the countries and places mentioned in Holy Scripture, The 
Religious Tract Society, London, 1839, p. 33. (First published text unchanged, 
American Sunday School Union, Philadelphia, 1830, p. 34-35.) 
 

“Attalia, was a city visited by the apostle Paul, Acts xiv. 25, in his travels through Asia 
Minor. It is upon the sea, at the place where the river Cataractes falls from a height into the 
sea. At the present day it is known by the names Attalia, Antalia, and Satalia. 

 
Perga was once the capital of the province, and stood near the sea, upon the river Cestrus. 
Paul was twice in the city, Acts xiii. 13, 14; xiv. 25. It is supposed to be the same with 
Kirahisar (sic.), in a district called Tekieh.” p. 33. 
 
 

956.Sataliah (Gulf of) 
The History of English Poetry, from the close of the eleventh century to the 
commencement of the eighteenth century. To which are prefixed, three dissertations: 
1. Of the Origin of Romantic Fiction in Europe. 2. On the introduction of learning 
into England. 3. On the Gesta Romanorum. By Thomas Warton ... From the edition 
of 1824 superintended by the late Richard Price, esq., including the notes of Mr. 
Ritson, Dr. Ashby, Mr. Douce, and Mr. Park. Now further improved by the 
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corrections and additions of several eminent antiquaries ...In Three Volumes, 
Thomas Tegg, London Vol. 1., 1840, p. 114, un-numbered footnote. 

 
“For an example of the materials which were gathered in the East by the Western 
Adventurers, see an extraordinary and most romantic story concerning the head which by its 
position caused the storms in the Gulf of Sataliah, told by John Bromton, in Twisden, fol. 
1216; where is also another story, wherein a water-spout is turned into a dragon, who came 
every month to drink the waters of the aforesaid gulf.” p. 114. 
 
 

957.Satalie 
Early English Poetry, Ballads and Popular Literature of the Middle Ages, Edited 
From Original Manuscripts And Scarce Publications. The Canterbury Tales of 
Geoffrey Chaucer, A New Text. Ed. By Thomas Wright, Volume The First, by the 
Percy Society, London, 1840-41, p. 4. (Reprinted in, The Canterbury Tales of 
Geoffrey Chaucer, The Prologue, Ed. Thomas Wright, The Universal Library. Poetry, 
N. Cooke, London, Vol. II., 1854, p. 130.) 
 

“Of Algesir, and riden in Belmarie. 
At Lieys was he, and at Satalie,  
Whan they were wonne; and in the Greete see 
At many a noble arrive hadde he be. 
 
Fn. 56. - Gernade. The city of Algezir was taken from the Moorish king of Garada in 1344. 
Belmarie appears to have been one of the Moorish states in Africa. Layas546 [Lieys) in 
(Lesser) Armenia, was taken from the Turks by Pierre de Lusignan, about 1367 (sic. Korycos 
was taken in 1359-1360, but Layas was not taken. The confusion perhaps from Ayaş by 
Merin, Erdemli being mistaken for Ayaş-Lajazzo=yumurtalık, Adana). Satalie was taken by 
the same prince (sic.) soon after 1352 (sic. in 1361).” p. 4. 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
546  Layas-Leyis, said to have been won prior to the taking of Attalia, from the order of names presented by 

Chaucer. However, there was no Crusader taking of Ayas. First destroyed by the Mamelukes in 1266, the 
rebuilt port-city of Ayas of 1271 was to Marco Polo, “a city good and great and of great trade”, the mart for 
all the goods of Asia. It had a quay built for the Templar export of slaves and a Venetian Balio. But, it was 
destroyed by the Mamluk sultan al-Nasir Muhammad in 1322, rebuilt, its reconstruction aided by Papal 
funds, but, it was from 1337 in the hands of the Mamlukes, at the end of their postal system in 1347 and the 
port-city was deliberately destroyed in 1347 on behalf of the 12 year old new Mamluk Sultan al-Nasir Hasan 
(r. 1347-51 and, 1354-61) in December 1347 in the time of the plague pandemic.  
The confusion between Ayaş=yumurtalık and Korycos=Ayaş is longstanding in the literature from the mid-
14th c. onwards, in large part caused by the Mamluke destruction of the port of Ayaş, as it was a perceived 
trade rival to Mamluk Alexandria. In 1360 Peter I at the request of the inhabitants broke the Mamluke siege 
of Gorhigos, Korycos= Corycos, Mod. kizkalesi by Silifke in Cilicia and Robert de Lusignan was appointed 
the Lusignan Captain of Korycos in 1360. It seems probable that Chaucer’s Knight was at the breaking of the 
Mamluke siege of Korycos in 1359-1360, which was termed Leyis=Ayaş by Chaucer, followed by the taking 
of Satalia in 1361. The toponym Ayaş moving to Gorhigos, the “new Ayaş,” after the Mamluke destruction 
of the port-city of Ayaş. Ayaş=yumurtalık was only rebuilt in the 16th c. by the Ottoman Sultan Süleyman. 
Today the orphaned toponym Ayaş remains on the coast near Corycus, the name of the village by the remains 
of the port of Elaeusa. 
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958.Attalea 
Jean Dominique Fuss, Roman Antiquities, Tr. from the last edition by A. W. and 
Rev. B. Street, D. A. Talboys, Oxford and London, 1840, p. 28. 
 

Preliminary View of the Roman Empire, Section 29. “The rivers of Pamphylia were 
Eurymedon and Cataractes; and in it lay mount Taurus; on or adjacent to its sea coast were 
the cities Olbia, Attalea, Perga, Aspendos, and Side.” p. 28. 
 
 

959.Satalia (Gulf of) 
“Selim, The Benefactor Of Mankind, An Eastern Tale,” in, The Novel Newspaper, 
J. Cunningham, London, 1840, Vol. 17,  p. 57. 
 

“Having a fair wind, they soon passed the little rocky island of Castro Rosso, and came 
opposite the gulf of Satalia, whence, sailing by cape Sampisana and Fonte Amoroso, on the 
seventh day they came in sight of Baffee, one of the principal ports of the island of Cyprus, 
not far from the site of the ancient Paphos.” Vol. 17, p. 57. 
 
 

960.Attalea 
Bibliotheca Classica; or, A Classical Dictionary, containing A Copious Account of 
all the Proper Names mentioned in Ancient Authors, by J. Lempriere, A New 
Edition, revised and corrected, with numerous additions and improvements by 
William Park, Thomas Tegg, London; Richard Griffin and Co., Glasgow; Tegg 
and Co., Dublin, J. and S. A. Tegg, Sydney and Hobart Town, 1840, p. 503. 
 

“Olbia, - A city on the coast of Pamphylia, west of Attalea, Ptol.” p. 503. 
 
 

961.Attalia, Satalia 
Samuel Butler, Revised, Thomas Butler, A Sketch of Modern and Antient 
Geography, for the use of schools, Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, 
London, 1842, pp. 259, 367. 
 

“The first place of importance in Pamphylia is Attalia, or Satalia, and a little East of it Perga, 
both of which were visited by St. Paul. (Acts, xiv. 25.) Perga is now Karahisar, or the black 
castle, a little inland, on the river Cestrus.” p. 259. 
 
Index “Satalia, the ancient Attalia, 259.” p. 367 
 
 

962.Attalia 
Lives of the Primitive Fathers: being a faithful history of the acts and sufferings of 
those eminent men who lived in the early ages of the Christian church; with copious 
lists of their writings. To which are prefixed, an account of various systems of 
heathenism: also a view of the rise and progress of Christianity, by R. Blakey, 
Embellished with twelve portraits, James Edwards, London, 1842, p. 42. 

 
“The apostles then bent their way back again to Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch, through 
Pisidia, to Pamphylia, thence from Perga to Attalia; strengthening and encouraging those 
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Churches they had planted by their former visit to these places. From Attalia, Barnabas and 
Paul took ship and sailed for Antioch in Syria, the city from whence they had originally set 
out.” p. 42. 
 
 

963.Attalia, Attalea, Olbia, Antalia, Satalie 
The English Version of the Polyglott Bible: Containing the Old and New Testaments, 
with The Marginal Readings, …Rev. Joseph A. Warne, James Macknight, Phillip 
Doddridge, Rev. J. Brown, Peabody and Daniell, Franklin, N.H., 1843, 
Geographical and Historical Index, p. 7. 

 
“Attalia….Attalea, or Olbia…Pamphylia…Asia…Acts xiv.25.... Antalia, or Satalie…(Distance 
and bearing from Jerusalem) 375 N.W. b. N.  36.45-30.50…Asia…Turkey, Anadolia…Paul 
and Barnabus here took ship for Antioch in Syria.” p. 7. 
 
 

964.Adalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Darby’s Universal Geographical Dictionary: Containing a Description of the 
Empires, Kingdoms, States, Provinces…In The Known World; with The 
Government, Customs, and Manners of the Inhabitants;…, by William Darby, 
Gales and Seaton, Washington, 1843, npn. 

 
s.v. Fionda, “Fionda, ancient Phaselis, city of Asia Minor, on the W. coast of the Gulf of 
Satalia, 36 ms. (58 km.) S. from Adalia.” 
 
 

965.Satalia (golfe de), Lycium Mare 
Thesaurus linguæ latinæ compendiarius. Ainsworth’s Latin Dictionary, reprinted 
from the Folio edition of MDCCLII, with numerous additions, emendations, and 
impovements by the Rev. B. W. Beatson, Revised and Corrected by William Ellis, 
Henry G. Bohun, London, 1843, p. 74. 
 

s.v. “Lycius…Lycium Mare, Plin. 5. 27. hod. Le golfe de Satalia, Hard.” p. 74. 
 
 

966.Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
George Moir Bussey, Thomas Gaspey, The Pictorial History of France and of the 
French People: From the Establishment of the Franks in Gaul, to the Period of the 
French Revolution, In Two Volumes, William S. Orr and Co., London, 1843, Vol. 
I., p. 356-357. 

 
“Next day, when a general muster was called, it was ascertained that the loss of the 
crusaders, in this unfortunate encounter, amounted to not less than twenty thousand men, in 
killed, wounded, and prisoners. De Rancon was degraded from his command, as a 
punishment for his imprudence, and an obscure knight, named Gilbert, of whose history 
scarcely a fragment has been preserved, was appointed to his place. This leader, besides 
conducting the corps entrusted to him without further loss or molestation to Satalia, a port on 
the coast of Pamphylia, nearly opposite Cyprus, had the merit of establishing better discipline 
than had before existed throughout the whole army. 
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From the gulf of Satalia, Louis and his noble knights and titled ladies proceeded by sea to 
Antioch, leaving their humbler followers, and the pilgrims, who had accompanied them and 
shared their dangers hitherto, to pursue their journey by land, under the escort of a troop of 
Greek horsemen, hired to guide and guard them for the sum of five hundred marks! 
Archambaud de Bourbon, and Thierry of Alsace, Count of Flanders, were the only chiefs who 
could be prevailed upon to remain with the poor remnant thus left behind to perish, or find 
their way to the goal of their hopes as best they might; and, even they, finding the task of 
conducting such noteless comrades irksome, from the treachery of the Greeks, the hostility of 
the people through whose country they had to pass, and the incessant attacks of the Saracens, 
speedily abandoned their charges, and, returning to Satalia, embarked to rejoin their prouder 
brothers in arms. The company which remained in Pamphylia, after several fruitless attempts 
to move forward, were reduced to such misery and destitution that even the Mussulmans took 
pity on them, and after affording relief to their sick, wounded and indigent, assisted a few 
stragglers to pursue their journey to Antioch, prevailed upon others – numbering upwards of 
three thousand to forswear Christianity and embrace the Mohammedan faith, and sold the 
rest into slavery.” Vol. I., p. 356-357. 
 
 

967.Italia, Attalia 
William Fulke, A Defence of the Sincere and True Translations of the Holy 
Scriptures into the English Tongue, against the cavils of Gregory Martin, Ed. For 
the Parker Society by Rev. Charles Henry Hartshorne, University Press, 
Cambridge, 1843, pp. 385, 591. (Corrected punctuation of 1583 edition of the 
Defence) 
 

“Sabbati habens iter,” “having the journey of a Sabbath,” you translate, “distant a sabbath’s 
journey.” Yea, you are bold to correct your text, and for Italia to say Attalia. Ad abluenda 
crimina, which is, “to wash away the crimes,” you say, “to clear himself of the crime.” p. 
385. 
 
“:..as for Italia you say Attalia,… ” p. 591. 
 
 

968.Satalia 
The Cabinet Cyclopaedia, conducted by Dionysius Lardner; assisted by eminent 
literary and scientific men. Vol. LIX, London, by 1844, p. 45. 
 

 “No sooner, however, had they passed into Asia, than the Germans, who preceded the 
French, were routed and cut to pieces. The army of the latter took a more circuitous path, but 
scarcely with better fortune. One half of their number was cut off; the rest reached Satalia, a 
sea-port opposite to Cyprus, where the-king and his nobles, weary of the tedious march by 
land, took shipping for Palestine, leaving their followers to make the best of their way on foot, 
without guide or leader. All that remained perished. And of the two hundred thousand 
warriors who had left the west of Europe, bold of spirit and resplendent in arms, Louis only, 
with a band of some hundreds of cavaliers, reached the Holy Land.” p. 45. 
 
 

969.Attalea, Antalia, Satalie, Satalie (Gulf of) 
Chronicles of England, France, Spain, and the adjoining countries, from the latter 
part of the reign of Edward II to the coronation of Henry IV., by Sir John Froissart, 
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Translated from the French editions, with variations and additions from many 
celebrated mss. by Thomas Johnes, esq. To which are prefixed. a life of the author, 
an essay on his works, and a criticism on his history, In Two Volumes, William 
Smith, London, 1844, Vol. I., p. 301. 
 

“Lately, the new king of Cyprus, had taken the strong city of Satalie* from the enemies of 
God, and had slain, without any exceptions, all the inhabitants of both sexes whom he had 
found there. 
 
*City of Satalie, - is the Attalea of the ancients, situated in Pamphilia, a province which at 
this day makes part of Caramania.  
Antalia, or Satalie, at the bottom of the gulf of Satalie.—D’Anville’s map, Géographie 
Moderne.  
Peter de Lusignan had succeeded his father Hugh. He did not arrive at Avignon until the 29th 
March, 1362, the Wednesday of the holy week.” p. 301. 
 
 

970.Attalea, Attalia, Palaia Attalia, Satalia, Olbia, Mare Pamphylum, Attalia (Gulf 
of) 
A Classical Dictionary: containing an account of The Principal Proper Names 
mentioned in Ancient Authors...of the Greeks and Romans…, By Charles Anthon, 
Harper and Bros., New York, 1844, pp. 226, 231, 315, 966.  

 
“Athenaeus. III. A celebrated physician, born at Attalia in Pamphylia, and who flourished at 
Rome 50 A.D. He separated the Materia Medica from Therapeutics. He treated also, with 
great care, of Dietetics. Of his numerous writings only a few chapters remain in the collection 
of Oribasius. (Schöll, Hist. Lit. Gr., vol. 5, p. 343.)” p. 226. 
 
“Attalea, I. A city of Pamphylia, South-west of Perga, built by King Attalus II. The site of this 
city is called Palaia Attalia, while the modern city of Attalia, or, as it is commonly called, 
Satalia, answers to the ancient Olbia. (Cramer’s Asia Minor, Vol. II, p. 275.)”p. 231. 
 
“Cataractes, I. a river of Pamphylia, falling into the sea near Attalia. It derived its ancient 
name from its impetuosity. Now Doden soui.” p. 315. 
 
Pamphylia: 
“Pamphylia was entirely a maritime country: its coast is indented by a deep gulf, known to 
the ancients by the name of Mare Pamphylium, and in modern geography it bears that of 
“Gulf of Attalia.” The Turks call this part of Caramania by the appellation of Teké-Ili. 
(Cramer’s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 273, seqq.)” p. 966. 
 
 

971.Attalia 
Charles Mills, The History of the Crusades: For the Recovery and Possession of the 
Holy Land.Lea and Blanchard, Philadelphia, 1844, p. 124-125. (in Two Volumes, 
Longman, Hurst, Rees, Orme and Brown, London, Vol. I, 1820, 1821, p. 384-386; 
1822, 1828) 

 
“The snows of winter, deficiency in stores, and the refusal of the Greeks to trade with them, 
were the evils with which the French had to contend. They marched, or rather wandered, for 
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they knew not the roads, and the discipline of the army was broken. They arrived at Attalia, 
the metropolis of Pamphilia, seated on the sea shore near the mouth of the Cestrus. But the 
unchristian Greeks refused hospitality to the enemies of the infidel name. The country round 
the city, though beautiful by nature, was not much cultivated, for it was perpetually 
devastated by the Muselmans. The French were therefore obliged to repose in the fields, 
protected only by their tents from the inclemency of the season. 
 
Famine had so dreadfully thinned the ranks of the army, and so many horses and other beasts 
of burthen had perished, that the most sage and prudent among the Crusaders advised their 
companions to turn aside from scenes of desolation, and proceed by sea to Antioch. But when 
the king offered to share with his barons all the vicissitudes of plenty and poverty, and incited 
them to follow the route of the conquerors of Jerusalem, the brave peers of France were 
touched by honourable pride, and it was agreed that the simple pilgrims, women and children 
alone, should make the proposed passage. The city of Attalia was saved by the governor, who 
averted the vengeance of the French by offering them ships. But when, after five weeks had 
passed and the vessels arrived, it was found they were not sufficient for the purpose, and the 
order of things was changed. The king and his soldiers embarked for Antioch. The way-worn 
pilgrims and the sick were committed to the charge of Thierri count of Flanders547, who was 
to march with them to Cilicia, and the king distributed among them all the money which his 
necessities could spare. But when Louis quitted the harbour, the Turks fell upon the 
Christians who were left behind, and the escort was found to be feeble and ineffective. The 
people of Attalia not only declined to open their gates, but even murdered the sick. Every day 
the Turks killed hundreds of the pilgrims, and as it was evident that flight alone could save the 
remainder, Thierri escaped by sea. Seven thousand wretched votaries of the cross attempted 
to surmount the higher difficulties of the land journey to Jerusalem; but the Holy City never 
opened to their view, and in perishing under Moslem vengeance, they though that the loss of 
the completion of the pilgrimage was compensated by the glories of martyrdom.” 
 
 

972.Attalia 
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana; or, Universal Dictionary of Knowledge, on an original 
plan: Ed. E. Smedley, H. J. Rose and H. J. Rose, Vol. XI. (History and Biography, 
Vol. 3.) B. Fellowes, London, 1845, p. 772. 

 
“After this disaster, the hope of penetrating into Syria by land was abandoned; the seacoast 
was again sought; and the army reached the port of Attalia in Pamphylia. There, after 
incurring new horrors and losses from famine and disease, the King succeeded in procuring 
some Greek vessels to transport his bands of Nobles and Knights to Antioch: but he was 
reluctantly compelled, by the want of sufficient shipping, to abandon the inferior crowd of 
infantry and pilgrims on the shore. After his departure, the guard which he had left for their 
protection proved insufficient to resist the incessant attacks of the Turks; the people of Attalia 
not only shut the gates of the city against them, but massacred the defenceless sick and 
wounded; and the whole wretched multitude perished either by the swords of the Infidels or 
the more unnatural cruelty of the perfidious Greeks.* 
 
*Will Tyr. p. 903-906. Gesta Ludovici, p. 395-400. Nicetas, p. 33-37.” 
 
 

                                                             
547  Archambald de Bourbon is unmentioned. 
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973.Attaleia, Adalia 
A Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, Ed. by John Kitto; illustrated by numerous 
engravings, In Two Volumes, Mark H. Newman, New York, William H. Moore, 
Cincinnati, Vol. I. 1845, p. 255. (Reprinted unchanged, Mark H. Newman, New York, 
1851, Vol. I, p. 255; unchanged, Ivison, Phinney & Co., New York, and, S. C. Griggs 
and Co., Chicago, 1861, Vol. I, p. 255.) 
 

“Attaleia (Ἀτταλεια.), a maritime city of Pamphylia, in Asia Minor, near the mouth of the 
river Catarrhactes. It derived its name from its founder, Attalus Philadelphus, king of 
Pergamos (Strabo, xiv. p. 667). It was visited by Paul and Barnabas, A.D. 45 (Acts xiv. 25). It 
still exists under the name of Adalia, and extensive and important ruins attest the former 
consequence of the city (Leake’s Asia Minor, p. 193).” p. 255. 
 
 

974.Satalie 
Charles Richardson, A New Dictionary of the English Language, Vol. I.- A To K., 
E. H. Butler, Philadelphia, 1846, npn. 

 
s.v. Arm.:  
“At Leyes was he, and a Satalie,  
Whan they were wonne; and in the grete see 
At many a noble armee hadde he be.” 
 
 

975.Satalia (Gulf of) 
Thomas Wright, Essays on Subjects Connected with the Literature, Popular 
Superstitions and History of England in the Middle Ages, In Two Volumes, Vol. 1, 
John Russel Smith, London, 1846, p. 303-304. (First Published, “Popular 
Superstitions of Modern Greece,” 218-225 in, Fraser’s Magazine, Vol. XI. No. LXII, 
February 1835, p. 225.) 

 
“Many (legends) were brought from the East by the crusaders, and a few found their way into 
our western chronicles. Two occur in the Chronicle of John of Bromton548, both relating to 
the Gulf of Satalia, with the shorter of which we will conclude, because it is a curious 
instance of the formation of legends to account for natural phenomena: it requires no great 
acuteness to perceive that the worthy Grecians had seen a water-spout:- “Another very 
extraordinary thing happens once in every month of the year in the Gulf of Satalia: a great 
black dragon is seen to come from the clouds, and puts its head into the water, and its tail 
seems as though it were fixed to the sky: and this dragon drinks up the waves so greedily, that 
it swallows up along with them any ships that may come their way, with crews and cargo, be 
they ever so heavy. And those who would escape the danger, must, as soon as ever they see 
the dragon, make a great noise, with loud shouting and beating on the deck; and when the 
dragon hears the tumult and the shouting, he will move off to a distance from them.” p. 303-
304. 

                                                             
548  The chronicle Chroicon Johannis Brompton, Abbatis Jorvalensis, ab anno quo S. Augustinus venit in 

Angliam usque mortem Regis Ricardi Primi, is ascribed to him and, if correct, would date to about 1436. The 
chronicle includes material from a mid-14th c. chronicle by Higden. See Brompton, John (DNB00). The 
longer tale recorded by Bromton is also recorded by Walter Map and by Sir John de Mandeville in the 14th c., 
see below 1898. The chronicler’s name has also been published as Bromton, see entries: 1840, 1846, 1870, 
1878, 1889. 
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976.Satalia 
John Frost, Pictorial Ancient History of the World: From the Earliest Ages to the 
Death of Constantine the Great, Great Men and Great Events: From the Earliest 
Period to the Present Time, Walker and Gillis, Philadelphia, 1846, p. 255. 
(Reprinted unchanged by, Miller, Orton and Mulligan, Auburn and Buffalo, 1854, p. 
409. Altered in the publication of much the same text, by, Case, Tiffany and Co., 
Hartford, MA, 1852.) 

 
“The passage of the Meander was the first triumph of the crusade; and the loss was so slight, 
that the pilgrims attributed it to the intervention of Divine Providence. By it, the crusaders 
were put in possession of Laodicea; and their next step was to cross the mountains between 
that city and Satalia. The advanced guard entered imprudently into the defiles of Cadmus, 
and when the remainder of the army attempted to follow them, the Turks suddenly attacked 
them from the mountain tops, and gained great advantages. In this action the king lost his 
escort; but bold, agile, and vigorous, he seized the branches of a tree which grew convenient, 
and sprang upon a high rock. A number of the enemy rushed to secure his person, while 
others showered arrows on him from a distance. But he defended himself with such courage 
and skill, that they soon left him and went to secure the spoils of the field. Louis took 
advantage of the darkness to make his way to the advance guard, who were mourning him as 
slain. 

 
During the twelve days which were occupied by the crusaders in reaching Satalia they were 
four times attacked by the Turks, and four times vigourously repulsed them. From this city 
Louis VII. and his chiefs embarked for Antioch, leaving the remainder of the army to march to 
Cilicia, under the charge of Thierry, of Flanders549. But the governor of Satalia550 proved 
faithless to his treaty, and the Turks destroyed nearly all of the pilgrims.” 
 
 

977.Attalia, Antalia, Satalie 
The Holy Bible: containing the Old and New Testaments, according to the 
Authorised Version, with introductory and concluding remarks to each book: a 
general introduction: the parallel passages of Scott, Canne, Brown, Adam Clarke, 
and the English Version of Bagster’s Polyglot Bible, systematically arranged: 
numerous philological and explanatory notes, Samuel Bagster and Sons, London, 
1846, p. 1166. 

 
“25 And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down to *Attalia: 
26 And thence sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended by the grace of 
God for the work which they fulfilled. 
 
*Note: Attalia, now Antalia, or Satalie, was a maritime city of Pamphylia, the chief residence 
of the Praſect.” p. 1166. 
 
 

978.Attalea, Palaia Attalia, Attalia, Satalia, Olbia 
A Classical Dictionary: containing an account of The Principal Proper Names 
mentioned in Ancient Authors, and intended to elucidate all the important points 
connected with the geography, history, biography, mythology, and fine arts of the 

                                                             
549  Archambald de Bourbon is unmentioned. 
550  An Italian Landolph was governer of the city on behalf of the Emperor. 
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Greeks and Romans. Together with An Account of Coins, Weights, and Measures, 
with tabular values of the same, by Charles Anthon, Harper and Bros., New York, 
1847, pp. 231, 919. 

 
“Attalea, I. A city of Pamphylia, southwest of Perga, built by King Attalus II. The site of this 
city is called Palaia Attalia, while the modern city of Attalia, or, as it is commonly called, 
Satalia, answers to the ancient Olbia. (Cramer’s Asia Minor, vol. 2, p. 275.)” p. 231. 
 
“Olbia, - II. A city on the coast of Pamphylia, west of Attalea. (Ptol. — Steph. Byz., p. 512.)” 
p. 919.  
 
 

979.Attalia, Satalia 
Samuel Butler, Geographia classica, or, The application of Antient Geography to the 
Classics, with questions on the Maps, by John Frost, Lea and Blanchard, 
Philadelphia, 1847, p. 153. 
 

“The first place of importance in Pamphylia is Attalia, or Satalia, and a little East of it Perga, 
both of which were visited by St. Paul. (Acts, xiv. 25.) Perga is now Karahisar (sic.551), or the 
black castle, a little inland, on the river Cestrus.” p. 153. 

 
 

980.Satalie 
Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, Volume The First, Ed. Thomas Wright, Early English 
Poetry, Ballads, and Popular Literature of the Middle Ages; Edited From Original 
Manuscripts And Scarce Publications, For The Percy Society, London, Vol. XXIV, 
1847, p. 4. 

 
“In Gernade atte siege hadde he be  
Of Algesir, and riden in Belinarie.  
At Lieys was he. and at Satalie,  
Whan they were wonne; and in the Greete see  
At many a noble arive hadde he be. 
 
Layas (Lieys in (Lesser) Armenia, was taken from the Turks by Pierre de Lusignan, about 
1367 (sic. Korykos, Curcus, Mod. Kizkalesı, was ‘taken’ 1359-1360 and in 1367 Peter I 
fought off a major Karamanid attack on Gorhigos, but Lieys, Ayaş, Lajazzo-yumurtalık was 
not taken). Satalie was taken by the same prince soon after 1352 (sic. In 1361).” p. 4. 

 
 

981.Attalia, Antalia, Satalie 
The Cottage Polyglott Testament: according to the Authorized Version with notes, 
original and selected; likewise introductory and concluding remarks to each book, 
polyglott references and marginal readings, chronological table, geographical index 
and maps adapted to Bible classes, Sunday schools and Christians generally, by 
William Patton, Sumner and Goodman, Hartford, MA, 1848, p. 357. 

 

                                                             
551  Karahisar is Sillyon, not Perge, and is not on the river Cestrus-aksu, but east of Perge, inland and near to 

Aspendus. 
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“Attalia.- now Antalia, or Satalie, was a maritime city of Pamphylia, the chief residence of the 
prefect.]—Bagster. ver, 27.” p. 357. 
 
 

982.Attalea, Antali 
A Greek-English Lexicon: based on the German work of Francis Passow, by Henry 
George Liddell and Robert Scott; with corrections and additions, and the insertion in 
alphabetical order of the proper names occurring in the principal Greek authors by 
Henry Drisler, Harper and Bros., New York, 1848, p. 235. 

 
 

“Ἀτταλεία, ας, η, Attalea, a city of Pamphylia, now Antali, Strab: hence ὁ Ἀτταλεύς, an 
Attalean.” p. 235.  
 
 

983.Attalia 
Henry White, Elements of Universal History, on a New and Systematic plan; from 
The Earliest Times To The Treaty of Vienna, In Three Parts… For the use of 
schools and private students, Part Second.-History of the Middle Ages, Oliver and 
Boyd, Edinburgh, 1848, p. 323. (Reprinted 1853) 
 

“The immediate cause of this crusade was the capture of Edessa by Zenghi, in 1145: this city 
had been taken in a foolish expedition led by Baldwin, brother of Godfrey, at the beginning of 
the First Crusade. The armies of the king and the emperor (Louis and Conrad) amounted each 
to 70,000 knights (sic.), and their train was increased to the number of 300,000 (sic.) ... 
Louis, with his forces, was soon left to pursue his march alone, and narrowly escaped 
destruction at the fords of the Maeander, in the mountains between Phrygia and Pisidia, 
1148. He proceeded from Attalia to Antioch by sea, leaving, under Thierry, count of 
Flanders552, the pilgrims and the sick, not one of whom reached the holy city. From Antioch 
he marched to Jerusalem, where he met Conrad and his exhausted army. Abandoning the 
original purpose of the expedition, they proceeded to the relief of Damascus, which had been 
under the Moslem yoke nearly five centuries.” p. 323. 
 
 

984.Satelia, Salteleya 
Thomas Keightley, Secret Societies of the Middle Ages, C. Cox, London, 1848, p. 
118. 
 

“The Old Man of the Mountain to Limpold (sic.), Duke of Austria, greeting, Since several 
kings and princes beyond (the) sea accuse Richard, King of England, and lord, of the death of 
the marquis, I swear by the God who reigneth for ever, and by the law which we hold, that he 
had no guilt in his death; for the cause of the death of the marquis was as follows. “One of 
our brethren was coming in a ship from Satelia (Salteleya) to our parts, and a tempest 
chancing to drive him to Tyre the marquis had him taken and slain, and seized a large sum of 
money.” 
 
 
                                                             
552  Archambald de Bourbon is unmentioned. 
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985.Satalia (Gulf of) 
Chronicles of The Crusades, being contemporary narratives of the Crusade of 
Richard Cœur de Lion, by Richard of Devizes and Geoffrey de Vinsauf; and of the 
Crusade Of St. Louis, by Lord John de Joinville, with illustrative notes and an Index, 
Henry G. Bohn, London, 1848, p. 180. 
 

Itinerary of Richard I. 1191 A.D.: “Having spent ten days at Rhodes, which is a very fertile 
and productive island, they went on board, and set out on their voyage on the Ist of May. They 
were borne on their course into that most dangerous place, called the Gulf of Satalia. There is 
a mighty strife of currents formed by the junction of four seas, struggled violently together, 
each dashing against and resisting the other. We were on the point of entering it, when lo! as 
if apprehensive of our safety, a contrary current carried us back to the place from whence we 
had started. But in a short time, the wind, which in those parts is constantly shifting, drove us 
from behind back again into the gulf, with the more danger from its increased violence. 
Fearing the effects of its fury, we did all we could to guard against the dangers of the place, 
and pass over the waves that boiled and foamed around. The royal ship was always in 
advance, and when the king lifted up his eyes, he saw beneath a calm sky, a very large ship of 
the sort called a buss (buza) bearing down, which was returning from Jerusalem. The king, 
therefore, speedily sent men to inquire for intelligence concerning the siege of Acre, from 
those who were in the ship; who replied that the king of France had already arrived at Acre 
in safety, and was diligently employed in making machines, until the arrival of the king of 
England.” p. 180. 

 
 

986.Attalia 
The History of Travaile Into Virginia Britannia; Expressing the Cosmographie and 
Comodities of the Country, Togither with the Manners and Customes of the People, 
gathered and observed as well by those who went first thither as collected by William 
Strachey, Gent., The First Secretary of the Colony, now first edited from the original 
Manuscript in the British Museum, by Richard Henry Major, printed for the 
Hakluyt Society, London, 1849, p. 21. (Mss. of c. 1616.) 

 
Praemonition to the reader: “Besides (omittinge the peregrination of Paule, and the travels of 
Barnabas, into so many straunge countries, islands, and kingdoms, of the Gentiles, labouring 
in this office, and reducing so many cittys of theirs to the knowledge of Christ crucified, and 
kingdomes, in Grecia, in Pisidia, Pamphilia, Perga, Attalia, in Asia, and Syria, insomuch as 
Antioch was come to be called, at length, the newe cittye, and Jerusalem of the Gentiles: as 
also omitting the vision which Peter saw in Joppa (Jaffa), of a vessell, as it had bene a great 
sheet, let downe from heaven by the four corners, in which were four footed beasts of the 
earth, wilde beasts, creeping things, and fowles of the heaven, with the voice which 
accompanied yt, saying, “Arise, Peter, slay and eate;” and this done three tymes, forbidding 
him to accompt those things polluted or uncleane (meaning the Gentiles), which God had 
sanctified and made holy; and let me remember, which is worth all observation,…” p. 21. 
 
 

987.Antalia, Satalie, Attalea, Satalie (Gulf of) 
Chronicles of England, France, Spain, And the Adjoining Countries, from the Latter 
Part of the Reign of Edward II to the Coronation of Henry IV., Jean Froissart, 
Translation Thomas Johnes Esq., Leavitt, Trow and Co., New York, 1849, p. 138. 
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“Soon after this election, the king of France heard that the lord Peter de Lusignan, king of 
Cyprus and Jerusalem, was on his road to Avignon, having crossed the sea; upon which he 
resolved to wait for him, as he was anxious to see one of whom so many handsome things had 
been related, for having made war upon the Saracens. Lately, the new king of Cyprus had 
taken the strong city of Satalie* from the enemies of God, and had slain, without exceptions, 
all the inhabitants of both sexes whom he had found there. …About Candlemas, 1362, the 
king of Cyprus came to Avignon at which event the whole court was much rejoiced, and many 
cardinals went out to meet him, and to conduct him to the palace of pope Urban, who 
received him very graciously, as did the king of France, who was present. When they had 
remained together some time, and had had wines and spices served to them, the two kings 
took leave of the pope, and each went to his hotel. 
 
*City of Satalie - is the Attalea of the ancients, situated in Pamphilia, a province which at this 
day makes part of Caramania (sic.). Antalia, or Satalie—at the bottom of the gulf of Satalie.” 
p. 138. 
 
 

988.Atalia 
The Apostolical Acts and Epistles, from the Peschito, or ancient Syriac: to which are 
added, The remaining Epistles, and The Book of Revelation, after a later Syrian 
Text, Translated with Prolegomena and Indices, by J. W. Etheridge, Longman, 
Brown, Green and Longman, London, 1849, p. 177. 

 
“And when they had gone through the country of Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia, and when 
they had preached in the city of Perga the Word of the Lord, they went down to Atalia, and 
from thence voyaged by sea and came to Antiokia,” p. 177. 
 
 

989.Attaleia, Satalia 
The Greek Testament: with a Critically Revised Text: a digest of various readings: 
marginal references to verbal and idiomatic usage; prolegomena: and a critical and 
exegetical commentary, For the use of theological students and ministers, by Henry 
Alford, In Three Volumes, Vol. II., Containing The Acts Of The Apostles, The 
Epistles To The Romans and Corinthians, Francis and John Rivington, London, 
and, John Deighton, Cambridge, 1849, p. 146-147. 

 
“ v. 25. καὶ λαλήσαντες ἐν Πέργῃ τὸν λόγον κατέβησαν εἰς Ἀττάλειαν 
 
25.      εις περγην A am demid.-aft τ.λογον  ins  του κυριου ACE 13. 40. 81. 137 v Syr arm syr* 
slav: του θεου E ar-erp.-ατταλιαν  
 
25. Ἀττάλειαν A maritime town at the mouth of the river Catarrhactes, in Pamphylia, not far 
from the border of Lycia, buit by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, in a convenient 
position to command the trade of Syria or Egypt. It is still an important place called Satalia. 
(Winer, RWB. C. and H.) To reach it they had to cross the plain from Perga.” p. 146-147. 
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990.Attalia 
A Copious and Critical Latin-English lexicon; founded on The German-Latin 
Dictionaries of Dr. William Freund, by the Rev. Joseph Esmond Riddle, Longman, 
Brown, Green, and Longmans, and, John Murray, London, 1849, p. 149. 

 
“Attalenses, m. The inhabitants of Attalia, I. In Pamphylia, Cic. Agr. 1,2. 
 
Attalia, ae. F. A town of Pamphylia.” p. 149. 
 
 

991.Attalea, Attalia 
A Copious and Critical Latin-English lexicon; founded on The German-Latin 
Dictionary of Dr. Charles Ernest Georges, by the Rev. Joseph Esmond Riddle, and 
the Rev. Thomas Kerchever Arnold, first American Edition, carefully revised, and 
containing a copious dictionary of proper names from the best sources by Charles 
Anthon, Harper and Bros, New York, 1849, p. 713. 

 
“Attalea, Attalea or –lia, ae (f.); the inhabitants of Attalea, Attalenses, -ium (m.).” p. 713. 
 
 

992.Attaleia, Olbia, Satalia 
Alexander G. Findlay, A Classical Atlas, to illustrate Ancient Geography; comprised 
in Twenty-Five Maps, showing divisions of the world as known to the ancients; 
composed from the most authentic sources, with An Index of the Ancient and 
Modern Names, Harper and Bros., New York, 1849, Vol. I., pp. 6, 30. 
 

“Places…Attaleia, . . . Lat…3910N, …Long… 2650E…Map No. 9 (Insulae Maris Aegaei).” p. 
6. 
“Places…Attaleia, . . . Lat…36 51N, …Long… 30 50E…Map No. 19 (Asia Minor).” p. 6. 
 
“Places…Olbia, Satalia, . . . Lat…36 53N, …Long… 30 46E…Map No. 19 (Asia Minor).” p. 
30. 

 
Detail of Map XIX, Asia Minor, Alexander Findlay, 1849, Olbia marked beside Attaleia 
on the River Catarrhactes. 
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993.Attalia 
George Eliel Sargent, Sketches of the Crusades, Partridge and Oakley, London, 
1849, p. 119-121. 
 

“But he did escape, and, with the fragments of his once numerous army, found his way to 
Attalia, the capital of Pamphylia—a city forming one of the few Grecian possessions in Lesser 
Asia. Here Louis experienced, in his turn, Grecian inhospitality and perfidy. In every 
transaction with the people of Attalia his necessities and weakness laid him open to their 
power, and they were not slow in taking the advantage. The provisions, for which he paid 
exorbitant prices, were deplorably bad; and when a proposal was made to hire vessels of the 
Attalians, that the army might be conveyed by sea to Antioch, the fare demanded for each 
passenger was so extravagant that the project had to be set aside. After some weeks’ 
residence in the inhospitable neighbourhood, it was decided that Louis and his remaining 
cavalry should proceed by sea; that the strong and healthy of the infantry should journey to 
Antioch by land, under the command of the Count of Flanders553, and accompanied by an 
escort of Grecian cavalry; and that the sick and feeble, of whom there were many, should - for 
an ample consideration - remain under the care of the Governor of Attalia. 
 
But almost before the ships that conveyed Louis and his horsemen were out of sight, the 
Greeks broke their engagements. The escort was refused, and the Count of Flanders, seeing 
no other probability of reaching Antioch, also took ship with as many pilgrims as he could 
convey. As to those who remained, they were refused admittance into Attalia; the Turks were 
encouraged to fall upon them in their almost defenceless condition, and the sick, who had 
been committed to the care of the Governor of the city, and were within the walls of the city, 
were inhumanly murdered. Seven thousand of the miserable Crusaders, thus deserted and 
betrayed, made an attempt to force their passage to Jerusalem, but they either perished by the 
swords of their Mahometan enemies, or were taken captive by them: none reached the 
borders of Palestine. Of those who remained behind, multitudes daily fell victims to famine, 
pestilence, and the sword, until even the Turks, unused as they were to the softer feelings of 
compassion, took pity on them, spared their lives, and supplied them with those provisions for 
their sustenance which their Christian brethren inhumanly denied. Of these sufferers, thus 
nobly relieved by their enemies, some found their their way to Antioch, a few returned to 
Constantinople, and some, filled with gratitude to their “friendly foes,” and burning 
indignation against their “unfriendly friends,” abandoned Christianity, and embraced the 
creed of Mahomet. 
 
The Greeks of Attalia received the due reward of their cruelty, in the breaking out of a 
pestilence which almost depopulated the city - a pestilence communicated by the Crusaders, 
but first induced by their own inhospitable conduct.” p. 119-121. 
 
 

994.Attalia 
Recently Published in Quarto, Three Fasciculi of Inscriptions, Principally Greek, 
Transcribed During Travels through Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt, by James 
Kennedy Bailie D.D., M.R.I.A. Illustrated by Notes, Critical and Explanatory, 
with Indexes subjoined of Words and proper Names, viz., Greek, Latin, Hebrew, 
Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Coptic, and Zendo-Lycian. April 1849 in, New Books 

                                                             
553  Archambald de Bourbon, is unmentioned.  
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and New Editions, The Quarterly Review, John Murray, London, Vol. LXXXIV. 
No. CLXVIII, April, 1849, p. 2. 

 
Second Fasciculus “The Pamphylian tituli succeed to these; first, of Aspendum, which is 
followed, by Attalia, Perga, Side, Sillyum, the last of these supplying a highly interesting and 
curious inscription, composed in the native Pamphylian with an admixture of Aeolic Greek.” 
p. 2.  
 
 

995.Satalie, Attalia 
Daniel Scrymgeour, The Poetry and Poets of Britain from Chaucer to Tennyson: 
With Biographical Sketches, And A Rapid View of the Characteristic Attributes of 
Each, Adam And Charles Black, Edinburgh, 1850, p. 4. (Reprinted in, Daniel 
Scrymgeour, Class-book of English Poetry from Chaucer to Tennyson, Adam And 
Charles Black, Edinburgh, 1870, p. 4) 
 

“In Gernade at the siege eke had he be  
Of Algesir, and ridden in Belmarie.  
At Leyes was he and at Satalie,(9) 
When they were won; and in the Greate Sea.  
At many a noble army had he be.  
At mortal battles had he been fifteen,  
And foughten for our faith at Tramicene,  
In listes thries and aye slain his foe. 
 
9. Layas in (Lesser) Armenia, and Satalie (ancient Attalia) in Caramania (sic.), were 
captured, the former in 1367 (sic.), the latter 1352 (sic. Taken in 1361), by Pierre de 
Lusignan of Cyprus554.” p. 4. 
 
Gorhigos-Korykos-Curcus was defended by Peter’s forces in 1359-1360 and it was 
incorporated into Lusignan territory and, in 1367 Peter I fought off a major Karamanid attack 
on Gorhigos, but Layas, Ajazzo, Ayaş, yumurtalık was not taken by Peter I of Cyprus and it 
was not taken from the Mamlukes by any Crusader forces at any time betweeen 1340 and 
1370. It seems Chaucer’s source has confused Leyes in the Gulf of Alexandretta-İskanderun, 
with Gorhigos-Korykos, kizkalesi, near Silifke, an error dating from the 14th c. In part caused 
by the Mamluke destruction of the port-city of Leyes, which was thought to be a rival for the 
trade of Mamluke Alexandria, the redundant port toponym of Layas being moved, in the 
absence of the port-city, west to Gorhigos. 
 
 

996.Attalia 
Rev. James L. Chapman, A Plain Work on Baptism; embracing a series of chapters. 
Lately published in the Nashville Christian Advocate, and now published in book 
form at the request of numerous friends and an enlightened public, Office of the 
Nashville Christian Advocate, Nashville, 1850, p. 68. 

 
“Acts xiv, 25: “They went down to Attalia.” The form of speech in these passages is the same, 
in the original, as that given in the narration of the eunuch’s baptism. The reading of the 

                                                             
554  r. 1358–1369.  
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whole would run thus: Philip and the Eunuch went down [eis] to the water; Jesus went down 
[eis] to Capernaum; and they went down [eis] to Attalia.” p. 68. 
 
 

997.Attalia, Adalia 
Thomas Lewin, The Life and Epistles of St. Paul, Vol. I, Francis and John 
Rivington Scribner, London, 1851, p. 170. 
 

“Here (Perga), as they had not proclaimed the Gospel on their arrival from Cyprus, they now 
made a short pause to preach the word, which when they had done, they crossed over to 
Attalia, now Adalia, about 16 miles (sic.) to the west of Perga*, situate on the north-eastern 
(sic. N.W.) corner of a fine bay, and possessing a good haven, around which the city arose 
like a vast amphitheatre, Here they found a ship, in which they embarked, and returned to 
Antioch in Syria, whence they had been commissioned to the work which they had so 
successfully achieved. 
 
*The distance is taken from the Handbook for Asia Minor.” p. 170. 
 
 

998.Satalia 
A History of France, from the conquest of Gaul by Julius Caesar to the Death of 
Louis Philippe, with Conversations at the End of Each Chapter, by Mrs. Markham, 
(Elizabeth Cartwright Penrose),  John Murray, London, 1851, p. 103. (text 
unchanged in 1857, 1862, 1867 and 1872 editions) 
 

Louis VII. “In this terrible dilemma the soldiery, seeing the ignorance and incapacity of their 
leaders, determined, as the only means of preservation, to give the command, without any 
consideration of rank, to the best man they could find. Their choice fell on a poor knight, who 
is only known to us by the name Gilbert. This Gilbert justified the high opinion they had 
formed of him. He conducted them safely during twelve days through many dangers, by 
intricate ways, and over rivers, in the face of the enemy, whom he attacked and defeated. 
When he had brought the army in safety to Satalia, he considered his task as finished, and, 
resigning his command, resumed his private station. 
 
Satalia is a small seaport about three days’ sail from Antioch. The journey by land is much 
longer. When Louis arrived here, he found only vessels enough to convey himself and his 
nobles, and he felt reluctant to abandon his poor soldiers to encounter difficulties he did not 
share with them. He was, however, persuaded to embark, taking with him almost all his 
nobles, and all the horses he had left. The count of Flanders remained to conduct the army by 
land, and 500 Greek horsemen were procured to be their guides. These forsook them at the 
first sight of the Turks, and the French once more returned to Satalia, whence the count of 
Flanders, having obtained a vessel, sailed after the king. The soldiers were left a prey to 
fatigue, hunger and the swords of the Turks, and all perished miserably, excepting 3000, who, 
to preserve their lives, renounced their religion and became Mahomedans.” p. 103. 
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999.Attalia 
A Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles by C. M. Du Veil, Edited for The 
Hanserd Knollys Society, J. Haddon, London, 1851, p. 311. 

 
“25. They went down into Attalia. The city Attalia having its name from Attalus Philadelphus, 
its builder, is by Strabo mentioned among the cities of Pamphylia, Geog. lib. 14. 26. 
26. And thence sailed to Antioch. The metropolis of Syria.” p. 311. 
 
 

1000. Attalia 
Biographical Sketches of the Queens of Great Britai,. From the Norman 
Conquest to the Reign of Victoria. or, Royal Book of Beauty. Edited by Mary 
Howitt, Henry G. Bohn, London, 1851, p. 48. 
 

“Between Constantinople and Antioch numberless were the difficulties encountered by Louis 
and his followers, the crowning of which was the signal defeat they experienced in the 
neighbourhood of Laodicea, where, so great was the number of the French either killed or 
taken prisoners, that out of 30,000 men it is said only 7000 remained… 

 
At length they reached Attalia, whence Louis and his queen with their nobility embarked for 
Antioch, leaving the infantry to await other transports. They, however, impatient to join their 
monarch, proceeding forward by land, encountered so many fresh difficulties that but few of 
the number were left.” p.48. 
 
 

1001. Satalia, Gulf of Cyprus 
Jules Michelet, History of France from the Earliest Period to the Present 
Time, Translated by G. H. Smith, F. G. S., D. Appleton and Co., New York, 
1851, Vol. I., p. 233. (Reprinted, 1857, Vol. I., p. 233.) 
 

“The crusaders accused the perfidious Greeks, who gave them worthless guides, and sold at 
their weight in gold the provisions which Manuel had engaged to supply, as the authors of 
their misfortunes; and the historian Nicetas himself confesses that the emperor betrayed 
them.* The fact was evident when they reached the Lesser Antioch; where they found its 
Greek inhabitants had given shelter to the Turkish fugitives. Yet the conduct of Louis towards 
Manuel had been unimpeachable; and, as Godfrey of Bouillon had done, he had turned a deaf 
ear to those counsellors who exhorted him by the way to seize Constantinople. At length they 
arrived at Satalia, in the Gulf of Cyprus. They had still forty days’ march to reach Antioch by 
land in following the circuit of the gulf; but the patience and the zeal of the barons were worn 
out, and the king found it impossible to detain them. They would go by sea to Antioch, and the 
Greeks furnished all who could pay with vessels. The rest were left under the escort of the 
Count of Flanders, of the Sire de Bourbon, and of a body of Greek cavalry which the king had 
hired to protect them;** then, giving all that was left with him to these poor people, he 
embarked with Elanora. But the Greeks who were to defend them, were the first to give them 
up, or they else made them their own slaves. Those who escaped owed it to the proselyting 
spirit of the Turks, who made them embrace their religion.*** 
 
*“The emperor,” he says“sent pressing letters to the sultan of the Turks, praying him to 
march against the Germans.” See Biblioth. Des Croisades, t. iii, p. 406.-The crusaders named 
him the Idol of Constantinople. Odon de Deuil. 
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**Odo de Diog. I. p. 71. 
***Odo de Diog. I. p. 71, 76.” p. 233. 
 
 

1002. Satalie, Attalia 
J. Newton Brown, Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge; or, Dictionary of the 
Bible, theology, Religious Biography, All Religions, Ecclesiastical History, and 
Missions;…, Joseph Steen and Co., Brattleboro., Vt., 1851, p.148. 
 

“Attalia; a city of Pamphylia, which Paul and Barnabas visited, Acts 14: 25. A.D. 45. It still 
subsists under the name Satalie. It was built (or refounded) by Attalus Philadelphia, king of 
Pergamos, who gave to it his own name. – Calmet.” p. 148. 
 
 

1003. Attala (sic.) 
Rev. John Fleetwood, The Life of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ: 
Containing a full and accurate history From His Taking Upon Himself Our 
Nature to his Crucifixion, Resurrection and Ascension, together with the Lives, 
Transactions, and Sufferings of His Holy Evangelists, Apostles and other 
Primitive Martyrs, To which is added a History of the Jews, Horace Wentworth, 
Boston, 1851, p. 559. Reprinted text unchanged, Attala (sic.), William W. Harding, 
Philadelphia, 1871, p. 526. 

 
“Acts, xiv. 22. After a short stay they again visited the churches of Pamphilia, Perga, and 
Attala (sic.), where they took ship, and sailed to Antioch in Syria, the place from whence they 
had first set out.” p. 559. 
 
 

1004. Attalia 
John Lawrence Von Mosheim, James Seaton Reid, Institutes of Ecclesiastical 
History, Ancient and Modern, A New and Literal Translation From The Original 
Latin, With Copious Additional Notes, Original and Selected by James Murdock, 
Revised and Supplementary Notes Added by James Seaton Reid, Edward Howell, 
Liverpool and London, 1852, p. 393, (Reprinted in two Vols., R. Carter & Bros., New 
York, 1881, Vol. I., p. 213.) 
 

“Lewis led his army through Asia Minor, bending his course into the interior to avoid passing 
the large rivers near their mouths. The Mohammedans hovered around him, cut off his 
supplies, and at length attacked him in the mountains of Laodicea to great advantage, 
destroyed a large part of his army, and came near to capturing the king himself. At length he 
arrived with the wreck of his army at Attalia, the capital of Pamphylia, where the Greeks 
drained them of their resources, and so embarrassed their proceeding by land, that the king 
with part of his troops was obliged to embark on board the few vessels he could obtain, 
leaving the remainder of his army to fight their way by land, if they could. Those he thus left, 
all perished. He and those with him arrived safe in Palestine. The emperor also rejoined him 
with a few troops.” p. 393. 
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1005. Satalia 
John Frost, Historical Collections of All Nations: Comprising Notices of the Most 
Remarkable Events and Distinguished Characters in the History of the World; With 
Anecdotes of Heroes, Statesmen, Patriots, and Sovereigns, who have signalized their 
Names in Ancient and Modern History; with Special Notices of the Heroes of the 
West, Case, Tiffany and Co., Hartford, MA., 1852, p. 405-406.  
 

“By this victory, the crusaders gained possession of Laodicea, and they next proceeded to 
cross the mountains between that city and Satalia. In the defiles of Cadmus, they were 
attacked by the Turks, and a desperate struggle ensued. The French king, separated from his 
army, performed prodigies of valour, and though at one time surrounded, succeeded in 
escaping unhurt. During the twelve days’ march to Satalia, the crusaders were four times 
attacked by the Turks, and each time they repulsed them. Louis and the chiefs of the army left 
it at Satalia under the command of Thierry of Flanders555, and sailed to Antioch. In the mean 
time, the Turks556, proved faithless to a treaty, and murdered nearly all the unfortunate 
pilgrims. From Antioch, Louis proceeded to Jerusalem,…” p. 405-406. 
 
 

1006. Satalia 
Joseph Francois Michaud, The History of the Crusades, Translated from the 
French by W. Robson, in three volumes, Vol. III, George Routledge and Co., 
London, 1852, Vol. III., p. 183. (As also, Redfield, New York, 1853, p. 183; A. C. 
Armstrong, New York, 1881, p. 183.) Michaud’s Histoire des Croisades was published 
in Paris in six volumes from 1811 to 1822. 
 

“The sovereign pontiff had caused twenty-four galleys to be built with produce of the tenths 
levied for the crusade. This fleet, commanded by Cardinal Caraffa, and collected in the Tiber, 
after having been blessed by Sextus IV., went to join that of Venice and Naples, and cruised 
along the coasts of Ionia and Pamphylia, to the great terror of all the maritime Ottoman 
cities. The Venetians did not fail to direct the operations of the Christian fleet against the 
cities whose wealth and commerce gave them any cause for jealousy. Satalia and Smyrna 
were given up to the horrors of war; the first of these, situated on the coast of Pamphylia, was 
the entrepôt for the productions and the merchandise of India and Arabia. The second, 
situated in the Ionian Sea, possessed rich manufactures and a flourishing trade. The Christian 
soldiers committed in these two cities all the kinds of excess with which the Turks were then 
reproached. After this piratical expedition, the fleet regained the ports of Italy, and Cardinal 
Caraffa returned triumphant to Rome, followed by twenty-five captives mounted upon superb 
horses, and by twelve camels, loaded with the spoils of the enemy. The ensigns taken from the 
Mussulmans, and the chain of the port of Satalia, were solemly suspended over the gate and 
in the vaulted roof of the Vatican.” Vol. III., p. 183. 
 
 

1007. Satalia 
J. Collin de Plancy, Legends of the Blessed Virgin. Collected from authentic 
sources, Translated from the French, Charles Dolman, London, 1852, p. 
229-230. 

                                                             
555  Archambald de Bourbon is unmentioned. 
556  In Frost 1846 above and 1854, the line reads, “But the governor of Satalia proved faithless to his treaty” 

which is changed here to, “the Turks proved faithless to a treaty.” There was no treaty between the “Turks” 
and the Crusaders. 
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Legend of the Lord of Crequy (1147 Crusade) 
 
“He had left a wife and father in deep sorrow; and in those days the pang of separation could 
not be alleviated by frequent correspondence. In due time the Countess of Crequy gave birth 
to a child- a sweet boy, in whom she found some consolation for the absence of her husband. 
The old count (Gerard, Count of Ternoy) was quite overjoyed, and felt himself young again at 
the sight of his grandson. A special messenger was despatched to carry the joyful news to his 
son, who was found at the port of Satalia. 
 
Raoul de Crequy made great rejoicings with his friends on this occasion. But his happiness 
was, alas! Soon to be changed into sorrow. 
 
An engagement shortly afterwards took place between the Crusaders and the Scaracens. 
Raoul and his companions led the van of the army. Carried away by his ardour, he entered a 
narrow pass, followed by only two small troops, led by the lords of Breteuil and Varennes. 
These three companies formed but a hundred lances. The Saracens held possession of the 
heights overlooking this perilous pass. They let fall a rain of arrows upon the Christians, who 
fought manfully to gain a passage. Roger and Godfrey, the count’s brothers, with twenty of 
the esquires,  fell mortally wounded. But the Christians did not retire. Although they saw 
nothing but death before them, they earnestly pressed forward. In the encounter, besides the 
two brothers before mentioned, the lords of Breteuil, Varennes, Montjoy, Maumey, Brimen, 
Bauraing, Esseike, Mesgrigny, Sempy, and Suresnes perished; and many a beardless youth 
lay stretched in the dust. 
 
The Lord of Crequy, as a man of high and undaunted valour, would not retire; but continued 
to fight, invoking our Lady’s aid, till, exhausted by the number of his wounds, he at length fell 
to the earth.” p. 229-230. 

 
 

1008. Attalia 
Henry Jervis-White Jervis, Esq., Royal Artillery, History of The Island of 
Corfú, and of the Republic of the Ionian Islands, Colburn and Co., London, 
1852, p. 99-100. 

 
“Theodore had two sons, John and Demetrius, and two daughters, Anne and Irene. Azan 
(King of the Bulgarians), on the death of his wife Maria of Hungary, became attached to, and 
married Irene; and, out of affection for her, not only released Theodore and his family, in 
1237, but assisted him in regaining possession of Thessalonica, which he did by procuring 
Michael Manuel to be siezed and conducted before the Turkish Sultan at Attalia (Alaed-Din 
Keykubat I); the Asiatic, however, treated his illustrious captive with more clemency than had 
been expected, and sent him in safety to the Court of Vataces, by whom he was invested with 
the principality over the districts of Pharsalia, Larisa and Platamona. Ungrateful to his 
benefactor, he joined the Latins against him; but he died the same year, 1237, before anything 
could be effected, leaving his principality to Michael, Despot of Epirus.” p. 99-100. 
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1009. Satalie, Attalea, Antalia, Satalie (Gulf of) 
Chronicles of England, France, Spain, and the adjoining countries, by Jean 
Froissart, Translated by Thomas Johnes Esq., in Two Volumes, Henry G. 
Bohun, London 1852, Vol.1,, p. 301. 
 

“Soon after this election, the king of France heard that the lord Peter de Lusignan, king of 
Cyprus and Jerusalem, was on his road to Avignon, having crossed the sea: upon which he 
resolved to wait for him, as he was anxious to see one of whom so many handsome things had 
been related, for having made war upon the Saracens. Lately, the new king of Cyprus had 
taken the strong city of Satalie* from the enemies of God, and had slain, without any 
exceptions, all the inhabitants of both sexes whom he found there. 
 
*City of Satalie, - is the Attalea of the ancients, situate in Pamphilia, a province which in this 
day makes part of Caramania (sic.). Antalia, or Satalie, — at the bottom of the gulf of 
Satalie.—D’Anville’s map, Geographic Moderne. Peter de Lusignan had succeeded his father 
Hugh. He did not arrive at Avignon until the 29th March, 1362, the wednesday of the holy 
week. Valdemar, king of Denmark, was there at the same time, who came to place his person 
and kingdom under the protection of the holy see.-Villaret, Hist. de France.” Vol.1,, p. 301. 
 
 

1010. Adalia, Satalia, Attaleia,  
Horatio B. Hackett, A Commentary on the Original Text of the Acts of the 
Apostles, John P. Jewett and Co., Boston; Jewett, Proctor and 
Worthington, Cleveland, Ohio, 1852, p. 179, 203. (Unchanged in the first 
complete British Edition, Hamilton, Adams and Co., London, and Thomas D. 
Morison, Glasgow, 1877, p. 162, 181, except that “embarking,” is exchanged 
for “taking ship” on p. 181.) 

 
Notes: 
 
Chap. XIII 
V. 13, “Perga was the chief city of Pamphylia, situated on the Cestrus, about seven miles 
from its mouth. A bar obstructs the entrance of this river at the present time; but Strabo (14.4) 
says expressly that it was navigable in his day as far up as Perga. The ruins of this city are to 
be seen still, sixteen miles north east (sic.) of the modern Adalia, or Satalia. They consist of 
walls and towers, columns and cornices, a theatre and a stadium, a broken aqueduct, and 
tombs scattered on both sides of the site of the town. Nothing else remains of Perga but the 
beauty of its natural situation, between and upon the sides of two hills, with an extensive 
valley in front, watered by the river Cestrus, and backed by the mountains of the Taurus.” p. 
179. 
 
Chap. XIV 
V. 25, “-εἰς Ἀττάλειαν. Instead of embarking at Perga, and sailing down the Cestrus, which 
they had ascended on their arrival from Cyprus, they proceeded across the plain to Attaleia, a 
seaport on the Pamphylian Gulf. ...The founder of this city was Attalus Philadelphus, king of 
Pergamus. It occupied the site of modern Satalia, which Admiral Beaufort describes “as 
beautifully situated round a small harbor, the streets appearing to rise behind each other, like 
the seats of a theatre,... with a double wall and a series of square towers on the level summit 
of the hill.” p. 203. 
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1011. Satalia, New Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 

The Annals of Roger de Hoveden: Comprising the History of England and of 
Other Countries of Europe from A.D. 732 to A.D. 1201, Translated from the 
Latin by Henry Thomas Riley, H.G. Bohn, London, 1853, Vol. II., The 
Second Part Continued, p. 248. 

 
A.D. 1191, “After taking his departure thence, he (the king of France, Philip II, known as 
Philip Augustus) immediately entered the gulf of Satalia. It is called a gulf, when water 
extends inward between two lands, and forms a bay. Satalia is a very fine castle, and from it 
the gulf takes its name. Upon this gulf are two castles and cities, both of which are called 
Satalia; but one of these is deserted, and is called Old Satalia, while the other is called New 
Satalia, and was founded by Manuel, emperor of Constantinople. Crossing the gulf of Satalia, 
the king of passed a very high mountain, the name of which is called Resut557. He next came 
to a river, which is called Winke558, upon which there is a deserted castle, which is in a like 
manner called Resut. This river Winke is also called the Port of the Pisans, because the Pisan 
Pirates often frequent the harbour.” Vol. II., 248. 
 
 

1012. Satali, Attalia 
William Burckhardt Barker, many years resident at Tarsus in an official 
capacity, William Francis Ainsworth, Lares and Penates: or Cilicia and its 
Governors; Being A short Historical Account of that Province From The 
Earliest Times To The Present Day,..., Ingram, Cooke and Co., London, 
1853, p. 59-60. 

 
“Pope Paul II. endeavoured in vain to revive an interest in the Christians of the Levant, and 
the fleet that had assembled at Ancona (A.D. 1465) to proceed to the assistance of the 
Christians, was sent by the Venetian senate to attack and plunder the island of Rhodes, under 
the Great Master of the order of St. John of Jerusalem.  
 
Petro Mocenigo, after ravaging, with eighty-eight galleys, the north of Asia Minor, attacked, 
A.D. 1472, Attalia, or Satali, a rich town of Pamphilia, which furnished Egypt and Syria with 
provisions, devastated the environs, and then returned to Rhodes. He also ravaged Ionia, 
opposite Scio, and Smyrna, without making any distinction between the Christian churches 
and the Muhammadan mosques.” p. 59-60. 
 
 

1013. Attalia 
Lucan, The Pharsalia of Lucan, Literally Translated into English Prose, 
with Copious Notes by H. T. Riley, Henry G. Bohn, London, 1853, p. 306. 

 

A. VIII.249-269,  

                                                             
557  Probably to be identified as Tahtali Dağ, behind Phaselis. 
558  The River Finike. 
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“Escaped the windings of Telmessus’ bay; 

“Till rose Pamphylian coasts before the bark, 

And first the fallen chieftain dared to find 

In small Phaselis shelter; for therein 

Scarce was the husbandman, and empty homes 

Forbad to fear. Next Taurus’ heights he saw 

And Dipsus* falling from his lofty sides: 

So sailed he onward. 

Did Pompeius dream, 

When giving safety to the seas, he made 

Flight for himself secure? His little boat 

Flies unmolested past Cilician shores;”  
 
“According to Plutarch, Attalia was the first place in Asia Minor at which Pompey touched. 
The Poet, perhaps, means in l. 253, that the inhabitants of this place had all deserted it for the 
standards of Pompey.”  
 
“* Dipsus, that flows down from Taurus) ver. 255. Under the name “Dipsus,” or “Dipsas,” 
Burmann thinks that the river Catarrhactes is alluded to. This is a river of ancient Pamphylia, 
which descends from the mountain chain of Taurus, in a vast broken waterfall, whence it 
received its name. After flowing beneath the earth in a portion of its course, it falls into the 
sea to the east of Attalia.” p. 306.  
 
 

1014. Attalia 
The Trial and Acquittal of John the Baptist, the apostles, and evangelists, 
under the charge of dipping and plunging persons under water, in the official 
acts of their respective administrations, by Thomas Clelland [i.e. Cleland], 
Morton and Griswold, Louisville, 1853, pp. 135-136, 155. 
 

“That eis with the verb Katebaino, as in the case under consideration, often means thus, Jesus 
went down, eis, to Egypt; they went down, eis, To Attalia; he stood, eis, on the shore, or BY it; 
Philip was found, eis, At Azotus; so Christ was baptized, eis, At the river Jordan.” p. 135. 
 
“That eis with the verb Katebaino, as in the case under consideration, often means going 
down to a place is quite certain; for example – Jesus went down(eis) to Capernaum; Jacob 
went down (eis) to Egypt; they went down (eis) to Attalia ; they went down (eis) to Troas; he 
went down (eis) to Antioch; going down (eis) to Cesarea. Such instances are so common 
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indeed, when the meaning of eis, where it designates direction to a place or toward it, that it 
occupies, with some of the oldest lexicographers, its first and leading signification.” p. 155. 
 
 

1015. Attalia 
Encyclopaedia Metropolitana: or, a System of Universal Knowledge: on a 
methodical plan Projected by Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Cabinet Edition, 
History of the Ottoman Empire, including a survey of the Greek Empire and 
the Crusades. By Samuel Jacob, Col. Procter, Rev. J. E. Riddle, and James 
M’Conechy, Richard Griffin and Co., London and Glasgow, 1854, p. 194. 
(Reprint unchanged from Encyclopaedia Metropolitana; or, Universal 
Dictionary of Knowledge, on an original plan: Ed. E. Smedley, H. J. Rose and 
H. J. Rose, Vol. XI. (History and Biography, Vol. 3.)  B. Fellowes, London, 
1845, p. 772.) 

 
“After this disaster, the hope of penetrating into Syria by land was abandoned; the sea-coast 
was again sought; and the army reached the port of Attalia in Pamphylia.There, after 
incurring new horrors and losses from famine and disease, the king succeeded in procuring 
some Greek vessels to transport his bands of nobles and knights to Antioch: but he was 
reluctantly compelled, by the want of sufficient shipping, to abandon the inferior crowd of 
infantry and pilgrims on the shore. After his departure, the guard which he had left for their 
protection, proved insufficient to resist the incessant attacks of the Turks; the people of Attalia 
not only shut the gates of the city against them, but massacred the defenceless sick and 
wounded; and the whole wretched multitude perished, either by the sword of the Infidels, or 
the more unnatural cruelty of the perfidious Greeks*. 
 
* Will. Tyr p. 903-906. Gesta Ludovici, p. 395-400 Nicetas.” p. 194. 
 
 

1016. Satalia, Attalea 
Sir James Porter, Sir George Gerard de Hochepied Larpent, Turkey: its 
history and progress: from the journals and correspondence of Sir James 
Porter, fifteen years Ambassador at Constantinople; continued to the present 
time... In Two Vols., Hurst and Blackett, London, 1854, Vol. I., p. 89-90. 

 
“After Antiochia (Antakya) was given up by the Christians, a caravan was formed from 
Bagdhad to this place, and thence to the seaboard towns of ancient Syria, then held by the 
Sedjuks and Turks. Soon, several places along the south and south-western coast of Asia 
Minor were engaged in the Indian trade, from Saleph or Selefkie (formerly Seleucia Trachea), 
in Cilicia, to the western extremity, and further northwards to Aya Yani, near the ancient 
Ephesus. 
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The towns of Attalea or Satalia and Candelorum (anciently Side (sic.)559), in Pamphylia were 
chiefly engaged in the passive trade, and here the Italian smugglers exchanged their 
European wares for the Eastern. These places were scarce known as depots for Eastern 
goods, before sellers arrived from Egypt to take advantage of the market. The Venetians even 
loaded goods in Alexandria, and carried them to Satalia. The Genoese, although in 
possession of the Bokhara Byzantine trade were also just as busy here: the more so, as they 
held for a considerable time valuable settlements in the coterminous lesser Armenia, or in 
Eastern Cilicia, principally at Tarsus, Marlinistra and Sis or Sisia (Kozan),...” Vol. I., p. 89-
90. 
 
 

1017. Attaleia, Satalia, Sea of Pamphylia, Satalia (Bay of) 
Rev. W. J. Conybeare and Rev. J. S. Howson, The Life and Epistles of St. 
Paul, Longman, Brown, Green, and Longman, London 1854, Vol. I, p. 214-
215; Vol. II., p. 323. 
 

“When the time came for returning to Syria, they did not sail down the Cestrus, up the 
channel of which river they had come on their arrival from Cyprus, but travelled across the 
plain to Attaleia, which was situated on the edge of the Pamphylian gulf. 

Attaleia had something of the same relation to Perga, which Cadiz has to Seville. In each case 
the latter city is approached by a river-voyage, and the former is more conveniently placed on 
the open sea. Attalus Philaddelphus, king of Pergamus, whose dominions extended from the 
north-western corner of Asia Minor to the Sea of Pamphylia, had built this city in a 
convenient position for commanding the trade to Syria or Egypt. When Alexander the Great 
passed this way, no such city was in existence: but since the days of the kings of Pergamus, 
who inherited a fragment of his vast empire, Attaleia has always existed and flourished, 
retaining the name of the monarch who built it…” p. 214. 

 

                                                             
559  Candelorum was not “(anciently Side)” as is stated, following D’Anville, but was Coracesium-Candelore-

Candelorum-Alaia, Alaya-Olaya-Alanieh-Alanya. Side was Palaia Attalia, or Burnt Antalya, and was not 
used as a port at that time by the Italians. 
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1. This view of Attaleia is due to the kindness of Prof. E. Forbes, one of the authors of 
the work on “Lycia, etc.” from which we have so often quoted. A nearer view may be 
seen in the work of Admiral Beaufort, who described the city as “beautifully situated 
round a small harbour, the streets appearing to rise behind each other like the seats of 
a theatre… with a double wall and a series of square towers on the level summit of the 
hill.” 
 

“When this view is before us, the mind reverts to another band of Christian warriors, who 
once sailed from the bay of Satalia to the Syrian Antioch. Certain passages, in which the 
movements of the Crusaders and Apostles may be compared with each other, are among the 
striking contrasts of history. Conrad and Louis, each with an army consisting at first of 
70,000 men (sic.), marched through part of the same districts which were traversed by Paul 
and Barnabas alone and unprotected. The shattered remains of the French host had come 
down to Attaleia through “the abrupt mountain-passes and the deep vallies” which are so 
well described by contemporary historians. They came to fight the battle of the Cross with a 
great multitude, and with the armour of human power: their journey was encompassed with 
defeat and death; their arrival at Attaleia was disastrous and disgraceful; and they sailed to 
Antioch a broken and dispirited army. But the Crusaders of the first century, the Apostles of 
Christ, though they too passed “through much tribulation,” advanced from victory to victory. 
Their return to the place “whence they had been recommended to the grace of God for the 
work which they fulfilled,” was triumphant and joyful, for the weapons of their warfare were 
“not carnal.” The Lord Himself was their tower and shield.” p. 216. 

“Thus we follow the Apostle once more across the sea over which he had first sailed with 
Barnabas from Antioch to Salamis, - and within sight of the summits of the Taurus, which rise 
above his native city, - and close by Perga and Attaleia, - till he came to a Lycian harbour not 
far from Patara, the last point at which he touched on his return from the third Missionary 
journey.” p. 323.  
 
 

1018. Antalia, Satalia 
Adolph Louis Køppen, The World in the Middle Ages: An Historical 
Geography, with Accounts of the Origin and Development, the Institutions 
and Literature, the Manners and Customs of the Nations in Europe, Western 
Asia, and Northern Africa, from the close of the Fourth to the middle of the 
Fifteenth Century, D. Appleton and Co., New York and London, 1854, Vol. 
II., p. 207. (Reprinted Vol. II, 1856, p. 758.) 

 
“VI. Tekieh or Tekke (ancient Lycia and Pamphylia), on the southern coast, with Antalia 
(Satalia), Sidischehr (Side), Makri, Kastellorizzo, Myra, and Fineka.” Vol. II., p. 207. 
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1019. Attalia 
Antoine-Henri, Baron de Jomini, Summary of the Art of War, or a New 
Analytical Compend of the Principle Combinations of Strategy, of Grand 
Tactics and of Military Policy, trans., Major O. F. Winship and Lieut. E. E. 
McLean, G. P. Putnam and Co., New-York, 1854, p. 339-340. 

 
“A new expedition was necessary to secure the kingdom, which the valiant Noureddin 
menaced. Louis VII, and the Emperor Conrad, departed at the head, each, of a hundred 
thousand crusaders (sic.), and took, like their predecessors, the route of Constantinople, 
(1142. (sic. 1147)) But the Greeks, frightened by the reiterated visits of those menacing hosts, 
conspired their ruin. 
 
Conrad, who had wished to take the advance, fell into the snares of the Turks, warned by 
Manuel Comnenus, and was defeated in detail by the Sultan of Iconium. Louis, more 
fortunate, conquered the Turks upon the borders of the Maeander; but his army, deprived of 
the support of Conrad, harrassed by the enemy, partially defeated in the passage of the 
defiles, and lacking every thing, saw itself confined at Attalia upon the coast of the Pamphilia, 
where it sought the means of embarking; the Greeks furnished their wants insufficiently, and 
scarcely fifteen or twenty thousand men (sic.) succeeded in reaching Antioch with their king; 
the rest perished, or fell into the hands of the Saracens.” p. 239-240. 

 
 

1020. Satalia 
John Frost, Great Men and Great Events: From the Earliest Period to the 
Present Time, Miller, Orton and Mulligan, Auburn and Buffalo, 1854, p. 
409. 

 
“The next movement was to cross the mountains between Laodicea and Satalia. The advanced 
guard entered imprudently into the defiles of Cadmus, and when the remainder of the army 
attempted to follow them, the Turks suddenly attacked them from the mountain tops, and 
gained great advantages…During the twelve days which were occupied by the crusaders in 
reaching Satalia, they were four times attacked by the Turks. From this city Louis VII. and his 
chiefs embarked for Antioch, leaving the remainder of the army to march to Cilicia, under the 
charge of Thierry, of Flanders560. But the governor of Satalia proved faithless to his treaty, 
and the Turks destroyed nearly all the pilgrims.” p. 409.  
 
 

1021. Attalia 
Mrs. William Busk, Mediæval Popes, Emperors, Kings, and Crusaders; or, 
Germany, Italy and Palestine, from A.D. 1125 to A.D. 1268, Hookham and 
Sons, London, 1854, Vol. I., p. 284-285. 

 
1148.“That (the van of the French army), having taken no share in the battle, was still 
complete; and with it he at length reached Attalia, upon the sea-coast, in not much better 
plight than the German Emperor had joined him.  
                                                             
560  Archambaud de Bourbon is unmentioned. 
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At Attalia the Greek authorities, professing friendship, proposed to furnish him ships, in 
which to transport the remnant of his army to Antioch. Lewis gladly accepted the offer. But 
the authorities demanded an exorbitant price for the use of their vessels. Lewis resisted; and, 
between haggling and the necessity of waiting for a fair wind, to which the royal Crusader 
seems to have thought himself entitled, several weeks were lost. In the end, the French King, 
whether from ill-will or the poverty of the place, obtained barely vessels enough to convey 
himself and the higher classes of the Crusaders. With these he embarked, leaving all the 
humbler Crusaders – warriors, invalids, women, children – to make their way by land, under 
the conduct of the Earls of Flanders and Archambaud de Bourbon, with the promised 
protection of an escort of Greek troops. To defray the expense of this escort, as also of 
nursing his sick, the King placed a sum of money in the hands of the Attalian authorities. The 
money was taken, but the sick received no tendance, and the promised escort never appeared. 
 
Unescorted, therefore, the appointed chiefs found themselves obliged to set forth with only a 
small body of drooping infantry, and the half-helpless, and now more than half-defenceless 
band committed to their guidance. But the attacks of the Turks were incessant, and, under 
such circumstances, sanguinarily successful; and the Earls, despairing of the possibility of 
executing the task assigned them, ere long deserted their charge. Escaping by sea with as 
many as could procure means of embarkation, they rejoined the King at Antioch. Of those 
who remained behind, struggling on by land, to the computed number again of 7,000, the 
majority were destroyed by the Turks, and obtained the crown of martyrdom in lieu of the 
palm-branch, indicative of a consummated pilgrimage to the Holy Land. The survivors were 
plundered, otherwise ill-used, and enslaved by the Greeks: the sick left at Attalia were 
massacred. The Turks, on the other hand, after their victory, showed humanity; and the 
consequence was, that some 3,000 Christians, preferring Turkish to Greek slavery, took 
refuge with their former enemies. Of these, very many are believed to have apostatized.” p. 
284-285. 

 
 

1022. Attalia 
G. P. R. James, Esq., A History Of The Life of Richard Cœur-de-Lion, King 
of England, New Edition Complete in Two Volumes, Henry G. Bohn, 
London, 1854, Vol. II., p. 10-11. 

 
“and the enfeebled army marched on to Attalia, closely pursued by the Turks, but preserved 
from further loss by the strict discipline which was maintained by the grand master of the 
Templars (Brother Everard des Barres, Grand Master from 1147-1152.).  
 
At Attalia, new disasters befel the troops of Louis. The difficulties and dangers which lay 
between that city and Antioch, forced upon the monarch the determination of dividing his 
forces, and suffering a part to proceed by sea, while the rest endeavoured to effect their 
passage by land. At first, the king resolved to send the weak, the sick, and the infantry, in 
vessels hired from the Greeks of Attalia; but he was cheated in every transaction by the 
people of the place: the extravagant sum demanded for the conveyance of each man to 
Antioch rendered it impossible to send so great a multitude by that means, and it was at 
length decided that the king and his chivalry should take ship, while the pilgrims and foot 
soldiers, guarded and guided by the Count of Flanders, with a considerable force of men-at-
arms, should pursue the land journey. In order to ensure as far as possible the safety of the 
large body of foot left behind, the king of France hired Greek guides, and a strong escort of 
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Greek cavalry to accompany them on the way; but he unwisely paid the whole sum agreed 
before he took ship. The moment he was gone, the Greeks plainly intimated to the Count of 
Flanders that they had not the slightest intention of performing their agreement; and after 
some vain efforts to induce them to do so, finding there was no chance of success, and as little 
probability of reaching Antioch if he proceeded without his perfidious allies, the Count of 
Flanders also took ship, with as many of the pilgrims as he could convey, and followed the 
king to Antioch. Still an immense number of unhappy wretches remained under the walls of 
Attalia. Louis, indeed, had furnished them with all the money he could spare before he 
departed; but the perfidious Greeks refused to admit them into the town, or to supply them 
with provisions; and the Turks daily straitened and assaulted them without, till at length the 
dreadful sufferings which they endured from famine, pestilence, and even the sword, reached 
to such a point, that the hearts even of the infidels melted with compassion; and the 
Mahommedans not only ceased their attacks, but supplied the starving pilgrims with food 
under the inhospitable walls of a Greek city. Of the poor remnant that were left, some few 
made their way forward to Antioch, some few reached Constantinople on their return, and 
some, touched with the generosity of their adversaries, and confounding, in their hatred of the 
treacherous Greeks, a pure religion with its impure followers, abandoned Christianity, and 
embraced the faith of those who had saved them from a horrible death.” Vol. II., p. 10-11. 

 
 

1023. Attalia 
Samuel Jacob, Colonel Procter, Rev. J. E. Riddle, and James M’Conechy, 
History of the Ottoman Empire: including a survey of the Greek Empire and 
the Crusades, Richard Griffin and Co., London and Glasgow, 1854, p. 194. 

 
“After this disaster, the hope of penetrating into Syria by land was abandoned; the sea-coast 
was again sought; and the army reached the port of Attalia in Pamphylia. There, after 
incurring new horrors and losses from famine and disease, the king (Louis) succeeded in 
procuring some Greek vessels to transport his bands of nobles and knights to Antioch: but he 
was reluctantly compelled, by the want of sufficient shipping, to abandon the inferior crowd 
of infantry and pilgrims on the shore. After his departure, the guard which he had left for 
their protection, proved insufficent to resist the incessant attacks of the Turks; the people of 
Attalia not only shut the gates of the city against them, but massacred the defenceless sick and 
wounded; and the whole wretched multitude perished, either by the swords of the Infidels, or 
the more unnatural cruelty of the perfidious Greeks.* 
 
* Will. Tyr. p. 903-906.” p. 194. 
 
 

1024. Satalia, Adalia, Attalia 
Edward Gibbon, The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, 
with notes by Dean Milman and M. Guizot, Ed. Dr. William Smith, in Eight 
Volumes, Little, Brown and Co., Boston, 1854, Vol. VII., p. 245. 
 

“But instead of pursuing his expedition by land, he (Louis) was rejoiced to shelter the relics 
of his army in the friendly seaport of Satalia.* From thence he embarked for Antioch; but so 
penurious was the supply of Greek vessels that they could only afford room for his knights 
and nobles; and the plebeian crowd of infantry was left to perish at the foot of the 
Pamphylian hills. 
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*Satalia, more usually called Adalia, is the modern name of Attalia, a city of Pamphylia.” 
Vol. VII., p. 245. 
 
 

1025. Attalia, Sattalia 
Ingram Cobbin, The Descriptive Testament; containing The Authorized 
Translation of the New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ;With Notes, explanatory of the rites, customs, sects, praseology, 
topography, and geography, referred to in this portion of the sacred pages , 
designed for the study of youth, and for sabbath schools; edited by D. Mead, 
George Pratt, Binghampton New York, 1854, p. 226. 

 
“25 And when they had preached the word in Per/ga, they went down into Atta/lia:* 
 
26 And thence sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace of 
God for the work which they fulfilled. 
 
*Attalia, so called from king Attalus its founder, is now named named Sattalia. It is a sea-
port, well situated for trade, and its fortifications and castle are kept in good order by the 
Turks.” p. 226. 

 
 

1026. Attalia 
William Hughes, Bible Maps, or, A Historical and Descriptive Atlas of 
Scripture Geography: wherein The Ancient Authorities Are Verified and 
Corrected From The Information of Travellers and Writers Up To the Present 
Time, John W. Parker and Son, London, 1854, p. 41. 
 

“Attalia….36.52… 30.45…(Map) X.” p. 41. 
 
 

1027. Satalie, Attalia 
Poetical works of Geoffrey Chaucer, The Annotated Edition of the English 
Poets, Ed. by Robert Bell, John W. Parker and Son, London, 1854, Vol. I., 
p. 78. (Reprinted 1856, 1878) 

 
“In Gernade atte siege hadde he be  

Of Algesir, and riden in Belmarie. 

At Lieys was he, and at Satalie,*  

Whan they were wonne; and in the Greete see  

At many a noble arive hadde he be. 

At mortal batailles hadde he ben fitene,  
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*Pierre de Lusignan561, soon after his accession to the throne of Cyprus in 1352 (sic. In 1358 
he came to the throne), took Satalie, the ancient Attalia (in 1361); and in another expedition 
about 1367 (sic.), he made himself master of the town of Layas, in (Lesser) Armenia (sic. he 
did not take the town of Leiys-Lajazzo-Ayaş-yumurtalık. He took Gorhigos-Korykos-Curcu 
earlier, in 1359-1360 and he defended it against Karamanid attack in 1367).” Vol. I., p. 78. 

Chaucer’s sequence of names of cities “won,” Lieys followed by Satalie is correct, 
respectively 1360 and 1361, if (new) Leiys is understood as being Gorhigos-Korykos-
kizkalesı.  
 
 

1028. Satalia 
The works of Francis Rabelais, Tr. from the French By Thomas Urquhart 
and Motteux; with explanatory notes, by Duchat, Ozell and others, A New 
Edition, revised and with additional notes, H. G. Bohn, London, 1854, Vol. 
I., p. 210-211. 

 
Book I. “No, said they, not yet, have a little patience, stay a while, never be too sudden in 
your enterprises. Can you tell me what Octavian Augustus said? Festina lentè. It is a requisite 
that you first have the Lesser Asia, Caria, Lycia, Pamphylia, Cilicia, Lydia, Phrygia, Mysia, 
Bithynia, Carzaria, Satalia, Samagaria, Castamena, Luga, Savasta, even into Euphrates. (fn. 
9) 
 
fn. 9 Bithynia, etc) On this M. le Duchat says, that Rabelais, to render Picrochole’s ministers 
more ridiculous, designedly makes them speak like ignoramuses in geography, who take the 
different names of one and the same place for so many different places…Satalia is another 
tautology, it being in Pamphylia.” p. 210-211. 
 
 

1029. Olbia, Atalieh, Satalieh, Pamphylian Sea, Satalieh (Gulf of), Adalia (Gulf   
of) 

The Natural History, Pliny the Elder, Tr., with copious notes and 
illustrations, John Bostock, M.D., F.R.S. H.T. Riley, Esq., B.A., Henry G. 
Bohun, London, 1855, Vol. I., pp. 453, 454. 

 
Book V.,“CHAP. 26. PAMPHYLIA. Plin. Nat. 5.26: The former name of Pamphylia was 
Mopsopia. The Pamphylian Sea* joins up to that of Cilicia. The towns of Pamphylia are Side, 
Aspendum, situate on the side of a mountain, Pletenissum, and Perga. There is also the 
Promontory of Leucolla, the mountain of Sardemisus, and the rivers Eurymedon, which flows 
past Aspendus, and Catarractes**, near to which is Lyrnesus: also the towns of Olbia***, 
and Phaselis, the last on this coast. 
 
*The Pamphylian Sea Now called the Gulf of Adalia, lying between Cape Khelidonia and 
Cape Anemour.  
** Now called Duden-Su. It descends the mountains of Taurus in a great broken waterfall 
(sic.), whence its name. 
***Probably occupying the site of the modern Atalieh or Satalieh.” Vol. I., p. 453. 

 

                                                             
561  r. 1358–1369. Titular 15th Latin King of Jerusalem and King of Lusignan Cyprus. 
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Book V., “CHAP. 27.— Adjoining to Pamphylia is the Sea of Lycia and the country of Lycia* 
itself, where the chain of Taurus, coming from the eastern shores, terminates the vast Gulf** 
by the Promontory of Chelidonium***. 
 
* It was inclosed by Caria and Pamphylia on the west and east, and on the north by the 
district of Cibyrates in Phrygia. 
** The Gulf of Satalieh or Adalia. 
*** Still known as Cape Khelidonia or Cameroso.” 
 
 

1030. Attalia, Satalia, Setalie 
The Union Bible Dictionary, for the use of Schools, Bible Classes, and 
Families, F. A. P. (Initials only.), prepared for the American Sunday-
School Union. Philadelphia, 1855, p. 80. 

 
“Attalia, (Acts xiv. 25.) known now as Satalia or Setalie, a city of Pamphylia on the 
Mediterranean, which was visited by Paul and Barnabas, on their tour through Asia Minor.” 
p. 80. 
 
 

1031. Attalia 
The Works of the Rev. Joseph Bingham, M.A., edited by his lineal 
descendant The Rev. R. Bingham, Jun., New Edition, in Ten Volumes, 
University Press, Oxford, 1855, Vol. III., p. 397. 

 
“Province of Pamphylia Secunda. 

1. Perga, or Sileum. 2. Attalia. 3. Magydus, or Mandus…” p. 397. 
 
 

1032. Adalia, Satalia 
Daniel S. Smalley, The American Phonetic Dictionary of the English 
language. Designed by Nathaniel Storrs. Comp. by Dan. S. Smalley. With 
a general introduction by A. J. Ellis, B.A.; Longley Bros., Cincinnati,  Otis 
Clapp, Boston, Fowler and Wells, New York, Fowler and Wells and Co., 
Philadelphia, Fred Pitman, London, 1855, p. 741. 

 
“Adalia, A-da-li-a, or Satalia, Sa-ta-li-a.” p. 741. 
 
 

1033. Satalia 
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. By Edward 
Gibbon, Esq., with variorum notes, including those of Guizot, Wenck, 
Schreiter & Hugo. Ed., with further illustrations from the most recent 
sources, by An English Churchman, Henry G. Bohun, London, 1855, Vol. 
VII., p. 570. 

 
“Satalia, a seaport of Pamphylia, where Louis VII. sheltered the relics of his army, vi. 481.” 
Vol. VII., p. 570. 
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1034. Attalia, Satalia 
Abbé de Vertot, The History of the Knights Hospitallers of St. John of 
Jerusalem, styled afterwards, The Knights of Rhodes, and at present, The 
Knights of Malta, Jno. W. Leonard and Co., Masonic Publishers, New 
York, 1856, Vol. II., p. 212-213. (excerpt concerning the 17th of June 1472 
Papal league raid on the city) 

 
“These menaces did not deter the Order (of St. John) from continuing their generous 
succours to the Venetians. The fleet of the republik was at that time commanded by the famous 
Mocenigo, who was placed in the room of the cowardly Canalé. The gallies of the Order 
having  joined him, they sailed by concert to besiege Attalia562, a famous town on the coast of 
Pamphilia, called at present Satalia. The proveditor Sorano was immediately ordered to 
break the chain that shut up the port, which he executed with great courage and success. The 
Christian fleet entered the harbour, and afterwards sacked the suburbs of the two enclosures 
with which the town was fortified. They carried the first; but the walls of the second being too 
high for the ladders which they had prepared to scale them, and the general of the gallies of 
the order (of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes) with several brave knights being killed in the 
attack, the Venetian general gave it over, notwithstanding the cries of an old Christian 
woman, a slave in Satalia, who called out to the Christians from the wall, and told them the 
small number and weakness of the besieged. They say that she was siezed with so much grief 
at hearing the retreat sounded, that she threw herself headlong from the top of the rampart 
into the ditch, whence the Venetians took her, bruised to pieces with her fall, and gave her 
decent interment.” Vol. II., p. 212-213. 
 
 
 

1035. Attalia 
George Finlay, The History of Greece Under Othoman and Venetian 
Domination, William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London, 1856, 
p. 73-74. 

 
“While the Othoman army depopulated the Venetian possessions on the continent, the ships of 
the republic plundered the coasts of the sultan’s dominions. The miserable inhabitants of 
Lemnos, Amos, and Phocea, were robbed of all the Turks had left them. Passagio, a great 
mercantile depot of neutral trade, situated on the continent opposite Chios (Sakız Adası), 
afforded the Venetian fleet a rich booty in 1472, but the loss fell chiefly on the Genoese. The 
Othoman galleys, manned by Jews, Greeks, and Turks, were generally far inferior to the 
Venetians in naval efficiency. These desultory operations impoverished the Greek cities, and 
diminished the numbers of the Greek population, but they were unable to arrest the progress 
of the Othomans. The great event of this war was the conquest of Euboea. In the year 1470, 
the well-fortified city of Negropont was taken from the Venetians after a valiant defence. The 
Greek inhabitants were in great part reduced to slavery, and many villages in the island were 
plundered and burned. This loss was poorly revenged by a Venetian fleet (sic. Papal League 
fleet), which laid waste the Greek suburb (sic.)563 of the city of Attalia, and destroyed Smyrna, 
a town then almost entirely inhabited by Greeks. Indeed, during this war, the orthodox 
Christians, whether living in the Othoman empire or the Venetian possessions, were the 
principal sufferers. The naval expeditions of the Venetians plundered the open towns and 
                                                             
562  The galleys of the Papal fleet and the 17 Neapolitan galleys are unmentioned. 
563  It was the mina, the quarter within the harbour itself, for merchants with their depots for merchandise, that 

was sacked. The Greek-Rumi quarter, “the Greek suburb”, was not sacked. 
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defenceless villages on the coast; and the Othoman armies which invaded the Venetian 
territory sought chiefly to carry off as many slaves as possible in order to enrich the soldiers. 
Etolia and Locris were ravaged by Suleiman Pasha during his expedition against Lepanto in 
1477. In the following year the Othoman fleet plundered the possessions of the Knights of 
Rhodes, and carried off many Greek slaves from Kalymnos, Leros, and Nisyros. The peace 
which Sultan Mohammed concluded with Venice in 1479, relieved only a part of the Greek 
nation from plunder and devastation.” p. 73-74.  
 
 

1036. Attalia 
George Finlay, History of the Byzantine Empire from DCCXVI to MLVII, 
William Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London, 1856, p. 317-318. 

 
“Leo of Tripolis was the most active, daring, and skillful of the Saracen Admirals. He was 
born of Christian parents at Attalia564 in Pamphylia, but became a renegade, and settled in 
Tripolis in Syria after he embraced the Mohammedan faith. In the year 904, Leo sailed from 
Tarsus with a fleet of fifty four ships each carrying two hundred men…” p. 317-318. 
 
 

1037. Attalia 
M. Tullius Cicero, The Orations of Marcus Tullius Cicero, literally 
translated by C. D. Yonge, B.A., Henry G. Bohn, London, 1856, pp. 204, 
234. 

 
Cic. Agr. 1.2 “See, now, how much more undisguisedly than before he proceeds on his 
course. For it has been already shown by how they attacked Pompeius in the earlier part of 
the law; and now they shall show it also themselves. He orders the lands belonging to the men 
of Attalia and Olympus to be sold. These lands the victory of Publius Servilius, that most 
gallant general, had made the property of the Roman people.” p. 204. 
 
Cic. Agr. 1.19 “He orders everything to be sold which belonged to the people of Attalia, and 
of Phaselus, and of Olympus, and the land of Agera, of Orindia, and of Gedusa. All this 
became your property owing to the campaigns and victory of that most illustrious man, 
Publius Servilius.” p. 234. 

 
 

1038. Attaleia 
The Extant Works of Aretaeus, the Cappadocian, Ed. and tr. by Francis 
Adams, The Sydenham Society, London, 1856, p. X. 

 
“Accordingly as already stated, it (the Innate Heat, calidum innatum) figures in the medical 
theories as early as the time of Hippocrates; but it was not until the first century of the 
Christian era that this principle was made to form the basis of the system of an important 
sect, the Pneumatists, which originated with Athenaeus of Attaleia, and soon afterwards 
acquired still greater celebrity from Archigenes, who flourished in Rome during the reign of 
Trajan; that is to say, in the beginning of the second century.” p. x. 
 
 

                                                             
564  Probably his family were of descent Mardaite. 
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1039. Attaleia 
The Medical Profession in Ancient Times. An Anniversary Discourse 
delivered before the New York Academy of Medicine, November 7, 1855, by 
John Watson, Baker and Godwin, New York, 1856, p. 124. 
 

“About this same epoch also flourished Athenaeus, a native of Attaleia, in Asia Minor, who, 
while practicing and teaching at Rome, took strong ground against the Methodists, and 
became the founder of the Pneumatic sect* He is generally supposed to have written 
subsequent to the time of Cornelius Celsus, inasmuch as the latter makes no direct allusion to 
him. But the doctrines of this fourth sect were essentially the same as those promulgated by 
Erasistratus, in reference to the Pneuma, or spirit, as a fifth element; the disturbance of which 
in the living body was assumed to be the essential cause of all diseases. Now, to this doctrine 
Celsus does allude, and even devotes a section in strenuous opposition to it, referring to 
Erasistratus as its author. The doctrine of a fifth element, however, was even more ancient 
than this writer. The term Pneuma was employed by Aristotle; and the five elements are 
distinctly enumerated in the “Epinomis,” a dialogue which on good authority is ascribed to 
Plato, or at the latest to his pupil, Philip of Opuntium. As there are five bodies, observes the 
author of this dialogue, it is requisite to say that fire is the first, water the second, air the 
third, earth the fourth, and aether the fifth; and that in the domains of each of these is 
produced many an animal, and of every kind.  
 
Athenseus, then, owed his reputation more to his attack upon the Methodists than to the 
modifications of Rationalism which he adopted. His own peculiar opinions were of only 
temporary notoriety. Agathinus of Lacedsemonia, who had been among his followers, 
undertook to reconcile the doctrines of his master with those of the other sects, and thus 
became the founder of the Episynthetics, or Eclectics.. 
 
*See Galen, Kuhn’s edition, vol. vii. 609, viii. 749, xix. 347, 356. He should not be 
confounded with Athenaeus of Naucratis, who flourished in the third century.” p. 124. 
 
 

1040. Attalia 
Major Proctor, of the Royal Military Academy, History of The Crusades: 
their Rise, Progress, and Results, Lindsay and Blakiston, Philadelphia, 
1856, p. 220. (The same text was republished in, George Proctor, Fighting 
Their Way; or, The History of the Crusades: Their Rise, Progress, and Results. 
By Major Proctor of the Royal Military Academy, The World Publishing 
House, New York, 1876, p. 219-220.) 

 
“After this disaster, the hope of penetrating into Syria by land was abandoned; the sea-coast 
was again sought; and the army reached the port of Attalia in Pamphylia. There, after 
incurring new horrors and losses from famine and disease, the king succeeded in procuring 
some Greek vessels to transport his bands of nobles and knights to Antioch: but he was 
reluctantly compelled, by the want of sufficient shipping, to abandon the inferior crowd of 
infantry and pilgrims on the shore. After his departure, the guard which he had left for their 
protection, proved insufficient to resist the incessant attacks of the Turks; the people of Attalia 
not only shut the gates of the city against them, but massacred the defenceless sick and 
wounded; and the whole wretched multitude perished, either by the swords of the infidels, or 
the more unnatural perfidity of the perfidious Greeks*. 
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*Will. Tyr p. 903-006. Gesta Ludovici, p. 395-400 Nicetas, p. 33-37.”p. 220. 
 
 

1041. Attallia 
The Little Iron Wheel: A Declaration of Christian Rights and Articles Showing the 
Despotism of Episcopalian Methodism, by H. B. Bascom, D.D., South Western 
Publishing House, Nashville, Tenn., 1856, p. 190-191. 

 
“In Acts 14, last paragraph, Paul and Barnabas are represented as receiving an appointment 
from the church to visit certain places, such as Pisidia, Pamphylia, Perga, and Attallia, and 
when they had performed their mission, they returned in their proper character, and reported 
their success to the church at Antioch.” p. 190-191.  
 
 

1042. Attalia, Antali, Satalia 
The Annotated Paragraph Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments, 
according to the Authorized version: arranged in paragraphs and 
parallelisms, with explanatory notes,…, The New Testament, The Religious 
Tract Society, London, 1856, p. 1263.  

 
The Acts XIV. 12 - XV.1 
“25. And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia.* 
 
*Rather, ‘to’ Attalia; a sea-port of Pamphylia, built by Attalus Philadelphus, king of 
Pergamos, in the second century B. C. It is now Antali, or Satalia.” p. 1263. 
 
 

1043. Satalia 
Alphonse de Lamartine, History of Turkey, Trans. Amelia Blandford Edwards, 
Three Volumes, D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1857, Vol. II, p. 219. 

 
XVII “To humble Korkoud, the eunuch detached from his government of Caramania* a 
province, of which the revenues had been formerly appropriated to pay the salaries of the 
grand viziers. Korkoud, indignant at this infraction upon his authority, tolerated, if not 
commanded by his father, embarked at Satalia with eighty servants of his household, and took 
refuge at the court of the Sultan of Egypt, an enemy scarce reconciled of his father.” p. 219. 
 
*The author no doubt means Saroukhan, which is the portion above assigned to Korkoud.-
Translator 
 
 

1044. Attaleia, Adalia, Esky Adalia, Palaia Attaleia 
The Geography of Strabo, Literally Translated, with Notes, the First Six 
Books by H. C. Hamilton Esq., The remainder by W. Falconer, in Three 
Volumes, Henry G. Bohn, London, 1857, Vol. III.,  p. 45, 49, 315. 
(Reprinted unchanged, G. Bell & Sons, London and New York, 1889, 1892) 

 
Regarding Old Adalia-Attalia it is noted that both Perga and Side were described as such: 
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“Side=1. Eski Adalia, Old Attaleia; but the Greeks gave the name παλαιὰ Αττάλειά, (Palaia 
Attaleia) Old Attaleia, to Perge. – Leake.” p. 45, fn. 1. 
 
Bk. XIV. C. IV, 
“After Phaselis is Olbia; here Pamphylia begins. It is a large fortress. It is followed by the 
Cataractes,* as it is called, a river which descends violently from a lofty rock, with a great 
body of water, like a winter torrent, so that the noise of it is heard at a great distance.  
Next is Attaleia**, a city, so called from its founder Attalus Philadelphus, who also settled 
another colony at Corycos, a small city near Attaleia, by introducing other inhabitants, and 
extending the circuit of walls. 
 
* Duden-su. 
**“Adalia” p. 49. 
 
Likewise in the index: 
 
“Attaleia, city of Pamphylia (Adalia), iii. 49.” p. 315. 
 
 

1045. Olbia, Tendos, Attalia  
William Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geography, illustrated by 
numerous engravings on wood, John Murray, London, 1857, Vol. II, 
Iabadius – Zymethus, pp. 472, 577, 1127. 

 
“O´lbia (᾿ολβία). The westernmost town on the coast of Pamphylia. (Strab. xiv. pp. 666, foll.; 
Plin. v. 26) Ptolemy ( v. 5.2 ), consistent with this description, places it between Phaselis and 
Attaleia. Stephanus B. (s.v.) blames Philo for ascribing this town to Pamphylia, since, as he 
asserts, it was situated in the territory of the Solymi, and its real name was Olba; but the 
critic is here himself at fault, confounding Olbia with the Pisidian Olbasa. Strabo describes 
our Olbia as a strong fortress, and its inhabitants colonised the Lycian town of Cydrema.”p. 
427. 
 
“There are considerable ruins of Perge about 16 miles to the north-east of Adalia, at a place 
now called Eski-Kalesi. (Comp. Leake, Asia Minor, p. 132; Texier, Descript. de l'Asie Min., 
where the ruins are figured in 19 plates; Fellows, Asia Minor, p. 190, &c.)” p. 577. 
 
“Tenedos (Τένεδος: Eth. Τενεδεύς), a fortified coast-town in the west of Pamphylia, 20 stadia 
to the west of Attalia. (Steph. B. sub voce s. v.; Stadiasm. Mar. M. § § 224, 225.) It has been 
conjectured that this town is the same as Olbia, the remains of which are exactly 20 stadia 
from Attalia, and that one of the two names was Lycian and the other Greek. (Müller, ad 
Stadiasm. p. 490.)” p. 1127. 
 
 

1046. Attaleia, Adalia 
An Atlas of Classical Geography, Constructed by William Hughes, and ed. by 
George Long, with a sketch of Classical Geography, and other additions, 
by the American editor, containing fifty-two maps and plans on twenty-six 
plates, with an index of places, Blanchard and Lea, Philadelphia, 1857, p. 
39. 
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“Names…Attaleia, Adalia, Lat… 31.53, Long… 30.44, Map…20.” p. 39. 
 
 

1047. Satalie 
Jean Froissart, The Chronicles of England, France, Spain: And the 
Adjoining Countries, from the Latter Part of the Reign of Edward II., to the 
Coronation of Henry IV., From the Best French Editions, with Variations 
and Additions from Many Celebrated Manuscripts, Thomas Johnes, Henry G. 
Bohn, London, 1857, Vol. I., p. 301.  

 
“Soon after this election, the king of France heard that the lord Peter de Lusignan, king of 
Cyprus and Jerusalem, was on his road to Avignon, having crossed the sea: upon which he 
resolved to wait for him, as he was anxious to see one of whom so many handsome things had 
been related, for having made war upon the Saracens. Lately, the new king of Cyprus, had 
taken the strong city of Satalie from the enemies of God, and had slain, without any 
exceptions, all the inhabitants of both sexes whom he had found there.” Vol. I., p. 301. 
 
 

1048.  Sataliah, Adalia 
Report of the Secretary of State…of the Commercial Relations of the United 
States with Foreign Nations, For the Year Ending September 30th 1856, 
Washington, 1857, p. 12-13. (Re 14th c. cloth imports from France) 

 
“Turkey in Asia. Commerce between Turkey in Asia and Persia, through the city of Erzeroum, 
from a memoir by M. de Challaye, transmitted to the French government in 1855. 
 
The port of Sataliah (now called Adalia) alone received annually, in the 14th century, 1,200 
pieces of the cloths of Chalons, of Narbonne, and of Perpignan.” p. 12-13. 
 
 
 
 

1049. Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Alphonse de Lamartine, History of Turkey, Translated from the French in 
Three Volumes, D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1857, Vol. I., pp. 200, 
229-300; Vol. II., pp. 126; 186-187. 

 
VI. “This pillage of the disseminated islands of the Archipeligo, from the Gulf of Satalia to 
the bottom of the Gulf of Mount Athos, and the nocturnal ravishment of women and children 
from those defenceless populations, covered the sea with Turkish flotillas, proceeding from 
Caramania, possessed already by other Tartar princes, rivals of Othman. The most notable 
among these independent emirs were the princes of Castemouni, of Kermian, of Mentesche, of 
Caraman, the latter being the most formidable of all. Those flotillas ravaged by turns Samos, 
Rhodes, Lemnos, Carpathos, Mitylene, the rival of Chios, for its climate, its extent, its 
opulence, its luxury; in fine, Malta, Candia, and the other Cyclades.” Vol. I. p. 200. 
 
The Battle of Angora: “Bajazet, who had assembled all his tributaries and all his allies, 
Turks, Bulgarians, Albanians, Hungarians, Servians, from the Mediterranean Gulf of Satalia 
to the banks of the Danube, and to the mountains of Epirus, commanded a number nearly 
equal of soldiers. The historians, Arabian, Greek, Ottoman, are agreed in estimating at over a 
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million (sic.) of men the two armies ready to rush into conflict in this listed field.” Vol. I., p. 
330 
 
In the warfare between the sons of Bajazet: “Isa, who owed his safety to the fleetness of his 
horse, retired alone into the highest cliffs of the Taurus, which overlook the profound Gulf of 
Satalia. He lived there among the shepherds and disappeared without having left either 
memory or trace.” Vol. I., 374. 
 
The 1453 Ottoman conquest of Constantinople: 
“The Russian Cardinal, Isidore, who had fought like a soldier, left his purple hat near the 
dead body of a man, to lead the Turks to think he had perished in the battle.The Turks cut the 
head off the corpse and paraded it coifed with the Cardinal’s hat, while the Cardinal, 
disguised in the garb of a slave, was sold for a few aspers to a Turcoman, and conducted, to 
keep his flocks, to Satalia, whence he escaped to return safe and sound to Rome.” Vol. II., p. 
126. 
 
1472:“A fleet of eighty Venetian galleys, of ten of the Pope, of seventeen of Naples, and of 
fourteen galleys of the Knights of Rhodes — a veritable naval crusade of all the maritime 
powers of the Adriatic and of the Mediterranean — debarked successively at Satalia, in front 
of Cyprus and of Smyrna565, bodies of troops of various nations, who rivalled in pillaging, in 
ravishing, and murder, the Turcomans. Satalia and Smyrna, the two most wealthy cities of 
this coast, underwent the lot of Thessalonica, on its capture by Mahomet.” Vol. II., p.186-
187. 
 
 

1050. Attalia 
Rev. John Fleetwood, The Life of Our Blessed Lord and Saviour Jesus 
Christ: and The Lives And Sufferings Of His Holy Evangelists And 
Apostles, With an Introduction to the American Edition by Prof. S. 
Seager, Miller, Orton and Co., New York, 1857, p. 401.  

 
“After leaving Antioch, they passed through Pisidia, and came to Pamphilia ; and after 
preaching the gospel at Perga, they went down to Attalia. Having thus finished the circuit of 
their ministry, they returned back to Antioch, in Syria, from from whence they at first 
departed.” p. 401. 
 
 

1051. Attalia 
A Brief Analysis of the Sects, Heresies, and Writers of the First Three 
Centuries, to which is added a short sketch of the history of the Christian 
Church during the same period: with examination questions. For James 
Cooper, Cambridge, 1857, p. 65. 

                                                             
565 “The Venetian admiral who had taken on board a number of Albanian stradioti conducted a war of raids with 

skill, swooping down and plundering Passagio, a trading-town over against Chios; burning Smyrna; 
pillaging the quays of Satalia, then a mart of the oriental spice-trade; helping the royal house of Cyprus.” 
Joseph Giustinian says that the combined fleet arrived at Adalia on 17 June, 1472. Cardinal Carafa returned 
to Rome on 23rd. January 1473, through the gate of San Giovanni in Laterano with booty consisting of 
twenty-five Turkish prisoners, twelve camels, and part of the harbor chain from the captured port of Satalia. 
The Pope, Sixtus IV received Carafa at St. Peter’s in a special consistory, had the camels and prisoners 
paraded through the streets of Rome, hung the harbor chain on the door of the basilica, and erected a 
commemorative plaque. 
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“Thence to Perga, Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, whence he is obliged to flee for fear of being 
stoned to Lystra, where he is stoned and left for dead, but recovers and proceeds to Derbe, 
returning by the same route to Perga, thence Attalia, and back to Antioch.” p. 65. 
 

 
1052. Attaleia 

“Review VI, The Early History of Medicine”, 49-67 in, British and Foreign 
Medico-Chirurgical review, or, Quarterly Journal of Practial Medicine And 
Surgery. Vol. XX, 1857, Jul-Oct, Re-published, S. S. and W. Wood, New 
York, p. 62. 

 
“The sect of the Pneumatics, originally founded by Athenaeus of Attaleia, in Asia Minor, but 
a practitioner in Rome, centred their belief in the body being constituted of solids, fluids, and 
pneumia or spirits. Upon the due correspondence and proper relationship of these three 
constituent elements depended health.” p. 62. 
 
 

1053. Attalia 
James Turner Barclay, Missionary to Jerusalem, The City of the Great 
King: or, Jerusalem As It Was, As It Is, And As It Is To Be, James Challen 
and Sons., Philadelphia, 1858, p. 851. 

 
“1148 Surprise and defeat of Louis in the mountains between Pisidia and Phrygia; narrow 
escape of the king. 
Retreat upon the port of Attalia. 
Louis transports his nobles and knights by sea to Palestine. 
The infantry and pilgrims left behind perish, either by the cimetars (sic.) of the Turks, or the 
unnatural cruelty of the Greeks.” p. 851. 
 
 

1054. Attalia 
J. E. Riddle, A Manual of the whole Scripture History and of the History of 
the Jews between the periods of the Old and New Testaments: including 
notices of Biblical antiquities and geography: oriental manners and customs 
... with questions for examination: for the use of schools and families, 
Longman, Brown, Green Longmans, and Roberts, London, 1858, pp. 401, 
403. 

 
“From Cyprus the Apostles sailed to the coast of Pamphylia, and having landed at Attalia566 , 
proceeded to Perga. At this stage of their journey, their attendant John Mark quitted them and 
returned to Jerusalem; — a proceeding which appears to have incurred the strong 
disapprobation of St. Paul, although it was viewed in a less unfavourable light by Barnabas.” 
p. 401. 
 
“Continuing to retrace their steps, the Apostles descended to Pamphylia, proceeded to Perga, 
and then set sail from Attalia for Antioch in Syria, “from whence they had been recommended 
to the grace of God for the work which they fulfilled.” p. 403. 

                                                             
566  There is no evidence for this, see, Acts 13:13. 
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1055. Attaleia 
The English Cyclopaedia, Cyclopaedia of Biography, conducted by Charles 
Knight, In Six Volumes, Vols. I. and II., Banbury and Evans, 1858, p. 401. 

 
Attalus II.: “He was the founder of Philadelphia in Lydia (Steph. Byz), and of Attaleia in 
Pamphylia (Strab. xiv. 667), and a liberal patron of the arts: a kind of embroidered hanging 
or tapestry was invented by Attalus. (Plin. viii. 48.)” p. 401. 
 
 

1056. Satalia 
Amelia Ann Blanford Edwards, The History of France: from The Conquest 
of Gaul by the Romans To The Peace of 1856, G. Routledge and Co., 
London and New York, 1858, p. 17. 

 
“Utter destruction fell upon the German hosts. They were betrayed by Greek guides, and cut 
to pieces in the defiles of Lycaonia; while those of Louis, by a fatal error of one of his 
captains, were hemmed in among the mountains of Laodicea and mercilessly slaughtered. 
With the miserable remnant of this hapless host every future enterprise went wrong. The 
soldiers perished by the roadside, were worn out with fatigue and hunger, were hunted by the 
Turks, and abandoned by their leaders. The king and his nobles, on the other hand, having 
taken ship at Satalia for Antioch, arrived safely and ignominiously at Jerusalem, said their 
prayers at the holy sepulchre, and returned to Europe in October, 1149, without one of the 
brave soldiers who had marched away with them two years before.” p. 17. 
 
 

1057. Satalia, Satalia (Gulf of) 
Eyre Evans Crowe, The History of France, A New Edition, in Five 
Volumes, Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans, and Roberts, London, 
1858, Vol. I., p. 138-139. 

 
“But the crusaders of 1148 were as ignorant as those of the previous century: and the 
German emperor, led astray by his guides, surprised and overwhelmed by the enemy, lost 
almost all his forces, and was obliged to fall back, a suppliant, upon the French. These, 
appalled by the obstacles which the Germans could not overcome, turned their course 
southwards and proceeded along the coast to Ephesus. From thence they ascended the course 
of the Meander, in order to gain the Gulph of Satalia and embark for Palestine. In this march 
the army was well nigh cut off. The vanguard, with some of the bravest knights, under the 
command of the Count of Savoy, the king’s uncle, and the Baron de Rancogne, advanced too 
far and pitched their tents in a valley. The Turks instantly fell upon them, and destroyed 
numbers, ere the king could come to the rescue. Even when he did he met with stubborn 
resistance and was obliged to leap upon a rock and defend himself alone upon it with his 
sword for a considerable time. 

 
This defeat, graphically described by Odon de Deuil, who was present, disgusted the army 
with feudal leaders; and if the king’s uncle had not been one of those who betrayed them into 
this disaster, they would have demanded their punishment. It was then decided that henceforth 
the Master of the Templars and another knight should have command, and that the great 
personages should follow the experienced leaders. The army thus reached Satalia, which, like 
Ephesus and most of the maritime regions, belonged to the Greeks. The king proposed to send 
off by sea the foot soldiers and poorer people of the army, he himself and his knights 
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proceeding by land. But the knights pretended they had lost their horses, and preferred 
themselves to proceed by sea, and allow the commonality to make their way by land. The king 
consented, and set sail with his knights, leaving the remainder under the care of the Count of 
Flanders567, who also made his escape. The great body of the French crusaders, thus 
abandoned to the mercy of the Greeks and Turks, were maltreated by both, the Greeks making 
slaves of them, the Turks compelling568 those who submitted to embrace Mahommedanism.” 
p. 138-139. 

 
 

1058. Satalia 
Laurence Trent Cave, The French in Africa, C. J. Skeet, London, 1859, p. 

25. 
 

“We next hear of him (Aroudj, brother of Khair-ed-din/Hayred-Din Barbarossa) in Egypt, 
where misfortune still followed him, and afterwards in Satalia, where he was granted an 
audience of the Sultan Selim, which resulted in his being appointed to the command of a ship. 
This command he did not long enjoy, for he was soon afterwards captured by the Grand 
Master of the Knights in person569, and on this occasion again, Aroudj escaping to a friendly 
shore, saved himself from a second captivity.” p. 25. 
 
 

1059. Attaleia 
Baron Stow, First things; Or, The Development Of Church Life, Gould and 
Linoln, Boston, 1859, p. 254. 
 

“Leaving these bodies of Christians to prosecute their work, each in its own field, they 
descend to Perga and remain a short time preaching the gospel. Then they proceed to Attaleia 
and take ship to Antioch in Syria.” p. 254. 
 
 

1060. Attalia, Sattalia 
Practical reflections on select passages of the New Testament, John Bird 
Sumner, Archbishop of Canterbury, Hatchard and Co., London, 1859, p. 
128. 
 

“25. And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia:* 
 
*Both towns of Pamphylia; Attalia, a sea-port, now called Sattalia.” p. 128. 
 
 
 

1061. Attaleia 
John Ross Macduff, The Footsteps of St. Paul, by the author of “Morning 
and night,” etc. ... Robert Carter and Bros., New York, 1859, p. 138. 

 

                                                             
567  Archambald de Bourbon is unmentioned.  
568  “compulsion” is not recorded in the sources, rather the choice for the crusader, between martyrdom, slavery 

and possible conversion, Odo. 1240-4; Wilken, i, 192-3. 
569  Fabrizio del Carretto, 1500 captain of the galleys, 1509 Admiral, Grand Master on Rhodes from 1513-1521. 
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“Once more they descended through the precipitous rocky paths to Perga; and after pausing 
there for a brief time, instead of sailing, as formerly, down the Cestrus, they journeyed by 
land South-west to Attaleia, - a city beautifully situated in the curve of a sheltered bay.” p. 
138. 
 
 

1062. Attalia 
Rev. Alfred H. New, The History of Austria, from the Earliest Ages to the 
Present Time, James Blackwood, London, 1859, p. 49. (rather inaccurate.) 

 
“The pilgrims were starving; food could only be procured at the most extravagant prices; the 
very flour was poisoned; and it was nothing strange for the Greek to receive the money, and 
then run away without giving anything in return. Still they pressed forward; the army was 
incautiously led among the mountains of Iconium (sic.); when it was suddenly attacked by the 
Turks, and completely routed. Conrad received two severe arrow wounds; and the wretched 
remnant of his brave troops found their way to Attalia, where the greater part was starved to 
death.” p. 49. 
 
 

1063. Attalia, Satali 
William Burckhardt Barker, The Birthland of St. Paul, Cilicia: Its Former 
History And Present State, with an Account of the Idolatrous Worship 
Prevailing There Previous To The Introduction Of Christianity, Richard 
Griffin and Co., London and Glasgow, 1859, p. 59-60. 
 

“Pope Paul II. endeavoured in vain to revive an interest in the Christians of the Levant, and 
the fleet that had assembled at Ancona (A.D. 1465) to proceed to the assistance of the 
Christians, was sent by the Venetian senate to attack and plunder the island of Rhodes, under 
the Grand Master of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem.570 
 
Petro Mocenigo, after ravaging, with eighty-eight galleys, the north of Asia Minor, attacked, 
A.D. 1472, Attalia, or Satali, a rich town of Pamphilia, which furnished Egypt and Syria with 
provisions, devastated the environs, and then returned to Rhodes. He also ravaged Ionia, 
opposite Scio, and Smyrna, without making any distinction between the Christian churches 
and the Muhammadan mosques.” p. 59-60. 
 
 

1064. Attaleia, Bay of Attaleia, Adalia, Satalia, Pamphylian Sea 
Horatio B. Hackett, A Commentary on the Original Text of the Acts of the 
Apostles, New Edition, Gould and Lincoln, Boston, 1858, pp. 28, 212, 237. 
(Text unchanged in the reprint of 1859, and in first Complete British Edition, 
Hamilton, Adams and Co., London, and, Thomas D. Morison, Glasgow, 1877 
edition, p. 181; and likewise unchanged in the new edition, Gould and Lincoln, 
Boston, New York, Cincinnati, 1870, p. 237; the new revised edition, Ed. 
Alvah Hovey and Ezra Abbot, American Baptist Publication Society, 
Philadelphia, 1882, p. 171.) 

 

                                                             
570  Piero Raimondo Zacosta, Grand Master on Rhodes, 1461-1467. 
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“At Lystra he is about to be worshipped as a god, and afterwards is stoned. Escapes to 
Derbe. Retraces his way to Perga; sails from Attaleia and comes again to Antioch in Syria. 
48, 49. Here he abode, it is said, a long time.” p. 28. 
 
Chap. XIII 
V. 13, “They must have “sailed past the promontories of Drepanum and Acamas, and then 
across the waters of the Pamphylian Sea, leaving on the right the cliffs (six hundred feet high) 
which form the western boundary of Cilicia, to the innermost bend of the bay of Attaleia. 
Perga was the chief city of Pamphylia, situated on the Cestrus, about seven miles from its 
mouth. A bar obstructs the entrance of this river at the present time; but Strabo (14.4) says 
expressly that it was navigable in his day as far up as Perga. The ruins of this city are to be 
seen still, sixteen miles571 north east of the modern Adalia, or Satalia. They consist of walls 
and towers, columns and cornices, a theatre and a stadium, a broken aqueduct, and tombs 
scattered on both sides of the site of the town. Nothing else remains of Perga but the beauty of 
its natural situation, between and upon the sides of two hills, with an extensive valley in front, 
watered by the river Cestrus, and backed by the mountains of the Taurus.” p. 212. 
 
V. 25. “…Instead of taking ship at Perga, and sailing down the Cestrus, which they had 
ascended on their outward journey, they travelled across the plain to Attaleia, a seaport on 
the Pamphylian Gulf, near the mouth of the Catarrhactes. The distance between the two 
places was about sixteen miles (rather 10.5 miles/17 km.); see on (sic. this Acts) 13, 13. The 
founder of Attaleia was Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus. It occupied the site of the 
modern Satalia, which Admiral Beaufort describes “as beautifully stuated round a small 
harbour, the streets appearing to rise behind each other, like the seats of a theatre,…with a 
double wall and a series of square towers on the level summit of the hill.” See a view of the 
present town in Howson (Life and Epistles of St. Paul,).” p. 237. 
 
 

1065. Adalia, Attalia, Olbia, Laara 
Henry Immanuel Schmidt, Course of Ancient Geography: Arranged with 
Special Reference to Convenience of Recitation, D. Appleton and Co., New 
York and London, 1860, p. 230. 

 
10. Pamphylia 
“Cities in Pamphylia 
6. Olbia was a fortress on the W. frontier of the country, on the coast, W. of the river 
Catarrhactes; probably on the same site as the later Attalia. 
7. Attalia, probably occupying, as has just been said, the site, now Laara, of the more ancient 
Olbia, was founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus, and subdued by the Romans under P. 
Servilius Isauricus.” p. 230. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
571  16 miles is 25.75 km, which is rather more than than the 18 km of todays road from Perge to Antalya; while 

the modern road is 34 km from Sillyon, Kara hisar, Asar hisar, to Antalya (which was thought by d’Anville 
and others to have been Perge, while the site of Perge was thought to be Palaia Attalia, old Attalia, and 
Attalia, Olbia). 
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1066. Attalia 
John George Edgar, The Crusades and the Crusaders, Ticknor and Fields, 
Boston, 1860, p. 133. 

 
“As winter approached, the weather became so cold and rainy, that the prospects of the army 
were gloomy in the extreme. All the horrors of the first crusade had to be endured; and at 
length, when the crusaders, sick at heart, arrived at Attalia, they were famished and in rags. 
 
Attalia was a city inhabited by Greeks, and governed by the Emperor of the East. Of course 
the reception of the crusaders was the reverse of cordial; and Louis, encamping outside the 
walls, asked his nobles to decide what was to be done.  
 
While the crusaders were discussing various plans, the Governor of Attalia sent to offer Louis 
vessels to convey him to a place of safety; and Louis, accepting the offer, embarked with the 
queen, his lords, and what remained of his cavalry, and sailed for Antioch. The rest of the 
army, left to their fate, were in a most unenviable position. The Greeks declined to receive 
them into Attalia; and they were in no condition to resist the Saracens. Some, rendered 
desperate, embraced the Mahometan religion; the others, exhausted by hunger and famine 
died by the swords of the Saracens. 
 
It was the 19th of March, 1148, when Louis and Eleanor sailed for Antioch...” 
 
 

1067. Attalia (The Tune) 
The Psalmist, with Music: A Manual for the Service of Sacred Song in Baptist 
Congregations and Choirs, The Tunes being adapted to the collection of Hymns 
compiled by Baron Stow and S. F. Smith, Gould and Lincoln, Boston, New York, 
Cincinnati, 1860, p. 427. (Also in: Hymnal With Music For Children, with Words and 
Tunes Compiled and Arranged by H. S. Hoffman, Ed. J. A. Moore, Philadelphia, 
1887.) 
 

Common Metre Tunes: “Tune…Attalia,  Composer… T. Tallis, Collection:…1865 Parker’s 
Psalter.”  
 
 

1068. Adalia 
Frances M. Wilbram, The Cheshire Pilgrims; or, ‘Sketches of Crusading 
Life in the Thirteenth Century,’ p. 594-618 in, The Monthly Packet of 
Evening Readings for Younger Members of the English Church, John and 
Charles Mosley, London, Vol. XX., July-December 1860, p. 606. 

 
“A large number of their party were traders, who took advantage of the league between Nice 
(Nicaea) and Iconium (Konya) to dispose of their rich silks and other wares to the 
‘unbelievers of Roum.’ These men travelled with strings of loaded camels, themselves 
meanwhile mounted on strong little horses, and armed with knives and daggers. They and the 
travellers bound for Adalia were to fare together as far as Boudroum, the ancient Sagalassus, 
at which place a road branched off through Lycia, due south, to the ... He himself rode a mule 
covered with silk housings and tassels.” p. 606. 
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1069. Attalia 
Alban Butler, The Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and other Principal Saints 
compiled from original monuments and other authentic records; edited by 
F.C. Husenbeth, 1860, Vol. II., Part I., p. 209. 
 

St. Bernard, A. 

August 20th.  

“Lewis, passing into Asia, took his route by the sea-side through Smyrna and Ephesus, and, 
advancing towards Laodicea, in Lydia, in the beginning of the year 1148, encamped on the 
banks of the Meander, a river difficult to pass on account of its depth, and the height of its 
banks. He crossed it, however, with some loss; but beyond Laodicea, by the ill conduct of him 
who commanded the van, which he had separated too far from the rest of the army, his rear 
was cut to pieces. The king escaped with great difficulty. Pushing foward, he left behind him a 
great part of his forces at Attalia, a seaport of Pamphylia, where they mouldered away in 
great want of provisions, through the treachery of the Greeks. The king himself went thence 
by sea into the principality of Antioch, and arrived in the port of St. Simeon, in the mouth of 
the Orontes, five leagues below that capital.” Vol. II., p. 209.  
 
 

1070. Attalia, Antalia, Satalie 
The Cottage Polyglott Testament According to the Authorized version, with 
Notes, Original and Selected..by William Patton, J. S. Gilman, New York, 
1860, p. 357. 
 

“Attalia - now Antalia, or Satalie, was a maritime city of Pamphylia, the chief residence of 
the prefect.] — Bagster. Ver. 27.”  
 
 

1071. Attalia 
A Smaller Classical Dictionary of Biography, Mythology, and Geography. 
Abridged from the larger dictionary by William Smith, John Murray, 
London, 1860, p. 69. 
 

“Attalia (-ae)… (2) A city on the coast of Pamphylia, founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus, and 
subdued by the Romans under P. Servilius Isauricus.” p. 69.  
 
 

1072. Attalia 
William White (F.C.P.) Catechetical exercises on the Acts of the Apostles, and an 
analysis of St. Paul's life and travels, with Explanatory Notes, T. J. Allman, London, 
1861, p. 4-5. 

 
“From Cyprus the Apostles sail to Pamphylia, land at Attalia (sic.), and visit Perga, at which 
place Mark leaves them, and returns to Jerusalem...travel through Pisidia, Pamphylia, preach 
at Perga, and then take shipping at Attalia for Antioch in Syria, where they abode a long time 
with the disciples.” p. 4-5.  
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1073. Attalia 
A Literal Translation of the Vatican manuscript’s Acts of the Apostles, on 
definite rules of translation, and an English version of the same, followed by 
the authorized English version collated with the above-named English 
version. By Herman Heinfetter [pseud.], Alexander Heylin, and, J. Bumpus, 
London, 1861, p. 104-105, 264. 
 

CH. XV. 

“24. and having passed through the Pisidia, they came to the Pamphylia, 

25. and having preached in Perga the word, they went down into Attalia, 

26. and from thence they sailed to Antioch.” p. 104-105. 

 

The Vatican English Version 

“24. And after they had passed throughout Pisidia, they came to Pamphylia. 

25. And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia:  

26. And thence sailed to Antioch.” p. 264.  
 
 

1074. Attalia 
A Cyclopaedia of Biblical Literature, Ed. John Kitto, Ivison, Phinney & 
Co., New York, 1861, Vol. II., p. 466. 

 
s.v. Pamphylia, “The chief cities of this province were Perga and Attalia. Christianity was 
probably first preached in this country by some of the Jewish proselytes who were converted 
on the day of Pentecost (Acts ii. 10, 13, 3). It was afterwards visited by Paul and Barnabas 
(Acts xiii. 13).” Vol. II., p. 466.  
 
 

1075. Satalia 
Roberti Grosseteste, episcopi quondam lincolniensis Epistolae, Ed. By 
Henry Richards Luard, Public Records Office, Rerum Britannicarum 
Mediiaevi Scriptores, or Chronicles and Memorials of Great Britain and 
Ireland, during the Middle Ages, Longman, Green, Longman, and 
Roberts, London, 1861, Vol. XXV., p. 451.  

 
“Jordanus, XL. This is B. Jordan of Saxony, second prior general of the Dominicans; 
drowned in a storm near Satalia in 1237.”  Vol. XXV., p. 451.  
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1076. Attalia 
Edward Meryon, The History of Medicine comprising a narrative of its 
progress from the earliest Ages to the Present Time, and of the Delusions 
Incidental to its advance from Empiricism to the Dignity of a Science, 
Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts, London, 1861, Vol. I., p. 63. 

 
“About the time of Christ, when the Methodists enjoyed their highest degree of popularity, 
their fundamental doctrine was called into question by Athenaeus of Attalia, who, instead of 
accepting the combination of primitive atoms as the conditon of health and disease, revived 
the Platonic theory of the existence of an immaterial, active principle, called Pneuma or 
spirit. Aristotle, as we have already seen, described the channel by which this hypothetical 
pneuma obtained access into the blood vessels, and Praxagoras explained thereby the theory 
of the pulse, which he supposed to depend on the dilation and contraction of the arteries 
during the passage of pneuma.” Vol. I., p. 63.  
 
 

1077. Satalie, Attalia, Greaté Sea (Great Sea, or Grekish, or, Grekes Sea, Mare 
Graecorum) 

Nichol’s Library Edition of the British Poets, The Canterbury Tales of 
Chaucer, to which are added, An essay on his language and versification,… 
by Thomas Tyrwhitt, With Memoir and Critical Dissertation by the Rev. 
George Gilfillan. The Text Edited by Charles Cowden Clarke, in Three 
Volumes, James Nichol, Edinburgh, 1861, Vol. I., p. 3. 
 

“In Gernade at the siege eke had he be 

Of Algesir, and ridden in Belmarie. 

At Leyés was he, and at Satalie*, 

When they were won; and in the Greaté Sea. 

 At many a noble army had he be.  

60 At mortal battles had he been fifteen,  

And foughten for our faith at Tramissene  

In listés thriés, and aye slain his foe.  
 
*Satalie: ancient Attalia.” Vol. I., p. 3.  
 
 

1078. Attalia, Antali, Satalia 
The Annotated Paragraph Bible: Containing the Old and New Testaments 
according to the authorized version: arranged in paragraphs and 
parallelisms: with explanatory notes, prefaces to the several books, and an 
entirely new selection of references to parallel and illustrative passages, 
Sheldon and Co., New York, 1861, Vol. II., p. 1263. 
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Acts, “25 And when they had preached the Word in Perga, they went down into Attalia. (fn. 
17) 

fn. 17. “rather, ‘to’ Attalia; a sea-port of Pamphylia, built by Attalus Philadelphus, king of 
Pergamos, in the second century B.C. It is now Antali, or Satalia.” Vol. II., p. 1263.  
 
 

1079. Adalia, Satalia, Attalia 
Edward Gibbon, Henry Hart Milman, M. Guizot, Sir William Smith, The 
History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, John Murray, 
London 1862, Vol. VII., p. 245. 

 
A.D. 1149 “Louis, who climbed a tree in the general discomfiture, was saved by his own 
valour and the ignorance of his adversaries; and with the dawn of day he escaped alive, but 
almost alone, to the camp of the vanguard. But instead of pursuing his expedition by land, he 
was rejoiced to shelter the relics of his army in the friendly seaport of Satalia.b From thence 
he embarked for Antioch; but so penurious was the supply of Greek vessels that they could 
only afford room for his knights and nobles; and the plebian crowd of infantry was left to 
perish at the foot of the Pamphylian hills. The emperor and the king embraced and wept at 
Jerusalem; their martial trains, the remnant of mighty armies, were joined to the Christian 
Powers of Syria, and a fruitless siege of Damascus was the final effort of the second Crusade. 

b Satalia, more usually called Adalia, is the modern name of Attalia, a city of Pamphylia.” p. 
245.  
 
 

1080. Satalia, Attalias 
William Henley Jervis, A History of France: From the Earliest Times to the 
Establishment of the Second Empire in 1852, (The Student’s France), 
Harper and Bros., New York, 1862, p. 139. (Reprinted, Harper and Bros., 
New York,1873, p. 139; Edition edited by William Smith, published by John 
Murray, London, 1874, text unchanged, p. 140; reprinted 1885, p. 140; Harper 
and Bros, 1887, 139.) 

 
Second Crusade. “After suffering a severe defeat from the Turks in the defiles of Phrygia, not 
far from Laodicea, the Crusaders gained the sea-port of Satalia, or Attalia, in Pamphylia. 
Here Louis, with his queen and the principal barons, embarked for Syria, leaving the bulk of 
his forces under the command of the Counts of Flanders and Bourbon. He landed in safety at 
the mouth of the Orontes, and was there received by Raymond of Poitiers, prince of Antioch, 
who conducted him to his capital.  
 
The fate of the main body of crusaders was most deplorable: they never reached the shores of 
Palestine; abandoned by their leaders, they found themselves cooped up between the town of 
Satalia (the gates of which were closed against them by the Greek governor572), the Turkish 
army, and the sea. Attacked in this desperate position, thousands perished beneath the sabres 
of the Turks; a large division sought safety in flight, but were overtaken at a short distance 
                                                             
572  He was an Italian called Landolph, governing the city on behalf of the Emperor, not a Greek.  
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and totally exterminated; upward of 3000 embraced the Mussulman faith; great numbers 
were sold into slavery.” p. 139. 
 
 

1081. Adalia, Attalia 
George Rawlinson, , Col. Sir Henry Creswicke Rawlinson, History of 
Herodotus. A New English Version, edited with Copious notes and 
Appendices…, In four Volumes, John Murray, London, 1862, Vol. I., 
Appendix, Book I, Essay II, Coast Tracts Outside the Plateau, p. 317. 

 
“In two places only along the whole southern coast do the valleys expand into plains — at 
Adalia (the ancient Attalia) in Pamphylia, and near Tersoos (or Tarsus), where the vast 
alluvium, formed by the three streams of the Cydnus (Tersoos Chai), the Sarus (Sihun), and 
the Pyramus (Jyhun), has created the extensive flat which gave to the eastern portion of 
Cilicia the name of Cilicia Campestris.” Vol. I., p. 317. 
 
 

1082. Attaleia 
M. Tulli Ciceronis Orationes, With A Commentary, by George Long, 
Whittaker and Co., London, 1862, Vol. I., p. 113. 

 
“Perga or Perge was in Pamphylia north of Attaleia, which is on the coast.” Vol. I., p. 113. 
 
 

1083. Attalia 
James Cotter Morison, The Life and Times of Saint Bernard, Abbot of 
Clairvaux, A.D. 1091-1153, Chapman and Hill, London, 1863, p. 451-453. 
(Art. I.- The Life and Times of Saint Bernard, Abbot of Clairvaux, A.D. 1091-
1153. By James Cotter Morison, 1-58, The Christian Remembrancer. A 
Quarterly Review, Vol. XLVI, July-October,  John and Charles Mozley, 
London, 1864, No. CXXI, p. 53-54. Reprinted by, Macmillan and Co., London, 
1884, p. 397-400.)  

 
“These and other wise measures were taken by Gilbert, and the immediate result was that 
they repelled their enemies with comparative ease - in one instance beat them soundly; and in 
time, though suffering grievously from short provisions, reached Attalia without further 
misadventure.  
 
Attalia was garrisoned by Greeks, to the regret and misfortune of the Crusaders. Provisions 
were doled out to the famishing host by the morsel, for which they were made to pay the most 
exorbitant sums. Those who still had horses sold them readily for bread; but this resource 
was open to few, as the greater part of the horses had died of starvation and been eaten on 
the road. And now was added to their actual sufferings the discomfort of incessant rain, from 
which they had no protection, their strong and large tents having been lost in their painful 
wanderings. The King expressed a desire to move on; his barons said they were quite willing 
to do so, but also declared that they must communicate a Project to him which had just 
occurred to them. From Attalia to Antioch they were told the distance was forty days’ journey, 
through a country crowded with enemies, and intersected by rapid rivers. From Attalia to 
Antioch by sea they learnt that they could go in three days: they merely stated the fact, as it 
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was their intention to abide by whatever the King decided on. Louis replied that no 
honourable man should want for anything while he had it to give him; but at the same time, if 
any refused to bear patiently with him those privations which necessity imposed on them, of 
such he confessed he had a bad opinion. “Rather,” he said, “let us collect all our fighting 
men together, and travel over the road which our fathers trod before us, winning for 
themselves at once earthly fame and heavenly glory. But the sick and helpless multitude which 
has all along impeded us, and been a burden to us, shall here take ship and depart.” The 
barons answered: “We do not wish to depreciate the actions of our ancestors, but they had an 
easier task than we have had. As soon as they had crossed the Bosphorus they attained their 
object. They met the Turks, and were kept in good spirits by the excitement of war, and 
became rich from the plunder of captured camps and cities. Instead of Turks, we had to deal 
with fraudulent Greeks, whom, unfortunately for ourselves, we spared as Christians, and 
among these, in idleness and vexatious delays, we have spent nearly all our substance. Some 
have been so foolish or so reduced as to sell even their arms. What your Majesty says is very  
noble, but, for the reasons we allege, it is not safe.” And the barons gave him to understand 
that he should go by sea, and they would not go by land. 
 
The Greeks extracted four silver marks a head573 for every passenger to Antioch. The King 
made a vain effort to procure ships for the helpless crowd of diseased cripples who still lay in 
the stony plain round Attalia; but under the circumstances he could hardly himself have 
hoped to succeed. Even the barons, who had been so anxious to go by sea, began to despair of 
obtaining the transport promised them by the Greeks. For the poor pilgrims who could not 
pay the enormous sums there was no alternative than the land journey. So Louis agreed to 
pay down five hundred marks, on condition that the Greeks conducted the pilgrims safely as 
far as Tarsus, the nearest town of the Christian principality of Antioch, and that the sick and 
helpless should be taken into Attalia, there cared for till they recovered, and then be sent on 
by sea after the others.  
 
The Greeks readily took the money, and immediately the King was gone they informed the 
Turks of the helpless condition of the pilgrims. The Count of Flanders and the Sire de 
Bourbon had been induced to remain in charge of the poor wretches, who now, without 
money, clothes, or weapons, were expected to march for forty days through a hostile country. 
The escort promised by the Greeks existed only in the imagination of the credulous Louis. 
They would hardly suffer the Christians to come for shelter into their town, to which the Turks 
had free access when they chose. The Count of Flanders and the Sire de Bourbon were not 
heroes enough to endure this. They procured a ship and sailed for Antioch, leaving their 
countrymen to their awful and now very visible fate. The low wall under which they crowded 
offered no shelter from the Turkish archers, who, posted at convenient places shot them down 
at ease. In the meantime the Greeks crushed hale, and sick, and putrefying corpses into a 
narrow and filthy space, and quietly waited for the result. A body of three or four thousand 
preferred death by the scimitars of the Turks to a lingering suffocation by mephitic gases. 
They sallied forth, and attempting to cross a river, were repulsed and cut to pieces by the 
Turks. But, marvellous to relate, such was the scene of wretchedness presented by their camp, 
                                                             
573  An idea of what a silver mark (eight ounces of silver) could purchase is indicated by the following: In 1150 

in England a silver mark could buy a palfrey, a riding horse for long distances. It was the equivalent of 40 
silver shillings. A Life of Henry I in Latin was commissioned by Adeliza of Louvain: the countess Constance 
Fitzgilbert, who paid a silver mark for this Life and ‘kept it and read it in her chamber.’ In 1150, the annual 
rental of a house in German-Jewish communities varied from a half to a whole silver mark, an unvocalized 
Pentateuch cost one mark, and three marks for a vocalized Pentateuch with commentary. An early 13th-
century deed records that Robert, son of Walter de Horley, granted the mill at Horley to Alfred son of Robert 
for the rent of a silver mark, per year. 
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that even the fierce Moslem heart was touched with pity; they nursed the wounded, and fed 
the sick and starving. This mercy of the Turks gives one a feeling of awe. How unutterable 
must have been that woe which could pierce down to the humanity of a Turk, through his love 
for Islam, through his duty and delight in the slaughter of the unbelevers. The Greeks made 
slaves of such of the pilgrims as were strong and serviceable. The contrast between the 
Christians and Pagans of the East was so great that numbers of the pilgrims embraced the 
Mohammedan faith.* 
 
The horrible scene at Attalia virtually closed the Second Crusade. The French king, indeed, 
and a few courtiers had proceeded to Antioch, and from thence to Jerusalem; but much more 
in the character of humble pilgrims than bold Crusaders.” 
 
*The conclusion of Odo’s narrative is written with all the marks of intense anguish. The 
generosity of the Turks reached to an almost incredible degree. They actually brought up 
among themselves the specie of the Christians to distribute it amongst the poor of the French 
army. “Quidam Turcorum a suis sociis nostras monetas emebant, et inter pauperes plena 
manu dividebant.” p. 397-400. 
 
 

1084. Attalia 
Ed. William Smith, A Dictionary of the Bible comprising its Antiquities, 
Biography, Geography, And Natural History, In Three Volumes, John 
Murray, London, 1863, Vol. II, Kabzeel-Red-Heifer, p. 296. 

 

Medicine, “Attalia, near Tarsus, furnished also, shortly after the period of Celsus, Athenaeus, 
the leader of the last of the schools, the leader of the last of the schools of medicine which 
divided the ancient world, under the name of the “Pneumatic,” holding the tenet “of an 
ethereal principle (πνεῦμα) residing in the microcosm, by means of which the mind performed 
the functions of the body.” p. 296.  
 
 

1085. Attaleia 
E. H. Plumptre, Lazarus and Other Poems, Alexander Strahan, London, 
1864, p. 50-51. (Reprinted Fourth Edition, Griffith and Farran, London, E. P. 
Dutton, New York, 1884, p. 51-52) 

 
Thoughts of a Galatian Convert, A.D. 57. 

 
“… 
And yet the World was evil. This I know, 
Though I have seen but little. I have heard 
In distant Attaleia, by the sea,  
Of those great cities of the western world,  
Corinth the rich, and Rome magnificent, 
And Athens, home of Wisdom. And the tales 
Men told me made me shudder. Lust and greed, 
Envy and hate, and all things rank and vile, 
Grew rampant in their baseness. None was true, 
None brave or pure. Before an emperor’s throne, 
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Adoring as a god the tyrant lord,…” p. 50-51. 
 
 

1086. Satalie 
Art. VII.-“The Origin and History of the English Language and of the 
Early Literature it embodies” by G. P. Marsh, p. 194-230 in,  The 
Christian Remembrancer; or, The Churchman’s Biblical, Ecclesiastical & 
Literary Miscellany, Vol. XLVIII, CXXV.-NS. July-October, John and 
Charles Mozley, London, Willmer and Rogers, New York, 1864, p. 215. 

 
“At Lieys was he, and at Satalie,  
Whan they were wonne, and in the Greete see,  
And foughten for our feith at Tramassene.” 
 
 

1087. Satalia 
Iver, Pilgrim Battles: the Cross and the Crescent, Dean and Son, London, 
1864, p. 34.  

 
“They took a more circuitous route, but they were overtaken in the mountains by the sword of 
the Saracen; one half of their number perished, the rest reached Satalia, a seaport opposite to 
Cyprus, and Louis and his nobles there took shipping for Palestine (sic. Antioch in Syria), 
leaving their followers, without leaders, surrounded by the scimitars of their revengeful foes. 
They all perished: of the two hundred thousand warriors who left Europe (sic.), buoyant with 
hope and burning with zeal against the infidel Turk, only Louis, with a few hundred cavaliers, 
reached the Holy Land.” p. 34. 
 
 

1088. Adalia 
Charles Texier, Richard P. Pullan, Byzantine Architecture illustrated by examples of 

Edifices erected in the East during the Earliest Ages of Christianity, with Historical 
and Archaeological Descriptions, Day and Sons, London, 1864, p. 77. 

 

“It is to be remarked, in following the footsteps of St. Paul through Asia, that along the whole 
course of his route we do not find a single ancient temple standing, though to the right and 
left of his line of progress there are the ruins of many, which do not exhibit marks of being 
purposely demolished. This fact could not be the result of mere chance. 

…At Antioch in Pisidia, the capital of a large province, we find no trace of temples. The case 
is the same at Attalia, and at Laodicea, which possesses the ruins of a vast hippodrome and of 
numerous other edifices.” p. 77. 

 

 

1089. Attalia 
George Gresley Perry, History of the Crusades, Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, London, 1865, p. 108. (Reprinted unchanged, 1884, p. 
108.) 
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“As they advanced, they suffered greatly from the effects of the climate and the want of 
provisions, and at Attalia, in Pamphylia, their miseries reached their height. Here the king, as 
a last resource, was obliged to abandon the bulk of his army to make their way as they could, 
and himself to embark on board ship with his principal nobles as the only hope of reaching 
the Holy Land. With the deepest dejection and despair the miserable and half-starved band of 
pilgrims saw the king depart. Without leaders, without resources, they felt themselves utterly 
abandoned and lost. The Greeks in Attalia, unmindful of the claims of their common 
Christianity, refused with hard-hearted indifference to give them any aid. The Turks soon 
came to attack them. Weak, spirit-broken, defenceless, they fell an easy prey to the enemy, 
and almost the whole of them perished miserably. The King of France arrived at Antioch with 
less than one fourth (sic.) of that great army which had assembled, so full of hope and 
courage, to overthrow the Mussulman power in the East.” p. 108. 
 
 

1090. Satalia (Bay of) 
“Traditions of Cyprus,” The Millennial Harbinger, conducted by W. K. 
Pendleton, Co-Editor, Prof. C. L. Loos, Vol XXXVI., W. K. Pendleton, 
Bethany, W. V.  1865, p. 320. 

 
J. Judson Barclay, Larnaca, Island of Cyprus, March, 1865. 
 
“It was on this occasion, say they, that St. Helena restored water to the Island by virtue of the 
wood of the Savior’s Cross, which she had discovered in Jerusalem, and which fixed the 
present traditional site of the “Church of the Holy Sepulcher. She gave one half to the priests 
of Jerusalem, and brought the other half along with her on her homeward voyage, scattering 
its miraculous and sanctifying influences East and West. Accordingly an infinite number of 
miracles were performed by this hallowed wood, and tradition says that had she not thrown 
one of nails of it (which are called passion nails) into the sea, when overtaken by a powerful 
storm in Satalia Bay, her Imperial Majesty would have visited the nether abodes of Neptune, 
instead of those of Jupiter on Mt. Olympus, where she built a fine chapel on the ruins of the 
“cloud gatherer’s” temple—but the holy nail bore down the waves, smoothed the surface of 
the sea, and procured her a safe landing.” p. 320. 
 
 

1091. Attalia, Satalia 
James Craigie Robertson, History of the Christian Church: from the 
Apostolic Age to the Reformation, A.D. 64-1517, John Murray, London, 
1866, Vol. III., (A.D. 1122-1303), p. 60-61. (Also in eight volumes, Vol. V., 
Pott, Young and Co., New York, 1874, p. 143-144.) 

 
“After having spent Christmas at Ephesus, Louis directed his march towards Attalia (Satalia). 
The Crusaders crossed the Maeander, after a victory over a Turkish force which opposed 
their passage. But as they advanced, they found themselves unable to obtain food, and the 
treachery of the Greeks became continually more manifest…By Gilbert’s generalship, two 
rivers were successfully crossed in the face of the enemy, who were afterwards attacked and 
routed with great slaughter; and, although the Crısaders were in such distress for provisions 
that they were obliged to eat most of their horses, they reached Attalia on the fifteenth day of 
their march from Ephesus.* 
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From Attalia Louis embarked for Syria, by advice of his counsellors, taking with him part of 
the force, and having, as he thought, secured a safe advance for the rest under the protection 
of an escort. But the Greeks who had been hired for this purpose abandoned them; and the 
Crusaders, after having fought bravely against an assailing force of Turks, were driven to fall 
back on Attalia. There, however, the inhabitants, who, during the king’s stay in the city had 
used every act of extortion against the Franks,** shut the gates on them, and they found 
themselves obliged to crouch under the walls, hungry and almost naked, while violent storms 
of wind and rain increased their misery. At length, in utter desperation, they again attempted 
to march onward. But the Turks surrounded them in overpowering numbers, and the whole 
remnant of the unhappy force was cut off, with the exception of three thousand, who 
surrendered themselves into slavery. Some of them apostatized, although their masters did not 
put any force on them as to religion.*** 
 
*Odo. 1238-40; Will Tyr. xvi, 26; Wilken, iii, 185-6. 
** “Haec enim.” Says Odo of Deuil, “nostra fuit eum Graecis condition, vendere sine pretio 
et chare emere sine modo.” 1242. 
*** Odo. 1240-4; Wilken, i, 192-3.”  
 
 

1092. Satalia 
“Mediaeval Warfare” p. 666-686, in, The Cornhill Magazine, Smith, Elder 
and Co., London, 1866, Vol. XIV., July-December, p. 670. 

 
“The Emperor Conrad and Louis VII. were beaten in detail and forced to retreat; and it is 
recorded of King Louis that he did not deem it shameful in a knight and base in a king to 
embark with his nobles at Satalia, and to leave his “plebeian infantry to perish at the foot of 
the Pamphylian hills.”574 p. 670. 
 
 

1093. Attalia, Attaleia, Corycus 
George Long, The Decline of the Roman Republic, Bell and Daldy, London, 
1866, Vol. II.,  p. 443; Vol. V., George Bell and Sons, London, 1874, p. 224. 

 
“With a well equipped fleet he (Servilius) drove from the sea the vessels of the Cilicians, 
which were small craft, and quick sailers, but no match in a fight with the more powerful 
Roman vessels. He then attacked the strongholds of the pirates, which were well fortified and 
contained the rich produce of many years’ robbery. The town of Olympus, situated on a 
mountain of the same name, was in the possession of Zenicetas, who also held Phaselis, 
Corycus in Cilicia575, and many places in Pamphylia. Servilius stormed and set fire to the 
robber’s strong place, and Zenicetas with all his family perished in the flames. Phaselis was 
also taken by the Roman commander, Attalia in Pamphylia, Corycus, and other places on the 
coast.” Vol. II., p. 433. 
 
“After collecting a few light vessels Pompeius set sail for Pamphylia and Cilicia and thence 
passed over to the island of Cyprus. On his voyage he stopped at Attaleia (Attalia) in 
Pamphylia, where he was joined by some galleys and about sixty senators. At Syedrae, near 
Selinus on the coast of the mountainous Cilicia, Pompeius and his friends deliberated where 
they should finally seek refuge.” Vol. V., p. 224. 
                                                             
574  Unacknowledged quote from Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, 1789, p. 281. 
575  Probably Corycos-Corycus in Pamphylia, rather than Corycos in Cilicia, i.e. Attalia. 
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1094. Attalia, Attalia (Gulf of) 

The Book of Dates: or, Treasury of Universal Reference: Comprising the 
Principal Events in All Ages, from the Earliest Records To the Present 
Time,With Index of Events, New and Revised, Charles Griffin and Co., 
London, 1866, pp. 153; 211. 
 

“790 Constantine VI. Throws off the guardianship of his mother, Irene, and rgns. alone.  
Half the fleet lost in the Gulf of Attalia.” p. 153. 
 
A.D. 1148-1151  
“1148 Surprise and defeat of Louis in the mountains between Pisidia and Phrygia; narrow 
escape of the king. 
Retreat upon the port of Attalia. 
Louis transports his nobles and knights by sea to Palestine. 
The infantry and pilgrims left behind perish, either by the cimetars (sic.) of the Turks, or the 
unnatural cruelty of the Greeks.” p. 211, 
 
 

1095. Satalia 
Joseph É. Darras, A General History of the Catholic Church: from the 
commencement of the Christian Era until the Present, First American from 
the Last French Edition, with an Introduction and Notes by the Most Rev. M. 
J. Spalding, Archbishop of Baltimore, P. O’Shea, New York, 1866, Vol. III., 
p. 249-250. 

 
“A march of twelve days, through a region wasted by the Turks, brought them to the gates of 
Satalia, a seaport town inhabited by the Greeks and governed in the name of the Emperor of 
Constantinople. They were closed against the Crusaders; a part of the army embarked with 
the king and sailed to Antioch. The remainder formed in line of battle to cross Cilicia and 
return to Constantinople (sic.); but most of them were butchered by the Turks. “God alone,” 
say the old chronicles, “knows the number of the martyrs and the streams of blood shed by 
the scimitars of the Unbelievers and even by the Grecian sword.” Vol. III., p. 249-250. 

 
 

1096. Satalie, Attalia 
Geoffrey Chaucer, The Prologue, the Knightes Tale, the Nonne Preestes 
Tale: From the Canterbury Tales, Ed. Richard Morris, Macmillan and Co., 
London, 1867, 119. (Reprinted Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1877, p. 120.) 

 
“Satalie was taken by the same prince soon after 1352 (sic.5761361). (Attalia.)” 
 
 

1097. Attalia, Attaleia 
A Commentary on the Holy Scriptures: Critical, Doctrinal and Homiletical, 
with special reference to Ministers and Students by John Peter Lange, 
Translated from the German, and edited, with additions original, and 
selected by Philip Schaff, Vol. IV., of The New Testament: containing The 

                                                             
576  King Peter I of Cyprus and titular King of Jerusalem, reigned on Cyprus 1359-1369, took Satalya, 1361. 
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Acts of the Apostles, Charles Scribner and Co., New York, 1867, The Acts 
of the Apostles. An Exegetical And Doctrinal Commentary, by Gotthard 
Victor Lechler, with Homiletical Additions by the Rev. Charles Gerok, 
Trans. By Charles F. Schaeffer, Charles Scribner and Co., New York, 
1867, p. 272. 

 
“Ver. 24, 25. Passed through Pisidia.- The Apostles on their road to the sea-coast again 
visited Perga (ch. xiii. 13), in the province of Pamphylia, where they preached the Gospel, 
although the narrative does not state whether their efforts were successful. They finally 
reached the coast κατέβησαν at Attalia [Attaleia, with the accent on the third syllable.—Tr.], 
a sea-port on the south-east of Perga, near the boundary line of Lycia: it received its name 
from its founder, Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus [who ascended the throne 159 
B.C.—Tr.]. Here the missionaries took ship, and, after sailing in an eastern direction, 
towards Seleucia and the Orontes, at length reached Antioch.” p. 272. 
 
 

1098. Satalia 
Miss Yonge, revised and partly re-written by Edith L. Chase, Middle Ages: 
From the reign of Charlemagne to that of Charles V., (Landmarks of 
History), Leypoldt and Holt, New York, 1867, p. 64. (Also published as, 
Charlotte M. Yonge, with alterations and amendments by Edith L. Chase 
Landmarks of History, In Three Parts, Vol. II., Mediaeval History from the 
Mahomedan Invasion to the Reformation, Henry Holt and Co., New York, 
Schönhof and Möller, Boston, 1868, p. 64.) 

 
“Konrad left them at Iconium (sic. Konrad reached Dorylaion, he did not reach Iconium-
Konya), to spend the winter at Constantinople, but the French continued their march. The 
Greek guides deserted them, and the Turks beset them on all sides; they suffered terrible 
losses, and no one in the whole army knew what means to take for their safety, till a poor 
knight of the name of Gilbert came forward. King and nobles, all equally helpless, left the 
command to him; he defeated the Turks, and by his excellent skill and conduct, he succeeded 
at length in bringing the main body of the army safely to Satalia. He then returned to his 
former obscurity, and his name is not again noticed in history, perhaps because he was of too 
noble and pure a character for the world to honor with such fame as it can bestow.  
 
Louis then gave up the attempt of reaching Palestine by land, and, with his wife and all the 
nobles and knights, sailed for Antioch, leaving the poor foot-soldiers to proceed through 
Cilicia, where they were all cut off by the Turks.” p. 64. 
 
 

1099. Satalia, Adalia, Satalieh, Satalia (Bay of) 
Journal of a Voyage Into the Mediterranean by Sir Kenelm Digby, A.D. 
1628, Ed. John Bruce, Esq., 1-106 in, Journal of the Camden Society, Vol. 
LXXXXVI., J. B. Nichols and Sons, London, 1868, p. 36; 46-47. 

 
“By noone I descried and soone fetched up another laden where the former were, and bound 
for Damiata. All these gave me newes of 2 French satties577 lading cotton att Satalia, and of 
many at Scanderone. The wind calmed that night, and all day the 7th (June) wee were busied 
                                                             
577  A Sattia was a decked vessel, with a long sharp prow, carrying two or three masts with a kind of lateen sails 

(sattia, or settee). 
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to repaire the sattia, whose maine yard was broken by the Viceadmiral’s running abord her 
the day before. In the evening wee had a fresh gale att west, which brought us past Satalia 
(Adalia or Satalieh), and to see att one sight before sunnesett both the maine of Pamphilia 
and the Iland of Cyprus. 
 
The 8. wee were by morning betweene Cyprus and the maine over against Antiochia 
(Antiochetta) in Caramania; then it calmed till about 2 of the clock afternoone, when wee 
descryed a vessell (which wee made for a polacra (a vessel rigged after the Levantine 
fashion578) plying up to windeward; but shee soone tacked about and stood from us before the 
wind as wee did. Wee gott of her till night, and, the moone shining cleare, my sattia (that was 
headmost by much) kept sight of her all night; wee seeing her, did all continue the chace. 
About 2 a clocke next day afternoone, as farre off as wee could descry, wee judged the sattia 
to be come up with her; all this while it was a fine loome gale (A gentle, easy gale). Wee then 
descried another sayle by her, and soon after a sattia plying windward, northward of us, 
which proved to be the same. I stood after her in the Eagle, that being the best shippe in the 
fleete upon a tacke in smooth water.” p. 36. 
 
“Till the 13. (July) in the morning wee plyed up with little and contrarie wind, yet with the 
help of the current, and taking all advantages, we were got up halfe way (to) the Iland of 
Cyprus; when the wind cast southerly, and I stood W.N.W. for Satalia, where I heard 2 
French sattias were lading. 
 
The 14. I came into the Bay of Satalia, where I descried a vessel att anchor in a creeke, to 
which I sent of my boates and brought their men abord. It was a Greeke carmizale, and he 
gave me intelligence that there was but one sattia att the port, and shee not laden; besides the 
port is but a little cricke, no broader than a ship is long and not above twise as deepe, and 
that the ground is all rockie and they can anchor no where, but moore their sattias to the 
toppe of two toures (towers) that are built att the entrance of the cricke (creek), and have a 
strong guard in them to defend it.  Wherefore considering these reasons, and that the wind 
blew strongly in, and that a great current sett into the bay, being deepe, I stood of to sea, and 
had a great wind and head sea att west, and the weather was verie cold with it.” p. 46-47. 
 
 

1100. Adalia 
Frances M. Wilbraham, The Cheshire Pilgrims; or, Sketches of Crusading 
Life in the Thirteenth Century, John Morgan, London, 1868, p. 130. (First 
published in instalments in the Monthly Packet, Vol. XX., p. 606; XXI.; 
1861, pp. 432-433, 397-398, 450.) 

“The Grand Prince, for obvious reasons, shared their reluctance, and for a moment chafed 
inwardly at this unlooked-for clog upon his movements; but a nobler impulse triumphed, and 
he made answer, ‘Your desire, Sirs, is granted, and your safety and that of your women shall 
be tendered by us as our own; for your stuff, that also shall be our care, so far as may consist 
with matters of deep concernment which have brought us hither; more, if you are true men, 
you will not ask.’ This promise, uttered by one whose truth and honour gave weight to his 
slightest word, appeared to satisfy the Smyrneotes. They retired, the old merchant whispering 

                                                             
578  Polacre, a vessel with three pole-masts, most frequently used in the Mediterranean, but at times in the 

Atlantic, there were in the Spanish merchant fleets trans-Atlantic polacra (Polácre, polacra, polacre). 
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in the chamberlain’s ear, ‘But that your lord’s aspect daunted me somewhat, I would have 
said that the tenth of our merchandise shall be his, if we and it reach Adalia unscathed.’  

‘Then hadst thou spoken very foolishly,’ replied the grizzly veteran, with undisguised 
contempt. ‘Thinkest thou our lord is to be chaffered with like a Jew pedlar?’ The heads of the 
caravan were now summoned to receive Alexios’s commands; the disposition of his small 
force was of necessity complicated by the addition of eighty or ninety persons, most of them 
unwarlike, to his train; he, however, ordered all for the march with great precision and 
celerity, placing his own bowmen in the van, and entrusting to Sir Richard the command of all 
the able-bodied men attached to the caravan.”p. 432-433 

“So passed three weeks, the little vessel sometimes tossing on the sea, sometimes seeking 
concealment under the wooded shores of Cyprus. 

Early in April it reached the deeply-indented coast of Asia Minor, and its crew landed at night 
in a secluded creek some miles east of Attalia. The moonlight showed a range of mountains, 
majestic, dark, and still, rising opposite to them. These they reached after riding rapidly for 
some hours across a broad plain. De Boteler, chained to two of his guards, was debarred 
from all communication with the rest, nor could he ascertain whether the Bulbul was of the 
company or not, though more than once he fancied he caught the tones of his young clear 
voice. As day began to peep, Gawyne was bidden to dismount, and led up a rocky path under 
which a mountain torrent thundered along. The party halted after an hour’s steep climbing, 
and De Boteler saw before him a cliff tipped with snow, and honeycombed with natural caves 
varying in depth and height. Into one of these, overlooking the precipice, he was thrust; and 
now for the first time he came face to face with his captor, and recognised the slouching 
figure and villainous countenance of Hossein Bey. 

The Assassin drew near with a mocking laugh and cooly examined link after link of the strong 
double chain which bound Gawyne.” p.397-398. 

“turning back was equally impossible; nothing remained, therefore, but to push forward to 
the next fort, which was only two leagues further, and actually in sight of Attalia and the 
Mediterranean; here, probably, the remnant of Gradenigo’s ill-fated garrison had taken 
refuge, and here our travellers; at least the weaker portion of them, might find the 
refreshment and repose of which a series of untoward circumstances had hitherto deprived 
them.” p. 450.  
 
 

1101. Attalia, Satalia 
George Grove, The Bible Atlas of Maps and Plans to illustrate the 
geography and topography of the Old and New Testaments and the 
Apocrypha, with Explanatory Notes, by Samuel Clark; Also a complete index 
to the geographical names in the English Bible, by the Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge (Great Britain). General Literature 
Committee, London, 1868, p. 86. 

 
“Attalia (Ἀτταλεία), seaport town in Pamphylia (Acts xiv. 25). Now Satalia. (Map No.) 21” p. 
86. 
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1102. Attaleia 
George Rawlinson, A Manual of Ancient History, From The Earliest Times 
To The Fall Of The Western Empire. Comprising the History of Chaldaea, 
Assyria, Media, Babylonia, Lydia, Phoenicia, Syria, Judaea, Egypt, Carthage, 
Persia, Greece, Macedonia, Parthia, and Rome, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1869, p. 284. (Reprinted: Harper and bros., New York, 1871, p. 319; 1878, p. 
319; 1881, p. 319; 1888, p. 319.) 

 
“Among the cities built by Philadelphus (of Pergamus) were Eumeneia in Phrygia, 
Philadelpheia in Lydia, and Attaleia in Pamphylia. He is said to have given 100 talents 
(nearly £25,000) for a picture, and to have offered for another 600,000 sesterces (£4,375). He 
greatly augmented the library commenced by his predecessor.” p. 284. 
 
 

1103. Satalia, Atalia, Satalia (Gulf of), Atalia (Gulf of) 
Barbara Hutton, Heroes of the Crusades, Griffith and Farran, London, 
1869, p. 263-264. 

 
The Second Crusade:“They reached Laodicea on the third day, hoping to get stores there, but 
the inhabitants fled at their approach. They then determined to cross the mountains between 
Laodicea and Satalia. After fearful hardships, and warlike encounters with the Turks, Lewis 
(King Louis VII) and his now reduced forces arrived at Satalia. Satalia, or Atalia, was built 
on a gulf of the same name, inhabited by Greeks, and governed by the Emperor of 
Constantinople. The inhabitants refused to receive them; and the poor half-starved and naked 
pilgrims were forced to sleep in the open fields as best they could, and that in the middle of 
winter. The king and nobles called a council, and suggested embarking the whole army on 
board ships that they had purchased from the Greeks. The king was superstitiously anxious to 
take the road adopted by the first Crusaders. ‘I shall follow the route our fathers did,’ cried 
Lewis. ‘As long as I have anything left, I will divide it with my companions. When I have 
nothing left, I know you will all undergo privations with me.’ 
 
The barons were all willing to do as the king wished, but were furious with the Greeks, to 
whose perfidy they ascribed all their sufferings. The governor of Atalia579 began to fear the 
revenge of the Croisés (Crusaders). He sent to place ships at Lewis’s disposal; but, though his 
offer was accepted, and the sea route to Antioch decided on, they waited five weeks in vain. At 
last Lewis, his queen, and his great barons embarked, and he was obliged to leave the sick 
behind him, though the Greeks promised to send them safely on. However, no sooner had 
Lewis left than the Greeks forgot all their promises, and seven thousand poor pilgrims, 
abandoned by their leaders, determined to find their way as well as they could to Tarsus. Of 
that great throng, the greater number of them perished either by Turkish violence or from 
want and misery.” p. 263-264. 
 
 

1104. Attalia 
George Fleming, Horse-Shoes and Horse-Shoeing: Their Origin, History, 
Uses, and Abuses, Chapman and Hall, London, 1869, p. 34. 

 

                                                             
579  An Italian, Ludolfo, appointed by the Emperor. 
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“And Cinnamus (Joannes Kinnamos, imperial secretary in the 12th c.) speaks in the same 
strain of the war in Attalia. ‘He ordered them to await the rest of the army in Attalia, and to 
look after the horses, for a disease to which they are liable had attacked their hoofs, and had 
done serious hurt.” p. 34. 
 
 

1105. Attalia 
H. W. Howorth, “On the Westerly Drifting of Nomades from the Fifth to 
the Nineteenth Century, Part II., The Seljuks, Ghaznevides, etc.,” pp. 378-
387 in, The Journal of the Ethnological Society of London, London, 1869-
1870, Vol. I., No. IV., 1869, p. 381. 

 
“We pass on to a third dynasty, namely, that of Iconium. This was founded by Soliman, the 
son of Coutoulmisch, in the time of Sultan Malek. He advanced with his Turks into Asia 
Minor, took Nicaea, the capital of Bithynia, which became his capital. About this time we first 
hear of the name Turkey, as applied to this conquest. It was bounded on the east by Great 
Armenia and a part of Georgia; on the north by the Black Sea; on the south by Little Armenia, 
a part of Cilicia, and the sea, opposite Cyprus; and on the west extended as far as the town of 
Attalia on the sea. It included the ancient Lycaonia, Cappadocia, Isauria, Phrygia, Bithynia, 
Paphlagonia, Lydia, and the country round Trebizond. Soliman died in 1086, after having 
reduced Antioch and its dependent cities.” p. 381. 
 
 

1106. Attalia, Statalia 
Rev. Thomas Stackhouse, A History of the Holy Bible, and A Connection of 
Profane with Sacred History, From the Beginning of the world to the 
Establisment of Christianity, with Numerous Notes…, 1869, Blackie and 
Son, London and Glasgow and Edinburgh, Vol. II., p. 1073. 

 
“they went down to Attalia, d 
 
d. Attalia, which takes its name from king Attalus, its founder, and, with a small variation, is 
still called Statalia580, is a city of Pamphylia, which stands upon a fair bay, and is so 
commodiously seated for trade, that the Turks have preserved it from ruin, and, at this day, 
are very careful to keep its fortifications and castle in repair.-Wells, Geography of the New 
Testament.” p. 1073. 
 
 

1107. Attalia, Attala 
Ed. Osmond Tiffany, Sacred Biography and History: Or, Illustrations of the 
Holy Scriptures. Containing Descriptions of Palestine, Ancient and Modern; 
Lives of the Patriarchs, Kings and Prophets, and of Christ And The Apostles 
..., Bill, Nichols and Co., Springfield, Mass., Charles Bill, Chicago, Ill, H. 
C. Johnson, Cincinnati, O, 1869, pp. 493, 532-533 

 
“After leaving Antioch they passed through Pisidia, and came to Pamphylia; and after 
preaching the gospel at Perga they went down to Attalia. 

                                                             
580  An error stemming from a typo in a 17th c. edition of Wells’s Geography of the New Testament. It should 

read Sattalia. 
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Having thus finished the circuit of their ministry they returned back to Antioch, in Syria, from 
whence they at first departed.” p. 493. 
 
“Acts, xiv. 22. After a short stay they again visited the churches of Pamphilia, Perga and 
Attala (sic.), where they took ship and sailed to Antioch, in Syria, the place from whence they 
first set out.” p. 532-533. 
 
 

1108. Sataly, Satalia, Atalia, Sathaliae, Nova Satalia, Vetus Satalia 
Thomas Warton, Poet Laureate, The History of English Poetry: From the 
Eleventh to the Seventeenth Century, G. P. Putnam, New York, 1870, p. 
297. (From Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales) 

 
“At Leyis was he, and at Sataly, 
When they were won: and in the grete sea(8): 
At many a noble army had he be:” 
 
(8) A city in Anatolia, called Atalia. Many of these places are mentioned in the history of the 
Crusades. The gulf and castle of Satalia are mentioned by Benedictus Abbas, in the crusade 
under the year 1191. “Et cum rex Franciae recessisset ab Antiochet, statim intravit ‘gulfum 
Sathaliae— Sathaliae Castellum est optimum, unde gulfus ille nomen accepit; et ‘super 
gulfun, illum sunt duo Castella et Villae, et utrumque dicitur Satalia. Sed unum ‘illorum est 
desertum, et dicitur Vetus Satalia quod piratae destruxerunt, et alterum Nova Satalia dicitur, 
quod Manuel imperator Constantinopolis firmavit.’ VIT. ET GEST. HEN. Et RIC, ii. p. 680.” 
p. 297. 
 

 
1109. Satalia (Gulf of) 

Popular Antiquities of Great Britain, comprising notices of the moveable and 
immoveable feasts, customs, superstitions and amusements past and present. 
Ed. from the materials collected by John Brand, F. S. A., with very large 
corrections and additions by W. Carew Hazlitt, With a new and copious 
index, John Russell Smith, London, 1870, Volume The Third. 
Superstitons, p. 331. 

 
“The modern Greeks seem to have classed what we now are sufficiently familiar with under 
the denomination of the water-spout among dragons. Mr Wright, in his “Essays,” 1846, 
quotes a curious extract from the chronicle of John of Bromton in confirmation of this theory. 
The spout is described by the chronicler as a great black dragon descending from the clouds, 
and hiding its head in the water, while its tail reached to the sky; and he tells us that any 
ships which were passing at the time, he swallowed up with all their contents. The theatre of 
this reputed monster’s depredations was the Gulf of Satalia. In the old romances the dragons 
are frequently denominated worms, a phrase employed by our forefathers with considerable 
latitude, as I think will be allowed when I mention that, in the “Towneley Mysteries,” the 
plague of locusts in Egypt is described as a visitation of “wyld wormes.” Vol. III., p. 331. 
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1110. Satalia 
The Crusades, by Edward Gibbon; The siege of Rhodes, by Caoursin-Kaye; 
edition 1490, Essays on Chivalry, Romance, etc. by Sir Walter Scott, 
Verbatim Reprints, Lex. Murray and Son, London, 1870, p. 55. 

 
“In darkness and disorder they were encompassed, assaulted, and overwhelmed by the 
innumerable host of Turks, who in the art of war were superior to the Christians of the twelfth 
century. Louis who climbed a tree in the general discomfiture, was saved by his own valour 
and the ignorance of his adversaries; and with the dawn of day he escaped alive, but almost 
alone, to the camp of the vanguard. But instead of pursuing his expedition by land, he was 
rejoiced to shelter the relics of his army in the friendly seaport of Satalia. From thence he 
embarked for Antioch; but so penurious was the supply of Greek vessels, that they could only 
afford room for his knights and nobles; and the plebeian crowd of infantry was left to perish 
at the foot of the Pamphylian hills.” p. 55. 
 
 

1111. Attalia, Adaliah 
The Self-interpreting Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments, to 
which are annexed, An Extensive Introduction-Marginal References…, by 
Rev. John Brown, Virtue and Co., London, 1870, pp. Iii, Iiii, p. 960. 

  
An Alphabetical Table of the Proper Names in The Old and New Testaments 
 
“Adaliah, one that draws water” p. Iii. 
“Attalia, that increases or sends.” p. Iiii. 
 
Acts. xiv., 
“25 And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia; 
 26 And thence sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended to the grace of 
God for the work which they fulfilled.” p. 960. 
 
 

1112. Satalia 
Samuel Orchart Beeton, Beeton’s Bible Dictionary, A Cyclopaedia of 
the Truths and Narratives of the Holy Scriptures, with the correct 
Pronunciation of the Leading Names and Words, and their Original 
Meaning,…, Ward, Lock and Tyler, London, 1870, p. 31. 

 
“Attalia, at-ta-li’-a (Acts xiv. 25), known now as Satalia or Setalie, a city of Pamphylia, on 
the Mediterranean, and was visited by Paul and Barnabas, on their tour through Asia 
Minor.” p. 31.  
 
 

1113. Satalie, Greete See The Prologue to Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales with 
Explanatory Notes, A Glossary, And the Life of the Poet, For the Use 
of Colleges and Schools, Ed. by Walter McLeod, Longman, Green 
and Co., London, 1871, p. 49. 

 
“At Liéys was he, and at Satalie, 
Whan they were wonne; and in the Greeté see 
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Line 58. - Liéys and Satalie were Layas or Loyas (Lajazzo-Ayaş-yumurtalık), in (Lesser) 
Armenia, and Attalia, in Asia Minor. These two places were taken – the former in 1367 (sic. 
Layas-Loyas-Lajazzo was not taken, Korykos was taken and held against Mamluke forces in 
1359-1360 and in 1367 Peter I fought off a major Karamanid attack on Lusignan Gorhigos), 
and the latter in 1352 (sic. 1361), by Pierre de Lusignan, king of Cyprus. 
Line 59. - The Greeté see; the Great Sea, or that portion of the Mediterranean which washes 
the coast of Palestine.” p. 49. 
 
 

1114. Satalye 
Alexander J. Ellis, On Early English Pronunciation, with Especial 
Reference to Shakspere and Chaucer, …Part III, Illustrations of the 
Pronunciation of the XIV th and XVIth Centuries, Asher and Co., London 
and Berlin, 1871, p. 682. 

 
“At Gernad’ atte seg’ eek hadd’ he be  
Of Algesir, and ridden in Palmyrye 
At Lyeys was he, and at Satalye 
When they wer’ wonn’; and in the Grete Se 
At many a nob’l aryve’ he be.” p. 682. 
 
 

1115. Satalia 
Walter Besant and Edward Henry Palmer, Jerusalem: the city of Herod 
and Saladin, R. Bentley and Son, London, 1871, p. 311. (Reprinted 
unchanged, Walter Besant and E. H. Palmer, Jerusalem: the city of Herod and 
Saladin, Scribner and Welford, New York, 1889, p. 311.) 

 
“They fought their way to Ephesus; thence, crossing the Maeander, they came to a place 
called Satalia, at the western extremity of Cilicia (sic.); and here Louis left them, and went by 
sea to Antioch. The plague broke out among the troops; the Greeks refused them any help, 
which they got from the very Turks whom they came to fight; and finally, out of the hundreds 
of thousands (sic.) who had left the West a year before, a few thousand only struggled into 
Syria.” p. 311. 
 
 

1116. Attalia 
Theodor Mommsen, The History of Rome, Translated with the author’s 
Sanction and Additions by the Rev. William P. Dickson, new edition in 
four volumes, Charles Scribner and Co., New York, 1871, Vol. IV., p. 60-
61. (Reprinted, William P. Dickson translation, R. Bentley & son, London, 
1880, Vol. IV., p. 44.) 

 
“Accordingly the senate resolved in 675 (79 B.C.) to send one of the consuls to Cilicia; the lot 
fell to the able Publius Servilius. He defeated the piratical fleet in a bloody engagement, and 
then applied himself to destroy those towns on the south coast of Asia Minor which served 
them as anchorages and trading stations. The fortresses of the powerful maritime prince 
Zenicetes - Olympus, Corycus, Phaselis in eastern Lycia, Attalia in Pamphylia – were 
reduced, and the prince himself met his death in the flames of his stronghold Olympus. A 
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movement was next made against the Isaurians, who in the north west corner of the Rough 
Cilicia, on the northern slope of Mount Taurus, inhabited a labyrinth of steep mountain 
ridges, jagged rocks, and deep valleys, covered with magnificent oak forests – a region which 
even at the present day is filled with reminiscences of the old robber times. To reduce these 
Isaurian fastnesses, the last and most secure retreats of the freebooters, Servilius led the first 
Roman army over the Taurus, and broke up the strongholds of the enemy Oroanda, and above 
all Isaura itself – the ideal of a robber-town, situated on the summit of a scarcely accessible 
mountain chain, and completely overlooking and commanding the wide plain of Iconium. The 
three years’ campaign (676-678, (78-76 B.C.), from which Publius Servilius acquired for 
himself and his descendants the surname of Isauricus, was not without fruit; a great number 
of pirates and piratical vessels fell in consequence of it into the power of the Romans; Lycia, 
Pamphylia, West Cilicia were severely devastated, the territories of the destroyed towns were 
confiscated, and the province of Cilicia was enlarged by their addition. But, in the nature of 
the case, piracy was far from being suppressed by these measures; on the contrary, it simply 
betook itself for the time to other regions, and particularly to Crete, the oldest harbour for the 
corsairs of the Mediterranean. Nothing by repressive measures carried out on a large scale 
and with unity of purpose – nothing, in fact, but the establishment of a standing maritime 
police – could in such a case afford thorough relief.” Vol. IV., p. 60-61. 
 
 

1117. Satalia (Gulf of) 
Rev. Sabine Baring-Gould, The Origin and Development of Religious 
Belief, D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1871, Vol. II., p. 162. 

 
“Old John of Brompton, in describing a water-spout, invests his account with a mythological 
character. He says: “Another remarkable thing is this, that took place during a certain month 
in the gulf of Satalia (on the coast of Pamphylia). There appeared a great and black dragon 
which came in clouds, and let down his head into the water, while his tail seemed turned to 
the sky; and the dragon drew up the water to him by drinking, with such avidity, that if any 
ship, even though laden with men or any other heavy articles, had been near him when 
drinking, it would nevertheless have been sucked up and carried on high. In order, however, 
to avoid this danger, it is necessary, when people see it, at once to make an uproar, and to 
shout and hammer tables, so that the dragon, hearing the noise, and the voices, may withdraw 
himself far off. Some people, however, assert that this is not a dragon, but the sun drawing up 
the waters of the sea; which seems more probable.” Vol. II., p. 162. 
 
 

1118. Attalia, Satalia, Adalia 
Rev. George H. Whitney, Hand-Book of Bible Geography: containing the 
Name, Pronunciation, and Meaning of Every Place, Nation, and Tribe 
mentioned in Both The Canonical and Apocryphal Scriptures: With 
Descriptive and Historical Notes, Carlton and Lanahan, New York, E. 
Thomas, San Franciso; Hitchcock and Walden, Cincinnati, 1871, p. 27-28. 

 
Bible Geography:  
“Attali’a, (Map 8,) a maritime town of Pamphylia, which derived its name from its founder, 
Attalus, King of Pergamos. Paul and Barnabas visited it, Acts xiv, 25, on their return to 
Antioch from the inland parts of Asia Minor. Its name in the twelfth century was Satalia, and 
it still exists under the name of Adalia.” p. 27-28. 
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1119. Attalia, Laara 
A New Classical Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography, Mythology and 
Geography, partly based upon the…By William Smith, Revised with 
Numerous Corrections and Additions By Charles Anthon, Harpers and 
Bros., New York, 1871, p. 126.  

 
“Attalīa (Ἀτταλεία). 
1.A city of Lydia, formerly called Agroïra. 
2. (Now Laara) a city on the coast of Pamphylia, near the mouth of the River Catarrhactes, 
founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus, and subdued by the Romans under P. Servilius 
Isauricus.” p. 126.  
 
 

1120. Attalia 
Harry Thurston Peck, Harpers Dictionary of Classical Antiquities, Harpers 
and Bros., New York, 1871, s.v. Attalia 

 
“Attalīa (Ἀτταλεία). 
1.A city of Lydia, formerly called Agroïra. 
2. A city on the coast of Pamphylia, near the mouth of the River Catarrhactes, founded by 
Attalus II. Philadelphus, and subdued by the Romans under P. Servilius Isauricus.”  

 
 

1121. Attalia 
David Magill, “Lights of the Dark Ages. VI. Bernard, The Monk.” p. 180-
191, Our Monthly. A Religious and Literary Magazine, September, Vol. VI., 
Alfred Martien, Philadelphia, 1872, p. 189. 

 
“In squalor and famine they arrived at Attalia the mere shadow of the host which had so 
triumphantly set forth from the West. The perfidious Greeks, taking advantage of their 
deplorable condition, massacred the sick and defenceless pilgrims who had been left behind 
to recover while the main host went on to Antioch. They crowded all who had been left behind 
into narrow prisons, where they died a lingering death, crowded to suffocation in dungeous 
only equalled in modern times by the Black Hole of Calcutta581. Those who escaped the 
Greeks rushed to the Moslem, preferring speedy death from the Turkish simitar to the delayed 
torture of Greek cruelty. Thus ended ingloriously the Crusade which Bernard had so 
confidently preached, and from which so much was expected.” p. 189. 
 
 

1122. Satalia 
The Life and Letters of Edward Gibbon: with his History of the Crusades, 
verbatim reprint, with copious index by W. J. Day, Frederick Warne and 
Co., London, 1872, p. 409. 

 
“In darkness and disorder they were encompassed, assaulted, and over whelmed by the 
innumerable host of Turks, who in the art of war were superior to the Christians of the twelfth 
century. Louis who climbed a tree in the general discomfiture, was saved by his own valour 
and the ignorance of his adversaries; and with the dawn of day he escaped alive, but almost 

                                                             
581  There is no sound evidence for this statement. 
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alone, to the camp of the vanguard. But instead of pursuing his expedition by land, he was 
rejoiced to shelter the relics of his army in the friendly seaport of Satalia. From thence he 
embarked for Antioch; but so penurious was the supply of Greek vessels, that they could only 
afford room for his knights and nobles; and the plebeian crowd of infantry was left to perish 
at the foot of the Pamphylian hills.” p. 409. 
 
 

1123. Salatia, Adalia 
Charles Isidore Hemans, A History of Mediaeval Christianity and Sacred 
Art in Italy: From 1350 to 1400, in Rome from 1350 to 1500, Williams and 
Norgate, London, 1872, Vol II., p. 538. 

 
1472 “The fleet of the allies caused some damage, but nothing that did permanent injury to 
the Turkish power, in Asia Minor. They attacked and set fire to Smyrna, making many 
prisoners among its citizens.They besieged Salatia, or Adalia, now a commercial town of 
some importance, on the southern coast of what was once Pamphilia, and carried away from 
its port the chains which, brought to Rome, were hung up as trophies at S. Peter’s. Cardinal 
Caraffa had the honours of a public triumph on his return to that city, where he made his 
entry with twelve camels bearing the spoils on their backs, and twenty-five Turkish captives.” 
p. 538. 
 
 

1124. Attalia, Attala 
A Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography and Mythology, by Various 
Writers, Ed. William Smith, In Three Volumes, John Murray, London, 
1872, Vol. I., ABAEUS-DYSPONTEUS, pp. 409, 839. 

 
“Attali’ata*, Michael, a judge and proconsul under Michael Ducas, emperor of the East. 
At the command of Michael Ducas, Michael Attaliata published, A. D. 1073, a work 
containing a system of law in 95 titles, under the name ποίημα νομικὸν ἤτοι πραγματική. If it 
is a poem, as might be inferred from the title, no one has yet observed the fact or discovered 
the metre in which it is written. Ποίημα νομικόν is usually translated opus de jure. The 
historians of Roman law before Ritter (Ritter, ad Heinec. Hist. J. R. § 406) 
wrote πόνημα for ποίημα. There are many manuscripts of the work in existence, which differ 
considerably from the printed edition of Leunclavius (Bach, Hist. J. R. p. 682.) It may be 
mentioned that extracts from a similar contemporary work, σύνοψιςτῶν νόμων by Michael 
Psellus, are given by Leunclavius as scholia to the work of Attaliata, and printed as if they 
were prose, whereas they are really specimens of the πολιτικοὶ στίχοι, or popular verses, in 
which accent or emphasis is supposed to supply the place of quantity. [PSELLUS.] 
(Heimbach, Anecdota, i.125-6; C. E. Zachariae, Historiae Juris Graeco-Romani delineatio, p. 
71, Heidelburg, 1839. 
 
* The  quantity of the name appears from the last lines of an epigram prefixed to the edition 
of Leunclavius: “ὑπηρετεῖ δὲ τῇ γραφῇ φιλοφρόνως ὁ Μιχαὴλ ἀνθύπατος Ἀτταλειάτης”. In 
some MSS. the name in the title of the work is spelled Ἀτταλειώτης. It is derived from the place 
Attala (sic. Attalia).” p. 409. 

 
Constanti’nus VI., Fla’vius, emperor of the East, A. D. 780-797, the son of Leo IV. “The 
power of the Arabs grew every year more dangerous to the empire. In 781 they suffered a 
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severe defeat from the eunuch Joannes in Armenia, evacuated that country, and fled in 
confusion to Syria; but in the following year, a powerful Arabian army, divided into three 
strong bodies, and commanded by Harún-ar-Rashid, the son of the khalif Mahadí, penetrated 
as far as the Bosporus, and compelled Irene to pay an annual tribute of 60,000 pieces of gold. 
The peace, however, was broken some years afterwards, and the new war lasted till the end of 
the reign of Constantine, who in 790 lost half of his fleet in the gulf of Attalia, but obtained 
several victories over the Arabs by land. He was likewise victorious in a war with the 
Slavonians, who had conquered all Greece, but were driven back by Stauracius in 784.” Vol. 
I., p. 839. 
 
 

1125. Attaleia 
Robley Dunglison, History of Medicine from the Earliest Ages To The 
Commencement Of The Nineteenth Century, Arranged and Ed. by Richard 
J. Dunglison, M.D., Lindsay and Blakiston, Philadelphia, 1872, p. 167. 
 

“Another sect into which the methodists were subdivided was the Pneumatic. The chief of this 
sect was Athenaeus of Attaleia, a man whose system, according to Galen, was polished with 
greater skill than that of any of his contemporaries. Athenaeus supposed that fire, air, water, 
and earth were not really elements, but that their qualities, heat, cold, dry, and moist, merited 
that title. Like the Stoics, he introduced a fifth principle, viz., a spirit or air governing and 
directing everything, and occasionally when offended inducing diseases. From this same 
principle it is that they were styled Pneumatists.” p. 167. 
 
 

1126. Attaleia 
“Dunglison on the History of Medicine,” p. 740-772, in, Journal of 
Psychological Medicine: A Quarterly Review of Diseases of the Nervous 
System, Medical Jurisprudence and Anthropology, Ed. William A. 
Hammond, D. Appleton and Co., New York, 1872, Vol. VI., p. 766-767. 

 
“Of all the sects, Methodism was most in favour. The dogmatists had continued their 
refinements until the name dogmatism was too heavy for their speculations, and now they 
called themselves pneumatists, from a fifth element, pneuma, added to the four already 
existent by Athenaeus, of Attaleia, in Asia Minor.” Galen speaks of a new sect-the eclectics-so 
named from the attempt to reconcile pneumatism with the other philosophies. But although 
this refinement received no personal indorsement from the physician, yet was Galen eclectic 
in the better sense of adopting anything that recommended itself to his excellent judgement.” 
p. 766-767. 
 
 

1127. Attaleia 
A Commentary, Critical and Explanatory, On The Old and New Testaments, 
by Rev. Robert Jamieson, Rev. A. R. Fausset, and Rev. David Brown, Vols. I-
II, S. S. Scranton and Co., Hartford, Conn., 1872, pp. 191, 194, 196. 

 
Acts XIII.: “13. They came to Perga in Pamphylia—The distance from Paphos to Attaleia, on 
the Gulf of Pamphylia (see on ch. 11.25), sailing in a north-west direction, is not much 
greater than from Seleucia to Salamis on the east. Perga was the metropolis of Pamphylia, on 
the river Cestrus, and about seven miles inland from Attaleia.” p. 191. 
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Acts XIV.:  
25.“when they had preached the word in Perga - now doing what, for some reason, they had 
not done on their former visit, but probably with no visible fruit. They went down into- 
Attaleia—a seaport on the Gulf of Pamphylia, drawing to itself the commerce of Egypt and 
Syria.  
26. sailed to Antioch, from whence they had been recommended-” p. 194. 
 
“It is very likely that Paul and Barnabas made a deliberate and amicable arrangement to 
divide the region of their first mission between them; Paul taking the continental, and 
Barnabas the insular, part of the proposed visitation. If Barnabas visited Salamis and 
Paphos, and if Paul (travelling westward), after passing through Derbe, Lystra, and Iconium, 
went as far as Antioch in Pisidia, the whole circuit of the proposed visitation was actually 
accomplished, for it does not appear that any converts had been made at Perga and Attaleia.‘ 
[Hows]” p. 196. 
 
 

1128. Attaleia 
“The Church in the House”, By the Editor, The Family Treasury, Ed. Rev. 
William Arnot, Thomas Nelson and Son., London, 1872, p. 179. 
 

“IX. The Missionaries Return to Antioch. Acts xiv. 23-28. 
 
Another harbour further westward, called Attaleia, better suited their purpose. A greater 
traffic congregated there, and there accordingly they might more readily obtain a passage to 
Syria. 
 
From this port a great army of Crusaders sailed for Antioch in Syria in the middle ages – a 
wretched, unfortunate rabble, who perished by thousands on the way. Alas! The gospel which 
Paul and Barnabas brought to these shores was greatly corrupted in the course of a thousand 
years. How unlike the clear, certain sound of the first preachers, was the echo which returned 
from the West to the East in the crusading times! These two men, not fighting, but suffering, 
came from east to west, with no weapon but the Word, mighty through God to sudue the 
nations; but when the West, in an evil day, proposed to make a return missionary visit to the 
East, they bore carnal weapons, and wasted the territories of friend and foe. They took the 
sword, and they perished by it. A fleet with an army sailed from the port of Attaliea…. From 
Attaleia by sea Paul and Barnabas returned to Antioch in Syria, whence they had been sent 
out on their first missionary tour.” p. 179. 
 
 

1129. Attaleia 
B. B. Woodward and William L. R. Cates, Encyclopædia of Chronology, 
Historical and Biographical, Longmans, Green and Co., London, 1872, p. 
132. 
 

“Attaleia, in Pamphylia — [BC] — built by Attalus Philadelphus, 159-138.” p. 132. 
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1130. Attalia, Attaleia, Satalia 
James Comper - Grey, The Biblical Museum: A Collection of Notes 
Explanatory, Homiletic, and Illustrative, on the Holy Scriptures, Especially 
Designed for the use of Ministers, Bible-Students, and Sunday School 
Teachers, Elliot Stock, London, 1872, Vol. III., p. 137. 

 

Acts 14:25: “Attalia, or Attaleia, a seaport now called Satalia; founded by Attalus 
Philadelphus, k. of Pergamus, betw. B.C. 159 and 138. Sailed Antioch, prob. Disembarking at 
Seleucia.” Vol. III., p. 137. 

 
 

1131. Atalia 
Rev. W. L. Bevan and the Rev. H. W. Phillott, Mediæval Geography: An 
Essay in illustration of the Hereford Mappa Mundi, E. Stanford, London, 
1873, p. 68. 

 
Recorded on the Hereford Mappa Mundi,  
“And on the shores of the Mediterranean a series of towns, Pergenpansius, probably Perga of 
Pamphylia (Acts xiii. 13), Atalia, Telmes582 (Telmessus, Solinus, 40, 1), Listra (Lystra, Acts 
xiv. 6), Mirrea (Myra, Acts xx.15) – all, perhaps, intended to illustrate the travels of St. 
Paul.” p. 68. 
 
 

1132. Attalia 
Rev. Sabine Baring-Gould, The Lives of the Saints, May, John Hodges, 
London, 1873, p. 28.  

 
“May 2. 
SS. Hesperus and Zoe, MM. 
(2nd Cent.) 

 
(Greek Menaea, whence Baronius inserted the names in the Modern Roman Martyrology, but 
by mistake he called Hesperus, Exuperius. Authority:-Mention in the Menology and the Greek 
Acts, neither very trustworthy.) 

 
Hesperus and Zoe were two slaves, the servants of a wealthy man named Catalus, at Attalia, 
in Pamphylia. Their sons were called Cyriac and Theodulus, and the boys as well as their 
parents were Christians. One day the boys said to their mother, “Why should we who serve 
Christ be slaves to this heathen man? Did not S. Paul say, Be not un-equally yoked together 
with unbelievers?” The mother was not much more instructed in S. Paul than her sons, and 

                                                             
582  The gloss on the toponym, Telmes indicates it represents, Telmessos-Fethiye. However, it seems probable 

that Termessos was meant, which is indicated on European maps depicting Asia Minor in antiquity in a 
position North of Attalia, long before Termessos was visited by Spratt and Forbes in 1842. It can be noted 
that St. Paul visited neither city. 
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she urged them to resist their master, rather than to obey him. She was wrong, and they were 
wrong; but they acted ignorantly, and their ignorance must excuse them. Anyhow they 
suffered for their disobedience, for their master, having wracked them, cast them all into a 
furnace, and by their blood they expiated their offence.” p. 28. 
 
 

1133. Attaleia 
William Arnot, The Church In The House: A Series of Lessons on The Acts 
Of The Apostles, Robert Carter and Bros., New York, 1873, p. 320-321. 

 
“Another harbour further westwards, called Attaleia, better suited their purpose. A greater 
traffic congregated there, and there accordingly they might more readily obtain a passage to 
Syria. 
 
From this port a great army of Crusaders sailed for Antioch in the middle ages—a wretched, 
unfortunate rabble, who perished by thousands on the way. Alas! The gospel which Paul and 
Barnabas brought to these shores was greatly corrupted in the course of a thousand years. 
How unlike the clear, certain sound of the first preachers, was the echo which returned from 
West to East in the crusading times! These two men were not fighting, but suffering, came 
from East to West, with no weapon but the Word, mighty through God to subdue the nations; 
but when the West, in an evil day, proposed to make a return missionary visit to the East, they 
bore carnal weapons, and wasted the territories of friend and foe. They took the sword and 
perished by it. A fleet with an army sailed from the port of Attaleia. 
 
After the lapse of another six centuries, the Western nations have again turned their faces to 
the East, and preached a new crusade. From America and Europe they stream eastward—
soldiers of the Cross, to re-conquer Palestine from the disciples of Mohammed, and to win 
India and China for Christ; but they have returned to the means and methods of Apostolic 
times. We send a few earnest believing men and women, armed with the sword of the Spirit; 
and they are waging a successful war against the superstitions and idolatries of Asia. 
 
From Attaleia by sea Paul and Barnabas returned to Antioch in Syria, whence they had been 
sent out on their first missionary tour. That great city of the world became for a time the 
centre of effort for propagating the faith of Christ. From it the missionaries departed, and to 
it they returned when the work was done.” p. 320-321. 
 
 

1134. Attalia 
G. W. Kitchin. A History of France down to the year 1453, Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, Macmillan and Co., London, 1873, Vol. I., p. 264-265. 
(Reprint: Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1892, 269.). 

 
“Conrad pushed on across Asia Minor without provisions or trustworthy guides. He fell into 
the hand of the Turks, who routed him utterly. The poor remnant of his host, some five or six 
thousand, fell back on the French, who had also suffered much from the Byzantine Emperor*, 
and were painfully moving along the coast of Asia Minor. At every step they felt, Greek 
treason and Turkish emnity; until at last, reaching Attalia, it was agreed that the King with 
his knights should take ship, and the rest push on by land to Antioch. Thus the unstable King 
left his flock to its fate; its fate of death or slavery. It is said that he did it reluctantly; but it is 
one of those things which no true King of men could have done at all. Very different was the 
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conduct of St. Louis, under somewhat similar circumstances. Of all that mighty host of 
pilgrims, reckoned at nearly half a million (sic.), scarcely ten thousand (sic.) reached the 
Holy Land. 
 
*The Bishop of Langres583 actually advised Louis to storm Constantinople, and make it a true 
bulwark for Europe against the Infidels. But the King, loyal to his vow, refused to do it, and 
went on.” p. 264-265. 
 
 

1135. Satalia (1207) 
John Rutherford, The Troubadours: Their Loves and their Lyrics; with 
remarks on their influence, social and literary, Smith, Elder, and Co., 
London, 1873, p. 261. 

 
“For three years Boniface (Marquis of Montferrat) led a stirring life, fighting over every inch 
of classic Greece, besieging Corinth, forcing the pass of Thermopylae, holding tournaments 
on the scene of the Olympic games, reviving the days of the centaurs on the plains of 
Thessaly, and traversing the Spartan domains with a band of warriors that could have 
scattered the followers of Agesilaus like chaff before the wind. A series of ballads 
commemorative of his exploits during these years, by such a soldier-poet as Rambaud of 
Vaquieras, would be worth their weight in gold counted fifty times over; but such, alas, we 
have not. Therefore we can only remark that wherever the marquis now entitled King, gave 
battle, there the troubadour contended by his side. Boniface fell, sword in hand, at the siege 
of Satalia, in 1207; and, as Rambaud of Vaquieras vanishes completely from our sight about 
the same period, we may conclude that the brothers-in-arms perished together.” p. 261. 
 
 

1136. Attaleia 
George William Cox, The Crusades, Ed. Edward E. Morris, Epochs of 
History, Longmans and Co., London, 1874, p. 90-91. (Reprinted unchanged, 
1886, Ninth Edition, Longmans, Green and Co., London and New York, 1891, 
p. 90-91, 1895 etc.) 

 
“This defeat was more than avenged in the mountain passes beyond Laodicea whence after 
fearful slaughter the French reached the Pamphylian Attaleia. From this seaport it was 
proposed that all, whether soldiers or pilgrims, should go by sea to Antioch. It was decided 
that the latter only should take ship, as Louis urged that the warriors ought to follow in the 
steps of the conquerors of Jerusalem. But the ships promised by the governor of Attaleia 
proved to be wholly insufficient for this purpose. The king embarked with his army, and the 
pilgrims with the sick were left in charge of the count of Flanders584. The guard was 
inadequate; the sick were murdered by the people of Attaleia; the Turks bore down hardly on 
the pilgrims. The count of Flanders escaped by sea, and seven thousand miserable wanderers 
struggled onwards on the road by which they hoped to reach Jerusalem.Their journey was 
soon ended by the martyrdom which according to the promise of Urban and Eugenius was to 
ensure their salvation. The arrival of the French king with his forces at Antioch caused no 
slight alarm to the Turks of Caesarea and Aleppo.” p. 90-91. 
 
                                                             
583  Godfrey de la Roche, Bishop of Langres 1138-1163, appointed by Pope Eugenius III as aid to the Cardinal 

legates of the Crusade. 
584  Archambald de Bourbon is unmentioned. 
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1137. Attalia 
Mary Elsie Thalheimer, A Manual of Mediæval and Modern History, Van 
Antwerp, Bragg and Co., Cincinnati and New York, 1874, p. 67-68. 

 
“In a battle on the Meander, the French were completely victorious; but in a narrow 
mountain pass between Phrygia and Pisidia, they were surprised and overwhelmed by the 
Mussulmans. With great difficulty, owing to the wintry snows, want of food, and the refusal of 
the Greeks to trade, the Franks arrived at Attalia, where the King of France embarked for 
Antioch, leaving the Count of Flanders to convoy the mass of pilgrims for whom no ships 
could be procured585. Thousands were slaughtered by the Turks, and the count, seeing the 
case hopeless, escaped by sea, leaving his defenceless comrades to their fate.” p. 67-68.  
 
 

1138. Satalia 
F. C. Thompson, “Nythia: A Romance of the Middle Ages,” The Boy’s 
Athenaeum: A Weekly Journal of Fact, Fiction, Science and Instruction, 
Part II, Feb., 1875, Ward, Lock and Tyler, London, p. 195. 

“Well, then, Sir Marmaduke de Courcy586, her father, who years agone I thought had fallen in 
the massacre of Christian prisoners at Satalia, comes back to England, alive and well — by 
what means I know not, neither do I care. ‘Tis sufficient for me that I have him now safe in the 
dungeons of this keep, and, ere two hours have passed, I hope to see his headless corpse 
thrown into the moat.” p. 195.  
 
 

1139. Satalie, Satalia, Attalia 
Alexander Monfries, An Introduction to the Study of Chaucer, Thomas 
Laurie, Edinburgh, 1875, p. 66. 

 
“Satalie, Satalia, the ancient Attalia that is here referred to. It was also taken by the king of 
Cyprus. ‘In Actis Apostolorum hujus fit mentio urbis: itemque Attaliae, quae ab Attalo rege 
condita, vulgo Satalia dicitur.’- Cluverius. 
 
Peter of Lusignan, 15th Latin King of Jerusalem since Godfrey of Boulogne, and king of 
Cyprus, by his magnanimous prowess and enterprise, conquered in battle with an army 
supported at his own cost, the cities of Alexandria in Egypt, Tripoli in Syria, Layas in 
Armenia, Satalie in Turkey, with several other cities and towns from the enemy of the faith of 
Jesus Christ.” p. 66. 
 
 

1140. Satalie 
John S. Hart, Class Book of Poetry: consisting of selections from 
distinguished English and American poets, from Chaucer to Tennyson. The 
whole arranged in chronological order, with biographical and critical 
remarks, Eldredge and Brother, Philadelphia, 1875, p. 19. (This is a 
somewhat inaccurate translation of the text in Chaucer’s prologue.) 

 
“At Layas was he, and at Satalie  
                                                             
585  Archambald de Bourbon is unmentioned. 
586  Enguerrand II of Courcy died in Palestine in 1148/1149. 
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When they were won; and, borne on the Great Sea,  
At many a noble fight of ships was he.” p. 19. 
 
 

1141. Satalie 
Leigh Hunt, Wit and Humour: Selected from the English Poets, Smith, Elder 
and Co., London, 1875, p. 74. 

 
“No Cristen man so ofte of his degre: 
 In Gernade at the siege eke hadde he be 
 Of Algesir, and ridden in Belmarie:  
At Leyes was he, and at Satalie, 
 Whan they were wonne; and in the Grete See 
 At many a noble armee had he be. 
 
Had assisted at the taking of Layas and Satalie…” p. 74. 

 
 

1142. Attalia 
John F. Hurst, Outline of Church History, Nelson and Phillips, New York, 
1875, p. 12. 

 
“2. Missionary Journeys of Paul. A.D. 45-46. …and returned to Antioch in Syria by way of 
Lystra, Iconium, Antioch in Asia Minor, Perga, Attalia. He then attended the assembly at 
Jerusalem.” p. 12. 
 
 

1143. Attalia, Satalia, Adalia 
Rev. George H. Whitney, Hand-Book of Bible Geography: containing the 
Name, Pronunciation, and Meaning of Every Place, Nation, and Tribe 
mentioned in Both The Canonical and Apocryphal Scriptures: With 
Descriptive and Historical Notes, Nelson and Phillips, New York and, 
Hitchcock and Walden, Cincinnati, 1875, pp. 39-40, 363. 

 
“Attali’a, (Map 8,) a maritime town of Pamphylia, which derived its name from its founder, 
Attalus Philadelphus, King of Pergamos. Paul and Barnabas visited it, Acts xiv, 25, on their 
return to Antioch from the inland parts of Asia Minor. Its name in the twelfth century was 
Satalia, and it still exists under the name of Adalia.” p. 39-40. 
 
“…And when they had preached the word in Perga, they went down into Attalia: and thence 
sailed to Antioch,” Acts xiv, 24-26. The province has now a few little towns and villages near 
the coast, some of which contain remains of former grandeur.” p. 363. 
 
 

1144. Attalia 
William Palmer, The Patriarch and the Tsar, Vol. IV., Services of the Patriarch 

Nicon to the Church and State of his country, and their Requital by the 
Creation of a Merely National or State Church in Russia; with some account 
of Those Punishments, Personal and Public, which were foretold by Nicon, 
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and which have actually ensued, Trübner and Co., London, 1876, p. 226-
227. 

 
Pseud-Synod of A.D. 1660 

 
Extracts from the Canons 
 
“Of the (third) oecumenical synod, canon ix. Fol. 91: ‘It was the duty of Eustathanius to 
endure manfully and continue in his episcopate; for this is the duty of every bishop. But he, 
turning his back in an unprofitable manner, renounced, and Theodore was appointed bishop 
in his room. But he (Eustathanius) wept, and entreated and petitioned to be allowed to retain 
his honour, as being free from crime (and the synod allows him). But he who ordains another 
in his room, having plainly his renunciation, is without sin.’ 

 
The gloss: ‘This Eustathinus was bishop of Pamphylia587. Pamphylia is a province of Attalia. 
Being poor (of poor ability), and not competent to manage the affairs of the Church, nor to 
take proper care of it, and to govern it, he renounced the burden; that is, he gave up the see 
by a writing; and  there was ordained in his place another, named Theodore. And afterwards 
he came before the Council of Ephesus, begging and weeping, not seeking to regain his see - 
for if he had asked to have his see restored to him, they would not have listened to him, after 
he had once renounced it and another had been appointed in his room – but asking to have 
the honour and comnunion of a bishop. And he was satisfied in this by the sacred synod 
without any contradiction, and allowed to style himself bishop, and to have episcopal honour 
and a seat, and to celebrate and ordain priests and deacons; yet not of his own authority nor 
of his own will, where he pleased, but only when any brother bishop desired him to celebrate 
in his church, or to ordain anyone on request. And for the love of Christ, and of compassion, 
the fathers of this council added also this word to the synod of Pamphylia, saying: But if ye 
are prepared to do anything better for him, either now or hereafter, that is, to put him into a 
vacant church which has no bishop, or in any other way to help him by a grant (ye can do it). 

 
But in the book of Matthew Blaster the Monk588, v. Ch. 28, the same case is commented 
upon…For this Eustathius being a bishop of Pamphylia, fell into temptation, and being 
distressed by his own pusillanimity and inexperience, he by writing renounced his episcopate, 
and another was appointed to it. And he came weeping before the holy council afterwards, 
not seeking back his church, nor complaining of anything against him who held it, but asking 
to have the name and honour of a bishop. But they felt compassion both for the tears and old 
age of Eustathius: and fearing lest anything should happen to him from the excess of his grief, 
they allowed him to have the name and honour and communion of a bishop, that he should go 
within the altar to communicate, but they did not allow him to celebrate or to ordain, unless 
and etc. These appointments, however, were not said by the holy fathers to be (strictly) 
cannonical, but were made by them of economy and by an extraordinary condescension, as 
any one reading the epistle carefully will plainly see.” p. 226-227. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
587  Metropolitan of Pamphylia or Bishop of Attalia 
588  Matthaei Blastaris  
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1145. Satalie, Sataliah, Adalia, Sataliah (Gulf of) 
Cassell’s Library of English Literature, Sketches of Longer Works in 
English Verse and Prose, Selected, Edited and Arranged by Henry Morley, 
Cassell, Petter, Galpin and Co., London, Paris and New York, 1876, Vol. 
IV., p. 36.  

 
“Lieys…Satalie. Layas in Armenia, taken by Pierre de Lusignan, King of Cyprus, 1367 (sic.). 
Satalie, Sataliah, or Adalia, in Asia Minor, a maritime town of Anatolia, on a cliff by the Gulf 
of Sataliah in the Mediterranean. The height above is crowned by a castle. It was taken by the 
same King of Cyprus, before (sic. captured in 1361) his capture of Layas (sic.).” Vol. IV., p. 
36. 
 
Lieys-Layas-Ayaş-yumurtalık in the Gulf of Alexandretta-İskanderun was not taken by Pierre 
de Lusignan in 1367 or at any other time. Korykos was taken and held from 1359-1360 
against a Mamluke siege, and in 1367 Peter I’s forces fought off a major Karamanid attack on 
Lusignan Gorhigos. 
 
 

1146. Attalia, Attalea, Olbia, Antalia, Satalie 
Rev. Robert Jamieson, Rev. A. R. Fausset, and Rev. David Brown, A 
Commentary, Critical And Explanatory, On The Old and New Testaments, in 
Two Volumes, S. S. Scranton and Co., Hartford, 1876, Vol. II., p. 7. (It can 
be noted that in the 1872 edition, the toponym Attaleia is found and the Attalea 
here is presumably at typo for Attaleia.) 

 
Geographical and Historical Index: 
“Scripture Name… Attalia,  
Classic Name…Attalea (sic.), or Olbia,  
Tribes, or Province…Pamphylia,  
Country…Asia,  
Scripture Reference…Acts xiv.25,  
Modern (Name)…Antalia, or Satalie, 
Distance (Miles) and Bearing from Jerusalem…375 N.W. b. N.,  
Lat. North, Long. East,…36.45-30.50,  
Quarter…Asia,  
Country…Turkey,  
Province or Pashalic…Anadolia,  
Remarks…Paul and Barnabas here took ship for Antioch, in Syria.” Vol. II., p. 7. 
 
 

1147. Attalia, Adalia 
The Holy Bible: Containing the Old and New Testaments, Translated out of 
the original tongues, and with the former translations diligently compared 
and revised; together with marginal references... William W. Harding, 
Philadelphia, 1876, p. 16. 

 
“Attalia. Maritime city in Pamphylia, named from Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamos 
(Acts. xiv. 25) Now Adalia, whose ruins witness its former greatness. Pop. 8000.” p. 16. 
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1148. Atalia 
James C. Moffat, Outlines of Church History: for the use of the middle class 
in the Theological Seminary in Princeton, From the birth of Christ to A.D. 
1648, Princeton, N.J., 1877, p. 10. 

 
“From Derbe they retraced their steps to Lystra, Iconium, Antioch, Perga and Atalia, and 
thence to Antioch in Syria.” p. 10. 
 
 

1149. Attaleia 
Henry Fanshaw Tozer, Classical geography, D. Appleton and Co., New 
York, 1877, p. 55-56. 

 
6. Southern Provinces.- “…The chief cities of these countries may be traced by following the 
footsteps of St. Paul on his first missionary journey, who, landing at Attaleia (sic.)589, went up 
to Perga in Pamphylia, and Antioch in Pisidia, whence he proceeded to Iconium, Lystra, 
Derbe, cities of Lycaonia.” p. 55-56. 
 
 

1150. Attalia 
Rev. W. E. Dutton, A History of the Crusades, with a preface by the Rev. 
William Denton, John Hodges, London, 1877, p. 158-160. 

 
“This attack unnerved and broke up the discipline of the French army. Their subsequent 
march to Attalia was a series of disasters. Famine thinned their ranks to a considerable 
extent, and thousands of them fell by the sword of the enemy, who attacked them at every 
favourable opportunity. In March (sic. February 2nd), 1148, the Crusading army arrived at 
Attalia, which was then in the possession of the Greeks. After a long debate, and many 
attempts to negotiate with the Greeks for the supply of vessels, it was found that the expense 
of a journey by sea was so great as to render it impossible to transport, by that means, the 
whole of the pilgrims. Four silver marks for every passenger was the demand made, although 
the voyage was only of three day’s duration. It was resolved, therefore, that Louis and his 
barons should go by sea, leaving the army to follow them by land. Louis made a vain attempt 
to secure ships for the vast numbers of wounded and diseased pilgrims. Then he agreed to pay 
the Greeks five hundred marks if they would receive the wounded and the infirm into the city 
of Attalia and conduct the remainder in safety to Tarsus, the nearest town of the Principality 
of Antioch. 
 
There was not much difficulty in persuading the Greeks to accept the money, and they were 
always prepared to enter into any engagement by which they might hope to benefit 
themselves. But no sooner had the king and nobles departed than the treacherous Greeks 
betrayed the helpless pilgrims into the hands of the Turks, and they perished by the fierce 
ravages of hunger and the cruel swords of their enemy “at the foot of the pamphylian 
hills.”590 Their distress and misery were so great as to arouse the compassion of the Turks, 
who nursed the wounded and nourished the sick. But the Greeks, false, cruel, and merciless as 
they were, seized those who were likely to recover without much difficulty, and sold them into 
slavery. This shocking scene virtually closed the second Crusade.” p. 158-160. 
                                                             
589  There seems to be no evidence for this statement, rather the apostles arrived at Perga, Acts 13:13, and Paul 

and Barnabas departed from Attaleia for Syrian Antioch.  
590  Uncited quote from Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, 1789, p. 281. 
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1151. Satalia 
James Dabney McCabe, The Pictorial History of the World; embracing full 
and authentic accounts of Every Nation of Ancient and Modern Times. 
Showing the Causes of Their Prosperity and Decline, and including a full 
and comprehensive History of the rise and fall of the Greek and Roman 
Empires, the growth of the Nations of Modern Europe, the Middle Ages, The 
Crusades, the Feudal System, the Reformation, the discovery and settlement 
of the New World, etc. etc..,The National Publishing Co., Philadelphia, 
Chicago, St. Louis, Dayton, 1877, p. 984-985. 

 
“Louis continued his march, and gained a victory over the Turks at the crossing of the 
Meander, but, a little later, was surprised and defeated by the Turks in a narrow mountain 
pass between Phrygia and Pisidia. With great difficulty he secured his retreat to the friendly 
seaport of Satalia. There only vessels enough for the king and his knights could be obtained, 
and in these they sailed for Palestine (sic. Antioch), leaving the “plebeian crowd of infantry 
to perish at the foot of the Pamphylian hills.591” p. 984-985. 

 
 

1152. Attalia 
Sutherland Menzies, History of the Ottoman Empire in Europe for junior 
classes, William Collins and Sons and Co., London and Glasgow, 1877, p. 
72-73. (Repeated in, Sutherland Menzies, Turkey Old and New: Historical, 
Geographical and Statistical, W. H. Allen & Company, London, 1882, Vol. I., 
p. 108.) 

 
“Resuming possession of the Aidin country, Amurath next seized upon the territories of 
Mentesché, to the prejudice of the nephews of the last prince, who were kept in prison. At the 
same juncture, the Princes of Tekieh and Karaman having attacked Attalia, both perished 
under its walls. The territories of Tekieh were reunited to the Ottoman possessions; that of 
Karaman, diminished by one-half, was left to one of the sons of the deceased prince. Thus, of 
the Turkish states retrieved by Timour there remained only Karaman, very much diminished, 
Kastemouni, reduced to impotence, and Kermian.” p. 72-73. 

 
 

1153. Attalia 
A History of Greece, from its conquest by the Romans to the present time, 
B.C. 146 to A.D. 1864; by George Finlay, Ed. Rev. H. F. Tozer, in Seven 
Volumes, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1877, Vol. III., The Byzantine and 
Greek Empires. Part II, A.D. 1057-1453, pp. 124, 141, 168. 

 
“Alexius acted with no great energy against the Turks at this period (1106-1116), but during 
their (Seljouk-Seljuk) civil war he succeeded in getting possession of the whole coast of Asia 
Minor from the Hellespont to Attalia.” Vol. III., p. 124. 
 
“Two of his (Emperor John II) early campaigns (A.D. 1120 and 1121) were devoted to 
regaining possession of Laodicea and Sozopolis and clearing the country between the 
Meander and Attalia from Turkish garrisons and encampments.” Vol. III., p. 141. 
 

                                                             
591  Unacknowledged quote from Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, 1789, p. 281. 
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“He (Alexius) was the son of Andronicus, the second son of the Emperor John II., who died at 
Attalia in the year 1141, or early in 1142.” Vol. III., p. 199. 
 
1148“In Asia the French army kept nearer the coast than the Germans, which enabled them 
to proceed farther in the Byzantine territory. But when they entered the Turkish dominions 
they soon began to suffer the same evils as their predecessors, and only a small part reached 
Attalia in an efficient state. With these Louis embarked for Antioch, leaving upwards of seven 
thousand men behind, who, abandoned by their leaders and ill-treated by the inhabitants of 
the country, perished in attempting to force their way to Syria by land.” Vol. III., p. 168 
 
1237 The ex Emperor of Thessalonica, Manuel, expelled by his brother Theodore, “escaped 
to (Seljuk) Attalia, and hastened to the court of Nicaea. The Emperor John III. furnished him 
with a naval force of six galleys, and money to enrole troops; for he feared the restless 
ambition of Theodore, and was anxious to find employment for him at home.” Vol. III., p. 
309. 
 
 

1154. Adalia, Satalia 
John Longmuir, Walker and Webster combined in a Dictionary of the 
English Language, in which the definitions of Webster and the 
pronunciation of Walker are united ... With an appendix, containing 
Walker’s Key to the pronunciation of Scripture, Greek and Latin proper 
names, and a vocabulary of modern geographical names, etc., William Tegg 
and Co., London, 1877, p. 580. 

 
“Adalia, a-da’le-a, or Satalia, sa-ta'- le-a.” p. 580. 
 
 

1155. Attalia, Satalia 
Notes on the International Sabbath School Lessons for 1877, Part I. Old 
Testament by John E. Todd; Part II. New Testament by Matthew B. Riddle, 
Congregational Society, Boston, p. 111. 

 
Lesson IV.-July 22, 1877, Paul at Lystra.-Acts xiv. 8-20, 
 
“Returning to Perga, where they now preached (verse 25), they went thence to a seaport 
called Attalia (now called Satalia), which was in the same province with Perga. It had an 
extensive trade with Syria; and an opportunity soon offered to sail for Antioch, “whence they 
had been recommended to the grace of God for the work they fulfilled” (verse 26).” p. 111. 
 
 

1156. Attalia 
Encyclopædia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature,…, Ninth Edition, (American Reprint), J. M. Stoddart and Co., 
Philadelphia, 1877, Vol. VI., p. 554. 

 
Crusades: “The story of this expedition brings before us a long series of disasters. Conrad 
lost thousands in an attempted march across Asia Minor; Louis took ship at Attalia and 
succeeded in making his way to Jerusalem.” Vol. VI., p. 554. 
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1157. Satalia (Gulf of) 

George Finlay, Ed. Henry Fanshawe Tozer, A History of Greece from its 
conquest by the Romans to the Present Time B.C. 146 to A.D. 1864, In seven 
Volumes, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1877, Vol. IV. Mediaeval Greece and 
the Empire of Trebizond, A.D. 1204-1461, p. 71. 

 
“After leaving Rhodes it encountered a tempest in the Gulf of Satalia, and two ships were 
wrecked near Limisso on the coast of Cyprus. Isaac, who possessed all the feelings of 
personal rancour against the Franks generally felt by the Greeks, and who had recently 
formed an alliance with Saladin, fancied that he might gratify his spleen against the English 
with impunity.” p. 71. 
 
 

1158. Attalia 
A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects and Doctrines: being 
a continuation of ‘The Dictionary of the Bible,’ Eds. William Smith and 
Henry Wace, John Murray, London, Vol. I., A-D, 1877, p. 549. 

 
“Claudianus (1) Martyred with Papias and Diodorus in the Decian persecution (250 A.D.). 
There are three different versions of their acts. On Feb. 4, in the Menology, we read that 
“they were of Attalia in Pamphylia, that they fed different kinds of cattle in their own country, 
but were Christians all the same, and taught the Greeks about Christ, and converted many 
unto Him.” It is not quite clear whether this means that they were literally herdsmen, and, in 
spite of their humble calling, were active in making converts, or that they were pastors of 
various tribes that lived side by side, and were one in their Christian faith. But the simpler 
meaning is almost certainly the right one. They were taken before Publius, ruler of 
Pamphylia, and when questioned, they confessed freely the name of Christ our true God, and 
taught that it is He that made heaven and earth, and the sea, and all that is therein, and 
beside Him there is no other God.” These strong confessions of the deity of Christ seem to be 
characteristic of the Decian persecution. “The governor heard, and was angry, and punished 
them severely: but as he did not persuade them to deny Christ, he beheaded them, and they 
received honourable burial of the Christians, to the glory of Christ our God.” On the 31st of 
January they were joined to Victor and others who were pounded to death under Tertius at 
Corinth in the same persecution, and a Serapion is joined with them, who can hardly be the 
same as the Serapion mentioned by Dionysius of Alexandria (Euseb. Vi. 41, 44), though the 
third version of the acts, that given by Assemani (Acta Mart. Or. Et Occ. Ii. 60), after their 
confession at Corinth under Tertius and Decius relegates them all, Victor, Victorinus, and 
Nicephorus included, to Diospolis in Egypt, where they are put to death, in the same manner 
as is related in the second version of the acts, by Sabinus under Numerian, i.e. as usual 
Valerian (Chrysanthus). Victor, Victorianus, and Nicephorus were pounded to death in a 
mortar. Claudianus had his feet and hands cut off, and was hung up to bleed to death. 
Diodorus was burnt; Serapion (hung head downwards) and his head cut off; young Papias 
thrown into the sea (with his hands and feet cut off). The details in brackets are not given in 
Assemani, where yet the acts are in a later and more rhetorical form. In the Roman 
martyrology they are commemorated Feb. 25 (Ceillier, vol. ii. p. 464).” p. 549. 
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1159. Satalia 
Anna T. Sadlier, The Old Chest; or, The Journal of a Family of the French 
People, J. D. Sadlier and Co., New York, 1878, p. 78. 

 
“The Grand Master592 took the command, and he manoeuvered with so much wisdom and 
prudence that the army was happily enabled to cross the defiles, and arrive at the town of 
Satalia, where it found provisions and rest (sic.). Glory be to God alone.* 
 
* History records that a man named Gilbert, whose country and lineage were unknown, saved 
by his wise counsels the Christian army from the danger into which Geoffrey de Plancogne 
and the Count de Maurienne had thrown it.” p. 78. 
 
 

1160. Satalia 
William Stubbs, The Medieval Kingdoms of Cyprus and Armenia: Two 
Lectures Delivered Oct. 26 and 29, 1878, E. Pickard Hall and J. H. Stacey, 
Oxford, 1878, p. 39. (reprinted unchanged in, Seventeen Lectures on the Study 
of Medieval and Modern History and Kindred Subjects: Delivered at Oxford, 
Under Statutory Obligation in the Years 1867-1884, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1887, p. 221.) 

 
“The first exploit (sic.593) of King Peter was the voyage across the enchanted gulf of Satalia, 
and the capture of the place, where, as Froissart tells us, he slew without exception all the 
inhabitants of both sexes whom he found there. In this expedition he was assisted not only by 
the Catalans and the fleet of Rhodes, but by an English force, or a force under an English 
knight, whom the Italian historians name Robert of Toulouse594, and describe as sent into 
Armenia to demand tribute from the princes. If Robert of Toulouse was engaged in the sack of 
Satalia, we must hope for our national credit’s sake, that he was only an Englishman by 
courtesy, a Knight of Rhodes of the langue of England595, which would contain knights drawn 
from the continental estates of the Plantagenets.” p. 39. 
 
 

1161. Attalia, Sattalia 
Rev. Edward Jacob Boyce, An Etymological Glossary of nearly 2500 
English Words in Common Use derived from the Greek, London, 1878, p. 
182. 

 
                                                             
592  Brother Everard des Barres, Grand Master of the Order from 1147-1152. 
593  His first exploit was the capture of Corycos-Gorhgios-Kiz Kalesi, near Silifke in 1359 or 1360.  
594  It seems probable this was in fact not any Roberto of Toulouse, a scribal error, but Sir Roberto de Lusignan, 

who had led the breaking of the siege of Korycos in 1359-1360 on behalf of King Peter I., his relative, rather 
than an English Knight. 

595  There was also at this massacre, the Papal Legate Phillipe de Meziers who obtained a slave he named John of 
Satalia, while the supporter of the crusade was Peter Thomas, native of Guienne, and a born subject of 
Edward III.  
Humphrey X., Earl of Hereford 1361-1372, Sir Richard Waldegrave, and, Sir William le Scrope, 1st Earl of 
Wiltshire, King of Mann (1350–1399), a close supporter of King Richard II of England, were certainly 
Englishmen, and all three are recorded at Satalia, at a meeting where a treaty was concluded between the 
King of Cyprus and “le Takka,” Lord of Satalia, when the King of Cyprus became the Lord of Satalia. But 
this agreement between the two rulers was not reached in 1361 but in the summer of 1367. Sir N. Harris 
Nicolas, The Controversy between Sir Richard Scrope and Sir Robert Grosvenor In the Court of Chivalry 
A.D. 1385-1390, London, 1832, Vol. II., p. 377. 
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“Stamboul = ἐς τὰν πόλιν, to the city, i.e. Constantinople; so modern name of Attalia = 
Sattalia = ἐς  Ἀττάλειαν.” p. 182. 
 
 

1162. Sataliah (Gulf of) 
Rev. Alfred G. L’Estrange, History of English Humour: with an 
Introduction Upon Ancient Humour, in Two Volumes, Hurst and Blackett, 
London, 1878, Vol. I., p. 170. 

 
“The kind of stories prevalent in these countries may be conjectured from the two related by 
John of Bromton, as believed by the natives. One relates that the head of a child lies at the 
bottom of the Gulf of Sataliah in Asia Minor, and that when the head is partly upright, such 
storms prevail in the gulf that no vessel can live, but when it is lying down there is a calm. 
The other asserts that once in every month a great black dragon comes in the clouds, plunges 
his head into the stream, but leaves his tail in the sky, and draws up the water, so that even 
ships are carried into the air. The only way for sailors to escape this monster, is to make a 
great noise by beating and shouting, so as to frighten him.” Vol. I., p. 170. 
 
 

1163. Satalia, Adalia 
Johannes Schiltberger, The Bondage and Travels of Johann Schiltberger: A 
Native of Bavaria,  in Europe, Asia, and Africa, 1396-1427, Translation, 
John Buchan Telfer, Hakluyt Society, London, 1879, p. 19, 123. 

 
“He (Sultan Beyazit-Weyasit) put another lord over them (over the “White Tartars”-
Akkoyunlu), took the three lords to his capital, and then marched against another city called 
Adalia*, which belonged to the sultan, and the city is not far from Zypern (Cyprus), and in the 
country to which the city belongs, there are no other cattle than camels. After Weyasit took 
the city596 and the country, the country made him a present of ten thousand camels, he took 
the camels into his own country597. 
 
*Adalia or Satalia, on the sea-shore. William of Tyre so called the chief city of Pamphylia. 
The town lies, as correctly stated, opposite to Cyprus.” p. 19. 
 
“the Acta Patriarchatus Constantinopolitani (Zap. Odess., v, 966), wherein we find it 
asserted, that the city of Satalia, having been occupied by the Infidels in 1400, the bishop of 
that city took his departure for Aenos.” p. 123. 
 
“Satalia, a city that from the year 1207 had been subject to the sultans of Iconium, to the 
Seljouk principality of Tekke, and to the kingdom of Cyprus, and was already incorporated in 
the Ottoman Empire (Weil, i, 505 ; Heyd, xviii, 714). Finally, Schiltberger’s notice that the 
people about Adalia were exclusively employed in the rearing of camels… ” p. 123 

 
 
 

                                                             
596  One of the Christian captains in his [Bayezid’s] army at Kosovo was the lord of Sattalia serving his overlord. 
597  There were still 28,000 camels in Adalia at the end of the 19th c., see Vice-Consul Kuen’s 1898 report, 

section I. It seems the suggestion made in the 19th c. that Adana rather than Adalia was meant by Schiltberger 
can be discarded, on this see for example, H. Inalcik, Arab camel drivers in Western Anatolia in the fifteenth 
century, 1983, fn. 45, 467. 
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1164. Satalia 
Excelsior, helps to progress in thought and action, National Sunday School 
Union, London, 1879, Vol. I., p. 174. 

 
Second Crusade: “He conducted them safely by devious ways and over rivers, meeting and 
defeating the enemy, who aimed at arresting their backward march, till in twelve days he 
brought them to secure quarters at Satalia, three days’ sail from Antioch. Here, considering 
he had finished his task, Gilbert gave up his command, and retired to his post in the ranks. II. 
“Riches profit not in the day of wrath:” p. 174. 
 
 

1165. Satalia 
M. François Guizot, A Popular History of France: From the Earliest Times, 
Tr. Robert Black, Dana Estes and Charles E. Lauriat, Boston, 1879, Vol. 
II.,  p. 17-18. 

 
1148:“On arriving in Pamphylia, at Satalia, a little port on the Mediterranean, the 
impossibility of thus proceeding became evident; they were still, by land, forty days’ march 
from Antioch, whereas it required but three to get there by sea. The governor of Satalia 
proposed to the king to embark the crusaders; but, when the vessels arrived they were quite 
inadequate for such an operation; hardly could the king, the barons, and the knights find 
room in them; and it would be necessary to abandon and expose to the perils of the land-
march the majority of the infantry and all the mere pilgrims who had followed the army. 
Louis, disconsolate, fluctuated between the most diverse resolutions, at one time demanding 
to have everybody embarked at any risk, at another determining to march by land himself 
with all who could not be embarked; distributing whatever money and provisions he had left, 
being as generous and sympathetic as he was improvident and incapable, and “never letting 
a day pass,” says Odo of Deuil, who accompanied him, “without hearing mass and crying 
unto the God of the Christians.” At last he embarked with his queen, Elenor, and his principal 
knights; and towards the end of March, 1148, he arrived at Antioch, having lost more than 
three quarters of his army.” Vol. II., p. 17-18. 

 
 

1166. Attalia 
Philip Smith, The Student’s Ecclesiastical History: The History of the 
Christian Church during the first ten centuries from its foundation to the full 
establishment of the Holy Roman Empire and the Papal Power, Harper and 
Bros., New York, 1879, p. 38-39. 

 
“Churches were gathered at Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe, as well as at the ports of 
Perge and Attalia, and we now first read explicitly of the appointment of permanent ministers, 
called presbyters or elders, who were ordained by the Apostles for each church.* 
 
*Acts xiv. 23. We see from Acts xi. 30 that such officers already existed in the churches of 
Judea; and the elders at Jerusalem are mentioned, as if they were officers next after the 
Apostles, in Acts xv. 2, “the Apostles and elders.” p. 38-39. 
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1167. Attaleia 
Gonzalvo C. Smythe, Medical Heresies: Historically Considered. A series of 
critical essays on the origin and evolution of sectarian medicine, embracing a 
special sketch and review of homœopathy, past and present, Presley 
Blakiston, Philadelphia, 1880, p. 41. 

 
“This (Methodic) school was subdivided into several sects. Atheneus, of Attaleia, who was a 
polished and skillful physician, added a fifth principle, which he called spirits or air, which 
controlled and directed everything, and, when disturbed, was the cause of diseases; and from 
this fact this was called the Pneumatic School. Areteus was one of the most famous of this 
sect.” p. 41. 
 
 

1168. Attalia, Satalia 
Rev. Thomas J. Shepherd, The Westminster Bible Dictionary, prepared for 
the Board, by the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A. Board of Publication, 
Philadelphia, 1880, p. 66. 

 
“At-ta-li’a, a coast-town of Pamphylia in Asia Minor. It was built by Attalus Philadelphus, 
king of Pergamos, and named after the monarch. Paul and Barnabas made a visit to it (Acts 
14: 25). It is still known by the name of Satalia, and, from the ruins in its neighborhood, was 
evidently at one time a place of considerable importance.” p. 66. 

 
 

1169. Attalia 
A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects and Doctrines: being 
a continuation of ‘The Dictionary of the Bible,’ Eds. William Smith and 
Henry Wace, John Murray, London, 1880, Vol. II. Eaba-Hermocrates, p. 
388. 

 
“Eustathius (14), bishop of Attalia, in Pamphylia, A.D. 431. His story is noticeable as a case 
of resignation of a see. Part of the last day of the Council of Eğhesus (July 17) was taken up 
with consideration of his affairs. He was an old man, and far from home and friends. He had 
been canonically elected and consecrated to Attalia, but various hostile parties made 
numerous accusations against him. It seems that he could easily have acquitted himself, but 
being timid and confuse he wrote a renunciation of his see. The provincial council of 
Pamphylia thereupon placed Theodoras on his throne. Eustathius, for whose character little 
respect can be felt, had always intended to keep the name and honours of the episcopate. He 
therefore presented himself before the council of Ephesus, with tears and lamentations, to 
demand them, assuring the fathers at the same time that he had no thought of resuming his 
diocese. The canons did not allow the resignation of a see, so he had been deprived of 
communion. The council inquired into the charges brought against him, and restored him 
communion and rank on his promise not to do any episcopal act on his own authority. They 
permitted the provincial synod of Pamphylia to deal with him still more kindly if they pleased. 
(Concilia Generalia, i. 500, ed. 1628; Ceillier, viii. 59) (W.M.S.)” Vol. II., p. 388. 
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1170. Attalia 
The History of Ancient Art, Translated from the German of John 
Winckelmann by G. Henry Lodge, R. Osgood and Co., Boston, 1880, Vol. II., 
p. 499. (Repeated in, “Notes,” Vol. III-IV., p. 499.) 

 
“14. The more ancient statues in the Hippodrome, of which sixty were specially celebrated, 
were carried from Rome to Constantinople by Constantine; the others were from Nicomedia, 
Athens, Cyzicum, Caesarea, Tralles, Sardis, Sebastia, Satala, Antiocha in Syria, Cyprus, 
Rhodes, Chios, Attalia, Tyana, Nicaea in Bithynia, from Sicily, in short from almost all parts 
of the kingdom (Anonym., lib. 3, princ. In Banduri Imper. Oriental. Sive Antiq. Constantinop., 
p. 41) Germ. Ed.” Vol. II., p. 499. 
 
 

1171. Satalia 
The Voyages and Works of John Davis, the Navigator, Ed., with an 
introduction and notes, by Albert Hastings Markham, Vol. II, The Map of 
the World A.D. 1600,  Called by Shakspere, “The New Map, with the 
Augmentation of the Indies”, Hakluyt Society, London, 1880, p. 8. 

 
List of Names on the Map of the World A.D. 1600. Called by Shakspere “The New Map, with 
the Augmentation of the Indies”. Twelfth Night, Act. III, sc. 2. 
 
Asia Minor: “Smirne (Smyrna), Panadegou, Macari (Macri-Fethiye), Satalia, Antiochia 
(Antiochetta, Antioch ad Cragum), Spurio (Silifke), Terasso (Tarsus), Ciprus, Candi (Crete).” 
Vol. II., p. 8. 

 
 

1172. Attalia 
Rev. J. E. Rockwell, “The Seaports of the Bible, XIV. The Southern Ports 
of Asia Minor,” in, The Sailors’ Magazine and Seamen’s Friend, American 
Seamen’s Friend Society, New York, April 1880, Vol. 52., No. 4, p. 111-
112.  

 
“The Apostle sailed up the river seven miles to Perga, which was then an important centre of 
inland commerce, from which he commenced his missionary work in Pamphylia. The town 
although once filled with noble specimens of Greek architecture, among which was a temple 
of Diana, lost its importance by the building of Attalia, directly upon the bay, opening a more 
convenient harbor and port for the ships which traded with Pamphylia. Here too, Paul came 
and preached the Gospel598, and laid the foundations of a Christian church. From both of 
these ports however, commerce has drifted away into other channels, and the ruins of old 
temples and walls are all that remain ever to mark the places where they stood.” p. 111-112. 

 
 

1173. Attalia 
Herbert William Morris, Testimony of the Ages, Or, Confirmations of the 
Scriptures, from Modern Science and Recent Discoveries; Ancient Records 
and Monuments; the Ruins of Cities and Relics of Tombs, the Greek and 
Latin Classics, Assyrian Inscriptions and Egyptians Hieroglyphics, Etc., Etc., 

                                                             
598  Firm evidence for this is lacking. 
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J. C. McCurdy, Philadelphia, 1880, p. 806. Reprinted unchanged, Bradley, 
Garretson & Co., Philadelphia, 1883, p. 806. 

  
“Dr. John Saul Howson.-Revisiting Lystra, Iconium, and Antioch, Paul and Barnabas 
descended through the Pisidian mountains to the Plain of Pamphylia, in which was the city of 
Perga, from whence they travelled to Attalia. Attalia received its name from Attalus 
Philadelphus, who built it at the mouth of the Cestrus (sic.), that he might control the trade of 
Syria and Egypt.599” p. 806. 
 
 

1174. Atalia 
Hyde Clarke, “The Turanian Epoch of the Romans, as Also of the Greeks, 
Germans, and Anglo-Saxons, in Relation to the Early History of the 
World,” pp. 172-222 in, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, Vol. 
VIII., 1880, p. 207. 

 
The author relates in a table the word Atalia to the word swift, in Etruscan, keler, and in the 
related languages of Mandenga, Bambarra and Soso, this word is said to be,  Atalia. p. 207. 
 
 

1175. Satalia 
Sarah Brook, French History for English Children, Macmillan and Co., 
London, 1881, p. 86-87. 

 
“The army was much hindered by the crowds of women and children who had insisted on 
going with their husbands and fathers to Jerusalem. At last a man was found who knew his 
way through the country. He was a simple French knight named Gilbert600, and to him was 
given full power over the whole army. He guided them safely, without being attacked by the 
Turks, to a town called Satalia, where there were some Christian soldiers, and where they 
could buy food. He then went back to his duties as a common soldier and nothing more is 
known of him. 
 
At Satalia the king was persuaded to desert his army and subjects. He left them to wander on 
as best they might on foot to Jerusalem, and himself, with his queen and some of his chief 
nobles, embarked in a few ships which they found there, and sailed to Antioch, from which 
town they travelled easily to Jerusalem. There Louis went to the chief church, prayed for 
pardon at the altar of the Sepulchre, and turned homewards, believing that he had done a 
great and good deed. 
 
The poor pilgrims left at Satalia had been meanwhile in a state of greatest misery. They had 
tried to make their way to Jerusalem, but found it impossible, as they were without food, and 
the Turks were in wait for them. The governor of Satalia would not allow them to come into 
the town, and many of them died of hunger; others had food given them by their enemies the 
Turks, who were moved to pity for them, and treated them more charitably than did their 
fellow-Christians. More than three thousand young men were persuaded by the Turks to 
become Mahommedans; most of the others died at last from illness or misery, or in battle.” p. 
86-87. 
 
                                                             
599 Firm evidence for this is lacking. 
600  He was in all probability an experienced French Templar knight. 
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1176. Attalia 

Alfred H. Gurnsey, “The Crusades, II. Rise and Decline of the Kingdom of 
Jerusalem,” p. 181-189 in, Frank Leslie’s Sunday Magazine, Vol. X, Ed. T. 
De Witt Talmage, Frank Leslie, New York, 1881, p. 187. 

 
“The army headed for the sea, and reached the little port of Attalia, upon a gulf of the 
Mediterranean. This region was a sort of debatable ground between the Christians and the 
Turks, the town itself being held by the Greeks. There were here no vessels upon which they 
could embark, and the Crusaders suffered terribly from famine and pestilence. At length a few 
vessels were procured; but they were only sufficient to convey the nobles and knights. Foot 
soldiers and pilgrims were abandoned on the shore, and all of them perished from famine, 
pestilence, and the attacks of the hostile Turks and the scarcely less hostile Greeks, who made 
common cause against those whom they had come to look upon as a common foe. Louis 
reached the coast of Syria without further obstacle, and in March, 1148(sic. Arrived in 
Antioch after three weeks at sea on the 19th of March, and therefore left Attalia towards the 
end of February 1148), went to Antioch. It was ten months since he had set out from his own 
dominions. During that time he had lost more than three-fourths of his gallant army.” p. 187. 
 
 

1177. Attaleia 
The Rossallian, Vol. 122, Fleetwood Rossall School, Fleetwood, Lancashire, 
1881, p.1. 

 
“Louis pushed on, in spite of fearful losses, to Attaleia, in Pamphylia, where they decided to 
go the rest of the way by sea.” p.1. 
 
 

1178. Antaliyah, Adalia, Gulf of Adalia 
Jalál’uddīn al-Suyūṭī, History of the Caliphs Translated from the Original 
Arabic by Major H. S. Jarrett, Bibliotheca Indica, J. W. Thomas Baptist 
Mission Press, Calcutta, 1881, p. 394. 

 
“Year 291 (903 A.D.) 
In this year Antaliyah* was taken by storm, and the booty captured therefrom was beyond 
computation.   
 
*In Yakāt, Antaliyah is called one of the great Byzantine cities, and its position is marked by 
the words of al Balkhi who says that when you pass Kalamiyah (near Tarsus) and Lamas you 
get to Antaliyah. Ibn Batutah fixes its position with precision. He travelled from Latakia to 
Alaia (Alanya), thence to Antaliyah (Adalia, in the gulf of that name) proceeding onwards 
inland to Buldur and Isbarta.” p. 394. 
 
 

1179. Attalia 
Lawrence Barnett Phillips, The Great Index of Biographical Reference: 
containing over One Hundred Thousand Names, together with…, Gebbie 
and Co.., Philadelphia, 1881, p. 68. 

 
“Athenaeus, physician of Attalia, Cilicia (sic.), founder of the Pneumatic sect.” p. 68. 
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1180. Attalia, Sataleia, Adalia 
Mary Abby Thaxter Peloubet, Francis Nathan Peloubet, Amos Russel 
Wells, Wilbur Moorehead Smith, Select Notes on the International Sunday 
School Lessons, W. A. Wilde and Co., Boston, and Chicago, 1882, p. 172. 

 
“Attalia. About 16 miles southwest of Perga, on the coast of Pamphylia, at the mouth of the 
river Catarrhactes. It was named after its founder, Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus. - 
Cook. Attalia was famous in the story of the Crusades, under the name of Sataleia, as the port 
whence King Louis of France, after his disastrous march through Anatolia, embarked with his 
knights and nobles for Antioch, leaving the plebeian crowd of infantry to perish at the foot of 
the Pamphylian hills601. A.D. 1148. It is now called Adalia, and is a harbor much frequented. 
— Schaff. It now contains almost 8,000 inhabitants (sic. Beaufort’s figure from 1812). There 
is no record of any work done there, and they (the Apostles) probably only went to it as the 
port, where they were most likely to find a sailing vessel to take them to Antioch.” p. 172. 
 
 

1181. Attaleia 
Alexander Palma di Cesnola, Salaminia (Cyprus). The History, Treasures, 
& Antiquities of Salamis In The Island of Cyprus, With an introduction by 
Samuel Birch, and with upwards of seven hundred illustrations, and a 
Map of Ancient Cyprus, Trübner and Co., London 1882, p. 266. 

 
“and lastly I will mention a coin (fig. 355) of Valerian the Elder, A.D. 253-260, for Attaleia in 
Pamphylia, bearing on the obverse figures of Nike, Artemis and Athene. This last coin is 
believed to be of the greatest rarity. There is no specimen of it in the British Museum. 
   The legends are- obv., ΑΥΚΑΙΠΟΛΙΟΥΑΛΕΡΙΑΝΟΝΕΥ . C. rev.. ΑΤΤΑΛΕΩΝ.” 
 

 
Fig. 355. Coin of Attaleia. Copper.” Unnumbered Plate, “Coins,” facing p. 266. 
 
 

1182. Satalle, Attalia 
Chaucer, The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. With notes, plan of 
preparation, examination papers, and glossary by J. M. D. Meiklejohn, W. 
and R. Chambers, London and Edinburgh, 1882, p. 49. 

 
Notes:“58 Satalle, Attalia, taken by the same about 1352 (sic. 1361).” p. 49. 
 
                                                             
601  Unacknowledged quote from Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, 1789, p. 281. 
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1183. Attalia 

A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects and Doctrines: being 
a continuation of ‘The Dictionary of the Bible,’ Eds. William Smith and 
Henry Wace, John Murray, London, 1882, Vol. III. Hermogenes-Myensis, 
p. 359. 

 
 

“Joannes (57), bishop of Attalia, at the synod of Constantinople A.D. 518 (Mansi, viii. 493); 
whether he was bishop of Attalia in Lydia or of the better known town of the same name in 
Pamphylia is uncertain (Le Quiens Christ. I. 888, 1028). There was a John, bishop of Attalia, 
at the seventh synod, 787, according to the Latin list (Mansi, xii. 1101, xiii. 370 B), where the 
Greek has Joseph.” Vol. III. Hermogenes-Myensis, p. 359. 
 
 

1184. Attalia 
Bible History, including The Most Remarkable Events of the Old and New 
Testaments, by the Rev. J. Reeve, Dublin, 1882, 586. (Translated and adapted by 
him from L'histoire du Vieux et du Nouveau Testament, by N. Fontaine.) 

 
Paul, “he crossed to the island of CYPRUS, where he landed at Salamis. After some stay in 
the island, embarking again at Paphos, he sailed in a north-westerly direction to ASIA 
MINOR, where he landed, in all probability, at Attalia, in Pamphylia (sic. no evidence), but at 
all events, not far from Perga, of which Attalia was the seaport (sic.)…Thus they passed 
again through Pisidia and Pamphylia to Perga, and its seaport Attalia, where they embarked 
for Seleucia, and thus they returned to Antioch.” p. 586. 
 
 

1185. Attalia, Adalia 
William Mitchell Ramsay, “The Tale of Saint Abercius.” pp. 339-353 in, 
The Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. III., 1882, p. 346. 

 
“He agreed to go to Rome, but sent the envoys to return as they came, travelling on the post-
road (δημοσίοις ἰπποις). But he himself refused to accompany them, and merely said he would 
meet them at Ostia in forty days. A native of Hierapolis knew the easy and short way was by 
Attalia in Pamphylia, which still retains its old name, Adalia, and its old importance as the 
chief seaport on this part of the southern coast. Five good days’ journey would bring 
Abercius, passing along the easy valley behind (i.e. east of) Apameia, beside the fountains of 
the Obrimas and the lake of Aulocrene, and thence through Baris to Attalia. Here he would 
constantly find homeward-bound ships engaged in the eastern trade, and so he arrived at 
Ostia three days sooner than the envoys with all the advantages of the Imperial post.” p. 346. 
 
 

1186. Adalia 
Warwick Wroth, “Telesphoros,” pp. 283-300 in, The Journal of Hellenic 
Studies, Vol. III., 1882, p. 289. 

 
Fn. 2 “Attalia (rev. Telesphoros standing. Obv. Head of Pallas (Mion), also obv. Head of 
Herakles. Brit. Mus.); ” p. 289. 
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1187. Atalia, Attalia, Adalia 
Jean Paul Richter, The Literary Works of Leonardo Da Vinci: Compiled and 
Edited from the Original Manuscripts, S. Low, Marston, Searle & 
Rivington, London, 1883, Vol. II., Part II, p. 266. 

 
1101 
“In [fourteen hundred and] eighty nine there was an earthquake in the sea of Atalia near 
Rhodes, which opened the sea—that is its bottom—and into this opening such a torrent of 
water poured that for more than three hours the bottom of the sea was uncovered by reason of 
the water which was lost in it, and then it closed to the former level. 
 
Footnote: Nello ottanto 9. It is scarcely likely that Leonardo should here mean 89 AD. Dr. H. 
muller-strubing writes to me as follows on this subject: “With reference to Rhodes Ross says 
(Reise auf den Griechischen Inseln, iii 70 ff. 1840), that ancient history affords instances of 
severe earthquakes at Rhodes, among others one in the second year of the 138th 
Olympiad=270 B.C.; a remarkably violent one under Antoninus Pius602 (A. D. 138-161) and 
again under Constantine and later. But Leonardo expressly speaks of an earthquake “nel mar 
di Atalia presso a Rodi”, which is singular. The town of Attalia, founded by Attalus, which is 
what he no doubt means, was in Pamphylia and more than 150 English miles East of Rhodes 
in a straight line. Leake and most other geographers identify it with the present town of 
Adalia. Attalia is rarely mentioned by the ancients, indeed only by Strabo and Pliny and no 
earthquake is spoken of. I think therefore you are justified in assuming that Leonardo means 
1489”. In the elaborate catalogue of earthquakes in the East by Sciale Dshelaleddin Sayouthy 
603(an unpublished Arabic MS. in the possession of Prof. schefer, (Membre de l’Institut, 
Paris) mention is made of a terrible earthquake in the year 867 of the Mohamedan Era 
corresponding to the year 1489, and it is there stated that a hundred persons were killed by it 
in the fortress of Kerak. There are three places of this name. Kerak on the sea of Tiberias, 
Kerak near Tahle on the Libanon, which I visited in the summer of l876—but neither of these 
is the place alluded to. Possibly it may be the strongly fortified town of Kerak=Kir Moab, to 
the West of the Dead Sea. There is no notice about this in alexis percy, Memoire sur les 
tremblements de terres ressentis dans la peninsule turco- hellenique et en Syrie (Memoires 
couronnes et memoires des savants etrangers, Academie Royale de Belgique, Tome xxiii).” p. 
266. 
 
 

1188. Satalia (said to be in Africa) 
The Popular Encyclopedia; or, Conversations Lexicon, Being A General 
Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, Literature, Biography, and History. New 
Edition, With Numerous Illustrations, Ed. Charles Annandale, Blackie and 
Sons, London, 1883, p. 102. 

 

                                                             
602  In 141 A.D. 
603  It seems possible that the reference to an earthquake of "Atalia, 1481, May 3" N. Ambraseys, Earthquakes in 

the Mediterranean and Middle East: A Multidisciplinary Study of Seismicity up to 1900, Cambridge 
University Press, p. 400-401, was a corrupted reference to the death of the Ottoman Sultan M. Fatih, who 
died on this date. 
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s.v. Caraffa: “Sixtus IV. appointed him (Oliver Caraffa), his legate to Alfonso of Naples, and 
in 1472 made him admiral of his fleet against the Turks, from whom he captured Smyrna, and 
the port of Satalia in Africa (sic).” p. 102. 
 
 

1189. Cathaillye, Catala, Sathalay, Sathalie604, Chatalie, Cataillie, Cattalie, 
Sotalia 
The Voiage and Travayle of Sir John Maundeville kt., which treateth of the 
way toward Hierusalem and of marvayles of Inde with other islands and 
countreyes. Reprinted from the edition of A. D. 1725. With an introduction, 
additional notes, and glossary, by J. O. Halliwell, Reeves and Turner, 
London, 1883, p. 26-27. 

 
“And Men passen be that Way, be a Place that was wont to ben a gret Cyteee and a gret 
Lond; and the Cytee was clept Cathaillye:* the whiche Cytee and Lond was lost, thorghe 
Folye of a zonge Man. For he had a fayr Damysele, that he loved wel, to his Paramour; and 
sche dyed Sodeynly, and was don in a Tombe of Marble: and for the grete Lust, that he had to 
hire, he wente in the Nyghte unto hire Tome and opened it, and went in and lay be hire, and 
wente his wey.And whan it came to the ende of nine Monethes, there com a Voys to him, and 
seyde, Go to the Tombe of that Woman, and open it and beholde what thou hast begotten on 
hire; and zif thou lette to go, thou schalt have a gret harm. And he zede and opened the 
Tombe; and there fleyghe out an Eddere righte hidous to see; 
 

 
Fig. Wood-cut of the opened tomb and the emerging bane, p. 27. 

                                                             
604  The city is named Sathaliae in the Latin text of, The voyage of John Mandevil knight, p. 25-80, in, The 

principall navigations, voiages, and discoveries of the English nations made by sea or over land to the most 
remote and farthest distant quarters of the earth at any time within the compasse of these 1500 years : 
divided into three several parts according to the positions of the regions whereunto they were directed; the 
first containing the personall travels of the English unto Indæa, Syria, Arabia ... the second, comprehending 
the worthy discoveries of the English towards the north and northeast by sea, as of Lapland ... the third and 
last, including the English valiant attempts in searching almost all the corners of the vaste and new world of 
America ... whereunto is added the last most renowned English navigation round about the whole globe of 
the earth, by Richard Hakluyt London, 1589, p. 28.  
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the whiche als swythe fleighe aboute the Cytee and the Contree; and sone after the Cytee sank 
down. And there ben many perilouse passages. 
 
* Catala, E. 1; Sathalay, E. 2, 3, 4; Sathalie, L. 3, 4; Chatalie, F. 2; Cataillie, F. 1; Cattalie, 
L. 2; …….lie, L. 1: Sotalia, I.” p. 26-27. 
 
 

1190. Attalia, Suttuleia, Adalia 
The Sunday School Teacher, Vol. IX., National Sunday School Union, 
London, 1883, p. 240. 

 
“It was famous in the time of the Crusades under name of Suttuleia605, as the port whence 
king Louis of France, after his disastrous march through Anatolia, embarked with his knights 
and nobles for Antioch, leaving the plebian crowd of infantry to perish at foot of the 
Pamphylian hills606, A.D. 1148, now the much frequented harbour of Adalia.” p. 240. 
 
 

1191. Attalia 
William Henry Davenport Adams, The Wars of the Cross; or, The History 
of the Crusades, T. Nelson and Sons, London, 1883, p. 67. 

 
“The sea-coast route was again adopted, and the dispirited army reached the port of Attalia, 
in Pamphylia, after suffering severely from famine and pestilence. Here the king succeeded in 
procuring Greek vessels for the transport of his knights and nobles to Antioch; but the 
infantry and pilgrims he was compelled to leave behind him, and the whole multitude was 
massacred, either by the ferocious Turks, or by the more ferocious and far more treacherous 
Greeks (sic.).” p. 67. 
 
 

1192. Attalia 
Joseph Francois Michaud, History of the Crusades, Illustrated by Gustave 
Doré, G. Barrie, Philadelphia, in Two Vols., 1883, Vol. I., p. 189. (Reprinted, 
Translated by W. Robson, A. C. Armstrong and Son, New York, 1891, Vol. I., 
p. 356-360.) 

 
“On their arrival in Pisidia the French had almost everywhere to defend themselves against 
the perfidity of the Greeks and the attacks of the Turks; but winter was an even more 
dangerous enemy than these to the Christian army. Torrents of rain fell every day; cold and 
humidity enervated the powers of the soldiers; and the greater part of the horses being 
destitute of forage, perished, and only served to feed the army, which was without provisions. 
The clothes of the soldiers humg about them in rags; the Crusaders sold or abandoned their 
arms; the tents and baggage lay scattered on the roads, and the army dragged in its train a 
crowd of sick, and numbers of poor pilgrims, who made the air resound with their cries and 
lamentations. The king of France consoled them by his discourses, and relieved them by his 
charitable gifts; for in the midst of so many reverses God alone seemed to sustain his 
courage. “Never,” says Odo of Deuil, “did he pass a single day without hearing mass, and 
without invoking the God of the Christians.” 
                                                             
605  Presumably at typo for Sattaleia, which seems to be a Latinized error for the toponym Sattalia. 
606  Unacknowledged quote from Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, 1789, p. 281. 
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At last the Christians arrived before the walls of Attalia, situated on the coast of Pamphylia, 
at the mouth of the river Cestius (sic. mouth of the river Catarrhactes). This city, inhabited by 
Greeks, was governed in the name of the emperor of Constantinople. As the inhabitants were 
mistrustful of the intentions of the Christian army, they refused to open their gates to them, 
and the Crusaders were obliged to encamp on the neighbouring plains, exposed to all the 
rigours of the season. 
 
They could neither find provision for themselves nor forage for their horses in a barren 
uncultivated country, constantly ravaged by the Turks. The Greeks refused to assist them in 
their distress, and sold them everything at its weight in gold. Famine, and the evils which the 
Christians had hitherto suffered, became still more insupportable to them when they lost all 
hope. Louis VII. having called a council, the chief men of the army represented to him that the 
Crusaders were without horses and without arms, they were not in a condition to give an 
enemy battle, nor could they support the fatigues of a long march. There remained, they 
added, no other resource for the Christians but to abandon themselves to the perils of the 
sea.* The king did not agree with their opinion, and wished that they should embark the 
multitude of pilgrims that embarassed the march of the army. “As for us,” he said, “we will 
redouble our courage, and we will follow the route which our fathers who conquered Antioch 
and Jerusalem followed. Whilst anything remains to me, I will share it with my companions; 
and when I shall have nothing left, which of you will not undergo with me poverty and 
misery?” The barons touched by this speech, swore to die with their king, but were not willing 
to die without glory. Animated by the example of Louis, they might triumph over the Turks, 
over their misfortunes, and against the rigours of winter; but they were without defence 
against famine and the perfidity of the Greeks. They reproached Louis VII. with not having 
followed the counsels of the bishop of Langres, and with having pardoned enemies more cruel 
than the Mussulmans, more dangerous than the tempests or rocks of the ocean. 
 
At the end of this council, strong murmers against the Greeks arose in the Christian army, the 
governor of Attalia became fearful of the effects of despair, and came to offer Louis vessels, in 
which to embark all the Crusaders. This proposition was accepted; but they had to wait for 
the promised vessels more than five weeks. In so long a delay the Crusaders consumed all the 
resources they had left, and many died of hunger and misery; the vessels which at lenth 
arrived in the ports of Attalia, were neither large enough nor sufficient in numbers to embark 
the whole Christian army. The Crusaders then perceived the abyss of evils into which they 
were about to fall; but such was their resignation, or rather the deplorable state of the army, 
that they committed no violence towards the Greeks, and did not even threaten a single city 
which refused to help them. 
 
A crowd of poor pilgrims, among whom were barons and knights, appeared before the king, 
and spoke to him in these terms:- “We have not means wherewith to pay for our passage, and 
we cannot follow you into Syria; we remain here victims to misery and disease; when you 
shall have left us, we shall be exposed to greater perils; and being attacked by the Turks is the 
least of the misfortunes we have to dread. Remember that we are Franks, that we are 
Christians; give us leaders who may console us for your absence, and assist us to endure the 
fatigue, the hunger, and the death which awaits us.” Louis, in order to reassure them, spoke 
to them in the most feeling terms, and distributed considerable sums amongst them. He was as 
liberal in his assistance says Odo de Deuil, as if he had lost nothing, or wanted nothing for 
himself. He sent for the governor of Attalia, and gave him fifty silver marks to provide for the 
sick who remained in the city, and to conduct the land army as far as the coasts of Cilicia. 
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Louis VII. gave as leaders for all who could not embark Thierri count of Flanders and 
Archambaud de Bourbon; he then went on board the fleet that had been prepared for him, 
accompanied by the queen Eleanor, the principal lords of his court, and all that remained of 
his cavalry. Whilst looking at the Crusaders whom he left at Attalia, the king of France could 
not refrain from tears; a multitude of pilgrims assembled upon the shore, followed with their 
eyes the vessel in which he had embarked, putting up vows for his voyage; and when they lost 
sight of him, they thought of nothing but their own dangers, and sank into the deepest 
despondency. 
 
On the day following the departure of Louis VII., the pilgrims, who were expecting the escort 
and the guides that had been promised them, saw the Turks come upon them, eager for 
murder and pillage. Archambaud and Thierri for a moment re-animated the courage of the 
Crusaders, and several times repulsed the infidels. But the Turks returned to the charge 
without ceasing; every day the Christians sustained fresh encounters without being able to 
compel their enemy to retreat. The Greeks would not consent to receive them into the city, and 
there remained to the Crusaders no means of safety. Dispair stifled in their breasts even the 
sentiments of humanity; every one of these unfortunate wretches became insensible to the fate 
of his companions, and felt nothing but his own ills, saw nothing but his own dangers. The 
soldiers did not endeavour to rally or to succour each other; they no longer recognised or 
followed leaders; the leaders themselves were no longer guided by the spirit of religion, or 
governed by the love of glory. In the midst of the general desolation, Archambaud and 
Thierri, only anxious to avoid death, threw themselves on board a vessel which was going to 
join the fleet of Louis VII. The horrible disorder that then reigned amongst the miserable 
remains of the Christian army and the sick in the city of Attalia, is perfectly beyond 
description.  
 
Two troops of pilgrims, one of three thousand and the other of four thousand, resolved to 
brave all dangers and march towards Cilicia. They had no boats to cross overflowing rivers; 
they had no arms to resist the Turks, and they almost all perished. Others who followed them 
shared the same fate, whilst the sick in the city of Attalia were ruthlessly massacred. It has 
been a painful task for the historians to record even a few details of these frightful disasters; 
and it is in this place we find the words of the old chronicles so applicable – “God alone 
knows the number of the martyrs whose blood flowed beneath the blade of the Turks, and 
even under the sword of the Greeks.” 
 
Many Christians, bewildered by despair, believed that the God who thus left them a prey to so 
many ills could not be the True God;** Three thousand of them embraced the faith of 
Mahomet and joined the Mussulmans, who took pity on their wretchedness. The Greeks were 
soon punished for their perfidious cruelty; pestilence, uniting its ravages with those of war, 
left the city of Attalia almost without inhabitants, a very few weeks after the departure of 
Louis VII. 
 
*The Crusaders had then a march of forty days before them to arrive at Antioch by land. They 
might have reached it in three days by sea. 
 
**Odo de Deuil is the only writer to speak of these events; but his account appears to us full 
of obscurity in some parts.” Vol. I., p. 189. 
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1193. Attalia 
“The Planting of the Church-Its System of Growth. Acts xiv. 19-28,” p. 
107-108, in, The Churchman, Sunday, January 27, 1883, Vol. XXXXVII., 
Jan-Jun, 1883, p. 107. 

 
“Verse 21. This gives the great halting places of the journey in reverse order, thus – Derbe, 
Lystra, Iconium, Antioch of Pisidia, Perga, Attalia. “Preached the Gospel, and taught many.” 
This shows the double process of Christian evangelization. The Gospel, the promise of 
salvation, the proclamation of Messiah, is preached. That is the call to the standard. Then 
those who are reached by it are carefully instructed, taught Christian facts and practices. 
Precisely the same plan has to be followed in any missionary field now… 
…Attalia was the seaport of Perga—very much as Callao is of Lima, or Talcahuana of 
Valparaiso, or Piraeus of Athens. 
  
Verse 26. Thence they took ship for the mouth of the Orontes and the Syrian Antioch. This 
was the mother city for the northern work, though Jerusalem remained the great apostolic 
centre.” p. 107. 

 
 

1194. Attalia 
Routledge’s Every Boy’s Annual, Routledge, Warne & Routledge, London, 
1883, p. 230. 

 
“His (Louis) farther progress to Attalia was marked by all the evil influences which winter 
climate and Greek treachery, aided by Saracen enmity, could bring to bear. Sick and sorry, in 
hunger and rags, the Crusaders reached the city of Attalia, where no welcome awaited them 
from the Greeks. A council was held as to what should be done, and the fear of the desperate 
Crusaders made the Governor of Attalia send ships to convey the Christians to Antioch. The 
king and queen, the nobles and some of the troops, embarked on the 19th March, 1148 (sic.), 
but a great number remained to find their way by land; and these were all cut off, or found 
safety only by adopting the Mahometan creed.” p. 230. 
 
 

1195. Attalia, 
Charles Joseph Hefele, A History of the Councils of the Church: From the 
Original Documents, Translation by William R. Clarke, 1883, Vol. I., p. 76. 

 
“Sec. 142. The affairs of Pamphylia, the Massalians, Thrace, and the See of Jerusalem. 
That the Synod of Ephesus considered several other special subjects, is shown by various 
documents which have been preserved, only we do not know to what session they belonged. At 
the head of them stands the letter to the provincial Synod in Pamphylia with reference to 
Bishop Eustathius. This man i (whether Metropolitan of Pamphylia or Bishop of Attalia is 
doubtful) had resigned, because he could not properly preside over his diocese and hold his 
opponents in check. In his place a certain Theodore was appointed by the other bishops of the 
province; but, in agreement with his successor, Eustathius petitioned the Synod for 
permission to be allowed to retain the title and rank of bishop; and the Synod granted him 
this, with the limitation, that he should undertake no ordinations, and he should never, of his 
own authority hold services without the consent of the bishop. 
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I    In the superscription of the synodal letter he is called metropolitan; but the two 
metropolitan sees of Pamphylia, Perga and Side, were then occupied by Berinian and 
Amphilochius (cf. the signatures of the bishops present at Ephesus in Mansi, t. iv. P. 1214 and 
1226; Hardouin, t. i. p. 1423 and 1431); on the other hand, we find among the Fathers of the 
Ephesine Synod a Theodore of Attalia, and Tillemont has suggested (note 55, Sur St. Cyrille) 
that this was the successor of Eustathius.) ” p. 76. 
 
 

1196. Attalia, Satalia 
International Bible Lessons, “A.D. 46. Lesson XII. End of the First 
Missionary Journey,” notes by the Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, in, The Sunday 
School Journal for Teachers and Young People, Ed. J. H. Vincent, Vol.15-
16 (1883-1884), Walden and Stowe, Cincinnati, Ohio; Chicago, Ills; St. 
Louis and, Phillips and Hunt, New York, New series Vol XV, No. 6, June 
17, 1883, p. 181. 

 
“Went down. From the southern slopes of the Taurus, where Perga stood (sic.)607, to the sea-
coast. Attalia. The sea-port of Perga, at the mouth of the River Catarrhactes. It is now called 
Satalia.” p. 181. 
 
 

1197. Satalia (Gulf of Cyprus) 
“Arthur,” Little Arthur’s History of France: from the earliest times to the 
fall of the second empire: with map and illustrations, John Murray, London, 
1884, p. 38. 

 
“Many more died of hunger and sickness on the march, and at last, when they reached 
Satalia, a little sea-port town on the coast of the Gulf of Cyprus, they found there was only 
room in the ships for Louis and his nobles. So the king and his knights sailed back to Antioch, 
leaving behind them the poor foot-soldiers, who were all killed by the Turks, except three 
thousand, and these only saved their lives by giving up the Christian religion and becoming 
Mahometans. ...and with only 300 left of the 150,000 (sic.) brave soldiers who had set out on 
this miserable Crusade.” p. 38. 
 
 

1198. Satalia 
Gay’s series of Standard Histories. First Series, Three Great Modern 
Nations, from the Earliest Periods to 1884, M. Guizot’s Popular History of 
France, Condensed, Revised and Continued by Joseph H. Beale, William 
Gay and Co., New Haven, Conn., 1884, Vol. II., p. 42.  

 
“On entering Pisidia, the French army split up into several divisions, which scattered and 
lost themselves in the mountains. The Turks attacked them, and before long there was nothing 
but disorder and carnage. But they continued their march pell-mell, king, barons, knights, 
soldiers, and pilgrims, uncertain day or night what would become of them on the morrow. At 
last they arrived in Pamphilia at Satalia, a little port on the Mediterranean. Here Louis 
embarked with his queen and principal knights, and toward the end of March, 1148, arrived 
at Antioch, having lost more than three-quarters of his army.” Vol. II., p. 42. 

                                                             
607  The city of Perga-Perge does not stand on “the southern slopes of the Taurus”, it is on the coastal plain. 
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1199. Satalia 
George A. Smith, The Illustrated History of Rome (from the founding of the 
city by Romulus, 753 B. C., to the capture of Constantinople by the Turks, 
1456 (sic.)) in Two Volumes, Gebbie and Co., Philadelphia, 1884, Vol. II., 
p. 394-395. 

 
“The vanguard, which bore the royal banner and the oriflamme of St. Denys, had doubled 
their march with rash and inconsiderate speed; and the rear, which the king commanded in 
person, no longer found their companions in the evening camp. In darkness and disorder, 
they were encompassed, assaulted, and overwhelmed by the innumerable host of Turks, who 
in the art of war were superior to the Christians of the twelfth century. Louis, who climbed a 
tree in the general discomfiture, was saved by his own valour and the ignorance of his 
adversaries; and with the dawn of day he escaped alive, but almost alone, to the camp of the 
vanguard. But instead of pursuing his expedition by land, he was rejoiced to shelter the relics 
of his army in the friendly seaport of Satalia. From thence he embarked for Antioch; but so 
penurious was the supply of Greek vessels, that they could only afford room for his knights 
and nobles, and the plebeian crowd of infantry was left to perish at the foot of the Pamphylian 
hills.”608 Vol. II., p. 394-395. 
 
 

1200. Attalia 
James Cotter Morison, The Life and Times of Saint Bernard, Abbot of 
Clairvaux, A.D. 1091-1153, Macmillian and Co., London, 1884, p. 397-400. 
(As above, Chapman and Hill, London, 1863, p. 451-453.) 

 
 

1201. Attalia, Satalia 
George W. Clark, Harmonic Arrangement of the Acts of The Apostles: 
arranged with Chronological and Explanatory Notes, and valuable tables; 
designed for popular use, and specially adapted to Sunday-Schools, 
American Baptist Publication Society, Philadelphia, 1884, p. 196. 

 
“In the latter city (Perga) they seem to have had no success worthy of mention. They then pass 
over the plain, sixteen miles to Attalia (sic.), situated on the coast near the mouth of the 
Catarractes. It is now the modern Satalia, and described “as beautifully situated round a 
small harbor, the streets appearing to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre.” -
(Admiral Beaufort, in Hackett.) Nothing is said of their preaching here. From this port they 
sail to Antioch in Syria,…” p. 196. 
 
 

1202. Attalea, Attalia 
Harpers’ Latin Dictionary: A New Latin Dictionary, founded on the 
Translation of Freund’s Latin=German Lexicon, Ed. E. A. Andrews, 
Revised, Enlarged, and in great part rewritten by Charlton T. Lewis and 
Charles Short, Harper and Bros., New York, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
1884, p. 193. 

                                                             
608  Quote from Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall, 1789. 
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“Attalea or Attalia, ae. F., = Ἀτταλεία, name of a Greek city. 
 
B. On the coast of Pamphylia, Vulg. Act. 14, 25.” p. 193. 

 
 

1203. Antalia 
Stanley Lane-Poole, “The Arabian Historians on Mohammadan 
Numismatics,” pp. 66-96 in, The Numismatic Chronicle and Journal of the 
Numismatic Society, Third Series, Vol. IV., 1884, p. 82. 

 
1339-1340 A.D. “740 circ. In Kastamūni, Kâwiya, and Tingislu, Akserâi, Marmora, Antalia, 
Kara Hissar, (the) dirham = ½ a dirhem of pure silver.” p. 82. 
 
 

1204. Adalia 
Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature: 
Supplement prepared by the Rev. John McClintock, and James Strong, 
Harper and Bros., New York, Vol. I., A-ON, 1885, p. 257.  

 
“Attalia. The situation of this place made it a natural port of the adjacent region, and hence 
Paul readily found here a vessel coasting to Antioch in Syria. See Lewin, Life and Letters of 
St. Paul, I, 155. 
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Plan of the City and Port of Adalia (Attalia).” Vol. I., p. 257. Legends on Plan: Suburbs and 
luxuriant gardens. Five Minareh are marked (as recorded by C. R. Cockerell in 1812). The 
double wall, the Dry Ditch between them, the inner with, Towers at every 50 yards, Beaufort 
notes 1817 there were two outer walls, one either side of the ditch. The City of Adalia built 
round the Port and surrounded by a ditch ramparts and towers. The South pier, Water mill, 
Landing Place, and Watering Place (by kırk merdiven). 
 
 

1205. Attalia, Satalia 
The illustrated New Testament ... : comprising both the present version, set 
forth A.D. 1611. And the revised version, of A.D. 1881. Elucidated with 
critical and explanatory notes, and a complete historical and biographical 
dictionary ... By Rev. John Brown ... O. A. Browning, Toledo, Ohio, 1885, 
p. 471-472. 

 
Footnote. “25. Perga. See note on chap. Xiii. 13.- Attalia. A sea-port of Pamphylia, founded 
and named after after (sic.) Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, the name of which is 
preserved in the modern name of Satalia.” p. 471-472. 
 
 

1206. Adalia 
Edwin Pears, The Fall of Constantinople, Being the Story of the Fourth 
Crusade, Longmans, Green, London, 1885, p. 122. (reprinted, Harpers and 
Bros. New York, 1886.) 

 
“Louis embarked with the bulk of his army at Adalia for Antioch. Seven thousand men were 
left behind. These attempted to force their way along the coast to Antioch, but with disastrous 
results. Most of them perished in the attempt, though a few saved their lives by embracing 
Mahometanism.” p. 122. 

 
 

1207. Attalia, Adalia, Attalea, Sattalea, and Sattalje. 
Colonel, George Bruce Malleson, Ambushes and Surprises: being a 
description of some of the most famous instances of the leading into ambush 
and the surprise of armies, from the time of Hannibal to the period of the 
Indian Mutiny, W. H. Allen and Co., London, 1885, p. 133. 

 
“Some of his councillors, flushed with the heat of conquest, advised the Sultan to take the 
opportunity of annexing the small territory of Teke. Amurath, however, refused, saying: “The 
Prince of Teke possesses only two cities, Istanos (Korkuteli) and Attalia:* it would be a 
disgrace to me to make war upon so small a prince: the lion cares not to chase flies.” When 
this speech was reported to the Prince of Teke, he at once surrendered to Amurath all his 
territories except the two cities the Sultan had specially mentioned.” 

 
*Now called Adalia, and inhabited by the most fanatical of all the followers of the Prophet. 
The city, which has always flourished, was founded by Attalus II, King of Pergamos, and, in 
the Middle Ages, was called Attalea, Sattalea, and Sattalje.” p. 133.  
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1208. Attalia, Adalia 
Heinrich Ewald, The History of Israel. Translated from the German. ... Vol. 
VII (The Apostolic Age), Translated from the German by J. Frederick Smith,  
Longmans, Green and Co. 1885, p. 350. 

 
“They went back to Pamphylia also and stayed a little while in Perga, though this time 
without much more success than before. They then embarked at Attalia,* its harbour town, 
and arrived safely in Antioch. 
 
*It is now called Adalia, with softened t; see Fellows’s Travels and Researches in Asia Minor, 
pp. 133 sq., and Noroff, Die Sichen Kirchen der Offenbarung, 1851.” p. 350. 
 
 

1209. Attalia 
Alfred Trumble, Sword and Scimetar: The Romance of the Crusades. The 
Story of Four Centuries of Christian Warfare, Retold from the Old 
Chronicles, Pollard and Moss, New York, 1886, p. 76-77. 

 
“Attalia was a Greek city, at the mouth of the river Cestius (sic.). It had a governor appointed 
by the Emperor of Constantinople, and this worthy monarch barred his gates to the distressed 
companions of the cross. They camped on the plains around the city, in a rigorous season, 
and without supplies. The Greeks would furnish them with nothing except at exhorbitant 
prices. The country barren, and little cultivated, was so often ravaged by the Turks that it was 
bare of forage or subsistence for man or beast. The King beggared his camp chest purchasing 
supplies and still the army famished. Disease set in too, and the entire host bade fair to be 
carried off by starvation or plague. 
 
It reads strangely that a certainly not cowardly and quite as certainly numerous army could 
be forced to starve at the very door-way of a well-stocked city, but it must be remembered that 
the cities of those days were stoutly defended, and the Crusaders were in no form to carry a 
strong fortification by assault. Moreover, they were too well disciplined to attempt it except 
by the King’s orders, and he was in no mood to arouse an enemy in his rear by declaring war 
on the Greeks at this juncture. Huddling in their hungry camp, the rank and file could hear 
the revel of their betters and thought it not unnatural that they should. Such base submission 
to rank was part of the manners of the time, as well as such selfish contempt for the first 
duties of humanity. There are probably few monarchs nowadays who would dare defy their 
armies as these old tyrants did, and certainly no armies that would sit patiently under the 
defiance. 
 
They were but three day’s journey from Antioch, where the uncle of King Louis VII. held the 
throne and lived in the midst of plenty. It was a journey by sea, however, and they had no 
ships. By land the detours of the road made it a march of forty days. Nevertheless, with their 
horses dead and half their arms gone, Louis still preserved his courage and proposed to 
undertake the march. His council objected, strong murmurs against the Greeks arose, and the 
governor of Attalia became fearful of the effects of despair. He finally offered to embark all 
the Crusaders in vessels of his furnishing, and his proposition was accepted; but they had to 
wait for the promised vessels more than five weeks. In so long a delay the Crusaders 
consumed all the resources they had left, and many died of hunger and misery. The vessels, 
when they at length arrived, were neither large enough nor sufficient in number to embark the 
whole Christian army.The host of pilgrims who accompanied the army had to be left behind, 
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on the slender pledge by the governor of Attalia of protection for the sick and guides to 
conduct what remained of the army to Antioch by land. 
 
It is interesting to note that though Louis had not room upon his fleet for all his fighting men, 
he had plenty of room for all the women. When the ships sailed away over the gray and windy 
sea, the wan and despairing host abandoned on the beach were mocked by the flutter of 
scarves and the gay glow of feminine finery upon the departing galley’s decks. Yet their 
leader was a King, and by the canons of the time and other times down to our own, the King 
can do no wrong. 
 
Louis saw but few of his deserted followers again. The majority of them, betrayed by the 
Greeks, were massacred by the Saracens under the walls of Attalia. Several bands desperately 
attempted to force passage of the country, unarmed and unprovided for as they were, and 
were butchered in the wilderness. Many became Mussulmans, in order to save their lives 
when captured.” p. 76-77. 

 
 

1210. Attalia 
Herodotos VIII 1-90 (Artemisium and Salamis) With introduction and notes 
by E. S. Shuckburgh, Edited for the Syndics of the University Press. 
Cambridge, 1887, p. 143. 

 
Geographical Index 
“Pamphylians, the, c.68. 
Pamphylia was a narrow tract of country bordering on the Mare Lykium, immediately West of 
Kilikia, and bounded on the North by Pisidia. Its chief towns were Attalia and Perga.” p. 143. 

 
 

1211. Satalia, Attalia 
Edward G. Bourne, “The Derivation of Stamboul,” p. 78-82, in, American 
Journal of Philology, Ed. Basil L. Gildersleeve, Vol. VIII, Baltimore, 
Macmillan and Co., New York and London, F. A. Brockhaus, Leipsic, 
1887, p. 82. 

 
“…Stanco, from Kos. Satalia, from Attalia (Pamphylia). This list, doubtless, could be easily 
increased, but examples enough have been given to support the derivation of Stamboul by 
analogy609, if any one should be disposed to doubt the historical evidence set forth above.” p. 
82. 
 
 

1212. Attalia 
Cecil Torr, Rhodes in Modern Times, C. J. Clay and Sons, Cambridge 
University Press Cambridge, 1887, p. 48. 

 
“Grain was imported (to Rhodes in the 14th c.) from Ephesos, Anaea, Miletos and Attalia in 
Asia Minor, from Famagusta in Cyprus and from Crete and South Italy.” p. 48. 
 
 

                                                             
609  Stanos from Istanos=Korkuteli 
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1213. Adalia, Satalieh 
History of the Middle Ages, Adapted from the French of Rev. P. F. Gazeau, 
S.J.; with review questions added, Schwartz, Kirwin and Fauss, New 
York, 1887, p. 258. 

 
“Attacked suddenly in a mountain defile, he lost the flower of his army, and would himself 
have perished had he not displayed prodigies of valor. With great difficulty he reached the 
port of Adalia (Satalieh), in Anatolia, and there with the highest of the nobility embarked for 
Antioch. The other Crusaders, left to follow the land route, in vain strove to open a passage; 
starved by the Greeks and harassed by the Turks, nearly all perished.” p. 258.  
 
 

1214. Attaleia 
Hugh Reginal Haweis, The Picture of Paul (The Disciple), T. Y. Crowell 
and Co., New York, 1887, p. 80. 

 
“They preached there (Perga) before sailing from Attaleia, straight back to Antioch in 
Seleucia.” p. 80. 
 
 

1215. Attalia, Adalia 
Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, Manual of Biblical Geography. A Text-Book on Bible 
History, Especially prepared for the use of Students and Teachers of the 
Bible…,  With an introduction by Rev. J. H. Vincent, Rand, McNally and 
Co., Chicago, 1887, p. 118, 119. 

 
“Pamphylia (Acts 13:13) was a small province between Lycia and Cilicia, and also between 
Mount Taurus and the sea. Its capital, Perga, was the first city in Asia Minor visited by Paul 
on his first missionary journey. On his return, he preached in its seaport, Attalia (sic.). (Acts 
13:13; 14:24, 25.)” p. 118. 
 
“confirming the churches which they had planted, and establishing new ones in other 
neighbouring places in Pisidia and Pamphylia, as in Attalia, a seaport on the river 
Katarrhaktes, 16 miles (sic.) from Perga, now known as Adalia, where they took ship once 
more, and thence sailed over the Cilician section of the Mediterranean, north of Cyprus, to 
Antioch in Syria, where they were gladly received by the church which had sent them forth.” 
p. 119. 
 
 

1216. Satalia, Gulf of Satalia 
William Stubbs, Seventeen Lectures on the Study of Medieval and Modern 
History and Kindred Subjects, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1887, pp. 170, 185, 
221-222. 

 
“Perhaps to compare notes about the news from Constantinople, or the story of the 
enchantment that guided the storms in the Gulf of Satalia, or the last enormity of Swerre 
Birkbain and the fellow kings of Norway. For Roger of Hoveden is quite Herodotean both in 
the faithfulness of his personal relations and in the wish to incorporate in his chronicle all 
that he can gather touching the geography and history of strange lands.” p. 170. 
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1191: “Richard, after being obliged to land at Rhodes, was driven by a second storm on the 
Ist of May into the Gulf of Satalia. Before this day the queens had appeared off Cyprus, and 
found anchorage off Limasol. Isaac had attempted by courteous offers to get them into his 
power, but his hospitality was presented in so military a fashion, that the guardians of the 
royal ladies took fright, and avoided landing.” p. 185. 

 
“Peter Thomas was a native of Guienne, a born subject of Edward III, and was probably 
instrumental in creating the interest felt in England and Guienne in the plans of the King of 
Cyprus. He crowned Peter at Famagosta, and made an attempt to bring over the Greek 
population of Cyprus to the Roman obedience. The first exploit610 of King Peter was the 
voyage across the enchanted gulf to Satalia, and the capture of the place, where, as Froissart 
tells us, he slew without exception all the inhabitants of both sexes whom he found there. In 
this expedition he was assisted not only by the Catalans and the fleet of Rhodes, but by an 
English force, or a force under an English knight whom the Italian historians name Robert of 
Toulouse*, and describe as sent into Armenia to demand tribute from the princes611. If Robert 
of Toulouse was engaged in the sack of Satalia, we must hope, for our national credit’s sake, 
that he was only an Englishman by courtesy, a Knight of Rhodes of the langue of England, 
which would contain knights drawn from the continental estates of the Plantagenets612. 
Having fleshed his maiden sword at Satalia, King Peter set out on a mission westward, a 
general canvass of Christendom. Having gone by way of Rhodes to Venice, the legate, making 
known the approach of the king, applied for succour to the ‘communitates, dominos et 
tyrannos’ of Lombardy, and then passed on to Avignon. 
 
*The name is variously given: Dulaurier reads it Lusugnan613; it also appears as Julassan, 
which looks like a corruption of an English name.” p. 221-222. 
 
 

1217. Attalia 
A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature, Sects and Doctrines: being 
a continuation of ‘The Dictionary of the Bible,’ Eds. William Smith and 
Henry Wace, John Murray, London, 1887, Vol. IV. N-Z, p. 190. 

 
“Papias (3), Feb. 26, martyr in the Decian persecutions at Attalia. He suffered with 
Deodorus, Claudianus, and Conon (Aubé in Rev. Arch. 1884, pt. i. p. 219; AA. SS. Boll. Feb. 
iii. 627; D.C.A.).” Vol. IV., p. 190. 
 
 

1218. Satellia 
The Lives of the Popes: from the Accession of Gregory VII. to the Death of 
Paul II., written originally in Latin by B. Platina, Native of Cremona, and 
translated into English, Ed. by Rev. W. Benham, Griffin, Farran, Okeden 
and Welsh (successors to Newbery and Harris), London, and Sydney, 
N.S.W., 1888, p. 69-70. (Edited reprint of Paul Rycaut’s translation of 1685 
from the 15th c. Latin) 

                                                             
610  His first exploit was the capture of Corycos-Gorhgios-Kiz Kalesi, near Silifke in 1359 or 1360. 
611  It seems probable this was in fact Sir Roberto de Lusignan, who led the breaking of the Muslim siege of 

Korycos in 1359-1360 on behalf of King Peter I., (the demand for tribute). 
612  The fact that Peter Thomas was an English subject and was at the sack of Antalya is unmentioned. 
613  It seems probable this was in fact Sir Roberto de Lusignan, who had led the siege of Korycos in 1359-1360 

on behalf of King Peter I., his relative, rather than an English Knight. 
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Innocent III. 1198-1216 
 
“Hence they proceeded to Constantinople, which, while they besieged by sea and land, 
Theodore Lascari, son-in-law to Alexius, endeavouring to sally forth, was driven back, and 
the city after two days’ close siege was taken by storm, Alexius got away in the night, leaving 
behind him a great quantity of gold in the custody of Irene, a nun. Isaac, the father, with his 
son Alexius then entered the city, but lived not long after; the father dying of sickness and the 
son being poisoned. Upon this, Boniface of Montferrat gets the kingdom of Thessaly, but 
wanting money, he was persuaded by Baldwin (Latin King of Constantiople) to sell Candy to 
the Venetians, which he did, and having received a vast sum for it, he beleaguered 
Andrianople, then oppressed by the usurper, but this gave so much distaste to the Walachians, 
who live on the far side of the Danube, and to the Bulgarians, that, fearing the number of his 
enemies, he took his way to Constantinople, intending to go to meet the Turkish Sultan of 
Iconium, who having taken the city Satellia from the Greeks (sic. The city was taken from the 
Latin ruler Aldobrandini), did much and continually incommode the Christians. Innocent (sic. 
Pope Constantine 708-715 A.D.614), encompassed thus with enemies, raised what forces 
soever he could to reinforce from time to time our armies, but when he heard that 
Hilminoline, a Saracen, with a great fleet had crossed the straits into Spain, and had sat 
down with his army before Toledo, he published a bull inciting all those that could bear arms 
to oppose this torrent; whereupon numbers of Frenchmen got together in order to assist the 
Spaniards, but perceiving they were not welcome to them, they returned home; so that 
Hilminoline in a short time overran all Spain after a hostile manner, and came as far as Arles 
and Avignon, filling all places where he came with spoil and slaughter.” p. 69-70. 

 
 

1219. Anthalia 
Henry H. Howorth, History of the Mongols, from the 9th to the 19th 
century. Part  III. The Mongols of Persia, Longmans, Green, and Co., 
London and New York, 1888, p. 68-69. 

 
“When the rival officers arrived at Mangu’s Court they pleaded the cause of their respective 
patrons. It was decided that Iz ud din should retain that part of Rum west of the river of Sivas 
(Kizil Ermak), and Rokn ud din should hold the country thence to Erzerum; the tribute they 
were to pay was also duly fixed. While the officials just named were absent, Rokn ud din’s 
supporters raised some troops, and tried to surprise Conia, or Iconium. They were beaten, 
and he was captured and imprisoned in the fortress of Davalu. The following year, 1255, 
Baichu Noyan, annoyed at Iz ud din’s tribute not being regularly paid, sent him a message 
demanding the surrendering to him of some fresh winter quarters, as Khulaga had 
appropriated those he had formerly used in the plain of Mughan. The Sultan refused to do so, 
and treated Baichu cavalierly. The latter, with the (Lesser) Armenian king Haithon, marched 
upon Conia, and defeated the Sultan’s army between that town and Ak Serai. Iz ud din took 
refuge with his family in the citadel of Anthalia. Baichu thereupon took Rokn ud din from 
prison, and seated him on the throne. Iz ud din now fled to the Emperor Theodore Lascaris, 
who was living at Sardis, and who, afraid of attracting the revenge of the Mongols, advised 
him to return home. He accordingly did so…” p. 68-69. 
 
                                                             
614  This edited version of Paul Rycaut’s translation also does not mark the fact that the text is disordered and 

describes the Muslim conquest of Spain from the Visigoths at the start of the 8th c. A.D. as occuring during 
the reign of Pope Innocent III in the 13th c. 
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1220. Attaleia, Olbia 
“Antiquities of Southern Phrygia and the Border Lands,” W. M. Ramsay, 
6-21 in, The American Journal of Archaeology and of the History of the 
Fine Arts, Vol. 4:1 (March, 1888), Ginn and Co., Boston, p. 8. 

 
“Perga and Sillyon are united in one bishopric from Not. I, IX onwards: this entry has not yet 
been made in Not. VII, VIII, from which we may conclude that the union took place about 
950-80. It was caused by the gradual desolation and desertion of the cities: a process which 
was completed when Attaleia was made a metropolis. Considering the state of the Empire in 
the twelfth century, it is probable that all other bishops of the province were merely historical 
survivals. Yet, if we accepted the Notitiae literally, we should believe that Perga was still the 
metropolis of a province, and that Attaleia became an independent bishopric…Olbia is not 
mentioned in the Notitiae: it must have been incorporated under Attaleia.” p. 8. 
 
 

1221. Attalia, Adalia 
The Encyclopaedia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature…, 9th Ed. Reprint, Henry G. Allen and Co., New York, 1888, 
Volume XXI - Rot-Sia, p. 636. 

 
Seljuks: “the Latin empire was established in Constantinople, a circumstance highly 
favourable to the Turks, who were the natural allies of the Greeks (Theodore Lascaris) and 
the enemies of the crusaders and their allies, the Armenians. Kaikhosrau, therefore, took in 
1207 from the Italian Aldobrandini the important harbour of Attalia (Adalia); but his 
conquests in this direction were put an end to by his attack upon Lascaris, for in the battle 
that ensued he perished in single combat with his royal antagonist (1211).” p. 636. 

 
 

1222. Satalie (Gulf of), Attalia, Satalye 
T. A. Archer, The Crusade of Richard I, 1189-92: Extracts from the 
Itinerarium Ricardi Bohâdin, Ernoul, Roger of Howden, D. Nutt, fifth 
volume in the series of “English History by Contemporary Writers,” 
London, 1888. Reprinted as: The Crusade of Richard I. 1189-92, Selected and 
Arranged by T. A. Archer, G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York and London, 1889, 
p. 122-123. 

 
“How Philip went home. L’Histoire d’Eracles 181. L. 26, c.6 
Now when they were in the gulf of Satalie* a great tempest came down upon them for a day 
and a night. Then the king demanded what hour it was and they told him midnight. Then said 
the king, “Have no fear! At this very moment are the monks in France awake and praying 
God for us. Let us have no further fear of danger.” Then the sea grew calm and they 
proceeded by due stages till they reached Brindisi, whence the king went to Rome. 
 
*i.e. of Attalia, so called from the ancient city of Attalia in Pamphylia. It lay somewhat more 
than half-way between Cyprus and Rhodes to a vessel creeping along the shore. Earlier in the 
12th century it was deemed to be haunted, but Roger of Howden shrewdly resolves the popular 
dragon into a waterspout. Chaucer’s knight was present when Attalia was taken by Peter I of 
Cyprus: 
“At Lyeys was he, and at Satalye, 
When they were wonne.” p. 122-123. 
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1223. Adalia 
A Handbook for Travellers in Lower and Upper Egypt, John Murray, 
London, 1888, p. 206-207. 

 
“The Tekkeeyeh el-Magháwrée, on Gebel Mokattam. This is the retreat of the Bektáshee 
dervishes, and should by all means be visited. It is situated to the E. of the tombs of the 
Memlooks: and just behind the modern buildings of the Military Arsenal behind the Citadel, 
and on the right hand of the road up the Mokattam Hills. The tekkeeyeh projects from the hill, 
and may be distinguished from afar by a bank of verdant foliage with which it is fronted. 
Ascending a long flight of steps, and passing through a small garden, you enter the tekkeeyeh 
which has lately been rebuilt for the dervishes by the Khedive and some of the princesses. The 
hall for the devotions of the members, the rooms of the sheykh, and the sumptuous kitchen 
may be inspected. The sheikh of the order, and the other members of the fraternity, are most 
polite and hospitable. 
 
The small open court of the tekkeeyeh leads into an ancient quarry similar to those of Toora 
and Masárah and penetrating the rock for more than 200 ft. A pathway of matting enclosed 
by a wooden railing leads to the innermost recess, where lies buried the Sheykh Abdallah-el-
Magháwree, i.e. of the Grotto or Cave (Maghára). His original name was Keighoosooz, and 
he was a native of Adalia. Sent as deputy sheykh to Egypt to propagate the doctrines of the 
fraternity, he settled there and took the name of Abdallah.” p. 206-207. 
 
 

1224. Attalia, Satalia 
Joseph E. Worcester, Worcester’s Academic Dictionary. A new etymological 
dictionary of the English language with synonymes and copious tables ..., J. 
B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, 1888, p. 613. 

 
Ancient Geographical Names.  
Asia Minor and Cyprus.  
Ancient, At-ta-li’a… Modern…Satalia” p. 613. 
 
 

1225. Satalie, Attalia 
The Prologue to the Canterbury Tales of Geoffrey Chaucer, The text collated 
with the seven oldest Mss., and a life of the author, introductory notices, 
grammar, critical and explanatory notes, and index to obsolete and difficult 
words, by E. F. Willoughby, English School Classics, Effingham Mayard 
and Co., New York, 1889, p. 43. 

 
“At Lieys was he, and at Satalie, 56 
Whan they were wonne; and in the Greete see  
At many a noble arive hadde he be. 
 
56. Lieys in (Lesser) Armenia and Satalie (Attalia) were taken from the Turks by Pierre de 
Lusignan, King of Cyprus, in 1367 (sic. Korykos-Curco was taken in 1359-60 but, Lieys-
Lajazz, Ayaş-yumurtalık was not taken by Peter Ist) and 1352 (sic. 1361) respectively.” p. 43. 
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1226. Sattalie 
Thomas Andrew Archer, The Crusade of Richard I, 1189-92, English 
History by Contemporary Writers, G. P. Putnam and Sons, London and 
New York, 1889, p. 232. 

 
“This is the true cause of the Marquis's death: [The letter then proceeds to tell how the 
Marquis had slain and robbed an “Assassin” sailing in a ship of Sattalie and driven into Tyre 
by stress of weather. The “Old Man” sent demanding recompense which Conrad refused, 
throwing the blame of the transaction on Reginald of Sidon.” p. 232.  
 
 

1227. Corycos, Attalia, Attaleia 
John Bagnold Bury, A History of the Later Roman Empire: from Arcadius 
to Irene (395 A.D. to 800 A.D.), Macmillian and Co., London and New 
York, 1889, Vol. II., pp. 342-3; 350; 356. 

 
“We hear of no strategos of the Cibyraiots until the year 731; but although we hear of no 
strategos, we hear of a drungarius. In 697 Apsimar, who became the Emperor Tiberius III, 
was drungarius of the Cibyraiots (Theophanes, 6190 A.M.). The words of the chroniclers 
imply that he was especially connected with the people or soldiers of Corycos (Attalia); but it 
is not clear whether he was subordinate to some one who bore the title stratégos of the 
Cibyraiots, or whether he was himself the sole admiral of the Cibyraiots.” Vol. II., p. 342-3. 

 
“But when we put these data together, we can hardly avoid drawing the conclusion that Leo 
III introduced a symmetrical system of stategiai or themes,…perhaps by giving the name of 
the strategos to the Cibyraiot governor,* who was independent before, but was hereby raised 
to equality with the Anatolic and Armeniac strategoi;… In Leo’s time then, and throughout 
the eighth century, the Asiatic themes seem to have been**,…” 

 
*It is possible, however, that this change may have been of earlier date and carried out by 
Tiberius III (Apsimar), who was a native of those regions (perhaps of Attalia) and concerned 
himself with their organisation. See below, p. 356. The district of Cibyra included the island 
of Rhodes.  

 
** Besides these there was the independent catepanate of the Mardaites of Attalia, instituted 
by Tiberius III, and there were probably several independent cleisurarchies (e.g. of 
Seleucia).” Vol. II., p. 350. 

 
“The attention of Tiberius(III), who was perhaps born and reared in Pamphylia, seems to 
have been specially directed towards the southern coast lands of Asia Minor, and he placed 
the rest (he placed some of the Mardanites from Mount Lebanon* on Cyprus) of the 
Mardanites in the city of Attaleia, under a chief of their own, who was called catepan. 

 
*The co-operation of the garrisons in Cyprus and the Mardanites in Attalia against the 
Saracens (Const. Porph. De. Caer. I. p. 660).” Vol. II., p. 356. 
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1228. Attalia 
J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, Part II., S. Ignatius. S. Polycarp., 
Revised texts with introductions, Notes, Dissertations, and Translations, 
Second Edition, Macmillan and Co., London and New York, 1889, Vol. I., 
p. 493. 

 
Abercius, bishop of Hierapolis in Lesser Phrygia in the time of M. Aurelius and L. Verus, 
distinguished himself by his iconoclastic zeal against the idols of heathendom. An expelled 
evil demon avenged himself by imposing upon Abercius a jouney to Rome.“Abercius obeys 
the summons contained in this letter (by M. Aurelius). He takes ship at Attalia and sails to 
Portus, where he meets the magistriani who had returned by another route. On his arrival in 
Rome, he is taken to the prefect Cornelianus, by whom he is introduced to Faustina. The 
emperor himself was absent on an expedition against the barbarians, who had crossed the 
Rhenish frontier and were plundering Roman territory.” Vol. I., p. 493. 
 
 

1229. Satalia, (Gulf of) 
Sir Edward Burnett Tylor, Primitive Culture: researches into the 
development of mythology, philosophy, religion, language, art, and custom, 
In Two Volumes, Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1889, Vol. I., p. 292. 

 
“In the mediaeval (15th c.) Chronicle of John of Bromton there is mentioned a wonder which 
happens about once a month in the gulf of Satalia, on the Pamphylian coast. A great black 
dragon seems to come in the clouds, letting down his head into the waves, while his tail seems 
fixed to the sky, and this dragon draws up the waves to him with such avidity that even a 
laden ship would be taken up on high, so that to avoid this danger the crew ought to shout 
and beat boards to drive the dragon off. However, concludes the chronicler, some indeed say 
that this is not a dragon, but the sun drawing up the water, which seems more true.* 
 
*Chron. Joh. Bromton, in ‘Hist. Angl. Scriptores,’ x. Ric. I. p. 1216.” Vol. I., p. 292.  
 
 

1230. Attalia 
Theodore S. Fay, The Three Germanys; Glimpses into their History, 
published for the author, New York, 1889, Vol. I., p. 231. 

 
“During his campaign, Louis, with his 70,000 knights (sic.), had advanced by way of 
Constantinople, partly across Asia Minor, when he learned of the destruction of the German 
army, upon which he retreated to the sea-coast and safely reached the port of Attalia 
(Pamphylia). Thence he went by sea to Antioch in Syria, where Conrad had arrived two days 
before. In Asia Minor, Louis had been subjected to almost as great dangers as Conrad. He 
also had been surrounded by innumerable hosts. His army was destroyed, and he saved his 
life only by climbing into a tree and there spending the night. An incident may serve to show 
the sad fate often reserved for the mass of Crusaders of lower rank. When Louis, as already 
mentioned, arrived with the remnant of his army at the Mediterranean sea port of Attalia, he 
found that from accident, or more probably treachery, the expected supply of Greek vessels 
had not been furnished. Only his knights and nobles could be taken on board. The plebeian 
infantry thus abandoned were probably cut to pieces or sold into slavery. The two sovereigns 
and the remnant of their armies returned to Europe, oppressed not only with the shame of 
defeat and grief for the loss of two hundred thousand followers (sic.), but by the mortifying 
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certainty that their failure had inflamed the enthusiasm of the Mohammedans and weakened 
the hopes of the Christian world.” p. 231. 
 
 

1231. Sathalay 
Ed. by G. F. Warner, The Buke of John Maundeuill, being the travels of Sir 
John Mandeville, knight, 1322-1356: A hitherto unpublished version, from 
the unique copy (Egerton MS 1982) in the British Museum edited together 
with the French Text, Notes, and an Introduction, Westminster, Roxburghe 
Club, London, 1889, p. 17. 

 
f. 28v., l. 3-7: “And men passe by this way by a place whare was woned to be a grete cite that 
men clepit Sathalay. 
 
And alle that cuntre was lost thure the foly of a yong man for ther was a faire damysele that 
he loued wele, and heo deide sodenly” 
 
 

1232. Attaleia 
Sir William Mitchell Ramsay, A Sketch of the Historical Geography of Asia 
Minor, Royal Geographical Society (Great Britain), Supplementary 
Papers, Vol. IV, John Murray, London, 1890, pp. 44, 49, 58, 114, 381-382, 
401, 420. 

 
“As Pergamenian foundations I may mention Apollonia, Apollonis Philadelpheia, Attaleia, 
Eumeneia, Dionysopolis, and probably Lysias and Philomelion; while after the power of 
Pergamos was established, several Seleucid foundations lost their Seleucid name, which, 
perhaps marks a remodelling of their constitution by the Attalid kings.” p. 44. 
 
“But the first really important knot was at Laodiceia. Here roads from all sides crossed. 
From the south came the road from the Pamphylian towns, Attaleia, Perga, etc., by Isinda, 
Lagoe or Lagbe, Kibyra, Themissonion.” p. 49. 
 
“…Side and Attaleia (the ports) for Pamphylia, Telmessos, etc. for Lycia; and on the north 
Cyzicos, Amisos, and several other harbours, still retained considerable importance. To each 
of these points roads converged, and they were points of departure for a coasting traffic, 
great part of which ultimately found its way to Rome…It is not probable that Attaleia was 
used as a shipping port for any produce except that of the coast-land of Pamphylia, or 
Seleuceia except for the Kalykadnos and other valleys that lead down to the Isaurian sea.” p. 
58. 
 
“The entire coast from Smyrna to Attaleia was exposed to the ravages of the Turks.” p. 114. 
 
“63. In 1119 A.D. John Comnenus captured Philadelphia, and in 1120 Sozopolis, and then 
advanced to Attaleia (Which had for some time been cut off from land-communications with 
Constantinople, idem p. 389), taking Hierakoryphites and other fortresses near Attaleia. He 
thus opened up a road lying through Byzantine territory to Isauria and Cilicia which was 
used in several expeditions by himself and his son Manuel. In 1180, on the death of Manuel, it 
was once more blocked by the Turks, who captured Sozopolis and other smaller places, and 
held Attaleia under a long blockade (Nicet. Chron., 340). 
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In 1141 John Comnenos marched by this circuitous route, Sozopolis, Lake Pasgousa, and 
Attaleia, into Cilicia, where he died, and his son Manuel returned to Constantinople by a 
direct march across Lykaonia, sustaining no loss from the Seljuks of Konia. 
 
In 1137 John Comnenus invaded Cilicia, where the Armenian prince Lebounes or Leon had 
allied himself with the Latin princes of Antioch. The emperor must have advanced through 
Pamphylia by the road just described. Lebounes had even attacked Seleuceia, which was still 
part of the Byzantine empire…In A.D. 1155 Manuel Comnenus made a great expedition to 
Isauria and Cilicia. On the way,ἐπειδὴ πρὸς τῇ Μικρᾷ Φρυγίᾳ ἐγένετο,* he defeated the Turks 
of Iconium. He then marched through Pamphylia, and left the heavier troops at Attaleia, 
while he himself with the light troops marched by the coast road to Seleuceia, ordering the 
governor of the province Isauria, Alexius Casianos (ὅς τὴν Σελευκέων τότε διεῖπεν ἀρχήν 
Cinnam., 179) to hold the troops of the province in readiness. He marched to Seleuceia and 
thence into Cilicia, and captured the strong fortress of Lamos (ἐρυμνὸν μάλιστα ὄν.). 
Thereafter he took Kistramos and Anazarbos, Longinias, and finally Tarsos. Returning, 
Manuel took the shorter road to Constantinople through Lykaonia in place of the longer road 
by Pamphylia (Cinnam., 190).” p. 382. 
 
“Sozopolis was besieged unsuccessfully by the Turks in 1142, but it remained probably in 
Byzantine hands throughout the reigns of John and Manuel Comnenus; but at last, in 1180, 
Sozopolis, Attaleia (sic. The city was besieged but it was not captured) and Kotiaion were 
finally captured by the Turks on the death of Manuel. A Christian congregation, however, has 
preserved an unbroken continuance in it throughout the Turkish rule.” p. 401. 
 
“Perga, the metropolis, seems to have lost its importance during the Byzantine period, and 
Attaleia took its place as chief city of the province and residence of the metropolitan. The 
Notitise, however, continue to give Perga as the metropolis, but a note in Notitiee IV., gives 
the truth (see ASP., D 4). The tiny harbour of Attaleia was used as late as the twelfth century 
Anna, II. 113). The fortress Hierakoryphites is mentioned by Cinnamus, p. 7, as near Attaleia. 
Between 787 and 869 Perga and Sillyon were united as one metropolitan bishopric. Sillyon 
had been made an autokephalos bishopric before 787, but in VII., VIII., IX., it is a simple 
bishopric subject to Perga, while in I., it is united with Perga. After Pamphylia was in 
partibus infidelium, and Attaleia had become the chief (finally the sole) seat of Christianity in 
the district, the metropolitan of Perga was apparently identified with the bishop of Pyrgion or 
Dios Hieron.” p. 420. 
 
 

1233. Attalia 
Ernest Renan, The History of The Origins of Christianity, Book III, Saint 
Paul, Mathieson and Co., London, 1890, p. 26-27. 

 
“From Antioch in Pisidia, the missionaries once more attained to Perga. They made there, 
moreover, it appeared, a mission which was crowned with success. The city processions, 
pilgrimages, and grand annual panegyrics, were often favourable to the preaching of the 
Apostles. From Perga, after a day’s journey, they reached Attalia, the great port of 
Pamphylia. There they embarked for Seleucia; then they returned to great Antioch (Antakya), 
where they had, by the grace of God, been liberated five years before.” Vol. III., p. 26-27. 
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1234. Attaleia 

The Encyclopaedia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and General 
Literature…, 9th Ed., in XXIV. Vols., R. S. Peale & Co., Chicago, Vol. VI., 
1890, p. 627. (Entry unchanged, The Werner Company, Chicago, 1893, Vol. 
VI. -CLE-DEA, p. 627) 

 
Crusades:“Of this second crusade St. Bernard was the apostle, as the hermit Peter had been 
of the first. In the council of Vezelai, 1146, Louis VII., the French king, put on the blood-red 
cross, and his example was reluctantly followed some months later by the Emperor Conrad. 
The story of this expedition brings before us a long series of disasters. Conrad lost thousands 
in an attempted march across Asia Minor, Louis took ship at Attaleia and succeeded in 
making his way to Jerusalem.” Vol. VI. p. 627. 
 
 

1235. Satalia 
John A. Mooney, “The Popes of the Renaissance,” p. 734-763 in, The 
American Catholic Quarterly Review, Vol. 15, Hardy and Mahony, 
Philadelphia, January to October, 1890, p. 760-761. 

 
“Sixtus, whom the polite Voigt qualifies with the pretty epithet “schreckish,615” was meantime 
building a fleet. Venice agreed to support him. He constructed twenty-four galleys and 
gathered an army of 4700 men. As legate of the fleet he appointed Cardinal Carafa. On 
Corpus Christi, 1472, the Pope, accompanied by the cardinals, went down to the Tiber, 
boarded the legate’s vessel, blessed it and the ensign that floated aloft; and forthwith Carafa 
set sail for Rhodes. With the contingents of Naples and Venice the fleet numbered eighty-
seven galleys. A plan of action had hardly been agreed upon when the Neapolitan vessels 
withdrew, out of jealousy of the Venetians. Satalia and Smyrna were however, attacked and 
captured. The Venetians plundered and burned Smyrna. Carafa protested against these un-
Christian doings, whereupon the Venetians withdrew. The Cardinal, unsupported, deemed it 
prudent to return to Italy.” p. 760. 
 
 

1236. Satalia 
“From the Revue des Mondes. Sir John Mandeville, Emile Montegut, 
Translated by Mrs. E. W. Latimer,” p. 741-750 in, Littell’s The Living Age, 
Fifth Series, Vol. LXIX, No. 2386, Littell and Co., Boston, March 22, 1890, 
p. 744. 

 
“he was at Layar (sic.) and Satalia when those cities were stormed, and in the Grecian seas 
he had formed part of many a noble army.” p. 744. 
 
 

1237. Adalia 
L. R. Farnell, “Various Works in the Pergamene Style” pp. 181-209 in, 
The Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. 11., 1890, p. 201. 

 

                                                             
615  Meaning, quickly or easily frightened. 
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“A coin-type of Attalia is a running Artemis with two torches - possibly a type of Pergamene 
religious sculpture.” p. 201. 
 
 

1238. Adalia, Attalia 
Henry Stafford Osborn, A Class-book of Biblical History and Geography: 
With Numerous Maps, American Tract Society, New York, 1890, p. 288. 

 
“Perga exists as a ruin six or seven miles from the seacoast and about 15 miles (sic.) 
northeast of a seaport called Adalia by the Turks, the ancient Attalia, built by Attalus, the 
king of Pergamos, 159-138 B.C. and hence its name. It has at present about 8,000 
inhabitants616, and surrounds the port as an amphitheatre, the streets rising one above 
another.” p. 288. 
 
 

1239. Attaleia 
Edwin Hatch, The Hibbert Lectures, 1888, The Influence of Greek Ideas 
and Usages upon the Christian Church, Ed. by A. M. Fairbairn, Williams 
and Norgate, London, 1891, p. 98. 

 
“One of the Seven Wise Men, though he had not fulfilled twenty-five years,” is inscribed on 
an existing base of a statue at Attaleia:* 
 
*Bulletin de correspondence Hellénique, 1886, p. 157.” p. 98. 
 
 

1240. Sathalia, Gulf of Sathalie, gouffre de Sathalie 
Louis Dyer, Studies of the Gods in Greece at certain sanctuaries recently 
Excavated, Being Eight Lectures given in 1890 at the Lowell Institute, 
Macmillan and Co., London and New York, 1891, p. 275. 

 
“Then after crossing the tempestuous gulf of Sathalia* one may feel perhaps like the 
shipwrecked Odysseus,…” 
 
*Brother Stephen Lusignan describes it as “l’espouvantable gouffre de Sathalie,” and the 
legend connecting St. Helena (the empress) with Cyprus tells of her stilling its stormy uproar 
by dropping into it a nail from the true cross. Curiously enough the cross upon which the 
penitent thief was crucified was discovered in Cyprus by Lazarus and St. Mary Magdalene! 
Meursius, Cyprus, cap. 28 of Book II.” p. 275. 
 
 

1241. Adalia 
Charles W. C. Oman, The Byzantine Empire, G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New 
York, 1892, p. 308. 

 
Consequences of 1204  
“The loss in Asia was less than might have been expected: Theodore Lascaris and John 
Ducas had kept back the Turk, and only two districts of no great extent had fallen into 

                                                             
616  Citing the estimated population figure from 1812 recorded by Beaufort 1812 in 1890. 
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Moslem hands – the Pisidian (sic.) coast with the seaport of Adalia on the south, and the 
Paphlagonian coast with the seaport of Sinope on the north. Besides these the distant Pontic 
province had now become the empire of Trebizond.” p. 308. 
 
 

1242. Attaleia, Attalia 
Rev. George Thomas Stokes, The Acts of the Apostles, Hodder and 
Stoughton, London 1892, Vol. II., p. 201. (American edition, A. C. 
Armstrong and Son, New York, Vol. II., 1902, p. 201, fn. 1.) 

 
“from Antioch to Cyprus, From Cyprus to Perga, and from Attaleia* back to Antioch. 
 
*The common pronunciation of Attaleia, or as it is spelt in the Authorised Version, Attalia, is 
with the i short. The “i” represents, however, the Greek diphthong εί, and is long.” 
 
“1. It is well perhaps to note that the “i” in this name is long, representing the diphthong εί, 
the greek name of the town being Ἀτταλεία.” Vol. II., p. 201, fn. 1. 
 
 

1243. Satalia 
Lowis D’Aguilar Jalkson, Ten Centuries of European Progress, S. Low, 
Marston, and Co., London, 1893, p. 60. 

 
“Europe—Second Crusade, preached by Bernard of Clairvaux. About a million men617 join it, 
under the Emperor Konrad and Louis VII.; it leaves Europe in 1147.”   
 
They, “go by way of Philadelphia and Smyrna, but are defeated and return to Satalia, and 
thence to Antioch. One-tenth of the force, about 100,000618 men, embark in Greek ships and 
go to Jerusalem; they attempt to take Damascus by siege in 1148. Edessa was not recovered, 
and this Crusade effected nothing.” p. 60. 
 
 

1244. Attaleia, (Attaleia Bay of) 
Louise Seymour Houghton, From Olivet to Patmos: The First Christian 
Century in Picture and Story, American Tract Society, New York, 1893, p. 
107. 

 
“It was not long before the apostles left Perga and went down to Attaleia. They had come to 
Perga by ship, sailing up the river Cestrus on which it is situated. That river has not been 
navigable for many centuries, and perhaps even then it was not navigable in the low water 
after the summer heats, for they seem to have had no other reason for going to Attaleia than 
to take ship to Antioch. Attaleia was and still is a seaport of the district then called 
Pamphylia. It is on the same bay of Attaleia into which the Cestrus empties, but at the mouth 
                                                             
617  The actual number of crusaders on the Second Crusade was nowhere near this number, and it should rather 

be understood as simply indicating to the intelligent reader, in the 21st c., as in the 19th c. that there were 
“many.” 

618  100,000 is simply an impossibly large number, for the remains of Louis army, being far, far larger than any 
reasonable estimate of the total number of Crusaders in 1147. London at the time had a population of c. 
20,000, Venice 80,000, and, for comparison, the expected number of crusaders in 1203, was less than 35,000, 
of whom, only a third turned up at Venice. There is simply no possibilty that the army of crusaders consisted 
of a million men or that 100,000 crusaders left Attaleia by boat in March 1148. 
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of the river Catarrhactes, which comes tumbling over the chalk (sic. travertine) cliffs some 
few miles from the mouth of the Cestrus. 
 
Here they found a ship, and having sailed back to Antioch…” p. 107. 
 
 

1245. Attalia, Satalia Adalia 
People’s Dictionary of the Bible: describing Persons, Places, Countries, 
Customs, Birds, Animals, Trees, Plants, Books, Events, and many other 
things in Holy Scripture, Ed., Edwin Wilbur Rice, The American Sunday 
School Union, Philadelphia, New York, 1893, p. 37. 

 
“Attalia (at-ta-li’ah). A seaport town of Pamphylia, Acts 14:25, named from its founder, 
Attalus; later it was called Satalia, and now Adalia.” p. 37. 

 
 

1246. Attaleia 
Thomas Andrew Archer, Charles Lethbridge Kingsford, The Crusades, 
The Story of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, G. P. Putnam and Sons, New 
York, T. Fisher Unwin, London, 1894, p. 216-217. (Reprinted, T. Fisher 
Unwin, London, 1914) 

 
“It seemed the death-blow of the whole Crusade: “The flower of France had withered away 
before it could ripen into fruit at Damascus.” The loss of baggage reduced many of the rich 
men to poverty, and the clamour against Geoffrey de Rancogne rose to such a height that he 
would have been hanged had not the king’s uncle shared his fault. Louis did what he could to 
reorganise his army, and, resuming the march, reached Attaleia on February 2nd. From 
Attaleia Louis made his way to Antioch by sea; before starting he agreed with the Greek 
governor for the safe conduct of the mass of the pilgrims by land to Tarsus. Needless to say, 
the Greeks betrayed their trust. The very Turks proved kinder for, taking pity on the sufferings 
of the Crusaders, they gave them bread to eat. “Many of the Christians forsook their religion 
and went over to the Turks. Oh! Kindness, more cruel than Greek treachery, for giving bread 
they stole the true faith.”…”God,” continues Odo, “may pardon the German Emperor, 
through whose counsel we encountered such misfortune, but how shall He spare the Greeks, 
whose cruel craft slew so many in either army?” p. 216-217. 
 
 

1247. Satalia, Gulf of Cyprus 
Sabine Baring-Gould, The Deserts of Southern France: An Introduction to 
the Limestone and Chalk Plateaux of Ancient Aquitaine, Methuen and Co., 
London, 1894, Vol. II., p. 6. 

 
“The crusaders, instead of going by sea, traversed Europe and Asia Minor. They suffered 
immense losses as they painfully made their way along the Asiatic coast. When they had 
reached Satalia, on the Gulf of Cyprus, forty days’ march from Antioch, Louis and his barons 
deserted the crusaders, and, seeking only their own safety, shipped to Palestine (sic. Antioch), 
leaving all the mass of unfortunates to be massacred or made prisoners by the Moslems. 

 
The disgrace of this ignominious desertion weighed on those who reached their destination, 
and the crusade produced no results.” Vol. II., p. 6. 
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1248. Attaleia 
J. I. Mombert, A Short History of the Crusades, News Printing Co., 
Patterson, New Jersey, 1894, p. 102-103. 

 
“His progress to Attaleia in Pamphylia was an incessant fight with the Turks and the 
treacherous Greeks; his camp outside the walls of the inhospitable city a death-trap; famine 
and exposure bore hard upon the army and the horses. As a last resort it was decided that the 
pilgrims should go by sea, and the warriors continue the march to Antioch. Five weeks of 
intense misery were passed in waiting for the ships which the governor of Attaleia had 
promised them, but they proved so few in number and capacity that in the end only the King, 
the Queen, the Court, and the cavalry remaining embarked, while the pilgrims and the sick 
were left behind in charge of the Count of Flanders, and Archambaud de Bourbon. The sad 
story of their fate is soon told. The Turks attacked their camp; the Greeks refused to receive 
them into the city; the two leaders basely deserted their trust and sailed to Antioch; seven 
thousand pilgrims set out for Cilicia and almost perished to a man; the sick in the city were 
put to the sword; three thousand Christians forswore their faith. But Nemesis overtook the 
Greeks; a pestilence broke out, and left the perfidious city almost without inhabitants.” p. 
102-103. 
 
 

1249. Attaleia 
Thomas Andrew Archer and Charles Lethbridge Kingsford, Part I. The 
Story of The Crusades. G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York, and T. Fisher 
Unwin, London, 1894, p. 216. 

 
“Louis did what he could to reorganise his army and reached Attaleia on February 2nd.  
 
From Attaleia Louis made his way to Antioch by sea; before starting he agreed with the 
Greek governor619 for the safe conduct of the mass of pilgrims by land to Tarsus. The very 
Turks proved kinder, for, taking pity on the sufferings of the Crusaders, they gave them bread 
to eat. “Many of the Christians forsook their relgion and went over to the Turks. Oh! 
Kindness, more cruel than Greek treachery, for giving bread they stole the true 
faith.”…“God,” continues Odo, “may pardon the German Emperor, through whose counsel 
we encountered such misfortune, but how shall He spare the Greeks, whose cruel craft slew 
so many in either army?” p. 216. 
 
 

1250. Attalia 
John McClintock, James Strong, Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and 
Ecclesiastical Literature, Harper and Bros, New York, 1894,Vol. III. -
NEW-PES., p. 607. 

 
“We may conclude, from Acts ii, 10, that there were many Jews in the province (Pamphylia); 
and possibly Perga had a synagogue. The two missionaries finally left Pamphylia by its chief 
seaport, Attalia.” Vol. III., p. 607. 

 
 
 

                                                             
619  The governor on behalf of the Emperor was not Greek but the Italian Ludolph. 
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1251. Attalia, Adalia 
Constant Fouard, Geoge Francis Xavier Griffith, St. Paul and His 
Missions, Longmans, Green and Company, London, 1894, p. 49. 

 
“A journey of only five hours by foot separated them from Attalia620.(4) They set out for this 
seaport, the most frequented harbor on the Pamphylian coast, well assured of finding some 
vessel about to set sail.  
 
4.The town of Adalia, which retains the name and site of ancient Attalia to this day, is a much 
frequented seaport.” p. 49. 
 
 

1252. Attaleia 
Henry C. Sheldon, History of the Christian Church, Thomas Y. Crowell 
and Co., New York and Boston, 1894, Vol. 1. (The Early Church), p. 86. 

 
“They visited Perga, Antioch in Pisidia, Iconium, Lystra, and Derbe; then turning upon their 
course, they revisited the congregations they had established, embarked from Attaleia, and 
sailed back toward Antioch in Syria.” p. 86. 
 
 

1253. Attaleia 
Herodotos, Book V. Terpsichore. With introduction, notes and map by E. S. 
Shuckburgh, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1894, p. 231. 

 
“Pamphylians, c. 66. 
The inhabitants of Pamphylia, a narrow tract of country bordering on the Mare Lykium, 
immediately west of Kilkia, and bounded on the North by Pisidia. Its chief towns were Perga 
and Attaleia.” p. 231. 
 
 

1254. Attalia, Adal 
Names and Places in the Old and New Testament and Apocrypha: with their 
modern identifications, compiled by George Armstrong and revised by Major 
General Sir Charles W. Wilson and Major Claude Reignier Conder, 
Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund, London, 1895, p. 193. 

 
“Attalia… Acts xiv. 25… Adal… A coast town in Asia Minor. (Smith’s D. of B.)” p. 193. 
 
 

1255. Attalia, Adalia 
The Encyclopædia Britannica: A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences, and General 
Literature, with New Maps and Original American Articles by Eminent 
Writers, Eds. Thomas Spencer Baynes, William Harrison De Puy, Werner, 
1895, Vol. XXI., p. 5326. 

 
“Kilig Arslan III., was soon deposed by Kaikhosrau (who returned), assisted by the Greek 
Maurozomes, whose daughter he had married in exile. He ascended the throne the same year 

                                                             
620  A distance of about 17 km. may have taken less than 5 hours. 
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in which the Latin empire was established in Constantinople (1204), a circumstance highly 
favourable to the Turks, who were the natural allies of the Greeks (Theodore Lascaris) and 
the enemies of the crusaders and their allies, the Armenians. Kaikhosrau, therefore, took in 
1207 from the Italian Aldobrandini the important harbour of Attalia (Adalia); but his 
conquests in this direction were put an end to by his attack upon Lascaris, for in the battle 
that ensued he perished in single combat with his royal antagonist (1211).” Vol. XXI., p. 
5326. 

 
 

1256. Satalie, Attalia, Satyllye 
Alfred W. Pollard, English Miracle Plays, Moralities and Interludes; 
Specimens of the Pre-Elizabethan Drama Edited, With an Introduction, 
Notes, and Glossary, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1895, p. 197. (Notes to the 
Mystery Play, Mary Magdalene, from Dr. Furnivall’s edition of the Digby 
Mysteries c. 1480-1490.) 

 
Line “1435. The Lord of satyllye: Satalie (Attalia), part of Armenia (sic.), was the scene of 
one of the campaigns of Chaucer’s Knight.” p. 197. 
 
 

1257. Satalia, Cathailye 
The Marvellous Adventures of Sir John Maundevile Kt: Being His Voyage 
and Travel which Treateth of the Way to Jerusalem and of the Marvels of 
Ind with Other Islands and Countries, Arthur Layard, A. Constable & 
Company, London, 1895, p. 37. 

 
“And Men pass that Way, by a Place that was wont to be a great City, and a great Land; and 
the city was clept Cathailye (Satalia), the which City and Land was lost through the Folly of a 
young Man.” p. 37. 
 
 

1258. Attalia 
Josephus Nelson Larned, History for Ready Reference: From the Best 
Historians, Biographers, and Specialists; Their Own Words in a Complete 
System of History, C. A. Nichols Company, 1895, p. 435. 

 
“Ships going westward naturally went across the coast of Pamphylia, and the Apostles, after 
reaching Paphos, near the west end of Cyprus, sailed in one of these ships, and landed at 
Attalia (sic.) in Pamphylia…First they visited Cyprus, where Sergius Paulus, the proconsul, 
was converted. Thence they sailed to Attalia (sic.), on the southern coast of Pamphylia, and 
near Perga; from Perga they proceeded to Antioch in Psidia…Retracing their steps, they 
came back to Attalia, and sailed directly to Antioch.” p. 435. 
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1259. Antalia 

William Mitchell Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, Being an 
Essay of the Local History of Phrygia from the Earliest Times to the Turkish 
Conquest, The Lycos Valley and South-Western Phrygia, Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1895, Vol. I., Part II, p. 97. 

 
“a passage in the travels of the Arab from Tangier, Ibn Batuta, enables us to trace similar 
societies in the Moslem cities of the Seljuk empire. These cities were peopled to a large extent 
by the old races, who had adopted the Mohammedan religion, but maintained many of their 
old social forms and among others that of the Brotherhood621. Ibn Batuta mentions this 
institution as existing in the Anatolian towns which he visited. He saw the Brothers at Antalia, 
Burdur, Ladhik, Kunia (Iconium),” Vol. I., Part II, p. 97. 
 
 

1260. Attaleia 
The Home Encyclopædia, Compiled and Revised to Date from the Leading 
Encyclopædias, Vol. VI., Educational Publishing Co., Chicago, 1895, p. 
1858. (reprinted entry from 1890, The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. VI., 
Crusades) 

 
Crusades: “Of this Second Crusade St. Bernard was the apostle, as the hermit Peter had been 
of the first. In the council of Vezelai, 1146, Louis VII., the French king, put on the blood-red 
cross, and his example was reluctantly followed some months later by the Emperor Conrad. 
The story of this expedition brings before us a long series of disasters. Conrad lost thousands 
in an attempted march across Asia Minor; Louis took ship at Attaleia and succeeded in 
making his way to Jerusalem.”  Vol. VI., p. 1858. 
 
 

1261. Attalia 
Archibald McLean, Missionary Addresses, Christian Publishing Co., St. 
Louis, 1895, p. 173. 

 
“On the first tour he had Barnabas as an associate. They preached in Cyprus, Perga, Antioch 
in Pisidia, Iconium, Lystra, Derbe, and Attalia.622” p. 173. 
 
 

1262. Attalia 
Francis M. Austin, Outline Lessons for the Study of Ancient Geography, 
Leach, Shewell, and Sanborn, Boston, New York, Chicago, 1895, p. 9-10. 
(The location of a total of 50 cities in Asia Minor over three lessons. Preface: 
“It is not enough that an ancient atlas be placed in the hands of the student, to 
be used merely as a book of reference. Experience has taught that he must have 
a certain amount of thorough drill in map study and map drawing. It is 
believed that even in their brief scope they furnish all the drill that is necessary 
in this line fitting for college.)” 

                                                             
621  Meaning the members of the Akhī brotherhoods, which flourished in Adalia, Angora and Kirshehir, were 

similar to the Armenian brotherhoods of Erzinjan, but they conserved for centuries strong traits of the 
Abbasid Caliph an-Nasir’s 13th c. reform program. 

622  Record of their preaching at Attalia is lacking. 
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“Lesson III. 
Asia Minor 
1. Locate- Cities 

 
…Attalia… 

 
II. Name and locate the “Seven Churches of Asia.” (According to Rev. i. ıı.) 
 
III. Carefully draw a map of Asia Minor, showing all divisions, chief rivers, mountains, cities, 
surrounding waters, and islands.” p. 9-10. 
 
 

1263. Adalia 
G. F. Hill, “Inscriptions from Lycia and Pisidia Copied by Daniell and 
Fellows,” pp. 116-131 in, The Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. XV., 1895, 
p. 130.  

 
Of Helios “Cf. the solar type of the θεὸς σωξων at Adalia (Bull. Corr. Hellén. iv. p. 293, No. 
4.),…” p. 130. 
 
 

1264. Scacalia, Satellia (gulf of), Adalia, Satalia, Attalia 
Initial publication of historical excerpts concerning Cyprus in articles 
from 1895 onwards623. Subsequently brought together by their collector 
and oftimes translator, Claude Delaval Cobham, Excerpta Cypria, 1908, 
pp. 21; 90; 176-177; 193; 243; 363. 

 
Quotation from the account of Cyprus made at some point between 1336-1341 published in, 
Ludolphus de Sudlieim, De Terra Sancia et itinere Ihierosol. translated from Mons. de Mas 
Latrie’s Histoire de Vile de Chypre. 
 
“The seacoasts of Turkey pay tribute to the king of Cyprus, to wit Candelor, Scalimir 
[Anamur], Sicce [Sechin624] and Scacalia [Adalia] and some other towns and castles.” 625 p. 
21. 
 
Quotation from, Les Voyages Du Seigneur De Villamont, Arras, 1598. 
 
The location of Cyprus is given by Seigneur De Villamont in 1589, where a distinction is 
drawn between the Gulf of Satellia and the Caramanian Sea: “The island is situated between 
the gulf of Satellia and the Caramanian Sea on the one hand, and Syria and Palestine on the 
other. It is distant from Venice about 2220 miles.” p. 176-177. (Satellia anti uis Attalia) 
 

                                                             
623  “Bibliograpical Note. Of these papers 35 were published at Nicosia between 1892 and 1895, as a supplement 

to the Owl: 44 were printed at Larnaca, for private circulation between 1896 and 1902: That on Umm 
Haram is extracted from The Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, January 1897, and the extract from the 
Catalan Lopez is here printed for the first time.” Cobham 1908 npn. 

624  Today Softa Castle. 
625  Ludolphe von Sudheim, “Item maritima Turchie regi Cipri dant tributum, scilicet Candelor, Scabinir sive 

Scacalia et alia certa loca et était à Cérines, le 22 septembre 1361.”  
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Quotation from Giacomo Diedo’s, History of the Republic of Venice from its foundation to the 
year 1747, Venice 1751, Vol. II, Bk. VI, pp. 228-237, translated C. D. Cobham: 
 
In 1570 “The Turks meanwhile hastened their preparations, though the Venetian ambassador 
was able to postpone the declaration of war until the return of Kubat Chawush, who was 
despatched to Venice to treat directly with the Senate. Their reply was a defiance, and 
hostilities commenced on the eastern shores of the Adriatic. At Corfu the Venetians lost 
twenty thousand men from the plague. The galleys of Venice, Spain and the Church assembled 
at last at Candia; those of the Porte, under the Hungarian Piale, with Lala Mustafa and 
Oulouj Ali, Turks, after an unsuccessful attack on the island of Tenos, embarked the troops 
mustered about Adalia626, and sailed for Cyprus. There were one hundred and fifty galleys, 
with lighters and other smaller craft. On July 1, 1570, the Turkish fleet was descried off the 
western point of Cyprus near Paphos.” p. 90. 
 
Quotation from the Itinerarium Hierosolymitanuiii et Syriaciim, Auetore loanne Cotovieo, 
1619, translated C. D. Cobham: 
 
“It (Cyprus) is distant from Alexandria in Egypt 500 miles, from Crete 400, from Jaffa the 
port of Judaea 200, from the Syrian Tripoli 100, from Satalia or Attalia, a town on the  
sea-coast of Pamphylia, 60.” p. 193. 
 
Cornelis van Bruyn, Cyprus, 1668, “The author embarks on May 15 in a little vessel laden 
with salt for Adalia,…passed Cape S. Epiphanio at night, and on the morning of the 27th saw 
the coast of Asia Minor.” p. 243-244. 
 
Archimandrite Cyprianos’s account of the 1766 revolt on Ottoman Cyprus given by Monsieur 
Benoit Astier, Consul of France, published in Greek in Cyprianos’s, History of Cyprus, 
Venice 1788, recording the actions of the Alay Bey of Attalia, Ja’fer Bey, in the suppression 
of the revolt, and indications as to the Ottoman galleys available at Attalia-Satalia, translated 
by C. D. Cobham: 
 
1766, “There, after conferring with Ibrahim Bey and the natives, he (Suleiman efendi) decided 
that it would be difficult to put down the rising (on Cyprus), and wrote at once to the Porte. 
Orders were sent then to Kior Ahmed, a Pasha of two tails, to Kior Keloghlu of Caramania, 
and to the Alay Bey of Attalia, Ja’fer Bey, to transport to Cyprus a sufficient force to reduce 
the rebel Khalil and his following. Before the news of their coming reached Khalil or the 
people generally Hafuz efendi’s term had come to an end, and Suleiman efendi was 
proclaimed Governor. The rebel, seeing now he had been deceived by his “dear father,” 
marched against him and on June 1 again encamped at Mandia, full of wrath, and determined 
utterly to destroy the capital, and slaughter its inhabitants, his “father” and all, in revenge 
for the trick. Suleiman began to tremble before his son Khalil, ordered the gates to be shut, 
and a watch of Turks and Greeks to be set round the citadel. Then, affecting to believe that 
the bishops were the cause of the trouble which was endangering his life, he ordered them to 
sleep in the Serai, and to remain there until they saw what would happen, and the order was 
obeyed. Khalil fired into the city day and night, and the citizens replied, but no sally was 
made.  
 

                                                             
626  Many of the Ottoman troops were assembled at Finike for transport to Cyprus, due to the fresh water supply 

by the coast. 
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Ten or twelve days at the most elapsed before the Pasha and his companions arrived, with a 
force of two thousand men. Khalil immediately raised the siege, and returned to his castle, 
where he fortified himself and a large following. The Pasha reached Nicosia, and marched on 
to Kyrenia with Kior Keloghlu and the Bey of Attalia. Ja’fer Bey and Ibrahim Bey came by 
sea, and surrounded the castle with their galleys. Hemmed in on every side the silly rebel held 
out for forty days with his handful of adherents; pressed at last by famine, they were obliged 
to surrender. Khalil’s head was cut off, and sent to Constantinople. The exploit won for 
Ahmed Pasha his third tail. Emir Ahmed, Khalil’s Kiaya, who was the first to stir up trouble, 
was impaled. Other two hundred or more of the insurgents were hanged or impaled, and the 
country was relieved of the presence of a herd of miscreants.” p. 361 
 
From Archimandrite Cyprianos’s History of Cyprus, Venice, 1788, translated C. D. Cobham: 
 
“It was some time since a wood-cutter of the deserted village of Clavdia, a one-eyed creature 
called Baqi, threw up wood-cutting, and joined the levendler or volunteers. He wrought a 
great deal of harm among the respectable villagers, and getting into the graces of an odaliq, 
the slave-mistress of some notable, became musellim at Attalia. Hounded thence for his 
villany, he returned to Cyprus and began to play the tyrant and robber at Larnaca. Here he 
was made zabit (magistrate), but being dismissed for his tyranny by the dragoman 
Christophaki, the blood-sucker set upon the latter and murdered him on Easter morning, 
1750.” p. 363 
 
 

1265. Satalieh 
Victor Duruy, A History of France, Abridged and Translated from the 17th 
French Edition by Mrs M. Carey, T. Y. Cromwell and Co., New York, 
1896, p. 145. 

 
“The Emperor Manuel627 sent his deputies a great distance to meet the crusaders, desiring 
that they should take an oath of fidelity to him, to which they again consented. The Germans 
were already in the midst of Asia Minor. But, betrayed by their Greek guides, they wandered 
about in the defiles of the Taurus (sic.), and fell by the sword of the Turks. The Emperor 
Conrad returned almost alone to Constantinople.  
 
Louis, warned of the danger, took the route by the sea-shore, and at first gained there the 
victory of the Maeander. But as soon as they entered the mountains, the unskillfulness of the 
commanders and the want of discipline among the soldiers brought about severe disasters. At 
Satalieh it was thought impossible to go any farther. The king and the nobles embarked in 
certain Greek vessels, in order to finish their pilgrimage by sea, abandoning the vast 
multitude of the pilgrims, who were either killed by the arrows of the Turks, or, to escape 
death, became Moslems. Having reached Antioch, Louis thought no more of battles, but of 
accomplishing his pilgrim’s vow, praying at the Holy Sepulchre, and ending as quickly as 
possible this unfortunate enterprise.” p. 145. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
627  Manuel I Comnenus, Emperor, 1143-1180. 
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1266. Attalia 
J. M. Ludlow, Ten Epochs of Church History, Six: The Age Of The 
Crusades, Christian Literature Company, New York, 1896, p. 172. 

 
“Placing the command in the hands of the veteran Gilbert, and Everard des Barras (sic.628), 
Grand Master of the Templars (1147 to 1151), who had marched from the East629 to assist the 
new crusaders, Louis pressed on. Winter fell with unwonted severity upon his ragged and 
starving retainers. The Greeks held Attalia and refused to allow the Franks to enter that city. 
At length Louis accepted their offer to transport a portion of his army by sea to Syria. Leaving 
a large proportion of his camp, the king set sail, and arrived at Antioch in March 1148. Less 
than one quarter of his followers met him on the Syrian soil. 
 
The Franks, thus abandoned by their king, had incessantly to fight with the swarming Turks, 
until human nature succumbed. Their leaders Archambaud and Thierri, deserted them and 
followed the king over the sea. Seven thousand essayed to pursue their journey overland, and 
were massacred, or perished amid the dangers of the way. The old chronicler says, “God 
alone knows the number of the martyrs whose blood flowed beneath the blade of the Turks 
and even under the sword of the Greeks.” Three thousand are said to have lost their faith in 
the protection of Christ and sought the pity of the Moslems by confessing the Prophet.” p. 
172. 
 
 

1267. Attaleia 
Rev. E. H. Plumptre, The Heathen World and St. Paul. St. Paul in Asia 
Minor, and at the Syrian Antioch, Published under the direction of the 
General literature committee, Society for Promoting Christian 
Knowledge, London, and E. and J. B. Young, New York, 1896, p. 26. 

 
“…and Athenaeus, the founder of the medical school known as the Pneumatici, who was born 
in Cilician (sic.) Attaleia, in the first century after Christ*. 
 
*Dictionary of the Bible, art. Medicine, by Dr. Hayman.” p. 26. 
 
 

1268. Attaleia, Attalia 
Edwin Wilbur Rice, People’s Commentary on the Acts. Giving the Common 
Version, 1611, the Revised version, 1881 (American readings and 
renderings), with Critical, Exegetical and Applicative Notes, and illustrations 
from life and history in the East, Maps, Engravings from Photographs, by 
Bonfils, Good, Jordan, and others, and From Original Sketches, American 
Sunday School Union, Philadelphia, 1896, pp. 176, 192, 193. 

 
Acts 13: 13. “Perga was a flourishing town then, and the near port for Antioch in Pisidia. 
Perga is now in ruins; its prosperity declined and it went into decay after the founding nearby 
of Attaleia by Attalus Philadelphus630. Here John Mark left them and returned to Jerusalem.” 
p. 176. 
 
                                                             
628  Everard des Barres, Eberhard von Barres or Eberhard De Bären. 
629  He and the other Templars did not come from the East, they left Paris, with the Crusaders. 
630  There is no evidence to suggest the decline of Perge was due to the founding of Attalia by king Attalus. 
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“Acts 14: 25 Attalia or Attaleia was on the sea and plain near the mouth of the Cestrus (sic.), 
south of the Pisidian Antioch and close to the mouth of the Catarrhactes, another river which 
fell into the sea across the plain.” p.192. 

 
“Acts 14: 26. Attalia being an open seaport, they found a vessel bound towards Antioch in 
Syria and “sailed” to that distant city from whence they had first started upon this missionary 
journey.” p. 193. 
 
 

1269. Attalia, Adalia 
Dictionary of the Bible: comprising its Antiquities, Biography, Geography, 
and Natural History ...  Ed. by William Robertson Smith, S. S. Scranton and 
Co., Hartford, Conn. 1896, p. 83.  

 
“Attali’a, a coast-town of Pamphylia, mentioned (Acts xiv. 25) as the place from which Paul 
and Barnabas sailed on their return journey into the inland parts of Asia Minor. It was built 
by Attalus Philadelphus, king of Pergamus, and named after the monarch. All its remains are 
characteristic of the date of its foundation. Leake fixes Attalia at Adalia, on the S. coast of 
Asia Minor, N.(sic.) of the Duden Su, the ancient Catarrhactes.” p. 83. 
 
 

1270. Attaleia 
“On the Life of a Hero,” p. 365 in, The Churchman, Vol. 73 (Jan.-June 
1896) March 14, 1896, p. 365. (There is no evidence to suggest the Apostles 
arrived from Cyprus at Attaleia, as is stated here, rather than Perga.) “On the 
Life of a Hero,” April 25, 1896, p. 567-568 

 
Children’s Department, “On the Life of a Hero,”:“…His first landing place in Asia is Attaleia 
(sic.), which may be looked upon as the haven of Perga, a city lying inland, as if built to 
escape the incursions of the fierce Mediterranean pirates, whose profession in early times 
was considered honorable, and who absolutely controlled many districts by sea and land.” p. 
365. 
 
Children’s Department, “On the Life of a Hero,”: “…He visited every single congregation in 
Lystra, Iconium, Antioch in Pisidia, and Perga. He, moreover, confirmed the souls of the 
disciples, probably by the laying-on of hands; he ordained presbyters in every Church, and so 
enabled the Christians in these several cities to receive regularly the means of grace, and, 
after faithfully discharging all his duties, took ship at Attaleia and sailed to Antioch in Syria.” 
p. 568. 
 
 

1271. Attalia 
Oliver Joseph Thatcher, Ferdinand Schevill, Europe in the Middle Age, C. 
Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1896, p. 403. (Reprinted 1897, 1898, 1901, 
1920.) 

 
“The difficulties of this way were very great, and order in the army could not be preserved. 
During the rest of their journey to Attalia, on the southern coast of Asia Minor, they suffered 
heavy losses by the attacks of the Turks. The army was in a wretched condition when it 
reached Attalia. The long march and the constant fighting had utterly worn it out. In Attalia 
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the French could obtain no food for their horses, which consequently died in a short time. 
They appealed to the Greeks for a fleet to enable them to continue their journey, but when it 
came it was sufficient to carry only the nobility. The common people were therefore left to 
take care of themselves. The nobility sailed away alone.” p. 403. 
 
 

1272. Satalye, Attalia 
Representative English Literature from Chaucer to Tennyson; selected and 
supplemented with historical connections and a map, by Henry S. Pancoast, 
Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1896, npn. 

 
Geoffrey Chaucer. 1340-1400.  
The opening Lines of the Prologue to Chaucer’s “Canterbury Tales.” Lines 57-60. 
 
“Of Algesir, and riden in Belmarie. 
At Lieys was he, and at Satalye,(fn. 28) 
Whan they were wonne; and in the Greyte see 
At many a noble aryve hadde he be. 
 
(fn. 28) Attalia.” 
 
 

1273. Satalia (whirlpool called Satalia in the Gulf of the same name) Syrtes, 
Grecian Sea 
Edwin Sidnay Hartland, The Legend of Perseus: A Study of Tradition in 
Story, Custom and Belief, D. Nutt, London, 1896, p. 139-140. 

 
“that between Rhodes and Cyprus are the Syrtes, commonly called the Gulf of Satalia, where 
the Gorgon’s head was said to have been thrown into the sea. They are opposite the town of 
Satalia, claimed by the Sultan of Iconium. The Gorgon was held to have been a prostitute 
whose beauty drove men out of their wits, until Perseus threw her head into the deep. This of 
course was a piece of euhemerism on the part of the Marshal of Aries631 or his informants, 
whoever they may have been. He goes on, however, to say that the natives report that a 
soldier fell in love with a certain queen, and not being able to obtain her during her life, he 
secretly violated her sepulchre. From his posthumous embraces the corpse bore a monstrous 
head, which, the soldier was warned by a voice in the air at the moment of his crime, would 
by its mere look destroy all things that it beheld. Accordingly at the proper time he opened the 
tomb and found the head, carefully averting himself from its gaze. Whenever he exhibited it to 
his foes they and their cities were destroyed. Afterwards he found another love; and one day, 
while sailing the sea he was sleeping peacefully in her lap, when she took the opportunity to 
steal the key and open the casket wherein the head was kept. Her curiosity proved her bane. 
Her lover awoke and, plunged in grief at the catastrophe, he took out the fatal head, stuck it 
up and perished with his ship from its glance. Every seven years, it was believed, the head 
rose to the surface of the sea and imperilled the safety of all who navigated those waters. 
 

                                                             
631  Gervase of Tilbury, Professor at the University of Bologna and historian of the thirteenth century, whose 

career was of a wandering scholar, for some time in the service of the Holy Roman Emperor Otto IV (r. 
1209-1215), and made Marshal of the Kingdom of Aries by him. 
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1 (Walter) Map’s632 account is that the hero was a cordwainer633 of exceeding great skill, who 
flourished at Constantinople in the time of Gerbert634, that is to say, about a huındred and 
fifty years before his own time. Falling in love with a noble maiden whose naked foot he had 
been called upon to clothe in the course of business, he sold everything and took service in the 
army, in order to rise in the world and become worthy of her. She however, died in his 
absence. The violation of her tomb follows. The Gorgonian head is expressly declared to have 
stiffened the wretches upon whom its gaze was brought to bear. The soldier at length weds the 
daughter and heiress of the Emperor. She gives him no peace until he tells her the contents of 
his casket; and having learnt the secret she tries the effect of the head upon her husband as he 
wakes from sleep. Having thus fordone him by her wiles, she orders his body and the 
instrument of his enormities to be cast together into the Grecian Sea. A terrific storm arose 
when her command was fulfilled; and on its subsiding a vast and destructive whirlpool 
remained ever thereafter, called Satalia, ...” p. 139-140.  
 
 

1274. Attalia 
William Fiddian Moultan, The Old World and the New Faith: Notes upon 
the Historical Narrative Contained in the Acts of the Apostles, Charles H. 
Kelly, 1896, p. 97. 

 
“Leaving Seleucia, the port of Antioch, they sailed to Cyprus, the native country of Barnabas, 
which they traversed from east to west; they then sailed N.N.W. to Attalia635, the port of 
Pamphylia, from whence they struck inland, through Perga, and across the mountains of the 
Taurus range, to Antioch.”p. 97. 
 
 

1275. Attaleia 
William Mitchell Ramsay, St. Paul The Traveller And The Roman Citizen, 
Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1897, p. 123-124. 

 
“11. Pisidia and Pamphylia. (XIV 24) And having made a missionary journey through 
Pisidia, they came into Pamphylia; (25) and having spoken the Word at Perga, they came 
down to the harbour Attaleia; (26) and from thence they sailed away to Antioch…” p. 123. 
 
“Attaleia seems to be mentioned here solely as the port of departure (though they had 
formerly sailed direct up the Cestrus to Perga). Not catching Luke’s fondness for details 
connected with the sea and harbours (p. 20), the Bezan Reviser reads: “they came down to 
Attaleia, giving them the good news”. p. 124. 
 
 

1276. Attaleia 
William Mitchell Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia: being an 
essay of the local history of Phrygia from the earliest time to the Turkish 

                                                             
632  1140 - c. 1209. 
633  Cordwainer- a shoemaker. 
634  Gerbert of Aurillac, Pope Sylvester II from 999-1003. 
635  There is no evidence for this statement. It is understood their arrival was at Perga from Cyprus, Acts 13:13, 

and they took their departure by boat from Attalia to Antioch Acts 14:25, probably to the port of Seleucia, 
preceeding the medieval port of St. Symeon, at the mouth of the Orontes. 
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conquest: West and West-Central Phrygia, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1897, 
pp. 366, 520, 714, 738. 

 
Fn. 1. “Hence the opinion expressed by Petersen, Stadt Pamphyliens I p. 158, that a stone 
now in Adalia, which I regard as carried from Perge (four hours distant by an easy road), 
would not be transported so far, rests on insufficient knowledge of the manners and facts of 
Turkish life. The stone is not so heavy as those from Synnada (brought to Afion-Kara-Hissar 
and then to Smyrna in hope of gain) and Karagatch-Euren” p. 366. 
 
“The most natural and simple interpretation is that Menas and Eutyches were members of the 
Gerousia. The term Geraios occurs in that sense at Hierapolis CIG 3916, in Pamphylia at 
Attaleia (Lanckoronski I inscr. No. 8), Sillyon (ibid. no. 58), and it is frequently the case that 
senators were members of Gerousia (e.g. at Sidyma, Benndorf Lykia I no. 51).” p. 520. 
 
“The saint (Abercius) himself knew the easiest and best way of travelling to Rome. Leaving 
the magistriani to return by their toilsome land journey, he took the road S. to Attaleia (which 
he could easily reach in five days), and there took one of the many ships coasting along from 
Syria or Egypt* towards Rome. 
 
*See my St. Paul the Trav, p. 319” p. 714. 
 
“Stones go to the great centres, not away from them, and the smaller the village the more 
nearly certain is it that the stones in it come from some neighbouring site (for the villages, as 
a rule, do not actually stand on the old site, but near it). Exceptions may occur, and the 
conditions which may cause exceptions are stated on p. 366; but except where several ancient 
sites are very close together (as in the Pentopolis, Ch. XVI App. I), I have found no exception 
in my experience. Only in the great centers (Attaleia, Kutaya, etc.) have I found travelled 
stones.” p. 738. 
 
 

1277. Satalia 
“The Pilgrimage of the Russian Abbot Daniel in the Holy Land 1106-
1107,” Diary of A Journey Through Syria and Palestine, The Library of the 
Palestine Pilgrims’ Text Society, Committee for the Palestine Exploration 
Fund, London, 1897, Vol. IV., p. 56. 

 
1107 A.D “then come Little Antioch (Antiochetta), Kaninoros (Alanya), Mavronoros 
(Manavgat), the small town of Satalia, and the little island of Khilidonia (the group of islands 
off Cape Khilidonia). All these towns are on the seashore. We passed all these towns without 
landing, and, for fear of armed men, did not cast anchor at Khilidonia. From thence we 
proceeded towards Myra, and also towards the town of Patara; near the latter we met four 
galleys, carrying pirates, who attacked and robbed us. From thence we directed our way 
towards Constantinople, which we reached in good health.” p. 56. 
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1278. Satalie, Atalia 
A. W. Andrews, “The Teaching of Geography in Relation to History,” pp. 
427-438 in, The Geographical Journal, Vol. 9, No. 4 (Apr., 1897), p. 434. 

 
“He had also been in Lithuania, Russia; in Granada, at the siege of Algezir (1344); in Africa; 
at Layas in Armenia, and Satalie, the ancient Atalia, both taken by the King of Cyprus, the 
former in 1367 (Layas was not taken by King Peter, Gorhigos was held against a Mamluke 
siege in 1359-60 and defended against a Karamanid attack in 1367), the latter in 1352 (sic. 
1361, Peter did not come to the throne until 1359); as also in the “Greate Sea,” (the 
Mediterranean), in Anatolia, and in Turkey.” p. 434. 
 
 

1279. Atalia 
Brooks Adams, The Law of Civilization and Decay; an Essay on History, 
The Macmillan Co., New York and London, 1897, p. 115. 

 
“Soon after this check Louis was joined by the Grand Master of the Temple636, under whose 
guidance he reached Atalia, a Greek port in Pamphylia: and here, had the king been a 
rationalist, he would have stormed the town and used it as a base of operations against Syria. 
In the eyes of laymen, the undisguised hostility of the emperor would have fully justified such 
an attack. But Louis was a devotee, bound by a vow to the performance of a certain mystic 
formula, and one part of his vow was not to attack Christians during his pilgrimage. In his 
mind the danger of disaster from supernatural displeasure was greater than the strategic 
advantage: and so he allowed his army to rot before the walls in the dead of winter, without 
tents or supplies, until it wasted to a shadow of its former strength. 
 
Finally the governor contracted to provide shipping, but he delayed for another five weeks, 
and when the transports came they were too few. Even then Louis would not strike, but 
abandoning the poor and sick to their fate, he sailed away with the flower of his troops, and 
by spring the corpses of those whom he had deserted bred a pestilence which depopulated the 
city.” p. 115. 

 
 

1280. Attaleia 
“The Saint, The Devil, and the Antiquary,” 168-187 in, Everyday Life in 
Turkey, by Lady Agnes Dick (Marshall) Ramsay, Hodder and Stoughton, 
London, 1897, (Dedicated to Mrs. James Whittall of Bournabat, Smyrna), p. 
179. (See the version above, William Mitchell Ramsay, “The Tale of Saint 
Abercius.” pp. 339-353 in, The Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. III., 1882, p. 
346.) 

 
“The messengers now explained their business, and Avircius (Bishop of Hierapolis, Avircius 
Marcellus, later Saint Abercius), promising to meet them in Rome in forty days, left them to 
find their way back as they pleased, while he drove in a carriage down to Attaleia, on the 
southern coast, and there took ship to Rome. His servant accompanied him and looked after 
the luggage, which consisted of a single sack. Whatever the saint required on the journey, the 
servant obtained by merely putting his hand into the sack and taking out whatever he wanted. 
This was exceedingly convenient, it will be admitted; but the special advantage of this kind of 
                                                             
636  Brother Everard des Barres, Grand Master of the Order of the Templars from 1147-1152, left Paris with King 

Louis. 
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baggage was that the servant had no power to take anything from it, unless the saint desired 
it, so that, after having tried in vain to make dishonest use of the sack, he was compelled to be 
honest whether he was so inclined or not. 
 
Avircius reached Rome, which the biography describes as a seaport, three days before the 
return of the messengers.” p. 179. 
 
 

1281. Satalia 
Lieut.-Col. C. R. Conder, The Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, 1099 to 1291 
A.D., Committee of the Palestine Exploration Fund, London, 1897, p. 109-
110; 336.  

 
“Meanwhile the French were struggling on along the coast route, by the Cayster and valley 
of the Meander, forcing passage over this river, and reaching, after disasterous conflicts, the 
seaport of Satalia, across the Cadmus range. King Louis embarked at this place to go by sea 
to Antioch, deserting all who could not gain a passage with him. The plague appeared among 
the French: the Greeks refused to help them: a small force of about 3,000 or 4,000 men strove 
to march on Tarsus, but perished on the way; and thus with but a quarter of his army (sic.), 
the pious monarch, with his gay queen, Eleanor of Guienne, at length arrived at Antioch.” p. 
109-110. 

 
“The Order (of the Temple, the Templars) spread also along the shores of Asia Minor, 
(Regesta, No. 815.), where the Pope confirmed their holding of the port of Satalia.637” p. 336.  
 
 

1282. Adalia, Satalie 
Rev. James W. Lee, The Romance of Palestine: A History For Young People 
Containing Over One Hundred And Fifty Original Photographs and Pen 
Pictures of the Castles, temples, cities, mountains, rivers, battle-fields, classic 
groves, enchanted gardens and great people, which illustrate the History, 
Literature, Art and Legend of the Holy Land,  N. D. Thompson Pub. Co., St. 
Louis and New York, 1897, p. 458, p. 459. 

 
Caption to William Bartlett’s engraving of Adalia 
 
 “Adalia in Cilicia (sic.) This is the port in Asia Minor from which Louis VII. with Queen 
Eleanor and her court ladies, and all the brilliant knights and men-at-arms, set sail for the 
Holy Land. Chaucer refers to it as Satalie in the Prologue to his Canterbury Tales.” p. 458. 
 
“The French army, taking warning from the disasters of the Germans, gave up the overland 
journey through the uplands of Asia Minor and took ship at Satalie direct for Latakia (sic.).” 
p. 459.  
 
 
 
 

                                                             
637  First nominally granted to the Order of the Temple on the establishent of the Latin state in Constantinople in 

1204. 
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1283. Attaleia 
A History of Rome for Beginners: From the Foundation of the City to the 
Death of Augustus, by Evelyn S. Shuckburgh, Macmillan and Co., London 
and New York, 1897, p. 266. 

 
“At Attaleia in Pamphylia he (Pompey) was joined by about sixty Senators, and collected 
some ships and men. At Cyprus he found the first signs of his failing influence, for he was 
informed that the people of Antioch (on the opposite coast) were putting their town in a state 
of defence to prevent his landing.” p. 266. 
 
 

1284. Attalia 
Clyde Weber Votaw, Inductive Studies in the Acts, The Primitive Era of 
Christianity, VI., pp. 64-75 in, The Biblical World, Vol. 10, No. 1., Jul., 1897, 
p. 66. (Reprinted unchanged in, The Primitive Era of Christianity as recorded 
in the Acts of the Apostles, 30-63 A.D.: a series of inductive studies in the 
English Bible, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1898, p. 70.)  

 
“Trace upon the map the journey of the party from Perga through Antioch, Iconium, Lystra, 
and Derbe, and back again to Perga, Attalia, and Syrian Antioch. Ascertain what can be 
known about each of these towns as to location, population, social, political, and religious 
characteristics (see especially Ramsay, Church in the Roman Empire, pp. 16-58, St. Paul the 
Traveller, pp. 98-151).” p. 66. 

 
 

1285. Attaleia 
Rush Rhees, The Life of Paul; notes of lectures to the Junior Class in the 
Newton Theological Institution, Newton Centre, Mass. 1897, p. 22. 

 
“Thence they went to Pamphylia again, conducting a ministry in Perga which seems to have 
had small results, and then sailed from Attaleia for Antioch in Syria, where they reported the 
work that they had done among the Gentiles.” p. 22. 
 
 

1286. Attalia 
The Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges, The Acts of The Apostles 
with Maps, Introduction and Notes, By The Late J. Rawsom Lumby D.D., 
Cambridge at the University Press, 1897, p. 182. 

 
“Attalia. A seaport of Pamphylia, at the mouth of the river Catarrhactes. For its history see 
Dictionary of the Bible. The Apostles had sailed, as they came from Paphos, directly to Perga, 
which they reached by coming some way up the river Cestrus. Now they go by land from 
Perga to the seacoast at Attalia, where there was more likelihood of finding a vessel in which 
they could sail into Syria. Acts 14:26. from whence they had been recommended to the grace 
of God.” p. 18. 
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1287. Attaleia 
George R. Crooks, The Story of the Christian Church, Eaton and Mains, 
New York, and, Curts and Jennings, Cincinnati, 1897, p. 47. 

 
“Paul now began his first long missionary journey; passing through Cyprus and the adjacent 
parts of Asia Minor, he and Barnabas in time reach Attaleia, a seaport of Pamphylia, and sail 
from thence to Antioch.” p. 47. 
 
 

1288. Attalia, Adal638 
Townsend MacCoun, The Holy Land in Geography and in History, 
Geography, New York, 1897, Vol., I., p. 57.  

 
Topographical Index of Scriptural Places: 
 
 “1. Attalia, 142. Adal in Asia Minor. Acts xiv, 25.” Vol., I., p. 57.  
 
 

1289. Attaleia 
George H. Dryer, History of the Christian Church, Curts and Jennings, 
Cincinnati, and, Eaton and Mains, New York, 1897, Vol. II., The 
Preparation for Modern Times 600-1517 A.D., p. 319. 

 
“Indeed, to the Eastern Christians the Crusade semed only an intolerable calamity. Louis had 
60,000 soldiers (sic.), besides camp followers. What must have been the misery entailed by 
such an army living off the country through which they passed! At the crossing of the 
Meander they were attacked by the Turks, and came to Laodicea. Through carelessness in the 
march south, the divisions of the army became separated. The Turks saw their opportunity; 
they attacked them in detail, and broke up the army as a military force. The mournful remains 
reached Attaleia. There, King Louis and his nobles took ship for Antioch. The deserted 
common people, two thousand in number (sic.), died of plague and famine, or became 
Mussulmans; for the Turks had more compassion on them than the Greeks.” p. 319. 
 
 

1290. Attalia, Satalia 
Geo. W. Clark, Harmony of the Acts of the Apostles and chronological 
arrangement of the Epistles and Revelation, with chronological and 
explanatory notes, and valuable tables. Designed for popular use, and 
specially adapted to Sunday-Schools, American Baptist Publication Society, 
Philadelphia, 1897, p. 196. 

 
                                                             
638  The toponym, Adal, for Adalia may have been a typo for Adalia. However, it may also have been derived 

from a mistake made in copying from an already published gazetteer, this because the toponym, Adal, at 
times immediately preceeds Adalia. For example, in the Imperial reference library; comprising a General 
Encylopædia of Literature, History, Art, Science, Invention and Discovery;… Ed. by Charles Smith Morris & 
others. Syndicate Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Vol. 1 (A-CAE), 1898, p. 29.  “Adal, or Adel, a country 
inhabited by the Affar, or Arabs Danakil, on the eastern coast of Africa…Annexed to Egypt in 1875, as the 
Province of Harrar.” Which is followed immediately by the entry for Adalia. The region of Adal was little 
known before the 19th c. in Britain. Charles Johnston, Travels in southern Abyssinia, through the country of 
Adal to the kingdom of Shoa, 1844.  Paracelsus, in a medicinal context, termed, Adal, the pure and active part 
of plants, separate from the inert. 
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“In the latter city (Perge) they seem to have had no success worthy of mention. They then pass 
over the plain, sixteen miles (sic.)639, to Attalia, situated on the coast near the mouth of the 
river Catarrhactes. It is now modern Satalia, and described “as beautifully situated round a 
small harbor, the streets appearing to rise behind each other like the seats of a theatre.”—
(Admiral Beaufort, in Hackett.) Nothing is said of their preaching here. From this port they 
sail to Antioch in Syria, very probably disembarking at Seleucia, its port, and going to 
Antioch by land, instead of the farther and winding way up the river Orontes. This may be 
fixed late in A.D. 47.” p. 196. 
 
 

1291. Attalia, Adalia 
George Francis Hill, Catalogue of the Greek Coins of Lycia, Pamphylia, 
Pisidia, London, 1897, [A Catalogue of Greek Coins in the British Museum, 
Bd. 19]. Lxxi, Lxxv-Lxxvi, Pl. XXIII. 

 
“Like Pisidia, Pamphylia seems at the time of Alexander’s invasion to have had no political 
union. After his death, like Lycia, Pamphylia passed from one to another of his successors. 
After the fall of Antiochus it was handed to the kingdom of Pergamum; the most important 
trace left by this period being seen in Attalia, which was founded by Attalus II. The part which 
the Pamphylians took in the Levantine piracy of the time caused the Romans to annex 
Pamphylia to Cilicia.” Lxxi.  
 
“Attalia (the modern Adalia) was founded by Attalus II. Philadelphus (B.C. 159-138). The 
coins, which begin in the middle of the second century B.C. read ΑΤΤΑΛΕΩΝ, whereas those 
of Attalia in Lydia, a foundation of the same king, have ΑΤΤΑΛΕΑΤΩΝ. 
 
Many of the types refer to cults brought from Pergamum, e.g. Zeus and Athena. Other types 
relating to local cults are those of Nike, Artemis Elaphebolos and Dionysos. As a port, Attalia 
not unnaturally worshipped Poseidon; and the types of no. 12, Pl.xxiii.7, are also maritime. 
With the type no.11, Pl. xxiii. 6 (not Eros, but Apollo, as he occurs at Cremna with the epithet 
Propylaeus) compare the very similar relief figured by Lanckoronski. The ἱερὸς (Ὀλύμπια) 
οἰκουμενικὸς (ἀγών) is presumably the same as the pentaeteric games referred to in various 
inscriptions. 
 
On an alliance coin with Side, Attalia is represented by Nemesis, Side by Athena (Compare 
the Nemesis on nos. 20, 26, Pl. xxiii. 9, and the representation of Side by Athena on alliance 
coins with Perga, p. 141, nos. 105-106, p. 164, nos. 130, 131, Pl. xxv. 6; xxix. 4). The 
argument of Lanckoronski, as to the title of Athena at Attalia being Polias, therefore falls to 
the ground. 
On no. 26 occurs the indication of value, AH= 8 assaria.”  
 
Attalia coin Types, Symbols, Countermarks and the name of Emperors and Imperial 
Personages, portraits etc. on Attalia coins in the B.M. by 1897, Index II. Types, IIIa Symbols, 
IIIb countermarks: 
 
Agonistic table or ledge with prize vase 
Apollo shooting with bow lxxvi, 11 
Artemis huntress lxxvi 

                                                             
639  16 m.=26 km. Perge is  about 11 m. =18 km from Antalya. 
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Artemis, Pergaea lxxvi 
Temple, distyle; containing inscription, of Artemis Pergaea 
Crescent 
Athena standing 
Athena statue of, in temple 
Athena, head or bust of, in profile 
Athena and Nemesis, Side and Attalia 
Temple, tetrastyle, of Athena  
Biga of Helios, Helios in Biga 
Helios countermark 
Dionysos 
Dolphin 
Male figure draped 
Star 
Wreath, containing inscription. 
Emperors and Imperial Personages, portraits etc. :- Claudius, Domitian, Trajan, Antoninus 
Pius, Marcus Aurelius, Commodus, Gordian III, Herennia Etruscilla, Herennius Etruscus, 
Gallienus, Cornelius Valerianus. 
 

 
Pl. XXIII. Attalia coin types nos. 1-10. 
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1292. Satalia 
Claude Reignier Condor, The Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem, 1099 to 1291, 
Committee of the Palestine exploration fund, London, 1897, pp. 109-110, 
222, 336. 

 
“Meanwhile the French were struggling on along the coast route, by the Cayster and valley 
of the Meander, forcing a passage over this river, and reaching, after disastrous conflicts, the 
seaport of Satalia, across the Cadmus range. King Louis embarked at this place to go by sea 
to Antioch, deserting all who could not gain a passage with him. The plague appeared among 
the French: the Greeks refused to help them: a small force of about 3,000 or 4,000 men strove 
to march on Tarsus, but perished on the way; and thus with but a quarter of his army (sic.), 
the pious monarch, with his gay queen, Eleanor of Guienne, at length arrived in Antioch.” p. 
109-110.  
 
Georgians, Iberians as they were otherwise called, built a monastery on the banks of Jordan, 
“washed away by floods before 1185 A.D. Here they still practised the old penance of 
standing on pillars, like St. Simon Stylites, as well as in Northern Syria, and at Satalia in Asia 
Minor; further west at the monastery of St. Chrysostom now Tell el Kursi, south of Jericho 
other Iberian ascetics gathered, living side by side with the Greeks of St. John on Jordan, and 
the Latins of Calamon. The Latins called the Georgians “Christians of the Girdle.” p. 222. 
 
“The Order (of the Temple, the Templars) spread also along the shores of Asia Minor, where 
the Pope confirmed their (titular) holding of the port of Satalia.” p. 336. 
 
 

1293. Cathailye, Satalia, Satalieh, Attalia, Adalia  
The voyages and travels of Sir John Maundeville, Eds., Arthur 
Layard, Jacques Wardlaw Redway, D. Appleton and Co,.  New York, 1898, 
pp. 14, 223. 

 
“And Men pass by that Way, by a Place that was wont to be a great City, and a great Land; 
and the City was clept Cathailye (Satalia), the which City and Land was lost through Folly of 
a young Man. For he had a fair Damosel, that he loved well for his Paramour; and she died 
suddenly, and was put in a Tomb of Marble. And for the great Lust that he had to her, he went 
in the Night into her Tomb and opened it, and went in and lay by her, and went his way. And 
when it came to the end of nine months, there came a voice to him and said, Go to the tomb of 
that woman, and open it and behold what thou hast begotten on her; and if thou let to go, 
thou shalt have a great harm. And he yede and opened the tomb, and there flew out an adder 
right hideous to see640; the which as swathe flew about the city and the country, and soon 
after the city sank down. And there be many perilous passages without fail.”641 p. 14. 

                                                             
640  “an adder (poisonous snake) right hideous to see;” in other versions, “there flew out a head right (hideous) 

to see,” providing associations with a flying dragon and with the Gorgon’s head. 
641  The Cotton Mss. transcription reads: “And Men pessen be that Way, be a Place that was wont to ben a gret 

Cytee and a gret Lond: and the Cytee was clept Cathaillye: the whiche Cytee and Lond was lost, thorghe 
Folye of a zonge Man. For he had a fayr Damysele, that he loved wel, to his Paramour; and sche dyed 
sodeynly, and was don in a Tombe of Marble: and for the grete Luft, that he had to hire, he wente in the 
Nyghte unto hire Tombe and opened it, and went in and lay be hire, and wente his wey. And whan it came to 
the ende of nine Monethes, there com a Voys to him, and seyde, Go to the Tombe of that Woman, and open it 
and beholde what thou hast begoten on hire; and zif thou lette to go, thou schalt have a gret harm. And he 
zede and opened the Tombe; and there fleyghe out an Eddere righte hidous to see; the whiche als swythe 
fleighe aboute the Cytee and the Contree; and sone aftre the Cytee sank down. And there ben manye 
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Alexander William Kinglake, Eothen: Traces of Travel Bought Home from the East:   
 
“The town of Satalieh (1) is the chief place of the Pashalik in which it is situate, and its 
citadel is the residence of the Pasha…. 
 
1.Spelled “Attalia” and sometimes “Adalia” in English books and maps.” p. 223. 
 
 

1294. Satalia 
Joseph É. Darras, Charles I. White, M. J. Spalding, A General History of 
the Catholic Church: from the commencement of the Christian era to the 
twentieth century, in four volumes, P. J. Kennedy, 1898, Vol. III., p. 249-
250. 

 
Eugenius III (A.D. 1145-1153)  
 
“A march of twelve days, through a region wasted by the Turks, brought them to the gates of 
Satalia, a seaport town inhabited by the Greeks and governed in the name of the Emperor of 
Constantinople. They (the gates) were closed against the Crusaders; a part of the army 
embarked with the king and sailed to Antioch. The remainder formed in line of battle to cross 
Cilicia and return to Constantinople: but most of them were butchered by the Turks. “God 
alone,” say the old chroniclers, “knows the number of the martyrs and the streams of blood 
shed by the scimitars of the Unbelievers and even by the Grecian sword.” Vol. III., p. 249-
250. 
 
 

1295. Attalia 
Charles Oman, A History of The Art of War: The Middle Ages from the 
Fourth to the Fourteenth Century, Methuen and Co., London, 1898, p. 242, 
244-246. 

 
“The middle road,” continues our chronicler “has less advantages and also less drawbacks 
than either of the other two. It is longer and safer than the first, and shorter but poorer and 
less safe than the second.”642 The middle route of Odo is the line by Pergamus, Philadelphia, 
Laodicea, Cibyra, Attalia, and thence by the Cilician coast, to which Louis VII and the 
French Crusaders committed themselves in the winter of 1148-49643. The Emperor Conrad 
and the Germans took the “left-hand road,” i.e. the short and dangerous line through the 
midst of the Turkish territory, which passes by the gates of Iconium.” p. 242. 

                                                                                                                                                                                              
perilouse passages.” The voiage and travaile of Sir John Maundevile, Kt., which treateth of the Way to 
Hierusalem; and of Marvayles of INDE, with other Ilands and Countryes, printed for Woodman, and Lyon, 
London, 1727, p. 32-33. 

642  Odo of Deuil, Book V. 
643  It can be noted it was 1147 to spring 1148, not as stated, 1148-1149, and that there was an established route 

along the coast from Attalia to Tarsus, that could be employed by relatively large armies at this time in the 
12th c. It was employed by the Emperor John earlier in the decade, although not in March, which is recorded 
by Michael Italicus, in his Encomium on John’s Syrian expedition. It records that after the imperial army had 
mustered by Attalia, it marched along the coast as far as Seleucia, then by Corycus-Korykos-Gorghios, to 
Tarsus, Adana, and Mopsuestia, which were captured from the Franks. It is evident that the Emperor had no 
interest in strengthening the Latin position in Cilicia and that Louis and his council had no comprehension of 
the realities of the situation in selecting the route chosen for his army and pilgrims at that time of year. 
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“Louis had proposed to fill up his stores at Laodicea before beginning the difficult march 
through the mountains of Pisidia to Attalia. This region, full of small towns in the old Roman 
days, had been harried bare by the Seljouks. There was hardly an inhabited village on the 
route, which turned out to be no less than fifteen days in length, though the French had 
calculated on taking a much shorter time to traverse it. But the governor of Laodicea refused 
to sell any provisions to the Crusaders - from treachery according to the French chroniclers, 
but more probably because he dared not exhaust his stores when the Turks were known to be 
in the immediate neighbourhood.  
 
It was accordingly with a very insufficient stock of food that the French marched past 
Laodicea and started on their way by the pass between the Baba Dagh and the Khonas Dagh 
which led up into the highlands… 
 
It was generally agreed that the blame of the disaster rested upon the careless commanders of 
the van, and Geoffrey of Rancogne would have been hung but for the fact that Count 
Amadeus, who shared his responsibility, was the king’s uncle. When the host was 
reassembled, Louis, with a prudence and self-restraint seldom shown by the crusading chiefs, 
declared that he would hand over the future conduct of the march to experienced hands. The 
Grand Master of the Templars, Everard des Barres644, accompanied the host, and many 
veteran knights of the Order with him. The king consigned to them the regulation of the army, 
and a certain Templar named Gilbert marshalled it for the rest of the way to Attalia. They 
moved for the remaining twelve days of the march with a vanguard of mounted men, and 
rearguard of bowmen, strengthened by all the knights who had lost their horses. So successful 
was the new commander that four attacks of the Turks were beaten off with ease and 
considerable slaughter of the infidels. Even at the difficult passage of the two branches of the 
Indus (near Cibyra) the army suffered no harm, for Gilbert had the Turks driven away from 
the strong positions flanking the ford before he would allow the army to cross.  
 
But if the enemy did little harm with his arrows, the want of forage for the horses, and the 
gradual exhaustion of the insufficient stores which remained for the men, ruined the efficiency 
of the army. For the last week of their march the French were living almost entirely on 
horseflesh, and a few days more would have reduced them to absolute starvation. On arriving 
at Attalia, the king held a council of war and abandoned his intention of proceeding any 
farther by land. It was, as men said, forty days’ march to Antioch if they followed the Cilician 
shore, and all through difficult roads like those they had already passed over. On the other 
hand, it was but three days by sea to Syria if the wind was fair. So, hiring ships from the 
Greeks, the king and his knights and nobles passed over to Antioch. The winds, as it chanced, 
were contrary, and the voyage took three weeks instead of three days, but all reached their 
goal in safety. It was otherwise with the unhappy infantry; there had not been ships enough to 
take more than a small proportion of them, and they remained behind for months (sic.) under 
the walls of Attalia, starving after they had spent their last deniers in buying food from the 
Greeks at very exorbitant rates. At last some eight thousand645 of them, headed by a few 
knights, resolved that anything was better than longer waiting, and started off by the coast 
road to cut their way to Tarsus. They forced the passage of the Cestrus, but the Eurymedon, 

                                                             
644  Brother Everard des Barres was Grand Master from 1147-1152. He sailed with the king from Attalia, with 

the barons Roger de Mowbray and William de Warrenne. 
645  The figure of 8,000 seems rather large.  
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the next river along the coast, proved unfordable646, and on its banks they were attacked and 
cut to pieces by the Turks. Of the survivors some entered the Greek service, others turned 
Moslems in despair, “for the Turks, cruel in their kindness, gave them bread and took from 
them the true faith”; the majority, however, died of disease or famine in the neighbourhood of 
Attalia.” p. 245-246. 
 
 

1296. Attaleia 
Archibald Wilberforce, The Great Battles of All Nations: from Marathon to 
Santiago, 490 B. C.--A.D. 1898, P. F. Collier, New York, 1898, Vol. I., p. 
213. 

 
“Conrad lost thousands in an attempted march across Asia Minor; Louis took ship at Attaleia 
and succeeded in making his way to Jerusalem.” Vol. I., p. 213. 
 
This same sentence is also to be found in the 1877, 1890, 1893, 1899 and 1895, as in editions 
of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, in the Americanized Encyclopaedia Britannica of 1890 and 
in the 1895 edition. The implication to be gathered is that Louis, unlike Conrad, reached 
Jerusalem, whereas both monarchs reached Jerusalem in 1148, and both had lost their armies. 
 
 

1297. Adalia, Attalia 
Issac Taylor, Names and their Histories; A Handbook of Historical 
Geography and Topographical Nomenclature, Rivingtons, London, 1898, p. 
38. 

 
“Adalia, in Pamphylia, represents the ancient Attalia, visted by St. Paul (Acts xiv. 25), so 
called from Attalus Philadelphus, from whom Philadelphia (now Allah Shehr) was also 
named.” p. 38. 
 
 

1298. Satalia 
M. Guizot, Madame Guizot de Witt, France, translated by Robert Black, 
In Eight Volumes, with a supplement chapter of recent events by Mayo W. 
Hazeltine, Peter Fenelon Collier, New York, 1898, Vol. I., p. 341-342. 

 
“On entering Pisidia, the French army split up into two, and afterwards into several 
divisions, which scattered and lost themselves in the defiles of the mountains. The Turks 
waited for them, and attacked them at the mouths and from the tops of the passes; before long 
there was nothing left but disorder and carnage; the little band which surrounded the king 
was cut to pieces at his side; and Louis himself, with his back against a rock, defended 
himself, alone, for some minutes, against several Turks, till they, not knowing who he was, 
drew off, whereupon he, suddenly throwing himself upon a stray horse, rejoined his advance 
guard who believed him dead. The army continued their march pell-mell, king, barons, 
knights, soldiers, and pilgrims, uncertain day by day what would become of them on the 
morrow. The Turks harassed them afield; the towns in which there were Greek governors 
residing refused to receive them; provisions fell short; arms and baggage were abandoned on 
                                                             
646  The huge Roman bridge built across the river had collapsed in an earthquake, and the Seljuk 13th c. bridge, 

built in part on the Roman foundations, had yet to be constructed. There was a ferry service across the river 
in the 12th c. 
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the road. On arriving in Pampylia, at Satalia, a little port on the Mediterranean, the 
impossibility of thus proceeding became evident; they were still, by land, forty day’s march 
from Antioch, whereas it required but three to get there by sea. The governor of Satalia 
proposed to the king to embark the crusaders: but, when the vessels arrived, they were quite 
inadequate for such an operation: hardly could the king, the barons and the knights find room 
in them; and it would be necessary to abandon and expose to the perils of the land march the 
majority of the infantry and all the mere pilgrims who had followed the army. Louis, 
disconsolate, fluctuated between the most diverse resolutions, at one time demanding to have 
every body embarked at any risk, at another determining to march by land himself with all 
who could not be embarked; distributing whatever money and provisions he had left, being as 
generous and sympathetic as he was improvident and incapable, and, “never letting a day 
pass,” says Odo of Deuil, who accompanied him, “without hearing mass and crying unto the 
God of the Christians.” At last he embarked with his queen, Eleanor, and his principal 
knights; and towards the end of March 1148, he arrived at Antioch, having lost more than 
three-quarters of his army.” Vol. I., p. 341-342. 
 
 

1299. Attalia, Satalia Vecchia 
Lemuel Stoughton Potwin, Here and there in the Greek New 
Testament…With an introduction on New Testament Exegesis, Fleming H. 
Revell Co., Chicago, New York, Toronto, 1898, p. 203. 

 
“25. ‘Eις Ἀττάλειαν) Attaliam Ptolomaeus in ora maritima Pamphyliae point post Lyciam. Sic 
et Strabo. Alii Lyciae attribuunt. Sed provinciarum fines a Romanis saepe mutate. Hodie: 
Satalia Vecchia.” p. 203. 
 
 

1300. Attalia 
Quiz questions on the History of Medicine, from the Lectures of Thomas 
Lindsley Bradford; edited by Robert Ray Roth, John Joseph McVey, 
Philadelphia, 1898, p. 38. 

 
“67. Who was Athenaeus of Attalia, and describe the Pneumatic School?  
 
He lived about Pliny’s time, and maintained among other things, that fire, air, water, and 
earth are not the true elements, but that their four cardinal qualities are: heat, cold, dry and 
moist, the two first of which are looked upon as the efficient cause of things. To these he 
added a fifth, which he called spirit, and imagined it penetrated all bodies, and kept them in 
their natural state. He is said to be the founder of the pneumatic school, and also to have 
written more universally upon physic than any of his contemporaries. It is said he had many 
disciples. His system taught that the dynamic force of the soul or pneuma was the 
indispensable element of medical art.” p. 38. 
 
 

1301. Attaleia 
Canon Farrar, A Life of St. Paul for the Young, Henry Neil, Philadelphia, 
1899, p. 230-231. 

 
“In this manner they passed into Pamphylia; and since on their first journey they had been 
unable to preach in Perga, they did so now. Possibly they found no ship ready to sail down 
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the Cestrus to their destination. They therefore made their way sixteen miles (sic.) overland to 
the flourishing seaport of Attaleia, at the mouth of the Katarrhaktes, which at that time found 
its way to the sea over a range of cliffs in floods of foaming waterfall; and from thence—for 
they never seem to have lingered among the fleeting and mongrel populations of these seaport 
towns—they took ship to Seleucia,” 
 

 
 
ATTALEIA. (From a Sketch by C. J. (sic.) Danford, Esq.647) 

                                                             
647  Also published in: Ed., John Clark Ridpath, Great races of mankind: an account of the ethnic origin, 

primitive estate, early migrations, social evolution, and present conditions and promise of the principal 
families of men, together with a preliminary inquiry on the time, place and manner of the beginning, In Four 
Volumes, The West Aryans, The Jones Bros. Publ. Co., Cincinnati, and, The C. W. Slauson Publ. Co., 
Chicago, 1893, Vol. II., p. 63. “View of Attaleia - From a sketch of C. G. Danford;” and in, Ed., John Clark 
Ridpath, Ridpath’s Universal History; An account of the origin, primitive condition, and race development of 
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1302. Attaleia 
George Ludington Weed, A Life of St. Paul For The Young, George W. 
Jacobs and Co., Philadelphia, 1899, p. 117. 

 
“Recrossing the steep, rugged, dangerous, rocky mountains of Taurus, where we followed 
him in his outward journey, he is again at Perga in Pamphylia. There he stays some time 
preaching, perhaps while waiting for a vessel at the seaport of Attaleia to carry him back to 
Seleucia in Syria, whence he had sailed for Cyprus at the beginning of his journey.” p. 117. 
 
 

1303. Attaleia 
James Vernon Bartlet, The Apostolic Age; Its Life, Doctrine, Worship and 
Polity, Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1899, p. 81. 

 
“The rest of their return journey is soon told. Passing through Pisidia they reentered 
Pamphylia, and this time preached at Perga ere going down to embark at Attaleia, the port at 
which ships bound for Syria mostly called.” p. 81. 
 
 

1304. Attaleia 
The World-Wide Encyclopedia and Gazetteer. Compiled and revised to date 
from the leading encyclopedias of the world, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences 
and Literature, to which is added Biographies of living subjects, Edited by 
W. H. De Puy and a corps of eminent writers. The Christian Herald, New 
York, 1899, Vol. III., p. 1858. (As in, The Home Encyclopædia, Compiled and 
Revised to Date from the Leading Encyclopædias, Educational Publishing Co., 
Chicago, 1895, Vol. VI.,  p. 1858.) 

 
“The story of this expedition brings before us a long series of disasters. Conrad lost 
thousands in an attempted march across Asia Minor; Louis took ship at Attaleia and 
succeeded in making his way to Jerusalem.” Vol. III., p. 1858. 
 
 

1305. Attalia 
Thomas Frederick Tout, The Empire and the Papacy, 918-1273, Period II., 
Rivingtons, London, 1899, 192. 

 
“When the wearied army at last reached the little port of Attalia in Pamphylia [February 
1148], the leaders resolved to borrow ships from the Greeks, and effect the rest of their 
journey by sea. But so small a number of ships was forthcoming, that only the knights were 
enabled to embark. The rest of the army was forced to resume its dangerous land march and 
few indeed ever reached their destination.” p. 192. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                              

the greater divisions of mankind, and also of the principal events in the evolution and progress of nations 
from the beginnings of civilized life to the close of the nineteenth century,  in Seventeen Volumes, The Jones 
Brothers Publishing Company, Cincinnati, 1899, Vol. III., p. 63, “View of Attaleia.-From a sketch of C. 
J.(sic.)Danford.” 
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1306. Attalia 
Francis Marion Crawford, Via Crucis: A Romance of the Second Crusade, 
Macmillan Co., London, 1899, p. 350-351. 

 
“They came down at last from the mountains to the sea, to a place called Attalia. Thence 
Gilbert would have led them still by land into Syria; but the King was weary, and the Queen 
also had seen the great mistake she had made in bringing her ladies into the pilgrimage; for 
few had the strength of the hardy Anne of Auch, or the spirit of Beatrix, to endure without 
murmering, like men, and like very brave men. The ladies’ train had become a company of 
complainers, murmering against everything, longing for the good things of France, and often 
crying out bitterly, that they had been brought out to waste their youth and freshness, or even 
their lives in a wilderness. Therefore Eleanor consented at last to the King’s desire, which 
was to take ship from Attalia to Saint Simeon’s Harbour, which is close to Antioch…He would 
have brought the whole army to Antioch with him, but a great outcry arose; for, whereas all 
the great barons and knights were for the safer journey, the poorer sort of pilgrims feared the 
sea more than they feared the Seljuks, and they would not take ship. So at last the King let 
them go, and they, not knowing wither they went, boasted that they should reach Antioch first. 
He gave them money and certain guides whom he trusted.” p. 350-351. 
 
 

1307. Attalia, Adalia 
The World-Wide Encyclopedia and Gazetteer; Compiled and revised to date 
from the leading encyclopedias of the world, A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences 
and Literature, to which is added Biographies of Living Subjects, Ed. W. H. 
De Puy and a corps of eminent writers, Christian Herald, New York, 1899, 
Vol. VII., p. 5327. 

 
s.v. “Seljuks,” “He was soon deposed by Kaikhosrau (who returned), assisted by the Greek 
Maurozomes, whose daughter he had married in exile. He ascended the throne the same year 
in which the Latin empire was established in Constantinople (1204), a circumstance highly 
favourable to the Turks, who were the natural allies of the Greeks (Theodore Lascaris) and 
the enemies of the crusaders and their allies, the Armenians. Kaikhosrau, therefore, took in 
1207 from the Italian Aldobrandini the important harbour of Attalia (Adalia); but his 
conquests in this direction were put an end to by his attack upon Lascaris, for in the battle 
that ensued he perished in single combat with his royal antagonist (1211). His son and 
successor, Kaikāvūs, made peace with Lascaris and extended his frontiers to the Black Sea by 
the conquest of Sinope (1214).” Vol. VII., p. 5327. 
 
 

1308. Adalia, Attalia 
Rev. James Stormonth, A Dictionary of the English Language: 
pronouncing, etymological, and explanatory, embracing scientific and other 
terms, familiar terms, and a copious selection of old English words, together 
with valuable appendixes, The pronunciation carefully rev. by the Rev. P. H. 
Phelp, David McKay, Philadelphia, 1899, pp. 1209, 1211. 

 
Appendix IV. A complete list of Scripture proper names…: 
 
“Adalia, ad-a-li-a, or, a-dal-ya.” p. 1209. 
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“Attalia, at-ta-li-a.” p. 1211. 
 
 

1309. Cathailye, Satalia 
Voyages and travels by Sir John Mandeville. Eothen, and, Traces of travel 
brought home from the East by Alexander William Kinglake; [both] with a 
critical and biographical introduction by Jacques W. Redway, D. Appleton 
and Co., New York, 1899, p. 14. 

 
“And Men pass by that Way (From Rhodes to Cyprus), by a Place that was wont to be a great 
City, and a great Land; and the City was clept Cathailye (Satalia), the which City and Land 
was lost through the Folly of a young Man. For he had a fair Damosel, that he loved well for 
his Paramour; and she died suddenly, and was put in a Tomb of Marble. And for the great 
Lust that he had to her, he went in the Night unto her Tomb and opened it, and went in and 
lay by her, and went his Way. And when it came to the End of 9 Months, there came a Voice 
to him and said, “Go to the Tomb of that Woman, and open it and behold what thou hast 
begotten on her; and if thou fail to go, thou shalt have a great Harm.” And he went and 
opened the Tomb, and there flew out a Head right hideous to see; the which all swiftly flew 
about the City and the Country, and soon after the City sank down. And there be many 
perilous Passages.” p. 14.  
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A Note on the published Longitude and Latitude of the city. 
 
Before the 19th c. the geographical co-ordinates given for the city vary widely in publications, 
as in gazetteers, as also in the geographical co-ordinates provided in the published 
cartography of the Mediterranean, as the establishment of longitude remained rather 
uncertain. However, it does seem rather remarkable that during the course of the 19th c. the 
location of the city, as indicated by the published longitude and latitude of the city in works of 
claimed scientific accuracy, should, excluding a number of published typos, have varied to 
quite the extent that is recorded in these works.  

In 2018 the co-ordinates of Antalya are recorded as: Lon. 30.69556 E. Lat. 36.90812, N., that 
is, approximately, Lon. 30°.69' E. Lat. 37°.0' N. 

It is noteworthy that the most accurate co-ordinates for the city that were published during the 
course of the entire 19th c. recorded in this book, were published in 1803, Lon. 31° 0'  0., Lat. 
37° 3' 0., by the mathematician, hydrographer, chart maker and publisher of nautical works, 
John William Norie, in, A Complete Set of Nautical Tables, containing all that are requisite, 
with the Nautical Almanac, in Keeping a ship’s reckoning at sea, and in ascertaining the 
latitude and longitude by celestial observations, published for the author, London, 1803, p. 
224. Captain Beaufort recorded Lon. 30° 45' E. Lat. 36° 50' N. for Adalia, relatively close to 
today’s figures, as likewise the American hydrographer, Nathaniel Bowditch, in his 1817 
publication, gave for Satalia, Lon. 30° 55' N., and, Lat. 37° 30' E., for the city.  

Consequently, one is rather at a loss to know the reason why such a large number of varied 
incorrect co-ordinates for the city, that differ considerably from those provided in 1803 by 
John William Norie and from those published in 1817, were subsequently published in the 
period from 1817 to 1899. How much of this variance was produced through compilers 
looking at inaccurate maps is unclear.  

Among the examples published after 1817 of the longitude for the city given below, the 
difference between them ranged from Lon. 30°. 20' E., to, Lon. 32° 21' E., a difference, not of 
minutes, but of two degrees, a difference of more than 161 km. -100 miles. There was no 
published consensus reached as to the longitude of the city in these varied publications until 
the last decade of the century when Lon. 30°. 45' E. and, Lat 36°. 52'  N., became the usual 
published co-ordinates. 

There were also the published typos of: Lon. 300° 45', and, Lon. 36° 45' E. (possibly the 
latitude repeated, although this 1852 volume records the latitude as, 36° 52' 2'' N.), and, Lon. 
42° 21' E., the latter, published in 1857, giving an error of more than 11 degrees of longitude 
in the position of the city, was probably the longitude of 32° 21' for the city, published with a 
typo of 4, instead of 3, the published latitude given in this publication was, lat. 37° 1' N. 

Perhaps more remarkably, the degree of difference in the published latitude recorded for the 
city after 1817 ranged from Lat. 35° 52' N., to, Lat. 37° 30' N., a difference in latitude of more 
than a degree, amounting to a difference of more than 70 miles in the published position of 
the city, excluding the typo of, “Lat, 17° 50' N.”, an error of twenty degrees of latitude, 
presumably a typo for, Lat. 37° 50' N..  
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One degree of latitude is fixed at 69 miles, 111 km., but the length of a degree of longitude 
decreases as the distance from the equator increases. 

Chronological Table of published Longitudes and Latitudes for the city 

1677 lon. 60° 50. lat. 38° 

1688 Lon. 60° 50. Lat. 38° 56. 

1693 Lon. 60° 50. Lat. 38° 56. 

1704 Lon. 60° 50. Lat. 38° 56. 

1773 Lon. 31° 11. E. Lat. 37° 8. N. 

1782 Lon. 31° 20. E. Lat. 36° 45. N 

1800 Lon. 48° 25. E. Ferro. Lat. 37° N.” 

1800 Lon. 32° 31. E. Lat. 37° 1. N. 

1801 Lon. 32° 21 E, lat. 37° 1 N. 

1801 lon. 32° 21. E., Lat. 57° 1. N.  

1802, Lon. 30° 29. Lat. 36° 58 

1802 lon. 32° 21 E, lat. 37° 1 N. 

1803 lon. 31° 0 0 lat. 37° 3 0 

1806 Lon. 32° 21 E, lat. 37° 1 N. 

1806 long. 31 deg. 20 min. E. lat. 36 deg. 45 min. N. 

1807 Lon. 32° 21. E. Lat. 37° 1. N. 

1808 lon. 33° 21 E, lat. 37° 1 N. 

1809 Lon. 31° 21 E, lat. 37° 1 N. 

1810 Lon. 30°  30., Lat. 37°  0.    

1810 lon. 30° 40 0 E., lat. 37° 0 0 N. 

1810 Lon. 32° 21. E. Lat. 37° 1. N. 

1813 Lon. 31° 21E.Lat. 37° 1 N. 

1815. lon. 32°-21'E. 37°-1' N. 

1815, lon. 32°-21'E. lat. 37°-1' N. 

1816 Lon. 32° 21. E. Lat. 37° 1. N. 

1817 lon. 30° 45 E. lat. 36° 50 N. 

1817 Lon. 30° 55. E.  Lat. 37° 3. N. 

1818 Long. 30° 30, Lat. 36° 45,  

1822 Lon. 30° 45. E. Lat. 36° 50. N. 
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1823 Lon. 30° 45' E. Lat. 36° 50' N.” 

1824 Lon. 30° 20.E. lat. 37° N.  

1826 lon. 30° 55 E. Lat. 37° 3. N. 

1827 Lon. 30° 45 E, lat, 17° 50 N.” 

1827 Lon. 32° 21' E. lat. 37° 1' N. 

1830 Lon. 30° 46 E., Lat. 35° 52 N. 

1832 Lon. 30° 46 E., lat. 36° 52 N 

1832 Lon. 31° 21. E., lat. 37° 1. N. 

1832 Long. 30° 55. E. Lat. 37° 3, N 

1834 lon. 30° 45. 3. E. lat. 36° 52. 15. N.  

1834 Lon. 30° 40, Lat. 36° 50 

1836 lon. 30° 55 E. Lat. 37° 3 N. 

1838 Lon. 30° 45' E. Lat. 36° 52' 2" N. 

1838 Lon. 30° 45. 3 3 E. Lat. 36°52. 16 N.  

1842 Lon. 30° 45. E. Lat. 36° 50. N. 

1848 Lon. 30° 45.0. E.  Lat. 36° 52  10. N.  

1848 Lon. 30° 45 3 E Lat. 36° 52 16 N., 

1850 lon. 30° 40 E.,lat.  36° 50 N. 

1851 Long. 30° 45. E. Lat. 36° 50. N. 

1854, lon. 30° 45 3 E. lat. 36° 52 15 N. 

1855 lon. 30° 45' E., lat. 36° 52' 12" N. 

1856 lon. 36° 45 E. (sic.), Lat. 36° 52 2 N. 

1857 lon. 42° 21 E. (sic.), lat. 37° 1 N. 

1857 lon. 42° -21 E. (sic.), lat. 37°- 1 N. 

1858, lon. 30° 47 E., lat. 36° 55 N. 

1866, lon. 30° 45' 3" E. lat. 36° 52' 15" N. 

1868, Lon. 30° 45 E. Lat. 36° 52 N. 

1871, lon. 30° 47 E., lat. 36° 55 N. 

1872, lon. 30° 47 E., lat 36° 55 N. 

1875, lon. 30° 45.3 E. lat. 36° 52.15 N. 

1875 lon. 30° 45 E. lat. 36° 52 N.   

1880, lon. 30° 45' E. lat. 36° 52 N. 
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1882, lon. 30° 47 E., lat 36° 55 N 

1890 long. 30° 45 E. lat 36° 52, N.  

1894, lon. 30° 45 E. lat 36° 52 N. 

1895 lon. 300° 45' (sic.) E. Lat. 36° 52' 2'' N. 

1895 lon. 30° 45' E. lat. 36° 52' N. 

1897. lon. 30° 45 ' E., lat. 36° 52 N. 

1898, lon. 30° 47 E., lat. 36° 55 N. 

1898. Lon. 30° 45' E. lat. 36° 52' 2" N. 

1898 Lon. 30° 45 E. lat. 36° 52 2 N. 

1899 lon. 30° 45' E. Lat. 36° 52' 2" N. 

2018 Lon. 30° 69' E. Lat. 37° 0' N. 
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Keywords Indicies of Subjects, of Toponyms, of Titles, Ranks, Peoples, and terms, and 
of Personal Names 
 
Anathar sözcük dizini: konular, yer isimleri, unvanlar, rütbeler, halklar, and terimler, 
and of özel isimler 
 
Index of Subjects 
 
Sattalia Pye (18th c. Recipies for an  gourmet pie made with meat, or with fish, named after 
the city) 
 
Physical Environment 
Cataracts  
Duden, Catarrhactes, Duden-su, 
Earthquake 
Egerder, Lake of, Eğridir (as source of kırkgöz springs and Duden su) 
Limestone 
Limestone Marly 
Limestone tuff 
Marble 
Marine Tertiary 
Marsh 
Nummulites  
Scaglia, Upper Cretaceous Limestone 
Springs (of fresh water) 
Stagnant ponds  
Storm 
Swamp  
Tempest 
Water 
 
Communications 
Caravan, Carovan 
Caravangee, leader of a caravan 
Imperial Ottoman Bank 
Letters 
Packet, vessel for the transport of mail 
Port 
Railway (projected). 
Roads 
Tatar (mounted courier) 
Telegraph  
 
Vessels-Shipping-Maritime 
anchor 
Brig 
Brigantine  
Brulotiers- meaning fire-ships  
Buss (buza) very large 12th c. merchant ship 
Carmizale, Karamürsel, Caramoussal 
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Carrak  
Cernic  
Corsairs 
Corvette  
Country boat  
Cruizers, cruiser, ship of the line  
Cutter 
Frigate  
Gallie, Gallie(s), Galley 
guard ship, Turkish. 
gun boat, Turkish  
Harbour  
Lighter (mauna) 
Packet, vessel conveying the mail-dispatches 
Paddle steamer 
Periplus  
pier-heads (The harbour towers from which the chain was hung) 
Pilgrim vessels 
Pilot 
Pirats, Pirates  
Polacre 
police boat Turkish  
Sacoleva, Sakoleva-Sakolava = Small sailing vessel for cabotage  
sailing launch 
sattia, or settee  
Ship 
Snow, A square rigged vessel with two masts, complemented by a snow- or trysail-mast 
Schooner 
Ship wrecks 
Steamer  
Steam packet 
Ship-building 
Zerme boats or rafts 
 
 
Named Vessels 
 “Eagle” 1628 
“Parthenon” screw ship, 
“The Africa” Egyptian-Ottoman naval sloop, 1811  
“St. Trinità,” schooner, 1843” 
“Urania,” Captain Salomon, a Prussian Brig, 1844 
“Nile,” Egyptian steamer of war 1844 
“Isidoro,” Austrian Lloyd’s Steam Navigation Company 1851 
‘Austria,’ Austrian Lloyd’s Steam Navigation Company  
‘Bellona,’ Bell’s Asia Minor Screw Steamship Company  
“Jura” Bell’s Asia Minor Screw Steamship Company 
“Silurian” Captain Collins, steamship 1878 
“Semiramis,” steamship, Messrs. Joly, Victora, and Co. 
“Supply” United States Navy Storeship  
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H.M.S.  
Dolphin 1801 
Freericksteen 1811, 1812. 
Beacon 1842 
Monarch 1842 
Falcon 1843 
L’Aigle, Aigles (sic.) 1843 
Wasp, 1853, screw sloop, corvette, 14 guns 
Antelope 1879 
Monarch, ironclad 1880 
Surprise 1888 
Alexandra, 1888 
 
Textiles-Leather 
camel-hair  
Camlets, Chamlets, Camblets 
Cloth  
cocoons (silk) 
Cotton  
goat-skins 
goat-hair, goat’s-hair 
raw wool 
Satalian Cloth  
Satalia Crapes, floss silk textile from Satalia 
Satalia Brocaded Cloths 
Silk 
silkworms  
Tapestries, Tapestry, (embroideries, carpets)  
textiles 
Turkish Satalia Cloth embroidered camel hair woven cloth 19th c. Satalie Turquimani 
Wool 
 
Hydraulic powered flour mills 
Mill, water mill 
Mill stones 
Soap manufacture 
 
 
Eunuchs, Eunucs 
Negro 
Slaves  
Slave Trade 
 
 
 
Livestock and Animals 
Asses  
Brood mares 
bullocks 
Buffaloes  
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Camels Camells  
cattle 
Fallow Deer  
Goats 
Horses 
Leech (Medicinal) 
Mules 
Oxen 
Sheep 
Wolf 
 
 
Birds 
duck 
ibis,  
black and white herons  
snipes,  
water-fowl 
 
 
Plants, Fruit and Vegetables 
Almonds 
Apples 
Apricots  
Arrowroot 
Cherries, vishna  
Chestnuts 
Chick-weed 
Citrons, lemon and orange trees 
Clematis 
Currants/Corinth 
Figs  
fig-tree 
Gardens 
garlic 
Grapes 
Hazel nuts 
iris, 
ilex 
Laurel 
Lemons  
Licorice 
Liquorice 
Sweet-lemon 
Melons 
Mulberry trees 
Oil 
Oranges 
Orchards 
Orchis 
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Palm Trees 
Peaches 
Pears  
Plums  
Salep 
Sugar cane 
Strawberries 
Susam 
Vines 
Walnuts 
Water melons 
 
 
Crops 
Barley 
Barley green 
Bran 
Bees wax 
Cereals 
Clover  
Corn 
Cotton 
Flour 
Grain 
Maize 
Rice 
Sesamun, Susam 
Wheat 
Yailah, summer upland pasture 
 
 
Timber  
Brushwood 
Cedar 
Charcoal  
Firewood 
Forest 
Forest Fire 
Magazines of Timber 
Oak  
Pinar, Quercus coccigera. 
Pine 
Plank trade 
 
 
Imports 
Black slaves, white slaves 
Cinamom,  
Cloves,  
Ginger, 
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Gold thread for weaving from Lusignan Cyprus 
Mocha Coffee 
Pepper,  
Perfumes 
Rice 
Salt 
Tobacco 
Tin  
 
 
Exports 
Agaric 
Arrowroot 
Bees-wax. 
Camel hair 
Cantharides-Spanish fly  
Corn 
Cotton 
Goat’s-hair 
Galls 
gall-nuts 
grain 
gums  
Gum tragacanth  
Honey  
Leather 
Leeches 
Opium 
Salep 
Satalie Turquimani 
Sponges 
Storax, liquid storax 
Tapestries, Tapestry, (embroideries, carpets)  
Wax 
wheat 
Wool 
White slaves 
Valonea, Valonia (Quercus Ægilops) 
 
 
Consular District 
Consul 
Vice-Consul 
 
Health  
Bad air 
Cholera 
Dengue fever 
Drowning 
Elephantiasis 
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Malaria 
Measles  
Pestilence  
Plague 
Quarantine 
Rabies 
Scarlet fever 
Sun stroke 
Telesphoros – The son of Asclepius, brother of, Hygieia. He was a dwarf with a pointed hat, 
the god of convalescence in the Roman World, who pointed the way to the gates of the sun 
and to the land of dreams. 
Typhoid fever  
Unhealthy 
Xanthian fever (malaria)  
 
Salt Water 
Fresh water 
Lime water 
 
Fish 
Dolphin 
Shark  
 
Clausilia, a European genus of small, air-breathing land snails. 
 
Nail, Holy Nail 
Monster, dragon, dragons, sea-dragon  
Gorgon’s head 
Prophecy 
 
 
Refugees 
Circassian-from the Caucasus 
Cretan 
Moreote, Moriote-from the Morea 
 
Meteor 
Solar eclipse 
 
Gun 
cannon 
fier-workes (incendiary weapons) 
 
 
Monuments and Structures 
Aqueduct 
Cannon 
City walls  
Conak, Konak, a large residence, as of the governor 
Customs Gate 
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Ditches, City ditches, a wet ditch-a moat, and a dry ditch 
Ghiaoors-unbelievers 
Guard-house 
Hadrian’s - Adrian’s Gate 
Neptune 
Minareh-minaret 
Pallas Athene,  
Panagia- the Virgin Mary  
Panaghia, the Orthodox Basilica dedicated to the Virgin Mary, (today’s Kesik Minare)  
Pythian Apollo 
Sea Gate (liman ova kapı) 
saluting battery 
Temple of Mercury, supposed, (Hıdırlik) 
Watering place-spring in harbour 
Water mill 
Walled towns-walled quarters of the city 
Yivli Minaret 
Icon of The Virgin Mary 
Seray-palace 
Spanish dollars 
 
 
Index of variant Toponyms, Place names, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes and Seas   
 
Adalia, Adália, Adalya, Adalyah, Addalya, Adaulia, Adauliah, Adaliah, Adala, Adal, 
Adulia=Antalya 
Adana  
Adrianople 
 
Aiosaluc, Ayasalouk, Aya Yani, Hagios Theologos, Ayazaluk, Ayasoluğ-Ayasoluk, Mod. 
Selçuk  
 
Akcheher, Akşehir 
 
Alaia, Alaïa, Alâiyye, Alaiye, Aliya, Alaya, Olaya, Alaiah, Alanya; Greek: Coracesium, 
Kaninoros, Caloronos; Italian: Scandeloro, Galonoros, Candelore, Candelor, Lescandelour, 
Castel Ubaldo- ‘Alāyā (properly ‘Alā’iyya)-Alaya = Mod. Alanya  
 
Aleppo 
Alexandrie, Alexandria (Egypt) 
 
Algezir, (siege of 1342-1344) Mod. Algeciras, Port city of the Bay of Gibraltar, Cadiz 
province of Andalucia, Spain. 
 
Almalee, Mod. Elmali 
Anazarbos, Anazarbus, Anabarzus, in Cilicia 
Ancona 
Anemour, Anamur 
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Antalya, Attalia, Attália, A:talia, Attalea, Attaléa, Attaliyeh, Attaleya, Attaleia, Atalia, Atália, 
Ataleia, Atalieh, Atalbia = Antalya  
 
Andalia, Andália, Andaliyeh, Andaleyeh, Audalia, Antalia, Antali, Antalie, Antalyah, 
Antaliyeh, Antaliyah, Antáliyah, Anthalia = Antalya 
 
Antioch of Pisidia, Mod. Yalvaç 
Antioch, Antiokia (Antioch of/in Syria) Mod. Antakya  
Antiochia (Antiochetta, Antioch ad Cragum) Little Antioch 
Arab soo, Arab Tchy, Arapsu 
Artalia, Antalya 
Aspendus, Aspendum, Aspendos  
Avignon 
Avova, Cape by Kemer, Antalya 
 
Baffo, Paphos  
Bagdhad, Bagdad 
 
Belmary, Belmarye, refering to the Marinid dynasty or Banu abd al-Haqq, a Sunni Muslim 
dynasty of Zenata Berber descent that ruled Morocco from the 13th to the 15th century, of the 
Belmariel or, Benimarim (the name of the tribe). 
 
Bengazi 
Beyrout, Beyrouth, Beirut. 
Boğa çayı (at times, sari su, from the alluvium) 
Boli, Mod. Bolu 
Bonabat, Bournabat, near Smyrna, İzmir 
Boudrom, Sagalassos (Bodrum meaning a place of many ancient remains) 
Boudjak, Boujak Mod. Bucak Antalya Prov. 
Boujah, Beiijah, Mod. Buca İzmir 
Brindisi  
Buldur, Bultur, Mod. Burdur  
Bulwudun, Mod. Bolvadin 
 
Cairo  
Candia, Candy (Crete) 
Canea, Chania, (Crete) 
Caraisar, Aphion, Carahissar, Karahissar (Karahisar=Afeon)  
Capraria (Is. of Palma in the Canaries) 
Carpathia, Scarpanto, Scarpento (Karpathos Is.), 
Caraman, Karaman 
 
Caramania (the term meaning either the geographical region South of the Taurus Mts. or, a 
European imagined, non-existant Ottoman eyalet), Carnia, Carmania, Karamania 
 
Castel Rosso, Castro Rosso, Kastelorizo, Castel Oroso, Cassel Orasso, Castel Orizo, Castello 
Rosso, Castellorizzo, Castell Russ, Kastellorizzo, Rosa Island, Kastoicino, Cistene, Megiste- 
Megisthe, Mod. Meis 
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Casso (Kasos Is.)   
Castamena, Mod. Kastamonu 
Castrius, Cestrum, Sestrum, Cestrius, Cestrus (= Aksu cayı), at times what was said to be an 
affluent of it, was formerly was termed, Sari-sou. 
Catala, Catalia, Cataillie, Antalya 
Catarractus, Cataractus, Cataracte, Catarrhactes, Katarractus, Katarrhaktes  (= Duden su).  
Cathailye, Cathaillye, Cattalie, Cattalia, Antalya.  
Celicia, Cilicia, Kilikia 
Chatalie, Antalya  
Chios, Khio, Sakız Adası 
Cibyrates (in Phrygia). 
Cilicia Campestris 
Ciprus, Cyprus 
Clazomene, Klazomene 
Climax, Mount,  
Colosse  
Constantinople (Istanbul) 
Corinth 
Corycus, Corycos,  
Cos, Kos, Stancho, Stanchio, İstanköy 
Curco (=Corycos-Korykos in Cilicia)  
Curco (=Corycos-Korykos in Pamphylia) 
Cydnus, or Carasu  
Cyprus  
 
 
Damascus 
Damiata, Damiat, Damietta  
Derbe 
Dinair, Mod. Dinar 
Dium, Diu, Gujerat, India 
Duden-Soui, Duden Soo, Douden-Sou, Mod. Düden cayı 
Duden, valley of 
 
Elaeusa  
Egypt, AEgipt, 
Etolia 
Ephesa, Ephesus  
Euboea Il.  
Eurymedon, Kapri, St. Nicolas fl., Mod. Köprü Cayı  
 
Fionda =Phaselis  
 
Golfo di Satalia, Gulph of, Gulf of, Flood of, Satalia=Gulf of Antalya 
Genoa 
Gernade, Granada in Andalusia, Mod. Spain. 
Grete See, greté see, Great Sea or Greek Sea, meaning, Mediterranean 
 
Hallikarnassus, Boudroum, Mod. Bodrum 
Hameid, or, Hameid-eyli Hamid, Hamid-ili, Hamid Sanjak 
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Hierakoryphites, a fortress near Attaleia 
Helen’s Gulph, named after St. Elena - the Sea of Attalia-Satalia-Pamphylia. 
 
Iconium, Gogna, Cogni, Conia, Cogna, Koniyah, Koniyeh, Mod. Konya. 
Iherusalem, Jerusalem  
India 
Isauria 
İzmir s.v. Smyrna.  
Italah, Antalya 
 
Jaffa  
Jerusalem, Iherusalem 
 
Kalandra, Kharadra, Kelenderi, Celenderis, Kelenderi, Kelendri, Kelenderis, Gulnar, 
Kalymnos,  
Kara-hisar Tekieh=Sillyon and, at times, Perge.  
Karaman-ili 
Kastemoni, Kastemouni, Castemouni, Mod. Kastamonu  
Kermian, Germian (Germiyan Beylik, capital Kütahya) 
 
Ketch, Ketchik Būrlūgh, little Burlugli, Getchi Borlee= Keçiborlu-Isparta 
Kephali-tis-Atalias 
 
 
Khilidonia, Khelidonia, Kaledonia, Kalidonia, Cape Chelidonia, Cape Celidonia, 
Chelidonium, Cameroso, Sacrum Promontorium, Sacrum Pr., Taşlık burnu 
 
Khio, Chios, Sakız Adası 
Kiankari, Mod. Çankırı  
 
Kutaia, Koutaìéh, Cataya, Kiutaja, Kotyalium, Kutahiyeh, Khioutahia, Kutaia, Kutahiyah, 
Kutaya, Kutayah, Kutaieh, Kutayah, Kutahya, Kutaiah, Kutaia, Cutaye, Cutaia, Cataya, Mod. 
Kütahya. 
 
Kistramos 
 
Laara, Myndus 
Lamos in Cilicia 
Laodicea 
Larnica, Larnaca 
 
Leyis, Lieys Leyés, Lyeys, Leyes, Loyas, Leys, Layar, Laiacio, Layas in Armony (Froissart, 
Bk. III. ch. xxii.), Ajazzo of Erminia, Giazza, Glaza, La Jazza, Aiaccio, Ayacio, Aias, Agas, 
Ayās, Ayaş, in the Kingdom of Lesser Armenia-Armony, the Roman town of Aegeae on the 
gulf of Iskenderun/Alexandretta. Mod. Yumurtalık, after 1347 the toponym became 
associated with Korycos, Corycos, kiz kalesi in Cilicia 
 
Lemnos  
Leros, 
Limasol, Limisso (Lumisso or Lymsol) 
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Lisbon 
Locris 
Longinias, in Cilicia 
Lycia, Lykia 
Lycaonia, Lykaonia  
Lystra, Listra, Lyatra (sic.). 
 
Macri, Macry, Macari, Masny, Telmessus –Fethiye 
Macri, Gulph of (Glaucus Sinus) 
Madre-Meander, Menderes River  
Magydus, Mandus, Magydos-Mod. Laara 
Malta 
Marmorizza, Marmoria, Marmorice, Marmorici, Mod. Marmaris 
Marseilles  
Masicytus Mount 
Melas, Menavgat, Marravgat, Mavronoros, Scheher-Su, Menavgat-su, Manavgat su,  
Menteishah, Mentesche, also, Montreseli, Menteşe 
Messiat, Messuat, Massiat (Castle of Masyâf) 
Messina  
Modon, Methoni, Messenia 
Morea (name of the Peloponnese of southern Greece, eg Despotate of the Morea, hence 
inhabitants, Slav, Turk, Albanian etc. termed, Moriote/ Moreotes) 
Mout (Mut) 
Myndus, Mod. Gümüşlük, Bodrum  
Myra, Mira, Mirrea, Mod. Demre 
Mytilene 
 
Natalia=Antalya  
Natolia, 
Negroponte  
Nice (Nicaea) 
Nile (Nilus) 
Nisyros, a small volcanic island halfway between Bodrum and Rhodes 
Nova Satalia, Antalya 
 
Obbia,  
Olbia,  
Olympus, Olympos 
Orontes, Orontis, Aasi, 
 
Palaia-Antalia, Palia-Antalia  
Palatie, Palathia, Palice, Palation, Balat by ancient Miletus. 
Pamphylia, Pamphilia, formerly, Mopsopia 
Paphos, Papho,  
Pasgousa Lake, Palus Pugusianus, Lake Beyşehir (with its many islands) 
Passagio (=Passaggio-Pasargo-Çeşme)  
Patara 
Patras = Patara 
Pelusium 
Perga-Perge, Palaia-Antalia, also, Eski-kalesi, Murtuna, Mortana. 
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Pergamo, Pergamos, Pergamus, Mod. Bergama 
Persia 
Phaselus, Phaselis 
Philadelphia, Allah Shehr, today, Manisa-Alaşehir 
Phineka, Phenika, Finike  
Phocea, New and Old Foca  
Pisans, Port of the, Finike  
Pisidia 
 
Rashat Is. today Sıçan Adası 
Red Sea 
Resut 
Rhoades, Rhodes 
Rome 
Rosetto (Rosetta) Egypt 
 
Sahraragik, Saraycik, Lycia 
Samos  
Sary su = Boğa cayı 
 
Satalia, Salalia, Sotalia, Salatia, Sattalia, Sattaliah, Sattalieh, Salteleya, Sattali, Satali, 
Satalian, Satalieh, Sataliah, Satáliah, Sataleia, Sataliyah, Satalayah, Suttuleia, Satalie, Satalye, 
Satalle, Satalaya, Satalyah, Satalyali, Sathalie, Satalyad, Sathalia, Sathaliae, Sathalay, Sattala, 
Satala, Sataly, Satalay, Satyllye, Sadalia, Santalia, Satellia, Satelia, Saetalia, Sateleia, Sattalea, 
Satteleia, Satteleya, Sattalje, Statalia = Antalya  
 
Satalia River=Catarrhactes (= Duden su).  
Satalia Vecchia  
Satalia, New, Antalya  
Scala Nuova =Kuşadasi 
Scalimir, Scabinir, Anamur 
Scanderone, Scanderoon, Iskenderoon, Alexandretta, Scandiroon, Mod. İskanderun 
Scio 
Selinty, originally Selinus, Trajanopolis 
Selenti Cape, by Mod. Gazipaşa  
Sereek, Mod. Serik 
Setalia, Settalia, Antalya 
Settalia (European imagined name of the Ottoman Province centred on Antalya) 
Sicce, Sechin, Mod. Softa castle and port, east of Anamur. 
 
Sileum, Syllaion, Siluum, Syllium, Sillyon, Asarköy-Yanköy 
Selucia, Selechia, Seleuceia, Seleucia in Cilicia, Selefki, Mod. Silifke. 
Seleucia (Port of Antioch) 
Serghe, Selge  
Sinope 
Smyrna, Smirne, Ismeer, İzmir 
Soli, Pompeiopolis, Mod. Viranşehir 
Sozopolis, Apollonia, Seljuk Borlu, Mod. Uluborlu 
Stamboul, Constantinople 
Stancio, Kos, Cos, İstanköy 
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Stenez, Stanoz, İstanoz, Istanaz, Istanus, Mod. Korkuteli 
St. Simeon, Saint Simeon’s Harbour (Medieval port of Antioch-Antakya)  
Sueidije, Suedia = Seleucia by Antioch on the Orontes-Antakya 
 
Sues, Suez,  
Syde, Syda, Sida, Sidi, Sidischehr, Vetus Sattalia, Vetus Satalia, Esky Adalia, Mod. Side 
 
Symi, Syme or Simi, Sömbeki (island 41 km from Rhodes) 
Surie, Syria 
 
Syrtes, name commonly used for the Gulf of Satalia and meaning any part of the sea 
dangerous to ships because of natural phenomena. 
 
Taktalu-dagh, Takhtahlu, Tahtalı Dağı by Phaselis  
Taurus (Mts.) 
Terasso, Terasio, Barasso, Tarasso, Tarso, Tersoos, Tarsos, Tarsus  
Terra-Nuova=Antalya 
Tchandeer, Chandear, Mod. Çandir, Antalya 
 
Tekel, Tekieh, Tekeh, Tekin, Teke-ili, Teke-illi, Tekah-eyli, Tekke, Teké, Tekair, Tekka, The 
name of the Beylik State in the 14thc., and then the name of the Ottoman sanjak centred on 
Antalya until 1914. 
 
Thessalonica, Saloniki 
Tirea, Mod. Tire, Manisa 
Tomoue, near Mersin 
Tramissene, Tlemgen, Tlemcen, in Mod. Algeria. 
Trieste  
Tripoly, Triple in Surie, Trablus şark, (then in Syria, Mod. Tripolis, Lebanon) 
Tzerina, Cerina, Ceryneia, Ghirne-Girne, Cyprus 
 
Venice 
Vourlah, Ourlac, on the Gulf of İzmir 
 
Winke River, Finike çayı 
 
Xanthus, Sirbis, today Esen çayı.  
 
Zypern, Cyprus 
 
 
Bay, Gulf, Sea,  
 
Adalia, Bay of  
Adalia, Gulf of  
Atalia Gulf of  
Atalsfiord 
Attaleia Bay of  
Attalic Sea 
Cyprus, Gulf of  
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Pamphilia, Bay of  
Pamphylia, Gulf of  
Pamphylia, Bay of  
Pamphylicum, Mare  
Pamphylieus Sinus  
Sadalia Bay,  
Satalia, Flood of 
Satalia, Gulph of  
Satalia, golfo di  
Satalie, gulf of  
Sataliah, Gulf of 
Satalian Gulf,  
Satalia Bay,  
Satalian bay,  
Satalieh, bay of  
Sattalia, Gulf of  
Settalia, Gulph of 
 
 
Keyword Index of Peoples, Titles, Ranks, terms  
 
Agha-ağa 
 
Bin Bashy, commander of a thousand men,  equiv. Colonel 
 
Brotherhood- Akhī brotherhood, reorganised by the Abbasid Caliph an-Nasir li-Din Allah r. 
1180-1225. 
 
Cady, Cadi, Kadı-Judge 
Caimacan, kaymakam, the governor of a sanjak, after the 1864 reform, the governor of a kaza. 
 
Catalans 
Catepanate, a territory of the Eastern Roman Empire governed by a Catepan, appointed by the 
Emperor, such as of the Mardaites of Attalia. 
 
Catepan of the Mardaites of Attalia 
Casselbas, Kezil Básh = Kızılbaş 
Commissioner 
Consul, French 
 
Dragoman, translator  
Drungarius - Admiral 
Grand Signior, Ottoman Sultan  
 
Grand Master, of the Order of the Hospitaller Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, on Rhodes 
1309 to 1522, on Malta from 1531 (Hospitallers) 
 
Grand Master, of the Order of the Temple of Jerusalem (Templars) 
 
Greeks 
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Hadji, meaning a pilgrim, and a title give to those who have made the pilgrimage to the holy 
places. 
 
Jews From the size of its walled quarter between the Muslim and Rumi-Greek quarter, the 
Jewish population formed the second largest population in the city until 1361. There was a 
Synagogue of the Jews of Adalia in Constantinople in the 15th c. 
 
Kapoojy Bashy, Capigee-Bashees (at times also termed, bostanci)- The Sultan’s executioner. 
 
Liva  
 
Mardaites, Jarajimāh/Maradah, also, written, Mardanite. The Mardaites were a danger to the 
Caliph Mu’awiyah in 666. They entered Mount Lebanon in 677 from the sea, an Imperial 
force, joined together with Nabataeans, and runaway slaves, and 12,000 were evacuated from 
Lebanon in 685 by the Emperor and resettled in Cyprus and Attalia where they formed the 
basis of the Kibyrrhaiotai naval theme. Following the signing of the peace treaty of 688 AD 
between the emperor Justinian II and the Caliph, the Emperor Justinian II sent the Mardaites 
again to raid Syria in 688/9 and in consequence, the Caliph Abd al-Malik paid a weekly 
tribute to them in 689. They were in the Amanus Mts., Mt. Al-Lukam, into the reign of al-
Walid I., r. 743-44, and some remained on Mt. Lebanon into the 10th c.. 
 
Marshal of Aries, s.v. Gervase of Tilbury. 
Moriote/Moreotes, from the Morea, the Peloponnese 
Musselim, Mutsellim, Moutsellim, Motsellim (governor of the Teké sanjak and Satalia).  
 
Naukleros, a shipowner or a captain of a ship with which he conducts business in his own 
name.  
Neapolitans  
 
Papas, Orthodox priests 
Pneumatick, Pneumatici  
Pneuma, Spirit.  
Pontois 
Portugalls, Portuguese 
Persians 
Prefect of Asia (Roman) 
Proveditor – Venetian military advisor and officer in charge of the comissariat 
 
Romans 
Rūm, Rum, Rumi 
 
Sanjiakat, Sangiack-sanjak, Sancak, division of an eyalet  
Sarazyns, Saracens, Scaracens – meaning Muslims 
Sire de Sathalie, meaning the Lord of Sathalie, the Tekké Bey 
Sire de la Palice, Lord of Palatie, Palathia, from Balat by ancient Miletus ‘Palast,’ Lord of 
Balat, meaning the Menteşe Bey. 
Sire de Haut-Loge, Hawlte Lodge (Froissart records a Haut-Loge/Haute Loge as in Greece 
where the Count d’Eu died in prison in 1397 after the battle of Nicopolis), although, as both 
the Lords of Palatia-Balat and Satalia-Satalie, the Menteşe and Teké Beys are mentioned, it 
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seems Haut-Loge in Medieval French was probably another name for Borlu (Uluborlu), 
capital of the Lordship of Hamid (Hamitoğulları), as the plains of Satalia lay between 
Palatia=Menteşe territory and Haut-Lodge, and troops from Hamid territory were at the battle 
of Kossovo in 1389. 
Soltan of Koniyah, Rum Seljuk Sultan, Seljouk Sultan, Seljūkian (Seljookian) kingdom of 
Rūm 
Sowdan, Soltan, Sultan 
Sophi (Grand Sophi, title of the ruler of Persia, grand Sophi Ismaël = Shah Ismael) 
Stamboul Effendessi, mayor of İstanbul 
Strategos  
Stylite, Orthodox holy man living an ascetic life on a pillar. 
Takhtaji = Tahtacı or foresters  
Tartaryes, Tartarien, Tartars 
Turkish commissioner to the Great Exhibition in London 
Turks, Turke, Turkes,  
Turkye, Turky.  
Venetians 
Vice Consul, American 1848  
Vice-Consul British  
Zebecks 
 
 
Index of named Persons (Cast of Characters)  
 

Abercius, bishop of Hierapolis in Lesser Phrygia, Marcellus Abercius, later Saint Abercius, 
Wonderworker, “Equal of the Apostles.” Feast day, October 22, d. ca. 167. 

Africanus, Leo, (Giovanni Leone, born in the Kingdom of Granada, al-Ḥasan ibn Muḥammad 
al-Wazzān al-Zayyātī or al-Fāsī ) author of, Descrittione dell'Africa, c. 1494 – c. 1554? 

Agathinus of Lacedaemonia, pupil of Athenaeus of Attalia and founder of the Eclectic school 
of medicine, wrote a treatise on bathing and another on semi-tertian fevers. 

Aldebrandinus, Aldobrandini (r. of Satalia 1204-1207) 

Alexios I Comnenus, Komnenos, Emperor r. 1081 to 1118.  

Alexius II Comnenus, Komnenos, Porphyrogenitus, b. 1169, r. 1180-1183. 

Alexius Lascaris, Alexios Laskaris, brother of Theodore I, (blinded 1224). 

Alexis III. Angelus, Emperor, 1195 to 1203 

Alfonso II., of Naples 1448-1495 

Ali Pacha of Egypt, Kavalalı Mehmet Ali Pasha r. Egypt, 1805-1849 (1769-1849). 

Amurath, Lamorabaquin, Murad, Ottoman Sultan Murad I.  r. 1362 to 1389 
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Archambald de Bourbon, Archambaud of Bourbon, Sire de Bourbon, Archambaud VI. earl of 
Bourbon, 1112 – 1171. 

Archigenes, physician c.75 - c.129. 

Aretaeus of Cappadocia (mid-1st c. A.D. physician) 

Ariosto, Ludovico, poet, 1474 – 1533. 

Aristotle, polymath, 384-322 B.C. 

Aroudj, Oruç Reis, 1474-1518, brother of Khair-ed-din/Hayred-Din Barbarossa. 

Athenaeus of Attaleia, 1st c. A.D., physician. 

Attalus, King Attalus, Attalos, Attalus Philadelphus, 220-138 B.C. 

Azimamet, Ambassador of Uzun Hassan to the Catholics in 1472. 

Azadin, Iz ud din, Izz al-Dīn, Sultan Izz ad-Din Kaykaus II 1246–1260. 

Azolin, Altadin, ‘Ala’ al-Dīn Keykubat, Sultan Ala ad-Din Kayqubad II 1249–1257. 

Baldwin, Prince of Edessa, brother of Godfrey of Boulogne/Godfrey of Bouillon, r. Edessa-
Urfa-Şanlıurfa, 1098-1100, r. Latin kingdom of Jerusalem 1100-1118. 

Baqi, musellim of Satalia-Attalia, mid-18th c.  

Barbaro, Almoro, Venetian consul in Alexandria 1527 member of a patrician family of 
Venice, whose relative of the same name is mentioned by Shakespear in The Taming of the 
Shrew. 

Barnabas, Apostle of Christianity d. 61 A.D.  

Bajazet, Weyasit, Ottoman Sultan Beyazit I., r. 1389 to 1402. 

al Balkhi, Abu Zayd Ahmed ibn Sahl, polymath, 850-934. 

Barker, John, (b. Smyrna, İzmir 1771 – 1849. Consul of the Levant Company in Aleppo and 
Antioch, in Aleppo from 1803, Consul in Alexandria from 1826 and Acting Consul General 
in Egypt. 

Ibn Batutah, Ibn Batuta, ʾAbū ʿAbd al-Lāh Muḥammad ibn ʿAbd al-Lāh l-Lawātī ṭ-Ṭanǧī, 
Abu Abdullah Muhammad Ibn Battuta, 1304-1377, pilgrim and traveller. 

Bajazet, Ottoman Vizir of Sultan Murad II. 

Bá-yezîd, Bajazet II. Ottoman Sultan, r. 1481-1512. 
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Beaufort, Emily Anne, Lady Strangford, Emily Ann Smythe (1826 - 1887), illustrator, writer, 
nurse in the Crimean war, and hospital reformer, youngest daughter of Admiral Sir Francis 
Beaufort’s first wife (Alicia Magdalena) who established and supervised in September 1876 a 
hospital in Batak in Bulgaria; in 1877 a hospital for Ottoman soldiers during the Russian-
Ottoman war and Viscountess Strangford, established the Victoria hospital in Cairo in 1882 to 
treat wounded British and Egyptian officers of the Urabi campaign. 

Bernard (of Clairvaux), cistercian French Abbot, Saint, Feast day August 20th (1090-1153), 
advocate of the Second Crusade. 

Biliotti – Billiotti, Alfred, British vice-consul on Rhodes between the 1856 and the 1870’s. 

Boniface of Montferrat I., Mont-Ferrat (1150-1207, d. at Satalia) 

Bromton/Brompton, John, supposed English author of a chronicle. Abbot of Jervaulx in 1436. 

Caesarius, Metropolitan of Pisidia: Exarch of Side, Myra, and Attalia, 1881. 

Calvert, Edmund, Acting Consul Adalia, Nov. 1856 to Nov. 1857.  

Canalé, Canalis, Canale, Canal Nicolo (1415-1483), Venetian Admiral of the Papal League’s 
fleet c. 1470. 

Caragossa, Karagosa, Beglerbey of Anatolia in 1511.  

Casianos, Alexius, governor of the province of Isauria in 1155. 

Castilliani, a Venetian, British Consular agent Tarsus, at the start of the 19th c. 

Cato (Uticensis-the younger) 95-46 B.C. 

Caraffa, Oliver, Cardinal (Cardinal-Priest of Sant’Eusebio 1470-1476) leader of Papal fleet in 
the 1472 sack of the harbour area of Satalia. 

Carolus a Sancto Paulo, (Pseud. author 1592-1644) Geographia sacra, sive notitia antiqua 
diocesium omnium patriarchatium, metropoliticarum, et episcopalium veteris ecclesiae, ex 
SS. Conciliis, & Patribus, etc. Collecta 

Celsus, Aulus Cornelius c. 25 B.C. - c. 50 A.D. author of, De Medicina. 

Chaucer, Geoffrey, poet, 1342/43 - 1400, comptroller of London customs (revenue). In 1386, 
he was elected M.P. for Kent, and he also served as a justice of the peace. He was made clerk 
of the king’s works, overseeing royal building projects in 1389. 

Chaicosroes Kaikhosrau, Gayatho’ddin Kay Khosraw, Sultan Giyath al-Dīn Keyhusrev I, 
1191-1196, 1205-1211. 
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Cherefeddin-Ali, of Yezd 1390-c.1454 Şerefûddin Ali b. Ziyauddin Huseyn bin Şemseddin 
Ali b. Şemseddin Razi-i Yezdî, author of the Zafer-name, of Timur’s conquests. 

Chevalier de la Motte, mid 16th c. of the langue of France, captain of a bireme galley of the 
knights of St. John on Malta. 

Cicero, Marcus Tullius (106-43 B.C.) 

Cimon 510-451 B.C. Athenian general. 

Claudianus, Papias and Diodorus of Attalia February 4th, Feb 25th Roman calendar, Martyred 
Decian persecution (250 A.D.).  

Comnenus, Mikhael, prince of Epirus, Mihail Komnenos Doukas d. 1215. 

Comte de Challaye, La Valette, Charles Alexandre de, son of the consul général de France in 
Smyrna. French Consul, Erzeroum 1852-1855, also author of, Memoire sur l'Etat actuel de 
L’armée d’Anatolie (1816–1856, d. Ancona of cholera) 

Connor, Mr. missionary, 1819-1820. 

Conrad marquis (of Montferrat and Tyre, Corrado del Monferrato (d. 1192). 

Constantinus VI., Flavius, emperor of the East, r. 780-797. 

Corancez, M. Louis- Alexandre Olivier, 1770-1834, diplomat, scientist, author, member of 
the French mission to Egypt 1798, in 1802 Consul général at Aleppo-Alep, French consul 
general in Bagdad, 1810. 

Cornara, Catharina, Queen of Cyprus, wife of the Lusignan King James II. from 1474-1489  
(1454 - 1510). 

Coteina, probably meaning the usurper, a Turcoman dervish supported by Mehmed bey of 
Karaman, who claimed to be the son of Kaykavus II, the false Seljuq Sultan Siyavus 
(nicknamed, Jimri-Cimri) who struck coins in 675-676 A.H. 1275-1276 A.D. 

Count de Maurienne - Count Amadeus III, d. 1148, Nicosia, Cyprus, returning from Second 
Crusade, (nephew of King Louis VII.). 

Counterfeit Mustafa- Düzme/False Mustafa, 1415-1416, 1422. 

Coutoulmisch, Kutulmish, Qutulmish (1060–1077), cousin of the Sultan, and founder of the 
Great Seljuk state, Tughrul Beg b. Mikail b. Selçuk (d. 1063). 

Coverdale, Myles, (1488-1569) Translator of the Bible into English. 

Chrysippus (of Soli-Viranşehir) (279-206 B.C.) 
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Danford, Mr Charles George (1843-1928). Lawyer, ornithologist and zoologist, the 
Carpathian lamprey has his name, Eudontomyzon danfordi, author of: “Note on the Wild Goat 
(Capra aegagrus Gm.)”. Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1875; “A contribution to the ornithology of 
Asia Minor” 1877, 'On the Mammals of Asia Minor', 1880, etc. He translated, Notes On Sport 
and Ornithology”. His wife found in 1876 in Cilicia, and which is named after her, the Iris 
danfordiae. 

Daniell, Rev. Mr. E. T. Antiquarian, draughtsman and engraver, (1804 -d. Adalia 1842). 

Demetrius Hierasymus (Demetrius Pisidia) Archbishop of Pisidia and Metropolitan of Attalia 
1831 

Dionysius, bishop of Attalia, at fifth synod, Rome, 6th c. 

Douca, Acting Vice-Consul in Adalia in 1860.  

Ducas, Michael, Emperor Michael VII Doukas or Dukas/Ducas nicknamed Parapinakes r. 
1071-1078.  

Dudley, Earl of,  and Viscount Ednam, John William Ward, (1781-1833) 4th Viscount Dudley 
and Ward, British Foreign Secretary from 1827 to 1828. 

Eleanor, Elenor, Elanora, Éléonore, Aliénor d’Aquitaine (1122-1204) Eleanor of Guienne 
(wife of Louis VII of France) Queen consort of Louis VII (1137–1152), of Henry II of 
England (1154–1189) Duchess of Aquitaine in her own right (1137–1204). 

Emilius, L. Paulus, Roman Consul 216 B.C.  

Erasistratus, physician, “father of physiology” 315-240 B.C. 

Eugenius III., Pope, Bernardo Pignatelli, Bernardo da Pisa, r. 1145-1153. 

Eustathius, Metropolitan of Pamphylia-Bishop of Attalia, A.D. 431  

Everard des Barres, Eberhard von Barres, Eberhard De Bären Grand Master of the Order of 
the Temple (in Jerusalem) (r. 1147 - 1151). 

Fabrizio del Carretto, 1500 captain of the galleys, 1509 Admiral, Grand Master of the 
Hospitaller of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes from 1513-1521. 

Ferdinand, King of Naples (Ferdinand I, Ferrante or Ferdinando, r. 1458-1494) 

Filokales, (Manuel) Philokales 

Fougasses, Thomas de, gentleman of Avignon; author of: Histoire Generale De Venise: 
Depvis La Fondation De La Ville, iusques à present; Extraicte tant de plusieurs Autheurs, que 
Memoires Latins, François, & Italiens, Paris, 1608.  
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Foxe, John, Oxford, Puritan Reformation preacher, historian, 1516-1587. 

Froissart, Jean, 1333-c. 1404, priest, poet, French-speaking medieval chronicler and court 
historian. 

Gadaleta, Edward Frederick, Vice-Consul Adalia, Feb. 1857 to Feb. 1860.  

Galen, Claudius (130-210 A.D.) 

Gamze beg, s.v. Hamza-beg 

Garalambos, Saint, (Aytoc), Aya Haralambos, Charalambos, Bishop of Magnesia on the 
Meander, 10th February, martyred Pisidian Antioch, 202 A.D. 

George of Pisidia, 7th c. poet, panegyrist of the Emperor Heraclius (A.D. 610-41) and senior 
official in the Constantinopolitan patriarchate. 

Gilbert (possible Templar, knight of Second Crusade) 

Godfrey of Bologna (sic.), Godefroi de Bouillon, Boloyne, leader of the First Crusade, 1060-
1100. 

Gervase of Tilbury, (1150-1228) Professor at the University of Bologna and historian, for 
some time in the service of the Holy Roman Emperor Otto IV (r. 1209-1215), and made by 
him Marshal of the Kingdom of Aries. 

Gaiasadinus, Giathedin Caicoscaw, Kaykhusraw, Sultan Giyath al-Dīn Keyhusrev II., 1237–
1246 

Gibbon, Edward, FRS, historian, M.P., 1737-1794.  

Grey, Alexander Hill, Scottish traveller and breeder of roses (d. 1927). 

Henty, George Alfred, author of 144 books, war correspondent, 1832-1902. 

Haithon, Hethum, Hetum. Hayton, or Hethum, King of Lesser Armenia, r. 1226 to 1270. 

Hamza-beg = Gamze beg, Admiral, governor of Tekke sanjak, in 1422-1423 

Harún-ar-Rashid, Hārūn al-Rashīd ibn Muḥammad al-Mahdī ibn al-Manṣūr al-ʿAbbāsī, 763-
808, Abbasid Caliph, r. 786-809. 

Hassan Pacha replaced Nedgib Pasha as governor of Adalia in the 1840’s 

Hawlett, (sic. Howlett), Rev. Frederick, F.R.A.S., (1821-1908), drawings of sun-spots made 
over 35 years with a telescope, astronomer. 
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Helena, Helen, Elena (Saint, wife of Constantius I Chlorus and the mother of Constantine the 
Great r. 308-337), Helena Augusta (248-328), feast day Orthodox, with Constantine May 21, 
Catholic feast day, August 18. Founder of many churches on her pilgrimage route to 
Jerusalem and bringer of part of the True Cross to Constantinople. 

Hesperus and Zoe of Attalia, 2nd c. Martyrs, May 2nd.  

Ibrahim beg, son of Caramanogli Mehmed beg (r. 1423-1464) 

Ibrahim Pasha, 1789-1848, son of Kavalalı M. Ali Pasha (Egypt). 

Innocent, Pope Innocent III (r. 1198-1216)  

Iames, James, Lusignan King of Cyprus (James II. r. 1463-73).  

Irene of Athens also known as Irene Sarantapechaina Co-Empress from 780 to 790.  

Isidore, Greek Metropolitan of Kiev and Patriarch of all Russias 1436, Roman Catholic 
Cardinal 1439, received the honorary title of Greek Patriarch of Constantinople from the Pope 
Pius II., Enea Silvio Bartolomeo Piccolomini, b. 1405, Pope 1458-1464. 

Ismail Gibraltar, Ismail Pasha Jabal Tariq, captain of the refitted Ottoman naval sloop, “The 
Africa”, of 24 guns in 1811, Egyptian ‘admiral,’ 1810-1826, alive in 1833. One of his sons, 
Sadik/Saddik Gibraltar, was also in the navy and gave a report in 1821 of the coast of 
Cyrenica.  

Isaac Komnenos – Comnenus, ruler of Cyprus from 1184 to 1191. 

Ja’fer Bey, Alay Bey of Attalia in 1766. 

John/Joseph, bishop of Attalia, at the seventh synod, A.D. 787. 

John II. Komnenos-Comnenus, Emperor, r. 1118 to 1143  

John III. Doukas Vatatzes, Ducas Vatatzes, “I Palaeologus,” b. 1192, Emperor at Nicaea 1222 
to 1254. 

Jordanus, Jordan de Alamaia; Giordana, (b. 1190-1237). Second prior general of the 
Dominicans 1222-1237, Blessed Jordan of Saxony, feast day February 13.   

Kaikhosrau I., s.v. Chaicosroes  

Kaikhosrau II., s.v. Chaicosroes  

Kaikāvūs, Sultan Izz ad-Din Kaykaus I, 1211–1220. 

Keun, Arthur Davm, Vice-Consul at Adalia, May 6, 1879, to December 28, 1882. 
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 Keun, Gustave Arthur, Dutch subject and British and Italian vice-consul at Adalia, 1883 to 
after WWI. 

Khliziastlan, Sultan Kiliç Arslan II. r. 1156-92.  

Kilij Arslan I, Sultan Kiliç Arslan I r. 1092-1107. 

Kilig Arslan III. Kilij Arslan III. Briefly Sultan in 1204, before Giyath al-Dīn Keyhusrev I 
regained the throne, son of Sultan Rukn al-Dīn.  

Koehler, George Frederick, Brigadier-General (1758 – 1800) “I landed at Jaffa on the 9th of 
January1801; the first thing I heard was the death of Brigadier-General Koehler, who died of 
a putrid fever (plague), on the 29th Dec. 1800 at Acre)”. 

Konrad, Conrade, Conrad III, Emperor, 1093, r. 1138 to 1152. 

Kupelian, John (1881), Armenian Archbishop of Attalia.  

Langres, Bishop of, Godfrey de la Roche, prior of Clairvaux, Bishop of Langres 1138-1163, 
was appointed by Pope Eugenius III to aid the Cardinal legates on the Second Crusade. 

Layard, Sir Austen Henry (1817-94): ambassador to the Porte1877-1880, traveller, 
archaeologist, cuneiformist, art historian, draughtsman, collector, politician and diplomat, co-
editor of, The voyages and travels of Sir John Maundeville, D. Appleton and Co., New York, 
1898. 

Lazaran (Knez Lazar, Lazar Hrebeljanović, Prince of Serbia, 1329-1389, beheaded with the 
death of Sultan Murat after the battle of Kossovo Polye in June 1389, Orthodox Martyr, feast 
day June 15. 

Lazaros St., of Galesion/Mt. Galesios, of Alamandağ, North of Ephesus,  c. 966-1053, a 
stylite, pillar Saint.  

Leake William Martin, Col., (1777-1860), Artillery officer, cartographer, topographer and 
antiquarian, FRS. 

Leo of Tripoli, Ghulām Zurāfa (from Attalia, possibly a Mardaite) End of the 9th start of the 
10th c. 

Leon, Lebounes, Roupenid Prince of Lesser Armenia 1129-38. 

Leonardo da Vinci, polymath, 1452-1519. 

Leunclavius, Johannes (Löwenklau), (1541-1594) scholar and author of: Annales sultanorum 
othmanidarum, a turcis sua lingua scripti: Hieronymi Beck a Leopoldstorf, Marci fil. studio 
& diligentia Constantinopoli aduecti MDLI, diuo Ferdinando caes. opt. max. d.d. iussuque 
caes. a. Joanne Gaudier dicto Spiegel, (translated from the Mss., ‘Saadeddin’ by Muhammed 
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ibn Hasanhan, brought from Constantinople by Hieronymus Beck in 1551.) interprete turcico 
germanice translati... 1588, Editio altera. Franckfurt, Andreae Wecheli heredes, Claudium 
Marnium, & Ioan. Aubrium, 1596. 

Lewis, Louis, Louis VII., King of France, 1120, r. 1137-1180. 

Lithgow William (c.1585–c.1645) Scottish traveller, 1610-1618 Greece, the Middle East, 
Egypt, Malta, Sicily, and North Africa, drew by means of portable camera obscura, writer and 
seeker after the source of the Nile. 

Louis, St., King Louis IX of France, (1214-1270) r. 1226-1270, d. Tunisia. 

Lusignan, Liesiegnen, Robert de, Sir Roberto de Lusignan, was appointed by king Peter I. to 
be the Captain of Korycos in 1360 and was probably a relative of the Lusignan king and was 
not an English knight as has been suggested. 

Lucan, Marcus Annaeus Lucanus 39-65 A.D.  

Lucas, Paul, 1664-1737, merchant-traveller, naturalist, physician and antiquarian to King 
Louis XIV. 

Lupold duke of Austrich, duke Leopold, (Duke of Austria, Leopold V, 1177-1194) 

Mahadí, Abu Abdallah Muhammad ibn Abdallah al-Mansur 754-785, Abbasid Caliph r. 775-
785. 

Mahmud, Ottoman Sultan-Caliph Mahmud II. r. 1808-1839 

Mandeville, Sir John, supposed author or compiler, of the mid 14th c. book of The Travels of 
Sir John Mandeville. 

Manuel I Comnenus, Emperor, r. 1143-1180 

Marshal of the Kingdom of Aries, s.v. Gervase of Tilbury. 

Martin, Gregory, c. 1542 – 1582, Roman Catholic translator of the New Testament into 
English. 

Massa, Signor, Stephana Massa, medical doctor in Satalia 1808-14, English Consul at 
Rhodes. 

Maurozomes, the son of Theodore Maurozomes and an illegitimate daughter of the Byzantine 
emperor Manuel I Komnenos, Manuel Maurozomes fought on behalf of the Seljuk sultan 
Kaykhusraw I. in 1205 and 1206. 

Meletius, Archbishop of Pisidia: Most Excellent; and Exarch of Side, Myra, and Attalia in 
1848  
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Mocenigo, Pietro, (1406-1476) Ventian admiral and doge of Venice 1474-1476 

Mohammed, Ottoman Sultan Mehmet the Conqueror-Fatih (1444-1446, 1451-1481. 

Morad, Ottoman Sultan-caliph Murad II. r. 1421-1444 and 1446-1451 

Muhametbes (Karamanoğlu Mehmet Bey) Karamán Ogli, Mehemed Beg, also, Caraman ogli 
Mehmed beg, d. 1423. 

Murad I, s.v. Amurath. 

Nectarius, Patriarch of Jerusalem 1661 to 1669 (b. Nectarius Pelopidis 1602-1676) 

Nedgib Pasha, governor of Adalia in 1838. 

Nicetas, Niketas Choniates, 1155-1217, historian. 

Octavian, Gaius Octavius Thurinus Augustus, Roman Emperor (b. 63-14 A.D.)  

Odo of Deuil, Odon de Diogilo, Eudes de Deogilo, monk, abbot of St. Deniş, crusader and 
chronicler of the Second Crusade, De profectione Ludovici Septimi in Orientem, 1110-1162. 

Orsini Jean-Baptiste the Italian Grand Master, of the Order of the Hospitaller Knights of St. 
John of Jerusalem on Malta, (r. 1467-1476). 

Osman, pasha of Adalia, 1835. 

Othman beg, Othmán Beg, Sovereign of Tekke, 1423 

Paget, Clarence, Admiral, Right Hon. Lord, 1811-1895. 

Paracelsus, Phillipus Theophratus Bombastus von Hohenheim, 1493-1541 (physician, 
chemist-alchemist). 

Paul / Paule, Apostle of Christianity c. 6-64 A.D. 

Paul II., Pietro Barbo, Pope 1464 -1471. 

Peter of Lusignan, Peter of Liesiegnen, Peter de Lusignan, fifteenth Latin king of Jerusalem 
and King of Cyprus (r. 1358–1369) 

Philip de Mézières, sir Phelyp of Maysyeres, 1327-1405, crusader, from 1359 -1369 
chancellor of Lusignan Cyprus. 

Philip II, Philip Augustus, king of France, r. 1180- July 1223. 

Philip of Opuntium, transcriber of Plato’s “laws,” 5th c. B.C. 

Pliny the Elder, Gaius Plinius Secundus, (23-79 A.D.) 
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Plumptre, Edward Hayes, Oxford, Dean of Wells, theologian, poet, translator from ancient 
Greek (Sophocles, Aeschylus), and Italian (Dante), 1821-1891. 

Plutarch, Lucius Mestrius Plutarchus (45-127 A.D.) 

Pococke, Rev. Richard, 1704-1765, Cambridge, Bishop, traveller and author, Travels in Egypt 
1737-39, A Description of the East, 1743-45, Tour in Ireland in 1752 etc.  

Pompey, Pompeius, Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus, 106-48 B.C. 

Praxagoras (of Cos) c. 4th B.C. 

Psellus, Michael, monk, historian, courtier, 1018-1078. 

Ptolemy, Claudius Ptolemaeus, 100-160 A.D. Geographer and cartographer. 

Publius, Roman Prefect-Governor of Pamphylia, 250 A.D. 

Purdie John, British consul Adalia (1842-1856 d. Adalia), and corn-merchant.  

Rabelais, Francis - François, 1494-1553, physician, monk and writer, (pseud. Alcofribas 
Nasier and Séraphin Calobarsy), his work influenced both Cervantes and Shakespeare. 

Rancon, De, Geoffry de Rancon, Baron de Rancogne, Geoffrey de Rancogne, Geoffrey de 
Plancogne, Lord of Taillebourg, Baron Poitevin, d. 1190’s. 

Raymond, Prince of Antioch, Raymond de Poitiers,  r. 1136 to 1149 

Reginald Grenier lord of Sidon 1130’s – 1202. 

Renaurd de Chatillion, lord of Sidon, 1120-1187. 

Richard I., king of England (Richard Coeur de Lion) 1157 - 1199. 

Roger de Hoveden (c. 1174–1201) chronicler-Latin historian, author of the Chronica/Annales, 
of the period from A.D. 732 to A.D. 1201. He was probably with King Richard on the Third 
Crusade. 

Romegas, Mathurin d’Aux de Lescout, Knight of Malta, Admiral, 1528-1581. 

Ruczatin, Raconad, Rokn ud din, Sultan Rukn al-Dīn Kilij Arslan IV, 1248–1265. 

Sandison, Alfred, Acting Vice-Consul Adalia 1859-60. 

Sasan (Sultan Malik Shah 1107-1116), brother and successor of Sultan Kilij Arslan I 

Selim, Ottoman Sultan, Selim (Yavuz, the Grim), r. 1512-1520. 
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Selim Pacha, Vizier, late governor of Damascus (Mehmed Selim Pasha (1831–1832 
assassinated). 

Seraphim of Antalya, 17th c. Bishop of Ankara and Metropolitan of Pisidia 

Servilius, Isauricus, Publius Servilius Vatia Isauricus (122-44 B.C.) Roman Consul 79 B.C. 

Sextus, son of Gnaeus Pompeius Magnus, Pompey the Great s.v. 

Schach culy, Shah Kulî, Scheitankuli, Shahkulu, Şah Kulu Baba Tekeli (d. 1511). 

Schiltberger, Johannes, Ottoman captive, 1381-1440. 

Schonbrün, Prof., who together with Herr Loew of Posen investigated Lycia on behalf of the 
King of Prussia in 1842. 

Scott, Sir Walter, Scottish historical novelist, historian, poet etc. 1771 – 1832. 

Sixtus IV., Sextus IV., (Pope 1471-1484). 

Soliman the Great Turke, Ottoman Sultan-Caliph Süleyman (Soliman the Great Turke, the 
Lawgiver, the Magnificent) r. 1520-1566. 

Soliman, the son of Coutoulmisch, Suleiman ibn Qutulmish, founder of the Seljuk state in 
Asia Minor 1077-1086.  

Strabon 64 B.C.- 24 A.D.  

Texier, Charles Félix Marie, 1802-1871, architect and antiquarian 

Timur-Bec, Timour, Timur, Tamerlain the Great, Emperor of the Moguls and Tartars, 1336, r. 
1370-1405. 

Theodoras, Theodore (successor to Eustathius, Metropolitan of Pamphylia-Bishop of Attalia 
c. 430’s)  

Theodore Lascari, Theodore Lascaris first Emperor of Nicaea (r. 1204/05–1221/22)  

Thierri/Thierry of Alsatia, Earl of Flanders, Theoderic, fifteenth count of Flanders from 1128 
to 1168. 

Thomas, Peter, native of Guienne, a born subject of Edward III, Carmelite, Papal legate, 1363 
he was appointed Archbishop of Crete and in 1364 Latin Patriarch of Constantinople. Saint, 
Feast, Jan. 8th, 1305-1366.  

Trajan, Marcus Ulpius Nerva Traianus, Roman Emperor, 98-117 

Treno, Nicholas, Nicolo Tron/Trono (Nicholo) Doge of Venice 1471 to 1473.  
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Tyndale, Willam (1494-1536, New Testament translation completed 1525, executed)- 
Translator of the Bible into English.  

Urban V., Pope, Guillaume de Grimoard, b. Languedoc, beatified March 10, 1870, feast Dec. 
19th (r. 1362 – 1370) 

Usan-cassan, Usun Cassanes, Hassan Cassan, Hussun Cassan, Usam-Cassan, King of Persia, 
Uzun Hassan (1423-1478). 

Ustuziogly, Ottoman pasha, supporter of Şah Kulu Baba Tekeli (d. 1511) 

Valdemar IV., Atterdag, king of Denmark 1340-1375. 

Vaquieras, Rambaud of Vaquieras, Marquis Boniface of Montferrat’s troubadour (probably 
died Satalia 1207) 

Vertot, Abbé René-Aubert Vertot (1655-1735). Abbe and historian of the Hospitaller Order of 
the knights of St. John of Jerusalem. 

Vetus de Monte (the old man of the mountain), Sheikh el Jebel, head of the Isma’ili Assassins 
of Syria, Rashid ad-Din Sinan (1130-1193) a head of the Hashashini, Assassin, Chasysii. 

Weyasit, s.v. Bajazet I.  

Wilkins, William, unpaid Vice-Consul Adalia,14 April 1875-1879 and manager of the 
Imperial Ottoman Bank first in Isparta and then Adalia. 

Wolff, Joseph, missionary, 1795 – 1862. 

Walter Map (Gualterius Mappus) 1140 – c. 1210, courtier and cleric, archdeacon of Oxford in 
1196 and author of De Nugis Curialium (The Trifles of Courtiers) historical anecdotes and 
satire in Latin, 

Wyman, Walter, (1848 - 1911), supervising surgeon general of the Marine Hospital Service 
from 1891 to 1902, and the third Surgeon General of the United States, 1891-1911. He 
developed a national system of quarantine, his primary medical interest was in public health.  

Yāqūt = Yāqūt Shihāb al-Dīn ibn-'Abdullāh al-Rūmī al-Hamawī (1179–1229) 623 A.H.-1225 
Kitāb mu’jam al-buldān (the Book of the Encyclopedia of Lands) 

Zacosta, Piero Raimondo, Pere Ramon Sacosta, Spaniard, Grand Master of the knights 
Hospitallers of St. John of Jerusalem on Rhodes, 1461-1467. 

Zacky, Ottoman Pasha of Bengazi in 1858 

Zahak, a demon king with snakes growing out of his shoulders, said to have ruled over Iran 
for 1,000 years, a contemporary of Feridun.  
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Zavitziano, Spiridion C., (1850-1937), Dr. (M.D.), served on the sanitary commission of Pera, 
United States Sanitary Representative, Constantinople, founded a department for Greek 
Orthodox foundlings in Pera in 1889.  

Zenghi, Nureddin, Nur ad-din Abu al-Qasim Mahmud Ibn ‘Imad ad-Din Zangi, Great Seljuk 
Atabeg of Aleppo-Halep, r. 1146-1174, recaptured Edessa-Urfa from the Latin-Franks, a 
cause of the Second Crusade.  

Zenicetes, powerful maritime prince (to Roman eyes a pirate) 85-78 B.C. 
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